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WAS MIDDLE AMEBICA PEOPLED FROM ASIA?

By Peof. EDWAKD S. MOESE.

THE controversies over the question of the origin of Central

American culture are to be again awakened by the exploration

organized under the direction of the American Museum of Natural

History through the liberality of its president, Morris K. Jesup, Esq.

The plans embrace an ethnographic survey of the races between the

Columbia and Amoor Rivers. Many similarities in customs, folk-

lore, etc., will doubtless be found among these northern races. How
far traces of an ancient avenue will be established through which

came the unique cult of middle America, and for which in a way
the surveys have been instituted, remains to be seen. The ques-
tion is one of perennial interest, and all honor to the scientific spirit

of Mr. Jesup, whose munificence has provided the means for this

work.

It may be of interest to remind those who have only a vague
idea of the contention that there are many earnest scholars who
insist that the wonderful architectural remains in Mexico, Yucatan,
and other regions of the west coast are due to Asiatic contact in

the past. As proofs of this contact are cited similarities as seen in

the monuments, the facial characteristics of certain tribes, ancient

customs, astronomical ideas, serpent worship, certain games, etc.

Particularly is it believed by the scholars that the
" land of

Fusang
" mentioned in early Chinese historical records is no other

than Mexico or some contiguous country.

Space will not permit even the briefest mention of the evidences

which have led to these conclusions, and the reader is referred to a

remarkably condensed history of the whole question embodied in a
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volume by Mr. Edward P. Vining entitled An Inglorious Columbus.

Under this unfortunate title one may find the most painstaking col-

location of the many memoirs written upon this subject, with the

Chinese account of the land of Fusang in Chinese characters, and

appended thereto the various translations of the document by De

Guines, Williams, Julien, and other eminent sinologues.

To the French Orientalist, M. de Guines, we are indebted for

our first knowledge of certain ancient records of the Chinese, which

briefly record the visit of Chinese Buddhist monks to the land

of Fusang in the year 458 of our era, and the return of a single

Buddhist monk from this land in 499. De Guines's memoir appeared
in 1761, and for forty years but little attention was drawn to it.

Humboldt says that, according to the learned researches of Father

Gaubil, it appears doubtful whether the Chinese ever visited the

western coast of America at the time stated by De Guines. In 1831,

Klaproth, the eminent German Orientalist, combated the idea that

Fusang was Mexico, and insisted that it was Japan. In 1844 the

Chevalier de Paravey argued that Fusang should be looked for in

America. Prof. Karl Friedrich Neumann also defended this idea.

In magazine articles in 1850-1862, and finally in book form in 1875,
Mr. C. G. Leland supported with great ingenuity the idea of Chinese

contact based on the Fusang account. In 1862 M. Jose Perez also

defended the idea. In 1865 M. Gustave d'Eichthal published his

memoir on the Buddhistic origin of American civilization, and in

the same year M. Vivien de Saint-Martin combated the theory, and

since that time many others have written upon the subject in favor or

in opposition to the idea of Asiatic contact.

These hasty citations are only a few of the many that I have

drawn from Mr. Vining's encyclopedic compilation.

It is extraordinary what a keen fascination the obscure paths of

regions beyond history and usually beyond verification have to many
minds, and the fascination is as justifiable as the desire to explore
unknown regions of the earth. In the one case, however, we have

a tangled mass of legendary tales coming down from a time when

dragons were supposed to exist, when trees were miles in height,

when people lived to a thousand years, when every unit of measure-

ment was distorted and every physical truth, as we know it to-day,

had no recognition, while in the other case we have at least a con-

tinuity of the same land and sea extending to the unexplored beyond.
This impulse of the human mind finds an attractive problem in the

question as to the origin of the American races. Dr. Brinton has

insisted on the unreasonable nature of the inquiry by asking an

analogous one:
" Whence came the African negroes? All will reply,

'From Africa, of course.' 'Originally?' 'Yes, originally; they
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constitute the African or negro subspecies of man.'
'

By bringing

together isolated features which have resemblances in common, the

American Indian has been traced to nearly every known stock. Mr.

Henry W. Henshaw, in an admirable address entitled Who are the

American Indians ? says :

"
If you have special bias or predilection

you have only to choose for yourself. If there be any among you
who decline to find the ancestors of our Indians among the Jews,

Phoenicians, Scandinavians, Irish, "Welsh, Egyptians, or Tartars,

then you still have a choice among the Hindu, Malay, Polynesian,

Chinese, or Japanese, or indeed among almost any other of the chil-

dren of men." Had this address been written a few years later he

might have added Hittite!

There are two propositions involved in the controversy as to the

Asiatic origin of the American race: the one is that America was

peopled from Asia by invasions or migrations in pre-savage or pre-

glacial times; the other is that the peculiar civilization of Central

America was induced by Buddhist monks, who traveled from Asia

to Mexico and Central America in the fifth century of our era.

Those who sustain the first thesis are without exception men trained

in the science of anthropology; those who sustain the second thesis

are with a few conspicuous exceptions travelers, geographers, sino-

logues, missionaries, and the like.

If Asia should ever prove to be the cradle of the human race, or

of any portion of it which had advanced well beyond the creature

known as Pithecanthropus erectus, then unquestionably an Asian

people may be accounted the progenitors of the American Indians.

Any effort, however, to establish an identity at this stage would

probably take us far beyond the origin of speech or the ability to

fabricate an implement.
The controversy has not raged on this ground, however; the

numerous volumes and memoirs on the subject have dealt almost

exclusively with culture contacts or direct invasions from Asia in

our era, and more particularly with the supposed visits of Chinese

Buddhist monks to Mexico and Central America already alluded to.

Believing in the unity of the^ human race, the dispersion of the

species seems more naturally to have occurred along the northern

borders of the great continents rather than across the wide ocean.

From the naturalist's standpoint the avenues have been quite as

open for the circumpolar distribution of man as they have been

for the circumpolar distribution of other animals and plants down
to the minutest land snail and low fungus. The ethnic, resemblances

supposed to exist between the peoples of the two sides of the Pacific

may be the result of an ancient distribution around the northern

regions of the globe. Even to-day social relations are said to exist
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between the peoples of the Mackenzie and the Lena delta, and it is

not improbable that the carrying band of the Ainu in Yeso and a

similar device depicted on ancient codices and stone monuments in

Mexico may have had a common origin. Advancing to a time when
man acquired the art of recording his thoughts, the question of any-

contact between the peoples of the eastern and western shores of the

Pacific, south of latitude 40°, compels us to examine the avenues

which have been so potent in the distribution of life in the past
—

namely, the oceanic currents. We are at once led to the great Japan

current, the Kuro Shiwo, which sweeps up by the coast of Japan
and spends its force on the northwest coast of America. Records

show a number of instances of Japanese junks cast ashore on the

Oregon coast and shores to the north.*

It must be evidences of Japanese and not Chinese contact that

we are to look for—tangible evidences, for example, in the form of

relics, methods of burial, etc. That the Japanese bear resemblances

to certain northern people there can be no doubt. Dr. Torell

brought before the Swedish Anthropological Society, some years ago,

the results of a comparative study of Eskimo and Japanese. The
anatomical and ethnographical resemblances appeared so striking to

him as to give additional strength to the theory of the settlement of

America from Asia by way of Bering Strait. That there are cer-

tain resemblances among individuals of different races we have

abundant evidences. At a reception in Philadelphia I introduced a

Japanese commissioner (who had been a Cambridge wrangler) to a

full-blooded Omaha Indian dressed in our costume, and the com-

missioner began a conversation with him in Japanese; nor could he

believe me when I assured him that it was an Indian that he was

addressing, and not one of his own countrymen. I was told by an

attache of the Japanese legation at Washington that after carefully

scrutinizing the features of a gentleman with whom he was travel-

ing he ventured to introduce himself as a fellow-countryman, and

found to his astonishment that the man was a native of the Malay
Peninsula. That the Malays bear a strong resemblance to the

Chinese is quite true. Dr. Baelz, of the Medical College of Japan,
can find no differences between the crania and pelves of the Chinese

and Malays. Wallace assures us that even the Malay of Java, when

* Mr. Charles Walcott Brooks presented to the California Academy of Sciences a report

of Japanese vessels wrecked on the North Pacific Ocean in which many instances are given.

He says :
"
Every junk found stranded on the coast of North America or on the Hawaiian

or adjacent islands has, on examination, proved to be Japanese, and no single instance of a

Chinese vessel has ever been reported, nor is any believed to have existed. . . . There also

exists an ocean stream of cold water emerging from the Arctic Ocean which sets close in

along the eastern coast of Asia. This fully accounts for the absence of Chinese junks on

the Pacific, as vessels disabled off their coast would naturally drift southward."
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dressed as a Chinese, is not to be distinguished from them, and

Peschel classifies the Malays with the Mongoloid people. In these

approximate regions one might expect close intermixtures. If re-

semblances are established between the Japanese and the Eskimo,

they would probably have arisen from a circumpolar race which has

left its traces on northern peoples the world around. We turn

naturally to Japan as the region from which a migration might rea-

sonably have been supposed to take place. Its position on the Asiatic

coast with a series of larger and smaller stepping-stones
—the Kuriles

—to Kamchatka, and thence across the strait to America and sea-

ward, the broad and powerful Japanese current sweeping by its

coast and across the Pacific, arrested only by the northwestern coast

of America. With these various avenues of approach one might

certainly expect evidences of contact in past times. A somewhat

extended study in Japan of its prehistoric and early historic remains

in the way of shell-heap pottery from the north to the south, much
of it of an exceedingly curious character; the later stone imple-

ments, many of them of the most extraordinary types; the bronze

mirrors, swords, spear points, and the so-called bronze bells
;
the wide

distribution of a curious comma-shaped ornament of stone known
as the magatama, with a number of varieties, and many other kinds

of objects, leads me to say that no counterpart or even remote paral-

lelism has been found in the western hemisphere. Certain rude

forms of decoration of the northern shell-heap pottery of Japan,
such as the cord-mark and crenulated fillet, are world-wide in their

distribution, and a similar wide dispersal is seen of the rude stone im-

plements and notched and barbed bone and horn. Here, however,
the similarity ends. The lathe-turned unglazed mortuary vessels so

common in ancient graves in Japan and Korea have equally no coun-

terpart on our western coast. If now we examine the early records

of Japan in her two famous works—the Kojiki and Nikonji, which

contain rituals, ceremonies, and historical data going back with con-

siderable accuracy to the third and fourth centuries of our era—we
shall find many curious details of customs and arts and references

to objects which have since been exhumed from burial mounds, yet
we look in vain for a similar cult in Mexico or Central America.

Turning aside from Japan as an impossible ground in which to trace

resemblances, we glance at the unique character of the ancient pot-

tery of Central America, with its representations of natural forms,

such as fishes, turtles, frogs, shells, etc., its peculiar motives of decora-^

tion in color, and find no counterpart in Asia. The pyramidal rock

structure and rounded burial mounds are supposed to have their

counterparts in the East, but the pyramidal form is common in

various parts of the world, simply because it is the most economical
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and most enduring type of architecture, and facilitates by its form

the erection of the highest stone structures. The rounding dome
of an earth mound and the angular side of a rock pyramid are the

result of material only.

If we now turn to China as a possible region from which migra-
tions may have come in the past, we have only to study the historical

records of that ancient people to realize how hopeless it is to estab-

lish any relationship. Let one study the Ceremonial Usages of the

Chinese (1121 b. c.—translated by Gingell), and he will then ap-

preciate the wonderful advancement of the Chinese at that early

date—the organized government, the arts, customs, manufactures,
and the minute observances and regulations concerning every detail

of life. With these records before him he may search in vain for

the direct introduction of any art or device described in this old

Chinese work. A few similarities are certainly found between the

East and the West, but these arise from the identity in man's mental

and physical structure. With two legs only, for example, it is found

difficult to sit on a seat comfortably in more than a few ways. One

may sit with both legs down, with one leg under, with legs crossed

a la Turk, or the unconventional way throughout the world with one

leg over the other at various angles. It would seem with this limited

number of adjustments that any similarities in the attitude of cer-

tain stone statues in America and Asia could have but little weight.
Prof. F. W. Putnam believes that he has established an Asiatic

origin of certain jade ornaments found in Central America. If this

conclusion could be sustained, we should then have evidences of con-

tact with an Asiatic people in the stone age, which in itself was one

of great antiquity for the Chinese, and one long antedating the origin
of Buddhism. In the Chinese work above alluded to the whetstone

is mentioned for sharpening swords, and the craft employed in pol-

ishing the musical stone. Confucius also.refers to the musical stone

in his Analects. This is as near as we get to the use of stone eleven

hundred years before Christ. It is to the merit of Putnam to have

first called attention to the fact that many of the jade ornaments,

amulets, etc., of Central America had originally been portions of

jade celts. The discovery is one of importance, whatever explanation

may be reached as to the origin of the stone. In Costa Rica these

celt-derived ornaments have been cut from celts composed of the

native rock, and it would seem that these old implements handed

down in the family led to their being preserved in the form of beads,

amulets, etc., much in the same spirit that animates us to-day in

making paper-cutters, penholders, and the like from wood of the

Charter Oak, frigate Constitution, and other venerated relics.

Among other evidences of contact the existence of the Chinese calen-
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dar in Mexico is cited. Dr. Brinton shows, however, that the Mexi-

can calendar is an indigenous production, and has no relation to the

calendar of the Chinese. In a similar way the Mexican game of

patolli is correlated with the East Indian game of parchesi by Dr.

E. B. Tylor. Dr. Stewart Culin, who has made a profound study
of the games of the world, and Mr. Frank Hamilton Cushing, the

distinguished student of the ethnology of southern North America,
are both convinced that this game had an independent origin in

various parts of the world. Mexican divisions of time marked by
five colors are recognized as being allied to a similar device in China.

The application of colors to the meaning of certain ideographs is

common in other parts of the world as well. It is important to

remark that the colors named include nearly the whole category as

selected by barbarous people, and in the use of colors in this way
it would be difficult to avoid similarities.

The evidences of contact in early times must be settled by the

comparison of early relics of the two shores of the Pacific. Resem-

blances there are, and none will dispute them, but that they are for-

tuitous and have no value in the discussion is unquestionable. As
illustrations of these fortuitous resemblances may be cited a tazza

from the United States of Colombia having a high support with tri-

angular perforations identical in form with that of a similar object
found among the mortuary vessels of Korea, and Greece as well. A
curious, three-lobed knob of a pot rim, so common in the shell

mounds of Omori, Japan, has its exact counterpart in the shell

mounds of the upper Amazon. In the Omori pottery a peculiar cur-

tain-shaped decoration on a special form of jar has its exact parallel in

the ancient pottery of Porto Rico. These instances might be multi-

plied, but such coincidences as are often seen in the identity of cer-

tain words are familiar to all students. The account of the land of

Fusang appears in the records of the Liang dynasty contained in the

Nanshi, or History of the South, written by Li Yen-Shau, who lived

in the beginning of the seventh century. It purports to have been

told by a monk who returned from the land of Fusang in 499 of

our era. This hypothetical region has been believed to be Japan,

Saghalin, and Mexico. The record is filled with fabulous state-

ments of impossible animals, trees of impossible dimensions, and is so

utterly beyond credence in many ways that it should have no weight
as evidence. If it had any foundation in fact, then one might infer

that some traveler had entered Saghalin from the north, had crossed

to Yeso and Japan, and found his way back to China. His own

recollections, supplemented by stories told him by others, would form
the substance of his account. The record is brief, but any one

familiar with Japan as Klaproth was is persuaded with him that the
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account refers to Japan and adjacent regions. The twenty thousand

li the monk is said to have traveled may parallel his mulberry trees

several thousand feet high and his silkworms seven feet long. In a

more remote Chinese record, as mentioned by Dr. Gustave Schlegel,

the statement is made that the inhabitants had to dig down ten thou-

sand feet to obtain blue tenacious clay for roofing tiles! A number

of ardent writers convinced that signs of Chinese contact are seen in

the relics of middle America have seized upon this account of Fusang
in support of this belief. These convictions have arisen by finding it

difficult to believe that the ancient civilizations of Mexico and Peru

could have been indigenous. In seeking for an exterior origin in

the Fusang account overweight has been credited to every possible

resemblance, and all discrepancies have been ignored.

The fabulous account of the land of Fusang evidently supplied

documentary evidence, and Mexico was conceived to be the mythical

Fusang. Mr. Yining goes so far as to declare that
" some time in the

past the nations of Mexico, Yucatan, and Central America were

powerfully affected by the introduction of Asiatic arts, customs, and

religious belief." To establish the details in the Chinese account

the entire western hemisphere is laid under contribution: now it

is the buffalo of North America, then the llama of Peru, the reindeer

of the arctic, or some native word. These writers do not hesitate to

bring to life animals that became extinct in the upper Tertiaries, and

to account for the absence of others by supposing them to have

become extinct. Literal statements of horses dragging wheeled ve-

hicles are interpreted as an allusion in Buddhist cult which refers by

metaphor to attributes and not to actual objects. As an illustration

of the wild way in which some of these resemblances are established,

Mr. Yining quotes the account of M. Jose Perez (Revue Orientate et

Americaine, vol. viii). Perez reminds us that the inhabitants of the

New World gave Old World names to places in the new continent,

citing New York, New Orleans, and New Brunswick as examples, and

then says that at some remote epoch the Asiatics had given to the

cities of the New World the same names as the cities of their mother

country; so the name of the famous Japanese city Ohosaka (Osaka),

to the west of the Pacific, became Oaxaca in Mexico on the eastern

side. Now it is well known that the ancient name of Osaka was

Namihawa; this became corrupted into Naniwa, and not till 1492

does the name Osaka appear. Rev. J. Summers gives a full ac-

count of these successive names with their meanings (Transac-

tions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, vol. vii, part iv). The real

question to be answered is not what might have been accomplished

by ancient explorers from Asia, but what was accomplished. It

is shown that Chinese Buddhist priests went to India in the years
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3S8, 399, 629, and so on, and the question is asked, Why may
they not have reached Mexico on the east? Migration on paral-

lels of latitude with no intervening ocean is one matter; to go from

latitude 30° on one side of the Pacific almost to the Arctic Ocean,
and down on the other side nearly to the equator, is quite another

exploit. It is assumed that five priests had gone to Mexico in 468

a. d., and there ingrafted Buddhistic cult on the races with whom

they came in contact. It is simply beyond reason to believe that the

introduction of Buddhism into Mexico antedated by half a century
its introduction into Japan. Communication between Korea and

Japan has been from the earliest times one without effort or peril:

in the one case a trip of a day or more, in the other case a journey
of unnumbered thousands of miles through perilous seas, across

stormy fiords and raging waters, including arctic and tropical

climates and contact with multitudinous savage hordes. Those who
hold that Mexico and Central America were powerfully affected by
Asiatic contact must be called upon to explain the absence of cer-

tain Asiatic arts and customs which would have been introduced by

any contact of sufficient magnitude to leave its impress so strongly
in other directions. A savage people takes but little from a civilized

people save its diseases, gunpowder, and rum. The contact of bar-

barous with civilized people results in an interchange of many useful

objects and ideas, but these introductions must be through repeated
invasions and by considerable numbers. Peschel, while believing in

the Asiatic origin of the American race, would place the time far

back in the savage state. He repudiates the Fusang idea, and ex-

presses his belief that
"
a high state of civilization can not be trans-

mitted by a few individuals, and that the progress in culture takes

place in dense populations and by means of a division of labor which

fits each individual into a highly complex but most effective organi-

zation," and then insists that "
the phenomena of American civili-

zation originated independently and spontaneously"; and Keane
shows how interesting the social, religious, and political institutions

of America become when " once severed from the fictitious Asiatic

connection and influences." That the savage derives little or derives

slowly from contact with a superior race is seen in the fact that he

still remains savage. Thus the Ainu, a low, savage people, though

they have been in contact with the Japanese for nearly two thou-

sand years, have never acquired the more powerful Mongolian arrow

release, while the Persians, though Aryan, yet early acquired this

release from their Mongolian neighbors. The Scandinavians, who
in prehistoric times practiced the primary release, yet later acquired
the more efficient Mediterranean method. Let us for a moment con-

sider what would have occurred as a result of an Asiatic contact with
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a people advanced enough to have been powerfully affected in their
"

arts, customs, and religious belief." It seems reasonable to believe

that traces of a Mongolian release would be found in Central

America, the more so as a warlike people would eagerly seize upon a

more powerful method of pulling the bow, yet no trace of a stone or

metal thumb ring has ever been found in the western hemisphere.
Ancient Mexican codices, while depicting the archer, reveal no

trace of the Mongolian method. In the Old World this release crept

westward as a result of the migration of, or contact with, Asiatic

tribes, and metal thumb rings are dug up on the Mediterranean lit-

toral. While the arrow release of China might not have effected a

lodgment in America, the terra-cotta roofing tile certainly would.

This important device, according to Schlegel, was probably known
in China 2200 b. o., in Korea 500 b. c, and in Japan in the early

years of our era. In the ancient records of Japan reference is made
to

"
breaking a hole in the roof tiles of the hall," etc., and green-

glazed tiles are dug up on the sites of ancient temples in Japan. The

fragments are not only unmistakable but indestructible. I have

shown elsewhere * that the primitive roofing tile crept into Europe
from the East, distributing itself along both shores of the Mediter-

ranean, and extending north to latitude 44°. Graeber finds its

earliest use in the temple of Hira in Olympia, 1000 b. c. The ancient

Greeks had no knowledge of the roofing tile. Among the thousands

of fragments and multitudinous articles of pottery found by Schlie-

mann in the ruins of Ilios, not a trace of the roofing tile was dis-

covered. One is forced to believe that so useful an object, and one

so easily made, would have been immediately adopted by a people so

skillful in the making of pottery as the ancient Mexicans. Certainly
these people and those of contiguous countries were equal to the

ancient Greeks in the variety of their fictile products. Huge jars,

whistles, masks, men in armor, curious pots of an infinite variety
attest to their skill as potters, yet the western hemisphere has not

revealed a single fragment of a pre-Columbian roofing tile. Vi-

ning, in his work, cites an observation of the Rev. W. Lobseheid, the

author of a Chinese grammar. In crossing the Isthmus of Panama
this writer was much struck with the similarities to China

;

"
the

principal edifices on elevated ground and the roofing tiles identical

to those of China." The roofing tile is indeed identical with that of

China. It is the form that I have elsewhere defined as the normal

or Asiatic tile, but it reached America for the first time by way
of the Mediterranean and Spain, and thence with the Spaniards
across the Atlantic, where it immediately gained a footing, and

* On the Older Forms of Terra-Cotta Roofing Tiles. Essex Institute Bulletin, 1882.
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rapidly spread through South America and along the west coast

north, as may be seen in the old mission buildings in California.

In China, Korea, and Japan the sandal has a bifurcated toe cord,

the base of which, springing from the front of the sandal, passes

between the first and second toes. It belongs to the Old World

through its entire extent. It is the only form represented in ancient

Egyptian, Assyrian, and Greek sculpture. One would have expected

that with any close contact with Asian people this method of holding

the sandal to the foot would have been established in Central Amer-

ica, yet one may seek in vain for the evidences of even a sporadic

introduction of this method. Where representations are given in

the sculptured stone pottery, or codex, the sandal is represented

with two cords, one passing between the first and second and the

other between the third and fourth toes. Dr. Otis T. Mason, who
has given us an exhaustive monograph of the foot gear of the world,

says that every authority on Mexico and Central America pictures

the sandal with two cords, and he further says, in a general article

on the same subject,
" An examination of any collection of pottery

of middle America reveals the fact at once, if the human foot is por-

trayed, that the single toe string was not anciently known."

The Thibetans, Chinese, Koreans, and Japanese have used the

serviceable carrying stick from time immemorial. The nearest ap-

proach to this method in this country is seen in Guadalajara, where

a shoulder piece is used to carry jars. The representation of this

method shows that the pole rests across the back in such a manner

that the load is steadied by both the right and left hand simultane-

ously
—

identical, in fact, with methods in vogue to-day through
western Europe. We find, however, the northern races, as the Ainu
and Kamchadels, use the head band in carrying loads, and this

method has been depicted in ancient American sculpture. The car-

rying stick, so peculiarly Asiatic, according to Dr. Mason, is not met

with on this continent.

With the evidences of Asiatic contact supposed to be so strong in

Central America, one might have imagined that so useful a device as

the simple chopsticks would have secured a footing. These two

sticks, held in one hand and known in China as
"
hasteners or nimble

lads," are certainly the most useful, the most economical, and the

most efficient device for their purposes ever invented by man.

Throughout that vast Asian region, embracing a population of five

hundred million, the chopstick is used as a substitute for fork, tongs,

and certain forms of tweezers. Even fish, omelet, and cake are sepa-

rated with the chopsticks, and the cook, the street scavenger, and the

watch repairer use this device in the form of iron, long bamboo, and

delicate ivory. The bamboo chopstick was known in China 1000
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b. a, and shortly after this date the ivory form was devised. Their

use is one of great antiquity in Japan, as attested by references to it

in the ancient records of that country. One may search in vain for

the trace of any object in the nature of a chopstick in Central or

South America. Knitting needles of wood are found in the work
'

baskets associated with ancient Peruvian mummies, but the chop-

stick has not been found. Curious pottery rests for the chopsticks

are exhumed in Japan, but even this enduring testimony of its early

use is yet to be revealed in this country.
The plow in all its varieties has existed in China for countless

centuries. Its ideograph is written in a score of ways. It was early

introduced into Korea and Japan, and spread westward through the

Old World to Scandinavia. There it has been found in the peat

bogs. It is figured on ancient Egyptian monuments, yet it made its

appearance in the New World only with the advent of the Spaniards.

This indispensable implement of agriculture when once introduced

was instantly adopted by the races who came in contact with the

Spaniards. Even in Peru, with its wonderful agricultural develop-

ment and irrigating canals, no trace of this device is anciently known,
and to-day the tribes of Central and South America still follow the

rude and primitive model first introduced by their conquerors.
If we study the musical instruments of the New World races

we find various forms of whistles, flutes, rattles, split bells, and

drums, but seek in vain for a stringed instrument of any kind. This

is all the more surprising when we find evidences of the ancient use

of the bow. If Dr. Tylor is right, we may well imagine that the lute

of ancient Egypt was evolved from the musical bow with its gourd
resonator (so common in various parts of Africa), and this in turn

an outgrowth of the archer's bow, or, what at the moment seems

quite as probable, the musical bow might have been the primitive

form from which was evolved the archer's bow on the one hand and

the lute on the other. Dr. Mason, in a brief study of the musical

bow, finds it in various forms in Africa and sporadic cases of it in

this country, and expresses the conviction that stringed musical in-

struments were not known to any of the aborigines of the western

hemisphere before Columbus. Dr. Brinton is inclined to dispute

this conclusion, though I am led to believe that Dr. Mason is right;

for had this simple musical device been known anciently in this

country, it would have spread so widely that its pre-Columbian use

would have been beyond any contention. In Japan evidences of a

stringed instrument run back to the third or fourth century of our

era, and in China the kin (five strings) and seih (thirteen strings)

were known a thousand years before Christ. These were played in

temples of worship, at religious rites, times of offering, etc. It seems
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incredible that any contact sufficient to affect the religious customs

of Mexico or Central America could have occurred without the in-

troduction of a stringed instrument of some kind.*

In the Ceremonial Usages of the Chinese (1100 b. a), a work

already referred to, one may find allusions to a number of forms of

wheeled carriages, with directions for their construction. Minute

details even are given as to material and dimensions, such as measur-

ing the spoke holes in the rim with millet seed (reminding one of the

modern method of ascertaining the cubic contents of crania), all

indicating the advanced development of wheeled vehicles. If from

this early date in China up to the fifth century a. d., any people had

found their way from China to middle America, one wonders why
the wheel was not introduced. Its absence must be accounted for.

It was certainly not for lack of good roads or constructive skill. Its

appearance in this hemisphere was synchronous with the Spanish

invasion, and when once introduced spread rapidly north and south.

Like the plow, it still remains to-day the clumsy and primitive

model of its Spanish prototype.

The potter's wheel is known to have existed in Asia from the

earliest times; the evidence is not only historical, but is attested by
the occurrence of lathe-turned pottery in ancient graves. We look

in vain for a trace of a potter's wheel in America previous to the

sixteenth century. Mr. Henry C. Mercer regards a potter's device

used in Yucatan as a potter's wheel, and believes it to have been pre-

Columbian. This device, known as the Jcabal, consists of a thick

disk of wood which rests on a slippery board, the potter turning the

disk with his feet. The primitive workman uses his feet to turn,

hold, and move objects in many operations. The primitive potter

has always turned his jar in manipulation rather than move himself

about it. Resting the vessel on a block and revolving it with his

feet is certainly the initial step toward the potter's wheel, but so

simple an expedient must not be regarded as having any relation to

the true potter's wheel, which originated in regions where other

kinds of wheels revolving on pivots were known.

It seems reasonable to believe that had the Chinese, Japanese,
or Koreans visited the Mexican coast in such numbers as is believed

they did, we ought certainly to find some influence, some faint strain,

at least, of the Chinese method of writing in the hitherto unfathom-

able inscriptions of Maya and Aztec. Until recently it was not

known whether they were phonetic or ideographic ; indeed, Dr. Brin-

* Since the above was written Dr. Brinton and Mr. Saville have called my attention to

such evidences as would warrant the belief in the existence of a pre-Columbian stringed

musical instrument. The devices are, however, of such a nature as to indicate their inde-

pendent origin.
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ton has devised a new word to express their character, which he calls

ikonomatic. This distinguished philologist of the American lan-

guages confesses that not even the threshold of investigation in

the solution of these enigmatical puzzles has been passed. Had the

Chinese introduced or modified or even influenced in any way the

method of writing as seen on the rock inscriptions of Central

America, one familiar with Chinese might have found some clew, as

was the case in deciphering the ancient writings of Assyria and

Egypt. Grotefend's work on cuneiform inscriptions and Champol-
lion's interpretation of Egyptian came about by the assumption of

certain inclosures representing historic characters, which were re-

vealed in one case by an inference and in another by an accompany-

ing Greek inscription. If we examine the early Chinese characters

as shown on ancient coins of the Hea dynasty (1756 to 2142 b. c),

or the characters on ancient bronze vases of the Shang dynasty
1113 to 1755 b. c), we find most of them readily deciphered by
sinologists, and coming down a few centuries later the characters

are quite like those as written to-day. On some of the many in-

scribed stone monuments of Central America one might expect to

find some traces of Chinese characters if any intercourse had taken

place, whereas the Maya glypts are remotely unlike either Chinese

or Egyptian writing. Some acute students of this subject are inclined

to believe that these undecipherable characters have been evolved

from pictographs which were primarily derived from the simple

picture writing so common among the races of the New World.

It seems clearly impossible that any intercourse could have taken

place between Asia and America without an interchange of certain

social commodities. The "
divine weed," tobacco, has been the com-

fort of the races of the western hemisphere north and south for un-

numbered centuries: stone tobacco pipes are exhumed in various

parts of the continent; cigarettes made of corn husks are found in

ancient graves and caves; the metatarsals of a deer, doubly per-

forated, through which to inhale tobacco or its smoke in some form,
are dug up on the shores of Lake Titicaca.

The question naturally arises why tobacco was not carried back

to Asia by some of the returning emigrants, or why tea was not in-

troduced into this country by those early invaders. A Buddhist

priest without tea or tobacco would be an anomaly. There are many
other herbs, food plants, etc., that should not have waited for the

Spanish invasion on the one hand, or the Dutch and Portuguese

navigator along the Chinese coast on the other.

Finally, if evidences of Asiatic contact exist, they should cer-

tainly be found in those matters most closely connected with man,
such as his weapons, clothing, sandals, methods of conveyance, pot-
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tery making and devices thereon, musical instruments, and above

all house structure and modes of burial. More remote perhaps would
be survivals of language, and if the invaders had a written one, the

characters, whether phonetic or ideographic, would have been left

in the enduring rock inscriptions. If now a study of the aborigines
of the western hemisphere from Hudson Bay to Tierra del Fuego
fails to reveal even a remote suggestion of resemblance to any of

these various matters above enumerated, their absence must in some

way be accounted for by Asiaticists.

+«»

THE POSSIBLE FIBEK INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED
STATES.

By CHAELES EICHAEDS DODGE.

THE
wealth of any community is dependent on the variety and

extent of its industries, the utilization of local natural resources,

and the employment of the labor of all classes of its population. In

locations of successful industrial operations the farmer derives in-

creased incomes, the value of his products is greater, his lands of

higher value, and the wages of agricultural labor larger. The rural

population contiguous to large towns, therefore, is more prosperous
than the larger farming contingent more remote from manufacturing
or industrial centers. The farmers of the first class are prosperous
because they have a home market for their dairy products, fruits,

vegetables, and other
"
truck," which they are able to produce, for

the most part, on small areas by high culture, while those of the sec-

ond class are forced to expend their energies on commercial com-

modities such as cotton, wool, meat, grain, etc., with long hauls in

transportation," and with heavy competition, international as well as

domestic.

In times of depression, or when competition has grown too heavy,
the cultivation of certain staples may cease to be remunerative, and

the unfortunate producer is compelled to diversify his agriculture, or

adopt some other means of livelihood.

Just such a misfortune has overtaken many farmers in the United

States within the past few years. Within two years, in fact, wheat

has been a drug in the market, while corn has been cheaper in some
sections than coal, and cotton is now so low that it hardly pays to

grow it, without considering the necessity, for the Southern farmer,
of competing against the seventy-five thousand bales of Egyptian cot-

ton which enter our ports in a year. Confronted with these condi-

tions, there never has been a time when farmers were more anxious to
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discover new paying crops. Among the possible new rural industries

that have attracted the attention of the agricultural class is that of

fiber production, though the growth of certain kinds of fibers in past

time has been a source of income to the country. Already there is a

widespread interest in the subject throughout the West and South,
and farmers are only seeking information regarding the particular

practice involved in the cultivation of flax, ramie, and other fibers,

cost of production, market, etc., but many are asking where the

proper seed can be secured with which to make a start.

The importation of unmanufactured flax, hemp, textile grasses,

and other fibers amounts annually to a sum ranging from fifteen mil-

lion to twenty million dollars, while the imported manufactures

of these fibers amount to almost double this value, or, in round

numbers, approximately forty-five million dollars. With the estab-

lishment and extension of three or four fiber industries in this

country, and with the new manufacturing enterprises that would

grow out of such establishment and extension, an immense sum could

be readily saved to the country, and the money representing the

growth of these fibers would add just so much to the wealth of the

farming class.

There are two ways in which we may arrive at a solution of this

problem: by direct Government aid, and through the intelligently
directed efforts of private enterprise.

Government experiments for the development or extension of

vegetable fiber industries have been instituted, at different times, in

many countries. In some instances these have been confined to test-

ing the strength of native fibrous substances for comparison with

similar tests of commercial fibers. Such were the almost exhaustive

experiments of Roxburgh in India early in the present century.
Another direction for Government experimentation has been the test-

ing of machines to supersede costly hand labor in the preparation
of the raw material for market, or in the development of chemical

processes for the further preparation of the fibers for manufacture.

The broadest field of experiment, however, has been the growth of

the plants under different conditions, either to introduce their culture,
or to economically develop the industries growing out of their culture,
when such industries need to be fostered. The introduction of ramie

culture is an example of the first instance, the fostering of the almost

extinct flax industry of our grandfathers' days an illustration of the

second.

The United States has conducted experiments or instituted in-

quiries in the fiber interest at various times in the last fifty years,
but it is only since 1890 that an office of practical experiment
and inquiry has been established by the United States Depart-
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merit of Agriculture, that has been continuous through a term of

years.
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In the present work the efforts of the Government have been

mainly directed in the line of collecting and disseminating authorita-

TOL. LIV. 2
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tive information relating to all branches of the industry, in importing

proper seed for experimental cultivation, and in directing experi-

ments, either on its own account or in co-operation with State and

even private interests. The testing of new labor-saving machinery
has also come within its province.

The subject in its details will be better understood by con-

sidering the list of the more important commercial fibers known
to our market. The list is not a long one, for it barely reaches a

total of fifteen species. The fibers of the first rank are the spinning-

fibers—namely, cotton, flax, hemp, jute; of the second rank, or cord-

age fibers, Sisal, Manila, Sunn and Mauritius hemps, and New Zealand

flax; and of the third rank, Tampico, or ixtle, African fiber or pal-

metto, coir or cocoanut, piassaba, Mexican whisk, raffia, and Spanish

moss, which are used in brush manufacture, in upholstery, and for

other rough manufactures. Of these fifteen forms, only cotton, hemp,

palmetto, and Spanish moss are produced in the United States in

commercial quantity, though flax line has been produced to some

extent in the past. Of those not produced in commercial quantity
in this country, but which would thrive in cultivation, may be

mentioned jute, New Zealand flax, Sisal hemp, cocoanut, and pos-

sibly Sunn hemp in subtropical Florida, with a few "
substitutes,"

which will be mentioned hereafter.

I have neglected to mention in this list the sponge cucumber, a

species of Luffa used as a bath sponge, which is imported from Japan
in quantity, and which grows in the United States.

Passing the list of recognized commercial fibers, we come to a

large number of species, forms allied to the above, that are either

employed locally, chiefly by the natives in the countries where grown,
or that would be capable of employment in the world's manufacture

were they not inferior to the standard commercial forms at present

recognized, and with which they would necessarily compete at a dis-

advantage. This list is a long one, for in the single genus Agave, to

which belong the plant producing the Sisal hemp of commerce, there

are over one hundred species in Mexico alone, more than one half

of which would produce good fiber. In our own country it would

be possible to enumerate twenty species of plants that are recognized
as American weeds, the fibers of which could be employed as hemp,

flax, or jute substitutes were these materials unobtainable, besides

half as many structural fiber plants similar to the agave, the products

of which could be employed as cordage fiber substitutes in the same

manner. Many of these uncultivated plants have been known to the

aborigines for years, possibly for centuries, as we find their fiber,

produced in varied forms of rude manufacture, in ancient tombs or

other burial places.
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After exhausting the list of plants that may be termed com-

mercial fiber substitutes, in different countries where they grow, there

still remains a much larger list of species that are chiefly interesting

in a scientific enumeration of those plants which produce in their

stalks, leaves, or seed vessels what may be termed fibrous substance.

My own catalogue of the fibers of the world already foots up over

one thousand species of plants, and the complete catalogue for all

countries might extend the list to a thousand more.

In considering the undeveloped fibers of the United States, it will

be seen we should only recognize the actual commercial forms which

we do not produce, but which may be produced within our borders,

or such native growths as may be economically employed as their

substitutes, and which possibly might be brought into commercial

importance.
The hemp industry is already established, though it should be

extended in order to recover its lost position among American rural

industries. Where in the past we produced forty thousand tons of

hemp in the United States, we now produce less than a fifth of this

quantity. The cultivation of flax in the United States before the

days of the present factory system was so widespread that it was of

national importance. Its manufacture was largely a home industry,

however, conducted by the fireside, and, as in ancient Greece and

Rome, the work was performed by the women of the household.

With the advent of the factory system came competition; the house-

wife laid aside her spinning wheel, the clumsy home-made loom fell

into disuse, and the farmer grew no more flax for fiber. Then the

flaxseed industry was extended, and after the close of the war a

large demand sprang up for coarse fiber for the roughest of uses—for

bagging and upholstery, in connection with hemp—and hundreds of

little tow mills came into existence in the Middle and Western

States.

The introduction of jute opened another chapter, and the decline

of this crude attempt at a flax industry is recorded. Meanwhile

some line flax was produced, but the extension of spinning and

weaving establishments made a larger demand for this fiber, which

was chiefly imported. Land in the old flax-growing States became

more valuable for other crops, especially with the low prices brought
about by foreign competition, and gradually the flax culture in the

United States became a thing of the past.

In recent years similar causes have served to operate against the

industry in foreign flax countries where old and plodding methods

are still in vogue, with additional factors in impoverished soils and

high rental for land, and the cultural industry abroad is declining.

With the opening of new and fertile Western lands in this country,
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and with the employment of the finest labor-saving agricultural

implements in the world, the conditions are again changed, and are

now favorable for American agriculture to re-establish this industry,
and to make good a declining foreign supply. Our farmers are

ready for the work, but they have not only lost their skill and cun-

ning in producing the straw and preparing the fiber for the spinner,

but new and more economical methods must be adopted to place the

culture on a solid basis.

A million acres of flax are grown for seed annually, but the growth
of flax for seed and flax for fiber are two very different things;

moreover, Old World
methods do not coin-

cide with the progress-

ive ideas of the edu-

cated farmers of the

United States, for the

peasant class does not

exist in this country.
A practice essentially

American must be fol-

lowed in order to make
the culture profitable,

and to equalize the

difference in wages on

the two sides of the

Atlantic. This differ-

ence is more apparent
than real, for it can

be readily overcome

by intelligently di-

rected effort, by dif-

ference in soil fer-

tility and rentals, and

especially by the use

of certain forms of

labor-saving machines that already have been devised and are being

rapidly improved. The " American practice," then, means, first,

an intelligent practice, with a view to economy of effort and involv-

ing the use of machinery in the place of plodding foreign meth-

ods; and, second, the co-operation of farm labor and capital to the

end of systematizing the work—i. e., the farmers of a community

growing the flax, and capital, represented by a central mill, turn-

ing the straw when grown into a grade of fiber that the spinners
can afford to purchase. Here is the solution of the flax problem

*%
*

Hackling Flax.
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in a nutshell. The scheme has already been tested in practice with

favorable results, but the farmers in any community can do little

until capital is more generally interested.

This brings up an important point and presents another obstacle,

for great harm has been done to all new fiber industries in recent

years by the misdirected

efforts of some professional

promoters. In certain in-

stances the organized fiber

companies have been mere

stock -
jobbing concerns.

They have had their rise

and fall, men with idle

money have burned their

fingers, and the particular

industry has received a

" black eye."

The story of Govern-

ment effort toward the es-

tablishment of the flax in-

dustry need not be told

here; there has been wide-

spread prejudice to over-

come, with the opposition

of the importers, discour-

agements to be studied and

explained, the unvarnished

truth to be told, and prac-

tical and authoritative in-

formation to be given to

all who may seek it. The

literature of the subject

has been disseminated by thousands of copies, and new editions are

being ordered.

As to the results: Superior flax has been produced in this country
in limited quantities since the work began, and through extended

field experiments flax regions have been discovered that are thought
to equal the best flax centers of Europe. The department experi-

ments in the Puget Sound region of "Washington have demonstrated

that we possess in that State a climate and soil that bid fair to rival

the celebrated flax region of Courtrai, and from these experiments
scutched flax has been produced that is valued by manufacturers in

Ireland at three hundred and fifty dollars per ton, and hackled flax

worth five hundred dollars per ton. Much lias been done, but a great

California Hkmp.
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deal more remains to be accomplished in bringing together the

farmer and capitalist in the practical work of growing, retting,

scutching, and preparing for market American flax fiber, for ques-

tions of culture are settled.

"We should restore our hemp industry to its former proportions

by producing high-grade instead of low-grade fiber. The growth of

a grade of American hemp that will sell for six to eight cents per

pound, instead of three to three and a half cents per pound, as at

the present time, means that our farmers must follow more closely

the careful practices of Europe, and especially that they must adopt

water retting in place of the present practice of dew retting, which

gives a fiber dark in color and uneven in quality. A careful con-

sideration of the practices of Italy and France as set forth in Fiber

Report No. 11, Department of Agriculture, will materially aid those

who desire to change their product from the cheaper dark hemps, for

which there is small demand, to the higher-priced light hemps, which

will compete with the imported commodity.
One of the most interesting problems of the clay in the utilization

of the new fiber material, and one that is attracting the attention of

all civilized countries, is the industrial production of that wonder-

ful substance known in the Orient as China grass, in India as rhea,

and in Europe and America as ramie. They money spent by gov-

ernments and by private enterprise throughout the world, in experi-

ments and inventions, in the effort to establish the ramie industry,

would make up the total of a princely fortune. Obstacle after

obstacle has been overcome in the years of persistent effort, and now

we stand before the last barrier, baffled for the time, but still hopeful,

and with efforts unrelaxed. The difficulty may be stated in a few

words: ramie culture will only become a paying industry when an

economically successful machine for stripping the fiber has been

placed on the market. Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been

spent in efforts to perfect a machine, but no Government fiber expert

in the world recognizes that we have such a machine at the pres-

ent time, though great progress has been made in machine con-

struction.

The world's interest in this fiber began in 1869, when a reward

of five thousand pounds was offered by the Government of India for

the best machine with which to decorticate the green stalks. The first

exhibition and trial of machines took place in 1872, resulting in utter

failure. The reward was again offered, and in 1879 a second official

trial was held, at which ten machines competed, though none filled

the requirements, and subsequently the offer was withdrawn. The

immediate result was to stimulate invention in many countries, and

from 1869 to the present time inventors have been untiring in their
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efforts to produce a successful machine. The commercial history of

ramie, therefore, does not extend further back than 1869.

The first French official trials took place in 1888, followed by
the trials of 1889, in Paris, at which the writer was present, and

which are recorded in the official reports of the Fiber Investigation
series. Another trial was

held in 1891, and in the

same year the first official

trials in America took

place, in the State of

Vera Cruz, in Mexico,
followed the next year

by the official trials of

American machines in

the United States, these

being followed by the

trials of 1894. Since

that year further prog-
ress in machine construc-

tion has been made, and a

third official trial should

be held in the near

future.

The first records of

Chinese shipments of this

fiber to European mar-

kets show that in 1872

two hundred or three

hundred tons of the fiber

were sent to London,
valued at eighty pounds

per ton, or about four hundred dollars. India also sent small ship-

ments, but there was a light demand, with a considerable reduction

in price, the quotations being thirty pounds to forty pounds per
ton for Chinese and ten pounds" to thirty pounds for the Indian

product.

Those who are unacquainted with the properties and uses of this

wonderful textile may peruse with interest the following paragraph
from Fiber Report 7, on the Cultivation of Ramie, issued by the

Department of Agriculture:
" The fiber of ramie is strong and durable, is of all fibers least

affected by moisture, and from these characteristics must take first

rank in value as a textile substance. It has three times the strength
of Russian hemp, while its filaments can be separated almost to the

Growth of Jute in Louisiana.
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fineness of silk. In manufacture it has been spun on various forms

of textile machinery, also used in connection with cotton, wool, and

silk, and can be employed as a substitute in certain forms of manu-

facture for all these textiles and for flax also, where elasticity is not

essential. It likewise produces superior paper, the fineness and close

texture of its pulp making it a most valuable bank-note paper. In

England, France, Germany, Austria, and in our own country to an

experimental extent, the fiber has also been woven into a great variety

of fabrics, covering the widest range of uses, such as lace, lace cur-

tains, handkerchiefs, cloth, or white goods resembling fine linen, dress

goods, napkins, table damask, table covers, bedspreads, drapery for

curtains or lambrequins, plush, and even carpets and fabrics suitable

for clothing. The fiber can be dyed in all desirable shades or colors,

some examples having the luster and brilliancy of silk. In China

and Japan the fiber is extracted by hand labor; it is not only manu-

factured into cordage, fish lines, nets, and similar coarse manu-

factures, but woven into the finest and most beautiful of fabrics."

China is at present the source of supply of the raw product, and

the world's demand is only about ten thousand tons, nine tenths of

this quantity being absorbed in Oriental countries. The ramie situa-

tion in the United States at the present time may be briefly sum-

marized as follows :

The plant can be grown successfully in ( 'alifornia and in the Gulf

States, and will produce from two to four crops per year without

replanting, giving from two hundred and fifty to eight hundred

pounds of fiber per acre, dependent upon the number of cuttings,

worth perhaps four cents per pound. The machines for preparing
this fiber for market are hardly able at the present time to clean the

product of one acre (single crop) in a day, and the fiber is quite
inferior to the commercial China grass. A new French machine pro-
duces a quality of fiber which approaches the China grass of com-

merce, but its output per day is too small to make its use profitable
in this country. All obstacles in chemical treatment of the fiber and
in spinning and manufacture are overcome, and the world is waiting
for the successful device which will economically prepare the raw
material for market.

The part the United States Government is taking in the work is

to co-operate in experiments, to issue publications giving all desired

information regarding culture, the machine question, and the utiliza-

tion of the fiber. It tests new decorticators and reports to the public

upon their merits or demerits. It cautions farmers and capitalists,

for the present, to go into the industry with their eyes open, for

the professional promotor has seized upon this industry, above all

others in the fiber interest, as one in which he can more readily gull
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a gullible public. Nevertheless, responsible capitalists are making
every legitimate effort to place the manufacturing industry on a solid

basis in this country, and to attain to the progress made in other

countries where manufacture has already been established, and where

the Chinese fiber is employed as the raw material.

Thus far I have only considered spinning fibers. More than one

half of the raw fibers imported in the United States are employed

A Florida Sisal Hemp Plant.

in the manufacture of rope and small twine, or bagging for baling
the cotton crop. Cordage is manufactured chiefly from the Manila
and Sisal hemps, the former derived from the Philippine Islands, the

latter from Yucatan. Some jute is also used in this industry, though
the fiber is more largely employed in bagging; and some common

hemp, such as is grown in Kentucky, is also used.

We can not produce Manila hemp in the United States, and this

substance will always hold its own for marine cordage. Jute will

grow to perfection in many of the Southern States, but it is doubtful
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if we can produce it at a price lowenough to compete with the cheaper

grades of the imported India fiber. Rough flax and common hemp
might be used in lieu of jute, in bagging manufacture, but the ques-
tion of competition is still a factor. Sisal hemp, which has been im-

ported to the value of seven million dollars a year, when prices were

high, will grow in southern Florida, and the plant has been the sub-

ject of exhaustive study and experiment. This plant was first grown
in the United States on Indian Key, Florida, about 1836, a few

tw.vm :

%:J~--

Pineapple Field in Florii

plants having been introduced from Mexico by Dr. Henry Perrine,

and from this early attempt at cultivation the species has spread over

southern Florida, the remains of former small experimental tracts

being found at many points, though uncared for.

The high prices of cordage fibers in 1890 and 1891, brought
about by the schemes of certain cordage concerns, called attention to

the necessity of producing, if possible, a portion of the supply of

these hard fibers within our own borders. In 1891, in response to

requests for definite information regarding the growth of the Sisal

hemp plant, a preliminary survey of the Key system and Biscayne

Bay region of southern Florida was made by the Department of

Agriculture, and in the following year an experimental factory was
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established at Cocoanut Grove with special machinery sent down for

the work. With this equipment, and with a fast-sailing yacht at the

disposal of the special agent in charge of the experiments, a careful

study of the Sisal hemp plant, its fiber, and the possibility of the in-

dustry was made, and the results were duly published. About this

time the Bahaman Government became interested in the industry,

and with shiploads of plants, both purchased and gathered without

cost on the uninhabited Florida Keys, the Bahamans began the new

industry by setting out extensive plantations on the different islands

of the group. The high prices of 1890 having overstimulated pro-

duction in Yucatan, two or three years later there was a tremendous

fall in the market price of Sisal hemp, and Florida's interest in the

new fiber subsided, though small plantations had been attempted. In

the meantime, American invention having continued its efforts in the

construction of cleaning devices, two successful machines for pre-

paring the raw fiber have been produced which have, in a measure,

superseded the clumsy raspadore hitherto universally employed for

the purpose, and one of the obstacles to the production of the fiber

in Florida is removed. The reaction toward better prices has already

begun, and the future establishment of an American Sisal hemp in-

dustry in southern Florida is a possibility, though there are several

practical questions yet to be settled.

Pineapple culture is already a flourishing industry in the Sisal

hemp region. A pineapple plant matures but one apple in a season,

and after the harvest of fruit the old leaves are of no further use to

the plant, and may be removed. The leaves have the same structural

system as the agaves
—that is, they are composed of a cellular mass

through which the fibers extend, and when the epidermis and pulpy
matter are eliminated the residue is a soft, silklike filament, the value

of which has long been recognized. Only fifty pounds of this fiber

can be obtained from a ton of leaves, but, as the product would doubt-

less command double the price of Sisal hemp, its production would

be profitable. How to secure this fiber cheaply is the problem. The
Sisal hemp machines are too rough in action for so fine a fiber, and,

at the rate of ten leaves to the pound, working up a ton of the

material would mean the handling of over twenty thousand leaves

to secure perhaps three dollars' worth of the commercial product.
Were the fiber utilized in the arts, however, and its place estab-

lished, it would compete in a measure with flax as a spinning fiber,

for its filaments are divisible to the ten-thousandth of an inch. The
substance has already been utilized to a slight extent in Eastern

countries (being hand-prepared) in the manufacture of costly, filmy,

cobweblike fabrics that will almost float in air.

Another possible fiber industry for Florida is the cultivation of
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bowstring hemp, or the fiber of a species of Sansevieria that grows in

rank luxuriance thoiighout the subtropical region of the State. The
fiber is finer and softer than Sisal hemp, though not so fine as pine-

apple fiber, and would command in price a figure between the two.

The yield is about sixty pounds to the ton of leaves. Many other

textile plants might be named that have been experimented with by

A Plant of New Zealand Flax.

the Government or throvfgh private enterprise, but the most impor-

tant, in a commercial sense, have been named.

There is a considerable list of plants, however, which are the

subject of frequent inquiry, but which will never be utilized commer-

cially as long as other more useful fibers hold the market. These

for the most part produce bast fiber, and the farmer knows them as

wild field growths or weeds. They are interesting in themselves, and

many of them produce a fair quality of fiber, but to what extent they

might be brought into cultivation, or how economically the raw

material might be prepared, arc questions the details of which only
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experiment can determine. But the fact that at best they can only

be regarded as the substitutes for better, already established, com-

mercial fibers has prevented serious experiment to ascertain their

place. They are continually brought to notice, however, for again

and again the thrifty farmer, as he finds their bleached and weather-

beaten filaments clinging to the dead stalks in the fields, deludes him-

self in believing that he has made a discovery which may lead to

untold wealth, and a letter and the specimen are promptly dispatched

to the fiber expert for information concerning them. In such cases

all that can be done is to give full information, taking care to let

the inquirer down as easily as possible.

The limit of practical work in the direction of new textile indus-

tries is so clearly defined that the expert need never be in doubt

regarding the economic value of any fiber plant that may be sub-

mitted to him for an opinion, and the long catalogue of mere fibrous

substances will never demand his serious attention.

In studying the problem of the establishment of new fiber indus-

tries, therefore, we should consider "
materials

"
rather than par-

ticular species of plants
—

utility or adaptation rather than acclimati-

zation. We should study the entire range of textile manufacture,
and before giving attention to questions of cultivation we should first

ascertain how far the plants which we already know can be produced
within our own borders may be depended upon to supply the

" ma-

terial
"
adapted to present demands in manufacture. If the larger

part of our better fabrics—cordage and fine twines, bagging, and

similar rough goods
—can be made from cotton, flax, common hemp,

and Sisal hemp, which we ought to be able to produce in quantity
at home, there is no further need of costly experiments with other

fibers. Unfortunately, however, it is possible for manufacturers to
"
discriminate

"
against a particular fiber when the use of another

fiber better subserves their private interests. As an example, common

liemp was discriminated against in a certain form of small cordage,
in extensive use, because by employing other, imported fibers, it has

been possible in the past to control the supply, and in this day of

trusts such control is an important factor in regulating the profits.

With common hemp grown on a ..thousand American farms in 1890,
the price of Sisal and Manila hemp binding twine, of which fifty

thousand tons were used, would never have been forced up to sixteen

and twenty cents a pound, when common hemp, which is just as good
for the purpose, could have been produced in unlimited quantity for

three and a half cents. The bagging with which the cotton crop is

baled is made of imported jute, but common hemp or even low-

grade flax would make better bagging. A change from jute to hemp
or flax in the manufacture of bagging (it would only be a return to
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these fibers), could it be brought about, would mean an advantage
of at least three million dollars to our farmers. Yet in consider-

ing such a desirable change we are confronted with two questions:

Is it possible to compete with foreign jute? and can prejudice be

overcome? For it is true that there are, even among farmers, those

who would hesitate to buy hemp bagging at the same price as jute

bagging because it was not the thing they were familiar with. But

Cabbage Palmetto in Florida.

some of them will buy inferior jute twine, colored to resemble hemp,
at the price of hemp, and never question the fraud.

Our farmers waste the fibrous straw produced on the million acres

of flax grown for seed. It has little value, it is true, for the produc-
tion of good spinning flax, yet by modifying present methods of

culture, salable fiber can be produced and the seed saved as well,

giving two paying crops from the same harvest where now the flax-

seed grower secures but one.
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In summarizing the situation in this country, therefore, it will be

seen that, out of the hundreds of fibrous plants known to the botanist

and to the fiber expert, the textile economist need only consider four

or five species and their varieties, all of them supplying well-known

commercial products that are regularly quoted in the world's market

price current, the cultivation and preparation of which are known

quantities. Were the future of new fiber industries in this country

to rest upon this simple statement, there would be little need of

further effort. The problem, however, is one of economical adapta-

tion to conditions not widely understood in the first place, and not

altogether within control in the second.

Twenty flax farmers in a community decide to grow flax for fiber,

and two of these farmers are perhaps acquainted with the culture.

They go to work each in his own way; ten make a positive failure

in cultivation for lack of proper direction, five of the remaining ten

fail in retting the straw, and five succeed in turning out as many dif-

ferent grades of flax line, only one grade of which may come up to

the standard required by the spinners. And all of them will have

lost money. If the failure is investigated it will be discovered that

the proper seed was not used; in some instances the soil was not

adapted to the culture, and old-fashioned ideas prevailed in the prac-

tice followed. The straw was not pulled at the proper time, and it

was improperly retted. The breaking and scutching were accom-

plished in a primitive way, because the farmers could not afford to

purchase the necessary machinery, and of course they all lost money,
and decided in future to let flax alone.

But the next year the president of the local bank, the secretary

of the town board of trade, and three or four prosperous merchants

formed a little company and built a flax mill. A competent super-

intendent—perhaps an old country flax-man—was employed, a quan-

tity of good seed was imported, and the company contracted with

these twenty farmers to grow five, ten, or fifteen acres of flax straw

each, under the direction of the old Scotch superintendent. The seed

was sold to them to be paid for in product; they were advised regard-

ing proper soil and the best practice to follow; they grew good straw,

and when it was ready to harvest the company took it off their hands

at a stipulated price per ton. The superintendent of the mill assumed

all further responsibility, attended to the retting, and worked up the

product. Result: several carloads of salable flax fiber shipped to the

Eastern market in the winter, the twenty farmers had "
money to

burn "
instead of flax straw, and the company was able to declare a

dividend. This is not altogether a supposititious case, and it illus-

trates the point that in this day of specialties the fiber industry can

only be established by co-operation.
VOL. LIT. 3
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In all these industries, whether the fiber cultivated is flax, ramie,

or jute, the machine question enters so largely into the problem of

their successful establishment that the business must be conducted on

a large scale. Even in

the growth of Sisal hemp
in Florida, should it be

attempted, the enterprise

will only pay when the

necessary mill plant for

extracting the fiber is

able to draw upon a culti-

vated area of five hun-

dred acres. In other

words, the small farmer

can never become a fiber

producer independently,
but must represent a sin-

gle wheel in the com-

bination.

The subject is a vast

one, and, while I have

been able to set forth the

importance of these in-

dustries as new sources of

national prosperity, only
an outline has been given
of the difficulties which

are factors in the indus-

trial problem. Summing
up the points of van-

tage, the market is al-

The Luffa, or Sponge Cucumber. ready assured; through

years of study and ex-

periment we are beginning to better understand the particular con-

ditions that influence success or failure in this country; we have the

best agricultural implements in the world, and American inventive

genius will be able, doubtless, in time, to perfect the new mechanical

devices which are so essential to economical production; our farmers

are intelligent and industrious, and need only the promise of a fair

return for their labor to enter heart and sonl into this work.

-*«-
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WHAT IS SOCIAL EVOLUTION?

By HERBERT SPENCER.

THOUGH
to Mr. Mallock the matter will doubtless seem other-

wise, to most it will seem that he is not prudent in returning
to the question he has raised; since the result must be to show again
how unwarranted is the interpretation he has given of my views.

Let me dispose of the personal question before passing to the imper-
sonal one.

He says that I, declining to take any notice of those other pas-

sages which he has quoted from me, treat his criticism as though it

were " founded exclusively on the particular passage which " I deal

with,
"
or at all events to rest on that passage as its principal founda-

tion and justification."
* It would be a sufficient reply that in a

letter to a newspaper numerous extracts are inadmissible; but there

is the further reply that I had his own warrant for regarding the

passage in question as conclusively showing the truth of his repre-

sentations. He writes:—
Should any doubt as to the matter still remain in the reader's mind, it

will be dispelled by the quotation of one further passage.
UA true social

aggregate" he says [" as distinct from a mere large family], is a union of
like individuals, independent of one another in parentage, and approxi-

mately equal in capacities." \

I do not see how, having small liberty of quotation, I could do

better than take, as summarizing his meaning, this sentence which

he gives as dissipating
"
any doubt." But now let me repeat the

paragraph in which I have pointed out how distorted is Mr. Mal-

lock's interpretation of this sentence.

Every reader will assume that this extract is from some passage treating
of human societies. He will be wrong, however. It forms part of a sec-

tion describing Super-Organic Evolution at large ("Principles of Sociol-

ogy," sec. 3), and treating, more especially, of the social insects
;
the pur-

pose of the section heing to exclude these from consideration. It is implied
that the inquiry about to be entered upon concerns societies formed of like

units, and not societies formed of units extremely unlike. It is pointed out

that among the Termites there are six unlike forms, and among the Sauba

ants, besides the two sexually-developed forms, there are three classes of

workers—one indoor and two outdoor. The members of such communities
—

queens, males, soldiers, workers—differ widely in their structures, in-

stincts, and powers. These communities formed of units extremely unequal
in their capacities are contrasted with communities formed of units ap-

proximately equal in their capacities
—the human communities about to be

* Nineteenth Century, p. 316.

•f- Aristocracy and Evolution, pp. 52, 53. The italics are his.
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dealt with. When I thus distinguished between groups of individuals hav-

ing widely different sets of faculties, and groups of individuals having
similar sets of faculties (constituting their common human nature), I never

imagined that by speaking of these last as having approximately equal

capacities, in contrast with the first as having extremely unequal ones, I

might be supposed to deny that any considerable differences existed among
these last. Mr. Mallock, however, detaching this passage from its context,

represents it as a deliberate characterization to be thereafter taken for

granted ; and, on the strength of it, ascribes to me the absurd belief that

there are no marked superiorities and inferiorities among men ! or, that if

there are, no social results flow from them !
*

Though I thought it well thus to repudiate the absurd belief

ascribed to me, I did not think it well to enter upon a discussion of

Mr. Mallock's allegations at large. He says I ought to have given

to the matter " more than the partial and inconclusive attention he

has [I have] bestowed upon it." Apparently he forgets that if a

writer on many subjects deals in full with all who challenge his

conclusions, he will have time for nothing else; and he forgets that

one who, at the close of life, has but a small remnant of energy left,

while some things of moment remain to be done, must as a rule leave

assailants unanswered or fail in his more important aims. Now,
however, that Mr. Mallock has widely diffused his misinterpretations,

I feel obliged, much to my regret, to deal with them. He will find

that my reply does not consist merely of a repudiation of the

absurdity he ascribes to me.

The title of his book is a misnomer. I do not refer to the fact

that the word "
Aristocracy," though used in a legitimate sense, is

used in a sense so unlike that now current as to be misleading: that

is patent. Nor do I refer to the fact that the word "
Evolution,"

covering, as it does, all orders of phenomena, is wrongly used when
it is applied to that single group of phenomena constituting Social

Evolution. But I refer to the fact that his book does not concern

Social Evolution at all: it concerns social life, social activity, social

prosperity. Its facts bear somewhat the same relation to the facts

of Social Evolution as an account of a man's nutrition and physical

welfare bears to an account of his bodily structure and functions.

In an essay on "Progress: its Law and Cause," published in 1857,

containing an outline of the doctrine which I have since elaborated

in the ten volumes of Synthetic Philosophy, I commenced by point-

ing out defects in the current conception of progress.

It takes in not so much the reality of Progress as its accompaniments—
not so much the substance as the shadow. That progress in intelligence

seen during the growth of the child into the man, or the savage into the

*
Literature, April 2, 1898.
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philosopher, is commonly regarded as consisting in the greater number of

facts known and laws understood : whereas the actual progress consists in

those internal modifications of which this increased knowledge is the ex-

pression. Social progress is supposed to consist in the produce of a greater

quantity and variety of the articles required for satisfying men's wants
;

in the increasing security of person and property; in widening freedom

of action : whereas, rightly understood, social progress consists in those

changes of structure in the social organism which have entailed these con-

sequences. The current conception is a teleological one. The phenomena
are contemplated solely as bearing on human happiness. Only those

changes are held to constitute progress which directly or indirectly tend to

heighten human happiness. And they are thought to constitute progress

simply because they tend to heighten human happiness. But rightly to

understand progress, we must inquire what is the nature of these changes,

considered apart from our interests.*

"With the view of excluding these anthropocentric interpretations

and also because it served better to cover those inorganic changes
which the word "

progress
"

suggests but vaguely, I employed the

word "
evolution." But my hope that, by the use of this word, irrele-

vant facts and considerations would be set aside, proves ill-grounded.

Mr. Mallock now includes under it those things which I endeavored

to exclude. He is dominated by the current idea of progress as a

process of improvement, in the human sense; and is thus led to join

with those social changes which constitute advance in social organi-

zation, those social changes which are ancillary to it—not constitut-

ing parts of the advance itself, but yielding fit materials and con-

ditions. It is true that he recognizes social science as aiming
"
to

deduce our civilization of to-day from the condition of the primi-

tive savage." It is true that he says social science
"
primarily sets

itself to explain, not how a given set of social conditions affects those

who live among them, but how social conditions at one epoch are

different from those of another, how each set of conditions is the

resultant of those preceding it." f But in his conception as thus

indicated he masses together not the phenomena of developing social

structures and functions only, but all those which accompany them;

as is shown by the complaint he approvingly cites that the sociological

theory set forth by me does not yield manifest solutions of current

social problems: ^ clearly implying the belief that an account of

social evolution containing no lessons which he who runs may read

is erroneous.

"While Mr. Mallock's statements and arguments thus recognize

Social Evolution in a general way, and its continuity with evolution

of simpler kinds, they do not recognize that definition of evolution

* Westminster Review, April, 185*7.

f Aristocracy and Evolution, pp. 5, 7. % Ibid., pp. 10, 11.
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under its various forms, social included, which it has been all along

my purpose to illustrate in detail. He refers to evolution as exhibited

in the change from a savage to a civilized state; but he does not ask

in what the change essentially consists, and, not asking this, does

not see what alone is to be included in an account of it. Let us

contemplate for a moment the two extremes of the process.

Here is a wandering cluster of men, or rather of families, con-

cerning which, considered as an aggregate, little more can be said

than can be said of a transitory crowd: the group considered as a

whole is to be described not so much by characters as by the absence

of characters. It is so loose as hardly to constitute an aggregate,
and it is practically structureless. Turn now to a civilized society.

No longer a small wandering group but a vast stationary nation, it

presents us with a multitude of parts which, though separate in

various degrees, are tied together by their mutual dependence. The
cluster of families forming a primitive tribe separates with impunity :

now increase of size, now dissension, now need for finding food,

causes it from time to time to divide; and the resulting smaller

clusters carry on what social life they have just as readily as before.

But it is otherwise with a developed society. Not only by its station-

ariness is this prevented from dividing bodily, but its parts, though

distinct, have become so closely connected that they can not live

without mutual aid. It is impossible for the agricultural com-

munity to carry on its business if it has not the clothing which the

manufacturing community furnishes. Without fires neither urban

nor rural populations can do their work, any more than can the

multitudinous manufacturers who need engines and furnaces; so

that these are all dependent on coal-miners. The tasks of the mason
and the builder must be left undone unless the quarryman and the

carpenter have been active. Throughout all towns and villages retail

traders obtain from the Manchester district the calicoes they want,
from Leeds their woolens, from Sheffield their cutlery. And so

throughout, in general and in detail. That is to say, the whole

nation is made coherent by the dependence of its parts on one

another—a dependence so great that an extensive strike of coal-

miners checks the production of iron, throws many thousands of

ship-builders out of work, adds to the outlay for coal in all house-

holds, and diminishes railway dividends. Here then is one primary
contrast-—the primitive tribe is incoherent, the civilized nation is

coherent.

While the developing society has thus become integrated, it has

passed from its original uniform state into a multiform state.

Among savages there are no unlikenesses of occupations. Every
man is hunter and upon occasion warrior; every man builds his own
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hut, makes his own weapons ; every wife digs roots, catches fish, and

carries the household goods when a change of locality is needed:

what division of labor exists is only between the sexes. We all

know that it is quite otherwise with a civilized nation. The changes
which have produced the coherence have done this by producing the

division of labor: the two going on pari passu. The great parts

and the small parts, and the parts within parts, into which a modern

society is divisible, are clusters of men made unlike in so far as they

discharge the unlike functions required for maintaining the national

life. Rural laborers and farmers, manufacturers and their work-

people, wholesale merchants and retailers, etc., etc., constitute dif-

ferentiated groups, which make a society as a whole extremely vari-

ous in composition. Not only in its industrial divisions is it various,

but also in its governmental divisions, from the components of the

legislature down through the numerous kinds and grades of officials,

down through the many classes of masters and subordinates, down

through the relations of shopkeeper and journeyman, mistress and

maid. That is to say, the change which has been taking place is,

under one aspect, a change from homogeneity of the parts to hete-

rogeneity of the parts.

A concomitant change has been from a state of vague structure,

so far as there is any, to a state of distinct structure. Even the

primary differentiation in the lowest human groups is confused and

unsettled. The aboriginal chief, merely a superior warrior, is a chief

only while war lasts—loses all distinction and power when war

ceases; and even when he becomes a settled chief, he is still so little

marked off from the rest that he carries on his hut-building, tool-

making, fishing, etc., just as the rest do. In such organization as

exists nothing is distinguished, everything is confused. Quite other-

wise is it in the developed nation. The various occupations, at

the same time that they have become multitudinous, have become

clearly specialized and sharply limited. Read the London Directory,
and while shown how numerous they are, you are shown by the

names how distinct they are. This increasing distinctness has been

shown from the early stages when all freemen were warriors, through
the days when retainers now fought and now tilled their fields, down
to the times of standing armies; or again from the recent days when
in each rural household, besides the bread-winning occupation, there

were carried on spinning, brewing, washing, to the present day when
these several supplementary occupations have been deputed to sepa-

rate classes exclusively devoted to them. It has been shown from

the ages when guilds quarreled about the things included in their

respective few businesses, down to our age when the many busi-

nesses of artisans are fenced round and disputed over if transgressed,
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as lately by boilermakers and fitters; and is again shown by the

ways in which the professions
—

medical, legal, and other—form

themselves into bodies which shut out from practice, if they can, all

who do not bear their stamp. And throughout the governmental

organization, from its first stage in which the same man played
various parts

—
legislative, executive, judicial, militant, ecclesiastic—

to late stages when the powers and functions of the multitudinous

classes of officials are clearly prescribed, may be traced this increasing

sharpness of division among the component parts of a society. That

is to sav, there has been a change from the indefinite to the definite.

While the social organization has advanced in coherence and hetero-

geneity, it has also advanced in definiteness.

If, now, Mr. Mallock will turn to First Principles, he will there

see that under its chief aspect Evolution is said to be a change from

a state of indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to a state of definite,

coherent heterogeneity. If he reads further on he will find that

these several traits of evolution are successively exemplified through-
out astronomic changes, geologic changes, the changes displayed by
each organism, by the aggregate of all organisms, by the develop-

ment of the mental powers, by the genesis of societies, and by the

various products of social life—language, science, art, etc. If he

pursues the inquiry he will see that in the series of treatises (from
which astronomy and geology were for brevity's sake omitted) deal-

ing with biology, psychology, and sociology, the purpose has been to

elaborate the interpretations sketched out in First Principles ; and

that I have not been concerned in any of them to do more than

delineate those changes of structure and function which, according
to the definition, constitute Evolution. He will see that in treating

of social evolution I have dealt only with the transformation through
which the primitive small social germ has passed into the vast highly

developed nation. And perhaps he will then see that those which

he regards as all-important factors are but incidentally referred to

by me because they are but unimportant factors in this process of

transformation. The agencies which he emphasizes, and in one

sense rightly emphasizes, are not agencies by which the develop-

ment of structures and functions has been effected; they are only

agencies by which social life has been facilitated and exalted, and

aids furnished for further social evolution.

Respecting the essential causes of this social transformation, it

must suffice to say that it results from certain general traits in human

beings, joined with the influences of their varying circumstances.

Every man aims to pass from desire to satisfaction with the least

possible hindrance—follows the line of least resistance. Either the
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shortest path, or the path which presents fewest impediments, is that

which he chooses; and the like applies to courses of conduct at large:

he does not use great effort to satisfy a want when small effort will

do. Given his surroundings and the occupation he chooses, when

choice is possible, is that which promises a satisfactory livelihood

with the least tax on such powers as he has, bodily and mental—is

the easiest to his particular nature, all things considered. What

holds of individuals holds of masses of individuals; and hence the

inhabitants of a tract offering facilities for a particular occupation

fall into that occupation. In § 732 of the Principles of Sociology I

have given from various countries illustrations of the ways in which

local conditions determine the local industries:—instance among our-

selves mining districts where there are coal, ironstone, lead, slate;

wheat-growing districts and pastoral districts
;
fruit and hop districts

;

districts for weavers, stockingers, workers in iron; places for ship-

building, importing, fishing, etc.: showing that certain sections of

the population become turned into organizations for the production

of certain commodities, without reference to the directive agency of

any man. So in each case is it with the various classes of merchants,

shopkeepers, professional men, etc., who in each of these centers

minister to those engaged in its special industries: nobody ordering

them to come or to go.

Similarly when we pass from production to distribution. As in

India at the present time, where a Juggernaut festival is accom-

panied by a vast fair; as, according to Curtius and Mommsen, in

Greece and Rome, the gatherings of people to make sacrifices to the

gods were the occasions for trading; so in Christian times, church

festivals and saints' days, drawing assemblages of people for worship,

led to active exchange of commodities—the names of the fairs prov-

ing their origin. This was not arranged by any one: it arose from

the common sense of all who wanted to sell some things and buy
others. There has been a like history for the rise of markets, and

the transition from weekly to bi-weekly, and finally to daily, markets

in respect of important things
—

corn, money, securities. No supe-

rior man, political or other, dictated these developments. When
barter gave place to exchange by means of a currency, the like hap-

pened. One wanting to dispose of surplus goods, meeting those who
had no personal need for such goods, took in exchange certain

things in universal demand, which he knew he would be able to pass

on in like manner—in early stages articles of food, of warmth, of

defense, of ornament; and from such articles arose in each case

a currency
—here dried fish, there tea-bricks, and in other cases

skins, bundles of cotton, here standard bars of rock salt, there stand-

ard bars of iron, in one place definite lengths of cloth, and in an-

TOL. LIV,
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other fine mats, and in many places ornaments and the materials for

ornaments: which last, gold and silver, being relatively portable,

passed into wide use. These precious metals were at first in quanti-
ties actually weighed; then in quantities of professed weight; and

finally in quantities bearing the king's stamp as being the most

trustworthy. No great man—political, industrial, or other—in-

vented this system. It has everywhere resulted from men's efforts

to satisfy their needs in the easiest ways. So was it with the transi-

tion from a currency of intrinsic value to one of representative value.

When, instead of a direct payment in coin, there came to be used a

memorandum of indebtedness to be presently discharged, which

could be transferred to others—when, as in Italy, to save the weigh-

ing and testing of miscellaneous coins, there arose the practice of

depositing specified quantities with a custodian and having from

him negotiable receipts
—

when, as in England, the merchants, after

having been robbed by the king of their valuables, left for security
in the Tower, sought safer places, and, depositing them in the vaults

of goldsmiths, received in return
"
goldsmiths' notes," which could

pass from hand to hand; there was initiated a paper-currency.
Goldsmiths developed into bankers; after central banks there arose

provincial banks; promises to pay became to a great extent substi-

tutes for actual payments; and presently grew up the supplementary

system of checks, extensively serving in place of coin and notes.

Finally, bank-clerks in London, instead of presenting to the respec-

tive banks the many and various claims upon them, met and ex-

changed these claims and settled the balance : whence presently came

the clearing house. No superior man arranged all this. Each further

stage was prompted by the desire to economize labor. Erom primi-
tive fairs up to the daily transactions of the money market, distribu-

tion and exchange have developed without the dictation of any great

man, either of Mr. Carlyle's sort or of Mr. Mallock's sort. It has

been so throughout all other arrangements subserving national life,

even the governmental. Though here at least it seems that the

individual will and power play the largest part, yet it is otherwise.

I do not merely refer to the fact that without loyalty in citizens a

ruler can have no power; and that so the supremacy of a man

intrinsically or conventionally great is an outcome of the average

nature; but I refer to the fact that governmental evolution is essen-

tially a result of social necessities. On tracing its earliest stages

from savage life upwards, it becomes manifest that even a ministry is

not the mere invention of a king. It arises everywhere from that

augmentation of business which goes along with increase of territory

and authority: entailing the necessity for deputing more and more

work. Under its special aspect it seems to be wholly a result of the
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king's private action, but under its general aspect it is seen to be

determined by the conditions of bis existence. And it is so with

governmental institutions at large. Without tracing these further

it will suffice to quote the saying of Macintosh—"
Constitutions are

not made but grow."

Of course inequalities of nature and consequent inequalities of

relative position are factors in social changes. Of course, as implied

above, any assertion of the approximate equality of human beings,

save in the sense that they are beings having sets of faculties common

to them all, is absurd; and it is equally absurd to suppose that the

unlikenesses which exist are without effects on social life. I have

pointed out that in the earliest stages of social evolution, when war

is the business of life, the supremacy of a leader or chief, or primitive

king, is a fact of cardinal importance; and also that the initiator of

ecclesiastical control is necessarily distinguished from others
"
by

knowledge and intellectual capacity." The beginnings of industrial

evolution are also ascribed by me to differences of individual capa-

city; as instance the following quotations from that part of the

Principles of Sociology which deals with Industrial Institutions.

The natural selection of occupations has for its primary cause certain

original differences between individuals, partly physical, partly psychical.

Let us for brevity's sake call this the physio-psychological cause (§ 730).

That among the fully civilized there are in like manner specializations

of function caused by natural aptitudes, needs no showing : professions

and crafts are often thus determined . . . occupations of relatively skilled

kinds having fallen into the hands of the most intelligent (§ 731).

Speaking generally, the man who, among primitive peoples, becomes

ruler, is at once a man of power and a man of sagacity: his sagacity being
in large measure the cause of his supremacy. We may therefore infer that

as his political rule, though cbiefly guided by his own interests, is in part

guided by the interests of his people, so his industrial rule, though having
for its first end to enrich himself, has for its second end the prosperity of

industry at large. It is a fair inference that on the average his greater

knowledge expresses itself in orders which seem, and sometimes are, bene-

ficial (§ 770).

In its beginnings slavery commonly implies some kind of inferiority

(§ 795).

Considered as a form of industrial regulation, slavery has been natural

to early stages of conflicts and consolidations (§ 800).

The rise of slavery exhibits in its primary form the differentiation of the

regulative part of a society from the operative part (§ 798).

The recognition of these effects of individual differences, especially

in early stages, may rightly go along with the assertion that all the

large traits of social structure are otherwise determined—that all

those great components of a society which carry on the various in-
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dustries, making the life of the whole possible, all those specialized
classes which have established and maintained the inter-dependence
of the producing structures, by facilitating and regulating the

exchange of their products, have arisen from the play of aggregate

forces, constituted of men's desires directed by their respective sets

of circumstances. Mr. Mallock alleges that the great fact of human

inequality
—the fact that there is a minority

" more gifted and

efficient than the majority
"—is the fundamental fact from which

"the main structural characteristics of all civilized societies spring."*
That he should assert this in presence of all the evidence which the

Principles of Sociology puts before him, is, to use the weakest

word, surprising. If his assertion be true, however, the way of

demonstrating its truth lies open before him. In volumes II. and

III. of the Principles of Sociology, several groups of institutions,

presented by every developed society, are dealt with under the heads,

Political, Ecclesiastical, Professional, Industrial: seventy-one chap-
ters being included in them. Each chapter treats of some aspect,

some division or subdivision, of the phenomena grouped under the

general head. Instead of the Industrial Institutions discussed above,

suppose that Mr. Mallock takes a group not touched upon—Profes-

sional Institutions. The thesis worked out in the part so entitled is

that all the professions are differentiated from the priesthood; and

the differentiation is tacitly represented as due to the slow operation
of those natural causes which lead to specializations of function

throughout the whole social aggregate. If Mr. Mallock is right, then

of the chapters dealing with the ten professions enumerated, each is

wrong by omitting to say anything about the great man, political,

industrial, or other, who set up the differentiation or from time to

time consciously gave it a more pronounced character—who thought
that it would be well that there should be a separate medical class,

or a separate teaching class, or a separate artist class, and then carried

his thought into effect. Mr. Mallock's course is simply to take each

of these chapters and show how, by the recognition of the supple-

mentary factor on which he insists, the conclusions of the chapter are

transformed. If he does this he will do more than by merely assert-

ing that my views of social evolution are wrong because the
"
great

fact of human inequality
' : "

is systematically and ostentatiously

ignored."

If in his title Mr. Mallock had, instead of
"
Evolution," written

Social Sustentation, the general argument of his book would have

been valid. If, further, he had alleged that social sustentation is

* Nineteenth Century, pp. 314, 315.
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instrumental to social evolution, and that in the absence of processes

facilitating social sustentation social evolution can not take place, no

one could have gainsaid his conclusion. And if he had inferred that

whoever improves these processes betters the conditions which favor

social evolution, his inference would have been true. But this admis-

sion may be made without admitting that the men who directly or

indirectly further sustentation, or who improve the quality of the

social units, are the agents who determine and direct social evolution.

An account of their doings in no way constitutes an account of that

social transformation from an indefinite incoherent homogeneity to

a definite coherent heterogeneity, in which the evolution of a society

essentially consists.

Moreover Mr. Mallock is justified in contending that the great
man—discoverer, inventor, teacher, administrator, or other—may
equitably receive all the reward which, under the principle of con-

tract, flows to him as the result of his superiority ;
and that disregard

of his claim by the mass of men is alike inequitable and ungrateful.
This is the position I have myself taken, as witness the following :

—
Even were an invention of no benefit to society unless thrown open to

unbought use, there would still be no just ground for disregarding the in-

ventor's claim
; any more than for disregarding the claim of one who

labors on his farm for his own benefit and not for public benefit. But as it

is, society unavoidably gains immensely more than the inventor gains.
Before he can receive any advantage from his new process or apparatus, he
must confer advantages on his fellow men—must either supply them with

a better article at the price usually charged, or the same article at a lower

price. If he fails to do this, his invention is a dead letter
;

if he does it, he
makes over to the world at large nearly all the new mine of wealth he has

opened. By the side of the profits which came to Watt from his patents,

place the profits which his improvements in the steam-engine have since

brought to his own nation and to all nations, and it becomes manifest that

the inventor's share is infinitesimal compared with the share mankind
takes. And yet there are not a few who would appropriate even his infini-

tesimal share !
*

Had Mr. Mallock recognized the fundamental distinction I have

pointed out between social sustentation, life, activity, enlightenment,

etc., on the one hand, and the development of social structures on the

other, his polemic against socialists and collectivists would have been

equally effective, and he would not have entailed upon me an ex-

penditure of time and energy which I can ill spare.
—The Nineteenth

Century.

*
Justice, pp. 110, 111.
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THE TORRENTS OF SWITZERLAND.

By EDGAR E. DAWSON, M. E.

MARK TWAIN once said that he was in constant expectation
in Switzerland of seeing a farmer fall out of his farm.

The farmer has in many cases appreciated his hazardous position

when harvesting his crops, and has put on crampoons to prevent
a precipitous trip into the valley below. The crampoons prevent
the farmer leaving his farm in such an undignified manner, but they
do not prevent that same farm leaving its position on the mountain

side. To show how, in many cases, the mountain sides are kept
intact is the object of this paper. The old simile,

"
I am as sure of it

as of the ground on which I stand," would be as much out of place

in some parts of Switzerland as in those parts of the world where

earthquakes are endemic. In fact, in these latter places, though the

surface may receive a good shaking, it generally returns to somewhat

the same neighborhood after its nervous peregrinations are over. Not
so with the Swiss mountain side. When part of the mountain takes

leave of the rest, it is forever.

Switzerland is often spoken of somewhat derisively as a garden,
so perfectly have its pleasure grounds been laid out, and so completely
comfortable does one find one's self in the midst of Nature's grand-
eurs. If its water courses had not been controlled and cared for as

are those of a well-conducted park it would be chaos! The con-

stant and vigilant struggle the Swiss have been forced to maintain

against the liquid element is much to their credit, for they have

generally been victorious. They have spent enormous sums of

money in keeping their torrents and rivers within reasonable limits,

and are even now, at times, forced to suppress new insurrections

on the part of these irresponsible agents. The corrections of the

water courses have been necessary for several reasons. In the first

place, the erosions on the mountain sides result in deposits which

present different inconveniences, of which I shall speak later. In the

second place, the erosions are frequently the cause of landslides.

The work of regulating the action of the water courses is now done

according to accepted rules based on experience and on theories which

have been confirmed by facts. Years ago, before the confederation

took charge of this matter, it was done often in a haphazard, em-

pirical fashion by the local authorities, with or without the aid of an

engineer. But some great disasters in the canton of Grisons

awakened the people to what might occur to many of them who had

hitherto been more fortunate. At the end of September, 1868, both

slopes of the Alps, and particularly the cantons of Valais and
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Grisons, were visited by floods of enormous magnitude. Such, was the

devastation caused that an appeal was made to the generosity of the

nation at large in behalf of the sufferers. This was responded to

with such liberality that a large portion of the sum subscribed was

put aside for the purpose of improving the water courses perma-

nently. The fact that collective action was necessary in the attempts
to control the turbulent streams became very apparent. This being
the case, the state was called upon to take charge of this colossal en-

terprise. In July, 1871, by federal decree, the confederation de-

clared that the correction and extinction of torrents was a matter of

public utility, and worthy of the subsidies of the national Govern-

ment. At the same time the relative burdens of the cantons and the

confederation were settled. The importance of the improvement of

the water courses and of the wooding of the regions where they rise

was recognized in the Constitution of 1874. There the matter was

definitely put under federal control and classed with the allied ques-
tion of theVonservation of the forests. The problem of keeping the

waters under control in Switzerland ranges from the marshy low-

lands to the summits of the passes. In spite of the varying condi-

tions that this range entails, there are certain general principles that

bear on all cases where the water is in movement. As the Swiss sup-

plies his want of coal by harnessing his streams, so he makes the

water do a large share of the work of correcting its erring ways
and preparing itself to be harnessed. This he does by utilizing its

power of carrying or depositing stones and soil, according as it is held

within narrow banks or allowed to roam at will. As this power de-

pends also on the steepness of the slope down which it runs, he uses

this latter factor as well.

When he has got the water courses into what he considers

good working condition and one that should be permanent, he tries

to clinch matters. This is done\j so combining the various condi-

tions of cross-section, slope, and quality of soil that the action of

the water is automatic—that is, it brings down no more earth and
stones than it is capable of carrying below to safer places where the

dangers of floods are small. Whenever the force with which the

water moves along is stronger than the cohesion of the soil, erosion

occurs. This erosion will continue, the channel of the stream be-

coming ever deeper, until a soil is encountered whose resistance is

equal to the erosive action of the water. As the alluvion is carried

on, the slope of the stream will become steeper and steeper the higher
one goes. This circumstance would be of much greater importance
if the gorges and gullies in which most of the streams run were not

so well provided with rock. The power of the water to cause erosion

is lessened in proportion to the amount of material it is carrying with
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it, which material is generally the product of previous erosions.

Whenever the current needs all its strength to carry the material it

has in suspension, together with the solid matter it is pushing along,
it will have lost all its power to cause erosion. If the slope is de-

creased, or if the matter in suspension is increased in any manner,

deposits will occur. These deposits render the slope less steep at that

point but steeper below, so that the action of the water beyond will

make itself felt, and by digging gradually up stream tend to restore

the original slope.

In some cases there is very little erosion where the current is

much stronger than the cohesive power of the soil, for the reason

that the beds of the streams have been almost paved with stones that

have been carried along by the propulsive action of the water.

This has in many cases produced an equilibrium between the

resistance and the destroying power; in others the equilibrium has

been brought about in a different way by the same natural agents.
The current of a stream will very often go on causing erosion until

arrested by some rocky obstacle that determines a waterfall. These

falls cause breaks in the action of the water not only in stopping the

erosive action in its upward march, but also in checking the velocity
of the water. Then, as basins are often formed just above the falls

and where the current is much less swift, matter in suspension is

deposited, so that when the stream is swollen it has material to

work upon, before starting to make the original slope steeper.

The subject divides itself broadly into two branches—the extinc-

tion of torrents and the correction of the water courses in valleys.
In the extinction of the torrents various plans are resorted to,

which give the current greater propulsive power, but at the same time

they render necessary greater protection of the bed. This may be

done by incasing it within walls of masonry (though other materials

are used in some cases) or shortening meandering portions. In the

latter plan the slope is increased, the fall being the same for a shorter

distance. Currents that have been making dangerous deposits at cer-

tain points and causing dangerous erosions at others are treated by
the above systems until the danger has disappeared or the money
has given out. When the erosive action of the water is already too

great, the material carried and then deposited by the stream is often

made use of to consolidate banks that are threatened. Spurs are

built out from such banks, and this tends to mend matters not only
in forcing the water to take another channel, but also in causing

deposits at the foot of the menaced bank.

The destructive effects of the current are arrested when the

streams are not important by means of dams made of trunks of trees

and wooden stakes, often strengthened roughly with stones. Where
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the streams are larger, and where the erosive action can not be modi-

fied by enlarging the channel, as is the case in many gorges, it is

necessary to make an artificial bed for the stream and at times to

supplement this by masonry dams. The dams are not permanent
in their effects, for as soon as the basin immediately above the dam
has been filled with deposits and the original slope of the stream

has re-established itself, the products of the erosion pass over the

dam. They prove, however, of great utility at times of large freshets

by causing deposits which are subsequently carried down in much
smaller quantities. This prevents the disasters that would be caused

by sudden enormous deposits when the streams are swollen.

The prospect for many a narrow valley would be a sad one in-

deed if means had not been taken to prevent the lateral erosions so

common with the mountain torrents and so productive of land-

slips. Where the stream has provided itself with a stony bed on

which to roll, it often tries to do damage by leaving the stones and

attacking the earthy banks. It is in these cases that the danger has

proved so insidious; for until disasters actually occurred, in many
instances, the undermining effect of the water was not suspected,

being entirely hidden from view.

The most economical way of combating such cases is by mak-

ing use of those points that by their formation arrest the erosive

action. This is done by re-enforcing them in such manner as to pro-

duce a series of natural steps. The upward march of the excavating
action of the water is stopped at least partially and temporarily at

each step. Such a method is of great advantage when it is necessary

to delay a more costly correction for financial reasons.

The experience gained since a connected system was begun in the

management of the water courses has been of incalculable value, and

many have been the landslips arrested and prevented by seeking
their causes in the hidden erosive action of a small stream. In still

another manner does the water threaten the mountain sides, and

that is by permeating the soil (which is thus rendered much heavier),

until it reaches a bed of rock or other layer that it can not penetrate.

There it forms a layer of slippery mud on which the soil above slides

bodily down. The method pursued in such cases is sometimes that of

a ditch dug to the impermeable layer, sometimes that of a drain.

In both cases there may or may not be small feeding ditches. An-

other plan which appears very contradictory of what has just been

said is also employed. This consists in preventing, by means of hori-

zontal trenches, the water from flowing off on the surface in the re-

gions above the timber line. The water is forced to percolate through
the soil and so reaches the wooded portions, where it would per-

meate anyhow, much more gradually than otherwise. The soil thus
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escapes the enormous increase of pressure due to the sudden absorp-

tion of great quantities of water, and consequently is less in danger
of leaving its fastenings.

One of the most difficult of the problems that these torrents

give rise to is that of their control where they suddenly enter a

valley, and where the slope is consequently greatly decreased. The

decrease of current entailed causes the deposit of stones and material

at the mouth of the gorge, and the water then spreads itself over

the valley. This occurs more or less regularly with certain torrents

that are usually dry and where it is impracticable to prevent the

erosions above. It then becomes necessary to build a stone canal

from the mouth of the gorge to the principal water course of the

valley. As this must be built on the alluvion (which presents the

surface of a cone), it is often higher than the rest of the valley,

and one may find other small canals for the draining of the val-

ley passing under the larger one and meeting the principal stream

below. A similar action to that of the torrent on entering the

valley is that of a stream with a rapid current emptying into one

whose current is slower. Here the deposits will at times force the

smaller stream to seek another channel, and it frequently occurs

that the correction moves the mouth of the stream a considerable dis-

tance.

The manner in which the streams in the valleys are made to aid

in their own correction is most interesting. Whereas in the moun-
tains it is usually desirable to decrease the erosive action of the

water, in the valleys the contrary is the case, as the deposits in the

lowlands are as dangerous to life and property as was their abstraction

above. The great desideratum to be attained is to have the mountain

streams arrive in the valleys in a purely liquid condition, and to give
the valley streams the power to carry to the lakes any material they

may be so unfortunate as to have taken in charge. To accomplish
this latter purpose, the sinuosities of the streams are often reduced

to straight lines, an increase of slope being thus secured. The new
channels are made of a cross-section to enable the water to carry on

its alluvion and silt. Where great freshets occur it is necessary to

guarantee the artificial beds against the enormous increase of the

water's destructive action.

The usual plan is that of having the cross-section of the stream

with a deep depression in the center. This depression is of di-

mensions to insure a proper flow under ordinary conditions. When
the stream becomes swollen it overflows the borders of this depres-
sion and spreads over a much larger area until the banks proper are

encountered. This sudden increase of cross-section reduces the

velocity of the water and consequently its destructive power. When
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the water of a stream is turned from its old channel into the new one

that has been prepared for it, the operation is generally very gradu-

ally performed, so as to enable the water to fill up the old bed as

much as possible by depositing its silt.

A plan pursued with much success is that of building out from

the high bank of a stream (which it is desired to confine into a nar-

rower channel) insubmersible spurs, stopping at the points where the

new bank is to be situated. The water flowing in between these

spurs deposits its dirt and gravel, and gradually builds up the new

bank. In many cases the ends of the spurs are connected by low

artificial banks of masonry over which the water flows. These banks

retain and protect the deposits, and, when the latter have attained a

sufficient depth, the artificial banks are raised to their permanent

height. Still another method pursued with the same object in view

is that of starting up stream and building the banks to their per-

manent height until a point is reached where it is desired to
"

fill."

Here the artificial banks are left temporarily very low. The water

overflows them, and the reduction of its velocity entails the deposit

of its silt. When this has continued as long as necessary or prac-

ticable, the walls are raised to their permanent height along the

section and the same process is repeated below. This gradual process

is also very advantageous from a financial point of view. When the

engineer finally reaches the mouth of the stream at one of the lakes,

we should expect to find his difficulties at an end, as the lakes are

usually so deep that the alluvion makes little impression on them,
and their areas are such that floods are not much to be feared. But

he is confronted here with a new difficulty, that of anchoring or

securing the foundation of his artificial river bank. The soil is

generally alluvial over a large area, and is very damp. He generally
has to terminate the masonry before he reaches the less stable alluvial

soil and continue the structure by means of wooden material, which

retains its position much better under such circumstances and is

more cheaply replaced. It would be natural to imagine that man's

control of the water problem stops at this point. But not so with the

Swiss; he even controls its exit from some of the lakes. This is

notably the case at Geneva, where by means of ingenious dams the

lake is maintained at what is deemed a proper level. When it is

remembered that this lake is fifty miles long by ten broad, an idea is

gained of the amount of water controlled. Every few years the

level is lowered for a given period, so that repairs may be made to the

walls and structures along the shores.
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THE EVOLUTION OF COLONIES.

By JAMES COLLIER.

V.—POLITICAL EVOLUTION.

THE
law that the evolution of a colony repeats the evolution of

the parent state would here be logically applied to the history

of the relations between colonies and the mother country. These

would be shown to have followed a similar course, though with new

developments, to those of the mother country with her suzerain; and

they would be carried further back and deeper down to those uni-

versal animal processes of lactation and rearing which they con-

tinue and which explain them. The gradual settlement of a new

country would next be exhibited as a repetition (with necessary

modifications) of the settlement of the mother country, because

guided by the same general laws—that it dispossesses an earlier race,

which had followed quadrupeds and birds, which had followed trees,

shrubs, and grasses, which again had sown themselves along geo-

graphical lines. Chapters on both topics are unavoidably omitted.

The law has now to be applied to the political, industrial, and social

evolution of colonies. In so wide a subject only apergus are possible.

There are traces in several colonies of a state anterior to the

establishment of a settled government. According to the unloving

Hobbes, such a state is necessarily one of war, and it is sometimes

that; according to the humane Rousseau, it is one of peace, and, to

the credit of human nature, it is oftener that. There were English
settlers in Pennsylvania before the Swedes arrived. The first immi-

grants to Plymouth found predecessors on the coast who owed no

allegiance. Seventy years after the foundation of North Carolina

the inhabitants still led the lives of freemen in the woods. Prior

to 1702 New Jersey was considered one of those provinces
" where

no regular government had been established." The Tasmanian
farmers who colonized Victoria lived for some time without any
form of government, and lived peacefully. Pastoralists were found

on the Canterbury plains before the advent of the Pilgrims, and
were content. When the Pilgrims got into collision with the cen-

tral government, they said bitterly that they would do better with

none. Where it is otherwise the circumstances are exceptional.
Gold and silver fields everywhere are at first, and often to the last,

scenes of wild disorder, where a man's safety depends on his ability

to defend himself. Escaped Australian convicts, runaway sailors,

adventurers, and natives made up a community which turned the

natural paradise of the Bay of Islands into an earthly hell. Parts

of Texas in very recent days were the seat of anarchy. Government
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soon arrives on the spot in the shape of the Texas Rangers, the

Draconian gold-fields mounted police, or a royal governor. Or an

organized body of immigrants absorbs previous settlers and evolves

from within itself all the agencies of government. On one or other

of these two types all colonial societies have been built up. The

patriarchal theory of Filmer is realized in those colonies—the great

majority
—where the government is clothed with power delegated

by the sovereign of the mother country. The socialist theory of

Locke is embodied in the New England colonies; in the Carolina
"
Association

"
of 1719; in the resolutions of the Liberal Association

of Canada in 1841, which issued in the compact between the crown

and the Canadian people; in the New Zealand whalers in 1840, gov-
erned by their own laws

;
in the New Zealand Company's settlements

(with a social contract previously drawn up by the passengers, as by
those of the Mayflower); and in the colonies of Otago and Canter-

bury, and New Australia in Paraguay. Two intermediate groups
have a transitional existence. Many colonies have been founded

by commercial companies whose collective history might be written

in two lines—inception of vast enterprises, partial commercial suc-

cess, great collateral benefits, ruinous loss of capital, surrender of

charter to the crown. A set of colonies peculiar to the United

States were established by one or more proprietaries, from whose

voluntary concessions the form of government was derived, but most

of these merged, after a series of conflicts, in the popular group.

They were respectively bastard royal and bastard charter colonies.

From the origin of a colony is deducible its whole political and

social structure. Colonies of royal foundation, by a kind of moral

pangenesis, tend to reproduce all parts of the mother country that are

suitable to the new environment—its inequalities of rank, governors
who are the image of the sovereign, an executive, legislative, and

judicature that are the delegation of his authority. But these institu-

tions must grow; they can not be made. The attempt to create

an aristocracy in Carolina, and the proposal to manufacture one in

New South Wales, necessarily failed. Yet in both countries one

grew or is growing up. In the South there was an untitled aristoc-

racy, with the aristocratic temper, exclusive institutions, and four

distinct classes (the descendants of the lords of the manor, villeins or

tenants, bond-servants, and slaves, who had a brief existence in Vir-

ginia, Carolina, and Maryland)
—

planters, overseers, mean whites,
and negro slaves; the fall of Richmond saw the happy ending of all

that. In the British colonies, as in England, there is an increasing

passion for titles, and of about sixty grades in the Byzantine hier-

archy of the English monarchy at least eleven have been transplanted
to colonial soil. But it is on one condition, abroad as at home—
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that honor shall be divorced from power. In England the nobliity is

being edged out of office, and on Lord Salisbury's grave might be

written,
" The last of the nobles

"—the last who governed his coun-

try. In her colonies one premier after another resolutely refuses

the forbidden dignity that would banish him from the ministerial

Eden. The same point has been reached in the United States from

the opposite side. Most of the charter and some of the proprietary
colonies developed into republican societies, with political equality as

their badge, a popular legislature, an elected judiciary, and a half-

elected executive. Side by side with this democracy of power there

has grown up in the great cities—Philadelphia, Boston, New York—an aristocracy of blood, culture, or dollars. This aristocracy of

fashion—as in France and England, so in the United States and

(on a small scale) in Australia—consoles itself for lifelong exclusion

from public affairs by addicting itself to literature, art, philanthropy,
and such like. But these are only its recreations. Its chief use is to

exist, to exhibit the civilization of a people at its flower, to give'

pleasure to others and to itself. The proportion of this element to

the rest of the population will measure the age of the community.
The core of the executive is the governor. The governor of the

monarchical colonies is the deputy of the sovereign, and the story of

his authority is the story in brief of the royal prerogative. The

governors of the Spanish colonies arrogated and abused a power far

more despotic than a Spanish king's. The French Governor of Illi-

nois ruled with absolute sway. The first Governor of New South

Wales exercised unparalleled powers. He could inflict five hundred
lashes and impose a five-hundred-pound fine; could sentence to

death, execute, or pardon. He regulated trade. He fixed prices,

wages, and customs duties. All the labor in the colony was at his

disposal. He could bestow grants of land. He appointed to all

offices of honor or emolument. The administration of justice was

exclusively in his hands. The colonists were his subjects. He was

practically irresponsible. Thus an Anglo-Saxon community can

take on the characters of an Oriental satrapy. It can also become a

military despotism. For some years after the departure of one

governor and the deposition of another the government of the

colony was in the hands, or under the feet, of the officers of the

New South Wales Corps, who ruled it as the Sultan rules Turkey.
The stage of pure absolutism, which is necessitated in a colony, as in

the mother country, by the existence of a small band of immigrants
in the midst of a hostile indigenous population, or of a small number
of free settlers among a convict populace, is succeeded by that of

limited absolutism. The authority of the governor is checked by the

appointment of a council. Most of the early North American crown
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colonies were at this stage. It answers to England under the later

Tudors, and, as there, left ample scope for oppression. Occasionally

it blossomed or withered into prodigies of tyranny on a small scale,

as in the too celebrated Andros. Sir James Craig, so lately as the

beginning of the nineteenth century, treated his Canadian Parlia-

ment as superciliously as a Stuart. In New Zealand there were con-

tinual complaints that a certain governor had more absolute power

than a sovereign. In South Australia and South Africa the same

governor ruled like an emperor, his council not thwarting but

aggrandizing his authority. This second preconstitutional stage is

often unduly prolonged in colonies, as it commonly is in the mother

country, on the pretext of an enemy on the frontier or of troubles

with the natives, but really because of the forceful character of a

governor who is unwilling to lay down the dignity he may not have

been overwilling to take up. Its persistence in the North American

colonies can only be explained on Haeckel's principle that the devel-

opment of ancestral species is followed in the development of the

embryo. Despotism in the Old World was the parent of despotism

in the New. There is no other reason why colonies ripe for self-

government, like Massachusetts, New York, and Virginia, should

have been oppressed by such men as Andros, Cornbury, and Harvey.
The stage is ended by the granting of a constitution or by a successful

rebellion. The governor's personal force will then be the measure

of his power. The sagacious and resolute Lord Elgin asserted that

he had twice the authority in constitutional Canada that he had

enjoyed in Jamaica. Such a governor is the colonial analogue of

Queen Victoria, who, in consequence of her association with the

Prince Consort, the length of her reign, and her strong character, has

prolonged monarchical influence. But the day of such sovereigns

is passing; the day of such governors is past. The office is by no

means shorn of its prerogatives. The governor, like the sovereign,

selects his prime minister, and the act may have serious conse-

quences; the appeal of the minister for election as leader by his

party shows the blending of the popular with the monarchical strain,

but it is little more than formal. As George III in 1783, and

William IV in 1834, arbitrarily dismissed the Whigs, a Governor

of Newfoundland in 1861 dismissed his ministry; in 1858 the

Governor of New South Wales had resolved to dismiss his; and it is

not many months since Mr. Rhodes was cashiered. Like the sover-

eign, the governor sometimes refuses to grant a dissolution. Like the

Governor General of Canada last year, or the Governor of New
Zealand a few years ago, he may refuse to appoint senators—success-

fully in the one case or only to be bowled over by the Colonial

Office in the other. Beyond these real but rarely exercised preroga-
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tives lie has little else to do than sign his ministers' documents. He
ought to interfere in certain cabinet crises, but dares not. His power,
like that of the sovereign, is reduced to a shadow. The premier of

the colony is now its working king.

As the governor's authority wanes, his dignity waxes. After

1632 a viceroy of high rank was sent to ]STew Spain. In 1867 Dis-

raeli, half genius and half charlatan, commenced a policy of ostenta-

tion by announcing that only those would in future be appointed
colonial governors who had been " born in the purple," or were peers,

and notwithstanding two or three Liberal reactions the policy has

been confirmed, in regard to all the more important colonies, by the

demands of the colonists. On arriving in his dominions the new
ruler has a royal reception. He becomes the head of the ceremonial

system in the colony, and if he ceases to govern he reigns (according
to Bagehot's theory of the monarchy) by impressing the popular

imagination. And as loyalty to the Queen is passing into loyalty to

the imperial tradition, so is loyalty to her representative being trans-

muted into the pride of imperial connection.

The governor completes the parallel with sovereignty by under-

going all its vicissitudes. As monarchs have abdicated, been im-

prisoned, banished, restored, tried, and beheaded, colonial governors
have resigned, been imprisoned, expelled, recalled, restored, im-

peached, dismissed, and hanged, and in both sets of cases for similar

reasons. They have resigned because of ill usage at the hands of

their ministers, because things were done in their absence of which

they disapproved, or because they were entrapped into approving of

their ministers' wrongdoing. La Bourdonnais was sent to the Bas-

tille, Andros was imprisoned for tyranny in Massachusetts, and in

North Carolina it was the
" common practice

"
to resist and imprison

their governors. Depositions were frequent in the North American

colonies. An oppressive Governor of Virginia was banished to Eng-

land, but sent back; a Governor of New South Wales was deposed
for rectitude by a military mutiny and shipped to Tasmania; a Gov-

ernor of New Zealand was placed on board a ship for England be-

cause he had excited the ill will of a powerful company, and had in-

discreetly realized the dream of free traders by making the colony a

free port. As Pericles dreaded being ostracized, early Governors of

New South Wales feared being placed under arrest. Recall is the

sentence that governors of British colonies had most to shun in the

days when they were still irresponsible. The first four Governors

of Australia, and possibly the sixth, were lied out of office. One
was recalled because of the financial embarrassments of his colony
and his own devotion to science; another, on the better grounds of

tyranny and red tape. A Governor of the Cape of Good Hope was
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recalled because he was unpopular. Another governor of that colony
was recalled for incorrigible insubordination, and again, when he

had been pardoned and sent to a more distant colony, for hopeless

incompatibility. How so serious a step may be contrived by a mere

clerk in the Colonial Office may be read in the autobiography of Sir

Henry Taylor, who procured the recall of an obnoxious governor

by submitting to a compliant Secretary of State a dispatch recall-

ing him. An outbreak of public indignation, like that against

Governor Eyre, may be needed to bring about the same result.

Dupleix and Frontenac fell before the machinations of their enemies,

and the former was allowed to die in misery. Hastings was im-

peached. Articles equivalent to impeachment were drawn up against

a Governor of New South Wales, who, like Clive, suffered the indig-

nity of having his administration scrutinized by a committee of the

House of Commons. Lastly, as a single English king was brought to

the block, so has a single governor, and he the creature of an insur-

rection, expiated his rebellion on the scaffold.

The election of governors recalls the election of Frankish kings,

but really repeats that of the governors of commercial companies;
how powerful such elected functionaries may become is shown by
the chairman of an English railway company and the American boss.

Leaders like Smith or Winthrop, Cargill of Otago, or Godley of

Canterbury, who give to young colonies cohesion and the power to

survive, or carry them through perils, are their rulers by indefeasible

sovereignty; in form they may, as in Massachusetts, be only the

presidents of the company out of which the colony has sprung. Re-

elected for twenty years, like Winthrop, or thirteen, like Endicott,

they may confer on the office a duration equal to that of inheritance,

and may show an independence greater than a hereditary or an

appointed officer can safely assume. Creators of colonies, like Balti-

more, Penn, and Oglethorpe, repeat a type that must be rare in his-

tory, if indeed they do not originate the noblest of all types of ruler,

and are kings by a diviner right than that of any known sovereign.
The governor being the brain (or the active portion of the brain)

of the body politic, the administration is his limbs, and expands
from him with such improvements as new circumstances permit and

such modifications as they require, in the same manner as it had

done from the sovereign in the mother country. Not that each

colony passes through all the stages through which the latter pass;

that depends on the date at which the colony was given off. Massa-

chusetts and Virginia alone of the North American colonies, New
South Wales and Tasmania alone of the Australasian, described

most of them
;
in the younger colonies the earlier ones were dropped.

Thus (to mention a single point) the office of Colonial Secretary
VOL. LIV.—5
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(who was originally the governor's secretary, as the Secretary for

Ireland, till the other clay, was only the Lord Lieutenant's secretary)

differentiates into several ministries, as the department of Secretary
of State had differentiated in England. An anomaly is worth noting.

In the United States, where the whole people is the fountain of

power, the ministers are the servants of the President, appointed and

dismissed by him. In England, while they are still in theory her

Majesty's ministers, and the Prime Minister is nominally selected

by the sovereign, by a remarkable transformation they have become

the servants of the legislature
—that is, of the people. The two

countries have exchanged institutions, as Hamlet and Laertes ex-

changed rapiers. The explanation is historical. The United States

parted from the development of Britain at a time when the execu-

tive was, far more than now, independent of the legislature and

dependent on the sovereign. The framers of the Constitution of the

United States, looking at the British Constitution from without, and

ignoring the subtle checks and balances that gave the lie to Montes-

quieu's too rigid trichotomy, petrified a still developing system, and

dug a gulf between the executive and the legislature. But in

England, with the growing weakness of the crown and the growing

strength of the legislature, the ministers have gone over to the

popular side. The younger British colonies were founded at a time

when this development was already far advanced, and they have

repeated the evolution. A curious consequence ensues. While in

a monarchical country and its colonies a manifestation of public

opinion can in a week bring the most powerful ministry to its knees,

the President and ministers of a popularly governed country pursue
their irresponsible course in apparent indifference to either pulpit

or press.

A similar cleavage divides the legislative structure. The gov-

ernor of crown colonies, like the sovereign, is at first the sole, and

through his ministers to the last the chief, legislator; the legislature

is created by concessions wrung from him, and its history is the

record of successive limitations of his authority. In charter colonies

the legislature is the creation of the people, and the laws are made

by its deputies. A single tolerably perfect example of each type is

chosen. The early history of New South Wales is one of the best

preserved specimens in the museum of political paleontology. Dur-

ing its earliest years the governor was as absolute as the first Norman

sovereigns. William Rufus might ask:
" You Taillebois, what have

you to propose in this arduous matter? . . . Potdevin, what is your

opinion of the measure?
" And Philip, hunter or king, might as

unceremoniously solicit the advice of the chaplain or the commander

of the forces, but they were under no obligation to take it; and the
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earliest laws, like the capitularies of Charlemagne, were public

orders or proclamations. Under the sixth governor, when civilian

officials had arrived, his authority received its first limitation: a

small council was instituted, consisting of the chief justice, the

attorney general, and the archdeacon of Sydney. A few years

later the council was enlarged by the inclusion of new officials, and

an equal number of unofficial citizens, who were, however, nomi-

nated by the crown. So far, we are still in the twelfth English

century. In 1828 began fourteen years of agitation for an elective

council, and with 1842 we arrive at the colonial Magna Charta. The

concession had hardly been made when, with the influx of fresh

settlers, another agitation for all the rights of self-government was

begun. It was complicated with the convict question, as the politics

of the United States was long complicated with the slavery ques-

tion, but was not settled with, though it may have been accelerated

by, the settlement of that in 1848. Eight years later full self-gov-

ernment was granted, largely through the agency of one man. As

a Wentworth had aided in subverting the liberties of Englishmen,
a second Wentworth redeemed the honor of his name by proving
the Shaftesbury of a second revolution, and procuring freedom for

their Australian descendants. Subsequent developments repeat the

English reforms of 1832, 1867, and 1881. Thus the colony de-

scribed in less than a century the evolution which it had taken the

mother country fourteen hundred years to accomplish. Younger
colonies, omitting the earlier stages, ran the same distance in far

shorter periods.

They are not only repeating, they are anticipating, the history of

the parent state. Eemale suffrage has been conceded in two Aus-

tralasian colonies, and it is inevitable in the rest. The domination of

a socialist democracy is far advanced in the two former. The refer-

endum, or direct appeal to the people on specific issues, is on the eve

of general enactment. Ministries elected by the legislature are pos-

sibly in the near future. Thus legislative bodies which sprang from
the crown are more democratic than those that sprang from the

people. Withal, the former retain an anomalous vestige of their

origin. While the business of legislation in Congress is necessarily
conducted by members who have no official connection with the

executive, as it was originally in the English Parliament, the British

and colonial ministries claim an ever-increasing monopoly of legisla-

tion on all questions of any magnitude. It has long been recognized
as impossible for a private member to carry through the House of

Commons a measure of any consequence, and a colonial ministry
arrests the progress of a successful bill by intimating that the subject
of it can only be legislated upon by the Government.
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The free involution of a legislature from below is naturally more

rapid than its reluctant devolution from above. The swift develop-
ment of the Massachusetts Company into the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture has been ably traced by Professor Fiske, who is a sociologist

as well as a historian. The attempt to transact public business at a

primary meeting of all the freemen in the colony, assembling four

times a year, repeats the old Witenagemot, and failed for the same

reason as that died out—because, from the expansion of the popula-

tion, the assemblage was impracticable. It needed only four years
for the freemen to acquire the right of sending deputies to the

General Court, and only fifteen to bring about a permanent division

into two Houses. Other early colonies passed through the same

stages; colonies of later foundation took up the development at the

bicameral stage. It is the history of a land and colonization com-

pany of those days, or of a railway company in ours. The directors

become a Senate and the body of shareholders the popular House; the

statutes of the company are its constitution and the by-laws its legis-

lation. The origin of charter legislatures in a company explains a

parallel anomaly to that in crown legislatures. While the repre-

sentative Houses in British colonial legislatures have followed the

House of Commons in gathering all power into their own hands, in

states descended from the charter companies the House of Repre-
sentatives has been losing, while the Senate has gained authority.
In both cases the apparent anomaly is the outcrop of a deeper law.

The ministry in the one case and the senate in the other are each

the embodiment of that continuous social gerrn-plasm to which

the popular will of the hour stands in the same relation as the in-

dividual life does to the physiological germ-plasm; and, as the

latter is the true substance of the body, the social germ-plasm is

the substance of society, incarnating its permanent interests, and

therefore justly overriding the cries, the whims, the passions of

the hour.

The same dichotomy is visible in the colonial judicature. The

paterfamilias, the village elder, the tribal chief, the king, possess

and personally exercise an undelegated jurisdiction. Fully twenty

years ago a sociological worker surprised a historian of some pre-

tensions, who was conversant with the mere events of his special

period, by informing him that the practice of English kings to pre-

side in their own courts of justice came as far down as that very

period
—the reign of James I. This prerogative was transmitted

with the other attributes of royalty to the governors of crown

colonies, who "
generally acted as judges, sitting in the highest

court." A New Jersey Cincinnatus revived primitive simplicities

by hearing causes seated on a tree stump in his fields. The succes-
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sive delegations of this power repeat the necessary concessions that

created the English judiciary. Side by side with the royal preroga-
tive grew up a popular jurisdiction which developed into the jury;

and it would be worth while to compare the acquisition of this con-

stitutional right (for example, in Connecticut and New South Wales)
with its history in England. Out of this element, and also as a

corollary from the election of a governor who was chief judge, came

the practice of electing judges in the ISTorth American colonies. It

was by no means confined to the charter colonies. Nowhere was the

determination toward an elective judiciary more noticeable than in

Pennsylvania, whose proprietary was its feudal sovereign. It may
be historically explained from the corrupt and servile judicature of

the age when these colonies were founded. The attachment to the

old system in contemporary British colonies may also be explained
from the very different point in the history of the mother country
when they were given off, when the talent, the purity, and inde-

pendence of the bench had become the pride of Englishmen, and the

judges were Baconian in everything but the taking of bribes. The

English and (naturally in a far less degree) the colonial courts still

show traces of their royal origin in the antiquated wig and gown, the

arrogance of the judges, their haughty point of honor—"
contempt

of court," and their aristocratic bias. These are counterbalanced by
the increasing strength of the popular element. A hopeful bill was a

few years ago introduced into a colonial legislature restraining judges
from commenting on evidence. A mere act of Parliament would

have as much effect on lawyers' loquacity as Mrs. Partington's mop
had on the Atlantic. It is, nevertheless, in the direction of restrict-

ing the powers of the judges that the more radical colonies are

moving. In one southern community certain causes may be tried

by a judge with a jury of four, who will probably rise into assessors,

and in another that important step is possibly on the point of being-

taken. The courageous Premier of South Australia, who lately de-

fied the entire English medical profession, has now taken in hand

his own not less formidable guild. He proposes that
"
in proceedings

under certain acts the bench is to consist of a judge of the Supreme
Court with two lay assessors, one appointed by each party to the

suit
"

;
and counselors are peremptorily excluded from such pro-

ceedings. In certain other cases litigants may submit statements

of their differences to judges who will adjudicate without the inter-

vention of counsel. Thus the same middle point may be reached

from opposite termini. A series of levelings down may bring judi-

catures of royal origin to the same stage as popular jurisdictions have

reached by a gradual leveling up. The courts will then unite the

majesty of the law, whose "
voice is the harmony of the world," with
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an impartiality and inexpensiveness that will insure to every citizen

the enjoyment of the most elementary of all rights
—the right to

justice.

Side by side with the process of differentiation within colonies

rose up an integration of colonies with one another, which also re-

peats the history of the mother country. The same principles of au-

thority and consent, again in unequal proportions, are blended here.

It was by conquest that the seven old English kingdoms were welded

into a united England, Strathclyde incorporated, Ireland annexed.

By force disguised as bribery, aided by the patriotic or interested

efforts of a few nobles and placemen and in opposition to the will of

the inhabitants, Scotland and Ireland were joined to England. Some
four or five groups of British colonies have reduplicated, or are now

reduplicating, a parallel development. In North America it was

preceded and accompanied
*

by altercations among the different

colonies. Boundary disputes repeat old English intertribal strug-

gles. Tariff wars are now waged, and commercial reciprocity treaties

contracted, between contemporary colonies. New Haven and Con-

necticut, which consisted of towns federated by consent, were united

by force. Voluntary alliances against the Indians or to conquer

Canada, or involuntary unions under despotic rulers, associated

larger or smaller North American groups from Maine to Maryland.
The loose confederation of 1781 was too voluntary to last. The final

federation that superseded it had a large element of latent force

mixed with consent. It was hardly less a conquest of the North by
the South than that of the Heptarchy by Wessex. The Constitution

is a monument of Southern ascendency. So it was that, for seventy

years off and on, the United States was governed by a Southern

oligarchy, whether under the hegemony of Virginia or of South

Carolina. The dominion of Canada means (even under a French

premier) the dominion of Ontario, with Quebec bribed, and New-
foundland not bribed enough, to enter. In 1876 the ten New
Zealand provinces were amalgamated under a central Government
which for many years remained that of the earlier-settled North
Island. A federation of the Australian colonies planned seven years

ago under the auspices of protectionist Victoria, is likely to succeed

under the leadership of free-trading New South Wales. Mr. Rhodes
is advising the federation of the British colonies of South Africa;

forty years ago a federation of all the South African states was de-

signed by Sir George Grey, then high commissioner, but with little

patriotism and still less wisdom, for at that time it necessarily im-

plied the dominance of the Dutch element. In 1846 that far-seeing-

statesman had projected a union of the South Sea Islands with New
Zealand. Only four years ago the same aged prophet of federation,
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with an eloquence inspired by the theme, outlined to a Liberal audi-

ence a scheme for federating the English-speaking peoples. These

are dreams; but the dreams of to-day are the realities of to-morrow,

and every step taken toward the realization of them is itself a gain.

ARCHITECTURAL EORMS IN NATURE.

By F. S. DELLENBAUGH.

" Semblance of castle and arch and shrine

Towered aloft in the clear sunshine."

THE world is old, yet the world is new. It is old in our sight

because it has endured for a time that from our puny stand-

point seems long, but which, gauged by the standard of eternity,

would barely be represented by a single tick on the dial that knows

no beginning and no end. It is a work still in process; when it is

done the human element will not be here to admire or condemn it.

When in the long ages of its de-

velopment parts of the solid crust

have been pushed above the

waters, the elements have js&CV
combined to pull them //yl*.

1

'*
*

down and sink them A&$* ,i

again under the seas.
/.]£ «jjjji Pr '

It is a battle between

the waters and the dry

land, and when during
the refreshing shower

we see the rivulet at

our feet brown with

mud, we see the victory

of the rain; we see the

price the earth is pay-

ing to this subtle" foe.

This warfare goes on day by day, year by year, age by

age, and will go on as long as a dry rock rears its head

above the deep. The rains and frosts and winds, acting

on the exposed surface with unceasing energy, have in

many localities produced strange contours and striking resemblances

to objects familiar in our daily life, especially to buildings and other

structures due to the hand of man. These are often on a giant scale.

But, in addition to the quality of size, these natural forms possess

Fig. 1.—Completed Bridge. NftTl'RAi 8RIDW.

YIR.C1N11V
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as well the ever-important element of beauty, without which big-
ness is vulgarity. Nature is never vulgar. Whether we look upon
the roadside violet that wilts under the touch, or whether we stand

wondering at Niagara, or strain to see the tiptop rock of the Grand
Canon, we may always discern a radiant beauty, which pervades the

jp ^-

Fig. 2.—Completed Arch.

-f--:

*

world to its foundations, and is poured out upon us unmeasured and

unpriced.

So these architectural forms that result from the perennial battle

between the dry land and the sea, no matter what their size, are

charming in majesty, in proportion, in harmony of color, and in

variety and grace of outline. Our imaginations are constantly in

search of resemblances, and it is not strange, therefore, that every
land presents to human curiosity numerous specimens, though it

must be admitted that the mind is sometimes taxed to discover the

likeness. On the other hand, some are so evident as to have acquired
a world-wide celebrity. The Natural Bridge of Virginia (Fig. 1) is

not only a resemblance, it is a reality. In the Rocky Mountain region
are numerous other bridges formed thus naturally. In the Canon of

Desolation, Green River, Utah, far above the water are many natural

arches in the thinner salients of the monster cliffs. These perfora-

tions are often two thousand feet above the river, looking like enor-

mous windows opening on some other world. In one a pine tree that

must have been at least a hundred feet high was growing, and its

top was many feet below the crown of the arch. Wherever this par-

ticular formation is exposed, these arches or bridges occur in all

stages of development. The sandstone of this formation has the

peculiarity of fracturing conchoidally, and when the face of a cliff
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contains one of these fractures (due to weathering) and is not thick,
some crevice is sure to open a path to the enemy, which is soon

widened to a highway for the frost and rain, and a cascade in

shower-time pours down, picking up sand as it goes to help in the

attack. The weathering becomes more rapid, the arch opens up, and
in time a natural bridge (Fig. 2) spans the air where once there

was but solid stone. The process continuing, the bridge will dis-

appear, a vacancy will take its place, and far off in the river bottom,
or still farther in the sea, will rest the disintegrated material that

once made part of the continuous cliff. Where the cliff is too thick

to be perforated (Fig. 3), the arch breaks back into a deep cavern

whose roof falls and falls till the blue sky takes its place. Thus has

a natural bridge, like a flower, its birth, its growth, perfection, and

decay. Wind erosion also plays a part, but the chief work is due to

water.

Besides bridges there are numberless other forms. Who has not

seen Castle or Pulpit Rocks, or Devil's Slides, or Palisades, etc.?

Fig. 3.—Middle Stage of a Bridge or Arch.

But it is in the West, perhaps, that the most remarkable rain carv-

ings and wind carvings occur, and especially in that part called the

Southwest, that
" land as old as time is old," that strange, weird land

of red rocks, of tall, long cliff lines like mountain ranges split asunder

to span the desert in their nakedness; that land of labyrinthine

canons, where the bloom of morning lingers to kiss the gloom of

VOL. LIV.— 6
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night; land of isolated buttes that frown in lofty silence on the

lower world like monuments belonging to some cemetery of giants;

land of mesas, plateaus, pinnacles, and peaks.

The massive red-and-yellow buttes at Green River, Wyoming,
are familiar to passengers on the Union Pacific Railway, and have

Si
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Fig. 4.—"Garden of the Gods."

been beautifully rendered on canvas by Thomas Moran. Visitors

to Colorado Springs will not forget the superb
"
Steeple

' ; and
"
Cathedral " rocks in the Garden of the Gods (Fig. 4), whose gor-

geous vermilion is thrust vertically into the Colorado blue; and

many there are who have seen the wonders of the Yellowstone and

the Yosemite. In all these places there are architectural forms that

have justly received the admiring tribute of thousands, yet in more

remote regions are forms quite as remarkable that have seldom been

seen by the eyes of white men.

"While riding northward across the Navajo Indian Reservation

from Fort Defiance, I well remember seeing, at a distance of a mile or

so, which may have "
lent enchantment to the view," an immense

arch in red sandstone, and, more interesting still, one of the most

perfect suggestions of a building I have ever seen. To go closer at

the time was not practicable, nor even to stop for a more deliberate

study, but they were in sight from the slow-moving cavalcade for a
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considerable time, and I have always remembered them as about the

most perfect architectural forms I have seen in all the West.

Pinnacles and multitudinous other forms were also there, and a

close inspection would doubtless have discovered many quite as near

perfection as those which attracted us from afar.

In other places in this same locality huge volcanic masses had

been pushed mysteriously, in remote geological time, here and there

through the strata of sandstones, and the layers of water-made rocks

having been subsequently cut away by the rains, the harder fire-made

rocks offering more resistance were left behind in tall spires, towers,

and various fantastic shapes. To one of them, revealing from the

mountains above it a central mass with wingiike dikes spreading out

on each side, the Navajos have applied the name of Tsebetai,
" The

Stone Bird," and by this name it is now known to all who enter the

barren and peculiar country. Gazing down upon it one day from

the crest of the Tunicha Plateau, I was instantly impressed by the

felicity of the Indian title, for there it lay upon
the plain exactly like a great buzzard petrified

with wings outstretched for flight.

As a rule, it is not the volcanic rocks that

furnish the close images of bird, beast, or build-

The sedimentary or water-made rocks yield

the greatest number and the closest

resemblances. Even in towers and

pinnacles the water-made rocks,

though softer, come out

ahead, frequently sending up
their splendid shafts to hun-

dreds of feet, or to a full

thousand, like the
"
Captains

"

in De Chelly Canon, Arizona

(Fig. 5). Minarets and spires

from one hundred to three

or four hundred feet high

might be counted by thou-

sands in the cliff and canon

country.
In far-away Greenland

Dr. Kane came upon the red

sandstone,
"
dreamy semblance of a castle flanked with triple towers,

completely isolated and denned," which he named the
" Three Broth-

ers Turrets
"

(Fig. 6). Not far from this he found a still more singu-

lar and impressive shaft, whose poetical symmetry caused him to name

it
"
Tennyson's Monument "

(Fig. 7). This he describes thus:
" A

Fig. 5 —The Captains.
PTMNS
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single cliff of greenstone, marked by the slaty limestone that once

incased it, rears itself from a crumbled base of sandstones, like the

boldly chiseled rampart of an ancient city. At its northern extrem-

ity, on the brink of a deep ravine which has worn its way among the

ruins, there stands a solitary column or minaret tower, as sharply
finished as if it had been cast for the Place Vendome. Yet the

length of the shaft alone is four hundred and eighty feet, and it

rises on a plinth or pedestal itself two hundred and eighty."
In some of the canons of the Great Walled River, the Colorado

of the West, turrets, pinnacles, and even natural arches stud the

n

"£
: THREE MOTHERS TUIWT.3
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Fig. 6.—Three Brothers Turrets.

walls with countless imitations of architectural forms, every bend

of the stream offering some fresh novelty. In parts of Marble Canon
the high walls are eroded into endless alcoves, caves, towers, weather-

beaten castles, and a thousand and one weird or fantastic forms.

One night, just below our camp, was a perfect semblance of a ruined

castle. Around the indentations which answered for crumbling
windows clung carelessly bunches of mosses and ferns, while at one

side from a mass of emerald verdure, rendered greener and sweeter

by contrast with the miles on miles of barren red cliff up and

down, gushed forth a clear spring whose waters, churned to silver,

dashed through the vines into the deep river a hundred feet below.

In the Canon of Desolation, twenty-four hundred feet above the

surface of the river, surrounded by pine trees, is a formation that

seemed from below so exact a counterpart of a pioneer log cabin that

it was difficult to believe it was only a deception. The beetling wall

which it surmounted was named "
Log Cabin Cliff."

Another class of resemblances are those called
" domes." The

Domes of the Yosemite are a well-known example, but the Five

Domes of the Virgin River in southern Utah are perhaps quite as
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wonderful, while having the advantage of more inviting color. The

region surrounding them is one of the most remarkable scenic spots

on the continent, and in time will become as celebrated as the

Yosemite or the Yellowstone. It has fewer freaks and curiosities,

perhaps, but probably more real beauty. Xot far from the Five

Domes are the Temples of the Virgin (Fig. 8), similar to the domes,
but more rugged at the top. These are veritable temples of the gods,

solid as the rock-ribbed earth itself.

There are also in some places domes hollowed out. In Glen

Canon of the Colorado, a little below the mouth of the San Juan, is

a dome of this character carved out of the homogeneous sandstone

by the action of a pretty brook, which in fair weather is a mere

rivulet, but in rain time is an angry flood, sweeping down on its tide

immense quantities of sand. This little stream enters at the back of

the cavern through a very deep, narrow cleft, not more than a foot

or two wide, and after a plunge of some thirty feet or more into a

clear pool trickles on out to the river, which flows past the entrance.

The chamber is about two hundred feet high,

with a narrow crevice twisting on up to the top
of the cliffs, about a thousand feet, while the

area of the sandy floor is about two

hundred by five hundred. Its

mouth is barred by a little grove
of box-elder trees. When the

storm is abroad the innocent brook

grows to a giant in an hour, because

of the rain accumulating 011 the

barren, rock-surfaced country as on

the roof of a house, and, gathering

the load of sand in its impetuous

clutch, it hurls it against the bound-

ing walls, thus doing its part in the

war of the waters against the land.

I have counted dozens of these cas-

cades leaping over the canon walls

, during heavy rainstorms. An ex-

ploring party once camped within

the dome mentioned, and, thinking

it rendered well their songs, they

named it
" Music Temple." Some carved their names on the soft

sandstone wall, and three of these a short time after were sent by

the Indians to the Great Dome of all.

The extensive Pink Cliffs, forming the escarpment of the south-

ern edge of the Great Basin, are of the colonnade type, and for

IENNY30NS
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Fig. 7.—Tennyson's Monument.
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Fig 8.—Temples or the Virgin.

many miles their exquisite color and massive columnar facades crown
the high country ten thousand feet or more above the sea, visible

far to southward, and with the underlying Gray Cliffs and the still

lower down Vermilion Cliffs (which find their beginning in Glen
Canon of the Colorado, and trace their serpentine line leagues to

the west to meet the

Temples of the Virgin)
form one of the most

magnificent panoramas
to be found anywhere in

the world. Detached

and isolated portions of

these Pink Cliffs, sur-

rounded by the upper
members of the Gray,

produce sometimes novel

effects. I recall one sunny morning when I found myself suddenly
in a silent grassy glade, green and gray all round, with before me
what can be likened only to an immense pipe organ, its delicate pink
columnar pipes standing full two hundred feet high against a somber

background of pines where ^Eolus could be heard sighing for the lost

chord.

Major Dutton, in his Geology of the High Plateaus of Utah,

says of these Pink Cliffs :

" The resemblances to strict architectural

forms are often startling. The upper tier of the vast amphitheater
is one mighty ruined colonnade. Standing obelisks, prostrate col-

umns, shattered capitals, panels, niches, buttresses, repetitions of

symmetrical forms, all bring vividly before the mind suggestions of

the work of giant hands, a race of genii once rearing temples of

rock, but now chained up in a spell of enchantment, while their

structures are falling in ruins through centuries of decay. Along
the southern and southeastern flank of the Paunsagant (plateau)

these ruins stretch mile after mile. But the crowning work is Table

Cliff in the background. Standing eleven thousand feet above sea

level and projected against the deep blue of the western sky, it

presents the aspect of a vast Acropolis crowned with a Parthenon.

It is hard to dispel the fancy that this is a work of some intelligence

and design akin to that of humanity, but far grander. Such glorious

tints, such keen contrasts of light and shade, such profusion of

sculptured forms, can never be forgotten by him who has once be-

held it."

Thus everywhere the imagination is roused to the comparison
of the natural and the artificial; with little effort it discovers classic

outlines in these rain-carved forms. And occasionally there is some-
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thing uncanny about them. In eastern Utah, some miles from the

point where White River joins the Green, and close by the former

stream, lies a whole group of natural edifices, to which General

Hughes applied the name of Goblin City. Remote and lonely at

the time of our visit, in the midst of a hostile country, the numerous

small houselike buttes, resting like a real town in the bottom of the

rugged, desolate gorge, seemed about to pour out an angry host, to

stop our further entrance into their weird and forbidding land. The

broken cliffs through which we had descended to the
"
City

"
pre-

sented detached rocks here and there looking like petrified guards-

men who might only be revived by the Prince's kissing the Sleeping

Beauty, somewhere perhaps to be found in this goblin realm.

Gunnison's Butte, on Green River, not far from the point where

the brave captain crossed the stream in 1853, is a fine example of

what may be called the cathedral type (Fig. 9). Rising supreme
in colossal dignity twenty-seven hundred

feet above the river bank, in its tender

color, in its splendid lines, it is

without a rival. On its southwest-

ern part, toward the

base, the numerous ^
abutments and little

slopes crowning them

are of a pure delicate

blue, rivaling the tint

of a summer sky. Ex-

tending far to west-

ward, these Azure

Cliffs, which begin
with Gunnison's

Butte, present one of

the most remarkable

and beautiful touches

of color the rocks have

ever unfolded. Near

the mouth of the San

Rafael, Dellenbaugh's
Butte (Fig. 10) exhib-

its a different type, lik-

ened by the explorers of the region to an art gallery, because of its

broad roof and simplicity of outline. Four hundred feet high, its

chocolate-brown mass rests beside Green River, silent, serene, as if

waiting for the jury to finish arranging the exhibit and open the

doors to the public.

jr> y^H-
-

^
Fig. 9. -Gunnison's Butte ; 2,700 feet above river.
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Fig. 10 —The Art Gallery.

Monument Rocks near Colorado Springs are well known for their

fantastic shapes, but another set of similar monuments in southern

Colorado are not so fa-

miliar, and have been

formed in a different way.
Those near Colorado

Springs are due to a hard

spot in the rocks acting as

a kind of roof for the por-

tions below, but in the

other case the resistance

has been offered by frag-

ments of basalt rolling

down to a plain from a

neighboring hilltop, and

assuming protection over the area upon which they happened to rest.

Thus they soon found themselves topping numerous adopted monu-
ments twenty or thirty feet high (Fig. 11).

One of the most out-of-the-way regions left within our bound-

aries is that lying around the junction of the Grand and Green
Rivers in eastern Utah. These two rivers, flowing at this point in

canons about twelve hundred feet deep, come together in a

canon thirteen hundred feet deep to form the Colorado. You climb

out from the junction by a narrow crevice, and on top find yourself
on a barren, much-cut-up plateau. The surface is verdureless, consist-

ing for the most part of bare rock

split by numerous crevices. You
are in the midst of " The Land of

Standing Rock," as the Indians

call it. Powell, in referring to

this locality, says :

" We must -not

conceive of piles of bowlders or

heaps of fragments, but a whole

land of naked rock, with giant

forms carved on it;

cathedral -
shaped

buttes towering
hundreds or thou-

sands of feet; cliffs

that can not be scaled, and canon walls that shrink the river into insig-

nificance; with vast hollow domes, and tall pinnacles and shafts set

on the verge overhead." Xear and far in all directions the eye en-

counters pinnacle after pinnacle, butte after butte, cliff after cliff,

like a stone forest, impassable, impenetrable, except to the trained

y**> %^r' Mi.< .-vi Ml . : Hi'v - s
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Fio. 11.—Basalt Topping Earth.
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mountaineer. Some of the shapes here are most peculiar. One which
I call the Synagogue (Fig. 12), as no other name, so far as I know,
has ever been applied, is representative. Its lines are strikingly like

those of the temple of Khandaria in Khwahrao, Central India. It

has a round main structure, showing several deep lines of horizontal

molding, and is of a deep reddish-brown color. The "
roof

"
is a light

pinkish red, as I remember it, and rounds up to a central cupola of

the lower color. Springing from the fror,t is a beautiful minaret, car-

rying the darker color to the apex.

Though strange rock structures abound in all this region, it is in

the specially arid portions that they are most common. The strata

&
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Fig. 12.—The Synagogue.

being unprotected by vegetation, the wearing away is more rapid,

and follows more eccentric lines. The higher and drier a local-

ity, there—provided there is some rainfall—will be found the

most extraordinary rain carvings. The lack of abundant rain pre-

vents the growth of vegetation and the altitude permits the rain

torrents to carry loads of sand, and the more sand and velocity the

greater the scouring. In some of these intermittent stream courses

the sand and bowlders scoop out deep holes like huge pots
—a variety,

in fact, of the hole known in geology as "pothole" (Fig. 13).

These are very deep and sometimes provide a thirsty traveler with

a draught of clear water that has lingered from the last shower. In

some places these
"
pockets

"
or

" tanks "
supply the only water to

be had, and it is a glad sight when one sees a pocket before him.

Each formation has its own peculiarities of erosion, or as Dutton

aptly puts it,
"

its own school of natural architecture." Given, then,

a particular formation exposed to the atmosphere, it can be foretold

just what its natural architectural forms will be, whether domes,

minarets, pinnacles, arches, towers, or what.
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Architectural forms are not confined to the United States, nor to

the American continent. The Giant's Causeway in Ireland is a

familiar example of what they have in those parts, while under the

Arabian sky the conditions resemble those in our arid Southwest,

Fio. 13.— Potholes in Intermittent Stream Course.

and there we find many fantastic rain carvings. Among these is the

Sphinx of El Guerrah, carved by the rain-sculptor doubtless ex-

pressly to furnish answers to our
"
whys and wherefores

"
concerning

this
" wondrous architecture of the world."

Among the applications proposed for the newly liquefied gases is their

use as aids in balloon navigation. An aeronaut having a few bottles of

liquefied hydrogen or illuminating gas has the means of increasing the in-

flation of his balloon when necessary, and need not fear to waste a little

gas when he wishes to diminish its levity. Prof. L. Errera, of Brussels,

has suggested an apparatus which he calls the ceinture de natation, or

natation belt, by which these objects can be conveniently accomplished.
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THE HERDS OF THE YELLOW ANT.

By JAMES WEIR, Jr., M. D.

AS far as my observations go, and they extend through a period
-*-^~ of twenty years, the aphides which live on grapevines, and

which are the peculiar cows of the common yellow ant (Lasius

flavus) of our gardens, show many curious phases in their life history.

Especially is this true of the manner in which they perpetuate their

species.

If a colony of aphides be kept under observation during the

summer, it will be noticed that several kinds of individuals arise

within it. By far the largest number of the herd will be made up
of the wingless agamic form—that is, of females which reproduce
without mating. In the species under consideration the young

(during the summer) are born alive, and do not come from eggs.

So rapid is the increase of these insects that overproduction

would soon kill off the colony by starvation were it not held in

check by the peculiar anatomical and physiological metamorphoses
which make their appearance in the offspring from time to time.

Every now and then young ones are born which, in the course of

time, evolve two pairs of wings; these winged individuals (which
are also females and agamic) abandon the colony and produce else-

where, in turn, wingless and single-winged individuals. In autumn

both males and females are born
;
these mate and the females lay eggs.

These creatures secrete a honeylike fluid which exudes from two

tubelike teats on the back of the sixth abdominal segment. Ants

are passionately fond of this honey-milk and jealously guard and

protect the herds of aphidian cows which produce it. They can be

seen at all hours of the day, busily engaged in milking their queer
kine. They will gently stroke the aphides with their antennae, thus

inducing a free flow of the nectar from the abdominal tubules.

Calves effect a like result by nudging their mothers with their heads
;

the cows "
give down

"
their milk when thus assaulted by the calves.

In autumn, as soon as ovipositing has begun, the ants gather the

aphis eggs as fast as they are laid- and carry them into their nests.

Here they remain, carefully guarded and protected by the ants, until

they hatch out in the spring, when the young agamic females are

carried out by their foster mothers and placed upon the tender grape
shoots or buds. This year the ants brought out the young aphides,

which formed the herds kept under observation this summer, on the

18th of March. On the 19th they carried them back into the nest;

this occurred in the forenoon, when the sun was shining and the air

was warm and balmy. About 12 m. it began to storm, and became
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quite cold; that night there was a hard frost. The ants evidently
knew that this change in the weather was about to occur; therefore

they removed their property to a warm and sheltered place. I have

often watched the ants in autumn when the aphides were ovipositing;

the former would caress the latter, and seemingly would endeavor

to stimulate and cheer them

during the operation. As soon,

however, as the eggs were de-

posited, the ants would seize

and carry them into the nest;

the aphis mother was left, with-

out any compunctions what-

ever, to die during the first

frost! Her life work had

ended, and the economv of Xa-

ture needed her no longer.

Ants are always on the look-

out for the new colonies which

are continually being started

by the winged females. As
soon as one of these new herds

is found by an ant, she returns

to the nest and notifies her

companions. One or two ants

then accompany her to her newly found treasure, which in future is

always, night and day, under their watchful care. As the herd in-

creases in numbers, additional herdsmen, or rather dairymaids, are

called into service.

Associated w7ith this species are commonly to be found other spe-

cies of aphides, notably the one which secretes, or rather excretes,

;i white powdery substance which is to be seen on their backs in soft,

plumose masses. On microscopic examination this substance is

found to be fairly teeming with microbia. These microbes, at the

first glance, seem to be of different species; maturer judgment, how-

ever, declares them to be but metamorphic forms of the same in-

dividual.

A " white "
aphis can be seen in the photograph at the base of the

upper leaf stem. With a small pocket lens the details of this crea-

ture's structure can be easily made out. There are several of these

aphides on the vine, but the one mentioned is the largest and the

most conspicuous. They, are much larger than the neetar-producers,

are oval in shape, and distinctly flattened. In fact, in general out-

line they are strikingly like that bete noire of all good housekeepers
—

the Cimex lectularius. The ants frequently congregate about these

IciixEisioN Fly laying Eggs on Aphides.
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little creatures and appear to be paying them some kind of court.

When I cut the vine for photographic purposes, six or eight ants

were standing about the large individual mentioned above
; they soon

became aware that some dire calamity had happened, or was about to

happen, either to their beloved herd or to themselves, and, becoming

frightened, soon abandoned cattle and pasture and fled away in panic
terror. I had hoped to photograph them in situ, but found this to

be impossible with the instruments at my disposal.

The ants do not
" milk "

these white aphides, neither do they
eat the excrementitious substance on their backs. The white indi-

viduals, however, seem to be factors in the social economy of the

herd, for the ants move them, on occasions, along with the herd to

other pastures. Once I saw an ant pick up a white aphis and

carry it to a leaf some little distance away from the colony; she

then returned, picked up a gravid nectar-producing aphis, and car-

ried her to the spot where she had left the white individual. In

a few days a fine herd of
" milkers " was to be seen grazing in the

new field. I judge from this that these white aphides are in some

way useful to, if not absolutely necessary for, the welfare of the

herd.

The winged females have both compound eyes and ocelli, or

primitive eyes, yet they seek the under surface of the leaf, thus

seeming to prefer the more subdued

light to be found there. The young are

always deposited on the under surface

of the leaves; in a few days, however,

they either migrate of their own accord

to the more succulent stems or are car-

ried thither by the ants, which never

cease to watch over and care for them.

In order to test this guardianship,

I have frequently wounded the vine be-

low a colony of aphides, thus cutting

off, to a certain extent, the flow of sap.

The ants would soon discover this and

would at once begin to move the -herd

to another vine. The aphis is pro-

vided with boring and suction organs

somewhat similar to those of the mos-

quito. In point of fact, it is interesting to note that the ances-

tors of the mosquito, in all probability, lived wholly on the juices of

plants; hence, in this respect, the resemblance is more real than

apparent. Aphides, also, like mosquitoes, have the curious habit

of elevating their bodies,
"
standing on their heads," after they

An Aphis-Lion.
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have become gorged with food; this can be observed in the

drawings.
The cow of the yellow ant should not be confounded with her

harmful cousin, Phylloxera vastatrix, the deadliest enemy of the

grape. Fortunately for us, this

last-mentioned aphis does not

abound in the United States; in

France and other European coun-

tries, however, phylloxera has

occasioned the loss of millions of

dollars.

Notwithstanding the fact that

the ants are exceedingly zealous

in guarding their property, many
of the aphides fall victims to the

assaults of their enemies. The
most cunning, insidious, and

crafty of their foes are the ich-

Lakva, Eggs, and Adult of Apih.- neumon flies, three varieties of

Lion ( Chrynopha). Slightly modified which are continually, during the
from Com stock. , -..

summer months and m autumn,

endeavoring to cradle their young in the bodies of the aphides.

One of these flies, which can be seen in the drawing, is quite

large; I am inclined to believe, therefore, that their larvae do not

pupate in the bodies of their hosts, but undergo further metamor-

phoses elsewhere. Another of these flies is very small, hardly larger,

in fact, than the insect which it selects as a living cradle for its

young. The ichneumon shows rare intelligence, inasmuch as she

invariably deposits her eggs on the young members—the calves, as it

were—of the herd; she seems to know that the older aphides would

die before the ichneumon grubs arrived at a suitable age for pupa-

tion; hence she selects the young ones. She runs here and there

about the colony until she finds a young aphis; then, curving her

abdomen between her legs, she will quickly lay an egg on the body
of the unconscious insect. When the egg hatches the larva feeds on

the body of its host (carefully avoiding the vital organs, however)
until the time arrives for it to undergo further metamorphoses. The

animated cradle and cupboard eventually dies, but not until its

queer baby has arrived at an age at which it has no further use

for it.

The ants are fully aware of the fact that the ichneumon is a

deadly enemy of their cows; hence, when one of these flies is seen

hovering over the herd, they at once become alert and endeavor to

chase her away whenever she alights. She manages, however, to
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elude them every now and then, and to lodge her fatal eggs on some
of the tender young aphides.

Another implacable foe of these creatures is the larva of a neu-

ropterous insect which in its perfect or mature form resembles the

dragon fly. It is technically known as an aphis-lion, and differs very

widely in habits from the common and well-known ant-lions. The
last-mentioned grubs dig pits, at the bottoms of which they lie in

wait for and seize their prey whenever it falls therein; the aphidian
lion is, on the contrary, a bold and skillful hunter, and takes its prey
wherever it may find it. It is an ugly, heavy, slothful-looking grub,

yet it is remarkably agile. When darting upon its quarry (and it

hunts the winged aphides only), its thick, clumsy-looking legs move
with such rapidity that they can scarcely be seen. Its movements
as well as its shape are decidedly

lacertilian; in fact, when it is

seen coursing over the grape
leaves in pursuit of its prey, it re-?

minds one irresistibly of the bril-

liant little lizards which are to

be observed running here and

there over stone walls, fences,

and sunny woodland paths. This

creature stalks its prey like the

lycosids or hunting spiders, and

fairly bounds upon it when it

arrives within grasping distance.

Its catlike movements when

creeping up on its quarry are

wonderful to behold, and indi-

cate a very high degree of intel-

ligence.

In color it is jet black; in

fact, in certain lights it glistens

like a jet jewel. It is about half

an inch long and one sixteenth

of an inch broad. On the mar- -

gins of its body, from its head

to its tail, are rows of thorn-

like spines. Its masticatory

organs, as well as its viscera,

are much more highly developed than are those of ant-lions. It

is a brave little creature, and only succumbs to the ants (which

make war on it wherever they find it, thus showing that they are

fully aware of the fact that it is inimical to their herds) when life

A Colony of Aphides.
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ceases. During- the last twenty years I have frequently observed

this larva, and have endeavored to follow it in its metamorphoses. I

have succeeded only once, however, in carrying it through to its

imago or perfect form. It is not described in any of my lists, and

may be, therefore, a new species. There is another aphis-lion which

in very many respects closely resembles the one just described. It

is pictured by Professor Comstock, a modification of whose drawing-

is here produced. He writes of this creature as follows:

'" When the aphis-lion is full grown, it rolls itself up into a tiny

ball and weaves around itself a glistening, white cocoon, which looks

like a seed pearl." (This can be seen in the sketch near the base of

the upper leaf.)
"
It may be supposed that while the aphis-lion is

secluded in this pearly cell it repents its greedy, murderous ways, and

changes in spirit; at least the body changes greatly, for, after a time,

a circular lid is made in the cocoon, and out of it there emerges a

beautiful, dainty creature, with delicate-veined, green wings, a pale-

green body, slender brown antennae, and a pair of large eyes that

shine like melted gold. It is sometimes called golden-eyes, and some-

times a laced-wing fly, from its appearance."

This beautiful little insect evinces marvelous forethought in the

matter of perpetuating her kind. She knows that her young are pre-

daceous, devouring anything in the shape of an insect or an egg that

they can secure; she is aware of the fact that, if she were to deposit

her eggs, side by side, on a leaf, the first young aphis-lion hatched

out would devour all of the remaining eggs. In order to guard

against this, she spins a delicate but stiff stalk of hard silk, upon the

tip of which she deposits an egg. By the side of this stalk she rears

another, and another, and another, tipping each with an egg, until

finally, when she has finished ovipositing, there appears a miniature

grove of delicate silken stems, each one of which bears aloft on its

summit a round and shining egg. When the first-born of this brood

makes its appearance, it crawls down the stem to the surface of the

leaf, and goes in search of food, utterly unconscious of the rich and

toothsome feast just above its head on the tips of the other stalks!

Lubbock concludes, from certain experiments, that the yellow

ant will not voluntarily drop from an elevation. Xow, observations

and experiments made by myself teach me that these ants (Lasius

flams) will drop from elevations when they wish to attain a certain

object.

On one occasion one of the herds of aphides under observation

was discovered by a wandering black ant (Lasius niger), which

reported her discovery to her comrades. At once a marauding ex-

pedition was inaugurated by these cattle thieves, which fiercely

attacked the yellow guardianfe of the herd. The black rievers swarmed
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up the grapevine, but were met by the brave yellow warriors, which

valiantly withstood their attack. Finally, the yellow ants were in

danger of being overwhelmed by numbers, when I suddenly per-

ceived that they were being re-enforced. Closer examination revealed

the fact that they were crawling up a neighboring vine and then drop-

ping from an overhanging leaf on to the leaf on the stem of which the

aphides were feeding. They could not reach the herd by way of the

original path on account of the intervening army of black ants, hence

their shrewd and most intelligent use of the neighboring vine and

overhanging leaf. I am glad to report that the yellow ants were

victorious, and that they completely routed the would-be robbers.

When alarmed, the yellow ant will draw in its legs and drop to

the ground; moreover, this is characteristic of all vine- and tree-

climbing ants, Lubbock to the contrary notwithstanding. It stands

to reason that past experiences must have taught them that they re-

ceived no injury from involuntary tumbles; that they have evolved

the habit of voluntarily throwing themselves from an elevation in

order to attain certain objects does not seem to me, therefore, at all

wonderful or extraordinary.

TWO GIFTS TO FKENCH SCIENCE.

By M. HENRI DE PAEVILLE.

MANTOINE
THOMSON D'ABBADIE, of the Academy

• of Sciences and Bureau of Longitudes, France, who died in

Paris, March 20, 1897, was born in Dublin, January 3, 1810, of a

family of the Basses-Pyrenees temporarily residing in Ireland, but

which returned to France in 1815. The d'Abbadies are said to have

been descended from the lay monks instituted by Charlemagne to

defend the frontier against the incursions of the Saracens. The
name d'Abbadie was not originally a proper name, but the title of a

function (abbatia abbadia), and designated those soldiers who lived

in the abbeys of the Basque country, lance in hand. Hence the

name, which is well diffused, whether spelled with two 6s or one.

While still very young Antoine d'Abbadie manifested an un-

usual curiosity concerning the unknown around him. " What is

there at the end of the road?
" he asked his nurse. "A river," she

replied.
" And what is beyond the river?

" " A mountain." " And
what then?" "I don't know; I never was there." "Well," said

he,
"
I will go and see." He was the same as he grew up, always

wanting to know. He visited Brazil upon a mission for the Academy
of Sciences, and on his return joined his brother at Alexandria.

VOL. LIY.—7
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Unknown Ethiopia attracted his attention, and he engaged with

his brother Arnould in archaeological researches. Archaeology proved

unfruitful, and the two brothers took up geodesy. For eleven years
Antoine d'Abbadie traveled though Ethiopia, living the life of the

natives, and making himself master of the five Abyssinian dialects.

The exploration was difficult and sown with dangers. Antoine

d'Abbadie covered the country from Massouah, on the shore of the

Red Sea, to the interior of the land of KafTa, which he was the first

to visit, with a triangulation that involved the fixing of five thousand

positions at five hundred and twenty-five successive stations. The
distance between Massouah and Mount Wocho in southern Kaffa is

Fig. 1.—Chateau d'Abbadie. General view. (A gift to the French Academy of Sciences.)'

about one thousand kilometres, a little more than the crossing of

France along the meridian of Paris, and the trigonometric network

reached two hundred and fifty kilometres in breadth. Antoine

d'Abbadie remained in Gallaland from 1837 to 1848. The labors

of the two brothers, too numerous to cite here, concerned also eth-

nography and linguistics. Both were nominated Chevaliers of the

Legion of Honor on the same day, September 27, 1850. The doors

of the Academy of Sciences were opened to Antoine d'Abbadie

August 27, 1867, and he was named a member of the Bureau des

Longitudes in 1878. He was in charge of the observation of the

transit of Venus in Santo Domingo in 1882.

Instead of devoting himself to a specialty, as is done now to ex-

cess, d'Abbadie pursued the scientific movement in its various forms,

and was at once an astronomer, geodesian, archaeologist, ethnogra-

pher, numismatist, and interested in other fields. "With his noble

character he made himself esteemed and loved during his whole
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working life by all so fortunate as to make his acquaintance. In an

interview I had with him a few weeks before his death, when his dis-

ease had already gained a strong hold upon him and he was nearly

speechless, he expressed himself freely concerning the future, al-

though he uttered every word with difficulty, and it was easy to see

that it caused him pain. The topic was science, and he wanted to

talk about it.

When he was president of the Academy of Sciences, a few years

ago, he sacrificed himself to be equal to the honor that had been con-

ferred upon him. Speaking was already becoming very difficult to

his tired vocal organs. He made extreme efforts during the whole

year to fulfill his duty as president, and was punctual at the Monday
sessions to the end.

In 1896, feeling the advance of age, he determined to make a

splendid present to the Academy of Sciences. The Due d'Aumale

had given Chantilly to the Institute. M. Antoine d'Abbadie gave

the Academy of Sciences his magnificent Chateau d'Abbadie, near

Hendaye, in the Basses-Pyrenees, on the coast of the Bay of Biscay.

The academy will enter upon the possession of this property, of three

hundred and ten hectares of land surrounding it, and of a capital pro-

ducing a revenue of forty thousand francs (eight thousand dollars)

after the death of Madame d'Abbadie. Only a single condition is

imposed on the gift. Having carried on his astronomical work at

Abbadia and begun there to catalogue the stars and study the varia-

tions of gravity, he asked in exchange for his incomparable gift that

the academy should complete in fifty years a catalogue of five hun-

dred thousand stars. The bureau of the academy dispatched its

president, M. Cornu, and its perpetual secretary, M. Bertrand, to

Abbadia as its representatives to express its gratitude to M. and

Madame d'Abbadie. The faith of the academy was pledged to con-

tinue the work begun by M. d'Abbadie, and a commemorative medal

was given him bearing on one side a portrait of Arago, and on the

other a minute of the gift and the thanks of the company.
The Chateau of Abbadia will therefore be devoted to the de-

termination of the stars that are not yet catalogued. Probably, as

was the donor's thought, the religious orders or some of the secular

priests will perform this colossal labor. The chaplain of the chateau

has already given his service to the work. In any case, those who

may live in the chateau will have no cause to complain of their

home. Abbadia is a very interesting structure, built from plans

by Viollet-le-Duc, modified and carried out by the architect Duthoit,

with suggestions of the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries. The ob-

servatory adjoins the chateau, which it antedates thirty years in

building, and has a meridian telescope and the essential astronomical
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instruments. In the deep cellar of the observatory M. d'Abbadie

made more than two thousand seismic observations with the pen-

dulum.

The chateau stands in an admirable situation, and presents a

very fine external aspect. We give a general view of it and a picture

of the main entrance. The interior decoration is very beautiful.

Those who have had the privilege of visiting Abbadia have re-

marked that a stone is missing from the balcony of one of the win-

dows; this stone, according to

the wishes of the donor, is

never to be put in place. A
history is connected with its

absence. M. d'Abbadie, in

the course of a journey in

America, contracted a strong

friendship with Prince Louis

Napoleon, who was then in

the United States. The prince

once said to him,
"
If I ever

come into power, whatever

you may ask of me is granted
in advance." The prince be-

came Emperor of the French.

Napoleon III had a good

memory. He met his former

companion one day, and said

to him in an offhand way :

"
I

promised when we were in

America to give you what-

ever you would ask for; have you forgotten it?" M. d'Abbadie

replied :

" I have built myself a chateau near Hendaye, where I hope
to spend the rest of my days. If you will be so kind as to go a few

kilometres out of theway for me during your coming visit to Biarritz,

I shall consider myself highly honored if you will lay the last stone

of my house." Napoleon smiled and promised. But that was in

1870, and Napoleon III never returned to Biarritz. That is the

reason a stone is missing at Abbadia.

An account is also appropriate here of that other gift to French

science and letters of the Chateau of Chantilly, made to the Institute

of France in 1886, by the late Due d'Aumale, whose tragic death

in consequence of the terrible disaster at the Bazaar de Charite, Paris,

occurred near in time to that of M. d'Abbadie. The duke was con-

spicuous as a soldier, as a man of letters, the author of the History

of the Princes of Conde, and as a great bibliophile; as a member of

Fig. 2.—Principal Entrance to the Chateau
d'Abbadie.
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the French Academy (1871), taking the place of Montalembert
;
of

the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences, and of the Academy of

Fine Arts; and as a patriot, though a banished prince. The gift

was made three months after the decree was issued banishing the

Orleans princes from France, and after the duke had expostulated

with M. Grevy in vain against the step. The deed reads :

"
Wishing

to preserve to France the domain of Chantilly in its integrity, with

its woods, lawns, waters, buildings, and all that they contain—
trophies, pictures, books, objects of art, and the whole of what forms,

Fig. 3.—The Chateau of Chantii/ly.

(Presented by the late Due d'Aumale to the Institute of France.)

as it were, a complete and various monument of French art in all its

branches, and of the history of my country in its epochs of glory
—I

have resolved to commit the trust to a body which has done me
the honor of calling me into its ranks by a double title, and which,

without being independent of the inevitable transformations of

societies, escapes the spirit of faction and all too abrupt shocks, main-

taining its independence through political fluctuations. Conse-

quently, I give to the Institute of France, which shall dispose of it

according to conditions to be hereafter determined, the domain of

Chantilly as it shall exist on the day of my death, with the library
and the other artistic and historical collections which I have formed
in it, the household furniture, statues, trophies of arms, etc." The
sole condition attached to the gift was that nothing should be

changed at Chantilly. The chapel, where the heart of Conde is de-
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posited, should be retained, devoted to worship, with special masses

to be said at stated times, and the splendid collections of the chateau

should together be called the Conde Museum. In 1889 the Govern-

ment authorized the duke to return to France. He refused to accept

the permission as a matter of favor, but only as one of right. He
returned, however, and took his seat in the academy in May of that

year.
—Translated for the Popular Science Monthly from articles

in La Nature.

THE MONGOOSE IN JAMAICA.

By C. W. WILLIS,
MEMT3EK OF THE INSTITUTE OF JAMAICA.

ABOUT
fifteen or twenty years ago the mongoose (Herpestes

griseus) was imported from India by the colonial govern-
ment and introduced into the island of Jamaica, in the West Indies,

for the ostensible purpose of destroying the large, gray, white-bellied

rat which played havoc with the growing cane on the sugar plan-

tations.

The mongoose belongs to the Viverrido?, or civet-cat family,

which is closely allied to the Felidce, one of the most widely diversi-

fied among the carnivora. But the mongoose differs materially from

the civet cats, for it belongs properly to the subfamily Herpestinae, or

ichneumons, having toes slender and straight, and separate from one

another; the scent glands, so highly developed in the civet cat, being
either small or entirely absent. Most of the ichneumons are natives

of Africa, but several are Indian, and one form (H. ichneumon) ex-

tends to southern Spain.

H. griseus is the true mongoose of India, and is the animal im-

ported into Jamaica. In its native habitat it devours snakes, rats,

lizards, and other creatures not in favor with humanity. Its color

is gray, darker on the head and legs; its feet are blackish, and the end

of the tail is tipped with black. Beneath the longer gray- or white-

ringed hairs there is a fine, short, reddish under fur. The body of

the full-grown animal is about twenty-one inches in length, and the

tail eighteen inches.

Like Pharaoh's rat in Egypt, to which it is allied, the mongoose
is highly valued in India, and is often kept tame about the houses for

the services that it renders in destroying snakes and other plagues.

It is especially famous for its prowess in destroying the deadly cobra,

a feat performed by force of its superior boldness and activity.

That the little animal has fairly achieved the object for which

it was imported can not be gainsaid, but that it would ever become
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the universal pest which it is at the present day, and has been for

several years, was never anticipated. So long as it kept to the cane-

growing plantations, and ate the planter's poultry and all young and

available animal life, all went well; but with its rapid and prolific

powers of reproduction and its vagabond and roaming disposition,

in a very short time it was found to be in every part of the island,

from the seashore to the tops of the loftiest mountains, the highest

peak of which is seventy-three hundred feet above the sea level.

Though it has not exterminated the cane rats, it has lessened their

numbers, and saved the sugar planters a vast sum of money. But it

has nearly exterminated the ground laying and feeding birds. It

The Mongoose (Herpestes griseus) in Jamaica.

devours poultry and eggs of all kinds, on the ground and in trees, in-

cluding those of the land turtle, so that the latter, once very numer-

ous and highly esteemed as an article of food by the native epicures,

is now seldom found. Here may be mentioned an interesting fact,

that the mongoose, in no way a tree-climbing animal in its native

India, has become such in Jamaica, as its voracious appetite lessened

the numbers of ground feeding and laying birds, and compelled it to

take to the trees in order to enlarge its food supply.

The mongoose kills young pigs that roam, half wild, over the

island; also lambs and kids. It eats fruits of all kinds, fish, wild fowl,

snakes, lizards, and crabs; and the once plentiful edible lizards and

land crabs are now rarely seen. All young and tender life, both

animal and vegetable, is included in its daily menu. When the

mongoose has cleared off all the animal life, it turns its attention to

the
"
ground provisions," and here it shows the varieties of its tastes

and the strength of its jaws. It will grovel with its paws until yams,
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cocos, sweet, potatoes, cassava both bitter and sweet, and other ground
food tubers are laid bare.

Of fruit, the mongoose has a partiality for bananas, the mango,
and others, as well as for some of the tree vegetables, such as

the delicious akee (Cupania edulis), and the avocado, or alligator

pear. It will, likewise, when the irrigating canals are drained for

cleansing, seize fish and make off with them. Not the least harm it

has done has been the destruction of insectivorous birds and lizards,

and the consequent increase of another nuisance, the tick. This is

a subject which the Jamaica Government is bound to take up in the

near future, and there will be found only one remedy—the intro-

duction, propagation, and protection of insect-eating birds, for the

question of adopting some plan for the wholesale destruction of the

mongoose has thus far proved fruitless.

The mongoose breeds six times a year, and each time there are

from five to ten young ones. The animal lives in the hollows of trees,

dry walls, and other similar places. Its activity is wonderful, and it

very seldom misses its quarry, which, when secured, the mongoose
proceeds to mutilate in the groin, first of all drinking the warm blood,
then devouring the liver and heart.

In Jamaica there was a very beautiful indigenous snake (Chilo-
bothrus inornatus), a friend of the agriculturist, commonly called

the yellow or banana snake, which grew to a length of six or seven

feet. It is practically extinct, for during the last five or six years
it has been nearly impossible to find a specimen. This bloodthirsty
little animal has also nearly exterminated another ally of the culti-

vator, a certain ground lizard (Anolis corsalis), which is now very

rarely seen.

In its general appearance, except in point of size, it being much

larger, it may be stated that the mongoose very closely resembles the

common gray squirrel of the northern United States, although the

latter does not have feet and tail tipped with black.

Comparing the flint implements of palaeolithic and neolithic age, Prof.

T. McKenny Huse exhibited at the British Archaeological Institute a series

of flints to illustrate his view that in their earlier stages of manufacture the

palaeolithic and neolithic implements passed through the very same steps—that is, a block of flint was first rough dressed by both palaeolithic and
neolithic people into the same general form. The neolithic man merely
proceeded further on the same lines, afterward finding out the way to

grind the edge, and at last the whole implement. With few exceptions, the

author said, neolithic flints were found on the surface or in artificial exca-

vations ; whereas, as a rule, palaeolithic implements were found in deposits
that seemed to be due to the sweeping down into hollows or river terraces

of surface soils in or on which the implements and other stones lay.
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THE CAUSE OF RAIK*

By J. E. PLUMANDON,
METEOROLOGIST AT THE OBSERVATORY OF THE PUY-DE-DOME.

A GREAT many theories have been invented to explain the
•*—*- formation of rain, some of which are remarkable chiefly for

their absurdity or their complexity. Even most of the scientific

theories depend too largely on hypotheses and are not sufficiently

supported by facts. There are, however, some which are as a whole

established on authentic observations, and, although they are still

incomplete, they do not, like some of the speculations, contradict

facts that are observed every day. For more than thirty years I

have studied professionally and because I had a taste for it all the

atmospheric phenomena which came before me. Several times I

have been so fortunate as to witness, at Clermont, or on the top of

the Puy-de-D6me, the genesis or development of heavy showers, and
have fancied that I have detected some of the details or secrets of

their formation. In a pamphlet on this subject, which I published in

1885, I expounded the ideas whjch a large number of observations on

fog, drizzle, mist, rain, snow, sleet, and hail had suggested to me;
and by means of some of these ideas, the resultant of facts observed

hundreds of times, I hope to be able to explain the formation of

rain.

First, I must say that heat, and especially moisture, do not vary
in the lower part of the atmosphere in the way it was long thought.
At extreme altitudes the temperature of the air is very low, but the

cold does not increase regularly as we rise, and the same is the case

with the moisture. In high ascensions, or while sailing almost hori-

zontal courses, aeronauts traverse atmospheric regions alternately
warm and cold, dry and moist. Such anomalies present themselves

even near the surface. There are between eighty and a hundred days

every year in which a higher temperature is registered for a greater or

less length of time on the Puy-de-D6me than at Clermont. Sometimes
the difference is very great. Thus, on the 26th of December, 1879,
the temperature was — 16° C. at Clermont, while on the summit of

the Puy-de-D6me the thermometer marked +5° C, showing a dif-

ference of 21° in favor of the top of the mountain. Differences

of temperature of this kind occur everywhere. The moisture of the

air varies in the same way through the atmosphere. In ascending
or descending a few hundred metres, the hygrometer may be observed

to pass from dryness to saturation. At the altitude of the Puy-de-

* An address before the Society of Horticulture and Viticulture at Clermont-Ferrand.
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Dome extreme moisture may succeed almost absolute dryness in a

few instants, in a clear sky and without any change of wind.

The parts of the atmosphere included within the same limits

of temperature or humidity therefore rarely form concentric or

parallel layers. They constitute regions interlacing zones which the

clouds, thick or scattered in groups, often mark to our eyes, show-

ing us those which are saturated with the vapor of water. The dis-

tribution of these zones in space depends chiefly on the heat action

of the sun, and upon preceding and present movements of the atmos-

phere. Now, if a certain increase of heat is adequate to melt a

piece of ice and to transform the water of the fusion into vapor,
in like manner a corresponding cooling may suffice to cause the

vapor to return to the state of a liquid and then to that of ice. The

processes in the atmosphere are not different, and all showers, results

of the more or less extensive condensation of the vapor of water,

may arise from the cooling of that vapor or of the water which

it produces.
A certain volume of atmospheric air is capable of holding in

suspension a quantity of water proportioned to the elevation of its

temperature. But, for each determined temperature, there is a maxi-

mum which can not be exceeded without the excess of vapor return-

ing to the liquid state. If, therefore, an atmospheric region is

saturated with vapor, and its temperature falls, that region will give
rain. Immense and superabundant causes for the cooling necessary
to provoke rain exist in such an atmosphere as we have described.

The cooling may take effect in three principal ways: first, by the

radiation of different regions between one another and toward inter-

planetary space, the temperature of which is extremely low, as has

been indicated by measurements made in high balloon ascensions;

second, by the expansion which air rising in the atmosphere under-

goes in being rarefied
; and, third, by the mingling of masses of warm

or moist air with cold or dry.

Cooling by mixture is the sufficient cause in the majority of

cases; and this may be effected from above, by descent of the air

from the upper regions; from below, by ascent, with the assistance

of rising currents created by solar radiations; or, finally, in any and

every direction under the influence of the winds and the general
movements of the atmosphere. Furthermore, the cooling need not

be very great in order to provoke rain under certain conditions of

temperature and humidity of frequent occurrence.

Eain clouds very frequently descend a little below the altitude

of the Puy-de-D6me. It is, therefore, not difficult, in order to deter-

mine the degree of cooling necessary for the formation of rain, to

take advantage of observations that have been made there. The
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hygrometer sometimes remains near saturation without there being

precipitation of vapor; and, supposing that the temperature is near

3° or 4° C, which is about the mean temperature of the year, it will

require a cooling of only one or two degrees centigrade at most

for the air to be unable to hold all its vapor and for the excess of it to

be transformed into rain. This is confirmed by experiment and ob-

servation.

I will • mention a remarkable example illustrating this point.

Not rarely, when the west wind is blowing violently on the top of the

Puy-de-D6me, an east wind, blowing opposite to it, prevails at Cler-

mont. Then an eddy is formed behind the plateau and the chain

of puys that runs from north to south, a little west of Clermont.

This eddy gradually becomes a vast whirlwind with a horizontal

axis, several leagues long, a few kilometres wide, and seven hundred

or eight hundred metres high. It commonly gives rise to an abun-

dant and continuous formation of black clouds, which appear in an

instant along its length, following its intersection with the upper
current. The phenomenon is frequent, and is sometimes produced
under very interesting conditions, as on a certain day when the tem-

perature at Clermont was five degrees above zero, centigrade, while

the hygrometer indicated that the air contained seven tenths of the

quantity of vapor required for saturation. Under such conditions the

temperature on the Puy-de-D6me would have only had to be a

very little above the freezing point for the vapor of the horizontal

eddy to be transformed into rain on meeting the upper current

coming from the west. Now, on the top of the mountain the ther-

mometer marked 4° C. below the freezing point. Hence, every time

the lower east wind increased a little, this having the effect of

carrying the vapor and the air of the lower regions a little higher, the

black clouds could be seen developing with a recrudescence of inten-

sity. A few instants afterward a torrential rain fell at Clermont.

In some cases—and such frequently occur in summer—the min-

gling of strata of air of different temperatures is effected by ascend-

ing currents. The sky is clear; the moist air in contact with the soil

is warmed under the action of the sun, rises, and more or less quickly
reaches a much colder stratum.

"

Light mists are formed; they may
frequently be seen rising and spreading out over the warmer or

moister spots. On the flanks of the Puy-de-D6me one may often

find himself among ascending currents of this sort which succeed

one another intermittingly when the air is calm, after a rain; they
rise with a velocity of four or five metres at least per second.

These fogs finally become stationary in a region of the same

density with themselves. There they accumulate and form a cloud

or a group of clouds that go on developing. When penetrated by the
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rays of tlie sun, which they almost wholly absorb, these clouds are

warmed up again in the interior, and budding protuberances are

seen, which are especially developed on the upper parts of the cloud.

These protuberances are formed and grow so rapidly as to almost sug-

gest the presence of a steam generator within every cloud. The ex-

ternal parts of the cloud, however, cool very soon by radiation, evap-

oration, or dissolution, but especially by their contact with the cold

air, into which they continue going. Hence, when the vapors

emitted by the cloud reach its periphery, they are cooled at once as if

in a condenser; they then take on a rapid movement of descent,

which is easily distinguished, and suffer condensation in their lower

parts. As the surface of the cloud in contact with the cold all-

around it is considerable in proportion to that which receives the

influence of the solar rays, the warm ascending currents slacken speed

and are extinguished, because the cloudy mass, drawn on by the

higher currents, removes from the place where it is formed, or

because it stops the rays of the sun and prevents their reaching the

ground. There results a more and more complete condensation, and

the watery vapor is at last transformed into drops of rain. The con-

densation into rain is accelerated and augmented when the mass of

cloud rises with great rapidity, especially when it enters abruptly into

very cold atmospheric strata. A sudden mixture of the cloud with the

air around it takes place then, and sudden and abundant rains result

like those which are produced at the instant of thunderstorms.

The formation and mixture of masses of air of different tempera-

tures are effected by ascending currents in zones of restricted ex-

tent, but sometimes very numerous. Local showers and thunder-

storms are produced in this way. The phenomenon becomes much
more important and at the same time extends over vast regions, when

it is brought about by the aid of the wind and the larger movements

of the atmosphere, and general rains result.

Babinet, in his Studies on the Sciences of Observation, explains

the formation of rain by supposing that when the wind meets an

obstacle, it ascends; the moving air cools in rarefying, and deposits

its excess of vapor over saturation. This fact, when it occurs, should

indeed contribute to the condensation of the vapor contained in the

air; but it does not afford an adequate explanation of all rains; for,

first, how can it rain on the vast oceans which present no obstacles to

cause the air to ascend? It is necessary to suppose that internal

movements of the atmosphere intervene in the production of rain.

Monk, Mason, de Saussure, and many others fix the prime con-

dition for the formation of rain in the superposition of two beds of

cloud. This assertion, although it is still repeated in a number of

treatises on physics, is inexact. A single stratum of cloud—yes, a
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solitary cloud—has been seen, on the Puy-de-D6me, to produce rain

and lightning, with thunder.

Frequently, under the influence of the centers of perturbation
which often exist south of the Alps, a vast sea of clouds, the upper
face of which does not exceed an altitude varying from seven hun-

dred to twelve hundred metres, covers all central France, and proba-

bly other countries. Only the high table-lands and mountains rise

above this stratum of clouds over which the sun shines in a perfectly
clear skv. Yet rain is found in such strata of clouds, however homo-

geneous they may be, and it rains in the regions they cover. I

have long been able to affirm this fact, important because it destroys
old errors elaborated in the isolation of the study, and to support it

with authentic proof.

We may witness the formation of rain when we rise into the usual

region of the clouds, either in balloon ascents or by climbing moun-
tains.

The phenomenon may be observed under five aspects: First, we

may find ourselves in a fog of greater or less thickness, the hy-

grometer indicating that the air is nearly saturated with vapor, with-

out one being able to detect the fall of the smallest liquid particle,

and without exterior objects being moistened. Second, while we can

not observe the fall of a single liquid drop, however small, every-

thing enveloped in the cloud will be rapidly moistened. We are in

the atmospheric stratum where the rain is beginning to form. In-

habitants of mountainous regions say at such times that there is a

wet fog. At the top of the Puy-de-D6me, when this condition lasts

for a day, we can collect three, four, or five millimetres of water.

Third, we may remark, in the fog, the fall of exceedingly fine drop-

lets, which we can hardly distinguish
—it is drizzling. Fourth, the

rain is falling, while we are still in the fog; and, fifth, the rain is

falling and we are below the fog
—that is, below the clouds.

These five aspects may be present in the same cloud, when we
will find them in the order given in successive strata, one beneath an-

other; so that, entering such a cloud from the upper part, we may
traverse, in regular order,

"
dry

"
fog, wet fog, fog with drizzle, fog

with rain, and, as we leave the- cloud at the bottom, rain without

fog. Mr. Glaisher, the English scientific aeronaut, thus records his

experience in an ascension he made July 1, 1863: " We let ourselves

drop at eight hundred metres, and went into a fog which was dry for

the first thirty metres, but shortly afterward became moist. As we

descended, the fog seemed to become more charged with water, and

seemed very dark beneath us; at five hundred or six hundred metres

we heard the sound of the rain striking the trees, so violent was
the fall."
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Rain drops, in fact, grow as they fall, whether by continuance

of condensation, or by union with other drops. They should, there-

fore, be larger when they issue from the cloud in proportion as the

region where drizzle is formed is higher above the base of the cloud.

There is, however, a limit to the size they can attain, for the velocity

of their fall increases with their mass, and they are divided by the

resistance of the air.

The five aspects under which we have regarded the formation of

rain are evidently five phases distinguished by our senses in the

progressive transformation which the vapor of water undergoes in

passing to the liquid state. It also sometimes happens that the con-

densation of the vapor in a cloud can only reach the first or second

stage of the transformation without extending to the other stages.

At other times it stops at the third phase, that of drizzling, which

may then, as rain does, cross atmospheric regions below the cloud, and

reach the ground, provided the base of the cloud is not too high and

the air passed through is not too dry. In short, we may conclude

that the formation of rain is due simply to variations in the tem-

perature and moisture of the air. There is, however, another ele-

ment, the intervention of which is indispensable, if not to reduce the

vapor to water, at least to cause that water to fall in rain, or under

the form of drops. This element is the atmospheric dust.

"We designate generally as atmospheric dust all the corpuscles

which the atmospheric envelope of the earth holds in suspension;

but distinctions should be made. Some dust occurs in the air for-

tuitously and for the moment, such as troubles us in dry weather

when the wind is blowing. This is coarse, and so evident that we say
"
It is dusty," and soon falls by its weight to the ground. There is

other dust which remains in the air almost permanently. It becomes

visible to the eye when illuminated against a dark background, as

when a sunbeam comes into a dark room. Other dust may be studied

under a microscope of low power; and still other, and the largest

proportion of that in the atmosphere, is so fine that it can not be dis-

tinguished, even with the most powerful instruments.

This extremely fine and light dust is disseminated to heights

that may exceed fifteen or twenty or more miles. Cyclones, volcanic

eruptions, and immense prairie fires are the principal causes of its

production and expansion in the atmosphere. Mr. Aitkin, a Scotch

meteorologist, has made some remarkable experiments to demon-

strate the existence of this dust. For that purpose he employed a

very ingenious method, which permitted him to count all the par-

ticles, even those which could not be seen with a microscope. The

principle of his method is as follows: If we fill a receiver with air

that has been deprived of all its dust by passing it through a liquid,
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and saturate it with vapor, and then by cooling cause the vapor to

condense, the resultant water is deposited directly. If the receiver is

filled with air not cleared of its dust, the cooling of the mixture of

air and vapor provokes first the formation of a fog that marks the

presence of dust, because each particle of dust becomes a nucleus, a

center of condensation, for the vapor. Finally, if the cooling is

carried far enough, the water formed falls in very fine droplets, each

one of which incloses a dust particle. Mr. Aitken has succeeded in

counting these droplets, by introducing only a very small volume of

dusty air into the receiver and finally filling it with absolutely pure
air. He has thus found that the external air contains on the average

32,000 particles of dust per cubic centimetre after a rain of con-

siderable duration, and 130,000 particles in fine weather. There

are 1,860,000 particles in the same volume of air in the middle of a

room, and 5,420,000 particles near the ceiling. The figures look

fanciful, but they are exact, for they have been corroborated by
numerous consistent experiments and agree with the determinations

that have been made by other methods.

As to the formation of rain, it should be observed that absolutely

pure air can not give either fog or drops of water when it is super-

saturated with vapor. If there were no dust in the atmosphere we
should have no clouds or rain. The sky would always be clear, and

the sun would shine uninterruptedly as long as it was above the

horizon. There would be no dawn or twilight, and day and night
would succeed one another instantly, without transition. Atmos-

pheric water would be deposited only when in contact with things, as

in Aitken's experiments, very much as dew is deposited.

The causes of the formation of rain are evidently the same every-
where. The secondary conditions change only according to climates

;

but they vary so much that rains are distributed very unequally
over the earth. According to Desanis, the quantity of vapor con-

tained in a column of air as high as the atmosphere would give, in

France, a layer of water about four centimetres thick. Few rain

storms would furnish so much; but there are storms sometimes that

give much more. On August 17, 1888, seven centimetres of water

fell at Clermont in five hours; and September 12, 1875, the pluvi-

ometer measured ten centimetres for the whole day. Still more

copious rains fall in some tropical countries; at Purneah, in India,

eighty-nine centimetres have fallen in twenty-four hours.

Mr. John Murray has calculated, from the charts of Elias Loomis,
that the quantity of rain falling every year over the whole earth

would form a bed of water averaging nine hundred and seventy mil-

limetres in depth.

When we consider the annual quantities of rain in particular
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regions or localities, we find the numbers exceedingly variable, and

some of them surprising. Clermont receives 630 millimetres, and

the mean of the fall in Europe is about the same. About one metre

falls on the western coast of Iceland, two metres in Norway, 2.80

metres in Scotland, 4.60 metres at Vera Cruz, 5.20 metres at Buiten-

zorg, in the Dutch East Indies, 7.10 metres at Maranhao, Brazil, and

12.50 metres at Cherrapunji, in British India. On the other hand, it

rarely rains in some regions of the globe north and south of the equa-

tor; as in the center of the Sahara and of Arabia, the plateau of eastern

Persia and Beluchistan, the desert of Kalahari, and the desert of Ata-

cama. The plains or pampas of the eastern slopes of the Andes, in about

23° south latitude, are likewise subject to extreme droughts, in one

of which, lasting three years, three million head of cattle perished.
—

Translated for the Popular Science Monthly from Ciel et Terre.

DREAM AND REALITY.

By M. CAM1LLE MELINAND.

THERE
is a very striking resemblance between dreams and wak-

ing perceptions. We see in dreams objects, persons, and events

identical with those of the waking state. The belief in their reality

is as complete as in that of what we see when awake; the emotions

are as deep and vivid. Pleasures have a delicious savor, and pains are

even more intense than those of the reality
—

as, for instance, those

of nightmare, and the distresses to which we give ourselves up in

full. In all cases these dream troubles seem as real as those of life,

and are taken by us quite as seriously; and the existence of every-

thing we see and feel is as evident as in life.

Still we oppose the dream to the reality. The waking world is

our true, our only world; the world of the dream seems to us purely

interior and chimerical. The incoherence and absurdity of our

dreams surprise and amuse us, and we are amazed to find that we

have been able to believe, while asleep, in such foolish things. In

short, dreaming is synonymous to us with illusion, phantasmagoria,

and falsehood. The clearest of the prevailing theories about dreams

rest upon the postulate that waking perceptions are the true ones,

and the visions of the dream are false. They have answers to the

three questions we are used to ask concerning dreams—Where do

they come from? why are they incoherent? and why do we take their

visions for realities? They explain dreams as former sensations re-

viving within us under different combinations, and as therefore

simply confused reflexes of the reality. Dreams may, however, some-
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times be produced by a present impression suffered by one of our

senses, half awakened—a contact, the way we are lying, and the con-

dition of the organic functions being thus the causes or occasions of

dreams. The incoherence of dreams seems no more mysterious in

these theories, and is explained as the result of two causes—the slum-

ber of the
"
reflecting

"
faculties, judgment, reason, the will, the

exercise of choice and control; and, secondly, the unrestricted reign
of imagination and the association of ideas. Our faith in the reality

of the things dreamed is accounted for by the mechanical play of

the images, the law being set up that every image that is not opposed

by stronger images appears to us a real object. The problem, there-

fore, resolves itself: the senses being asleep, the images that arise

within us are not contradicted by normal sensations, and that is why
we take them for realities. Further, our reflective faculties, being
likewise dormant, can not contradict the images, in the absence of

sensations, reasonings, or recollections. Hence a credence, as abso-

lute as unreasonable. We purpose to show that there is something
artificial and prejudiced in the classical theory of opposition between

dreams and waking, which assigns illusion, confusion, and incoher-

ence to the former, and solid and permanent reality to the latter, and

that the difference between them is not so clean cut.

Most persons in talking of this subject say that they are sure of

the reality of things when awake because their different senses con-

cur in attesting it. They see a tree, and satisfy themselves that it is

a tree by going up and touching it. They smell a rose, and go find

the rose, look at it and handle it; while in dreams we are not able

to apply these supplementary tests. The distinction is imaginary,
for our senses likewise seem to support one another in dreams. We
dream not only that we see an object, but also that we feel and hear

it. When I dream of meeting a friend, I believe that I see him

and shake hands with him and hear him speak. There is, therefore,

a complete identity of the two conditions as to this point, and the

thing that appears to me in a dream is a
" bundle of sensations,"

visual, tactile, auditive, muscular, and often olfactory, just as it

appears to me when awake.

We are told of another difference. When awake, we find others

agreeing with us in recognizing the reality of things. I see a tree,

and so do those with me; I show it to them, and they look at it; I

feel of it, and they touch it
;
I hear the rustling of the leaves, and so

do they. Our perceptions in practical life are thus tested by com-

parison with those of others, whereas in our dreams we have our

solitary and fanciful visions all within ourselves, with none to par-

ticipate in our perceptions of them.

This supposed contrast is no more real than the former one.

VOL. L1V.—8
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What is true is that when we are once awake we change our point
of view, and our vision of the night then seems to have been wholly

interior, solitary, and subjective. But, notwithstanding the com-

mon illusion, while we are dreaming affairs pass, to us, exactly as

when we are awake. It is true that in the waking state we find our-

selves mingled with other men, who perceive the same objects that we
do. Do we not sometimes dream that we are one of an audience

looking at a play? that we are talking with a friend, and exchange
views with him? and that we understand one another perfectly?

There is, therefore, in this aspect, not a difference but identity be-

tween the dream and the waking. The interior condition, the sen-

sation, the credence, are identical. The dreaming man believes, sees,

and feels himself in intercourse with his fellows, just as the man
awake believes, sees, and feels it. "When we wake, we discover our

mistake, but what of that? It does not prevent us from believing

completely in it while we are asleep. And this is the point; for,

after all, am I sure that I shall not awake some day from what I

now call my waking life? And who knows whether I shall not then

judge that I have been dreaming a solitary dream? It may be

added that the agreement of witnesses is not a decisive sign by which

to distinguish the reality from the dream. There are collective

hallucinations.

We come now to a more important difference, which includes the

principle and has a characteristic apparently essentially distinguish-

ing the dream—its looseness, disorder, inconstancy, and incoherence.

In the dream visions succeed one another without connection; no

law determines their order; an unrestricted fancy reigns among

them, and the normal is broken up in them at every point. We are

transported instantaneously from one country to another. We
pass without transition from childhood to age, and causes have the

strangest effects. The most essential laws of thought are constantly

violated. There are facts without any causes, metamorphoses, magical

disappearances. Even the absurd is realized, and the
"
principle of

contradiction
" does not seem to be any more respected than the

others. We are at the same time in two places; we pronounce

words, we hold conversations of which we can not when we wake

recover the thread, so strange is their logic, so fugitive the sense,

and so fanciful the combination. A practiced psychologist, M. Del-

bceuf, succeeded in taking down in the morning the last phrase of

a book which he had been reading in a dream, and which had seemed

then remarkably lucid. Here it is :

" The man raised by the woman

and separated by aberrations pushes facts disengaged by the analysis

of the tertiary nature into the way of progress."

Is this distinction, then—that the dream is incoherent and the
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real rational—any more just than the others? It is doubtful if it is.

There are rare dreams in which everything proceeds in a regular and
natural way; and, on the other hand, reality is not always exempt
from capriciousness and improbability. But to me the capital objec-
tion to the distinction is that it is illusory, and the contrast be-

tween the disorder of dreams and the coherence of the real is only

apparent. The dream, it is true, appears disordered to us, but that

is when we are awake. An essential point which we always ignore
is that while we are dreaming everything seems simple and normal
and regular to us. We are not at all astonished at what happens.
We find it all right to be in two countries at the same time, and
we undersand very well how one person can be changed into an-

other. The conversations we have—those which are utterly un-

thinkable when we are awake—usually appear to us marvelously

lucid, and we admire the ease, the verve, and the luminous continu-

ity of our words. We enjoy that moving with so much suppleness
and precision among ideas; our demonstrations are infinitely con-

vincing; and it is perhaps in the dream that we have the most per-
fect sense of evidence.

Everything, then, that passes in the dream is—to the dreamer—
as natural as events in the waking condition. When awake, events

seem, without exception, natural and regular; they also seem natural

and regular in the dream. It is true that we find them absurd when
we wake, but what of that? They are absurd only by comparison,
as looked at from the point of view of the waking man, who is

no longer the same that he was when dreaming. Who can tell if

we shall not awake some day from what we now call our waking
condition, and that we shall not then find the events absurd that we
now consider rational and real? Who can tell that we shall not be

stupefied at having been so firmly attached to invisible phantoms
and disordered combinations?

In setting up a fourth distinction it is said that real life forms

a continuous whole, while dreams are not connected with one an-

other. The series of my days forms a single life, which holds to-

gether. I resume to-day my life of yesterday, and shall resume to-

morrow my life of to-day. While I am asleep, the course of it is

only suspended. I begin again in the morning at the very point
where I stopped in the evening. I find myself in the same medium,

occupied with the same thoughts, subject to the same cares, involved

in the same routine of events, the same storm of passions. The same

thread runs through it all. On the other hand, it is said, our dreams

do not form a consecutive existence. The dream of one night has

no connection with the dream of the previous night. On going to

sleep to-night I have no assurance that I shall find the landscapes
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or the personages or the circumstances of my last dream. The most
diabolical nightmare may succeed a most delightful romance. In

short, not only is the form of the same dream incoherent, but our suc-

cessive dreams are incoherent as to one another. This was what
struck Pascal when he wrote :

"
If we dreamed the same dreams every

night, we should be affected by them as we are by things we see every

day; and if an artisan was sure to dream every night, for twelve

hours, that he was a king, I believe he would be nearly as happy as

a king who dreamed every night, for twelve hours, that he was an

artisan. . . . But because dreams are all different, and the same one

is so diversified, what we see in one affects us much less than what

we see when awake, because of the continuity of the waking life,

which is not so continuous and even, however, but that it changes,

too, though less abruptly, if only rarely, as when we travel
;
and then

we say,
'

It seems like a dream to me,' for life is a somewhat less

inconstant dream."

What are we to say to this distinction? I do not believe it is

necessary to take it seriously, any more than the others. When is it

that we pass judgment on the discontinuity and incoherence be-

tween our successive dreams? Not while we are dreaming them.

When I am dreaming, I seem to be pursuing a life that has always
been the same. I have no sort of an impression that the present

dream has been preceded by different dreams having no connection

with it. I have, on the contrary, exactly as I have when awake, the

impression of an indefinite and single series of events, of an unroll-

ing of them without arrest and without break. There is, therefore,

on this point, no difference, but another resemblance between the

dream and the reality, and the same impression of continuity and

unity prevails in both. It is true that the aspect changes in waking,
and our several dreams then appear detached from one another. But

what of that? Are we sure that we shall not awake some day from

what we now call the waking state, and find then that that state, con-

tinuous in appearance, was in reality composed of a series of separate,

incoherent, and incongruous fragments?
Thus we are all the time coming upon the same illusion. We

judge of the dream, not by what it is, but by what it seems to have

been after we have waked. Instead of observing the impressions of

the dreaming man while he is dreaming, we take notice of what he

thinks about them after he has waked up. This is to falsify the com-

parison of the normal and dream life by regarding the normal

life while we are in it, and the dream life when we have come

out of it. The several other difficulties on which psychologists have

insisted are capable of solution by the application of the same prin-

ciple: the seeming suspension of the will; the want of correspond-
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ence of the moral standards of the dream with those of the wak-

ing condition; the confusion of temporal duration and sequence;
and the transformations of personality and character, concerning
which I would ask, however, if the eccentricities betrayed are not

rather in the nature of more complete exposure. I have some-

times been surprised at the psychological revelations of dreams;
faults and weaknesses that we do not avow when in the normal con-

dition reveal themselves then with inexorable frankness; we yield to

temptations that we evaded when awake, though inclined to them;
to wickednesses which we kept closely shut up within us; reveal

antipathies which we had dissimulated. Base desires break out, latent

loves declare themselves, and things take place which, as in a play,

bring the farthest depths of our hearts into the light; and when
we wake we say:

" That is true; it is just what I should have done

under like circumstances. I had never thought of it, and I am not

proud of it, but it is so."

There is this real distinction between the dream and the waking
state: that when awake I know there is another condition, while in

the dream I take no thaught of the waking state. Awake, I know
that I have been living the fantastic dream life, and have come out

of it into a real life completely distinct from the other. I am in a

first state, and know there is a second. But when I am dreaming I

have no thought of another state that I have come out of and must

return to; I do not feel that there is another existence, radically

separated from this one; and I never compare the visions of my
dreams with my waking world, for I know nothing of it. I have the

impression of having always lived the life I am in, which seems

natural
;
and even if I ask whether I am not dreaming, it is a merely

verbal expression, with no accompanying sense of the meaning
of it. Another distinction, and the only absolutely clear one, is

that while we always wake from the dream, we never wake from

the reality. This is why we believe in the reality and not in the

dream.

These two differences are differences in degree, but they do not

necessarily indicate differences in nature. Similar facts are frequent

among hypnotics. We may plunge them into a condition of som-

nambulism which we will call a second state; and then, from that,

magnetize them over again into another somnambulism, which we
call the third state. Now the curious fact comes to pass that the sub-

ject in the third state recollects the second state, but when in the

second state again, knows nothing of having been in the third state.

" Lucie 3," says M. Pierre Janet,
"
recollected her normal life per-

fectly; she also recollected previous somnambulisms, and all that

Lucie 2 had said. ... It was a long and hard task to awaken this
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subject after she had passed a few minutes in the syncope already
described. She then returned to ordinary somnambulism, but Lucie

2 could not tell me a word of what had happened to Lucie 3, and sup-

posed she had been asleep and said nothing." Thus we have the

same difference between two successive stages of somnambulism as

between the dream and the waking state. But as the stages 2 and 3

are evidently of the same nature, so we have a right to suppose that

the dream and the waking, whose phenomena as to each other are

similar, are likewise of the same nature.

In the ordinary experience of mankind we do not awake from
our normal condition; but is it proved that there is never any awaken-

ing, any third state into which we may pass? The supposition of

some such state into which we pass by death is one of the funda-

mentals of nearly all religions; and in this sense we might contem-

plate the possibility of an awakening in which we shall be astonished

at having given ourselves up so completely to the world of sense, at

having taken a passing state for the definite one, an ephemeral world

for the sole and absolute world, a provisional existence for the

real one.

Even among men as we find them, we see some making an ap-

proach to a third state, if not living in it. What is science but the

revelation of a new world, different from the visible one? When we
see light and colors, they tell us of an invisible ether with particles

vibrating with almost incalculable rapidity; when we hear faint or

loud sounds, sharp or grave, they tell of the more or less ample and

rapid vibrations of matter. When we perceive a multiple or varied

reality, it shows us the single phenomenon of motion. These formu-

las do not, however, signify, as some mistake, that light, color, and

sound do not exist, but that there is something else; and that if we
could gain new senses, a new universe would open out to us. This

means, simply, that the scientific man is already half waked up from

his ordinary life, and has half entered a new world.

Metaphysics is a waking up of this kind. A metaphysician who

really believes his doctrines, like Plato or Spinoza, is already liv-

ing in a new world and contemplating the supposed reality in which

we are still immersed as a matter of indifference away off in the

dim twilight. To him, what we regard as reality is only appear-

ance, while the eternal rain of atoms or the play of immaterial

forces, or whatever he supposes the world to be made of, is the true

reality.

Religion is another such awakening, and to the devout man this

life is only a provisional one, a trial, the prelude to the true life;

and while he may regard the world of sense as real too, he looks

forward to the superior reality, which it is the privilege of the elect
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to contemplate ;
and it is some feeling of this kind that has sustained

martyrs and has incited men of all ages and all faiths to suffer and

endure, and die for what they believe.—Translated for the Popular
Science Monthly from the Revue des Deux Mondes.

A PKACTICAL DUTCH CHARITY.

By J. H. GOEE.

HOLLAND, Scotland, and Switzerland, quite unlike physically,
have in their institutions many points of similarity, and the

impulses and character of their people are almost identical. In re-

ligious matters the resemblance is also striking, even though the

creed professed be known by different names.

In Scotland the struggle for existence demands something more
assertive than the doctrine of laissez faire; the terrible sweep of

the avalanche in Switzerland, without any apparent cause for its

starting, suggests an acceptance of the belief that
"

it is, because it

must be "; while Holland, in its incessant war with the sea, is con-

tinually bidding defiance to natural laws, and protesting against their

unrestrained action.

Calvinism found its strongest adherents in the two countries first

named, and the faith of Luther answering to the active instincts of

the Batavian race was at once adopted by it. In Holland as well

as in Switzerland man is ever reminded of life's realities by the

watchful care necessary for his very existence, and the material

obstacles which must be conquered at every step. Patriotism never

becomes dormant because the face of the land shows in its scars its

history, and love for home grows with each reckoning of the cost of

its retention. The possessions of one day are in many instances no

guarantee of the wealth of the next, and the hand now extended in

giving assistance may on the morrow be held out to receive. Thus

we find the charitable instincts always awake, and societies for the

relief of the needy thoroughly organized.

The conditions under which Holland began its geographic
formation and the processes afterward employed to hold or en-

large her boundaries, together with the social unrest of the time,

caused thoughtful men to put in operation every agency that could

direct the innate desire to do good and to give direction to the forces

within the kingdom, as well as those which came from without. In

Holland, therefore, we find numerous societies for the relief of suf-

fering humanity, and people ever ready to give due attention to

the complaints and necessities of the laboring classes. No other coun-
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try offers such an excellent field for the study of charitable institu-

tions. The Dutch are eminently practical; they made an early be-

ginning in the work of alleviating distress, and this relief, from the

nature of things, as pointed out, is not spasmodic as in other countries

where nothing short of famine, earthquakes, or floods can awaken
the people to a realization of the duty they owe to mankind. Here
the call for aid may come at any time, so that those charitably in-

clined must be ever ready to respond, and the organizations for re-

lief can never become lax or inefficient.

Then, too, the population of the Netherlands is very homogene-
ous, and the leaders in all good works are not only administering to

their own people, but are unbiased by prior experiences under other

auspices. Consequently, this country furnishes institutions organized
under normal conditions, with an entire absence of external influ-

ences, and where the helped and the helpers are of the same race.

England, France, and Germany have sent commissions to Hol-

land to study its organized charity, its school system, workingmen's

societies, and like institutions. These countries have but little in

common, even though their forms of government are, or have been,

outwardly similar, while on the other hand we have always found in

the Dutchman "
a friend and a brother," and an example well worthy

of following. And since it is only after examining remedies for evils

found without complications, that we can prescribe for abnormal con-

ditions, the study of Dutch institutions is the best possible prepara-

tion for arriving at the means for meeting the necessities in our own

country.
In Holland the general awakening to the demands of the people

came in the eighteenth century, when the social life was lacking in

strength, when the rich were largely given over to extravagance,

while the poor were neglected, uneducated, and exposed to want.

Everything seemed to separate the two classes—nothing emphasized
their interdependence. The citizen class was restive under these op-

pressive conditions, and needed only the successful example of some

neighboring people to start the revolution within their own country.

There was in the Netherlands at this time at least one thought-

ful man who foresaw the approaching social revolution and realized

the danger which threatened his native land if unaccustomed rights

and powers should become the possession of those who heretofore

had felt the power of others. This man was Jan Nieuwenhuizen, the

founder of the Society of General Welfare. It is impossible to esti-

mate the good which has been accomplished by this organization. It

instituted free schools, and gave to the state the scheme on which

the present public-school system rests; it established savings banks,

and the Postal Savings Bank—now the model of the world—was
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glad to copy after them; it conducts a sort of neighborhood loaning
banks, and it is likely that its plans will be incorporated in the agri-
cultural banks now under consideration. Through its instrumental-

ity people of different classes are brought together in periodical meet-

ings, when the lower can learn by observation from the higher, and
lose much of the prejudice and envy which is so often felt, while the

higher will become more tolerant toward the lower as they realize

the burdens which the latter carry, and appreciate the obstacles which
mar their progress, thus leveling many of the artificial class distinc-

tions.

What this society has done for Holland,
" Ons Huis "

is trying
to accomplish in Amsterdam; and though the latter is occupying a

more limited field, its energies are more concentrated and its methods
are such as to warrant its characterization as a practical charity.

The founder of " Our House," Mr. Janssen, fully realized that

outright giving while blessing the giver is of questionable value to

the recipient, and alms once accepted suggested in the ease with which
it was obtained that a second be asked for, and the feeling of de-

pendence soon calls into existence the belief that the uncontracted

debt of a living must be collected. We therefore find a charitable

organization in which everything must be purchased, but at cost so

slight as to be within the reach o fall, yet being a charge, no benefit

is esteemed for naught because it was obtained for nothing.
We find this unique society in a sort of

"
people's palace

"
in the

very center of Amsterdam's working population. The building,
which is the gift of Mr. Janssen, is on Rozen Street, JSTos. 12, 14, and

16, extending through to Rozen Gracht, and contains a board room,

reading room, library, gymnasium, lecture room, assembly rooms,

large hall, kitchen, quarters for the janitor's family, and a res-

taurant.

The purpose is declared to be "
to promote the moral and material

development of the people
—

poor as well as rich—both in giving and

receiving by inducing those who are blessed with knowledge or

money to assist their fellow-beings whose lives are monotonous and

devoid of comforts and pleasures." The very name—" Our House "

—is intended to show that withimits walls all enjoy equal rights, that

the less learned are the younger members of the family whom the

less ignorant will gladly instruct, and that the purposes and aims of

all classes should be the same. Both sexes have equal privileges, and

the religious and political views of those who attend the meetings or

enjoy the benefits offered are never inquired into. The adherents

of all faiths are treated with equal deference, and the only condition

imposed is the observance of such principles of etiquette as should

find favor in every home.
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Since the day of rest of the various religious sects is not the same,

all days are regarded as of equal importance, but, to meet the objec-

tions of the Protestant clergy that the exercises here kept people away
from the church services, it has been decided not to open the building

on Sundays until noon. But as the hours of employment of many per-

sons are so long that their evenings are not free, the reading room is

open on this day after the hour named, and certain instructive lectures

are given during the afternoon. At these the average attendance is

about five hundred. A strong effort was made to have the building

closed during the whole of Sunday, however. The argument was

made that as long as beer gardens and places of amusement were open
on this day, the people should not be restricted on the only holiday
of the week to those places where money is spent for trifling pleasures.

The large number of persons who spend Sunday afternoon in the

reading room proves that the opportunity to make good use of their

time is fully appreciated.

Before giving in detail the plan of work in hand, it should be

said that the director has secured the assistance of about one hundred

and fifty men and women who are willing to contribute their time

to the furthering of the purposes as outlined. They are divided into

fourteen groups, or committees, each looking after a single interest.

The means as at present constituted for attaining the ends in view

may be classified as follows :

1. Reading room for men and women not under eighteen years
of age; open daily.

2. Wednesday evening lectures on literature, history, physics,

pedagogy, political economy, and travel. These lectures are open for

debate.

3. Courses of lectures on different topics for men and women

separately, or for both together. These discussions are marked by
an intimate tone.

4. Sunday evening meetings : musical or theatrical performances,

magic-lantern pictures, tableaux, etc. These are given in the large

hall, which accommodates five hundred and twenty-five persons.

5. Legal advice.

6. Clubs for boys, girls, men, and women. Friendly intercourse.

Discussions on scientific subjects. Chess club. Travel club.

7. Lessons in Dutch, French, English, and German, bookkeeping,

reading and writing for adults, needlework, mending, making and

cutting of one's own clothes, cooking, drilling for boys and girls,

fencing, acting, chorus singing.

The reading room is provided with a large number of daily and

weekly papers, magazines, and technical journals, together with such

books as could be purchased or obtained as donations. The user of
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the reading room pays ten cents a quarter, with the privilege of bring-

ing one friend a week as a guest. Every conceivable device is em-

ployed to induce visitors to make use of the books; for example, the

lecturers frequently choose a literary topic, and refer to the books in

the library, or one of the members of certain manual-training classes

read aloud while the others work. Then some of the social evenings
are given up to the discussion of a new or popular author, and per-

sons skilled in reading aloud are asked to read or recite choice ex-

tracts. To accommodate those who feel that three months' sub-

scription is for too long a period, the regular admission fee of two

Dutch cents—equivalent to eight tenths of a cent of our money—
gives the right to make use of the library during the visit. It now
looks as though the impulse to secure a shortening of the work day
would come from this organization in its desire to secure for its bene-

ficiaries a longer time in which to profit by the use of the books and

special opportunities for study here placed at the disposal of the work-

ingmen. The reading room is looked after by a committee of twenty,
some of whom are always present to give aid and advice to the readers,

to answer such questions as may arise, and to keep the books and

papers in place.

The lectures conducted in Our House are of a twofold character—
individual discourses and a series of discussions of a given topic.

Every Wednesday evening between November and April is provided
with a speaker by the lecture committee, who treats in a popular man-

ner a subject of his own choice, and allows the auditors at the close

of his talk to ask questions regarding the topic in hand. The aver-

age number of persons attending these lectures last winter was about

three hundred, and the charge for a single admission is two cents,

with a considerable reduction when four or six tickets are purchased
for one family. In the course lecture the most popular topic so far

has been natural science, especially botany, physics, and chemistry.
In this connection it is interesting to note that the luxuriant flora

of the East Indies, with which the Dutch became acquainted long

ago, gave an impetus in Holland to the study of botany. The people
of all classes are fond of plants and flowers, and it is not surprising
to learn that twenty persons followed a course of instruction in

botany. A prominent physician of Amsterdam gave a course of ten

lectures upon
" The Eirst Aid to the Injured," and eighty men and

women profited by the practical discussion of this subject. The cost

of these lectures is four cents apiece.

Somewhat related to the above are the concerts, Sunday evening

meetings, and performances of various kinds which are given under

the auspices of the appropriate committees. Perhaps one of the most

profitable evenings of the winter is when manufacturers and em-
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ployers are invited to meet those of the working class who may wish

to be present to discuss in an informal manner questions of common
interest. Under the genial leadership of Mr. Janssen and the di-

rector, much of the restraint usual on such occasions is thrown aside

and the employer and employee sit side by side, and each listens to

the undreamed opinions and experiences of the other. At one of

these meetings the question of a shorter work day was discussed from

the standpoint of the employer, the laborer, and the humanitarian.

The investigations of our own Bureau of Labor were quoted to

show the benefits resulting from a shortening of the day of work,
and it is more than likelv that the outcome of the discus-

sion will be an intention on the part of the manufacturer to curtail

the hours of work just as soon as possible, while the laborers, in learn-

ing of obstacles of which they were ignorant, will await more pa-

tiently the action desired.

The classes or individual pupils contribute their services to the

committee in charge of entertainments. This committee sees to it

that three Sunday evenings of each month are provided for, either

from the ranks of home talent or with the aid of outside artists. In

the concerts some of the best performers of the land have gladly
taken part, and the music of the greatest composers has been heard

here. As in all other cases, there is a charge for admission—four

cents for one and six cents for man and wife. A feature here in

vogue might well be copied. In arranging the selections for a con-

cert the effort is made to always include at least one popular piece,

or a song of national, artistic, or patriotic interest; then on the pro-

gramme the words of this song are printed. The audience may be

asked to join in the chorus, but even if this is not practical the people
can catch the air, and with the words before them in later days they
can make melody in their homes. If we recall the class of people
for whom these provisions are made, and keep in mind the limited

avenues of enjoyment open to them, we will appreciate the boon of

such a considerate act.

It might be tedious to enumerate the various classes here con-

ducted, and give even in brief an outline of the methods, experi-

ences, and results. Each lesson costs from two to four cents, and the

pupils
—many of whom have reached middle life—show a commend-

able zeal in prosecuting their studies. However, two topics deserve

mention—the lessons in mending and in cooking. Since it is the

poorer people who are to be benefited by the work of Our House, les-

sons in economy are needed, if not demanded, and the earlier oppor-
tunities for acquiring these lessons have been meager. The authori-

ties have therefore wisely decided to so instruct the housewives of

these people that their clothing may look well even if mended and
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the family meals be palatable though simple. It is believed that the

result of such teaching will make many homes more attractive, and

keep the men from seeking outside of the house conditions which

they should find within.

The clubs also serve as valuable adjuncts to the work in hand.

They are usually groups of persons of the same sex and near the same

age who meet under the guidance of some experienced man or woman
for social intercourse, for practice in debate, playing of chess, the

reading of some standard author, or the discussion of places and peo-

ples. In all of these meetings, as well as under all circumstances, the

people in attendance are taught polite behavior by example rather

than precept, and every precaution is taken to avoid any reflection

or invidious comparisons that might tend to keep away the people
whom Our House is intended to benefit.

A word might be said about the travel club. Early in each

autumn a proposition is made that during the following summer a

trip will be taken to such and such places, usually naming one near

by, within the kingdom, and another farther away, as Brussels or

the upper Rhine. Persons desiring to visit either of the places named
unite in forming a club. They meet at stated times to listen to ac-

counts of the place selected, its historical associations, and the points

of interest en route, and also to pay into the treasury an amount

agreed upon. For example, last summer one club, upon the saving
of a cent a week by each member, was able to go to Haarlem and

spend the day in seeing the city and the many places of interest in

the neighborhood. In another, each member contributed ten cents

a week, and the club was able to make a two days' trip to Brussels.

By this simple means persons otherwise unable to go beyond the

confines of their native city have the opportunity to get at least a

glimpse of the outside world, and under such conditions and with

such special preparations as to obtain from the trip the maximum
interest and profit.

The only thing that is free in Our House is legal advice and

the writing of legal documents. In Amsterdam, as elsewhere, the

poorer people have too frequently an exaggerated idea as to their

rights, and rush into
" law " for fatuous protection. Such persons

are liable to fall into the hands of unprincipled lawyers who help
to nurse the fancied wrong and encourage a suit for damages, or put

up an idle defense for the sole purpose of winning a fee. To protect

this class by giving them the most unselfish advice possible, a number

of the best lawyers of the city have cheerfully offered their services,

and every Thursday evening from eight to twelve o'clock one or

two stand ready to give gratuitously the best advice they can upon
such legal points as may be presented. That this service is appre-
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ciated may be seen in the fact that from ten to twenty persons profit

by this privilege every evening. On this evening persons are present

for the purpose of writing letters for those unable to write, and also

to draw up legal documents for such as need them.

Mr. Adma van Scheltema—a name closely identified with every

good work in Amsterdam—has organized in Our House art loan

exhibits. For one half of the days during which the exhibit is open
there is no charge for admission, while a slight fee is exacted on the

other days. From these exhibitions much pleasure as well as instruc-

tion has been derived, and, located in a section which sends but few

visitors to the art museums, one can realize that they perform a good

work, as missionaries in cultivating the people's taste.

Such is, in short, an account of a practical charity
—a charity,

in truth, not because something is furnished for nothing, but that so

much is given in return for so little. During the past year more than

three thousand persons were registered as enjoyers of the privileges

offered. Mr. Janssen gave the building and in one sense endowed

the work; Mr. Tours gives his time, wisdom, and energy in direct-

ing its affairs
; they both ask the wiser men and women of the city to

give a few hours of each month or year. They have not asked in

vain, and the cheerful responses give promise of the coming of the

time when the only answer to the question,
" Am I my brother's

keeper?
"

will be an energetic
" Yes."

SKETCH OF FRANK WIGGLESWORTH CLARKE.

THE great advance which chemical science has made in the

United States during the past thirty years has been brought
about by the joint operation of several factors, of which we may
mention the formation and the influence of chemical societies seeking

to further its development, the intelligent labors of individual in-

vestigators cultivating special fields, and the systematic pursuit of

experimental work with reference to certain definite results. In this

shaping of chemical research in such a way as to make it most

efficient, the work and influence of Frank Wigglesworth Clarke have

been prominent and important. His own labors have been indus-

triously and unselfishly pursued with an eye to the advancement of

the science, and their value has been generally recognized. It seems

as if he had taken to himself a hint thrown out in one of his earlier

scientific papers, and, giving up the transient glory of brilliant ex-

periments, had devoted himself to setting the science as far forward

as possible in single branches.
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Professor Claeke was born in Boston, March 14, 1847, and was

graduated from the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard Univer-

sity in 1867. Two years later, in 1869, he was appointed instructor

in chemistry in Cornell University, the first assistant ever appointed
at that institution. His next position was that of professor of chem-

istry and physics in Howard University, Washington, in 1873 and

1874. In the latter year he became professor of chemistry and

physics in the University of Cincinnati, in a position which he held

till 1883, when he became chief chemist to the United States Geo-

logical Survey and honorary curator of minerals in the United States

National Museum, where he still remains.

in the American Journal of Science for March, 1869. Other im-

portant papers have related to analytical methods, to the constitu-

tion of the tartrates of antimony, and to topics on chemical min-

eralogy, including especially the constitution of the silicates.

Many of his popular articles relate to educational affairs, and

present forcible arguments for a fuller recognition of science in the

course of instruction, and cogent demonstrations of the need of

better teaching of science and better qualified teachers. When occa-

sion has arisen, he has fearlessly exposed and denounced humbug
in education. In a paper on The Higher Education, published in

the seventh volume of the Popular Science Monthly, having defined

the purpose of true education as being
"
to develop the mind

;
to

strengthen the thinking faculties in every possible direction; to

render the acquisition of new knowledge easier and surer; to in-

crease the student's resources; and to render him better fitted for

dealing with the useful affairs of the world," he sets forth the advan-

tages of science over the ancient and even the modern languages for

the accomplishment of it. Science, he reasons, furnishes as good
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efficient, the work and influence of Frank Wigglesworth Clarke have

been prominent and important. His own labors have been indus-
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the science, and their value has been generally recognized. It seems
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Professor Claeke was born in Boston, March 14, 1847, and was

graduated from the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard Univer-

sity in 1867. Two years later, in 1869, he was appointed instructor

in chemistry in Cornell University, the first assistant ever appointed
at that institution. His next position was that of professor of chem-

istry and physics in Howard University, Washington, in 1873 and

1874. In the latter year he became professor of chemistry and

physics in the University of Cincinnati, in a position which he held

till 1883, when he became chief chemist to the United States Geo-

logical Survey and honorary curator of minerals in the United States

National Museum, where he still remains.

Professor Clarke, having become a member of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science in 1869, assisted, in

1875—'76, in the organization of its section on chemistry, a branch

which had theretofore been but little represented in the Proceedings
of the association. Prof. S. W. Johnson was elected chairman of

the new section for the meeting in 1876 at Detroit, and Professor

Clarke was commissioned to make the necessary efforts to insure a

full attendance of chemists and others interested in the applications
of chemistry. In 1888 he presided over the section; and he has

ever been active in building it up, and in the development of the

American Chemical Society.

Professor Clarke has published about seventy-five scientific

papers in various journals, and many popular articles, especially in

Appletons' Journal and the Popular Science Monthly. His first sci-

entific paper, A New Process in Mineral Analysis, was published
in the American Journal of Science for March, 1869. Other im-

portant papers have related to analytical methods, to the constitu-

tion of the tartrates of antimony, and to topics on chemical min-

eralogy, including especially the constitution of the silicates.

Many of his popular articles relate to educational affairs, and

present forcible arguments for a fuller recognition of science in the

course of instruction, and cogent demonstrations of the need of

better teaching of science and better qualified teachers. When occa-

sion has arisen, he has fearlessly exposed and denounced humbug
in education. In a paper on The Higher Education, published in

the seventh volume of the Popular Science Monthly, having defined

the purpose of true education as being
"
to develop the mind; to

strengthen the thinking faculties in every possible direction; to

render the acquisition of new knowledge easier and surer; to in-

crease the student's resources; and to render him better fitted for

dealing with the useful affairs of the world," he sets forth the advan-

tages of science over the ancient and even the modern languages for

the accomplishment of it. Science, he reasons, furnishes as good
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an instrument for cultivating the memory, and has the additional

advantage of strengthening the perceptive powers too, for in it the

eye, the ear, and all the instruments of the senses are trained to

observe facts accurately, as they are not trained to so great a degree

in language study. It again takes the lead in the cultivation of the

pure reason; for it gives grand laws and generalizations already

deduced or in process of deduction.
" The discovery of these natural

laws may be counted among the greatest achievements of the human

mind. To follow out the processes by which they were discovered

gives the mind its most rigid training, and elevates the tone of

thought in many other respects. The intellect becomes self-reliant

and yet conscious of its own weak points." Also, in aesthetic devel-

opment, scientific education is put foremost.
" The true student of

Nature and her phenomena ever sees order and symmetry coming
out of chaos, and finds the rarest beauty hidden where to the un-

aided eye naught but ugliness exists. . . . Can any student, who

looks upon the universe with vision thus unobscured, fail to find

in his studies the truest aesthetic culture?
" But it had been alleged

that the scientific courses had been tried in many American colleges

and found less fruitful than the classical. In answer to this the

author considered the character of most American colleges, the

qualifications of many professed teachers and the methods of study,

and showed that these, as they actually were, were not competent

for the conveyance of genuine scientific instruction.

By the multiplication of competing colleges putting sectarian

interests in the foremost place, the means were divided up and frit-

tered away, which, concentrated in one institution, would hardly

be enough to enable it to do really effective work.
" Each college

acts as a drag on all the others. Libraries, cabinets, and faculties

are uselessly duplicated. Naturally, one result of this state of affairs

is a lowering of educational standards. . . . Since, on account of

this foolish division of forces, most of these colleges are inadequately

endowed, they are compelled to work short-handed. One professor

has frequently several branches to teach. ... In the majority of

cases there is a chair of Latin, a chair of Greek, and then—a chair

of
l Natural Science.' Each linguistic professor is to some degree

a specialist; while the one who teaches science is perforce compelled

to be a smatterer. He is expected to teach half a dozen dissimilar

branches, each one being a life work by itself. He is to be omniscient

on about a thousand dollars a year."

That the character of these institutions, as well as their poverty,

was detrimental to the advancement of scientific education was more

fully shown in another article on American Colleges vs. American

Science, in the ninth volume of the Monthly. The colleges were
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described as being to a large extent denominational institutions,
"
equipped and endowed with due reference to tbe perpetuation of

sound faith, and incidentally to the encouragement of what is sup-

posed to be learning. . . . The very fact that a college has been

established for theological purposes, or for ecclesiastical aggrandize-

ment, is adverse to good scientific research. . . . Every year pro-

fessors are chosen, not on account of scientific ability, but for reasons

of a theological or sectarian character. If two men, one a Baptist

and the other a Unitarian, were candidates for the same professor-

ship in a Baptist university, the former, even if very much inferior

to his rival, would almost certainly be elected. . . . Theological

soundness in such an institution far outranks scientific ability. If

Laplace had lived in America, no college would have tolerated him

for an instant. Almost any decayed minister, seeking an asylum,

would have beaten him in the race for a professorship."

These conditions were shown to have necessarily a bad effect

upon American science, and to be not likely to arouse or encourage

the scientific spirit. The student
" becomes accustomed to regard

the sciences as comparatively unimportant," and "
graduates in com-

plete ignorance both of the methods and of the aims of science, hav-

ing learned only a few disconnected facts concerning the great world

about him."

Improvement in these conditions, the author argued, must come

partly from within and partly from without. The colleges must

reform their ways, and, not being likely to do it spontaneously, must

be hepled
—by pressure of public sentiment and, later, of legis-

lation. This suggestion proved to be introductory to that of a very

important line of work, for the furtherance of which Professor Clarke

seems never to have been able to labor too earnestly and industri-

ously.
" But how," he says,

" should public sentiment be properly

shaped and made available for service? How is the natural, though

slow, growth to be fostered and directed? Mainly by the efforts,

organized and individual, of scientific men. Personally, every

worker in science should strive to awaken in the community about

him a comprehension of the value and purposes of his particular

branch. In other words, the real investigators ought to do more

toward popularizing their discoveries instead of leaving that task

to amateurs or charlatans. At present, unfortunately, too many
able scientific men depreciate popular work and hold aloof from it.

They do nothing themselves to interest the public, and then lament

the fact that the public does not become interested. Yet just here

is where the beginning must be made. With a wider public interest

in science will come deeper public appreciation, and this will de-

VOL. LIV. 9
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velop the tendencies necessary for the improvement of our colleges
and schools. Until the people see and recognize the difference be-

tween true investigators and mere collectors of specimens, between

original workers and text-book authors, little real progress will be

made."

While these pictures were correct, when made, of a very large
number of American colleges, a vast improvement has taken place
since the articles were written in the quality of instruction given;
but there yet remain too many institutions to which they are still

not inapplicable.

This was not the beginning of Professor Clarke's efforts to show
men of science that the true interests of their cause lay in their

making their knowledge easily accessible to the public. In the first

volume of the Monthly he had an article on Scientific Dabblers,
the purpose of which, as he defined it, was, after calling attention

to the silly character of much that was called
"
popular science," to

urge upon true scientific men the importance of rendering real
'

knowledge more accessible to the masses. There is a demand for

science, he said,
"
or the trash which is written would not be read.

It works into nearly all departments of common life, and is, in one

way or another, of interest to almost every one. Yet, as I have

already said, the current popular lectures upon scientific topics are

frothy and worthless; the theologian often misrepresents science for

partisan purposes; and the newspapers, with all the good they

may do, are too frequently conducted by those ignorant of all sci-

ence. The people ask for knowledge, and unwittingly get much
chaff with their wheat. . . . Therefore it seems to be time that

true students of science should seek to popularize their learning. . . .

Men of science constantly lament that the Government does not

extend more aid to scientific research. The Government is a popular

one, and the people must be trained before its help can be expected.
Therefore it is for the interest of the teachers, as well as for the

good of the people, that scientific truths should be popularly

put forward in simple, untechnical language, and made accessible

to all."

Later, in his chairman's address before the Chemical Subsection

of the American Association, in 1878, he had this subject in mind,
and mentioned it as part of the work of the section

"
to attract

public attention to the subjects that interest us, and to do what we
can to secure for chemistry a wider appreciation and greater means

for development. ... If the general public," he said later in his

address,
"

is not interested in chemistry, it is because we as chemists

have neglected a part of our duty. We have but to speak, in order

to .command the public ear."
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Another side of scientific advancement to which Professor

Clarke's working life has proved him much attached is presented
in this address at the American Association meeting of 1878, and

more minutely as to the particular point we have in mind in an

article on Laboratory Endowment, in the tenth volume of the Popu-
lar Science Monthly. In the association address he insisted strongly

upon the physical side of chemical research, stated briefly as the

study of the phenomena which occur during the reactions in chem-

ical experiments, or of the transformations of energy, and upon the

importance of the co-ordination of studies separately pursued to the

systematic and permanent advancement of the science; for which

purpose he considered endowed laboratories for research extremely
desirable. In such laboratories adequate corps of thorough special-

ists should co-operate in those investigations which individuals could

not undertake; every worker should be assigned to definite, positive

duties, the accurate and careful performance of which would eventu-

ally be sure to advance exact knowledge. The work would be hard

routine, and the real value of the institution would be independent
of everything sensational, and would rest upon considerations of the

most severely practical kind. As an example of such work he men-

tioned the study of the connection between the composition of a

substance and its physical properties. Supposing this taken up sys-

tematically by a well-organized body of investigators, the first step

would be to determine, carefully and with the utmost rigor, the

physical properties of the elements. Each one of these substances

would have to be isolated in quantity and in a chemically pure con-

dition, such as has never been attained as to some—a labor which

would of itself involve a great amount of research. Then would

come the measurement of physical relations, thermal, electrical, op-

tical, magnetic, mechanical, and so on; and the determination of all

their
"
constants

" under widely varied conditions, notably of pres-

sure and temperature; labors which would in many cases involve

the comparative testing of various methods of research, and often

the invention of new experimental processes. The number of ele-

ments and of their compounds which should be taken up in some

regular order, series by series, would afford almost illimitable fields

of research to large numbers of students; all of whom, if labor-

ing under some plan of systematic co-operation, might contribute

directly and efficiently to the perfection of the science.
" One chem-

ist might undertake to furnish certain of the elements in a perfectly

pure condition; another might carefully determine under varying

circumstances their densities and rates of expansion; a third could

work up their latent and specific heats; a fourth their electrical

relations, and so on. Failure to attain grand results would be ini-
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possible. Doubtless the labor would prove irksome and monotonous,
but the reward would be sure. In five years, more would be done

toward rendering chemistry an exact science than can be accom-

plished in a century by means of chemical investigations at present
most in vogue." Chemists engaging in work of this kind would

have to make sacrifices, for it would offer little promise of sensa-

tional reputations to be gained through dazzling discoveries, and

would have to look to the ultimate glory of the science for their

chief reward.

Professor Clarke has not omitted to practice what he thus

preached; and while he has not failed to win honors in other fields

of the science, has made it the chief work of his scientific life to

advance toward solution one of the physical problems of chemistry
indicated above. He has taken as his special field of research the
"
constants," and of these, the one which is perhaps the most funda-

mental of all, the revision of the atomic weights
—not by experi-

ments of his own so much as by comparison and criticism of the

work of all who have undertaken the task, eliminating errors and

finding from the sum of the whole what is the nearest deducible

approach to accuracy. In 1872 he sent to the Smithsonian Institu-

tion a compilation entitled A Table of Specific Gravities, Boiling

Points, and Melting Points for Solids and Liquids. This was ac-

cepted by Prof. Joseph Henry, who made it the first publication of

a projected series to be called The Constants of Nature. To this

series Professor Clarke has since contributed Tables of Specific

Heats, of Expansions, and a Recalculation of the Atomic Weights.
A new edition of the Specific Gravities was issued in 1886, and a

second edition of the Atomic Weights in 1897. For the past five

years Professor Clarke has contributed an annual report on atomic-

weight determinations to the Journal of the American Chemical

Society, giving each year a consistent table of values brought thor-

oughly down to date. These tables are now used in all parts of the

world as standards for reference.

As chemist of the United States Geological Survey, Professor

Clarke has published ten official bulletins of work done in the

laboratory under his charge, of which Bulletin 125, The Constitu-

tion of the Silicates, and Bulletin 148, Analyses of Rocks and

Analytical Methods, by F. W. Clarke and W. F. Hillebrand jointly,

are the most important. Other works are: Weights, Measures, and

Money of All Nations, 1875; The Elements of Chemistry, a school

text-book, 1884; and a Report on the Teaching of Chemistry and

Physics in the United States, published by the United States Bureau

of Education in 1881.

A paper published by him in the Popular Science Monthly for
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January, 1873 (Volume II), on Evolution and the Spectroscope,
showed that the evolution of the planets from nebulae was possibly

accompanied by an evolution of the chemical elements. This was

nearly a year in advance of Lockyer's first paper suggesting the same

general view. The discussion of this subject was taken up again in

the eighth volume of the Monthly (February, 1876), in an article,

Are the Elements Elementary? in which the author, after showing-
how subtle connections significant of unity run through them all,

inquired :

"
If the elements are all in essence one, how could their

many forms originate save by a process of evolution upward? How
could their numerous relations with each other, and their regular serial

arrangements into groups, be better explained? In this, as in other

problems, the hypothesis of evolution is the simplest, most natural, and

best in accordance with facts. Toward it all the lines of argument

presented in this article converge. Atomic weights, specific volumes,
and spectra, all unite in telling the same story, that our many ele-

ments have been derived from simpler stock." These views were

admitted to be speculative but not baseless.
" Science is constantly

reaching forward from the known to the unknown, partly by careful

experiment and partly by the prophetic vision of thought." Then,

speculation upon such questions
"

is not altogether unprofitable. The
time spent in conjectures and surmises is not wholly wasted, for

it is impossible to follow up any of the lines of thought thus opened
without reaching some valuable suggestions which may pave the

way to new discoveries. New truth, in one direction or another, is

sure to be reached in the long run. So, then, we may proceed to

theorize in the most barefaced manner without entirely quitting

the legitimate domain of science." An article on The Present

Status of Mineralogy, in the thirty-second volume of the Month-

ly, presents the mutual bearings of that study and chemistry and

geology.
Professor Clarke contributed the chapter Element to the last

edition of Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry. He was made president

of the Washington Chemical Society in 1885, and of the Philo-

sophical Society of Washington in 1896. He organized and had

charge of Government exhibits, on behalf of the Department of the

Interior, at the expositions of Cincinnati, Chicago, Atlanta, Nash-

ville, and Omaha. He is a corresponding member of the British

Association, of the Edinburgh Geological Society, and of the New
York Academy of Sciences.
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THE MOON AND THE WEATHER.

Editor Popular Science Monthly :

Dear Sir : Scientific investigators in

meteorology have again and again declared

they have not heen able to discover by accu-

rate and long- continued observation that the

moon has any effect whatever upon terrestrial

weather; yet the farmers have, for unreck-

oned years, undoubtingly ascribed certain

kinds of weather—changes, especially
—to

the moon ; and, despite the dictum of the

scientists, they have persisted in their confi-

dence in the pale orb as a weather-breeder,
and as a disposer, in a large degree, of the

wet and dry features of the months.

Now comes Mr. H. H. Clayton, meteorolo-

gist at the Blue Hill Meteorological Observa-

tory, and shows by diagram and dates that the

electrical condition of the atmosphere varies

in close accord with the position of the moon
in her orbit.

That electricity performs various offices

in the atmosphere, notably among the parti-
cles of vapor, is well known

;
but just how

and to what extent atmospheric phenom-
ena result from electrical action has not yet
been clearly demonstrated. However, we
have now a scientific basis for the assump-
tion that the moon has an influence on the

weather.

An interesting summary of present knowl-

edge concerning the atmosphere is contained

in Studies of the Upper Atmosphere, by
A. Lawrence Rotch, director of the Blue
Hill institution. The diagram of compar-
ative altitudes, which forms the last illus-

tration of my article on kite-flying, in the

May number of this magazine, is from
the frontispiece of Mr. Rotch's pamphlet
just mentioned, for which credit was inad-

vertently omitted.

George J. Varney.

57 Cornhill, Boston, August 19, 1S98.

%aitox
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TEE GOAL IN EDUCATION.

MANY of our readers, we are sure,

must have been impressed by
the articles on The Philosophy of

Manual Training lately contributed

by Professor Henderson to the pages
of this magazine. The thought under-

lying them is one to which we have

ourselves often endeavored to give

expression, namely, that the end

of education is wholly misconceived

unless we consider it as aiming to

bring the individual into right rela-

tions, at as many points as possible,

with the world in which he lives,

and to place him in as full possession

as possible of the varied powers and

capacities of his nature. It is be-

cause he regards manual training

as the most effective instrument

for awakening the intellect in the

first place, and then for establishing

a proper balance between the men-
tal and bodily activities, that Pro-

fessor Henderson has advocated it

with so much earnestness. All that

he has said on the subject seems to

us deserving of the closest attention.

In the old system of education

language was regarded as the su-

preme and sufficient instrument of

mental development ;
and in the

great public schools of England this

idea enjoyed the very highest degree
of prestige and authority. By lan-

guage in these establishments, the

two classical languages of Greek and
Latin were meant, the English lan-

guage receiving very scant atten-

tion, and English literature none. If

any one was so far in advance of

the times as to express a doubt

whether a knowledge of Greek and

Latin was the only preparation
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needed for life, he was pointed to

the hrilliant men who had come
from the forms and the playgrounds
of Eton and Winchester and Har-

row; and the discussion was consid-

ered closed. The fact is that the radi-

cal insufficiency of the system was
masked to a great extent hy the cir-

cumstance that it was mainly applied
to a ruling class, who early in life

obtained a more practical training
in public affairs. Pitt was educated,
as has been remarked, by that great

statesman, his father, the Earl of

Chatham, and Peel by a great manu-
facturer who took a keen interest in

politics. Robert Walpole, leaving
the university at an early age, had
the society of his father, a most

practical
- minded country squire,

whose original ambition had been to

make him the greatest grazier in the

kingdom. Many similar cases could

be cited in which early introduction

to society and to practical life made

up for the deficiencies of scholastic

training, and reflected, or seemed to

reflect, on that training a much great-

er credit than it deserved.

It may be admitted, however, that

as a preparation for a political or

forensic career an old-fashioned clas-

sical education was not wholly with-

out efficacy. It was systematic and

orderly ;
it was rigid in its require-

ments; it presented difficulties which
had to be overcome, and afforded the

means for unmasking looseness and

inaccuracy of thought ; finally, it

called into constant activity, though
in a narrow field, the discriminative

and analytical faculties. Its weak-
ness lay in this, that it did not reveal

the nature of things, but promoted a

dangerous habit of "
moving about

in worlds not realized," and of giv-

ing to words an importance which
should only be conceded to verified

and comprehended facts.

Nowadays we mix, or try to mix,
a modicum of scientific knowledge

with the education we impart. This

is so far good. It affords a trainiug
in observation and verification, and

opens up to the young sources of

interest of which they may increas-

ingly avail themselves in later years.

Moreover, as the scientific instruc-

tion generally embraces more or less

of physiology and hygiene, it places
them on their guard against the

formation of injurious habits, and
shows them the conditions on which
health depends. These are advan-

tages which, so far as they go, it is

impossible to appreciate too highly.
It takes more, however, than the

admixture of a little physical science

in a school curriculum to make, in a

wide sense, the education that is re-

quired for life. What is further re-

quired is a proper adjustment of the

mind toward life with its varied

activities and its infinite possibili-

ties of good and evil. When we see

men of fine literary gifts growing
more cynical as they advance in

years, and treating the world to

stronger and stronger doses of pes-

simism in their writings, we are com-

pelled to believe that their adjust-
ment to life must have been wrong.
When we see men of science who
year by year appear to have less and
less in common with their fellow-

creatures, and whose studies only

develop on the intellectual side an

ever-increasing passion for the in-

finitely minute and the vastly unim-

portant, and, on the moral, a morbid

sensitiveness to all kinds of personal

questions, we find it difficult to think

that they were properly oriented at

the start. It may not be given to

every one to
" see life steadily and

see it whole" ; but it ought to be

possible for a well-trained mind to

see it with an eye of calm, tolerant,

and sympathetic contemplation. No
education is complete wdiich leaves

out such knowledge of the world,

and of the relation which the indi-
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vklual sustains to it, as shall at least

tend to give a right purpose and di-

rection to the individual life.
" The

world is very evil," is a pious utter-

ance
;
but it is equally pious for each

of us to ask how much of evil is lurk-

ing in ourselves. We conceive of a

scientific education in the full sense

as one which, while it imparts true

ideas in regard to the physical his-

tory of the globe and the chemical

elements that compose it, aims no less

at unfolding the true constitution of

society, the springs of human action,

the strength and weakness of human
character, the possibilities of good
and evil that reside in every indi-

vidual, the misery that waits on

wrongdoing, and the happiness that

flows from just and pure deeds.

There is a way, we are persuaded, of

presenting the world of humanity
to the minds of the young which

would tend to create in most—in the

vast majority
—a strong desire to

take a helpful part in the work of

their age and generation, and not to

concentrate all their efforts on the

business of self-advancement. It is

merely a question of seeing the facts

in a broadly human, which is after

all the only true, light-

Let us have in education litera-

ture and analytical studies and sci-

ence with its grand constructions

and sanifying discipline—all the

useful elements—but let the true

goal of education be kept ever in

view, which is, not to enable this in-

dividual or that to shoot to a pi*e-

eminence over his fellows, but to

place the individual in right rela-

tions with his fellows, to give to

each a career of useful activity, and

to prevent that dreary disappoint-

ment with life and all its works

which overtakes so many in their

declining years. Life has its bur-

dens, but it is not vanity ;
and the

normal action of human beings on

one another should be to give to

each separate existence a higher
value and deeper sources of happi-
ness.

A DOUBTFUL APPENDIX TO SCIENCE.

It was perhaps to be expected
that Sir William Crookes, as presi-

dent of the British Association,would,
whatever else he touched upon in his

presidential address, say something
in regard to the special views which
have now for many years been asso-

ciated with his name. In point of

fact he did do so. Beginning with

a survey of the world's resources in

the matter of wheat production, and
an inquiry as to how the fertility of

the soil may in future be kept up, he

passed to the constitution of matter

and molecular action as illustrated

by the phenomena of Rontgen rays,

and finally referred to "experiments

tending to show that, outside our

scientific knowledge, there exists a

force exercised by intelligence dif-

fering from the ordinary intelli-

gence common to mortals." These

experiments were made, we are told,

more than thirty years ago. It does

not appear that any substantial or

indubitable addition has been made
to the evidence which these experi-

ments afforded, or were supposed
to afford

;
but Professor Crookes

"thinks" he can "see a little further

now." "I have glimpses," he says,

"of something like coherence among
the strange, elusive phenomena."
That undoubtedly is a good thing to

get glimpses of; but Uaere is perhaps
room for question whether the ex-

treme interest of the professor in the
"
strange elusive phenomena

" has

not led him to make a little more
of the

"
glimpses

" than strict scien-

tific method would warrant.

It is really only necessary to read

the concluding portion of Professor

Crookes's address to see that he is

dealing not with science but with

crude imaginations. He says that
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"confirmation of telepathic phenom-
ena is afforded by many converging

experiments," but especially by
" the

subconscious workings of the mind
when these are brought into con-

scious survey." There is really no

meaning in this. How can any
''survey" be other than conscious?

And what is there in the subcon-

scious workings of the mind adapted
to prove that impressions can be

made upon the mind otherwise than

through the recognized channels of

sense? "The patient experimenta-
tion of the Society for Psychical Re-

search is probing subliminal pro-
cesses and learning lessons of alter-

nating personalities and abnormal
states." There is no objection in the

world to all that
;
but it would take

more than an alternating person-

ality or an abnormal state to enable

a mind to gather knowledge from
another mind without the inter-

mediation of intelligible signs. A
sick man may act in a very singular

way, but his sickness does not enable

him to transcend the ordinary pow-
ers of humanity.

The eminent professor speaks of

the cures wrought by suggestion

(hypnotism) ;
but seeing that the

suggestions are made by intelligible

signs, verbal or other, we find no

support here for the telepathic hy-

pothesis. We really gather from the

professor's remarks that while a

great many persons—some of high
intelligence and of recognized posi-

tion in the scientific or philosophical
world—have been pottering away at-

this matter of telepathy and other

phases of spiritualism for a great

many years, things are to all intents

and purposes just as they were be-

fore all these laborious researches

began. This is not just the way the

professor puts it
;

his words are :

" A formidable range of phenomena
must be scientifically sifted before

we effectually grasp a faculty so

strange, so bewildering, and for ages
so inscrutable as the direct action of

mind on mind." Sometimes the rea-

son why a thing is inscrutable is

because it isn't so
;
and that, we sus-

pect, is the explanation in the pres-

ent case. One hypothesis which the

professor puts forward is simple to the

last degree. It is that the molecular

action of the brain, when thoughts
are passing through it. is taken up
by the ether and communicated to

another brain in which it awakens
similar thoughts. But the question
we ask at once is why this wireless

telegraphy between brain and brain

is not going on all the time, and why
we are all not driven crazy by the

everlasting intrusion of other peo-

ple's thoughts ? If this is the pro-

cess, why should neighboring brains

be skipped, and the effect be pro-
duced upon one particular brain

hundreds, perhaps thousands, of

miles away ?

"
It is henceforth open to science,"

says Sir William Crookes,
u
to tran-

scend all we now think we know of

matter, and to gain glimpses of a

profounder scheme of cosmic law."

We really do not know when it was
not open to science to do this if it

could; and we do not see that the

telepathists and other denominations

of spiritualists have in any apprecia-
ble manner improved the situation

as regards the probability of the

thing being done. They have con-

tributed floods of talk and tons upon
tons of printed matter, and have

worked thousands of people into vari-

ously grewsome conditions of mind ;

but if any one can point to a single

distinct advance in scientific theory
due to their peculiar methods, we
can only say that we do not know
what it is. Professor Crookes has

been one of the foremost scientific

workers of his day ;
and we find it

hard to believe that he can be under

any illusion as to the futility of the
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efforts of the spiritualist school. At

the same time he is entitled to the

utmost freedom of thought and ut-

terance
;
and if he believes there is

still hope of important gains to hu-

manity from the side of spiritualism,

he is justified in holding his posi-

tion ; and while we may think he

is sadly misled, we must accord him
the respect due to eminent talents

and unquestioned sincerity.

THE CAUSE OF SPAIN'S DECADENCE.

Until account is taken of the ef-

fect of war on the thoughts, feelings,

and institutions of men, no headway
can be made toward a rational ex-

planation of the decadence of Spain.

Since the outbreak of hostilities with

that country, which has made the

topic a favorite one with newspaper
and magazine writers, every other

explanation has been vouchsafed
;

but all of them, including the favor-

ite one about the mental and indus-

trial paralysis produced by the Span-
ish Inquisition, mistake effects for

causes. Not one of them, so far as

we have seen, has touched the root

of the matter and pointed out that

Spain has simply gone the way of

every other nation that has devoted

itself, not to the pursuits of peace,

but to the destruction of life and

property.
Like all other despotisms, Span-

ish despotism has been the inevita-

ble product of the necessities of war.

Success in that pursuit requires that

the subjects of a monarch shall place

unreservedly their lives and prop-

erty at his disposal. He must be

permitted to levy conscriptions with-

out let or hindrance, and to impose
taxes with the same freedom. The

longer and more intense the mili-

tant activities, the more unmitigated
the despotism. In Spain the condi-

tions for the uninterrupted growth
of such irresponsible power have

been especially favorable. There

were first the long wars with the

Moors, then the Italian wars, the

wars of the Reformation, the wars

of the Spanish Succession, the Na-

poleonic wars, followed by a period
of chronic revolution, and the wars

carried on against the natives and
other adversaries in the New World.

The impulse toward a concentration

of power in the hands of one man
engendered by these incessant con-

flicts could not fail to blot out of ex-

istence every sentiment and institu-

tion of freedom. Only during the

past twenty five years of peace has

either been able to gain a foothold

and to give a promise of regener-
ation.

But the despotism growing out of

war means more than the bare state-

ment that all power over life and

property has been placed in the

hands of a monarch. It means that

his subjects have been deprived of

the right to think and act for them-

selves. He has taken charge of both

their consciences and their conduct.

In Spain, for some reason not easy
to discover, the ecclesiastical despo-
tism that accompanies the growth
of political despotism became more

potent and deadly than in the other

countries of Europe. There the

priests were more powerful some-

times than the monarch himself.

With the institution of the Inquisi-

tion during the reign of Fei'dinand

and Isabella they wrought a havoc

to the Spanish intellect that has no

parallel outside of the great Oriental

despotisms. To them is due the men-
tal torpor of the Spaniards, who, ac-

cording to U. J. Burke, wrapped
themselves in a cloak and "

sought

safety in dignified silence." How
could the spectacle of an auto-da-fe
do otherwise than disincline a pru-
dent man to think for himself and

to tell what he thought ?

That devotion to military pur-
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suits inspires a contempt for indus-

trial pursuits and gives birth to a

feeling of superiority over the people

engaged in them we see to-day in

France and Germany. In those

countries it has come to such a pass

that civilians are regarded as almost

without rights, since an officer im-

agining himself insulted may run

them through with his sword, and
as having no other function in

the economy of the world but to

work for their masters. In Spain

during the years of her greatest mili-

tary activity these feelings of a bar-

barian reached an intensity that can

not now be realized. The only oc-

cupation outside of killing and plun-

dering enemies either in Europe or

America that a gentleman could fol-

low was a career as a churchman or

as an official in the home or colonial

administration. " Public offices,"

says Henry C. Lea, describing the

results of this absurd belief,
" were

multiplied recklessly, and the steady
increase in the ranks of the clergy,

regular and secular, was a constant

subject of remonstrance. In 1626

Navarette tells us that there were

thirty-two universities and more than
four thousand grammar schools

crowded with sons of artisans and

peasants striving to fit themselves

for public office or holy orders.

Most of them failed in this through
inaptitude, and drifted into the

swarms of tramps and beggars who
were a standing curse to the com-

munity." Hence the abnormal pro-

portions of the ecclesiastical and bu-

reaucratic establishments
;
hence also

the almost total failure to develop
the great natural resources of the

country; hence, finally, the unpros-

perous condition of the industries

not crushed out of existence by the

regulations of the official parasites.

To many people the callousness

of Spaniards to suffering and their

disregard of the rights of others have

seemed the greatest mystery. "Why
is it that they still cling so tenacious-

ly to the pleasures of the bull ring ?

Why was it that they appeared so

indifferent to the miseries of the

Cuban reconcentrados ? In the light
of the influence of war on the sym-
pathies these questions present no

difficulty. Clear also does it become

why the Spaniards possess as little

patriotism as the Chinese. Training
for centuries in the belief that the

most honorable occupation is the

killing and plundering of enemies

or the filling of positions in church
and state that obviate the necessity
of earning a livelihood by honest

toil is not fitted to inspire a keen
sense of justice or a lively fellow-

feeling. When people have been

plundered for centuries by a greedy
bureaucratic despotism they can not

persuade themselves that it is their

duty to protect their oppressors from

foreign or domestic assailants. What
they are most interested in is an op-

portunity to get a living. Whether
the honor of their country is at stake,

or whether there is threatened the

loss of the last remnant of a colonial

empire that has cost them blood and
treasure beyond estimate, they are

certain to be as indifferent as the

victims of a slave driver to the

misfortunes that have overtaken

him.

Some friends of Spain have been

inclined to regard the loss of these

colonies as the culmination of her

misfortunes. We can not but regard
it as the beginning of better days.

Although Spain has not been en-

gaged in war on an extensive scale

for a long time, her efforts to retain

the control of a people anxious to be

delivered from her incapacity and

despotism have tended to keep alive

the barbarous feelings and traditions

of the past. The Cubans and Porto

Eicans were not governed for their

own benefit like the colonists of
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Great Britain, but for the benefit of

rapacious politicians and traders and
manufacturers in Spain. In the co-

lonial administration the former

sought easy employment and speedy
fortune. In the colonial commercial

regulations the latter found an arti-

ficial support for trade and manu-
factures that could not have survived

without them. By discriminations,

Spanish millers, for instance, were

able to import wheat, turn it into

flour, and sell it to the colonists at a

price scandalously in excess of that

charged for the American product.
Sometimes the trouble to grind the

wheat was not taken. After it had

been imported into Spain it was

shipped to the colonies, and upon
them was thrown the expense of

needless transportation and the prof-

its of superfluous middlemen.

With the complete extinction of

the colonial empire of Spain will

come to an end these opportunities
for the pillage of industrious peoples.

The parasites, commercial and bu-

reaucratic, that have depended upon
them for a livelihood will be obliged
to turn their attention to more le-

gitimate employment. There will

be brought to an end also the im-

mense sacrifice of life and treasure

required to suppress the ever-recur-

ring insurrections. Both will be left

in Spain to develop her resources

and to add to her wealth and pros-

perity ; but, best of all, will cease the

encouragement to the militant and
bureaucratic spirit that the posses-

sion of the colonies fostered. The
sentiments as well as the employ-
ments appropriate to peace will re-

ceive an impulse that ought to en-

able Spain to fill an honorable if not

a glorious place in the future history
of Europe. But this bright outlook

is based upon the assumption that

she will not join in the mad compe-
tition of her neighbors in armaments
and thus fall a prey with them to the

economic and moral ravages of " an
armed peace."

BREAM AND REALITY.

An ingenious article by M. Ca-

mille Melinand, which appeared a

few months ago in the Revue des

Deux Mondes under the title of Le
Reve et la Realite (Dream and Real-

ity), is reproduced, in its more im-

portant points, in translation, in the

present number of the Monthly, and
will repay perusal for the novel views

it presents. The object of the writer

is to show that there is not so much
difference as is commonly supposed
between the waking and sleeping

states, that our dreams are not so

illusory nor our waking experiences
so absolutely real as we are in the

habit of assuming, and that, as we
wake from dreams, so we may ex-

pect to wake from what we call life

into a condition of existence that will

give us a new standpoint, and reduce

all the experiences which we now
take so seriously and tragically to

the level of a dream. The only
substantial differences he recognizes
between our waking state and the

dream state are (1) that in our wak-

ing moments we know that there

is another condition which we call

dreaming, while in our dreams we
do not recognize a separate waking
state; and (2) that, while we wake
from our dreams, we do not wake
from what we call reality.

M. Melinand writes in a candid

spirit, and yet we think his article is

calculated to encourage a somewhat

unhealthy type of mysticism. We
do not see how it is possible to take

too serious a view of the life we live

in the present. Whether we view it

tragically or not must depend in

large measure upon our individual

experiences ;
and happy are they into

whose lives tragedy does not enter.

The very fact that M. Melinand

would dissuade us from taking life
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tragically shows that he recognizes
that life—our waking life—can be

brought under the rule of right rea-

son. He does not advise us not to

take our dreams tragically, for he

knows tbat the dream state is one

not susceptible of rational regulation,

and this, we think, might very prop-

erly be accounted a third very im-

portant difference between dream
and reality. The true advice to give
to those whose happiness we have at

heart is, not to look upon life as a

kind of dream, but to take it serious

ly, to study its laws, and to accept
the burdens and duties it imposes.
It may be remarked that dreams give

very little trouble, as a rule, to those

whose waking hours are well spent,

and whose minds and bodies are kept
in a condition of healthful balance.

We can indeed in the waking state

take measures to reduce our dreams
to a minimum, and to provide that

at least they shall not be of a dis-

tressing character. Such being the

case, it seems idle, to say the least,

to speculate, as many besides M. Me-
linaiid have done, on the possible

reality of dreams. What Bottom
said of his dream,

" Man is but an
ass if he go about to expound this

dream," might be applied without

much risk of error to dreams gener-

ally; unless the exposition takes the

direction of endeavoring to explain
what antecedent mental or physical

condition, or what circumstances act-

ing upon the sleeper, may have given
rise to the dream in a given case.

M. Melinand makes a remark
which the experience of many will

confirm, that dreams sometimes
throw a light of extraordinary in-

tensity on characters and situations,

giving us, perhaps, truer views of

certain things than we had ever at-

tained in our waking hours. This,

however, would only imply the with-

drawal at such moments of influ-

ences or conditions which, in our

waking life, may have the effect of

rendering insight less keen and un-

compromising. If, for example, we
could in our dreams revert to the

standpoint of childhood, we should

see many things with a directness

which is more or less lacking to our

mature cogitations, and pronounce

judgments in a correspondingly

down-right manner, with perhaps
a closer approximation to absolute

truth. This, however, would mani-

festly not imply any extension of

our mental range, nor afford any
guarantee of the "reality" of the

dream life. The intuitions of the

novelist or dramatist, when they are

true and profound, give a wonderful

air of reality to the scenes which the

author portrays, but do not make
them real. There are various wak-

ing states in which our perceptions
are more than normally acute

; and,
as we know, the loss of one physical

organ leads frequently to an increase

of power in others; but these facts

throw little light on the main prob-
lem of life, which is how to develop
and use our normal powers to the

best purpose and with the best re-

sults. At the same time it is well not

to despise any knowledge that may
come to us from dreams in the way
of self-revelation or otherwise, but to

use it for the strengthening of what
is weak and the rectifying of what
is wrong. In that way dreams may
be made subsidiary to the better gov-
ernment of our higher waking life.

As to the conclusion the writer

draws, that, as we wake from dreams,
so we may some day wake from

this life, which is so like a dream,
we leave it to the judgment of our

readers, merely remarking that it

would be very unfortunate if the

thought of such an awakening should

lead any one to think little of this

life, or abate any effort which he can

make to render it, if a dream, a hap-

py dream to himself and others.
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SPECIAL BOOKS.

The period since the Congress of Vienna has "been immensely fruitful of

great and far-reaching events—of events that have essentially modified the

fortunes of the world, its theories of government, and the condition of its

peoples ;
and of that period the nearly fifty years covered by the second

volume of Professor Andrews's history
* have been most eventful and

marked by momentous changes. At the opening of this history the conti-

nental sovereigns had established despotism throughout their domains on

what they thought were firm foundations, and surrounded it with guards
which they considered unassailable. The close of it finds the conditions

reversed
; government in the interests of the people recognized, and yielded

to, even if grudgingly, by those backward monarchs who would prefer to

contend against it. The first volume of Professor Andrews's history brings

the story down to the close of the revolutionary movements of 1848, when

the princes, again set upon their thrones, were studying and plotting as to

how they might resume their old authority. In France, Louis Napoleon
had become a central figure, and the tendencies were taking shape under

which the republic was destroyed and imperialism established. Taking up
the record again at this point, Mr. Andrews tells us he has treated only those

phases of the history that concern the development of Europe in the larger

sense, rather than that of each particular state or country. On the ground
that no event can be understood in isolation, and that history is something
more than a series of events chronologically considered, he has endeavored

to give logical form to the treatment of the subject, to carry each movement

forward to its conclusion before turning to the others
;
and has introduced

nothing that did not seem to him to be absolutely essential to an under-

standing of the subject. He has not deemed it necessary to describe battles

and military movements at length, and has omitted, with a few exceptions,

biographical discussions. He has been successful in adhering to his plan,

and, writing always dispassionately, yet without sacrificing interest, and with

his mind fixed on the main object, has given a clear and complete view of

what each event recorded signified and of what Europe has accomplished

in the past half century. The first chapter concerns France, the failure of

the second republic, and the rise of Napoleon III to imperial power. This

was extremely unwelcome to the other sovereigns, who were disposed to

resent the entrance of an intruder into their ranks, and led to diplomatic

skirmishing, ending in the Crimean War—a war that "did not create the

forces that led to the national unity of Italy and Germany, . . . but gave

to Cavour and Bismarck the opportunity that each was seeking." It re-

quires but a few uncolored words at the beginning of the story of the

achievement of the unity of Italy—the mightiest event of the whole series

—to picture Victor Emanuel the hero that he was. With similar success

are presented the masterly statesmanship of DAzeglio and Cavour and the

high-souled patriotism of the people of Italy. This achievement, a victory

* The Historical Development of Modern Europe from the Congress of Vienna to the Present Time.

By Charles M. Andrews. Vol. II, 1850-189r. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. Pp. 407. Price,

$2.50.
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over opposing Europe, compelled the recognition of an international prin-

ciple based on the affinities of peoples, and inaugurated,
" not only a new

regime for Italy, but also a new public law for Europe." The empire of

Napoleon, which rose to its culmination while these things were going on,

was "
nothing but an adventure out of accord with modern highly developed

civilization," exhausted France and checked the education of the people in

matters of government and habits of self-reliance. The rise of Prussia and

the establishment, under Bismarck, of the unity of Germany, are regarded
as an instance of the accomplishment of a noble end by the use of force.

The struggle culminated in the war of 1870, the ultimate consequence of

which was that "scarcely a vestige remained of those conditions of the

Congress of Vienna which for so many years had been the anxious care of

the European concert." The arrangement between Austria and Hungary,
creating a dual monarchy,

"
established a government which was the re-

sult, not merely of political ingenuity, but of experience, and one that on
the whole was successful "

; and Austria has taken its place among the

enlightened governments of Europe. The " Eastern question
"

is presented
as one in which the attitude of the powers is no longer determined in Eu-

rope, but in China, India, and Africa, the settlement of which seems to be

indefinitely postponed. The concluding chapters relate to present condi-

tions.

Mr. Seward excuses himself in rather an apologetic way for undertak-

ing to write a book on Fossil Plants* for the Cambridge Natural Science

Manuals—a task which Professor Williamson, a founder of modern paleo-

botany, had considered too serious; but students of botany and geology
have cause to thank him for having consented to attempt the writing of a

book intended to render more accessible some of the important facts of the

science, and to suggest lines of investigation in it. The botanist and geol-

ogist, not being always acquainted with each other's subjects in a sufficient

degree to appreciate the significance of paleobotany in its several points
of contact with geology and recent botany, the subject does not readily
lend itself to adequate treatment in a work intended for students of both

classes, and the author has accordingly tried to shape his treatment with

this point in view, and so as to adapt it to both non -geological and non-

botanical students. As a possible aid to those undertaking research in this

field he has given more references than usually seem appropt^iate in an in-

troductory treatise—often to specimens of coal-measure plants in the Wil-

liamson cabinet of microscopic sections, now in the British Museum—and
has dealt with certain questions in greater detail than an elementary treat-

ment of the subject requires. His plan has been to treat certain selected

types with some detail, and to refer briefly to such others as should be

studied by any one desiring to pursue the subject more thoroughly, rather

than to cover a wide range or to attempt to make the list of types complete.
The book opens with a sketch of the history of paleobotany, which is fol-

lowed by a discussion of the relation of paleobotany to botany and geol-

ogy. A succinct review of geological history is then given, in which the

several principal formations are briefly described. The theory of the pro-

* Fossil Plants. For Students of Botany and Geology. By A. C. Seward. With Illustrations.

Cambridge, England : The University Press. New York : The Macmillan Company. Pp. 452.

Pries, $3.
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cess of the preservation of plants as fossils is explained, the difficulties and
sources of error in the determination of fossil plants are pointed out, and
the rules for nomenclature and of priority in it are explained. The sys-

tematic part follows these introductory chapters, giving as full descriptions
as the condition of the fossils admit, with illustrations—one hundred and

eleven in all—of those belonging to the orders Thallophyta, Bryophyta,
and Pterodojjhyta, carrying the subject as far as the Sphenophyllales.
Technical as the subject necessarily is, the treatment is clear and, where the

matter admits, fluent, so that no student need complain of difficulties in

that liue.

GENERAL NOTICES.

Dr. W. Detmer^s Practical Plant Physi-

ology
* is a book of experiments for the use

of teachers as well as of students in higher-

grade schools, and supplies an aid to the

study of the whole of that branch of the

science by experimental processes. While

the arrangement of the material in the sec-

ond German edition is essentially the same

as in the first, nearly every section has been

enlarged or remodeled, and the book is es-

sentially a new one
;
new experiments have

been included for lecture demonstration or

private work, and pains have been taken to

render the book increasingly useful to seri-

ous students of plant physiology, especially

to those who desire to familiarize themselves

with methods of research. Great care has

been taken in the selection of research ma-

terial recommended for the experiments ;

and material suitable for winter work has

received attention as well as summer mate-

rial. This second German edition is presented

by the publishers in the translation in its en-

tirety, without addition or alteration. The

two great divisions of the book are into the

Physiology of Nutrition and the Physiology of

Growth and Movements resulting from Irri-

tability. In the first division the experi-

ments bear upon the food of plants (assimi-

lation, production of proteids, constituents

of the ash, and organic compounds as food

for plants) ;
the molecular forces and pro-

cesses (including movements of gases, ab-

sorption and movements of water, and ab-

* Practical Plant Physiology. An Introduc-

tion to Original Research for Students and Teach-

ers of Natural Science, Medicine, Agriculture, and

Forestry. By Dr. W. Detmer. Translated from

the second German edition by S. A. Moor. Lon-

don: Swan, Sonnenschein & Co. New York: The
Macmillan Company. Pp. 555. Price, $3.

sorption of mineral substances in plants) ;
and

metabolic processes in the plant. In the

second division the characteristics of grow-

ing plant structures, the conditions neces-

sary for growth, the influence of internal

causes and external conditions
; geotropic,

heliotropic, and hydrotropic mutations, and

other phenomena of irritability ;
the wind-

ing of tendrils and twining plants ;
dorsi-

centrality, polarity, and anisotropy and phe-

nomena of correlation
;
and movements of

variation, are presented.

The primary objects of Mr. HoffmarCs
The Sphere of Science* are to point out

what constitutes a science, and set forth the

ground upon which every science rests and

the principles and rules that must be fol-

lowed in order to construct one. The author

maintains throughout that every department

of knowledge is capable of scientific treat-

ment, and must be so treated before any

great advance can be made toward a con-

sistent and rational conception of the uni-

verse. The subjects are considered in suc-

cession of the true conception and aims of

science, what it takes for granted, the

scientific method, certainty and probability

in science, the use of the imagination, anal-

ogy as an aid, the limitations of science, re-

cent advances in the physical sciences, the

old and new psychology, modern scientific

ethics, philosophy as the science of the sci-

ences, and the harmony of the sciences.

The author holds that the chief need in all

departments of thought is not so much mere

facts as a new arrangement and classifica-

tion of facts already at hand ;
that we can

* The Sphere of Science. By Frank Sargent

Hoffman, Ph. D. New York: G. P. Putnam's

Sons. Pp. 268. Price, $1.50.
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be certain of no doctrine, but the most we

can do to establish it is to show that the

balance of probabilities is in favor of it;

that philosophy is the life of science and

science the vital breath of philosophy, and

if one is severed from the other both pine

away and die
;
and that those scientific re-

searches are successful which are not exclu-

sively special, but are illuminated by an

ample idea of science. The book is the

outcome of a series of lectures given to

classes in Union College to supplement their

work in formal logic.

The Text-Book of Geodetic Astronomy*
was prepared by Mr. John F. Hayford to

meet the conditions of the course at Cornell

University, the terms of which the standard

works now in use could not be made to fit. The

purpose of the book is to furnish a text short

and easy enough to be mastered by the stu-

dent of civil engineering in a single college

term which shall give him a sufficiently ex-

act and extensive knowledge of geodetic

astronomy to serve as a basis for practice in

that line after graduation. While it is pri-

marily a manual for students, the author has

endeavored to insert such matter, tables, and

convenient formulas as would make it of

value also to the engineer making astronom-

ical observations. Mathematical processes

have been omitted, except those that are

actually necessary for developing the work-

ing formulas, and simple and special means

for deriving the formulas have been chosen

in every case admitting choice. Consider-

able attention has been devoted to a discus-

sion of the various sources of error in each

kind of observations. Those formulas have

been selected, so far as possible, that lead to

accurate and rapid computation.

FAnnee Fsychologique\ of M. Alfred
Binct and his colaborers in the Laboratory of

Physiological Psychology of the Sorbonne,

Paris, is now in its fourth year, and the four

* A Text-Book of Geodetic Astronomy. By
John F. Hayford. New York: John Wiley &
Sons. Pp. 851, with plates.

t L'Annee P.sychologique. Edited by Alfred

Binet—with the Collaboration of H. Beaunis, Th.

Pubot and Bourdon, Courtier, Farrand, Flournoy,

Philippe, Vaschide, and Warren. Editorial sec-

retary, Victor Henri. Fourth year. Paris: Li-

brairie C. Reinwald. Schleicher Brothers, pub-
lishers. Pp 849. Price, 15 francs.

VOL. LIV. 10

volumes present a compendium of the psy-

chological studies and literature of the pe-

riod they cover, the value of which will be

appreciated by any one who has occasion to

examine the work. The first volume was a

book of 619 pages, with 33 figures ;
the sec-

ond, of 1010 pages, 141 figures, and several

plates; the third, of 825 pages, 103 figures,

and numerous plates ;
and the present vol-

ume has 849 pages and 117 figures. The

plan of all the volumes is the same
;

it is to

present in full the labors of the laboratory,

with original memoirs, and to give a con-

densed but adequate and classified summary
of the world's literature of the year relating

to the subject. The present volume con-

tains twenty-seven original memoirs, mostly

by Professor Binet and M. N. Vaschide,

with others by M. B. Bourdon and Mr. A.

Le Gere
;
about ninety reviews of books

and papers, classified under sixteen heads,

according as they relate to the physiology of

the nervous system, the several senses, men-

tal faculties and operations, movements, in-

dividual psychology and character, sleep,

dreams, and pathological cases, and animal

psychology; a bibliography, also classified,

of 123 pages; and an index of authors, oc-

cupying 17 double-columned pages.

Prof. Cyrus Thomas has given, in his

Introduction to the Study of North American

Archaeology* a brief summary of the prog-

ress in the investigation and study of the

subject which has been made up to the pres-

ent time. The increased activity among

students, the numerous explorations made,

the accumulation of data and the flood of

light thrown on questions relating to pre-

historic North America since the publication

of the last general work on it seemed to call

for such a summary. While the author's

chief object is to present and arrange the

-data so as to afford the student some means

of bringing into harmony and utilizing the

facts and materials at hand, yet, in view of the

impossibility of presenting a full account of

the arcluEological remains of the continent,

and discussing all the questions connected

with them in a single small volume, only thos-e

considered the best representatives of the

* Introduction to the Study of North Amer-

ican Archaeology. By Prof. Cyrus Thomas. Cin-

cinnati: The Kobert Clarke Company. Pp. 391.
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leading types and those which best illustrate

the arts, customs, and culture status of the

former inhabitants are referred to. The

movements and remains are treated under

the three heads of the Arctic, Atlantic, and

Pacific divisions
;

the first including the

works of the Eskimos, the second those of the

mound builders, and the third the curious

variety of works scattered along the Pacific

coast, and in Mexico and Central America,

rising to great elaboration in the latter coun-

tries. Theories have to be considered, though

they are all still uncertain, and Professor

Thomas notices the various views which have

been expressed as to the origin of the works

and the people who executed them. He
himself believes that they are all the work

of the peoples who lived here when America

was discovered, and are represented by the

present Indians
;
that they are not of a very

extreme antiquity ;
and that the continent

was peopled by tribes who came down from

the northwest through the region between

Hudson Bay and the Rocky Mountains.

Of Nature books encouraging the study

of the life around us we have an abundance

—of some sorts, perhaps, a superfluity
—and

they have their uses, one of the chief of

which is drawing people, who might other-

wise never think of it, to the observation of

natural facts, and to inquiry into their char,

acter and causes. Such books are fittingly

complemented by the Handbook of Nature

Study* of D. Lange, of St. Paul, Minnesota,

which teaches how system may be intro-

duced into this occupation. In it, the author

has undertaken to point out some of the ma-

terial which may be made the basis of profit-

able lessons in Nature study, and to show

how this material may be made available,

and what the pupils may be taught about

it. The author has arranged the matter of

the subject of his teachings according to

seasons and life communities. He begins at

home in the spring, and directs the wander-

ings of the pupils to the waters, fields, and

prairies, the roadsides and neglected cor-

ners, studying besides the plants and animals,

the geological action of water, the flowers of

* Handbook of Nature Study for Teachers and

Pupils in Elementary Schools. By D. Lange.
New York: The Macmillan Company. Pp.329.

Price, $1.

the fields and the needs of neglected places,

window flowers, and domestic animals. Then

he goes to the woods—in spring, in summer,
and in autumn—and their plant and animal

life, the effect of all these upon the earth,

and their relations to one another. Some

practical precepts are given to teachers con-

cerning the method of conducting the study

of Nature.

In the presentation of his conception of

The State* or the Elements of Politics, Prof.

Woodrow Wilson has taken a comprehensive

view. Designing a book for study and in-

struction, he has sought to set forth the evo-

lution of existing systems of government
from the beginning. Possessing no model,

no text-book of like scope and purpose hav-

ing apparently hitherto been attempted, he

has had to make his own type ; and, in the

absence of anything else to refer the student

to, has been obliged to include much that

might otherwise have been omitted. The

volume is consequently large ;
but this dis-

advantage, if it be one, is compensated for

by the fact that the student has the whole

subject before him. For his descriptions the

author has chosen governments which are

types of their several kinds. An indispen-

sable prerequisite to studies of things of this

sort is a knowledge of the constitutions of

the states of classical antiquity ; hence the in-

stitutions of Greece and Rome are studied :

Greece, which furnished the spirit and in-

spiration under which the world has ad-

vanced; and Rome, which laid the foundations

of modern jurisprudence. Before these, even,

a glance at The Earliest Forms of Govern-

ment, their Origin and Evolution, was re-

quired. Then, coming to modern systems,

which are also traced in their historical devel-

opment, "the government of France serves

excellently as an example of a unitary govern-

ment of one kind, and Great Britain equally

well as an example of a unitary government
of another kind

; Germany exhibits a federal

empire, Switzerland a federal republic of

one sort, the United States a federal repub-

lic of another
; Austria-Hungary and Sweden-

Norway show the only two existing European

* The State : Elements of Historical and Pnic-

tical Politics. By Woodrow Wilson. Revised

edition. Boston : D. C. Heath & Co. Pp. Cf.6.

Price, $2.
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types of dual monarchies." Russia might

have been presented as having a place apart

in European politics, but the book was full.

The work has been prepared in the belief

that " our own institutions can be understood

and appreciated only by those who know

other systems of government as well and the

main facts of general institutional history."

The accounts of the particular systems of

government are followed by short chapters

on the Nature and Forms of Government;

Law, its Nature and Development; the

functions and the objects of government;

and summaries, in which the conclusion is

expressed that law grows with the growth

of the community, can not leap too far ahead

of it, and must not lag behind it
;
and that

" the method of political development is con-

servative adaptation, shaping old habits into

new ones, modifying old means to accomplish

new ends."

Mr. H. E. Parhhurst has made in his How
to Name the Birds* a book on a different

plan from the other books about birds that are

now appearing so abundantly—not to rival

them, but to serve as an introduction to their

more genera! use. It is intended to aid the

field ornithologist in determining an unknown

species, by calling his attention to their more

obvious features and those more distinguish-

able from a distance than those which ob-

servers using the ordinary bird books have

to depend on as a means of recognition.

Color is chiefly relied upon, and, as a further

means of finding the birds, they are grouped

by the seasons, when they may be seen in a

given locality
—the summer, winter, migrant,

and permanent birds, and birds of prey.

The first four groups are subgrouped accord-

ing to color, and the larger color groups are

further subdivided. Other devices and signs

are contrived, so that a complete description

of the bird, as it will appear to the amateur

watching it from a little way off, is given in

three or four lines. To this a brief comment

is added regarding the nesting and habits of

the bird. These descriptions are preceded by

* How to Name the Birds. A Pocket Guide
to the Land Birds and to the Principal Water

Fowl normally found in the New England States,

New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, for

the Use of Field Ornithologists. By II. E. Park-

hurst. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. Pp.
115. Price, $1.

an analytical key similar to the botanical keys;

and the study is aided by giving three pages

ofdiagrams illustrating the distinctive areas of

the bird's body, to which reference is made

in describing the colors, stripes, and spots.

The list comprises only those birds that are

normally found within the territory described

in the title as regular summer or winter

visitants, as migrants, or as permanent

species.

A very important contribution to the

economy of city administration is the quar-

terly Supplement to Municipal Affairs, June,

1898, in which the late superintendent of

street cleaning in the city of New York,

George E. Waring, Jr., presents his observa-

tions on street-cleaning methods in European

cities, and general reports of his own work

in that line. The observations in Europe,

made in the summer of 1896, in a special

study of the subject, for the information and

improvement of Mr. Waring's own depart-

ment, include accounts of the conditions as

to cleanliness and the methods of doing the

work in Vienna, Budapest, Munich, Berlin,

Cologne, Brussels, London, Birmingham,

Paris, Turin, and Genoa. Mr. Waring finds

that the regulations under which the streets

are really kept clean in those cities are no

better than ours
;

" but there is the immense

difference that in Europe laws and ordinances

mean something and are executed, while here

they are treated as mere matters of form."

The reports of Mr. Waring's own work in

New York embrace a review of the general

operations of the department, the report of

the snow inspector, and an account of the

highly successful plan for the adjustment of

labor questions instituted by Mr. Waring.

Mr. Lauros O. McConaehie, in the study

and development of legislative methods

which he publishes under the title of Con-

gressional Committees (T. Y. Crowell & Co.,

New York, $1.75), assumes that a complete

breakdown of parliamentary machinery took

place on the floors of Congress under the

sudden and vast augmentation of legislative

burdens which our senators and representa-

tives had to confront after the civil war.

Two schools of reformers came to the front,

one of which held up the British parliamen-

tary system as a model and directed attention

abroad in the search for light ;
while the
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other stood up for the defense of American

legislative methods as developments of

American political conditions. The author

has sought a mean between these schools,

and has tried to glean from contemporary

debates, memoirs, newspapers, and other

records the reasons assigned for each innova-

tion as it has entered and enlarged the codes,

and has taken the testimony of contempora-

ry legislators upon the conditions prevailing

in successive stages in the history of the

national House and Senate. Among the les-

sons presented by the book are those of the

tremendous power wielded by the speaker of

the House of Representatives and of "other

anomalies in a supposed elective folk con-

gress."

Whittdker's Mechanical Engineer's Pock-

et Book, prepared by Philip R. Bjorling, if it

does not contain everything, contains a great

many facts and formulas concerning matters

on which the mechanician is often called

upon to seek immediate information, a con-

siderable proportion of which are not easily

subject to systematic classification. Among
the one hundred and thirty formulas and pro-

cesses are those relating to the flow and force

of water and wind, the pressure of gases and

the air, the weight, proportions, and strength

of parts of machinery ; stresses, rate of de-

livery of elevators, etc., gauges, tables of

areas and circumferences, squares, cubes,

fourth and fifth powers and roots, and items

which can be indicated only by viewing them

in detail. It is a valuable and indispensable

companion for the mechanical engineer.

The Macmillan Company. Price, $1.75.

M. J. Costanfin conceives that science

consists in something more than the mere

accumulation, description, and classification

of facts, with which too many persons con-

found it,
and that the important thing is

what the facts teach, and, as related to it or

as what may help to find it out, the theories

that may be deduced from them. He ap-

plies this principle to the evolution of plant

life in his book Lcs Vegetaux et les Milieux

Cosmiqnes (Plants and Cosmic Media)
—

adap-

tative evolution, which is essentially a study

of the operation of the various material fac-

tors of the environment on growth and de-

velopment.
" Guided by Goethe's ideas, he

invites us to witness the incessant variations

of organized existence everywhere visible in

Nature," under the influence of cold and

heat, light, gravity, and the aquatic medium,

hoping in these studies to find new and de-

cisive arguments in favor of transformist

conceptions. He aims to show how the new

characteristics produced by changes in the

influence of these factors to which plants are

subjected may be fixed and gradually become

hereditary. (Published by Felix Alcan,

Paris, in the Bibliotheque Scientifique Inter-

nationale.)

Mr. A. G. EllioWs little work on Indus-

trial Electricity
—a translation and adapta-

tion from the French of Henry D. Graffigny
—is the first and introductory volume of an

electro-mechanical series published by Whit-

taker & Co., London, and the Macmillan

Company, New York. The editor, in intro-

ducing the volumes, expresses the belief that

there is room for them because they explain

in very clear and non-mathematical language

the many and various applications of elec-

tricity. Many thousand copies of the origi-

nal French editions have been sold. The

present volume is divided into short chap-

ters, each dealing with a separate branch of

practical electricity
—its nature, the units,

magnetism and indnction, practical measure-

ment, chemical generators, accumulators, dy-

namo-electric machinery, electric light, elec-

tricity as a motive power, electric chemistry

and electro-plating, bells and telephones, and

telegraphs. In the succeeding volumes of the

series the more important branches of the

subjects touched upon here will be treated

separately and in detail.

Franklin Story Conant was born in Bos-

ton in 1870; was educated in the public

schools of New England, at the University of

South Carolina, and at Williams College ;
and

was a Doctor of Philosophy, Fellow, and

Adam T. Bruce Fellow in Johns Hopkins

University. He showed great appetency for

biological investigation and devoted himself

to it, at Baltimore, Beaufort, N. C, Wood's

Hole, and in Jamaica. He published a few

papers of mark, and would have published

many more if he had lived. He went to

Jamaica in June, 1897, to continue his inves-

tigations, and worked for nearly three months

on the development and on the physiology of

the sense organs of the Cubomcdusce. After
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the death of the director of the expedition,

Dr. J. E. Humphrey, he took the burden

upon himself, and labored faithfully till he

contracted yellow fever
;
returned to Boston,

and died there September 13, 1897. His as-

sociates of Johns Hopkins University have

published as a memorial volume of him his

dissertation on The Cubomedusce, which he

presented at the examination for the degree

of Doctor of Philosophy in June, 189*7, ac-

companied by a brief notice of his life and a

portrait.

Frederick H. Ripley and Thomas Tapper''

authors of the Natural Music Course, have

arranged A Short Course in Music, consist-

ing of two books, for use in schools in which

the more complete course is deemed un-

necessary or impracticable. In both books

familiar songs are made the basis of ele-

mentary music instruction. In these songs

the compositions of the best song writers are

represented. Exercises in two and three parts

in simple form are included in the course. A
brief summary of elementary theory is in-

serted in the appendix. Few definitions are

given, the thought of the learner being so

directed as to render them either unneces-

sary or obvious. In the cultivation of tone

and expression the authors insist that it is

the mind rather than the vocal organs that

at first needs attention. " If the pupil hears

the ideal tone he will almost instinctively im-

itate it." A number of portraits of com-

posers are given in connection with the

songs. (American Book Company. Price, 35

cents.)

Mr. Alfred Still, believing that there was

still room for a small book in which the

principles determining the behavior of sin-

gle-phase alternating currents under various

conditions should be considered less from

the point of view of the man of science than

from that of the engineer, offers Alternating
Currents of Electricity and the Theory of

Transformers for the place. The book has

been written, not only for engineering stu-

dents, but also for those engineers who,
while having extensive practical knowledge
of the subject, are yet anxious to get a cor-

rect elementary idea of the leading princi-

ples involved. Graphical methods are used

throughout, and the introduction of mathe-

matics has been carefully avoided. (Pub-

lished by Whittaker & Co., London
; The

Macmillan Company, New York. Price,

$1.50.)

A paper by A. B. Stickney, president of

the Chicago Great Western Railway Com-

pany, on The Currency Problems of the

United States in 1897-98, takes the ground
that currency is the creature of commerce

;

that legislation has nothing to do with it;

that its problems are purely economical
;
and

that the only thing that can be done for it is

to improve the machinery of exchanges.

A valuable and useful publication is New
York State Library Bulletin, Legislation, No.

9, containing a summary of legislation by
States in 1897. This is the eighth annual

number of the series, and its purpose is to

show at a glance what laws have been passed

by States on any subject, except those of

purely local interest. The summaries, though

concise, so well cover the principal points of

the laws cited that consultation of the text

of the laws may often be dispensed with.

Constitutional amendments receive special

treatment. The references in the present

bulletin cover thirty-six States and three

Territories.

Two memoirs, published under one cover

by the Peabody Institute of American Archae-

ology and Ethnology, relate to explorations

by George Byron Cordon in two districts of

Honduras, affording relics different in char-

acter. The work at the ruins of Copan hav-

ing been suspended during 1896 and 1897 by
some act of the Government of Honduras,

Mr. Gordon had to turn his attention else-

where, to explorations the results of which

are given under the titles of Researches in

the Uloa Vadey and Caverns of Copan,
Honduras. The investigations in the Uloa

Valley afforded a rich fund of objects of

interest and of novel character—pottery

adorned with elaborate and remarkably ar-

tistic designs, stone images, whistles, terra-

cotta stamps, and only one idol. Human

remains, of the most meager description, in

connection with the pottery furnish reason-

able evidence of burial places, but, being

only crumbling fragments of bone, are too

minute to supply any information respecting

the form of burials or the relative position of

the objects associated with them. The con-

clusions are drawn that the valley was at one
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time well populated, but not for any length

of time occupied by the people whose ruined

buildings of stone are found in the region

up to southern Mexico, and that it was

visited by several distinct peoples in ancient

times. Some mounds covered with stone

were discovered which deserve further in-

vestigation. Five caves cf different size and

character, described in the second memoir,

were explored near Copan, and afforded

objects peculiar to themselves and evidences

of sepulture. They were very dusty, al-

though stalactites had formed in some of

them, and, although undoubtedly used by

man many centuries ago, they do not seem

to indicate a constant occupation for an ex-

tended period of time, or to furnish evidence

of an extreme antiquity of man in the re-

gion. The most striking feature about them

is probably the entire difference in character

of the pottery from that found at Copan,

only a few miles away, and its want of re-

semblance with the pottery of any other

locality with which the author is familiar.

A series of Bulletins, Some Miscellaneous

Results of the Work of the Division of En-

tomology, of the United States Department
of Agriculture, is intended to furnish such

material as was formerly published in Insect

Life, presenting the results of observations

made in the office of the bureau which are

not extensive enough upon any one topic to

form an independent and complete bulletin.

The second number contains notices by dif-

ferent authors, mostly connected with the

bureau, on twelve insects predatory on eco-

nomical plants, with numerous "general

notes " and correspondence.

Under the Stars, and Other Verses, is a

small collection of ballads, relating chiefly

to naval fights, by Wallace Rice and Barrett

Eastman, published by Way & Williams,

Chicago. It is dedicated "
to the wider pa-

triotism," and appears well adapted to inflame

the martial spirit, which is in this country

already excited to an extremely unhealthy

extent.
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fragments uf Jcietxce.

Carbonic Aeid and Glaciation.—In a

paper on Hypotheses bearing on Climatic

Changes, Prof. T. C. Chamberlin takes up a

suggestion of Tyndall's that the periods of

terrestrial glaciation might be dependent

upon the carbon dioxide of the atmosphere,

the peculiar competence of which to retain

solar heat he had demonstrated. Following

out the doctrine of atmospheric loss on its

own lines, although only in a tentative way
as yet, he seems to find a rhythmical action

that may in part explain the glacial oscilla-

tions. The idea, he says, hinges on the action

of the ocean as a reservoir of carbon dioxide,

and on the losses of the organic cycle under

the influence of cold. Cold water absorbs

more carbon dioxide than warm water. As

the atmosphere becomes impoverished and

the temperature declines, the capacity of the

ocean to take up carbonic acid in solution in-

creases. Instead, therefore, of resupplying

the atmosphere in the stress of its impover-

ishment, the ocean withholds its carbon diox^

ide to a certain extent, and possibly even

turns robber itself by greater absorption.

So also, with increased cold the progress of

organic decay becomes less active, a greater

part of the vegetal and animal matter re-

mains undecomposed, and its carbon is there-

by locked up ;
and hence the loss of carbon

dioxide through the organic cycle is in-

creased. The impoverishment of the atmos-

phere is thus hastened and the epoch of

cold is precipitated. With the spread of

glaciation the main crystalline areas whose

alteration is the chief source of depletion

become covered and frozen, and the abstrac-

tion of carbon dioxide by rock alteration is

checked. The supply continuing the same,

by hypothesis, re-enrichment begins, and

when it has sufficiently advanced warmth

returns. With returning warmth the ocean

gives up its carbon dioxide more freely, the

accumulated organic products decay and add

their contribution of carbonic acid, and the

re-enrichment is accelerated and interglacial

mildness is hastened.

Additions to the Missouri Botanical Gar-

den.—We learn from the ninth annual report

of the Missouri Botanical Garden that while

the decorative features were maintained in

1897 in about the same manner as hereto-

fore, considerable additions have been made

in certain classes, especially orchids, and the

collections of cultivated species, with their

named varieties, are now estimated to num-

ber about five thousand. Circumstances

made possible material additions to the con-

tents of the herbarium
; and, besides the

purchased current collections, rather larger

and more numerous than usual, the garden

has secured the herbarium of the late J. H.

Redfield, very rich in earlier collections rep-

resenting the flora of the United States
;
the

herbarium of the late Dr. J. F. Joor, contain-
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ing 4,133 specimens, and largely adding to

the representation of the flora of Louisiana

and Texas
;
the interesting herbarium of Gus-

tav Jermy, of San Antonio, Texas, contain-

ing a very full set of Carpathian plants and

a nearly complete local flora
;
the important

pre-Linna?an herbarium formed by Boehmer

and Ludwig ;
and a Chinese collection by Dr.

A. Henry. Even larger additions were made

to the library. The instruction of garden

pupils was continued, and the garden was

visited by several research students. Among
the scientific papers accompanying the re-

port and bound with it are those of C. H.

Thompson on American Lemnaceas; N. N.

Glatfelter on Salix longipes ; H. C. Irish on

the Genus Capsicum ;
A. S. Hitchcock on

Cryptogams collected in the Bahamas, Ja-

maica, and Grand Cayman ;
J. N. Rose on

Agaves ;
C. H. Thompson on Cacti Anhalo-

nium ; and seven shorter papers under the

heading of " Notes and Observations."

The Indian Idea of the " Midmost Self."

—In attempting to explain the significance

of a pentagonal stone dodecahedron with

vestiges of figures on it found near Marietta,

Ohio, Dr. J. C. Morris assumed that, besides

the Aryan idea of three dimensions of space,

there is, to the Indian and to the Eastern

mind, another—the fullness.
"
It is not the

length and breadth and thickness of a cube,

for instance, but the whole of it,
which is as

much to be considered as any one of its

sides. A cube would therefore be represent-

ed numerically by seven, a dodecahedron by
thirteen. Among the Mexicans the thirteen

lunar months would thus correspond in the

year with the twelve zodiacal signs and the

earth which passed under and embraced

them all." Again, the five digits came to be

a measure of man's power or individuality,

and thus a sacred number. A pentagonal

dodecahedron, then, might be the emblem

of the world
;
and the best time to be ac-

tive in some contemplated pursuit might be

shown by the zodiacal sign that came upper-

most when the dodecahedron was thrown or

rolled with appropriate ceremonies. As Mr.

Frank H. Cushing interpreted the doctrine at

the same meeting of the Anthropological So-

ciety, when the primitive man contemplates

or considers himself or anything in its rela-

tion to space or the surrounding directions,

" he notices that there is ever a front or face,

a rear or back
;
two sides, or a right and a

left
;
a head and a foot, or an above and a

below
;
and that of and within all of these

is himself or it
;
that the essence of all these

aspects in anything is the thing itself—that

is, the thing that contains their numbers or

sum, yet is one by itself. This is indeed the

very key to his conception of himself and of

anything in relation to space and the uni-

verse or cosmos. He observes that there are

as many regions in the world as there are

aspects of himself or sides to any equally

separate thing; that there are as many di-

rections from him or his place in the world

(which is his
' midmost ' or place of attach-

ment to the Earth-mother), or from anything

in the world (which is its midmost or natu-

ral station), toward these corresponding re-

gions. Hence to him a plane would be sym-

bolized not by four, but by five—its four

sides and directions thence, and its central

self—as was actually the notion of the prairie

tribes ; a cube, not by six, but by seven, as

was the notion of the valley Pueblos and

Navajos; a dodecahedron, not by twelve,

but by thirteen, as was the notion of the

Zunis, the Aztecs, and apparently
—from this

example—of the mound builders as well."

The Bactrian Camel for the Klondike.—
The great Siberian or Bactrian camel is rec-

ommended by Mr. Carl Hagenbeck, the fa-

mous Hamburg importer of wild beasts, as

the best animal for the Klondike climate.

It is at home in the coldest regions, can

carry or go in harness, can cross mountains

or traverse valleys, and is so easily supplied

that Mr. Hagenbeck can undertake to deliver

any number in New York, duty paid, for three

hundred dollars each. It can endure thirst

and long spells of hunger as well as freezing

cold, and is not too delicate to make its bed on

the snow. It sheds its coat before the sum-

mer heat, but as the cooler weather of the fall

comes on "
it grows a garment of fur almost

as thick as a buffalo robe and equally cold-

resisting. It is far more strongly built than

the southern camel. It does not '

split
'

when on slippery ground, though it falls on

moist, wet clay which yields to the foot. On

ice and frozen snow it stands firmly, and can

travel far." It is said that an excellent cross

can be made between the male Bactrian and
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the female Arabian camel; but when the

parentage is reversed the progeny is useless.

General Harlan is said to have marched two

thousand Bactrian camels four hundred miles

and crossed the Indian Caucasus in ice and

snow, with the loss of only one auimal, and

that by an accident. This camel is native to

the high plateaus, steppes, and deserts of

Mongolia and South Siberia, and it has been

found wild on the plain of Tsaidam, main-

taining itself in this "arid, cold, and wa-

terless region, where the herds are said to

travel seventy miles to drink. Nothing,"
we are further told,

" but too much comfort

or a damp climate seems to hurt it. For

food it prefers dry, salty plants and bushes

and grows sick and lean on good pasture.

The salty efflorescence of the steppes is ea-

gerly eaten by it, and in this country it pre-

fers dry food, especially wheat straw and

hay. Prjevalski's camels would eat almost

anything
—

straw, bleached bones, old pack

saddles, straps, and leather. The Mongols
told him of camels which had been without

food a long time, and then devoured an old

tent belonging to their owner. They even

ate meat and fish, and one of the traveler's

camels made a meal of the bird skins ready
for stuffing."

Nicaragua and its Ferns.—Tropical Amer-

ica is described by B. Shimek, in a paper on

the Ferns of Nicaragua, as the fern paradise
of the earth.

" No other corresponding di-

vision of the earth's surface," he says,
"
pre-

sents as great a total number of species, or

as many species which are peculiar to it.

Nowhere else is the great variation in form

and size, in structural characters and habits

of growth, and in the arrangement and char-

acter of the reproductive organs, better shown
than here. This richness in the fern flora,

exhibited in almost unlimited variety, is, no

doubt, accounted for by the topography and-

contour of that part of the American conti-

nent which lies within the tropics. It is nar-

row when compared with the continents of

the Old World, and it contains high moun-

tain chains, which form its longest axis. Its

narrow form brings all of it more or less

within the influence of the adjacent oceans,

which furnish to most of it an abundance of

moisture. Its high mountains supply all the

conditions effected by altitude, and, more-

over, cut off the otherwise abundant moisture

from certain areas. We have thus within

comparatively restricted limits all the possi-

ble degrees of moisture and temperature, and

the effect of environment finds abundant ex-

pression in the great variety of fern struc-

tures." After palms, ferns form the most con-

spicuous feature of tropical vegetation, and in

size they vary from species only a fraction of

an inch high to splendid tree ferns or vines

single fronds of which are more than thirty

feet long. In texture " some rival the flim-

siest lace, while others develop thick, leathery

fronds. ... In habit the variation is fully as

great. In western Nicaragua, for example,

where there is a distinct dry season, ferns

growing on bare volcanic rock become so dry

that they may be ground to powder between

the fingers, and yet they retain life
;
while in

the eastern part, with its deep jungles in

which perpetual shade and moisture prevail,

the more delicate as well as the more gor-

geous forms have full opportunity for the

development of their many peculiarities."

In a very small territory of Nicaragua, in-

cluding a strip along the San Juan River in

no case extending more than six miles away
from it, and in the little island of Ometepe
in Lake Nicaragua, Mr. Shimek, in less than

four months, while engaged in general bo-

tanical work, collected more than a hundred

and twenty species of ferns
;
and yet only

about one fifth of one hundred and twenty-

one species recorded by Founder, two fifths

of one hundred and thirty-five species cred-

ited by Hemsley to Nicaragua, and two fifths

of those reported by Baker and Hemsley
from adjacent Costa Rica, occur in his list.

Wave Length and other Measurements.
—

Describing the measurement of absolute

wave length before the Astronomical and

Physical Society of Toronto, Mr. A. F. Miller

remarked that a somewhat incorrect idea

prevailed as to the smallness of the space

occupied in the performance of luminous un-

dulations; in fact, some people seem to re-

gard the wave length of light as something
almost inconceivably small. Really, how-

ever, we are familiar with much smaller di-

mensions. For instance, the author had

found from actual measures that the wave

length of one of the characteristic lines in

the spectrum of sodium vapor was very nearly
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equal to 77000 °f an inch. The thickness of

ordinary gold leaf is given as jg-giroTr of an

inch, from which it becomes evident that the

wave length of sodium light, which is an

average wave length for the visible spec-

trum, is six and a half times as great as the

thickness of gold leaf. Such a dimension as

4-2 otto °f an incn could readily be measured

by a suitable micrometer
;
but of course the

waves of light, as well as the ether particles

by which they are transmitted, are entirely

invisible, and even were this otherwise the

frequency of the undulations is so inconceiv-

ably great that the actual phenomena of the

movements could never become perceptible.

In measuring the absolute wave length, there-

fore, we are forced to take the indirect

method of observing the results of undula-

tions in cases where, by a suitable arrange-

ment of the experiment, equal and opposite

phases of vibration are made to arrive simul-

taneously at the same spot, so producing

phenomena of interference.

The " Cansses " of Southern France.—
It is surprising to find existing, in a country

so old and supposedly so familiar as France,

a region similar to our Colorado plateau, full

of canons, caves, and cliff dwellings, until

recently almost unknown and wholly un-

explored. Yet such is the region of the

Causses, described and illustrated with a

striking series of lantern views, before the

American Association for the Advancement

of Science, by the well-known cave explorer,

Dr. H. C. Hovey, of Newburyport, Mass. The

local name Causse, derived from the Latin

calx, lime, is applied to a limestone area, and

here to a limestone plateau. Along the west-

ern slope of the Cevennes Mountains lies an

elevated table-land, chiefly of Jurassic lime-

stones, which had been cut and carved by
the streams, especially the Tarn and its afflu-

ents, into a group of high plateaus separated

by deep canons. The cliffs of the Tarn Val-

ley are from one to two thousand feet and

even more in height, and with their precipi-

tous sides and the brilliant and varied color-

ing of their strata are not unworthy of com-

parison with our own great canon regions of

the West. At some points, where the beds

are markedly unequal in hardness, the weath-

ering process has resulted in structures as

remarkable as Monument Park or the Gar-

den of the Gods. Such is the " rock city
"

known as Montpellier-le-Vieux, at the junc-

tion of the Jonte and the Durbais, on the

Causse Noir. This strange area of natural

ruins covers some two thousand acres with a

fantastic similitude of castles, palaces, streets,

and temples. It seems surprising that a

country so picturesque for the tourist and so

interesting for the geologist should have re-

mained almost unknown till the present time.

Fine roads pass over and around it, but they

avoid the wild and rugged portions that pos-

sess such scenic interest, and leave the Causses

—as they have been for ages
—barren soli-

tudes, occupied only by shepherds with their

huts and flocks. The people, also, as is so often

the case in such regions, have a superstitious

dread of the deeper caverns and the seeming

ruins, and do not lend themselves readily to

exploration. The cliffs are full of caves,

some of which—the more accessible and

simple
—are used as sheepfolds, and even in

some cases inhabited, but the wilder ones

are held in dread. It seems that cliff dwell-

ings are actually still in use to some extent

in this region. The French Societe de Spele-

ologie has now for some years been inves-

tigating the Causses with great interest.

Ere long this will become a favorite re-

gion for tourists
;
but at present one must

leave all ordinary facilities of travel and

take to canoes and mules. This was done

by Dr. Hovey and his party, under the lead-

ership of M. Edouard A. Martel, of Paris,

who has been one of the most active ex-

plorers. They entered and traversed many
remarkable caves, some never before visited,

and some that have been previously explored

by M. Martel and others of the societe.

One of these, known as the Baumes Chaudes,

is a great triple cavern, one of the main

branches of which had yielded a large num-

ber of prehistoric skeletons to Dr. Pruni-

eres, of Marvejol. In the third division

are a number of deep pits, locally called
"
wells," from forty to a hundred and thirty

feet deep; these communicate with lower

passages and subterranean streams. They
are death-traps to animals, the remains of

which, of many kinds and in all stages of

decomposition, accumulate at the bottom, and

are gradually covered by stalagmitic de-

posits. Another remarkable cave was dis-

covered and named after its daring and en-
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thusiastic explorer, M. Louis Armand, of

Paris. It can only be entered by a " well "

two hundred and forty feet deep, and below

this lies another of still greater depth. The

party was provided with rope ladders for

use in such places ;
and the intrepid investi-

gator who essayed the descent went down,

by actual measurement, six hundred feet

from the surface. He described the stalac-

tites as magnificent. Both from a geologi-

cal and an archasological point of view this

account was of unusual interest. Dr. Hovey
had many beautiful views of the canons and

the cave openings in their walls
;
while his

observations, and those of the Societe de

Speleologie, are very curious as to the per-

sistence, in this strangely overlooked region,

of conditions closely akin to what are usu-

ally called
"
prehistoric

"
times.

Molecular Asymmetry and Life.—Speak-

ing in his presidential address to the Chem-

ical Section of the British Association on

Stereochemistry and Vitalism, Prof. A. R.

Japp expressed the conclusion that " the

production of single asymmetric compounds
or their isolation from the mixture of their

enantiomorphs [or opposite forms] is, as

Pasteur firmly held, the prerogative of life.

Only the living organism, with its asymmet-
ric tissues, or the asymmetric productions

of the living organism, or the living intelli-

gence with its conception of asymmetry, can

produce this result. Only asymmetry can

beget asymmetry. The absolute origin of

the compounds of one-sided asymmetry is a

mystery as profound as the absolute origin

of life itself. The two phenomena are inti-

mately connected. ... No fortuitous con-

course of atoms, even with all eternity for

them to clash and combine in, could compass
this feat of the formation of the first optic-

ally active organic compound. Coincidence

is excluded, and every purely mechanical

explanation of the phenomena must neces-

sarily fail. I see no escape from the conclu

sion that at the moment when life first arose

a directive force came into play
—a force of

precisely the same character as that which

enables the intelligent operator, by the exer-

cise of his will, to select one crystallized en-

antiomorph and reject its asymmetric oppo-

site. I would emphasize the fact that the

operation of a directive force of this na-

ture does not involve a violation of the law

of the conservation of energy."

Dr. Russell's Photographic Researches.
—At the recent meeting of the British Asso-

ciation at Bristol, Dr. W. T. Russell gave,

before the Chemical Section, some further

information regarding his recent researches

on the surprising action exerted by certain

substances in the absence of light on photo-

graphic plates. The Journal of the Society

of Arts gives some of his more striking re-

sults :

" Some ordinary type, a portion of the

cover of Punch, and the wrapper of a packet

of tobacco produced strongly defined pic-

tures ; the last mentioned was particularly

interesting, inasmuch as the red ink had

proved active, the blue inactive. Strangely,

writing ink (old-fashioned) is quite inactive,

and paper having writing on it in ink, even

over a hnndred years old, when placed be-

tween a sheet of active material and a sen-

sitive plate, yielded a picture in which the

writing appeared quite distinctly, white on

black, in spite of the original being in some

cases indistinct; ferrous sulphate behaves

like ink. The list of materials that are ac-

tive is very long, and includes wood, which

gives a picture of the grain and knots.

Many metals are active, but zinc is very ac-

tive only when bright, so that a dirty sheet

of zinc rubbed with sandpaper gives a pic-

ture of the scratches. Many alloys are also

active, pewter and fusible metal being two

of them, and curiously some brasses are,

while others are not. The effective agency
that passes from the material to the sensitive

plate shows peculiarities. It passes through

gelatin, gutta-percha, celluloid, collodion,

wet gum arabic, and some paper, while other

paper, glass, minerals transparent to light,

and many other substances are opaque to

these emanations, and some striking effects

were exhibited demonstrating the interfer-

ence of these opaque substances when inter-

posed between an active substance and the

sensitive plate. For instance, a five-pound

note placed printing downward on the sensi-

tive plate gave a picture of the printing in-

scription, but when placed under a zinc plate

with the printing toward the zinc plate it

gave a picture of the opaque paper with the

water marks distinctly showing, and, what is

still more astonishing, the zinc plate, after
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contact with the note, itself yielded a picture

of the inscription, showing that the influence

from the ink had passed to the zinc plate.

It was noteworthy that the signature was

not in writing ink. A cutting from the

Times, the paper being transparent, showed

a picture of the printing on both sides; the

picture, moreover, was reversible, showing
that a perfect picture of both sides of the

paper had been impressed on the one plate.

This interesting phenomenon is, however,

not quite explained, but the great amount of

work he has done leads him to the provi-

sional opinion that the effect is due to the

evolution of hydrogen peroxide."

Scientific "Trade Hunting."—The re-

cent movement in England toward the estab-

lishment by the Government of a commercial

intelligence office for the securing and diffu-

sion of information regarding foreign trade

has given rise to considerable discussion

among the English trade papers. The busi-

ness of the office is to be the gathering of

general information of interest and value to

the English merchant with a foreign trade,

and especially of pointing out new ways for

the extension of foreign commerce, and call-

ing attention to possible new markets for

English goods. A number of schemes have

been proposed, among others that of sending

an expert once every year or two to the

different foreign
" trade areas," for the pur-

pose of collecting information and samples,

and of giving a trustworthy estimate of its

commercial prospects ; another, that of ex-

tending the consular reports in such a man-

ner as to compass the same ends. There is

considerable opposition to the scheme from

some branches of business, where it is held

that no one is so likely to get hold of useful

information as the trader himself, and that

the publishing of such Government reports

as the scheme contemplates would result in

giving the information to foreign as well as

English traders, and thus negative whatever

advantage might come to the English mer-

chant from his individual discovery of a

valuable market.

Dr. IVenfeld.—The London Times of Sep-

tember 13th gives the following account of

the career of Dr. Neufeld, who has just been

delivered from captivity in Omdurman by

the English forces :

" Karl Neufeld studied

medicine at Leipsic University, and went

early in life to Egypt, following first his pro-

fession as a medical man and subsequently

as a merchant. At the beginning of the

eighties he had a practice at Keneh, Upper

Egypt, where several Germans and also Da-

tives of his own home saw him. Subse-

quently he set up as a merchant at Assouan.

After the fall of Khartoum and the firm

establishment of the Mahdi's power at Om-

durman, Neufeld seems to have formed a

scheme for opening up commercial inter-

course with the closed Soudan, for he

equipped a caravan with which he proceed-

ed to Berber, which was then in the hands of

Osman Digna. The latter sent the German,

whom he looked upon as a dangerous spy,

to the Khalifa Abdullahi. This was in 1886.

Neufeld was condemned to death, and was

taken to the place of execution. He behaved

there so courageously, asking to be executed

like a Mohammedan, instead of suffering death

by hanging, that the Khalifa was struck and

respited him under the gallows. He was

taken to the general prison, with heavy chains

on his hands and feet, and treated altogether

in a most abominable manner. He was kept

alive by the women, who took pity on him

and fed him, as they had done before him to

Slatin. Then an endeavor was made to util-

ize his knowledge. He knew nothing about

founding cannon, but he managed to manu-

facture powder, and he was also ordered to

invent a machine for coining money. Owing
to the escape of Father Ohrwalder and, later,

of Slatin Pasha, his position became worse.

He was again manacled and threatened with

having his arms and feet hacked off if he

should attempt to escape. There were many
efforts to liberate him. The Austrian Catho-

lic mission, induced by Father Ohrwalder,

Slatin Pasha, the British Government, the

German, and more especially the Austrian,

representatives at Cairo, all endeavored to

further the escape of Neufeld. He fre-

quently received money, but he refused to

escape, as he would not accept liberty with-

out his wife—an Abyssinian slave presented

to him by the Khalifa—and the two children

whom she had borne him. The latter would

have been exposed to fearful tortures, and

thus Neufeld chose to remain a prisoner. He

was active subsequently also as an artist, and
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as he could draw well he was ordered to

decorate the mausoleum of the Mahdl, and

this pleased the women of the Khalifa so

much that they petitioned the latter for his

liberation. It is also said that he has writ-

ten Arabic books and illustrated them. The

latter part of his twelve years' detention ap-

pears to have been less onerous, as after the

escape of Slatin he had to be interpreter

to the Khalifa and translator of European

newspapers which the ruler of the Soudan

received regularly. It is to the credit of the

Khalifa Abdullahi that not one of the

Christian prisoners received a hurt on the

approach of the Anglo-Egyptian forces. It

is expected that a narrative of his experience

in the Soudan will be shortly published by

Dr. Neufeld."

Natural Selection and Fortuitous Varia-

tion—The three principal objections urged

against Darwin's theory of natural selection

were stated by Prof. W. F. R. Weldon, in

his presidential address to the Section of

Zoology and Physiology of the British Asso-

ciation, as being that the species of animals

we know fall into orderly series for the

selection of which purely fortuitous varia-

tions can not be supposed to afford opportu-

nity ;
that minute structural variations can

not be supposed to affect the death-rate so

much as the theory requires they should,

while many of the characters by which spe-

cies are distinguished appear to us so small

and useless that they can not be supposed to

affect the chance of survival at all
;
and that

the process of evolution by natural selection

is so extremely slow that the time required

for its operation is longer than the extreme

limit of time given by estimates of the age

of the earth. The first of these objections

the speaker alleged to be due to a misunder-

standing of words
;
we regard as fortuitous

what we do not understand
;
and he proceeded

to explain how what we call chance may be

shown, especially by a method developed by
Professor Pearson, to be a real and important

factor. To the other two objections Pro-

fessor Weldon opposed the results of ob-

servations of his own and of Mr. Herbert

Thompson on the small shore crabs ( Carci-

nus mcenas) at Plymouth Beach. " In these

crabs small changes in the size of the fron-

tal breadth do, under certain circumstances,

affect the death-rate
;
and the mean frontal

breadth among this race of crabs is, in fact,

changing at a rate sufficiently rapid for all

the requirements of a theory of evolution."

In conclusion, he said :

"
I hope I have con-

vinced you that the law of chance enables

one to express easily and simply the fre-

quency of variations among animals, and I

hope I have convinced you that the action of

natural selection upon such fortuitous varia-

tions can be experimentally measured, at

least in the only case in which any one has

attempted to measure it. I hope I have

convinced you that the process of evolution

is sometimes so rapid that it can be observed

in the space of a very few years." The

whole difficulty of natural selection, he

added, is a quantitative difficulty ;
and he

insisted upon the need of observations and

measurements of the rates of variation.

The Interior of Canada.—The country

between Lake St. John and James Bay is

under survey by the Department of Coloni-

zation and Mines of Quebec, in furtherance

of a scheme for a transcontinental railroad

to tap the Hudson Bay country and Lake

Winnipeg. As to the commercial advan-

tages of a railway center established at the

head of James Bay or at the limit of tide

water on the Nottaway River, Mr. O'Sullivan,

the surveyor, shows that the shore line of

Hudson and James Bay, following the east

coast from the mouth of the Nottaway to

the southern entrance to Hudson Strait,

measures, in a line running due north, eight

hundred miles, or about the same distance

as the former point is north of the city of

Washington ;
and the western shore line,

measured in the same way to Rowe's Wel-

come, is about sixteen hundred miles, while

the area inclosed amounts to more than

three hundred and fifty thousand square

miles. While Hudson Strait is blocked

with ice during nine months of the year, the

bay itself is navigable from June till Novem-

ber, and James Bay is generally open early

in May. All the large rivers—the Albany,

Moose, Hannah, Nottaway, Rupert, Main, and

Big Rivers—converge along these shores, and

the forest wealth of the thousands of miles

drained by these and lesser rivers can be

concentrated at the mouth of the Nottaway or

Rupert. The land along the line from Lake
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St. John is good dry land fit for settlement.

The Nottaway at the crossing point is four-

teen hundred and fifty feet wide, and ad-

mits bridge spans of five hundred feet.

Thence, a direct line to Norway House, at

the foot of Lake Winnipeg, would pass

through the gypsum beds on Moose River,

and give access to a vast area of rich agri-

cultural land in the north part of the prov-

ince of Quebec. The straight line continued

would strike about the forks of the Peace

and Smoky Rivers, near the center of the

northwest wheat-growing region, and thence

follow the valleys of the Peace and Skeene

Rivers to the Pacific Ocean, crossing the

Rocky Mountains at a point where the sum-

mit is two thousand feet lower than that

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. As to

the resources of this northwestern country,

there are, according to a Dominion official

report, an area of six hundred and fifty-six

thousand square miles along the Mackenzie

River suitable for the growth of potatoes, four

hundred and seven thousand suitable for bar-

ley, and three hundred and sixteen thousand

for wheat, with a pastoral area of eight hun-

dred and sixty thousand square miles, two

hundred and seventy-four thousand miles of

which may be regarded as arable land.
" The

difference in latitude makes no corresponding

difference in the climate. Flowers bloom as

early in the spring and as late in autumn at

Great Slave Lake as at Winnipeg or St.

Paul and Minneapolis. The prevailing south-

west or Chinook winds render the climate

along the Peace and Liard Rivers as mild and

salubrious as that of western Ontario.

Wheat ripens along the Mackenzie River

under the Arctic Circle, a thousand miles

farther north than Rupert House."

MINOR PARAGRAPHS.

Mr. W. H. Huddleston, in his presiden-

tial address to the Geological Section of the

British Association, spoke of the geology of

the southwest of England, and began with

supporting the claim of Bristol, where the

association was meeting, to be regarded as

the cradle of British geology, and even more
;

for, he said, Devonshire, Cornwall, and

West Somerset first attracted the attention

of the Ordnance Geological Survey.
" Thus

it comes to pass that the region which lies

between the Bristol Channel and the Eng-

lish Channel claims the respect of geologists

in all parts of the world, not only as the

birthplace of stratigraphical paleontology,

but also as the original home of systematic

geological survey. The city of Bristol lies

on the confines of this region, where it

shades off northwestward into the Palaeozoics

of Wales and northeastward into the Meso-

zoics of the midland counties."

A committee of the English Society of

Arts, appointed to inquire into the matter,

attribute the doubtful quality of modern

paper to
"
revolutionary

"
changes which the

industry has undergone, including the intro-

duction of new substances of varying quali-

ties and chemical properties, in the working

up of which there is still room for much im-

provement. The committee have examined

many books, as evidence, on the question of

the deterioration of paper. They distinguish

two tendencies—to disintegration and to dis-

coloration—which are independent but may
be concurrent effects, and are notably con-

current in papers containing mechanical

wood pulp. Disintegration, which has been

brought to light in papers of all grades, is

generally the result of chemical changes in the

fibers, produced by acids in the rag papers,

and by oxidation in the papers made of me-

chanical wood pulp. Discoloration of ordi-

nary cellulose papers, as distinguished from

papers containing mechanical wood pulp, is

dependent upon the quality of the sizing,

and particularly the proportion of rosin in it.

The committee define as the normal standard

of quality for book papers, required for pub-

lications of permanent value, fibers not less

than seventy per cent of the cotton, flax,

and hemp class, sizing not more than two per

cent rosin, the paper to be finished with the

normal acidity of pure alum, and the loading

to be not more than ten per cent mineral

matter.

Colonel G. E. Church, president of the

Geographical Section of the British Associa-

tion, pointed out in his opening address,

which was on Argentine geography and the

ancient Pampean Sea, that the drainage area

of the Plata basin was, according to Dr.

Bludan, 1,198,000 square miles, or more than
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two and a half times that of the Pacific

slope of the Andes. The minimum water

discharge into the Plata estuary would,

every twenty-four hours, make a lake one

mile square and 1,650 feet deep. About

seventy-four per cent of it would represent

the flow of the Parana, and twenty six per

cent that of the Uruguay River. These

interlaced with the affluents of the Amazon

along a line of fourteen degrees of longitude

The author sought to show that the Plata

drainage area was, in a recent geological

period, much more extensive than it is to-

day ;
that its extreme northern limit was in

10° 44' south latitude, and that nearly all the

waters that now unite to form the Madeira

River, the main affluent of the Amazon,
once flowed southward into a Pampean sea

that penetrated north over the plains of the

present Argentine Republic to about 19°

south latitude.

Dr. Le Neve Foster, who nearly met his

death in 189*7 from carbonic-oxide poisoning

while investigating a mine accident in the

Isle of Man, discussing, in his report on the

disaster, the origin of the gas, points out

that although it occurs occluded in certain

rocks and minerals, it has never been found

as a natural constituent of the atmosphere

of the mines. He had, therefore, to seek an

artificial source, and found it in the burning

of the timber in the mine. It appeared that

the combustion of a cubic foot of larch, the

wood used in the timber construction of the

Snaefell mine, gives rise to enough carbonic

oxide to occupy four hundred and seventeen

feet of space at a temperature of 60° F. and

a pressure of thirty inches. Twenty-five cubic

feet of timber will yield sufficient to infect

the atmosphere with one per cent of the gas

all through the mine— enough to cause almost

immediate loss of consciousness and speedy

death. It is important, therefore, to avoid,

as much as possible the use of combustible

material in the shafts and roadways of mines,

unless they are constantly wet or damp. It

is also well to have compressed oxygen at

hand for the restoration of asphyxiated per-

sons, and also apparatus for penetrating

noxious gases.

Rafting, similar to that which formerly

distinguished the navigation of the Ohio and

Mississippi Rivers, and to that which is still

employed by the wood dealers on the great
rivers of northern Russia and Siberia, is in

use among the farmers of the middle and

upper courses of the Yang-tse-Kiang as a

means of getting their produce to market.

They join rafts till they have a surface of

two or three acres, care being taken not to

have them too large for the river at its nar-

rowest passages, and on these they build

veritable farmsteads, with dwelling houses,

barns, stables, and pigpens, for horses,

cattle, and swine
;
and provide supplies of

hay, fodder, and provisions for beast and

man, to last the human and animal popula-

tion of the craft during their journey of six

hundred or nine hundred miles. The men
on board are not idle through this journey,

but have their stock of osier twigs and spend
their time making baskets and other articles.

Arrived at one of the great river marts, the

people dispose of their animals and products,

sell the articles they have made, and find

markets for the material of their rafts with

the dealers in lumber and firewood—just as

the Ohio and Mississippi boatmen used to do.

Then they return home.

NOTES.

The New York School of Applied De-

sign for Women, 200 West Twenty third

Street, was organized for the purpose of

affording to women instruction which will

enable them to earn their livelihood by the

employment of their taste and manual dex-

terity in the application of ornamental de-

sign to manufacture and the arts. Besides

eight elementary courses, it has a course in

historic ornament, advanced courses in the

applications of design to the manufacture of

wall paper and silk, and of the elementary
instruction to the work of an architect's

draughtsman, and to illustrating and lithog-

raphy ;
and special courses in book-cover

designing, advanced design, animal drawing
for illustration, stained glass designing, water-

color painting, and interior decoration. The
instructors are practical men from manufac-
toiies and architects' offices. Pupils are al-

lowed to proceed as rapidly as they master

the successive steps in the course of instruc-

tion, without having to conform to a fixed

period.

Communicating to the American Associa-

tion the results of experiments in fig-raising
in California, Dr. L. O. Howard said that the

trees produced from imported Smyrna cut-

tings dropped most of their fruit, whence it

seemed that something was wanting. This

was found to be the fertilizing insect, Mas-
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tophora pxenes, which inhabits the wild fig
trees or caprifigs of the Mediterranean coun-

tries, and which the fig-growers procure by
bringing down twigs of these trees from the

mountains at the fertilizing season. Artifi-

cial fertilization of figs has been tried in

California with considerable success; but it

is thought that if the caprifig and its insect

can be naturalized in California, there will

be no difficulty in raising figs the equal to

those of Smyrna.

Discussing at the meeting of the Ameri-
can Association the position of the trilobites

in classification, Prof. A. S. Packard referred

to the discovery of Beecher that certain gen-
era of them have antenna? together with
biramose legs, essentially the same for the
head and trunk, and double, so that one por-
tion is available for swimming and the other
for crawling. He then showed that this uni-

formity of appendages does not occur in the

Crustacece, to which the trilobites have been
referred heretofore. For this reason, and
because the young have a different form
from crustacean young, zoologists are in-

clined to refer the trilobites to a separate
class and to regard them as an older, more

primitive group. From certain obvious

affinities, the Limulus, or king crab, may be

regarded as a descendant from the trilobites.

On Thursday, September 15th, Mr. Stan-

ley Spencer and Dr. Berson ascended from
the Crystal Palace, near London, in a balloon
inflated with pure hydrogen to the remark-
able height of twenty-seven thousand five

hundred feet, only fifteen hundred feet be-

low the highest ascent of Coxwell and
Glaisher. Numerous scientific instruments
were carried, and also a cylinder of com-

pressed oxygen for inhaling at great heights.
It was found necessary to use the oxygen at

twenty-five thousand feet.

In the discussion in the British Associa-
tion of a communication by Professors E. B.

Roser and W. 0. Atwater recording their ex-

periments (American) on the amount of energy
supplied to and obtainable from the human
body—which are found to be equal—Prof.
W. E. Ayrton, presiding, pointed out that
the energy of muscular action is probably
capillary or electrical, the human machine

being more analogous to an electric battery
or motor than to a steam engine.

In the list of officers of the American
Association for 18y9, published in our last

number, the name of L. 0. Howard, of the

Department of Agriculture, Washington,
should have appeared as permanent secre-

tary.

The hundredth anniversary of the inven-

tion of the voltaic or electric pile is to be
celebrated in 1899 at Como, the birthplace
of Alexander Yolta, bv an international elec-

trical exhibition. A national exhibition of
the manufacture of silk—machinery, prepa-
ration, and processes—will be held in con-
nection with it. An international congress
will also be held for the discussion of the

progress and applications of electricity.

A prize of five hundred guineas is of-

fered by the Sulphate of Ammonia Commit-

tee, 4 Fenchurch Avenue, London, for the
best essay on The Utility of Sulphate of
Ammonia in Agriculture ;

the committee to

have entire disposal of the selected essay,
and the refusal of any of the others for not
more than fifty guineas each. The essays

—in

English
—should be in the hands of the com-

mittee not later than November 15, 1898.

Recent death lists include the names,
among men known to science, of Prof. Park

Merrill, chief of the Forecast Division of the
Weather Bureau, at Washington, August
8th

;
Dr. E. V. Aveling, late assistant in

physiology at Cambridge and professor of

chemistry and physiology at New College, a
writer upon scientific topics, in London,
August 4th, aged forty-seven years ;

M. Paul

Sevret, mathematician and member of the
French Academy of Sciences, in Pai is, June
24th, aged seventy years ; W. F. R. Sur-

ringer, professor of botany in the University
of Leyden, and director of the Botanical
Garden and Herbarium; J. A. R. Newlands,
the discoverer of the periodic law of the
chemical elements, in Lower Clapton, Lon-

don, July 29th, aged sixty-nine years ;
the

astronomer Romberg, who succeeded Encke
at Berlin in 1864, and was called to Pulkova
in 1873, author of numerous papers in

Monthly Notices on double stars and plan-
etary and cometary observations, at Pulkova,
July 6th, aged sixty-four years ;

John Hop-
kinson, an eminent British electrician, presi-
dent of the Institute of Electrical Engineers
in 1890 and 1896, killed with his three chil-

dren in an attempt to ascend the Dent de

Visivi, Alps, August 24th
; Dr. H. Trimble,

professor of practical chemistry in the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, and editor

of the American Journal of Pharmacy ; M.
de Windt, geologist of the Belgian Exploring
Expedition to the Congo, drowned in Lake

Tanganyika, Africa, August 9th
;
Dr. Paul

Glan, assistant professor of physics in the

Univeisity of Berlin, aged fifty eight years;
Dr. E. J. Bonsdorf, formerly professor of

anatomy and physiology at Helsingfors, Fin-

land, aged eighty-eight years; Dr. Robert

Zimmerman, formerly professor of philoso-
phy in the University of Vienna, at Salzburg,
Austria, aged seventy-seven years ; M. J. M.
Moniz, known by his investigations of the
natural history of Madeira, at Madeira, July
11th, aged sixty-six years ;

and M. Pomel, a

distinguished French mining engineer, pro-
fessor of geology and past director at the

Algiers Scientific School, and author of a
number of special works, at Oran, Algeria.
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THE WHEAT-GROWING CAPACITY OF THE UNITED
STATES.

By EDWAKD ATKINSON.

IN
1880 it happened to fall to me to make a forecast of the very

great reduction in the price of wheat in Great Britain, which

could then be predicated on the lessening cost of transportation from

Chicago to the seaboard, thence to British ports, which was then sure

to be soon followed by a large reduction in the railway charges for

bringing the wheat to Chicago from the other Western centers of

distribution. I then alleged that the time was not far off when,
even if the price of wheat in Mark Lane were reduced from the

then existing rate of fifty-two shillings per quarter to thirty-four

shillings, it would still yield as full a return to the Western farmer

as it had yielded in previous years at fifty shillings and upward.
This forecast attracted great attention, and has since been made the

subject of very much bitter controversy, especially since the fall in

prices was much more rapid than I then thought it could be, and

was carried to a much lower point than any one could have then

anticipated. It will be remarked that thirty-four shillings in Mark
Lane is at the rate of one dollar and three cents per bushel of sixty

pounds.
From time to time I have almost been forced to defend the

position then taken, notably when asked to appear before the Royal
Commission on Depression in Agriculture at one of their sessions,

where I was kept upon the stand for two full days in the effort of

the excellent English farmers and landowners to prove that the

American farmer had been ruined by the reduction in the price of

wheat, which the majority of that commission attributed to the

VOL. LIV.— 11
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demonetization of silver. The whole tone of that investigation and
of a large part of the treatment of the wheat question in Great

Britain has been one of complaint and of alleged wrong to British

agriculture because the United States had succeeded in supplying
the masses of the people of the United Kingdom with cheap bread,
with sufficient profit to themselves to keep up the supply.

Now comes what may be called a cry of alarm from a scientist

of highest repute lest England may be deprived even of an adequate

supply of wheat, and lest the price should be forced to an exorbitant

point. This view of the case was stated at great length by Sir Wil-

liam Crookes when assuming the presidency of the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science at the recent meeting in Bristol.

This address is published in full in the Times of September 8th, the

portion devoted to the wheat question filling three out of six columns

of closely printed text; the other three are devoted to a complete re-

view of the existing conditions of science. I venture to give a few
extracts which will convey to the reader the aspect of the wheat'

question from this essentially British point of view. Sir William

Crookes begins with a sort of apology, which the writer can fully

appreciate. He says:
"
Statistics are rarely attractive to a listening audience, but they

are necessary evils, and those of this evening are unusually doleful.

... I am constrained to show that our wheat-producing soil is

totally unequal to the strain put upon it. After wearying you
with a survey of the universal dearth to be expected, I hope to

point a way out of the colossal dilemma. It is the chemist who
must come to the rescue of the threatened communities. It is

through the laboratory that starvation may ultimately be turned

into plenty."
One of the singular facts which becomes quickly apparent to any

one who deals with this subject in Great Britain is the inability of

the English farmer to think about agriculture except in terms of

wheat. JSTow we have an example of our English scientist of the

highest repute who seems to ignore all other grain and to predict

future starvation on an expected deficiency in the supply of

wheat. Sir William Crookes proceeds :

" The consumption of wheat per head of the population (unit con-

sumption) is over six bushels per annum; and, taking the popula-

tion at 40,000,000, we require no less than 240,000,000 bushels

of wheat, increasing annually by 2,000,000 bushels to supply the

increase of population. Of the total amount of wheat consumed

in the United Kingdom we grow twenty-five and import seventy-five

per cent."

He then deals with the impending scarcity, saying:
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" To arrest this impending danger it has been proposed that an

amount of 64,000,000 bushels of wheat should be purchased by the

state and stored in national granaries, not to be opened except to

remedy deterioration of grain, or in view of national disaster ren-

dering starvation imminent. This 64,000,000 bushels would add

another fourteen weeks' life to the population."

After dealing with the fact that while it might be possible for

the United Kingdom to supply itself with its own wheat at an aver-

age of twenty-nine and a half bushels to the acre, he goes on to say

that this would require thirteen thousand square miles of British

territory, increasing at the rate of one hundred square miles per

annum; but he says it would be clearly impossible to assign so large

a proportion of the area of the United Kingdom to a single crop with-

out suffering in other matters, adding:
" In any case, owing to our cold, damp climate and capricious

weather, the wheat crop is hazardous, and for the present our annual

deficit of 180,000,000 bushels must be imported. A permanently

higher price for wheat is, I fear, a calamity that ere long must be

faced."

I can imagine with what a relish the Royal Commission on the

Depression of Agriculture would have received this prophecy of a

permanently higher price for wheat. Sir William Crookes goes on

to say:
" Wheat is the most sustaining food grain of the great Caucasian

race, which includes the peoples of Europe, United States, British

America, the white inhabitants of South Africa, Australasia, parts

of South America, and the white population of the European
colonies."

He then points out how rapidly the consumers of wheat have in-

creased, yet failing to attribute this increase in part to the rapid

reduction in the cost. He says:
" In 1871 the bread-eaters of the world numbered 371,000,000;

in 1881, 416,000,000; in 1891, 472,600,000; and at the present
+ime they number 516,500,000. The augmentation of the world's

bread-eating population in a geometrical ratio is evidenced by the

fact that the yearly aggregates grow progressively larger. ... To

supply 516,500,000 bread-eaters, if each bread-eating unit is to have

his usual ration, will require a total of 2,324,000,000 bushels for seed

and food. According to the best authorities, the total supplies from

the 1897-'98 harvest are 1,921,000,000."
It will be observed that while the English average consumption

is said to be six bushels, the average employed in this computation
is four and a half bushels per head. He then remarks upon the

large harvests for seven years, saying :
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"
Bread-eaters have almost eaten up the reserves of wheat, and

the 1897 harvest being under average, the conditions become serious.

... It is clear we are confronted with a colossal problem that must

tax the wits of the wisest. Up to recent years the growth of wheat

has kept pace with demands. As wheat-eaters increased, the acreage
under wheat expanded. We forget that the wheat-growing area is

of strictly limited extent, and that a few million acres regularly ab-

sorbed soon amount to a formidable number. The present position

being so gloomy, let us consider future prospects."

He then deals successively with the United States, Russia,

Canada, and other countries. In regard to the United States he

remarks :

"
Practically there remains no uncultivated prairie land in the

United States suitable for wheat-growing. The virgin land has been

rapidly absorbed, until at present there is no land left for wheat

without reducing the area for maize, hay, and other necessary crops.

It is almost certain that within a generation the ever-increas-

ing population of the United States will consume all the wheat

grown within its borders, and will be driven to import, and, like

ourselves, will scramble for a lion's share of the wheat crop of the

world."

It is difficult for a citizen of the United States who has given

any attention to the potential of our land to conceive of such views

being held by an Englishman of highest scientific intelligence.

When I was in England last summer I had a long interview with

the editor of one of the papers of widest influence in all Great

Britain. I then remarked that there were forces in action in the

United States in three or four different directions which would

profoundly change all the conditions of British industry, and ren-

der the English-speaking people of the United Kingdom and the

United States more and more interdependent. It is seldom that one

finds more than an occasional half a column in any great English

paper devoted to the subject of our economic relations and to the

development either of the American iron industry, of its agriculture,

or of the cotton production and manufacture. Yet, in all these

branches of industry, profound changes of world-wide importance,
and yet of greater importance to the people of Great Britain, are

now in progress. I may venture to say that this address of Sir

William Crookes marks even a more profound ignorance of the

forces in action in this country than even I had ever compre-
hended. Sir William Crookes next submits the following com-

putation :

" The rate of consumption for seed and food by the whole world

of bread-eaters was 4.15 bushels per unit per annum for the eight
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years ending 1878, and at the present time is 4.5 bushels. . . .

Should all the wheat-growing countries add to their area to the

utmost capacity, on the most careful calculation the yield would give
us only an addition of some 100,000,000 acres, supplying at the aver-

age world yield of 12.7 bushels to the acre, 1,270,000,000 bushels,

just enough to supply the increase of population among bread-eaters

till the year 1931. At the present time there exists a deficit in the

wheat area of thirty-one thousand square miles. . . . When pro-

vision shall have been made if possible to feed 230,000,000 units

likely to be added to the bread-eating populations by 1931, by the

complete occupancy of the arable areas of the temperate zone now

partially occupied, where can be grown the additional 330,000,000
bushels of wheat required ten years later by a hungry world? If

bread fails—not only us, but all the bread-eaters of the world—what

are we to do? We are born wheat-eaters. Other races, vastly

superior to us in numbers, but differing widely in material and intel-

lectual progress, are eaters of Indian corn, rice, millet, and other

grains; but none of these grains have the food value, the concen-

trated health-sustaining power of wheat, and it is on this account

that the accumulated experience of civilized mankind has set wheat

apart as the fit and proper food for the development of muscle and

brains."

Sir William then proceeds to deal with the salvation by chem-

istry. But before taking notes from that part of his address, is it not

singular to remark this tendency of the scientist as well as of the

English farmer to think only in terms of wheat, wholly ignoring
other grains? It may be interesting to point out the exact difference

in the nutrients.

Wheat flour is analyzed in the following statement:

Water 11.6

Protein 11.1

Fats 1.1

Carbohydrates 75 . 6

Mineral matters 0.6

Total nutrients 88.4

Potential energy in one pound 1,660 calories.

Corn or maize meal differs only as follows:

Water 14.5

Protein 9.1

Fats 3.8

Carbohydrates VI .0

Mineral matters 1.6

Total nutrients 85.5

Potential energy in one pound 1,650 calories.
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Oatmeal:

Water 'J.'J

Protein 15.1

Fats „ 7.1

Carbohydrates 68.1

Mineral matters 2.0

Total nutrients 92.3

Potential energy in one pound 1,845 calories.

Eye flour:

Water 13.1

Protein 6.7

Fats 0.8

Carbohydrates 78 . 7

Mineral matters 0.7

Total nutrients 86.9

Potential energy in one pound 1,620 calories.

It will be remarked that the difference between maize meal and
wheat flour consists only in a slightly larger proportion of fats and
a slightly less proportion of protein, a matter very easily balanced by
giving consideration to the other kinds of food which may be used

by the bread-eater. Again, it is hardly to be supposed that the

Scotchmen who listened to Sir William Crookes admitted in their

minds that wheat flour possessed any greater potential energy in the

development either of muscle or of mind than the oatmeal to which

they have been habituated for so many generations. I doubt if any
New England Yankee who had been brought up on the diet of corn

(maize) bread and baked beans, the latter supplying the protein
element in abundance, would admit any greater development of the

muscle or brain by exclusive dependence on wheat for the bread of

life. It is not, however, my purpose to deal with the relative food

values of wheat and other grains; it is simply to take up this extraor-

dinary delusion of Sir William Crookes in respect to the potential
of the wheat-producing area of this country. His theory is salvation

by chemistry, and he rightfully calls attention to the necessity for

obtaining a cheap and abundant supply of nitrogen. All the other

elements for fertilizing the soil are relatively abundant at low cost,

especially in this country. Our enormous supply of the phosphates
of lime and potash gives assurance on this matter, and our one de-

ficiency, or rather the one element heretofore of high cost, has been

the necessary proportion of nitrogen required to maintain an even

balance in the soil.

I am surprised that Sir William Crookes should attribute so

little importance to the recent discovery of the influence of bacteria,

which living and dying in nodules attached to the stalks of the
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leguminous plants dissociate the nitrogen of the atmosphere, where

the supply is unlimited, converting it to the nutrition of the plant,

and thence to the renovation of the soil. Sir William deals only
with the renovating qualities of clover, having apparently no com-

prehension of the existence of the cow-pea vine, the soya bean, the

alfalfa, and many other types of legumes by which the partially ex-

hausted soil, especially of the South, is now being renovated with

great rapidity at a low cost. Sir William's hopes of nitrogen seem to

be based on some method being found to save the sewage of cities,

but mainly on the conversion of the water power of Niagara and

other great falls to the generation of electricity and thence to the dis-

sociation of the nitrogen of the atmosphere.
The point to which I wish to direct attention and inquiry is this

alleged nearly complete taking up of the land of the United States

capable of producing wheat in paying quantities. The question
which Sir William Crookes puts is this : He says there is a deficit in

the wheat area of thirty-one thousand square miles which must be

converted to wheat-growing in order to keep up with the increas-

ing demand of the world to prevent wheat starvation in less than

one generation. It will be observed that the present necessities

of the world are computed by Sir William Crookes at 2,324,-

000,000 bushels, of which this country will supply 600,000,000 to

700,000,000 bushels from an area of land devoted to wheat of

71,000 square miles, a fraction over two per cent of the area of the

United States, omitting Alaska.

The problem may then be stated in these terms : Given a demand
of the wheat-consuming population of the world for this whole

supply of 2,324,000,000 bushels, this country could supply it at the

present average per acre by devoting two hundred and fifty thousand

square miles to this crop, or less than ten per cent of the area, omit-

ting Alaska. We could supply the world's present demand, but of

course such computations are purely speculative.

I venture to say that if a contract could be entered into by the

bread-eaters of the world with the farmers of the United States,

giving them an assurance of a price equal to one dollar a bushel in

London, or a fraction under thirty-three shillings per quarter of eight

bushels of sixty pounds each, which would yield to the American

farmer from sixty to eighty cents per bushel on the farm, the land

now under cultivation in wheat and not required for any other crop
or for pasture would be opened in the United States which would
be devoted to this service year by year as fast as the consumption
called for it. In fact, there are now fully one hundred thousand

square miles of land, 64,000,000 acres, fully suitable to the produc-
tion of wheat at fifteen bushels to the acre, practically unoccupied in
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any branch of agriculture, which would be devoted to wheat on an

assured price of one dollar a bushel in Mark Lane, yielding 960,-

000,000 bushels. Or, to limit the question yet more: Sir William

Crookes states the needs of the people of the United Kingdom at the

present time to be 240,000,000 bushels, increasing at a rate of

less than two per cent per annum, of which twenty-five per cent is

derived from her own soil. If John Bull, in place of building

granaries, could offer thirty-three shillings a quarter, or one dol-

lar a bushel, in London as a permanent price for the next thirty

years, would not Uncle Sam accept the offer? and if Uncle Sam
should then ask for bids among the States, are there not several

single States or Territories that would take the contract each for

itself?

Having put that question, I now propose to submit an inquiry in

due form in order to sustain my own belief that we can supply the

whole present and the increasing demand of Great Britain for the

next thirty years with six bushels of wheat per head at a dollar a

bushel from land situated wholly in the Indian Territory, not yet

open to private entry, but which may soon be open when the Indian

titles have all been purchased. Or, again, I undertake to say that the

State of Texas can meet this whole demand without impairing in the

slightest degree its present products of grain, cotton, wool, and meats,

and without appropriating the use of more than a small fraction of

the area of that single State which has not yet been fenced in or sub-

jected to the plow to the production of wheat.

Perhaps it would be better to put a more simple proposition in

order to bring out what would be perfectly feasible. Let it be as-

sumed that the British public should really become so alarmed as to

be willing to put up the granaries which have been suggested for

storing fourteen weeks' consumption, or 64,000,000 bushels. That

would require a very large capital which would yield no income

on which there would be a heavy loss of interest and a considerable

risk of damage to the wheat during the period of storage. In place

of this a feasible plan would be to put up the capital which would

be required for building these granaries, invest it in consols, and

pledge it as collateral security for the fulfillment of a contract run-

ning for thirty years for the annual purchase of 10,000,000 bushels

of wheat per month, or say 128,000,000 bushels a year, or twice the

quantity proposed to be stored.

There are several large dealers in grain and provisions in the

United States who would" be ready to take this contract and to put up
a sufficient sum of capital invested in United States bonds to serve

as security for prompt delivery.

An assured supply of 128,000,000 bushels in addition to the
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ordinary supply might allay the fear of scarcity and high price of

bread. It may here be observed that the low average crop per acre

of the United States has been due to the inclusion of wheat grown
on land partially exhausted by cropping or not Avell adapted to this

grain. The all-wheat as well as the all-cotton and all-tobacco

methods of ignorant farming or cropping year after year are now

very rapidly giving place to varied crops coupled with an increase of

product per acre. No agency has been of such service in this matter

as the Agricultural Experiment Stations, now established in almost

every State under the supervision of men of the highest capacity.
Under this system wheat, which requires a few days of machine work
in the spring and autumn, occupying very little time of the farmer

himself, is rapidly becoming the surplus or money crop of farms

otherwise maintained on the alternate products. Under such cultiva-

tion an average crop of twenty bushels to the acre would be assured,

in many sections much more. One hundred and twenty-eight mil-

lion bushels at twenty bushels per acre would require 6,400,000

acres, or ten thousand square miles. As an alternate with other

crops in a rotation of four, this would call for only forty thousand

square miles in varied farming. In order to satisfy the anxieties of

Sir William Crookes lest land should be taken from other necessary

work, this area might be divided among several States and Territories,

say five thousand square miles among eight. Oklahoma (38,719

square miles) was opened to settlement only seven years since, and

has yet a great deal of unoccupied land. It will this year raise

13,000,000 bushels of wheat from 850 square miles devoted to the

crop. Give Oklahoma five thousand square miles, the unoccupied
Indian Territory (30,272 square miles) would take all the rest as

soon as open; but we may only assign five thousand square miles to

that area. Five thousand more might be assigned to the limestone

section of Virginia, in the valley of the Shenandoah and its tribu-

taries; five thousand each to Kentucky (40,400 square miles) and

Tennessee (42,050 square miles), while the great wheat-growing
States—Kansas (82,080 square miles), Nebraska (77,510 square

miles), Minnesota (83,365 square miles), and the two Dakotas

(148,445 square miles)
—would compete for the contract each to

open a little patch of five thousand square miles, not yet adjacent to

railways. We should thus have exhausted the area called for with-

out regard to the instant competition which would come from Cali-

fornia (158,360 square miles), Oregon (96,030 square miles), and

Washington (69,180 square miles), and probably from Pennsylvania

(45,215 square miles) and other Eastern or Southern States. At a

dollar per bushel in London no difficulty would be found in placing
this contract even without resort to Texas (265,780 square miles),
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which could take the whole on but a small portion of its area not yet
under the plow.

The only additional measure which would then be required
would be one which must come in any event—namely, the neutrali-

zation of the ports of export and import of food in the United States

and Great Britain and in such other countries as may choose to join,

together with the neutralization of a ferry or sea way for the trans-

portation of the food, wherein no hostile shot should be fired and no

seizure of private property permitted on the part of any nation, the

condition of this understanding being that if any other nation ven-

tured to question or contest this dedication of a neutral way for the

conveyance of food to the purposes of peace, the navies of Great

Britain and of the United States would be united to force its accept-

ance, and to sweep from the ocean the fleet of every state or nation

which ventured to contest this measure. That would be a suitable

measure for beginning to make a right use of navies—for the protec-

tion of commerce and for the destruction of every fleet or vessel

which did not accept the principle that private property not con-

traband of war should be exempt from seizure upon the high seas,

coupled with a declaration limiting contraband of war so that it may
never be made to include customary articles of commerce, especially

food, not now contraband.

The foregoing text was set in type and one hundred advance

proof sheets were supplied, which have been sent by the writer to

the Secretaries of Agriculture and the chiefs of the Agricultural

Experiment Stations in all the States to which we look for any con-

siderable product of wheat. The replies are so complete and so

numerous as to make it impossible to incorporate a full digest of

the whole case within the limits of the present article. A sup-

plement will be prepared for a later number of this journal, in

which this information will be tabulated. For the present pur-

pose I may avail myself only of a part of the data which have been

sent to me.

1. The evidence suffices to prove that there is not a State named
above which could not set apart five thousand square miles for the

cultivation of wheat in a rotation of four without trenching in the

slightest degree upon any other crop. 2. In previous essays, in which

I have dealt with the potential of the agriculture of this country, I

have very guardedly computed but one half our total area of three

million square miles (omitting Alaska) as being arable land, suitable

for the plow. The returns now in my hands would render it suitable

to increase that area to two thirds, or two million square miles sub-

ject to cultivation. 3. The area now under the plow for the pro-
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duction of our principal crops for the year 1897 is given in the table

below. If miscellaneous crops be added to these principal crops, the

cultivated land of this country does not now exceed, and in fact does

not reach, twenty per cent of the arable land, while from the culti-

vated portion a progressive increase in product may be expected un-

der the impetus of improved methods of farming on lessening areas

in each farm.

Maize
Wheat
Oats

Barley ....

Rye
Buckwheat.

All grain.

Hay
Cotton

Acreage.

80,095,051

39,465,066

25,730,375

2,719,116

1,703,561

717,836

150,431,005

42,426,770

23,273,209

216,130,984

Yield.
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thousand square miles. The crop of 1898 is computed at 190,000,-

000 bushels, a quantity sufficient to supply Great Britain with all

that she needs in addition to her domestic production. It has been

grown on an area of less than twenty thousand square miles, or upon
one eighth part of the land of these three States only; the rest of the

wheat land can be as surely and profitably devoted to the production

of wheat as that part already under that crop. The fact may be

recalled that the territory which now constitutes the two States of

North and South Dakota began to be computed separately from other

States only in 1880, when a little under 3,000,000 bushels were

credited to that territory. The minimum product of these two States

this year will be 100,000,000 bushels.

One of the authorities upon whom I rested for absolute informa-

tion is Mr. L. G. Powers, chief of the Bureau of Labor of the State

of Minnesota, in whose Annual Report for 1896 is the most exhaust-

ive study of the grain production of the Mississippi Valley that has

ever been made. I therefore do not hesitate to incorporate in this

article his comments upon the proof sheets sent to him:
" The probable product of wheat in a State like Minnesota, at

a fixed price, such as Mr. Atkinson mentions, can be estimated, even

approximately, only by taking account of a number of such factors

as the present actual and relative profit of the wheat farmer, and

the probable changes that will be made in the next few years in the

cost of cultivating wheat and of transporting it to London. A few of

the leading well-known facts relating to these subjects may with

profit be noted in this connection, and first a few words with refer-

ence to the profits of wheat raising in Minnesota.
" Whatever may be true of wheat raising in Europe, or in the

Atlantic coast States of America, it can be positively asserted that

the average profit of the Minnesota wheat grower has been steadily

though irregularly increasing since the admission of this State to

the Union in 1858. This is evidenced by the relative number and

amount of farm-mortgage foreclosures in the State, as a whole, and in

its several sections at the present time and in the past. Properly to

use those foreclosures as a measure of the increasing prosperity of the

Minnesota wheat farmer, two facts should be kept in mind. In

1880, and prior to that time, the industry of wheat growing was most

fully developed in those counties which now constitute the First

Congressional District. The farmers of those counties at that time

depended for their income largely upon their wheat crops. Later

they have adopted a highly diversified system of agriculture in which

wheat is only an incidental cash crop. The exclusive cultivation of

wheat now finds its seat in the counties composing the Seventh Con-

gressional District. The lands of this district are situated about two
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hundred miles on an average farther from the markets of Europe
than those of the First District. Notwithstanding this fact and all

changes in the selling price of wheat, and all allied changes affecting

the wheat industry of the State, the farm-mortgage foreclosures in

the Seventh Dictrict in the five years ending with December, 1897,
were relatively twenty per cent less than they were in the First Dis-

trict in the five years 1880 to 1884, and were forty per cent less than

in the five years 1869 to 1873. To the extent represented by these

figures has the average cultivation of wheat as an exclusive crop be-

come more profitable in Minnesota than it was twenty, thirty, or

forty years ago. A much greater increase of farm prosperity has

taken place in those counties which have adopted a diversified system
of agriculture, and made wheat an incidental cash crop.

" The growing farm prosperity in Minnesota above noted finds

its highest development in the past five years, during which the sell-

ing price of wheat in London has averaged approximately one dollar

per bushel, or the amount called for by the conditions stated by Mr.

Atkinson. This increasing farm prosperity in Minnesota, which less-

ens the mortgage foreclosures of the exclusive wheat growers forty

per cent in thirty years, has been the main factor in the settlement

of Minnesota and the two Dakotas. It has caused the wheat grown
in the territory of these three States to increase from 10,000,000
bushels in 1867 to 190,000,000 bushels in 1898. With no added

profit in the business, the settlement of the vacant lands of these

States and those of Montana and of the British Northwest will move

on, and twenty-five years from now will find in the territory tributary

to Minneapolis and Duluth not less than 400,000,000 bushels of

wheat raised annually. Even then but a fraction of the possible

wheat lands of the great Northwest will be under the plow. If a

material increase should take place in the present average profits of

the Northwestern wheat grower, the imagination of man could hardly

picture the stimulus to wheat culture that would result.
" With a fixed price of one dollar per bushel in London, called

for by Mr. Atkinson's conditions, the American farmers can find in-

creased profit in two possible sources: decreased cost of transporta-
tion to London, and lessening cost^of wheat production in Minnesota.

A detailed analysis of the various charges that constitute the present
cost of transporting wheat from the Red River Valley of Minnesota,
the Dakotas, and of Manitoba to London gives reasonable assurance

of a reduction in the next few years of at least five and possibly seven

cents per bushel in such cost. Here is an almost certain addition, in

the next few years, of from five to seven cents a bushel to the profit

of American-grown wheat, providing only its average selling price
in London remains practically unchanged.
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11 A careful study of farm methods among Minnesota farmers dis-

closes this fact : Some wheat growers, with the best farm machinery,
and employing the best methods of agriculture, make a profit in wheat

raising of from ten to fifteen cents a bushel more than do their

less intelligent and less progressive neighbors. Now, the tendency
in the State and throughout the Northwest is to bring, by education

and a general exchange of methods, the poorer farmers up to the

level of the best. This change is rapidly taking place. It will not

require fifteen years to realize its consummation. When the methods

and facilities of the average farmer are brought up to the level of the

best of the present time, this change, with the change above noted

in transportation charges, will add to the average profit of Minne-

sota farmers in growing wheat a total of not less than fifteen and

possibly of over twenty cents a bushel. Such a change would more
than double the existing net profit of the wheat grower in the North-

west. Could it be maintained for a series of years, as is presupposed
under Mr. Atkinson's supposition of London prices, it would furnish

such an incentive to wheat growing in Minnesota and the surround-

ing territory as has as yet never been experienced. A million families

of immigrants would pour into the great Northwest within the next

twenty to twenty-five years. They would take up all the existing

vacant lands of Minnesota and the Dakotas. The lands suitable for ir-

rigation in these States and in Montana would beset to growing wheat.

The wave of humanity anxious to raise wheat for a dollar a bushel in

London would sweep past the boundaries of the four States men-

tioned, and carry the cultivation of that cereal all over Manitoba,

Assiniboia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. In these four British prov-
inces and in the four American States, dollar wheat in London would
in twenty years open more acres of good land to wheat than are now

subject to the plow within their borders. Even then the beginning

only would have been made to the possibilities of wheat culture in

the British Northwest. Settlements would not have extended as far

north as St. Petersburg in Russia; neither would settlers have

trenched upon the lands with a climate as severe as that of the Rus-

sian metropolis.
" The foregoing is a brief statement of what dollar wheat in

London would do for one section of North America in stimulating
wheat cultivation. If that statement is based upon a true conception,
as the writer believes it is, of the possibilities of the American

Northwest, it demonstrates how impossible it will be to maintain

dollar wheat in London for any great length of time in the future.

It also shows that Mr. Atkinson is wrong in not asserting a sure con-

tinuation of that decline in wheat prices which he so fully predicted
in 1880."
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Cost of Shipping Wheat per Bushel from Moorhead, an Inferior Point in Minnesota, to

Liverpool.

On Septem-
ber 17, 1888.

Rate, Moorhead to Duluth
Duluth elevator and inspection charges
Lake freight, Duluth to Buffalo

Elevator charges and commission at Buffalo

Canal freight, Buffalo to New York. . .

Elevator charges, etc., in New York. . .

Ocean freight, New York to Liverpool.

Totals

On May 27,
1898.
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the fact that the United States census investigation for which a mil-

lion dollars was appropriated, for the purpose of recording farm mort-

gages in 1890, disclosed the fact that in the ten great grain-growing
States of the middle West two thirds of the farms were then free of

any mortgage of any kind, and were well stocked
;
the incumbrance on

the remaining third being less than forty per cent of the computed
value of the mortgaged farms. Since that date several State investi-

gations have been made, leading to the conclusion that not exceeding

twenty per cent of the farms in these States are now under any in-

cumbrance of any kind. In the more prosperous parts of Minnesota

and other wheat sections since the substitution of intelligent and

varied agriculture for the single wheat crop, foreclosures have almost

ceased, such as do occur being attributed to special causes
;
while such

is the abundance of capital accumulated in this section that the rates

of interest on safe investments, which but a few years since were near-

ly double those prevailing in the seaboard commercial cities, are now
about even. When certain causes lately produced a short stringency
in the money markets of the East, remittances were made from these

Western cities for investment in Eastern commercial paper.

In regard to wheat production at a fixed price in London, the

Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor of North Dakota remarks:
" Wheat at one dollar per bushel in London would net the North

Dakota farmer on the average about seventy-five cents per bushel on

the railroad track. At that price as a standard, every farmer in the

State would utilize all the land he has, and buy up more of the land

now lying idle and in the hands of speculators. It would increase

immigration so that nearly all the vacant Government land would be

taken up. We also have over one million acres of school and State

land, of which at least eighty per cent is suitable for raising wheat.

Such a price would give North Dakota a boom that never had its

equal."
A few words may be given to the report from Texas. The Sec-

retary of the Board of Agriculture states that
"
the area of arable

land of fair quality, including pasture that might be put under the

plow in this State, is two hundred thousand square miles; about one

hundred thousand square miles suitable for wheat and other grains

lying north of parallel 31°; about one hundred thousand square

miles lying south of that line adapted to cotton, sugar, fruits, and

vegetables of all kinds."

An unexpected reply comes from Idaho, as yet insignificant in

wheat production, stating that the potential of that State under the

conditions named might reach 400,000,000 bushels.

Again, from Arkansas, to which State we have looked more for

excellent cotton than for grain,
"
there are fifteen million acres of
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good wheat land; wheat is fast becoming a cash crop, displacing cot-

ton—the capacity of a considerable part of the land at the beginning

being forty bushels to the acre, which, being much better than five-

cent cotton, is leading the farmers to take advantage of existing

prices."

Time has not sufficed since my questions were sent out for re-

plies to reach me from Oregon, Washington, and Montana, where the

potential in wheat production is probably equal to that of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota combined.

Sir William Crookes makes reference to the future necessity of

providing fertilizers, a matter to which the closest attention is now

being given by the cultivation of renovating crops. But regard must

be given to the fact that we have the most complete and adequate

supply of phosphate of lime and phosphate of potash in the vast de-

posits of bone or mineral phosphates of Tennessee, Kentucky, and

Florida, while again we may look to nitrate of soda as a very inex-

pensive source of nitrogen, of which the most adequate supply can be

assured at very low cost. Known methods are also being applied to

saving the enormous waste of nitrogen from our coke ovens and iron

furnaces.

I almost feel it right to apologize to Sir William Crookes for the

presentation of these facts. My function is that of the practical busi-

ness man who deals with these economic problems wholly from that

point of view, and not from the high standard of a complete mastery
of the physical sciences.

As I have stated, I happen to have dealt with this question several

times at meetings of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, and in other ways in Great Britain as. well as in this country.
I deem it of the utmost importance at the present time that the

interdependence of the English-speaking people should be brought
into view in the mast conspicuous manner. In their relative pro-

duction and conditions the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland and the United States are the complement of each other.

Their mutual relation or interdependence is now being recognized,
and it can not be long before many of the legal obstructions to mutual

service will be removed. The people of this country are now passing

through a stage in their economic education closely corresponding
to that through which Great Britain passed between 1840 and 1856

under the wise leadership of Sir Robert Peel, Richard Cobden, and

William E. Gladstone. We move more quickly, not only in acts

but in ideas, than we did fifty years ago. The revolution of ideas

which has followed the revolution of institutions in the Southern

States has made the people of this country into one homogeneous
nation. A revolution of ideas in regard to the conditions of interna-

VOL. LIT.—12
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tional commerce will presently bring the English-speaking people of

the world into one homogeneous body governed by the same common

law, the same common principles of action, and the same policy
in the collection of revenue. When thus united, there can be no com-

petition in the commerce of the world on the part of the continental

states of Europe under their present burdens—the blood tax of

standing armies and navies and the money tax of debts that can never

be paid. There have been within a few months two witnesses to the

growing influence and power of the English-speaking people when
united for the maintenance of commerce and for the conduct of the

works of peace, order, and industry: one is the warning of the

Chancellor of the Austrian Empire, calling upon the states of middle

Europe to unite their forces in order to remain capable of maintain-

ing government by privilege and taxation by force of arms; the other,

the recent manifesto of the enlightened ruler of Russia, calling upon
the states of continental Europe to disarm, lest they should hereafter

be incapable of competition with the English-speaking people of

the world when they become bound together by a union of mutual

service and by community of interest which without any formal

alliance will give to them the chief control in rendering service by the

exchange of product for product to all other states and nations, to the

mutual benefit of all who are thus joined in the bonds of peace.

On my visit to Russia last year, to meet the leading economists

and statisticians of Europe, it was stated to me by well-informed men
that a plan had been considered by several continental states in

the event of war to change the present international custom by mak-

ing food products contraband of war, the purpose being to cripple

England. To such desperate conditions have some of the European
states been brought under the burden of the policy of blood and iron.

My comment upon this insane proposal was that I hoped it might
become a matter of public discussion, since nothing could so surely

and quickly bring about a commercial union of the English-speaking-

people, to the end that, even if no other alliance were made, their

navies might at any moment be combined for the protection of their

commerce, and for the total cessation of any interference by war ves-

sels or privateers with their traffic.

The prime motive of this article is to remove from the minds of

our English friends many false impressions which I have constantly

met in my intercourse even among men who hold important posi-

tions, of which the address of Sir William Crookes is but an ex-

treme expression, and to bring into common view a comprehension
of the resources of this country and of the mutual dependence of the

United Kingdom and the United States in the supply and consump-
tion not only of wheat, but of all the other necessaries of life.
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THE EACIAL GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE.

A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY.

(Lowell Institute Lectures, 1896.)

By WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY, Ph. D.,

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
;
LECTURER

IN ANTHROPO-GEOGRAPIIY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

SUPPLEMENT.—THE JEWS*

SOCIAL
solidarity, the clearest expression of which to-day is

nationality, is the resultant of a multitude of factors. Eoremost

among these stand unity of language, a common heritage of tradition

and belief, and the permanent occupation of a definite territory.

The first two are largely psychological in essence. The third, a

material circumstance, is necessary rather to insure the stability of

the others than for its own sake
; although, as we know, attachment to

the soil may in itself become a positive factor in patriotism. Two

European peoples alone are there which, although landless, have

succeeded, notwithstanding, in a maintenance of their social con-

sciousness, almost at the level of nationality. Both Gypsies and

Jews are men without a country. Of these, the latter offer perhaps
the most remarkable example, for the Gypsies have never disbanded

tribally. They still wander about eastern Europe and Asia Minor in

organized bands, after the fashion of the nomad peoples of the East.

The Jews, on the other hand, have maintained their solidarity in

all parts of the earth, even in individual isolation one from another.

They wander not gregariously in tribes, often not even in families.

Their seed is scattered like the plant spores of which the botanists

tell us; which, driven by wind or sea, independently travel thousands

of miles before striking root or becoming fecund. True, the Jews

bunch wherever possible. This is often a necessity imposed for self-

preservation; but in their enforced migrations their associations must

change kaleidoscopically from place to place. Not all has been said

* In the preparation of this article I have to acknowledge the courtesy of Mr. Joseph

Jacobs, of London, whose works in this line are accepted as an authority. In its illustra-

tion I have derived invaluable assistance from Dr. S. Weissenberg, of Elizabethgrad, Russia,

and Dr. L. Bertholon, of Tunis. Both these gentlemen have loaned me a large number of

original photographs of types from their respective countries. Dr. Bertholon has also

taken several especially for use in this way. The more general works upon which we have

relied are: R. Andree, Zur Volkskunde der Juden, Bielefeld, 1881; A. Leroy-Beaulieu,

Les Juifs et l'antisemitisme, Paris, 3e ed. 1893
;
and C. Lombroso, Gli Antisemitismo, Torino,

1894. For all other authorities to whom reference is made by name and year, consult our

comprehensive Bibliography of the Anthropology and Ethnology of Europe, in a forth-

coming Srecial Bulletin of the Boston Public Library. In its index under "Jews" and

"Semites" will be found an exhaustive list of authorities given chronologically.
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even yet of the unique achievement of this landless people. That

the Jews have preserved their individuality despite all mutations of

environment goes without saying. They have done more. They
have accomplished this without absolute unity of language. Forced

of necessity to adopt the speech of their immediate neighbors, they

have only where congregated in sufficient numbers been able either

to preserve or to evolve a distinctive speech. In Spain and the

Balkan states they make use of Spanish; in Kussia and Poland they

speak a corrupt German; and in the interior of Morocco, Arabic.

Nevertheless, despite these discouragements of every kind, they still

constitute a distinctive social unit wherever they chance to be.

This social individuality of the Jews is of a peculiar sort. Be-

reft of linguistic and geographical support, it could not be political.

The nineteenth century, says Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu, is the age of

nationality; meaning obviously territorial nationality, the product

of contiguity, not birth. To this, he says, the Jew is indifferent,

typifying still the Oriental tribal idea. As a result he is out of

harmony with his environment. An element of dislike of a political

nature on the part of the Christian is added to the irreconcilability

of religious belief. It has ever been the Aryan versus the Semite

in religion throughout all history, as Kenan has observed; and to-

day it has also become the people versus the nation, as well as the

Jew versus the Christian. Granted that this political dissonance is

largely the fault of the Gentile, its existence must be acknowledged,

nevertheless.

How has this remarkable result been achieved? How, bereft of

two out of three of the essentials of nationality, has the Jew been

enabled to perpetuate his social consciousness? Is the superior force

of religion, perhaps abnormally developed, alone able to account for

it all? Is it a case of compensatory development, analogous in the

body to a loss of eyesight remedied through greater delicacy of finger

touch ? Or is there some hidden, some unsuspected factor, which has

contributed to this result? We have elsewhere shown that a fourth

element of social solidarity is sometimes, though rarely, found, in a

community of physical descent. That, in other words, to the ce-

menting bonds of speech, tradition, belief, and contiguity, is added

the element of physical brotherhood—that is to say, of race. Can it

be that herein is a partial explanation of the social individuality of

the Jewish people ? It is a question for the scientist alone. Race, as

we constantly maintain, despite the abuses of the word, really is to

be measured only by physical characteristics. The task before us is

to apply the criteria of anthropological science, therefore, to the

problems of Jewish derivation and descent. Only incidentally and

as matters of contributory interest shall we consider the views of
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the linguists, the archaeologists, and the students of religious tradi-

tions. Our testimony is derived from facts of shape of head, color of

hair and eye, of stature, and the like. These alone are the data

indicative of racial descent. To these the geographer may add the

probabilities derived from present distribution in Europe. No more

do we need to settle the primary racial facts. Further speculations

concerning matters rather than men belong to the historian and the

philologist.

The number and geographical distribution of the chosen people
of Israel is of great significance in its bearing upon the question of

their origin.* While, owing to their fluid ubiquitousness, it is ex-

ceedingly difficult to enumerate them exactly, probability indicates

that there are to-day, the world over, between eight and nine million

Jews. Of these, six or seven million are inhabitants of Europe, the

remainder being sparsely scattered over the whole earth, from one

end to the other.

Their distribution in Europe, as our map opposite shows, is

exceedingly uneven. Fully one half of these descendants of Jacob

reside in Russia, there being four or five million Jews in that

country alone. Austria-Hungary stands next in order, with two

million odd souls. After these two there is a wide gap. No other

European country is comparable with them except it be Germany
and Roumania with their six or seven hundred thousand each. The
British Isles contain relatively few, possibly one hundred thousand,

these being principally in London. They are very rare in Scotland

and Ireland—only a thousand or fifteen hundred apiece. Hol-

land contains also about a hundred thousand, half of them in the

celebrated Ghetto at Amsterdam. Then follow France with eighty
thousand more or less, and Italy with perhaps two thirds as many.
From Scandinavia they have always been rigidly excluded, from

Sweden till the beginning and from Norway until nearly the middle

of this century. Spain, although we hear much of the Spanish Jew,
contains practically no indigenous Israelites. It is estimated that

there were once about a million there settled, but the persecutions of

the fifteenth century drove them forth all over Europe, largely to

the Balkan states and Africa. There are a good many along these

Mediterranean shores of Africa, principally in Morocco and Tripoli.

*
Andree, 1881, pp. 194 et seq., with tables appended; Jacobs, 1886 a, p. 24; and quite

recently A. Leroy-Beaulieu, 1893, chapter i,
are best on this. Tschubinsky, 18*7*7, gives

much detail at first hand on western Russia. In the Seventeenth Annual Report of the

Anglo-Jewish Association, London, 1888, is a convenient census, together with a map of

distribution for Europe. On America, no official data of any kind exist. The censuses

have never attempted an enumeration of the Jews. Schimmer's results from the census of

1880 in Austria-Hungary are given in Statistische Monatsschrift, vii, p. 489 et seq.
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The number decreases as we approach Egypt and Palestine, the

ancient center of Jewish dispersion. As to America, it is estimated,

although we know nothing certainly, that there are about a half

million Jews scattered through our cities in the United States. New
York city, according to the last census, contained about eighty thou-

sand Poles and Russians, most of whom, it may be assumed, were

Jews. But they have come since in ever-increasing numbers, with

the great exodus from Russia, at the rate of scores of thousands

annually. A recent writer places their present number in New York

city at a quarter of a million. The British provinces, on the other

hand, do not seem to offer great attractions; as late as 1870, for

example, the census in Nova Scotia could not discover a solitary Jew.

A more suggestive index of the problems of Jewish distribution,

however, is offered in the ratio of the number of Jews to the entire

population. This is directly illustrated by our map. To be sure,

this represents the situation twenty years ago, but no great change
in relativity is to be suspected since that time. Even the wholesale

exodus from Russia of recent years has not yet drawn off any large

proportion of its vast body of population. Inspection of our map
shows that the relative frequency of Jews increases in proportion to

the progressive darkening of the tints. This brings out with startling

clearness the reason for the recent anti-Semitic uprisings in both

Russia, Austria, and the German Empire. A specific
"
center of

gravity
" of the Jewish people, as Leroy-Beaulieu puts it, is at once

indicated in western Russia. The highest proportion, fifteen per

cent, more or less, appears, moreover, to be entirely restricted to the

Polish provinces, with the sole exception of the government of

Grodno. About this core lies a second zone, including the other

west Russian governments, as well as the province of Galicia in the

Austro-Hungarian Empire. Germany, as it appears, is sharply

divided from its eastern neighbors, all along the political frontier.

Not even its former Polish territory, Posen, is to-day relatively thick-

ly settled with Jews. Hostile legislation it is, beyond a doubt, which

so rigidly holds back the Jew from immigration along this line.

Anti-Semitismus is not, therefore, to-day to any great extent an up-

rising against an existing evil; rather does it appear to be a protest

against a future possibility. Germany shudders at the dark and

threatening cloud of population of the most ignorant and wretched

description which overhangs her eastern frontier. Berlin must not,

they say, be allowed to become a new Jerusalem for the horde of

Russian exiles. That also is our American problem. This great

Polish swamp of miserable human beings, terrific in its proportions,

threatens to drain itself off into our country as well, unless we re-

strict its ingress. As along the German frontier, so also toward the
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east, it is curious to note how rapidly the percentage of Jews de-

creases as we pass over into Great Russia. The governments of St.

Petersburg, Novgorod, and Moscow have no greater Jewish contin-

gent of population than has France or Italy; their Jewish problem is

far less difficult than that of our own country is bound to be in the

future. This clearly defined eastern boundary of Judenthum is also

the product of prohibitive legislation. The Jews are by law confined

within certain provinces. A rigid law of settlement, intended to cir-

cumscribe their area of density closely, yields only to the persuasion
of bribery. Not Russia, then, but southwestern Russia alone, is

deeply concerned over the actual presence of this alien population.
And it is the Jewish element in this small section of the country
which constitutes such an industrial and social menace to the neigh-

boring empires of Germany and Austria. In the latter country the

Jews seem to be increasing in numbers almost four times as rapidly
as the native population. The more elastic boundaries of Jewish

density on the southeast, on the other hand, are indicative of the legis-

lative tolerance which the Israelites there enjoy. Wherever the bars

are lowered, there does this migratory human element at once

expand.
The peculiar problems of Jewish distribution are only half real-

ized until it is understood that, always and everywhere, the Israelites

constitute pre-eminently the town populations.* They are not

widely disseminated among the agricultural districts, but congre-

gate in the commercial centers. It is an unalterable characteristic of

this peculiar people. The Jew betrays an inherent dislike for hard

manual or outdoor labor, as for physical exercise or exertion in any
form. He prefers to live by brain, not brawn. Leroy-Beaulieu
seems to consider this as an acquired characteristic due to mediaeval

prohibition of land ownership or to confinement within the Ghetto.

To us it appears to be too constant a trait the world over to justify

such a hypothesis. Fully to appreciate, therefore, what the Jewish

question is in Polish Russia, we must always bear this fact in mind.

The result is that in many parts of Poland the Jews form an actual

majority of the population in the towns. This is the danger for Ger-

many also. Thus it is Berlin, not Prussia at large, which is threat-

ened with an overload of Jews from the country on the east.

This aggregation in urban centers becomes the more marked as the

relative frequency for the whole country lessens. Thus in Saxony,

which, being industrial, is not a favorite Jewish center, four fifths

of all the Jewish residents are found in Dresden and Leipsic alone. f

This is probably also the reason for the lessened frequency of Jews

* This is clearly shown by Schimmer in Statistische Monatsschrift, vii, pp. 489 et seq.

f See also map in Kettler, 1 880.
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all through the Alpine highlands, especially in the Tyrol. These
districts are so essentially agricultural that few footholds for the

Jew are to be found.

A small secondary center of Jewish aggregation appears upon our

map to be manifested about Frankfort. It has a peculiar signifi-

cance. The Hebrew settlers in the Rhenish cities date from the third

century at least, having come there over the early trade routes from
the Mediterranean. Germany being divided politically, and Rus-

sia interdicting them from 1110, a specific center was established,

especially in Franconia, Frankfort being the focus of attraction.

Then came the fearful persecutions all over Europe, attendant upon
the religious fervor of the Crusades. The Polish kings, desiring to

encourage the growth of their city populations, offered the rights of

citizenship to all who would come, and an exodus in mass took place.

They seem to have been welcomed, till the proportions of the move-

ment became so great as to excite alarm. Its results appear upon our

map. Thus we know that many of the Jews of Poland came to Russia

as a troublesome legacy on the division of that kingdom. At the end

of the sixteenth century but three German cities remained open to

them—namely, Frankfort, "Worms, and Furth.* Yet it was obvious-

ly impossible to uproot them entirely. To their persistence in this

part of Germany is probably due the small secondary center of Jew-

ish distribution, which we have mentioned, indicated by the darker

tint about Frankfort, and including Alsace-Lorraine. Here is a

relative frequency, not even exceeded by Posen, although we gen-

erally conceive of this former Polish province as especially saturated

with Jews. It is the only vestige remaining to indicate what was

at one time the main focus of Jewish population in Europe. It

affords us a striking example of what legislation may accomplish

ethnically, when supplemented, or rather aggravated, by religious
and economic motives.

Does it accord with geographical probability to derive our large
dark area of present Jewish aggregation entirely from the small

secondary one about Frankfort, which, as we have just said, is the

relic of a mediaeval center of gravity? The question is a crucial one

for the alleged purity of the Russian Jew; for the longer his migra-
tions over the face of the map, the greater his chance of ethnic in-

termixture. A moot point among Jewish scholars is, as to the extent

of this exodus from Germany into Poland. Bershadski has done

much to show its real proportions in history. Talko-Hryncewicz f
and Weissenberg, % among anthropologists, seem to be inclined

to derive this great body of Polish Jews from Palestine by way

*
.1. C. Majer (1862) ascribes the sho:tness of stature in Furth to this Jewish influence,

f 1892. \ 1895, p. 577.
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of the Rhone-Rhine-Erankfort route. They are, no doubt, par-

tially in the right; but the mere geographer would rather be in-

clined to side with Jacques.* He doubts whether entirely artificial

causes, even mediaeval persecutions, would be quite competent for

so large a contract. There is certainly some truth in Harkavy's

theory, so obly championed by Ikof (1884), that a goodly propor-

tion of these Jews came into Poland by a direct route from the East.

Most Jewish scholars had placed their first appearance in southern

and eastern Russia, coming around the Black Sea, as early as the

eighth century. Ikof, however, finds them in the Caucasus and

Armenia one or two centuries before Christ. Then he follows them

around, reaching Ruthenia in the tenth and eleventh centuries, arriv-

ing in Poland from the twelfth to the fourteenth. The only diffi-

culty with this theory is, of course, that it leaves the language of

the Polish Jews out of consideration. This is, in both Poland and

Galicia, a corrupted form of German, which in itself would seem to

indicate a western origin. On the other hand, the probabilities,

judging from our graphic representation, would certainly empha-
size the theory of a more general eastern immigration directly from

Palestine north of the Black and Caspian Seas. The only remain-

ing mode of accounting for the large center of gravity in Russia is

to trace it to widespread conversions, as the historic one of the

Khozars. Whichever one of these theories be correct—and there is

probability of an equal division of truth among them all—enough
has been said to lead us geographically to suspect the alleged purity

of descent of the Ashkenazim Jew. Let us apply the tests of phys-

ical anthropology.
Stature.—A noted writer, speaking of the sons of Judah, ob-

serves :

"
It is the Ghetto which has produced the Jew and the Jewish

race; the Jew is a creation of the European middle ages; he is the

artificial product of hostile legislation." This statement is fully

authenticated by a peculiarity of the Israelites which is everywhere
noticeable. The European Jews are all undersized; not only this,

they are more often absolutely stunted. In London they are about

three inches shorter than the average for the city. "Whether they

were always so, as in the days when the Book of Numbers (xiii, 33)

described them "
as grasshoppers in their own sight," as compared

with the Amorites, sons of Anak, we leave an open question. We are

certain, however, as to the modern Jew. He betrays a marked con-

stancy in Europe at the bodily height of about five feet four inches

(1.63 metre) for adult men. This, according to the data afforded

by measurements of our recruits during the civil war, is about the

average of American youth between the ages of fifteen and sixteen,

* 1891.
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who have still three, almost four, inches more to grow. In Bosnia,

for example, where the natives range at about the American level—-

that is to say, among the very tallest in the world (1.72 metre)
—

the Jews are nearly three inches and a half shorter on the average.*

If we turn to northern Italy, where Lombroso has recently in-

vestigated the matter, we apparently find the Jew somewhat bet-

ter favored by comparison. He is in Turin less than an inch in-

ferior to his Italian neighbors. But why? Xot because taller than

in the case of Bosnia, for his stature in both places is the same. The

difference decreases, not because the Jew in Piedmont is taller,

but solely because the north Italians are only of moderate height.

So it goes all over Austria and Bussia: the diminutiveness is plainly

apparent, f There is "in all Europe only a single exception to the

rule we have cited. Anutchin finds them in Odessa and Riga

slightly to exceed the Christians. In order to emphasize this point

it will repay us to consider the adopted fatherland of the Jews a

bit more in detail.

Our map herewith shows a general average of stature for Poland

by districts. This unhappy country appears to be populated by
the shortest human beings north of the Alps; it is almost the most

stunted in all Europe. The great majority of the districts, as our

map shows, are characterized by a population whose adult men

scarcely average five feet four inches (1.62 metre) in height. This

is more than half a head shorter than the type of the British Isles

or northern Germany. "What is the meaning of this? Is it entirely

the fault of the native Poles? We know that the northern Slavs are

all merely mediocre in stature. But this depression is too serious

to be accounted for in this way; and further analysis shows that

the defect is largely due to the presence of the vast horde of Jews,

whose physical peculiarity drags down the average for the entire

population. % This has been proved directly. Perhaps the deepest pit

in this great
"
misery spot," as we have termed such areas of dwarfed

population elsewhere, is in the capital city of Warsaw, where Elkind

found the average stature of two hundred male Jews to be less

than five feet three inches and a half (1.61 metre).* The women

were only four feet eleven inches tall on the average. Compare the

little series of maps given on pages 172 and 173 if further proof of this

national peculiarity be needed. Two of these, it will be observed, give

*
Gluek, 1896; and Weisbach, 1877 and 1895 a.

f Majer and Kopernicki, 1877, p. 36, for Ruthenia; Stieda, 1883, p. 70; Anutchin,

• 1889, p. 114, etc.

% Zakrezewski, 1891, p. 38. In the October Monthly our stature map of all Russia brings

out the contrast very strongly.
* Centralblatt fur Anthropologic, iii, p. 66. Uke, cited by Andree, 1881, p. 32, agrees.
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the average height of Jews and Poles respectively, dividing the city
into districts. The social status of these districts is shown npon our

third map. Comparison of these three brings out a very interesting

sociological fact, to which we have already called attention in our

earlier papers.* The stature of men depends in a goodly measure

upon their environment. In the wards of the city where prosperity

resides, the material well-being tends to produce a stature distinctly

(5FT5JN5)

Il65 M. 3TATURE
POLAND.

i67 OI4-OBSERVATIONS
AFTER ZAK.REZFWSKI'?!

Cracow

above that of the slums. In both cases, Poles and Jews are shortest

in the poorer sections of the city, dark tinted on the maps. The

correspondence is not exact, for the number of observations is rela-

tively small; but it indicates beyond a doubt a tendency commonly
noticeable in great cities. But to return to our direct comparison
of Poles and Jews; the deficiency of the latter, as a people, is per-

fectly apparent. The most highly favored Jewish population so-
.

*
Popular Science Monthly, vol. li, p. 20 et seq. (May, 1897), and vol. lii, p. 602 (March,

1898).
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cially, in the whole city of Warsaw in fact, can not produce an aver-

age stature equal to that of the very poorest Poles; and this, too,

in the most miserable section of the capital city of one of the most

stunted countries in Europe.
We may assume it as proved, therefore, that the Jew is to-day a

very defective type in stature. He seems to be susceptible to favor-

able influences, however; for in London, the West End prosperous

AVEKMiEJSTATOKE
°F <JEW3-WARSAW

lssspI.630~I.637M

-1.629 =5 ft 3.7 ins.

1

1 . 6O - 1. 6 1 M.
Aftfp ZAnuewskt 95

I5.R. 6S9 Observations.

Jews almost equal the English in height, while they at the same time

surpass their East End brethren by more than three inches.* In Rus-

sia also they become taller as a class wherever the life conditions

become less rigorously oppressive. They are taller in the fertile

Ukraine than in sterile Lithuania; they sometimes boast of a few

relatively tall men.f These facts all go to show that the Jew is

short, not by heredity, but by force of circumstances; and that

where he is given an even chance, he speedily recovers a part at least

of the ground lost during many ages of social persecution. Jacobs

mentions an interesting fact in this connection about his upper-class

English Jews. Close analysis of the data seems to show that, for

the present at least, their physical development has been stretched

nearly to the upper limit
;

for even in individual cases the West End
Jews of London manifest an inability to surpass the height of five

feet nine inches. So many have been blessed by prosperity that

the average has nearly reached that of the English; but it is a mean

stature of which the very tall form no component part. Thus per-

*
Jacobs, 1889, p. 81. f Talko-Hryncewicz, 1892, pp. 7 and 58.
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haps does the influence of heredity obstruct the temporary action

of environment.

Whether this short stature of the Jew is a case of an acquired
characteristic which has become hereditary, we are content to leave

an open question. All we can say is, that the modern Semites in

Arabia and Africa are all of goodly size, far above the Jewish aver-

age.* This would tend to make us think that the harsh experi-

ences of the past have subtracted several cubits from the stature

of the people of Israel. In self-defense it must be said that the

Christian is not entirely to blame for the physical disability. It is

largely to be ascribed to the custom of early marriages among them.

This has probably been an efficient cause of their present degener-

acy in Russia, where Tschubinsky describes its alarming prevalence.

Leroy-Beaulieu says that it is not at all uncommon to find the com-

bined age of husband and wife, or even of father and mother, to be

under thirty years. The Shadchan, or marriage broker, has undoubt-

edly been an enemy to the Jewish people within their own lines. In

the United States, where thev

are, on the other hand, on the

After Z^krez.ew5ki '95.

up grade socially, there are in-

dications that this age of mar-

riage is being postponed, per-

haps even unduly,f
A second indication in the

case of the Jew of uncommon-

ly hard usage in the past re-

mains to be mentioned. These

people are, anthropologically
as well as proverbially, nar-

row-chested and deficient in

lung capacity. Normally the

chest girth of a well-devel-

oped man ought to equal or

exceed one half his stature, yet
in the case of the Jews as a

class this is almost never the -

case. Majer and Kopernicki \ first established this in the case of the

Galician Jews. Stieda* gives additional testimony to the same effect.

Jacobs
||
shows the English Jews distinctly inferior to Christians in

lung capacity, which is generally an indication of vitality. In

WAR5AW.
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*
Collignon, 1887 a, pp. 211 and 326; and Bertholon, 1892, p. 41.

f Jacobs, 1891, p. 50, shows it to be less common in other parts of Europe. In the

United States, Dr. Billings finds the marriage rate to be only 7.4 per 1,000
—about one

third that of the Northeastern States. % 1877, p. 59. *
1883, p. 71.

|| 1889, p. 84.
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Bosnia, Gliick *
again refers to it as characteristic. Granted, with

Weissenberg,f that it is an acquired characteristic, the effect of

long-continued subjection to unfavorable sanitary and social en-

vironment, it has none the less become a hereditary trait; for not

even the perhaps relatively recent prosperity of Jacobs's West End
Jews has sufficed to bring them up to the level of their English
brethren in capacity of the lungs.

At this point a surprising fact confronts us. Despite the appear-
ances of physical degeneracy which we have noted, the Jew betrays
an absolutely unprecedented tenacity of life. It far exceeds, espe-

cially in the United States, that of any other known people.^: This

we may illustrate by the following example: Suppose two groups
of one hundred infants each, one Jewish, one of average American

parentage (Massachusetts), to be born on the same day. In spite of

all the disparity of social conditions in favor of the latter, the

chances, determined by statistical means, are that one half of the

Americans will die within forty-seven years; while the first half

of the Jews will not succumb to disease or accident before the ex-

piration of seventy-one years. The death rate is really but little

over half that of the average American population. This holds good
in infancy as in middle age. Lombroso has put it in another way.
Of one thousand Jews born, two hundred and seventeen die before

the age of seven years; while four hundred and fifty-three Christians

—more than twice as many—are likely to die within the same

period. This remarkable tenacity of life is well illustrated by the

following table from a most suggestive article by Hoffmann.* We
can not forbear from reproducing it in this place.

Death Raf(S per 1,000 Population in the Seventh, Tenth, and Thirt<cnlh Wards of New
York City, 1890, by Place of Birth.

Ages.
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of New York; despite the unsanitary tenements, the overcrowding,

the long hours in sweat shops; that nevertheless, a viability is mani-

fested which is simply unprecedented. Tailoring is one of the most

deadly occupations known; the Jews of New York are principally

engaged in this employment; and yet they contrive to live nearly

twice as long on the average as their neighbors, even those engaged
in the outdoor occupations.

Is this tenacity of life despite every possible antagonistic influ-

ence, an ethnic trait; or is it a result of peculiar customs and habits

of life? There is much which points to the latter conclusion as

the correct one. For example, analysis of the causes of mortality

shows an abnormally small proportion of deaths from consumption
and pneumonia, the dread diseases which, as we know, are respon-

sible for the largest proportion of deaths in our American popula-

tion. This immunity can best be ascribed to the excellent system

of meat inspection prescribed by the Mosaic laws. It is certainly

not a result of physical development, as we have just seen. Hoff-

mann cites authority showing that in London often as much as a

third of the meats offered for sale are rejected as unfit for consump-
tion by Jews. Is not this a cogent argument in favor of a more rigid

enforcement of our laws providing for the food inspection of the

poor?
A second cause conducive to longevity is the sobriety of the

Jew, and his disinclination toward excessive indulgence in alcoholic

liquors. Drunkenness among Jews is very rare. Temperate habits,

a frugal diet, with a very moderate use of spirits, render the propor-

tion of Bright's disease and affections of the liver comparatively

very small. In the infectious, diseases, on the other hand, diphtheria

and the fevers, no such immunity is betrayed. The long-current

opinion that the Jews were immune from cholera and the other pesti-

lences of the middle ages is not. to-day accepted. A third notable

reason for this low death rate is also, as Hoffmann observes, the

nature of the employment customary among Jews, which renders the

proportion of deaths from accidental causes exceedingly small. In

conclusion, it may be said that these people are prone to nervous and

mental disorders; insanity, in fact, is fearfully prevalent among
them. Lombroso asserts it to be four times as frequent among
Italian Jews as among Christians. This may possibly be a result

of close inbreeding in a country like Italy, where the Jewish com-

munities are small. It does not, however, seem to lead to suicide,

for this is extraordinarily rare among Jews, either from cowardice,

as Lombroso suggests; or more probably for the reason cited by Mor-

selli—namely, the greater force of religion and other steadying

moral factors.

[To be continued. ]
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THE PLAYGROUNDS OF KUKAL AND SUBURBAN
SCHOOLS.

By ISABELLA G. OAKLEY.

~\T7~HILE the officers and friends of education in large cities are

* »
exerting themselves to provide open-air playgrounds for the

schools, the villages and smaller towns all over the East are reversing
the case. Except in the small district schools, the children's play-

ground has almost ceased to exist.

This is an evil which has crept in with the tendency to cen-

tralize the schools. When in any place the schools begin to over-

flow, a movement to put up a larger building takes place, accom-

panied by an effort to create a high-school department; not so much
the need of the community as the ambitious dream of some principal

who would be superintendent, or some sort of central sun to a group
of satellites. This dream is too easily realized, because it flatters the

people. Then there rises a preposterous structure of stone and brick
;

a house of many gables, out of keeping with everything, either public
or private, in the place; a temple of vanity. Now is rung the knell of

the school playground, for the new "
high school," although it will

house all the children from five to fifteen, must needs be surrounded

by a fine lawn, studded with shrubbery, and threaded by bluestone

roads. The janitor has to employ an assistant to keep the grounds
in order. A shut-in, penitentiarylike place has been evolved by the

architect and school committee, gratifying to their pride and a

deep wrong to the children. There are many wrongs about it; the

one insisted upon here is the abolishing of the recess, that time-

honored joy of the American schoolboy and schoolgirl.

The cheerful sounds of play no more re-echo; the little ones

march in
"
lock step

" from the doors to the very curb of this im-

maculate ornate inclosure. If, on this beautiful lawn, any impulsive

youngster is caught running, or performing an instinctive hop-
scotch or leapfrog, he is sure to be seen by a watching and powerful

janitor and reported. Leapfrog and profanity, in the true Draconian

spirit, are alike visited with the extreme penalty of a visit to the

principal's office. However, in default of a playground, the new
schoolhouse provides a gymnasium for physical culture. I speak
now of a particular school, the pride of a simple village, and a type
of many. This gymnasium is a costly room filled with elaborate ap-

paratus, most of which is suited only to the high-school pupils, and

never touched by the majority, who leave school at twelve or thir-

teen; their physical exercises have been chiefly provided for by
a box of dumb-bells and wands. In many schools the

"
gym-
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nasium "
is a cavernous and ugly basement, a place full of shadows

cast by the gloomy arches on which the building rests, with walls

of brick and floors of asphalt. Little troops of silent, pale children

arrive and depart all day for their physical culture, a dreary repeti-

tion of silent dumb-bell exercises. There is no speech nor language

among them, no sound is heard but the jingle of the piano and the

sharp tones of the monitor's counting. I have never heard the chil-

dren count aloud or accompany the calisthenics by singing except in

a private school. What an alternative for a free recess! No peni-

tentiary drill could be more perfunctory, spiritless, dead. It must
be said of the public schools that the thing they most seem to dread is

the sound of a child's voice. The rude, untrained intonations, the

slovenly speech, the slouching attitude remain rude, slovenly, and

slouching, for all the school attempts to do for their improvement is

infinitely little. Even the blessed relief of shaking the arm and

hand to attract the teacher's attention has been reduced in some

schools to lifting two fingers.

The pupils generally hate their calisthenics, or, in the new phrase,

physical culture exercises. And they would hate just as sincerely

regulated games superintended by some impossible master of sports.

What they want is spontaneity in play. Public money is wasted in

providing these abhorrent alternatives. Poor little Carthusians as

young as six and seven years are kept in their rooms, and princi-

pally in their seats, above two hours at each session, and often after

that to atone for some delinquency, most likely for speaking. In

many schools they do not leave the room for any kind of exercise.

If they were capable of demanding their rights they would call for

both the abolition of the school lawn and calisthenic basement, and

the restoration of their playground and recess.

From the cruelty of this repression nature finds a little way
out; the children require of the neighbors what they have been

deprived of by the school committee. All around the precincts of

the temple of learning the trodden borders of the sidewalk, churned

to mire in winter and trampled to rock in summer, speak of the

victory of the boys. There are towns, perhaps, where they all go

straight home, but in our town- they gather four times a day in

knots of twenties and fifties for some kind of fun. The patient

neighbors go on removing coats and dinner pails from the pickets,

clearing away papers and missiles from their inclosures, yet I dis-

cover that even they would vote to keep the school lawn; it im-

proves the town. Very true. But ingenuity could well contrive

some way of uniting the playground and the school park. Spaces of

grass to rest the eye and decorate the square could be interspersed
with inclosures of asphalt, furnished with a few parallel bars

VOL. L1V. 13
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and swings, without sacrifice of appearances. Often the school

property is so large that it could include half a dozen such

special playgrounds. We have but to begin it to find some feasi-

ble plan.

If the palatial school and its park is reaction against the
"
ragged

beggar
" of Whittier's lovely poem, sunning in the midst of the

blackberry vines of Hardscrabble Hill, it is a reaction that has gone
too far to suit a generation which loves to read Hosea Bigelow:

" So the old schoobus is a place I choose

Afoi-e all others, ef I want to muse
;

I set down where I used to set, an
1

git

My boyhood back, an' better things with it—
Faith, Hope, an' sunthin', ef it isn't Cherrity,
It's want o' guile, an' thet's ez gret a rarity."

If it may be replied, that is not the generation for whom school-

houses are now built, it is one which may interpret the wants of

its children by just such recollections.

Another evil has grown out of the centralization of the schools.

The smaller schoolhouses formerly stood within convenient reach,

and by abandoning them we have forced many little children to walk

farther than they are able to walk. In the absence of street cars and

sidewalks this becomes a great hardship in extreme weather. In one

village in New York, out of an enrollment of fourteen hundred,
there was one month last year an average attendance of four hun-

dred. The new school building, which had cost seventy-five thou-

sand dollars, was more than two miles from some part of the district,

and there were no sidewalks; neither were there paved streets or

street lamps. In such circumstances a number of children are un-

able to get home to the noon meal, usually dinner, and most im-

portant. Where do they eat their luncheon ? In their seats, watched

by teachers, who are compelled unwillingly to take turns at this

duty, and who have also to eat a cold, unpalatable lunch in bad air

for a week at a time. After lunch there is an hour to be disposed of

by the children, but there is no place to play in except the base-

ment or the streets of the neighborhood. The teachers frequently

read them a story, that they may stretch their minds a little if not

their bodies. It is a painful sight
—few more painful to me—to see

a crowd of young children having their recreation in one of these

basements. Running and loud talking are forbidden; a police of

teachers armed with symbols of authority and punishment keep the

restless little prisoners within bounds.

Another objection to the central school is the rainy-day half-

session. Though the daily instruction may be managed so that the

pupils do not miss anything, it is still a fact that the majority of
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parents expect the school to take charge of their children, and are

often much dissatisfied to have them thrown back upon their own
hands on rainy days.

How has it come about that the playground and school recess

have been so generally given up? Is it altogether on account of

appearances? Teachers plead that the children ought to be pre-

served from association with objectionable playmates. This may do

for the touch-me-not, only child, but in American society it is never

a strong plea. That small fraction which seeks to educate its chil-

dren as a class can do so in a few schools limited to church, plutoc-

racy, Quakerism, or some such narrow basis. But the schools of a

free State are, above everything, founded on the essential equality of

individuals in the State, and the possibility of every one to rise to a

successful and honorable manhood. If there is one conviction above

another strengthened by experience, it is that, in their choice of

companions and susceptibility to influence, children are governed by
their innate qualities, and these qualities are fixed by heredity and

home influences long before the school age. In so large a com-

munity as a public school there is companionship for all, for it cer-

tainly represents the town itself. Let no one be afraid of the demo-

cratic instincts of childhood.

I believe the playground is abolished because it interferes with

that deadly order and craze for supervision which is sought for as

the prime condition both inside and outside the schools. Order

of a wholesome sort is not inconsistent with the free recess of a big

school. I watched in Los Angeles a great school as it was mar-

shaled out to play and back again at the sound of a drum. After

a quarter of an hour of unrestrained sport, several hundreds were

gathered in lines at the tap of the drum, facing the cheerful school-

house in the mild bright sun, their faces radiating contentment and

good will while they straightened up at the mere hint of the teachers

on duty. In San Francisco I once found a certain primary school

keeping doll's day, when every girl brought her doll to school and

exhibited her at recess. The school yard was a barren inclosure

within a high board fence, but a joyful place to that young company.
To what purpose are teachers urged to study psychology? The chil-

dren in their seats are emptied of everything that pertains to their

souls. Not to study, because the teacher will explain everything,

and to behave just well enough to get safe out of school, is the

simple code which covers the conduct of average children. To ex-

tend this code to ideas of social duty
—the highest

—is not possible

while they do not form a society. Cultivation of friendship is just

as much out of the case; awakening of ideals, an impossibility.

But thrown together half an hour or more each day, the dead ma-
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chinery that pulls the bells and adds the marks within the school

walls gives way to life; and here a man who sympathizes with child-

hood has all the opportunity he needs, and probably much more than

he can use, in providing for that life where a code of reciprocity and

honor must be established. It is not as the magistrate he will success-

fully rule, but as the sympathetic general in the field, whose very
name is a talisman and an inspiration to every man. In the school

yard, the bully, who comes to the front in about every tenth child,

needs to be repressed; the foul mouth must be cleansed; against

these prevailing evils the playground has a protection the street can

not possess. The boy's world is a peculiar world, certainly, making
laws for itself as rigorous and about as barbarous as those of a gang
of pirates; but it is through his esprit du corps he can be uplifted

and educated; the individual may be a selfish animal; as one of a

body he is capable of heroism and devotion to a noble idea. He can

be a friend; the playground is the field for the natural growth of

friendships, and youth the generous time of their birth.

I recall another scene in a schoolroom in a Western city long ago.

A gentle girl, magnetic, deep-hearted, large-eyed, sat after school at

her table in tears. On a seat in front of her platform were piles of

slates which she had been correcting, for she instructed all day a

succession of arithmetic classes coming to her from the different

grades. At the same time she was in charge, for all particular pur-

poses of their order and conduct, of about forty boys in their early

teens. Her tears were in consequence of a quarrel at recess be-

tween two of her boys.
' They had settled their quarrel by a fight;

not unlikely it was a wholesome fight, for they were not boys of the

mean sort, and were friends. It is an affair of long ago, but of a

time when, in a large city, a teacher shed her influence upon the

school playground, and took account of its moral standards, its friend-

ships and breaches of friendship.

Although white men, if they take due precautions, may live and do

certain kinds of work in tropical Africa, it will never be possible, Mr. J.

Scott Keltie concludes from the results of past experience and study, to col-

onize that part of the world with people from the temperate zone. Even in

such favorable situations as Blantyre, a lofty region south of Lake Nyassa,

children can not be reared beyond a certain age, but must be sent home to

England ;
otherwise they will degenerate physically and morally. A plan

has been proposed of bringing Europeans down into the tropical regions by

degrees, and acclimatizing them by successive generations to more and

more torrid conditions till they are finally settled in the heart of the con-

tinent. But the experiment would be a very long one, if tried
;
and the

ultimate result would probably be a race deprived of all those characteris-

tics which have made Europe what it is.
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UP THE SKEENA KIVEK TO THE HOME OF THE
TSIMSHIANS.*

By GEORGE A. DORSEY, Ph. D.,
FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM, CHICAGO, ILL.

IN
a recent number of the Monthly I described some of the in-

cidents of a visit to the Haida and Tlingit villages about Dixon's

Entrance; now I am to speak of the Tsimshian villages on the Skeena

River. The Tsimshian Indians are one of the five great stocks which

make up the aboriginal population of the coast of British Columbia
and southern Alaska. They are shut in by the Tlingits on the north

and by the Kwakiutls on the south, while on the head waters of the

Nass and Skeena Rivers they come in contact with the great Tinneh

or Athabascan stock. The Tsimshians are probably the most pro-

gressive of all the coast Indians, and are one of a few stocks on the

American continent which are holding their own in point of numbers.

Desiring to visit those villages which are least contaminated by
modern influence, we ascended the Skeena River to the village of

Kitanmaksh or Hazelton. The Skeena is the historic river of British

Columbia; its name signifies the
" Water of Terrors." Nearly every

rock, every bend, every canon is the scene of some mythical tale.

The scene of the birth of the Tsimshian nation lies in its valley; the

rock is still revered upon which rested the Tsimshian ark after the

flood, and the
"
Dum-lak-an,"

"
the new home and place of dispersal,"

is still a Mecca to which pilgrimages are made. In the modern de-

velopment of the Omenica and Cariboo gold fields the Skeena has

been the highway to the sea. For hundreds of years canoes have

been paddled up and down its waters; it has been the highway for

intertribal trade from time immemorial, and when the Hudson Bay
Company's post was established at Hazelton, and merchandise began
to pour into the upper country in a steady stream, the Tsimshians

with their canoes enjoyed for a long time a monopoly of the carrying

trade. Gradually, as they learned the ways and methods of the white

man, the price per ton of freight from the coast to Hazelton began

steadily to rise, until in 1891 the' tariff of sixty dollars a ton was de-

clared ruinous by the company, and they decided to build their own

steamer with which to carry their freight up the river.

Port Essington is the chief port of the mouth of the Skeena,

and in Essington we found ourselves on the twenty-third day
of July. The Caledonia was up the river on her third trip, but

was expected back any hour, but so delightfully uncertain is the river

* From a lecture delivered at the Field Columbian Museum, November 13, 1897.
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voyage that, as we were informed,
"
there was no telling when she

would be down—in fact, she might be caught above the canon and

wouldn't be down for weeks."

The town of Essington dates back to 1835, when the Hudson

Bay Company established a post there. Its only rival for pre-

eminence on the coast is Port Simpson. The town in summer is

completely given over to fishing, the salmon cannery of Cunning-
ham & Son being one of the largest on the coast, and the river for

twenty miles is dotted with canneries. In one day, while we were

-k'
r '

..

View on the Upper Skeena River; Peak of the "Five Virgins" Mountain.

in Essington, the catch of salmon on the river was ninety-two thou-

sand fish. In addition to the cannery the town boasts of a good hotel

and a Salvation Army. An Indian Salvation Army is worth

going miles to see, for the Indian is a natural-born Salvationist; the

army permits him to make all the noise he chooses, sing as loudly as

he pleases, and, best of all, he is entitled to make a speech every

time it comes his turn.

In the afternoon, about four o'clock, on the day after our arrival,

a long, shrill blast of the whistle aroused the entire town, for the

Caledonia was in sight. Down we went to the wharf, and the entire

town followed. What a motley crowd you will find on one of these
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British Columbia wharves ! What coloring, what a Babel of tongues—
Tlingits from Alaska, Haidas from the Queen Charlotte Islands,

Tsimshians from the Skeena, Kwakiutls from Vancouver, Chinamen,
Japanese, Greeks, Scandinavians, Englishmen, and Yankees; men,
women, children, dogs, and from two to six woolly bear cubs. The
Caledonia is the exclusive property of the Hudson Bay Company;
she is not a common carrier, and does not encourage either passengers
or freight, as the tariff rates prove. There is a feverish haste and

hustle about the movements of the steamer which are fairly con-

tagious. She makes her first trip early, in the spring, as soon as the

ice has left the rivers, on the Stickene; then it is a wild, eager
ambition of the company to have her make four trips up the Skeena

before the river closes up in the fall.

We had as passengers two prospectors from Spokane, a mining

expert from Victoria, a native evangelist from Essington, and about

fifty Indians, mostly women and children, each one with a varied

assortment of boxes, bales, bundles, and dogs; the crew numbered

twenty, and we had about one hundred tons of freight on board.

From Essington to Hazelton is one hundred and fifty-two miles,

a panorama of unending and unbroken beauty; never monotonous,

always interesting, it presents a river voyage which is probably not

equaled, certainly not excelled, by any other river voyage of the same

length on the American continent or in the world. We began the

voyage on Sunday morning, we tied up in front of Hazelton on

Saturday night. To recount in detail the haps and mishaps of each

day's progress would take more time than I can command. In one

day we made forty-eight miles, on another day we made one hundred

yards, on another day we didn't make a foot. With plenty of water

under her keel the Caledonia could run twenty miles an hour; she

could cut her way through a sand bar at the rate of a yard or so an

hour; and at either rate of progress she burned each hour from one

and a half to two cords of wood.

For the first ten miles the scenery does not differ materially from

that which we are accustomed to in the inland sea from Victoria to

Alaska. Then we enter fresh water and for the next forty miles

steam through one long mountain gorge, for here the river has cut

completely through the Cascade Range. The mountains begin at the

water's edge and rise almost perpendicularly to heights of from three

to four thousand feet. Their lower limits are covered with dense

green forests, which seem to grow out of the solid rock. The summits

are smooth and glistening, and often covered with snow and ice.

Here and there we can trace some tiny rivulet issuing from an ice

bed high up among the clouds, and every portion of its course can

be traced down the steep mountain wall until it gives one final and
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headlong plunge into the river. At times these streams, taking their

rise in some extensive glacier, are of considerable magnitude, and

fairly roar as they leap and hurl themselves downward from their

dizzy height. And here we learned a curious fact about the river:

in summer it falls when it rains, and rises when the sun shines, so

rapidly do the pent-up snows of winter disappear and rush down the

mountain sides under the heat of the spring sun.

Until noon of the second day we had been making good time,

but now the fun began, for we had left deep water and had arrived

at the first flight of the eight-hundred-foot stairway which the Cale-

donia had to climb ere Hazelton could be reached. The river had

been gradually widening as one island after another had been passed,

until now it was nearly half a mile wide and flowed through four

channels. The captain attempted one channel, but we couldn't gain
an inch, and in drifting back again down the rapids the current car-

ried the boat against the rocks and, with a crash and a lurch, but

minus some woodwork, she was in the stream again. Then two

other channels were tried, but without avail, although the wheel was

throwing water and gravel over the pilot house. The fourth channel

was next tried, but the current was too strong. Then we "
lined her

out," and this novel method of getting a huge steamboat up a stream

soon became only too commonplace. The method of procedure is

this : The boat is forced against a sand bar and allowed to rest while

men go forward in a skiff with a long four-inch cable, which is made
fast to a tree on the bank or to a

" dead man," a long spar buried

deep in the earth of a sand bar and heaped over with bowlders.

When all is ready, the boat is attached to the capstan and the wheel

begins to revolve. It is tedious work and often provoking, as when

the cable parts, or the
" dead man "

gives up his hold, and the whole

work must be done over again. The boat quivers from stem to stern,

and the wheel, with all possible steam on, is simply one revolving-

ball of water. We fairly hold our breath as we listen to the dull

vibration of the boat, the rumbling of the capstan, and the grating-

sound of the keel of the steamer as she is being dragged through the

rapids over the bar; but above all can be heard the voice of Cap-
tain Bonser as he shouts to his Indian pilot,

" Go 'head capstan,"
"
Stop steamboat,"

"
Stop capstan," "Go 'head steamboat," "Go 'head

capstan!
" In four hours we have made about fifty yards, but we

are in open water again and the boat settles down to its regular chug,

chug, chug.

Eighty miles from Essington the Skeena in its flight to the sea

makes its first plunge into the Cascade Mountains, and its entrance is

indescribably grand. No pen or brush can do justice to the beau-

ties of the Kitselas Canon. At its mouth we are in a broad,
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deep basin, as if the river had felt depressed as it passed through
the quarter-mile narrow gorge and had here spread itself out to

breathe and rest before it started anew its downward journey to the

sea. It was late in the afternoon, and the western sun threw long
shadows of the lofty sky-crowned perpendicular walls of the left-

hand side of the canon over against the rocky islets and ragged, rock-

bound eastern shore. Once we have entered, there is no faltering;
"
lining it out

"
is impossible here, and on and on the boat labors

A Skeena River Salmon Cannery.

and climbs, twisting and turning through the narrow, tortuous chan-

nel. A quick eye and a steady nerve must command the wheel now,
for a turn too much or too little would be fatal. One instinctively

feels that the
" Water of Terrors

"
is the proper name for this river,

and with that feeling comes the -other—that it was never intended

for navigation.

After four days' grinding over sand bars and pounding against

rocks we tie up for repairs. One of the boilers had sprung a leak

which could be neglected no longer. The delay of thirty-six hours

was not without compensation, for the country about was open, and

proved a relief after the long ride through the high-walled river from

the sea to the canon. The banks were low or moderately high and

of gravel or sand bluffs, and we could look off over a landscape
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broken here and there by solitary peaks or clustered mountains, their

summits always covered with ice and snow. To the far east were the

pure white peaks of the Five Virgins, their summits glistening under
the bright sun. Even the character of the vegetation had changed,
and the dense forests of somber firs, spruces, and cedars of the lower

river had given way to great cottonwoods and underbrush of hazel

and alder.

In the afternoon we climbed a bluff near the river, from which

we could look off over a country that was wild and extremely

picturesque. To one side of us could be seen a great moun-

tain, its summit covered by a mighty glacier whose blue-white ice

gleamed and glistened in the sun. And there was no mistaking the

power of the sun that day; its warm rays being especially welcome
after some weeks of the cold, depressing gloom and fog of the coast.

We were now really in the country of the Tsimshians, and every
few hours we drew up in front of some quiet, peaceful village, its

almost deserted cottages guarded by the totem poles of former days.
In succession we pass Meamskinesht, Kitwangah, and Kitzegukla,
with now and then a small salmon-fishing station. The villages

proved disappointing both in their smallness and modernness, and

none of them seemed worthy of any extended visit. From time to

time we passed great black patches in the forest, the result of ex-

tensive fires, sure signs that the rainy coast was far away.
On Friday night we tied up to the bank within five miles of our

destination, but we had yet to pass Macintosh's Bar. That was ac-

complished on the following day, after eleven hours' hard work, and

by five o'clock we had reached " The Forks," or the junction of

the Skeena and Bulkley Rivers. Our course was to the left, up the

Skeena for half a mile, and in a few moments more we tied up in

front of the stockaded post of the Hudson Bay Company; we had

reached Hazelton. The region about us was "
Dum-lak-an,"

" what

will be a good place," the home of the Tsimshians.

Before 1870 the town was farther down the river, on the flat at

the junction of the Bulkley and Skeena Rivers. It has had addi-

tions to its population from Kis-pi-yeoux, and from villages down
the river. There are also to be numbered among the inhabitants the

Indian agent, Mr. Loring, the Hudson Bay representative, Mr. Sar-

gent, and his assistants, and Mr. Fields, the missionary. The Indian

population numbers about two hundred and seventy-five. The town

occupies a low, uneven plain, which, beginning at the water's edge,

extends back for a quarter of a mile, where it is hemmed in by a high
bluff on the face of the second river terrace. There are but few of

the old houses left and still fewer totem poles, and they are without

particular interest. Most prominent in the village is the warlike
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stockade of the company's post, with its two bastions at opposite

corners, and the blockhouse in the center of the inclosure, but now
hidden by the store which stands in front of it. The stockade was

put up in 1891, when an Indian uprising was feared throughout the

length of the river.

Wherever you find a trading post and a missionary you can not

hope to find people who retain much of their native life or who
are of great value to anthropology. But still Hazelton was sufficient-

ly primitive to be of interest in many respects. In matters of dress

the Indians are almost on a footing with the whites, but they still

make a curious garment for winter's use which is worn by nearly all

of the interior tribes. This is a blanket made out of long, narrow

strips of rabbit hide, and is warm, heavy, and extremely durable.

We were fortunate enough to find a woman who was engaged in

Tsimsiiian Shaman's Ceremonial Bow and Arrow.

making one of these curious garments on a most rude and primitive

loom. Other garments are still occasionally made of Indian hemp,
which grows wild and in abundance. This is beaten and pounded
and then spun into fine thread, and woven into the desired form.

In former days the Indians used large quantities of the wool

of the mountain sheep in making the beautiful chilcat blankets

that formed an important part of the chief's costume, but now
the Indians buy most of their wool. Its chief uses are for

sashes and belts, which are still worn and made after the fashion

of former days. Of other garments of daily use, except moc-

casins, there is nothing remaining. There are a few remnants

of ceremonial costumes still in existence, and by a bit of good fortune

we were enabled to secure the complete paraphernalia of a shaman,
or Indian doctor, who had only recently renounced his native prac-

tices and joined Mr. Fields's band of Christians. In the outfit thus

acquired were rattles, charms, blankets, masks, and headdresses of

various kinds. From another individual we secured the complete
costume of a member of the fraternity, or secret society, of Dog
Eaters. The Tsimshians have four such societies, and the Dog
Eaters stand third in rank, being surpassed only by the Man Eaters
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or Cannibal Society. The chief object of this outfit, apart from the

white and red cedar bark rings, was a long club, one side of which
was ornamented by a fringe of red cedar tassels. Of interest also

was the curious cap made of plaited bands of red cedar bark, and so

ornamented as to represent the head of the owl. Another object
secured from a shaman was a peculiar bow and arrow. These were

purely ceremonials, and were only used in the dances of the secret

societies. By an ingenious device the point of the arrow could be

opened out, and in this position represented the open jaws of a ser-

pent. On the bow were two fins, that could be lowered or raised at

will by means of cords, which represented the fin-back whale. The
bow itself is of light soft wood, and is bent by means of a string pass-

ing around the operator's body, the two ends of the bow being
fastened to the body of the bow by leather hinges.

In all the ceremonies, both religious and civil, an important part
of the costume is the mask. These are generally of wood, and por-

tray all manner of real and fanciful personages. Some of them are

wonders of ingenuity, being so constructed that the eyes, mouth, and

often the ears can be moved at the will of the wearer. Some of

them are even double, and so arranged that by drawing open the

outer mask, an inner one of an entirely different character can be

revealed. One of the rarest masks which was ever brought out of

the Tsimshian country is one in the possession of the museum, which

was acquired some time ago. It is of bone and finely carved, while

the teeth and tusks are those of animals.

Hazelton is of much interest to the observer of the human coun-

tenance, for, while the residents of the town are Tsimshians, there is

a village near by on the Bulkley River, the people of which belong to

the great Tinneh or Athabascan stock, which extends from the Arctic

Circle on the north to the Territories of Arizona and New Mexico on

the south, where it is represented by the Apaches. In some respects

the differences between the Tsimshians and Tinnehs, or Howgelgaits,
as this branch is called, are quite marked, and these differences stand

out in greater relief because more or less of the population of Howgel-

gait spend a part of their time in Hazelton, and so one sees represent-

atives of the two stocks in close contact. The Tsimshians, like the

Haidas, are great canoe people, and are rather short-legged, with great

development of the chest and shoulders. Like the Haidas, also,

they have strong, long arms, which bespeak familiarity with the

paddle. The Howgelgaits, on the other hand, are a pure moun-

taineer people, and are tall, robust, and finely proportioned. Their

hair is black, coarse, and abundant. The eyebrows are thick and

remarkably wide at the outer side. This same peculiarity may be

observed in the masks of this tribe. The beard is sparse, but it must
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be remembered that the hair is generally pulled out as it appears,

particularly on the cheeks, while the mustache and the chin tuft

are allowed to grow. Among the Tsimshians the face is wide and

the cheek bones are prominent. The nose is narrow, with a depressed
root. Neither the Tsimshians nor Tinneh practice artificial deforma-

tion of the head. With the Tinneh, or more exactly the Howgelgaits,
the forehead is broad and less receding than is usual with the Ameri-

can aborigines. The face is full and broad and the cheek bones

prominent, but the nose, unlike that of the Tsimshians, is well formed

and generally aquiline, although occasionally it is thick and flat-

fish. Their lips are also thick and the chin is more prominent than

is usual among the Tsimshians. The eyes are large and of a deep
black color; the jaws are generally very heavy and massive.

Of traces of the ancient prevalent fashion in deformity we saw

very little. One old woman still retained the labret, but it was only
a shadow of the former labrets in size. Although the long, finely

polished bone ornament which the men formerly wore in a hole

through the septum of the nose has entirely disappeared, we saw a

few old men in whom the pierced septum was still plainly visible.

With the Howgelgaits it was formerly the custom to load down the

ears with highly polished bits of abalone shells, which were suspended

by means of brass rings inserted into holes one above the other on

the outer margin of the ear, extending from the lobe around the

entire helix.

Hazelton's
"
City of the Dead "

stands on a high bluff overlook-

ing the town and valley, and commands a view off over the broken

forest-clad country which is as beautiful as well could be. A trail

winds along the face of the bluff until the crest of the plateau is

reached, where it divides into a right and left path leading through
the main street of the silent city. The sight is strangely odd and pic-

turesque. Over each grave has been erected a neat little frame house,

often of considerable dimensions. All are painted with bright colors,

and the effect is decidedly
" mixed." In one of the houses, which was

substantially built and neatly carpeted, I saw through a glass window

two chairs, a washstand with full assortment of toilet articles, and an

umbrella, while at the rear of the house stood a table on which was

spread a neat cloth, and on the table was a lamp. On the floor was

a new pair of shoes. Over the table hung a large crayon portrait of

the departed occupant of the grave beneath.

In another house I saw chests of clothing, and suspended from a

cord were garments of various kinds, including a complete costume

of the fraternity of the Dog Eaters. These five-feet-deep graves cov-

ered by little houses are not the usual manner of burial with the

Tsimshians, for until within a very few years the dead were ere-
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mated. Even to-day in the neighboring village of Kispiyeoux the

dead are buried in shallow graves just in front of the house.

Of the many charming spots about Hazelton which are well

worthy of a visit, we had time for only one—a horseback ride to

the Howgelgait Canon. The ride was most enjoyable in every re-

spect. The road leads from the town up over the plateau through
the burying ground, and then on through a partly cleared forest of

cottonwoods and maples. Then we plunge into a two-mile-long lane,

the trail scarcely wide enough to admit of the passing of a horse,

through a dense grove of hazel bushes, laden to their tips with unripe
nuts still protected by their green fuzzy envelopes; and now we
knew whence came the name "

Hazelton." Suddenly the grove ter-

minates, and after dismounting and walking forward a few steps we
came to the face of the canon. "What a sight ! On the opposite cliff,

but on a higher level, stands the old deserted village of Howgelgait,
with its great empty houses and skeleton totem poles. At our feet,

down a sheer precipice almost a thousand feet below, the Bulkley

River, set on edge, rushes and roars and foams through the rocky

gorge to join the Skeena a mile away. Just by the mouth of the
'

canon, at the edge of the great whirlpool, and on a gravelly beach,
stands the present town of Howgelgait. Hearing shouts, we looked

closer, and far down we saw men moving about, their forms dwarfed

to almost spiderlike dimensions. They were building a swinging

bridge over the river, and the timbers already in place looked like

the meshes of a spider's web.

Looking up the canon, we could see from the opposite wall near

the water's edge, and far below us, a rude scaffolding suspended by
bark ropes over the river, and from this Indians were lowering their

nets and drawing up salmon. One man after another would leave

for his home, his back bending under the weight of many fish, his

place to be taken by another, who begins casting his nets. And so

these rude scaffoldings here and all along the rivers are occupied by
busy fishermen throughout the summer, for salmon is chief of the

winter's food supply of these people. In one house we saw over a

thousand salmon hung up to dry for use during the winter months.

We left the canon for the ride back to Hazelton with keen regret,

for no more fascinating spot did we find on our entire journey than

right here. On the way we encountered a woman of the Carrier tribe

of the Tinnehs from Frazer's Lake, who was returning from Hazelton

laden with provisions and cheap calicoes.

"We had scarcely entered Hazelton when the tinkling of the bell

of the
"
lead horse

" announced the arrival of the pack train.

Second only in importance to the arrival of the Caledonia to the

people of Hazelton is the arrival of the pack train, for it brings the
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news of the far interior. But of much greater importance and value

is the cargo of furs which are brought out on every trip in exchange
for supplies which are taken in. On that day there were fifty-seven

mules, each laden with two bales of furs weighing two hundred and

fifty pounds, and including beaver, mink, otter, sable, and bear, all

destined for the Hudson Bay Company's house in London, there to

Hagivilgait Canon, with Indian Fish Weirs at Bottom.

be auctioned off in lots to the highest bidder, and then to be dis-

tributed to all parts of the civilized world.

Within less than an hour's time the precious furs were aboard,

and we bade farewell to Hazelton. The Caledonia drops back, is

slowly turned around by the current, and with its steady chug, chug,

we began our journey down the river, the power of the boat aided by
the swiftly flowing water carrying us along at a rapid rate. If the

slow, labored up journey was a revelation with its worries and anxi-

eties, what can be said of the down journey with its kaleidoscopic;

panorama of sand bars, Indian villages, far-away snowy mountains,

-dense forests of mighty cottonwoods, lofty heights which tower above

us clad to their very summits with eternal green, mountain streams,

.and innumerable waterfalls and cascades! And what shall one say
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of that memorable ride through the carion, the wheel reversed and

throwing water over the pilot house, the boat rocking and swaying
to and fro! Before we were fairly aware of the fact we were out

into that great, deep, silent basin again and off on the home stretch.

Apart from taking on wood and stopping at one or two Indian vil-

lages, a delay of a few hours was made to permit some mining en-

gineers to examine a mine. They had just come up from the coast

and brought with them news of the gold excitement in the Yukon

Valley, and now for the first time we heard that magic word " Klon-

dike," which was soon to
"
electrify the world and put the gold fields

of California, South Africa, and Australia to shame."

At nine o'clock we were in Essington once more. "
Klondike,

Klondike! " on every side. The whole country seemed to have gone
daft. One steamer after another went racing by the mouth of the

Skeena on the way to Dyea and the Skagway Trail. But our for-

tunes lay in the other direction, and that night we were aboard the

Islander, bound for Victoria and the south.

+t»

LIGHT AND VEGETATION".

By D. T. MACDOUGAL, Ph.D.,
PROFESSOR IN CHARGE OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.

LIGHT
is the most important of all the external agencies which

influence the vegetal organism, and the sun's rays have been

the most potent force in shaping the development of existent plant
forms.

The sunbeam stands in a manifold relation to the plant. First

and foremost, light is the universal source of energy, by the aid of

which the chlorophyll apparatus in green leaves builds up complex
food substances from simple compounds obtained from the soil and

air, a process necessary for the nutrition of the entire living world.

Some obscure organisms, such as the "
nitrosomonas," soil bacteria,

are able to accomplish the construction of complex substances, by
means of energy derived from other chemical compounds, which

were, however, formed originally by green plants. These food-

building processes are designated as photosynthesis, chemosynthesis,

electrosynthesis, thermosynthesis, etc., according to the source of

energy used.

By photosynthesis, carbon dioxide from the air and water from

the cell are combined in the green cells of leaves, forming sugar and

possibly other substances. During this process an amount of oxy-

gen approximately equal to that of the carbon dioxide taken up is ex-

VOL. LIV.—14
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lialed. It will be of interest to note the relation of the living

world to the atmosphere. Eight hundred to nine hundred grammes
of carbon dioxide are produced in the respiration of a single

person for a day, and the entire product of the human race for

this period is twelve hundred million kilogrammes. In addition,

large quantities of the gas result from the combustion of the four

hundred and sixty millions of kilogrammes of coal and wood burned

yearly. The lower animals, fungi, and green plants themselves con-

tribute an amount which must bring the total to twice the immense

sum named above. The atmosphere contains three or four hun-

dredths of one per cent of carbon dioxide, or an amount of about

two to three thousand billions of kilogrammes. No especial varia-

tion in this proportion has been detected since observations upon this

point were first made. The fact that no increase takes place is partly

due to the absorption of the gas by plants, and its replacement by oxy-

gen, and also to certain geological processes in constant operation.

Absorption takes place at the rate of about two and a half grammes
for every square metre of leaf surface per hour, or about twenty-five

to thirty grammes daily, since the process goes on only in daylight.

It is to be seen that a single human being exhales as much carbon di-

oxide as may be removed from the air by thirty or forty square metres

of leaf surface. According to Ebermayer, a hectare (2.47 acres) of

forest would use eleven thousand kilogrammes of carbon dioxide

yearly, and the amount used by plants is generally much in excess

of that furnished by the activity of the inhabitants of any given area.

Plants thrive and show increasing vigor as the amount of carbon

dioxide in the air rises until two hundred times the present propor-

tion is reached. An increase of the gas in the atmosphere would

therefore be partly corrected by the absorption and by the stronger

vegetation induced. Nothing short of a comprehensive cataclysm

could work such disturbance to the composition of the air as to en-

danger the well-being of the animal inhabitants of the earth.

The activity of a square metre of leaf surface results in the

formation of one and a half to two grammes of solid substance per

hour in sunlight. A vigorous sunflower with one hundred and forty-

five leaves constructed thirty-six grammes of solid matter in a day,

and a squash with one hundred and sixteen leaves one hundred and

sixteen grammes in the same length of time. The amounts formed

by such trees as the beech, maple, oak, poplar, elm, and horse-chest-

nut, with leaf surfaces aggregating three hundred to one thousand

square metres, must be correspondingly large.

A comparison of plants grown in strong sunlight, diffuse light,

and darkness will reveal many differences in stature and internal

structure. These differences are for the most part due to the forma-
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tive and tonic effect of light. Otherwise expressed, the influence of

variations of light upon plants causes adaptive reactions, and dis-

turbances of the nutritive processes and growth.
In consequence of these facts the reaction of any given organ to

changes in the intensity of the illumination will depend upon its spe-

cific functions and relation to the remainder of the organism.
The stems formed by seedlings and awakening underground

organs are usually surrounded by plants or other objects which cut

off more or less sunlight. The developing shoot can not spread its

leaves to the light advantageously until it has outstripped or grown
beyond the objects intervening between it and the light. This neces-

sity is one of the most important conditions in the struggle for ex-

istence. To meet it, a very great majority of seed-forming plants
have acquired the power of accelerated elongation of the stems when

deprived of their normal amount of light.

Very striking examples of this reaction are offered by the awak-

ening corms of the Jack-in-the-pulpit (Ariswma triphyllum). The
conns usually lie at a distance of five or six centimetres below the

surface of the soil, and when the growth of the large bud begins in

the spring the heavy sheathing scales elongate and pierce the soil,

opening when the surface is reached at the distance of a few centi-

metres. If thecorm should have been buried deeper in the substratum

by floods or drifts of leaves, the growth of the bud scales will con-

tinue until the light is reached, though it may be a distance of twenty
centimetres. Such growth may be seen if the corms are grown in a

deep layer of sphagnum moss, or in a dark room.

After the stems emerge from the
" drawn " buds they show a

similar attenuation, attaining a length of twice the normal. The ex-

cessive elongation of stems is accompanied by variations in the struc-

ture and contents of the tissues. The cells are generally longer,

while the walls are thinner. In consequence, organs grown in dark-

ness are very weak and easily bent or broken. Growth in darkness is

attended by the non-formation of chlorophyll. This is replaced by
etiolin, giving the plant a pale, waxy, yellow appearance.

The adaptive elongation is not shown by all species, however.

It has been found that stems of beet, hop, dioscorea, and a few

others show no adaptations to diminished light. The adaptive
modification of stems elongating in darkness is developed from the

retarding influence exercised by light upon growth. Thus it is a

well-known fact that the action of certain portions of the sun's rays

actually impedes or checks the increase in volume known as growth,

though it does not influence actual division of the cells to any great

extent. When this retarding action is eliminated excessive elonga-

tion ensues.
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The behavior of leaves in illuminations below the normal de-

pends upon the relation of these organs to the storage structures of

the plant as well as upon other factors, and many types are de-

pendent upon their own activity for plastic material necessary for

growth.
It is to be said in general that leaves of dicotyledonous plants

are incapable of full development in darkness, though to this rule

there are many exceptions. Thus the leaves of the beet develop

normally, or nearly so, in darkness.

On the other hand, leaves of monocotyledonous plants attain

normal size in darkness, especially those with straight or curved

parallel venation. Some, as the iris, swamp marigold, and onion,

attain a greater length in darkness than in light. Here, as in stems,

cell division is not modified, but the growth of the individual cell

is increased.

The growth of leaves in darkness may be easily observed if the

underground perennial stems of common mandrake are placed in a

dark chamber before the growth of the leaf buds has begun. The

leaves are peltate, and in the bud are folded about the end of the

petiole after the manner of an umbrella. Usually this umbrella

expands as soon as it has pushed upward and become free from the

soil, attaining a diameter of twenty-five to forty centimetres when

outspread. In darkness, however, it refuses to unfold, the laminae

are pale yellow and retain the crumpled form of the bud, and as the

petiole shows an exaggerated elongation the organ takes on the ap-

pearance of a very small parasol on a very long handle. The imper-

fect development of leaves and the rapid decay of aerial organs

deprived of sunlight leads to the conclusion that the action of light

is necessary to the health and normal activity of these organs, and

the light therefore exercises a tonic influence upon vegetation.

Many species of plants are so plastic and capable of such ready

response to variations in external conditions that they undergo dis-

tinct morphological changes in response to variations in the intensity

of the light. The common potato is an example of this fact. The

edible tubers are simply thickened stems, and the plant has the habit

of storing starch in any stems not acted upon by the light. The

branches arising from the base of the main stem are generally un-

derneath the surface of the soil, and afford the proper conditions

for tuber formation. Sugar is constructed in the leaves, carried down

the length of the stem, and deposited in the underground branches

as starch. Space is made for the accumulating store by the multi-

plication of the thin-walled cells of the pith. If any of the upper

branches should become shaded, they become at once the focus of

converging streams of sugar, and similar enlargement ensues, re-
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suiting in the formation of tubers. Such structures are occasionally
observed in plants grown thickly together,

Vochting, by a number of most ingenious experiments, has suc-

ceeded in producing tubers on any branch of a potato plant by simply

inclosing the branch in a small dark chamber. As the result of one

experiment the entire main stem springing from a sprouting tuber

was converted into a new tuber nearly as large as the first. The
entire plant at the close of the experiment had the form of a dumb-

bell, with the old tuber as one ball and the new tuber as the other.

The same writer has described important results obtained from a

study of the action of light upon the stems of cactus, consisting of

a number of flattened internodes. When the growing tips of such

plants were allowed to develop in a dark chamber the new internodes

grown were cylindrical in form. Such behavior suggests that these

plants were originally furnished with cylindrical stems and foliar

leaves. The leaves at some time in the history of the plant were

found unsuitable, and gradually atrophied, while the stems were

flattened and extended to take up their functions.

Some very striking adaptations of form of organs to the intensity
of the light have been analyzed by Goebel. The common harebell

{Campanula rotundifolia) has an upright stem twenty to sixty centi-

metres in height. The upper part of the stem bears sessile lanceolate

leaves, decreasing in size from the base to the summit. The first

leaves formed by the stem on its emergence from the soil are entirely

different in construction, showing a heart-shaped lamina with a dis-

tinct petiole. These leaves are formed at the actual surface of the

soil, are generally more or less shaded or covered by fallen leaves, and

in fact are not known or seen by many collectors or observers of

the plant. Goebel found that similar leaves might be formed on any

part of the plant if it were shaded from the full glare of the sun's

rays. The cordate leaves at the base of the stem were always pro-

duced, however, no matter to what intensity of illumination that

part of the plant was subjected. It is therefore safe to conclude

that the cordate leaves are inherited forms, and that the lanceolate

organs are adaptations to light which may be shown by any individual

of the species.

In general it is to be said that the leaves of sun-loving species

have a thick epidermis, entirely free from chlorophyll, with stomata

on the lower side only, a firm consistence due to the formation of

woody tissues, and are often provided with a coating of hairs. The
leaves of shade-loving plants, on the other hand, have a thin-walled

epidermis often containing chlorophyll, stomata on both sides, and

are not so plentifully provided with hairs as those in exposed situa-

tions.
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The variations in external form described above are due to the

intensity of the illumination. At the same time the structure and

arrangement of the cells depend on the direction from which the

light rays come. Thus, an organ receiving light from one side only
will exhibit a structure different from an organ of the same kind

receiving direct rays from two or more sides. Light, then, is a cause

of dorsiventrality
—that is, of the fact that the upper and lower sides

of organs are not alike in structure. The leaf affords a splendid ex-

ample of dorsiventrality as a result of the exposure of one side only
to direct light. The upper side of a horizontal leaf, such as the oak,

beech, or maple, contains one or two layers of cylindrical cells with

their long axes perpendicular to the surface. In vertical leaves, such

as the iris, these palisade cells, as they are termed, are not so well

defined, and in all leaves grown in darkness this tissue is very much
reduced. If a young leaf not yet unfolded from the bud is fas-

tened in such a position that the under side is uppermost, pali-

sade cells will be formed on the side exposed to the direct rays of

the sun.

The influence of light upon the sporophylls, or reproductive or-

gans of the seed-forming plants, is quite as well defined as upon the

vegetative organs.

In general it is to be said that stamens and pistils may reach

functional maturity in darkness or diffuse light, and if pollination is

provided for, seed and fruit formation may ensue.

The diminution of light has the effect of transforming inflores-

cences into leafy shoots in some instances, however. The more

common reaction consists of alterations in the size, form, and color

of the perianth, and greater changes are induced in the petals than

in the sepals. The corolla shows greater decrease in size in Melan-

dryum and Silene, in diffuse light, though the relative form is main-

tained. The writer has obtained most striking results from growing
flowers of Salvia (sage) in a dark chamber, inclosing the inflo-

rescence only. In the normal flower the irregular scarlet corolla

attains three times the length of the calyx, and two stamens extrude

from under the upper lip. When grown in darkness, the corolla

with the adherent stamens measure about three millimetres in length,

or one twelfth the normal, and are scarcely more than half the size

of the calyx, which is but two thirds the size of similar organs grown
in the light. The color is entirely lacking from the corolla, and is

found only along the veins of the calyx.

In other instances in which the corolla is composed of separate

members, an unequal reaction is exhibited. The corolla of nastur-

tium (Tropwolum majus) consists of five approximately equal petals.

Flowers of this species grown in darkness show one of nearly normal
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stature, two of reduced size, while the remaining two take the form

of club-shaped bracts.

The diminished size of the perianth of cleistogamous flowers of

such types as the violet is due directly to the action of diminished

light upon the hidden or inclosed flower.

The influence of light upon the structure, reproductive processes,

and distribution of the lower forms brings about the most widely

divergent reactions, which can not be described here.

The distribution and color of marine algae depend upon the depth
of the water and the consequent intensity of the light. This gives

rise to distinct zones of aquatic vegetation. Thus in one series of

surveys the littoral zone, the beach area covered at high water and

exposed at low water, was found to furnish proper conditions for

green, brown, and red algae. The sublittoral zone, extending to a

depth of forty metres, is furnished with red algae, increasing in num-
ber with the depth, and the brown algae disappear; while the elittoral

zone, from forty to one hundred and ten metres, is inhabited by red

algae alone. The number of species of vegetal organisms below

this depth is extremely small. An alga (Halosphceria viridis)

has been brought up from depths of one thousand to two thousand

metres.

A very great number of bacteria are unfavorably affected by
light, and find proper conditions at some depth in the soil or water.

It is on account of this fact that the water of frozen streams becomes

more thickly inhabited by certain organisms than in the summer

time, and exposure to sunlight is adopted as a hygienic measure in

freeing clothing and household effects from infection. Bacteria

occur abundantly in sea water at depths of two hundred to four

hundred metres, and quite a number of species are to be found at

eight hundred to eleven hundred metres.

The distribution of fungi follows the general habit of bacteria

in that they thrive best in darkness.

It is to be noticed in this connection that light is also a deter-

mining factor in the distribution of the higher land plants. Thus
the amount of light received in polar latitudes is quite insuffi-

cient for the needs of many species, entirely irrespective of tem-

perature.

The retarding influence of light upon growth is even more
marked in the lower forms than in the higher. Such action is the

result of the disintegrating effect of the blue-violet rays upon fer-

ments and nitrogenous plastic substances.

The greater massiveness of the bodies of the higher plants en-

ables them to carry on the chemical activities in which these sub-

stances are concerned in the interior, where the intense rays may not
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penetrate. The attenuated and undifferentiated fungi must seek the

shade, to escape the dangers of strong light, against which they have

no shield.

The reproductive processes are particularly sensitive to illumina-

tion. The formation of zoospores by green felt (Vaucheria) may
occur only in darkness, at night, or in diffuse light, and these ex-

amples might be multiplied indefinitely. Many features of the ger-
mination of spores and the growth of protonemce or prothallia among
the mosses, liverworts, and ferns are determined by light.

Perhaps the most striking reactions of plants to light are to be

seen in locomotor and orientation movements.

Locomotor movements are chiefly confined to lower forms, and

are most noticeable in the
" swarm spores," or zoospores of the algse,

though exhibited by spermatozooids as well. Zoospores may be seen

collected against the side of the vessel receiving direct sunlight,

while the opposite side of the vessel will be free from them. The

chlorophyll bodies of green cells arrange themselves similarly. The
latter bodies may move away from the exposed side of the cell if

the light exceeds a certain intensity.

The typical plant may not move its body toward or away from

the source of light, but it may secure the same end by dispositions of

its surfaces to vary the angle at which the rays are received. This

form of irritability is one of the most highly developed properties of

the plant. Wiesner has found that a seedling of the vetch is sensi-

tive to an amount of light represented by one ten-millionth of a

unit represented by a Roscoe-Bunsen flame. The "
sensitiveness

"

to light may take one of three forms: The organ may place its axis

parallel and pointing toward the source of the rays, as in stems, when
it is said to be proheliotropic ; the axis of the organ may assume a

position perpendicular to the rays, which is designated as diahelio-

tropism; or it may place its axis parallel to the rays and pointing

away from the light, when it is said to be apheliotropic. Upright
stems are proheliotropic, horizontal leaves and creeping stems are

diaheliotropic, and roots and such stems as those of ivy are aphe-

liotropic.

Sunlight varies from zero to the full blaze of the noonday sun,

and assumes its greatest intensity in the equatorial regions. The in-

tensity in latitudes 40° to 45° north would be represented by 1.5

units, and at the equator by 1.6 units. Near the equator the intensity

is so great that an ordinary leaf may not receive the full force of the

noonday sun without damage. The injury would not result from the

luminous rays, but from the temperatures, 40° to 50° C, arising

from the conversion of light into heat. As an adaptation to this

condition nearly all leaves have either a pendent or a vertical posi-
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tion, or the power of assuming this position by motor or impassive

wilting movements.

Among the plants of the temperate zone the so-called compass

plants are examples of similar adaptations. The compass plants in-

clude, among others, the wild lettuce {Lactuca scariola) and rosin

weed (Silphium laciniatum). These plants place the leaves in a

vertical position with the tips pointing north and south in such man-

ner that the direct rays of the morning and evening sun only may
strike the surfaces at right angles, while the edges are presented to

the fierce rays at noonday. That this arrangement is an adaptation

against the intense light is evident when it is seen that specimens

growing in shaded locations or in diffuse light place the leaves in

the typical horizontal position. To meet the functional conditions,

both sides of the compass leaves are almost equally provided with

palisade cells for food formation and stomata for transpiration. The
estimation of the light striking a compass leaf shows that it receives

approximately the same amount of light as a horizontal leaf during
the course of a day, but the two maxima of intensity, morning and

evening, are much below that of the noon of horizontal leaves.

The influence of light upon plants may be briefly summed as

follows :

Light is necessary for the formation of food substances by green

plants, and it is an important factor in distribution in land and ma-

rine forms.

Growth and reproduction are generally retarded by the action of

the blue-violet rays.

Light is fatal to certain bacteria and other low forms of vegeta-

ble life.

Many plants have the power of accelerated growth of stems in

diminished light as an adaptation for lifting the leaves above "
shad-

ing
"

objects.

The growth of many leaves and of the perianth of flowers is

hindered in diminished light.

The outward form of many organs, particularly leaves, is de-

pendent upon the intensity of the light received.

The internal structure of bilateral or dorsiventral organs is large-

ly determined by the direction of the rays.

Plants have the power of movement to adjust their surfaces to a

proper angle with impinging light rays, as a protective adaptation.

Matches which do not contain any phosphorus and which take fire by
friction on any surface—a match that has been long sought—have been

prepared by Mr. S. A. Rosenthal and Dr. S. J. von Kornocki. It is repre-

sented that they can be manufactured as cheaply as ordinary matches.
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THE STONE AGE IN EGYPT.

By J. DE MORGAN.

THE investigation of the origin of man in Egypt is a very com-

plex problem, belonging as much to geology as to archaeology.

The earliest evidences we have of human industry, in fact, go back

to so remote a period that they should be regarded rather as fossils

than as archaeological documents. They are very coarsely worked

flints, which are found near the surface of the ground among the

pebbles of the Quaternary or Pleistocene epoch, and similar to those

which occur abundantly in Europe, America, and Asia; but the

study and collection of them have been pursued with less method

than in those countries. The more recent monuments, so much more

conspicuous and more easily accessible, have attracted most attention,

while these have been left in the background.
No region in the world presents a clearer and more distinct indi-

vidual character than Egypt. Each village is a special world, each

valley a universe that has developed its own life; and man has felt

the special local impressions; and even in modern times, while all

the Egyptian villages present a similar aspect, and although the

fellah appears to be the same sort of a man everywhere, each locality

has its special individual characteristics. One who knows how to

observe men and things critically will find considerable differences.

These dissimilarities are as old as Egypt itself. They have always

existed, and are as much more intense as the communications be-

tween district and district were formerly more difficult. They are

due to physical conditions special to each village, to the prevailing

winds, the form and character of the mountains, the extent of cul-

tivable lands, and the supply of water. A study of the detail of the

country is a very important preliminary to the examination of

Egyptian history. Every village and every nome had formerly its

special divinity and its particular usages. Are we sure that the gods
and customs were not imposed by local conditions? At Ombos two

hostile gods were adored in the same temple. May we not see in

this fact a recollection of the hostility which has always prevailed

between the inhabitants of the two banks of the river, and still con-

tinues?

Previous, however, to investigating these details which have

been so influential on Egyptian civilization, we ought to dispel the

darkness which hides from us the earliest traces of man in the valley

of the Nile, and examine how man lived in his beginning, to study

the geology of the country and its condition when it issued from the

seas. As one of the results of this study we find that palaeolithic
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man, known to us only through the rough-cut flints we find in the

alluvions, made his first appearance. After this period of excavation

came that of filling up with silt, which still continues. New evi-

dences of man appear in his burial places and the ruins of his vil-

lages, the kitchen middens which he has left in his habitations of

unburned brick and in his camps. This time he is more civilized
;
he

chips his flints with a skill that is not surpassed in European neolithic

implements; he makes vessels of stone and clay, covers them with

rude paintings, sculptures animal forms of schist, and wears neck-

laces of the shells and the stones of the country. Then comes a

foreign people to take possession of Egypt, bringing knowledge of

metals, writing, hieroglyphics, painting, sculpture, new industries

and arts that have nothing in common with the arts of the people
it has overcome. The ancient Pharaonic empire begins, or perhaps
the reign of the divine dynasties. The men with stone implements
are the aborigines; the others are the conquering civilized Egyptians.

Nothing can be more interesting than a comparison of the arts of the

aborigines and those of the Egyptians of the earlier dynasties.

Nearly all their characteristics are different, and it is impossible to

regard them as of common origin. Yet some of the native forms per-

sisted till the last days of the empire of the Pharaohs. These

aborigines belonged to a race that is now extinct, they having been

absorbed into the mass of the Egyptians and Nubians among whom
they lived, and from this mixture the fellah of ancient times is de-

rived. The origin of the conquering race—of the Egyptians as we
know them—has not been precisely determined. The weight of evi-

dence, so far as it has been obtained, and the balance of opinion, are

in favor of an Asiatic origin and of primary relationship with the

Shemites of Chaldea.

In Egypt more than in any other country it is necessary to pro-
ceed with the most scrupulous circumspection in the examination of

remote antiquities. The relics of thousands of years of human life

have been piled one upon another and often intermixed. The ques-
tions they raise can not be answered in the cabinet or by the study of

texts; but the inquiry must be prosecuted on the ground, by com-

parison of the deposits where they are found and in the deposits from
which they are recovered.

From my first arrival in Egypt, in 1892, my attention has been

greatly occupied with the question of the origin of the relics of the

stone age that have been found from time to time in that country.
I have gathered up the scattered documents, explored a large number
of sites, and have bought such flint implements as I have found on
sale. I have gradually been led to believe that while some of these

cut stones may possibly belong to the historical epoch, we shall have
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to attribute a much more remote antiquity to the most of them, and

that evidences of a neolithic age in the valley of the Nile are more

abundant than has generally been supposed.

In many minds the historical antiquity of Egypt, the almost

fabulous ages to which its civilization ascends, seem to challenge the

history of other countries, and the land of the Pharaohs, rejecting all

chronological comparison, to have appeared in the midst of the world

as a single example of a land which savage life had never trodden.

Yet what are the centuries since Menes ruled over the reclaimed val-

leys, the few thousand years of which we can calculate the duration,

by the side of the incalculable lapse of time since man, struggling

with the glaciers and the prehistoric beasts, began his conquest of the

earth? The antiquity of Egypt, the eight thousand years (if it be as

many) since the first Pharaoh, are only as an atom in the presence

of these ages. "We can assert some vague knowledge of these pre-

Pharaonic inhabitants, for two hatchets of the Chellean pattern were

found some time ago in the desert, one at Esnet, the other near the

pyramids of Gizeh; and we can now affirm in the most positive man-

ner that Quaternary man lived in the country which is now Egypt, and

was then only preparing to be. Four palaeolithic stations have been

more recently discovered—at Thebes, Tukh, Abydos, and Daschur.

Join these sites to the other two where isolated pieces were found, and

we have the geography of what we know at present of Chellean man
in the valley of the Nile. Doubtless continuous researches would

result in similar discoveries at other points, for I have met these

relics wherever I have been able to make a short sojourn. The

Chellean implements are found in the gravels of the diluvium on

the pebbly surface. They have been disturbed and probably scat-

tered, but some places yield them more numerously than others—
points possibly corresponding to the ancient workshops. I have

found a considerable number of specimens at Deir-el-Medinet; M.

Daressy, of the Bureau of Antiquities, found a perfectly characteristic

Chellean hammer stone in the Valley of the Queens at Gurneh, as

perfectly worked as the best specimens found at Chelles, St. Acheul,

and Moulin-Quignon.
The finds are not very numerous at Tukh, but one may in a

few hours make a collection there of hatchets (or hammer stones),

scrapers, points, simple blades, and a large number of stones bear-

ing indisputable marks of having been worked, but not presenting

precise forms. The deposit at Abydos is in the bottom of a circle

behind the ruins surrounding the Pharaonic necropolis. The speci-

mens seem sufficient to prove the existence of Quaternary man in

Egypt, while the search for them has hardly yet begun. In view of

them it is extremely improbable that man did not also exist there
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during the long period that intervened between this primitive age
and that of the earliest Egyptians who had metals. He did ex-

ist there then, and the evidences of it are found in neolithic

remains between Cairo and Thebes, a distance of about eight hun-

dred kilometres along the valley of the Nile, in the Fayum, and

in Upper Egypt. Among these are the remarkable tombs at Abydos
which have been explored by M. E. Amelineau, and of which he has

published descriptions. They belong to a category which I have

characterized as tombs of transition and as signalizing the passage
from the use of polished stone to that of metals. Their archaic char-

acter can not be disputed, and their royal origin is probably certain.

They may belong to aboriginal kings or to the earliest dynasties.

They reveal a knowledge of brass and of the use of gold for orna-

ment. At the necropolis of El-'Amrah, a few miles south of Abydos,
are some archaic tombs, all of the same model, composed of an

oval trench from five to six and a half feet deep. The body is laid

on the left side, and the legs are doubled up till the knees are

even with the sternum; the forearms are drawn out in front and

the hands placed one upon the other before the face, while the head

is slightly bent forward. Around the skeleton are vases, and large,

rudely made urns, often filled with ashes or the bones of animals, and

nearer to them are painted or red vessels with black or brown edges,

vessels roughly shaped out of stone, and figurines in schist repre-

senting fishes or quadrupeds, cut flints, alabaster clubs, and necklaces

and bracelets of shells. Bronze is rare, and found always in shape
of small implements. Both purely neolithic tombs and burials of the

transition period to metals occur at El-'Amrah. The most remarkable

feature of the burials is the position of the corpse, totally unlike any-

thing that is found of the Pharaonic ages.

The Egyptian finds of stone implements present the peculiarity
as compared with those of Europe, that types are found associated

together belonging to what would be regarded in other countries as

very different epochs. The time may come when subdivisions can

be made of the Egyptian stone age, but the study has not yet been

pursued far enough to make this practicable at present. Among
these articles are hatchets showing -the transitions, examples of which
are wanting in Europe, from the rudest stone hammer to the polished
neolithic implement; knives of various shape and some of hand-

some workmanship; scrapers, lance heads, arrowheads, saws, pins,

bodkins, maces, beads, bracelets, and combs. The large number of

instruments with toothed blades found at some of the stations may
be regarded as pointing to a very extensive cultivation of cereals at

the time they were in use. The deposits of Tukh, Zarra'idah, Khat-

tarah, Abydos, etc., situated in regions suitable for growing grain,
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yield thousands of them, while they are very rare at the fishing

station of Dimeh. That the use of sickles tipped with flint very

probably lasted long after the introduction of metals seems to be

proved by the hieroglyphics; but very few evidences of the existence

of such tools are found after the middle empire.

ISTo traces of articles related to the religion of the Pharaohs are

found in the burial places of the aborigines. In place of the statu-

ettes and funerary divinities of later times are found rude figurines

of animals cut in green schists. They represent fishes, tortoises with

eyes adorned with hard stone or nacre, and numerous signs the origin

of which is unknown, and were apparently regarded as fetiches or

divinities. Articles of pottery are very numerous, very crude, and of

a great variety of forms. It is not necessary to suppose that the peo-

ple who have left these relics were savages or barbarians. History

and even the present age afford instances of many peoples who have

obtained considerable degrees of civilization while backward in some

of the arts. It is hardly possible to achieve delicacy of design and

finish without the use of metals. I believe I have shown that an

age of stone once existed in Egypt, and that it furthermore played

an important part, even in Pharaonic civilization.—Translated for

the Popular Science Monthly from the Author's Recherches sur les

Origines cle VEgypte.

I

SUPEKSTITION AND CHIME.

By Prof. E. P. EVANS.

1ST January, 1898, an elderly woman came in great anxiety to a

priest of the Church of St. Ursula, in Munich, Bavaria, and

complained that the devil haunted her house at night and frightened

her by making a great noise. In explanation of this unseasonable

and undesirable visit from the lower world she stated that a joint-

stock company had been formed in Berlin, with a branch in Munich,

for the purpose of discovering hidden treasures, and that in order to

attain this object a human sacrifice must be made to the devil, and

that she had been selected as the victim. A woman, whose husband

was a stockholder in the aforesaid company, had kindly communi-

cated to her this information, so that she might be prepared and have

time to set her house in order. Satan, however, grew impatient of

the promised sacrifice, and began to look after her. The priest sent

one of his younger assistants at the altar to read appropriate prayers

in the haunted house, and thus exorcise the evil spirit. We can

hardly suppose that his reverence believed in the reality of the re-

ported apparition, and yet he could not assert its impossibility by
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calling in question the existence of the devil or the actuality of dia-

bolical agencies in human affairs without undermining the founda-

tions of the ecclesiastical system, of which he was an acknowledged

supporter. Such a declaration would "
take away our hope," as the

Scotchman said of the denial of a literal hell-fire and the doctrine

of eternal punishment. It was for the same reason that the great

body of the Catholic clergy, from Pope Leo XIII and the highest

dignitaries of the church down to the humblest country vicar, so

easily fell into the snares laid by Leo Taxil and accepted the signa-

ture of the devil Bitru as genuine, and his revelations concerning the

pact of the freemasons with Satan as authentic. It is certainly some-

what startling to meet with such a case of gross superstition as the

above-mentioned in one of the seats of modern science and centers

of European civilization. In rural districts, remote from the influ-

ences of intellectual culture, however, instances of this kind are of

quite frequent occurrence, and often result in the commission of

crime. Human sacrifices to Satan are still by no means uncommon
in many parts of Russia, and are supposed to be effective in warding
off famine and in staying the ravages of pestilence. Even in Ger-

many and other countries of western Europe the belief in their

prophylactic virtue is remarkably prevalent, and would be often put
into practice were it not for the stricter administration of justice and

the greater terror of the law.

In October, 1889, the criminal court in the governmental prov-

ince of Archangelsk, in northern Russia, sentenced a Samoyede,
Jefrern Pyrerka, to fifteen years' imprisonment with hard labor for

the murder of a maiden named Ssavaney. His sole defense was

that an unusually severe winter with a heavy fall of snow had pro-

duced a famine followed by scurvy, of which all his children had

died. He therefore made an image of the devil out of wood, smeared

its lips with fat, and set it up on a hillock. He then attempted to

lasso one of his companions, Andrey Tabarey, and had already

thrown the noose round his neck, when the energetic wife of the

intended victim intervened and rescued her husband. Shortly after-

ward he succeeded in strangling the girl and offering her as a sac-

rifice to his idol. In the province of Novgorod, known as
"
the dark-

est Russia," it is a general custom among the country people to sac-

rifice some animal, usually a black cat, a black cock, or a black dog,

by burying it alive, in order to check the spread of cholera. In the

village of Kamenka, a peasant, whose son had died of this disease,

interred with the body eight live tomcats. The immolation of dumb

animals, however, is deemed less efficacious than that of human be-

ings. On one occasion, when the cholera was raging severely, a depu-

tation of peasants waited upon their parson, stating that they had
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determined to bury him alive in order to appease the demon of the

plague. He escaped this horrible death only by apparently acceding
to their wishes and craving a few days' respite in order to prepare for

such a solemn ceremony; meanwhile he took the measures necessary
to secure his safety and thwarted the purpose of his loving parish-
ioners. In Okopovitchi, a village of the same province, the peasants
succeeded in enticing an aged woman, Lucia Manjkov, into the

cemetery, where they thrust her alive into the grave containing the

bodies of those who had died of the epidemic, and quickly covered

her up. "When brought to trial they proved that they had acted on

the advice of a military surgeon, Kosakovitch, who was therefore

regarded as the chief culprit, and sentenced to be knouted by the

hangman, and then to undergo twelve years' penal servitude in

Siberia. We are indebted for these instances of barbarous super-
stition to the researches of Augustus Lowenstimm, associate juris-

consult in the department of justice at St. Petersburg, who has

derived them from thoroughly authentic and mostly official sources.

He reports several occurrences of a similar kind during the epi-

demics of cholera in 1831, 1855, and 1872. Indeed, it is very
difficult to abolish such pagan practices so long as the clergy
foster the notion that animal sacrifices are expiatory and propitia-

tory in their effects. In some parts of the province of Vologda
{, is still customary on the day dedicated to the prophet Elias

(July 20th in the Greek calendar) to offer up bullocks, he-goats, or

other quadrupeds within the precincts of the church. The animal

is driven into the courtyard surrounding the sacred edifice and there

slaughtered; the flesh is boiled in a large kettle, one half of it being

kept by the peasants who provide the sacrifice, while the other half

is distributed among the priests and sacristans.*

The belief that the walls of dams, bridges, aqueducts, and build-

ings are rendered preternaturally strong by immuring a living human

being within them still prevails in many countries of Christendom,
and there is hardly an old castle in Europe that has not a legend of

this sort connected with it. Usually a child is supposed to be selected

for this purpose, and the roving bands of gypsies are popularly
accused of furnishing the infant victims. The custom of depositing

gold coins or other precious objects in the foundation stones of im-

portant public edifices is doubtless a survival of the ancient super-

stition,f

* Lowenstimm's studies, printed originally in the Journal of the Ministry of Justice in

St. Petersburg, have been made accessible to a larger class of readers by being collected

and translated into German in a volume entitled Aberglaube und Strafrecht (Berlin : Rade,

1897), with an introduction by Prof. Joseph Kohler, of the University of Berlin.

f As the Siberian Railway approached the northern boundaries of the Chinese Empire
and surveys were made for its extension through Manchuria to the sea, great excitement
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Lowenstimm mentions a curious superstition of pagan origin
still practiced in portions of Russia, and known as

"
korovya smertj

"

(cow-death) and "
opachivaniye

"
(plowing roundabout). If pesti-

lence or murrain prevails in a village, an old woman of repute as a

seeress or fortune-teller enters the confines of the village at midnight
and beats a pan. Thereupon all the women of the place assemble in

haste, armed with divers domestic utensils—frying-pans, pokers,

tongs, shovels, scythes, and cudgels. After shutting the cattle in

their stalls, and warning the men not to leave their houses, a

procession is formed. The seeress takes off her dress and pro-
nounces a curse upon Death. She is then hitched to a plow, to-

gether with a bevy of virgins and a misshapen woman, if such a

one can be found, and a continuous and closed furrow is drawn
round the village three times. When the procession starts, the

image of some saint suitable to the occasion, that of St. Blasius, for

example, in the case of murrain, is borne in front of it; this is fol-

lowed by the seeress, clad only in a shift, with disheveled hair and

riding on a broomstick; after her come women and maidens draw-

ing the plow, and behind them the rest of the crowd, shrieking and

making a fearful din. They kill every animal they meet, and if a

man is so unfortunate as to fall in with them he is mercilessly beaten,
and usually put to death. In the eyes of these raging women he is

not a human being, but Death himself in the form of a were-wolf,
who seeks to cross their path and thus break the charm and destroy
the healing virtue of the furrow. The ceremony varies in different

places, and generally ends by burying alive a cat, cock, or dog. .
In

some districts the whole population of the village, both men and

women, take part in the procession, and are often attended by the

clergy with sacred images and consecrated banners. During the

prevalence of the pest in the province of Podolia, in 1738, the in-

habitants of the village of Gummenez, while marching in procession

through the fields, met Michael Matkovskij, a nobleman of a neigh-

boring village, who was looking for his stray horses. The strange

man, wandering about with an eager look and a bridle in his hand,
was regarded as the incarnate pestilence, and was therefore seized

and most brutally beaten and left lying half naked and half dead

on the ground. At length he recovered his senses and succeeded with

was produced in Pekin by the rumor that the Russian minister had applied to the Empress
of China for two thousand children to be buried in the roadbed under the rails in order to

strengthen it Some years ago, in rebuilding a large bridge, which had been swept away
several times by inundations in the Yarkand, eight children, purchased from poor people at

a high price, were immured alive in the foundations. As the new bridge was firmly con-

structed out of excellent materials, it has hitherto withstood the force of the strongest

floods, a result which the Chinese attribute, not to the solid masonry, but to the propitia-

tion of the river god by an offering of infants.

TOL. LIT.— 15
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great difficulty in reaching his home. No sooner was it known that

he was still alive than the peasants rushed into his house, dragged
him to their village, subjected him to terrible tortures, and finally

burned him. A curious feature of these remedial rites is the mixture

of paganism and Christianity which characterizes them; and it is

an unquestionable though almost incredible fact that their atoning

efficacy is often quite as firmly believed in by the village priests of

the Russian Church as by the most ignorant members of their flock.

In the autumn of 1894 some Russian peasants in the district of

Kazan slew one of their own number as a sacrifice to the gods of

the Yotiaks, a Finnish race dwelling on the Volga, Viatka, and

Kama Rivers. Even orthodox Christians of the Greek Church,

although regarding these gods as devils, fear and seek to propitiate

them, especially in times of public distress. -

Still more widely diffused is the practice of infanticide as the

sequence of superstition. The belief that dwarfs or gnomes, dwell-

ing in the inner parts of the earth, carry off beautiful newborn babes

and leave their own deformed offspring in their stead is not confined

to any one people, but is current alike in Germanic, Celtic, Romanic,
and Slavic countries, and causes a misshapen child to be looked upon
with suspicion and subjected to cruel tortures and even killed. The

supposed changeling is often severely beaten with juniper rods and

the scourging attended with incantations, so as to compel the wicked

fairies to reclaim their deformed bantling and restore the stolen

child. If the castigation proves ineffective, more summary measures

are frequently taken, and the supposititious suckling is thrown out

of the window on a dunghill or immersed in boiling water. In 1877,
in the city of New York, an Irish immigrant and his wife burned

their child to death under the delusion that they were ridding them-

selves of a changeling. Cases of this kind are quite common in

Ireland, where the victims are sometimes adults.* Not long since

Magoney, an Irish peasant, had a sickly child, which the most care-

ful nurture failed to restore to health and strength. The parents,

therefore, became convinced that a changeling had been imposed

upon them, and when the boy was four years old they resolved to

have recourse to boiling water, in which he was kept, notwithstand-

ing his shrieks and protestations that he was not an elf, but their

own Johnny Magoney, until death released him from his torments.

Wilhelm Mannhardt, the celebrated writer on folklore, states

that when, in 1850, he was in Loblau, a village of West Prussia, he

saw a man brutally maltreating a boy on the street. On inquiry he

* See the case of Bridget Cleary, reported in Appletons' Popular Science Monthly for

November, 1895, p. 86. We may add that her husband, Michael Cleary, was tried for

murder and sentenced to twenty years' penal servitude.
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found that the lad had done nothing worthy of blame, but that his

only fault was an exceptionally large head. This cranial peculiarity,

offensively conspicuous in what seems to have been a narrow-headed

family, was reason enough for the parents to disown their offspring,
and to treat him as the counterfeit of a child foisted in by the fairies.

At Hadersleben, a considerable market town of North Silesia, the

wife of a farmer, in 1883, gave birth to a puny infant, which the

parents at once assumed to be a changeling. In order to defeat the

evil designs of the elves and to compel the restoration of their own

child, they held the newborn over a bed of live coals on the hearth

until it was covered with blisters and died in intense agony. In East

Prussia, the Mazurs, a Polish race, whose only notable contribution to

modern civilization and the gayety of nations is the mazurka, take pre-

cautionary measures by placing a book (usually the Bible, although

any book will do) under the head of the newborn babe, so as to pre-
vent the devil from spiriting it away and substituting for it one of

his own hellish brood, thus unwittingly furnishing a marvelous illus-

tration of the beneficent influence of the printing press and the

magic power of literature. The Estnian inhabitants of the island of

Oesel in Livonia refrain from kindling a fire in the house while the

rite of baptism is being celebrated, lest the light of the flames should

render it easier for Satan surreptitiously to exchange an imp for the

infant. After the sacred ceremony has been performed there is sup-

posed to be no danger of such a substitution.

One of the most incredible instances of this extremely silly and

surprisingly persistent superstition occurred in 1871 at Biskunizy, a

village of Prussian Posen, where a laborer, named Bekker, had by
industry and frugality gradually acquired a competence and been
able to buy a house of his own, in which he led a happy domestic

life with his wife and five children, of whom he was very fond.

After fourteen years of unbroken felicity the wife's elder sister,

Marianne Chernyak, came from Poland to pay them a visit. This

woman was a crackbrained devotee, who spent half her time in going
to mass and the other half in backbiting her neighbors. She also

claimed that she could detect at once whether a person is in league
with Satan, and could cast out devils. The villagers came to look

upon her as a witch, and avoided all association with her, especially
as her aberrations manifested themselves in exceedingly malevolent

and mischievous forms. Unfortunately, she acquired complete

ascendency over her younger sister, who accepted her absurd pre-
tensions as real. On November 19, 1871, Marianne, after return-

ing from confession, went to bed, but at midnight Mrs. Bekker, who

slept with her youngest child, a boy about a year old, was awakened

by a fearful shriek and lit the lamp. Thereupon the sister rushed
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into the room, crying :

" The demons have stolen your child and put
a changeling in your bed: beat him, beat him, if you wish to have

your child again!
" Under the influence of this suggestion, which

seemed to be almost hypnotic in its character, the bewildered mother

began to beat the boy. The aunt now seized him and swung him
to and fro, as if she would fling him out of the window, at the same

time calling out to Satan: " There! you have him; take your brat!
"

She then gave him back to his mother with the words :

" Throw him
to the ground, drub him, beat him to death; otherwise you will never

recover your child." This advice was followed, and the boy severely

strapped with a heavy girdle as he lay on the floor. Meanwhile

Bekker, hearing the noise, got up and at first tried to intervene for

the protection of his son, but was easily convinced by his wife that

she was doing the right thing, and persuaded to aid her in discom-

fiting the devil by beating the boy with a juniper stick. The process

of exorcism, thus renewed with increased vigor, soon proved fatal.

At this juncture, as the son of the aunt, a lad of five years, threw

himself down with loud lamentations beside the dead body of his

little cousin, his mother cried out:
" Beat him; he is not my child!

Why should we spare him? We shall get other children!
' There-

upon he, too, was maltreated in the same manner until he expired.

The aunt then declared that the devil had crept into the stovepipe,

and went to work to demolish the stove, but, when she was prevented
from doing so, fled into the garden, where she was found the next

morning by the school-teacher. By this time Bekker and his wife

seem to have come to their senses, and were sitting by the corpses

of the murdered children, weeping and praying, as the neighbors
entered the house. The trial, which took place at Ostrov in January,

1872, led to the introduction of conflicting expert testimony concern-

ing the mental soundness of the accused, and the matter was finally

referred to a commission of psychiaters in Berlin, who decided that

Bekker and his wife were not suffering from mental disease, and

therefore not irresponsible, but that the aunt was subject to periodical

insanity to such a degree as not to be accountable for her actions.

Curiously enough, the jurors remained uninfluenced by this testi-

mony, and pronounced her guilty of the crime laid to her charge,

and in accordance with this verdict the court sentenced her to three

years' imprisonment with hard labor. The jurors even went so far

as to declare that she herself did not believe in the existence of elf

children or satanic changelings, but made use of this popular super-

stition for her own selfish purposes, and that she guilefully de-

nounced her own boy as an imp in order to get rid of him. In this

verdict, or rather in the considerations urged in support of it, it is

easy to perceive the effects of strong local prejudice against the
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accused, who had the reputation of being a lazy, malicious, and

crafty person, and was therefore denied the extenuation of honest

self-deception. Indeed, in such cases it is always more or less difficult

to determine where sincere delusion ceases and conscious swindling

begins. Just at this point the annals of superstition present many
puzzling problems, the solution of which is of special interest as

well as of great practical importance not only to the psychol-

ogist and psychiater, but also to the legislator and jurisprudent,
who have to do with the enactment and administration of crimi-

nal laws.

In the penal codes of the most civilized nations the agency of

superstition as a factor in the promotion of crime is almost wholly

ignored, and, as this was not the case in former times, the omission

would seem to assume that the general diffusion of knowledge in

our enlightened age had rendered all such specifications obsolete and

superfluous. Only in the Russian penal code, especially in the sec-

tions Ulosheniye and Ustav on felonies and frauds, as cited by Lowen-

stimm, do we find a distinct recognition and designation of various

forms of superstition as incentives to crime. Thus, in paragraph
1469 of the first of these sections, the murder of

" monstrous births

or misshapen sucklings
"

as changelings is expressly mentioned,
and the penalty prescribed; and in other clauses of the code punish-
ments are imposed for the desecration of graves and mutilation of

corpses, in order to procure talismans or to prevent the dead from

revisiting the earth as vampires, and for various offenses emanating
from the belief in sorcery and diabolical possession. The practice

of opening graves and mutilating dead bodies is quite common, and

arises in general from the notion that persons who die impenitent and

without extreme unction, including suicides and victims to delirium

tremens, apoplexy, and other forms of sudden death, as well as

schismatics, sorcerers, and witches, come forth from their graves and

wander about as vampires, sucking the blood of individuals during

sleep and inflicting misery upon entire communities by producing

drought, famine, and pestilence. The means employed to prevent
this dangerous metamorphosis, or at least to compel the vampire to

remain in the grave, differ in different countries. In Russia the

deceased is buried with his face downward, and an ashen stake driven

through his back, while in Poland and East Prussia the corpse is

wrapped up in a fish net and covered with poppies, owing, doubtless,

to the soporific qualities of this plant. Preventive measures of this

kind are often taken with the consent and co-operation of the clergy
and local authorities. Thus, in 1849, at Mariensee, near Dantzig, in

West Prussia, a peasant's wife came to the Catholic priest of the

parish and complained that an old woman named Welm, recently
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deceased, appeared in her house and beat and otherwise tormented

her child. The priest seems to have accepted the truth of her state-

ment, since he ordered the corpse to be disinterred, decapitated, re-

buried at a cross-road, and covered with poppies. In 1851, during the

prevalence of cholera in Ukraine, in the governmental province of

Kiev, the peasants of Possady attributed the epidemic to a deceased

sacristan and his wife, who were supposed to roam about at night
as vampires and kill people by sucking their blood. In order to

stay the ravages of the scourge the corpses of this couple were ex-

humed, their heads cut off and burned, and ashen stakes driven

through their backs into the ground. In 1892 a peasant woman in

the Russian province of Kovno hanged herself in a wood near the

village of Somenishki. The priest refused her Christian burial be-

cause she had committed suicide, and was therefore given over to the

devil. In order that she might rest quietly in her grave and not be

changed into a vampire, her sons severed her head from her body and
laid it at her feet. In thus refusing to perform religious funeral

rites the priest obeyed the canons of the church and also the laws of

the Russian Empire. Until quite recently a corner of unconsecrated

ground next to the wall of the Russian cemetery was reserved as a

sort of carrion pit for the corpses of self-murderers, and it is ex-

pressly prescribed in the Svod Sakonov * that they
"
shall be dragged

to such place of infamy by the knacker, and there covered with

earth." This treatment of a felo-de-se by the ecclesiastical and civil

authorities directly fosters popular superstition by tending to con-

firm the notion that there is something uncanny, eldritch, demoniacal,
and preternaturally malignant inherent in his mortal remains, a no-

tion still further strengthened by a most unjust paragraph (1472)
in the Russian code, which declares the last will and testament of a

suicide to have no legal validity. Drought, too, as well as pestilence,

is ascribed to the evil agency of vampires, which " milk the clouds,"
and hinder the falling of the dew. In 1887 the South Russian prov-
ince of Cherson began to suffer from drought soon after a peasant
had hanged himself in the village of Ivanovka, the inhabitants of

which, assuming a causative connection between the aridity and the

self-homicide, poured water on the grave while uttering the follow-

ing words: "
I sprinkle, I pour; may God send a shower, bring on a

little rainfall, and relieve us from misery!
" As this invocation

failed to produce the desired effect, the body was taken up and in-

humed again in a gorge outside of the village. In some districts the

corpse is disinterred, beaten on the head, and drenched with water

poured through a sieve; in others it is burned.

* General Code, vol. xiii, edition of 1892, cited by Lowenstimm.
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The records of the criminal courts in West Prussia during the

last half century contain numerous instances of the violation of

graves from superstitious motives. Thus in March, 1896, a peasant

died in the village of Penkuhl; soon afterward his son was taken ill

of a lingering disease, which the remedies prescribed by the country

doctor failed to relieve. It did not take long for the
"
wise women "

of the village to convince him that his father was a
"
nine-killer,"

and would soon draw after him into the grave nine of his next of

kin. The sole means of depriving him of this fatal power would be

to disinter him and sever his head from his body. In accordance

with this advice the young man dug up the corpse by night and de-

capitated it with a spade. In this case the accused, if tried in court,

might honestly declare that he acted in self-defense; indeed, he

might plead in justification of his conduct that he thereby preserved

not only his own life, but also the lives of eight of his nearest and

dearest relations, and that he should be commended rather than

condemned for what he had done. It is the possibility and sincerity

of this plea that render it so difficult to deal with such offenses

judicially and justly. Here is needed what Tennyson calls

" The intuitive decision of a bright

And thorough-edged intellect, to part

Error from crime."

Quite different, however, from a moral point of view, is the open-

ing- of graves in quest of medicaments, and especially of talismans,

which are supposed to bring good luck to the possessor or to enable

him to practice sorcery and to commit crime with impunity. In

ancient times, and even in the middle ages, physicians sometimes

prescribed parts of the human body as medicine, and in Franconia,

North Bavaria, a peasant now occasionally enters an apothecary's

shop and asks for
"
Armensunderfett," poor sinner's fat, obtained

from the bodies of executed malefactors and prized as a powerful

specific. The culprit was tried first for murder and then for lard,

and thus made doubly conducive to the safety and sanitation of the

community. Formerly many persons went diligently to public exe-

cutions for the purpose of procuring a piece of the criminal as a

healing salve, but since the hangman or headsman has generally

ceased to perform his fearful functions in the presence of a promis-

cuous crowd, such loathsome remedies for disease are sought in

churchyards.
In May, 1865, a Polish peasant in Wyssokopiz, near Warsaw,

discovered that the grave of his recently deceased wife had been

opened and the corpse mutilated. Information was given to the

police, and a shepherd's pipe, found in the churchyard, led to the
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detection of the culprit in the person of the communal shepherd, a

man twenty-six years old, who on examination confessed that he,

with the aid of two accomplices, had committed the disgustful deed.

His object, he said, was to procure a tooth and the liver of a dead

person. He intended to pulverize the tooth and after mixing it with

snuff to give it to his brother-in-law in order to poison him. On
perceiving, however, that the body was that of a woman, he did not

take the tooth, because it would have no power to kill a man; but

he cut out the liver for the purpose of burying it in a field where the

sheep were pastured, and thus causing the death of the entire flock

in case he should be superseded by another shepherd, which he

feared might happen. All three were condemned to hard labor in

Siberia.

It is a quite prevalent notion that if any part of a corpse is

concealed in a house, the inmates will have the corresponding bodily

organs affected by disease and gradually paralyzed. A drastic ex-

ample of this superstition occurrred in May, 1875, at Schwetz, a

provincial town of West Prussia, where a woman named Albertine

Mayevski became the mother of a male child, which died soon after

its birth. The father, to whom she was betrothed, refused to marry

her, and to punish him for this breach of promise she disinterred the

body of her babe, cut off its right hand at the wrist and the genitals,

and hid them in the chimney of the house of her faithless lover,

hoping thereby to cause the hand, with which he had pledged his

vow, to wither away, and to render him impotent. All this she freely

confessed when brought to trial, and was sentenced to two months'

imprisonment. But such relics of the tomb are used, on the principle

of similia similibus, not only for inflicting injury, but also for bring-

ing luck. Thus members of the
"
light-fingered craft

"
carry with

them the finger of a corpse in order to enhance their skill, success,

and safety in thievery; if the finger belonged to an adroit thief or

a condemned criminal its talismanic virtue is all the greater. It is

also believed that a purse in which a finger joint is kept will con-

tain an inexhaustible supply of money. The finger of a murdered

man is greatly prized by burglars because it is supposed to possess

a magic power in opening locks. The records of criminal courts

prove that these absurd notions are generally entertained by common
malefactors in East Prussia, Thuringia, Silesia, Bohemia, and Poland.

A candle made of fat obtained from the human body is very fre-

quently used by thieves on account of its supposed soporific power,
since with such a taper, known in Germany as Diebslicht or Schlum-

merlicht (sloom-light in provincial English), they are confident of

being able to throw all the inmates of the house into a deep sleep, and

thus rummage the rooms at will and with perfect impunity. The
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danger of detection is also forestalled by laying a dead man's hand

on a window sill; and in order to make assurance doubly sure, both

preservatives are usually employed. Hence the proverbial saying,
" He sleeps as though a dead hand had been carried round him." The

desire to procure material for such candles often leads to the commis-

sion of crime. An Austrian jurist, Dr. Gross, in his manual for in-

quisitorial judges (Handbuch filr Untersuchungsrichter), and the

folklorists Mannhardt and Jakushkin, give numerous instances of this

kind, and there is no doubt that the many mysterious murders and

ghastly mutilations, especially of women and children, so horrifying

to the public and puzzling to the police, are due to the same cause.

In most cases the prosecuting attorneys and judges are unable to dis-

cover the read motives of such bloody and brutal deeds because they

are ignorant of the popular superstitions in which they have their

origin, and, for lack of any better explanation, attribute them to

mere brutishness, wantonness, homicidal mania, and other vague and

unintelligible impulses, whereas in reality they spring from a su-

premely selfish but exceedingly definite purpose, are perpetrated de-

liberately, and with the normal exercise of the mental faculties, and

can not be mitigated even by the extenuating plea of sudden passion.

Crimes of this sort are of common occurrence not only in the semi-

barbarous provinces of Russia, but also in Austria and Germany,

justly reckoned among the most civilized countries of Christendom.

On January 1, 1865, the house of a man named Peck, near Elbing in

West Prussia, was entered during the absence of the family by a

burglar, Gottfried Dallian, who killed the maid-servant, Catharina

Zernickel, and ransacked the premises in search of money and other

objects of value. Before carrying off his spoils he cut a large piece

of flesh out of the body of the murdered girl in order to make candles

for his protection on future occasions of this sort. The talismanic

light, which he kept in a tin tube, did not prevent him from being

caught in the act of committing another burglary about six weeks

later. During the trial, which resulted in his condemnation to death,

he confessed that he had eaten some of the maid-servant's flesh in

order to appease his conscience. This disgusting method of alleviat-

ing the
"
compunctious visitings of Nature " would seem to confirm

the suggestion of a writer in the Russkiya Wjedomosti (Russian

News, 1888, ]STo. 359) that the thieves' candle is a survival of primi-

tive cannibalism, distinct traces of which he also discovers in a Rus-

sian folk song which runs as follows :

"
I bake a cake out of the

hands and feet, out of the silly head I form a goblet, out of the

eyes I cast drinking glasses, out of the blood I brew an intoxicating

beer, and out of the fat I mold a candle." It is certainly very queer

to find such stuff constituting the theme of popular song within the

TOL. LIT.— 16
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confines of Christian civilization at the present day, a grewsome stuff

more suitable as the staple of Othello's tales

" —of the cannibals that each other eat,

The anthropophagi, and men whose heads
Do grow beneath their shoulders.

1 '

In the burglary just mentioned the murder and mutilation of the

maid were incidental to the robbery, and probably an afterthought,
but there are on record numerous instances of persons being way-
laid and killed for the sole purpose of making candles out of their

adipose tissue. No longer ago than November 15, 1896, two peasants
were convicted of this crime in Korotoyak, a city on the Don in

South Russia. Their victim was a boy twelve years of age, whom
they strangled and eviscerated in order to make candles from the

fat of the caul and entrails. It would be superfluous and tedious to

cite additional examples of this outrageous offense against humanity
and common sense, for, like the devils that entered into the Gadarene

swine, their name is Legion.
A still more disgusting and dangerous superstition is the notion

that supernatural powers are acquired by eating the heart of an

unborn babe of the male sex, just as a savage imagines that by eat-

ing the heart of a brave foe he can become indued with his valor.

The modern European cannibal believes that by eating nine hearts,

or parts of them, he can make himself invisible and even fly through
the air. He can thus commit crime without detection, and defy all

efforts to arrest or imprison him, releasing himself with ease from

fetters, and passing through stone walls. This horrible practice has

been known for ages, and is still by no means uncommon. In the

first half of the fifteenth century the notorious marshal of France,
Gilles de Laval, Baron of Rayz, is said to have murdered in his

castle near Nantes one hundred and fifty women in order to get

possession of unborn babes. He was then supposed to have com-

mitted these atrocities from lewd motives, and was also accused of

worshiping Satan. A mixed commission of civilians and ecclesiastics,

appointed to examine into the matter, found him guilty and con-

demned him to be strangled and burned on October 25, 1440. In

1429, when he was thirty-three years of age, he had fought the Eng-
lish at Orleans by the side of Joan of Arc, and it was probably the

desire to acquire supernatural powers in emulation of the maid that

led him to perpetrate a succession of inhuman butcheries extending
over a period of fourteen years, the real object of which seems to have

been imperfectly understood by the tribunal which sentenced him to

death.* Lowenstimm cites several instances of this crime. Thus, in

* A full account of the trial is given in a Latin manuscript preserved in the city

archives of Nantes.
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1577 a man was put to the rack in Bamberg, North Bavaria, for

murdering and disemboweling three pregnant women. In the

seventeenth century a band of robbers, whose chief was known as
"
King Daniel," created intense consternation among the inhabit-

ants of Ermeland in East Prussia. For a long time these free-

booters roved and spoiled with impunity, but were finally arrested

and executed. They confessed that they had killed fourteen women,

but, as the unborn infants proved to be female, their hearts were

devoid of talismanic virtue. Indeed, they attributed their capture

to this unfortunate and unforseeable circumstance, and posed as per-

sons worthy of commiseration on account of their ill luck. One of

the strangest features of this cruel and incredible superstition is its

persistency in an age of superior enlightenment. Dr. Gross records

two cases of comparatively recent occurrence in the very centers

of modern civilization: one in 1879, near Hamburg, where a woman,

great with child, was killed and cut open by a Swede named Ander-

sen, and another of like character ten years later in Simmering, near

Vienna.

An ordeal very commonly practiced in the middle ages to deter-

mine the guilt or innocence of any one accused of theft was to give

him a piece of consecrated cheese, which, if he were guilty, it would

be impossible for him to swallow. Hence arose the popular phrase,
"
It sticks in his throat." Thus Macbeth says, after he had " done

the deed "
:

" But wherefore could not I pronounce amen ?

I had most need of blessing, and amen
Stuck in my throat."

Wuttke states that this custom still prevails in the Prussian prov-

ince of Brandenburg, where a person suspected of larceny is made to

swallow a piece of Dutch cheese on which certain magical letters

and signs are scratched. His failure to do so is regarded as con-

clusive evidence of his guilt. Various other means of making in-

quest for the detection of crime are in vogue, some of them merely

silly, and others mercilessly savage. Thus a mirror is laid for three

successive nights in the grave of a dead man. It is placed there in

the name of God, and taken out in the name of Satan. It is believed

that by looking into such a mirror the person of the thief can be

clearly seen. A bull belonging to a peasant not far from Perm, on

the Kama, died suddenly. The owner declared that the death of the

animal was due to witchcraft, and demanded that all the women of the

village should be made to creep through a horse collar in order to

discover the hag who had wrought the mischief. This plan was ap-

proved by his neighbors, and, although their wives protested against

being subjected to the degrading and for corpulent women extremely
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difficult and even dangerous test, they finally submitted to it rather

than remain under the suspicion of practicing the black art. This

performance, which is unquestionably a relic of Uralian-Finnish

paganism, took place on March 16, 1896. The following instance

may serve as an example of the ruthless barbarity to which such

delusions often lead: In December, 1874, a South Russian peasant
in the vicinity of Cherson missed one hundred rubles and went to a

weird woman in order to learn what had become of them. She con-

sulted her cards and declared that the money had been stolen by a

certain Marfa Artynov. The man was greatly astonished at this re-

sponse, because the accused was a highly respected teacher of young
children, and had the reputation of being thoroughly honest. Never-

theless, his credulity got the better of his common sense, and with

the aid of his neighbors he seized Marfa and carried her to the

churchyard, where he bound her to a cross and began to torture her,

beating her with a knout, suspending her by her hands, and twisting
and tearing her neck and tongue with a pincers. To her cries and

entreaties her tormentors coolly replied,
" If you are really innocent,

what we are doing can cause you no pain!
'

Many of the persons
who offer their services as clairvoyants and seers to a credulous and

confiding public, and whose utterances are accepted as oracles, are

professional swindlers. Thus a young lady moving in the higher
circles of society in Vienna had a valuable set of diamonds stolen.

By the advice of a trusted lackey she consulted a woman, who was

reputed to have the power of divination, and who informed her, con-

trary to the strong suspicions of the police, that the theft had been

committed, not by any member of the household, but by a stranger.

The young lady was so firmly persuaded of the truth of this state-

ment that, although urged by the court to prosecute the lackey,

she refused to do so. The evidence against him, however, was so

strong that he was finally tried and condemned. The pythoness,

who had endeavored to exculpate him, proved to be his aunt and

accomplice.
A queer phase of superstition, which in many parts of Europe

seriously interferes with the administration of justice, manifests itself

in the various means of avoiding the evil consequences of perjury,

at least so far as to soothe the pangs of conscience and to avert the

divine anger. This immunity is secured in some provinces of Austria

by carrying on one's person a bit of consecrated wafer, a piece of

bone from the skeleton of a child, or the eyes of a hoopoe, holding a

ducat or seven small pebbles in the mouth, pressing the left hand

firmly against the side, crooking the second finger, or pulling off a

button from the trousers while in the act of swearing, or spitting

immediately after taking an oath. The Russian province of Viatka
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is settled by a people of Finnish origin, the majority of whom have

been baptized and call themselves orthodox Christians, while the

remainder are still nominally as well as really heathen. When they
take an oath it is administered by a pope or priest, and a Russian

jurist, J. W. Mjeshtshaninov, describes the method employed by
them to forswear themselves with safety. When called upon to take an

oath, the witness raises the right hand with the index finger extended
;

he then lays the left hand in the palm of the right hand with the

index finger pointing downward, and by a crisscross combination

of the other fingers, which probably works as a charm, the whole

body is converted into a conductor, so that the oath entering through
the index finger of the right hand passes through the index finger
of the left hand into the earth like an electric current. The wit-

ness thus feels himself discharged of the binding influence of the

oath, and may give false testimony without laying perjury upon
his soul.

The superstitions which encourage ignorant people to commit
crime are handed down from generation to generation, and have in

most cases a purely local character. In other words, the charms and
sorceries and other magical arts employed to produce the same re-

sults differ in different places, and unless the judges are familiar with

these various forms of superstition they will be unable to understand

the exact nature of the offenses with which they have to deal, and

their efforts to detect and punish violations of the law will be greatly

hampered and sometimes completely thwarted.

The subject here discussed has not only a speculative interest for

ethnographers and students of folklore, but also, as already indicated,

a practical importance for criminal lawyers and courts of justice in

the Old World and even in the United States. The tide of immigra-
tion that has recently set in from the east and south of Europe has

brought to our shores an immense number of persons strongly in-

fected with the delusions which we have attempted to describe. Acts

which would seem at first sight to have their origin in impulses of

cruelty and brutality are found on closer investigation to be due to

crass ignorance and credulity, and, although the ultimate motives are

usually utterly selfish, there are rare instances in which the per-

petrators of such deeds are thoroughly disinterested and altruistic,

and do the most revolting things, not from greed of gain, but

solely for the public good. In cases of this kind the most effect-

ive preventive of wrongdoing is not judicial punishment but

intellectual enlightenment.

»«»
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A GEOLOGICAL ROMANCE.
By J. A. UDDEN.

A WESTERN naturalist once said that the geology of Kansas

was monotonous. In one sense this remark is certainly justi-

fiable, and the same may be said about the geology of some of the

other States on the Western plains. The American continent is built

on a comprehensive plan, and many of its formations can be followed

for hundreds of miles without presenting much variation in general

appearance. Occasionally, however, some feature of special interest

crops out from the serene uniformity, and the very nature of its sur-

roundings then makes it appear all the more striking. Minor acci-

dents in the development of our extensive terranes sometimes stand

out in bold relief, as it were, from the monotonous background. In

their isolation from other details such features occasionally display

past events with unusual clearness.

Such is the case with a deposit of volcanic ash which has been

discovered in the superficial strata on the plains.* It lies scattered

in great quantities in a number of localities in Nebraska, Kansas,
South Dakota, and Colorado, having been found in no less than

twenty counties in the first-mentioned State. It measures from two

to fourteen feet in thickness in different localities, and is mostly
found imbedded in yellow marl and clay, and has a somewhat striking

appearance in the field, due to its snowy whiteness and to the sharp-
ness of the plane which separates it from the underlying darker

materials. Many years before its real nature was known it had been

noticed and described by Western geologists. Prof. O. T. St. John
saw it many years ago in Kansas, where it appeared as

" an exceed-

ingly fine, pure white siliceous material," forming a separate layer
of several feet, and set off by a sharp line from the buff clay-marl be-

low. His words describe its usual appearance in other places (see

Fig. 1).

This ash occurs in several outcrops in McPherson County in the

central part of Kansas, where the writer had an opportunity to

study it somewhat in detail a few years ago. Some of the features

of the dust at this place reveal the conditions under which it was

formed with considerable distinctness, and the volcanic episode
which produced it appears strikingly different from the dull monot-

* Dr. Samuel Augbey, Physical Geography of Nebraska, 1880. Prof. J. E. Todd, Sci-

ence, April 23, 1886, and January 8, 1897. E. H. Barbour, Publication No. V, Nebraska

Academy of Sciences. J. A. Udden, The American Geologist, June, 1891, and April, 1893.

R. D. Salisbury, Science, December 4, 1896. G. P. Merril, Proceedings of the United States

National Museum, 1885.
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ony of the ordinary geological work recorded in the terranes of the

plains. It may be said to consist of angular flakes of pumice, averag-

ing one sixteenth of a millimetre in diameter, and having a thickness

of about one three-hundredth of a millimetre. The most common

shape of the flakes is that of a triangle, or rather of a spherical tri-

angle, since the flakes are apt to be concave on one side and convex on

Fio. 1.—Stratified Volcanic Ash near Meade, Kansas.

(From the University Geological Survey of Kansas, vol. ii. )

the other. In the miscroscope they sometimes appear like splinters of

tiny bubbles of glass, and this is really what they are (Fig. 2).

The explosive eruptions which give rise to showers of this kind

of ash, or dust, are due to fusion and superheating of subterranean

masses of rocks charged with more or less moisture. A part of this

moisture escapes in the form of steam at the time of an eruption. But

the viscidity of the ejected material prevents much of the steam from

passing off, and such of the lava as cools most rapidly retains a cer-

tain quantity in solution, as it were. Obsidian is a rock which has

been made in this way. It often contains much of the original water,

which will cause it to swell up into a stony froth when fused.

This volcanic dust has the same property. If one small particle

of it be heated on a piece of platinum foil it is seen to swell up into
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a compound bubble of glass (Fig. 3). It is evident that this is due to

the expansive force of the heated included moisture, to which the

viscid half-molten glass readily yields. At the time of the eruption
which produced this dust, subterranean heat was applied to the mois-

ture-bearing rock until this was superheated to such an extent that

the weight of the overlying material was insufficient to hold the water

from expanding into steam. Then there was a tremendous explo-

sion, and the molten magma was thrown up with such a force that

it was shattered into minute droplets, in the same way as water does

when it is thrown forcibly into the air. Being thus released from

pressure, the steam inside of each little particle of the heated glass

caused it to swell out into a tiny bubble. As this kept on expanding
it was cooled, the thin glass wall of the bubble congealed, and finally

burst from the pressure of the steam within. This is the reason

Fig. 2.—Flakes of Volcanic Ash. Magnified
about loo diameters. A, liake with a branch-

ing rib
; B, fragment of a broken hollow

sphere of glass ; C, fragment with drawn-
out tubular vesicles

;
D and E, plain frag-

ments of broken pumice bubbles. (From
American Geologist, April, 1893.)

Fig. 3.—A Particle of Vol-
canic Ash swelled vv by
Fusion. Magnified UK) di-

ameters.

why the little dust particles are thin, mostly triangular, and often

slightly concave flakes with sharp angles. Sometimes the angles ap-

pear rounded, as if the fragments had been viscid enough to creep

a little after the bubble burst. The study of one single little grain

of dust, barely visible to the naked eye, thus makes clear the nature

of a catastrophe which must have shaken a whole mountain, and

which left its traces over a quarter of a continent.

That the dust was produced in this way is quite evident from

other circumstances. If a handful from the dust of this place be

thrown into water and gently stirred, it nearly all will settle after a

while. But some rather large particles remain floating on the surface.

If these are removed and examined under the microscope, they are

*w\\ to be hollow spheres (Fig. 2, b). These are some of the original

bubbles that never burst, either because they contained too little

steam or else because the steam was cooled before it had time to break

the walls open. It is evident that not every droplet of the molten

magma would form a single sphere, but that many also would swell

up into a compound frothlike mass of pumice. A few such pieces

may sometimes be observed in the deposit at this place, and that

many more were made and broken is evident from the great number
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of glass fragments which have riblike edges on their flat sides

(Fig. 3, a).

The nature of the force which caused the eruption may thus be

understood from the study of one little grain of the dust, but much
more extended observations are needed in order to make out the

place where the great convulsion took place. It will, perhaps, never

be known what particular volcanic vent was the source of this ash.

Different deposits may have come from different places. But it

seems possible that it all came from the same eruption. There can

be no doubt that the volcanic disturbances occurred to the west of the

Great Plains. No recent extinct volcanoes are found in any other

direction. This conclusion is corroborated by the fact that the dust

is finer in eastern localities and coarser nearer the Rocky Mountains.

In a bed near Golden, in Colorado, seventy-three per cent, by weight,

of the dust consists of particles measuring from one fourth to one

thirty-second of a millimetre, while some from Orleans, in Nebraska,

contains seventy-four per cent of particles measuring from one six-

teenth to one sixty-fourth of a millimetre in diameter. Still finer

material comes from the bluffs of the Missouri River near Omaha.

Evidently the coarser particles would settle first, and if the dust is

finer toward the east, it must be because the wind which brought it

blew from the west. Most likely the eruption occurred somewhere in

Colorado or in New Mexico.

It may be asked how it can be known that the dust was carried

this long distance by the wind. May it not as well have been trans-

ported by water ? The answer must be, in the first place, that showers

of the same kind of material have been observed in connection with

volcanic outbursts in other parts of the world. One such shower is

known to have strewn the same kind of dust on the snow in Norway
after a volcanic eruption in Iceland, and after the great explosion

on Krakatoa, in 1883, such dust was carried by the wind several

hundred miles, and scattered over the ocean. If this ash had been

transported by water, it would not be found in such a pure state, but

it would be mixed with other sediments. There would, no doubt,

also be found coarser fragments of the volcanic products. On the

contrary, it appears uniformly fine. No particles have been found

which measure more than one millimetre in diameter, and less than

one per cent of its weight consists of particles exceeding one eighth

of a millimetre in diameter. In seven samples taken from different

places the proportions of the different sizes of the grains were about

as follows:

Diameter of grains in millimetres.

Percentage of weight of each size

i-i
0.1

i-i
0.1

1 JL _L_.-L_ --L-]-
S-ltT 16 3 2 3i O
19 37 32

1 JL
6 4
_

1 -1*

9

1.1,
1 2*^oT>

1
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Flaky particles of this size are easily carried along by a moderate

wind. In some places it appears as if the dust were resting on an

old land surface where no water could have been standing when it

fell. There is really no room for doubt that it was carried several

hundred miles by the wind. It must have darkened the sky at the

time, and it must have settled slowly and quietly over the wide plains,

covering extensive tracts with a white,

snowlike mantle several feet in thick-

ness. What a desolate landscape after

such a shower! What a calamity for

the brute inhabitants of the land !

Right here in McPherson County
there was either a river or a lake at the

time of the catastrophe. This is plainly

indicated in several ways. In one place

the dust rests on sand and clay, with

imbedded shells of fresh-water clams.

It is assorted in coarse and fine layers

like a water sediment. Lowermost is a

seam of very coarse grains. These must

have settled promptly through the

water, while the finer material was de-

layed. In another place it lies on higher

ground, and here marks of sedges and

other vegetation are seen extending up
about a foot into the base of the deposit,

from an underlying mucky clay. Bog
manganese impregnates a thin layer just

above the clay, indicating a marshy con-

dition. Here also the material is some-

what sorted, but in a different way. It

is ripple-bedded. The water was evi-

dently shallow, if there was any water

at all. A burrow like that of a crawfish

extended down into the old clay bot-

tom. On a slab of the volcanic ash

itself some tracks appeared (Fig. 4).

These were probably made by an indi-

vidual of the same race in an effort to escape from the awful fate of

being buried alive like the inhabitants of Herculaneum and Pompeii.
The shower must have lasted for a time of two or three days. I

infer this from the nature of the wind changes, which are indicated

by the ripples in the dust. These still lie in perfect preservation (Fig.

5), and may be studied by removing, inch by inch, the successive
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Fig. 5.—Eipple Marks in the Vol-
canic Dust. Reduced to 3^ diam-

eter.

layers from above downward, for it is evident that as the direction

of the wind changed, the ripples were also turned. The deciphering
of this record must be made backward. The bottom layers were

deposited first, and the excavation must

begin on top. Otherwise the record is

as perfect as if it had been taken down

by an instrument when the shower oc-

curred. It may be only local in its sig-

nificance, for it shows the direction of

the wind at this particular place alone.

The wind may have been somewhat de-

flected from the general direction by
local topographic peculiarities, though
these appear to have been of small im-

portance. In any case, the old legend
is quite interesting to read, being, I be-

lieve, the only geological record ever found of the passing of a

cyclone over the United States.

In the lowermost foot of the deposit no ripple marks can be seen.

But there appear some marks of sedges and other vegetation, and

these are inclined to the west, as if the plants had been bent by an

east wind. Just above the height to which the imprints of the vegeta-

tion extend, ripple marks begin to appear, running on a northeast-

southwest course. They were made by a southeast wind, for their

northwest slopes are the steeper. A little above this height some

peculiar small elevations appear on one of the bedding planes, and

slightly raised ridges run for a short distance to the northeast from

9m/ \&1
WE.

LIBRAR

'A*»;

Fig. 6.—Peculiar Elevations caused by a Current from the Southwest to the

Northeast. Reduced to }4 diameter.

each elevation, vanishing in the same direction (Fig. 6). A south-

westerly current was unmistakably obstructed by the little elevations,

and left the small trails of dust in their lee. Six inches higher up
the wind comes more from the south, and for the next foot the ripples

continue to gradually turn still more in the same direction so as to at

last record a due south wind. At this point it suddenly changed and
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set in squarely from the west, for the ripples are turned north and

south, with the steeper slopes to the east. This direction seems to

have prevailed as long as the dust kept on falling. It appears to me

that these successive changes are best explained as attendant upon

the passage of a cyclone, or of what our daily weather maps call a

" low area." Going by from west to east, on the north, it would at

first cause an east wind. This would then gradually be turned to

the south and then to the west. One such rotation

*—
tf

of the wind generally lasts a day or two. The

shower must then have kept on at least for the

* same length of time, if not longer (Fig. 7).

1
There is reason to believe that this catastrophe

a occurred in summer. No crayfish would be out

\
making tracks during the cold months, and the

,
fossil vegetation could hardly have left such plain

marks if it had been buried by the dust during the
Fig. 7.—Changes in . . » , ,

the Wind as re- winter. I he most conspicuous ot these marks are

corded by the some triangular and V-shaped molds of the stems
Ripple Marks. ,, r ^ o-t iij £ 7

and leaves 01 sedges, Siliceous skeletons of chara

and filamentous algse were also found upon a close examination in

some of these molds.

It is really difficult to appreciate the change such a shower must

have produced in the appearance of the landscape, and the effect it

must have had on animal and plant life. So far away from the vol-

canic source, the wind can not have laid down a layer of this dust

several feet in thickness without scattering it far and wide all around.

It must have covered tens of thousands of square miles. Just ima-

gine, if you can, a whole State, clad in the verdure of summer, sud-

denly, in two or three days, covered over by a blanket of white

volcanic ash! Many species of plants must have found it impossible

to grow in such a soil. And what disaster it must have caused in the

animal world ! Grazing herds had their sustenance buried from their

sight, and could save their lives only by traveling long distances in

this loose dust. Many a creature must have had its lungs or its gills

clogged with the glassy flakes floating in the water and in the air.

The sudden disappearance of several mammal species near the be-

ginning of the Quaternary age has been noted by paleontologists.

Does it seem unlikely that an event like this, especially if repeated,

may have hastened the extermination of some species of land animals?

That many individuals must have perished there can be no doubt.

Not very far away from that outcrop of the dust which I have de-

scribed, one of the early settlers in this part of the State once made a

deep well that penetrated the ash. Above the deposit, and some sixty

feet below the surface of the prairie, he found what he described as
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" an old bone yard." In digging other wells in this vicinity mammal
bones have been taken up by the settlers from about the same horizon.

It is to be regretted that, with one exception, none of these fossils

have been preserved for study, for it is likely that they were the re-

mains of animals which were killed in the dust shower.

In the absence of fossils definitely known to be connected with

the ash, its exact age seems yet uncertain. In McPherson County
it is underlaid by clay, gravel, and sand, which contain remains of

the horse, of a megalonyx, and of bivalve mollusks of modern aspect.

In the bluffs of the Missouri River near Omaha pockets of a similar

ash rest on glacial clay under the loess. At the latter place it must

belong to the Pleistocene age, and at the former it can not be older

than the late Pleiocene. These two deposits may not belong to the

same shower, but it appears, at any rate, that the volcanic disturb-

ances which produced them occurred near the beginning of the

Pleistocene age.

In comparison with the slow and even tenor of the routine of

geological history, the event here sketched appears so unique and so

striking that it may well be called a geological romance. Modern sci-

ence has taught us that the geological forces are slow and largely uni-

form in their work, and that most of the earth's features must be ex-

plained without taking recourse to theories involving any violent

revolutions or general terrestrial cataclysms. While the making of

this dust is not any real exception to the law of uniformity, we are

here reminded that Nature is quite independent in her ways, and that

even in her sameness there is room for considerable diversity.

Mr. William Ogilvie, of the Topographical Survey of Canada, esti-

mates that there are more than 3,200 miles of fair navigation in the system

of the Yukon Eiver, of which Canada owns nearly forty-two per cent. A
remarkable feature of the river, with its Lewes branch, is that it drains the

Peninsula of Alaska and nearly cuts it in two, starting as it does less than

fourteen miles, '"as the crow flies," from the waters of the Pacific Ocean, at

the extreme head of the Lewes braneh, whence it flows 2.100 miles into the

same ocean, or Bering Sea, which is a part of it. The drainage basin of the

river occupies about 388,000 square "miles, of which Canada owns 149,000

square miles, or nearly half, but that half is claimed to be the most impor-

tant. As for the origin of the name Yukon, the Indians along the middle

stretches of the river all speak the same language, and call the river the

Yukonah: in English, "the great river" or "the river." The Canadian

Indians in the vicinity of Forty Mile call it '•Thetuh." a name of which

Mr. Ogilvie could not learn the meaning. The correct Indian name of the

Klondike is Troandik, meaning Hammer Creek, and refers to the barriers

the Indians used to erect across the mouth of the stream to catch salmon,

by hammering sticks into the ground.
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THE SEASON OF THE YEAE.

By GKANT ALLEN.

AYEAR is, roughly speaking, the period which it takes the earth

to perform one complete revolution round the sun. I say
u
roughly speaking

" with due humility, having the fear of the ex-

pert ever before my eyes, because I know that if I do not sing

small, that inconvenient person, the astronomical critic, will come
down upon me at once like a wolf on the fold, with minute dis-

tinctions about the mean, the tropical, and the sidereal year; matters

of immense importance at Greenwich Observatory, no doubt, but

elsewhere of very little interest indeed, seeing that they differ from

one another by so many minutes only. Let us leave the astronomers

their own problems. The year with which I am going to deal hum-

bly here is a much more commonplace, ordinary, and comprehensible

year
—the visible year of vegetation, of plant and animal life, of the

four seasons; the year as roughly known to children and savages,

and to the weeds, the flowers, the bees, and the squirrels.

It has often struck me as curious that people took this complex

concept of the year so much for granted-
—

inquired so little into its

origin and discovery. Yet it is by no means everywhere obvious.

How did men first come to notice, in the tropics especially, that

there was such a thing as the year at all? How did they first observe,

save in our frozen north, any fixed sequence or order in the succes-

sion of Nature? How did they learn, even here, that spring would

infallibly follow winter, and summer be succeeded in due course by
autumn? And, to go a step farther back, how did the plants and

animals, in all parts of the world alike, come originally to discover

and adapt themselves to all these things? How did the bee know
that she must "

gather honey all the day from every opening flower,"

the summer through, in order to use it up as bodily fuel in winter?

How did the plants learn when to blossom and produce seed? In

one word, how did the seasons come to be automatically recog-

nized?

That they are automatically recognized, even by plants, quite

apart from the stimulus of heat or cold, drought or rain, a single

fact (out of many like it) will sufficiently prove. Trees brought
from Australia to England, where the seasons are reversed, try for

two or three years to put forth leaves and flowers in October or

November—the southern spring. It takes them several autumns

before they learn that the year has been turned upside down—that

June is now summer and December winter. This shows that life

moves in regular cycles, adapted to the seasons, but not directly de-
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pendent upon them. The rhythm of the world has set up an organic

rhythm which now spontaneously and automatically follows it.

At first sight, to the dweller in the temperate zone at the present

day, the questions I have put above may seem needless, not to say
childish. But that is perhaps because we have all too much the

habit of taking it for granted that what is true here and now has

also been true everywhere and always. A first visit to the tropics

often enough rudely disturbs this uninquiring attitude of mind. For

in the tropics, and especially in the equatorial region, there is no

winter and no summer, no spring and no autumn. The world wags

wearily through an unending display of monotonous greenery. As
far as temperature goes, the year is pretty much alike in all its

months. Yet not only do equatorial men recognize the existence

of the year as a natural epoch quite as much as other men—not only
do equatorial savages celebrate annual feasts, count ages by years,

and perform certain rites in certain months only
—but also animal

and vegetable nature recognizes the year ;
trees have their month for

blossoming and fruiting, birds their month for assuming the plum-

age of courtship, for nesting and hatching, almost as markedly as

elsewhere. The recognition of the year both by man and by Nature

is not therefore entirely dependent upon the difference of summer
and winter, as such. We must go deeper, and I think, when we come
to consider geological time, much deeper, if we wish to understand

the true character of yearliness
—a word which I venture here to

coin to express this meaning.
Have you ever quite realized what the tropical year is like? Sup-

pose you are living on or near the equator, then in December the

sun is south of you and at its greatest distance away; you have, so

to speak, a relative winter. But in March the sun is overhead; it is

now full midsummer. By the end of June the sun has gone north,
and is once more on a tropic; you have a second winter; not much
of a winter, I admit, but still, a relative winter. By September he

has returned overhead again, and you are enduring a second sum-

mer. In December he has once more retreated to the southern tropic

(Capricorn), and it is comparative winter. Thus the equatorial year
consists of four distinct seasons, in two of which the sun stands

directly overhead, while in two he is at his northern or southern

limit. I may add that the effect is always curious when, as you face

the sun, you see that he is moving in his diurnal path, not from left

to right (" the way of the sun," as we say), but from right to left (or
"
widdershins "). You are never till then aware how natural and

inevitable has seemed the opposite direction: when you find it re-

versed the effect is surprising.

Now, the distance to which the sun travels north or south of you,
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if you live on the equator
—I use ordinary terms instead of astro-

nomical ones for simplicity's sake—-is so comparatively small that

within the tropics themselves you never notice much difference as

to the amount of heat between one period of the year and another.

In equatorial countries the day and night temperature is much the

same all the year round : if the country be plain, it is always hot
;

if

mountainous, like the district about Bogota, it is
"
a perpetual

spring"; one day is always much the same as the one that went

before and the one that comes after it. Even on the actual tropics,

again, the difference is too slight to make any marked change in the

temperature; people living on the northern tropic (Cancer), for ex-

ample, have the sun vertical to them on June 21st, and some

forty-three degrees south of them on December 21st. Neverthe-

less, the sun is still as near them and as powerful as he is at Milan

or Venice in the height of summer; and the consequence is that,

as a matter of fact, the thermometer within the tropics and at sea

level seldom descends below 75° or 80°, even at midnight in the

relative winters. For the heating power of the sun depends,

of course, upon the directness of his rays, and lessens with their

obliquity; in Venice and Milan they are strong enough to make the

ground very hot in July and August, though it has been cooled be-

fore bv a northern winter; much more than in Jamaica or Mada-

gascar, which have never been cooled, does the accumulated heat

keep everything warm even when the sun is most oblique
—and he

never reaches the same obliquity as in an English summer. The

ground is hot, the houses are hot, wood and stone are hot, and they

have all been hot from time immemorial.

Yet tropical and equatorial trees and plants have their definite

seasons to flower and fruit, just the same as elsewhere. This seems

surprising at first when one visits the tropics. You can not see why

everything should not flower and fruit the whole year round. And

yet, at one time pineapples are
"
in," at another mangoes. And

these seasons differ in the northern and southern hemispheres; what

is mango winter in the one being mango summer in the other. I

do not say the seasons anywhere in the tropics differ markedly; still,

they do differ; the tropical year is divided into times and months

for agriculture just as much as any other. Thus there are regular

dates in each hemisphere for planting, tending, and cutting the

sugar cane. Now, what is the reason of these changes in vegetation,

when temperature remains so constant? Why do not trees and

shrubs of each kind flower up and down throughout the year irregu-

larly
—now one individual and now another? Why are there seasons

for things at all in the tropics?

The answer is, because the same causes which produce summer
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and winter in temperate climate produce other changes of other

sorts in the tropical region. The temperature, it is true, remains

the same, or approximately the same; but the meteorological con-

ditions vary. Even with ourselves, summer is not only hotter but

also drier than winter; winter is marked by rain and snow as well

as by lowered temperature. In the tropics, on the other hand, it is

rather the summer or summers that are wet, for there is a certain

moving zone of equatorial calms in which it practically keeps on

raining always. But this zone is not fixed; it flits with the sun.

When the sun goes northward for the northern summer the rainy
zone goes with him; when he turns southward again the zone shifts

after him. Thus places on or near the two tropics have one rainy
season a year, while places on the equator have usually two. The

intervening dry seasons are often very dry and parched, indeed
;
and

where this is markedly the case, the rainy season acts just as spring
does in the north, or as the inundation does in Egypt; it is the be-

ginning of vegetation. The plants that were dry and dormant dur-

ing the arid months wake up into fresh life; the branches put forth

new leaves; the brown seeds germinate; the flowers appear; and in

due time the fruit ripens. Everything in these cases depends upon
the recurrence of the rainy season, just as everything in India de-

pends upon the bursting of the monsoons, and everything in Egypt
on the rising of the Nile. I have seen a dry plain in Jamaica bare

and brown one day, and covered six or eight inches high with fresh

green waving guinea-grass the day but one after. The rains had

came meanwhile, and Nature had awaked with more than springlike

awakening. In those hot climates everything grows by magic as soon

as it gets the needed water.

Indeed, we may say that in half the world the seasons, organic-

ally speaking
—I mean, the seasons of plant and animal life—de-

pend upon heat and cold, summer and winter, snow or sunshine
;
but

in the other half they depend almost entirely upon drought and rain-

fall. Even as near home and as far north as Algeria, the summer is

far too dry and dusty for agriculture; the autumn rains set in about

October or November; they are immediately followed by the plow-

ing; and the winter becomes for .most purposes the practical sum-

mer. Eruits and vegetables are at their best in January and Febru-

ary; the fields are full of flowers up to March or April; in June,

July, and August the country is an arid and weary desert. But the

seasons for dates are almost reversed; they ripen in autumn. In

Egypt again, where everything depends upon the inundation, the

seasons are still more complicated; the inundation begins to subside

in October; in Upper Egypt the winter season which follows is far

the most important for agriculture, and crops sown as the water sub-

VOL. LIV.—17
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sides are reaped from four to seven months after. But in the Delta,

rice, cotton, and indigo are sown in the spring (March or April) and

harvested in October, [November, and December. Here, irrigation

and temperature come in as disturbing elements, for the Delta feels

something of the cold of winter.

I could give many other instances, but these will suffice. As a

general rule, we may say that in the temperate and frigid zones the

seasons for plants and animals are ruled by heat and cold, but that

in tropical and even in subtropical climates, rainfall and drought,

themselves largely due to the same circumstances, are the ruling

factors.

Again, everybody knows that winter and summer, and the other

phenomena which simulate or accompany them, such as wet and

dry seasons, depend upon the fact that the earth's axis is not perpen-

dicular to the plane in which the earth moves round the sun, but

slightly inclined to it. ISTow, a year in itself, viewed as a measure of

time, is merely the period which it takes the earth to perform one

such complete revolution. During one half of each such revolution

the north pole is turned at a considerable angle toward the sun, and

during the other half, the south pole. "When the north pole is so

turned we call it summer in the northern hemisphere; when the

south pole is being favored, and the north is receiving less light and

heat, we call it winter. Let us suppose for a moment that the earth

had not got this twist or kink in its axis; that the equator was always

presented exactly toward the sun; what then would happen? Ob-

viously, there would be no change of seasons. The day and night

would have fixed lengths which never varied
;
climate would in each

place be uniform and, barring accidents of elevation or distribution

of land and water, the climate of each place would also depend en-

tirely the whole year round on its distance from the equator. Rough-

ly speaking, the temperature of a district would be the temperature it

now possesses in March and September, only not quite so cold as

March nor so warm as September, owing to the absence of accu-

mulated heat from summer or of reserves of ice and snow from

winter. In one word, under such conditions there would have been

climates—marked belts of climate; but there would not have been

seasons.

Seasons, however, depend in great part, as Mr. Alfred Russel

Wallace has ingeniously shown, on a great many things besides this

mere inclination of one end or the other of the earth toward the

sun in June and January. Much must be laid to the count of

accumulated stores of heat or cold; and though accumulated cold

is physically a misnomer, still for all practical purposes we may

apply the words fairly enough to the ice caps of the pole and the
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glaciers of mountain systems. And here we come face to face with

the very core of our problem: for the odd part of it is that seasons

(at least as we know them) seem to be quite a recent and exceptional

phenomenon in the history of our planet. So far as we can judge,

geologically speaking, the earth during all its earlier life enjoyed,
over all its surface, what we should now consider tropical or sub-

tropical conditions. England—or rather the land that occupied the

part of the earth's crust where England now stands—had a vegeta-
tion of huge tree ferns and palms and cycads during the Primary

period; as late even as the middle Tertiaries it had a vegetation like

that of South Carolina or Upper India. Greenland itself, in quite

recent times, nourished like a green bay tree, and did not belie its

odd modern name. The world as a whole enjoyed perpetual summer:

In one word, except in something like the equatorial sense, there

were practically no seasons. The sun went north and south, no

doubt, as now, but the temperature, even in the relative winter,

seems to have remained perennially mild and genial.

It is true, occasional slight traces of glacial epochs, earlier than

the great and well-known Glacial epoch, break here and there the

almost continuous geological record of palmy and balmy world-wide

summers; yet, taking the geological monuments as a whole, they
show us few or no signs of anything worth calling a serious winter

till quite recent periods. Large-leaved evergreens are still, in the

day-before-yesterday of geology, the order of the day ; magnolias and

liquidambars, cinnamons and holly oaks, vines and rotang palms
formed the forests even of Miocene Britain. The animals during
all the Tertiary period were of what we now regard as tropical or

subtropical types
—

lions, rhinoceroses, hippopotamuses, monkeys, or

more antique races, equally southern in aspect. There could have

been little change of winter and summer during this long warm

spell; the variations can have been scarcely more than those of dry
and rainy seasons. The trees never lost their leaves; the fruits and

flowers never ceased to follow one another; no interruption of the

food supply drove insects to hibernate in their silken cocoons, or

squirrels and bears to lay by stores of food or fat for the cold and

hungry winter.

Nevertheless, taking the world round as it stands, we must be-

lieve that the distinction of seasons grew up, both for plants and

animals, and for man or his ancestors, during this age of relatively

unmarked summers and winters. For the tropics more than any-
where else preserve for us to-day the general features and aspect of

this earlier time; they have never had the continuity of their stream

of life rudely interrupted by the enormous changes of the Glacial

epoch. Yet, even in the tropics, things, as we saw, have seasons.
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There are annuals and perennials there, as elsewhere. Each kind

has its month for sprouting, for flowering, for fruiting, for shedding
its seed; and men in the tropics, some of them long isolated in oce-

anic islands, or in great insulated regions like Australia or New
Guinea, from the rest of their kind in the temperate regions, never-

theless know and observe the year, and perform all their functions,

agricultural or religious, by yearly cycles. For example, there is

among them all an annual feast for the dead, and widows mourn

their husbands for one year from their burial. Observation of the

year, therefore, both automatically by organisms at large and con-

sciously by man, antedates and is independent of observation of the

existence of summer or winter.

I do not think, however, that man would have noted the merely
astronomical year

—the year of the sun's position
—at least till a

relatively late stage in culture, if he had not first noticed the organic

year
—the regular recurrence of plant and animal seasons. So many

yams
—that is to say, so many yam harvests—in other words, so many

years, is a common savage way of reckoning times and ages. But

they call it
"
yams," not summers or winters. And when I say

yams, I give that merely as a single instance, for elsewhere the
"
seed-

time and harvest " are reckoned indifferently in maize or millet, rice

or barley, according to the agriculture of the particular people.

Even hunting races know that at certain times of year certain foods

abound; and this is true of equatorial savages and equatorial plants

or animals, as well as of others.

Moons are more obvious measures of time than suns, in the

tropics at least—probably everywhere; for the waxing and waning

of the moon mean much to people who live largely out of doors;

and the month is, perhaps, the earliest fixed mode of reckoning time

beyond a day or two. Most savages count time mainly by so many
moons. But they must also have noticed early that after a certain

number of moons (usually about thirteen), certain fruits or seeds

were ripe again; especially must they have noticed it when this

recurrence coincided with the return of the rainy season, or of some

other annual meteorological phenomenon, like the bursting of the

monsoon or the Nile inundation. Thus, even in the tropics, and be-

fore the coming on of the Glacial epoch, men or the ancestors of men

(one can not draw precise lines here) must probably have observed a

certain rough relation between the months and the vegetative cycles;

after so many moons, about say thirteen, the yam, or the mangoes,

or the grains are ripe again. These organic years, I take it, must

have been noticed before the astronomical ones. For it is now be-

ginning; to be more and more believed that man is of preglacial

origin; and even if something worth calling a man were not, then
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at least man's pre-human ancestors go back far into the Tertiary

period. Only later would men begin to note that some thirteen

moons, and the recurrence of a food stuff, concurred with a particular

solar season.

Indeed, if one comes to think of it, how much even now do any
of us, save the most scientific, mean by the year, beyond the visible

change of summer and winter? What we are thinking of is the

leafless trees, the ice and snow, the green grass in spring, the flowers

and warm days in summer, not the abstract astronomical fact of the

earth's revolution round the sun, or the due succession of the signs

of the zodiac. It is that visible organic year that must have counted

most with man from the first; though no doubt its meaning and

reality are much more vividly present since the coming on of the

Glacial epoch, and the more so in proportion as we live nearer to the

north or south pole; while at the equator the year is to the last a

much more inconspicuous period
—a largely artificial mode of reck-

oning.

Still, from the very first, there was one element of diversity in

the year which must have struck all men, in the temperate and frigid

zones at least, perhaps even in a certain way in the tropics. I mean,
the varying length of the day, always perceptible in the frigid and

temperate zones; for as soon as men in these regions began to think

and to observe at all, they must have noticed that the days increased

in their summer and lessened in their winter; and they must have

learned to correlate this waxing and waning of the day with the

appearance or abundance of certain fruits, seeds, birds, fishes, game,
roots and other food stuffs. It is at least certain that all the world

over men do now celebrate the solstices and the equinoxes as special

feasts; and the close similarity in most such celebrations leads one

to suspect that the custom has been handed down from the very
remote time when the human family was still a single continuous

body.
In the tropics, it is true, the days vary so little that this differ-

ence in itself is not likely to have struck primaeval man. But there,

another point would come in—the annual movement of the sun

overhead from south to north and vice versa; and though this would

be less directly important to human life than in temperate regions,

it would still be indirectly important. It would bring the rain with

it. In Europe, of course, and in temperate America, we can see at

once that the return of the sun northward must always have meant

spring, the increase of food stuffs, the promise of corn or maize, the

suggestion of harvest; and we can therefore understand why the

midwinter feast, when the sun after his long journey south begins

to move visibly north again, should have been both in pagan and
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Christian times the great festival of rejoicing for the men of the

north temperate region. Day by day they saw the sun recede and

the cold deepen; at last, one evening, he sets a little nearer, and

they know that he has not deserted them forever. Similarly, the

promise made at Yule begins to be realized at that other great feast

of the spring equinox, which we still call in England by its ancient

heathen title of Easter; the day by that time has got the better of

the night, and "
the sun dances on Easter Sunday

" in commemora-

tion of his completed victory over the combined powers of winter

and darkness. In the tropics, on the other hand, the connection

is less clear; but even here the shifting of the sun's apparent place is

closely correlated with the shifting of the rain zone; and therefore

it would not be long (after man was man) before tropical savages

began to perceive a constant relation between the movements of the

sun to north or south, and the occurrence of the fertilizing rainy

season. "We must remember that savages, with their improvident

habits, are much more dependent upon rain than we are, and that

magical ceremonies for breaking up a drought are among their com-

monest and most universally diffused superstitions.

On the whole, then, before the coming on of the Glacial epoch,

we may be pretty sure that plants and animals on the one hand had

learned organically and automatically to recognize the existence of

the year and to adapt themselves to it; and that men or the pro-

genitors of men on the other hand had also learned to correlate the

recurrent seasons of food supply with the movements of the sun,

though nothing equivalent to winter and summer as we know them

to-day existed as yet on any part of our planet. I say advisedly
" on

any part of our planet," because even near the pole itself remains

of a subtropical vegetation in Tertiary times have been amply indi-

cated. Nevertheless, in all parts of the world then, as in the tropics

now, we may gather that plants and animals ran through annual

cycles
—that the year, as I have put it, was organically recognized.

Trees had their time to sprout, to bud, to flower, to fruit, to seed,

to shed their leaves (in the evergreen way) ;
birds had their time to

nest and hatch out their young; insects had their fixed periods for

laying, for larval life, for assuming the chrysalis form, for becoming

winged beetles or bees or butterflies. In one word, the year is a ter-

restrial reality, not merely an astronomical fact, in the tropics now;

it was a terrestrial reality over the whole planet in the Tertiary

period. But it was hardly more marked, apparently, into distinct

seasons than it is marked to-day in the equatorial region. Kainfall

and drought must have had more to do in determining the annual

cycles than winter and summer.

Erom all this it must result that the conception of the year as
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an epoch at all (save for advanced astronomy) is almost or entirely

due to that tilt of the earth's axis which causes the seasons—dry or

wet, cold or hot. Without the seasons, in one form or other, we

might have been ages longer in discovering the fact that the earth

moved round the sun, and that some three hundred and sixty-five

days (I omit those important fractions) were needed for its revolu-

tion. Certainly, without the seasons, at least to the extent that they
occur in the tropics, plant and animal life could hardly have assumed

its fixed annual cycles, nor could early men have caught at the idea

of the year at all as a period of time, a unit of measurement.

Before the Glacial epoch, in particular, the discovery of the year,

organically or consciously, must have been much more difficult than

it is now in high latitudes. It must have been almost as difficult in

what are now the temperate zones as it is to-day in the tropics. Far

north or south, of course, the length of the day would tell; and

within the Arctic and Antarctic Circles the long night would form

an unmistakable feature. But if the plane of the equator had always
found itself vertical to the sun, there could have been no recognition

of the year at all, either organic or conscious. In other words, from

the point of view of organic life, the year does not mean the revolu-

tion of the earth round the sun: it means the apparent northward

and southward movement of the sun on either side of the equator;

it means the seasons, whether recognized as winter and summer, or

as dry and wet periods. That is really the year as man knows it, as

plants and animals have always known it.

With the coming on of the great cold spell, however, the im-

portance of the seasons in the temperate and frigid zones, perhaps
also even in the tropics, became much more marked. I will not go
here into the suggested reasons for that vast revolution, perhaps the

greatest our planet has ever suffered. Most physicists now accept

more or less the theory put forward with great ingenuity by Mr.

Croll, which sets it down to a period of extreme eccentricity in the

earth's orbit; but some weight must also be allowed, as Mr. Alfred

Russel Wallace has clearly shown, to the local arrangement of land

and water on the globe at the time of its origin, as well as to the

occurrence of mountain ranges just then at the poles, and to other

purely terrestrial causes. Never before, in all probability, had the

poles been occupied by great glacier-clad mountains. It seems most

likely, indeed, that we are now practically at the end of the Glacial

epoch, and that if only we could once get rid of the polar ice caps,

which keep a stock of chilliness always laid on (I speak the quite

comprehensible language of everyday life), we might recur forth-

with to the warm and almost imperceptible winters of the preglacial

period. But, as things stand, the stock of ice at the poles never gets
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melted away in the existing northern or southern summer; fresh ice

accumulates on top of the old mass with each winter; prevailing

winds, blowing over this ice, chill regions lying much farther toward

the tropics; icebergs detach themselves and float off, thus lowering
the temperature of the sea in the middle zones; arctic or antarctic

currents spread round the coasts and absorb the solar heat in enor-

mous quantities. We have only to remember the trenchant differ-

ence in England between a parching cold east wind and a mild sou'-

wester to realize what an immense part these polar ice caps and

frozen highlands play in the production of our existing winter.

Alps, Pyrenees, Himalayas, Rocky Mountains, further assist in the

same direction.

On the other hand, currents in the sea may cut either way; the

Gulf Stream makes England warm, while the arctic current makes

Labrador, much farther south, practically uninhabitable.

Ever since the Glacial epoch, therefore, it has been quite easy
for man in the temperate and frigid zones to recognize the year as

a natural reality. The annual cycles of heat and cold are far too

marked to be overlooked by anybody. Organically, they made them-

selves felt at once by extraordinary changes induced in the fauna

and flora. Before the steady advance of the annual cold wave,

vegetation had perforce to alter its ways. The large-leaved ever-

greens went out altogether in frigid and high temperate regions; de-

ciduous trees, or needle-leaved types like the pines and firs, took the

place of the luxuriant Miocene foliage in Europe and North Amer-

ica. Every autumn the larger number of trees and shrubs learned

to shed their leaves all togeher; every spring they came out anew

in fresh green and in masses of blossom. Similarly with animals.

Birds learned to migrate, or to accommodate themselves to the win-

ter; insects learned to hibernate in the egg or the cocoon; pigs fat-

tened themselves on mast against the frozen time; moles slept over

winter; squirrels hoarded nuts for a store to bridge over heavy

frosts; frogs retired to the warmer mud in the depths of ponds;
adders coiled themselves in holes and dozed away the cold season.

Innumerable adaptations sprang up at once, those species or indi-

viduals which failed to meet the new conditions perishing in the

struggle. In proportion as we recede from the tropics, the more

marked do the annual cycles of life thus induced become, many
species practically ceasing to exist as such for several months of the

year, and being only potentially represented by eggs, germs, or seeds,

and sometimes by dormant pregnant females.

At the same time, while the cause of the seasons as a whole is

the obliquity of the earth's axis, with the resulting inclination of

either pole toward the sun alternately, we must not forget that the
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seasons and the climate in each particular country depend in part

upon many minor contributory causes. It is not merely nearness

to or distance from the equator that counts; we have to consider

also relative distribution of land and water, elevation, prevalent winds,

exposure, condensation, and many other elements of a complex prob-
lem. In Ecuador, for example, whose very name means the equator,

the plain is always in scorching summer, the mountains are always in

perpetual spring. The monsoons, again, produce in other countries

some curious results: they depend themselves on the change of rela-

tive temperature in sea and land at different seasons; and they break

upon the Himalayas with this odd and unexpected effect, that the

snow line on the southern side of that vast range goes very far down,

owing to the immense rainfall (or rather snowfall) and the conse-

quent spread of snow fields and glaciers; while on the northern side

it descends but a very little way, owing to the extreme desert drought
and the great summer heat of the central Asiatic table-land. We
have thus the apparent paradox that millions of Tibetans occupy
towns and cultivate farms to the north at a height from three to four

thousand feet above the snow line on the southern slope of the same

mountains.

Looking at the matter broadly, then, and taking for granted the

now generally accepted modern view that the great oceans and great

continents have been relatively fixed (though liable to minor fluctua-

tions and variations of outline) throughout all geological time, and

that the earth's crust has not shifted from pole to equator or vice

versa, we arrive at last at the following probable conclusions: There

have always been seasons more or less marked, and these have been

more or less organically answered by corresponding changes or cycles

of change in plants and animals. Rain and drought have in many
cases more to do with such changes than variations of temperature.
The seasons, again, are less marked in the tropics than in temperate
and circumpolar climates. Nevertheless, even near the equator, they
exert and have always exerted certain organic influences—have re-

sulted in annual cycles in the life of species. Even before the coming
on of the Glacial epoch, the seasons were probably somewhat more

marked in the temperate and polar regions than in the tropics, the

longer day in summer and the greater directness of impact of the

rays making the summer months always warmer. But for various

reasons, among which we may presumably rank the absence in early

ages of high land at the poles and of an accumulated polar ice cap,

together with the existence of warm sea currents from the tropics

to the poles, the winters of preglacial ages seem to have been rela-

tively mild, perhaps (if we may judge by the types of plant life)

milder than those of South Carolina and Georgia in our own period.

VOL. LIV.—18
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'No cold winds of importance seem then to have blown with blighting
effect from glaciated or snow-clad districts. (Mars in our own time

appears to enjoy winters somewhat of this character, though a little

colder, with a temporary snow cap.) The seasons as we know them
in temperate and arctic climates, however, seem to be largely the

result of the glacial epoch, and its persistent legacy the arctic and
antarctic ice caps. If we could once manage to get rid of those, it is

possible that our planet might again enjoy in all its zones the mild

and genial preglacial winters.

These are rough notes, 1 know; mere adumbrations of a probable
truth: but adequately to develop the subject would require a very

big volume. My object here is simply to suggest that in many in-

quiries, both into human and animal or vegetable life, we must never

take the existence of seasons as we know them for granted, except in

very recent times. The year, for organic beings, means essentially

the seasons; and the seasons may mean and have meant many sepa-

rate things, as time and place vary
—heat and cold, food and scarcity,

foliage and leaflessness, drought and wet; longer or shorter days, the

midnight sun and the winter darkness; hibernation and wakefulness;
the egg, the cocoon, the seed, the plant, the flower, the fruit; dor-

mancy or vitality. According as human life started at the poles or

the equator, for instance, it would view in the beginning many things

differently. All I wish to point out now is merely this, that we must
bear such possibilities ever in mind; and that we must never take it

for granted in any problem, human or biological, that the seasons

were always just what we know them, or that the year to any organic

being meant anything more than the seasonal cycle then and there

prevalent.
—Longman's Magazine.

In the excavations of the ancient cemetery of Antinoe, near Lyons,

France, a "
party dress "

of the time of the Emperor Adrian, very fine silks,

jewels, etc., have been discovered. One sarcophagus held the remains of a

woman musician with a rose chemise, a cythara, pearls, castanets, etc.
;
in

another was a child's costume with its little laced shoes, its vest ornamented
with flowers appliques, and its robe of gauffered crape. It appears that the

women of sixteen hundred years ago dyed their hair with henna, and
twisted ribbons round their heads. Nothing changes.

M. A. Thieullen, publishing the results of fifteen years' studies among
the flint implements of the French beds, draws the conclusions that the

elaborate palaeolithic flint axe and hammer and the typical neolithic imple-
ments were luxuries used by the more distinguished members or for the

more important purposes of the flint-implement-using community, while

the ruder implements which are found in enormous numbers were the

objects of general and daily use throughout all the flint-using ages, whether

palaeolithic or neolithic.
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BRAIN WEIGHTS AND INTELLECTUAL CAPACITY.

By JOSEPH SIMMS, M. D.

HAVING
been for thirty years a lecturer 011 man and his char-

acter as evinced by his form, features, head, and gestures, and

having made observations on the subject in all parts of North Amer-

ica, in continental Europe and Great Britain, and parts of Asia,

Africa, and Australia, I should not be deemed presumptuous when I

present a few facts regarding the relations of mind and the size and

forms of heads and weights of brains. It has been observed by many
persons versed in the branches relating to the subject that men with

the largest brains are not those of most talent, power, or intellect; but

many such have been only ordinary or inferior men, or even idiots;

while some men of most powerful and comprehensive minds have

had unusually small brains. Esquirol's assertion that no size or form

of head or brain is incident to idiocy or to superior talent is borne

out by my observations.

After long and careful research in the great libraries and mu-
seums of the world, I have collected a table of brain weights of

eminent men, along with which are entered, in my original docu-

ment, the occupation of the subject, age at the time of determination,
and the source whence the item is derived. These can not be given
within the limits of this article, and only the briefest and most gen-
eralized summary of the main features can be indicated. The largest

weight of brain in the whole list is that of the Russian novelist Tur-

genieff, whose brain weighed, at the time of his death, at sixty-five

years of age, 71 ounces.* It is a considerable step from him to the

next in order, the English mechanician and author, Knight, whose

brain weight at the age of fifty-eight was 64 ounces. Then follow

the Scottish physician Abercrombie, 63 ounces; General B. F. But-

ler, 62 ounces; and the Scottish general Abercromby, 62 ounces.

Another group of nine, including weights from 58.6 ounces to 54

ounces, includes Jeffrey, Scottish judge and author, Thackeray,

Cuvier, George Combe, United States Senator Atherton, Spurzheim,
and the Scottish physician Simpson. The next group, 53.6 to 50,

is larger, including twenty-one names, among which are Daniel

Webster, Agassiz, Napoleon I, the Scottish divine Chalmers, the

mathematicians De Morgan and Gauss, the anthropologist Broca,
and the generals Skoboleff and Lamarque. The last group, 49.9

to 40 ounces, contains twenty-five names, including those of the

philosopher Huber, Grote, Babbage, the anthropologist Bertillon,

* Medical Times and Gazette, Loudon, England, November 1*7, 18S3.
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Whewell,* Liebig, Gall, Gambetta, and Bishop, tbe mind reader.

Only one remove from tbe foot of tbe list is Gambetta, a man of

indisputably bigb genius and ability, witb a brain weigbing only
40.9 ounces, f

Tbe table goes to illustrate a general rule which I discovered and

published several years ago, tbat larger brains appertain to natives of

colder climates. Dr. John Abercrombie, for instance, was born at

Aberdeen, Scotland, on tbe German Sea, and farther nortb tban

any part of tbe United States. Sir Ralph Abercromby was born in

the county of Clackmannan, Scotland, where it is far colder than

any part of southern Europe. Lord Francis Jeffrey first saw light in

Edinburgh. General Butler was born in Deerfield, ISTew Hampshire.
Ivan Turgenieff, with the heaviest brain of all, was a native of cold,

inhospitable Russia. Dr. Franz Joseph Gall (brain weight 42.2

ounces) % was born in Wiirtemberg, in southern Germany, passed
most of his life in Vienna and Paris, and, being a student, spent
much of his time indoors. Gambetta was born at Cahors, France, of

Italian parents. This climatological view of the size of brains is con-

firmed by a paper,
"
Crania," of the Philadelphia Academy of Sci-

ences, which gives as the average size, in cubic inches, of the cranial

cavities of various nationalities, taking the results of many measure-

ments: Lapps, 102; Swedes, 100; Anglo-Saxons, 96; Finns, 95;

Anglo-Americans, 94; Germans, 92; Celts, 88; Malays, 86; Chinese,

85; Tombs of Gizeh, 84; embalmed Semitic, 82; Egyptians, 80;

Fellah, 79; Bengalese, 78.

A table of average brain weights of various nationalities, com-

piled from Topinard's and Manouvrier's works and other standard

anthropological publications, illustrates the same tendency toward

greater brain weights in colder countries. One of its results is to

show that the colder air of the United States produces larger brains

in the negroes than the warm air of Africa. The table further shows,

in the comparisons of Hindus and African negroes, that the brains

are smallest in the warmest countries, irrespective of race or nation;

and that the largest average attained is in Scotland, where it is never

extremely warm.

The measurement of the cranial cavity is a very uncertain gauge
of the size of the brain, for the cerebro-spinal fluid may occupy a

large share of the space. Weighing the brain is without doubt

the only scientifically certain method of determining its size and

mass.

* Whewell also had " the scalp and skull thick." Brain weighed 49 ounces. The

Lancet, London, England, March 11, 1866, p. 280.

+ Medical Times and Gazette, London, England, May 12, 1883, p. 525.

% London Medical Gazette, London, England, September 13, 1828, p. 4*78.
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Perhaps the most remarkable case in the table of great men's

brains is that of Gambetta, who was behind none of his compeers in

ability, and yet had the smallest brain of all. The first table of the
"
Average Weight of the Human Body and Mind," compiled from

Dr. Boyd's researches among the sane, which was based on more than

two thousand post-mortem examinations, gives 45.9 ounces as the

average brain weight of boys from seven to fourteen years of age,

and 40.2 ounces as that of boys and 40.1 ounces of girls from four

to seven years of age. And this little brain of 40.9 ounces apper-

tained to a man,
"
a lofty, commanding, mental figure, standing out

in bold relief from the crowd of mediocrities which he dwarfs and

shadows," the embodiment of the French Republic, who steered it

through one of its most perilous crises,
"
the foremost Frenchman of

his time," who "
established his claim to be placed in the very front

rank of European statesmen," and whose untimely death was spoken
of as

"
nothing less than the sudden extinction of a powerful indi-

vidual force, one of the most powerful, indeed, of such forces hitherto

operating in Europe."
In illustration of the association of large brains with small minds,

we have compiled from various sources of recognized authority a list

of one hundred and twenty-five persons of ordinary or weak minds,

idiots, imbeciles, and criminals, whose brains were generally larger

than those of the distinguished men subjects of the preceding notes.

Of these, Rustan, an ignorant and unknown workman, appears with

a brain weighing 78.3 ounces;
* the dwarfed Indian squaw who fol-

lows him, of 73.5 ounces ;f an illiterate and weak-minded man had a

brain of 71.3 ounces; % and a congenitally imbecile person cited by
Dr. Ireland, with one of 70.5 ounces.* Another imbecile cited by Dr.

Ireland had a brain of 63.2 ounces, and the brain of an idiot with a

large head, eighteen years old, who had an idiotic sister, weighed 62.8

ounces. The brain of the idiot, JSTo. 56 of the men in the table,

59.5 ounces, is exceeded in size by those of only five on the list of

famous men, while eleven persons recorded as idiots, imbeciles, and

children had brains heavier than his. An idiot boy of fourteen years,

very malicious, who never spoke, and who nearly killed his sister

with a pick, had a brain weight of 57.5 ounces. Thirty men out of

three hundred and seventy-five examined in the West Riding Asy-
lum gave brain weights of 55 ounces and upward, showing that

such weights are not so rare as some have supposed. In another

* Brain Weight of Man. By Dr. Bischoff. Bonn, Germany, 1880, p. 13V.

f Authority for this weight is the Medical Army Museum, Washington, D. C.

% This brain is kept in and its weight is recorded on the glass jar in the Pathological

Museum at Munich, Germany.
*

Idiocy and Imbecility. By Dr. Ireland. London, 1S11, p. *75.
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asylum in England one out of every dozen brains examined showed

a weight of 55 ounces or more.

In Nachrichten, of Gottingen, 1860, pp. 70-71, Dr. Rudolph

"Wagner gave a table of thirty-two persons whose brains he ex-

amined, among whom were five distinguished men; but the largest

brain weight recorded in it, 55.9 ounces, has opposite to it the legend,
"
Idiotic grown man."

To this list we might have added a large number of persons whose

brains weighed less than 53 ounces. Yet the brains of Daniel Web-

ster, Agassiz, Xapoleon I, Lord Byron, Baron Dupuytren, General

Skoboleff, and other famous men concerning whose large brains

much has been said, weighed less than this; and we might have

appended hundreds of brain weights of idiots, imbeciles, and other

insignificant persons, from 53 ounces down to 49 ounces—probably

about the average weight in central Europe. In support of our con-

tention is, further, an observation by Dr. Rudolph Wagner in

Nachrichten, February 29, 1860, pp. 71, 72, that
"
very intelligent

men certainly do not differ strikingly in brain weight from less

gifted men."

Dr. Clendenning presents in the Croonian Lectures the following

entries of brain weights of male subjects of different ages, the tend-

ency of which is to show that the male encephalon loses, after it is

grown, more than an ounce every ten years:

15 to 30 years 50.75 ounces.

30 to 50 " 49.66 "

50to 70 " 47.1

70tol00 " 41.5 "

A number of other eminent anatomists have given similar evi-

dence of decrease in brain weight as intellectual power increases.

The "Professor at the Breakfast Table," the late Dr. O. W.

Holmes, a learned man and experienced physician and professor of

anatomy in Harvard University for thirty-five years, says :

" The

walls of the head are double, with a great chamber of air between

them, over the smallest and most crowded organs. Can you tell

me how much money there is in a safe, which also has thick walls, by

kneading the knobs with your fingers? So, when a man fumbles

about my forehead, and talks about the organs of individuality, size,

etc., I trust him as much as I should if he felt over the outside of

my strong box, and told me that there was a five-dollar or a ten-

dollar bill under this or that rivet. Perhaps there is, only he doesn't

know anything about it. We will add that, even if he knows the

inward dimensions of the strong box, he could not thence determine

the amount of cash deposited in it."

The internal size of Spurzheim's skull was in cubic inches exactly
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the same as that of the skull of Joachim, an imbecile six feet nine

inches in height, with a brain weight of 61.2 ounces, whereas Spurz-
heim's brain weighed only 55 ounces.

Whoever has examined heads in the dissecting room of a medical

college knows that, except in rare cases of disease, the brain does

not fit the skull, but is surrounded by three membranes and a watery

fluid; and this liquid, it has been ascertained, is generally sufficient

to admit of its performing certain movements.

There can be no doubt that the brain moves in the skull, changing
its position, according to the laws of gravitation, in much the same

way as the lungs, heart, and liver do in the body. It has been

observed many times to move, as well as to pulsate, when exposed to

view during the life of the individual. It is subject to two regular
and constant motions—one produced by the arteries, the other by
respiration. It has also a third motion, discovered and described by
Dr. M. Luys, who stated, in a paper read before the Academy of

Medicine of Paris, that
"
the brain is subject to certain changes of

position, dependent on the attitude of the body. Thus, if a man lies

on his back or side, or stands on his head, the brain undergoes certain

changes of position in obedience to the laws of gravity; the move-
ments take place slowly, and the brain is five or six minutes in

returning to its previous position." From these anatomical data

M. Luys deduced some interesting and practical conclusions, by
which he explained, for example, the symptoms of vertigo which

feeble persons experience when suddenly rising from a horizontal

position. He suggested whether the pains of meningitis may not be

due to an interference with these normal movements, and urges the

value of giving the brain the change produced by a horizontal posi-

tion at night.

The average cranial capacity is admitted to be 96 cubic inches in

England and 94 in New York; and it is to the unusual quantity of

fluid of some cases, and to the extraordinary thickness of the skull

in others, that we are to attribute the frequent discrepancy between

the external dimensions and the size of the encephalon. Daniel

Webster's cranial capacity was 122 cubic inches, yet his brain

of 53.5 ounces was just what George Combe has laid down
as the average weight for an adult man. Water and lymph,
we are told, filled the skull. Professor De Morgan's head, almost

free from hair, measured 24.87 inches in circumference, and

the dimensions were all those of a very large head, sufficient to

contain from 65 to TO ounces of brain, yet his brain weighed only
52.75 ounces, or little, if at all, above the average in the cold parts

of the temperate zones. De Morgan was sixty-five years of age when
he died. He was much emaciated, and "

the brain was distinctly
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shrunken," not filling the interior cavity, where its place was sup-

plied, as is usual in such cases, by serum or water. There is no

known method whereby any man can determine whether brain or

water fills the greater part of any living skull. A small orange may
have a thin rind, and contain a good amount of eatable substance,

while a large one may have so thick a skin that the fruit proves

utterly disappointing.

Another proof that the skull is formed without regard to the

brain is the following:
" The bony cabinet and its contents are de-

veloped, to a certain extent at least, independently. This is very

clearly demonstrated by a fact which was observed by Gratiolet, and

is too frequently forgotten. The subject is an infant in whom the

cranium presented the normal conformation. The brain was, never-

theless, almost entirely wanting."
*

Dr. Gall was a poor arithmetician, and his biographer says that

every kind of numerical calculation fatigued him. He could not go

through a process of multiplication or division that was at all com-

plicated, and knew nothing of geometry or of the problems of

mathematics.f George Combe said of himself: "Arithmetic has

always been to me a profound mystery, and to master the multiplica-

tion table an insurmountable task. . . . This faculty in me is, in fact,

idiotic." Again he said: "When a boy, I never could learn arith-

metic. At the end of five years' teaching I could not subtract,

divide, or multiply any considerable number of figures with accuracy

and facility, and can not now do so. . . . At the present day I can

not sum a column of figures correctly." %

With these facts in view, our wonder at finding the theories of

these men at variance with all exact calculation is considerably

diminished. We propose to test some of their theories by arith-

metical processes. We found that the sixty famous men entered in

the table of authenticated brain weights show an average of 51.3

ounces. We now take all the idiots and imbeciles in the table of
"
Large Brains and Small Minds," and find the average 59.4 ounces;

so that the matter is left to stand thus: Ten idiots and five imbeciles

average 59.2 ounces; sixty famous men average 51.39 ounces: in

favor of idiocy and imbecility, 7.9 ounces.

The heaviest brain in the table of small minds is that of Rustan,

an ignorant and entirely unknown laborer. He was a healthy man,

and his brain, when it was weighed, was in a healthy condition. Its

weight was recorded by Dr. Carl A. Rudolphi, a Swedish naturalist

* The Human Species. By A. De Quatrefages. D. Appleton and Company, New

York, 1884, p. 380.

f Dr. Gall's works, Boston, Massachusetts, vol. i, p. 36.

% Life of George Combe, London, 1878, vol. ii, p. 381.
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and physiologist of Stockholm, who became professor of anatomy
and physiology at Berlin in 1810. It reached the unexampled

figure of 78.3 ounces; while the brain of Turgenieff, the heaviest

among famous men, was 71 ounces—showing a difference of 7.3

ounces in behalf of the inferior mind.

Since writing the above, the following appeared in Tit-Bits, a

weekly paper published in London, England, March 19, 1898:
"
It must not be assumed, however, that intellect is in direct

ratio to the weight of the brain; for while the brains of certain in-

tellectual men, such as . . . Dr. Abercromby, weighed more than

60 ounces, a certain Strand newspaper-boy, who was in intel-

ligence almost an idiot, had a brain which weighed no less than 80

ounces."

Dr. Austin Flint, of New York, in his Physiology, gives the

average weight of the brains of men as 50.2 ounces. Dr. Peacock,

of Great Britain, makes it 50 ounces 3 drachms between twenty-

five and fifty years of age. Dr. Thurman gives 49 ounces as the aver-

age throughout Europe, while Dr. F. Tiedemann, a famous natural-

ist of Germany, reckons it at 53.2 ounces.* Dr. Krause, a learned

German, places it still higher, at 55.4 ounces.f Now, if we strike a

balance between the highest and the lowest of these estimates, the

mean will be 52.2. Then, recalling the average of our sixty famous

men, which we found to be 51.3 ounces, it is shown to be nine

tenths of an ounce below the average of ordinary men.

Our tables of national average brain weights do not quite agree,

because some of the subjects had been wasted by disease for many
months before death, whereby the brain was diminished along with

other parts of the body. Those who, like Dr. Boyd's subjects, died

in hospital, showed too light an average for healthy Englishmen.
Dr. Krause's subjects may have been healthy men killed in battle,

and those of Tiedemann persons who died suddenly. Executed

criminals show a fairly high average of brain weight, because there

has been in their case no diminution through long-continued illness.:}:

We should recollect that Whewell, the famous English philosopher

and head master of Trinity College, Cambridge, England, was in

good health when killed by a fall, from his horse
;

so was Gambetta,
when his life was ended by a pistol shot. The brain, however,
suffers less from the power of disease than the general bodily form.

One month under the most wasting sickness would probably not

* Medical News and Gazette, London, June 16, 1888, p. 521.

f Morning Herald, Sydney, Australia, February 23, 1884.

\ Eleven Chinamen, found by Dr. C. Clapham to afford an average of 50.4 ounces, had

been killed in a typhoon, and were therefore in no wise wasted by disease. (Journal of the

Anthropological Institute, London, England, vol. vii, p. 90.)
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diminish the brain more than an ounce or two, but a year or more

would make a considerable difference.

Taking, now, the sixty heaviest brains of persons not noted for

intellectual greatness, we find the averages to be 63.2 ounces. Com-

paring this with the average of sixty famous men, 51.3 ounces, we
find a difference in favor of imbeciles, idiots, criminals, and men of

ordinary mind of 11.9 ounces. George Combe estimated that about

53.5 ounces was the average weight of the adult brain. Thus the

average brain weight of all the eminent men whom we have brought
into the comparison, 51.3 ounces, is below Combe's estimate of that

of mankind in general. Again, the ten heaviest brains of our list of

famous men give an average weight of 61.1 ounces, while the aver-

age given by the ten heaviest of the opposite class is 70.4 ounces, or

9.3 ounces greater. While our list of eminent men shows only five

whose brains exceeded 58.6 ounces in weight, those of seventy-six

of the common throng
—seven of them idiots or imbeciles—rise above

that figure. These figures augur badly for the doctrine that would

attach importance to heavy brains for giving force and depth of

individual character.

Phrenologists assert that each organ of a mental faculty occupies

a certain position perceptible on the outside of the brain, with a

definite area which they have mapped out. .They also hold that each

of these organs extends to the center of the base of the brain, taper-

ing to it somewhat like a cone, having its base turned toward the

outer world. They make no account of the fissures, the intervening

sulci and anfractuosities that must cut many of these supposed cones,

some at right and some at oblique angles. Then the large, long
cavities or ventricles intercept and would hinder many of them from

reaching the central, basilar part of the brain. The anatomical

structure of the brain thus appears fatal to this theory of the organs.

Large and complicated convolutions of the brain with deep sulci

have been regarded by some persons as inseparable from superior

powers of mind. The supposition is erroneous and groundless. The

rodents, such as beavers, squirrels, rats, mice, etc., have but little

brain and no convolutions whatsoever;
*

yet the beaver exhibits

great foresight, economy, industry, and mechanical skill in building

his dam, erecting his house, and storing up bark as food for the

winter. Moreover, these animals live in societies and labor in union

by ingenious methods for a common purpose, with nice judgment.
" So great a variety of labors," says Dr. Leuret,

"
is needed for the

constructions carried on by the beaver; they include so many in-

stances of well-made choice, so many accidental difficulties are sur-

* The Nervous System, London, 1834, p. 447.
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mounted by these animals, that it is impossible not to recognize in

their actions the characteristics of a rather high intelligence."
* The

sheep has a much larger brain than the beaver, with numerous and

complete convolutions, yet it is one of the most stupid of domestic

animals. Again, though birds have convolutions in the cerebellum,

they have none in the cerebrum, and yet they are more capable of

education than any living beings except the human race. The eagle

is complete master of the lamb; the magpie, the hawk, the raven, and

the parrot with his talking powers, are not excelled in sagacity by the

dog, the horse, or the elephant, notwithstanding the latter animals

have brains of superior size and elaborate convolutions.

Squirrels manifest foresight and economy in storing nuts for the

winter's use; yet they have no brain convolutions. The cetacea,

especially whales, have much larger brains than men, with more

numerous and more complex convolutions and deeper sulci; yet

their intelligence bears no comparison with that of the human race.

Three eminent men are known to have had very small convolu-

tions of the brain—viz., Louis Asseline, Dr. Tiedemann, and Baron

von Liebig. We have to add to this remarkable list two, not named,
but described by Dr. Wagner as having been very intelligent, who

yet possessed very few convolutions in their very small brains, f As

Wagner's book was printed before Liebig died, he could not have

been one of the two to whom the author referred.

Idiots often possess as large brains as men distinguished for intel-

lectual power, and their brains have as deep sulci, and convolutions as

fine, as large, and as complex. Our table of the common and weak-

minded contains a mention of an idiot whose brain weighed 53

ounces, or exactly as much as Napoleon's, and had fine convolutions

and a large frontal lobe, but who could never learn to speak.

The elephant carries a far larger brain than man, finely formed,
broad and high in front, with much more numerous and complex
convolutions and deeper anfractuosities, and yet no intelligent person
would for a moment claim that its mind excels or even equals that

of man.

It may be well here to allow some eminent physiologists to give

their views on this subject.
"
The researches of anatomists have

disposed of every point advanced by Gall. Curiously enough, M.
Camille Dareste has placed beyond dispute the fact that the number
and depth of the convolutions bear no direct proportion to the de-

velopment of intelligence, whereas they do bear a direct proportion

* Anatomie comparative du systeme nerveux, tome
i, 1839, p. 506.

f Ueber die typischen Yerschiedenheiten der Windungen der Hemisphiiren und iiber

Lehre von Hirngewicht, Gottingen, 1860. Also see Pathology and Therapeutics of Mental

Diseases, London, 1870, p. 23.
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to the size of the animal. ... It is notorious that the instinct of

propagation, the instinct of destructiveness, the instinct of construct-

iveness, and other qualities are manifested by animals having no

brains, nothing but simple ganglia."
*

Dr. Bastian demonstrates the convolutional theory thus :

" In

animals of the same group or order, the number and complexity of

the convolutions increase with the size of the animal. . . . There

can not, therefore, be among animals of the same order any simple

or definite relation between the degree of intelligence of the creature

and the number or disposition of its cerebral convolutions." f

We have the following testimony in our favor from Dr. Rudolph

Wagner, of Gottingen: "Examples of highly complicated convolu-

tions I have never seen, even among eminent men whose brains I

have examined. . . . Many convolutions and great brain weight
often go together. Higher intelligence appears in both kinds of

brains, where there are many or where there are few convolutions.

It is not proved that special mental gifts go with many convolu-

tions." %

Another theory of mind is based on the gray matter of the brain,

the amount of which has been supposed to be proportionate to

mental capacity. As this gray matter, however, averages only about

one fifth of an inch in thickness, it seems rather a thin foundation

for the human intellect if the condition is good that
"
size is a

measure of power."
The late Dr. W. B. Carpenter stated the matter thus: "The

cortical substance or gray matter of the hemispheres essentially con-

sists of that vesicular nerve substance which, in the spinal cord as

in the ganglionic masses generally, is found to occupy the interior.

The usual thickness is about one fifth of an inch; but considerable

variations present themselves in this respect, as also in the depth of

the convolutions."
tt

Daniel Webster's brain had gray substance to the depth only of

one sixteenth of an inch.|| It thus appears that his brain had a

thinner layer of gray matter than the average of common-minded

men—one among the many proofs that facts are against all theories

that connect brain conditions with intellectual power.

Dr. Ireland thus describes an idiot boy who, though thirteen or

fourteen years of age, was only three feet eight inches in height :

" In

expression he was dull and inanimate, with an old face and a short,

*
History of Philosophy, London, 1867, vol. ii, p. 433.

f The Brain as an Organ of Mind, London, 1880, pp. 276, 277.

\ Nachrichten, Gottingen, February 29, 1860, p. 75.

*
Carpenter's Principles of Human Physiology, London, 1881, p. 659.

| Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, 1853, vol. lxxix, p. 360.
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squat figure. . . . The convolutions were broad and simple, but not

shallow. The gray matter was as broad as usual." *

The writer has examined many brains of persons morally or intel-

lectually below the average
—such as murderers, negroes, and others

sunk in ignorance. He has invariably found the layer of vesicular

or gray matter to be thicker than that of Daniel "Webster's brain.

Elephants, porpoises, whales, dolphins, and the grampus all have this

layer thicker than the most intellectual men. Another great objec-

tion to locating mind in the gray matter of the brain is that this

substance is found in the interior part of the spinal cord, and in all

the nerve centers throughout the body; so that, if mind is situated in

it, it is not confined to the brain, but dwells in the spine also,

and is distributed all through the human frame. Still another

objection lies in the fact that wherever the gray matter exists near

the surface of the brain, it consists of three distinct layers, separated

by a white substance, and the outermost layer is white, not gray.f
The septum lucidum consists of gray matter. The corpus stria-

tum, situated at the base of the lateral ventricles, nearly in the center

of the brain, was from three eighths to half an inch in diameter in

an ox which was dissected in Edinburgh. This is about the same

amount as is found in the corpus striatum of the human brain.

There would be lively times if it were possible for a mental faculty
to occupy at once all the localities where gray matter is found !

ISTone of the suppositions about certain qualities of mind inhering
in particular portions of the brain have been proved, nor have they
stood the tests of science.

The theories which have assumed that the cultivation of the intel-

lect gives shape and size to the brain within and consequently to

the skull without, advocates of which have not been wanting, have

been disproved by the collected facts.
" There is no proof," says Dr.

J. 0. IsTott, in his Types of Mankind,
"
of the theory that the cultiva-

tion of the mind or of one set of faculties can give expansion or in-

creased size of brain. The Teutonic races, in their barbarous state,

two thousand years ago, possessed brains as large as now, and so with

other races."

The St. Louis Globe Democrat of November 13, 1885, gives an

account of some excavations on the Mount Ararat farm, east of Car-

rollton, Illinois, where the bones of thirty-two Indians or mound
builders were unearthed. "

They were not a diminutinve race, as

some people have supposed, some of the thigh bones being sixteen

inches long, and some of the skulls twenty-four inches in circumfer-

*
Idiocy and Imbecility, London, 18*77, pp. 216-219.

f See The Brain as an Organ of Mind, London, 1880, p. 465
; also, The Human Brain,

London, 1847, pp. 288, 289.
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ence." A skull bavins; a circumference of twentv-four inches means
a head that measured from twenty-five to twenty-six and a half in

life, when the cranium was covered with skin and muscles. The

average head of white men in New York to-day is only twenty-two
and a half inches round. So the culture of the white race for cen-

turies has not developed their heads to near the size of those of the

uncultured mound builders who inhabited America many centuries

ago. Our own opinion is that cultivation by means of a thorough
classical education, where the appetite is restrained, as usually occurs,

tends rather to diminish the size of the head, by reducing the tem-

poral muscles and the adipose tissue under the scalp.

The Encis skull is one of the most ancient known to exist, and

belonged to the stone age, or about the same time as the Neanderthal

skull. Professor Huxley describes it as being well formed, and con-

siderably larger than the average of European skulls to-day in the

width and height of the forehead and in the cubic capacity of the

whole.

Quatrefages, in The Human Species, p. 312, says: "This skull

(the Engis or Cro-Magnon), so remarkable for its fine proportion, is

also remarkable for its capacity. According to M. Broca, who could

only work under precautions calculated to diminish the amount, it

is equal to at least 1,590 cubic centimetres (96.99 cubic inches). I

have already remarked that this number is far higher than the mean
taken from modern Parisians; it is equally so in comparison with

other European nations."

These facts all conspire to prove that the cultivation of thousands

of years has not increased the size of human skulls. In 1886, we
measured many of the skulls unearthed at Pompeii, the remains of

Romans who lived nearly two thousand years ago, and we found them
on the average larger in every way, but especially in the forehead,

than the skulls of Romans of this century.
In the museums of Switzerland we measured in 1887 several

skulls of the ancient lake dwellers of that country, and found them

larger in all respects, but particularly in the forehead, than those of

the Swiss people of the last fifty years. The average circumference

of the skulls we measured in the catacombs of Paris was twenty-one
inches and a half, which is about an inch more than that of Parisians

who have died within the past fifty years.
" The average internal capacity of the Peruvian skull is only

seventy-three cubic inches; that of Toltec skulls, seventy-seven

inches, and that of barbarous tribes, eighty-two inches; so that the

extraordinary anomaly is presented of a larger brain being possessed

by the barbarous tribes than by the nations who achieved no mean

degree of civilization in Central America and Peru. The average
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European skull is ninety-three inches in bulk." * The author was

informed by Mr. Lucien Carr, of the Ethnological Museum of

Harvard University, that the capacity of the Peruvian skulls was

about one hundred centimetres smaller than that of the skulls of any
other people living in America at the same time. Yet that small-

headed people was the most highly civilized of all.

*
SPELEOLOGY, OK CAVE EXPLORATION, f

Br M. E. A. MAETEL.

THE
not very graceful word speleology was composed a few

years ago by M. Emile Riviere out of Greek elements, as a

translation of the German Hbhlenkunde, to signify the study of

caves. The study claims a place among the sciences, and is, I believe,

able to justify its claim. Caves have been subjects of interest and

curiosity in all times and countries. In the primitive ages, when

palaeolithic man was obliged to defend himself against the large

Quaternary wild beasts, and did not yet know how to construct cabins,

he lived in the most inaccessible caves, or those easiest to close, which

he could find. Afterward, when man had advanced in civilization

to the neolithic stage, and had somewhat improved tools and arms,

having learned to build huts and villages, caves became simply burial

places. In the historical periods of antiquity they were transformed

into pagan sanctuaries or temporary hiding places in times of revolt,

civil war, or invasion. Down to the middle ages and the renascence,

they shared this function with abandoned quarries. Through these

changes they gradually became objects of popular fear and absurd

legend. I have nearly everywhere in France found legendary and

profound belief in some monstrous basilisk or dragon in the depths
of dark caverns, guarding immense treasures; and woe to the rash

adventurer who tried to steal these riches!

In short, caves have suffered their vicissitudes; their use as habi-

tations seems to be inversely proportioned to the degree of civiliza-

tion. The miserable aborigines of Australia have not yet quite aban-

doned them; and in France the present occupation of the grottoes
of Ezy, in the Eure, by some outcast families, who lead a sordid exist-

ence in them, indifferent to all social conventions, has recently been

cited as an extremely curious anthropological phenomenon.
Science, too, has laid its hold on caves only within a little more

than a century; for it was not till 1774 that Esper recognized that

* Eclectic Magazine, December 14, 1863, p. 428.

f From an address before the Socidte des Amis des Sciences.
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the large bones taken from the caverns near Baireuth, in Bavaria,

were not those of human giants, but of extinct animals, and he called

them, they being petrified by limestone, zooliths, or animal-stones;

and it was his remarks upon them that drew Cuvier's attention to

paleontology.
Three sciences have of late years been advanced by the explora-

tions of caves: paleontology; prehistory, or research among the re-

mains of primitive men and their industries; and zoology, or the

study of living beings. The animals of caverns—crustaceans, in-

sects, batrachians, and fishes—constitute a special fauna, which has

been for fifty years a subject of study to naturalists of various na-

tions, and to the anatomy of which M. Armand Vire, of the Natural

History Museum of Paris, has been giving special attention for five

years past.

There are other sciences the study of which in connection with

caves, while capable of yielding valuable fruits, has been too long

neglected: geology, for their origin and formation; mineralogy, for

their relations to metallic veins; meteorology, for thermometrical

and barometrical variations and the formation of carbonic acid; ter-

restrial physics, for the experiments on gravity that might be car-

ried on in deep vertical pits, supplementing the observations of Fou-

cault in the Pantheon at Paris, and Airy in the English mines;

hydrology, which has hardly yet perceived that caves are predomi-

nantly great laboratories of springs; agriculture, which might trans-

form them into reservoirs for times of drought or storage basins in

case of flood; and public hygiene, which is just beginning to discover

that they may harbor in their fissures hitherto unsuspected causes of

contamination of the water of the springs that issue from them. The

number and importance of these new problems that have arisen from

the recent extension of underground investigations seem fully to jus-

tify the specialization of the science of caves—another creation of the

Speleological Society, now four years old. This special interest in

the science of caves began about fifteen years ago, when, in 1883,

three members of the Austro-German Alpine Club—Herren Harske,

Marinitsch, and Miiller—resumed in the limestone plateaus of Istria

and Carniola called the Karst, explorations which had been actively

and profitably carried on in the middle of the century, from 1850

to 1857, by Dr. Adolf Schmidt, whose discoveries in the caves of

Adelsberg, Planina, and St. Canzion won him a membership in the

Vienna Academy of Sciences. Their efforts and those of Herr F.

Kraus, who died last year, had the result of interesting the Austrian

Government in the subject; and since 1886 various engineers have

been commissioned by the Minister of Agriculture to make official

explorations and construct economical works in the caves and under-
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ground rivers of Istria, Carniola, and Herzegovina. Credits are

granted every year for enterprises which prove to be more useful

than would at first be thought.

It was at the same time, between 1883 and 1885, that I made

my first investigation in the Causses of Lozere, Aveyron, and the

adjoining departments of France, the results of which were to re-

veal for the first time to the public, and even to geographers, the

picturesque beauties, then unknown, and now becoming the fashion,

of the gorges of the Tarn, Jenta, and Dourbie, the rocks of Mont-

pelier le Vieux, etc. In my excursions over the plateaus of the

Causses I frequently met, at the level of the surface, open, dark

holes, and mouths of vertical wells—averts—the depths of which no

one had ever looked into, unsoundable, they said, which the peasants

naturally took to be real mouths of hell. Recollecting what I

had admired at Adelsberg and in various caves of the Pyrenees, I

guessed these avens might also be doorways to subterranean splen-

dors and scientific treasures. So I began in 1888 the method-

ical exploration of the unexamined natural cavities of my own land

first, and then of other countries of Europe; and since then I have

devoted several weeks every year to this work.

These pits are simply horizontal holes opening upon the surface

of the ground, of very different forms and dimensions. Herdsmen

are very careful not to let their cattle go too near them, for they

sometimes fall in.

The diameter of these pits varies from a few inches to several

hundred yards, and they are sometimes more than six hundred feet

deep. It is not easy to go down into them, especially when they are

on high levels away from habitations and roads. In such cases a

considerable apparatus of ropes, rope ladders, telephone, portable

boat, tent, etc., has to be taken along. The first measurement with

the sounding line gives the depth only of the first pit
—and there

are often several succeeding one another. A rope ladder long

enough to reach the bottom is then let down, and the man who
descends has a rope tied about him for additional security, which is

held by the people above. A great many pits are narrower at the

top than lower down, forming something like a reversed speaking

trumpet, so that the explorer finds it very difficult to make himself

heard at the top; hence I have adopted the practice of taking a

telephone along. The interior shapes of the pits are very diverse.

The narrower ones are easiest to go down, because they permit one

partly to support himself against their walls. The wider ones leave

him hanging loose, in a position which he feels to be very precarious.

When there is a second or third pit, and we have not ladders

enough, we have to trust ourselves to a simple rope with a board

TOL. LIV. 19
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fastened at the end of it for a seat. The gouffre of Vigne Close, in

Ardeche, which is about six hundred feet deep, has five successive

pits, and its complete exploration required three days. The bottom

of the pit may be a simple cleft in the rock, or an immense cathedral-

like chamber; as at Rabanel, near Ganges, and Herault, the deepest

abyss in France, the vault of which expands into a gigantic nave,

five hundred feet high, which is lighted by the beam of light that

falls through the opening, presenting a grand and indescribable spec-

tacle. Some pits of less depth, as the Tin doul de la Vayssiere, in

Aveyron, and the Padirac well, in Lot, both leading to underground

rivers, enjoy a still more complete illumination. Considerable talus

banks close the ends of these broad pits, and are generally produced

by the caving in of the roofs of caves.

Lively controversies and gross errors have prevailed concerning

the geological formation of abysses. The abyss of Jean Nouveau,

Vaucluse, among others, furnishes evidence against the false hy-

pothesis that such pits are as a rule the results of cave-ins, whereas

pits of that origin are rare and exceptional. These pits are for the

most part fissures, the principal feature of which is their narrowness.

At Jean Nouveau the greatest breadth is not more than about six-

teen feet. It is the deepest vertical pit of a single shaft without

intermediate terraces that we know of, and is about five hundred and

thirty feet from the surface of the ground to its floor. The mass

of stone rubbish at the bottom prevented our descending into a

second pit.

Pits composed, like Vigne Close, of several successive wells, de-

stroy another hypothesis
—that of the formation of gouffres by the

emissions from thermal springs.

The greatest danger in descending these pits arises from the

showers of stones that sometimes come down upon the head of the

explorer. These are often started by his friends the hunters, or by
their dogs gamboling around at will.

While some of the caverns I have explored were stopped up by
obstacles of one kind or another that prevented further progress, in

others we found considerable rivers running a nearly free course.

We rarely found pits formed by the collapse of the roofs of the

cave in cases where the distance from the subterranean river which

by its work of erosion provoked the catastrophe to the surface was

more than one hundred metres. The pit of the Mas Raynal, Avey-

ron, is one hundred and six metres deep, and abuts upon a large sub-

terranean river, which supplies the Sorgues of Saint-AfTrique, one

of the finest springs of France. When we explored it, in 1889,

we could not pass the low chambers which occur in it because

the water was too high, and we have not visited it since. Its
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exploration in a dry season might reveal many very interesting

chambers.

In the cave of Rabanel, the first well, which ends in a talus of

fallen stones, furnishes an instance of a vertical fissure grafted, if

we may use the word, upon an interior grotto that already existed.

A stream runs through this grotto which falls into a second well

twenty-six metres, and is then lost in smaller passages so nearly

stopped up with earth that we were not able to follow it through
its course of about a mile till it comes out at the Brissac spring.

The cave of Trebiciano, in Istria, near Trieste, the deepest

known, has a total depth of more than a thousand feet. It is not,

however, entirely natural, but is composed of numerous vertical

fissures which lead, at about eight hundred and fifty feet below the

surface, to a large cavern, at the bottom of which flows the subter-

ranean river Recca. The fissures do not naturally communicate

directly with one another, but the engineer Lindner was commis-

sioned in 1840-'41 by the city of Trieste to construct for the mu-

nicipality a supply of potable water from the underground streams,

and after eleven months of labor made artificial connections between

the different parts of the chasm.

These vertical pits are formed by the wearing down, from the

top, by the waters which become ingulfed in them. This mode of

their formation was demonstrated to me in 1895, when I was in

Great Britain under a commission from the French Minister of In-

struction. I then explored several caves in which the rivers were

still running, and satisfied myself that the pits were simply absorbing
wells. Such wells are not effective now in southern France and

Austria, but in northern Europe, where rain is more abundant, they
are still operative. I found the plainest evidence of this fact in

Yorkshire, at the Gaping Ghyll, Ingleborough, where a river pre-

cipitates itself at one leap one hundred metres under the earth.

English investigators and travelers had tried without success to de-

scend into it in 1845, 1870, and 1894, having conquered only about

one hundred and ninety-five feet of its total depth of two hundred

and twenty-nine feet. It took me twenty-five minutes to go down

upon a rope ladder which was suspended in the midst of the cascade.

Fortunately, the pit had the daylight to the very bottom—a won-

derful spectacle, compensating me for all my trouble and the long
douche bath which greeted me at the end of the descent, where

stretched an immense Roman nave nearly five hundred feet long,

eighty feet wide, and ninety feet high, without any sustaining pillar.

From the middle of the roof of this colossal cavern fell the cascade

in a great nimbus of vapor and light
—a wonderful fantastic scene,

such as Gustave Dore or Jules Verne could never have imagined.
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The most pleasant feature of the whole of it, however, to me was
the thought that I had succeeded where the English had failed, and
on their own ground. The people were nevertheless very pleasant to

me, and at my instance have continued the exploration and made
some new discoveries.—Translated for the Popular Science Monthly
from the Revue Scientifique.

SKETCH OF CHAKLES HENRY HITCHCOCK.

THE name of Prof. Charles H. Hitchcock is closely associated

with the progress of New England geology, especially with the

discovery of the great terminal glacial moraine, and, in connection

with the name of his father, Dr. Edward Hitchcock, with the study
of the fossil bird tracks of the Connecticut River Valley.

Charles Henry Hitchcock was born in Amherst, Massachu-

setts, August 23, 1836, the son of Prof. Edward Hitchcock, the

eminent geologist, who was afterward president of Amherst College.
The family is of English origin, and was planted in America by two

brothers who came over at nearly the same time and made homes
for themselves in New Haven, removing later to towns near by.
Luke Hitchcock, the ancestor of the subject of this sketch, came in

1695, and finally settled at Wethersfield, Connecticut. His de-

scendants in the direct line lived at Springfield, Granville, Deer-

field, and Amherst, Massachusetts. Professor Hitchcock is in the

seventh generation from Luke, and is equally removed from Elder

John White, his maternal ancestor, who came to Canton, Massachu-

setts, toward the end of the seventeenth century, and removed thence

to the Connecticut Valley. Both lines of ancestry were purely Eng-

lish, and all the progenitors were men of integrity, regarded in

their times as worthy to fill offices of trust in church and town.

Two of them served in the Revolutionary army.
The father of Professor Hitchcock was one of the most distin-

guished geologists and educators of his time, and his services, espe-

cially as State Geologist of Massachusetts, have already been de-

scribed in the Popular Science Monthly.* His mother was the

daughter of Jacob White, a well-to-do farmer of Amherst, who, be-

lieving in the education of women, had given her the best oppor-

tunities for study available at the time. She could read the Greek

Testament and calculate eclipses, and was a gifted artist with pencil

and brush. She prepared with her own hands many of the numerous

illustrations in her husband's reports, and also diagrams for the

* Vol. xlvii, September, 1895.
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lecture room. She took indefatigable pains with the education of

her children, placing their moral and religious welfare first. Of
the eight children of the family, six of whom reached maturity, the

surviving brother is professor of physical culture, and, for the time

being, acting president at Amherst College, and one of the two sur-

viving sisters, the widow of the Rev. C. M. Terry, has been for sev-

eral years matron of the Hubbard Cottage, Smith College, North-

ampton, Massachusetts.

Beginning with 1835, the year before Professor Hitchcock was

born, his father, Professor Edward Hitchcock, was largely occupied

with the study of the
"
fossil bird tracks

" in the New Red Sandstone

of the Connecticut Valley, and with the discussions to which the

investigation gave rise, the story of which has been told by Prof.

C. H. Hitchcock himself in the Popular Science Monthly (vol. iii,

August, 1873). Besides the search for the fossils and their collec-

tion and comparison, and the examination of the literature that

might throw light on the subject, there were studies into the proper

interpretation of the early chapters of Genesis, the debate with Prof.

Moses Stewart, of Andover, and the gradual approach of the Ameri-

can clergy to general acquiescence in the belief that geology is not

at variance with Scripture. Professor Hitchcock's childhood was

largely spent under the influence of these studies and discussions.

The boy seemed to be full of promise, and because of his observing

ways and proneness to speculation was called
" the young philoso-

pher." He used to bring his mother the very small flowers of

Spergula rubra, which are so obscure that older eyes often fail to

notice them. He seemed to be fonder of his father than the other

children, and was never so happy as with him. Through this con-

stant intercourse Charles became absorbed in his father's pursuits,

and grew up into a knowledge of geology from Nature and from

verbal explanations
—a more satisfactory method than that of learn-

ing from books; and he was associated with his father in all his

geological work from the time when he was first old enough to be of

service. Thus, before 1856 he was acquainted, from inspection, with

the terraces and reputed beaches and drift phenomena of all western

Massachusetts; he had handled every specimen of a foot mark in

the Appleton Cabinet, and by 1861 was the principal assistant

on the Vermont Survey, having prepared for the press the

greater part of the matter of the report. He had enjoyed the best

educational advantages of his day, having completed the classical

and preparatory courses of Williston Seminary, and been graduated
thence in 1852, then graduated from Amherst College in 1856,

a short time before his twentieth birthday. Among his early class-

mates and college friends were Dr. Cyrus Northrup, president of
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Minnesota University; Dr. Kichard Mather, professor of Greek
at Amherst College; the Rev. Dr. Goodwin, of Chicago; and Dr.

William Hayes Ward, editor of The Independent. After graduation
he spent a year in special study of Hebrew and chemistry at Yale

College, two years at Andover Theological Seminary, and one year
in Europe, studying in the Royal School of Mines under Professor

Huxley, and in the British Museum investigating the Crustacea and

trilobites. Here he enjoyed the friendship of Professor Richard

Owen, and had the guidance of Dr. H. Woodward.
In 1857 Mr. Hitchcock was appointed assistant geologist to the

Geological Survey of Vermont. He served the full term of the

survey, and had charge of the preparation of the report relating to

the stratigraj3hical geology, the measurement and delineation of

the sections, and the compilation of the geological map.
In 1861 he received the appointment of State Geologist of

Maine, in which service he spent two summers in field work, prepar-

ing two reports of progress, which were published in connection with

the report of the secretary of the Board of Agriculture. Besides

the general reconnoissance, he discovered the existence of large areas

of Upper Silurian and Devonian terranes. He has embodied his

views of the distribution of the formations in his general map of the

United States.

Having chosen the ministry for his profession, Mr. Hitchcock

studied theology under Dr. E. A. Park, of Andover, and the Rev.

Dr. Taylor, of New Haven. Questions of the relations of theology
and science were attracting much attention, and he treated of them
in two papers in the Bibliotheca Sacra, one of which was afterward

used for the guidance of theological students in several seminaries.

As more opportunities were offered for scientific work, the ministry
was given up. This was the time when the doctrine of natural selec-

tion came to the front for investigation, and the early history of

mankind was receiving increased attention. Mr. Hitchcock came

home from Europe in 1867 convinced of the truth of some form of

evolution, of a considerable antiquity of man, and of the probability

of a plural origin of the human race. Finding that some of his

views on these subjects were not acceptable to his associates, he

ceased to make them prominent in his class instructions, and de-

voted his attention to the more technical details of geology. Since

then general opinion has advanced so far on these subjects that the

views he held at that time seem now really conservative.

In 1868 he was appointed State Geologist for New Hampshire,
and spent ten years in the survey of that State. The results of his

work there were published in three large quarto volumes, with a

folio atlas of maps, profiles, and sections. The rocks described con-
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sist principally of crystalline schists and marine igneous ejections.

The geology of New Hampshire is of peculiar importance, because the

situation of the State is such that a correct knowledge of its rocks

promotes the understanding of many obscure terranes in the adjacent

regions of Maine, Quebec, Vermont, and Massachusetts. Professor

Hitchcock's report of the survey may justly be styled his chief work.

The part best studied relates to the White Mountains and the

Ammonoosuc mining district. Connected with the survey was the

maintenance of a meteorological station throughout the year on the

summit of Mount Washington. Daily statements of the weather con-

ditions of this station during the winter of 1870-'71 were sent by
telegraph to the principal newspapers, and called out much interest—
before the United States Signal Service began its weather predictions.

The catalogue of Professor Hitchcock's publications comprises
more than one hundred and fifty titles of papers, reports, and books.

Perhaps the earliest thorough study represented among them was

that of the fossil footmarks. The first of the published papers on

this subject related to the tracks of animals in alluvial clay, and was

published in the American Journal of Science in 1855. For several

years after this he assisted his father in arranging the museum and

compiling tables for the Ichnology. He made a complete catalogue

descriptive of the more than twenty thousand individual impressions

preserved in the Appleton Cabinet, which was printed, with descrip-

tions of a few new species of footmarks, in the Supplement to the

Ichnology of Massachusetts, edited by him after the death of his

father in 1865. Although circumstances have prevented him from

paying much attention to ichnology in later years, he has prepared
several papers on the subject, the most important of which was one

on the Recent Progress of Ichnology, which was read before the

Boston Society of Natural History about twelve years ago. In it

the ichnites were carefully catalogued anew and classified in the

light of our knowledge of the numerous dinosaurs of the West; and
the results of some studies of the slabs exhumed at Wethersfield,

Connecticut, are well known. The list of the Connecticut footmarks

was increased from one hundred and nineteen in the Ichnology to

one hundred and seventy; and facts were cited to show that the

Grallator, the three-toed animal most allied to birds, possessed a

caudal appendage of a reptilian nature. The Trias of New Jersey
had been found to illustrate new features in the Otozoum, whose
tracks are often ornithic in aspect. A comparison of the features of

the Triassic skeletons described by Marsh from Connecticut (Anchi-

saurus) shows that the creatures were rather allied to the Plesiornis

than to the Anomcepus of the Ichnology, because of the great size of

the fore feet. Notes upon footmarks have been gathered also from
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illustrations in Pennsylvania, Nova Scotia, Kansas, Nevada, and

Florida.

Professor Hitchcock has studied the Quaternary or glacial deposits

with great success. His first publication upon the terraces and allied

phenomena of Vermont appeared while the old views of a submer-

gence, with icebergs, prevailed, to account for the phenomena. A
study of the glaciers of Switzerland in 1866 satisfied him of the

truth of Agassiz's theory; and whenever the opportunity came for

re-examination of the surface geology of northern New England,
the facts were found to require a different theoretical explanation.

He caused a thorough examination to be made of the Connecticut

River terranes by Warren Upham in the New Hampshire Survey,

and proved that all the high mountains of Vermont, New Hamp-
shire, and Maine had been glaciated by a southeasterly movement.

The ice came from the Laurentian highlands, pushed in a southern

direction down the Champlain-Hudson Valley, with a southeasterly

flow over New England and southwesterly over the Adirondacks;

the last two courses having been subordinate to the first. At present

the Laurentian hills are lower than the New England and New York

mountains overridden by the ice, and probably the same was the case

in the Glacial period. The best explanation of these paths is afforded

by the suggestion that a gigantic ice cap accumulated north of the St.

Lawrence, towering into the clouds so much that its overflow natu-

rally descended over the White and Adirondack Mountains.

That glaciers should accumulate terminal moraines is axiomatic,

but no geologist before 1868 had ventured to suggest where moraines

might be located in the United States. In that year Professor Hitch-

cock delivered a lecture before the Lyceum of Natural History in

New York and the Long Island Historical Society in Brooklyn, in

which he affirmed that the drift deposits from Prospect Park along

the backbone of Long Island for its entire length constituted the

terminal moraine of the great continental ice sheet. This declaration

inaugurated a new era in the study of the age of ice. The geologists

in their several States found the terminal moraines, and the various

phenomena began to be classified according to new laws. The search

for moraines has resulted in a restatement of the incident of the

age of ice; more than a dozen successive terminal moraines have

been mapped between New York and Montana, which suggest to us

the existence of several glacial periods. In compiling a catalogue of

observations of the course of glacial strise by the United States Geo-

logical Survey, it was found that Professor Hitchcock had recorded

for New England as many as all other geologists had observed for

the whole country.

Ushers are another interesting class of phenomena, and were
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first described as horsebacks in Maine, about seventy of them having
been described in the report of 1861 and 1862. It was not till after

the description of the Swedish Osar that the nature of these lines or

ridges was understood; and now they were found in every promi-
nent valley in New England, as attendant upon the recession of the

ice sheet. Professor Hitchcock gave the correct name of these ridges
in his Elementary Geology, 1860; while for many years subse-

quently they were erroneously called hames, even in the geology of

New Hampshire.
Professor Hitchcock gave the name of Champlain to the fossilif-

erous clays associated with the till of the Atlantic coast. The term

has come into general use as connected with the melting of the ice in

the latter part of the period. Because of the presence of boreal

species, and of analogies with similar deposits in Europe, Professor

Hitchcock has asked the question whether there may not have been

a Champlain glacial epoch posterior to those named farther in the

interior of the country, the Kansan, Iowan, and Illinoisian epochs.
Those who explore the geology of northern New England have

to deal with crystalline rocks of various ages, and the opinions of our

best geologists have not been in agreement respecting them. Pro-

fessor Hitchcock was the first to make a geological map of New
Hampshire, and he also demonstrated the anticlinal nature of the

Green Mountains of Vermont. His teachers had inculcated the view

that these eminences belonged to a synclinal disposition, coupling
this with theoretical assertions as to their age and metamorphism.

Finding their main principle to be erroneous, he naturally disparaged
their theories, though more recent studies are eliminating many of

the schists from the Archaean. All the later explorers in the field—
Canadians and members of the Geological Survey

—
accept a pre-

Cambrian anticlinal in the heart of the Green Mountains.

The distribution of the New Hampshire formations was made out

for the most part before any assistance was derived from the labors

of Dr. G. W. Hawes and other petrographers. Twenty years ago,
at the date of the final publication of the New Hampshire maps, the

doctrine of an igneous origin of the crystalline schist had hardly been

hinted at. What seems elemental to the modern petrographer who
has acquired his technical education since 1890 was unknown then,
and the classification given in the report may not agree with that now

taught. In the midst of the diverse views entertained, Professor

Hitchcock classified the rocks of northern New England according
to this principle: rocks that are identical in petrographical composi-
tion are assumed to have had the same origin, and to be synchronous.
Professor Hitchcock was almost the first of American geologists to

employ the petrographer as a help to the understanding of the crys-
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tallines—as was evident by the very valuable contributions to knowl-

edge in Part IV of the New Hampshire Report as prepared by Dr.

Hawes.

A vexing question concerning what are now called Cambrian

terranes divided geologists for a quarter of a century after 1857, and

had to be considered in preparing the geology of Vermont in 1861.

This was the Taconic controversy. Trilobites had been discovered

in Vermont, which were misunderstood by most of the American

geologists following Hall, Logan, Dana, and others. In giving the

species the technical name first of Barrandesi and then Olenellus,

Prof. James Hall asserted its derivation from the Hudson River

group
—

relying upon the stratigraphical determinations of Sir W.
E. Logan. As soon as Barrandes's attention was called to these

trilobites and the attendant publication, he wrote his famous letter

to Logan in 1860, declaring that there must be a mistake somewhere.

That error was discovered in time to be eliminated from the Ver-

mont report of the following year. Professor Hitchcock had

charge of the field work in this Cambrian district, and his views of

the arrangement of the formations are in agreement with those of

the latest workers in the field. He applied the term of Georgia
to one division of the terrane in 1860; and the designation has

been generally adopted since that time. Jules Marcou claimed pri-

ority in the suggestion of the application of the term, but upon
the publication of Professor Hitchcock's statement on the subject

the credit of priority was awarded to him by Director Walcott, of

the United States Geological Survey.
Between 1860 and 1870 Professor Hitchcock was occupied

largely as a mining geologist in the estimation of mineral deposits for

mining companies, with his office in New York. In the prosecution

of this business he traveled in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec,

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, and Alabama. Sub-

sequently, the study of the phosphate beds led him to the island of

Redonda in the West Indies. He further visited the phosphate beds

of South Carolina and Florida, the gold fields of eastern Oregon,

the Chalcedony Park of Arizona, the Grand Canon of the Colorado,

and the Yosemite and Yellowstone Parks. Studies made in the

Hawaiian Islands and their volcanoes in 1883 and 1886 resulted in

the contribution of important observations respecting those regions.

At the present writing Professor Hitchcock is spending a year of

further observations in those islands.

Mr. Hitchcock was appointed, in 1858, lecturer in zoology and

curator of the cabinet in Amherst College; an office which he filled

for seven years, retiring after the death of his father. In 1866
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he was elected professor of geology in Lafayette College, where he

gave short courses of instruction to five successive classes. In 1868

he was called to the chair of geology in Dartmouth College, a posi-

tion which he still occupies, receiving a year's leave of absence for

1898-'99 in consideration of thirty years of service. He taught

geology and zoology as a provisional professor at Williams College
in 1881, and in the following year in the Virginia College of Agri-
culture and the Mechanic Arts, Blacksbury. He received the de-

gree of M. A. in course at Amherst in 1859, the honorary degree
of Ph. D. from Lafayette College in 1870, and that of LL. D. from

Amherst College in 1896.

Professor Hitchcock has been connected with the American

Association for the Advancement of Science since 1856, and a nearly
constant attendant upon its meetings and participant in the pro-

ceedings. He is a member of local scientific societies in Portland,

Me., Boston, Mass., !New York, Philadelphia, and St. Louis, and

also of the Imperial Geological Institute of Vienna. He
'

was

one of the most prominent movers in the inception and early his-

tory of the Geological Society of America, and had much to do with

the organization of the International Congress of Geologists, and with

the preparation of special reports for the several meetings between

1876 and 1890. The handsome geological map of small scale com-

piled for the United States was prepared by him and published in

the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers

(1887), to illustrate the nomenclature and color scheme of the Inter-

national Congress.
Professor Hitchcock is best known to many by his geological

maps. The first efforts at mapping the geology of the United States

were made independently by Edward Hitchcock and Jules Marcou
in 1883—the work of Mr. Marcou extending only to the plains.

Prof. H. D. Rogers, five or six years later, prepared a map for John-

ston's Physical Atlas. In 1872 Prof. C. H. Hitchcock and Prof.

~W. P. Blake compiled a map for the ninth census of the United

States, and for R. W. Raymond's report upon the mineral re-

sources of the country. The success of his small scale map led Pro-

fessor Hitchcock to undertake the preparation of a map on a scale

of twenty-five miles to the inch for the whole country. For this he

consulted every work that had been printed upon the geology of the

United States, and obtained the privilege of using many unpublished
data collected by geologists of States and Territories in which the

work had never been carried to actual completion. The map pre-

pared by the General Land Office was used as the basis for the geo-

logical coloration, and the work appeared in 1881, of a size adapted
to use in the classroom. Its compiler has never seen any criticism of
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its accuracy. The edition prepared for the Mining Institute em-

bodies all the information acquired for the large map, with such

additional facts as had been learned since that map was published.

Prof. Hitchcock's services were called into requisition in the compila-
tion of a similar map for the United States Geological Survey, which

was published in its annual report for 1886, under the editorship

of ¥ J McGee; in fact, the two maps were printed from the

same plates, but Dr. Hitchcock's contained certain features not found

in the other one—the result of different interpretations
—and was

more complete. In the Government edition a system of coloration

devised by Major J. W. Powell, which was afterward abandoned,
was employed.

Professor Hitchcock contributed extensively to the collection of

State geological maps in the Centennial Exhibition of 1876, when

large scale sheets of New England, and a large copy of the Hitch-

cock and Blake map of 1872, were exhibited. A medal was awarded

for a sheet of thirteen sections illustrating the stratigraphy of Ver-

mont and New Hampshire. The beginning of the measurement of

sections was made for the Vermont Geological Report under the

direction of Dr. Edward Hitchcock in 1861. Twelve lines of ex-

ploration across the entire State were determined upon, and speci-

mens were collected to illustrate all the varieties of rock seen upon
each. The specimens were arranged in the State Museum at Mont-

pelier in geographical order. A similar plan of collection and ar-

rangement was projected for the New Hampshire survey, but it

was made to extend across the two States, from Maine to New York.

Besides the two State reports, later publications were issued, descrip-

tive of explorations and collections for the Bulletin of the American

Museum of Natural History in New York, and the New Hampshire

Agricultural Report for 1883. The work did not cease with these

publications, for after the transfer of the collection of sections from

the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts

to Dartmouth College in 1894, additional explorations were made;
the number of sections was increased to eighteen; improved drawings

of the profiles, colored geologically, were prepared for the cases in

the new Butterfield Museum
;
and the explanation of the details was

further facilitated by the construction of a large relief map on the

scale of one mile to the inch horizontally, twice as much vertically,

and having colors corresponding to those on the profiles between the

shelves. About five thousand specimens have been gathered to illus-

trate the profiles.

The Dartmouth College Museum is filled with specimens accu-

mulated by the energy of Professor Hitchcock. They concern ge-

ology, paleontology, petrography, economic botany, and conchology.
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EVOLUTION AND EDUCATION.

OUR
attention has been drawn to

a lively discussion that has late-

ly taken place in the St. Paul pa-

pers over the utterances, on the sub-

ject of the doctrine of evolution in its

relation to education, of a certain Mr.

Smith, who was appointed not long
since superintendent of the public
schools of that city. What seems

clear is that Mr. Smith is a very ig-

norant man, whose views in regard
to education are of an altogether

retrograde character. How he came
to be appointed to his present position
is a question which is being gravely

pondered by many of the citizens;

but probably the explanation is not

very far to seek. The dispensers of

patronage in State and municipal
affairs are not always competent to

make the best nominations to offices

calling for high qualifications; and
sometimes they do not even act up
to their own indifferent lights. The
man that has the pull is very apt to

be the man that gets the office, and
it is not often that the strongest pull

goes with the highest professional
fitness.

However this may be, there Mr.

Smith is, and what kind of a man
he is may be judged from his utter-

ances. It is thus that he refers to

Mr. Spencer: "There is an old man
in England who for years has spent
all his time and devoted all his ener-

gies to the attempt to create a system
which shall entirely ignore the name
of the Deity. He will shortly die,

and it shall not be remembered that

he ever performed an act or said a

word that blessed or comforted or

relieved his suffering fellows." To
further darken the picture, he con-

trasts Spencer with the late Cardinal

Newman, who wrote the hymn
"
Lead, kindly light," and who, we

are told, if he had done nothing
more, would have been "followed

by the blessings and the prayers of

those whom he had comforted and
saved." Again, dealing with the

modern scientific view that, in the de-

velopment of the human individual

all antecedent stages of human devel-

opment are, in a manner, passed

through, he says: "Let us discard

the primitive-man theory. You do
not believe it. Rather shall we not

hold with Emerson that every child

born into the world is a new Messiah

given into the arms of fallen human-

ity to lead them back to paradise ?
"

It is no part of our purpose to de-

fend Mr. Spencer against the attacks

of so negligible an assailant as Mr.

Smith, of Minnesota. The words that

Mr. Spencer has spoken for truth,

for justice, for humanity, for peace,
are his sufficient commendation and
vindication—were vindication need-

ed—in the eyes of all who have any
competent knowledge of contempo-
rary thought. If these words do not

help to make the world better we
should feel little inclined to put our

trust in the most skillfully construct-

ed sacred lyric. Men do not always
know their benefactors; and it is al-

together possible, nay probable, that

thousands who perhaps never heard

Mr. Spencer's name have benefited

through the greater consideration

with which they have been treated

by others, owing to his teaching. It

is quite possible for men, yes, and
women too, to sing

"
Lead, kindly

light" with great unction, and yet
to be the ardent abettors of warlike

sentiments and warlike acts—to revel

in a ruthless and immoral jingoism.
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Dryden was not referring to the ad-

herents of any evolutionist philos-

ophy when he wrote:

" In lusts we wallow, and with pride we swell,

And injuries with injuries repel ;

Prompt to revenge, not daring to forgive,

Our lives unteach the doctrine we believe."

" Not daring to forgive
"

is good, and

nearly as true in the nineteenth cen-

tury as it was in the seventeenth.

The one English statesman who
dared to forgive a defeat inflicted on

English arms and to acknowledge an

error, incurred by that single act a

deeper hatred and contempt than he
earned by anything else, or all else,

in his long and storm-tossed career.

We refer to the action taken by
Gladstone after the battle of Majuba
Hill. And we are much mistaken if

the majority of those who execrated

him most deeply for not crushing
the Boers under England's over-

whelming force were not immense
admirers of the cardinal's hymn.
What is certain is that they were

not immense admirers of Spencer,
and that Spencer did not immensely
admire them.

Superintendent Smith has quoted

Emerson, but he does not occupy the

standpoint that enables him to see

Emerson in true perspective, or to

feel what his philosophy lacks when
confronted with the newer knowl-

edge of the century. Mr. J. J.

Chapman, in his recent memorable
book of essays, gives us a better view.
" A critic in the modern sense,'' Mr.

Chapman says,
" he (Emerson) was

not. He lived too early and at too

great a distance from the forum of

European thought to absorb the ideas

of evolution, and give place to them
in his philosophy. . . . We miss in

Emerson the underlying conception
of growth, of development, so char-

acteristic of the thought of our own

day, and which, for instance, is found

everywhere latent in Browning's po-

etry. . . . He is probably the last

great writer to look at life from a

stationary standpoint."
That the doctrine of evolution

constitutes to-day a most important

guiding principle in education no

competent educationist could be

found to deny. It teaches us to deal

with the young as in a very true

sense the heirs of all the ages, to

make due allowance in childhood for

instincts and habits which partake
of the earlier stages of human devel-

opment, and to look forward with

confidence to later and higher mani-

festations. We have less faith than
our ancestors had in the rod, and
more in the gradual unfolding of the

powers and capacities of the mind,
and therewith the enlargement and

improvement of the moral nature.

We do not believe as our forefathers

did in breaking children's wills; nor

do we view their peccadilloes in the

lurid light of a gloomy theological
creed. We recognize that veracity,
in the sense of strict accuracy of

speech, purged of all imaginative
elements, is a virtue which not all

adults are able to practice, and which
is not a natural product of the child

mind. We can not accept Emerson's

doctrine of infant Messiahs, and yet
we can recognize very fully the mis-

sion of the child in the home, the

demand it makes for tenderness, for

patience, for thoughtfulness on the

part of parents, the hopes and fears

and heart-searchings that it calls into

play, the aspirations that it promotes
toward the realization, if for its sake

only, of a higher life. Froebel

grasped a large measure of truth in

regard to children, but too much of

sentiment, in our opinion, entered

into his treatment of them. In the

full light of the doctrine of evolution

we take them as they are, and help
them to work out under favorable

conditions that development of which

they are capable. We are not im-

posed upon by childish imitations of
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mature virtues, arid are rather dis-

posed to repress recognized tendencies

to precocity ;
but we believe that the

germs of good are sown in every
normal human being, and that, unless

killed by most unwise treatment, they
will fructify in due time.

What we may well consider seri-

ously is whether our modern modes
of life enable us to do that justice to

children which evolutionary teach-

ing requires. Can true health of

body and mind be conciliated with

social ambition or with commercial

ambition ? Are we not hampered at

every turn by false schemes of edu-

cation, the object of which is to turn

out certain conventional products ?

How many of us can rise up in effect-

ive rebellion against the very fash-

ions that in our hearts we most con-

demn ? Before there can be any-

thing like a perfect education for the

young there must be a much more

fully developed sense of duty than

we see as yet in the older generation.
The doctrine of evolution is putting
the key to a true system into our

hands ;
but to use that key aright re-

quires courage and high purpose—
qualities that are not of everyday
occurrence. Still, it is matter of con-

gratulation that the truth is not far

from us. It is well established in

our theories, and one of these days
we may hope it will gain a wide and
secure footing in our practice.

DAVID AMES WELLS.

In the death of David A. Wells,
which occurred at his home in Nor-

wich, Connecticut, on the 5th of No-

vember, 1898, America has lost one
of her ablest and most productive
men of letters and science a distin-

guished representative. Out of a

life of seventy years it may fairly
be said that Mr. Wells gave fifty of

them to intellectual pursuits, which
were mainly devoted to the advance

of science and its application to prac-
tical affairs. After passing the pe-
riod of early study, and particularly
since he became interested in eco-

nomic questions, much of his work
was in the line of original investiga-

tion, the results of which have from
time to time been given to the public

either through his books or in the

magazines. Another and more con-

spicuous feature of his career, the

one perhaps that made him best

known at home and first gave him

reputation abroad, was the valuable

service that he rendered the coun-

try at large in straightening out

the financial tangle the Govern-

ment had got itself into during
and after the civil war. In this

undertaking his great store of learn-

ing, rare practical sagacity, and un-

wavering confidence in the final

result, carried him through to a

brilliant success, earning for him in

high quarters the most flattering

testimonials of admiration and re-

spect.

Looked at in the light of what
he actually achieved, Mr. Wells's

preparation for his life work seems

to have been almost an ideal one.

Gifted with a strong love of Nature

and having a decidedly practical

turn of mind, he early showed a

fondness for the study of science.

This led him, soon after graduating
from Williams College in 1847, to

enter the Lawrence Scientific School

of Harvard University. Here he

completed the course with the first

class that was graduated by that in-

stitution in 1852. While studying
in the scientific school young Wells
became the special pupil of Agassiz,

and, as the sequel shows, caught the

enthusiasm with which that great
master was wont to inspire the young
men who were fortunate enough to

come within the range of his influ-

ence. During this period Mr. Wells,
in association with Mr. George Bliss,
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began the compilation and publi-
cation of the Annual of Scientific

Discovery, which he continued for

some sixteen years. That he was
a clever student with quite excep-
tional endowments is seen in the

circumstance that immediately after

graduation he was appointed assist-

ant professor in the scientific school

and lecturer on physics and chem-

istry in Groton Academy, Massachu-

setts. He also, between 1857 and

1863, prepared a series of scientific

school books embracing the subjects
of physics, chemistry, and geology,
and a volume on the Science of

Common Things, all of which at-

tained a wide circulation.

Thus for a period of nearly fifteen

years Mr. Wells had devoted him-

self assiduously to the cultivation of

the physical sciences. Beginning
with the practical operations of the

laboratory, where the value of ex-

periment and observation is made

apparent, his work was continued in

the strengthening and developing

experiences of the teacher, and
thence led up to that wider knowl-

edge and that clearness of exposi-
tion which a bright mind would

acquire in the preparation of a num-
ber of successful scientific class

books. It may be presumed that

by this time he was thoroughly ac-

quainted with scientific method in

its applications to the investigation
and explanation of physical phe-
nomena. With the results this had

yielded in building up the great

body of verified knowledge compos-

ing the several sciences he must also

have been familiar. Mentally alert

and with sharpened powers of obser-

vation, he was able to seize and clas-

sify the facts bearing upon the prob-
lem in hand, and subject them to

systematic processes of scientific rea-

soning.

Such, in brief, was the training
and such the equipment brought by

Mr. Wells to the study of economic

questions when he first began to

write upon them in 1864. A better

preparation for the work to which
he was to give the next thirty years
of his life can scarcely be imagined.
While it is quite true that in entering
this new field he was to encounter a

class of facts and variety of phenom-
ena that were of a very different or-

der from those with which he had

previously been dealing, their appar-

ently haphazard character did not

deceive him. Well versed in the

practice of tracing effects to causes,

gifted with remarkable powers of in-

sight, and thoroughly believing that

the methods of science would prove
as available in the study of econom-
ics as in other fields, he began his in-

vestigations without misgiving, pa-

tiently accumulated and studied the

facts, and when conclusions were ar-

rived at, no matter how contrary they

might be to current teaching, fear-

lessly announced and defended them.

Though half his life a firm believer

in the doctrine of protection, when
Mr. Wells went to Europe for the

Government in 1867 to investigate

the subject of tariff taxation, high
and low tariff countries alike were

visited, with the determination to

leave nothing undone that would aid

to a better understanding of the

question. All the varied aspects of

the problem were carefully studied

in connection with the principal in-

dustries of the respective countries,

and, finding reason in the facts thus

obtained to revise his opinions, he
came home a convert to free trade.

For an account of what he had ob-

served during the course of his in-

vestigations, and of the conclusions

based thereon, the reader is referred

to the fourth volume of his reports
as commissioner of internal revenue,

published in 1869. His book on Re-

cent Economic Changes, and the pa-

pers on The Principles of Taxation,
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that have appeared in this magazine

during the last two years, are records

of equally painstaking research.

Moreover, they are both excellent

examples of what a strict adherence

to scientific method has done and

may yet be expected to do toward

clearing up the knotty problems in

economics that are now engaging

public attention.

United with his great learning,
and a rare power of generalization,
Mr. Wells possessed in full measure

that intellectual honesty which is

the indispensable characteristic of

the true man of science. This ena-

bled him to follow without doubt or

hesitation wherever the facts might
lead

;
and with his clear perception

of their real import, joined to his

habit of independent thought, traits

that are displayed throughout all his

more formal writings, they are what
in our opinion constitute his title to

distinction. They give to his teach-

ings, which have already done more
than any other agency that we
know toward placing the subject of

political economy on a sound scien-

tific basis, a high and enduring char-

acter.

A BORROWED FOUNDATION.

"The central idea of Professor

Griddings's Principles of Sociology, a

work that has the honor of being the

first independent attempt in English
to treat of sociology as such, is that

we must postulate on the part of

human beings what he calls a con-

sciousness of kind. Critics of his

volume have naturally told him that

this is essentially a philosophical

idea, found in Hegel and in British

ethical writers of the eighteenth cen-

tury."

We quote the above from an ar-

tol. liv.—20

tide by Professor Caldwell, entitled

Philosophy and the Newer Sociol-

ogy, in the October Contemporary.
We are not prepared to dispute Pro-

fessor Caldwell's statement that the

idea of the " consciousness of kind "

may be found in the writers to whom
he refers

;
but it would have been

very much to the point if he had
mentioned that it is to be found most

clearly enunciated in Mr. Herbert

Spencer's Principles of Sociology.
In an article contributed to this

magazine in December, 1896, Mr.

Spencer took occasion to point out

that what Professor Giddings seemed
to regard as an apergu peculiar to

himself had been distinctly formu-

lated years before in his own writ-

ings. In proof of this he quoted the

following passages:

"Sociality having thus com-

menced, and survival of the fittest

tending ever to maintain and in-

crease it, it will be further strength-
ened by the inherited effects of habit.

The perception of kindred beings,

perpetually seen, heard, and smelt,

will come to form a predominant
part of consciousness—so predomi-
nant that absence of it will inevitably
cause discomfort." "Among crea-

tures led step by step into gregari-

ousness, there will little by little be

established a pleasure in being to-

gether
—a pleasure in the conscious-

ness of one another's presence—a

pleasure simpler than, and quite dis-

tinct from, those higher ones which
it makes possible."

The fact is that there is much
more in Spencer than most recent

writers have ever explored; and the

newer sociologists would do well,

before putting forward claims to

originality, to make sure that they
have not been anticipated by the

veteran philosopher.
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SPECIAL BOOKS.

In The Play ofAnimals* we are offered a book upon an essentially new
topic ; for, although much has been written concerning the habits and

intelligence of animals, no special consideration has been given to their

play or its psychic significance. The survey of this virgin territory seems
to the critical reader to have disclosed such limitless area to Professor

G-roos that he fails to indicate its legitimate boundaries. He confesses

himself overcome by a sense of its vastness, stating that the "
versatility

needed for a thorough investigation is so comprehensive that it is unattain-

able by an ordinary mortal."

Play, he finds, is not " an aimless activity carried on for its own sake"
;

neither is it the product of surplus physical energy, as Mr. Spencer defines

it, for in youth there is playfulness without this condition. Instincts use-

ful in preserving the species appear before they are seriously needed, and
are utilized in play, which serves as preparation for the tasks of life.

" Animals do not play because they are young, but have a period of youth
in order to play."

The special ends accomplished by play are control of the body, com-
mand of the means of locomotion, agility in pursuit of prey and in escap-

ing danger, and prowess in fighting. The games pursued in attaining these

ends are classified in nine groups, beginning with those of experimentation
and ending with those referred to curiosity. They include plays of move-

ment, hunting, fighting, love, construction, nursing, and imitation. For all

of these Professor Groos finds but one instinct of play responsible, supple-
mented by the instinct of imitation. He enters into an elaborate discussion

of instinct, giving an outline of Weismann's theory of heredity and the views

of various writers. He adopts Herbert Spencer's definition of instinct as a

complex reflex act, referring its origin to the operation of natural selection,

acknowledging the process to be beyond our grasp. In seeking to explain
bird song and the love play of animals, the theory of sexual selection is

not accepted by him without qualification ;
a modification of the Darwinian

principle is suggested in which the female exerts an unconscious choice.

The psychic characteristics of play are the pleasure following satisfaction

of instinct, energetic action and joy in the acquirement of power. Tbe
animal at first masters its own bodily movements, then seeks the conquest
of other animals and inanimate objects. When a certain facility in play
has been gained a higher intellectual stage is entered upon, that of make-

believe, or playing a part. This state of conscious self-illusion is reached

by many of the higher animals. Psychically, it indicates a divided con-

sciousness, and occupies a place between the ordinary state and the ab-

normal ones of hypnosis and hysteria. To this condition Professor Groos
ascribes the genesis of artistic production, an hypothesis that he has elabo-

rated more fully in Einleitung in die Aesthetik.

The experimental plays of animals, divided into those of courtship, imi-

tation, and construction, correspond to the principles of self exhibition,

* The Play of Animals. By Karl Grooa. Translated by Elizabeth L. Baldwin. New York :

D. Appleton and Company. Pp. 341. Price, $1.75.
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imitation, and decoration, which are claimed to be the motives of human
art. The acquirement of power through play develops a feeling of freedom,
and this the artist likewise seeks to realize in the world of ideals.

Artists will not probably acknowledge that "
life is earnest, art is playful,"

nor moralists agree that '' man is only human when he plays, for there is

no real freedom in the sphere of experience," yet both may find food for

thought in Professor Groos's analysis of play.

In the spasm of unreasoning hostility to Spain which has come over

the people of the United States, succeeding a period of effusive admiration,
the public are apt to forget that that nation has done anything creditable

for the promotion of civilization. Yet, leaving out other fields of culture

for the present, it has produced two painters who rank among the great

masters, besides numerous secondary artists, rivals of any of that grade in

the world, and a voluminous literature which George Ticknor thought it

worth while to make the study of his life, and which inspired the pens of

Irving, Longfellow and Lockhart. One of the works of this literature

ranks among the world's greatest classics, and has been, perhaps, after the

Bible and Shakespeare more universally read than any other book ; and
numerous other works—chiefly romances—have furnished patterns or

themes for the poets, novelists, and dramatists of other nations. Mr. Fitz
Maurice Kelly's excellent and convenient History of Spanish Literature *

therefore comes in good time to refresh our memories concerning these facts.

One does not have to go very far in the history to find that of the great Latin

writers of the age of the Caesars, the two Senecas, Lucan the poet of Phar-

salia, Martial the epigrammatist, and Quintilian the rhetorician—still an

authority—and many minor writers,
" were Spaniards as well as Romans."

It also appears that of what Gibbon declared to have been the happiest epoch
of man's history

—from the death of Domitian to the accession of Corn-

modus, seventy of the eighty years, if we take the liberty, as Mr. Kelly
does, of counting Marcus Aurelius as a Cordovan, were passed beneath the

scepter of the Spanish Caesars. Prudentius, a distinguished Latin Christian

writer of a succeeding age, was also a Spaniard. Although there were
" archaic " works of trovadors before that time, traditionally preserved by
juglars, Spanish literature proper began in the twelfth century. It owed
much to French and Italian, and in course of time gave much back to

them. Among its earliest signs was the development of the romance (bal-

lad), while Arab writers (whose work Mr. Kelly considers of doubtful value)
and Jews, who are better spoken of, were early contributors to it. The
earliest works of importance were the Mystery of the Magian Kings, one of

the first plays in any modern language, and the great heroic poem of the

Cid, both anonymous. The first Castilian poet whose name has reached us

was Gonzalo de Berceo, 1198 to 1264, who wrote much, and was, "if not an

inventor, the chief of a school." Permanent form was given to Spanish
prose by King Alfonso the Learned, 1226 to 1284, who, ''like Bacon, took
all knowledge for his province, and in every department shone pre-emi-
nent." He had numerous collaborators, and "his example in so many
fields was followed "—among others (in some of them) by his son and suc-

cessor, Sancho IV. The Infanta, Juan Manuel, nephew of Alfonso, in one

* A History of Spanish Literature. By James Fitz Maurice-Kelly. New York : D. Appleton and

Company. (Literature of the World Series. Edited by Edmund Gosse.) Pp. 433. Price, $1.50.
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of the stories of his Conde Lucanor—" one of the books of the world "—
created the germ of the Taming of the Shrew. Passing a numerous list of

writers of respectable merit, for whose names even we have not room, we
come to the age of the Catholic kings and Charles V, when for a hun-

dred and fifty years literature most flourished in Spain. Among the fea-

tures of this period are the Amadis de Gaul— u the best in that kind "—which

inspired Cervantes
; Columbus, who, though of Italian birth,

" was probably
the truest Spaniard in all the Spains," the poet Garcilaso de la Vega,
and Berual Diaz and other historians whose names dot Prescott's books.

Passing a large number of writers of mark whose works appeared in this

age, and stopping only to mention Alonzo de Ercilla y Zuniga's Araucana
as the first literary work of real merit composed in either American conti-

nent, we come to the age of Cervantes, whose story of Don Quixote—"the
friendless people's friend," as Browning styles him—is not more distin-

guished for its satirical wit and humor than for its kindly humanity ; and

Lope de Vega, that most prolific of all dramatic authors, who
"
left no

achievement unattempted," and died lamented by a hundred and fifty-

three Spanish and fifty Italian authors, who sang his praises. Among
other of the most distinguished writers of this and succeeding periods are

Mariana,
" the greatest of all Spanish historians "

; Gongora, a famous poet
in his day; Quevedo; Tirse de Molina, the creator of Don Juan ; Calderon,
second as a dramatist among Spaniards, if second, only to Lope de Vega,
and Alarcon his compeer ; and Velasquez, great in art and not small in

letters. An interregnum came in during the reign of Carlos II, and

French influence made itself felt. The age of the Bourbons produced

among others the Benedictine Sarmiento, who as a botanist " won the ad-

miration and friendship of Linne." The present century has been marked

by the names of many authors of merit, novelists known to us in transla-

tions, by an active movement of historical composition developing bril-

liant monographs, and by a marked advance of scholarship and tolerance,

led by Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo ;
with a tendency to produce

'' a breed

of writers of the German type.''

GENERAL NOTICES.

The great importance of the problems of

forestry and all that pertains to them can

not fail to be appreciated by any one who

has seen the devastation wrought in many
sections of this country by the " wood chop-

per." Forestry is one of the subjects where

natural science can step in and guide the

way to economic success, and where, in de-

fault of scientific methods, economically fatal

results inevitably ensue. The preservation

of forests has been an important problem in

Europe for many years, but until quite re-

cently it has received little attention in the

United States. One of the pioneers in the

field of forestry in this country was Franklin

B. Hough, whose Elements of Forestry is

still a used and useful manual. Among his

many schemes for attracting attention and

study to this important subject was one of

making actual sections of the wood of Ameri-

can trees, and arranging them in a compact
and attractive manner for general distribu-

tion. This idea he never carried out, and it

has remained for his son, Mr. R. B. Hough,
to finally carry out the scheme, by publish-

ing a complete series of such sections, care-

fully prepared and compactly bound.* In

Part I of the series there are cuttings repre-

senting twenty-five species of American trees.

The sections are sufficiently thin to allow of

* The American Woods. Exhibited by Actual

Specimens. Parti, representing Twenty-five Spe-

cies. By Romeyn B. Hough : Lowville, N. Y.

The Author.
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their study by transmitted light. There are

three cuttings from each species, transverse,

radial, and tangential to the grain. An ac-

companying text gives a condensed descrip-

tion of each tree, including its physical prop-

erties, uses, and habitat. These descriptions

are preceded by a useful introduction to the

study of general botany, describing the meth-

ods of distinguishing and naming the various

parts of plants and trees, and giving an ac-

count of their structure and methods of

growth. The actual wood sections, quite

apart from their scientific value, are worthy

of attention because of their great beauty.

They are substantially mounted on black

cardboard, each card containing the three

sections of a species, and its common name

in English, French, German, and Spanish.

The thinness of the cuttings makes it possible

to use them as transparencies, thus bringing

out the texture of the wood in a very effect-

ive way.

Prof. Charles Reid Barnes is impressed

with the fact that while laboratory work has

become nearly universal in botany, and labo-

ratory manuals are numerous, there is still a

lack of books giving an elementary account of

the form and functions of plants of all groups.

To supply this want he offers Plant Life
*

as an attempt to exhibit the variety and pro-

gressive complexity of the vegetative body ;

to discuss the more important functions
;
to

explain the unity of plan in both the struc-

ture and action of the reproductive organs ;

and to give an outline of the more striking

ways in which plants adapt themselves to

the world about them. He has made the

effort to treat these subjects so that, how-

ever much the student may still have to

learn, he will have little to unlearn. The

book is not intended to be memorized and

recited, but to be intelligible to pupils from

thirteen to eighteen years of age who are

engaged in genuine laboratory study under

the direction
" of a live teacher who has

studied far more botany than he is trying to

teach." It is adapted to use supplementarily

to any laboratory guide or to the directions

prepared by the teacher. The directions

* Plant Life considered with Special Refer-

ence to Form and Function. By Charles Reid

Barnes. New York : Henry Holt & Co. Pp.

428. Price, $1.12.

are made fullest in relation to cryptogams

and physiology, because these fields are

at present most unfamiliar to teachers.

Attaching great importance to Electro-

Dynamics^ which he thinks will in the near

future assume the same relation to the elec-

tric motor that the science of thermo-dy-

namics already bears to the steam engine,

Mr. Charles Ashley Cams- Wilson aims in the

book of that name * to apply the principles

of that science to the direct-current motor.

Writing for electrical engineers particularly,

he takes for granted a certain acquaintance

with the use and design of motors, but

avoids unexplained technicalities as far as

possible. He has not deemed it necessary

to deal with self-induction, except in con-

nection with the question of sparking. The

numerical accuracy attempted has been

limited to that attainable with an ordinary

ten-inch slide rule, on which all the exam-

ples have been worked out. Importance is

attached to the graphic method of solution.

Of Dr. Frank Overtoil's three books on

Applied Physiology>,\
the first or primary

grade follows a natural order of treatment,

presenting in each subject elementary ana-

tomical facts in a manner that impresses

function rather than form, and from the

form described derives the function. The

facts and principles are then 'applied to

everyday life. The intermediate grade, be-

sides being an introduction to the study of

anatomy and physiology, is intended to be a

complete elementary book in itself, giving a

clear picture of how each organ of the body

performs its work. The advanced grade

book was suggested by a series of popular

lectures in which the author presented the

essential principles of physiology about

which a physician is consulted daily. His

explanations of many common facts were

"novel to his auditors, and it was found that

the school books were silent upon many of

these points, especially with regard to the

cells. Throughout the series the fact that

* Electro-Dynamics. The Direct-Current Mo-

tor. By Charles Ashley Carus-Wilson. New
York : Longmans, Green & Co. Pp. 298.

t Applied Physiology. Including the Effects

of Alcohol and Narcotics. By Frank Overton,

M. D. Primary Grade. Pp. 128. Intermediate

Grade. Pp. 188. Advanced Grade. Pp. 432.

American Book Company.
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the cells are the units in which life exists

and acts is emphasized. The author has en-

deavored to include all the useful points of

the older text-books, and to add such new

matter as the recent progress of physiologi-

cal and hygienic science demands. Avoid-

ing technical terms, he has sought to express

the truths in simple language,
" such as he

would use in instructing a mother as to the

nature of the sickness of her child." The

subjects of alcohol and other narcotics are

made prominent in all the books, and are

discussed fully in the third of the series.

The relation of respiration and oxidation to

the disappearance of food, to the production

of waste matters, and to the development of

heat and force, is dwelt upon. Simple and

easy demonstrations, many of them new,

are provided at the ends of chapters. A

chapter on Repairs of Injuries, or the res-

toration of the natural functions, when im-

paired, by the body, is new in a school text-

book.

In Yetta Segal* a slender thread of a

story is used by Mr. Rollin as the vehicle

for a theory of
"
type fusion "

or convergence

which he thinks has not received sufficient

attention from social or scientific students.

There are a pair of lovers, one of whom is

discovered at a critical period in the court-

ship to have negro blood in his veins, and

a philosopher who comes forward to satisfy

the parties (who hardly need it) that this is

no serious matter, but is all according to

human evolution and the destiny of the

race.
" You must be impressed," he says,

"
by the fact that there are a great many

people here and there, of mixed blood, and

that the number is increasing ;
... it is

well that not a few are indeed truly admi-

rable specimens of the human race. Such

phenomena must be interpreted in a way
consistent with man's nature : if he is de-

velopmental ;
if he shall attain a higher

status through struggle, or through means

that are seemingly, or for the time, degrad-

ing ;
if he is moving from the simple to the

complex, as to organization ; if universal

movement tends to unific existence—then

race interchange, with elimination of pecul-

iar characteristics, has probably made its

* Yetta S6pi]. By Horace J. Rollin. N.w
York : G. W. Dillingham & Co. Pp. 174.

appearance as a phase of infinite order,

and for the benefit of future man. ... It

is presumptuous for the wisest to assert

that the man of lower type has no element

of strength peculiar to his race which the

most advanced does not need in his pres-

ent organization. It may be needed either

for present protection in the way of re-en-

forcement, or as an element of strength for

further advancement." Mr. Rollin does not

advocate type fusion or wish to accelerate

the movement, but presents it as a fact

and factor in human evolution deserving

more extensive and thorough study than it

has received.

The increasing attention which of late

years has been given to the study of com-

parative anatomy has finally resulted in what

promises to be a complete and detailed ac-

count of the structure of a subhuman mam-

mal* The author, Dr. Jayne, believes that

a course in mammalian anatomy offers a

valuable preliminary to the study of medi-

cine, and this is the purpose for which the

book has been made. This is to a certain

extent true, especially where, as in the case

of the cat, there is so close a similarity to

the structure of the human body. But the

chief scientific interest and value of such

a work must lie in its broader philosophic

aspects ;
in the aid which it can not but give

in clearing up some of the many mooted

points of evolutional biology, and in the

stimulus which it will impart to the study of

relationships among the lower animals. The

present volume, the first of the series, deals

only with the skeleton of the cat, each bone

being first studied individually, then in its

relations to other bones and to the mus-

cular system and the skeleton as a whole,

and finally in comparison with the corre-

sponding portion of the human skeleton.

There are 611 extremely good illustrations,

and the printing of the volume is unusually

clean and attractive.

Among the articles of special value in

recent numbers of the (bimonthly) Bulletin

of the Department of Labor, under the edi-

torial control of Commissioner Carroll B.

Wright and Chief Clerk 0. D. Weaver, are

* The Mammalian Anatomy of the Cat. By
Horace Jayne, M. D. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippin-

cott Company. Illustrated. Pp.816. Price, $5.00.
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those on Boarding Houses and Clubs for

Working Women, by Mary S. Ferguson, in

the March number; The Alaskan Gold

Fields and the Opportunities they afford

for Capital and Labor, by S. C. Durham, in

the May number
;
Economic Aspects of the

Liquor Problem ;
Brotherhood Relief and In-

surance of Railway Employees, by E. R. John-

son, Ph. D.
;
and The Nations of Antwerp, by

J. H. Gore, Ph.D., in the July number. Sum-

maries of reports of labor statistics, of legisla-

tion and decisions of courts affecting labor,

and of recent Government contracts constitute

regular departments of the bulletin. (Wash-

ington.)

For delicate humor and refined art of ex-

pression few writers can excel Jean Paul

Friedrich Richter, but the sources of his rich

flow of humor are so deeply hidden and his

expression is so very subtle that the gener-

ality of those who attempt to read his works

fail to appreciate him or even to understand

him, and give him up. The pleasure of appre-

ciating him is, however, worth the pains of

learning to do so. Those who are willing to

undertake this, and who read German, may
find help in the Selectionsfrom the Works of
Jean Paul Friedrich Richter, prepared by

George Stuart Collins, and published by the

American Book Company. The book is in-

tended for students of German who have at-

tained a certain mastery of the language.

Pains have been taken to avoid such passages

as might from their mere difficulty discourage

the reader, and to choose such as would be

complete in themselves. The selections are

made from the shorter writings of the au-

thor, and each is intended to be representa-

tive of some feature of his manifold genius

and style.

A notice of the Stenotypy, or system of

shorthand for the typewriter, of D. A.

Quinn, was published in the Popular Science

Monthly in March, 1896. It is really a sys-

tem of phonography to be used with the type-

writer whenever it is practicable to employ
that instrument. A second edition of Mr.

Quinn's manual and exercises for the prac-

tice of the system is published by the Ameri-

can Book Exchange, Providence, R. I.

A paper on Polished-Stone Articles used

by the New York Aborigines before and dur-

ing European Occupation, published as a

Bulletin of the New York State Museum, is

complementary to a previous bulletin on ar-

ticles of chipped stone. Both papers are by
the Rev. Dr. W. M. Beauchamp, and are illus-

trated by figures from his large collection of

original drawings, made in nearly all parts of

New York, but mostly from the central por-

tion. While the chipped implements are

more numerous and widespread than those

treated of in the present bulletin, the latter

show great patience and skill in their higher

forms and taste in selecting materials, and

they give hints of superstitions and ceremo-

nies not yet thoroughly understood.

Henry Goldman has invented, in the

arithmachine, what he claims is a rapid and

reliable computing machine of small dimen-

sions and large capacity, with other advan-

tages. He now offers, as a companion to it,

The Arithmachinist, a book intended to serve

as a self-instructor in mechanical arithme-

tic. It gives historical and technical chapters

on the calculating machines of the past, de-

scribes the principles controlling the con-

struction and operations, and furnishes ex-

planations concerning the author's own de-

vice. (Published by the Office Men's Record

Company, Chicago, for one dollar.)

The Bulletinfrom the Laboratories ofNat-

ural History of the State University of Iowa,

Vol. TV, No. 3, contains two technical ar-

ticles: On the Actinaria, collected by the

Bahama Expedition of the University, in

1891, by J. P. McMurrich, and the Brachyura

of the Biological Expedition to the Florida

Keys and the Bahamas in 1893, by Mary J.

Rathbun; and a list of the coleoptera of

Southern Arizona, by H. F. Wickham. Mr.

Wickham observes that the insects of north-

ern Arizona are widely different from those

of the southern part, a fact which he ascribes

to difference of altitude, and, consequently,

in vegetation. The Bulletin is sold for fifty

cents a copy.

Two books in English
—Elementary Eng-

lish and Elements of Grammar and Compo-
sition—prepared by E. Oram Lyte, and pub-

lished by the American Book Company, are

intended to include and cover a complete

graded course in language lessons, grammar,
and composition for study in the primary

and grammar grades of schools. The en-

deavor has been made to present the subject
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in such a way that the pupil shall become

interested in the study from the first. The

first book, Elementary English, is designed

to furnish material for primary language

work, and to show how this material can be

used to advantage, embodying and represent-

ing the natural methods of language teach-

ing. The child is given something to do—
easy and practical

—at every point, and is

not troubled by formal definitions and rules

to be committed to memory. The second

book is also based on the principle that the

best way to gain a working knowledge of the

English language is by the working or labora-

tory method. It is therefore largely made

up of exercises, and aims to teach through

practice. The subject is unfolded from a

psychological rather than a logical point of

view. What is to be memorized is reduced

to a minimum, and not presented till the

pupil is ready for it. The lessons in litera-

ture and composition are designed to help

the pupil to appreciate worth and beauty of

literature, and lead him to fluent and accu-

rate expression.

The Bulletin of the Geological Institution

of the University of Upsala presents a series

of special papers of much interest to students

of that science, on studies in geology, largely

of Scandinavia, but of other countries as well.

Part 2 of Vol. Ill, now before us, has such

papers on Silurian Coral Reefs in Gothland,

by Carl Wiman
;
the Quaternary Mammalia

of Sweden, by Rutger Sernander; Some Ore

Deposits of the Atacama Desert, by Otto Nor-

denskiold
;
the Structure of some Gothland-

ish Graphites, by Carl Wiman; the Inter-

glacial Submergence of Great Britain, by H.

Munthe
;
Mechanical Disturbances and Chem-

ical Changes in the Ribbon Clays of Sweden,

by P. J. Holmquist ;
Some Mineral Changes,

by A. G. Hogborn ;
and the Proceedings of

the Geological Section of the Students' Asso-

ciation of Natural Science, Upsala. The ar-

ticles are in German, English, and (in pre-

vious numbers) French.

Two Spanish-American works of very dif-

ferent character have come to us from Val-

paraiso, Chili. One is entitled Literatura

Arcaica—Estudios Criticos, or critical studies

of old Spanish literature, by Eduardo de la

Barra, of the Royal Spanish Academy, which

were communicated to the Latin-American

Scientific Congress at Buenos Ayres. The

author was invited to present to the congress

the fruits of his extensive studies on the

Poem of the Cid, but afterward modified his

plan and gave these, the results of his more

general investigations of the romances of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, which Span-

ish critics regard as the most ancient they

have, and other romances attributed to the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, with an

article on the Cid. This work is published

by K. Newman, Valparaiso.

The other book is a volume of Rrimas, or

rhymes, by Gustabo Adolfo Beker, published

by Carlos Cabezon, at Valparaiso. The ordi-

nary student might think that the Spanish

language is one of those least in need of

spelling reform, but not so the author and

publisher of these poems, which are pre-

sented in the most radically
" reformed "

spelling, and with them comes a pamphlet

setting forth the character and principles of

"
Ortografia Rrazional."

The report of a study of seventy-three

Irish and Irish-American criminals made at

the Kings County Penitentiary, Brooklyn,

N. Y., by Dr. H. L. Winter, and published

as Notes on Criminal Anthropology and Bio-

Sociology, contains numerous observations

bearing upon the effect of hereditary influ-

ences in criminality, but hardly sufficient to

justify the drawing of any general conclu-

sions.

The late Mr. Lewis M. Rutherfurd, in de-

veloping the art of astronomical photography,

naturally gave much attention to the star 61

Cygni
—which was the first to yield its par-

allax, and through which the possibility of

measuring stellar distances was shown—and

its neighbors. A number of the plates of

this series were partially studied by Miss Ida

C. Martin more than twenty years ago, and

the study has now been carried out by Her-

man S. Davis, as part of the work of Colum-

bia University Observatory. The results of

Mr. Davis's labors are published by the ob-

servatory in three papers : Catalogue of Sixty-

five Stars near 61 Cygni ; The Parallaxes of

6l l andGP Cygni ; and Catalogue of Thirty-

four Stars near "
Bradley 3077 "

;
under a

single cover.

In a small work entitled A Theory of

Life deduced from the Evolution Philosophy
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a few thoughts are recorded by Sylvan Drey
relative to the manner in which, from central

doctrines identical with the teachings of

Herbert Spencer, a system of religion, an

ideal society, a theory of ethics, and a polit-

ical creed—the doctrine of social individual-

ism—may be built up. The religion is to

recognize an inexplicable and inconceivable

energy revealing itself in the universe, of

which the highest theistic conception possible

to human beings, free from the supposition

that it represents a likeness, is the only one

that can be accepted. "Absolute truth is

beyond the grasp of human beings ;
but for

all practical purposes the teachings of the

evolution philosophy, relative truths though

they may be, may be regarded as final and

conclusive." Mr. Drey's paper of thirty-four

pages is published by Williams & Norgate,

London.
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Tree Planting in the Arid Regions.—In

planting the arid and subarid regions of the

country, where no trees are growing natu-

rally, Mr. B. E. Fernow says, in a review of

the work of the Department of Forestry,

different methods of cultivation from those

given in the humid parts are necessary, and

the plant material has to be selected with a

view to a rigorous climate characterized by
extreme ranges of temperature varying from

—40° to + 120° F, The requirements of the

plants for moisture must be of the slightest,

and they must be capable of responding to

the demands of evaporation. At first, what-

ever trees will grow successfully from the

start under such untoward conditions would

have to be chosen, no matter what their

qualities otherwise might be. The first set-

tlers have ascertained by trials some of the

species that will succeed under such condi-

tions, but unfortunately most of them are

of but small economic value, and some of

them are only short-lived under the conditions

in which they have to grow. A few years

ago Mr. Fernow came to the conclusion that

the conifers, especially the pines, would fur-

nish more useful and otherwise serviceable

material for the arid regions. Besides their

superior economical value, they require less

moisture than most of the deciduous trees

that have been planted, and they would, if

once established, persist more readily through

seasons of drought and be longer lived. A
small trial plantation on the sand hills of

Nebraska lent countenance to this theory. It

being vastly more difficult to establish the

young plants in the first place than in the

case of deciduous trees, much attention was

given to the provision for protection of the

seedlings from sun and winds
;
and they

were planted in mixture with "nurse trees''

that would furnish not too much and yet

enough shade. "
It can not be said that the

success in using these species has so far been

very encouraging ; nevertheless, the failure

may be charged rather to our lack of knowl-

edge and to causes that can be overcome

than to any inherent incapacity in the spe-
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ties." The experiments should therefore be

continued.

" The Venerable Bede's " Chair.—In an

article in a recent issue of Architecture and

Building, on Ancient and Modern Furniture,

by F. T. Hodgson, the following interesting

account of the chair of " the Venerable

Bede " occurs :
"
Perhaps the best-known

relic, so far as furniture is concerned of this

early period, is the chair of ' the Venerable

Bede,' which is still preserved in the vestry

of Jassova Church, Northumberland, Eng-
land. This chair is distinctively an eccle-

siastical one—a throne, in fact, of some dig-

nity. It is made of oak and is four feet ten

inches high. There are many engravings of

it, but I reproduce from one of the best.

The chair is now well on to twelve hundred

years old, and if cared for as it ought to be

is good for several hundred years more.

There is a popular tradition concerning this

chair that is worthy of notice It is said

that to this ancient relic all the brides repair

as soon as the marriage service is over, in

order that they may seat themselves in it.

This, according to the popular belief, will

make them joyful mothers of children
;
and

to omit this custom the expectant mothers

would not consider the marriage ceremony

complete, and in default thereof of being en-

throned in
' the Venerable Bede's chair '

barrenness and misery would surely follow.

Like all other relics of the sort, it is subject

to attacks of the sacrilegious penknives, to-

gether with the wanton depredations of relic

hunters, and has been so shorn of its fair

proportions that very soon there will be lit-

tle of it left but its attenuated form if stricter

watch is not kept over it."

The Physics of Smell.—The principal

subject of Prof. W. E. Ayrton's vice-presi-

dential address on physics at the British

Association was the physics of smell, which

was presented as a subject that had been

but little studied. In testing the generally

accepted idea that metals have smell, based

on the fact that a smell is perceived with

most of the commercial metals when han-

dled, the author had observed that when
these metals were cleaned or made outward-

ly pure the smell disappeared. Yet it is

shown that these metals acquire smells when

they are handled or abraded by friction,

which are characteristic and serve to dis-

tinguish them. This may be ascribed to

chemical action, but not all chemical action

in which metals may take part produces
smell

;
for when they are rubbed with soda

or with sugar no smell but that of soda or of

sugar is perceived ;
nor is the metallic smell

observed when dilute nitric acid is rubbed

on certain metals, though the chemical

action is very marked with some. But

mere breathing on certain metals, even

when they have been rendered practically

odorless by cleaning, produces a very distinct

smell, as also does touching them with the

tongue. These smells have hitherto been

attributed to the metals themselves, but

Professor Ayrton looks for their source in

the evolution of hydrogen, which carries

with it impurities, hydrocarbons, especially

paraffin, and "
it is probable that no metallic

particles, even in the form of vapor, reach

the nose or even leave the metal. While

smells usually appear to be diffused with

great velocity, experiments prove that when

the space through which they have to pass

is free from draughts their progress is very

slow, and it would therefore appear that the

passage of a smell is far more due to the

actual motion of the air containing it than

to the diffusion of the odoriferous sub-

stance through the air." The power of a

smell to cling to a substance does not appear

to depend on its intensity or on the ease

with which it travels through a closed

space. Experiments to determine whether

smells could pass through glass by transpi-

ration either revealed flaws in the glass or

ended in the breaking of the very thin bulbs

and gave no answer.

The Cordillera Region of Canada.—A
length of nearly thirteen hundred miles of

the great mountainous or Cordillera region of

the Pacific coast is included in the western

part of Canada. Most of this, Mr. George
M. Dawson says, in a paper on the Physical

Geography and Geology of Canada, is em-

braced in the province of British Columbia,

where it is about four hundred miles wide

between the Great Plains and the Pacific

Ocean. To the north it is included in the

Yukon district of the Northwest Territory

till it reaches, in a less elevated and more
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widely spread form, the shores of the Arctic

Ocean on one side and on the other passes

across the one hundred and forty-first

meridian of west longitude into Alaska. The

orographic features of this region are very

complicated in detail. No existing map yet

properly represents even the principal phys-

ical outlines, and the impression gained by
the traveler or explorer may well be one of

confusion. There are, however, the two

dominant mountain systems of the Rocky
Mountains and the Coast Range. As a

whole, the area of the Cordillera in Canada

may be described as forest-clad, but the

growth of trees is more luxuriant on the

western slopes of each of the dominant

mountain ranges, in correspondence with the

greater precipitation occurring on these

slopes. This is particularly the case in the

coast region and on the seaward side of the

Coast Range, where magnificent and dense

forests of coniferous trees occupy almost the

whole available surface. The interior pla-

teau, however, constitutes the southern part

of a notably dry belt, and includes wide

stretches of open grass-covered hills and

valleys, forming excellent cattle ranges.

Farther north, along the same belt, similar

open country appears intermittently, but the

forest invades the greater part of the region.

It is only toward the arctic coast, in rela-

tively very high latitude, that the barren

arctic tundra country begins, which, sweep-

ing in wider development to the westward,

occupies most of the jnterior of Alaska.

With certain exceptions the farming land of

British Columbia is confined to the valleys

and tracts below three thousand feet, by rea-

son of the summer frosts occurring at greater

heights. There is, however, a considerable

area of such land in the aggregate, with a

soil generally of great fertility. In the

southern valleys of the interior irrigation is

necessary for the growth of crops.

The u Rabies " Bacillus.—Ever since

the discovery of Pasteur that an attenuated

virus made from the medulla or spinal cord

of a dog affected by rabies was, when ad-

ministered in graduated doses, a specific

against the disease, bacteriologists have been

eagerly seeking to isolate the rabies bacillus.

A number of observers, among them Toll,

Rivolta, and San Felice, have succeeded in

staining a bacillus which they claimed to be

that of rabies. Memno, of Rome, confirmed

the observations of the preceding, and

proved the virulent character of the micro-

organism, which he described as a blastomy-

cete. He has quite recently succeeded in

cultivating the bacillus in artificial media

and producing typical rabies in dogs, rodents,

and birds by inoculations. He found that

the bacillus grew better in fluid than in solid

media, the best being bouillon with glucose

slightly acidulated with tartaric acid. The

growth did not become manifest under a

week, and was easily arrested by
"
air infec-

tion." It would thus seem that we have at

last certainly established the bacterial origin

of rabies.

The St. Kildaus.—St. Kilda, the farthest

out to sea of all the British Isles, is a rounded

mountain with " stack rocks " and islets

round it, rises twelve hundred and twenty
feet in height, and contains a settlement of

about seventy-five men, women, and chil-

dren—almost the only representatives left

on the British Islands of man in the hunt-

ing age. On one of the subsidiary islands,

Boreray, is gathered the main body of the

sea birds for which the island is famous
;

and on a third, Soa, are the diminutive de-

scendants of Viking sheep, left by old sea

rovers. Mr. R. Kearton, who has recently

visited the islands for recreation among the

sea birds, represents that in the little com-

munity of its people the ordinary and ex-

traordinary operations of fife seem inverted.

Sport is a serious work
; sheep herding and

shearing are an exciting sport. A St. Kil-

dan qualifies for marriage by proving his

courage and skill as a fowler, by standing on

a dizzy precipice called Lover's Stone, and

goes out bird snaring with a serious face.

When he wants a sheep for the butcher, he

asks his friends to a sheep hunt in the island

of Soa, in which dogs and men pursue the

animals from rock to rock. An offer made

by a factor to supply the people with nets,

so that they might catch the sheep with

more humanity and less waste of life, was

rejected by them. They preferred the old

methods, which supplied plenty of danger
and excitement. While the sheep are hunted,

the cows are thoroughly .spoiled. Every day

the women are seen hard at work picking
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dock leaves and storing them in baskets for

the cows at milking time, for they will not

be milked unless they are fed. The sheep

on Soa Island are plucked instead of being

sheared, at the time when the wool would

naturally be shed, and what wool will not

come off in this way is cut off with a pocket

knife. When the steamer with Mr Kearton

reached the island, no one came down to

meet it till the whistle had been blown two

or three times. "It was not etiquette to

rush down like a parcel of savages," but the

people
"
retire to tidy themselves, and then

row out and call in proper form."

The Island of Sakhalin.—Mr. Benjamin

Howard, an English visitor at the recent

meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, presented before

Section E of that body an interesting ac-

count of the great but little-known island of

Sakhalin, more generally spelled Saghalien

in our geographies. Mr. Howard, however,

strongly urged the former spelling, as most

correctly representing the name, which is

always pronounced by the Russians in three

syllables, with the accent on the first. It is

now used as a penal colony by the Russian

Government, and a more hopelessly remote

and inaccessible spot for such a purpose can

hardly be found. To it are sent the hardest

cases among the Siberian prisoners ;
and Mr.

Howard spoke of becoming accustomed, dur-

ing his stay there, to meeting scarcely any
human beings but murderers, except, of

course, the guards and officials. The island

is extremely inaccessible
;
there is no com-

merce, and neither inducement nor opportu-

nity for vessels to touch there, while much
of the coast is ice-bound for a large part of

the year. Mr. Howard, who was engaged in

some scientific work on the island in the

service of the Government, is one of the

very few foreigners who have traveled or re-

sided there at all. He predicts for Sakhalin,

however, a future of considerable importance

ultimately, though only after a long period

of preliminary development and exploitation

as a penal colony, which stage has but lately

been begun. It has forest and mining re-

sources—among the latter, coal
;
the deposits

are near the surface, but thus far have been

very little examined. He was unable to give

any data as to their geological age or actual

extent; but the Government will no doubt

soon make investigations. The most re-

markable possibilities, however, are in the

line of fisheries, the coasts swarming with

fish to an extent that is scarcely credible by
one who has not seen them. Mr. Howard
said jocosely that he would hardly dare to

relate what he had personally witnessed, in

view of the usual reputation of "
fish stories."

The climate is of course rigorous, under the

influence of cold northern currents, and

markedly in contrast with that of the same

latitude on the American side of the Pacific,

where the Japan current carries its modify-

ing influence as the Gulf Stream does to

northern Europe. Some agriculture, how-

ever, is possible during the short summer,
and the penal colonists have made fair be-

ginnings of self-support. He referred fur-

ther to a remnant of native Aino population

as very interesting from the fact that they

have preserved their peculiarities of life and

manners, and their purity of stock, much
more completely through their isolation than

the Ainos of the Japanese Islands, who have

been modified more or less by association

with the latter people.

Technical and Popular Names.—In a

paper criticising the multiplication of local

names in geology, Prof. C. E. Keyes distin-

guishes between names devised with a eon-

scientious desire to better the condition of a

science by clothing the new ideas with simple

words and those which are the product of a

name-making mania. " The first can not be

too highly commended, nor the second too

deeply deplored." Every progressive science

must discard the names that have served

their purpose, and must be prepared to re-

ceive all of the new ones demanded. The

sciences have each two phases, for each of

which a terminology is demanded, in one of

which the names must be technical and spe-

cial, established primarily for the investiga-

tor, and in the other general, popular, sim-

ple, and free from technical appearance ;
but

the distinction is rarely made. Those who

object to the prevalence of technical names

in other sciences seldom reflect that they

have them in their own art. Yet if a man
of science should desire to familiarize himself

with the artisan's work,
" he would be, after

five minutes' talk with a machinist or elec-
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trician, confronted by so many unfamiliar

terms—technical terms of everyday use—
that he would at once cry out for greater

simplicity of language." In the geological

sciences the technicalities play the same part

they do in the arts and in business. Every
new name in geology, however, must be prop-

erly defined before it can be noticed, and its

subsequent career will depend on its utility.

It may be said that no greater boon to the

working geologist has been devised than the

plan of designating geographically geological

units irrespective of exact position or age.

Since its adoption a vast mass of valuable

information has been obtained that was pre-

viously unthought of, and is in a shape to

be always used
;

the other departments of

geology have been much aided, and strati-

graphical geology has been greatly helped.

The Origin of a Cnrions Habit.—The

following paragraphs are taken from a recent

Nature. It is well known that the kea, or

mountain parrot of New Zealand, has ac-

quired the habit of attacking sheep, and

making holes by means of its sharp and pow-
erful beak in the backs of these animals for

the purpose of abstracting the kidney fat,

which appears to be esteemed as a luxurious

diet. It is supposed that this peculiar habit

or instinct was developed by the bird getting

the fat from the skins of sheep that had been

slaughtered, but this solution is not very sat-

isfactory, as there appears nothing to connect

the fat on the skins of sheep with the live

animals. In a note published in the Zoologist

(May 16th), Mr. F. R. Godfrey, writing from

Melbourne, offers the following solution of the

mystery, which seemed to him to be simple

and satisfactory, and more rational than the

skeepskin theory : In the hilly districts of

the middle island of New Zealand there is

a great abundance of a white moss, or lichen,

which exactly resembles a lump of white

wool, at the roots of which are found small

white fatty substances, supposed by some to

be the seeds of the plant, and by others to

be a grub or maggot which infests it, which

is the favorite food of the kea. Probably

the bird, misled by this resemblance, com-

menced an exploration in sheep, and this

proving satisfactory, originated the new habit.

In a note to this suggestion the editor points

out that Mr. Godfrey is in agreement with

another observer—Mr. F. R. Chapman— who
in describing the hills of this island says :

"A very interesting raoulia, or vegetable

sheep, was very plentiful on steep, rocky

places. ... It is said that the keas tear

them up with their powerful beaks, and that

these birds learned to eat mutton through

mistaking dead sheep for masses of raoulia."

Changes in Plant Characters.—From ex-

periments upon the cultural evolution of

Cyclamen lafifolium, W. T. Thiselton Dyer
finds that, when once specific stability has

been broken down in a plant, morphological

changes of great variety and magnitude can

be brought about in a comparatively short

space of time. It appears that though sud-

den variations do occur, they are, as far as

we know, slight as long as self-fertilization

is adhered to. The striking results obtained

by cultivators have been due to the patient

accumulation by selection of gradual but con-

tinuous variation in any desired direction.

The size which any variable organ can reach

does not appear to be governed by any prin-

ciple of correlation. Large flowers are not

necessarily accompanied by large leaves.

The general tendency of a plant varying

freely under artificial conditions seems to be

atavistic—or to shed adaptive modifications

which have ceased to be useful, and to revert

to a more generalized type, or to reproduce

characters which are already present in other

members of the same group. But this state-

ment must be accepted with caution. The

most remarkable phenomenon in the cultiva-

tion of the Cyclamen is the development of

a plume or crest on the inner surface of each

corolla segment. This shows that the plant

still possesses the power to strike out a new

line and to develop characters which would

even be regarded as having specific value.

Hanging an Elephant.—One of the ele-

phants in Barnum and Bailey's show, having

repeatedly shown signs of insubordination

and bad temper, it was finally decided to kill

him. From a note in Nature we get the

following account of his execution : After

considerable discussion it was decided to

strangle him. A new Manila rope was

loosely wound three times around his neck,

and his legs, fully stridden, were securely

chained each to a post firmly driven into the
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ground alongside each limb. The animal

was intentionally not isolated from his fel-

lows, as it was feared that if placed by itself

it would become restive and ill-tempered.

The rope surrounding the beast's neck had

one end secured to three strong pillars in the

ground, some distance away and slightly in

advance of the fore feet; and the other,

which terminated in a loop, was hooked to a

double series of pulleys, to the tackle of

which ninety men were attached. When all

was ready, the slack was gently, quietly,

and without any apparent annoyance to the

elephant—which kept on eating hay— taken

in till the coils round its neck were just taut.

The word was then given,
" Walk away with

the rope." Amid perfect silence the ninety

men walked away, without apparently any

effort. So noiselessly and easily did every-

thing work that, unless with foreknowledge

of what was going to take place, one might
have been present without realizing what the

march of these men meant. The elephant

gave no sign of discomfort either by trunk

or tail. Its fellows standing close by looked

on in pachydermatous unconcern, and at the

end of exactly thirty seconds it slowly col-

lapsed and lay down as if of its own accord.

There was absolutely no struggle and no

motion, violent or otherwise, in any part of

the body, nor the slightest indication of pain.

In a few seconds more there was no response

obtained by touching the eyeball. At the

end of thirteen minutes after the order to

" walk away
" the eye had become rigid and

dim. That no more humane, painless, and

rapid method of taking the life of a large

animal could be devised was the opinion

of all the experts who witnessed the exe-

cution.

MINOR PARAGRAPHS.

Count Gleichen relates, in his story of

the mission to Menelek, that besides the

Maria Theresa 1780 dollars, the people of

Abyssinia, for small change, use a bar of

hard crystallized salt, about ten inches long

and two inches and a half broad and thick,

slightly tapered toward the end, five of which

go to the dollar at the capital. People are

very particular about the standard of fineness

of the currency.
"
If it does not ring like

metal when flicked with the finger nail, or if

it is cracked or chipped, they won't take it.

It is a token of affection also, when friends

meet, to give each other a lick of their re-

spective amolis, and in this way the material

value of the bar is also decreased. For still

smaller change cartridges are used, of which

three go to one salt. It does not matter

what sort they are. Some sharpers use their

cartridges in the ordinary way, and then put

in some dust and a dummy bullet to make

up the difference, or else they take out the

powder and put the bullet in again, so that

possibly in the next action the unhappy seller

will find that he has only miss-fires in his

belt ;
but this is such a common fraud that

no one takes any notice of it, and a bad car-

tridge seems to serve as readily as a good
one."

A study of problems in the Psychology
of Reading, by J. 0. Quantz, bore upon the

questions of the factors which make a rapid

reader, the relations of rapidity to mental

capacity and alertness, quickness of visual

perception, and amount of practice ;
and

whether those who gain their knowledge

principally through the eye or through

the ear obtain and retain most from read-

ing. The author finds that colors are more

easily perceived than geometrical forms,

isolated words than colors, and words in con-

struction than disconnected words
;
that per-

sons of visual type are slightly more rapid

readers than those of the auditory type ;
that

rapid readers, besides doing their work in less

time, do superior work, retaining more of the

substance of what is read and heard than do

slow readers. Lip movement is a serious

hindrance to speed, and consequently to in-

telligence, of reading. The disadvantage ex-

tends to reading aloud. Apart from external

eonditions, such as time of day, physical fa-

tigue, etc., some of the influences contribut-

ing to rapidity of reading are largely physio-

logical, as visual perception ;
others are of

mental endowment, as alertness of mind
;

still others are matters of intellectual equip-

ment rather than intellectual ability, as ex-

tent of reading and scholarly attainment.

Mr. Merton L. Miller, of the University

of Chicago, says, in his preliminary study of

the Pueblo of Taos, New Mexico, that he was
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hampered in his researches there by a cir-

cumstance that illustrates very well certain

characteristics of the Indian. About fifteen

years ago representatives of the Government

were at Sia making investigations, and had to

ask many questions. Some time after they

went away there was much sickness in the

pueblo, and many people died. It occurred

to the Sia people that the presence of those

white men, asking so many questions, was

the cause of all their trouble
;
so they sent

men to the other pueblos to warn them

against white men who came to find out

about their customs and beliefs. These

messengers also came to Taos, and the people

remembered their warning well. If a Taos

Indian is caught now teaching the language

or telling any of the traditions to a white

man, he is liable to a whipping and a fine.

This, Mr. Miller believes, accounts for the

fact that he could rarely learn anything from

his friend when they were at the pueblo,

although when away in the mountains he

became much more open and communica-

tive.

NOTES.

The cigarette has found friends. The
Truth about Cigarettes embodies the sub-

stance of papers read and discussed at the

Medico-legal Society of New York. The gist

of the papers is to the effect that the stories

of harm done by cigarettes are fictions or

gross exaggerations; that they contain no

opium, arsenic, or other poisons, but are the

best pure tobacco (1.0926 grammes each)

wrapped in pure paper (0.038 gramme); that

they never caused a case of insanity; and
that they are simply injurious in the same

way and to a corresponding extent as other

forms of tobacco. These statements are sup-

ported by certificates of physicians and by
reviews of special cases of insanity charged
to cigarettes, showing that the insanity had
matured independently of them.

The average annual temperature at Ma-
nila is given by Mr. W. F. R. Phillips, in a

paper on the subject, as 80° F. April, May,
and June are the hottest months, May being
the hottest of the three, and December and

January are the coolest. The highest ther-

mometer reading recorded is 100° F. in May,
and the lowest 74° in January. The average
annual rainfall is 75.43 inches, more than 80

per cent of which descends in the months from

June to October, inclusive. Departures from
the average rainfall are sometimes excessive.

For example, as much as 120.98 inches have

fallen in one year, and as little as 35.65

inches in another. Still more remarkable

were the fall of 61.43 inches in one September,
and that of only two inches in another Sep-
tember.

At the observatory of Yale University, as

we learn from the annual report, a planned
series of twelve measures each has been

completed for eighty-four stars of large,

proper motion, with a view to determinations

of parallax, and it is expected shortly to

bring the number up to one hundred. A
series of measures on highly colored red stars

has been begun, and is in progress for the

purpose of testing the possibility of a sys-

tematic error due to the lesser refrangibil-

ity of their light. The photographic instru-

ment has been put into use at every suitable

period of meteorological displays of conse-

quence. Preparations are already making
for a more complete observation of the

Leonid meteoric shower expected in 1899.

The New York State College of Forestry,
in connection with Cornell University, was

presented by Professor Fernow, at the Boston

meeting of the American Association, as a

logical sequence to the policy to which the

State of New York was committed in 1885

by the purchase of more than a million acres

of forest land in the Adirondack Mountains,
to be gradually increased to three million

acres. A demonstration area of thirty thou-

sand acres in the Adirondacks has since

been provided for it. The courses leading to

the degree of Bachelor in Forestry occupy
four years, of which the first two are devoted

to the studies in which mathematics, physics,

chemistry, geology, botany, entomology, po-
litical economy, etc., figure as fundamental

and supplementary sciences, in addition to

the professional courses
;
besides which two

courses of a more or less popular character

are contemplated.

The discovery is announced in a prelim-

inary communication by Dr. Issutschenko, of

Russia, of a microbe pathogenic to rats. An
epidemic having broken out among the rats

kept for experimental purposes in the Gov-

ernment Agricultural Laboratory, a bacillus

was isolated from the liver and spleen of

affected animals that proved excessively
fatal to rats and mice. Experiments in

making the organism useful as a living rat

poison have not yet, however, had an encour-

aging success.

New Zealand has just definitely adopted
a scheme of old-age pensions. In future the

New Zealand workingman of sixty-five years
of age, who has lived a life of hoDest toil,

will be assured an income of one pound a

week.

The Wilde prize of the French Academy
of Sciences has been awarded by that body
to Charles A. Schott, chief of the Compute
tion Division of the United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey, for his work on Terrestrial

Magnetism.
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THE EVOLUTION OF COLONIES.

By JAMES COLLIER.

VI.—INDUSTRIAL EVOLUTION.

f I ^HE earliest nomadic stage of mankind has left traces in many
-*- of the colonies. The first age of French Canada, of New York,
of great pa -t of North America, was one of hunters and trappers, and
it has continued in the Northwest till recent times. The first brief

period of Rhodesia was that of the big-game hunter. The Boers of

the Transvaal are still as much hunters as farmers. The American
backwoodsman who clears a patch, then sells his improvements to the

first newcomer, and, placing his wife and children and scanty belong-

ings on a cart, proceeds da capo elsewhere, is a nomadic pioneer. The

stage is in one way or another perpetual, for the class never quite dies

out. The drunken English quarryman who, driven by a demon of

restlessness, continually goes
" on tramp," and in his wanderings

covers on foot a space equal to twice the circumference of the globe,
is a demi-savage whose nomadism is only checked by the " abhorred

approaches of old age." If he emigrates, he repeats the old, wild

life as a pick-and-shovel man in Queensland or a quarryman in New
South Wales. The soberer colonial youth, who more luxuriously
canters from farm to farm in New Zealand on the back of a scrub,

is a tamer specimen who settles down when he marries. Nay, the
"
restless man " who periodically applies for leave of absence from a

colonial legislature in order to travel in India, China, and Timbuctoo,
is a still milder but not less incorrigible example of the same inde-

structible type.

The pastoral stage is all but universal. Wherever grass grows
VOL. LIV.—21
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(and there is wild grass almost everywhere) sheep can graze, and

where there are succulent twigs cattle will fatten on them. The South

American estancias and the ranches of Colorado, the cattle runs of

Queensland and northern New Zealand, the sheep runs of Victoria

and New South Wales repeat and perpetuate this stage. The genesis

of it may even now be daily observed. A Manchester accountant

who has never before been astride a horse will in twelve months

learn the mysteries of cattle and sheep farming, then purchase a

hundred acres or two from the colonial Government, gradually clear

it of timber, build of his own trees, with no skilled assistance, a

weatherboard cottage, and take home a swiftly wooed wife to lead

with him a rather desolate existence in
" the bush." Or (on a larger

scale) a squatter,* who is commonly a gentleman by birth and educa-

tion, comes out from England with inherited wealth, buys or leases

from the Government a large inland tract of grazing land, takes with

him flocks and herds, shepherds and stockmen, builds a bark or wooden

manor house, and settles down to the life of Abram on the plains of

Mamre. In earlier days, when the colony was in its infancy, he

would not have had to purchase or lease his
" run." One country

after another saw the golden age of a would-be landed aristocracy.

As Norman "William parceled out all England among his nobles and

knights, rulers of conquered countries were then mighty free with

what did not belong to them. Possessing the authority of a sover-

eign, Columbus made lavish grants of land, and thus pacified his

rebels. Charles II presented Carolina to eight proprietors. Bar-

onies of twelve thousand acres in South Carolina, manors of

twenty thousand acres in Maryland, were dwarfed by territorial

principalities of more than a million acres in New York. The abso-

lute governors of early Australia gave away wide tracts. When land

was not given it was taken, on Kob Koy's principle. During the in-

terregnum that followed the recall of the first Governor of New South

Wales, military robbers seized fifteen thousand acres, and under sub-

sequent administrations they continued their depredations. Land

was held on various tenures. The first American forms were varieties

of belated feudalism
;
of a hundred often strange and ridiculous em-

blems of suzerainty perhaps a dozen repeated Old World customs, f

Sir H. S. Maine has proved that nearly all the feudal exactions

that maddened a whole people to mutiny in 1789 were then in force

in England. How shadowy they must have grown is shown by the

* In its primary American sense the word squatter denotes the backwoodsman described

in the foregoing paragraph. In its secondary Australian sense it means the large land-

holder now described.

f See an instructive article by Mr. Edward Eggleston, Social Conditions in the Colonies.

Century Magazine, 1884, pp. 849, 850.
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fact that none of them was transported to Botany Bay in that or

later years. They were atrophied portions of the British land system
when Australia was founded in 1788. For fully sixteen years the

possession of lands granted or seized was as absolute as the English
law ever allows it to be. Then the landholders, finding the large
tracts already conceded insufficient for the development of the pas-
toral industry, applied for more, and themselves suggested in 1803 a

plan of leasing crown lands which in the following year was legalized
as

"
the first charter of squatterdom

"
;

it was the beginning of a

system that has brought under pastoral occupancy territories as ex-

tensive as the largest European countries. The land system formed

part of or gave birth to a political organization. A host of so-called

seigneurs imported into old Canada as much of the ancien regime
as would bear the voyage. Manors in Maryland reproduced the

feudal courts-baron and courts-leet. The great New York land-

owners, as inheriting both English and Dutch institutions, presided
in such courts and were at the same time hereditary members
of a powerful legislative order.* The courts were dropped on

the way out to Australia, but the political influence of the Eng-
lish landed aristocracy inhered in their representatives at the

antipodes. As the Southern slavearchy, through its Washingtons
and Jeffersons, Clays and Calhouns, was for three quarters of a cen-

tury the driving force in American politics, the Australian squatter-

archy for one generation or more ruled the seven colonies with a sway
that waxed as the absolute power of the governor waned. It com-

posed the legislature, appointed the judges, controlled the executive,
and if the governor was refractory it sent him home. In both south-

ern countries social life reflected its tastes and was the measure of its

grandeur. It constituted
"
society," ran the races, gave the balls,

and kept open house; the surrounding villages lived in its sunshine.

Why could not this patriarchal state last, as it has lasted in Arabia

for thousands of years and in Europe for centuries? In the Southern

States it was brought to bankruptcy by the civil war. In Australia

it collapsed before two enemies as deadly
—a succession of droughts

and a fall in the price of wool. The banker has his foot on the

squatter's neck. If one may judge from the published maps, three

fourths of the freehold land in the older colonies is in the hands

of the money lenders. The once lordly runholder, who would have

excluded from his table, or at least from his visiting; circle, anv one

engaged in commerce, is now the tenant of a mortgage company
which began by using him too well and ended by crushing him un-

mercifully.

It is also brought to a close by the rise of the agricultural stage.

*
EgglestoD, op. cit., p. 850.
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The colonial latifundia gets broken up for the same economic reasons

as that of the mother country. Whenever from the increase of popu-
lation wheat-growing becomes more profitable than grazing, land

rises in value, and vast sheep walks are subdivided into two-hundred-

acre farms, which are put under the plow. The transition may be

retarded in some countries and altogether arrested in others. Nasse

has shown that, in consequence of the moisture of the climate, there

was in the sixteenth century a continual tendency in England to

revert from agriculture to pasture. The light rainfall, high tempera-

tures, and unfertilized soil will forever keep nine tenths of Australia

under grass. Most of the mountainous north and the glacier-shaved

portions of the south of New Zealand must be perpetual cattle runs

and sheep walks. A century or perhaps centuries will pass before

much of the light soil of Tasmania, hardly enriched by the scanty

foliage of the eucalyptus, is sufficiently fertilized by grazing to grow
corn. Rich alluvial or volcanic lands are put under the plow, with-

out passing through the pastoral stage, as soon as markets are created

by the advent of immigrants. There is a cry for farm lands. Com-

panies that have bought large estates break them up into allotments.

When they or other large landholders still resist pressure, the radical

colonial legislature accelerates their deliberations by putting on the

thumbscrew of a statute which confiscates huge cantles of their land.

Or the colonial Government, if socialist-democratic, purchases exten-

sive properties, which it breaks up into farms and communistic vil-

lage settlements. Over wide tracts the agriculturist, great and small,

takes the place of the pastoralist. He holds his lands under a variety

of tenures. New South Wales, in its search for an ideal form, has

flowered into fifteen varieties. Other colonies are stumbling toward

it more or less blindly through a succession of annual statutes.

Where land is abundant the tenure will be easy. In North America

nominal quitrents were general ;
the system was long since introduced

into South Africa, and it has lately been imported into New Zealand

in spite of all previous experience to the effect that such rents can

not be collected. Mr. Eggleston remarks that in the United States

the tendency was to
" a simple and direct ownership of the soil by

the occupant." Since those days Henry George has come and (alas!)

gone. A craze for the nationalization of the land buzzes in the

bonnets of all who have no land. There is an equal reluctance on

the part of colonial legislatures to grant waste lands as freeholds

and on the part of purchasers to accept them on any other terms.

Hence the constant effort to devise a tenure which shall reserve the

rights of the colony and yet not oppress the tenant. One legislature

has blasphemed into the
"
eternal lease," which would seem to be

almost preferable to absolute ownership in a country subject to
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earthquakes! But the tenure in the early days is unimportant.
With a virgin soil yielding at first seventy and then regularly forty
bushels to the acre, and high prices ruling, the farmer can stand

any tenure. Seen at market or cattle show, his equine or bovine

features and firm footing on mother earth suggest a sense of solidity

in the commonwealth to which he belongs. He gives it its character.

The legislature consists of his representatives. Laws are passed in

his interest. He controls the executive. His sons fill the civil

service. Judges sometimes come from his ranks, and lawyers easily

fall back into them. He supports the churches and fills them.

Small towns spring up in place of the pastoral villages to supply
his wants. As the period of the Golden Fleece was the colonial

age of gold, when Jason, the wool king, made a fortune, received a

baronetcy, and, returning to the mother country, founded a county

family and intermarried with the British aristocracy, so the agricul-

tural stage is the colonial age of silver, in money as in morals. It

lasted in England till well into the century, in Germany till the

other day, in France till now. It is, in the main, the stage

of contemporary colonies. What brings it to an end? The soil

gets exhausted, prices fall, and a succession of wet seasons in New
Zealand or of dry seasons in Australia or South Africa sends the

farmer into the money market. Nearly every province of almost

every colony gets mortgaged up to the hilt. The foot of the land

agent is on the neck of the farmer, who becomes his tenant or

serf—adscri'ptus glebce as much as the Old English villeins who were

the ancestors of the farmer, or the Virginia villeins who repeated in

the seventeenth century the Old English status. But tenancy does

not always arise out of bankrupt proprietorship. A capitalist may
drain an extensive marsh (like that along the valley of the Shoal-

haven River in New South Wales) and divide the rich alluvial soil

into hundreds of profitable dairy farms. More inland marshes, like

the Piako Swamp in New Zealand, have been so completely drained

as to make the soil too dry to carry wheat, and so have swamped both

capitalists and banker. Where the squatter owner keeps the land in

his own hands, he may lease an unbroken-up tract for three or five

years to a farmer who plows and" fences it, takes off crops, pays a

light rent of from five to fifteen bushels per acre, and leaves it in

grass. On one tenure or another the whole colony gradually comes

into cultivation.

The predominance of the agricultural interest is long threatened

and at length shaken by the rise of the industrial stage. It is partly

evolved from the pastoral and agricultural stages and partly inde-

pendent. Nor do these stages at once and necessarily give rise to col-

lective industry. In all young colonies where the population is
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scanty and processes are simple there are no division and no asso-

ciation of labor. The account that one of the best of American

historians gives of the Northwest Territory might be accepted as a de-

scription of this primitive state, and realizes Fichte's ideal of a

geschlossener Handelstaat (closed trade state). Shut in by moun-

tains, the people raised their own flax and sometimes grew their

own wool, which they spun and wove at home. They made their

own spinning wheels and looms, as they made their own furni-

ture. They tanned their own leather and cobbled rude shoes of

it. Of Indian-corn husks they spun ropes and manufactured

horse collars and chair bottoms. Barrels and beehives were formed

of sawn hollow trees. They extracted sugar from the maple
and tea from the sassafras root. Their boats were dug-out canoes.

In colonies of later foundation this self-sufficing stage, which re-

peats an earlier period in the mother country than the time when

the colony was given off, is dropped, though there are traces of

it everywhere to be found. Sheep countries give birth to the woolen

industry. New Zealand reduplicates the woolen manufactures of

England and, owing to protective duties, has attained a deserved

success. New South Wales, with finer wools, has not succeeded, for

no other apparent reason than that she refuses to impose such duties.

For it is to be observed that it is under legislative protection
—boun-

ties, bonuses, drawbacks, export and especially import duties—that

almost every colonial industry has grown up, as the industries of the

mother country grew up. Sometimes the profit in a particular under-

taking is exactly equal to the amount of the import duty, and it is

seldom greater. By taking extravagant advantage of the liberty

long refused (as leave to manufacture was long refused to the North

American colonies), but at length conceded, to impose import duties,

an Australasian colony, misled as much by its own splendid energy

as by evil counselors (Carlyle among them), built up a whole arti-

ficial system of industries which sank in ruinous collapse when the

boom had passed. Independent industries spring first from the soil.

Gold and silver mining lose their wild adventurous character, and

become regular industries, worked by companies with extensive

plants. The digging of gum in Auckland (bled from the gigantic

Kauri pine) is operated by merchants who keep the gum diggers in a

species of serfage. The discovery of coal makes native industries

possible or remunerative, but till iron has been found the system is

incomplete. All countries, and therefore all colonies, are late in

reaching this stage; the most advanced contemporary colonies have

not yet reached it. None the less have they followed England with

swifter steps, if with less momentum, into the modern age of iron—
that Brummagem epoch which has the creation of markets for its war
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cry, state socialism for its gospel, Joseph of Birmingham for its

prophet, and the British Empire for its deity.

The iron age is fitly inaugurated by the most degraded relation-

ship that man can bear to man—that of slavery. Only the oldest of

modern colonies imitate the mother countries in passing through this

stage; in those of later foundation a mere shadow of it remains, or

it takes other shapes. Colonists first enslave the natives of the country
where they settle. In the South American colonies, where they went

to find gold, they would work for no other purpose; they therefore

needed the natives to till the soil
; they needed them also as carriers.

For these purposes they were used unscrupulously. They were dis-

tributed among the Spaniards under a system of repartimientos

which repeated the provisions of Greek and Roman slavery, and was

itself reduplicated three centuries later in the convict assignment

system of New South Wales. With such savage cruelty was it

worked that, according to the testimony of Columbus, six sevenths of

the population of Hispaniola died under it in a few years. The same

form of slavery, but of a very different character, prevailed in Africa

down almost to our own times. In the British colonies it was sub-

merged in 1834, from causes exterior to itself, by the humanitarian

wave that wrecked the West Indies; in the French colonies it was

abolished by the revolutionary government of 1848; in the Dutch

colonies it possibly subsists to this day. Theoretically abolished or

not, the relationship between civilized whites and savage blacks must

be everywhere a modified form of slavery; and a white colonization

of the African tropics can only take place under conditions indistin-

guishable from a limited slavery. In colder or younger colonies,

even if a more refined sentiment had permitted it, there could be no

question of enslaving the fierce red Indians, the warlike Maoris,

or the intractable Australian blacks. The Indians rendered some

services to the northern colonists. The Maoris worked for the first

immigrants into Canterbury, but as free laborers, and the phase soon

passed away as more valuable labor arrived. Blacks were in the

early years employed by the Australian settlers, but like nearly all

savages they were found incapable of continuous industry. The next

step is to import slaves. To lighten the oppression of the Mexicans,

negroes were introduced, as they had previously been into Europe.

There, and still more in the southern colonies of North America,

they were the chief pioneers. They cut down forests, cleared the

jungles, drained the swamps, and opened up the country. For the

best part of two hundred years the world's sugar, rice, cotton, to-

bacco, and indigo were grown by negro labor. The effect on the

negro himself has been to raise him one grade in the scale of being.

If, as Mr. Galton believes, he is naturally two grades below the Euro-
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pean, a place in the
"
organization of labor

"
will have to be found for

him midway between the white workman and the slave. It is, indeed,

being found. As a farmer the negro has totally failed.
" But he is

a good laborer under supervision. He is a success in the mines. He
has found acceptance in the iron furnaces and about the coke ovens.

He is in great demand in periods of lailroad construction," and he is

a Western pioneer. Above born and bred slaves for life there is the

status of imported slaves for a term. For years Kanakas, hired or cap-

tured from the Melanesian Islands of the Pacific, were used as slaves

by the sugar planters of Queensland, until the outcry in England
put a stop to an ill-conducted traffic. It has since been resumed under

humaner conditions, which make it as defensible as slavery can ever

be. Coolies from India are imported into Fiji and Hongkong prac-

tically as free laborers. They are also employed on board the great
liners that ply between India, China, Australia, and England, much
to the discontent of the working class and to the great satisfaction

of the well-to-do, who thus gain cheaper passages and lower freights.

The radical opposition is no more likely to prevent this form of native

labor from spreading to all suitable environments than the conserva-

tive opposition has prevented women from filling the employments
within their improved capacities. The ubiquitous Chinaman, again,

has imported himself into most colonies, and so long as he takes

a place that the white laborer refuses to occupy, he will present the

ugly problem of the coexistence of an indestructible alien race with

a civilized people whose type of civilization and his are irreconcilable.

European colonies have also known white slavery, as Greek and

Roman colonies knew it, and slavery of their own race and nation,

as European countries knew it. Its most degraded type has doubt-

less been Spanish, English, and French convictism. The Australian-

English is the most familiar and the worst. The Australian convict

was a slave for life or a long term. Like the slave, he was at the

mercy of his master, excepting that corporal punishment could

not be inflicted by the master's hands. The lash was none the less

kept going; in a single year, in New South Wales, nearly three thou-

sand floggings were administered. The Roman ergastula were

pleasure bowers compared with the convict hells of Parramatta, in

New South Wales, and Port Arthur, in Tasmania. Marcus Clarke's

terrible fiction proves to be still more terrible fact. Convicts were

herded together like pigs; kindness was rare, oppression general, and

many fine men died inch by inch. Such was the state of things even

after the introduction of the assignment system. According to that

system, convicts were assigned as agricultural laborers and shepherds

to settlers who cried out for them, as the American planters did for

slaves. Craftsmen were allotted to high officials in lieu of salary or
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to influential persons who hired them to others (herein repeating Eng-
lish serfdom) or permitted them to work for themselves, receiving a

portion of their earnings (herein repeating Greek slavery). Me-
chanics were employed on public works, and hundreds of buildings
were erected by convict masons, bricklayers, and carpenters. Day
laborers were employed on roads, and hundreds of miles of solid

highway are a durable monument to the memory of the convict.

They were the true pioneers of the country, braving the dangers of

the "
bush," resisting the aborigines, clearing and cultivating the

land, and developing the resources of the colonies. For themselves

they did well and ill. Many reformed, and after manumission,
which was at first special and at length general, became respectable

citizens, dealers, and traders. Some grew to be prosperous mer-

chants, wealthy squatters, editors, legislators, and all but ministers.

Their sons are judges, legislators, solicitors, Government officials,

newspaper proprietors. After lasting for sixty years the system of

transportation was at length abolished in consequence of the opposi-

tion of the working class, who objected to competition, and of the

respectable classes generally. The legislative body and the large

landowners were rather in favor of its perpetuity, and there are still

members of the old
"
slave-driving party

"
in Tasmania who regret

its discontinuance.

The bond servants, who were common in New England and at first

more numerous than slaves in the Southern States, repeated the status

of the English serfs. Their origin was various. Crime, debt, sale by

parents, voluntary surrender, and kidnapping all contributed their

quota. The period of indentured service was at first from seven to

ten years, and was ultimately reduced to a fixed term of four years.

They were exchanged and sold like any other commodity. Their

treatment seems to have been often harsh. Like the Australian con-

victs, many of them prospered. Leading families in the United States

trace their origin to bondmen. ISTot a few of the Southern overseers,

free laborers, and small farmers are believed to be descended from

them. The vagabond element in all the States, the
" white trash

'

of the South, and the criminal and pauper inhabitants of certain

regions in the North are also affiliated on the more degraded sections

of the class.*

The worst of modern inventions, it has been said, is the inven-

tion of the workingman. The workingman, however, has a pedigree;

he is the son of the bondman or the serf, and the grandson of the

slave, who would have been still more discreditable
" inventions

"
if

they had not been the outgrowth of their time and place. The servile

character of the workman long survived in European countries; it

*
Eggleston, op. ctt., p. 858.
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was not till the beginning of this century that the last trades were

emancipated in England. While in North America and New South

Wales the transition is plainly traceable, all vestiges of it have disap-

peared in the younger colonies. In these, almost from the first, the

mechanic is master of the situation. The carpenter who can put up
a wooden cottage commands regular work and high wages, while the

preacher who builds him a house not made with hands is starved.

The anomaly is in perfect consistency with the biological analogy;
the brain is everywhere of late development. As the colony grows,

wages fall, and the position of professional men becomes more toler-

able, but, en revanche, the workman acquires and at length almost

monopolizes political power. The premier and cabinet ministers are

sometimes former peddlers, gold diggers, coal miners, shepherds, etc.

The legislative bodies consist largely of labor representatives. Laws

are passed in the interest of labor. Not content with a share of

political power out of all proportion to their numbers or importance,
the regimented trades, under the command of unscrupulous leaders,

deliver a pitched battle against the employers, with the object of

gaining practical possession of the agencies of production and distri-

bution. They are necessarily defeated. The value of labor and the

importance of the mechanic decline with the application of machinery
to all industrial processes. Accumulated wealth, subsidizing inven-

tions, acquires an increasing ascendency. The industrial system is in

no greater danger from the onslaughts of labor than civilized coun-

tries from the invasion of barbarians.

Only the beginnings of the commercial epoch, or age of bronze,

are to be found in colonies. In production we witness the same

supersession of individual enterprise by the limited liability company.
This is also the case in distribution, where many obsolete Old World

stages are recapitulated. We may still see the long, slow bullock

team, the wearied pack horse (the fur trade in Canada was carried on

by
"
brigades of pack horses "), the hawker, purveyor of news and

gossip. We easily trace the evolution of the shop: at first a ship,

then landed, with everything inside—groceries, meat, bread, fruit,

and vegetables, clothes, crockery, ironmongery, stationery, and to-

bacco; the butcher first hives off, then the baker, the grocer; in

course of time reintegration takes place, and shops are to be found in

the colonial cities which reduplicate Whiteley's in London, where

everything may again be had as in the beginning. The processes of

exchange likewise recapitulate the past. Barter is long universal,

and is still common in colonial villages. Even then a standard is

needed. In the Old English period the "currency" consisted of

cattle, named by a facetious writer
"
the current kine of the realm."

In Virginia and Maryland tobacco was the circulating medium for a
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century and a half, supplemented in Maryland with hemp and flax
;

taxes were paid in tobacco, and rent in kind. In Illinois and Canada,

skins and furs, with wampum for small coin; in New England the

latter singular currency was used far into the eighteenth century.

New South Wales has the demerit of inventing the destructive

medium of rum; wages were paid in it or in wheat; meal or spirits

were taken at the doors of theaters. Store receipts for produce were

given by the Government and passed current, not without deprecia-

tion; military officers issued bills for all sums up to one hundred

pounds; private individuals, in the lack of specie, gave promissory

notes. Fixed prices were long unknown; extortioners in the early

days of all the colonies made a profit of a thousand per cent; and in

quite recent days usurious attorneys exacted interest at the rate of a

hundred per cent.

Colonies sometimes anticipate the development of the mother

country. The communistic dreams of the forties in France and

England were for a brief while realized in old Virginia, as they are at

this hour being realized in the village settlements of South Australia;

and the state socialism rendered popular by the German victories

of 1870 was perhaps more thoroughly embodied in convict New
South Wales than anywhere else outside of Peru under the Incas,

as it is now sweeping all of the Australasian colonies onward to an

unknown goal.

THE MIND'S EYE.

By JOSEPH JASTKOW.

Hamlet.—My father,
—Methinks, I see my father.

Horatio.— 0, where, my lord ?

Hamlet.—In my mind's eye, Horatio.

IT
is a commonplace taught from nursery to university that we

see with our eyes, hear with our ears, and feel with the fingers.

This is the truth, but not the whole truth. Indispensable as are the

sense organs in gaining an acquaintance with the world in which we

live, yet they alone do not determine how extensive or how accurate

that acquaintance shall be. There is a mind behind the eye and

the ear and the finger tips which guides them in gathering in-

formation, and gives value and order to the exercise of the senses.

This is particularly true of vision, the most intellectual of all the

senses, the one in which mere acuteness of the sense organ counts

least and the training in observation counts most. The eagle's eye

sees farther, but our eyes tell us much more of what is seen.

The eye is often compared to a photographic camera, with its
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eyelid cap, its iris shutter, its lens, and its sensitive plate
—the retina

;

when properly adjusted for distance and light, the image is formed

on the retina as on the glass plate, and the picture is taken. So far

the comparison is helpful; but while the camera takes a picture
whenever and wherever the plate happens to be exposed, the com-

plete act of seeing requires some co-operation on the part of the mind.

The retina may be exposed a thousand times and take but few pic-

tures; or perhaps it is better to say that the pictures may be taken,

but remain undeveloped and evanescent. The pictures that are de-

veloped are stacked up, like the negatives in the photographer's shop,

in the pigeonholes of our mental storerooms—some faded and

blurred, some poorly arranged or mislaid, some often referred to

and fresh prints made therefrom, and some quite neglected.

In order to see, it is at once necessary that the retina be suitably

exposed toward the object to be seen, and that the mind be favorably

disposed to the assimilation of the impression. True seeing, observ-

ing, is a double process, partly objective or outward—the thing seen

and the retina—and partly subjective or inward—the picture mys-

teriously transferred to the mind's representative, the brain, and there

received and affiliated with other images. Illustrations of such see-

ing
" with the mind's eye

"
are not far to seek. Wherever the

beauties and conformations of natural scenery invite the eye of man
does he discover familiar forms and faces (Fig. 1); the forces of

Nature have rough-hewn the rocks, but the human eye detects and

often creates the resemblances. The stranger to whom such curiosi-

ties of form are first pointed out often finds it difficult to discover

the resemblance, but once seen the face or form obtrudes itself in

every view and seems the most conspicuous feature in the outlook.

The flickering fire furnishes a fine background for the activity of the

mind's eye, and against this it projects the forms and fancies which

the leaping flames and the burning embers from time to time suggest.

Not all see these fire-pictures readily, for our mental eyes differ more

from one another than the physical ones, and perhaps no two per-

sons see the same picture in quite the same way. It is not quite true,

however, as many have held, that in waking hours we all have a

world in common, but in dreams each has a world of his own, for

our waking worlds are made different by the differences in what

engages our interest and our attention. It is true that our eyes when

open are opened very largely to the same views, but by no one ob-

server are all these views, though visible, really seen.

This characteristic of human vision often serves as a source of

amusement. The puzzle picture with its tantalizing face, or animal,

or what not, hidden in the trees, or fantastically constructed out of

heterogeneous elements that make up the composition, is to many
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quite irresistible. We turn it about in all directions, wondering
where the hidden form can be, scanning every detail of the picture,

until suddenly a chance glimpse reveals it, plainly staring us in the

Fig. 1.*—The man's face in the rocks is quite distinct, and is usually readily found when it is

known that there is a face somewhere. (
For this view from the Dalles of the St. Croix,

Minn., I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. W. H. Dudley, of Madison, Wis.)

face. When several persons are engaged in this occupation, it is

amusing to observe how blind each is to what the others see; their

physical eyes see alike, but their mental eyes reflect their own in-

dividualities.

* In order to obtain the effects described in the various illustrations it is necessary in

several cases to regard the figures for a considerable time and with close attention. The

reader is requested not to give up in case the first attempt to secure the effect is not suc-

cessful, but to continue the effort for a reasonable period. Individuals differ considerably

in the readiness with which they obtain such effects ;
in some cases, such devices as holding

the diagrams inverted or at an angle or viewing them with the eyes half closed are helpful.
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Thousands upon thousands of persons handle our silver dollar,

but few happen to observe the lion's head which lies concealed in the

representation of the familiar head of Liberty; frequently even a care-

ful examination fails to detect this hidden emblem of British rule;

but, as before, when once found, it is quite obvious (Fig. 2). For simi-

lar reasons it is a great aid in looking for an object to know what to

look for; to be readily found, the object, though lost to sight, should

be to memory clear. Searching is a mental process similar to the

matching of a piece of fabric in texture or color, when one has for-

gotten the sample and must rely upon the remembrance of its appear-
ance. If the recollection is clear and distinct, recognition takes place
when the judgment decides that what the physical eye sees corresponds
to the image in the mind's eye; with an indistinct mental image the

Fig. 2.—In order to see the lion's head, hold the dollar exactly inverted and the head will be

discovered lacing the left, as above outlined. It is clearer on the dollar itself than in this

reproduction.

recognition becomes doubtful or faulty. The novice in the use of the

microscope experiences considerable difficulty in observing the ap-

pearance which his instructor sees and describes, and this because his

conception of the object to be seen is lacking in precision. Hence

his training in the use of the microscope is distinctly aided by con-

sulting the illustrations in the text-book, for thev enable his mental

eye to realize the pictures which it should entertain. He may be

altogether too much influenced by the pictures thus suggested to his

mental vision, and draw what is really not under his microscope at

all; much as the young arithmetician will manage to obtain the

answer which the book requires even at the cost of a resort to very
unmathematical processes. For training in correct and accurate

vision it is necessary to acquire an alert mental eye that observes all

that is objectively visible, but does not permit the subjective to add

to or modify what is really present.
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The importance of the mind's eye in ordinary vision is also well

illustrated in cases in which we see or seem to see what is not really

rD
Fig. 3.—Observe the appearance of these letters at a distance of ci^ht to twelve feet. An in-

teresting method of testing the activity of the mind's eye with these letters is described

in the text.

present, but what for one cause or another it is natural to suppose is

present. A very familiar instance of this process is the constant over-

looking of misprints
—false letters, transposed letters, and missing

letters—unless these happen to be particularly striking. We see only

Fig. 3a. Fig. 36.

the general physiognomy of the word and the detailed features are

supplied from within; in this case it is the expected that happens.

Reading is done largely by the mental eye; and entire words, obvi-

ously suggested by the context, are sometimes read in, when they
have been accidentally omitted. This is more apt to occur with the

Fig. 4.—For description, see text.

irregular characters used in manuscript than in the more distinct

forms of the printed alphabet, and is particularly frequent in reading
over what one has himself written. In reading proof, however, we
are eager to detect misprints, and this change in attitude helps to
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make them visible. It is difficult to illustrate this process inten-

tionally, because the knowledge that one's powers of observation are

about to be tested places one on one's guard, and thus suppresses the

natural activity of the mind's eye and draws unusual attention to

objective details. Let the reader at this point hold the page at some

distance off—say, eight or twelve feet—and draw an exact reproduc-

tion of the letters shown in Fig. 3. Let him not read further until

this has been done, and perhaps he may find that he has introduced

strokes which were not present in the original. If this is not the case,

let him try the test upon those who are ignorant of its nature, and he

will find that most persons will supply light lines to complete the con-

tours of the letters which in the original are suggested but not really

present; the original outline, Fig. da, becomes something like Fig. 3fr,

1 1
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a table a figure (Fig. 4) made of light cardboard, fastened to blocks

of wood at the base so that the pieces would easily stand upright.

The middle piece, which is rectangular and high, was placed a little

in front of the rest of the figure. The students were asked to de-

Fig. 7.—This is a highly enlarged reproduction taken from a half-tone process print of Lord

Kelvin. It appeared in the Photographic Times.

scribe precisely what they saw, and with one exception they all de-

scribed, in different words, a semicircular piece of cardboard with

a rectangular piece in front of it. In reality there was no half-circle

of cardboard, but only parts of two quarter-circles. The students,

of course, were well aware that their physical eyes could not see what

was behind the middle cardboard, but they inferred that the two

side pieces were parts of one continuous semicircle. This they saw,

so far as they saw it at all, with their mind's eye.

There is a further interesting class of illustrations in which a

single outward impression changes its character according as it is

viewed as representing one thing or another. In a general way we

see the same thing all the time, and the image on the retina does

not change. But as we shift the attention from one portion of the

view to another, or as we view it with a different mental conception

of what the figure represents, it assumes a different aspect, and to our

mental eye becomes quite a different thing. A slight but interesting

change takes place if we view Fig. 5 first with the conception that the

black is the pattern to be seen and the white the background, and

again try to see the white as the pattern against a black background.

I give a further illustration of such a change in Fig. 6. In our first
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and natural view of this we focus the attention upon the black lines

and observe the familiar illusion, that the four vertical lines seem far

from parallel. That they are parallel can be verified by measure-

ment, or by covering up all of the diagram except the four main

Fig. 8.—This drawing may be viewed as

the representation of a book standing

on its half-opened covers as seen from

the back of the book
;
or as the inside

view of an open book showing the pages.

Fig. 10.—The smaller square may be re-

garded as either the nearer face of a

projecting figure or as the more distant

face of a hollow figure.

Fig. 9.—When th"s figure is

viewed as an arrow, the up-

per or feathered end seems
flat

; when the rest of the

arrow is covered, the feath-

ered end may be made to

project or recede like the

book cover in Fig. 8.

lines. But if the white part of the diagram is conceived as the de-

sign against a black background, then the design is no longer the

same, and with this change the illusion disappears, and the four

lines seem parallel, as they really are. It may require a little effort

to bring about this change, but it is very marked when once realized.

A curious optical effect which in part illustrates the change in

appearance under different aspects is reproduced in Fig. 7. In this

case the enchantment of distance is necessary to produce the trans-

formation. Viewed at the usual reading distance, we see nothing
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but an irregular and meaningless assemblage of black and white

blotches. At a distance of fifteen to eighteen feet, however, a man's

head appears quite clearly. Also observe that after the head has

once been realized it becomes possible to obtain suggestions of it at

nearer distances.

A much larger class of ambiguous diagrams consists of those

which represent by simple outlines familiar geometrical forms or

objects. We cultivate such a use of our eyes, as indeed of all our

faculties, as will on the whole lead to the most profitable results. As
a rule, the particular impression is not so important as what it repre-

sents. Sense impressions are simply the symbols or signs of things

Fig. 12.—In this scroll the left half may at

first seem concave and the right convex,
it then seems to roll or advance like a

wave, and the left seems convex and the

right concave, as though the trough of

the wave had become the crest, and vice

versa.

Fig. 11.—This represents an ordinary table-

glass, the bottom of the glass and the en-

tire rear side, except the upper portion,

being seen through the transparent nearer

side, and the rear apparently projecting
above the front. But it fluctuates in ap-

pearance between this and a view of the

glass in which the bottom is seen directly,

partly from underneath, the whole of the

rear side is seen through the transparent

front, and the front projects above the

back.

or ideas, and the thing or the idea is more important than the sign.

Accordingly, we are accustomed to interpret lines, whenever we can,

as the representations of objects. We are well aware that the can-

vas or the etching or the photograph before us is a flat surface in

two dimensions, but we see the picture as the representation of solid

objects in three dimensions. This is the illusion of pictorial art. So

strong is this tendency to view lines as the symbols of things that if

there is the slightest chance of so viewing them, we invariably do so;

for we have a great deal of experience with things that present their

contours as lines, and very little with mere lines or surfaces. If we
view outlines only, without shading or perspective or anything to

definitely suggest what is foreground and what background, it be-

comes possible for the mind to supply these details and see fore-

ground as background, and vice versa.

A good example to begin with is Fig. 8. These outlines will
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probably suggest at first view a book, or better a book cover, seen

with its back toward you and its sides sloping away from you; but
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side nearest to me, seems directed downward and to the left; again,

it has shifted its position and is no longer the front, and the side

which appears to be the front seems directed upward and to the right.

The presence of the diagonal line makes the change more striking:

in one position it runs from the left-hand rear upper corner to the

right-hand front lower corner; while in the other it connects the left-

hand front upper corner with the right-hand rear lower corner.

Fig. 15 will probably seem at first glimpse to be the view of a

flight of steps which one is about to ascend from right to left. Im-

Fig. 15a. Fig. 155.

Fig. 15.

Figs. 15, 15a, and 156.—The two views of Fig. 15 described in the text are brought out more

clearly in Figs. 15a and 155. The shaded portion tends to be regarded as the nearer face.

Fig. 15a is more apt to suggest the steps seen as we ascend them. Fig. 155 seems to rep-

resent the hollowed-out structure underneath the steps. But even with the shading the

dual interpretation is possible, although less obvious.

agine it, however, to be a view of the under side of a series of steps;

the view representing the structure of overhanging solid masonwork
seen from underneath. At first it may be difficult to see it thus, be-

cause the view of steps which we are about to mount is a more

natural and frequent experience than the other; but by staring at it

with the intention of seeing it differently the transition will come,

and often quite unexpectedly.
The blocks in Fig. 16 are subject to a marked fluctuation. Now
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the black surfaces represent the bottoms of the blocks, all pointing-

downward and to the left, and now the black surfaces have changed

and have become the tops pointing upward and to the right. For

some the changes come at will; for others they seem to come unex-

pectedly, but all are aided by anticipating mentally the nature of the

transformation. The effect here is quite striking, the blocks seeming

almost animated and moving through space. In Fig. 17 a similar ar-

rangement serves to create an illusion as to the real number of blocks

present. If viewed in one way—the black surface forming the tops

of the blocks—there seem to be six arranged as in Fig. 18; but

Fig. 16.—This interesting figure (which is reproduced with modifications from Scripture—The

New Psychology) is subject in a striking way to interchanges between foreground and

background. Most persons find it difficult to maintain for any considerable time either

aspect of the blocks (these aspects are described in the text) ; some can change them at

will, others must accept the changes as they happen to come.

when the transformation has taken place and the black surfaces

have become the overhanging bottoms of the boxes, there are seven,

arranged as in Fig. 19. Somewhat different, but still belonging

to the group of ambiguous figures, is the ingenious conceit of the

duck-rabbit shown in Fig. 20. When it is a rabbit, the face looks to

the right and a pair of ears are conspicuous behind; when it is a

duck, the face looks to the left and the ears have been changed into

the bill. Most observers find it difficult to hold either interpretation

steadily, the fluctuations being frequent, and coming as a surprise.

All these diagrams serve to illustrate the principle that when the

objective features are ambiguous we see one thing or another accord-

ing to the impression that is in the mind's eye; what the objective

factors lack in definiteness the subjective ones supply, while familiar-
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ity, prepossession, as well as other circumstances influence the result.

These illustrations show conclusively that seeing is not wholly an

objective matter depending upon what there is to be seen, but is

very considerably a subjective matter depending upon the eye that

sees. To the same observer a given arrangement of lines now ap-

pears as the representation of one object and now of another; and

Fig. 17a. Fig. 176.

Fig. 17.

Figs. 17, 17a, and 176.—How many blocks are there in this pile? Six or seven ? Note the

change in arrangement of the blocks as they change in number from six to seven. This

change is illustrated in the text. Figs. 17a and 17b show the two phases of a group of ai.y

three of the blocks. The arrangement of a pyramid of six blocks seems the more stable

and is usually first suggested ;
but hold the page inverted, and you will probably see the

alternate arrangement (with, however, the black surfaces still forming the tops). And
once knowing what to look for, you will very likely be able to see either arrangement,
whether the diagram be held inverted or not. This method of viewing the figures upside

down and in other positions is also suggested to bring out the changes indicated in Figs.

13, 13a, 136, and in Figs. 15, 15a, 156.

from the same objective experience, especially in instances that de-

mand a somewhat complicated exercise of the senses, different ob-

servers derive very different impressions.

ISTot only when the sense-impressions are ambiguous or defective,

but when they are vague
—when the light is dim or the forms obscure
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—does the mind's eye eke out the imperfections of physical vision.

The vague conformations of drapery and make-up that are identi-

fied and recognized in spiritualistic seances illustrate extreme in-

OOO
OOO

OO
OO

Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

stances of this process. The whitewashed tree or post that momen-

tarily startles us in a dark country lane takes on the guise that ex-

pectancy gives it. The mental predisposition here becomes the

dominant factor, and the timid see as ghosts what their more sturdy

companions recognize as whitewashed posts. Such experiences we
ascribe to the action of suggestion and the imagination

—the cloud
"
that's almost in shape like a camel," or

"
like a weasel," or

"
like a

whale." But throughout our visual experiences there runs thi^

Fig. 20.—Do you see a duck or a rabbit, or either? (From Harper's Weekly, originally in

Kliegende Blatter.)

double strain, now mainly outward and now mainly inward, from the

simplest excitements of the retina up to the realms where fancy

soars freed from the confines of sense, and the objective finds its

occupation gone.
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NATURE STUDY IN THE PHILADELPHIA NORMAL
SCHOOL.

By L. L. W. WILSON, Ph. D.

~TTT~HEN it was first proposed to me to write for the Popular Sci-

V V ence Monthly a brief account of the biological laboratories in

the Philadelphia Normal School, and of the Nature work carried on

under my direction in the School of Observation and Practice, I felt

that I could not do justice either to the place or the work; for, in

my judgment, the equipment of the laboratories and the work done

in connection with them are finer than anything else of the kind

either in this country or abroad—a statement which it seemed to me
that I could not make with becoming modesty. But, after all, it is

not great Babylon that I have built, but a Babylon builded for me,
and to fail to express my sense of its worth is to fail to do justice to

Dr. "W. P. Wilson, formerly of the University of Pennsylvania, to

whom their inception was due; to Mr. Simon Gratz, president of the

Board of Education, who from the beginning appreciated their value,

and without whose aid they never would have taken visible form; to

the principals of the two schools, and, above all, to my five assistants,

whose knowledge, zeal, and hard work have contributed more than

anything else to the rapid building up of the work.

The Laboratories and their Equipment.—The rooms occupied

by the botanical and zoological departments of the normal school

measure each seventy by twenty feet. A small workroom for the

teachers cuts off about ten feet of this length from each room. In the

middle of the remaining space stands a demonstration table fur-

nished with hot and cold water. Each laboratory is lighted from the

side by ten windows. From them extend the tables for the students.

These give plenty of drawer space and closets for dissecting and

compound microscopes. Those in the zoological room are also pro-

vided with sinks. Each student is furnished with the two micro-

scopes, stage and eyepiece micrometers, a drawing camera, a set of

dissecting instruments, glassware, note-books, text-books, and general

literature.

The walls opposite the windows are in both rooms lined with

cases, in which there is a fine synoptic series.

In the botanical laboratory this systematic collection begins with

models of bacteria and ends with trees. In other cases, placed in the

adjoining corridor, are representatives, either in alcohol or by means

of models, of most of the orders of flowering plants, as well as a series

illustrating the history of the theory of cross-fertilization, and the

various devices by which it is accomplished; another, showing the

VOL. L1V.—23
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different methods of distribution of seeds and fruits; another, of

parasitic plants; and still another showing the various devices by
means of which plants catch animals.

As an example of the graphic and thorough way in which these

illustrations are worked out, the pines may be cited. There are fos-

sils; fine specimens of pistillate and staminate flowers in alcohol;

cones; a drawing of the pollen; large models of the flowers; models

of the seeds, showing the embryo and the various stages of germina-

tion; cross and longitudinal sections of the wood; drawings showing
its microscopic structure; pictures of adult trees; and samples illus-

trating their economic importance. For the last, the long-leaved

pine of the South is used, and samples are exhibited of the tur-

pentine, crude and refined; tar and the oil of tar; resin; the leaves;

the same boiled in potash; the same hatcheled into wool; yarn, bag-

ging and rope made from the wool; and its timber split, sawn, and

dressed.

The series illustrating the fertilization of flowers begins with a

large drawing, adapted by one of the students from Gibson, showing
the gradual evolution of the belief in cross-fertilization from 1682,

when ISTehemiah Grew first declared that seed would not set unless

pollen reached the stigma, down to Darwin, who first demonstrated

the advantages of cross-fertilization and showed many of the de-

vices of plants by which this is accomplished. The special devices

are then illustrated with models and large drawings. First comes the

dimorphic primrose; then follows trimorphic Lythrum, to the beau-

tiful model of which is appended a copy of the letter in which Dar-

win wrote to Gray of his discovery:

" But I am almost stark, staring mad over Lythrum. ... I

should rather like seed of Mitchella. But, oh, Lythrum!
" Your utterly mad friend,

"C. Darwin."

Models of the cucumber, showing the process of its formation,

and the unisexual flowers complete this series. Supplementing this

are models and drawings of a large number of flowers, illustrating

special devices by which cross-fertilization is secured, such as the

larkspur, butter and eggs, orchids, iris, salvia, several composites, the

milkweed, and, most interesting of all, the Dutchman's pipe. This

is a flower that entices flies into its curved trumpet and keeps them

there until they become covered with the ripe pollen. Then the

hairs wither, the tube changes its position, the fly is permitted to

leave, carrying the pollen thus acquired to another flower with the

same result.
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Pictures and small busts of many naturalists adorn both of the

rooms. Of these the most notable is an artist proof of Mercier's

beautiful etching of Darwin. Every available inch of wall space
is thus occupied, or else, in the botanical laboratory, has on it

mounted fungi, lichens, seaweeds, leaf cards, pictures of trees,

grasses, and other botanical objects.

The windows are beautiful with hanging plants from side

brackets meeting the wealth of green on the sill. Here are found

in one window ferns, in another the century plant; in others still,

specimens of economic plants
—

cinnamon, olive, banana, camphor.
On the tables are magnificent specimens of palms, cycads, dracsenas,

and aspidistras, and numerous aquaria filled with various water

plants. Most of these plants are four years old, and all of them are

much handsomer than when they first became the property of the

laboratory. How much intelligent and patient care this means only
those who have attempted to raise plants in city houses can know.

The zoological laboratory is quite as beautiful as the botanical,

for it, too, has its plants and pictures. It is perhaps more interesting

because of its living elements. Think of a schoolroom in which are

represented alive types of animals as various as these: amoeba, vor-

ticella, hydra, worms, muscles, snails and slugs of various kinds,

crayfish, various insects, including a hive of Italian bees, goldfish,

minnows, dace, catfish, sunfish, eels, tadpoles, frogs, newts, salaman-

ders, snakes, alligators, turtles, pigeons, canaries, mice, guinea-pigs,

rabbits, squirrels, and a monkey! Imagine these living animals sup-

plemented by models of their related antediluvian forms, or fossils,

by carefully labeled dissections, by preparations and pictures illus-

trating their development and mode of life; imagine in addition to

this books, pamphlets, magazines, and teachers further to put you in

touch with this wonderful world about us, and you will then have

some idea of the environment in which it is the great privilege of our

students to live for five hours each week.

In addition to these laboratories there is a lecture room furnished

with an electric lantern. Here each week is given a lecture on general

topics, such as evolution and its problems, connected with the work

of the laboratories.

The Course of Study pursued by the Normal. Students.—
Botany: In general, the plants and the phenomena of the chang-

ing seasons are studied as they occur in Nature. In the fall there

are lessons on the composites and other autumn flowers, on fruits,

on the ferns, mosses, fungi, and other cryptogams. In the winter

months the students grow various seeds at home, carefully drawing
and studying every stage in their development. Meanwhile, in the

laboratory, they examine microscopically and macroscopically the
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seeds themselves and the various food supplies stored within. By
experimentation they get general ideas of plant physiology, begin-

ning with the absorption of water by seeds, the change of the food

supply to soluble sugar, the method of growth, the functions, the

histology, and the modifications of stem, root, and leaves. In the

spring they study the buds and trees, particularly the conifers, and

the different orders of flowering plants.

The particular merit of the work is that it is so planned that each

laboratory lesson compels the students to reason. Having once thus

obtained their information, they are required to drill themselves

out of school hours until the facts become an integral part of their

knowledge.
For the study of fruits, for example, they are given large

trays, each divided into sixteen compartments, plainly labeled with

the name of the seed or fruit within. Then, by means of questions,

the students are made to read for themselves the story which each

fruit has to tell, to compare it with the others, and to deduce from

this comparison certain general laws.

After sufficient laboratory practice of this kind they are re-

quired to read parts of Lubbock's Flower, Fruit, and Leaves, Kerner's

Natural History of Plants, "Wallace's Tropical Nature, and Darwin-

ism, etc.

Finally, they are each given a type-written summary of the work,

and after a week's notice are required to pass a written examina-

tion.

Zoology: The course begins in the fall with a rather thorough

study of the insects, partly because they are then so abundant, and

partly because a knowledge of them is particularly useful to the grade

teacher in the elementary schools.

The locust is studied in detail. Tumblers and aquaria are utilized

as vivaria, so that there is abundant opportunity for the individual

study of living specimens. Freshly killed material is used for dis-

section, so that students have no difficulty in making out the internal

anatomy, which is further elucidated with large, home-made charts,

each of which shows a single system, and serves for a text to teach

them the functions of the various organs as worked out by modern

physiologists.

They then study, always with abundant material, the other in-

sects belonging to the same group. They are given two such insects,

a bug, and two beetles, and required to classify them, giving reasons

for so doing. While this work is going on they have visited the bee-

hive in small groups, sometimes seeing the queen and the drone, and

always having the opportunity to see the workers pursuing their vari-

ous occupations, and the eggs, larvse, and pupce in their different
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states of development. Beautiful models of the bees and of the comb,

together with dry and alcoholic material, illustrate further this meta-

morphosis, by contrast making clearer the exactly opposite meta-

morphosis of the locust.

At least one member of each of the other orders of insects is

compared with these two type forms, and, although only important

points are considered at all, yet from one to two hours of laboratory

work are devoted to each specimen. This leisurely method of work

is pursued to give the students the opportunity, at least, to think for

themselves. When the subject is finished they are then given a

searching test. This is never directly on their required reading, but

planned to show to them and to their teachers whether they have

really assimilated what they have seen and studied.

After this the myriapods, the earthworm, and peripatus are

studied, because of their resemblance to the probable ancestors of

insects. In the meantime they have had a dozen or more fully illus-

trated lectures on evolution, so that at the close of this series of les-

sons they are expected to have gained a knowledge of the methods of

studying insects, whether living or otherwise, a working hypothesis

for the interpretation of facts so obtained, and a knowledge of one

order, which will serve admirably as a basis for comparison in much
of their future work.

They then take up, more briefly, the relatives of the insects, the

spiders and crustaceans, following these with the higher inverte-

brates, reaching the fish in April. This, for obvious reasons, is their

last dissection. But with living material, and the beautiful prepara-

tions and stuffed specimens with which the laboratory is filled, they

get a very general idea of the reptiles, birds, and mammals. This

work is of necessity largely done by the students out of school hours.

For example, on a stand on one of the tables are placed the various

birds in season, with accompanying nests containing the proper quota

of eggs. Books and pamphlets relating to the subject are placed

near. Each student is given a syllabus which will enable her to

study these birds intelligently indoors and out, if she wishes to

do so.

In the spring are taken up the orders of animals below the insect,

and for the last lesson a general survey of all the types studied gives

them the relationships of each to the other.

The Course of Study pursued in the School of Practice.—In

addition to the plants and animals about them, the children study

the weather, keeping a daily record of their observations, and sum-

marizing their results at the end of the month. In connection with

the weather and plants they study somewhat carefully the soil and,

in this connection, the common rocks and minerals of Philadelphia
—
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gneiss, mica schist, granite, sandstone, limestones, quartz, mica, and

feldspar.

As in the laboratories, so here the effort is made to teach

the children to reason, to read the story told by the individual plant,

or animal, or stone, or wind, or cloud. A special effort is made to

teach them to interpret everyday Nature as it lies around them. For

this reason frequent short excursions into the city streets are made.

Those who smile and think that there is not much of Nature to be

found in a city street are those who have never looked for it.

Enough material for study has been gathered in these excursions to

make them a feature of this work, even more than the longer ones

which they take twice a year into the country.

Last year I made not less than eighty such short excursions, each

time with classes of about thirty-five. They were children of from

seven to fourteen years of age. Without their hats, taking with

them note-books, pencils, and knives, they passed with me to the

street. The passers-by stopped to gaze at us, some with expressions

of amusement, others of astonishment; approval sometimes, quite

frequently the reverse. But I never once saw on the part of the

children a consciousness of the mild sensation that they were creating.

They went for a definite purpose, which was always accomplished.

The children of the first and second years study nearly the same

objects. Those of the third and fourth years review this general

work, studying more thoroughly some one type. When they enter

the fifth year, they have considerable causal knowledge of the fa-

miliar plants and animals, of the stones, and of the weather. But,

what is more precious to them, they are sufficiently trained to be

able to look at new objects with a truly
"
seeing eye."

The course of study now requires general ideas of physiology,

and, in consequences, the greater portion of their time for science is

devoted to this subject. I am glad to be able to say, however, that

it is not
" School Physiology

" which they study, but the guinea-pig

and The Wandering Jew !

In other words, I let them find out for themselves how and what

the guinea-pig eats; how and what he expires and inspires; how and

why he moves. Along with this they study also plant respiration,

transpiration, assimilation, and reproduction, comparing these pro-

cesses with those of animals, including themselves.

The children's interest is aroused and their observation stimulated

t>y the constant presence in the room with them of a mother guinea-

pig and her child. Nevertheless, I have not hesitated to call in out-

side materials to help them to understand the work. A series of

lessons on the lime carbonates, therefore, preceded the lessons on

respiration; an elephant's tooth, which I happened to have, helped
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to explain the guinea-pig's molars; and a microscope and a frog's

leg made real to them the circulation of the blood.

In spite of the time required for the physiology, the fifth-year

children have about thirty lessons on minerals; the sixth-year, the

same number on plants; and the seventh-year, on animals; and it

would be difficult to decide which of these subjects rouses their great-

est enthusiasm.

PKINCIPLES OF TAXATION.*

By the Late Hon. DAVID A. WELLS.

XX. THE LAW OF THE DIFFUSION OF TAXES.

PART I.

NO attempt ought to be made to construct or formulate an

economically correct, equitable, and efficient system of taxa-

tion which does not give full consideration to the method or extent to

which taxes diffuse themselves after their first incidence. On this

subject there is a great difference of opinion, which has occasioned,

for more than a century, a vast and never-ending discussion on the

part of economic writers. All of this, however, has resulted in no

generally accepted practical conclusions; has been truthfully charac-

terized by a leading French economist (M. Parieu) as marked in no

small part by the
"
simplicity of ignorance," and from a somewhat

complete review (recently published f) of the conflicting theories

advanced by participants one rises with a feeling of weariness and

disgust.

The majority of economists, legislators, and the public generally

incline to the opinion that taxes mainly rest where they are laid, and

are not shifted or diffused to an extent that requires any recognition

* It is fortunate that Mr. Wells had practically completed his essays on taxation

before death put an end to his activity. The manuscript of two chapters was found among
his papers

—one on the Best Methods of Taxation, and the other on the Law of the Diffu-

sion of Taxes, begun in this number. The first manuscript has some pages missing, and

it has been thought best to postpone its publication, in the hope that the missing pages

may be found. It is evident that the last touches were yet to be put upon the chapter on

the diffusion of taxes—a chapter that was to sum up the theory of taxation developed by

the writer. So much of that summary is contained in it as to make the meaning of Mr.

Wells unmistakable, and its publication is further amply justified by the number of practical

illustrations and happy application of theory to fact, in the selection and explanation of

which the author excelled. The entire series, which has been running in the Popular Sci-

ence Monthly for more than three years, will now be collected in a volume—a worthy

memorial to one whose powers of popular exposition of abstract problems placed him

among the first of economists in the United States.

f On the Shifting and Incidence of Taxation, by Prof. Edwin R. Seligman, 1892.
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in the enactment of statutes for their assessment. Thus, a tax com-
mission of Massachusetts, as the result of their investigations, arrived

at the conclusion that
"
the tendency of taxes is that they must be

paid by the actual persons on whom they are levied." But a little

thought must, however, make clear that unless the advancement of

taxes and their final and actual payment are one and the same thing,
the Massachusetts statement is simply an evasion of the main question
at issue, and that its authors had no intelligent conception of it.

A better proposition, and one that may even be regarded as an

economic axiom, is that, regarding taxation as a synonym for a force,
as it really is, it follows the natural and invariable law of all forces,

and distributes itself in the line of least resistance. It is also valuable

as indicating the line of inquiry most likely to lead to exact and prac-
tical conclusions. But beyond this it lacks value, inasmuch as it

fails to embody any suggestions as to the best method of making the

involved principle a basis for any general system for correct taxation;
inasmuch as

"
the line of least resistance

"
is not a positive factor,

and may be and often is so arranged as to make levies on the part of

the State under the name of taxation subservient to private rather

than public interests. Under such circumstances the question natu-

rally arises, What is the best method for determining, at least, the

approximative truth in respect to this vexed subject? A manifestly
correct answer would be: first, to avoid at the outset all theoretic

assumptions as a basis for reasoning; second, to obtain and marshal

all the facts and conditions incident to the inquiry or deducible from

experience; third, recognize the interdependence of all such facts

and conclusions; fourth, be practical in the highest degree in accept-

ing things as they are, and dealing with them as they are found; and

on such a basis attention is next asked to the following line of in-

vestigations.

It is essential at the outset to correct reasoning that the distinc-

tion between taxation and spoliation be kept clearly in view. That

only is entitled to be called a tax law which levies uniformly upon
all the subjects of taxation; which does not of itself exempt any part
of the property of the same class which is selected to bear the primary
burden of taxation, or by its imperfections to any extent permits such

exemptions. All levies or assessments made by the State on the

persons, property, or business of its citizens that do not conform to

such conditions are spoliations, concerning which nothing but irregu-

larity can be predicated; nothing positive concerning their diffusion

can be asserted; and the most complete collection of experiences in

respect to them can not be properly dignified as
"
a science." And

it may be properly claimed that from a nonrecognition or lack of

appreciation of the broad distinction between taxation and spoliation,
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the disagreement among economists respecting the diffusion of taxes

has mainly originated.

With this premise, let us next consider what facts and experi-

ences are pertinent to this subject, and available to assist in reach-

ing sound conclusions; proceeding very carefully and cautiously in

so doing, inasmuch as territory is to be entered upon that has not

been generally or thoroughly explored.

The facts and experiences of first importance in such inquiry are

that the examination of the tax rolls in any State, city, or muni-

cipality of the United States will show that surprisingly small num-

bers of persons primarily pay or advance any kind of taxes. It is not

probable that more than one tenth of the adult population or about

one twentieth of the entire population of the United States ever

come in contact officially with a tax assessor or tax collector. It is

also estimated that less than two per cent of the total population of

the United States advance the entire customs and internal revenue of

the Federal Government.

In the investigations made in 1871, by a commission created by
the Legislature of the State of New York to revise its laws relative to

the assessment and collection of taxes, it was found that in the city of

New York, out of a population of over one million in the above year,

only 8,920 names, or less than one per cent of this great multitude

of people, had "
any household furniture, money, goods, chattels,

debts due from solvent debtors, whether on account of contract, note,

bond, or mortgage, or any public stocks, or stocks in moneyed cor-

porations, or in general any personal property of which the assessors

could take cognizance for taxation "; and further, that not over four

per cent, or, say, forty thousand persons out of the million, were sub-

ject to any primary tax in respect to the ownership of any property

whatever, real or personal; while only a few years subsequent, or in

1875, the regular tax commissioners of New York estimated that of

the property defined and described by the laws of the State as per-

sonal property, an amount approximating two thousand million dol-

lars in value was held in New York city alone. Later investigations

show that this state of things has continued. Thus, in 1895, out of

a population of about two million, it was estimated that only seventy-

nine thousand, or not over four per cent of the inhabitants of the

city, were subject to primary taxation, and that one half the whole

amount collected in that year was paid by less than a thousand per-

sons. In the city of Boston, where the tax laws are executed in the

most arbitrary manner, the ratio of population directly assessed is

somewhat greater, but aside from the poll tax, which is a per capita

and not a property tax, only 7.27 per cent of residents paid a prop-

erty tax in 1895 out of a population of 494,205. In one of the
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smaller cities of Massachusetts, where persons and property are

capable of more thorough, supervision than larger numbers and

areas—namely, the city of Springfield, with a population of about

fifty thousand—the report of its tax officials shows that for the

year 1894-'95 the number of persons and corporations assessed

on property (mainly real estate) was 7,745, or one for every 6.4 of

its citizens, while 10,560 other citizens were assessed for a poll tax

of two dollars only. Of the total amount of taxes assessed—namely,

$735,948—the above number, 10,560, paid only $21,120; and this

is the experience generally throughout the United States, as it will

be in every country under a free popular government, where arbitrary

inquisitions and arrests of persons and seizures of property are not

allowed, and where a soldier does not practically stand behind every
tax assessor and collector.

The time (1871) when the personal investigations above referred

to were made was when the masses of the city of New York were

moved with indignation at the misuse and private appropriation by a

few officials (Tweed and his associates) of the municipal revenues

raised by taxation, under cover of instituting public improvements,
and which finally led to their prosecution, imprisonment, or self-

imposed exile; and the questions which naturally suggested them-

selves were : If only some forty thousand of the million in New York

city paid the taxes, what interest had the other nine hundred and

sixty thousand who never saw the face of a tax assessor or collector

in opposing corruption? What, in an honest administration of the

city government and in a reduction of taxes ? Must it not be for the

interest of the many that the expenditures of the State shall always
be as large as possible? Must they not be benefited by exorbitant

taxes on the owners of property, and a distribution of the money col-

lected, even if stolen by corruptionists, but spent by them lavishly

on enterprises that will furnish new opportunities for employment or

amusement for the masses? Clearly, so far as any personal experi-

ence growing out of any direct assessment and levy was concerned,

ninety-six per cent of the population of the city had no more cause

of personal grievance by reason of the unlawful taking of money
from the city treasury than they would have had at the taking of

an equivalent amount from the municipal treasuries of London, Paris,

or any other city.

The answer to these questions is to be found in the fact, as John

Adams once remarked, that
"

if the Creator had given man a reason

that is fallible, he has also impressed upon him an instinct that is

sure." And this instinct teaches the masses everywhere, though they
have never read a book on political economy, or heard any one dis-

course learnedly on the principles of taxation, that if taxes are in-
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creased, either by a lawful or unlawful expenditure of public money,
they can not in any possible way avoid paying some portion of its

increase; or, in other words, that increased taxes meant increased

cost of living, through increased rents, increased price of fuel, cloth-

ing, and provisions, and possibly diminished opportunity to labor

through such increased cost of the products of labor as would limit

and restrict markets or consumption. In short, that taxes inevi-

tably fall upon them through the increased price of all they con-

sume, even if they pay nothing to the tax collector directly. A large

proportion of the masses of the city of New York in 1871—'72, who

paid no taxes directly, accordingly and spontaneously joined hands

with the comparatively few of their fellow-citizens who did pay in

resisting extravagance and corruption.*
We are thus led up and forced to the recognition of two proposi-

tions, or rather principles, in respect to taxation that can not be

invalidated. The first is, that it is not necessary that a tax assessor

or collector should personally assess and levy upon every citizen of a

State or community in order that all should be compelled to con-

tribute of his property for the support of such State or community;
second, that there is an inexorable law by which every man must

bear a portion of the burden of public expendiures, even though the

official assessors take no direct cognizance of him whatever.

The following incident may here be cited as instructive: In one

of the recent official hearings before a legislative committee of one

of the States, a strenuous advocate of the popular doctrine that there

was and could be no such thing as equality in taxation except by
rigidly taxing everybody directly for all his property, of every

description, both real and personal, and that to not tax immediately
and directly was, in at least a great degree, to exempt from taxation,

expressed himself as entirely opposed to any system of restricting

assessments to a comparatively few things, on the ground that it

would be a recognition in the United States of a system which in

Great Britain had ground down the masses into poverty. He, how-

ever, obtained some new light on the subject of nondiffusion by
being reminded that if the masses of England had been grievously

oppressed by taxation, it had been under a system of many years'

standing, which never in any way brings the tax collector in direct

contact with nineteen twentieths of the entire population; the cus-

* The assertion would not be warranted that the masses of New York were wholly unani-

mous in condemning Tweed, for a portion of them were undoubtedly well content with the

situation. He had curried favor with the very poor and ignorant by distributing coal and

flour, and making ostentatious presents of money ;
and these "

charities
"
are remembered

to this day in the poorer parts of New York city, and Tweed is esteemed by many as the

victim of injustice, and a man who suffered because he was the friend of the people.
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toms taxes of Great Britain being practically levied on only four

articles—spirits, tea, coffee, and tobacco; and the inland revenue also

on practically four—spirits, beer, legacies and successions, and stamps
(on deeds, insurance policies, bills of exchange, receipts, drafts, etc.).

Generalizing, then, on the basis of so broad a fact, how illogical and
unscientific was the assumption that whatever persons, property, or

business are not taxed directly are exempt from taxation!—and yet
the practical exemplification of such a system, in the case of England,
was a most efficient instrumentality for grinding the masses of her

people down to poverty.
On the other hand, to generalize from the experience of an indi-

vidual or a class in place of that of a nation or community, let us

take the case of a person who passes all the year in transitu—moving
backward and forward, for example, in a boat on the line of the

Erie Canal, or between the head waters of the Mississippi and its

mouth; a citizen of no one State, a resident in no one town, and

buying all that he eats, drinks, and wears wherever he can buy
cheapest. Does this man escape taxation because he has no permanent
situs (residence as a citizen), and is unknown by any assessor? If

he does, then his occupation is more profitable to the extent of the

taxes he avoids than is that of the individual who, following analo-

gous occupations, resides permanently in one location, and pays taxes

regularly; or else some notable, easily discernible cause, as undue

competition to obtain situations, will account for his exemption.
Let us next consider how practical experience definitely indicates

the line of least resistance, in conformity with which those con-

tributions of property or service which the State requires its citizens

to make for its support, and are worthy of designation as taxes, diffuse

themselves. Let us take first that form of indirect taxation which is

known as customs, or taxes on imports, one from which the Federal

Government of the United States has derived in recent years more
than half of its revenue, and Great Britain more than one fourth

of its total receipts from all forms of imperial taxes. That

all such taxes as a rule diffuse themselves, and ultimately fall upon
and are paid by final consumers, is capable of demonstration by a

great variety of evidence. Every remission of customs duties on the

imports into any country of its staple articles of consumption is fol-

lowed by a reduction of cost approximately equal to such reduction,

and a consequent increase in consumption. On the other hand, noth-

ing is better settled than that an increase in customs taxes on imported
articles as a rule increases prices and tends to reduce consumption.
When Great Britain, in 1863, reduced her taxes (duties) on her

imports of tea from Is. 5d. to Is. per pound, her importation of

tea increased from 114,000,000 pounds in 1862 to 139,000,000 in
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IS 66, and her per capita consumption during the same period from

2.70 pounds to 3.42 pounds; and again, when the duty was further

reduced in 1865 from Is. to 6d. per pound, the annual importations

increased from 139,000,000 in 1866 to 209,000,000 in 1881, and the

per capita consumption from 3.42 pounds to 4.58.

When by the act of October, 1890, the tax was removed from the

imports of crude sugars into the United States, the price of the same

went down almost immediately to an equal extent in all American

markets; while the consumption of sugar in the country increased from

an average of about fifty-four pounds per capita in 1890 to more than

sixty-seven pounds in 1892. A like result has attended a similar ex-

perience in respect to this in other countries, and especially in Great

Britain. Thus, the aggregate consumption of sugar by the British

people in 1844 was returned at 237,143 tons. A reduction of taxes

on its importation in 1864 increased its domestic use to 528,919 tons;

a reduction of fifty per cent on existing rates in 1870 made it 695,029

tons; another reduction of fifty per cent in 1873 carried up consump-
tion to 779,000 tons; and when, in 1874, all taxes on the imports of

sugar were abolished, the annual domestic consumption increased in

little more than a year's period to 930,000 tons. On the other hand,

when by the tariff act of 1890 an additional tax of half a cent per

pound was imposed on the import of tin plate into the United States,

tin plate went up to an equal extent in price all over the country; and

so also on pearl buttons, linen goods, and other articles of foreign pro-

duction on the importations of which the tariff taxes were largely

increased. By the tariff act of 1890, also, eggs, which could formerly

be imported into the United States free of duty, were made subject to

a tax of five cents per dozen. Since then the price of eggs imported

from Canada into districts of the United States within the same

sphere of territorial competition has been increased to the Ameri-

can consumers to almost exactly the extent of the import tax to

which they are subjected. Thus, when the price of eggs was ten

and a half cents per dozen in Toronto, they were sixteen cents in Buf-

falo and sixteen and a half to seventeen cents in New York. Such a

result would be unaccountable if the Canadian farmers paid the duty

on eggs sent by them to the United States.

It is interesting to here ask attention to the opinions entertained

and expressed by those whose situation and experience have qualified

them to speak with authority: "The duty constitutes the price of

the whole mass of the article in the market. It is substantially paid

on the article of domestic manufacture, as well as that of foreign pro-

duction
"
(John Quincy Adams).

"
I said it, and I stand by it, that

as a general rule the duties paid on imports operate as a tax upon the

consumer "
(John Sherman). Mr. Blaine, in his Twenty Years in
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Congress, says, speaking of the increase of duties on imports by the

tariff act of July 14, 1862, that it
" shut out still more conclusively

all competition from foreign fabrics. The increased cost was charged
to the consumer." Mr. McKinley, in 1890, in a report introducing
a bill for revision of the tariff of the United States, in the direction of

increased rates of duties on imports, said it was not the intent of the

bill
"
to further cut down prices," that the people were "

already

suffering from low prices," and would not be satisfied
" with legisla-

tion which will result in lower prices." In an elaborate opinion

given by the ISTew York Court of Appeals in 1851 (see vol. iv, New
York Reports), in which there was no suspicion of any issue of free

trade or protection, the courts, in carefully considering the relative

powers of the legislature and the judiciary in respect to taxation,

assumed the proposition that
"

all duties on imported goods are taxes

on the class of consumers "
to be in the nature of a self-evident truth

or economic axiom.

Henry Clay, in a celebrated speech in the United States House
of Representatives in 1833, in advocacy of a protective tariff policy,

candidly admitted that
"
in general it may be taken as a rule that

the duty upon an article forms a portion of its price." But he sub-

sequently qualified such admission by claiming that it does not fol-

low that any consequent enhancement of its price is a tax on con-

sumers, inasmuch as
"
directly or indirectly, in one form or another,

all consumers of protected articles, enhanced in price," will get an

equivalent. But this may be equally affirmed of all necessary and

equitable taxation, and does not in any way antagonize the theory that

the final incidence of the class of taxes under consideration falls on

consumption.

But, notwithstanding these conclusions and the incontrovertible

evidence by which they are supported, not a few persons occupying

places of great legislative influence, and no small part of the general

public, hold to the view that taxes on imports are really in the nature

of premiums paid by foreigners for the privilege of selling their

goods in the markets of the importing country, and do not fall on its

people who consume them. That means that if the foreigner has a

yard of cloth, or other commodity, which he sells at home for one

dollar, and the United States imposes a tariff of fifty cents on it, he

will then sell it for export to America at fifty cents. There is no in-

stance mentioned in history where this has ever been done, but history

unfortunately is rarely taken into account by the public in the dis-

cussion of these questions. In this connection the following his-

torical incident is interesting and instructive: In 1782 an attempt

by the Congress of the Confederation of the several American States

to provide a system of revenue to defray the general expenses of the
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Confederation by duties on imports, which then was not permissible,

was blocked by the refusal of the State of Rhode Island to concur

in it, the Legislature of that State unanimously rejecting the measure

for three reasons—one of which was that it would bear hardest on the

few commercial States, particularly Rhode Island, which in virtue

of their relations with foreign commerce monopolize imports, and

lightest on the agricultural States, that directly imported little or

nothing. Congress appointed Alexander Hamilton to draft a reply

to Rhode Island, and in his answer he relied mainly on what he re-

garded as an incontrovertible fact, that duties on imports would not

prove a charge on an importing State, but on the final consumers of

imports, wherever they may be located.

If the theory and assumption so confidently and generally as-

serted are to be accepted as correct, that the foreigner pays the pro-

tective taxes which a country levies on its imports, and that they do

not fall upon or are not paid by its people who consume them, then

it must follow that to the extent that a country taxes its imports it

lives at the expense of foreign nations; and that, as Great Britain is

the country with which the United States has the largest foreign

trade, it must pay the largest share of the customs taxes of the United

States, or a good share of its annual revenue from all sources. Atten-

tion is further asked to the exact practical application of this theory.

Thus, the United States in 1895 imported $36,438,196 worth of

woolen manufactures, on which it assessed and collected duties (taxes)

to the amount of $20,698,264, or 56.80 per cent of the value of

such imports. Certainly this was a pretty heavy tax on foreign na-

tions in respect to the sales of only one class of these commodities;

but it represented but a tithe of what the tariff taxes of the United

States, if paid by foreigners, cost them. Thus they had to sell their

woolens to the people of the latter country at less than half their

value in order to compensate for the 56.8 per cent tax. But a nation

engaged in foreign trade can not as a rule have two prices for the

product of its industries; or one price for what it sells at home and

another and different price for what it sells to foreigners. So the

fifty-six per cent deducted from the cost of the woolens sold by for-

eigners to the United States necessarily had to be deducted not only

from so much of their product consumed at home, but also from what

they sent for sale to all foreign countries. A further practical appli-

cation of this theory is worthy of consideration. As Great Britain

imposes no protective duties or taxes on its imports, it evidently can

not collect anything from other nations by the system of taxation

under consideration. On the other hand, the aggregate value of its

exports sent to foreign nations during the year 1892 was $1,135,-

000,000, and if these several nations taxed this value at the average
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rate which the United States imposed in 1894 on all its dutiable im-

ports
—

namely, fifty per cent—Great Britain obviously had to pay
some $557,000,000 in that year for the support of foreign govern-

ments; and while this has been the experience of Great Britain

for more than forty years of this century, she has as a nation been

increasing in wealth during this whole period.

Some of the recent official experiences of the Government of

the United States that are pertinent to the topic under considera-

tion are sufficiently curious to make them worthy of an economic

record. In a speech introducing a bill into the United States House
of Representatives, which subsequently resulted in the tariff act of

1890, the then chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means laid

down the following proposition :

" The Government ought not to

buy abroad what it can buy at home. Nor should it be exempted
from the laws it imposes upon its citizens."

This would seem to warrant the characterization of a discovery
that the United States had some reliable and important source of

revenue independent of taxation,* and that, by compelling the appli-

cation of a part of this income to the payment of taxes to itself, the

Government is placed upon an equality with the citizens. A
legitimate criticism on this proposition is that the idea that all

the income of the Treasury is derived from the people, and that to

transfer portions of this income from one official recipient to another

can have hardly any other result than an additional cost of book-

keeping, seems never to have entered the mind of the speaker.

Again, the United States tariff act of 1883 contained in its free

list a provision for the admittance of
"
articles imported for the use

of the United States, provided that the price of the same did not in-

clude the duty
"
imposed on such importations. Under the tariff act

of 1890 this provision was stricken out of the statute, with the result

that when the Government imported any articles for its own use which

were subject to duties (as, for example, materials to be used in the

National Bureau of Printing and Engraving), it was obliged, in vir-

tue of its nonexemption from the laws which it imposed on its own

citizens, to pay such duties itself. But as the Government has no

authority to expend money for any purpose without the authority

of Congress, the latter body accordingly authorized the Federal

Treasury to apropriate money from its tax receipts and make pay-

ments with the same to the customhouse, which the customhouse

was to immediately pay back into the Treasury. Just what process

* Of the net ordinary receipts of the Federal Government ($385,819,000) in 1893, only

about $12,000,000 was derived from sources that could not be regarded as taxes, and were

mainly receipts from the sales and surveys of public and Indian lands ($4,120,000) and of

other Government property.
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was gone through with to effect such a result the public was not

informed, but probably the collector of customs drew his warrant on

the Treasury, had the amount credited to his account, and then re-

credited to the Treasury. But, be this as it may, it is clear that the

Government, under the conditions above stated, paid the tax on its

imports ;
that the tax may be regarded in the light of a penalty on the

Government for importing articles for its own use; and that the

action of Congress in authorizing the Treasury to appropriate money
for the payment of such taxes was a recognition or admission by that

body that a tax upon imports neither puts anything in nor takes any-

thing from the pocket of the foreigner. Does it not, moreover, invest

with a degree of comicality a law enacted by the Congress of the

United States for the purpose of taxing foreign importers, which

necessitated the enactment by it of another law appropriating money
to enable the United States to pay customs taxes every time on every-

thing that it may import for its own use ?
*

Finally, if the foreigner

* In 1897 the merchant tailors of the United States, who ought to know something

about the incidence of a custom tax on imported clothing, united in a petition to Congress

asking that Americans returning from Europe be permitted to introduce only two suits of

foreign-made clothes free of duty ;
and in support of their request they comment as follows

on a ruling of the Treasury in respect to this matter: " Under this ruling it was possible to

enter free of duty vast quantities of foreign-made garments which had never been actually

in use, and which were so imported solely because there exists a relative difference of at

least fifty per cent in values between the cost of made-up garments in the United States

and Europe, thus saving to the purchaser of garments abroad one half of their actual value

upon arrival within the United States duty free." But if the foreigner who made and sold

the goods in question was liable to pay the duty on dutiable clothing, and attended to his

duty, there would be no profit to the returning tourist in importing clothing free of duty.

It is further evident also that American tailors agree in opinion with Alexander Hamilton

that the consumers of imported articles pay the customs taxes.

The records of the commercial relations between the United States and Canada are ex-

ceedingly instructive on this matter. They all show that for the products which the Cana-

dian sends to the United States, and on which somebody pays the duty, he receives exactly

the same price as for those products which he sends to England, on which nobody pays any

duty. This experience is exactly the same as that of the farmers of the Northwestern

States of the Federal Union, who usually get the same price for their wheat furnished to a

Minnesota flour mill, or for shipment to free-trade England, as to countries like France and

Germany, where heavy duties are assessed upon its import. The term "
usually

"
is employed,

for producers in the United States and Canada alike do not always get as large a price for

the articles they export as for the same articles they sell to their fellow-countrymen.

Again, if it be true, as the advocates of extreme protection assert, that the foreign exporter

and not the consumer pays the duties on goods sent by him for sale in this country, how

does it happen that it is not true concerning the farm produce and live stock exported from

Canada ? And why should American farmers be exempt from this rule in sending their

grain to Europe ? Has anybody ever known of England buying American products any

cheaper in New York than France or Germany, and is it not also true that the French or

German or Italian consumer usually pays at least the amount of the duty levied by his Gov-

ernment more for American products than his English competitor has, whose imports are

subjected to no duty? During the period from 1854 to 1866 there was, under the reci-

VOL. L1V.—24
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and not our citizens pays our customs taxes on imports, what is the

object of placing by specific statutes any article on the free list?

Why not let him continue to pay millions of taxes for us, as, for

example, on sugar?

OUR FLORIDA ALLIGATOR.

By I. W. BLAKE.

AN alligator is not an attractive creature. He has not a single
- virtue that can be named. He is cowardly, treacherous, hide-

ous. He is neither graceful nor even respectable in appearance. He
is not even amusing or grotesque in his ungainliness, for as a brute—
a brute unqualified

—he is always so intensely real, that one shrinks

from him with loathing; and a laugh at his expense while in his

presence would seem curiously out of place.

His personality, too, is strong. Once catch the steadfast gaze of

a free, adult alligator's wicked eyes, with their odd vertical pupils

fixed full upon your own, and the significance of the expression
"
evil eye," and the mysteries of snake-charming, hypnotism, and hoo-

dooism will be readily understood, for his brutish, merciless, un-

flinching stare is simply blood-chilling.

Zoologically the alligator belongs to the genus Crocodilus, and

he has all the hideousness of that family, lacking somewhat its

bloodthirstiness, although the American alligator is carnivorous by

nature, and occasionally cannibalistic. Strictly speaking, however,
the true alligator is much less dangerous than his relatives of the

Old World, and he is correspondingly less courageous.

One would suppose the saurians, or crocodilians, from their gen-
eral appearance to be huge lizards, but the resemblance is super-

ficial. The whole internal structure differs widely, and, subdivided

procity treaty, practically free trade between Canada and the United States in live stock,

wool, barley, rye, peas, oats, and other farm products, while subsequent to 1866, when

the reciprocity treaty had been repealed, duties were imposed on all these articles on their

import from Canada into the United States. During the first period Canadian horses,

for example, sold under free trade for shipment to the United States at from sixty-five

to eighty-five dollars each, while during the years next subsequent to 1866 the value of

the Canadian horses imported into the United States was returned at from ninety-two to one

hundred and four dollars each
;
thus showing that the United States tariff did not force the

Canadian horse breeders to lower their prices in order to compensate American purchasers

for the duties exacted. And as regards the other products mentioned, the official data show

that in no case did the imposition of duties under the United States tariff reduce the prices

paid by American purchasers to the Canadian farmers foi their products. These are very

commonplace, very familiar, and very convincing facts which ought to sil?nee all this talk

about the foreign exporter or anybody else but the consumer paying the duty ;
but it is not

at all probable that they will.
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into gavials, crocodiles, and alligators, they form a family by them-

selves which is widespread, extending into considerable areas of the

temperate regions.

All crocodilians are great, ungainly reptiles, having broad, de-

pressed bodies, short legs, and long, powerful, and wonderfully flexi-

ble tails which are compressed
—that is, flattened sideways. Upon

the upper surface of the tail lie two jagged or saw-toothed crests,

which unite near the middle of the appendage, continuing in a single

row to the extremity.
All have thick necks and bodies protected by regular transverse

rows of long, horny plates or shields, which are elevated in the center

into keel-shaped ridges, forming an armor that is quite bullet-proof.

The throat, the under side of the neck, and belly are not thus pro-

tected, and it is at these places, as well as at the eyes, and also just

behind the ears, that the hunter directs his aim.

The principal points of difference between a gavial and a croco-

dile are these: the former has very long, slender jaws, set with

twenty-seven teeth in each side of the upper jaw and with twenty-
five teeth in the under, while at the extremity of the snout there are

two holes, through which pass upward the lower large front teeth,

but all the remaining teeth are free, and slant well outward
;
whereas

a crocodile has a head that is triangular, the snout being the apex;
a narrow muzzle, and canine teeth in the lower jaw, which pass freely

upward in the notches in the side of the upper jaw.

An alligator has a broad, flat muzzle, and the canine teeth of

the lower jaw fit into sockets in the under surface of the upper jaw.

It is strictly an American form of the family. Its feet being much
less webbed, its habits are also less perfectly aquatic, and, preferring

still or stagnant fresh-water courses or swamps, it is rarely found in

tide-water streams.

The crocodile, on the contrary, is commonly found in swift-run-

ning, fresh and salt water rivers. He is a sagacious brute, and

ferocious, often attacking human beings without provocation; but

the alligator, as a rule, is not disposed to fight, although in South

America, where it goes by the name of caiman or cayman, it grows
to an enormous size, and is said to be fully as dangerous as the croco-

dile. There is also a variety of the family
—that is, a true crocodile—

found in Florida, but it is very rare, and smaller than its Asiatic

relative.

The mouths of all these reptiles, which are large and extend be-

yond the ears, present a formidable array of sharp, conical teeth of

different sizes, set far apart in the crocodile and the alligator, some

being enlarged into tusks. All are implanted in separate sockets, and

form a single row upon each jaw. When a tooth is shed or broken, a
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new one promptly comes up beneath the hollow base of the old one
;

and in this way, all ready for the need, sometimes three or four wait

ing teeth, packed together like a nest of thimbles, may be seen in the

jaw of a dead alligator.

The alligator is at best an awkward brute. Slow and ungainly

upon land—although even there his powerful tail can, when neces-

Young Pet Alligator. From photograph by E. L. Russell, Palm Beach.

sary, assist the scuffling paws to an astonishing extent if the creature

is in haste—he shows to better advantage in the water. There he

turns his clumsy body with wonderful dexterity and swiftness, when,
at the sight of a swimming muskrat or a wading dog, he instantly

changes from what has resembled a drifting log idly floating upon
the calm surface of the swamp, into a thing of life—fierce and

horrible.

The general food of an alligator is fish, turtles, and frogs, with an

occasional heedless dog or fowl. A number of adult alligators will

quickly deplenish a small, clear-water lake of its finny inhabitants,

which statement to would-be Florida fishermen will readily account

for the lack in manv localities. There is also a curious belief in the
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South that the creature has an especial liking for a
"
darkey steak,"

and for this reason he is feared by the negroes. That he becomes

carnivorous to a dangerous extent when pressed by hunger, there is

no doubt, for, the supply of fish exhausted, he must look for larger

game.

Partially concealed by rubbish, or floating idly close to the bank
—

always only a short distance from his retreat—he so closely resem-

bles an old and weather-worn log that no suspicion is aroused. Pres-

ently a razorback comes down the narrow trail that meanders through

the scrub and passes close to the reptile. Let it pass between the

alligator and the water—that is, between the creature and his cave—

and the end has come. An alligator seldom misses, and one spring,

leap, or plunge, or whatever the swift, clumsy movement may be

called, and the wretched animal is seized and held fast, either by the

nose or leg, as a rule. Then the struggle begins, for the razorback

loves its life, despised pig of the Florida flatwoods though it is.

Alligators drown their prey. Their own nostrils and throats are

so arranged that they themselves can sink to the bottom without

danger of suffocation, although their mouths, or rather their jaws,

may be widely stretched with the body of their victim. Indeed,

they can reascend to the surface to breathe without releasing the

prize; and, as this power is so closely connected with their method of

killing the larger animals, a description of the latter, repulsive

though it is, may not be out of place.

The teeth of an alligator are better adapted for crushing and

crunching than for biting. Therefore, for him to eat a struggling

animal would be difficult. Instinct teaches him that it must 'first

be killed.

To dispose of a dog or a chicken is a small matter, for when the

alligator meets it upon the bank one strong, far-reaching sweep of

the powerful tail tosses it far out upon the lake. The alligator simply

follows, grasps the half-stunned creature in his jaws, and disappears

beneath the surface, where he remains until all is quiet. With a

larger animal, however, he proceeds differently, for the reason that a

yearling, a colt, or a razorback is not so easily handled. First, there-

fore, a description of an alligator's cave must be given, since it is to

this grewsome retreat that the hideous brute takes his booty.

Selecting some spot where the water is deep
—

usually beneath

some overhanging bank—an alligator excavates what is called a

"
cave." Any one, standing upon the border of a lake or swamp in

Florida, may, all unconsciously, be directly over one of these places.

He makes it sufficiently large to accommodate one or more of his

kind, by dragging out the mud and roots with the strong claws or

nails that arm his fore paws or legs. These "
caves

"
serve in winter
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for hibernation, and at other times for the purpose that will be ex-

plained.

Once in the water, then—to return to the unhappy razorback—

the alligator does not rely wholly upon his teeth and jaws to hold the

desperate animal. He can not yet sink, for the victim is too strong'.

It must first be drowned, and a furious struggle for the mastery
then begins.

By degrees the brute finally succeeds in dragging the animal out

into water sufficiently deep to suit his purpose, and then he clasps it

firmly with his paws, precisely like the hugging of a bear. He then

begins to roll over and over. Now beneath the surface, now out,

he turns and turns, first the alligator uppermost, then his prey, alter-

nately, until the poor animal is drowned literally by inches. Before

long the razorback weakens, his struggles lessen, and then the alli-

gator sinks to the bottom, and when all motion has ceased he deposits

the body in his cave, well pleased with the prospect of a full larder

for some time to come.

One might naturally ask just here whether or not this scene

would be the same were a human being the victim. The reply would

be—precisely.

The alligator undoubtedly prefers his food in a partly decomposed

condition, although it is an undecided point whether this preference
arises from a natural taste, or for the reason that food in that state is

softer and more easily torn apart. Whichever may be the case, Na-

ture unasked supplies the remedy, and the alligator takes advantage
of her assistance, and deposits his victim in his hiding place, confident

that at the proper time it will rise to the surface in the condition best

adapted to his needs.

Although by nature the alligator is amphibious, he passes the

greater part of his time upon land during the breeding season. At

such times, also, he migrates from one clear-water lake or swamp to

another, should he not find a mate in his own locality, and he may
not infrequently be met in his overland journeyings. Alligators are

not strictly gregarious, although large numbers are found in the same

body of water; while, on the contrary, there will often be but one or

two that will haunt a certain tract for a long period.

During this season the bull alligator is very noisy, and his deep

bellowing may be heard for a long distance. To state that this noise

causes the ground to vibrate may seem an exaggeration, but the fact

may easily be proved by visiting a swamp where the reptiles have con-

gregated. The water in the vicinity will plainly show the jarring of

the ground.
This bellow is a thundering, rumbling sound; and when it is

combined with the startling hisses, blowings, sighs, and deep-breathed
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snorts which the creature can produce at will, no one will be likely

to dispute that his collection of diabolical noises is quite complete.

During the period of incubation the female alligator is a devoted

mother. She does not desert her nest from the time that the eggs

are laid until they are hatched—lying concealed in the scrub close

by
—and she is naturally, at this time, most dangerous to approach,

although her vigilance does not always save a portion of her un-

hatched progeny from the numerous enemies that have a fondness

for alligator omelet.

The nest is a large, well-rounded heap or mound, composed of

sand and rubbish, which she drags and pushes together with her

•

; j

Group of Captive Alligators. From photograph by 0. P. Hareus, Jacksonville.

claws. Throughout this mound she deposits her eggs, from forty to

seventy and over. These eggs resemble those of a goose, only that

they are larger; they have a thick, tough shell, and are of about the

same size at both ends. In about sixty days, the heat of the sun,

combined with the warmth and moisture generated by the fermenta-

tion of the rubbish, completes thcprocess of incubation, and the little

ones begin to come forth.

Forcing their way through the sand, they hurry down the sloping

sides of the mound, straightway seeking the water by instinct. While

these baby 'gators are thus kicking and flinging off their shell over-

coats as they emerge from their incubator, perfect little duplicates

of their mother—only that they are rather pretty in their clean,

glossy, black or dark-brown skins, which have orange-colored stripes

that completely ring their miniature tails and bodies—she wanders
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anxiously about, probably wondering how many of her family will

succeed in running the very uncertain gantlet of life.

For, eaten while in the egg stage by birds and animals, and swal-

lowed by open-mouthed, expectant fishes, and by other alligators
—

often led, if the truth must be told, by the interesting father himself
—as soon as they reach the water, the early days of an alligator are

full of trouble. That enough escape to prevent extinction, however,

goes almost without saying.

Alligators are hunted for their teeth, which find a ready market

when made up into pretty ornaments; and of late years extensively

for their hides, which make a very handsome leather. For this pur-

pose the older specimens are not valuable, their hides being too

gnarled, knotty, and moss-grown to tan well. After ten or fifteen

years the hide coarsens. It is always the skin from the under side of

the body and head which is used, that from the back being so heavily

armored with tough, horny plates and shields as to be practically use-

less. The flesh for food finds but few admirers. Like the eggs, it is

permeated by a strong, musky flavor, too rank to find appreciation

from a refined palate; but in some places the steaks from the reptile

are eaten by the negroes and pronounced good.

To successfully hunt the alligator requires experience, for quick
work is necessary, the brute disappearing at the least suspicion of

danger. Hunting by
"
jack

"
is the usual method pursued, for the

light seems to charm the creature, so that he may be more easily

detained until a properly directed bullet speedily puts an end to his

existence.

A professional alligator hunter, or a
"
'gator man," as he is called,

leads a life full of adventure, but his business is upon the wane, since

the fad for alligator leather is being pushed aside to make way for

something later and more novel. Nevertheless, a description of his

outfit may not be uninteresting.

A most important adjunct to this outfit is the man who usually

accompanies the 'gator man upon his expeditions. He might properly

be called the silent partner, for his duty is to instantly and silently

obey the different hand signals, meaning
" To the right,"

" To the

left," "Stop," "Back," "Hurry," "Forward," "Spurt," "Slow,"

given by the hunter, while standing erect in the bow of the boat,

when out with the
"
jack." Indeed, upon his alertness depends much

of the success or failure of the night's work.

The other tools used by the 'gator man are a light, strong boat,

a pair of light oars and a broad-bladed paddle with a four-foot handle,

neatly coiled rope, a jack lamp furnished with a powerful reflector,

an axe, a long, keen-bladed hunting knife, two guns (twelve-bore

breech-loaders, for a heavy charge at one delivery is absolutely neces-
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sarj), bags of ammunition, some strong chains, rawhide rope, and a

'gator pole. This last-mentioned
"
tool

"
is a stout pole about ten

feet long, armed with a heavy hook of quarter-inch iron, bearing a

barbed shank of two inches or more, and it is used for hauling the

dead alligators from the bottom, for the creatures sink as soon as

killed.

The brilliant rays from the
"
jack

"
reveal a curious and a grew-

some sight when thrown upon a bank or island upon which a group of

the creatures have congregated. The shining waters of the swam]),
so still and black at that hour of midnight; the hideous tangle of

huge gray forms, as a dozen or more alligators, fairly intoxicated by
the gleam of the mysterious light, steadfastly watch its incomprehen-
sible presence. Gazing intently, their evil eyes blood-red in the glare

from the powerful reflector, some lie motionless, others roar and hiss

and snort with thrilling fierceness as the mystery deepens, inces-

santly arching their bodies, then alternately depressing them to the

ground. Still others, crawling from beneath their companions,
scuffle angrily to the front, and stand with jaws partly open

—now
and then slowly inflating their lungs, until their throats and sides

puff out like bellows. Yet, strange to say, instinct seems to warn the

mother alligator, for there she may be seen quietly creeping away
with her young.

Then, the loud reports from the guns, and the mystery is dis-

pelled! The island is deserted, and the work of raising the success-

fully shot saurians begins.

Boards of rural engineering, syndicates of specialists organized in

several of the countries of northern Europe to look after drainage and irri-

gation, have rendered great services to the populations of the country dis-

tricts. With their aid 591 villages in Alsace-Lorraine were provided with

water between 1881 and 1895, and 516 communes in Baden have been bene-

fited by their assistance. The expense of the improvement has not ex

ceeded $6.61 (33 francs) per inhabitant. The Agricultural Bureau in Prus-

sia has in the past five years drawn the plans and directed the work of 554

hydraulic syndicates, covering a total surface of more than 600,000 acres.

A numerous body of these agricultural engineers is formed every year in

Germany, 517 students having pursued the course of the section of rural

engineering in 1893 in the agronomical institutes of Bonn and Berlin alone.

It is generally accepted that the spider is a solitary animal, that will

tolerate no companions, even the male being in danger of being devoured

by his female. But a spider
—the Stregodyphus gregarius—is described as

living in the Transvaal in communities, including males and females,

young and old. The nests are sometimes voluminous and have partitions
and numerous passages running through them. The spiders usually escape
observation by wrapping themselves in dry leaves that hang from stems.
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THE RACIAL GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE.

A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY.

{Lowell Institute Lectures, 1896.)

By WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY, Ph. D.,
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY; LECTURER

IN ANTHROPO-GEOGRAPIIY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY'.

SUPPLEMENT.—THE JEWS (continued).

TRADITION
has long divided the Jewish people into two dis-

tinct branches: the Sephardim, or southern, and the Ashkena-

zim or north, European. Mediaeval legend among the Jews them-

selves traced the descent of the first from the tribe of Jndah; the sec-

ond, from that of Benjamin. The Sephardim are mainly the remnants

of the former Spanish and Portuguese Jews. They constitute in

their own eyes an aristocracy of the nation. They are found prima-

rily to-day in Africa; in the Balkan states, where they are known as

Spagnuoli; less purely in France and Italy. A small colony in Lon-

don and Amsterdam still holds itself aloof from all communion and

intercourse with its brethren. The Ashkenazim branch is numer-

ically far more important, for the German, Russian, and Polish Jews

comprise over nine tenths of the people, as we have already seen in

our preceding article.

Early observers all describe these two branches of the Jews as

very different in appearance. Vogt, in his Lectures on Man, as-

sumes the Polish type to be descended from Hindu sources, while

the Spanish alone he held to be truly Semitic. Weisbach *
gives

us the best description of the Sephardim Jew as to-day found at

Constantinople. He is slender in habit, he says; almost without

exception the head is
"
exquisitely

' :

elongated and narrow, the

face a long oval; the nose hooked and prominent, but thin and

finely chiseled; hair and eyes generally dark, sometimes, however,

tending to a reddish blond. This rufous tendency in the Oriental

Jew is emphasized by many observers. Dr. Beddoe f found red

hair as frequent in the Orient as in Saxon England, although later

results do not fully bear it out.:}: This description of a reddish Ori-

ental type corresponds certainly to the early representations of the

Saviour; it is the type, in features, perhaps, rather than hair,

painted by Rembrandt—the Sephardim in Amsterdam being fa-

miliar to him, and appealing to the artist in preference to the Ash-

*
1877, p. 214. t 1861

1>, PP- 22? and 331 -

% Gliick, 1896 a. Jacobs, 1890, p. 82, did not find a trace of it in the Sephardim con-

gregation in London. See Andree, 1878, in this connection.
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kenazim type. This latter is said to be characterized by heavier fea-

tures in every way. The mouth, it is alleged, is more apt to be large,
the nose thickish at the end, less often clearly Jewish, perhaps. The

lips are full and sensual, offering an especial contrast to the thin

lips of the Sephardim. The complexion is swarthy oftentimes, the

hair and eyes very constantly dark, without the rufous tendency
which appears in the other branch. The face is at the same time

fuller, the breadth corresponding to a relatively short and round

head.

Does this contrast of the traditional Sephardim and Ashkenazim
facial types correspond to the anthropometric criteria by means of

which we have analyzed the various populations of Europe? And,
first of all, is there the difference of head form between the two

which our descriptions imply?
*

And, if so, which represents the

primitive Semitic type of Palestine? The question is a crucial one.

It involves the whole matter of the original physical derivation of

the people, and the rival claims to purity of descent of the two

branches of the nation. In preceding papers we have learned that

western Asia is quite uniformly characterized by an exceeding broad-

headedness, the cephalic index—that is to say, the breadth of the

head in percentage of the length from front to back—often rising to

86. This is especially marked in Asia Minor, where some of the

broadest and shortest crania in the world are to be found. The

Armenians, for example, are so peculiar in this respect that their

heads appear almost deformed, so flattened are they at the back. A
head of the description appears in the case of our Jew from Fer-

ghanah on our second portrait page, 344. On the other hand, the

peoples of African or negroid derivation form a radical contrast, their

heads being quite long and narrow, with indices ranging from 75

to 78. This is the type of the living Arab to-day. Its peculiarity

appears in the prominence of the occipital region in our Arab and

other African portraits. Scientific research upon these Arabs has

invariably yielded harmonious results. From the Canary Islands,f

all across northern Africa,:}: to central Arabia itself,* the cephalic

indices of the nomadic Arabs agree closely. They denote a head

form closely allied to that of the Jong-headed Iberian races, typified

in the modern Spaniards, south Italians, and Greeks. It was the

head form of the ancient Phoenicians and Egyptians also, as has re-

* The cephalic index by which we measure the head-form is merely the breadth of the

head in percentage of its length from front to back. The index rises as the head becomes

relatively more broad.

f Verneau, 1881 a, p 500.

\ Primer Bey, 65 b; Gillebert d'Hercourt, 1868, p. 9
;
and especially Collignon, 1887 a,

pp. 326-339; Bertholon, 1892, p. 41
;
also Collignon, 1896 b.

* Eliseev, 1883.
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cently been proved beyond all question.* Thus does the European
Mediterranean type shade off in head form, as in complexion also, into

the primitive anthropological type of the negro. The situation being
thus clearly defined, it should be relatively easy to trace our modern

Jews, if, indeed, as has so long been assumed, they have remained
a pure and undefiled race during the course of their incessant migra-
tions. We should be able to trace their origin if they possess any
distinctive head form, either to the one continent or the other, with

comparative certainty.

During the last quarter of a century about twenty-five hundred
Jews have submitted their heads to scientific measurement. These

have naturally for the most part been taken from the Great Russian

and Polish branch
;
a few observers, as Lombroso, Ikof

, Jacobs, Gluek,
and Livi, have taken observations upon a more or less limited number
from southern Europe. For purposes of comparison we have repro-
duced in our footnote a summary of all the results obtained thus far.

Inspection of the table shows a surprising uniformity. Ikof's

limited series of Spagnuoli from Constantinople, and that of the

Jews from Caucasia and Daghestan, are the only ones whose cephalic
index lies outside the limits of 80 to 83. In other words, the Jews,

Authority.

Lombroso, 1894 a

Weisbach, '77

Majer and Kopernicki, '77 .

Blechmann, '82

Stieda, '83 (Dvbowski)
Ikof, '84

"

Ikof, '84

Ikof, '84

Majer and Kopernicki, '85 .

Jacobs, '90

Jacobs, '90

Talko-Hyrncewicz, '92

Chantre, '95

Weissenberg, '95

Weissenberg, '95

Gliick, '96

Livi, '96

Elkind, '97

Deniker, '98

Place.

Turin, Italy.

Balkan states.

Galicia.

W. Russia.

Minsk, Russia.

Russia.

Constantinople.
Crimea.

Galicia.

England.
England (Sephardim).
Lithuania.

Caucasia.

South Russia.

South Russia.

Bosnia (Spagnuoli).

Italy.

Poland.

Daghestan.

Number.
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series. They are about like the northern French and southern Ger-

mans. More important still, they seem to be generally very closely
akin in head form to the people among whom they reside. Thus,
in Russia and Poland scarcely an appreciable difference exists in

this respect between Jews and Christians. The same is true in

Turin, while in the direction of Asia our Jews are as bullet-headed

as even the most typical Armenians and Caucasians round about

them.

This surprising similarity of head form between the Jews of

North and South Europe bears hard upon the long-accepted theory
that the Sephardim is dolichocephalic, thereby remaining true to the

original Semitic type borne to-day by the Arabs. It has quite

universally been accepted that the two branches of the Jews differed

most materially in head form. From the facial dissimilarity of the

two a correlative difference in head form was a gratuitous inference.

Dr. Beddoe observes that in Turkey the Spagnuoli
" seemed ' '

to

him to be more dolichocephalic. A few years later Barnard Davis

(1867)
"
suspected

"
a diversity, but had only three Italian skulls

to judge from, so that his testimony counts for little. Then Weis-

bach (1877) referred to the
"
exquisitely

"
long heads of the Spag-

nuoli, but his data show a different result. Ikof, with his small

series of crania from Constantinople, is the only observer who got a

result which accords in any degree with what we know of the head

form of the modern Semitic peoples. On the other hand, Gluck in

Bosnia and Livi in Italy find no other sign of long-headedness than

a slight drop in index of a point or two. Jacobs, in England, whose

methods, as Topinard has observed, are radically defective, gives no

averages for his Sephardim, but they appear to include about eleven

per cent less pure long-headed types than even their Ashkenazim

brethren in London. This, it will be noted, is the exact opposite of

what might normally be expected. This tedious summary forces

us inevitably to the conclusion that, while a long-headed type of

Sephardim Jews may exist, the law is very far from being satisfac-

torily established.

Thus, from a study of our primary characteristic—the proportions

of the head—we find our modern Jews endowed with a relatively

much broader head than that of the average Englishman, for ex-

ample: while the best living representative of the Semitic race, the

Arab, has a head which is even longer and narrower than onr

own type. It is, in short, one of the longest known, being in

every way distinctly African. The only modern Jews who even

approach this type would seem to be those who actually reside to-

day in Africa, as in the case of our two portrait types from that re-

gion. Two possible explanations are open to us: either the great
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body of the Jews in Europe to-day
—

certainly all the Ashkenazim,
who form upward of ninety per cent of the nation, and quite proba-

bly the Sephardim also, except possibly those in Africa—have de-

parted widely from the parental type in Palestine; or else the

original Semitic type was broad-headed, and, by inference, distinctly

Asiatic in derivation; in which case '"it is the modern Arab which

has deviated from its original pattern. Ikof is the only authority
who boldly faces this dilemma, and chooses the Asiatic hypothesis
with his eyes open.* Which, we leave it to the reader to decide,

would be the more likely to vary
—the wandering Jew, ever driven

from place to place by constant persecution, and constantly exposed to

the vicissitudes of life in densely populated cities, the natural habitat

of the people, as we have said; or the equally nomadic Arab, who,

however, seems to be invariable in type, whether in Algeria, Mo-

rocco, the Canary Islands, or Arabia Felix iself? There can be

but one answer, it seems to us. The original Semitic stock must have

been in origin strongly dolichocephalic
—that is to say, African as

the Arabs are to-day; from which it follows, naturally, that about

nine tenths of the living Jews are as widely different in head form

from the parent stock to-day as they well could be. The boasted

purity of descent of the Jews is, then, a myth. Renan (1883) is

right, after all, in his assertion that the ethnographic significance of

the word Jew, for the Russian and Danubian branch at least, long-

ago ceased to exist. Or, as Lombroso observes, the modern Jews are

physically more Aryan than Semitic, after all. They have uncon-

sciously taken on to a large extent the physical traits of the people

among whom their lot has been thrown. In Algiers they have re-

mained long-headed like their neighbors, for, even if they intermar-

ried, no tendency to deviation in head form would be provoked. If,

on the other hand, they settled in Piedmont, Austria, or Russia, with

their moderately round-headed populations, they became in time

assimilated to the type of these neighbors as well.

Nothing is simpler than to substantiate the argument of a con-

stant intercourse and intermixture of Jews with the Christians about

them all through history, from the original exodus of the forty thou-

sand (?) from Jerusalem after the destruction of the second temple.

At this time the Jewish nation as a political entity ceased to exist.

An important consideration to be borne in mind in this connection,

as Neubauer suggests very aptly, is that opposition to mixed mar-

riages was primarily a prejudice of religion and not of race. It was

dissipated on the conversion of the Gentile to Judaism. In fact, in

the early days of Judaism marriage with a nonbeliever was not in-

*
Compare Brinton, 1890 a, p. 132, and 1890 b, for interesting linguistic data on the

Semites.
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valid at all, as it afterward became, according to the Jewish code.

Thus Josephus, speaking of the Jews at Antioch, mentions that they
made many converts, receiving them into their community. An ex-

traordinary number of conversions to Judaism undoubtedly took

place during the second century after Christ. As to the extent of in-

termarriage which ensued during the middle ages discussion is still

rife. Renan, Neubauer, and others interpret the various rigid pro-

hibitions against intermarriage of Jews with Christians-—as, for ex-

ample, at the church councils of 538, 589, at Toledo, and of 743 at

Rome—to mean the prevalent danger of such practices becoming gen-

eral; while Jacobs, Andree, and others are inclined to place a lower

estimate upon their importance. Two wholesale conversions are

known to have taken place : the classical one of the Khozars, in South

Russia, during the reign of Charlemagne, and that of the Falashas,

who were neighboring Arab tribes in Yemen. Jacobs has ably

shown, however, the relatively slight importance of these. It is

probable that the greatest amount of infusion of Christian blood

must have taken place, in any event, not so much through such strik-

ing conversions, as insidiously through clandestine or irregular mar-

riages.

We find, for example, much prohibitive legislation against the

employment of Christian servants by Jews. This was directed

against the danger of conversion to Judaism, by the master, with con-

sequent intermarriage. It is not likely that these prohibitions were of

much avail, for, despite stringent laws in Hungary, for example,
we find the archbishop of that country reporting in 1229 that many
Jews were illegally living with Christian wives, and that conversions

by thousands were taking place. In any case, no protection for slaves

was ever afforded. The confinement of the Jews strictly to the

Ghettos during the later centuries would naturally discourage such

intermixture of blood, as also the increasing popular hatred between

Jew and Chrisian
; but, on the other hand, the greater degree of toler-

ance enjoyed by the Israelites even during this present century would

be competent speedily to produce great results. Jacobs has strenu-

ously, although perhaps somewhat inconclusively, argued in favor of

a substantial purity of the Jews by means of a number of other

data—such as, for example, by a study of the relative frequency
of Jewish names, by the supposed relative infecundity of mixed mar-

riages, and the like. Experience and the facts of everyday observa-

tion, on the other hand, tend to confirm us in the belief that racially

no purity of descent is to be supposed for an instant. Consider the

evidence of names, for example. We may admit a considerable

purity, perhaps, to the Cohns and Cohens, legitimate descendants of

the Cohanim, the sons of Aaron, early priests of the temple. Their

TOL. LIV.—25
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marital relations were safeguarded against infusion of foreign blood

in every possible way. The name is, perhaps, in its various forms, the

most frequent among Jews to-day. But how shall we account for

the equally pure Jewish names in origin, such as Davis, Harris,

Phillips, and Hart? How did they ever stray so far from their

original ethnic and religious significance, unless the marital bars were

lowered to a large degree? Some of them certainly claim a foremost

position numerically in our Christian English directories. We have

an interesting case of indefinite Jewish delimitation in our portraits.

The middle portrait at page 341 is certainly a Jewish type. Dr.

Bertholon writes me that all who saw it immediately asserted it to

be a Jew. Yet the man was a professed Mussulman, in fact, even

though his face was against him.

There is, as we have sought to prove, no single uniform type of

head peculiar to the Jewish people which may be regarded as in any
sense racially hereditary. Is this true also of the face? Our first

statement encounters no popular disapproval, for most of us never,

perhaps, happened to think of this head form as characteristic. But

the face, the features ! Is this another case of science running coun-

ter to popular belief?

The first characteristic to impress itself upon the layman is that the

Jew is generally a brunette. All scientific observers corroborate this

impression, agreeing in that the dark hair and eyes of this people really

constitute a distinct racial trait. About two thirds of the Ashkena-

zim branch in Galicia and Russia, where the general population is

relatively quite blond, is of the brunette type, this being especially

marked in the darker color of the hair. For example, Majer and

Kopernicki,* in Galicia, found dark hair to be about twice as fre-

quent as the light. Elkind,f in Warsaw, finds about three fifths of

the men dark. In Bosnia, Gliick's observations on the Sephardim

type gave him only two light-haired men out of fifty-five. In Germany
and Austria^; this brunette tendency is likewise strongly emphasized.

Pure brunette types are twice as frequent in the latter country, and

three times as frequent in Germany, among Jewish as among Chris-

tian school children. Pacts also seem to bear out the theory, to which

we have already alluded, that the Oriental Jews betray a slightly

greater blond tendency, thus inclining to rufous. In Germany also

the blond tendency becomes appreciably more frequent in Alsace-

Lorraine, a former center of gravity of the nation, as the map in our

previous article has shown. This comparative blondness of the Alsa-

tian Jew is not new, for in 1861 the origin of these same blondes was

matter of controversy. Broca believed them to be of northern deriva-

*
1877, pp. 88-90; 1885, p. 34. f Centralblatt fur Anthropologie, vol. iii, p. 66.

% Virchow, 1886 b, p. 364; Schimmer, 1884, p. xxiii.
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tion, while Primer Bey traced them from a blondish Eastern source.

The English Jews seem also to be slightly lighter than their conti-

nental brethren, even despite their presumably greater proportion of

Sephardim, who are supposed to be peculiarly dark. As to the rela-

tive red blondness of the Oriental Jew, the early observations of Dr.

Beddoe, and those of Langerhans (1873) as to the blue eyes and red-

brown hair of the Druses of Lebanon, do not seem to be borne out;

or, as Jacobs puts it, the
"
argument may be dismissed with costs."

Certainly the living Semites are dark enough in type, and the evi-

dence of the sacred books bears out the same theory of an original

dark type. Thus "
black " and "

hair
"

are commonly synonymous
in the early Semitic languages. In any case, whatever the color

in the past, we have seen that science corroborates the popular im-

pression that the Jews as a people are distinctively of a brunette type.

This constitutes one of the principal traits by which they may be

almost invariably identified. It is not without interest to notice that

this brunetteness is more accentuated, oftentimes, among the women,
who are, the world over, persistent conservators of the primitive

physical characteristics of a people.*

Secondly, as to the nose. Popularly the humped or hook nose

constitutes the most distinctive feature of the Jewish face. Observa-

tions among the Jews, in their most populous centers, do not, how-

ever, bear out the theory. Thus Majer and Kopernicki (1885), in

their extended series, found only nine per cent of the hooked type
—

no greater frequency than among the Poles; a fact which Weis-

senberg confirms as to the relative scarcity of the convex nose in

profile among his South Russian Jews. He agrees, however, that the

nose is often large, thick, and prominent. Weisbach (1877) meas-

ured the facial features of nineteen Jews, and found the largest noses

in a long series of people from all over the earth; exceeded in length,

in fact, by the Patagonians alone. The hooked nose is, indeed, some-

times frequent outside the Jewish people. Olechnowicz found, for

example, over a third of the noses of the gentry in southeast Poland

to be of this hooked variety. Running the eye over our carefully

chosen series of portraits, selected for us as typical from four quarters

of Europe—Algeria, Russia, Bosnia, and the confines of Asia—repre-

senting the African, Balkan Spagnuoli, and Russian Ashkenazim vari-

eties, visual impression will also confirm our deduction. The Jewish

nose is not so often truly convex in profile. Nevertheless, it must be

confessed that it gives a hooked impression. This seems to be due to

a peculiar
"
tucking up of the wings," as Dr. Beddoe expresses it.

Herein lies the real distinctive quality about it, rather than in any

*
Weissenberg, 1895, p. 567, finds brunettes twice as frequent among the south Rus-

sian Jewesses as among the men.
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convexity of outline. In fact, it often renders a nose concave in

profile, immediately recognizable as Jewish. Jacobs * has ingen-

iously described this
"
nostrility," as he calls it, by the following

diagrams: Write, he says, a figure 6 with a long tail (Fig. 1); now
remove the turn of the twist,

and much of the Jewishness dis-

appears; and it vanishes en-

tirely when we draw the lower

continuation horizontally, as in

Fig. 3. Behold the transforma-

tion! The Jew has turned

Roman beyond a doubt. What have we proved, then? That there

is in reality such a phenomenon as a Jewish nose, even though it

be differently constituted from our first assumption. A moment's

inspection of our series of portraits will convince the skeptic that this

trait, next to the prevalent dark hair and eyes and the swarthy skin,

is the most distinctive among the chosen people.

Another characteristic of the Jewish physiognomy is the eyes.

The eyebrows, seemingly thick because of their darkness, appear to

be nearer together than usual, arching smoothly into the lines of the

nose. The lids are rather full, the eyes large, dark, and brilliant. A
general impression of heaviness is apt to be given. In favorable cases

this imparts a dreamy, melancholy, or thoughtful expression to the

countenance; in others it degenerates into a blinking, drowsy type;

or, again, Avith eyes half closed, it may suggest suppressed cunning.

The particular adjective to be applied to this expression varies greatly

according to the personal equation of the observer. Quite persistent

also is a fullness of the lips, often amounting in the lower one almost

to a pout. The chin in many cases is certainly rather pointed and

receding, Jacobs to the contrary notwithstanding. A feature of my
own observation, perhaps not fully justified, is a peculiar separation

of the teeth, which seem to stand well apart from one another. But

a truce to speculations. Entering into greater detail, the flat contra-

dictions of different observers show that they are vainly generalizing

from an all too narrow base of observations. Even the fancied dif-

ferences in feature between the two great branches of the Hebrew

people seem to us to be of doubtful existence. Our portraits do not

bear it out. It seems rather that the two descriptions of the Ashkena-

zim and Sephardim types which we have quoted denote rather the dis-

tinction between the faces of those of the upper and the lower classes.

Enough for us to know that there is a something Jewish in these

faces which we instantly detect. We recognize it in Eembrandt's

Hermitage, or in Munkaczy's Christ before Pilate. ISTot invariable

* 1886 a, p. xxxii.
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are tliese traits. Not even to the Jew himself are they always a sure

criterion. Weissenberg gives an interesting example of this.* To a

friend, a Jew in Elizabethgrad, he submitted two hundred and fifty

photographs of Russian Jews and Christians in undistinctive costume.

Seventy per cent of the Jews were rightly chosen, while but ten per

cent of the Russians were wrongly classed as Jews. Of what concern

is it whether this characterization be entirely featural, or in part

a matter of expression ? The first would be a matter of direct hered-

ity, the second hypothesis partakes more of the nature of a charac-

teristic acquired from the social environment. Some one—Jacobs, I

think—speaks of it as the
"
expression of the Ghetto." It certainly

appears in the remarkable series of composite Jewish portraits pub-

lished in his monograph. It would not be surprising to find this true.

Continued hardship, persecution, a desperate struggle against an in-

exorable human environment as well as natural one, could not but

write its lines upon the face. The impression of a dreary past is deep

sunk in the bodily proportions, as we have seen. Why not in the

face as well?

We are now prepared, in conclusion, to deal with what is perhaps

the most interesting phase of our discussion. It is certainly, if true,

of profound sociological importance. We have in these pages spoken

at length of the head form—primary index of race; we have shown

that there are Jews and Jews in this respect. Yet which was the

real Jew it was not for us to decide, for the ninety-and-nine were

broad-headed, while the Semite in the East is still, as ever, a long-

headed member of the Africanoid races. This discouraged our hopes

of proving the existence of a Jewish cephalic type as the result of

purity of descent. It may indeed be affirmed with certainty that the

Jews are by hereditary descent from early times no purer than most

of their European neighbors. Then we discovered evidence that in

this head form the Jews were often closely akin to the people among
whom they lived. In long-headed Africa they were dolichocephalic.

In brachycephalic Piedmont, though supposedly of Sephardim de-

scent, they were quite like the Italians of Turin. And all over Slavic

Europe no distinction in head form between Jew and Christian ex-

isted. In the Caucasus also they approximate closely the cranial

characteristics of their neighbors. Hypnotic suggestion was not

needed to find a connection here, especially since all history bore us

out in our assumption of a large degree of intermixture of Gentile

blood. Close upon this disproval of purity of type by descent came

evidence of a distinct uniformity of facial type. Even so impartial

an observer as Weissenberg
—

certainly not prejudiced in favor of

cephalic invariability
—confesses this featural unity.

*
1895, p. 563.
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How shall we solve this enigma of ethnic purity, and yet impurity,
of type ? In this very apparent contradiction lies the grain of comfort
for our sociological hypothesis. The Jew is radically mixed in the
line of racial descent; he is, on the other hand, the legitimate heir

to all Judaism as a matter of choice. It is for us a case of purely
artificial selection, operative as ever only in those physical traits

which appeal to the senses. It is precisely analogous to our example
of the Basques in France and Spain. What we have said of them will

apply with equal force here. Both Jews and Basques possessed in

a high degree a
"
consciousness of kind "; they were keenly sensible

of their social individuality. The Basques primarily owed theirs to

geographical isolation and a peculiar language; that of the Jews was
derived from the circumstances of social isolation, dependent upon
the dictates of religion. Another case in point occurs to us in this

connection. Chantre,* in a recent notable work, has shown the re-

markable uniformity in physical type among the Armenians. They
are so peculiar in head form that we in America recognize them at

once by their foreshortened and sugar-loaf skulls, almost devoid of

occiput. They too, like the Jews, have long been socially isolated in

their religion. Thus in all these cases, Basques, Armenians, and

Jews, we have a potent selective force at work. So far as in their

power lay, the individuality of all these people was encouraged and

perpetuated as one of their dearest possessions. It affected every de-

tail of their lives. Why should it not also react upon their ideal of

physical beauty? and why not influence their sexual preferences, as

well as to determine their choice in marriage? Its results became
thus accentuated through heredity. But all this would be accom-

plished, be it especially noted, only in so far as the physical traits

were consciously or unconsciously impressed upon them by the facts

of observation. There arises at once the difference between artificial

selection in the matter of the head form and that concerning the facial

features. One is an unsuspected possession of individuality, the

other is matter of common notice and, it may be, of report. What
Jew or Christian, till he became anthropologist, ever stopped to con-

sider the shape of his head, any more than the addition of a number
of cubits to his stature? Who has not, on the other hand, early

acquired a distinct concept of a Jewish face and of a distinctly Jew-

ish type? Could such a potent fact escape observation for a moment?
We are confirmed in our belief in the potency of an artificial se-

lection, such as we have described, to perpetuate or to evolve a Jewish

facial type by reason of another observation. The women among
the Jews, as Jacobs f notes, in confirmation of our own belief, be-

* Recherches anthropologiques dans l'Asie Occidentale (Archives du Museum d'histoire

naturelle, Lyons, vol. vi, 1895). f 1886 a, p. xxviii.
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tray far more constantly than the men the outward characteristics

peculiar to the people. We have already cited Weissenberg's testi-

mony that brunetteness is twice as prevalent among Russian Jewesses

as among the men. Of course this may be a matter of anabolism,

pure and simple. This would be perhaps a competent explanation of

the phenomenon for physiologists like Geddes and Thompson. For
us this other cause may be more directly responsible. Artificial

selection in a social group, wherein the active choice of mates falls

to the share of the male, would seem to tend in the direction of an

accentuated type in that more passive sex on which the selective

influence directly plays. At all events, observations from widely
scattered sources verify the law that the facial individuality of a

people is more often than otherwise expressed most clearly in the

women. Thus, for example, the women betray the Mongol type
more constantly than the men among the Asiatic tribes of eastern

Russia.* On the other hand, Mainof, best of authority, confirms

the same tendency among those of Finnic descent, f The Setti

Communi in northern Italy still preserve their German language as

evidence of a historic Teutonic descent. They seem to have lost

their identity entirely in respect of the head form,^: but Ranke *

states that among the women the German facial type constantly re-

appears. This, I confess, is not altogether easy to understand, unless

the Lombards, of whom these colonies are supposedly the remnants,

brought their native women with them across the Alps. Perhaps,

however, not bringing their women, a new Teutonic resemblance

has been evolved out of whole cloth. A better example than this is

offered among the Hamitic peoples of Africa north of the Sahara.

These peoples, from Abyssinia to Morocco, really belong to the white

races of Europe. Among nearly all their tribes the negroid traits

are far more accentuated among the women, according to Sergi. 1 1

It is not necessary to cite more specific testimony. The law occupies

a respected place among anthropologists. That the Jews confirm it,

would seem to strengthen our hypothesis at every point.

Our final conclusion, then, is this: It is paradoxical, yet true, we
affirm. The Jews are not a race, but only a people, after all. In

their faces we read its confirmation, while in respect of their other

traits we are convinced that such individuality as they possess
—by no

means inconsiderable—is of their own making from one generation
to the next, rather than as a product of an unprecedented purity of

physical descent.

*
Sommier, 1887, reprint, p. 116. Cf. Zograf, 1896, p. 50, on crania from the sixteenth

century in Moscow. f Congres int. des sciences geographiques, Paris, 1875, p. 268.

\ Livi, 1896 a, pp. 137 and 146. #
Beitrage zur Anth. Bayerns, vol. ii, 1879, p. 75.

| Africa, Antropologia della stirpe Camitica, Torino, 1897, p. 263.
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TRUE TALES OF BIRDS AND BEASTS.

By DAVID STARR JORDAN.

I.—SENOR ALCATRAZ.

HE was just a bird when he was born, and a very ugly bird at

that. For he had big splay feet, with all the toes turned

forward and joined together in one broad web, and his wings were

thick and clumsy, and underneath his long bill there was a big red

sack that he could fill with fishes, and when it was full he could

hardly walk or fly, so large the sack was and so great was his appetite.

But he kept the sack well filled and he emptied it out every day
into his stomach, and so he grew very soon to be a large bird, as

big as a turkey, though not as fat, and each day uglier than ever.

But one morning, when he was walking out on the sand flat of

the Astillero at Mazatlan, Mexico, where he lived, he saw a big fish

which had been left by the falling tide in a little pool of water. It

was a blue-colored fish with a big bony head, and no scales, and a

sleek, slippery skin. lie did not know that it was a bag re, but he

thought that all fishes were good to eat, so he opened his mouth and

slipped the fish, tail first, down into his pouch. It went all right

for a while, but when the fish woke up and knew he was being swal-

lowed, he straightened out both of his arms, and there he was. For

the bagre is a kind of catfish, and each arm is a long, stiff, sharp bone,

or spine, with a saw edge the whole length of it. And all the bagre
has to do is just to put this arm out straight and twist it at the shoul-

der and then it is set, and no animal can bend or break it. And it

pierced right through the skin of the bird's sack, and the bird could

not swallow it, nor make it go up nor down, and the bagre held on

tight, for he knew that if he let go once he would be swallowed, and

that would be the last of him.

So the bird tried everything he could think of, and the fish

held on, and they kept it up all day. In the afternoon a little boy
came out on the sands. His name was Inocente, and he was the

son of Ygnacio, the fisherman of Mazatlan. And Inocente took a

club of mangrove and ran up to the struggling bird and struck it

on the wing with the club. The blow broke the wing, and the bird

lay clown to die, for with a broken wing and a fish that would not

go up nor down, there was no hope for him.

"When Inocente saw what kind of a fish it was, he knew just what

to do. He reached down into the bird's sack and took hold of the

fish's spines. He gave each one a twist so that it rolled over in its

socket, the upper part toward the fish's head, and then they were not
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stiff any more, but lay flat against the side of the fish, just as they
ought to lie. Then the fish knew that it had found a master, and lav

perfectly still. So the bird gave a great gulp, and out the bagre went
on the sand, and when the tide came up it swam away, and took

care never to go again where a bird could get hold of it. And the

bird with the broken wing had learned something about fishes, too.

But he could not fly away, so he waited to see what the boy was going
to do.

The boy took the bird into his boat and brought him home. And
old Ygnacio put a splint on his wing and covered it with salve, and

by and by it healed. But the bone was set crooked, and the bird

could not fly very well. So the boys called the bird Sehor Alcatraz,
which is the Spanish for Mr. Pelican, and Sehor Alcatraz and all

the boys and dogs and goats became good friends, and all ran about

on the streets together. And when the boys would shout and
the dogs bark, all Sehor Alcatraz could do was to squawk and

hiss and open his big mouth and show the inside of his red

fish sack.

And when the boys would go fishing on the wharf, Alcatraz

would go, too, and he would stow away the fishes in his pouch as

fast as the boys could catch them. But if they caught a bagre fish,

he would turn his head the other way and then run away home just
as fast as his splay feet would take him.

And when the men drew the net on the beach Alcatraz would

splash around inside the net, catching whatever he could, and hav-

ing a great deal of fun in his clumsy pelican fashion. Then he

would run along the street with the boys, squawking and flapping his

wings and thinking that he was just like the rest of them. And if you
ever go to Mazatlan, ask for Dr. Rogers, and he will show you the

way to Ygnacio's cabin on the street they call Libertad. And there in

the front yard, in a general scramble of dogs, goats, and little In-

dian boys, you will see Sehor Alcatraz romping and squabbling like

the best of them. And you will know which he is by the broken

wing and the red sack under his throat. But if you say
"
Bagre

"
to

him, he will run under the doorstep and hide his face till you go

away. . ,

II—THE LITTLE BLUE FOX.

Once there was a little blue fox, and his name was Eichkao, and

he was a thief. So he built his house down deep among the rocks

under the moss on the Mist Island, and his little fox children used to

stay down among the rocks. There they would gurgle, gurgle,

gurgle, whenever they heard anybody walking over their heads.

Eichkao and his fox wife used to run all round over the rocks to
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find something for them to eat, and whenever Eichkao saw anybody

coming he would go clin-n-n-g, cling-g-g, and his voice was high and

sharp, just like the voice of a buzz saw.

One day he walked out on the rocks over the water and began
to talk to the black sea parrot, whose name is Epatka, and who sits

erect on his carelessly built nest with one egg in it, and wears a great

big bill made of red sealing wax. He has a long white quill pen
stuck over each ear, and over his face is a white mask, so that nobody
can know what kind of a face he has, and all you can see behind the

mask is a pair of little foolish twinkling white glass eyes. What the

two said to each other I don't know, but they did not talk very long,

for in a few minutes when I came back to his house among the rocks

Eichkao was gone, and there lay out on the bank a bill made of

red sealing wax, a white mask, and two little white quill pens. There

were a few bones and claws and some feathers, but they did not seem

to belong to anything in particular, and the little foxes in the rocks

went gurgle, gurgle, gurgle.

One day I lay down on the moss out by the old fox walk on the

Mist Island, and Eichkao saw me there and thought I was some new
kind of walrus which might be good to eat, and would feed all the

little foxes for a month. So he ran around me in a circle, and then

he ran around again, then again and again, always making the circle

smaller, until finally the circle was so narrow that I could reach him

with my hand. As he went around and around, all the time he

looked at me with his cold, gray, selfish eye, and not one of all the

beasts has an eye as cruel-cold as his. When he thought that he was

near enough, he gave a snap with his jaws, and tried to bite out a mor-

sel to take home to the little foxes; but all I offered him was a

piece of rubber boot. And when I turned around to look at him he

was running away as fast as he could, calling klin-n-g-g, klin-n-g,

klin-n-g, like a scared buzz saw all the time as he went out of sight.

And I think that he is running yet, while the little foxes still go

gurgle, gurgle under the rocks.

III.—HOW THE RED FOX WENT HUNTING.

{With acknowledgment to Mr. A. C. Bassett, of Menlo Park, California.)

Once on a time there was a great tall rabbit, the kind the miners

call a
"
narrow-gauge mule "

;
but he was not a mule at all, and

his real name was " Jack Rabbit." His home was in Montana, and

he lived by the river they call the Silver Bow. He could run faster

than any of the other beasts, and he went lickety-clip, lickety-clip,

bounding over the tops of the sagebrush, for he had no brush of his

own to carry.
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And there was a red fox who lived on the Silver Bow, too, and

he went hunting because he wanted rabbit for dinner. But while

he could run very fast he could not bound over the tops of the

sagebrush, for his own brush, which he always carried with him

because he was so proud of it, would catch on the thorns of the other

kinds of brush and so would keep him back.

So he sent for his cousin, the coyote, to come and help him.

Now, the coyote lived out in the country by Emigrant Mountain.

He was not proud at all, for he hadn't much of a brush, and nobody
flattered him for his beauty. But for all that the coyote could run

very fast, as he had Indian blood in him. The only trouble was that

his hind feet ran faster than his fore feet. So he had to stop every

little while and run sidewise to unkink himself and give his fore feet

a chance to catch up.

When the coyote came up the rabbit was bounding along through

the bushes, going around in a great circle so that he always came back

to the same place, for that is the way of the rabbit-folk. So the

fox lay low and hid his brush in the sage, and the coyote followed

the rabbit around the circle. And he just kept up with the rabbit

all the way, for the rabbit wasn't scared, and didn't run very fast.

And when they had gone once around the circle the rabbit passed the

hidden fox. Then the fox got up and chased him, and was only a

few feet behind. And the coyote stopped and ran sidewise for a

while to unkink himself, and then he lay down in the bushes

and waited for the rabbit to come back. The rabbit was much

scared when he saw the fox close behind him, so he ran and

bounded very fast, and the fox kept falling behind because he

had his long brush to carry. But he kept at it just the same, and

when the rabbit came around the circle to where he started there was

the coyote waiting for him. The rabbit had to make a great jump
to get over the coyote's head. Then they went around again and the

coyote kept close behind all the way, and the rabbit began to get

tired. "When the coyote's hind legs got tangled up then the fox was

rested, and he took up the chase; and so they kept on, each one

taking his turn, except the rabbit, who had to keep his own turn all

the time.

When the race was over there was nobody there to see how they

divided up what they caught. But I saw the coyote the next day,

and he looked so very empty that I think that the red fox must have

taken all the rabbit meat for himself. Most likely he left his cousin

just the ears for his part, with a rabbit's foot to carry in his pocket for

good luck.
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GLACIAL GEOLOGY IN AMEKICA.

By Peof. DANIEL S. MAKTIN.

UNDER
this title the vice-president of Section E (Geology) of

the American Association—Prof. Herman L. Fairchild, of

the University of Rochester, New York—gave an admirable resume

of the whole history, progress, and scope of the study of ice phe-
nomena in North America, as the opening address before the section

at the recent Boston meeting. Apart from the interest of the subject
in itself considered, this address was a model of what such addresses

should be. While strictly scientific, without the least attempt at

rhetorical effect, it was at the same time so clear, so well arranged
and so simple in language, that any intelligent auditor could enjoy
it and grasp it, and carry away a distinct impression of the gradual

development and present status of this great department of geo-

logical study. Professor Eairchild's choice of his subject was happy
also in its fitness to the occasion, as covering almost exactly the half

century of the life of the association, though going back indeed a

few years further, into the period of the earlier society which de-

veloped into the association in 1848.

The great body of phenomena comprised under the term "
drift,"

and the smoothed and scratched surfaces of rock, etc., had been by
no means unnoticed by the early students of American geology, but

they were attributed to violent and widespread water action, and

were spoken of in general as
"
diluvial

" formations. "When the

agency of ice began to be recognized, it was regarded as that of

floating and stranding bergs; and this view for a long time contended

with the theory of glacial action, even when the latter had been

adopted and advocated by eminent students of the subject.

The first allusion to drifting ice as the agent of transportation

of bowlders, etc., appears to have been made as early as 1825, by one

Peter Dobson, of Connecticut, in a letter to Prof. Benjamin Silli-

man, of Yale College. Sir Roderick Murchison, who became the

great champion of this view, credits Mr. Dobson's letter with giving

him the first suggestion of it. Twelve years later, in 1837, T. A.

Conrad made the earliest reference to land ice as the cause of our

drift phenomena; he does this in very striking words when read in

the light of the studies and determinations of later years, although of

course imperfectly and vaguely.

Meanwhile, however, Agassiz and others had been working

among the glaciers of the Alps, and their views as to a great period

of former extension, in Europe and the British Isles, were finding

some acceptance abroad. In this country, Prof. Edward Hitchcock,
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in his address as retiring president of the Association of American

Geologists, in 1841, gave a broad and careful review of the drift

phenomena in eastern North America, and referred to the work of

Agassiz, Buckland, and Lyell with great interest, as having given
him "

a new geological sense " in observing these phenomena, and

said, with prophetic foresight,
"
Henceforth, glacial action must

form an important chapter in geology."
But the time was not ripe for the understanding and acceptance

of the glacial theory as a later generation has come to know it.

The studies of Agassiz and his confreres had been among glaciers

upon mountain slopes, and hence, while many of the drift phenomena
were strikingly accounted for, others were not and could not be. So
it came to pass that, while Professor Hitchcock and others in this

country were strongly impressed, they were not satisfied, and held

for years an uncertain position. The glacial indications conformed

in some aspects to the theory, but not in others; the striae and

groovings, instead of following valleys, all had a general trend to the

southward, and the bowlders were carried across great depressions
and deposited upon heights. How could these conditions be due to

glaciers? Could ice flow uphill, or move long distances over level

areas? These and other phenomena, such as the peculiar distribution

of drift material, in
" drumlin "

ridges and the like, had no ex-

planation. Hence, notwithstanding President Hitchcock's utter-

ances above quoted, and his similar Postscript on the subject of

drift and moraines, appended in the same year to his volume on the

Geology of Massachusetts, we find him in 1843, when again address-

ing the Association of Geologists, adopting a modified tone, dwelling

upon these points of difficulty, and seeking a compromise view, which

he called
"
glacio-aqueous." The great influence also of Murchison

and Lyell had been thrown into the scale in favor of the iceberg

theory, and this fact doubtless had much to do with the slow develop-
ment of true conceptions. Lyell visited America in 1842, and was

present at the American Geologists' meeting, advocating the floating-

ice doctrine, to which most of our observers already leaned; and

so the views of Agassiz and the glacial school had to wait for a decade

before they found general acceptance or even audience.

This, we may note in passing, Is but one marked instance out of

many in the history of science, wherein the personal influence of

eminent leaders has obstructed and retarded the advance of true

knowledge. The whole recognition of the Cambrian system, as pre-

Silurian and distinct, was suppressed and prevented for many years

by Murchison's intense opposition to the views of Sedgwick. Simi-

lar facts might be cited in this country, did we care to mention names.

Science can not claim, as is sometimes asserted, that it possesses or
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imparts any entire exemption from the influence of authority, and
bestows complete independence from the tendency to

" swear to the

words of a master."

Of the New York geologists, Vanuxem alone, in his Geology of

the Third District, 1842, inclined to the glacial theory; the others—
Emmons, Mather, and Hall—advocated floating ice, the latter urg-

ing as a chief objection the absence of any great northern highlands
from which glaciers could extend southward. Prof. Henry D.

Rogers advocated De la Beche's view, of great catastrophic waves or

debacles of water and ice, produced by sudden uplifts of the floor of

a circumpolar ocean, and sweeping southward with tremendous power
over the middle latitudes. These views were presented by him in

1844, at the "Washington meeting of the geologists, and are to us a

most curious illustration of the old
"
cataclysmic

"
phase of geological

conceptions.

Two years later Agassiz came to America, and at once set about

studying the ice evidences here, first in the White Mountains and

then around the Great Lakes. At the first meeting of the American

Association, in 1848, he presented his views as to the identity of our

phenomena with those studied by himself, Desor, and Guyot abroad.

His views were not very warmly received, however, and he did not

attempt their public presentation again for some years, turning his

attention more to the field of zoology. In 1850, in a work on Lake

Superior, he refers somewhat sharply to the prejudice that seemed

to prevail in relation to this subject.

From this time, however, the aqueous theories began to be less

strongly presented; and a new generation of geologists was coming

on, largely under the training of Guyot and Agassiz, and more open
to their observed results. C. B. Adams, in 1850, presented a view

nearly akin to that adopted by Dana a few years later, of an eleva-

tion of the high northern latitudes, resulting in a southward-moving

glacial sheet, and a subsequent depression connected with its retreat,

to account for the stratified deposits. Professor Dana accepted this

doctrine in his presidential address before the association in 1855,

adding the
" Terrace period

" of partial re-elevation. Prom this

time he became the leader of the American glacialists, and his great

Manual, issued in 1862, carried these views into all the colleges of

the country.
In 1857 Prof. Edward Hitchcock published an important treatise

on Surface Geology, particularly of the Connecticut Valley, in the

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. In this paper he noted

the distinction, so important and now so familiar, between local striae

and those with the general southward course of the
"
drift." Two

years later his son, Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, extended this distinction
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widely over New England. In 1863 the report of progress of the

Geological Survey of Canada gave an extended review of the sur-

face geology, by Prof. Robert Bell, in which he fully adopted the

glacial theory. Meantime, also, Professor Ramsay, in England, had
abandoned the iceberg doctrine for that of glaciers.

In 1866 and 1867 important papers appeared by Charles Whit-

tlesey, and one by Edward Hungerford; this last, read before

the association, adopted the general views of Agassiz, with

some important limitations now generally received. In the same

year the revised edition of Dana's Manual gave yet fuller state-

ment and wider diffusion to the generally accepted views as held

to-day.

Professor Eairchild sums up this historical sketch as comprising
four periods

—
viz., prior to 1841, undisputed reign of diluvial hy-

potheses; 1841 to 1848, suggestion and discussion of glacial hypoth-

eses; 1849 to 1866, gradual acceptance of the latter view; from 1867

onward, development of glacial geology.
Erom this point, the address was occupied with consideration of

the various aspects of the subject as studied and wrought out during
the past twenty years by numerous observers. These are grouped
under four main heads, each with various subdivisions—viz., (1) the

ice sheet, as to its area, its thickness, its centers of dispersion, its

migration of centers, etc.; (2) the ice period, as to its cause, its

divisions, its duration, its distance in time; (3) the interpretation of

special phenomena, such as moraines, drumlins, eskers,
"
kettles,"

and the like, valley drift, terraces, loess, etc.
;
and (4) existing gla-

ciers, as discovered on our high mountains of the far West, and as

studied in closer relation to the ancient phenomena in the great
ice cap of Greenland and the immense glacier development in

Alaska.

It is impossible to go into a detailed review of the numerous

points of interest covered in this discussion. Suffice it to say that

one who heard or who reads it finds an admirably clear and con-

densed account of all the problems and phenomena that have been

and that are now encountered in the study of glacial geology on this

continent, and of their gradual interpretation and solution by the

combined labors of many students. The progress of knowledge over

this wide field, advancing step by step, amid conflicting views and

perplexing conditions, is beautifully shown, and leaves a very strik-

ing impression on the mind, of the difficulties and the successes of

scientific research. Nor is Professor Fairchild disposed to claim too

much or assert too strongly. He recognizes that, with all that has

been met and mastered, there are still questions unsolved, and laurels

to be won by others.
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Among the facts brought out, a few may be briefly alluded to.

The early abandonment of Agassiz's original view of a vast exten-

sion of the polar snow caps, and the recognition of separate centers

of continental glaciation, now distinctly determined as three in num-
ber—a western, a central, and an eastern—the former being the

earliest, and the others following in succession; the recognition by
the Western geologists of the twofold character of the Glacial epoch,
as also determined in western Europe, but less markedly traceable in

our Eastern States, though now generally admitted; in close rela-

tion to this the determination of the line of the great terminal mo-

raine, traced by successive observers from the Atlantic seaboard to

Minnesota, and the subsequent recognition of an older, eroded, and

fragmentary morainal "
fringe," marking the line of the earlier ice

sheet, somewhat beyond the later. With regard to the actual dis-

tance of the last glacial retreat, as expressed in years, Professor Eair-

child is both cautious and frank. He notes the general consensus of

recent observers toward a much shorter period than was formerly

supposed
—from five to ten or perhaps fifteen thousand years. At

the same time, there are many elements of uncertainty involved, and

the problem is by no means settled. The Niagara gorge, so long
looked upon as a possible chronometer, grows more complicated as

it is further studied; the rate of erosion has evidently varied much
with the volume of water carried by the river; and this, in turn, has

varied with the changes of level, and consequently of drainage routes,

in the basin of the Great Lakes. There have been times when only
the Erie waters flowed through the Niagara outlet, the upper lake

drainage passing eastward independently, until a gradual northern

rise of the land, which is proved to be still going on, turned the entire

drainage into the present St. Clair route from Lake Huron into Lake

Erie, and so through Niagara.
This point leads us to digress for a moment from the address under

consideration to allude to a very interesting department of study
that is now growing into prominence

—to wit, the restoration of

pre-glacial geography and hydrography, and the genesis of our ex-

isting river and lake systems throughout the northern part of the

country. The discussions and results in regard to Niagara and the

Great Lakes are somewhat familiar, but the work on the rivers and

smaller lakes is not so widely known. Professor Fairchild himself

has done much in relation to the
"
central lakes

" of New York State
;

and one very interesting paper of this kind on The Development of

the Ohio River was read before the section by Prof. William G.

Light, of Granville, Ohio, besides many papers by others on similar

topics.

The work done within a few years upon the glaciers of Arctic
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America has proved peculiarly fruitful in results. Here, again, the

whole subject is reviewed historically, and the name and work of each

observer are impartially noted. Much of the difficulty encountered

by the glacial theory arose, as we have seen, from the fact that only
mountain glaciers had been studied, so that many of the phenomena

produced by continental ice could not be explained. Professor Fair-

child says, as to this aspect :

" More has been learned of the structure,

behavior, and work of our ancient ice sheets by the study of the

Alaskan glaciers during the last ten years, and especially by the study
of the Greenland ice cap during the last four years, than by all the

study of the Alpine glaciers for the seventy years since they have

been observed." Prominent among those who have worked in this

field are the names of Professors Chamberlain and Salisbury in

Greenland, and Professors H. F. Reid and I. C. Russell in Alaska;

other important contributors are Prof. W. P. Blake, the pioneer

geologist in Alaska, 1867; Dall and Baker, who discovered and

named the Malaspina Glacier in 1874; and John Muir, 1878, for

whom the Muir Glacier was named; Wright, Baldwin, Schwatka,

Libbey, and others, and Barton and Tarr in Greenland.

Professor Russell, in 1891, recognized and named a type of

glacier that was before unknown. In his studies on the Malaspina
he found a condition that does not occur, so far as yet observed, any-

where else than on the northwest coast of America; this is where a

number of mountain glaciers debouch upon a low, flat coast plain,

and unite to form a great sluggishly moving sheet of ice. This par-

ticular development he called the Piedmont type.

In closing his address, Professor Fairchild remarks that the word
"
theory," as applied to the glacial origin of the drift and its phe-

nomena, may and should now be abandoned. The subject has

passed beyond the stage of theory, and is as well understood and as

clearly established as the volcanic origin of the cone of Vesuvius or

the sedimentary origin of stratified rocks.

In the center of the artificial platforms or platform mounds, character-

istic of many of the ancient Peruvian towns. Mr. Bandelier has observed

features that recall forcibly the New" Mexican Indian custom of giving to

each inanimate object its heart. In some instances, says Mr. F. W. Hodge,
in his paper, round columns formed a kind of an interior niche

;
in others,

a small chamber contaiued urns or jars with maize meal. A remarkable

and very significant feature was observed by the explorer in a partly ruined

mound at Ohanchan. The core of this structure when opened showed two

well-preserved altars of adobe. In such interior apartments, figurines of

metal, clay, or wood are almost invariably found ; and the materially val-

uable finds made in Peruvian ruins in earlier times came from the " heart '"

of one or the other of the artificial elevations described.

VOL. LIT. 26
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MODERN STUDIES OF EARTHQUAKES.
Br GEORG GERALAND.

nnHE investigation of earthquakes, seismology, has become in the
-L-

present day an independent subject of scientific interest. In

lands where earthquakes are frequent, as in Italy and Japan, seismic

observations have been officially systematized over the whole country,
with central and branch stations at which the work is never still. A
net of seismic observations of all nations is being more and more

closely woven over the whole earth, and there are yearly and monthly
collations of observations of even the slightest shocks. Seismic

literature is, therefore, nearly inexhaustible, and theory and praxis
are in constant vogue; in short, seismics has grown to be a separate
branch of science, and to demand independent treatment, calling for

the energy and labor of many students. What gives it so great im-

portance? What is the condition of our present knowledge and its

history? What will be reached in the future through the competi-
tion of the nations? These questions possess a high scientific as well

as culture-historical interest. We here attempt to answer them.

The first really scientific description of an earthquake
—that of

Lisbon—with its far-reaching accompanying phenomena, was the

work of the greatest contemporary thinker, Kant, and it is not too

much to say that his paper opened a new epoch in the knowledge of

earthquakes. That terrible event and the extreme terror which it

caused everywhere were followed in 1783 by the likewise extremely
destructive earthquake of Calabria. The attention of the people was

thus directed to this mysterious mighty activity of the earth, and was

kept especially lively in Italy, the country of Europe most subject

to earthquakes. The newly rising science of geology therefore found

in the last third of the last century in these phenomena a problem
of prominent importance. Geologists were the first to apply them-

selves to seismic studies, as the most widely current explanation of

the phenomena is still a geological one. The scientific interest of the

question prevailed over the practical. More attentive observation

was given to earthquakes, the accounts of them scattered through the

ancient chronicles were collated, and the already very numerous

seismic notes of great earthquake manifestations—such as those by

Hoff, Perry, Mallet, Volger, Fuchs, etc.—constituted a very im-

portant factor in the study. One of the earliest results of the inquiry

was to show that directly perceptible earthquakes are not perceptible

everywhere; that they are most common on the great upfoldings of

the earth's crust on the mountain chains, such as the Andes, Alps,

and Himalayas; and that, further, they are connected with the shores
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of the Pacific, the Antilles, and the Mediterranean, and with places

also where great breaches and various disturbances are evident; that

they are at home likewise in volcanoes; and that they are most fre-

quent in the northern hemisphere, and when the earth is nearest to

the sun. The descriptions of powerful shocks furnish us evidence

of a double movement of the earth's crust—an alternate up-and-

down vibration and an often very marked wave motion. The de-

struction which earthquake shocks and waves inflict on buildings, and

the remarkably rapid and wide spread of the tremblings over the

surface of the earth, have been very diligently inquired into; and

when, in 1856, Naples and Calabria were visited by a great earth-

quake, an English investigator, Robert Mallet, made a full study of

it, and believed that by comparing the direction of the rents in walls

and buildings, which were assumed to correspond with that of the

tremblings, he could identify the focus of the shocks in the earth's

interior, and the course of the wave movement over its surface—a

view which has long prevailed in seismology. Still more important

was the work of the geologist Karl von Seebach, of Gottingen, on

the great earthquake in central Germany, which kept the northern

part of the plains of the upper Rhine, around Mayence, Grossgerau,

and Darmstadt, disturbed for several years after 1869. Von See-

bach's chief effort was to obtain the most exact data possible as to the

time of the beginning of the shocks from as many places as possible,

from which he might deduce the spot where the shocks began and

were strongest, the epicenter which lay directly over the point in the

earth's interior where the movement originated. From them he also

deduced a series of localities where the shocks were simultaneous and

of equal intensity, which could be connected by certain nearly cir-

cular lines called homoseists. As the distance of these from the

epicenter increases, the undulations take place later and are weaker,

and facts may be thus furnished from the velocity of propagation of

the shocks can be computed. The observations are also important

because von Seebach undertook through a simple mathematical cal-

culation to determine from them the situation of the forces of the

subterranean point where the undulations originated.

With these investigations, the process of annihilating time and

space by steam and the applications of electricity was also going on.

By the effect of this great event, the conditions of earthquake inves-

tigation were revolutionized. A comparative study of the phenom-

ena, fundamental and essential to a science of seismology, on the

basis of material furnished from all the regions of the earth, was

rendered possible. An earthquake service was organized in Japan,

by J. Milne, of England; one had already been organized for a con-

siderable time in Italy, and the results obtained at the two places
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of observation so widely separated corresponded. Japanese, Indian,
and American earthquakes could be simultaneously studied in Italy,

Russia, Germany, and England; and thus a new, hitherto undevel-

oped field was gained, the scope of which has already extended far

beyond its merely geological aspect.

This could have happened only through another advance that has

been made in our century, which has first rendered a real seismology,
a scientific knowledge of the seismic conditions of the earth, possible

through the immense development of technics, by which a system of

instrumental observation of earthquakes was established. Only
through this could the acquisitions of recent times be utilized.

While formerly observations were macroscopic and touched only

earthquakes that could be directly felt, they now cover essentially

microscopic tremors of the earth's crust, of less than a thousandth of

a millimetre, that are wholly imperceptible to human senses; and we
can read them, enlarged at our pleasure, on our photographically

registering seismometers. We already had instruments which cor-

rectly indicated the time of the beginning and possibly the direction

of a shock; but we needed and have invented new instruments—
various sorts of horizontal and vertical pendulums—for the observa-

tion and representation of the whole course of the movement. The
vertical indicating instruments are much used in Italy, and the hori-

zontal ones almost exclusively in England, Japan, and Germany.
The horizontal pendulum was invented in Germany in 1832 by
Hengler, adapted to scientific use by Professor Zollner, of Leipsic,

and afterward applied in that form by English, German, and other

observers. The most complete shape and the one best adapted to

extremely delicate seismic observations was given to it by the late

German astronomer and geographer Dr. Ernst von Rebeur Pasch-

nitz, of Merseburg. Having undergone a few small changes, fixed

in a threefold combination it serves as our most sensitive and accurate

seismometer. Its movements and its very exact time markings are

photographically represented. The pendulum box is only forty cen-

timetres in diameter. In consequence of its convenience and cheap-

ness, its self-action and its serviceability, it is becoming adopted more

and more generally as an international instrument.

Microseismic investigation and its wide extension over the earth

have raised seismology another step during the last twenty years, so

that it may be said that really exact seismic research began with

it. Modern seismology has confirmed many of the older results, such

as the localization of earthquakes on the shores of the Pacific, the

Mediterranean and in the mountain chains of the earth, and also the

importance of homoseists and the epicenter. It has, on the other hand,

greatly modified the former estimates of the velocity of propagation
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of the shocks. It has cast much doubt on speculations as to the

seasons in which earthquakes are more or less frequent; and it has

demonstrated the inadequacy of former methods of determining the

central focus. It has furthermore brought us much that is new.

First is the momentous fact that the earth's crust is never at rest
;
that

it undergoes a multitude of very diversified movements besides those

of the earthquake. Thus a periodical swelling, a flood wave, is pro-

duced by the attraction of the moon
;
and other heavings are induced

by the daily and annual course of the sun's heat. But such move-

ments and other similar ones do not come within the scope of this

article.

Real earthquakes, or movements that originate in the depths of

the earth, also appear in very different forms. First are the directly

perceptible shocks, from the powerful ones that create great dis-

turbances to the merely local ones often hardly remarked. Of the

immediate workings of these shocks, microscopic instruments have

taught us nothing essentially new. But very many macroscopic

movements, often continuing for several hours, but which are not

felt, have been revealed, that have been shown in many instances to

be distant effects of other strong earthquakes; effects which are some-

times propagated over the whole surface of the earth. There is,

furthermore, another series of movements, only partly explained as

yet, of a peculiar sort: first, small, quickly passing disturbances,

which appear in the photographic reproductions of the curves as

larger or smaller knots, and which are regarded with great probability

as distant effects of minor seismic movements most likely imper-

ceptible anywhere. They can not be local earthquakes, for they give

entirely different curves. There also appear, with considerable regu-

larity, at certain seasons of the year, very slow movements of the

ground, called pulsations; and finally the multitude of vibrations

called tremors, which assume various forms. Sometimes they come

as forerunners, accompaniments, or followers in close association with

those great disturbances that originate in distant earthquakes; some-

times as shocks of minute intensity in separate groups, which it has

not yet been possible to account for; and in other cases they are

traced to the shaking of the ground by the wind. It is hardly neces-

sary to observe that the seismic apparatus should be most carefully

guarded against disturbance by the movements of trade, wagons, etc.,

so that the problem shall not be complicated by them.

The theory of the nature of earthquake shocks, their transmission

and their velocity, has been set in a new light by the labors of Au-

gustus Smith, of Stuttgart. From some calculations of their velocity

made by G. von Nebeur, it is found that the earthquake of April 17,

1889, in Tokio, Japan, was perceived in Potsdam, Prussia, nine thou-
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sand kilometres distant, in thirteen minutes; that of October 27,

1894, in Santiago, Chili, in Rome, eleven thousand five hundred

kilometres distant, in seventeen minutes, and in Charkow, Russia,

two thousand kilometres from Rome, between one and two minutes

later. It reached Tokio at the same time, after a transit of seventeen

thousand four hundred kilometres.

Still another task of modern seismology is the investigation of

earthquakes at sea, or seismic movements of the bottom of the ocean,

and the manner in which they are propagated through the water,

of which a very fine cartographic representation has been published

by Dr. C. Rudolph, of Strasburg.

The question of the origin of earthquakes stands in constant con-

nection with this external development of seismology. It is signifi-

cant and remarkable that the answers to it, though they may be

given differently from different scientific points of view, are always

consistent in one fact, that earthquakes are a phenomenon of the

whole earth. Some of the investigators seek to explain them,

aside from those that occur in volcanic regions, as a part of the

great changes in the earth's crust which have taken place during

the last geological epoch, and are still, perhaps, taking place;

others find their seat and cause in the unstable condition of the

interior of the earth, beneath its solid and red-hot envelope. The

former explanation, the older and heretofore the prevalent one, is

called the tectonic theory, because it is based, leaving out volcanic

earthquakes, on the structure of the earth's crust; the second, which

is gaining ground, and requires no separate explanation for volcanic

earthquakes, may be called, reviving an expression used by L. Fr.

Naumann, of Leipsic, the Plutonic theory, because it goes down into

the unexplored depths of the earth. If seismic manifestations de-

pend upon the action of the whole earth, a single explanatory prin-

ciple, as is always the case with great natural phenomena, is not

sufficient, and tectonic as well as Plutonic earthquakes must be rec-

ognized, and the reverse.

The tectonic theory is of geological origin, and properly sup-

planted the older Plutonic theory of Humboldt, which was only an

unverified supposition. As a whole it was first worked out by Otto

Volger in 1858, after various similar hypotheses had been set forth

by other investigators. He was confirmed by the independent re-

searches of Rudolf Hoernes, Edouard Suess, and most of the Ger-

man, French, and English seismologists.

Their theory supposes that there are large hollow spaces in the

crust of the earth, into which immense falls of material take place, and

that these are the cause of a part of the earthquakes; that the crust

of the earth is often and variously disturbed in consequence of the
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constant contraction dependent upon the cooling of the globe. It is

broken up into separate masses which in their turn are dislocated

horizontally or vertically; is lifted up and folded into immense moun-
tain ranges, the arches of which, breaking, may again suffer disloca-

tion. Thus continuous action in movement of masses and foldings is

constantly going on in the earth. Edouard Suess, the distinguished
Austrian geologist, has indeed constituted a special earthquake type
to correspond with this type of mountain formation. Since, in con-

sequence of this condition, tension is present everywhere in the crust

of the earth, it may come to pass that it shall be relieved by a distant

earthquake, and another earthquake, which may be called a relay or

transmission earthquake, be produced thereby. Hence we have, be-

sides the volcanic, the landfall, the tectonic (in the strict sense), and
the transmission earthquakes. The sources of earthquake force lie,

then, according to this theory, in the incompleteness of the earth's

crust, the effects of gravity, and the earth's loss of heat.

And is the supposition not very probable ? Do we not see similar

processes going on over the whole earth, in the shape of earthquakes,

landslides, fissures, subsidences of land, and the like? And as the

Alps were lifted up, and the plain of the Rhine was depressed be-

tween the Vosges and the Black Forest, may not mightier disloca-

tions, breaches, and destruction occur? Why may not the processes

which took place in the earlier epochs of the earth's history and were

so powerful in the more recent Tertiary be still going on? All this

seems so plausible that, with a few exceptions, the theory has been

almost universally agreed in.

I briefly mention here Falb's theory, which, accepting the earlier

views, ascribes earthquakes to periodical swellings of the fiery fluid

interior of the earth, only because of the effect it has had on the pub-
lic in connection with some wholly unscientific predictions. More

worthy of consideration is the theory of Daubree, the late distin-

guished master of French and especially Alsatian geology, who did

not attribute the similar phenomena of volcanic and nonvolcanic

earthquakes to different causes, but maintained that all earthquakes
were produced by superheated steam issuing from surface waters. But

this theory needs no refutation. There are, however, some serious ob-

jections to the tectonic theory of earthquakes, plausible as it may
seem. In order to weigh them as we ought, we must as briefly as pos-

sible construct a picture of the constitution of the earth's interior.

The average distance from the earth's surface to its center is sixty-

three hundred and seventy kilometres. The temperature of the earth

increases with the depth, at the rate, on a moderate estimate, of about

one degree centigrade for every forty metres. Hence, at a depth
of one thousand kilometres we would have a temperature of 25,000°
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C.
;
even if we call it only 15,000°, we should expect to find there

only gases, and those in a simple state, for with that heat all the com-

pound gases would be dissociated. The zone of fluidity for all rocks

lies at a depth of about one hundred kilometres, where the tempera-
ture is 2,500° C. While the crust of the earth is between 2.5 and

three times as heavy as distilled water at 4° C, its specific gravity

rises toward the center of the earth to more than eleven, or about

fourfold. Iron has a specific gravity of 7.8, or about threefold that of

the crust of the earth; but the specific gravity of the earth at the

greatest depth is considerably higher than this. Hence must arise

an enormous pressure, steadily increasing toward the center, where,

according to the English geophysicist, the Rev. Osmond Fisher, it

reaches about three million atmospheres to the English square inch.

It results from these conditions that with the enormous pressure and

heat, and specific gravity, the interior of the earth consists of dissoci-

ated gases compressed to great rigidity, which exert an immense

counter-pressure
—for their tendency is always to expand. They pass

out continuously into a zone of fluid matter, and this again is held by
the pressure of the interior gases in a like compact condition. Thus

a very high pressure still prevails in the lower parts of the solid crust

of the earth, which is so high that even the most solid rocks there

are in a latent plastic condition—that is, they behave toward differ-

ent forces like plastic clay, and like it can be deformed without break-

ing. Rents, slides, caves, and clefts are out of the question there;

things of that kind can exist only in the upper strata.

This fact constitutes a very strong objection to the tectonic theory

of earthquakes, and thus the very depths of the earth speak against

it. We have already mentioned that K. von Seebach estimated the

depth of the earthquake focus from the movements of the waves,

and found it not very great. But his estimates, as Prof. August
Schmidt has shown, rest upon physically incorrect premises; accord-

ing to Schmidt's more correct calculation, the center of the Charles-

ton earthquake of 1886 lay at a depth of one hundred and twenty

kilometres, where there can be no question of tectonic movements,

because general fluidity is reached at one hundred kilometres. Fur-

ther, the earthquake at Lisbon, if the tectonic theory is valid, might,

taking the character of the region into consideration, have been occa-

sioned by a slide. But how large must the plunging mass, how deep

the plunge or slide have been to produce such shocks as destroyed

Lisbon and shook Europe to beyond Bohemia! Where can we find

room in the closely compressed interior of the earth for such irrup-

tions? Even if such a sudden sinking had left no trace in the in-

terior, it should have left its marks on the surface. Mr. John Milne

counts up not less than 8,331 considerable earthquake shocks in
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Japan between 1885 and 1892; Julius Schmidt, former director of

the observatory in Athens, enumerated three hundred severe and

dangerous and fifty thousand light shocks for Phocis alone between

1870 and 1873, of which not a trace of land changes or depressions
can be perceived, aside from superficial avalanches (on Parnassus, for

example) and subsidence of meadows and other spongy soil, like the

famous depression of the Molo at Lisbon.

All this speaks so emphatically against the tectonic origin of earth-

quakes that it can not be considered as a general cause. Even the

mighty disturbances and shocks of the times when such ranges as the

Alps and Himalayas were lifted up can prove nothing for the present

time; for the conditions, the mechanical work and acting forces, of

the earth were quite different, and the latter much greater and more

acute than in our time, as the number and magnitude of the volcanoes

of those ages show, before which ours are almost as nothing. We
have no adequate comprehension of the way that mechanical work

was done. A depression like that of the plain of the Rhine could

certainly not have taken place without severe earthquakes ;
but we do

not know how they may have come to pass, for we have nothing

analogous to them. The upper strata of the earth's crust are broken

up, fissured, and cavernous; hence purely local minor earthquakes

may undoubtedly be produced by cavings-in, landslides, and set-

tlings of small extent. But this explanation, in view of the nature

of the crust, is not possible for strong earthquakes, even in the upper

layers, which send their waves far over the land
;
their origin must be,

almost of necessity, in the greater deeps beneath the crust, far down
where the immense gas globe of the interior is constantly forcing

its way into the fluid band, and this into the solid stone; in those

zones of changing conditions a mighty movement must be inces-

santly prevailing. The pressure upon the gases of the interior dimin-

ishes here, and the excessive temperature as well. This can not take

place without changes. Temperature and pressure now fall, now
rise again, but continue very high through it all. The dissociated

gases unite and separate again, and most violent explosions are infal-

libly produced thereby. Water exists in the interior in immense

masses, and that not solely in consequence of percolation from the

surface. Vapor at very high pressure separates into its elements—
hydrogen and oxygen

—the reunion of which ensues with violent

explosions, similar to our gas explosions, which must be very numer-

ous in the interior of the earth, and accompanied with great develop-

ment of force. The principal effect of such explosions is, of course,

against the cooler and more weakly resisting sides, and therefore

not toward the interior but toward the crust and the weakest parts

of it, toward the rupture lines of the zones of disturbance, the syn-

TOL. LIV.—27
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clinals. Such attacks, striking the earth's crust from within, occasion

most earthquakes, especially violent, destructive, deep-seated out-

bursts like those of Lisbon and Charleston. The relation of the seis-

mic and the volcanic phenomena is clearly to be seen.

One series of seismic phenomena remains to be explained
—the

lighter undulations, the tremors, and the remarkable irregularity of

the movements of the ground. The indications of the vertical pen-
dulum apparatus which represent these movements form an inex-

tricable tangle of lines running over and crossing one another. The
late Japanese professor of seismology, Sekiya, prepared an enlarged
model of the tracings of the seismic movements of a point of the

earth's surface, which has been much copied. It represents an ex-

tremely confusing vibration of the lines.

Now we have to confront a very important fact which adds

much to the difficulty of seismic research. We never feel and
observe the earthquake shocks themselves, never directly in their

simplicity or multiplicity, but only the wave movements that are

sent out from them in the elastic crust of the earth. These, how-
ever multifold their origin, proceed in an immense spherical
wave which moves in more or less numerous repetitions through
the earth's interior. It is this shaking of the earth by the spher-
ical waves that our instruments represent as earthquakes. We
can not include as the earth's crust the surface of the earth on

which we live, and which consists of loose materials disintegrated by
weathering, breaking, and numerous causes, but the solid crust, often

lying at a considerable distance beneath us, which bears these ma-

terials, and from which the spherical waves emerge. As the waves

of the sea, beating upon the coast, are turned, split up, divided,
thrown up, etc., in their surging, so surge, too, the seismic waves

upon the disintegrated surface of shingle, pebbles, broken rocks, sand,
and earth, in clefts and gorges. We thus never observe the original

spherical waves, but only their fragmentary derivative forms, their

resolution into numerous single waves which come to us diverted into

the most various directions. It is thus most plainly shown that Mal-

let's effort to determine the center and origin of the earthquake from

the direction of the shock was futile. We can only draw scientific

conclusions respecting the time of beginning, the duration, and force

of the movement. It is thus evident that many of the tremors (not all,

by any means) originate in this division; that a fixed point of the

earth's surface must describe a very complicated path in so intricate

a wave movement; that the division is less marked on firm ground
than on loose; that the former, in consequence of the more evenly

protracted movement, is less dangerous than the latter; and that

multiplied waves interfere, overlay, weaken, or strengthen one an-
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otlier just as water waves do. Thus are explained the earthquake

bridges or spots which always remain unmoved through repeated

earthquakes, either because they are firmer, or because the progress

of the waves is arrested at them by interference.

The sounds, too, which so frequently accompany earthquakes are

likewise simply results of this division of the waves and their escape

into the air, for we perceive wave motions in the air as sound. The

admirable delicacy of our sense of hearing is here manifested, for

seismic movements are not rarely perceptible, or heard, as air waves,

which we can not perceive as movements of the ground. Earthquake
thunder is caused, like storm thunder, by shocks to the air, of which

we hear the nearest and latest first, and the farthest and earliest last.

The different tone shades of the earthquake sound depend upon their

various sources, as from small, sharp fragments, clinking, rattling,

and humming; from sand and earth, dull rumbling; from trees,

whistling, etc. The echo in ravines not rarely operates to add

strength to them. Earthquake sounds that seem to come out of the

air from above are caused by earthquake waves reaching us by way
of trees, houses, etc.; the different directions and degrees of force

which they seem to indicate in different houses or in different rooms

of the same house are explainable by the different elasticity condi-

tions of the houses and rooms. But not the most insignificant con-

clusion can be drawn from these sounds concerning the nature and

causes of earthquakes. It is important to emphasize this fact, for

errors have often originated in conclusions drawn from such things.
—

Translated for the Popular Science Monthly from the Deutsche

Rundschau.

Examples of a race of curiously protectively colored mice which inhabit

the sandy island, the North Bull, in the Bay of Dublin, were exhibited by
Dr. H. Lyster Jameson in the Zoological Section of the British Association.

A considerable percentage of them were distinctly lighter hued than the

ancestral type of house mouse, though every possible gradation occurred

between the typical house mouse and the palest examples. The speaker

regarded the marked predominance of sand-colored specimens as due to

the action of natural selection. The hawks and owls which frequent the

island, and are the only enemies the "mice have to compete against, most

easily capture the darkest examples, or those that contrast most strongly

with the color of the sand. Thus a protectively colored race is becoming
established. The island came into existence only about a hundred years

ago. Consequently it is possible to fix a time limit within which the sandy-

colored race has been evolved. Its evolution also, as Professor Poulton

observed in his comment on Dr. Jameson's paper, gives additional evidence

to that afforded by the shore crabs described by Professor Weldon in his

presidential address to the section, that the transmutation of species is not

necessarily so slow as to be indiscernible.
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A SHORT HISTORY OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION.*

By J. NORMAN LOCKYER, K.C.B., F. R. S.

THE two addresses by my colleagues, Professors Judd and Rob-

erts-Austen, have drawn attention to the general history of our

college and the details of one part of our organization. I propose
to deal with another part, the consideration of which is of very great

importance at the present time, for we are in one of those educa-

tional movements which spring up from time to time and mold the

progress of civilization. The question of a teaching university in

the largest city in the world, secondary education, and so-called

technical education are now occupying men's minds.

At the beginning it is imperative that I should call your atten-

tion to the fact that the stern necessities of the human race have been

the origin of all branches of science and learning; that all so-called

educational movements have been based upon the actual require-
ments of the time. There has never been an educational movement
for learning's sake; but of course there have always been studies

and students apart from any of those general movements to which I

am calling attention; still we have to come down to the times of

Louis Quatorze before the study of the useless, the meme inutile,

was recognized as a matter of national concern.

It is perhaps the more necessary to insist upon stern necessity as

being the origin of learning, because it is so difficult for us now to

put ourselves in the place of those early representatives of our race

that had to face the problems of life among conditionings of which

they were profoundly ignorant: when night meant death; when
there was no certainty that the sun would rise on the morrow; when
the growth of a plant from seed was unrecognized; when a yearly
return of seasons might as well be a miracle as a proof of a settled

order of phenomena ; when, finally, neither cause nor effect had been

traced in the operations of Nature.

It is doubtless in consequence of this difficulty that some of the

early races have been credited by some authors with a special love

of abstract science, of science for its own sake; so that this, and not

stern necessity, was the motive of their inquiries. Thus we have been

told that the Chaldeans differed from the other early races in hav-

ing a predilection for astronomy, another determining factor being
that the vast plains in that country provided them with a perfect

horizon.

The first historic glimpses of the study of astronomy we find

* An address delivered at the Royal College of Science on October 6, 1898.
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among the peoples occupying the Kile Valley and Chaldea, say
6000 b. c.

But this study had to do with the fixing of the length of the year,
and the determination of those times in it in which the various

agricultural operations had to be performed. These were related

strictly to the rise of the Nile in one country and of the Euphrates
in the other. All human activity was, in fact, tied up with the move-
ments of the sun, moon, and stars. These, then, became the gods of

those early peoples, and the astronomers, the seers, were the first

priests; revered by the people because as interpreters of the celestial

powers they were the custodians of the knowledge which was the

most necessary for the purposes of life.

Eudemus of Rhodes, one of the principal pupils of Aristotle, in

his History of Geometry, attributes the origin of geometry to the

Egyptians,
" who were obliged to invent it in order to restore the

landmarks which had been destroyed by the inundation of the Nile,"
and observes

"
that it is by no means strange that the invention of

the sciences should have originated in practical needs." * The new

geometry was brought from Egypt to Greece by Thales three hun-

dred years before Aristotle was born.

When to astronomy and geometry we add the elements of medi-

cine and surgery, which it is known were familiar to the ancient

Egyptians, it will be conceded that we are, in those early times, face

to face with the cultivation of the most useful branches of science.

Now, although the evidence is increasing day by day that Greek

science was Egyptian in its origin, there is no doubt that its cultiva-

tion in Greece was more extended, and that it was largely developed
there. One of the most useful and prolific writers on philosophy and

science who has ever lived, Aristotle, was born in the fourth century
b. c. From him, it may be said, dates a general conception of science

based on observation as differing from experiment. If you wish to

get an idea of the science of those times, read his writings on Physics
and on the Classification of Animals. All sought in Aristotle the

basis of knowledge, but they only read his philosophy; Dante calls

him the " master of those who know." f

Why was Aristotle so careful, to treat science as well as philoso-

phy, with which his master, Plato, had dealt almost exclusively?

The answer to this question is of great interest to our present

subject. The late Lord Playfair % in a pregnant passage suggests

the reason, and the later history of Europe shows, I think, that he is

right.
" We find that just as early nations became rich and prosperous,

* Greek Geometry from Thales to Euclid, p. 2. Allman.

f Inferno, canto iv, p. 130 et seq. % Subjects of Social Welfare, p. 206.
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so did philosophy arise among them, and it declined with the deca-

dence of material prosperity. In those splendid days of Greece when

Plato, Aristotle, and Zeno were the representatives of great schools

of thought, which still exercise their influence on mankind, Greece

was a great manufacturing and mercantile community; Corinth

was the seat of the manufacture of hardware; Athens that of jew-

elry, shipbuilding, and pottery. The rich men of Greece and all its

free citizens were actively engaged in trade and commerce. The
learned class were the sons of those citizens, and were in possession
of their accumulated experience derived through industry and for-

eign relations. Thales was an oil merchant; Aristotle inherited

wealth from his father, who was a physician, but, spending it, is

believed to have supported himself as a druggist till Philip appointed
him tutor to Alexander. Plato's wealth was largely derived from

commerce, and his master, Socrates, is said to have been a sculptor.

Zeno, too, was a traveling merchant. Archimedes is perhaps an

exception, for he is said to have been closely related to a prince; but

if so, he is the only princely discoverer of science on record."

In ancient Greece we see the flood of the first great intellectual

tide. Alas! it never touched the shores of western Europe, but it

undoubtedly reached to Rome, and there must have been very much
more observational science taught in the Roman studia than we

generally imagine, otherwise how account for Pliny, the vast public

works, their civilizing influence carried over sea and land from be-

yond Bab-el-Mandeb to Scotland? In some directions their applica-

tions of science are as yet unsurpassed.

With the fall of the Roman Empire both science and philosophy

disappeared for a while. The first wave had come and gone; its last

feebler ripples seem to have been represented at this time by the

gradual change of the Roman secular studia wherever they existed

into clerical schools, the more important of which were in time

attached to the chief cathedrals and monasteries; and it is not diffi-

cult to understand why the secular (or scientific) instruction was

gradually replaced by one more fitted for the training of priests.

It is not to be wondered at that the ceaseless strife in the center

of Europe had driven what little learning there was to the western

and southern extremities, where the turmoil was less—I refer to

Britain and South Italy
—while the exiled ISTestorians carried Hel-

lenic science and philosophy out of Europe altogether to Mesopo-
tamia and Arabia.

The next wave—it was but a small one—had its origin in our own

country. In the eighth century England was at its greatest height,

relatively, in educational matters, chiefly owing to the labors of

two men. Beda, generally called the Venerable Bede, the most
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eminent writer of his age, was born near Monkwearmouth in 673,

and passed his life in the monastery there. He not only wrote the

history of our island and nation, but treatises on the nature of things,

astronomy, chronology, arithmetic, medicine, philosophy, grammar/

rhetoric, poetry, music, basing his work on that of Pliny. He died

in 735, in which year his great follower was born in Yorkshire. I

refer to Alcuin. He was educated at the Cathedral School at York
under Archbishop Egbert, and, having imbibed everything he could

learn from the writings of Bede and others, was soon recognized as

one of the greatest scholars of the time. On returning from Rome,
whither he had been sent by Eaubald to receive the pallium, he met
Karl the Great, King of the Franks and Lombards, who eventually
induced him to take up his residence at his court, to become his

instructor in the sciences. Karl (or Charlemagne) then was the

greatest figure in the world, and although as King of the Franks

and Lombards, and subsequently Emperor of the Holy Roman Em-

pire, his court was generally at Aachen, he was constantly traveling

throughout his dominions. He was induced, in consequence of

Alcuin's influence, not only to have a school always about him on

his journeys, but to establish, or foster, such schools wherever he

went. Hence it has been affirmed that
" France is indebted to

Alcuin for all the polite learning it boasted of in that and the fol-

lowing ages." The universities of Paris, Tours, Fulden, Soissons,

and others were not actually founded in his day, but the monastic

and cathedral schools out of which they eventually sprang were

strengthened, and indeed a considerable scheme of education for

priests was established—that is, an education free from all sciences,

and in which philosophy alone was considered.

Karl the Great died in 814, and after his death the eastward

traveling wave, thus started by Bede and Alcuin, slightly but very

gradually increased in height. Two centuries later, however, the

conditions were changed. We find ourselves in presence of inter-

ference phenomena, for then there was a meeting with another wave

traveling westward, and this meeting was the origin of the Euro-

pean universities. The wave now manifested traveling westerly,

spread outward from Arab centers first and finally from Constanti-

nople, when its vast stores of Greek lore were opened by the con-

quest of the city.

The first wavelet justified Eudemus's generalization that
" the

invention of the sciences originated in practical needs," and that

knowledge for its own sake was not the determining factor. The

year had been determined, stone circles erected almost everywhere,
and fires signaled from them, giving notice of the longest and short-

est days, so that agriculture was provided for, even away from
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churches and the festivals of the Church. The original user of

geometry was not required away from the valleys of the Nile, Tigris,
and Euphrates, and therefore it is now medicine and surgery that

come to the front for the alleviation of human ills. In the eleventh

century we find Salerno, soon to be famed throughout Europe as the

great medical school, forming itself into the first university. And
medicine did not exhaust all the science taught, for Adelard lis-

tened there to a lecture on "
the nature of things," the cause of

magnetic attraction being one of the
"
things

"
in question.

This teaching at Salerno preceded by many years the study of

the law at Bologna and of theology at Paris.

The full flood came from the disturbance of the Arab wave
center by the crusades, about the beginning of the twelfth century.
After the Pope had declared the

"
Holy War," William of Malmes-

bury tells us
"
the most distant islands and savage countries were

inspired with this ardent passion. The Welshman left his hunting,
the Scotchman his fellowship with vermin, the Dane his drinking

party, the Norwegian his raw fish." Eeport has it that in 1096
no less than six millions were in motion along many roads to Pales-

tine. This, no doubt, is an exaggeration, but it reflects the excite-

ment of the time, and prepares us for what happened when the

crusaders returned. As Green puts it:*
" The western nations, includ-

ing our own,
' were quickened with a new life and throbbing with

a new energy.' ... A new fervor of study sprang up in the West
from its contact with the more cultured East. Travelers like Ade-

lard, of Bath, brought back the first rudiments of physical and
mathematical science from the schools of Cordova or Bagdad. . . .

The long mental inactivity of feudal Europe broke up like ice be-

fore a summer's sun. Wandering teachers, such as Lanfranc or

Anselm, crossed sea and land to spread the new power of knowledge.
The same spirit of restlessness, of inquiry, of impatience with the

older traditions of mankind, either local or intellectual, that drove

half Christendom to the tomb of its Lord, crowded the roads with

thousands of young scholars hurrying to the chosen seats where

teachers were gathered together."
Studium generate was the term first applied to a large educa-

tional center where there was a guild of masters, and whither stu-

dents flocked from all parts. At the beginning of the thirteenth cen-

tury the three principal studia were Paris, Bologna, and Salernp,

where theology and arts, law and medicine, and medicine almost by
itself, were taught respectively; these eventually developed into the

first universities, f

*
History of the English People, vol. i, p. 198.

f See Histoire de l'Universite de Paris. Crevier, 1791, passim.
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English scholars gathered in thousands at Paris round the chairs

of William of Champeanx or Abelard, where thej took their place
as one of the

"
nations " of which the great middle-age university

of Paris was composed.
We have only to do with the arts faculty of this university. We

find that the subject-matter of the liberal education of the middle

age there dealt with varied very little from that taught in the schools

of ancient Rome.
The so-called

"
artiens," students of the arts faculty, which was

the glory of the university and the one most numerously attended,
studied the seven arts of the trivium and quadrivium

—that is, gram-

mar, rhetoric, dialectic and arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy.*
This at first looks well for scientific study, but the mathematics

taught had much to do with magic; arithmetic dealt with epacts,

golden numbers, and the like. There was no algebra, and no me-
chanics. Astronomy dealt with the system of the seven heavens.

Science, indeed, was the last thing to be considered in the theo-

logical and legal studia, and it would appear that it was kept alive

more in the medical schools than in the arts faculties. Aristotle's

writings on physics, biology, and astronomy were not known till

about 1230, and then in the shape of Arab-Latin translations. Still,

it must not be forgotten that Dante learned some of his astronomy,
at all events, at Paris.

Oxford was an offshoot of Paris, and therefore a theological

studium, in all probability founded about 1167,f and Cambridge
came later.

Not till the Reformation (sixteenth century) do we see any sign
of a new educational wave, and then we find the two which have had

the greatest influence upon the history of the world—one of them

depending upon the Reformation itself, the other depending upon the

birth of experimental inquiry.

Before the Reformation the universities were priestly institu-

tions, and derived their authority from the Popes.
The universities were for the few; the education of the people,

except in the various crafts, was unprovided for.

The idea of a general education in secular subjects at the expense
of the state or of communities is" coeval with the Reformation. In

Germany, even before the time of Luther, it was undreamed of, or

rather, perhaps, one should say, the question was decided in the

negative. In his day, however, his zeal first made itself heard in

favor of education, as many are now making themselves heard in

* Enumerated in the following middle-age Latin verse :

"
Lingua, tropus, ratio, numerus, tonus, angulus, astra."

f Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, by Rashdall, vol. ii, p. 344.
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favor of a better education, and in 1524 he addressed a letter to tine

councils of all the towns in Germany, begging them to vote money
not merely for roads, dikes, guns, and the like, but for schoolmasters,
so that all children might be taught; and he states his opinion that

if it be the duty of a state to compel the able-bodied to carry arms,
it is a fortiori its duty to compel its subjects to send their children

to school, and to provide schools for those who without such aid

would remain uninstructed.

Here we have the germ of Germany's position at the present day,
not only in scientific instruction but in everything which that instruc-

tion brings with it.

"With the Reformation this idea spread to France. In 1560
we find the States-General of Orleans suggesting to Francis II a
"
levee d'une contribution sur les benefices ecclesiastiques pour

raisonablement stipendier des pedagogues et gens lettres, en toutes

villes et villages, pour l'instruction de la pauvre jeunesse du plat

pays, et soient tenus les peres et meres, a peine d'amende, a, envoyer
les dits enfants a, Fecole, et a. ce faire soient contraints par les

segnieurs et les juges ordinaires."

Two years after this suggestion, however, the religious wars

broke out; the material interests of the clerical party had predomi-

nated, the new spirit was crushed under the iron heel of priestcraft,

and the French, in consequence, had to wait for three centuries and a

revolution before they could get comparatively free.

In the universities, or at all events alongside them, Ave find next

the introduction not so much yet of science as we now know it,

with its experimental side, as of the scientific spirit.

The history of the College de France, founded in 1531 by
Francis I, is of extreme interest. In the fifteenth century the

studies were chiefly literary, and except in the case of a few minds

they were confined merely to scholastic subtleties, taught (I have it

on the authority of the Statistique de l'Enseignement Superieur)
in barbarous Latin. This was the result of the teaching of the facul-

ties; but even then, outside the faculties, which were immutable, a

small number of distinguished men still occupied themselves in a

less rigid Avay in investigation; but still these studies were chiefly lit-

erary. Among those men may be mentioned Danes, Postel, Dole,

Guillaume Bude, Lefevre d'Etaples, and others, who edited with notes

and commentaries Greek and Latin authors whom the university

scarcely knew by name. Hence the renaissance of the sixteenth

century, which gave birth to the College de France, the function of

which, at the commencement, was to teach those things which were

not in the ordinary curriculum of the faculties. It was called the

College des Deux Langues, the languages being Hebrew and Greek.
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It then became the College des Trois Langues, when the king, not-

withstanding the opposition of the university, created in 1534 a chair

of Latin. There was another objection made by the university to

the new creation: from the commencement the courses were free;

and this feeling was not decreased by the fact that around the cele-

brated masters of the Trois Langues a crowd of students was soon

congregated.
The idea in the mind of Francis I in creating this Royal College

may be gathered from the following edict, dated in 1545: "Fran-

cois, etc., savoir faisons a. tous presents et a. venir que Nous, con-

siderant que le sgavoir des langues, qui est un des dons du Saint-

Esprit, fait ouverture et donne le moyen de plus entiere connaissance

et plus parfaite intelligence de toutes bonnes, honnetes, saintes et

salutaires sciences. . . . Avons fait faire pleinement entendre a

ceux qui, y voudraient vacquer, les trois langues principales, He-

braique, Grecque, et Latine, et les Livres esquels les bonnes sciences

sont le mieux et le plus profondement traitees. A laquelle fin, et en

suivant le decret du concile de Vienne, nous avons pieca ordonne et

establi en notre bonne ville de Paris, un bonne nombre de person-

nages de sgavoir excellent, qui lisent et enseignent publiquement et

ordinairement les dites langues et sciences, maintenant florissant autant

ou plus qu'elles ne firent de bien longtemps . . . auxquels nos lec-

teurs avons donne honnetes gages et salaires, et iceux fait pourvoir
de plusieurs beaux benefices pour les entretenir et donner occasion de

mieux et plus continuellement entendre au fait de leur charge, . . .

etc."

The Statistique, which I am following in this account, thus sums

up the founder's intention :

" Le College Royal avait pour mission

de propager les nouvelles connaissances, les nouvelles decouvertes.

II n'enseignait pas la science faite, il la faisait."

It was on account of this more than on account of anything else

that it found its greatest enemy in the university. The founding
of this new college, and the great excitement its success occasioned

in Paris, were, there can be little doubt, among the factors which

induced Gresham to found his college in London in 1574.

These two institutions played ag;reat part in their time. Gresham

College, it is true, was subsequently strangled, but not before its

influence had been such as to permit the Royal Society to rise

phoenixlike from its ashes; for it is on record that the first step in

the forming of this society was taken after a lecture on astronomy

by Sir Christopher Wren at the college. All connected with them

felt in time the stupendous change of thought in the century which

saw the birth of Bacon, Galileo, Gilbert, Hervey, Tycho Brahe,

Descartes, and many others that might be named; and of these, it is
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well to remark, Gilbert,* Hervey, and Galileo were educated in

medical schools abroad.

Bacon was not only the first to lay down regulce pliilosopliandi,

but he insisted upon the far-reaching results of research, not for-

getting to point out that
"
lucifera experimenta, non fructifera

quoerenda" f as a caution to the investigator, though he had no

doubt as to the revolution to be brought about by the ultimate appli-

cation of the results of physical inquiry.

As earlv as 15 GO the Academia Secretorum ISTaturse was founded

at Naples, followed by the Lincei in 1G09, the Royal Society in

1645, the Cimento in 1657, and the Paris Academy in 1666.

From that time the world may be said to have belonged to sci-

ence, now no longer based merely on observation but on experiment.

But, alas! how slowly has it percolated into our universities.

The first organized endeavor to teach science in schools was

naturally made in Germany (Prussia), where, in 1747 (nearly a cen-

tury and a half ago), Realschulen were first started; they were taken

over by the Government in 1832, and completely reorganized in

1859, this step being demanded by the growth of industry and the

spread of the modern spirit. Eleven hours a week were given to

natural science in these schools forty years ago.

Teaching the Teachers.—Until the year 1762 the Jesuits had

the education of France almost entirely in their hands, and when,

therefore, their expulsion was decreed in that year, it was only a

necessary step to create an institution to teach the future teachers

of France. Here, then, we had the ficole JSTormale in theory; but

it was a long time before this theory was carried into practice, and

very probably it would never have been had not Holland d'Erce-

ville made it his duty for more than twenty years, by numerous

publications, among which is especially to be mentioned his Plan

d'Education, printed in 1783, to point out not merely the utility

but the absolute necessity for some institution of the kind. As gen-

erally happens in such cases, this exertion was not lost, for in 1794

it was decreed that an Ecole Normale should be opened at Paris,
" ou seront appeles de toutes les parties de la Republique, des cito-

yens deja instruits dans les sciences utiles, pour apprendre, sous les

professeurs les plus habiles dans tous les genres, l'art d'enseigner."

To follow these courses in the art of teaching, one potential

schoolmaster was to be sent to Paris by every district containing

twenty thousand inhabitants. Fourteen or fifteen hundred young
men therefore arrived in Paris, and in 1795 the courses of the

school were opened first of all in the amphitheater of the Museum

* William Gilbert, of Colchester, on the Magnet. Mittelag, p. x.

f Novum Organum, vol. 1, p. 10. Fowler's edition, p. 255.
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of Natural History. The professors were chosen from among the

most celebrated men of France, the sciences being represented by
Lagrange, Laplace, Haliry, Monge, Daubenton, and Berthollet.

While there was this enormous progress abroad, represented

especially by the teaching of science in Germany and the teaching of

the teachers in France, things slumbered and slept in Britain. We
had our coal and our iron, our material capital, and no one troubled

about our mental capital, least of all the universities, which had be-

come, according to Matthew Arnold (who was not likely to

overstate matters), mere hauts lycees, and " had lost the very idea

of a real university
"

;

* and since our political leaders generally
came from the uuiversities, little more was to be expected from

them.

Many who have attempted to deal with the history of education

have failed to give sufficient prominence to the tremendous dif-

ference there must necessarily have been in scientific requirements
before and after the introduction of steam power.

It is to the discredit of our country that we, who gave the per-

fected steam engine, the iron ship, and the locomotive to the world,

should have been the last to feel the next wave of intellectual

progress.

All we did at the beginning of the century was to found me-

chanics' institutions. They knew better in Prussia,
"
a bleeding and

lacerated mass "; f after Jena (1806), King Frederick William III

and his councilors, disciples of Kant, founded the University of

Berlin,
"
to supply the loss of territory by intellectual effort."

Among the universal poverty money was found for the Universities

of Konigsberg and Breslau, and Bonn was founded in 1818. As
a result of this policy, carried on persistently and continuously by
successive ministers, aided by wise councilors, many of them the

products of this policy, such a state of things was brought about that

not many years ago M. Ferdinand Lot, one of the most distinguished

educationists of France, accorded to Germany
" a supremacy in sci-

ence comparable to the supremacy of England at sea."

But this position has not been obtained merely by founding new
universities. To Germany we owe the perfecting of the methods of

teaching science.

I have shown that it was in Germany that we find the first organ-
ized science teaching in schools. About the year 1825 that country
made another tremendous stride. Liebig demonstrated that science

teaching, to be of value, whether in the school or the university,

* Schools and Universities on the Continent, p. 291.

f University Education in England, France, and Germany, by Sir Rowland Bleunerhas-

sett, p. 25.
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must consist to a greater or less extent in practical work, and the

more the better; that book work was next to useless.

Liebig, when appointed to Giessen, smarting still under the dif-

ficulties he had had in learning chemistry without proper appliances,

induced the Darmstadt Government to build a chemical laboratory
in which the students could receive a thorough practical training.

It will have been gathered from this reference to Liebig's system
of teaching chemistry that still another branch of applied science had

been created, which has since had a stupendous effect upon indus-

try; and while Liebig was working at Giessen, another important

industry was being created in England. I refer to the electric tele-

graph and all its developments, foreshadowed by Galileo in his refer-

ence to the
"
sympathy of magnetic needles."

Not only then in chemistry, but in all branches of science which

can be applied to the wants of man, the teaching must be practical—that is, the student must experiment and observe for himself, and

he must himself seek new truths.

It was at last recognized that a student could no more learn sci-

ence effectively by seeing some one else perform an experiment than

he could learn to draw effectively by seeing some one else make a

sketch. Hence in the German universities the doctor's degree is

based upon a research.

Liebig's was the fons et origo of all our laboratories—mechan-

ical, metallurgical, chemical, physical, geological, astronomical, and

biological.
—Nature.

[To be continued.]

»
SHOULD CHILDREN UNDER TEN LEARN TO READ

AND WRITE ?

By Prof. G. T. W. PATRICK.

THERE
are certain propositions about education so evidently true

that probably no parent or teacher would question them. For

instance, the best school is one in which the course of study is pro-

gressively adapted to the mental development of the children.

Again, certain subjects are adapted to children of certain ages or

stages of development, and others are not. One would not recommend

the study of logic or of the calculus to the average child of ten, nor

would the teaching of English be wisely deferred until the age of

fifteen. Finally, if the courses of study in our present school system

shall be found to be arranged without regard to the order of mental

development, they will sooner or later be modified in accordance

with it.
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Now the educational system in practice in the two or three hun-

dred thousand public schools in the United States is a somewhat

definite one, with a somewhat fixed order of studies through the dif-

ferent years or grades. In a majority of the States children are ad-

mitted to the schools at the age of six; in more than one third of the

States children of five are admitted. In a general way Ave may say
that during the first four years of school life the principal subjects

occupying the time of the children are reading, writing, and arith-

metic. To be more exact, we may cite, for instance, the city schools

of Chicago.* Exclusive of recesses and opening exercises, there are

in these schools thirteen hundred and fifty minutes of school work per
week. Of this time, in the first and second grades, six hundred and

seventy-five minutes are devoted to reading, seventy-five minutes to

writing, and two hundred and twenty-five minutes to mathematics.

Seventy-two per cent of the total time is therefore consumed by
these subjects. In the third grade the proportion is the same; in

the fourth grade it is somewhat more than fifty per cent. I have

mentioned the Chicago schools because this is one of those school

systems where a liberal introduction of other subjects, such as Nature

study, physical culture, singing, and oral English, has somewhat less-

ened the time given to reading, writing, and arithmetic. Other cities,

with few exceptions, will be found to give more rather than less

time to these subjects. In the country schools, and indeed in a vast

number of town and city schools, practically all the time during these

early years is given to reading, writing, and arithmetic.

We must conclude, therefore, if our educational system is a ra-

tional one, that reading, writing, and arithmetic are the subjects

peculiarly adapted to the mind of the child between the ages of five

and ten. It is worth while to inquire from the standpoint of child

psychology whether this be true. It should be observed, in the first

place, that the manner in which our educational system has grown up
is no guarantee that it rests upon a psychological basis. Our schools

are exceedingly conservative. Any innovations or radical changes
are resisted by the parents of the children even more strenuously than

by school boards, superintendents, and teachers. Notwithstanding
numerous and important minor improvements, the school system as

a whole remains unchanged. Our children of seven and eight years

are learning to read and write because our grandfathers were so

doing at that age.

We can not here discuss the origin of our present school cur-

riculum, but, as explaining the prominence given to reading, writing,

and arithmetic, it is worthy of notice that originally the elementary

* See the article on Courses of Study in the Elementary Schools of the United States,

by T. R. Crosswell, Pedagogical Seminary, April, 1897.
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school existed to teach just these three subjects. The primitive
schoolmaster was not superior to the parents of the child, usually not

their equal, in anything except his knowledge of
"
letters." So the

child was sent to school for a short time to learn letters. It was not

at all the function of the school to educate the child in all that was

necessary to fit him for the duties of life. Afterward, as the scope
of the school was enlarged, other subjects were added, and these were

put after the original ones, and the schoolmaster, furthermore, came
rather to take the place of an educator than a mere teacher of letters.

It is conceivable, therefore, that the present accepted order of studies

in our elementary schools rests upon an accidental rather than upon
a psychological basis. It is true that modern educators have ex-

pressly considered the subject of the order and correlation of studies,

as, for instance, in the case of the Committee of Fifteen, and that,

while recommending minor changes in the school curriculum, they
have not usually thought of questioning the position so long held by

reading, writing, and arithmetic. In the report of the committee

just referred to we find this expression:
" The conclusion is reached

that learning to read and write should be the leading study of the

pupil in his first four years of school." But, again, it was not the

function of this committee to suggest sweeping changes, nor to raise

the inquiry whether the system itself rests upon a psychological basis.

Even if it did not rest upon such a basis, expressions like the above

would not be unnatural on the part of committees appointed by bodies

representing the system as a whole.

We may not, then, conclude a priori that our system of primary
education is a sound one. There have indeed been other wholly dif-

ferent systems giving excellent results in their time, as, for instance,

that of the ancient Greeks, where music and gymnastics, not reading,

writing, and arithmetic, were the principal subjects occupying the

time of the pupils.

Much attention has recently been given to the subjects of the

physiology and psychology of children. These studies have been

systematic, painstaking, and exact. It seems, indeed, to many people

improbable that anything very new or very remarkable should just

at this time be found out about children, and there have not been

wanting either prominent educators or psychologists who have given

public expression to warnings against the new "
child study." But

this, again, is not conclusive, for students of history may recall that

every advance in science has met just such opposition
—for instance,

bacteriology, organic evolution, chemistry, and astronomy. Fur-

thermore, when we reflect that scientific advance in this century has

ever been, and inevitably, from the simple to the complex, and,

further, that the brain of the child is the most complex thing in the
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whole range of . natural history which science will ever have to

attempt, it is not difficult to understand that scientific knowledge of it

with its pedagogical implications has not belonged, at any rate, to

the past. It will belong to the future, having, perhaps, its beginnings
in the present. An educational system which has not reckoned

with an accurate knowledge of the brain of the child may by acci-

dent be a correct one, but until such reckoning is made we can not

be sure.

Our increasing knowledge of the child's mind, his muscular and

nervous system, and his special senses, points indubitably to the con-

clusion that reading and writing are subjects which do not belong
to the early years of school life, but to a later period, and that other

subjects now studied later are better adapted to this early stage of de-

velopment. What is thus indicated of reading and writing may be

affirmed also of drawing and arithmetic. The reasons leading to this

conclusion can be only very briefly summarized here.

As regards reading, writing, and drawing, they involve, in the first

place, a high degree of motor specialization, which is not only un-

natural but dangerous for young children. Studies in motor ability

have shown that the order of muscular development is from the larger

and coarser to the finer and more delicate muscles. The movements

of the child are the large, free movements of the body, legs, and arms,

such as he exhibits in spontaneous play. The movements requiring

fine co-ordination, such as those of the fingers and the eyes, are the

movements of maturer life. If we reverse this order and compel the

child to hold his body, legs, and arms still, while he engages the deli-

cate muscles of the eyes and fingers with minute written or printed

symbols, we induce a nervous overtension, and incur the evils inci-

dent to all violation of natural order. The increasing frequency of

nervous disorders among school children, particularly in the older

countries, is probably due in part to these circumstances. If we con-

sider the brain of the child of seven or eight years, our conclusions

are strengthened that he should not be engaged in reading and writ-

ing. At this age the brain has attained almost its full weight, and

is therefore large in proportion to the body. Its development is,

however, very incomplete, particularly as regards its associative ele-

ments—that is, the so-called association fibers and apperception cen-

ters. Such a brain constantly produces and must expend a large

amount of nervous energy, which can not be used centrally
—that is,

psychologically speaking
—in comparison, analysis, thought, reflec-

tion. It must flow out through the motor channels, becoming mus-

cular movement. The healthy child is therefore incessantly active in

waking hours, the action being of the vigorous kind involving the

larger members. Hence we can understand that, of all the ways in

VOL. LIT.—28
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which a young child may receive instruction, the method through the

printed book is pre-eminently the one ill fitted to him.

The evil of this method is aggravated by the fact that, before the

child can receive instruction through the book, a long time—several

years, in fact—is spent in the confining task of learning to read. It

comes about, therefore, that the child, at the very age when he should

be leading a free and expansive life, is obliged to fix his eyes upon
the narrow page of a book and decipher small printed symbols, in

themselves devoid of life and interest. With respect to writing and

learning to write the case is worse. A considerable amount of motor

specialization is involved in forming letters upon the blackboard, but

when the pencil and pen are used it becomes of an extreme kind. In

the whole life history of the man there are no movements requiring
finer co-ordination than those of writing with pencil or pen, yet our

school system requires these of the child of six or seven years, makes

them, indeed, a prominent part of elementary school life. In addi-

tion to the motor specialization of reading and writing is the physical
confinement in the narrow seat and desk which is necessarily con-

nected with them. The child of six or seven has not reached the age
when such confinement is natural or safe.

The injuries which I have mentioned relate to the nervous system
as a whole. There are other injuries resulting from the reading habit

in young children which concern the eyes directly. So much has

been said and written lately about the increase of myopia and other

defects of the eye among school children, that I shall merely refer to

this subject here. Upon entering school, children are practically free

from these defects. Upon leaving school, a strikingly large percent-

age are suffering from them, more, however, as yet, in European
countries than in America. The causes are many, but it is scarcely

doubted that the chief cause is found in bending over finely printed
books and maps, and fine writing, pencil work, and drawing. If pen-

cils, pens, paper, and books could be kept away from children until

they are at least ten years of age, and their instruction come directly

from objects and from the voice of the teacher, this evil could be

greatly lessened.

If the above reasons for not teaching reading and writing to

young children were the only ones, the objections could to a certain

extent be overcome. Writing might, for instance, be practiced only on

the blackboard with large free-hand movements, and letters could be

taught from large forms upon charts. But we have to consider the

questions whether reading and writing are in themselves branches of

instruction which belong to the early years of school life, whether

they may not be acquired at a great disadvantage at this period, and

whether more time is not spent upon them than is necessary. It is a
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well-known fact that a child's powers, whether physical or mental,

ripen in a certain rather definite order. There is, for instance, a

certain time in the life of the infant when the motor mechanism of

the legs ripens, before which the child can not be taught to walk,
while after that time he can not be kept from walking. Again,
at the age of seven, for instance, there is a mental readiness for some

things and an unreadiness for others. The brain is then very impres-

sionable and retentive, and a store of useful material, both motor and

sensory, may be permanently acquired with great economy of effort.

The imagination is active, and the child loves to listen to narration,

whether historical or mythical, which plays without effort of his will

upon his relatively small store of memory images. The powers of

analysis, comparison, and abstraction are little developed, and the

child has only a limited ability to detect mathematical or logical rela-

tions. The power of voluntary attention is slight, and can be exerted

for only a short time. All this may be stated physiologically by

saying that the brain activity is sensory and motor, but not central.

The sensory and motor mechanism has ripened, but not the associa-

tive. The brain is hardly more than a receiving, recording, and

reacting apparatus. It would be inaccurate, however, to express this

psychologically by saying that perception, memory, and will are the

mental powers that have ripened at the age of seven. This would be

true only if by perception we mean not apperception, which involves

a considerable development of associative readiness, but mere passive

apprehension through the senses, and if by memory we mean not

recollection, but mere retentiveness for that which interests, and if

by will we mean not volition, but only spontaneous movement and

readiness to form habits of action, including a large number of in-

stinctive movement psychoses, such as imitation, play, and language
in its spoken form.

Following out, then, somewhat as above, the psychology of the

child, what kind of education would be particularly adapted to his

stage of development? We ask not what can the child be taught,

but what studies are for him most natural and therefore most eco-

nomical. In the first place, from the development of the senses and

the perceptive power above described, we infer that the child is ready

to acquire a knowledge of the world of objects around him through the

senses of sight, hearing, touch, temperature, taste, and smell. His

education will have to do with real things and their qualities, rather

than with symbols which stand for things. If we wish a general term

for this branch of instruction, we may call it natural science, or, to

distinguish it from science in its more mature form as the study

of laws and causes, we may call it natural history, or, more briefly,

Nature study. Although the appropriateness and economy of this
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study for young children has been known and proclaimed for more
than a century, it is still in practice the study of later years, while

young children study letters.

In the second place, from the development of the retentive

powers of the child we infer that he is qualified to gain acquaintance
not only with the real world around him, but with the real world of

the past. We may call this history. History is now studied later by
means of text-books. It may be studied with far greater economy
during earlier years by means of direct narration by parent or teacher.

It is wonderful how eagerly a child will listen to historical narration,
and how easily he will retain it. This method of teaching history
forms a striking contrast to the perfunctory manner in which it is

often studied in the upper school grades, with the text-book
"
lesson,"

"
recitation," and the

"
final examination." Upon the minds of

many young people the study of history has a deadening effect when
the history epoch is passed and the mathematical epoch has arrived.

It has already been proposed, at a conference of educators lately held

in Chicago, to extend the study of history downward into the lower

grades, a proposition fully sanctioned by psychological pedagogy. In

what I have here said about history for young people I refer not to

the philosophy of history, which comes much later in the life of the

student, but to history as a mere record of facts and events, the kind

of history which is now studied in the grammar and high schools, the

kind which many educators who would make all children philosophers
are now saying should not be studied at all.

In the third place, what studies correspond to the development of

the will in the child from five to ten ? It is the habit-forming epoch.

It is the time when a large and useful store of motor memory images

may be acquired, and when permanent reflex tracts may be formed

in the spinal cord and lower brain centers. This is the time to teach

the child to do easily and habitually a large number of useful things.

If we use the term in its broadest sense, we may call this branch of

instruction morals, but it will also include, besides habits of conduct,

various bodily activities, certain manual dexterities, and correct

habits of speech, expression, and singing. But here some restrictions

must be observed. The habit-forming period begins at birth and con-

tinues far beyond the age of ten, and the period from five to ten is

not the time for the formation of all habits. The order of muscular

development must be observed, and all dexterities involving finely

co-ordinated movements of the fingers, or strain of the eyes, should

be deferred beyond this period, or at most begun only in the latter

part of it; such, for instance, as writing, drawing, modeling, sewing,

knitting, playing upon musical instruments, and minute mechanical

work, as well, of course, as the plaiting, pricking, stitching, weaving,
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and other finger work still practiced in some kindergartens and pri-

mary schools.

"We have thus seen that there are certain branches of instruction

for which the mind of the child from five to ten has ripened, and
which may therefore be taught most economically and safely during
this period. Concerning the teaching of language I shall speak

presently, but thus far we have found that from the psychological

standpoint there are at any rate three subjects which are strikingly

adapted to this period, namely, natural science, history, and morals,

using these terms with the latitude and restriction already explained.
Certain branches of Nature study and one branch of what we have
called morals—namely, manual training

—have in recent years been
introduced into our best elementary city schools, and in a few schools

history is taught systematically in the lower grades by means of

stories. They have not, however, crowded out reading, writing, and
arithmetic so much as crowded into them. But if we consider the

great mass of schools in city, town, and country throughout the land,
the subjects which practically complete the elementary school cur-

riculum—reading, writing, arithmetic, and geography
—

are, with the

exception of the latter, found to be subjects which do not naturally

belong to this period at all. Mathematics in every form is a subject

conspicuously ill fitted to the child mind. It deals not with real

things, but with abstractions. When referred to concrete objects,

it concerns not the objects themselves, but their relations to each

other. It involves comparison, analysis, abstraction. It calls for

a fuller development of the association tracts and fibers of the cere-

bral hemispheres. The grotesque
" number forms " which so many

children have, and which originate in this period, are evidence of

the necessity which the child feels of giving some kind of bodily

shape to these abstractions which he is compelled to study. Under
mathematics I do not of course include the mere mentioning or

learning a number series, such as in the process called
"
counting,"

or the committing to memory of a multiplication table. Further-

more, in this and in all discussions of this kind it must be remem-
bered that there are exceptional children in whom the mathematical

faculty, or musical faculty, or literary faculty, develops much earlier

than with the average child. If possible, they should have instruction

suited to their peculiarities. But it is evident that, so long as chil-

dren are educated in
"
schools," there must be a general plan of edu-

cation, and that it can not be based upon exceptional children.

What we learn from physiology and psychology about the ripen-

ing of the child's mind is confirmed by the theory of the
"
culture

epochs." I can not discuss here the doctrine of
"
recapitulation,"

with its great truths and its minor exceptions, but it is well known
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that in a general way the development of the child, both physical and

mental, is an epitome of the development of the race. If we com-

pare the physical and mental activities of the modern civilized man
with those of the more primitive member of the race, we may learn

what forms of physical and mental activity are natural in the dif-

ferent periods of child life. Some of the things which are character-

istic of the modern as contrasted with the primitive man are sedentary

habits, manual dexterities requiring finely co-ordinated movements

both of the eyes and fingers, increasing devotion to written language
and books as contrasted with spoken language, the lessened depend-
ence upon the memory, the increasing subjectivity of mental life as

contrasted with the purely objective life of the savage, and the in-

creased importance of reflection, deliberation, and reasoning, with

decrease of impulsive and habitual action. These things, then, we
should expect to belong to the later period of child life, and studied

which involve these activities will not be economically pursued in the

elementary school grades. These laws are wholly overlooked in our

traditional school curriculum. In practice we are saying to the

young child :

" Man is a sedentary, reading, writing, thinking, reason-

ing being, possessing the power of voluntary attention. I am to edu-

cate you to be a man. Therefore you must learn to sit still, to read,

write, think, reason, and give attention to your work." The child

of six or eight years is therefore given a book or pen, and put into

a closely fitting seat and left to give attention to his work. This is

precisely as if the mother should say to the infant at the beginning

of the period of creeping :

" You are a man, not a brute. Men go up-

right, not on all fours. You must walk, not creep."

I wish to call especial attention to the fact that it is only late

in the history of the race that language has passed to its written form.

Man is indeed now a reading and writing animal, but only recently

has he become so. It is only since the invention of printing and the

wide dissemination of books, magazines, and newspapers that reading

has become a real determining factor in the life of the people. Even

now the human organism is engaged in adapting itself to the new

strain brought upon the eyes and fingers in reading and writing. "We

can understand, therefore, that it will demand a considerable maturity

in the child before he is ready for that which has developed so late in

the history of the race. The language of the child, like that of the

primitive man, is the language of the ear and tongue. The child is a

talking and hearing animal. He is ear-minded. There has been in
O CD

the history of civilization a steady development toward the prepon-

derating use of the higher senses, culminating with the eye. The

average adult civilized man is now strongly eye-minded, but it is

necessary to go back only to the time of the ancient Greeks to find
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a decided relative ear-mindedness. Few laboratory researches have
been made upon the relative rapidity of development of the special
senses in children, but such as have been made tend to confirm the

indications of the "
culture epochs

"
theory, and to show that the

auditory centers develop earlier than the visual.

More and more attention is given in our elementary schools to the

subject of language
—

more, as some think, than the relative impor-
tance of the subject warrants; but without discussing this question,
it is indubitably shown by child psychology that it is the spoken

language which belongs to the elementary school. The ear is the

natural medium of instruction for young children, and all the second-

hand knowledge which it is necessary that the child should receive

should come to him in this way. It should come from the living
words of the living teacher or parent, not through the cold medium
of the printed book. In the elementary school, then, the child may
be instructed in language as it relates to the ear and the tongue, and

this is the real language. He may be taught to speak accurately and

elegantly, and he may be taught to listen and remember. He may
study in this way the best literature of his mother tongue, and get a

living sympathetic knowledge of it, such as can never come through
the indirect medium of the book. Indeed, this language study need

not be limited to the mother tongue. There is no age when a child

may with so great economy of effort gain a lasting knowledge of a

foreign language as when he is from seven to eleven years old.

When the spoken language has been mastered in this way, and

when the child has arrived at the reading and writing age, language
in its written form may be acquired in a very short time, and that

which now fills so many weary years of school life will sink into

the position of comparative insignificance in which it rightfully be-

longs. Reading and writing have usurped altogether too much time.

In the schools of to-day there is a worship of the reading book, spell-

ing book, copy book, and dictionary not rightfully due them. By
dropping the study of letters from the lower grades much needed

time may be found for other timely and important subjects, such as

Nature study, morals, history, oral language, singing, physical train-

ing, and play.

One of the greatest goods which would follow the banishing of

the book from the primary and elementary schools would be the cul-

tivation of better mental habits. Children suffer lasting injury by
being left with a book in their seats and directed to

"
study

"
at an

age when the power of voluntary attention has not developed.

They then acquire habits of listlessness and mind-wandering after-

ward difficult to overcome. They read over many times that which

does not hold their attention and is not remembered. Lax habits of
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study are thus acquired, with the serious incidental result of weak-

ening the retentive power which depends so much upon interest and
concentration. "With the substitution of the oral for the book method,
reliance upon the memory during the memory period will perma-
nently strengthen the child's power of retention.

The period between the ages of five and ten years is an important
one in the child's life. It is the time when the

"
let-alone

"
plan of

education is of most value, for the reason that nearly all our educa-

tional devices beyond the kindergarten are more or less attempts to

make men and women out of children. If the child at this age must
be put into the harness of an educational system, his course of study
will not be impoverished by the omission of reading and writing. To
teach him to speak and to listen, to observe and to remember, to

know something of the world around him, and instinctively to do the

right thing, will furnish more than enough material for the most

ambitious elementary school curriculum.

*«»

SOILS AXD FERTILIZERS.*

By CHARLES MINOR BLACKFORD, Je., M. D.

THE word "
soil

"
is used in several arts and sciences to denote

the material from which something derives nourishment. The
meat broths and jellies on which bacteria are grown are soils for

them, as the earth of a field is a soil for the ordinary farm crops ;
but

in general we mean by soils the various mixtures of mineral and

organic substances that make up the surface of the earth.

The object of this paper is to show as briefly as possible the way
it was formed, of what it is composed, the manner in which it nour-

ishes plants, and the rules that should guide us in replenishing its

nutritious matter when exhausted. So broad a field can be but

lightly touched, and the effort will be to give only hints from which

rules for specific cases may be deduced.

"When a sample of ordinary fertile soil is analyzed, it is found

to consist of a number of minerals, of carbon, nitrogen, and phos-

phorus in various combinations, water, and certain other ingredients

dependent on the locality. Among the minerals the most important
are potassium, sodium, lime, iron, and silicon, and the history of these

is of the greatest interest.

Scientific students are generally agreed that the surface of the

earth is but a shell inclosing a liquid, or at all events a highly heated

* An address delivered before the Richmond County (Georgia) Agricultural Society, on

February 19, 1898.
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interior. Originally the whole mass was fluid, but the surface has

cooled more rapidly than the interior, and so a firm crust has been
formed. As the central mass cooled, it contracted, and the crust

became wrinkled and folded, as does the skin of an apple as its pulp

dries, and, by this folding, great ridges were thrown up in some places
and vast depressions formed in others. When the crust became cool

enough for water to remain on it, most of the depressions were filled

by it, and the
"
dry land appeared," not only on the crests of the

ridges, but on the elevated plateaus about them, and thus oceans and
continents were formed.

Had one of us seen the earth at that time he would have been

loath to select it as a residence. Rugged, rocky ranges of precipitous
mountains surrounded by stretches of naked rock made the land-

scape. Dense clouds from the tepid oceans dashed against the icy

peaks, and torrents of water rushed back to the sea. Where the

slopes permitted, the glaciers spread over wide areas, for no vegeta-
tion checked the rapid radiation of heat, and night brought bitter

cold. The crust waved and fluctuated over the liquid interior as

does thin ice under a daring skater, and as it fell the sea rushed

over the land, only to flow elsewhere as the depressed area rose again.
The freezing and thawing and the effects of wind and water in time

produced a change. The rocks were riven and broken to powder,
their nearly vertical slopes became less steep, and instead of bare

rock the earth showed dreary morasses and stretches of sand.

Over these marshes vegetation began to thrive. In the sea there

lived then, as now, a teeming population, animal, vegetable, and

living beings that can with difficulty be assigned to either of these

classes. Each of them, however, contained carbon, and many had

built lime, phosphorus, nitrogen, and other valuable substances into

their bodies. Where food was abundant these grew in vast numbers,
and though many are infinitely small singly, their aggregate mass

is enormous. Among the tiny organisms is one called the Globi-

gerina, a being so small as to require a microscope to study it, but in

the past, as now, growing in great numbers in the sea. The animal

is soft and jellylike, but it forms an outside skeleton of shell of car-

bonate of calcium or chalk, a structure that protects it living, but

entombs it dead. When death comes, the little Globigerina sinks to

the bottom, and its tiny shell helps to cover the sea floor.

In the days of long ago these lived as now, and when some con-

vulsion of Nature lifted the bottom of prehistoric seas, the Globi-

gerina ooze was lifted as well, and thus the
" limestone " formed.

In our land a bed of this kind extends from Alabama to Newfound-

land; thence, as the "telegraphic plateau," it passes under the At-

lantic, rising into the chalk downs and cliffs of England; then, again
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clipping under the sea, it passes through Europe, and finally furnishes

the marble quarries of Greece. Heat, water, and chemical action

give a ceaseless variety to the forms of the limestone, but wherever

found it shows the former seat of an ocean.

As soon as the
"
ooze " was lifted from below the sea it began

to change. Some has been exposed to heat and has crystallized into

marble, but for our purposes the most interesting changes have been

wrought by water. Chalk, limestone, and marble—for these are

chemically the same—are almost insoluble in pure water. But water

is rarely pure; it dissolves many things, and among them the car-

bonic-oxide gas that every fire, every animal, every decaying scrap

of wood is pouring into the atmosphere. The rain, charged with this

gas, dissolves the limestone, but when the gas escapes the lime falls,

as you know happens when " hard " water is boiled, for the heat

drives off the gas. By this solution, however, the lime is scattered

widely through the soil, and is rarely lacking in unfilled earth.

Besides lime, phosphorus is necessary in a good soil. This is

widely spread in Nature, but its great reservoir is the ocean, that

boundless mine of wealth. Many marine animals have the power of

building it into their tissues, and the shells of oysters and other

mollusks, the bones of nearly all animals, terrestrial and marine, and

parts of other organisms, are composed of phosphates to a greater or

less degree. In the ceaseless changes of level the primal oyster beds

and coral reefs are raised to the surface or far above it, and the slow

action of time begins to tear down the deposits and spread them wide-

cast. Since that far-off time "
in the beginning

" no new matter has

been put on earth save the small amounts of the meteorites, and the

economy of Nature can allow not one atom to lie in idleness, but calls

on each one to play its part ceaselessly,
" without haste and without

rest." A certain amount of a substance is disseminated through the

earth; by rains it is washed into the streams, and thence to the sea.

Here plants or animals eagerly await it, and by means of them it is

again restored to the land, to begin again its endless round.

The metals most necessary for plant life are potassium, sodium,

and iron; indeed, the very name of the first shows its importance.

If the ashes which contain all the mineral constituents of plants be

put in a vessel and water poured on them, a solution of lye will per-

colate through the mass. The word lye is an abbreviation for alkali,

and when chemistry became sufficiently advanced, a metal was dis-

covered in this lye to which the name potassium
—

i. e., potash-metal—was given. If seaweeds be burned and leeched in the same way
we can obtain from the lye another metal, sodium, that is much like

potassium, and that is one of the most widely spread substances on

earth as its chloride, or common salt.
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Potassium and sodium enter into the composition of many rocks,
and as these become eroded by weather they are scattered through
the soil, whence their salts are extracted by rootlets and enter into

the formation of vegetable tissue.

Behind these stands iron. The green coloring matter of plants
is a very complex substance known as chlorophyll, the duty of which
is to take carbonic oxide from the air, utilize the carbon, and restore

the oxygen. Iron enters into the composition of chlorophyll, and

to it is due the brown color of dead leaves. This metal is well-nigh

universal, all the reds and browns in soils and rocks being made

by it, and so it is rarely lacking anywhere.
So much for the metals in soils; but, important as they are, plants

can not live on them alone. Among the nonmetallic bodies phos-

phorus stands high among essentials, and for it we are indebted to

the sea and the interior of the earth. Many living creatures extract

phosphorus from the sea water—combine it chiefly with lime, and

use the phosphate for making skeletons or shells, as the case may be.

After the death of the possessors the bones or shells sink to the bot-

tom, as do the Globigerina, and in time are either lifted up, as were

the limestones, and form "
phosphate beds "

like those of Georgia and

Florida, or are dredged up and ground into powder with bones of

land animals.

Much of the matter forced up from the interior of the earth con-

tains phosphorus; indeed, it is the bane of Southern iron ores; but

though iron masters dread it, farmers welcome it, as the rains and

frosts crumble the phosphatic rocks and add them to the mass of

debris that forms our soil.

Now let us take a test tube and put into it lime, potash, soda,

iron, silicon, or sand, and phosphorus, add to it a grain of corn, and

watch results. Under suitable conditions of warmth and moisture

the grain will sprout, but when the store of food laid up in it is

exhausted our little plant will die. It is obvious that something
else is needed for a soil, and analysis shows that it is nitrogen, the gas
that forms nearly four fifths of our atmosphere

—a gas useless, as

such, to animals, but essential to plants. Nitrogen is abundant in

Nature. Besides being nearly four fifths of the air,. it forms twenty-
two per cent of nitric acid, forty-five per cent of saltpeter or niter,

eighty-two per cent of ammonia, and about twenty-five per cent of

sal ammoniac. Plants can not use nitrogen in its pure form, but

one or another of these forms will be found in the soil, whence

it may be extracted.

Now we have the chief articles of plant food, and it is necessary

to know how they are to be used. A plant usually consists of two

parts, one that appears above ground, bearing branches, twigs, and
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leaves, and another that remains below ground. It is this latter that
concerns us now, and it is worth study. This lower part consists of a
number of twigs called rhizomes, from which proceed a vast number
of fine, threadlike rootlets, and these are the mouths of the plant,

through which it draws nourishment from the earth about it.

Before any living thing can use nourishment from without, it

must be dissolved, and this solution requires much preparation at

times. Men, and other animals with a wide range of food stuffs, effect

this by the secretions of the digestive organs; but most plants have no

digestive apparatus, strictly speaking, and were they supplied with
an abundance of the foods they most need, they would starve unless

the food were in a suitable state for absorption.
The way in which Nature effects this solution is the key to many

of her secrets, and it has been understood only within the past few

years. If we have a piece of meat freshly taken from an animal we
find it firm, coherent, and almost odorless. If it be put into a warm,
moist chamber for a few days a great change comes over it, and it

becomes soft, offensive in odor, and liable to fall to pieces. We
say that it is rotten or putrid. If a bit of it be put under a microscope,
it is seen to be teeming with bacteria, and these are responsible for

the decay. Now, if a specimen of earth be examined, we find that

it contains bacteria, that attack all kinds of organic matter, tearing
it to pieces to get their food, and making many different things out of

what is left. There is one sort of ferment that grows in apple juice
and splits the sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid, forming

" hard

cider," and if the fermentation stops at this point the well-known
drink results. However, there is another ferment called

" mother
of vinegar

"
that may get in, and, if so, a different kind of fermenta-

tion is started that forms acetic acid instead of alcohol
;
or the bacteria

of decomposition may come in and the whole go back to its elements.

There is a wonderful provision of Nature shown in these stages.

The bacteria—the organisms that produce decay
—can not live in a

strong sugar solution, but the ferments, like common yeast, can live

in it, and they split the sugar into alcohol, carbonic oxide, and other

things. In these another set can live, and when the first have died

of starvation or from the alcohol they form, the second set step in and
turn the weak alcohol into acetic acid. Acetic acid is a preserv-

ing agent, as our sour pickles show, but if it is not too strong there

are some organisms that can live in it, and the whole process ends

in decay. Now, it should be noticed that each of these organisms

paves the way for the next by converting an unsuitable food stuff

into a suitable one.

This familiar example indicates the lines on which Nature works.

It is the same everywhere, and shows the advantage of specialization,
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of allowing some one with peculiar facilities for performing an act

to do that exclusively, that others may profit by his skill. So long as

each man sought and killed his food, cooked his meals, made his own

clothing, weapons, and implements
—in a word, lived alone—advance

was impossible. It was only when he who was most skillful with the

needle made garments for the hunter in exchange for a haunch of

venison, that the hunter could practice marksmanship, and the tailor

design a new cut for the mantle with which the warrior might dazzle

the daughter of the arrow maker. It is the same in Nature. Some

organisms possess powers of elaborating certain materials of which

others are quick to avail themselves. Plants can manufacture starch,

an article needed by animals, but of which their own capacity, so far

as producing it is concerned, is very limited, and thus animals find it

advantageous to avail themselves of these stores instead of taxing
their own resources. Similarly, plants need the organic matters of

the animal bodies, and wise agriculture supplies carbon, nitrogen, and

other articles of food in the shape of animal and vegetable refuse.

But this matter requires digestion; it must be made soluble before it

can be absorbed, and but few plants can effect this solution unaided.

The " Venus's flytrap," the sundew, the wonderful "
carrion plant,"

and others, are equipped Avith elaborate apparatus by which they are

enabled to capture, kill, and literally digest the insects that supply
them with nitrogeneous food, but these are exceptional cases. Na-

ture usually employs other agents.

The action of bacteria in causing decay has been said to be in

general similar to fermentation—that it is effected by the bacteria

in seeking their food. If oxygen be abundant, putrefaction occurs;

if it be scant or absent, then fermentation takes place, for the tiny

organisms require oxygen, and, if the air fails them, they pull to pieces

the organic matters near them to obtain it. In doing this they get
the nitrogen into such shape that the plants can use it, and thus

digest their food for them. All organic matter contains carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen as a general rule, and to these are often united

phosphorus, sulphur, nitrogen, and others, making very complex

arrangements, veritable houses of cards, in fact, only held together

by the strange power of life. When a leaf falls or a bird dies, some

of these combinations are broken, and then the bacteria and other

lowly organisms have full sway, for living matter is impregnable to

all save a few of them. As oxygen or something else is taken out

of the complex molecules, the compound falls to pieces, but as in

the kaleidoscope the bits of colored glass tumble into endless vari-

eties of symmetrical figures, so do the atoms fall into new combina-

tions. If the keystone of an arch be removed, the stones fall apart;

but atoms, unlike bricks or stones, can not stand alone as a rule;
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they must be united to something, and so, as soon as old associations

are dissolved, new ones are formed. These new ones are those needed

by plants, and thus is plant food digested.

The term "
plant food " has been frequently used, and should

now be distinctly explained, for merely stating the chemical elements

is not describing the food. When a physician tells a nurse to feed a

patient he does not order so much carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and

the like, but specifies a soup, certain vegetables, and so on, detailing

every particular; and the same should be done for vegetable invalids.

In medical practice a condition is recognized that is called scurvy.
It is not exactly starvation, but is produced by lack of some food

materials usually supplied by fresh vegetables. If scurvy appears at

sea, no amount of meat, bread, cakes, or pastry will stop it; vegetables,

and they only, will stay it. Sometimes a similar condition pre-

vails among crops : some ingredient in a soil is lacking, and the others

may be supplied indefinitely without giving the desired relief. To
this may be attributed much of the fault found with fertilizers

;
for if

the soil does not need a particular compound it is useless to apply it,

and an excellent fertilizer is often blamed for not producing a crop on

land already overstocked with it and crying for something else.

Let us suppose a field on which cotton has been grown for many
successive years until it has become exhausted. Analysis shows that

a crop yielding one hundred pounds of lint to the acre removes from

the soil:

Nitrogen 20.71 pounds;

Phosphoric acid 8.17 "

Potash 13.06 "

Lime 12 . 60 "

Magnesia 4.75 "

Total 59.29 "

The weight of the whole crop from which these figures were

taken was eight hundred and forty-seven pounds, so that cotton

exhausts land less than any staple crop, if the roots, stems, leaves, etc.,

be turned under and only the lint and seed be removed. Of these

the lint (one hundred pounds) takes 1.17 pound from the soil, and the

seed 13.89 pounds, making 15.06 pounds net loss.* But ignoring

returns that may be made in the shape of cotton-seed meal, etc.,

and lime, with which our soils are abundantly supplied, we see that

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash have been removed. Suppose
the owner puts bone meal on his exhausted land: the phosphoric

acid in the bone will supply one need, and an improvement results.

On the strength of this, bone meal will be loaded into the soil again,

* United States Department of Agriculture. Farmers' Bulletin, No. 48.
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and let us suppose the deficit not jet made up, the crop again shows

improvement. Wow, phosphoric acid abounds in the soil, though the

deficiency in nitrogen and potash has become steadily greater; so,

when the customary bone meal is applied, the crop falls back, because

the plants are starving for potash and nitrogen. They are like scurvy-
smitten sailors, but many thoughtless farmers would attribute the

decline to the maker of the bone meal, and say that its quality was

not so high as formerly
—an opinion similar to that of a sea captain

who would ascribe to the poor quality of salt beef an outbreak of

scurvy on his vessel.

As crops of any description extract potash, nitrogen, and phos-

phoric acid from soils, the question how they are to be replaced is an

important matter, and its answer may be most readily found by study-

ing Nature's methods. In parts of the Old World there are fields

that are fertile in the extreme after thousands of years of tillage, and

it is apparent that mere cultivation does not prove injurious. The

tropical forests have something growing wherever a plant can find

foothold—a population in which the struggle for food is secondary
to that for light and air, and yet the soil supporting this vegetation
is marvelously rich. Every leaf that falls remains where it fell until

in the warm, moist, half-lighted forest it becomes a little heap of

mold. The bacteria of decomposition require warmth and moisture

for their life; light is deleterious to them, but they thrive in the

dense shade of the jungle. The tangled web of roots, weeds, and

vines retains the rainfall, retarding evaporation, and preventing both

droughts and freshets. Receiving dead and broken leaves, boughs,
and other vegetable products, and spared the washing of violent. tor-

rents, the forest is inestimably fertile.

On a smaller scale this goes on universally. The annual weeds,

deciduous leaves, and such matter, fall prey to molds and bacteria,

by which they are made soluble. Snows and rains bear the products
into the soil, and there other bacteria, clustering around the roots,

form the acids needed to complete solution. Every one knows that
"
well-rotted

" manure is better than that which is fresh, and many
wonder at this, but the reason is apparent. In feeding delicate pa-

tients, physicians often prescribe predigested foods or the digestive

ferments to aid enfeebled assimilation; and similarly the manures

that have been thoroughly acted on by bacteria, or containing those

capable of producing the matters that plants need, are of most value

for nourishing vegetation.
In producing an article of any sort, the cheapness and ease with

which it can be made is largely dependent on the shape in which the

raw material reaches the factory. If a foundry can procure iron that

needs only to be melted and cast, the owner can fill his orders more
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readily than would be possible if lie bad to reduce tbe metal from the

ore; and Nature uses this principle over and over again. The im-

portance of nitrogen to plants and its abundance in Nature have been

mentioned, but it has also been said that plants can not use it directly,

as most animals do with oxygen. The tiny bacteria intervene, and
this they do in two ways: first, by causing decay of animal or vege-
table matter containing nitrogen, and by this decay producing sub-

stances that plants can absorb; and, secondly, by producing little

nodules or
"
tubercles

" on the rootlets, through which the plant can

take up nitrogen.* Now, when a plant is sated with nitrogen, it

ceases to form these tubercles, and their formation is a sure sign that

the plant is craving this article of food. When it is supplied, and its

own life is ended, these form reservoirs from which other plants may
be supplied, as new castings may be made from broken wheels. The

great value of
"
green manuring

"
depends on the store of available

nitrogen so laid up, but it is open to failure in one direction. The

liability of fermentation to go to the acid stage from contamination

with acid-forming ferments has been mentioned, an accident the pos-

sibility of which is impressed on us from time to time by sour bread
;

and similarly the organic matter turned under may undergo acid

fermentation, rendering the ground
"
sour

" and unfit for cultivation.

The limits of this paper forbid the consideration of special fer-

tilizers, but from the general principles laid down the rules for any

special case may be deduced. A soil should contain a sufficient

amount of potash, soda, lime, iron, and a few other minerals; phos-

phoric acid, nitrogen, organic matter, and, for some special crops,

some other ingredients may be needed. When the soil needs re-

newing, there are two ways of accomplishing it. One way is to

guess at what is needed; to buy fertilizers at high prices, without

inquiring whether the soil needs the substances in that particular

brand or not. Though very common, this is not a good plan. It is as

though a physician were to give a patient any drug that was conven-

ient, without inquiring into the disorder or the needs of the system,

and it is followed by much the same result. That acid phosphate

gave Farmer A a good crop, is no reason that Farmer B's land is also

deficient in phosphorus. The same reasoning would teach that a

heart stimulant that rouses a patient from shock would benefit one in

danger of apoplexy, where the least increase in heart force might be

fatal. A physician using such reasoning as the basis of his practice

would not be considered a master of his art; and were he to attribute

the fatal outcome of his logic to the poor quality of his stimulant, he

would display criminal ignorance of drugs as well as disease; yet it

*
Leguminous Plants for Green Manuring and for Feeding. E. W. Allen, Ph. D. United

States Department of Agriculture. Farmers' Bulletin, No. 16.
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is very common to see farmers put guano on a soil begging for

potash, and then heap execration on the head of the dealer who sold

the guano when the crop failed. To revert to a simile used above, a

captain must not blame the salt pork for scurvy.
The other way to buy and use fertilizers is to ascertain what a

certain crop needs; then find out whether these be in the soil, and to

what extent. With these data the deficiency may be made good with-

out the wasteful cost of the former method. State and Federal De-

partments of Agriculture furnish their aid freely and gladly, and

already the signs are seen of the day when agriculture will take its

place among the semiexact sciences, and the present haphazard
methods will become obsolete.

SKETCH OF AUGUST KEKULE.

THIS news," said Herr H. Landrelt, president, announcing
Kekule's death in the German Chemical Society at Berlin,

"
will be received with sorrow not only by our society but by the

whole chemical world. Science has again lost one of its greatest

representatives, one of those extremely rare spirits who were called

upon to found a new epoch in it and push it mightily forward."

Friedeich August Kekule was born at Darmstadt, September

7, 1829, and died, after a long illness, at Bonn, July 13, 1896. He
was originally destined by his father for the profession of an archi-

tect; and some houses, he told his students in a festival address, still

existed (in 1892) in Darmstadt of which he drew the plans when, a

youth, he was attending the gymnasium. The leading events of his

life were very tersely told by himself in an address responding to an

ovation from the students of the University of Bonn on the twenty-
fifth anniversary of his professorship there; a translation of which,
from the Kolnische Zeitung, was published by Mr. J. E. Martin in

Nature, June 30, 1892.

At Giessen, he said, where he went to study architecture, he

attended Liebig's lectures, and was thereby attracted to chemistry.

But his relatives would not at first hear of his changing his profession,

and he was given a half-year's grace to think over it. He spent his

time in the Polytechnicum at Darmstadt. His first teacher in chem-

istry at Darmstadt was Moldenhauer, the inventor of lucifer matches.

His leisure time was spent in modeling in plaster and at the lathe.

He was then permitted to return to Giessen.
" I attended," he said,

"
the lectures, first of Will and then of Liebig. Liebig was at work

on a new edition of his letters on Chemistry, for which many ex-

YOL. LIV. 29
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periments had to be carried out. I had to make estimations of ash,
of albumen, to investigate gluten in plants, etc. The names of the

young chemists who helped Liebig were mentioned in the book,

among them mine. The proposal was then made to me, just at the

time Liebig intended to make me his assistant, that I should go for

a year abroad, either to Berlin, which was at that time to Giessen a

foreign land, or to Paris. 'Go,' said Liebig, 'to Paris; there your
views will be widened; you will learn a new language; you will get

acquainted with the life of a great city; but you will not learn chem-

istry there.' In that, however, Liebig was wrong. I attended lec-

tures by Fremy, Wurtz, Pouillet, Regnault; by Marchandis on

physiology, and by Payen on technology. One day, as I was saunter-

ing along the streets, my eyes encountered a large poster with the

words Legons de philosophie chimique par Charles Gerhardt, ex-

professeur de Montpellier. Gerhardt had resigned his professorship
at Montpellier, and was teaching philosophy and chemistry as privat
docent in Paris. That attracted me, and I entered my name on the

list. Some days later I received a card from Gerhardt; he had seen

my name in Liebig's Letters on Chemistry. On my calling upon
him he received me with great kindness, and made me the offer,

which I could not accept, that I should become his assistant. My
visit took place at noon, and I did not leave his house till midnight,
after a long talk on chemistry. These discussions continued between

us at least twice a week for over a year. Then I received the offer

of the post of assistant to von Plauter, at the Castle of Reichenau,
near Chur, which I accepted, contrary to Liebig's wish, who recom-

mended me as assistant to Fehling, at Stuttgart. So I went to

Switzerland, where I had leisure to digest what I had learned in

Paris during my intercourse with Gerhardt. Then I received an

invitation from Stenhouse, in London, to become his assistant, an

invitation I was loath to accept, since I regarded him, if I may be

allowed the expression, as a Sclimiercliemiker. By chance, however,
Bunsen came to Chur on a visit to his brother-in-law, at whose house

I first met him. I consulted Bunsen as to Stenhouse's offer, and he

advised me by all means to accept it. I should learn a new lan-

guage, but I should not learn chemistry. So I came to London,
where as Stenhouse's assistant I did not learn much. By means of a

friend, however, I became acquainted with Williamson. The latter

had just published his ether theory, and was at work on the polybasic

acids (in particular on the action of PC15 on H2S0 4 ). Chemistry
was at one of its turning points. The theory of polybasic radicals

was being evolved. With Williamson was also associated Odling.

Williamson insisted on plain, simple formulae, without commas, with-

out the buckles of Kolbe or the brackets of Gerhardt. It was a
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capital school to encourage independent thought. The wish was ex-

pressed that I should stay in England and become a technologist, but

I was too much attached to home. I wished to teach in a German

university. But where? In order to get acquainted with the cir-

cumstances at several universities, I became a traveling student. In

this capacity I came, among other universities, to Bonn. Here there

was no chemist of eminence, and hence there were no prospects.

Nowhere did there seem so much promise and so great a future as at

Heidelberg. I could ask no help of Bunsen. ' I can do nothing for

you,' he said,
'

at least not openly. I will not stand in your way,
but more I can not promise.' I fitted up a small private laboratory

in the principal street of Heidelberg at the house of a corn mer-

chant—Gross, by name—a single room with an adjoining kitchen.

I took a few pupils, among whom was Baeyer. In our little kitchen

I finished my work on fulminate of silver, while Baeyer carried out

the researches, which subsequently became famous, on cacodyl.

That the walls were coated thick with arsenious acid, and that silver

fulminate is explosive, we took no thought about. After two years

and a half I received a call to Ghent as ordinary professor. There

I stayed nine years, and had to lecture in French. With me to

Ghent came Baeyer. Through the kindness of the then Prime Min-

ister of Belgium, Rogier, I obtained the means to establish a small

laboratory. I had there with me a number of students, among
whom I may name Baeyer, Hiibner, Ladenburg, Wichelhaus, Linne-

mann, Radzizewski. There was not so much a systematic course

of instruction as a free and pleasant academic intercourse. After

nine years' work I received the call to Bonn." Professor Kekule

concluded his address with some account of his work at Bonn, and of

the great attention he had always received from his pupils. For a

full account of Kekule's scientific career and achievements, we are

indebted to the memorial address made by President Landelt to the

German Chemical Society on the occasion of his death, of which we

translate the more important passages from the BericMe:
" The works which Kekule has left behind him belong, as we all

know, to the bases of all chemistry. His teachings have so passed

into our flesh and blood that it seems almost superfluous to remind

a circle of professional chemists of them. I shall be able to present

only in the most general outlines this evening the immense influ-

ence which the dead master has exercised upon science; a complete

view of all his labors is a subject for a biography, which we must

wait for.
" Kekule's scientific work began in 1854, with the discovery of

thiacetic acid, by which he at once separated from the old school of

chemistry that was still prevailing, and, founding a new one, revealed
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himself as an adherent of the new doctrine of types. After his

habilitation at Heidelberg, which followed in 1856, came the essay
on fulminating mercury, in which the view so important for the

future was expressed, that to the three typical combinations of chlor-

hydrogen, water, and ammonia, hitherto recognized, might be added

a fourth, marsh gas. In the next essay, on binary combinations and

the theory of polyatomic radicals, he put forward the conception of

mixed types, and first reached the knowledge of various atomicity
or valency of the radicals. These researches were continued, and

there appeared shortly afterward, in the spring of 1858, the two great
treatises which have since exercised so powerful an influence on

chemistry
—that on the constitution and metamorphoses of chemical

combinations, and that on the chemical nature of carbon. In these

theses Kekule passed from the valency of the radicals to that of the

elements themselves, and showed that the composition of all those

compounds that contain one atom of carbon lead to the conclusion

that that element is quadrivalent; and that, further, the relations of

combination of a complex of carbon atoms are explainable if we

suppose that the latter are mutually bound by a certain number of

their four unities of attraction. This idea was suggested very care-

fully, and the words which the author added at the end of his essay

read very curiously to-day: 'Finally, I think I ought still to insist

that I attach only little value to speculations of this sort. Since one

delving in chemistry must once in a while, in the lack of exact scien-

tific principles, content himself with probabilities and temporary hy-

potheses, it seems proper to communicate these conceptions, because,

as it appears to me, they furnish a simple and fairly general ex-

pression for the newest discoveries, and because, therefore, the use

of them may assist in the discovery of new facts.' How diffident

the words sound, and how far have the expectations been exceeded!

"We all know that the theory of valency is to-day the leading guide

through all our science; and, although another investigator had a

share in its origination, no one disputes that its main foundation and

its eminent value in organic chemistry are primarily due to Kekule's

idea of the quadrivalency of carbon.
" After he was called to the University of Ghent, in 1858, Kekule

exhibited an indefatigable activity. He began the great series of

investigations of the organic acids which, beginning with succinic

acid, malic acid, and tartaric acid, and extending afterward to many

others, have given complete conclusions as to the nature of these

bodies. Contemporaneously, in 1 8 6 0, appeared the first number of the

Lehrbuch der organischen Chemie, which was soon followed by other

numbers, so that the whole first volume was completed in 1861. All

his fellow-chemists who are acquainted with the events of that period
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will remember the enthusiasm with which the work was received.

For the first time, in place of the former system of organic chem-

istry based on the old radicals of Berzelius, a system of treatment

appeared which in the dress of the theory of types had the doctrine

of valency as its foundation, and exposed the construction as well as

the isomeric relations of the numerous carbon compounds with won-

derful clearness. The work, the first two published volumes of which
contained the substances designated by Kekule as the fatty com-

pounds, is still recognized as the prototype of many text-books that

followed it.

" In 1855 Kekule put forth the second of his great theories. First

in the Bulletin of the Chemical Society of Paris, and afterward in

fuller form in Liebig's Annalen, appeared the essay, Researches

among the Aromatic Compounds, in which he showed that the sub-

stances so designated all contain six or more atoms of carbon, and

that they could be described as derivatives of the simplest of them,
benzene. He proposed two hypotheses to explain the constitution of

this substance, one of which, the only one afterward pursued, sup-

posed that the six carbon atoms are associated in a ring, and alter-

nately linked by one and two valencies. By replacing the hydrogen
atoms corresponding to each carbon atom by other elements or radi-

cals one could arrive at the knowledge of the constitution of a large

number of aromatic bodies which now figure as benzol derivatives.

These considerations led, however, to another question
—

namely,
whether or not the supplied places of the six hydrogen atoms are

chemically equivalent. The question of space relations in chemistry

first came up in connection with this investigation, and Kekule at

once endeavored to solve it. All these ideas were, however, ex-

pressed at first with reserve, and this essay closes with the words,
' I

place no more value on these views than they are worth, and I believe

that much labor must still be applied before such speculations can be

regarded as anything else than more or less elegant hypotheses; but

I believe, too, that at least experimental speculations of this kind must

be used in chemistry.'
" In this case, again, Kekule's modest expectations have been sur-

passed. The wonderful results that have accrued from the benzol

theory are patent to all of us. We know that it was the instigation

to the carrying out of an innumerable multitude of researches which

are still pursued with undiminished industry. Rarely has a thought

exercised so fructifying and forwarding an influence on chemistry,

and so redounded to the advantage of both pure science and art.

Thankfulness for this gift, as you know, prompted our society to

honor the author of the benzol theory and the twenty-fifth year of the

announcement of it by a public festival; and the Kekule celebra-
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tion, which took place in this house on the 11th of March, 1890, is

memorable to all for the brilliant and witty speech with which the

master responded to the many addresses made to him. It is preserved
in our reports (Berichte 23, 1892), and the repeated reading of it

always affords rich enjoyment."
Kekule assumed his last position, as professor at the University

of Bonn, in the fall of 1867. He there devoted his attention for a

period to the erection of a new institute building, but it was not

long before numerous works began again to appear
—some of them

by himself alone, like the important investigation of the condensa-

tion products of aldehyde; and others in co-operation with his many
students. The continuation of his Lehrbuch was taken in hand at

the same time. In 1867 he gratified his fellow-chemists by the pub-
lication of the first volume of his Chemistry of the Benzol Deriva-

tives. This was followed from 1880 to 1887 by single numbers,

prepared with the help of co-workers, of the second and third

volumes.

Prof. F. R. Japp, in the Kekule memorial lecture before the

Chemical Society of London, speaking of Kekule's residence in that

city, September, 1897, said that he always acknowledged the influ-

ence which Liebig and Odling and Williamson, with whom he be-

came acquainted in London, exercised on the formation of his

opinions. Kekule's theories, Professor Japp said, were based on Ger-

hardt's type theory; on Williamson's theory of polyvalent radicals,

which by their power of linking together other radicals render pos-

sible the existence of multiple types; and Odling's theory of mixed

types, which was a deduction from Williamson's theory. Less con-

sciously, perhaps, his opinions were influenced by E. Frankland's

theory of the valency of elementary atoms, and by Kolbe's specula-

tion on the constitution of organic compounds. Kekule gathered

together the various ideas which he found scattered throughout the

writings of his predecessors, added to them, and welded the whole

into the consistent system which forms our present theory of chem-

ical structure. In 1857, in the course of a memoir on the constitution

of fulminic acid, he gave a tabular arrangement of compounds for-

mulated on the type of marsh gas, this being the earliest statement,

though put forward only in an imperfect form, of the tetravalency of

carbon. In the same year he published an important theoretical

paper On the So-called Conjugated Compounds and the Theory of

Polyatomic Radicals, which contains a complete system of multiple

types and mixed types. In 1858 the celebrated paper, On the Con-

stitution and Metamorphoses of Chemical Compounds, and on the

Chemical Nature of Carbon, appeared. It embodies the fully de-

veloped doctrine of the tetravalency of carbon, together with
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Kekule's views on the linking of atoms and on the valency of such
chains of atoms, the foundation on which our modern system of con-

stitutional chemistry rests. In 1865 Kekule put forward his well-

known benzene theory
—

pronounced by Professor Japp the crown-

ing achievement, in his hands, of the doctrine of the linking of atoms,
and the most brilliant piece of scientific prediction to be found in

the whole range of organic chemistry. The conception of closed

chains, or cycloids, which he thus introduced, has shown itself to be

capable of boundless expansion.
Kekule's students all speak admiringly of his qualities as a

teacher. The memorialist of the German Chemical Society said:
" All of us who have attended his lectures or heard him in other

places will ever remember what a teacher Kekule was. With in-

comparable lucidity and sometimes with the happiest humor, he

could go playfully through the theme he was considering, master-

fully presenting it in new and often surprising aspects. The charm
of his personality affected all who came in contact with him; it was

the geniality which shone out of his whole being, and involuntarily
commanded admiration. Numerous pupils flocked to him, and many
of those who to-day fill chairs of chemistry in Germany and other

countries have made his name highly honored."

Professor Thorpe, of London, who spent a little time in Kekule's

laboratory, describes him as having been one of the very best ex-

positors, with the single possible exception of Kirchhoff, to whom it

had been his lot to listen. As a laboratory teacher he was excellent.

He was a most severe judge of work, striving to exact the same high

manipulative finish, the same neatness and order, which he invaria-

bly bestowed on everything he did, and he was absolutely intolerant

of anything slovenly or
"
sloppy."

" But it was as a lecturer that he

was seen at his best. He was singularly luminous as a thinker, a

close and accurate reasoner, with a remarkable power of concentrated

expression. . . . His language was apt and well chosen, and his

delivery easy and natural
"

;
and his whole address showed that every

detail had been carefully considered.

At a distance of thirty years, Professor Dewar said, at the Lon-

don memorial meeting, that to look back and call to mind the pres-

ence and personality of the great chemist as he knew him was indeed

a pleasure. He was a man of noble mien, handsome, dignified, and

yet of a homely and kindly disposition. He was a severe critic,

having a haughty contempt for the accidental and bizarre in scien-

tific work. His originality and suggestiveness seemed endless, so that

he had no need to commit trespass or to follow just in the wake of

other people's ideas.
"
Everything that passed through the Kekule

alembic was indeed transmuted into pure gold. His precision of
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thought and diction rendered his papers profoundly suggestive to

other workers."
" The last years of the master's life," his German eulogist says,

" were often troubled by illness, but there were not wanting bright

days which the love of his students and colleagues prepared for

him." Such a one was the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniver-

sary of his professorship at Bonn, June 1, 1892, in which the students

and officers participated with cordial unanimity. The ceremony be-

gan in the morning with an enthusiastic ovation by the students.

The chemical theater was decorated with plants; the benzene hexa-

gon was figured on the blackboard with garlands of flowers, in the

midst of which the letters A. K. were wrought in a monogram of

roses. Alfred Helle, one of the chemical students, delivered a

felicitous address, in which he congratulated his fellow-students on

being privileged to sit at the feet of the greatest of living chemists,

after which three cheers were given to the professor. Kekule re-

sponded to the offering in an address giving some of the details of his

life, from which we have already quoted. Kekule's personal staff

and the officers of the university then presented their congratulations.

In the evening the students honored him with a torchlight pro-

cession, it being the third time he had received this, the most con-

spicuous honor which is bestowed by German students. The first

occasion was in 1875, when he declined the professorship at Munich;

the second was in 1878, when he was rector of the university, and

was given in celebration of the restoration of unity among the stu-

dents, after a long period of disunion. Among the torchbearers on

that occasion was the present Emperor of Germany.

During the later period of his life Kekule was comparatively

sterile. Those who knew him, however, Professor Thorpe says,
" would be the first to affirm that this seeming apathy sprang from no

natural indifference. There is no doubt that he suffered, even in

the early period of middle life, from the intense stress and strain of

his mental labors prior to the Ghent period. He too surely exem-

plified the sad truth of Liebig's saying that he who would become a

great chemist must pay for his pre-eminence by the sacrifice of his

health. There is reason to know that it was the consciousness of fail-

ing power which prevented him from finishing much to which he

had put his hand, and that his fastidiousness and his sense of
'

finish,'

amounting almost to hypercriticism, restrained him from publishing

much which he realized fell short of his ideal."

The last time Kekule's name was brought before the public was

on the occasion of the renewal of the ancient title of nobility of his

family, as August Kekule von Stradowitz.
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A VOICE FROM THE PULPIT.
' \ITE called attention last month
V V to a weak attack on the doc-

trine of evolution by a certain Mr.

A. J. Smith, Superintendent of Pub-

lic Schools in the city of St. Paul.

The only thing which gave any con-

sequence to the deliverance in ques-

tion was that it was addressed to

a large gathering of public-scbool

teachers, who might possibly have

been unduly influenced in their ap-

preciation of it by the speaker's offi-

cial position. We are glad now to

learn that, very shortly after the pub-
lication of Superintendent Smith's

address, an excellent statement of

the true relation of the doctrine of

evolution to education was made in

one of the city pulpits by the Rev.

S. G. Smith, who did not boast, as

the superintendent had done, of hav-

ing made an exhaustive study of

the subject, but who, nevertheless,

showed that he had a grasp of it

which the other altogether lacked.

The Rev. Mr. Smith's discourse

would have merited attention wher-

ever it might have been delivered;

but, considered as a pulpit utterance,

it seems to us to possess a special and

very encouraging significance. We
need hardly say that the pulpit has

not always been friendly to broad

scientific views, but in this case it

has spoken with a candor, a breadth,,

and an intelligence which the lec-

ture platform can not do more than

equal, and which it would certainly
be too much to look for in all our

colleges.

"The law of evolution," said the

reverend gentleman, ''is as universal

in its application as the law of gravi-
tation. It holds that in every realm

the simple tends to become complex,

and that the complex is more stable

than the simple. Motion and mat-

ter have a history in which the sim-

ple and the indefinite take on variety
of organization and definiteness of

adaptation." This is a statement in

which the author of the Synthetic

Philosophy would probably have

very little change to suggest. Mr.

Smith does not, like so many who
discuss the subject in a superficial

manner, confound evolution with

Darwinism. Darwinism, he recog-

nizes, may, in its particular explana-
tions as to the origin of species and
the descent of life, be in error; but

evolution is universal in its scope, and
can only fail if it can be shown that

the fundamental postulates on which
it rests, such as the instability of the

homogeneous, the continuity of mo-

tion, the law of rhythm, etc., are not

to be depended on. Must a person
have made the circle of the sciences

and comprehended all knowledge
before he can reasonably profess a

belief in evolution ? No, says Mr.

Smith
;
when the foundations of a

doctrine have been clearly laid, when

they have been tested by many dif-

ferent investigators from many dif-

ferent points of view, and when these,

almost without exception, affirm that

the doctrine is not only in harmony
with, but lends a new and deeper sig-

nificance to, the several orders of fact

with which they are individually

concerned, any person of ordinary in-

telligence is justified in considering
that doctrine as satisfactorily proved
and giving it his personal adhesion.

What chiefly excited the ire of

Superintendent A. J. Smith was the

contention of evolutionists that the

modern child reflects the earlier

stages of human development. He
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asked his audience if they really

thought the children of to-day were

young savages, and quoted Emerson
and Longfellow as authorities on the

question. The Rev. S. Gr. Smith

takes up the point and expresses him-

self as follows: '"When it is stated

that the child has many points of

contact with primitive man, it is not

meant that the child is a savage, but

that ' in its immaturity
' we can learn

much respecting it from the study of

child races. The child has neither

the virtues nor the vices of the sav-

age, but he has many of the mental

characteristics. Embryology does not

teach that in prenatal life the child

passes into the form of every animal

in a menagerie, but that its life passes

through the stages that mark the

great subdivisions of all life. Nor
do the comparisons of the child with

primitive man imply that he must

pass through all the activities of sav-

age races, but that the development
of his faculties, the tendencies of his

desires, the state of his ignorance, all

illustrate the history of the develop-

ment of the race. Primitive man

may be understood by a study of the

child, and, conversely, the child may
be illustrated by primitive man."

It must be borne in mind that the

child is in constant contact with its

elders, that it is subject to the re-

straints which they impose, and that

it lives more or less in an atmosphere
of affection and care. There is excel-

lent reason, therefore, why it should

not resemble primitive man in all

points. Its daily life is really con-

trolled and guided by a higher power.
In some cases there is even too much
control and guidance ;

the conditions

are made too artificial, and the de-

velopment of the child's nature suf-

fers in consequence. When the age
of manhood or womanhood is reached

there is something lacking, precisely

because enough scope was not left

for the primitive or, as we may very

properly say, the "
savage

"
instincts

of childhood. A great French writ-

er, Joseph de Maistre, quotes a popu-
lar saying to the effect that

"
spoilt

children always turn out well." * So
far as there is any truth in it, the ex-

planation is that the spoilt child is

one that has a great deal of its own

way, and is left to work out the sav-

age and so acquire a sounder foun-

dation for its future life. In how

many of us are there not chained

savages that might have made their

escape in earlier years if they had

only been allowed ! It is a danger-
ous thing to try to make little angels
of children.

The Rev. Mr. Smith is quite right
in what he says as to the predomi-
nance of the imagination in children,

this being another strong point of re-

semblance to primitive man. "The

beginnings of history and institu-

tions," he truly says, "can only be

understood when we remember that

races in their early development do

not have clearly marked activities

of imagination, reason, and memory.
They mix the three. So legends,

myths, and heroics are earnest efforts

of the undeveloped mind to make

objective the truth, and are not

clumsy lies at all." Applying this

to the child, the conclusion is that

"he must be fed through his imagi-
nation or he will not grow." A very

imaginative child is apt to be accused

of falsehood, when he simply fails to

distinguish between things imagined
and things remembered. Neither the

child nor the savage can concentrate

his attention, and to force either to

do so beyond a certain very limited

measure is simply to injure and de-

form such natural powers as he

possesses. The amount of mischief

which a dogmatic and over-logical

teacher, wholly ignorant of the psy-

chology of the child, can do is beyond
all calculation.

* "Lcs enfans gates r6ussissent toujours."
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It is needless, however, to pursue
the parallel further, though the Rev.

Mr. Smith very properly carries it

into the region of morals, where it is

no less close than in that of intellec-

tual action. There is another inter-

esting aspect of evolution which the

reverend gentleman glances at, and
that% its bearing on general courses

of study. History and literature,

considered as departments of re-

search, it has largely transformed by
substituting for conventional cate-

gories and abstract notions the per-

ception of a genetic process pervad-

ing all the works of the human spirit

and linking them into an organic

unity. In conclusion, we may ob-

serve that, if Superintendent A. J.

Smith had not made some foolish re-

marks in a rather ostentatious man-

ner, it is probable the Rev. S. G.

Smith would not have delivered the

excellent discourse on which we have

commented, and which we feel sure

will far outweigh in general effect

the performance which called it forth.

The conclusions to be drawn are the

pleasing ones that good may some-

times come out of evil, and that a

free pulpit is admirably adapted to

guard the interests of liberty and
common sense.

LESSONS OF ANTEEOPOLOGY.

The address delivered at the last

meeting of the British Association

by the president of the Anthropologi-
cal Section contained nothing that

was strikingly novel—it is not every

year that striking novelties can be

announced—but it dealt in an inter-

esting manner with several phases
of a most important subject. The

speaker, Professor Brabrook, took

the position that the order of the

universe is expressed in continuity,
not cataclysm, and that this principle
will be found illustrated in every
branch of anthropological research,

in direct proportion to the complete-
ness of the data obtamed. He ad-

mitted the vastness of the gap which
still separates the remains of palaeo-

lithic from those of neolithic man,
but expressed the belief that further

explorations would bring interme-

diate relics to light. To quote the

speaker's words: "The evidence we
want relates to events which took

place at so great a distance of time

that we may well wait patiently for

it, assured that somewhere or other

these missing links must have ex-

isted, and probably are still to be

found."

Reference was made to the labors

which are now being usefully ex-

pended in gathering what is called

the folklore of various communities,
and to the result which continually

appears with fuller evidence, name-

ly, that the tendency of mankind

everywhere is to develop like fancies

and ideas at a like stage of intellec-

tual development. Full of detail as

these stories are, they are found to

contain but a few primitive ideas;

and it seems not improbable that to

a large extent they are essentially
Nature myths. Mr. Brabrook hap-

pily quotes Lord Bacon's description
of such narratives as

" sacred relics,

gentle whispers and the breath of

better times." The "better times"

are a part of the general system of

myth; but who will deny that there

is a special charm in these early
documents of our race? "Let one
of our literary exquisites," said a

thoughtful French writer, "try to

write a fairy tale which shall neither

be a pretentious apologue nor a tire-

some and transparent allegory, and
he will soon feel that meie clever-

ness does not suffice to create these

marvelous narratives, and will con-

ceive a just admiration for those who
constructed them, that is to say, every-

body and nobody."
The progress of anthropology,
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according to the president of the sec-

tion, seems more and more to confirm

the theory adopted by Fustel de Cou-

langes in France and Spencer in

England, that the belief in spirits lies

at the basis of all religious systems.
We thus see, to use his words,

" that

the group of theories and practices

which constitute the great province
of man's emotions and mental oper-

ations expressed in the term 'reli-

gion' has passed through the same

stages, and produced itself in the

same way, from rude early begin-

nings, as every other mental exer-

tion." Mr. Brabrook mentions a

work lately published by
" a dis-

tinguished missionary of the Evan-

gelical Society of Paris," the Rev.

Mr. Coillard, in which an account

is given of the superstitions prevail-

ing among the natives of the upper
Zambesi. The reverend gentleman
tells of their belief in witchcraft, and

gives a story of a young woman who
was condemned to penal labor on

suspicion of having bewitched, or

tried to bewitch, another young
woman who had taken her husband

from her; the evidence of the crime

being found in a dead mouse, which

had been discovered in the second

young woman's chamber. The mis-

sionary says:
" She was made a con-

vict. A few years ago she would

have been burned alive. Ah, my
friends, paganism is an odious and a

cruel thing !

" On which the presi-

dent of the Anthropological Section

observes: "Ah, Mr. Coillard, is it

many years ago that she would have

been burned alive or drowned in

Christian England or Christian

America ? Surely the odiousness

and the cruelty are not special to

paganism any more than to Chris-

tianity." This is much to the point.

If witchcraft is no longer a recog-

nized crime in England or America,
it is not because these lands are

Christian, but because science is

mixed with their Christianity. Even
missionaries ought to know this.

A great many different sciences

are grouped under the name "anthro-

pology," but they all have their rally-

ing point in man, whose nature and

history they seek to explore. The
fact is that all sciences should have
the same rallying point ;

and we
trust that the greater interest which
is visibly being taken year by year
in anthropological studies will tend

to humanize in a beneficial degree
the whole circle of human knowl-

edge.

AN EXAMPLE OF SOCIAL DECADENCE.

That the incessant encroachment
of the Government upon the rights

of the individual will produce social

decadence is a truth that most Amer-
icans have yet to learn. With a

light heart they are constantly ap-

proving scheme after scheme for so-

cial regeneration that involves some
restriction upon freedom, or an in-

crease of taxation, or both. It is not

perhaps singular that the history of

similar schemes in the past should

possess no lesson for them. When
President Eliot, of Harvard Univer-

sity, says that the experience of the

Italian republics has no value for

us, it is not to be expected that per-

sons with less capacity to interpret

the records of other times should at-

tach little or no importance to them.

But they ought not most certainly to

maintain the same attitude toward

the experience of the nations of to-

day. It is to blind their eyes to what

does not rest upon hearsay or upon
dubious documents—to what admits

of the clearest demonstration at the

hands of living witnesses.

For this reason we urge upon all

students of social science the study
of the condition of the inhabitants of

the black-earth region of Russia. In

that field, one of the largest and most

fruitful in the world for investiga-
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tion, they will find the amplest evi-

dence of the frightful havoc wrought

hy the abridgment of individual free-

dom and the seizure of private prop-

erty in the form of taxes for public

purposes. If it be said that Russia is

an autocracy, and can not therefore

furnish instruction to a democracy
like the United States, the answer is

easy, if not obvious. Despotism, like

gravitation, is the same all over the

world. It makes no difference in the

long run whether a law abridging
freedom issues from the palace of a

czar or from the legislative halls of

a popular assembly. The individual

objecting to it is obliged to regulate
his life, not in accordance with his

own notions, but in accordance with

the notions of some one el se. Itmakes
no difference, either, whether taxa-

tion is imposed by an imperial edict

or by a legislative vote. The citizens

that have to bear it against their will

contribute money for purposes that

some one else only approves of. The

only difference between Russia and
the United States is that this kind of

despotism has been carried to much
gi'eater lengths in one country than

in the other. If, therefore, we can
find out what the effect has been in

Russia, we will be able to predict
what the effect will be in the United

States.

As every person familiar with

Russia knows, the black-earth region
is one of the richest and most pro-
ductive in the world. It ought to be

inhabited by one of the wealthiest

and happiest of peoples. Yet such

is not the case. According to Count

Tolstoi, who contributed recently a

letter to the London Times on the

subject, the inhabitants are among
the poorest and most miserable in

the world. They are in a state of

chronic starvation. They are obliged
to content themselves with nearly a
third less food than is sufficient to

maintain normal health. The phys-

ical effect of this insufficiency of food

is a decrease in vitality, a diminished

stature, and a check to the growth of

population. It is proved, first, by the

failure of the peasants of the region
to meet the requirements for mili-

tary service, and, second, by the sta-

tistics of population, which show that

the increase of births over deaths has

fallen from the maximum reached

twenty years ago to zero.

But the mental effects of the des-

titution wrought by the robberies of

the Government are more distressing
even than the physical. It gives birth

to a stolidity and despair that tend to

paralyze all effort toward betterment.

The people subjected to it come to

feel that there is no use of making
any struggle beyond the mainte-

nance of mere existence. Whatever

they get in excess of this require-
ment will be taken from them. " A
peasant," says Tolstoi, illustrating

this fact,
"
feels that his position as

an agi'iculturalist is bad, but he be-

lieves that it can not be improved ;

and, consequently, adapting himself

to this hopeless position, he no longer

fights against it, but lives and acts

only in so far as he is stored by the

instinct of self-preservation. More-,

over, the very wretchedness of his

condition increases still more his de-

pression of spirit. The lower the

economic condition of a population

sinks, like a weight on a lever, the

more difficult it becomes to raise it

again; the peasants feel this, and, as

it were, throw away the helve after

the hatchet. ' Why should we trou-

ble ourselves ?
'

they say.
'We sha'n't

get fat. If we can only keep alive.'
"

The fruits of this mental state are

as palpable as those of the lack of food.

They are to be found in every direc-

tion. In manners, habits, and customs
the peasants are hopelessly conserva-

tive. They belong, not to the nine-

teenth century, but to the ninth. In-

stead of adopting new and improved
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methods of agriculture, they cling to

those of the subjects of Rurik. They
use the old plow, distribute tillage in

three crops, and divide their fields

into long, narrow strips. So slowly
do they toil with primitive imple-
ments and debilitated animals, and
so indifferent are they to what they
are doing, that it takes them a day
to do the work that a well-fed and
alert peasant would do in half the

time. A more deplorable sign of

demoralization is the prevalence of

family discord and loss of interest in

a higher life. The aggressions of

the state have stimulated selfishness,

bad temper, and incipient rebellion.

The children disobey their parents,

the younger brothers reject the pri-

macy of the older, and money earned

elsewhere is kept from the family

treasury. With the decadence of

family life there is a decadence of

religious life. Although the peas-

ants are nominally orthodox, they
care nothing for religion. Even the

clergy confirm the fact that they are

becoming more and more indifferent

to the church. What they seek is

not to penetrate the mysteries of life,

but to obliterate conscious!]ess of

them. " Under these circumstances,'"'

says Tolstoi, alluding to the eco-

nomic and mental decadence,
" the

craving for forgetfulness is natural,

and accordingly spirits and tobacco

are being consumed in ever greater
and greater quantities/' He adds

that " even quite young boys drink

and smoke."

Since the loss of freedom due to

the seizure of property is the same
in the last analysis as that due to an

abridgment of the right to think and

act, the evils of ecclesiastical and
bureaucratic despotism do not differ

from those of excessive taxation.

Nevertheless, they receive separate

attention at the hands of Tolstoi.

As a proof of the blight of a church

that the peasants have no part in di-

recting, he points to the profound
and beneficent change wrought the

moment they fall in with a sect of

dissenters.
" Their spirits at once

rise," he says,
" and at the same time

the foundation of their material

prosperity is laid." A blight of the

same kind can be traced to the at-

tempt of the state to play the pater-

nal role.
"
Nominally," says Tolstoi

again, "there exist for the peasants

special laws with regard to the pos-

session and division of land, to in-

heritance, aiid to all the duties con-

nected with it, but in reality there is

a kind of hodge-podge of regulations,

explanation, customary laws, decrees

of courts of cassation, and so on,

which naturally makes the peasants
feel their absolute dependence on
the will of innumerable officials."

Knowing that they are powerless to

resist the Government, which is con-

stantly flogging them for disobe-

dience or stupidity, they comply as

best they can with the thousand rules

and regulations made for them. Sel-

dom do they think of acting upon
their own responsibility. Thus they
lose the power of private initiative.

What the impoverishment of taxa-

tion has not done to ruin them is left

to ecclesiastical and bureaucratic des-

potism to complete.
It is curious to note that Tolstoi's

remedy for these evils is the one that

Herbert Spencer himself might have

suggested. With one stroke he dis-

misses the prescriptions that the so-

cial reformer in the United States

as well as in Russia attaches so much

importance to. It is not, in his opin-

ion, "the ministry of agriculture, with

all its contrivances," that will re-

claim the peasants, nor is it "exhibi-

tions nor schools for rural economy,"
nor that "unfailing" remedy "for

all evils," i. e., parish schools. The

thing they need is freedom. "It is

necessary," says Tolstoi, "to give
them religious liberty, to subject them
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to common instead of special laws—
the will of rural officials; it is neces-

sary to give them liberty of educa-

tion, liberty of reading, liberty of

moving about, and, above all, to re-

move the power to torture brutally

by flogging grown-up people simply
because they belong to the peasant
class." But to give them such free-

dom means to deliver them not only
from excessive taxation but from

vexatious rules and regulations. It

is to apply to them the same remedy
that must be applied in the United

States to save the American people,

now so heavily taxed and so op-

pressed by countless laws, from the

same social decadence that afflicts

Eussia.

THE ADVANCE OF SCIENCE.

The paper by Sir J. Norman

Lockyer, which we publish in this

number, recounts in an interesting

manner the steps by which science

gained a place for itself in the edu-

cational systems of the world. To

us, in the latter years of the nine-

teenth century, it is apt to seem

strange that the recognition of sci-

ence as an essential element in all

education should have come so late

in the world's history ; but reflec-

tion shows that it could not well

have been otherwise. To view and
examine any subject scientifically in-

volves not only a deliberate and pro-

longed mental effort, but the holding
in check of some of the most active

propensities of the human mind,
such as imagination and what Bage-
hot has called "the emotion of be-

lief." In a certain sense imagina-
tion is the precursor of science; but,

in the early stages of human devel-

opment the precursor is mistaken for

the true teacher. The lesson that

there is no royal road to truth,

nothing but a highway on which
much wearisome plodding must be

done, is one which human nature

in general does not take to kindly.
Even in the present day how many
there are who chafe at the restraints

which Science imposes on belief,

whose disposition is to break her

bonds asunder and have none of her

reproof! When we think, indeed,

of what the intellectual condition of

the world is to-day, with the wonders

which science has wrought raising
their testimony on every hand, it is

hardly surprising that, a couple of

centuries ago, it was difficult to get

any systematic provision made for

the teaching of science. However,
that battle has been fought and won,
and Science has long since definitely

entered on her career of beneficent

conquest. Systems founded on im-

agination, or on merely abstract rea-

soning, come and go, wax and wane
;

but the empire of science once set

up can never be subverted. We
must hope that some day it will rule

in the realm of morals as now it does

in that of material things. Not till

then will its perfect work be done.

^cictxiifijc %iUxxduxz.

SPECIAL BOOKS.

Prof. Dean C. Worcester', of the University of Michigan, spent eleven

months, beginning in September, 1887, in the Philippine Islands in connec-

tion with the second scientific expedition of Dr. J. B. Steere. He went

there again, with an expedition of which he was chief, in July, 1890, and

spent two years and eight months. His object in both expeditions was the
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study of birds. In the course of them he visited twenty- two islands. The
first expedition was unofficial and was regarded suspiciously by the author-

ities of the islands; the second was armed with a special permission from
the Spanish Minister of the Colonies and enjoyed every advantage. The
scientific results of both were reported to the United States National Museum,
and the collections were deposited in its cabinet. The general results, the

story of the adventures of the members of the expedition, with their obser-

vations on the geographical features of the islands, their peoples, and the

social conditions prevailing there, are given in a popular style in the volume
before us.* The account is preceded by a short sketch of the history of the

islands, as an aid to the better comprehension of their present condition and
the reasons for it. Of the natives, who form the bulk of the 8,000,000 of the

population of the islands, there are more than eighty distinct tribes, each

with its own peculiarities, scattered over hundreds of islands. The more

important of these islands may be reached by lines of mail and merchant

steamers, which afford tolerably frequent communication between them.

The difficulties begin when one attempts to make his way into the interior

of the large and less explored of them, or desires to reach ports at which

vessels do not call. Roads are scarce and to a large extent impracticable,

while enemies and dangers are many, and such boats as one can find off the

regular routes are precarious. As to climate, if one is well, able to live as

he pleases, and most scrupulously observes all sanitary rules, keeping the

most healthy spots, he may escape disease
;
but if he steps a little aside at

any point he is in danger. It is very doubtful, in the author's judgment, if

many successive generations of European or American children could be

reared there. Evidences of the action of earthquakes and volcanoes are

seen almost everywhere, and elevation and subsidence are going on with

great rapidity at the present time. Hence it is not safe to build substantial

houses in Manila. The soil is astonishingly fertile: fruits—in about fifty

varieties—are the chief luxury ;
the value of the forest products is enormous

;

the mineral wealth is great, but has never been developed. Professor

Worcester speaks of five millions of civilized natives of the Philippines.

They belong for the most part to three tribes : the Tagalogs, Ilocanos, and

Visayans. Without drawing fine distinctions between these, they are

regai'ded as showing sufficient homogeneity to be treated as a class. They
have their bad qualities and their good, which are reviewed with an apparent
inclination on the part of the author to like them, and the conclusion that,

having learned something of their power, they will now be likely to take

a hand in shaping their own future. There are also barbarians, of whom
the Moros of Sulu are a type—bloodthirsty and faithless, and as careless of

human life as one would be of weeds in a field
;
and savages of all degrees,

down to the lowest. The government is various, according to the particular

governor and the people he has to deal with, but all of the Spanish or Moro

type. The clergy are the dominant class
;
and of these the friars or brethren

of the orders exert an evil influence, while the Jesuits are believed to be a

distinctive power for good. Much can be said in favor of the insurgents'
demand that the friars be expelled from the colony and their places taken

by secular clergymen not belonging to any order. Professor Worcester has

* The Philippine Islands and their People. A Record of Personal Observation and Experiences,
with a Short Summary of the More Important Facts in the History of the Archipelago. By Dean C
Worcester. New York : The Macmillan Company. Pp. 529. Price, $4.
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made a very lively, interesting, and instructive book, which, is marred, how-

ever, by occasional evidences that, while begun with serious purpose, it has
been hurried to meet a passing demand, and by the too frequent intrusion

of trivialities and slang.*&•

We are often surprised at manifestations of individuality and intelligence
in domestic animals and pets, and are accustomed to attribute extraordinary

qualities to the beasts in which we perceive them
;
as if each animal could

not have its peculiar traits and talents as well as each man. We hardly

imagine that there are any special differences in wild animals, and that

idiosyncrasies of character and diversities of gifts and powers of adaptation

may run through the whole animal kingdom. A closer acquaintance with

Nature would teach us better. Certain stories and myths of savages show
that they had a fair appreciation of the individual peculiarities of animals,
and farmers' boys, who live in natural surroundings, know something of

these things. The subject is now presented to us in a fairly clear light by
Mr. Ernest Seton Thompson, as illustrated in the careers of a number of

typical specimens of animals and birds whose characters and acts, as they
came under his observation, are related in Wild Animals I have Known*
The stories, he avers, are true ; the animals in the book are all real

characters. They lived the lives he has depicted, and showed the stamp of

heroism and personality more strongly by far than it has been in the power
of his pen to tell. Among them was Lobo, the wolf, of the Corrumpaw
Cattle Eange, New Mexico, the leader of a gang, who exhibited some of the

qualities of an able general, and was a beast of influence, powerful, vigilant,

crafty, and the terror of the settlement
;
and who was only trapped when

grief for the loss of a female companion deprived him of the wit by which
he had escaped all previous efforts to take him. Silverspot, the crow, was
the leader of a large band. He had his calls, which the other crows obeyed,
and was always to be seen at the head of his company in their incursions

into the fields, and guiding them in their journeys northward and south-

ward. Eaggylug, the rabbit, is acknowledged to be a composite, embodying
in one the ways of several rabbits, their nesting habits and ways of conceal-

ment and devices to baffle pursuers. Bingo, the dog, had associates as well

as enemies among the wolves, and different characters by day and by night.
In a similar way to these, the traits of the fox, the pacing mustang, other

dogs than Bingo, and the partridge are portrayed. In all the stories the

real personality of the individual and his view of life are the author's theme,
rather than the ways of the race in general, as viewed by a casual and hos-

tile human eye. The moral is suggested by the lives and emphasized by Mr.

Thompson, that "we and the beasts are kin. Man has nothing that the

animals have not at least a vestige of
;
the animals have nothing that man

does not at least in some degree share. Since, then, the animals are crea-

tures with wants and feelings differing only in degree from our own, they

surely have their rights." It would be hard to speak too well of the graphic

expressiveness of the illustrations.

* Wild Animals I have Known, and 300 Drawings. By Ernest Seton Thompson. New York: Charles

Scribner's Sons. Pp. 358. Price, $3.

vol. liv.— 30 .
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GENERAL NOTICES.

" An unscientific account of a scientific

expedition
"

is what Mrs. Mabel Loomis

Todd happily styles the story of the Amherst

Eclipse Expedition, told in Corona and

Coronet *—" Corona "
being what the expe-

dition went to see, and
" Coronet " the vessel

that took it to the observing station. Pro-

fessor Todd was the astronomer of the party,

and Mrs. Todd, who has published a work on

astronomy, was his companion. She believes

that certain aspects of the trip, covering as

it did more than ten thousand miles of sail-

ing for the party, and at least forty five thou-

sand miles of deep-sea voyaging for the

Coronet, were worthy of narration. The

astronomical purposes of the expedition, the

objects it sought to obtain, the scientific

bearings of the observations, and the meth-

ods, are intelligibly set forth in the introduc-

tion to the book. The rest is devoted mostly

to narrative, the social aspects of the voyage,

and the incidents. A short sojourn was

made at the Sandwich Islands, where the

more interesting objects were visited. Mrs.

Todd was with Kate Field when she died

there, and gives an account of her last

hours. A voyage of four weeks carried the

party to Yokohama, whence some of the

members went to the capital and other inter-

esting points in Japan, while the rest were

prepaiing the observing station at Esashi,

eleven hundred miles north of Yokohama—
" a village on the shores of the Sea of Okotsk,

among the hairy Ainu," in a region so re-

mote that the native steamers had only re-

cently begun to go there at all. Besides the

account of the observations, descriptions are

given of such Japanese experiences as life

in Kioto, cormorant fishing, yachting in the

Inland Sea, the tidal wave, and observations

among the Ainu, with a visit on the way
home to an Arizona copper mine.

The late Prof. James D. Dana had be-

gun a revision of his Text-Book of Geology

a short time before his death. Prof. Willi; m

* Corona and Coronet: Being the Narrative of

the Aruhtrst Eclipse Expedition to Japan, in Mr

James's Schooner Yacht Coronet, to observe the

Sun's Total Obscuration, August 9, 160(5. By
Mabel Loomis Todd. Boston and New York:

Houghton, Miillin & Co. Pp. 383. Price, $2.50.

North Rice was requested by his family to

complete the revision, and the result is the

present volume.* It was intended in the

original plan of revision to preserve as far as

possible the distinctive characteristics of the

book. It was to be brought down to date as

regards its facts, but was still to express the

well-known opinions of its author, with the

general plan of arrangement kept unchanged.

It soon became evident, however, that more

and greater changes than had been contem-

plated would be required. The zoological and

botanical classifications would have to be

modified; the theory of evolution must have

more recognition than it had received, espe-

cially as Professor Dana himself had adopted

some of its features before his death
;
and

the treatment of metamorphism was believed

to require considerable modification. In the

present edition the bearing of various events

in geological history upon the theory of evo-

lution is pointed out in the appropriate places,

and the general bearing of paleontology

upon evolution is discussed in the conclud-

ing chapter. All these changes seem to be

in the line of continuing the usefulness of

Professor Dana's most excellent and standard

work, and of keeping his name before stu-

dents as that of "one of the greatest of

geologists and one of the noblest of men."

A true son of Nature is Mr. F. Sehuyler

Mathews, and he shows himself at his best

in his Familiar Life in Field and Forest, f
" There are few things," he says,

" more grati-

fying to the lover of Nature than these mo-

mentary glimpses of wild life which he ob-

tains while passing through the field or forest.

Wild animals do not confine themselves ex-

clusively to the wilderness
; quite frequently

they venture upon the highway, and we are

apt to regard the meeting of one of them

there as a rare and fortunate occurrence.

The daisy and the wild rose appear in their

* Revised Text-Book of Geology. By James
D. Dana, LL. D. Fifth edition, revised and en-

larged. Edited by William North Rice. American

Book Company. Pp. 482.

t Familiar Life in Field and Forest. The Ani-

mals, Birds, Frogs, and Salamanders. By F.

Schujkr Mathews. New York : D. Appleton
and Company. Pp. 281. Price, $1.75.
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accustomed places on the return of summer,
and the song sparrow sings in the same tree

he frequented the year before
;
but the wood-

chuck, the raccoon, and the deer are not so

often found exactly where we think they

belong. To seek an interview with such folk

is like taking a chance in a lottery ;
there are

numerous blanks and but few prizes. But

because wild life is not in constant evidence,

like the wild flower, is no proof that it is

uncommon. To those who keep in touch

with Nature, it becomes a very familiar

thing, and to live a while where the wild

creatures make their homes is to cross their

paths continually." Mr. Mathews is in touch

with Nature. He does not exactly know

where to find the wild and shy, for they do

not come at call, but he can put himself

where he will meet them if they come around

—and " one can never tell at what moment
some surprising demonstration of wild life

will occur at one's very doorstep." In this

book Mr. Mathews records some of his meet-

ings, at home and in his daily walks, offering

as his excuse for the record, that he has

lived long enough among wild animals to
"
re-

spect their rights of life, and speak a good
word for them when occasion offers."

The Short Manual of Analytical Chemis-

try* prepared by Mr. John Muter, follows

the course of instruction given in the South

London School of Pharmacy. Encouraged by
the continued favor which the book has re-

ceived in Great Britain, the author offers a

special edition of it to American students, a

concise and low-priced manual, designed to

introduce them to the chief developments cf

analytical chemistry from the simplest oper-

ations upward. It includes many organic

questions generally overlooked in initiatory

books. By working through it the author

claims the student may expect to become

familiar with a great variety of processes,

and to be in a position to use with satisfac-

tion the more exhaustive treatises dealing
with any special branch he may desire to

follow. In preparing it for American stu-

dents, the directions, wherever the British

*A Short Manual of Analytical Chemistry,
Qualitative and Quantitative, Inorganic and Or-

ganic. By John Muter. Second American edition.

Illustrated. Adapted from the eighth British

edition. Philadelphia : E. Blakiston, Son & Co.

Pp. 238. Price, $1.25.

methods differ from the American, have been

modified to agree with the latter. The pro-

cesses given include the qualitative analysis,

all the general operations and those relating

to detection of the metals, of acid radicals

and their separation, of unknown salts, of

alkaloids and certain organic bodies used in

medicine— with a general sketch of toxico-

logical procedure ;
and in quantitative analy-

sis, directions on weighing, measuring, and

specific gravity ; gravimetric analysis of metals

and acids, ultimate organic analysis, special

processes for the analysis of air, water, and

food
; analysis of drugs, urine, and calculi

;

and analysis of gases, polarization, spectrum

analysis, etc.

The pure geometry of position is mainly

distinguished, according to Professor Reye's

definition,* from the geometry of ancient

times and from analytical geometry, in that

it makes no use of the idea of measurement.

Nothing is said in it
" about the bisection of

segments of straight lines, about right angles

and perpendiculars, about ratios and propor-

tions, about the computation of areas, and

just as little about trigonometric ratios and

the algebraic equations of curved lines, since

all these subjects of the older geometry as-

sume measurement. . . . We shall be con-

cerned as little with isosceles and equilateral

triangles as with right-angled triangles ;
the

rectangle, the regular polygon, and the circle

are likewise excluded from our investigations,

except in the case of these applications to

metric geometry. We shall treat of the center,

the axes, and the foci of so-called curves of

the second order, or conic sections, only as

incidental to the general theory ; but, on the

other hand, shall become acquainted with

many properties of these curves, more gen-

eral and more important than those to which

most text-books upon analytical geometry are

restricted." Of all the other branches of

geometry, the descriptive is the most help-

ful in facilitating the study of the geometry
of position ;

and perspective or central pro-

jection plays an important part in it. It

stands in a certain antithetical relation to

analytical geometry on account of its method,
which is synthetic, and whence it is some-

* Lectures on the Geometry of Position. By
Theodor R. Beye. Translated and edited by
Thomas F. Hulgate. New York : The Macmillau

Company. Pp. 148. Price, §2.25.
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times known as synthetic geometry. Since

metric relations are not considered in it, its

theorems and problems are very general and

comprehensive. As presented in von Standt's

complete work, it is regarded by the author

as an excellent aid to the exercise and de-

velopment of the imagination ; and the im-

portant graphical methods with which Pro-

fessor Culmann has enriched the science of

engineering in his work on graphical statis-

tics, being based for the most part upon it,

a knowledge of it has become important

for students of that science. In the present

work, the outgrowth of his lectures, Professor

Reye has attempted to supply the want of a

text-book which shall offer to the student the

necessary material in a concise form.

Prof. Cyrus Thomas brings the qualifica-

tion which a lifetime devoted to study of the

subject develops, to the preparation of an

Introduction to the Stud// of North American

Archaeology* He is known to all students

in this branch as a careful, judicious inves-

tigator whose work in the field has been sup-

plemented by valuable contributions to its

literature. In this volume he presents a

brief summary of the progress that has been

made in the investigation of American an-

tiquities
—which has been recently great in-

deed, and well calls for a new synopsis. His

chief object has been to present the data

and arrange them so as to afford the student

some means of bringing his facts and ma-

terials into harmony, and of utilizing them.

He presents the theories that have been ad-

vanced, and mentions opposing views
;

re-

garding it, he says, as important to the prog-

ress of the student to know which of the

questions that arise have been answered, and

which hypotheses have been eliminated from

the class of possibilities. The materials for

the study and the methods are first explained.

The relics of ancient men and the mounds

are then described as under three divisions—
the Arctic, the Atlantic, and the Pacific.

Local as well as regional characteristics and

differences are pointed out
;
as in the mounds

as a whole, the special class of animal

mounds, the pueblcs, the cliff dwellings, and

the Mexican and Central American monu-

* Introduction to the Study of North American

Archaeology. By Prof. Cyrus Thomas. Cincin-

nati : The Robert Clarke Company. Pp. 301.

ments, the peculiar features of each are

pointed out, and their territorial limits are

defined. All these various kinds of works

are ascribed to substantially the same people,

who are supposed to have come down from

somewhere in the north or northwest (the

extreme northwest Pacific coast), although

the different immigrations may perhaps have

arrived by various routes. The people were

the present Indians or their ancestors
;
the

time of the immigration was not extremely

remote
;
and the "mound-building habit" is

shown to have persisted and been practiced

till since the advent of the Europeans.

In entitling his book The Art of Taxi-

dermy* the chief of the Department of Taxi-

dermy in the American Museum of Natural

History evidently intends to use the word art

in the high sense of a fine art
;
for he speaks

of the enormous strides toward perfection

which it has made from the former " trade

of most inartistically upholstering a skin "—
stuffing it, we used to call it— and of its

study having been taken up of late years by
a number of men of genius and education.

It is largely owing to the exertions of these

men that the taxidermy of the present day

is so far in advance of what it was a decade

since. The proverb says that art is long,

and accordingly Mr. Rowley takes for the

motto of his book a sentence from Thoreau,

that " into a perfect work time does not

enter." To the possible objection that some

of his methods seem to involve considerable

time and expense, the author replies in sub-

stance that if the work is not worth this, it

is hardly worth while to take it up at all.

If it is a proper work, and one has the proper

degree of energy and enthusiasm, let him

give the specimen all the time it demands.

In preparing his treatise, the author has

aimed to eliminate all extraneous matter,

and to give mainly the results of his own

experience, coupled with that of other taxi-

dermists with whom he has come in contact.

He begins with instructions about collecting

tools and materials, and casting, and treats

further of the preparation of birds, of mam-

mals, and of fish, reptiles, and crustaceans
;

the cleansing and mounting of skeletons, and

* The Art of Taxidermy. By John Rowley.
New York : D. Appleton and Company. Pp. 2 44.

Price, $2.
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the reproduction of foliage for groups. The

appendix contains addresses of reliable firms

from whom tools and materials used in taxi-

dermy may be purchased.

The preparation of this book on The

Storage Battery was suggested to Mr. Tread-

well* by his finding a lack in working on

these machines of any compact data concern-

ing their construction, and the paucity of reli-

able discharge curves ;
and he concluded that

a book containing such data and curves, with

rules for the handling and maintenance of

cells, would be valuable to all interested in

storage batteries as well as to the student

and manufacturer. Among the points spe-

cially mentioned by the author are the lists of

American and foreign patents given as foot-

notes for the various types, not complete but

noticing the principal patents for each cell
;

the chapter on the chemistry of secondary

batteries, which gives the latest and most

generally accepted theory concerning the

chemical reactions taking place in an accu-

mulator, and which has been approved by

Dr. Sewal Matheson ; and, in the appendix,

tables of data comprising figures of all the

batteries, methods for the measurement of

the E. M. F. and internal resistance of a

storage battery ;
and data from which the

theoretical and practical capacity of an accu-

mulator may be determined.

The Natural Advanced Geography \ is a

successful application of modern methods to

the teaching of this science, and presents it

with the interest undiminished which really

appertains to it. While in the elementary

book of this, the " natural
"

series, the pupil

starts from his own home and is introduced

to the study of man in relation to his en-

vironment, in the present work the fact is

developed that environment itself is the chief

factor in the various activities and economies

of man. One of the salient features of the

presentation of the subject, marked through-

out the work, and one that commands high

praise, is the arrangement of the facts into

* The Storage Battery. A Practical Treatise

on the Construction, Theory, and Use of Second

ary Batteries. By Augustus Treadwell. New
York : The Macmillan Company. Pp. 257. Price,

$1.75.

t Natural Advanced Geography. By Jacques

W. Kedway and Russell Hinman. American

Book Company. Pp. 100.

such order that their correlation may be per-

ceived and the unity of Nature recognized.

The isolated, barren, curt, unrelated state-

ments that made the study of many of the

old geographies hard and tedious are con-

spicuously absent, and the subject, studied

in orderly sequence,
" unfolds itself naturally

and logically, each lesson preparing the way

for those which follow." The first part of

the work is devoted to a study of the world

as a whole. The second part, comprising

about three fourths of the volume, is an ap-

plication of these laws to the various coun-

tries of the globe, beginning with the United

States. In the United States, for instance,

a general description of the whole is given,

which presents a real, comprehensive mental

picture of the country; and the process is

repeated, in measure according to the con-

ditions, for the several States, so that the

pupil is taught what are the factors that give

the characteristics and local features to each.

A like method is pursued, on a more gen-

eral scale, with other countries. The colored

maps are drawn on a system of uniform

scales, with reliefs plainly shown according

to the accepted conventions ; graphic charts

or sketch maps showing the distribution of

products and resources are employed ;
and

pedagogical exercises and aids are afforded

abundantly.

A text-book on the Differential and In-

tegral Calculus* for students who have a

working knowledge of elementary geometry,

algebra, trigonometry, and analytical geom-

etry, by Prof. P. A. Lambert, has the three-

fold object of inspiring confidence, by a logi-

cal presentation of principles, in the methods

of infinitesimal analysis ;
of aiding, through

numerous problems, in acquiring facility in

the use of these methods
; and, by applica-

tions to problems in physics, engineering, and

other branches of mathematics, to show the

practical value of the calculus. By a division

of the matter according to classes of func-

tions, it is made possible to introduce these

applications from the start, and thereby to

arouse the interest of the student. By si-

multaneous treatment of differentiation and

integration and the use of trigonometric

* Differential and Integral Calculus. For

Technical Schools and Colleges. By R. A. Lam-

bert. New York : The Macmillan Company. Pp.

245. Price, $1.50.
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substitution to simplify integration it is

sought to economize the time and effort of

the student.

The Birds of Indiana, by Amos W.

Butler, lately published as part of Willis S.

Blatchley's Twenty-second Annual Report on

the Geology and Natural Resources of Indiana,

is just at hand. It is one of the most accu-

rate, detailed, and satisfactory local catalogues

yet published. Three hundred and twenty-

one species of birds have been taken in In-

diana, and of each of these is given a detailed

description, with a general account of its

habits, song, migration, and nesting. In the

case of the more rare species, full records of

the dates and places of capture of the known

specimens are appended. Analytical keys to

genera and species are also given, so that

every facility is furnished for the identifica-

tion of species. This book is a model of its

kind, and is a worthy fruit of Mr. Butler's

twenty years of devoted study of the birds of

his native State.

Robert H. Whitten, in his monograph on

Public Administration in Massachusetts—the

relation of central to local activity
—

pursues

a parallel course with that taken by Mr. John

A. Fairlie in a similar essay on the Centrali-

zation of Administration in New York State>

of this same series of Columbia University

studies in History, Economics, and Public

Law. Having found the systems and tend-

encies of administration in the early settle-

ment of Massachusetts all for expansion and

decentralization, Mr. Whitten now perceives

the course altogether changed, and centrali-

zation more and more the rule. The change

corresponds with changes in the conditions

of life, and keeps track with them step by

step. Of great dynamic forces which have

been set to work and are bringing about a

complete reconstruction of the social struc-

ture, improvements in transportation and

communication were the most vital— first,

turnpikes, then the steamboat, railroad, and

telegraph ;
then the horse railway, cheap

postage, the telephone, the electric railway)

and the bicycle. The tendency at first was

to bring about a concentration which was

attended by the congestion of population in

cities and the depopulation of the rural

towns. " The electric railway, the telephone,

and the bicycle came in to counteract these

evils
;
while their tendency is strongly toward

the centralization of bureaus, it is also toward

the diffusion of habitations. These great

socializing forces, going hand in hand with

the development of the factory system and

improvement of machinery, make possible a

vastly higher organization of society than

was possible under a stagecoach regime."

The first volume of the Final Report of

the State Geologist of New Jersey, on Topog-

raphy, Magnetism, and Climate, was pub-

lished in 1888. Other volumes embracing
other topics have been published since, and

in the meantime the supply of the first vol-

ume has been exhausted, while the demand

has continued. It has been therefore neces-

sary either to reprint the volume or to pub-

lish a new work which should include the

important statistical matter of it. According-

ly, we have now The Physical Geography of
New Jersey, prepared by Prof. Rollin D.

Salisbury, with an appendix embodying
" Data pertaining to the Physical Geology of

the State," by Mr. C. C. Vermeule, who was

formerly in charge of the topographic sur-

vey, and is author of the volume on water

supply. The two parts of the volume treat

of the topography of New Jersey as it now is,

and the geological history of the topography.

The report is accompanied by a relief map of

the State, prepared by Mr. Vermeule on the

basis of the topographical survey, and pre-

senting, therefore, an accurate picture of the

relief. It shows the great features of the

State, its ranges of mountains, hills, table-

lands, plains, marsh lands, streams, and water

areas in their proper relations to one an-

other
;
and it is contemplated to put it in

every schoolhouse in the State as an aid in

the study of geography.

M. Imbert de Saint-Amanda series of

books about the Second French Empire fur-

nish very interesting reading, are, so far as

our recollection of events goes, historically

accurate, and fill a gap which the literary

world always has to suffer concerning any

period too recently passed for a competent

judicial mind to have appeared to tell its

story. The second of the series—Napoleon
III and his Court—takes Louis Napoleon at

the height of his success and happiness, just

after he had married the beautiful Eugenie,
of w horn the world has nothing harsh to say,
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and carries him through the period of his

wonderful popularity and brilliant accom-

plishments to the close of the Crimean War
and the birth of the prince whose fate was

so unhappy. It deals, in a pleasant manner,

and all favorable to Napoleon, but not adu-

latory, with affairs social, political, and mili-

tary, in which it is hard to say whether the

tact or the good fortune of the subject of the

history shone most brilliantly. We are told

how Eugenie won the French nation; of

Napoleon's good will, especially manifested

toward all that could contribute to his exal-

tation; of his dealings with the sovereigns

around him, gradually winning their recog-

nition, including that of Nicholas of Russia;
of the darkening of the clouds of war, the

Crimean campaigns ;
of the interchanges of

courtesies, gradually rising into close, firm

friendship, with the British court; and of

the birth of the Prince Imperial. Think

what we may of the character of the reign

of Louis Napoleon and of its influence, it

marked an epoch in nearly every line of de-

velopment of the world's history, and was as

distinctly separated from what came before it

and from what followed it as if a broad line

were drawn around it; and it left some im-

portant results that are not likely to be soon

effaced. M. de Saint-Amand writes from

personal knowledge, having witnessed or par-

ticipated in much of what he describes, and

has in Elizabeth Gilbert Martin a fully com-

petent and acceptable translator. (Published

by Charles Scribner's Sons. Pp. 407. Price,

$1.50.)

The paper of the late Dr. Theodor Eimer

on Orthogenesis and tlie Impotence of Natural

Selection in Species Formation is published

by the Open Court Company, Chicago, as No.

29 of their Religion of Science Library. Pp.

56. Price, 25 cents.

The second volume of Uncle Robert's

Geography, of Appletons' Home -Reading
Series— On a Farm—Mr. Francis W. Par-

ker, the editor, and Nellie Lathrop Helm, em-

phasizes the importance of parents and teach-

ers, giving full and complete recognition of

the immense educational value of spontane-

ous activities as displayed in motive and

interest
;

a recognition which " should be

followed by active encouragement and direc-

tion of the child's play, work, and observa-

tions." The story deals entirely with the

interests and life of children in the environ-

ment of the country. A little girl is in htr

playhouse in a Virginia fence corner, with

her doll and mimic housekeeping. Her shy,

retiring companions are the birds who peep
into the playhouse, and, after she has gone

away, come into it and pick up the crumbs

she has left. This leads to talks about dif-

ferent birds and their nest building. A St.

Bernard dog is introduced and furnishes the

opportunity for bringing in stories of the

Alps, their glaciers and snows, and the Hos-

pice of St. Bernard, and then about other

dogs. Susy makes a garden in the woods,

and the wild flowers become the subjects of

her spontaneous study. So with the rab-

bits, bread making and the grain that fur-

nishes the material for the bread, and other

incidents
;
with more birds' nests

;
the nature

of bulbs, squirrels, etc. ; and finally Uncle

Robert sets the child to finding out how the

animals in the woods spend the winter, and

whether they are doing anything now in

preparation for it. (New York : D. Appleton
and Company. Price, 42 cents.)

The Thirty-fifth Annual Eeport of the

Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture

of Michigan includes the Ninth Annual Re-

port of the Agricultural College Experiment

Station, and is largely taken up with the work

of the latter institution, reviewing the rec-

ords of the college departments and present-

ing the reports and bulletins of the station.

The record of meteorological observations,

the Proceedings of the Farmers' Institutes,

the Transactions of the Association of Breed-

ers of Improved Live Stock, and the Transac-

tions of the State Agricultural Society are

also incorporated in the volume. An inter-

esting feature of the publication is the inser-

tion of a portrait and biographical notice of

one of the pioneer farmei's of the State, Enos

Goodrich, who was also prominent in public

life.

The translation by Eleanor Marx Aveling

of Lissagaray's History of the Commune of

1871 was made many years ago at the re-

quest of the author from a contemplated sec-

ond edition which the French Government

would not allow published. The work hav-

ing been revised and corrected by the trans-

lators father, and for other reasons, no
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changes have been made to adapt it to the

time of its issue from the press. The trans-

lator claims that Lissagaray's work is the only

reliable and accurate history that has yet

been written of the Commune. He has not

attempted, she says, to hide the errors of his

party, or to gloss over the fatal weakness of

the revolution. Of course, a very different

view of the movement is given from that

presented in the French accounts, as well as

that generally held by English and Ameri-

cans
;

but the communists have a right to

be represented and heard, and it is well that

they have so competent a spokesman. (Pub-

lished by the International Publishing Com-

pany, 23 Duane Street, New York.)
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IfKagmaiis ut gtimtz.

The Huxley Lecture.—The Charing Cross

Medical School in London, which had the

good fortune some fifty-three years ago to

number Huxley among its pupils, had large-

ly through this fact the honor of being ad-

dressed on October 3d by Professor Virchow,

the greatest living pathologist and one of

the greatest of living scientists. There was

a peculiar fitness in his delivering the Hux-

ley lecture, for, while Professor Virchow's

work has been chiefly that of the special-

ist, his co-operation with laborers in other

fields, his continued efforts to popularize

science, and the prominent position which

he has occupied for the last thirty years

in public life, have given him a standing

in Germany somewhat akin to that of Hux-

ley in England. His career is a striking

illustration, as was also Huxley's, of the

happy results to humanity from a combina-

tion in one man of great ability as an in-

vestigator with a facility for generalization

and the practical application of scientific

truths to the concrete problems of science

and civilization. Professor Virchow is de-

scribed as modest and unassuming, and very

much of a contrast in all ways to the ordi-

nary German professor. His address was on

The Recent Advances in Science, and their

Bearing on Medicine and Surgery. It was
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inevitable that he should refer to Huxley, of

whom he was in some sense a pupil. In

speaking of the rapid growth of the latter

during his four years on the Beagle, he said :

" How this was possible any one will readily

understand who knows from his own experi-

ence how great is the value of personal ob-

servation. . . . Freed from the formalism of

the schools, thrown upon his own intellect,

compelled to test each single object as re-

gards properties and history, we soon forget

the dogmas of the prevailing system, and

become first a skeptic and then an investi-

gator." This paragraph is especially worthy

of notice, because it points out one of the

invariable characteristics of the great man.

In whatever field his greatness may lie, he

will be found to have broken away from the

formalism and conservatism of the schools,

and that his great work is based on personal

observation and research. This was notably

the case with Professor Virchow's establish-

ment of the cellular pathology, as well as of

Huxley's researches in comparative anatomy.

Our present school system is lamentably

weak in this particular, tending to stifle

rather than stimulate originality and self-

dependence. Professor Virchow's address

was, of course, interesting and instructive,

but, as he said, much too short for anything

like an adequate treatment of the subject.

The chief interest of the occasion lay in its

associations. An address by Rudolph Vir-

chow, at a meeting presided over by Lord

Lister on an occasion commemorating Pro-

fessor Huxley, left only one thing to be de-

sired—the presence of the latter. For a

biologist, or in fact a modern scientist of any

description, one can not imagine a more de-

lightful occasion.

The Climate of Cubil.—Systematic records

of weather appear to be wanting in Cuba.

The meteorological observations kept up for

several years by Andre Poey are not acces-

sible, no need of their being published hav-

ing been found. The chief source of infor-

mation on the subject is the observations

which have been kept up at Belen College,

Havana, since 1859. From these and a few

scattered observations of brief periods at

other towns, and by comparison with notes

taken at other West Indian stations, W. F.

B. Phillips, of the United States Department

of Agriculture, has attempted to describe the

climate of Cuba. The average annual tem-

perature of the past ten years at Havana was

77° F., and the difference between the highest

and the lowest yearly means was only 1.1° F.

The warmest month is July, with an average

temperature of 82.7° F., and the coldest is

January, with an average temperature of

70.3° F. The highest temperature recorded

was 100.6° F., in July, 1891, and the lowest

49.6°. Brief intermittent records at Matan-

zas, more than sixty years old, give a mean

annual temperature of about 78°, with 93°

as the highest and 51° as the lowest. At

Santiago the annual mean appears to be

about 80°, and the difference between the

warmest and coldest months about 6° F.

Records of temperature in the interior, such

as they are, give annual means of from 73.6°

to 75°, apparently showing lower tempera-

tures than on the coast. The average daily

range of temperature is about 10°, the highest

occurring between noon and two o'clock p. m.,

while sudden variations in the temperature of

the day are not unknown. The average yearly

rainfall at Havana is about fifty-two inches.

The season of heavy rainfall begins in the

latter part of May and first of June, and lasts

till October, and during this period about

sixty-three per cent of the year's rain is pre-

cipitated. Rain occurs on about one day in

three, in heavy downpours of short duration.

Notwithstanding the frequency of rain dur-

ing the summer months, these do not present

the greatest number of cloudy days. The

days on which rain does not fall are usually

perfectly cloudless, and, in general, no clouds

are seen in summer except while the showers

are falling; while in other months cloudy

days sometimes occur without rain. The

average velocity of the wind is about 7.5

miles an hour, with variations, according to

the season, from 8.5 miles in winter to 6.5

miles in summer. The diurnal variation in

wind velocity is much more pronounced than

the seasonal variation.

The New Planet D Q.—The number of

minor planets discovered during the last few

years, and their lack of practical importance

in astronomy, has tended to distract astron-

omers' attention from the search for them, as

unprofitable, and the announcement of a new

\

one attracts little attention, as a rule. The
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planet D Q, however, discovered by Herr

Witt, of the Urania Observatory, of Berlin, on

August 13 th last, has aroused from the first

special attention through its remarkable be-

havior. The orbit is a very unusual one.

Mars has always been considered our nearest

neighbor, although it was known that some

of the minor planets were slightly nearer to

the sun when at perihelion than Mars is when

at aphelion. But the mean distances of the

latter were in all cases much greater than

that of Mars
;
while that found for the new

planet is only 1.46 as compared with 1.52

for Mars, and, as the eccentricity amounts to

0.23, the perihelion distance is only 1.13,

and the least distance from the earth's orbit

only 0.15 as compared with 0.27 for Venus

in transit, and 0.38 for Mars in perihelion.

The planet will thus be far closer to us than

any other member of the solar system, and

will afford a most excellent means of deter-

mining the sun's parallax. Its diameter is

thought to be about seventeen miles.

Extra-Organic Factors of Evolution.—
Observing that our civilization has made ad-

vances or
"
strides

"
in recent years out of

all proportion to any improvements that have

taken place in our organic faculties, Arthur

Allin has insisted, in Science, on the im-

portance of extra organic factors in human

development. Our sense and motor organs,

he says, are essentially instruments and tools,

and so is the brain; and most if not all of

the three hundred or more mechanical move-

ments known in the arts are found exempli-

fied in the human body. Our sense organs
are thus indefinitely multiplied and extended

by such extra-organic sense organs as the mi-

croscope, telescope, resonator, telephone, tele-

graph, thermometer, etc. Our motor organs

are multiplied by such agencies as steam

and electrical machines, etc., in the same

manner. " The printing press is an extra-

organic memory far more lasting and durable

than the plastic but fickle brain. Fire pro-

vides man with a second digestive apparatus

by means of which hard and stringy roots

and other materials for food are rendered

digestible and poisonous roots and herbs

innocuous. Tools, traps, weapons, etc., are

but extensions of bodily contrivances. Cloth-

ing, unlike the fur or layer of blubber of the

lower animals, becomes a part of the organ-

ism at will. One finds himself more or less

independent of seasons, climates, and geo-

graphical restrictions. By organic heredity

or the transmission of the congenital char-

acteristics of the parents to the children,

working alone, all progress depends upon
the transmission of variations occurring

within the organism.
"
Moreover, these ad-

vantageous organic variations die with the

individual, and must be born again, so to

speak, with each new individual." This

requires time, and progress depending on it

would be indefinitely protracted. On the

other hand, by means of social heredity, each

new member of the race has handed to him

at birth the accumulated organic advanta-

geous variations of sense and motor organs,

and the extra-organic adaptations that have

multiplied so indefinitely in the age of civ-

ilized man. " The vast importance of accu-

mulation of capital is obvious."

Fossils as Criterions of Geological Ages.
—Prof. 0. C. Marsh said in a paper on The

Comparative Value of Different Kinds of

Fossils in determining Geological Age, which

was read at the meeting of the British Asso-

ciation, that the value of all fossils as evi-

dence of geological age depends mainly upon
their degree of specialization. In inverte-

brates, for example, a lingula from the Cam-

brian has reached a definite point of devel-

opment from some earlier ancestor. One

from the Silurian or Devonian, or even a

later formation, shows, however, little ad-

vance. Even recent forms of the same or

an allied genus have no distinctive charac-

ters sufficiently important to mark geological

horizons. With ammonites the case is en-

tirely different. From the earliest appear-

ance of the family the members were con-

stantly changing. The trilobites show a

group of invertebrates ever subject to modi-

fication, from the earliest known forms in

the Cambrian to the last survivors in the

Permian. They are thus especially fitted to

aid the geologist, as each has distinctive fea-

tures and an abiding place of its own in

geological time. In the fresh-water forms

of mollusca—the Unios, for example—there

is little evidence of change from the palaeo-

zoic forms to those still living, and we can

therefore expect little assistance from them

in noticing the succeeding periods during
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their life history. The same law as to spe-

cialization holds good among the fossil ver-

tebrates.

Pedigree Photographs.—Sir Francis Gal-

ton unfolded before the British Association

a plan for the systematic collection of photo-

graphs of pedigree stock, particularly of cattle

breeds, and of more information about them

than is now obtainable. He believes that a

system of this sort would greatly facilitate

the study of heredity. The author had pre-

viously shown how the general knowledge

that offspring can inherit peculiarities from

their ancestry as well as from their parents

was superseded by a general law the nature

of which was first suggested to him by theo-

retical considerations, and this ancestral law

proves the importance of a much more com-

prehensive system of records than now ex-

ists. The breeder should be able to compare

the records of all the near ancestry of the

animals he proposes to mate in respect to the

qualities in which he is interested. No pres-

ent source for such information is compar-

able with what the system proposed would

furnish. A habitual study of the form of

each pure-bred animal in connection with the

portraits of all its nearest ancestry would

test current opinions and decide between con-

flicting ones, and could not fail to suggest

new ideas. Likenesses would be traced to

prepotent ancestors, and the amount of their

several prepotencies would be defined
;
forms

and features that supplement one another

or
" nick in," and others that clash or com-

bine awkwardly, would be observed and re-

corded
;
and conclusions based on incomplete

and inaccurate memories of ancestry would

give way to others founded on more exact

data. The value of the ancestral law would

be adequately tested, and it would be pos-

sible to amend it when required.

English Names for Plants.—In the Pro-

ceedings of the Torrey Botanical Club, pub-

lished in its journal for July, Dr. V. Havard

suggested some principles which it would be

well to follow in applying English names to

plants, predicating that an authorized ver-

nacular binomial should be assigned to each

plant, so that ambiguity and confusion may
be avoided. In the absence of suitable Eng-

lish names already recognized, it seems best

to adopt the Latin genus name, if short and

easy, like Cicuta, Parnassia, Hibiscus, or a

close translation thereof, when possible, like

astragal, chenopody, cardamin, while the spe-

cific English name should be an equivalent of

the Latin one or a descriptive adjective. In

case of all English binomials clearly applying

to well-known individual species and no oth-

ers, all substantives are capitalized without a

hyphen, as in Witch Hazel, May Apple, and

Dutchman's Pipe. In all genera in which

two or more species must be designated, the

genus name is compounded into one word

without a hyphen, as Peppergrass, Sweetbrier,

Goldenrod, Hedgenettle, etc.
; except in long

names, where the eye requires the hyphen,

as Prairie-clover, Forget-me-not. Genus

names in the possessive case (St. John's-wort)

are written with the hyphen, followed by a

lower-case initial. Plants commemorating
individual men (Douglas Spruce, Coulter Pine)

are written without the mark of the possess-

ive. In specific names participial endings are

suppressed, the participle becoming a sub-

stantive, which is added as a suffix without

the hyphen ;
thus Heartleaved Willow is

changed to Heartleaf Willow. In the discus-

sion that followed this paper, President Ad-

dison Brown and Dr. T. F. Allen deprecated

the manufacture of book names. The secre-

tary defended the use of vernacular names,

saying that they deserved more attention,

and adding that in their absence the generic

name should be used unchanged. Many
Latin names, as Portulacea, win their way
without change as soon as they are fairly

made familiar.
" Coined names seldom live.

A name to be successful must be a growth,

as language is."

Cooking Schools in Philadelphia.—The

establishment of schools in Philadelphia for

the teaching of cookery is mentioned, in the

Annual Report of the Superintendent of

Public Schools in that city, among the re-

sults of the general movement for manual

training, as a means of mental development

and practical knowledge. The teaching was

introduced experimentally into the Girls'

Normal School in 188V, and was in the fol-

lowing year made a regular branch of the

course. It was later extended to other

schools. There are now eight school kitch-

ens under the department of Public Instruc-
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tion, situated in different parts of the city.

The question of the proper place for cookery

in the school course has been solved, for

Philadelphia, by putting it in the sixth school

year, when the pupils are firmly established

in the work of the grammar grades, and their

attention has not yet been directed to prep-

aration for admission to the High School.

The course provides between twenty-five and

thirty lessons, and is completed in a single

year. It includes instruction in the care of

the kitchen, and of the stove or range, gen-

eral lessons in the classification and nutritive

values of foods, the cooking of vegetables,

breakfast cereals, bread, eggs, soups, meats,

simple cakes and desserts, lessons in invalid

cookery, and in table setting and serving.

Special attention is given to the preparation

of nutritious and savory dishes from inex-

pensive materials. About two thousand pu-

pils, or less than one half of the number of

girls of the sixth year now in the schools,

are accommodated in the eight cookery

schools. The pupils manifest an intelligent

interest in the instruction, and spend the half

day per week in the school kitchen without

any appreciable loss in the other branches of

study.
"
It comes as a period of relaxation."

A Trait Common to us All.—The doctrine

of the tendency of mankind to develop the

like fancies and ideas at the like stage of in-

tellectual infancy was mentioned by Mr. E.

W. Brabrook in his presidential address be-

fore the Anthropological Section of the British

Association, as a generalization for which we

are fast accumulating material in folklore.

It is akin to the generalization that individual

savage races present in their intellectual de-

velopment a marked analogy to the condition

of the earlier races of mankind. The fan-

cies and ideas of the child resemble closely

the fancies and ideas of the savage and the

fancies and ideas of primitive man. "Mrs.

Gomme has found that a great number of

children's games consist of dramatic repre-

sentations of marriage by capture and mar-

riage by purchase, and that the idea of ex-

ogamy is distinctly embodied in them. There

can be little doubt that they go back to a

high antiquity, and there is much proba-

bility that they are founded upon customs

actually existing, or just passing away, at the

time they were first played. Upon the same

principle, if we view children's stories in

their wealth of details, we shall deem it im-

possible that they could have been dissemi-

nated over the world otherwise than by ac-

tual contact of the several peoples with each

other. But if we view them in their simpli-

city of idea, we shall be more apt to think

that the mind of man naturally produces the

same result under like circumstances, and

that it is not necessary to postulate any com-

munication between the peoples to account

for their identity. It does not surprise us

that the same complicated physical operations

should be performed by far-distant peoples

without any communication with each other
;

why should it be surprising that mental op-

erations, not nearly so complex, should be

produced in the same order by different peo-

ples without any such communication ?

The Toes ill Walking.—An instructive

discussion of the walking value of the lesser

toes by Dr. Heather Bigg is given in a recent

copy of the London Lancet. Dr. Bigg be-

lieves that the lesser toes of the human foot

are of little importance in walking
—the

great toe constituting the important tread of

the foot—and in proof of this he gives an ac-

count of a patient, all of whose lesser toes it

was found necessary to amputate because of

persistent contraction of the tendons. On
November 10, 1894, the toes were removed,

especial care being taken to keep the result-

ing scars well up on the dorsal aspect of the

foot, so as to be well away from the subse-

quent tread. In three weeks the patient

could stand on her feet, and, after her re-

turn home, sent the following record of her

progress toward complete recovery : Decem-

ber 30, 1894: "I am able to walk perfectly

on my feet with little or no pain, but can not

yet wear either slippers or boots, as they are

still tender."—January 15, 1895: "I man-

aged to get on my slippers yesterday and

wore them with ease for more than six

hours."—January 28th :

"
I put on my boots

to-day for the first time. It still pains me

slightly to walk
;
otherwise my feet are going

on all right."
—February 18th :

"
I ought to

say that the steel plates only half way an-

swer splendidly."
—March 24th :

" You will

be glad to hear that I can walk splendidly

now, just like a proper human being ;
it is

just eighteen weeks next Tuesday since the
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operation."
—May 5th :

"
I have decided to

come to town next Monday week to let you
see how well I can walk."—June 17th: "I

played two sets of tennis on Saturday, and

my feet were none the worse afterward."—
July 24th: "You will be surprised to hear

that the big toes have lengthened half an

inch since the operation, and I have had all

my boots lengthened and the toe line made

straighter."
—August 30th: "I know that

you will be interested to hear that I have

just accepted an invitation to a dance on

September 13th. Whether I shall dance

comfortably or not is another thing."
—Sep-

tember 14th :

"
I went to the dance on Tues-

day evening and thoroughly enjoyed myself

after not dancing for so long. My feet were

on their best behavior, and did not pain me
once during the evening. I never realized

before that I had no toes until I began to

dance
;
then it seemed so odd only to have

one toe, but I suffered no inconvenience

whatever from the loss of them."—Decem-

ber 5th :

"
I get on so well with my bicycle."

Only two disadvantages showed themselves

as the result of the operation and these were

temporary. One was that the great toes

tended to pervert themselves toward the

middle line of the feet, a thing which was

readily remedied by the use of single-toed

stockings, and by packing the space in the

boot left vacant by the missing toes with

cotton wool
;
the other was a loss of local

sense on the outer sides of the feet, which

went to show that the lesser toes were missed

rather as tactile organs than anything else.

This failure of feeling righted itself in time,

presumably by a vicarious and intenser sense

being acquired by the skin of the outer side

of the foot. In all other respects the loss of

the toes discovered no inconvenience.

Animals' Bites.—That there is something

more serious than the mere wound in the

bite even of a healthy animal is attested by Mr.

Pagin Thornton, from a chapter in his own ex-

perience, and in the testimony of a number of

his own friends who have suffered for weeks

together from having been bitten. "And
what is more surprising to me," he says,

"
is

that some of us may have hands crippled

for some time from bites of a man's teeth."

Dog bites are always dangerous, but largely

from the size of the wound which a dog

biting in earnest will inflict. With men they

usually fail to do their best. Animals re-

cover from wounds more easily than men do
;

but Lord Ebrington says that deer bitten by

the dogs in Exmoor hardly ever recover.

Much of the poisoning caused by bites is

supposed to be due to the state of the ani-

mal's teeth
;
and in this way the bite of a

herbivorous animal, whose teeth are usually

soiled, may cause worse after effects than

that of a carnivore, whose wet mouth and

wet tongue keep its teeth fairly clean. A
similar difference is observable in the effects

of being clawed and bitten by carnivora.

Wounds made by the claws of leopards are

poisonous, while those caused by the teeth

are rarely septic. The force with which a

bite in earnest is inflicted is an important

element in its dangerous character. "It

seems," says the London Spectator,
" as if

for the moment the animal threw all its force

into the combination of muscular action

which we call a '

bite.' In most cases the

mere shock of impact, as the beast hurls itself

on its enemy, is entirely demoralizing, or

inflicts physical injury. A muzzled mastiff

will hurl a man to the ground in the effort

to fasten its teeth in his throat or shoulder.

Then, the driving and crushing force of the

jaw muscles is astonishing." Sir Samuel

Baker noticed that the tiger usually seized

an Indian native by the shoulder, and with

one jaw on one side and the other on the

other bit clean through chest and back. In

nearly all cases the bite penetrates to the

lungs. This kind of wound is characteristic

of the bites of the felidce. Hardly any bird

recovers from a cat's bite, for the same rea-

son. The canine teeth are almost instantly

driven through the lung under the wing.

Donlton Potteries.—Sir Henry Doulton,

head of the Lambeth potteries, whose death,

November 17, 1897, has been recorded in

the Monthly, preferred devoting himself to

the factory to engaging in the study of a

learned profession for which his parents in-

tended him, and himself did much of the

largest work produced there in the earlier

days of his connection with it. As the factory

was enlarged, it made drain pipes, vessels

and appliances of stoneware for chemical and

other similar uses, for which it gained prizes

at the great exhibitions of 1851 and 1862
;
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ale pots and mugs of traditional and origi-

nal designs ;
terra-cotta vases

;
and first ex-

hibited articles of higher artistic merit at

Paris in 1S67. It showed a magnificent col-

lection at Vienna in 1873, and its exhibit at

Philadelphia in 18*76 was one of the marked

features of our Centennial. The chief styles

of its work are the ornamental salt-glazed

stoneware known as Doulton ware, and

the underglaze-painted earthenware called

" Lambeth faience." Sir George Birdwood

ascribes as the great merit of Sir Henry's

life work his adherence to the two principles

of making, as far as possible, every piece in-

tended for decoration on the wheel, and of

giving the utmost scope to the designer into

whose hands the piece fell for ornamentation.

Four hundred designers, mostly women, and

some of them real artists, are engaged at the

potteries, and each has her way and signs

her name to her work
;
so that "

Sir Henry
Doulton succeeded in creating a most prolific

school, or rather several schools, of English

pottery, the influence of which has been

felt in the revival of the ceramic arts in all

the countries of the Old World"—where

they had been demoralized by the use of

machinery ;
and through the influence of his

example, working since 1871, the United

Kingdom now produces
" the most artistic

commercial pottery of any country in the

world."

MINOR PARAGRAPHS.
A little over a year ago Professor Fraser

published the results of some researches

which showed that the bile of several ani-

mals possessed antidotal properties against

serpents' venom, and against the toxines of

such diseases as diphtheria and tetanus, and

that the bile of venomous serpents is an anti-

dote to tbeir venom. The results from an

extension of these first experiments have

been recently published in the British Medi-

cal Journal. The most important conclusions

are as follows : The bile of venomous serpents

is the most powerful antidote to venom, and

is closely followed in efficiency by the bile of

innocuous serpents. Regarding the antidotal

power of bile on the toxines of disease, Pro-

fessor Fraser found that the bile of venomous

serpents had more antidotal power than that

of the majority of the other animals exam-

ined. It is curious that among the non-ven-

omous animals the rabbit's bile is the most

powerful in antidotal properties.

Three ways are mentioned by Prof. W.
A. Herdman in which disease may be com-

municated through oysters to the consumer
;

viz., by the presence in the animal of inor-

ganic, usually metallic, poison ;
or of organic

poison ;
or of a pathological organism or

definite disease germ. From experiments in

the inoculation and disinfection of oysters,

it was found that all traces of these organ-

isms could be removed by proper washing.

Good currents passing the beds are an im-

portant factor in keeping the oyster healthy,

and make it possible for the animal to absorb

large quantities of sewage and dispose of it.

The effect of this is to purify the water; but

in the sifting process, while the sewage is

passing through, the animal retains disease

germs, and may pass them on to the con-

sumer. Oysters should therefore be given
an opportunity to purify themselves, as is

done in France, where they are kept for a

time in clean tanks before being sent to

market. Oysters may be effectively washed

in fresh water. Sea water is unfavorable

to disease germs. Greenness in oysters is

caused by food administered to improve
their quality ; by the presence of copper ;

and in some American oysters by an inflamed

condition of the mantle. Green spots are

also produced by wandering cells getting

under the epithelium. These cells are

loaded with granules which give a copper

reaction.

The most interesting result of the mas-

sacre and sack of Benin, the Saturday Re-

view says, was the capture of a large series

of brass plaques, statuettes, box lids, pipes,

etc., which have been brought to England.

The various articles are all castings, and

their elaborate ornamentation bespeaks for

their makers great skill in metal working.

Most African tribes have smiths who hammer

pieces of brass rod and wire into simple or-

naments
;
but these Benin brasses represent

a stage of metal working far more advanced

than anything recorded for the native races

of Africa. Nothing like them is being made

by any negro race at present, and nothing is
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known that can be regarded as a precursor

of them. A statuette in the Liverpool Mu-

seum of a negro holding a flint gun fixes

their date as not earlier than about 1630.

In trying to account for them, many think

they were due to the influence of some com-

paratively advanced tribe that reached Benin

from the central Soudan and brought with

them a knowledge of brass work derived

from early, possibly Egyptian, sources
;
and

others attribute the work to some prisoner

or trader who lived at Benin in the seven-

teenth century.

NOTES.

The Committee of the British Association

on Meteorological Photography reported that

the result of their determinations of the

heights of clouds showed the existence of

greater altitudes in hot weather under
thunderstorm conditions, when clouds may
occur at five or six different levels, extend-

ing as high as ninety thousand feet. A rise

of cloud takes place in hot weather, also

during the morning and early afternoons,
while the lowest altitudes are found during
cyclones.

M. Maige, by varying the condition of

exposure of plants to light, and keeping
flowering branches in the dark, has suc-

ceeded in transforming the latter into sterile

creeping or climbing branches. Inversely,
he has been able, by means of the localized

action of light, to transform creeping or

climbing into flowering branches These
results were obtained at the vegetable bio-

logical laboratory of Fontainebleau.

F. L. Washburn, of the State University
of Oregon, reports that the condition of the

Eastern oysters introduced to the Oregon
coast waters two years ago leaves nothing to

be desired. The specimens have withstood

two winters successfully, and have made
phenomenal growth,

" far exceeding what

they would have made in the same time in

their native waters. Further, they spawned."
The experiments in artificial fertilization were
not so successful. The spawn suffer from
the serious difficulties of sudden variations in

the temperature and salinity of the water re-

sulting from the change of tide and strong
winds. It is hoped that better conditions

may be found at Yaquina Bay.

The population of Egypt has been gradu-

ally increasing during the past hundred

years. It is stated to have been about two
and a half million in 1800, and is now
estimated at nearly ten million. There are

about 112,000 foreigners, of whom 38,000
are Greeks

;
the remainder being chiefly Ital-

ians, 24,000; English, 1
(

.»,000; French, 14,-

000
; Austrians, 7,000 ; Russians, 3,000 ;

and

Persians and Germans, about 1,000 each.

Only about five per cent of the population
can read and write, and nearly two thirds

are without any trade or profession.

Our record of deaths among men known
in science includes the names of Dr. Hen-

riques de Castro, a Dutch archaeologist of

Portuguese descent, member of many learned
societies of the Netherlands

;
John Eliza de

Vry, of the Netherlands, one of the chief

authorities on the chemistry and pharmacy
of the cinchona alkaloids, at The Hague,
July 30th, in the eighty-sixth year of his

age; Dr. Eugenio Bettoni, director of the
Fisheries Station at Brescia, Italy, August
5th, aged fifty-three years ; Professor Arz-

runi, mineralogist in the Polytechnic Insti-

tute at Aix
;
Heinrich Theodor Riehter, di-

rector of the School of Mines at Freiburg,
Saxony ; Dr. J. Crocq, professor of pathol-

ogy in the University of Brussels
;
Dr. C. G.

Gibelli, professor of botany and director of

the Botanical Institute at Turin ; Don Fran-
cisco Coello de Portugal, president of the

Geographical Society of Madrid, and author
of an atlas of Spain and its colonies

;
Dr. B.

Kotula, author of Researches on the Distri-

bution of Plants; Surgeon Major J. E. T.

Aitchison, a distinguished botanist, particu-

larly in the botany of India, and author of

numerous papers on the subject, Septem-
ber 30th, in his sixty-fourth year; M. Thom-
as Frederic Moreau, a French archaeologist,
author of a collection of Gallic, Gallo-Ro-

man, and Merovingian antiquities, in his one
hundred and first year ;

M. Gabriel de Mor-

tillet, the eminent French anthropologist,
in Paris, November 4th, aged sixty-seven

years ;
Sir George Smyth Baden Powell,

political economist, aged fifty-one years ;
Sir

John Fowler, engineer in chief of the Forth

Bridge, aged eighty-one years; Dr. James I.

Peck, assistant professor of biology in Wil-
liams College, and assistant director of the

Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole
;

George Vestal, professor of agriculture and
horticulture at the New Mexico Agricultural

College, October 24th, aged forty-one years ;

Dr. W. Kochs, docent for physiology at

Bonn
; M. J. V. Barbier, a distinguished

French geographer ;
M. N. J. Raffard, an

eminent French mechanical engineer, author
of many valuable inventions

;
Latimer Clark,

F. R. S., an eminent English electrician, one
of the founders and a past president of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, whose
name is associated with the history of elec-

tric telegraphy and with many inventions,
and author of several books that are stand-

ard with the profession, at Kensington,
London, October 30th, in his seventy-sixth

year ;
Count Michele Stefano de Rossi, a

distinguished Italian seismologist ; M. de

Meritens, a French electrical engineer, in-

ventor of one of the first practical dynamos,
and of other valuable electrical apparatus,

aged sixty-five years.
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VEGETATION A REMEDY FOR THE SUMMER HEAT
OF CITIES.

A PLEA FOR THE CULTIVATION OF TREES, SHRUBS, PLANTS, VINES, AND
GRASSES IN THE STREETS OF NEW YORK FOR THE IMPROVE-

MENT OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH, FOR THE COMFORT OF

SUMMER RESIDENTS, AND FOR ORNAMENTATION *

By STEPHEN SMITH, M. D., LL. D.

ONE
of the most prolific sources of a high sickness and death

rate in the city of New York is developed during the summer

quarter. It has been estimated that from three to five thousand per-

sons die and sixty to one hundred thousand cases of sickness occur

annually in this city, from causes which are engendered during the

months of June, July, August, and September. An examination of

the records of the Health Department for any year reveals the im-

portant fact that certain diseases are not only more frequent during
the summer quarter than at any other time, but that they are far

* In 1872, while a Commissioner of Health, I had occasion to examine and report on

the causes of the high death rate during the summer months in the city of New York. The

chief cause was determined to be the excessive heat which characterizes those months. It

was recommended in the report to the Board of Health that legislation be secured empow-

ering and requiring the Department of Parks to plant and cultivate trees, shrubs, plants,

and vines in all the streets, avenues, and public places in the city. A bill was drafted

and introduced into the Legislature, but it did not become a law, and no further effort has

been made to secure such legislation. Meantime, two tree-planting societies have been

established, one in the Borough of Brooklyn and the other in the Borough of Manhattan,

which are endeavoring to awaken publio interest to the importance of planting a suitable

number and variety of trees in the streets for purposes of ornamentation. The aim of this

paper, which is largely based on the report of 1872, is to revive the project of giving the

Department of Parks jurisdiction over the trees in the streets, and require it to plant and

cultivate additional trees, shrubs, plants, and other forms of vegetation for the improve-

ment of the public health and for the purpose of ornamentation.

vol. lit.—31
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more fatal, especially in the months of July and August, than during

any other period of the year. These are the
"
zymotic diseases," or

those depending upon some form of germ life. The following table

illustrates the course of mortality from those diseases in one year:

Month. Deaths.

January 641

February 475

March 476

April 554

May 584

June 798

Month. Deaths.

July 1,433

August 1,126

September 791

October 522

November 460

December 504

It appears that during eight months of the year, excluding June,

July, August, and September, the average monthly mortality from
"
zymotic diseases

" was 452. Had the same average continued

during the remaining four months the total mortality from those dis-

eases for that year would have been 4,424; but the actual mortality
was 7,764, which proves that 3,340 persons were sacrificed during
those four fatal months to conditions which exist in the city only at

that period of the year. Still more startling is the estimate of the

sickness rate caused by the unhealthful conditions created in the

summer months in New York city. If we estimate that there are

twenty cases of sickness for every death by a zymotic disease there

were 66,800 more cases of sickness in the year above referred to

than there would have been had the sickness rate been the same in

the summer as in the other months of that year.

One of the saddest features of this high sickness and death rate

appears when we notice the ages of those who are especially the

victims of these fatal diseases. During the week ending July 9 th

last there were 399 deaths from diarrhceal diseases, of which num-

ber 382 were children under five years of age. The following table

taken from the records of the Health Department show in a very

striking manner how fatal to child life are the conditions peculiar

to our summer season:

Month.

January . .

February .

March

April

May
June

July

August . . .

September
October . .

November
December .

DEATHS FROM DIARRHCEAL DISEASES.

Under one
year.

50
47
75
82

101

387
809
464
267
114
59

57

Under two
years.

55
51

80
91

117
430
990
565
394
148

70
62

Under five

years.

58
58

83

97
121

436

,020
697
409
154

72
64

All ages.

82

75
96
108
104
467

1,100
762
462
190
89
82
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These statistics demonstrate the extreme unhealthfulness of New
York during the summer, and the vast proportion of children who

perish from the fatal agencies which are then brought into activity.

It is a matter of great public concern to determine the nature of

the unhygienic conditions on which this excessive mortality depends,

and thus discover the proper remedial measures.

As high temperature is the distinguishing feature of the summer

months, we very naturally conclude that excessive heat is a most im-

portant factor, if not the sole cause, of the diseases so fatal to human
life at this period. A close comparison of the temperature and mor-

tality records of any summer in this city demonstrates the direct re-

Week ending
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record follows the fluctuations of the heat record with as much pre-
cision as effect follows cause. The summer heat generally begins
about the 20th of June and continues with varying intensity until

the 15th of September. "Within that period we can select many
examples which strikingly illustrate the relations of temperature to

mortality. For example, the first heated term of the year before us

began on the 19th of June and lasted until the 26th of that month.

The two records are as follows :

Day.
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external conditions not incompatible with health. In man the range
of temperature in health is fixed at 97.25° F. to 99.5° F. Any tem-

perature above or below these extremes, unless explained by special

circumstances not affecting the normal condition of the person, is

an indication of disease. This comparatively fixed temperature in

health is a remarkable feature of the living animal. When subjected
to a temperature above or below the extremes here given it will

still maintain its equilibrium. This fixed temperature under vary-

ing conditions of heat and cold is due to a
"
heat-regulating power,"

inherent in the constitution of every animal, by which it imparts
heat when the temperature of the air is high and conserves heat when
the latter is low. The heat escapes from the body

—
1, by radiation

from the surface; 2, by transmission to other bodies; 3, by evapora-

tion; and 4, by the conversion of heat into motion. The surface of

the body furnishes the principal medium for the loss of heat by the

first three methods—viz., radiation, transmission, and evaporation.

It is estimated that 93.07 per cent of the heat produced escapes by
the processes of radiation, evaporation, conduction, and mechanical

work. The remaining heat units are lost by warming inspired air

and the foods and drinks taken. There are apparently other subtile

influences, so-called
"
regulators of heat," at work to preserve an

equilibrium of temperature in the animal body, but they are not

well known. The result of the operation of these forces is this—
viz., if, by any means, the heat of the body is increased, compensa-
tive losses of heat quickly occur, and the normal temperature is soon

restored; and if, on the contrary, the loss of heat is unusually in-

creased, the compensative production of heat of the body at once

follows, and the equilibrium is at once restored. The important fact

to remember is this—viz., the production and loss of heat in the

human organism when in health and not subjected to too violent dis-

turbing causes are so nicely balanced that the temperature is always
maintained at an average of 98.6° F., the extremes being 97.25° F.

and 99.5° F. "So beautifully is this balance preserved," Parkes

remarks,
"
that the stability of the animal temperature in all coun-

tries has always been a subject of marvel." If, however, anything

prevents the operation of the processes of cooling
—

viz., radiation,

evaporation, and conduction—the bodily temperature rises by the

accumulation of heat, and death is the result from combustion. In

experiments in ovens a man has been able to bear a temperature of

260° F. for a short period, provided the air was dry so that evapora-

tion could be carried on rapidly. But if the air is very moist, and

perspiration is impeded, the temperature of the body rises rapidly,

and the person soon succumbs to the excessive heat. Another im-

portant fact is this, viz., the normal temperature of the young and
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of the very old is higher than the middle-aged. The infant at

birth has a temperature of 99° F. to 100° F., and it maintains

a temperature of 99° F. and upward for several days. The varia-

tions of temperature from other causes are much greater in chil-

dren than in adults, as also the normal daily variations of tem-

perature. About the sixtieth year the average temperature of

man begins to rise, and approximates that of the infant. In the

young and old the
"
heat-regulating power

"
is more readily ex-

hausted, and hence continued high temperature is far more fatal to

these classes.

The first noticeable fact in regard to bodily temperature in dis-

ease is that there are daily fluctuations as in health, but much more
extreme. In general, the remission of temperature in disease occurs

in the morning, and the exacerbation in the afternoon and evening;
the minimum is reached between six and nine o'clock in the morning,
and the maximum between three and six o'clock in the evening:. In

many diseases the minimum temperature is not below 100° F., and

usually it is one or two degrees above that point, while the maximum
has no definite limit and may reach the dangerous height of 107° F.

It should be noticed tliat the highest daily temperature in disease, as

in health, occurs in the afternoon, when the temperature of the air

in summer is the greatest.

The conditions affecting the temperature of the body other than

those due to physiological conditions are very numerous. First and

most obvious is the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere. It

is a well-established fact that an average temperature of the air of

54° F. is best adapted to the public health, for at that temperature
the decomposition of animal and vegetable matter is slight, and nor-

mal temperature is most easily maintained. Every degree of tem-

perature above or below that point requires a more or less effort

of the heat-regulating power to maintain the proper equilibrium.
Even more potent in elevating the bodily temperature is the intro-

duction into the blood, whether by respiration or by direct injection,

of putrid fluids and the gases of decomposing matters. If this in-

jection is repeated at short intervals, death will occur with a high

temperature. The air of cities contains emanations, in hot weather,

from a vast number of sources of animal and vegetable decomposi-

tion, and the inhalation of air so vitiated brings in contact with the

blood these deleterious products in a highly divided state which

cause a fatal elevation of temperature in the young, old, and en-

feebled. The same effect is produced by the air in close and heated

places, as in tenement houses, workshops, schoolhouses, hospital

wards, and other rooms where many persons congregate for hours.

Air thus charged with poisonous gases becomes more dangerous if
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the temperature of the place is raised, as happens almost daily in

the summer months in cities.

From the preceding facts we may conclude that, as long as the

body continues in health, the
"
heat-regulating power," which con-

stantly tends to preserve an equilibrium of temperature, is capable
of resisting the ordinary agencies that, operating externally or inter-

nally, exaggerate the heat-producing conditions, and thus destroy

the individual. But if the person is suffering from a disease which

weakens the
"
heat-regulating power

"
these deleterious agencies,

which the healthy person may resist, will readily overpower the

already quite exhausted heat-regulating forces, and he perishes by
combustion. It is very evident that in an organism having compli-

cated functions, like that of man, and subject to such a multitude of

adverse influences, the balance between health and disease must be

very nicely adjusted. Too great an elevation or too great a depression

of temperature may destroy the
"
heat-regulating power," and dis-

ease or death will be the consequence. Or this
"
heat-regulating

power
"
may be weakened or destroyed by causes generated within

the body, or received from without, and the heat-producing agencies

are then under influences which may prove to be powerfully de-

structive forces.

It will not now be difficult to understand in what manner high

temperature affects the public health of large cities. Evidently in

the direct action of heat upon the human body we have the most

powerful agency in the production of our great summer mortality.

While sunstroke represents the maximum direct effect of solar heat

upon the human subject, the large increase of deaths from wasting
chronic diseases and diarrhceal affections., of children under one year

of age and persons upward of seventy years of age, shows the terrible

effects of the prevailing intense heat of summer upon all who are

debilitated by disease or age and thereby have their
"
heat-regulating

power
"

diminished. The fact has been established by repeated ex-

periment that when solar or artificial heat is continually applied to

the animal the temperature of its body will gradually rise until all

of the compensating or heat-regulating agencies fail to preserve the

equilibrium, and the temperature reaches a point at which death

takes place from actual combustion. In general, a temperature of

107° F. in man would be regarded as indicating an unfavorable ter-

mination of any disease. In persons suffering from sunstroke the

temperature often ranges from 106° F. to 110° F., the higher tem-

perature appearing just before a fatal termination.

The indirect effects of heat appear in the production of poi-

sonous gases which vitiate the air and render it more or less preju-

dicial to health. Decomposition of all forms of refuse animal and
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vegetable matter proceeds with far greater rapidity during the sum-
mer quarter than during other months of the year. Among the

early results of summer heat is the damage to food. Milk retailed

through the city, the sole or chief diet of thousands of hand-fed

infants, undergoes such changes as to render it not only less nutri-

tious but also hurtful to the digestive organs. The vegetables and
fruits in the markets rapidly deteriorate and become unfit for food.

Meats and fish quickly take on putrefactive changes which render

them more or less indigestible. The effect of this increase of tem-

perature upon the refuse and filth of the streets, courts, and alleys,

upon the air in close places, in the tenement houses, and upon the

tenants themselves is soon perceptible. The foul gases of decomposi-
tion fill the atmosphere of the city and render the air of close and

unventilated places stifling; while languor, depression, and debility
fall upon the population like a widespread epidemic. The physician
now recognizes the fact that a new element has entered into the

medical constitution of the season. The sickly young, the enfeebled

old, those exhausted from wasting diseases, whose native energies
were just sufficient to maintain their tenure of life, are the first to

succumb to this pressure upon their vital resources. Diarrhceal dis-

eases of every form next appear and assume a fatal intensity, and

finally the occurrence of sunstroke (or heat-stroke) determines the

maximum effects of heat upon the public health. The sickness rec-

ords of dispensaries and the mortality records of the Health Depart-
ment show that a new and most destructive force is now operating,
not only in the diseases above mentioned, but in nearly all of the dis-

eases of the period. Fevers, inflammatory diseases, and others of a

similar nature run a more rapid course, and are far less amenable to

treatment. This is due, in the opinion of eminent medical authority,

to the addition of the heat of the air to the heat of the body. Indeed,

the only safety is in flight from the city to the country and to cool

localities, as the seashore or the mountains. The immediate im-

provement of those suffering from affections of the city when trans-

ferred to the country is often marvelous, and shows conclusively
how fatal is the element of heat in its direct and indirect effects upon
the residents of the city.

Let us next consider the causes of high temperature in the city

of Xew York. It is a well-established fact that the temperature of

large and densely populated towns is far higher than the surround-

ing country. This is due to a variety of causes, the chief of which

are the absence of vegetation ;
the drainage and hence the dryness of

the soil; the covering of the earth with stone, bricks, and mortar;

the aggregation of population to surface area; the massing together

of buildings ;
and the artificial heat of workshops and manufactories.
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The difference between the mean temperature of the city at Cooper
Institute and at the Arsenal, Central Park, for a single month, illus-

trates this fact. Another striking difference between the tempera-
ture of these two points of observation is that the range is much

greater at Central Park than at Cooper Institute, the temperature

falling at night more at the former than at the latter place. The
effect of vegetation is to lower the temperature at night, while brick

and stone retain the heat and prevent any considerable fall of tem-

perature during the twenty-four hours. It may be said of ~New York
that it has all the conditions of increased temperature above given
in an intensified form. It has a southern exposure; all of its broad

avenues run north and south; the surface is covered with stone, brick,

and asphalt; it is destitute of vegetation except in its parks, which

have a very limited area compared with the needs of the city; its

buildings are irregularly arranged and crowded together so as to give

the largest amount of elevation with the least superficial area; ven-

tilation of courts, areas, and living rooms is sacrificed; its ill-con-

structed and overcrowded tenement houses, especially of certain dis-

tricts, have the largest population to surface area of any city in the

civilized world. To these natural and structural unfavorable sani-

tary conditions must be added the enormous production of artificial

heat in dwellings. When the summer temperature begins to rise

the solar heat is constantly added to the artificial heat already existing.

The temperature of the whole vast mass of stones, bricks, mortar, and

asphalt gradually increases, with no other mitigation or modification

than that caused by the inconstant winds and occasional rainstorms.

And the evils of high temperature are yearly increasing as the area

of brick, stone, and asphalt extends.. The records of sunstroke

during the past few years is appalling, both on account of the number

of cases and their comparative increase. If no adequate remedy is

discovered and applied, the day would not seem to be distant when

the resident, especially if he is a laborer, will remain in the city

and pursue his work during the summer at the constant risk of his

life.

Turning now to consider the question of the measures which are

best adapted to protect the present and future population of New
York from the effects of high summer temperatures, we are met by

many suggestions of more or less value. The more important meth-

ods proposed are: a large supply of public baths; the daily flushing

of the streets with an immense volume of river water; recreation

piers; excursions to the seashore; temporary residence in the coun-

try, etc. But these are for the most part temporary expedients, ap-

plicable to individuals, and are but accessory to some more radical

measure which aims to so change the atmospheric conditions that ex-
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cessive heat can not occur. The real problem to be solved may be
thus stated : How can the temperature of the city of New York be so

modified during the summer months as to prevent that extreme de-

gree of heat on which the enormous sickness and death rate of the

people depend? Discussing the subject broadly from this stand-

point, it becomes at once evident that wTe must employ those agencies
which in the wide field of Nature are designed to mitigate heat and

purify the air and thus create permanent climatic conditions favor-

able for the habitation of man.

It requires but little knowledge of the physical forces wThich

modify the climate of large areas of the earth's surface to recognize
the fact that vegetation plays a most important part. And of the

different forms of vegetation, trees, as compared with shrubs, plants,

vines, and grasses, are undoubtedly the most efficient. This is due to

the vast area of surface which their leaves present to the air on a

very limited ground space. The sanitary value of trees has hitherto

been practically unrecognized by man. With the most ruthless hand
he has everywhere and at all times sacrificed this most important
factor in the conservation of a healthful and temperate climate. He
has found, too late, however, that by this waste of the forests he

has by no means improved his own condition. The winters have be-

come colder, the summers hotter; the living springs have ceased to

flow perpetually; the fertilizing streams have disappeared; the earth

is deeply frozen in winter and parched in summer; and, finally, new
and grave diseases have appeared where formerly they were un-

known.

It is well understood that the temperature in a forest, a grove,
or even a clump of trees, is cooler in summer and warmer in win-

ter than the surrounding country. Man and animals alike seek

the shade of groves and trees during the heat of the day, and are

greatly refreshed and revived by the cool atmosphere. The differ-

ence between the temperature of the air under and among the

branches of a single tree, densely leaved, and the surrounding air,

on a hot day, is instantly realized by the laborer or traveler who
seeks the shade. The thermometer in the sun and shade shows a dif-

ference of twenty, thirty, and forty degrees, and in the soil a differ-

ence of ten to eleven degrees. The reverse is true in winter. The
laborer and traveler exposed to the cold of the open country find

in the forest a degree of warmth quite as great as in a building but

imperfectly inclosed. Railroad engineers inform us that they have

occasion to use far less fuel in passing through forests in winter than

in traversing the same distance in the open country. When the

ground in the fields is frozen two or three feet deep, its temperature
in the forest is found above the freezing point.
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Forests and even single trees have, therefore, a marked influence

upon the surrounding atmosphere, especially during the summer,
and they evidently tend to equalize temperature, preventing extremes

both in summer and winter. Hence they become of immense value

as sanitary agencies in preserving equality of climatic conditions.

It is believed by some vegetable physiologists that trees exert

this power through their own inherent warmth, which always re-

mains at a fixed standard both in summer and winter.
" Observation

shows," says Meguscher,*
"
that the wood of a living tree maintains

a temperature of from 54° to 56° F., when the temperature stands

from 37° to 47° F. above zero, and that the internal warmth does

not rise and fall in proportion to that of the atmosphere. So long

as the latter is below 67° F., that of the tree is always highest; but,

if the temperature of the air rises to 67° F., that of the vegetable

growth is the lowest." Since, then, trees maintain at all seasons a

constant mean temperature of 54° F., it is easy to see why the air in

contact with the forest must be warmer in winter and cooler in sum-

mer than in situations where it is deprived of that influence.f

Again, the shade of trees protects the earth from the direct rays

of the sun, and prevents solar irradiation from the earth. This effect

is of immense importance in cities where the paved streets become

excessively heated, and radiation creates one of the most dangerous

sources of heat. Whoever has walked in the streets of ISTew York,

on a hot summer's day, protected from the direct rays of a midday
sun by his umbrella, has found the reflected heat of the pavement
intolerable. If for a moment he passed into the dense shade of a

tree, he at once experienced a marked sense of relief. This relief is

not due so much to the shade as to the cooling effect of the vaporiza-

tion from the leaves of the tree.

Trees also have a cutaneous transpiration by their leaves. And

although they absorb largely the vapor of the surrounding air, and

also the water of the soil, they nevertheless exhale constantly large

volumes into the air. This vaporization of liquids is a frigorific or

cooling process, and when most rapid the frigorific effect reaches its

maximum. The amount of fluid exhaled by vegetation has been, at

various times, estimated with- more or less accuracy. Hales % states

that a sunflower, with a surface of 5.616 square inches, throws off at

the rate of twenty to twenty-four ounces avoirdupois every twelve

hours; a vine, with twelve square feet of foliage, exhales at the

rate of five or six ounces daily. Bishop Watson, in his experiments

* Man and Nature. G. P. Marsh, New York, 18Y2.

\ It is interesting to notice, in this connection, the remark of Angus Smith, that a

temperature of 54° F. is important in the decomposition of animal and vegetable matter.

% Public Parks. By John H. Rauch, M. D., Chicago, 1869.
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on grasses, estimated that an acre of grass emits into the atmosphere
6.400 quarts of water in twenty-four hours.

It is evident, therefore, that vegetation tends powerfully to cool

the atmosphere during a summer day, and this effect increases in pro-

portion to the increase of the temperature. The influence of trees

heavily leaved, in a district where there is no other vegetation, in

moderating and equalizing the temperature, can not be overesti-

mated. The amount of superficial surface exposed by the foliage of

a single tree is immense. For example,
" the Washington elm, of

Cambridge, Mass., a tree of moderate size, was estimated several

years since to produce a crop of seven million leaves, exposing a sur-

face of two hundred thousand square feet, or about five acres of

foliage."

Trees regulate the humidity of the air by the process of absorp-
tion and transpiration. They absorb the moisture contained in the

air, and again return to the air, in the form of vapor, the water which

they have absorbed from the earth and the air. The flow of sap in

trees for the most part ceases at night, the stimulus of light and heat

being necessary to the function of absorption and evaporation. Dur-

ing the heated portions of the day, therefore, when there is the most

need of agencies to equalize both temperature and humidity, trees

perform their peculiar functions most actively. Moisture is rapidly
absorbed from the air by the leaves, and from the earth by the roots,

and is again all returned to the air and earth by transpiration or

exudation. The effect of this process upon temperature and humid-

ity is thus stated by Marsh :

" The evaporation of the juices of the

plant by whatever process effected, takes up atmospheric heat and

produces refrigeration. This effect is not less real, though much less

sensible in the forest than in meadow and pasture land, and it can

not be doubted that the local temperature is considerably affected

by it. But the evaporation that cools the air diffuses through it,

at the same time, a medium which powerfully resists the escape of

heat from the earth by radiation. Visible vapor or clouds, it is well

known, prevent frosts by obstructing radiation, or rather by reflect-

ing back again the heat radiated by the earth, just as any mechan-

ical screen would do. On the other hand, clouds intercept the rays

of the sun also, and hinder its heat from reaching the earth." Again,
he says, upon the whole, their general effect

" seems to be to mitigate

extremes of atmospheric heat and cold, moisture and drought. They
serve as equalizers of temperature and humidity."

Again, let us notice the effects of trees upon malarial emana-

tions. The power of trees, when in leaf, to render harmless the

poisonous emanations from the earth has long been an established

fact. Man may live in close proximity to marshes from which arise
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the most dangerous malaria with the utmost impunity, provided a

grove intervene between his home and the marsh. This function of

trees was known to the Romans, who enacted laws requiring the

planting of trees in places made uninhabitable by the diffusion of

malaria, and placed groves serving such purposes under the protec-

tion of some divinity to insure their protection. It is a rule of the

British army in India to select an encampment having a grove be-

tween the camp and any low, wet soil.

Finally, trees purify the atmosphere. The process of vegetable
nutrition consists in the appropriation by the plant or tree of carbon.

This element it receives from the air in the form principally of car-

bonic acid, and in the process of digestion the oxygen is liberated

and again restored to the air, while the carbon becomes fixed as an

element of the woody fiber. Man and animals, on the contrary, re-

quire oxygen for their nutrition, and the supply is in the air they
breathe. Carbon is a waste product of the animal system, and, unit-

ing with the oxygen, is expired as carbonic acid, a powerful animal

poison. A slight increase of the normal quantity of carbonic acid

in the air renders it poisonous to man, and continued respiration of

such air, or a considerable increase of the carbonic acid, will prove
fatal. The animal and vegetable world, therefore, complement each

other, and the one furnishes the conditions and forces by which the

other maintains life and health.
"
Plants," says Schacht,

" imbibe

from the air carbonic acid and other gaseous or volatile products ex-

haled by animals, developed by the natural phenomena of decomposi-

tion. On the other hand, the vegetable pours into the atmosphere

oxygen, which is taken up by animals and appropriated by them.

The tree, by means of its leaves and its young herbaceous twigs, pre--

sents a considerable surface for absorption and evaporation; it ab-

stracts the carbon of carbonic acid, and solidifies it in wood fecula,

and a multitude of other compounds. The result is that a forest

withdraws from the air, by its great absorbent surface, much more

gas than meadows or cultivated fields, and exhales proportionally a

considerably greater quantity of oxygen. The influence of the for-

ests on the chemical composition of the atmosphere is, in a word, of

the highest importance."
*

In large cities, where animal and vegetable decomposition goes

on rapidly during the summer, the atmosphere is, as already stated,

at times saturated with deleterious gases. At the period of the day
when malaria and mephitic gases are emitted in the greatest quantity

and activity, this function of absorption by vegetation is most active

and powerful. Carbonic acid, ammoniacal compounds, and other

* Les Arbres, quoted by Marsh.
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gases, products of putrefaction, so actively poisonous to man, are

absorbed, and in the process of vegetable digestion the deleterious

portion is separated and appropriated by the plant, while oxygen,
the element essential to animal life, is returned to the air. Trees,

therefore, in cities, are of immense value, owing to their power to

destroy or neutralize malaria, and to absorb the poisonous elements

of gaseous compounds, while they render the air more respirable by
emitting oxygen.

The conclusion from the foregoing facts is inevitable that one of

the great and pressing sanitary wants of New York city is an ample

supply of trees. It is, in effect, destitute of trees; for the unsightly
shrubs which are planted by citizens are, in no proper sense, adequate
to the purpose which we contemplate. Its long avenues, running
north and south, without a shade tree, and exposed to the full effect

of the sun, are all but impassable at noonday in the summer months.

The pedestrian who ventures out at such an hour finds no protection
from an umbrella, on account of the radiation of the intense heat

from the paved surface. Animals and man alike suffer from ex-

posure in the glowing heat. Nothing mitigates its intensity but

the winds or an occasional rainstorm. And when evening comes on,

the cooling of the atmosphere produced by vegetation does not occur,

and unless partially relieved by favoring winds or a shower the

heat continues, but little abated, and the atmosphere remains charged
with noxious and irrespirable gases. It is evident that shade trees,

of proper kinds, and suitably arranged, supply the conditions neces-

sary to counteract the evils of excessive heat. They protect the

paved streets and the buildings largely from the direct rays of the

sun; they cool the lower stratum of air by evaporation from their

immense surfaces of leaves; they absorb at once the malarious

emanations and gases of decomposition, and abstract their poisonous

properties for their own consumption; they withdraw from the air

the carbonic acid thrown off from the animal system as a poison, and

decomposing it, appropriate the element dangerous to man, and give
back to the atmosphere the element essential to his health and even

life.*

And we may add that cultivated shade trees in New York would

be an artistic and attractive feature of the streets. Every citizen

enjoys trees, as is evident from the efforts made to cultivate them

throughout the city.

It is frequently alleged that trees can not be successfully culti-

vated in cities on account of the gases in the soil. There are ample

proofs to the contrary. The city of Paris strikingly illustrates the

* The late Dr. Francis remarked that he had noticed a marked increase in the fatality

of diseases in sections of the city after the removal of trees and all vegetation.
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possibility of cultivating a large variety of trees in the streets and

public places of large cities when the planting and cultivation is

placed under competent authority. In our own country the cities of

New Haven and Washington are examples of the successful cultiva-

tion of trees to an extent sufficient to greatly modify the summer

temperature. Authorities on landscape gardening and forestry sus-

tain the view that under proper supervision by competent and skilled

persons a great variety of trees, shrubs, plants, and vines can be

cultivated in the streets and public places of this city. Mr. Freder-

ick Law Olmstead, to whom the city is so much indebted for his in-

telligent supervision of Central Park in its early period, warmly

supported a movement to cultivate trees, shrubs, plants, and vines

in the streets of New York. Dr. J. T. Rothrock, the very able and

experienced Commissioner of Forestry of Pennsylvania, under date

of October 10, 1898, speaking of the proposed plan of securing the

cultivating trees in the streets of this city, remarks: " I think it an

excellent measure, and I am sure that during the torrid season the

more tree shade you have the fewer will be your cases of heat ex-

haustion. It is idle to say, as is often said in this country, that trees

can not be made to grow in our cities. Under existing conditions

the wonder is, not that trees look unhealthy in most cities, but that

any of them manage to live at all. It is perfectly well known that

the city of Paris has thousands of trees growing vigorously under

such surroundings as the American gardener would think impos-

sible. Two things are necessary to success—viz., first, the kinds of

trees to endure city life must be found; and, second, select from

among them such as are adapted by their size and shape to each

special place."

Mr. Gilford Pinchot, of the Division of Forestry, Department
of Agriculture, Washington, writes under date of December 2,

1898: "
Street trees are successfully planted in great numbers in all

of the most beautiful cities of the world. Washington and Paris are

conspicuous examples. That such trees succeed is largely due to the

great care taken in setting them out. The attractiveness of cities

has come to be reckoned among their business advantages, and noth-

ing adds to it more than well-selected, well-planted, and well-cared-

for trees. On the score of public health trees in the streets of cities

are equally desirable. They become objectionable only when badly

selected and badly maintained."

In a recent paper on Tree Planting in the Streets of Washington,

Mr. W. P. Richards, surveyor of the District of Columbia, remarks

that, under the plan adopted,
"
tree planting has never been at an ex-

perimental stage
" in that city.

"
Washington was a city of young-

trees during the seventies, and in the spring of 1875 more than six
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thousand trees were planted, consisting of silver maples, Norway
maples, American elms, American and European lindens, sugar

maples, tulip trees, American white ash, scarlet maples, various

poplars, and ash-leaved maples. ... A careful count was made
of the trees in 1887, and by comparing this with the number of

trees since planted and those removed, there is found to be more
than seventy-eight thousand trees, which if placed thirty feet apart
would line both sides of a boulevard between "Washington and
New York. These consist of more than thirty varieties." Mr.
Richards adds :

" The planting and care of trees in Washington grows
from year to year, and the future will probably demand more skill

and judgment than in years past. About twenty thousand dollars

is spent annually, most of it in the care of old trees. From one to

three thousand young trees are planted during the spring and fall

of each year. The nursery has several thousand of the best varieties

ready for planting."
The opinions of these authorities and the success of the work in

Washington, now extending over a quarter of a century, determine

beyond all question the feasibility and practicability of successfully

cultivating trees in the streets of cities. And if any one doubts the

power of trees cultivated in the streets to change the temperature
of a city let him calculate the amount of foliage which the seventy-

eight thousand trees, when full-grown\, will furnish the city of Wash-

ington, taking as his basis the fact that a single tree, the Washington
elm, at Cambridge, Massachusetts, when in full leafage, equals five

acres of foliage, and that one acre of grass emits into the atmosphere
6.400 quarts of water in twenty-four hours, a powerfully cooling

process.

We have, finally, to consider through what agency the proposed
cultivation of trees in the city of New York can be accomplished
most rapidly and successfully. Three methods may be suggested,
viz.: 1. Encourage citizens each to plant and cultivate trees on his

own premises. 2. Organize voluntary
"
tree-planting associa-

tions," which shall aid citizens or undertake to do the work at a

minimum cost. 3. Place the work under the entire supervision and

jurisdiction of public authority. The first method has been on trial

from the foundation of the city, and its results are a few stunted

apologies for trees which are useless for sanitary purposes and un-

sightly for ornamentation. The average citizen is entirely incom-

petent either to select the proper tree or to cultivate it when

planted. Tree-planting associations have proved useful agencies in

exciting a popular interest in the subject, and in aiding citizens in

the selection of suitable trees and in cultivating them. The Tree-

Planting and Fountain Society of Brooklyn, under the very able
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management of its accomplished secretary, Prof. Lewis Collins, is a

model organization of the kind, and has accomplished a vast amount
of good in this field in that city. But it may well be questioned if we
have not reached a period of sanitary reform in cities when a work

of the kind we contemplate in New York should not be undertaken

by the strong arm of the city government, as a matter of public-

policy, and carried steadily forward to its completion. The growth
of the greater city is far too rapid in every direction to await the slow

movements of the people under the pressure of voluntary organiza-

tions. The best work can be done in those outlying districts where

the streets are as yet but sparsely built upon, and the soil has been

undisturbed. Again, it is of the utmost importance that a work of

this kind, which will largely prove one of city ornamentation, should

be under the exclusive direction of a skilled central authority having

ample power and means to harmonize every feature of the work

from the center of the city to its remotest limits. Finally, the suc-

cessful cultivation of trees and other vegetation in our streets can be

successfully carried on only by experts in the art of tree culture, who
devote their entire time and energies to these duties, and are sus-

tained by the power of the city government. Mr. Frederick Law
Olmstead remarks,

" Not one in a hundred of all that may have

been planted in the streets of our American cities in the last fifty

years has had such treatment that its species would come to be if

properly planted and cared for." Mr. Richards, in the paper re-

ferred to on Tree Planting in the Streets of Washington, makes the

following statement: " The selection, planting, and care of all trees

in the streets of Washington are under the direction of the District

authorities; individual preferences and private enterprises are not

allowed to regulate this improvement, as is generally done in other

cities. Moreover, the city has its own nursery, where seeds planted

from its own trees grow and supply all the needed varieties."

It is apparent that to accomplish such a work as we propose the

undertaking must be placed under the jurisdiction of a department
of the city government, skilled in the performance of such duties,

fully equipped with all needful appliances, and clothed with ample

power and supplied with the- financial resources necessary to over-

come every obstacle. Fortunately, we have in our Department of

Parks an organized branch of the city administration endowed

with every qualification for the performance of these duties. The

charter provides as follows :

"
It shall be the duty of each commis-

sioner ... to maintain the beauty and utility of all such parks,

squares, and public places as are situated within his jurisdiction, and

to institute and execute all measures for the improvement thereof for

ornamental purposes and for the beneficial uses of the people of the
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city, . . . and he shall have power to plant trees and to construct,

erect, and establish seats, drinking fountains, statues, and works of

art, when he may deem it tasteful or appropriate so to do." At
the head of this service is

"
a landscape architect, skilled and ex-

pert, whose assent shall be requisite to all plans and works or

changes thereof respecting the conformation, development, or orna-

mentation of any of the parks, squares, or public places of the city,

to the end that the same may be uniform and symmetrical at all

times."

The conclusion seems inevitable that public policy requires that,

in the interests of the health of the people and the comfort and well-

being of that large class of the poor who can not escape the summer
heat by leaving the city, the jurisdiction of the Park Department
should be extended to all trees, shrubs, plants, and vines now and

hereafter planted and growing in the streets of New York, and that

said department should be required to plant such additional trees,

shrubs, etc., as it may from time to time deem necessary and expedi-
ent for the purpose of carrying out the intent and purpose of such

act which should be declared to be to improve the public health, to

render the city comfortable to its summer residents, and for orna-

mentation.
" He who plants a tree, he plants love;

Tents of coolness, spreading out above

Wayfarers, he may not live to see.

Gifts that grow are best,

Hands that bless are blest.

Plant. Life does the rest."

MIVART'S GROUNDWORK OF SCIENCE.*

By Prof. WILLIAM KEITH BROOKS.

IE
books like this by Professor Mivart, who holds that

"
the ground-

work of science must be sought in the human mind," help to teach

that the greatest service of science to mankind is not
"
practical," but

intellectual, they are worthy the consideration of the thoughtful,
even if this consideration should lead some of the thoughtful to dis-

trust Mivart's groundwork, or to doubt whether it is firm enough for

any superstructure.

Many, no doubt, think the desire to know a sufficient groundwork
for science, believing that they wish to know in order that they

may rightly order their lives; but the school to which Mivart belongs

* The Groundwork of Science. A Study of Epistemology. By St. George Mivart, M. D.,

Ph. D., F. R. S. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1898.
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tells them all this is mere vulgar ignorance, since the groundwork of

science is, and must be, something known, rather than a humble
wish to know.

According to Mivart, the groundwork of science consists of truths

which can not be obtained by reasoning, and can not depend for

their certainty on any experiments or observations alone, since what-

ever truths depend upon reasoning can not be ultimate, but must be

posterior to, and depend upon, the principles, observations, or ex-

periments which show that it is indeed true, and upon which its ac-

ceptance thus depends. The groundwork of science must therefore

be composed, he says, of truths which are self-evident
;
and he assures

us that, if this were not the case, natural knowledge would be mere
" mental paralysis and self-stultification."

lie would tell the wayfarer who, having been lost among the

mountains, comes at last upon a broad highway winding around the

foothills and stretching down over the plain to the horizon, that an

attempt to go anywhere upon this road is "mere paralysis," unless he

knows where it begins and where it ends. He would have told the

ancient dwellers upon the shores of the Nile that their belief that

they owed to the river their agriculture, their commerce, their art

and science, and all their civilization, was mere self-stultification,

because thev knew nothing of its sources in the central table-land.

May not one believe, with Mivart, that the scientific knowledge
which arises in the mind by means of the senses through contact with

the world of Nature, thus arises by virtue of our innate reason, and

yet find good ground for asking whether physical science may not

have something useful and important to tell us about the mechan-

ism and history of this innate reason itself;! Is proof that our reason

is innate, or born with us, proof that it is ultimate or necessary or

beyond the reach of improvement and development by the applica-

tion of natural knowledge? May not this reason itself prove, perhaps,
to be a mechanical phenomenon of matter and motion, and a part of

the discoverable order of physical causation; and may not science

some time tell us how it became innate, and what it is worth?

Questions of this sort are easy to ask but hard to answer; for

many hold our only way to reach an answer to be to find out by sci-

entific research and discovery. While this method may be too slow

for a priori philosophers, may it not be wise for those who, being
no philosophers, know of no short cut to natural knowledge, to admit

that, while they would like to know more, they have not yet learned

all there is to learn? If this suspension of judgment is indeed self-

stultification, the case of many students is hard, though they may not

really find themselves so helpless as they are told that they must be;

tor he who is told by the learned faculty that he is paralyzed need
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not be greatly troubled if lie rinds his powers for work as much at

his command as they were before.

The modern student has heard so many versions of the story of

the two-faced shield that he is much disposed to suspect that many
of the questions which have so long divided

"
philosophers

"
may

be only new illustrations of the old fable, and he asks whether there

need be any real antagonism between those who attribute knowledge
to experience and those who attribute it to our innate reason.

There are men of science who, seeing no good reason to challenge
Plato's belief that experience, creating nothing, only calls forth the
"
ideas

" which were already dormant or latent in the mind, do never-

theless find reason to ask whether exhaustive knowledge of our

physical history may not some time show how these dormant "
ideas

"

came to be what they are. They ask whether errors may not be judg-
ments which lead us into danger and tend to our physical destruction,

and whether it may not be because a judgment has, in the long run,

proved preservative in the struggle for existence that we call it true.

May not, for example, the difference between the error that the

stick half in water is bent and the truth that the stick in air is

straight, some time prove to be that the savage who has rectified his

judgment has speared his fish, while he who has not has lost his

dinner?

So long as we can ask such questions as this, how can we be sure

that because a judgment is no more than might have been expected
from us, as Nature has made us, at our present intellectual level, it

is either necessary or ultimate or universal? Things that are innate

or natural are not always necessary or universal, for while reason is

natural to the mind of man, some men are unreasonable, and a few

have been even known to be illogical.

It therefore seems clear that another view of the groundwork of

science than that set forth by Professor Mivart is possible, for many
believe that this groundwork is to be found in our desire to know
what we do not yet know, rather than in things known; and they be-

lieve they wish to know in order that they may learn to distinguish

truth from error, and walk with sure feet where the ignorant grope
and stumble.

Many books are profitable and instructive even if they fail to con-

vince; and the question which a prospective student of Mivart's book

is likely to ask is whether it is consistent with itself; for if the

author has not so far made himself master of his subject as to state

his case without palpable contradiction, no one will expect much

help from him. It is a remark of Aristotle, in the Introduction to

the Parts of Animals, that while one may need special training to

tell whether an author has proved his point, all may judge whether
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lie is consistent with himself, and the attempt to learn whether
Mivart's book is consistent may not greatly tax our minds.

He tells us that many men of science are "idealists"; and he

says that idealism, being mere self-stultifying skepticism, must be re-

futed and demolished before we can begin our search for the ground-
work of science or be sure that we know anything. It would have

surprised Berkeley not a little to be told that his notions are the

very essence of skepticism, for the good bishop tells us again and

again that his only motive in writing is to make an end of idle skep-

ticism, once for all, that they who are no philosophers, but simple,
honest folks, may come by their own and live at ease.

There is little ease, and less justice, even at this late day, for the

man of science who insists that he is neither an idealist nor a material-

ist nor a monist, but a naturalist; and that it will be time enough
to have an opinion as to the relation between mind and matter when

we find out; but many will, no doubt, be pleased to hear that the

crime of which they are now suspected is no longer
"
materialism,"

but
"
idealism," for the public attaches no odium to the idealist,

whatever may be Professor Mivart's verdict. Still all must feel an

interest in the exposure of the weakness of idealism, since we have

been told, by many shrewd thinkers, that Berkeley's statement of

the case, while inconclusive, is unanswerable; although they hold

that it is lack of experimental evidence which stands in the way of

either its acceptance or its refutation.

Mivart begins his treatment of idealism by a simple and satis-

factory summary, pages 36-38, of Berkeley's Principles, but he for-

gets it on the next page, for it is no exaggeration to assert that the
"
idealism

" which he refutes is a mere parody on that which he has

just given his readers, and something that no sane man would dream

of holding.

For example, he admits, on page 38, that nothing
" can be more

absurd than the criticism of those persons who say that idealists, to

Ife consistent, ought to run up against lamp-posts, fall into ditches,

and commit other like absurdities." On page 47 he undertakes to

show,
"
by the natural spontaneous judgment of mankind," that ex-

ternal material bodies exist
"
of themselves, and have a substantial

reality in addition to that of the qualities we perceive; because the

spontaneous judgment of mankind accords with what even animals

learn through their senses. A wide river is an objective ob-

stacle to the progress of a man's dog, as well as to that of the dog's

owner."

One who compares the extract from page 38 with this from page
47 can, so far as I can see, reconcile them only by one of these hy-

potheses: 1, that Mivart holds a wide river to afford proof of reality
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which is not afforded by a ditch; or, 2, that the dog which does not

run against lamp-posts affords evidence of the reality of Nature which

is not afforded by a man in the same circumstances; or, 3, that
" noth-

ing can be more absurd than the criticism of these persons
" who

reason like Professor Mivart.

While sometimes right and sometimes wrong, like the rest of us,

the apostle of tar water was no fool, although the groundwork of

Mivart's science, in the book before us, is the assertion that idealists

idiotically deny everything which they have not perceived, and hold

that the external world has no existence.

It is hard to see how words could be clearer than those in which

Berkeley repudiates all nonsense of this sort.
"
I do not argue," says

he,
"
against the existence of any one thing that we apprehend,

either by sense or by reflection. That the things I see with my eves

and touch with my hands do exist, really exist, I make not the least

question. I am of a vulgar cast, simple enough to believe my own

senses, and to take things as I find them. To be plain, it is my
opinion that the real things are the very things that I see and feel,

and perceive by my senses. I can not for my life help thinking that

snow is white and fire hot. And as I am no skeptic with regard to

the nature of things, so neither am I as to their existence. That a

thing should be really perceived by my senses, and at the same time

not really exist, is to me a plain contradiction. Wood, stone, fire,

water, flesh, iron, and the like things, which I name and discourse

of, are things I know. Away, then, with all that skepticism, all

those ridiculous philosophical doubts! I might as well doubt of

my own being as of the being of those things I actually see and

feel."

Mivart lays great stress upon the opinion of men in general as a

refutation of idealism; and as Berkeley also says he is content to

appeal to the common sense of the world, it may be well to ask what

the verdict of
"
plain, untutored men "

is, even if we doubt whether

such a jury is the highest tribunal. •
" Ask the gardener," says Berkeley, "why he thinks yonder

cherry tree exists in the garden, and he shall tell you, because he

sees it and feels it."

Mivart holds it one thing to see, and quite another matter to

know that we see, for he says that while we see and feel the
"
quali-

ties
"

of things by those "lower faculties
" which we share with the

"brutes," we perceive the "substance
"

in which these qualities in-

here, by certain "higher faculties," winch, whether represented in

the brutes by latent potencies or not, have been kk

given
"

to man in

their completeness, and not slowly and gradually built up from low

and simple beginnings in the brutes.
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The question we are to ask the gardener is, therefore, something
to this effect: Whether he thinks the cherry tree exists because he
sees it and feels it, or because, when he sees it and feels it, he knows
that he does so?

If he weighs his words will he not ask how he can know that he
does sec it and feel it unless he knows that he does so? I, myself, am
no philosopher; but, to my untutored mind, Mivart's distinction be-

tween things perceived by sense, and things perceived by sense, seems
a mere verbal difference of accent and emphasis, rather than a funda-
mental distinction.

As most men use the word,
" mind "

implies consciousness of that

sort which Mivart calls self-consciousness, and while there is no reason

why those who choose should not so use the word as to include uncon-

scious or "subconscious" or
"
consentious "

cerebration, most plain,
untutored men prefer to use words as their neighbors do.

If long waiting on Nature has given to the old gardener more
shrewdness than we commonly find in those whose pursuits are less

leisurely, he may say that, while he knows the tree is there because

he has planted it and tended it and watched it grow, it now falls on

his eyes day after day, without attracting his notice, unless something
about it which calls for his skill catches his eye, and commands his

attention.

If we see reason to believe that this difference is a matter of words
and definitions; rather than a real difference in kind; if we fail to

find any sharp dividing line between unperceived cerebration and
"
mind," is not this, in itself, enough to lead even Macaulay's school-

boy to ask whether mind may not be a slow and gradual growth from
small beginnings, and a co-ordinated whole, to the common function

of which all its parts contribute, rather than a
"
gift

"
of

" lower

faculties" and "higher faculties"?

We must ask, however, whether mechanical explanations of mind
are in any way antagonistic to the conviction that it is a gift. May
not one study the history of the mechanism of mind, and the way
this mechanism works, in a spirit of profound and humble gratitude
to the (liver of all good gifts?

Is the lamentable prevalence, among plain untutored men, of

the notion that mechanical explanations of Nature are inconsistent

with belief that all Nature is a gift, to be laid to the charge of the

men of science?

Is it not rather the poisonous fruit of the ill-advised attempts of
'"

philosophers
"

like Professor Mivart to teach that a gift can not be

a gift at all unless it is an arbitrary interruption to the law and

order of physical Nature?
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THE SCIENCE OF OBSERVATION.

By CHARLES LIVY WHITTLE.

nn HIS is an era of observation
;

in many fields and in divers coun-
-*- tries the study of Nature from a strictly scientific standpoint
is being prosecuted with results which are rapidly increasing our

knowledge of the universe. This modern growth has come about as

the natural rebound of the suppressed energy that has been held

forcibly under subjugation during the last two thousand years, at a

time when the closing echoes of the warfare between the literal inter-

pretation of the Scriptures and science have ceased.

A review of this long battle with the forces of the Catholic and

Protestant churches on the one hand, arrayed against a relatively
few investigators, scattered through the last ten centuries, on the

other hand, shows a record on which none can look without regret.

As far as we are able to learn, there was little opposition to the study
of science before the collection and translation of the old manuscripts
now constituting the Alexandrian version of the Bible and the con-

sequent upbuilding of the Jewish church. The remains of ancient

Egyptian civilization show that science prior to that period, as

measured by the discoveries in physics and astronomy, had attained

no inconsiderable prominence; and had this people endured until

the present time, uninfluenced by the strife that for many centuries

racked the inhabitants of the eastern hemisphere, we should to-day

be far more advanced in our understanding of the universe.

In the more progressive countries, at least, the breaking of the

shackles in which the investigating mind had been imprisoned for so

long has led not only to a greater number of scientific workers, but

also to an increase in the fields of observation. The methods of in-

vestigation have likewise undergone a transformation. In place of

deductive reasoning, even as late as a few decades in the past, con-

clusions and generalizations are now founded on lines of thought
more largely inductive. Men of middle age are able to recall the

time when even our leading institutions of learning required instruc-

tion in several branches of science to be given by one teacher. It

was possible twenty-five years ago for a man of great ability to

master the essentials of the leading sciences and to teach them, but

under the present stimulus for investigation no one can hope to

excel in more than one subject. It has thus come about that in place

of the many-sided teacher of science we now have in our larger uni-

versities specialists in every subject. As the work of research pro-

gresses, the specialist
—for example, in geology

—is compelled by the

increased scope of the information on his subject to select one branch
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of geology of which lie shall be master. The chair of geology is

now split up into economic, glacial, and mining geology, paleontology,

etc., and specialists are required in each division. This breaking up
is true of most other sciences. In this labyrinth of specialized sub-

jects, and the maze of technical terms rendered necessary thereby,
the people as a whole can only grope in darkness; but out of this

bewildering condition of affairs, from the mass of facts collected, and

the resulting generalizations and theories, there may be culled the

kernel of one important principle by means of which these facts are

ascertained and the generalizations made. The growth of science

and its ever-ramifying divisions, and the gradual establishment of new
methods of investigation, have brought forth what may be termed

the science of observation; and it is through an application of

the above principle that the people may be taught correctly to in-

terpret Nature, and, by their new habit of thought, to free the

brain from the tangle of superstition which is still present with

most of ns.

A knowledge of how to observe natural phenomena and to draw

correct inferences therefrom has been the product of slow growth,
while through long custom, in matters closely pertaining to our daily

life, there has been observation on strictly scientific principles for

centuries. Stated succinctly, natural phenomena are due to causes,

one or more, simple or complex. These causes are the laws of the

universe, and to arrive at an understanding of them we must free our

minds of any bias and study phenomena experimentally in the lab-

oratory, or in our daily contact with Nature. In this way a mass of

facts will be gathered by the systematic observer which will be found

to fall into natural groups, and by inductive reasoning the laws

governing each group may be learned. It is not possible for man-

kind as a whole to investigate in this exhaustive manner; but it is

important that the method of arriving at the laws of Nature be

understood. Many and, in fact, most phenomena met with in some

of the sciences, particularly those having to deal with the earth, are

susceptible of correct interpretation without attempting broad gen-

eralizations, if the principles of scientific observation are brought to

bear upon their solution, and it is our purpose to show by practical

examples drawn from Nature how elementary students may attack

and solve some of the simple problems met with on every side. It is

proposed to use for illustration simple phenomena pertaining to the

earth, drawn from geology and its newly constituted sister science,

physical geography. These two sciences perhaps afford the greatest

range of phenomena, which are accessible to every one, in whatsoever

part of the earth he may reside. No part of the land surface is

wanting in problems which demand explanation, and which may be
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attacked from the standpoint of the geologist or physical geographer,
or both.

One of the most pronounced departures taking place in prepara-

tory-school education at the present time is to be found in the promi-
nence given to these subjects, not only in the schoolroom, but by prac-

tical experience in the laboratory of Nature, among the hills and

mountains, as well. The object of this departure is twofold: the first

and most imoprtant is to train the young early to observe phenomena
and to interpret them; the second, in a narrower sense, is purely
educational. The one inculcates a habit of thought that will be of

inestimable advantage in pursuing future study; the other, without

taking into consideration the element of mental training, constitutes

instruction in concrete things that are matters of general education.

Before the student in the introductory schools is brought in con-

tact with problems in the field, it is essential that he receive text-

book or oral instruction in some of the geological processes giving

rise to the phenomena to be studied later out of doors. In practical

teaching the student is taken on excursions into the region not far

removed from the school. At first some simple geological facts are

shown him, often on a very small scale, but embodying principles

which, when understood, lead to a ready interpretation of larger

problems. Step by step the first principles are amplified by a larger

and more varied class of examples, until the student is able logically

to apply the reasoning in explanation of simple problems to the solu-

tion of the greater problems in physical geography and geology. In

the absence of such excursions, I shall introduce a series of photo-

graphs carefully arranged to lead the reader along the same line of

reasoning up to similar broad conclusions—a method which, if not

so satisfactory and instructive, will at least have an educative value.

Our first excursion will be to a locality where an open cut has

been made for the purpose of carrying on quarrying operations. The

accompanying photograph has been so taken as to include both the

top and the bottom of the quarry (Fig. 1). Let us first inspect the

rock in the lower part of the quarry. The existence of planes of

fracture, or joints, crossing the rock in various directions, dividing

it into blocks, early attracts our attention. The stone appears dark-

colored, tough, and is seen to be made up of two or three different

minerals: one is black, cleaves readily into thin plates of a translu-

cent nature, and we easily recognize it as an iron-bearing mica, or

isinglass. Another is white, and cleaves or breaks in two directions,

making angles of about ninety degrees; this we know as common

feldspar. The third is less easily recognized as pyroxene, another

of the many minerals containing iron. Having tested our knowl-

edge of mineralogy, we will look about and see if all the rock ex-
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posed is like that at the bottom of the quarry. As we ascend from
the point indicated by the lower hammer, we notice that the dark-

blue rock gradually takes on a rusty hue, and its toughness has be-

come less. Going still higher, the rusty character increases, and

along joints the rock is so lacking in coherency as to fall to pieces
when struck a light blow with a hammer. The central portions of

the blocks, however, after we have removed the outer shell of rusty
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be made up of exactly the same minerals as the dense rock below,
but we notice that the mica and pyroxene are rusty and that the

feldspar is stained yellowish brown. The pyroxene in particular is

very much changed, and quickly crumbles away in the hand. It is

clear that there is every stage between the solid rock, and the inco-

herent powder at the surface of the ground. The joint planes cross-

ing the solid rock below may still be observed traversing the decayed

portion, and also many rounded areas of rock, which are seen to be

identical with the stone at the bottom of the quarry.*
How shall the facts before us be explained? It has been shown

that the dense rock and the loose material are the same mineralogic-

ally, and grade from one into the other, and it is certainly rational to

suppose that the latter is merely a changed form of the first. Some
force must have been at work on the solid rock, destroying its coher-

ency and converting it into loose sand. If we inspect the powdered

rock, it will become apparent that this change has been brought about

mainly by the process of weathering: surface water, with its ever-

present acid impurities, has brought about the partial decay of the

pyroxene and mica and caused the disintegration of the upper

part of the rock. Water has not only attacked the rock from the

upper surface, but has penetrated to considerable depths along the

joint planes, working inward toward the center of each block until

the mass becomes completely disintegrated. This process explains
the concentric shells about cores of unaltered rock, each representing

original joint blocks, which are seen in the second photograph. All

our excursions into the field will show that this is not an isolated

case, for wherever a ledge is exposed to our view there will be found

a zone of weathered rock, varying in thickness from mere films to

many feet.

By this process the greatest part of the materials constituting soils

is formed, and the flora and fauna of the earth are rendered possible.

Upon such products of decay the food supply of running water mani-

festly depends in a large measure, as will be pointed out on our

next excursion; and were the scope of this article somewhat larger, it

would be easy to show that the rock decay seen in our photograph
has taken place in a length of time measured by something like ten

thousand years. If all rock decayed as easily, and if the rate of de-

composition, as determined here, held good for great distances from

the surface, mountains two miles in height would become a prey to

* This photograph represents a more detailed view of the quarry wall seen in Fig. 1.

The relation of the two views will be understood by observing the positions of the hammers,

which are in the same place in both photographs. These photographs, as well as some of

the others that follow, were taken by Mr. John L. Gardner, 2d, for the purpose of illustrat-

ing these pages.
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the force of chemical action in six and a half million years. We
can not, however, give a time equivalent for the destruction of a

mountain range, since decay, and consequent disintegration, is only
one of the many forces acting to sap the strength of solid rocks and

to tear them asunder. The above figures are given merely to make

plain that the time necessary to accomplish the leveling of a moun-

tain chain is but a small part of the earth's existence as such, great

as this period may seem from the standpoint of human history.

We shall, if possible, time the second excursion immediately
after a heavy rain, and we shall select for our objective point a place

Fig. 3.—Temporary Wet-weather Delta.

where the rain water, in its efforts to reach a stream, is forced to run

down some steep declivity. Under such circumstances, the carry-

ing power of the water will be very great, and we shall hope to find

evidence of its work in transporting the products of rock weather-

ing and other material broken up by the action of frost. A little

diligence will soon reward us with the evidence which we seek.

A local inequality of the ground, perhaps only a few feet across, is

found filled with water—a minute, temporary lake caused by the

recent heavy rainfall. Such little water bodies are extremely com-

mon, but the accompanying geological phenomena are, notwithstand-

ing, none the less interesting, and the conclusions to be drawn from

the evidence thus presented are none the less valuable.
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If we examine the pool critically, it will be noticed that its shore

line is cut by a little channel along which the overflow makes its

escape. Further investigation will show that at another point along
the shore, especially if we are fortunate enough to visit the locality

very soon after a rain, there is a small rivulet entering the pool; and

also that the entering stream is discolored with mud and carries more

or less sand, while the escaping stream is nearly clear, and is free

from all traces of coarse, sandy material. It is therefore evident

that the sediment brought in by the stream has been left behind in

the pool, and of course will be found deposited at its bottom, and

it will appear that the only explanation of the inability of the water

further to transport its burden is to be found in the fact that water

loses nearly all its motion, and therefore its transporting power, on

entering a stagnant pool. These are elementary truths, but an

amplification of such simple phenomena is often fully capable of

accounting for the most stupendous results.

Having made these observations, let us look at the form assumed

by the sediment when it is forced to fall to the bottom. At the point

where the stream enters the pool there is seen an accumulation of

material having a nearly level upper surface, presenting a scalloped

or lobe-shaped outer margin, upon which the stream may be seen

flowing and entering the water at one of the lobes. Other channels,

though unoccupied by water, also lead to similar lobes. If We watch

closely, we may be able to witness the growth of this body of sand,

called a delta, as the falling sediment rapidly increases the size of the

lobe; and also to perceive that as soon as the lobe is built out con-

siderably in advance of the main body of sand, it will be easier for

the stream to enter the water on one side of the scallop, thus aban-

doning its old mouth. In this manner the stream moves from one

place to another, successively building the little scallops and continu-

ally carving new channels for itself. Fig. 3 is a photograph of

such a delta, some three feet across, taken after the water had been

drained away, and reveals its form in a characteristic manner. As

we watch its growth, it will become evident that only the coarsest

material transported by the stream goes to make up the delta, and

that the clay and finest sand are deposited farther awy, where the

water is more quiet, or else pass out in the stream draining the pool.

Let us look about a little. JSTot far from our miniature lake there are

several others. In some the size of the delta is much larger in pro-

portion to the area of the pool than is the case with the one first

studied. We find in some cases that the stream has progressively

built its delta completely across the old water surface. Taking a thin

piece of board or a large knife, we can easily cut vertically through

this sand deposit, thus exposing what is called a geological section.
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The sand grains of which the deposit is largely composed are seen

to be arranged in layers nearly horizontal, and these layers are found
to be due to alternations of sediment varying in fineness. This

phenomenon is called stratification, and is what we should expect of

the action of gravity operating on material of different sizes and

densities suspended in a body of water. It has been found inexpedi-
ent to attempt to show a photograph of this section, owing to the

smallness of the subject, but the same phenomena may be observed

on a much larger scale in Fig. 5, which will be described below.

A few rods away the stream that feeds the pool has its origin.

The sediment carried by the water and going to build up its delta

has its source in part in a neighboring bank made up of material

derived from solid rock by weathering, similar to that shown on our

first excursion, and partly from older water deposits. Steep channels

exist in the disintegrated rock, which represent the material removed

by the fast-flowing rain water.

Now what geological phenomena have we observed at this local-

ity? In the first place, it has become clear that running water pos-

sesses the power of transporting sediment. In the second place, this

sediment has been deposited wherever the velocity of the water has

been materially checked. The sediment has been laid down in hori-

zontal layers under the influence of gravity. Furthermore, the ma-

terial of which the delta is composed has been shown, in part at least,

to have been derived from a solid rock such as forms our mountains.

In our first excursion we saw that chemical change promoted dis-

integration; in our second, running water is observed seizing upon
these products of decay, transporting them and building them into

stratified deposits in the first convenient pool. A level-topped delta

is first formed, which may or may not grow to fill the pool in which

it is born. Some of the pools have become filled, while the delta

as such has disappeared; it has grown into a tiny sand plain.

Let us see if the work performed by these temporary rivulets is

typical of running water in general. For this purpose we shall visit

a spot where a river enters some considerable body of water such as a

lake. Let us inspect the river. Its water is sluggish, discolored by

organic matter derived from decaying vegetation, and for some dis-

tance up stream from its mouth it meanders slowly across a flat,

marshy area or meadow. If we also visit the spot at a time when the

river is swollen by heavy rains or melting snows, the presence of this

organic matter will be masked by the turbidity of the water; we shall

learn that only in the freshet seasons does the water attain sufficient

velocity to carry any visible load of sand and clay. The upper end

of the lake will be found to be shallow, muddy, and water lilies

will have discovered congenial surroundings. At another part of
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the lake the outflowing water appears clear as crystal; the sediment

brought in by the river has manifestly been deposited in the lake,

as was the case in our little pool. The marsh at the upper end, of

course, is merely another delta, slow growing in this instance, grass-

covered, but as surely encroaching on the water area as in the earlier

examples. When an entering stream is normally of great transport-

ing power, owing to steep slopes down which it rushes, the form of

its delta is not unlike the one first described.

With the data already gathered, we can not escape from the con-

clusion that the growth going on at the head of the lake will in time,
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Fig. 4.—A Common Form of Large Delta.

if present conditions continue to exist, push its way forward until it

has occupied the whole water area. The sediment which is now de-

posited therein will then be transported across the plain, and will

be carried along until another-. body of water is reached. Further

search will bring to light the fact that there are plenty of examples

showing all stages between the simple delta and the completely filled

lake. The innumerable marshes and meadows which characterize

the northern part of the United States are fine examples of lakes

which have perished in this manner.

Our next excursion will be made to the locality shown in Fig. 4,

which is a sketch of a large delta occurring at a considerable

height above the general level of the country, although at the present
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time the delta is not in vicinity of water.* It will be evident to the

reader that it differs in no important particular, excepting size,

from our little type specimen formed in a pool. Its level top and
frontal lobes are to-day nearly as strongly marked as at the time it

was made. The reader will have little difficulty in picturing the

original conditions of its formation in some ancient lake. This old

lake did not endure until the inflowing streams had filled it to a

level plain, but for some reason, which it is unnecessary for us to

consider, the water was permitted to escape, leaving the delta perched
on the valley side. Such deltas are very common, and we find them
in all stages, from simple beginnings, as above, to the completed sand

plain.

The sand of which our first delta was composed has already been

referred to as arranged in horizontal layers. In order to verify our

conclusions regarding the origin of this delta, let us seek for an op-

portunity to observe its internal structure, and to compare it with

that observed in the first example. It may happen that the opportu-

nity does not exist at this immediate locality, but a little way off a simi-

lar deposit occurs, and a beautiful section has been uncovered by the

vigorous attacks of a steam shovel. This section has already been re-

ferred to on page 464, as illustrating the structure of the sand layers

making up the tiny delta, as well as water deposits in general, and is

reproduced here as Fig. 5. The reader will observe in this picture

many familiar features common to railroad excavations. The upper

part of the geological section thus exposed is somewhat masked by a

downfall of sand and loam, and the lower part is also hidden by the

same materials. Along the central part, however, the sand and gravel

may be seen arranged in horizontal layers of a varying thickness. A
close inspection of the uppermost layers will detect a variation in

coarseness among the different strata. Such alternations of layers of

coarse and fine material are due to differences in the transporting power
of the running water that brought the sand and pebbles to their present

resting place; the coarse gravel and pebbles were carried by fast-

flowing rivers, and the fine sand by streams of less rapidity and con-

sequently less transporting power. Beds of this character ordinarily

correspond closely in time with alternating periods of great rainfall

or snow melting and the summer seasons. The pebbles of which the

coarse layers are composed, as we should expect, are far from spher-

ical, and the operation of gravity on such bodies, as they fall to the

floor of a lake or ocean, is to cause them to arrange themselves with

their flat surfaces horizontal and parallel to one another. In the

* In order to obtain this sketch, a survey was made of the delta, and from the informa-

tion thus gathered a model was constructed out of clay. The dimensions of the delta are

about one thousand by seven hundred feet.
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example before us this fact is apparent, and affords the basis for an-

other line of reasoning by which all such stratified deposits, however

great their magnitude, are to be referred to the same source—namely,

stream-transported materials derived from a decaying and wasting
land surface, laid down in water under the influence of gravity.

We have now arrived at a most important and far-reaching gen-
eralization so far as the work performed by running water is con-

cerned, and its action in filling our lakes and ponds; and we have

learned by observation on a small scale the means by which such

deposits may be recognized. Let us apply these means of recognition
to the phenomena shown by our large rivers and the more enduring
oceans into which they drain. In the same manner that we have

studied the little pool and larger lake, we will look into the work

done by the great waterways of our continents, selecting as a type of

such streams the mighty Mississippi. Careful measurement has

shown that this river annually transports two hundred million tons

of sediment mechanically suspended. What becomes of this enor-

mous quantity of sand and clay, equal to a cubic mile in a little over a

century, as it is swept into the waters of the Gulf of Mexico? For

this purpose we have only to visit the region about its mouth to

become acquainted with the almost impotent struggles that have been

made by our Government during the last fifty years in an effort to

keep the river below New Orleans, in part at least, confined to its

present channels; and to study the chart of that portion of the Gulf

coast prepared by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey (see

Fig. 6). We have not forgotten the little lobes; their method

of growth, and the general form of our first-seen delta, shown

in Fig. 3. In viewing the phenomena at the mouth of the Missis-

sippi, it is no longer necessary for our present purposes to make a

detailed study, since it will become apparent at once that the river is

doing the work on a larger scale typified by the performance of the

tiny stream flowing into its temporary pool. In place of the little

delta with its still smaller lobes, the Mississippi has deposited at its

mouth an enormous delta, thousands of square miles in area, and its

bifurcating arms may be seen building out several scallops for miles

into the waters of the gulf. For centuries these long lobes have been

building in advance of the delta front. The arms gradually become

clogged with sediment, a new passage to the ocean is opened on the

sides, where deposition will begin at a new point, producing a lobe as

before. Situated many miles up the river, it is to-day the great fear

of New Orleans that its only navigable arm to the sea will thus be

closed to that commerce upon which the life of the city depends.

Only a portion of the sediment brought in by the river goes to

form its delta; a large part of the finest material, such as clay, is
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transported by temporary and permanent currents thousands of miles

away, where it is deposited in the more quiet waters of the ocean. In
this manner the Mississippi has been shown to deposit a cubic mile

of mechanically transported material in a little over a century. What
shall we say of the effects produced on the continents and oceans by
thousands of rivers, each doing its proportionate share of work and

acting through millions of years? Two main results must follow,

unless interruptions occur: the lower elevations and the magnificent
mountain ranges, which rear their lofty heads above the permanent
snow line, will be divided into minor peaks; valleys will be carved

Fig. 6.—The Delta of the Mississippi.

out; the whole land surface will slowly waste away, at first rapidly,
at last slowly, and be transported to the oceans, where it will form

great horizontal beds differing in no essential particular, excepting

size, from those shown in Fig. 5—great deposits that are merely
deltas on a large scale. The geologist, however, finds no evidence to

indicate that at any time in the earth's history have these theoretical

results taken place. Land masses, of continental dimensions, have

not been allowed thus to waste entirely away to a general flat-

ness on account of the interruptions caused by elevation—the bodily

lifting of great areas of rock, even out of the ocean floor, to become
mountains or plateaus, in some cases higher than any point in this

country. If our observations thus far and those yet to be made serve

to make this clear, one of the objects of this article will have been
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accomplished. It is to be hoped that our observations have made

plain the processes of rock disintegration and water transportation;
that in the oceans all these materials are eventually deposited in beds

horizontally arranged, composed of such products of decay in the

condition of sand and mud. We have only to point out the proof
that great land masses, composed of water-deposited materials, have

been lifted from the ocean to become continents and mountain ranges.
As the ocean deposits slowly accumulate in layers to beds of

many thousands of feet in thickness, the lower parts are gradually

subjected to greatly increased pressure j^roduced by the overlying
beds. During this time waters of a varying temperature, carrying,

chemically dissolved, great quantities of lime, silica, and iron oxide,

are allowed free circulation through them. These conditions promote
chemical change: much silica (the mineral quartz), lesser amounts

of carbonate of lime (the mineral calcite), and iron oxide are precipi-

tated about the loose sand grains, firmly cementing them together into

a solid rock. A cycle has thus been completed; the dense rocks

composing a continent have passed by the process of weathering into

incoherent sand and clay, which, when transported to the ocean

floor, become again converted into solid rock.

Historical records prove that during the last three thousand years
there have taken place many changes in the ocean's level. Old islands

have disappeared; new ones have emerged above the surface of the

water. Great stretches of seacoast exist at the present time which

within the historical period have been covered by the ocean. Even

at the present writing we are witnessing the gradual submergence of

some parts of the earth and the rising of others
;
terraces on the north-

ern Atlantic coast may be seen along the hillsides many feet above

the present level of the ocean—all of which go to show that the rela-

tionship of the land to the water is an unstable one. These are the

evidences of continental growth and depressions from the historical

standpoint, and the validity of the data upon which the belief is

founded can not be shaken. The evidence from the geological side is

-overwhelming, but before we speak of this it will be well once more

to say a word as to the causes of continental uplift.

From an original fluid globe possessing a high temperature, the

earth has now cooled down to a degree sufficiently low to permit the

formation of a thick rock crust. Underneath this crust an approach
to the old surface temperatures is still maintained, and the existence

of a certain degree of fluidity is demonstrated to us from time to

time by the phenomenon of volcanism. Successive zones of cooling

took place. The outer part could only conform to a shrinking interior

by wrinkling, folding, or bodily lifting considerable areas above the

general level. An adjustment of strains thus set up would take place
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either with or without folding of the strata. These initial wrinkles

pave rise to our first mountains, and the continuation of these con-

ditions at the present time is as surely nourishing mountain growth
as at any time in the past. In this way the fluctuations of the ocean's

Fig. 7.—Mountain showing Rock Folding.

level, above referred to, alone are to be explained, and such form

but temporary rises and falls in the history of a continent.

The rate at which an ocean bed is raised to form a mountain

range is, no doubt, a variable one
; always slow, often interrupted, but

seldom or never violent. During this time the strata usually undergo

crushing and folding; stretching takes place, and displacements of the

rocks, or faulting, are not uncommon. As an example of the wrink-

ling that the strata may suffer under these conditions, the reader is

referred to the beautiful symmetrical fold shown on the side of a

mountain in the Appalachians (Fig. 7). Similar folding is the

rule, but often immense areas are raised to great heights above the

•ocean without disturbing the horizontal position of the beds (see Fig.

-8). Coincident with the emergence of the rocks from beneath the
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water, there begin the attacks of the forces operating to destroy them.

Hand in hand there go on growth and destruction. The two may
keep an even pace; either may obtain the mastery. In the one case,

lack of considerable elevation and flatness result; in the other, great

altitudes may be attained. The rivers may cut their valleys down-

ward as fast as the land rises, or the down-cutting may be relatively

slower. In any case, after a given land mass has attained its greatest

height above the sea, the larger rivers soon cut their channels down
as far as river cutting is possible-

—
namely, to within a few feet of
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Fig. 8.—Horizontal Rocks, Grand Canon of the Colorado.

sea level. With relatively rapid elevation, soft rocks, and large

rivers, the resultant valley takes the form of a canon, examples of

which are found along the courses of the Colorado and the Yellow-

stone Rivers (see Fig. 8).* Valleys of this nature soon lose their

steep sides by the action of weathering and all that this implies, and

pass into a more open state, like that shown in Fig. 9.

These views have been selected in order that a comparison of this

type of mountain structure may be made with that shown in Fig.

* The bottom of the canon at this point is between four and five thousand feet below

the flat surfaces in the foreground
—a sheer descent of nearly a mile.



Fig. 9.—Mount Stephen, showing its Horizontal Eocks.
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6. The points of resemblance between the two sections exposed,
one by a steam shovel, the other by river action, are the horizontal

position of the strata and the alternations of beds of unlike character.

The differences are mainly that the beds making up the mountain
show that they are built up of alternating layers of sand (now con-

verted into a sandstone) and clay (now in the condition of a slate).

Are not these the products of a decayed continent? Is their position
to be explained otherwise than along the lines already stated? Our

only difficulty in readily accepting this conclusion is founded on a

hereditary belief, born in ignorance and nourished to maturity by
superstition, that the earth came into existence as we see it to-day, the

surface dissected by valleys in which the rivers find established

courses to the sea
; possessing a multiplicity of highland and lowland,

granite mountains and marble hills, as a result of some plan carried

into effect as a creative act. Science has revealed the impossibility
of this interpretation. Considered in the light of evolution, acting

through an immense period of time, by means of the processes

already enumerated, the diversity of land form is made plain to us,

and the ever-varying characters of rock structure and composition are

in the main made easy of comprehension. Viewed in the light of the

foregoing pages, and illustrating as they do land form and the greater

part of the earth's crust, the rock structures revealed on the sides of

the mountains and canons, as well as the broader valley itself, take

on a new and more intelligent interest. High and enduring as the

mountains may appear, resistant as their solid rocks may seem, they
are doomed as mountains to the same fate that their own structure

and composition
-

prove to have overtaken earlier mountains before

them.

The earth has known no cessation in this cycle of decay, deposi-

tion, and elevation; again and again have continental masses been

raised from the ocean floor only to become a prey to the forces that

destroy them. These cycles will continue—mountain ranges will fade

away and new ones will be born. A more permanent relationship

between the lowland, the upland, and the ocean level will never be

attained until the forces that warp and wrinkle the earth's crust shall

have ceased forever.

M. Henri Bourget. of the Toulouse (France) Observatory, has called

attention in Nature to a common phenomenon which he believes has not,

been mentioned in any scientific book. If one end of a bar of metal is

heated, but not enough to make the other end too hot to be held in the

hand, and then suddenly cooled, the temperature of the other end will rise

till the hand can not bear it. All workmen who have occasion to handle

and heat pieces of metal, he says, know this.
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DEATH GULCH, A NATURAL BEAR-TRAP.

By T. A. JAGGAR, Jr., Ph. D.

CASES
of asphyxiation by gas have been very frequently reported

of late years, and we commonly associate with such reports the

idea of a second-rate hotel and an unsophisticated countryman who
blows out the gas. Such incidents we connect with the superciviliza-

tion of the nineteenth century, but it is none the less true that Na-

ture furnishes similar accidents, and that in regions far remote from

the haunts of men. In the heart of the Rocky Mountains of Wyo-
ming, unknown to either the tourist or the trapper, there is a natural

hostelry for the wild inhabitants of the forest, where, with food,

drink, and shelter all in sight, the poor creatures are tempted one

after another into a bath of invisible poisonous vapor, where they

sink down to add their bones to the fossil records of an interminable

list of similar tragedies, dating back to a period long preceding the

records of human history.

It was the writer's privilege, as a member of the expedition of

the United States Geological Survey of the Yellowstone Park, under

the direction of Mr. Arnold Hague, to visit and for the first time

to photograph this remarkable locality. A similar visit was last

made by members of the survey in the summer of 1888, and an

account of the discovery of Death Gulch was published in Science

(February 15, 1889) under the title A Deadly Gas Spring in the

Yellowstone Park, by Mr. Walter Harvey Weed. The following

extracts from Mr. Weed's paper indicate concisely the general char-

acter of the gulch, and the description of the death-trap as it then

appeared offers interesting material for comparison with its condition

as observed in the summer of 1897.

Death Gulch is a small and gloomy ravine in the northeast corner

of the Yellowstone National Park. " In this region the lavas which

fill the ancient basin of the park rest upon the flanks of mountains

formed of fragmentary volcanic ejecta, . . . while the hydrothermal
forces of the central portion of the park show but feeble mani-

festations of their energy in the almost extinct hot-spring areas

of Soda Butte, Lamar River, Cache Creek, and Miller Creek."

Although hot water no longer flows from these vents,
"
gaseous

emanations are now given off in considerable volume." On Cache

Creek, about two miles above its confluence with Lamar River, are

deposits of altered and crystalline travertine, with pools in the creek

violently effervescing locally. This is due to the copious emission of

gas. Above these deposits
"
the creek cuts into a bank of sulphur

and gravel cemented by this material, and a few yards beyond is the
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debouchure of a small lateral gully coming down from the moun-
tain side. In its bottom is a small stream of clear and cold water,
sour with sulphuric acid, and flowing down a narrow and steep chan-

nel cut in beds of dark-gray volcanic tuff. Ascending this gulch,
the sides, closing together, become very steep slopes of white, de-

composed rock. . . . The only springs now flowing are small oozes

of water issuing from the base of these slopes, or from the channel

bed, forming a thick, creamy, white deposit about the vents, and

covering the stream bed. This deposit consists largely of sulphate
of alumina. . . . About one hundred and fifty feet above the main
stream these oozing springs of acid water cease, but the character of

the gulch remains the same. The odor of sulphur now becomes

stronger, though producing no other effect than a slight irritation of

the lungs.
' The gulch ends, or rather begins, in a scoop or basin about

two hundred and fifty feet above Cache Creek, and just below this

was found the fresh body of a large bear, a silver-tip grizzly, with

the remains of a companion in an advanced stage of decomposition
above him. Near by were the skeletons of four more bears, with the

bones of an elk a yard or two above, while in the bottom of the

pocket were the fresh remains of several squirrels, rock hares, and

other small animals, besides numerous dead butterflies and insects.

The body of the grizzly was carefully examined for bullet holes or

other marks of injury, but showed no traces of violence, the only indi-

cation being a few drops of blood under the nose. It was evident

that he had met his death but a short time before, as the carcass was

still perfectly fresh, though offensive enough at the time of a later

visit. The remains of a cinnamon bear just above and alongside of

this were in an advanced state of decomposition, while the other skele-

tons were almost denuded of flesh, though the claws and much of the

hair remained. It was apparent that these animals, as well as the

squirrels and insects, had not met their death by violence, but had

been asphyxiated by the irrespirable gas given off in the gulch. The
hollows were tested for carbonic-acid gas with lighted tapers without

proving its presence, but the strong smell of sulphur, and a choking
sensation of the lungs, indicated the presence of noxious gases, while

the strong wind prevailing at the time, together with the open nature

of the ravine, must have caused a rapid diffusion of the vapors.
" This place differs, therefore, very materially from the famous

Death Valley of Java and similar places, in being simply a V-shaped

trench, not over seventy-five feet deep, cut in the mountain slope,

and not a hollow or cave. That the gas at times accumulates in the

pocket at the head of the gulch is, however, proved by the dead

squirrels, etc., found on its bottom. It is not probable, however,
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that the gas ever accumulates here to a considerable depth, owing
to the open nature of the place, and the fact that the gulch draining
it would carry off the gas, which would, from its density, tend to

tiow down the ravine. This offers an explanation of the death of the

bears, whose remains occur not in this basin, but where it narrows

to form the ravine, for it is here that the layer of gas would be

deepest, and has proved sufficient to suffocate the first bear, who

k2H*

General View, looking downstream, of Lower Part of Death Gulch.

was probably attracted by the remains of the elk, or perhaps of the

smaller victims of the invisible gas; and he, in turn, has doubtless

served as bait for others who have in turn succumbed. Though the

gulch has doubtless served as a death-trap for a very long period of

time, these skeletons and bodies must be the remains of only the most

recent victims, for the ravine is so narrow and the fall so great that

the channel must be cleared out every few years, if not annually.

The change wrought by the water during a single rainstorm, which

occurred in the interval between Mr. Weed's first and second visits,
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was so considerable that it seems probable that the floods of early

spring, when the snows are melting under the hot sun of this region,
must be powerful enough to wash everything down to the cone of

debris at the mouth of the gulch." Mr. Arnold Hague, on the occa-

sion of his visit, was more successful in obtaining evidence of the

presence of carbonic-dioxide gas. He writes:
" The day I went up

the ravine I was able in two places to extinguish a long brown paper

taper. The day I was there it was very calm, and where I made the

test the water was trickling down a narrow gorge shut in by shelving
rocks above."

It was at noon on the 22d of July in the summer of 1897 that

we made camp near the month of Cache Creek, about three miles

southeast of the military post and mail station of Soda Butte. In

company with Dr. Francis P. King I at once started up the creek,

keeping the left bank, that we might not miss the gulch, which joins

the valley of Cache Creek from the southern side. We had a toil-

some climb through timber and over steep embankments, cut by the

creek in a loose conglomerate, and after going about a mile and a

half we noticed that some of these banks were stained with whitish

and yellow deposits of alum and sulphur, indicating that we were

nearing the old hot-spring district. Soon a caved-in cone of traver-

tine was seen, with crystalline calcite and sulphur in the cavities, and

the bed of the creek was more or less completely whitened by these

deposits, while here and there could be seen along the banks oozing
"
paint-pots

"
of calcareous mud, in one case inky black, with de-

posits of varicolored salts about its rim, and a steady ebullition of

gas bubbles rising from the bottom. In other cases these pools were

crystal clear, and always cold. The vegetation, which below had

been dense close to the creek's bank, here became more scanty, espe-

cially on the southern side, where the bare rock was exposed and

seen to be a volcanic breccia, much decomposed and stained with sol-

fataric deposits. A mound of coarse debris seen just above on this

side indicated the presence of a lateral ravine, which from its situa-

tion and character we decided was probably the gulch sought for. A
strong odor of sulphureted hydrogen had been perceptible for some

time, and when we entered the gully the fumes became oppressive,

causing a heavy burning sensation in the throat and lungs. The

ravine proved to be as described, a V-shaped trench cut in the vol-

canic rock, about fifty feet in depth, with very steep bare whitish

slopes, narrowing to a stony rill bed that ascended steeply back into

the mountain side.

Climbing through this trough, a frightfully weird and dismal

place, utterly without life, and occupied by only a tiny streamlet and

an appalling odor, we at length discovered some brown furry masses
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lying scattered about the floor of the ravine about a quarter of a

mile from the point where we had left Cache Creek. Approaching

cautiously, it became quickly evident that we had before us a large

group of huge recumbent bears
;
the one nearest to us was lying with

his nose between his paws, facing us, and so exactly like a huge

dog asleep that it did not seem possible that it was the sleep of

*8 w .

if*- \T-

Looking down the Gulch—the Latest Victim, a Large Silver-Tip Grizzlt.

death. To make sure, I threw a pebble at the animal, striking

him on the flank; the distended skin resounded like a drumhead,

and the only response was a belch of poisonous gas that almost over-

whelmed us. Closer examination showed that the animal was a

young silver-tip grizzly (Ursus horribilis); a few drops of thick,

dark-red blood stained his nostrils and the ground beneath. There

proved to be five other carcasses, all bears, in various stages of decay ;

careful search revealed oval areas of hair and bones that represented

two other bears, making a total of eight carcasses in all. Seven were

grizzlies, one was a cinnamon bear (Ursus americanus). One huge
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grizzly was so recent a victim that his tracks were still visible in the

white, earthy slopes, leading clown to the spot where he had met his

death. In no case were any marks of violence seen, and there can

be no question that death was occasioned by the gas. The wind was

blowing directly up the ravine during our visit, and we failed to

get any test for carbonic acid, though we exhausted all our matches

in the effort, plunging the flames into hollows of the rill bed in vari-

ous parts of its course; they invariably burned brightly, and showed
not the slightest tendency to extinguish. The dilution of the gas in

such a breeze would be inevitable, however; that the gas was present
was attested by the peculiar oppression on the lungs that was felt

during the entire period that we were in the gulch, and which only
wore off gradually on our return to camp. I suffered from a slight

headache in consequence for several hours.

There was no difference in the appearance of the portion of the

gulch where the eight bears had met their end and the region above

and below. A hundred yards or more up stream the solfataric de-

posits become less abundant, and the timber grows close to the brook;
a short distance beyond this the gulch ends. No bodies were found

above, and only bears were found in the locality described. It will

be observed that Weed's experience differs in this respect from ours,

and the appearance of the place was somewhat different: he found elk

and small animals in addition to the bears, and describes the death-

trap as occupying the mouth of the basin at the head of the gulch,

above the point where the last springs of acid water cease. The
rill observed by us has its source far above the animals; indeed, it

trickles directly through the worm-eaten carcass of the cinnamon

bear—a thought by no means comforting when we realized that the

water supply for our camp was drawn from the creek only a short

distance down the valley.

It is not impossible that there may be two or three of these

gullies having similar properties. That we should have found only
bears may perhaps be accounted for on the ground that the first

victim for this season was a bear, and his carcass frightened away
all animals except those of his own family. For an illustration of a

process of accumulation of the bones of large vertebrates, with all

the conditions present necessary for fossilization, no finer example
can be found in the world than Death Gulch; year after year the

snow slides and spring floods wash down this fresh supply of en-

trapped carcasses to be buried in the waste cones and alluvial bot-

toms of Cache Creek and Lamar River. Probably the stream-formed

conglomerate that we noted as we ascended the creek is locally filled

with these remains.

The gas is probably generated by the action of the acid water
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on the ancient limestones that here underlie the lavas at no great

depth; outcrops of these limestones occur only a few miles away at

the mouth of Soda Butte Creek. This gas must emanate from fis-

sures in the rock just above the bears, and on still nights it may accu-

mulate to a depth of two or three feet in the ravine, settling in a

heavy, wavy stratum, and probably rolling slowly down the bed of

the rill into the valley below. The accompanying photographs were

made during our visit.

THE LABOR PROBLEM IN THE TROPICS.

By W. ALLEYNE IRELAND.

AGREAT deal of space has been devoted in American magazines
and newspapers recently to the question of how this country

has become a colonial power. Destiny and duty, strength and weak-

ness, accident and design, honesty and corruption have been called

on by writers, singly and in various combinations, to bear the re-

sponsibility of the new departure in the national policy.

Whatever interest such speculations may possess for the student

who seeks to discover in the events of history some indication of the

evolution of national character, there can be little doubt that the

eyes of the people at large are turned in another direction.

What are our new possessions worth? is the question which in-

telligent men of all classes are beginning to ask; and it is not sur-

prising, in view of the comparative isolation of this country in the

past, that there are few who have sufficient confidence in their own

opinion to answer the query.
In England, whose colonial and Indian empire embraces nearly

one fourth of the population of the globe, there is an astounding
lack of knowledge in relation to colonial affairs; and those who
follow the debates in the House of Commons will have noticed that

when the colonies are the subject under discussion the few members

who remain in their seats seldom fail to exhibit a degree of ignorance
which must be most disheartening to the able and learned Colonial

Secretary.

It is not to be wondered at, then, that in the United States, where

the people have been too much occupied with the problems continually

arising at home to pay any attention to affairs which, until very re-

cently, have appeared entirely outside the range of practical politics,

there should be few men who have given their time to that careful

study of tropical colonization which alone can impart any value to

opinions in regard to the practical issues involved in the colonial ex-
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pansion of this country. Discussion of the subject has been almost

entirely along the line of the possible effects of the new policy on the

political institutions and popular ideals of the United States, and
little has been written which may be said to throw any light on the

problem of tropical colonization per se.

A residence of ten years in the tropical colonies of France, Spain,

Holland, and Great Britain—a period during which I devoted much
time to the study of colonial affairs—leaves me of opinion that there

are two points in regard to which discussion is peculiarly opportune:
1. The value of the Philippines and Puerto Rico as a field for the

cultivation of those tropical products which are consumed in the

temperate zones. 2. The value of the islands as a market for products
and manufactures of the temperate zones.

It will at once be seen that only in so far as the islands are

valuable in the former respect can they be important in the latter,

for in the absence of production there can not be any considerable

consumption of commodities.

The first point to be considered, and it is the one to which I shall

confine myself in the present article, is by what means the productive

possibilities of Puerto Rico and the Philippines can be developed.

Basing my calculation on official reports covering a number of

years, I find that the average value per capita of the annual exports
of native products from a number of tropical colonies selected by me
for the purpose of this inquiry is as follows:

Trinidad $26.48
British Guiana 34.26

Martinique 23.48

Mauritius 20. 28

Dominica $7 . 28

St. Vincent 7 . 68

Ceylon 7.24

Montserrat 7 . 89

An examination of these figures will serve to show that the value

of the colonies in the first column, measured by the standard of their

productiveness, is three times that of the colonies in the second col-

umn. Reference to the population returns of the colonies named
discloses the fact that in the colonies in the first column the popula-
tion contains a very large proportion of imported contract laborers

and their descendants, while in the other colonies practically the

whole population is home-born for at least two generations.

A moment's reflection will show the importance of the comparison
instituted above, and if the space at my command permitted a more

extensive analysis of the trade of tropical colonies, it could be demon-

strated that the theory holds good, almost without exception, that of

tropical countries those only are commercially valuable in which a

system of imported contract labor is in force.

There are one or two colonies (Barbados is the most striking ex-

ample) in which the pressure of population is so great that the labor
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supply suffices for the utmost development of which the country is

capable; but such instances are rare.

The experience of England in governing tropical colonies is fre-

quently cited by those who favor the so-called imperial policy for the

United States as a proof that tropical colonization in itself presents no
difficulties which can not be overcome by enlightened administration.

It would be difficult to point out in just what manner Great Britain

derives any benefit from her tropical possessions, but her experience
confirms the theory I have stated above—that the commercial de-

velopment of tropical colonies is possible only where there is an ex-

traordinary density of population or where a system of imported con-

tract labor is in force.

A glance through the list of Great Britain's tropical colonies will

serve to prove the correctness of this theory. Imported contract

labor is used in British Guiana, Trinidad, Jamaica, Queensland,
the Fiji Islands, the Straits Settlements, and Mauritius; while the

pressure of population is extreme in Lagos and Barbados, which sup-

port respectively 1,333 and 1,120 persons to the square mile.

The remaining tropical colonies of Great Britain—using the term
"
tropical colony

"
in its strictest sense—are the Gold Coast, Sierra

Leone, Gambia, Hongkong, St. Helena, British Honduras, Grenada,
St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Antigua, St. Kitts-Nevis, Dominica, Mont-

serrat, and a few islands in the Pacific which are insignificant com-

mercially.

A careful examination of the British trade returns shows that the

total export and import trade between the United Kingdom and all

the British tropical colonies in 1896 reached a value of $146,000,000,
and that of this sum $121,000,000 represented trade with the tropical

colonies which employ imported contract labor and with Lagos and

Barbados. In other words, the trade between the United Kingdom
and those British tropical colonies where free labor is used and where

there is no great pressure of population made up less than eighteen

per cent of the total trade with the British tropical colonies.

It would appear from the facts I have given that the commercial

development of those parts of the tropics where the population is

sparse will be dependent on the importation of labor from more

densely peopled areas.

If the question is approached from an entirely different stand-

point the necessity of contract labor in the tropics becomes more strik-

ingly apparent. The development of the tropics will be in the direc-

tion of agriculture rather than manufacturing, and the requirements
of tropical agriculture in respect of labor are most arbitrary. It is

not sufficient that the labor supply is ample, in the ordinary sense of

the word; it must be at all times immediately available.
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Thus, a mine owner whose men go out on strike is, briefly, placed
in this position: He will lose a sum of money somewhat larger than

the amount of profit he could have made during the period of the

strike had it not occurred. His coal, however, is still there, and is

not less valuable—indeed, in the case of a prolonged strike, may
actually be more valuable—when the strike is over; work can easily
be resumed where it was dropped, and during the idle days the ordi-

nary running expenses of the mine cease. The greater part of the

loss sustained in the instance I have supposed is not out-of-pocket loss,

but merely the failure to realize prospective profits.

On the other hand, a sugar estate in the tropics spends about eight
months out of the twelve in cultivating the crop, and the remaining
four in reaping and boiling operations. By the time the crop is ready
to reap many thousands of dollars have been expended on it by way
of planting, weeding, draining, and the application of nitrogenous
manures. If from any cause the labor supply fails when the cutting
of the canes is about to commence, every cent expended on the crop
is wasted; and if for want of labor the canes which are cut are not

transported within a few hours to the mills, they turn sour and

can not be made into sugar. It will thus be seen that in the case of

sugar-growing a perfectly reliable labor supply is the first requisite.

The same might be said of the cultivation of tea, coffee, cocoa,

spices, and tropical fruits.

This problem
—the securing of a reliable labor supply

—has been

solved in the case of several of the tropical possessions of England

by the importation of East Indian laborers under contract to serve

for a fixed period on the plantations.

As, in my opinion, the East Indian contract laborer will play an

important part in the development of the tropics, I describe in detail

the most perfect system of contract labor with which I am ac-

quainted, that existing at the present time in the colony of British

Guiana. The system of imported indentured labor which is in force

in many of the British colonies has been referred to frequently, both

in this country and in England, as
"
slavery,"

"
semislavery,"

" the new

slavery." The use of such terms to describe such a system indicates

a complete ignorance of the facts. As some of the best-informed

journals in this country, in noticing my writings on tropical subjects,

have fallen into this error, I hope that the description I give here,

which is based on several years' experience of the actual working
of the system, will serve to convince the readers of this article that

the indenture of the East Indian coolie in the British colonies is no

more a form of slavery than is any contract entered into between an

employer and an employee in this country.

When the British Guiana planter was informed by the home
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Government in 1834 that four years later slavery would be entirely
abolished throughout the British Empire, he foresaw at once that

unless a new source of labor was thrown open a very short time would

elapse before the cane fields would fall out of cultivation. He lis-

tened, not without some irritation, to the assurances of the agents of

the Antislavery Society that as soon as the slaves were freed they
would work with redoubled energy, and that the labor supply, in-

stead of deteriorating, would, in fact, improve. The planters knew

better, and began at once to arrange for the importation of contract

labor. With the year 1834 began the period of apprenticeship for

the slaves, prior to their complete emancipation four years later.

During this time, and before the imported labor sufficed for the

needs of the plantations, several estates were ruined and fell out of

cultivation because the apprenticed laborers would not work.

On October 11, 1838, the governor of the colony, Henry Light,

Esquire, issued a proclamation to the freed slaves. The proclamation
stated that the governor had learned with regret that the labor of

the freed slaves was irregular; that their masters could not depend on

them; that they worked one day and idled the next; that when they
had earned enough to fill their bellies they lay down to sleep or

idled away their time
;
that they left their tasks unfinished, and then

expected to be paid in full for them.

In the meanwhile the planters imported labor from the "West

Indian Islands, Malta, Madeira, China, and Germany; and eventu-

ally the system of immigration from India was organized.
The system is under the control of the Indian Council in Cal-

cutta on the one hand and the British Guiana Government and the

Colonial Office on the other. In Georgetown, the capital of the

colony, is the immigration department, under the management of

the immigration agent general, who has under him a staff of in-

spectors, subagents, clerks, and interpreters, all of whom must speak
at least one Indian dialect. In Calcutta resides the emigration agent

general, also an official of the British Guiana Government, who has

under him a staff of medical officers, recruiting agents, and clerks.

Each year the planters of British Guiana send in requisitions to

the immigration department stating the number of immigrants re-

quired for the following year. These requisitions are examined by
the agent general, and if, in his opinion, any estate demands more

coolies than the extent of its cultivation justifies, the number is re-

duced. As soon as the full number is deeided on, the agent in Cal-

cutta is informed, and the process of recruiting commences. The
laborers are secured entirely by voluntary enlistment. The recruit-

ing agents go about the country and explain the terms offered by the

British Guiana planters, and those men and women who express their
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willingness to enter into a contract are sent down to Calcutta at the

expense of the colony.
On arrival in Calcutta they are provided with free food and quar-

ters at the emigration depot until such time as a sufficient number,
are assembled to form a full passenger list for a transport. During
the period of waiting, which may extend to several weeks, a careful

medical inspection of the laborers is made, and all those who may
be deemed unfit for the work of the estates are sent back to their

homes at the expense of the colony. Prior to embarkation the

coolies are called up in batches of fifteen or twenty, and the emigra-
tion agent or a local magistrate reads over to them in their own lan-

guage the terms of the indenture. Each one is then given an inden-

ture ticket on which the terms of indenture are printed in three

dialects. The agent general affixes his signature to each ticket; and

a special provision in the laws of British Guiana makes his signature

binding on the planters who employ the coolies. The ticket thus con-

stitutes a contract valid as against either party in the courts of the

colony.

The coolies have the right to carry with them any children they

may wish, and those under twelve years of age are exempt from in-

denture. The transportation is effected in sailing vessels, which are

for the time being Government transports. The reason why steamers

are not employed is that sailing vessels are found to be much

healthier, and that the long sea voyage has an excellent effect on the

immigrants. The regulations governing the voyage are very strict.

As far as the coolies are concerned, the ship is in charge of a medical

officer. The captain of the ship, the officers, and the crew are all

under the command of the doctor, except in so far as the actual

sailing of the vessel is in question. The vessel has ample hospital

accommodation, a complete dispensary in charge of a qualified dis-

penser, and all the arrangements must be passed by a Government

inspector before the ship is given her clearance. The food to be

furnished during the voyage is specified by law. The bill of fare

consists chiefly of bread, butter, rice, curry, sago, condensed milk,

and fresh mutton, a number of sheep being carried on the ship.

Every morning and evening the doctor makes an inspection of

the vessel, and enters in his log-book all essential details, such as

births, deaths, cases treated in the hospital, and so forth.

On arrival in the colony the coolies are allotted to the different

estates. The coolie is bound to remain for five years on the planta-

tion to which he is allotted, and to work during that time five days a

week, the day's work being seven hours. In return for this the

planter must furnish him with a house free of rent, and built in

such a way as to meet the requirements of the inspector of immi-
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grants' dwellings in regard to ventilation, size, and water supply; and

no immigrants are sent to any estate until these houses have been in-

spected and passed as satisfactory. The planter must also furnish

on the estate free hospital accommodation and medical attendance,

and in addition provide free education for the children of indentured

immigrants.
The medical officers are Government servants, and the colony is

divided into districts, each of which has its own doctor, who is com-

pelled by law to visit each estate in his district at least once in forty-

eight hours and examine and prescribe for all immigrants presenting
themselves at the hospital.

The planter is further bound to pay a minimum daily wage of

twenty-four cents to each man and sixteen cents to each woman.

This appears at first sight a very small sum, but when it is taken

into account that a coolie can live well on eight cents a day it will be

seen that the wage is three times the living expense, a rate very rarely

paid to agricultural laborers in any part of the world.

That the coolies do, in fact, save considerable sums of money will

be seen when the statistics of the immigration department are

examined. These records show that during the years 1870 to 1896

38,793 immigrants returned to India after completing their terms

of indenture, and that they carried back with them to their native

land over $2,800,000. At the end of 1896 there were over five thou-

sand East Indian depositors in the British Guiana Government Sav-

ings Bank and the Post-Office Savings Bank, with a total sum of more

than $450,000 to their credit.

At the end of five years the indentured coolie becomes absolutely

free. He may cease work, or, if he prefer it, remain on the estates

as a free laborer. The whole colony is open to him, and he may
engage in any trade or profession for which he may be fitted. If

he remains for five years longer in the colony, even though he be

idle during the whole of that time, he becomes entitled to a grant of

land from the Government. The law in this respect has been recently

changed. All coolies who came to the colony prior to 1898 have the

choice at the end of ten years of a free grant of land or an assisted

passage back to their native place.

It may be objected by those persons who are unacquainted with

the system that all this sounds very well on paper, but that the

opportunities for fraud and oppression must be very frequent, and,

human nature being what it is, very frequently taken advantage of,

to the injury of the coolies' interests. Such charges have, in fact,

been made from time to time, but they have, on investigation, proved

to be unfounded, or, at the worst, highly exaggerated. The treatment

of the indentured immigrants in British Guiana was the subject of
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a Koyal commission of inquiry in 1870. The appointment of the

commission followed a series of charges made by a certain Mr. Des

Voeux, a magistrate in the colony, in a letter to Earl Granville, at

that time Secretary of State for the Colonies.

The commission visited the colony and conducted a most search-

ing inquiry. Hundreds of witnesses were examined, and the com-
missioners visited several estates, without giving any warning of

their intentions, and questioned many of the coolies as to their treat-

ment. Mr. Des Voeux entirely failed to substantiate his charges; and
Sir Clinton Murdoch, the chairman of the emigration board—a per-
manent department of the Colonial Office—in referring to the report
of the commission in a blue book issued in 1872, said: "It may,
I think, be considered that the report of the commissioners is gen-

erally satisfactory, both as regards the magistracy, the planters, and

the immigrants. Many defects in the system and mode of working
it are no doubt pointed out, but they are defects caused by errors

of judgment, by insufficiency of the law, or by want of foresight,

not by intentional neglect or indifference to the well-being of the

people, still less by oppression or cruelty. The vindication of the

magistracy and of the medical officers appears to be complete, and

the fair dealing and kindness of the managers toward the immi-

grants is acknowledged."
The laws have been amended, the Government inspection has

been made more complete, and to-day it is impossible that any abuse

of power on the part of the planters can pass unnoticed.

To give an instance of the effectiveness of the Government super-
vision—each estate is compelled by law to keep pay lists according to a

form specified by the immigration department, in which the name
of each indentured immigrant must be entered with a record of each

separate day's work during the five years of the indenture. Thus, if

the pay list shows that in a certain week a man worked only two days
out of the legal five, it must also show the reason why he did not work
on the other three days. It may have been that the man was in the

hospital, in which case the letter
"
II

" must appear opposite his

name for those days; or he may have been granted leave of absence,

when the letter
" L " would account for him. These pay lists are in-

spected by a Government officer twice a month, and any faults dis-

closed by the examination become the subject of a severe reprimand
from the agent general, followed in the case of persistent neglect

by the cutting off of the supply of coolies.

So minute are the records of the immigration department that

were an application made to the agent general for information re-

garding some particular indentured coolie, that official could without

difficulty supply the name of the man's father and mother, his caste,
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age, native place, with the same information in regard to the man's

wife. He could also make out an account showing every day the man
had worked during the term of his indenture, and the reasons

why he had not worked on the other days, with the exact amount

earned on each working day. In addition to this he could state

how many days the man had spent in the estate's hospital and

what was the matter with him on those occasions, besides furnish-

ing a copy of every prescription made up for the man in the estate's

dispensary.

A striking evidence of the desire of the Government to protect

the coolies from ill treatment of any kind is afforded by the rule of

the immigration department that, if any overseer on an estate is

convicted of an offense against an indentured immigrant, the dis-

missal of the offender is demanded, and each estate in the colony is

warned that if it employ the man the supply of immigrants will be

cut off.

The coolies are given every facility to complain of ill-treatment

or breach of contract on the part of the planters, for, in addition to

the opportunity afforded by the regular visits of the subagents, the

right is secured to them by law of leaving any estate without permis-

sion in order to visit the agent general or the nearest magistrate ;
and

either of these officials has the power to issue all process of law free

of cost to any coolie who satisfies him that there is a prima facie

cause of complaint.

Such, in brief, are the features of the East Indian immigration

system of British Guiana.*

Those who approach the question of the labor supply for the

American colonies with an unprejudiced mind will see that there is

* To those who are interested in the subject of indentured labor in the tropics, the

following statistics, compiled by me from official sources, may be of interest. The figures

relate to British Guiana :

Year.

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

Number of
indentur'd
laborers

imported
from India

4,796

3,928

2,771

3,573

3,432

5,229

5,241

4,146

9,585

2,425

2,408

Number of
time-ex-

pired im-

migrants
who re-

turned to

India.

1,889

1,420

1,938

2,042

2,125

2,151

2,014

1,848

1,998

2,071

2,059

Value In dol-
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nothing in the system I have described which is at variance with the

principles of the American people.
All that is required to make such a system a boon both to the

employer and to the laborer is that the officials charged with the in-

spection of the system and the protection of the immigrants' inter-

ests should be intelligent, honest, and fearless in the discharge of

their duties.

PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION.

By the Late Hon. DAVID A. WELLS.

XX. THE LAW OF THE DIFFUSION OF TAXES.

PART II.

ATTENTION
is next asked to an analysis of the incidence of

-
taxation, what is mainly direct, on processes and products, and

on the machinery by which one is effected and the other distributed,

and at the outset the following propositions in the nature of economic

axioms are submitted, which it is believed will serve as stepping
stones to the attainment of broad generalizations.

Thus, property is solely produced to supply human wants and de-

sires; and taxes form an important part of the cost of all production,

distribution, and consumption, and represent the labor performed in

guarding and protecting property at the expense of the State, in all

the processes of development and transformation. The State is thus

an active and important partner in all production. Without its

assistance and protection, production would be impeded or wholly
arrested. The soldier or policeman guards, while the citizen performs
his labor in safety. As a partner in all the forms of production and

business, the State must pay its expenses
—

i. e., its agents, for their

services; and its only means of paying are through its receipts from

taxation. Taxes, then, are clearly items of expense in all business,

the same as rent, fuel, cost of material, light, labor, waste, insurance,

clerical service, advertising, expressage, freight, and the like, and

on business principles they find their place on the pages of profit and

loss; and, like all other expenses which enter into the cost of produc-

tion, must finally be sustained by those who gratify their wants or

desires by consumption. Production is only a means, and consump-
tion is the end, and the consumer must pay in the end all the ex-

penses of production. Every dealer in domestic or imported mer-

chandise keeps on hand, at all times, upon his shelves, a stock of dif-

ferent and accumulated taxes—customs, internal revenue, State,

school, and municipal
—with his goods; and when we buy and carry
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away from any store or shop an article, we buy and carry away with

it the accompanying and inherential taxes.

Any primary taxpayer, who does not ultimately consume the

thing taxed, and who does not include the tax in the price of the

taxed property or its products, must literally throw away his money
and must soon become bankrupt and disappear as a competitor; and

accordingly the tax advancer will add the tax in his prices if he un-

derstands simple addition. How rapidly bankruptcy would befall

dealers in imported goods, wares, and merchandise in the United

States who did not strictly observe this rule will be realized when one

remembers that the average tax imposed by its Government (in

1896) on all dutiable imports is in excess of fifty per cent.

When Dr. Franklin was asked by a committee of the English
House of Commons, prior to the American Revolution, if the province
of Pennsylvania did not practically relieve farmers and other land-

owners from taxation, and at the same time impose a heavy tax on

merchants, to the injury of British trade, he answered that
"

if such

special tax was imposed, the merchants were experts with their pens,
and added the tax to the price of their goods, and thus made the

farmers and all landowners pay their part of the tax as consumers."

Taxes uniformly levied on all the subjects of taxation, and which

are not so excessive as to become a prohibition on the use of the thing-

taxed, become, therefore, a part of the cost of all production, distribu-

tion, and consumption, and diffuse and equate themselves by natural

laws in the same manner and in the same minute degree as all other

elements that constitute the expenses of production. We produce
to consume and consume to produce, and the cost of consumption, in-

cluding taxes, enters into the cost of production, and the cost of

production, including taxes, enters into the cost of consumption, and

thus taxes levied uniformly on things of the same class, by the laws of

competition, supply, and demand, and the all-pervading mediums of

labor, will be distributed, percussed, and repercussed to a remote de-

gree, until they finally fall upon every person, not in proportion to

his consumption of a given article, but in the proportion his con-

sumption bears to the aggregate consumption of the taxed com-

munity.
A great capitalist, like Mr. Astor, bears no greater burden of taxa-

tion (and can not be made to bear more by any laws that can be

properly termed tax laws) than the proportion which his aggre-

gate individual consumption bears to the aggregate individual

consumption of all others in his circuit of immediate competi-

tion; and as to his other taxes, he is a mere tax collector, or con-

duit, conducting taxes from his tenants or borrowers to the State or

city treasury. A whisky distiller is a tax conduit, or tax collector,
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and sells more taxes than the original cost of whisky, as finds proof
and illustration in the fact that the United States imposes a tax of

one dollar and ten cents per gallon on proof whisky which its manu-
facturer would be very glad to sell free of tax for an average of thir-

teen cents per gallon. The tax, furthermore, is required to be laid

before the whisky can be removed from the distillery or bonded ware-

house and allowed to become an article of merchandise. Tobacco in

like manner can not go into consumption till the tax is paid. In

Great Britain, where all tobacco consumed is imported, for every
3d. paid by the consumer, 2.5d. represents customs duties or taxes.

In Russia it is estimated that the Government annually requires of

its peasant producers one third the market value of their entire crop
of cereals in payment of their taxes, and fixes the time of collecting

the same in the autumn, when the peasant sells sufficient of his grain

(mainly for exportation), and with the purchase money meets the de-

mands of the tax collector. Can it be doubted that the sums thus ex-

torted enter into and form an essential part of the cost of the entire

crop or product of the land? It is, therefore, immaterial where the

process of manufacture takes place ;
the citizens of a State pay in pro-

portion to the quantity which they consume. The traveler who stops

at one of the great city hotels can not avoid reimbursing the owner

for the tax he primarily pays on the property; and the owner, in

respect to the taxation of his hotel property, is but a great and effect-

ive real-estate and diffused tax collector. Again, the farmer charges

taxes in the price of his products; the laborer, in his wages; the

clergyman, in his salary; the lender, in the interest he receives; the

lawyer, in his fees; and the manufacturer, in his goods.

The American Bible Society is always in part loaded with the

whisky and tobacco taxes paid by the printers, paper-makers, and book-

binders, or by the producers of articles consumed by these mechanics,

and reflected and embodied in their wages and the products of their

labor according to the degree of absence of competition from fellow-

mechanics who abstain from the use of these and other taxed articles.

These conclusions respecting the diffusion of taxes may be said to

be universally accepted by economists so far as they relate to the re-

sults of production before they reach the hands of the final con-

sumers; but they are not accepted by many, as Mr. Henry George
has recently expressed it, in respect to taxes on special profits or

advantages on things of which the supply is strictly limited, or of

wealth in the hands of final consumers, or in the course of distribution

by gift, and finally in respect to taxes on land. But a little examina-

tion would seem to show that all of these exceptions are of the kind

that are said to prove the rule. Special profits and advantages in

this age of quick diffusion of knowledge and intense competition are
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exceedingly ephemeral, and are mainly confined to results which the

State with a view of encouraging removes for a limited time from the

natural laws of competition by granting patents, copyrights, and fran-

chises. Of things which are strictly limited in respect to supply,
what and where are they? Only a very few can be specified: ivory,
Peruvian guano, whalebone, ambergris, and the pelts of the fur seal.

Of wealth in the process of transmission, or in the hands of final con-

sumers, it is not tangible wealth unless it is tangible property, which
conforms under any correct system of taxation to the principles of

taxation; and if any one advocates the taxation of the right to re-

ceive property which has already been taxed, he in effect advocates a

double exaction of one and the same thing. If it be asked, Will an

income tax on a person retired from business be diffused? the answer,

beyond question, must be in the affirmative, if the tax is uniform

on all persons and on all amounts, and is absolutely collected in

minute sums. Would any one pay the same price for a railroad bond
which is subject to an income tax as he would for it if it was free

from tax? If one's land is taxed, either in the form of rent or in-

come, will not the tenant have the burden primarily thrown upon
him? And, finally, will not the consumer of the tenant's goods pay

through or by reason of such consumption?

Respecting the incidence of the tax on mortgages, it does not make

any difference how mortgages are taxed—no earthly power can make
the lender pay it. If the borrower would not agree to pay the tax,

the lender would not loan him money, and whenever possible loans

would be foreclosed and payment insisted upon if the borrower

should refuse to pay the tax.

Let us next subject to analysis the incidence of the so-called taxa-

tion of land. Considered per se (or in itself), land, in common with

unappropriated air and water, has no value; and it can not in any
strict sense be affirmed that we tax land; and when such affirma-

tion is made, its only legitimate and justifiable meaning is that we
tax the value of land; which value is due entirely to the amount
of personal property (in the sense of embodied labor) expended upon
it, and the pressure or demand of such property or labor to use,

possess, and occupy it.

Yattel, in his Law of Nations, enunciates as a self-evident and

irrefutable proposition that
" Nature has not herself established

property, and in particular with regard to lands. She only approves
this introduction for the advantage of the human race."

One of the most striking examples of evidence in illustration and

proof of this proposition is to be found in an incident, which has

heretofore escaped attention, which occurred during a debate in the

Senate of the United States in 1890 on a bill for revision of duties
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on imports, in respect to the article borax (borate of soda). Formerly
the world's supply of this mineral substance, which enters largely into

industrial processes and medicine, was limited, and mainly derived

from certain hot springs in Tuscany, Italy; but within a compara-

tively recent period it has been found that it exists in such abundance
in certain of the desert regions of California, Nevada, and Arizona,
that it can be gathered with the minimum of labor from the very
surface of the ground. Were a single acre of similar desert to be

found in any section of a country enjoying the most ordinary privi-

leges in respect to transportation and water supply, it would be a

source of wealth to its proprietor. But under existing circumstances,

although thousands and thousands of acres of this land can be bought
with certain title from its owner—the Federal Government—for

two dollars and twenty-five cents an acre, no one wants it at any

price; and the prospective demand for it has not yet been sufficient

to warrant the Government in instituting even a survey as a pre-

liminary to effecting a sale. In the Senate debate above alluded to

it was proposed to increase the duty on imported borax, with the ex-

pectation that a consequent increase in its domestic price would

afford sufficient profit to induce such construction of roads and such a

supply of water and labor on the borax tracts of the deserts as to

enable them to become property.*
In the oases of the deserts of North Africa and Egypt the value

of a tract of land depends very little upon its size or location, but

almost exclusively upon the number of the date-bearing palms, the

result of labor, growing upon it, and the quality of their fruit.

John Bright on one occasion stated that if the land of Ireland were

stripped of the improvements made upon it by the labor of the occu-

pier, the face of the country would be "
as bare and naked as an

American prairie."

An exact parallel to this state of things is afforded in the case of

lands of no value reclaimed from the sea and made valuable, as has

been often done in England, Holland, and other countries, by em-

bodying labor upon them in the shape of restraining embankments

and the transportation and use of filling material. Again, the value

of springs or running streams of water is generally limited and of

little account. But when, through direct labor, or the results of labor,

the water is collected in reservoirs and made the instrumentality of

* " Senator Paddock : I should like to ask the Senator from Nevada if, in the region of

country where borax is found, by reason of finding it the land in the particular State or

Territory is appreciated in value on account of its existence.

" Senator Stewart : Not at all.

"Senator Paddock: The value then given to it is all in labor."— Congressional Record,

July, 1890.
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imparting power to machinery, or conducted through conduits to

centers of population which otherwise could not obtain it, it becomes

extremely valuable, and capable of being sold in large or small quan-
tities. Another similar illustration is to be found in the case of

atmospheric air, which in its natural and ordinary state has no mar-

ketable value, but when compressed by labor embodied in the form
of machinery and made capable of transmitting force, it at once be-

comes endowed with value and can be sold at a high price.

An opinion entertained and strongly advocated by not a few
economic writers and teachers of repute (more especially in Europe,
but not in the United States)

*
is, that taxes on land do not diffuse

themselves, but fall wholly on the landowner, and that there is no

way in which he can throw it off and cause any considerable part of

them to be paid by anybody else. The concrete argument in support
of this opinion has been thus stated :

" When land is taxed, the owner
can not, as a general rule, escape the tax, for the reason that, to get
rid of the tax, the price of the land or of the rent must be raised the

full amount of the tax, and the only way in which this can be done is

by reducing the supply or quantity offered in market, or else by in-

creasing the demand. The supply of land can not be reduced, and

the demand being created by capital and population, both of which

are beyond the control of the landowner, he can do nothing to raise

the price of land, and hence can not get rid of the tax. It may be

stated, then, as a general rule, that a tax on land, or on any com-

modity the supply of which is limited absolutely, must be paid by
the owner. It is possible to suggest cases in which, through com-

bination of owners and the necessities of consumers, a demand mav
be created strong enough to raise the price to the full amount of such

tax, but it is doubted if such cases ever really occur." f
The source of the contention on this important economic and

social question, and the difficulty in the way of the attainment of

harmonious conclusions, is due to a nonrecognition of the fact that

land is taxed under two conditions, and can not be taxed otherwise.

Thus, if a person holds land for his exclusive use or enjoyment, and

consumes all of its product, a tax on such land, which has been char-

acterized by some economists as, its
"
pure rent," will not diffuse

* " In America, where there has been but little serious study of taxation, the few writers

of prominence are, remarkable to relate, almost all abject followers of Thiers," the French

economist and statesman, who claimed to have invented the term " diffusion
"
of taxes.

f
" Our conclusion is, that under actual conditions in America to-day the landowner may

virtually be declared to pay in the last instance the taxes that are imposed on his land, and

that at all events it is absolutely erroneous to assume any general shifting to the consumer-

In so far as our land tax is a part of a general property tax, it can not possibly be shifted ;

in so far as it is more or less an exclusive tax, it is even then apt to remain where it is first

put—on the landowner."—Seligman : Incidence of Taxation, p. 99.
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itself, because it is a tax on personal enjoyment or final consumption.
The same is the case when a portion of a river or lake or its shore

is rented for fishing for the purposes of sport. A like result will also

follow, in a greater or less degree, from the inability or unwillingness
of tenants, as has been often the case in Ireland, to pay rent suf-

ficient to reimburse the landowner for interest on his investment of

capital and cost of repairs. But if one employs land as an instru-

mentality for acquiring gain through its uses, the taxation of land

must include the taxation of its uses—its contents, all that rests upon
it, all that is produced, sold, expended, manufactured, or transported
on it—and all such taxes will diffuse themselves. On the other hand,
if the taxation of land under such circumstances and conditions does

not diffuse itself, then the taking is simply a process of confiscation,

which if continued will ultimately rob the owner of his property, and

is not governed by any principle.

It is indeed difficult to see how a theory so wholly inapplicable
to fact and experience as that of the nondiffusion of taxes on land—
which makes property in land an exception to the rule acknowledged
to be applicable to all other property

—could originate and be

strenuously maintained to the extent even of stigmatizing any oppo-
site view "

as so very superficial as scarcely to deserve a refutation." *

!No little of confusion and controversy on this subject has arisen from

the assumption that land specifically, and the rent of land, constitute

two distinct and legitimate subjects for taxation, when the fact is just

the contrary. The rent of land is in the nature of an income to its

owner; and it is an economic axiom that when a government taxes

the income of property it in reality taxes the property itself. In Eng-
land and on the continent of Europe land is generally taxed on its

yearly income or income value, and these taxes are always considered

as land taxes. Alexander Hamilton, in discussing the taxation of

incomes derived directly from property, used this language :

"
What,

in fact, is property but a fiction, without the beneficial use of it? In

many instances, indeed, the income is the property itself." The
United States Supreme Court, in its recent decision of the income

tax (1895), also practically indorsed this conclusion. To levy taxes

on the rent of land and also upon the land itself is, therefore, double

taxation on one and the same property, which in common with all

other unequal and unjust taxes can not be diffused; and for this

reason should be regarded as in the nature of exactions or confiscation,

concerning the incidence of which nothing can be safely predicated.

In short, this whole discussion, and the unwarranted assumption in-

volved in it and largely accepted, is an illustration of what may be

regarded as a maxim, that the greatest errors in political economy
*
Seligman. Shifting and Incidence of Taxation.
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have arisen from overlooking the most obvious facts or deductions

from experience.

With a purpose of further elucidating this problem, attention is

asked first to its consideration from an "
abstract," and next from

a practical standpoint of view. Let us endeavor to clearly understand

the common meaning of the word "
rent." It is derived from the

Latin reddita,
"
things given back or paid," and in plain English is a

word for price or hire. It may be the hire of anything. It is the price
we pay for the right of exclusive use over something which is not our

own. Thus we speak of the rent of land, of buildings and apartments,
of a fishery, of boats, of water, of an opera box, of a piano, sewing ma-

chines, furniture, vehicles, and the like. In Scotland at the present
time farmers hire cows to dairymen, who pay an agreed-upon price

by the year or for a term of years for each cow, and reimburse them-

selves for such payment and make a profit on the transaction by the

sale of the products of the animal. This hire is called a rent, and is

clearly the same in kind as the rent of land. We do not apply the

word "
hire

"
to the employment of men, because we have a separate

word—"
wages

"—for that particular case of hire. Neither do we

apply the word "
rent

"
in English to the hire of money, because we

have another separate word—"
interest

"—which has come into spe-

cial use for the price paid for the loan or hire of money. But in the

French language the word rent is habitually and specially used to

signify the price of the hire money, and that of "
rentes

"
to

investments of money paying interest; the Erench national

debt being always spoken of as
"

les rentes
"

;
while the men who

live on the lending of money, or capital in any form, are called
"
rentiers."

The question next naturally arises, Why is it necessary to set

up any special theory at all about the natural disposition of the price

which we pay for the hire of land, any more than about the price we

pay for the hire of a house, of furniture, of a boat, of an opera box,

or of a cow? The particular kind of use to which we put each of

these various things is no doubt very different from the kind of use

to which we put each or all the others. But all of these uses resolve

themselves into the desire we have to derive some pleasure or some

profit by the possession for a time of the right of exclusive use of

something which is not our own, and for which we must pay the price,

not of purchase, but of hire.

The explanation of this curious economic phenomenon is to be

found in the assumption and positive assertion on the part of not a

few distinguished economists that the truly scientific and only cor-

rect use of the term "
rent

"
is its application to the

" income derived

from things of all kinds of which the supply is limited, and can not be

TOL. LIT.—36
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increased by man's action." * As a rule, economists who accept this

definition confine its application to the hire of land alone, although it

professes to include other things,
"
of all kinds," to which the same

description applies
—

namely, that they can not be increased in quan-

tity by any human action. There are, however, no such other things

specified, and in any literal sense there are no such other things ex-

isting, unless water and the atmosphere be intended.

Now, although it is indisputably true that man by his action

can not increase the absolute or total quantity of land, any more than

of water and air, appertaining to the whole globe on which we live,

there is practically no limitation to the degree of value which man's

action can impart to land, and which is the only thing for which land

is wanted, bought, or sold, and which, as already shown, can be truly
made the subject of taxation. The tracts of land on the earth's sur-

face which are of no present marketable value are its deserts, its

wildernesses, the sides and summits of its mountains, and its con-

tinually frozen zones, where no results of labor are embodied in or

reflected upon it; while, on the other hand, its tracts of greatest

value are in the large cities and marts of trade and commerce, as in

the vicinity of the Bank of England, or in Wall Street, where the re-

sults of labor are so concentrated and reflected upon land that it is

necessary to cover it with gold in order to acquire by purchase a title

to it and a right to its exclusive use. The difference between land

at twenty-five dollars an acre and twenty-five dollars a square foot is

simply that the latter is or may be in the near future covered or sur-

rounded by capital and business, while the former is remote from
these sources of value. One of the greatest possible, perhaps prob-

able, outcomes of the modern progress of chemistry is that through
the utilization of microbic organizations the value of land as an in-

strumentality for the production of food may be increased to an ex-

tent that at the present time is hardly possible of conception. Again,
in the case of air and water, although their total absolute quantity
can not be increased, their available and useful quantity in any

place, as before shown, can be by the agency of man, and their use

made subject to hire or rent.

Consideration is next asked to the question at issue from what

may be termed its practical standpoint. We have first a proposition
in the nature of an economic axiom, that the price of everything

necessary for production, or the hire of anything
—

land, money, and

the like—without which the product could not arise, is, and must be,

without exception, a part of the cost of that product; second, that

all levies of the State which are worthy of being designated as taxes

constitute an essential element of the cost of all products. The rent

* Professor Marshall.
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of an opera box, given to obtain a mere pleasure, constitutes a part
of the fund out of which the musicians are paid, and if they are not

so paid they will not play or sing. The rent given for the right to fish

on a certain part of a river or its shores is a part of the cost of pro-

ducing the fish as a marketable commodity. If a house is hired for

the purpose of conducting any business in it, the price of that hire

does most certainly enter into the cost of that business, whatever it

may be, assuming that the use of the house is a necessity for carrying
it on. As no man will produce a commodity by which he is sure to

lose money, or fail to obtain the ordinary rate of profit, the tax must

be added to the price, or the production will cease. If a uniform tax

is imposed on all land occupied, it will be paid by the occupier, be-

cause occupation (house-building) will cease until the rent rises suf-

ficiently to cover the tax. The landlord assesses upon his tenants the

tax he has paid upon his real estate; each tenant assesses his share

upon each of his customers; and so perfect is this diffusion of land

taxation that every traveler from a distant part of the country who
remains for even a single day at a hotel pays, without stopping to think

about it, a portion of the taxes on the building, first paid by the

owner, then assessed upon the lessees, and next cut up by them

minutely in the per diem charge. But of course neither the owner

nor lessee really escapes taxation, because a portion of somebody
else's tax is thrown back upon them.

Is it possible to believe that in a city like New York, where less

than four per cent of its population pay any direct tax on real estate,

or in a city like Montreal, where the expenses of the city are mainly
derived from taxes on land and the building occupancy of land, the

great majority of the inhabitants of those cities are exempt from all

land taxation? In China, where, as before shown, the title or owner-

ship of all land vests in the emperor, and the revenue of the Govern-

ment is almost exclusively derived from taxation of land in the form

of rent, does the burden of tax remain upon the owne? of the land?

If the tax in the form of rent is paid in the products of the land, as

undoubtedly it is in part, will not the cost of the percentage of the

whole product of the land that is thus taken increase to the renter

the cost of the percentage that is left to him
; or, if the product is

sold for money with which to pay the tax rent, will not its selling

price embody the cost of the tax, as it will the cost of every other

thing necessary for production? To affirm to the contrary is to

say that the price which the Chinese farmer pays for the right

of the exclusive use of his land is no part of the crops he may raise

upon it.

Consider next the assertion of those who maintain the nondif-

fusion theory that taxes on land are paid by the owners because the
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supply of land can neither be increased nor diminished. In answer

to it we have the indisputable fact that the owners of land, when-
ever taxes are increased, attempt to obtain an increased rental for

it if the circumstances will permit it. And the very attempt tends

to increase the rent. Nothing but adverse circumstances, such as

diminishing population or commercial and industrial distress, can

prevent a rise in the rental of land on which the taxes are increased
;

and in the case of dwellings and warehouses the rise is almost always

very prompt, because no man will erect new dwellings or warehouses

unless their rent compensate fully the increase of taxation. And in

any prosperous community, in which population increases in the

natural ratio, there must be a constant increase of dwellings and

warehouses to prevent a rise of rent, independent of higher wages
and higher taxation. In no other occupation is capital surer of ob-

taining the average net remuneration than in the erection of dwell-

ings and warehouses, and nothing but lack of general prosperity and

diminishing population can throw the burden of taxation on real

estate or its owners, without the slightest attempt at combination on

their part. If the owners of land are not reimbursed for its taxation

by its occupants, new houses
" would not be erected, the old ones

would wear out, and after a time the supply would be so small that

the demand would raise rents, and house building begin again, the

tax having been transferred to the occupier."
It is pertinent at this point to notice the averment that is fre-

quently made, that cultivators of the soil can not incorporate taxes

on the land in the price of their products, because the price of

their whole crop is fixed by the price at which any portion of it can

be sold in foreign markets. In answer to this we have first the fact

that, to give the population of the world an adequate supply of

food and other agricultural products, it is not only necessary that all

the land at present under cultivation shall continue to be so em-

ployed, but further that new lands shall each year be brought under

cultivation, or else the land already cultivated shall be made more

productive.

The population of the world steadily increases, notwithstanding

wars, epidemics, and all the evils which are consequences of man's

ignorance and of his improper use of things, his own faculties in-

cluded. Hence, in case of increased taxation on land, the cultivator

of the soil is generally enabled to transfer easily and promptly the

burden of the tax to the purchasers of the products he raises, without

abandoning the cultivation even of the least productive soil.

Furthermore, the exports of many agricultural products are due

not to the cheapness of their cost of production, but to the variations

which occur in the productiveness of the crops of other countries. M.
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Rouher, a French economist, and for a period a minister of commerce,
thoroughly investigated this matter, and proved by incontestable data

that almost invariably when the yield of breadstuffs in Europe was

large in the country drained by the Black and Baltic Seas, it was small

in the countries drained by the Atlantic. This variation in the yield
of agricultural crops forces the countries where crops are deficient

to purchase from those where they are abundant, or who have a sur-

plus on hand from previous abundant harvests. In the United

States, when the harvests are abundant, the American farmers, rather

than sell below a certain price, keep a portion of their crops on hand
until bad crops in Europe produce a foreign demand, which has to be

supplied at once. Under such circumstances those who hold the

surplus stock of breadstuffs, or any other product, would control the

price, and not the foreigners who stand in need of it. The only check,

then, to the cupidity of the holders of breadstuifs is the competition
between themselves, which invariably suffices to prevent any undue

advantage being taken of the necessities of the countries whose har-

vests are deficient. These bad crops occur frequently enough to con-

sume all the surplus of the countries that produce in excess of their

own wants. In fact, this transient, irregular demand is counted upon
and provided for by producers just as much so as the regular home
demand—hence is one of the elements that regulate production and
control prices.

At this point of the discussion it is desirable to obtain a clear and
true idea of the meaning or definition of the phrase

"
diffusion of

taxes." As sometimes used in popular and superficial discussions, it

is held to imply that every tax imposed by law distributes itself

equitably over the whole surface of society. Such implication would,

however, be even more fallacious than an assumption that every ex-

penditure made by an individual distributes itself in such a way that

it becomes equally an expenditure by every other individual. On
the other hand, a fair consideration of the foregoing summary of facts

and deductions would seem to compel every mind not previously

warped by prejudice to accept and indorse the following as great
fundamental principles in taxation: First, that in order to burden

equitably and uniformly all persons and property, for the purpose
of obtaining revenue for public purposes, it is not necessary to tax

primarily and uniformly all persons and property within the taxing
district. Second, equality of taxation consists in a uniform assess-

ment of the same articles or class of property that is subject to taxa-

tion. Third, taxes under such a system equate and diffuse them-

selves; and if levied with certainty and uniformity upon tangible

property and fixed signs of property, they will, by a diffusion and

repercussion, reach and burden all visible property, and also all of
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the so-called
"
invisible and intangible

"
property, with unerring

certainty and equality.

All taxation ultimately and necessarily falls on consumption ;
and

the burden of every man, under any equitable system of taxation,

and which no effort will enable him to avoid, will be in the exact pro-

portion or ratio which his aggregate consumption maintains to the

aggregate consumption of the taxing district, State, or community of

which he is a member.
It is not, however, contended that unequal taxation on competi-

tors of the same class, persons, or things diffuses itself whether such

inequality be the result of intention or of defective laws, and their

more defective administration. And doubtless one prime reason why
economists and others interested have not accepted the law of dif-

fusion of taxes as here given is that they see, as the practical workings
of the tax systems they live under, or have become practically fa-

miliar with, that taxes in many instances do seem to remain on the

person who immediately pays them
;
and fail to see that such result is

due—as in the case of the taxation of large classes of the so-called

personal property
—to the adoption of a system which does not per-

mit of equality in assessment, and therefore can not be followed by

anything of equality in diffusion. Such persons may not unfairly be

compared to physicists, who, constantly working with imperfect in-

struments, and constantly obtaining, in consequence, defective re-

sults, come at last to regard their errors as in the nature of established

truths.*

* In a like experience the Duke of Argyll, in his work The Unseen Foundations of Soci-

ety, finds an explanation of the so-called theory of Ricardo, that the rent which a farmer

of agricultural land pays as the price of its hire—that is to say, the price which he pays for

the exclusive use of it—is no part of the cost of the crops he may raise upon it
;
a conclu-

sion that can not be possibly true, unless it be also true that rent is paid for something that

is not an indispensable condition of agricultural production. "Thus rights are in their very

nature impalpable and invisible. They are not material things, but relations between many
material things and the human mind and will. The right of exclusive use over land is a

thing invisible and immaterial, as other rights are, and, although it is, and has been since

the world began, the basis of all agricultural industry, it is a basis impalpable and invisible,

whereas the material visible implements and tools, whose work depends upon it, are all visi-

ble and palpable enough, and all of which would never be were we to see them without the

invisible rights upon which they depend. All of the former, in their place and order, are

instruments of production ;
all of them catch the eye, and may easily engross the attention.

On the other hand, if we are induced to forget those other elements, which are equally

essential instruments of production, merely because they are out of sight, then our decep-

tion may be complete, and fallacies which become glaring when memory and attention are

awakened may find in our half vacant minds an easy and even a cordial reception."

Adam Smith may be fairly considered as having fully committed himself beyond all con-

troversy in his great work, The Wealth of Nations, to the principle that taxes, with a degree

of infallibility, diffuse themselves when they are levied uniformly on the same article
;
and

he even goes so far as to admit that a tax upon labor, if it could be uniformly levied
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According to these conclusions, the greatest consumers must be

the greatest taxpayers. The man also who evades a tax clearly robs

his neighbors. The thief also pays taxes indirectly, for he is a con-

sumer, and must pay the advanced price caused by his own roguery
for all he consumes, although he does steal the money to pay with.

Idlers and even tramps pay taxes, but the amount that they indirectly

pay into the fund is much less than they take out of it. People are

sometimes referred to or characterized as non-taxpayers, and in

political harangues and socialistic essays measures or policies are

recommended by which certain persons or classes, by reason of their

extreme poverty, shall be entirely exempt from all incidence or bur-

den of taxation. Such a person does not, however, exist in any
civilized community. If one could be found he would be a greater

curiosity than exists in any museum. To avoid taxation a man must

go into an unsettled wilderness where he has no neighbors, for as

soon as he has a companion, if that companion be only a dog,

and collected, would be diffused, and that the laborer would be the mere conduit through

which the tax would pass to the public treasury. Thus he says,
" While the demand for

labor and the price of provisions, therefore, remain the same, a direct tax upon wages can

have no other effect than to raise them somewhat higher than the tax."

The German economist Bluntschli, who has carefully studied this question of the final

incidence of all just and equitable taxes, is in substantial agreement with the above conclu-

sions, but prefers to use a different term for characterizing such finality than consumption,

and expresses himself as follows :

" In the end taxes fall on enjoyments. Hence the amount

of each man's enjoyments and not his income is the justest measure of taxation." (Blunt-

schli, vol. x, p. 146.)

M. Thiers, the French statesman and economist, was also a believer and earnest advo-

cate of the theory of the diffusion of taxes, and lays down his principles in the following

words :

" Taxes are shifted indefinitely, and tend to become a part of the price of commodi-

ties, to such an extent that every one bears his share, not in proportion to what he pays the

state, but in proportion to what he consumes." And in his book Rights to Property he thus

illustrates the method in which taxation diffuses itself :

" In the same manner as our

senses, deceived by appearances, tell us that it is the sun which moves and not the earth,

so a particular tax appears to fall upon one class, and another tax upon another class,

when in reality it is not so. The tax really best suited to the poorest member of society is

that which is best suited to the general fortune of the state
;
a fortune which is much more

for the possession and enjoyment of the poor man than it is for the rich
;
a fact of which

we are never sufficiently convinced. But of the manner, nevertheless, in which taxes are

divided among the different classes of the state, the most certain thing we can say is : That

they are divided in proportion to what each man consumes, and for a reason not generally

recognized or understood, namely, that taxes are reflected, as it were, to infinity, and from

reflection to reflection become eventually an integral part of the prices of things. Hence

the greatest purchasers and consumers are everywhere the greatest taxpayers. This is

what I call
'

diffusion of taxation,'' to borrow a term from physical science, which applies

the expression
' diffusion of light

' to those numberless reflections, in consequence of which

the light which has penetrated the slightest aperture spreads itself around in every direc-

tion, and in such a manner as to reach all the objects which it renders visible. So a tax

which at first sight appears to be paid directly, in reality is only advanced by the individual

who is first called upon to pay it."
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which he in part or all supports, taxation begins, and the more

companions he has, the greater improvements he makes, and the

higher civilization he enjoys, the heavier will be the taxes he
must pay.

Taxes legitimately levied, then, are a part of the cost of all pro-

duction, and there can be no more tendency for taxes to remain upon
the persons who immediately pay them than there is for rents, the

cost of insurance, water supply, and fuel to follow the same law.

The person who wishes to use or destroy the utility of property

by consumption to gratify his desires, or satisfy his wants, can not

obtain it from the owners or producers with their consent, except by
gift, without giving pay or services for it; and the average price of

all property is coincident with the cost of production, including the

taxes advanced upon it, which are a part of its cost in the hands of the

seller. Again, no person who produces any form of property or

utility, for the purpose of sale or rent, sustains any burden of legiti-

mate taxation, although he may be a tax advancer; for, as a tax

advancer, he is the agent of the State, and a tax collector from the

consumer. But he who produces or buys, and does not sell or rent,

but consumes, is the taxpayer, and sustains a tax in his aggregate con-

sumption, where all taxation must ultimately rest. In short, no per-

son bears the burden of taxation, under an equitable, legitimate

system, except upon the property which he applies to his own exclu-

sive use in ultimate consumption. The great consumer is the only

great taxpayer.

Finally, a great economic law pointed out by Adam Smith, which

has an important and almost conclusive bearing upon this vexed

problem of the diffusion of taxes, should not be overlooked—namely,
his statement in The Wealth of Nations that

" no tax can ever reduce

for any considerable time the rate of profit in any particular trade,

which must always keep its level with other trades in the neighbor-
hood." In other words, taxes and profits, by the operation of the laws

of human nature, constantly tend to equate themselves. Man is

always prompted to engage in the most profitable occupation and to

make the most profitable investment. And since the emancipation
from feudalism with its sumptuary laws, legal regulations of the

price of labor and merchandise, and other arbitrary governmental in-

vasions of private rights, individual judgment and self-interest have

been recognized as the best tests or arbiters of the profitableness of a

given investment or occupation. The average profits, therefore, of

one form of investment, or of one occupation (as originally shown by
Adam Smith), must for any long period equal the average profits of

other investments and occupations, whether taxed or untaxed, skill,

risk, and agreeableness of occupation being taken into considera-
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lion.* Natural laws will, accordingly, always produce an equilibrium
of burden between taxed and untaxed things and persons. There is

a level of profit and a level of taxation by natural laws, as there is a

level of the ocean by natural laws. In fact, all proportional con-

tributions to the State from direct competitors are diffused upon per-

sons and things in the taxing jurisdiction by a uniformity as manifest

as is the pressure upon water, which is known to be equal in every
direction.

A word here in reference to the popular idea that the exemption
of any form of property is to grant a favor to those who possess such

property. This idea has, however, no warrant for its acceptance.

Thus, an exemption is freedom from a burden or service to which

others are liable; but in case of the exclusion of an entire class of

property from primary taxation, no person is liable, and therefore

there is no exemption. An exclusion of all milk from taxation, while

whisky is taxed, is not an exemption, for the two are not competing

articles, or articles of the same class. It is true that highly excessive

taxation of a given article may cause another and similar article, in

some instances, to become a substitute or competing article; and

hence the necessity of care and moderation in establishing the rate of

taxation. We do not consider that putting a given article into the

free list, under the tariff, is an exemption to any particular indi-

vidual; but if we make the rate higher on one taxpayer or on one

importer of the same article than on another taxpayer or importer,

we grant an exemption. We use the word "
exemption," therefore,

imperfectly, when we speak of
"
the exemption of an entire class of

* As applied to the wages of labor, the truth of this principle is equally incontestable.

*' The sewing girl performing her toilsome work by the needle at one dollar a day, the street

sweeper working the mud with his broom at a dollar and a half, the skilled laborer at two

and three dollars, the professor at five, the editor at five or ten, the artist and the songstress

at ten or five hundred dollars a day are all members of the working classes, though working

at different rates. And it is only the difference in their effectiveness that causes the differ-

ence in their earnings. Bring them all to the same point of efficiency, and their earnings

also will be the same."— W. Jungst, CincinnaU.

John Locke, in his treatise On the Standard of Value, treats of taxation, and shows

conclusively that if all lands were nominally free from taxation, the owners of lands

would proportionally pay more taxes than now, because the same amount of money must

continue to be collected in some form, and the average profits of lands would only be equal

to the average profits of other investments
;
and further, that the expense and annoyance

(another form of expense) would be increased if the tax were exclusively levied in the first

instance upon personal property ;
and hence the landowner would be burdened with his

proportion of the unnecessary expense and annoyance. He also shows that you may change

the form of a uniform tax, but that you can not change the burden
;
and that the change

will increase the burden, if the new system is more expensive and annoying than the old.

Locke wrote nearly a century before Adam Smith published his Wealth of Nations, and it

would seem probable that Smith acquired his ideas relative to the average profits of invest-

ments from Locke.

vol. liv.—37
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property," as, for example, upon all personal property; for if the

removal of the burden operates uniformly on all interested, or own-

ing such property, then there can be no primary exemption.

THE GKEAT BOMBARDMENT.
By CHARLES F. HOLDER.

A THIN stratum of air, an invisible armor of great tenuity,
lies between man and the menace of possible annihilation.

The regions of space beyond our planet are filled with flying frag-
ments. Some meet the earth in its onward rush; others, having
attained inconceivable velocity, overtake and crash into the whirling

sphere with loud detonation and ominous glare, finding destruction

in its molecular armor, or perhaps ricocheting from it again into the

unknown. Some come singly, vagrant fragments from the infinity

of space; others fall in showers like golden rain; all constituting a

bombardment apjDalling in its magnitude. It has been estimated that

every twenty-four hours the earth or its atmosphere is struck by
four hundred million missiles of iron or stone, ranging from an

ounce up to tons in weight. Every month there rushes upon the

flying globe at least twelve billion iron and stone fragments, which,
with lurid accompaniment, crash into the circumambient atmosphere.

Owing to the resistance offered by the air, few of these solid shots

strike the earth. They move out of space with a possible velocity of

thirty or forty miles per second, and, like moths, plunge into the

revolving globe, lured to their destruction by its fatal attraction. The
moment they enter our atmosphere they ignite; the air is piled up
and compressed ahead of them with inconceivable force, the resultant

friction producing an immediate rise in temperature, and the shoot-

ing star, the meteor of popular parlance, is the result.

A simple experiment, made by Joule and Thomson, well illus-

trates the possibility of this rise in temperature by atmospheric fric-

tion. If a wire is whirled through the air at a rate of one hundred

and seventy-five feet per second, a rise of one degree, centigrade, will

be noticed. If the revolutions are increased to three hundred and

seventy-two feet per second, the elevation will be 5.3° C. If the

temperature increases as the square of the velocity, a rate of speed

Note.—The meteors shown in the two ideal pictures are, of course, entirely dispropor-

tionate in size to the earth and stars. If seen by an observer above the earth, we might

imagine an envelope of light around the globe from the continuous ignition of the 150,000,-

000,000 or more meteors which it is estimated strike the earth every year ; in which case,

the striking meteors would be represented in the illustrations as a thin light line surround-

ing the atmospheric envelope of the earth.
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of twenty miles per second would develop a temperature not far

from 360,000° C, which is probably far less than that at the sur-

face of the ordinary meteor as it is seen blazing through our atmos-

phere. If the meteor is small it is often consumed by the intense

heat generated; but larger fragments, owing to their velocity and

Ideal View of the Earth as it is Bombarded by the Estimated Four Hundred Mil-

lion Meteorites every Twenty-four Hours.

the fact that they are poor conductors of heat and burn slowly, reach

the surface and bury themselves in the sea or earth. But few escape
the inevitable consequences of the contact, and of the untold millions

which have struck the earth within the memory of man but five

hundred and thirty have been seen to fall. The phenomena associ-

ated with the plunging meteor is most interesting. A blaze of light,
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as the terrific beat ignites the iron, announces its entrance into our

atmosphere. It may be red, yellow, white, green, or blue, all these

hues having been observed. Then follows the explosion, caused by
the contact with the air piled up ahead, and in certain instances a

loud detonation or a series of noises is heard, which may be repeated

indefinitely until the meteoric mass is completely destroyed, and

drops, a shower of disintegrated particles, which fall rattling to the

ground.
The blaze of light does not continue to the earth, nor does the

meteor, should it survive, strike the ground with the velocity with

which it entered the atmosphere, as the latter often arrests its motion

so completely that it drops upon the earth by its own weight, well

illustrated by the meteorites of the Hesslefall, which dropped upon
ice but a few inches thick, rebounding as they fell. Thus the atmos-

phere protects the inhabitants of the globe from a terrific bombard-

ment by destroying many of the largest meteorites, reducing the size

of others before they reach the surface and arresting the velocity so

that few bury themselves deeply in the soil.

The writer observed a remarkable meteor in 1894. It entered

our atmosphere, apparently, over the Mojave Desert, in California,

and exploded over the San Gabriel Valley, though without any ap-

preciable sound, and after the first flash disappeared, leaving in the

air a large balloon-shaped object of yellow light which lasted some

moments, presenting a remarkable spectacle. In this instance the

meteor had probably exploded or been consumed, leaving only the

light to tell the story, the atmospheric armor of the earth having

successfully warded off the blow.

Viewing the facts as they exist, the earth, a seeming fugitive mass

flying through space, vainly endeavoring to break the bonds which

bind it to the sun, hunted, bombarded with strange missiles hurled

from unseen hands or forces from the infinity of space, it is little

wonder that the ancients and some savage races of later times in-

vested the phenomena with strange meanings. It requires but little

imagination to see in the flying earth a living monster followed by

shadowy furies which hurl themselves upon it, now vainly attempt-

ing to reach the air-protected body or again striking it with terrific

force, lodging deep in its sides amid loud reverberation and dazzling

blaze of light.

Meteorites have been known from the very earliest times, and

have often been regarded as miraculous creatures to be worshiped

and handed down from family to family. The famous meteorite

which fell in Phrygia, centuries ago, was worshiped as Cybele,
"
the

mother of the gods," and about the year 204 b. c. was carried to

Rome with much display and ceremony, when people of all classes
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fell down before it, deeming it a messenger from the gods. Diana
of Ephesus and the famous Cyprian Venus were, in all probability,
meteoric stones which were seen to fall, and were worshiped for the

same reason as above. Livy describes a shower of meteorites which

fell about the Alban Mount 652 b. c. The senate was demoralized,
and certain prophets announced it a warning from heaven, so im-

pressing the lawmakers that they declared a nine-days' festival with

which to propitiate the gods. The visitor to Mecca will find en-

shrined in a place of honor a meteorite which can be traced back be-

yond 600 a. d., and which is worshiped by pilgrims. The Tartars

pointed out a meteorite to Pallas, in 1772, which had fallen at

Krasnojarsk, and which they considered a holy messenger from

heaven. A large body of meteoric iron found in Wichita County,

Texas, was regarded by the Indians as a fetich. They told strangers
that it came from the sky as a messenger from the Great Spirit.

This meteorite was stationed at a point where two Indian trails met,
and was observed and worshiped as a shrine.

The Chinese have records of meteors which fell 644 b. c. The
oldest authentic fall in which the stone is preserved is that of

Ensisheim, Elsass, Germany, in 1492. The stone, which weighed
two hundred and sixty pounds, fell with a loud roar, much to the

dismay of the peasantry, penetrating the ground to a depth of five

feet. It was secured by King Maximilian, who, after presenting the

Duke Sigismund with a section, hung the remainder in the parish

church as a holy relic, where, it is said, it may still be seen.

Meteorites vary in size from minute objects not larger than a pea
to masses of iron of enormous size. The Chupaderos meteorite, which

fell in Chihuahua, Mexico, weighs twenty-five tons. Another, which

fell in Kansas, broke into myriads of pieces, the sections found

weighing thirteen hundred pounds. A meteorite in the Vienna

Museum, which fell in Hungary, weighs six hundred and forty-seven

pounds, while the Cranbourne meteorite in the British Museum

weighs four tons. The Red River meteorite in the Yale Museum

weighs sixteen hundred and thirty pounds. The largest meteorite

known was discovered within the Arctic Circle by Lieutenant Peary.

The Eskimos had known of it for generations as a source of supply
for iron. It was found by Lieutenant Peary in May, 1894, but,

owing to its enormous weight, could not be removed until the sum-

mer of 1897, when, after much labor, it was excavated and hoisted

into the hold of the steam whaling bark Hope and carried to New
York, where it has found a resting place in the cabinet of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History. It is believed to weigh one hun-

dred tons.

Up to 1772 the stories of bodies falling from space were not
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entertained seriously by scientific men. So eminent a scientist as

Lavoisier, after thoroughly investigating a case, decided that it

was merely a stone which had been struck by lightning. Falls

finally occurred which demonstrated beyond dispute that the missiles

came from space, and science recognized the fact that the earth was

literally being bombarded, and that human safety was due to the

atmospheric armor, scarcely one hundred miles thick, that enveloped
the earth. Instances of the destruction of human life from this cause

are very rare. Some years ago a meteorite crushed into the home of

an Italian peasant, killing the occupant ;
and cattle have been known

to be destroyed by them; but such instances are exceptional. In

1660 a meteorite fell at Milan, on the authority of the Italian

physicist Paolo Maria Tezzayo, killing a Franciscan monk. Hum-
boldt is authority for the statement that a monk was struck dead by a

meteorite at Crema, September 4, 1511; and in 1674, on the same

authority, a meteorite struck a ship at sea and killed two Swedish

sailors.

In December, 1795, at Wold Cottage, in Yorkshire, England, a

stone weighing fifty pounds dashed through the air with a loud roar,

alarming people in the vicinity, and burying itself in the ground
not thirty feet from a laborer. This mass, though undoubtedly

traveling, when it struck our atmosphere, at a rate of at least thirty

miles a second, was checked so completely that it sank but twelve

inches into the soft chalk. Great as is the heat generated during the

passage of a meteorite through the air, it does not always permeate
the entire body. This was well illustrated in the case of the meteorite

which fell at Dhurmsala, Kangra, Punjaub, India, in 1860, frag-
ments of which can be seen in the Field Museum in Chicago. Of it

Dr. Oliver C. Farington says: "The fragments were so cold as to

benumb the fingers of those who collected them. This is perhaps
the only instance known in which the cold of space has become per-

ceptible to human senses."

Some of the individual falls during recent years have attracted

widespread attention. One of the most remarkable is known as the

Great Kansas Meteor. It was evidently of large size, flashing into

sight eighty or ninety miles from the earth, on the 20th of June,

1876, over the State of Kansas. To the first observers it appeared to

come from the vicinitv of the moon, and resembled a small moon
or a gigantic fire ball, blazing brightly, and creating terror and

amazement among thousands of spectators who witnessed its flight.

It passed to the east, disappearing near the horizon in a blaze of light.

The entire passage occupied nearly fifty seconds, being visible to the

inhabitants of Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois,

Michigan, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.
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This visitor created the greatest alarm and apprehension along
its path, the blaze of light being accompanied by repeated explosions

and detonations which sounded like the rumble and roar of cannonad-

ing. To some it appeared like the rattling of heavy teams over a

rough, rocky road; others believed subterranean explosions accom-

panied the fall. Horses ran away, stock hurried bellowing to cover,

and men, women, and children crouched in fear or fled before the

fiery visitor whose roar was distinctly heard several minutes after

it had disappeared. As the meteor crossed the Mississippi River the

noise of the explosions increased in severity, and were distinctly heard

sixty or seventy miles from its path, or a distance of one hundred

and forty miles apart. The great ball of flame remained intact as it

crossed five or six States, but as it passed over central Illinois loud

detonations were heard and the light spread out like an exploding

rocket with flashing points. This was the death and destruction of

the monster, and from here it dashed on, a stream or shower of count-

less meteors instead of a solid body, forming over Indiana and Ohio

a cluster over forty miles long and five in breadth, showing that while

Coon Butte, on Slope of which Ten Tons of Meteoric Iron has been found, and

which was supposed to have been made by a meteor.

the meteor had broken up it was still moving with great velocity.

How far it traveled is not known, as it was not seen to strike. Ob-

servers in Pennsylvania saw it rushing in the direction of ISTew York,
and people in that State, where the day was cloudy, heard strange

rumblings and detonations. Houses rattled, and the inhabitants

along the line the meteor was supposed to have passed accredited the

phenomena to an earthquake. Somewhere, perhaps in the forest

region of the Adirondacks, or in the Atlantic, lies the wreck of this

meteor. But one fragment was 'found. A farmer in Indiana, while

watching its passage heard the thud of a falling object, and going to

the spot the following morning found a small meteorite weighing two

thirds of a pound.
This marvelous body was first observed in all probability in the

northwestern corner of the Indian Territory, possibly sixty or

seventy miles above the earth, and from here it dashed along with

repeated explosions, almost parallel to the earth's surface, disap-

pearing over New York.
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Another remarkable meteor fell into the Atlantic Ocean far out

at sea, July 20, 1860. It resembled the one mentioned above in that

it was accompanied by a marvelous pyrotechnic display. It first ap-

peared in the vicinity of Michigan, blazing out with a fiery glow that

filled the heavens with light. Cocks crowed, oxen lowed, and people
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rushed from their homes along its course over the States of New
York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. When last seen, over the At-

lantic, it had separated into three parts, which followed each other as

separate fire bodies, without the noise which was the accompanying
feature of the Kansas meteor.

Doubtless the majority of meteors plunge into the ocean, and in

modern times several large meteoric bodies have narrowly escaped

passing vessels. On December 1, 1896, the officers of the ship Wal-

komming, bound from New York to Bremen, noticed a large and

brilliant meteor flashing down upon them. Its direction was from

southeast to northwest, and it plunged into the sea ahead of the

vessel with a loud roar and hissing sound; a few minutes later an

immense tidal wave, presumably caused by the fall, struck the ship,

doing no little damage. Even more remarkable was the escape of the

British ship Cawdor, which was given up by the underwriters, but

which reached San Francisco November 20, 1897. During a heavy

Section of Coon Butte.

storm, August 20th, a large meteor flashed from the sky and passed

between the main and mizzen masts, crashing into the sea with a

blinding flash and deafening detonation. For a moment it was

thought the ship was on fire, and the air was filled with sulphurous
fumes.

In 1888 a meteor dashed into the atmosphere of the earth and

made a brilliant display over southern California. It appeared be-
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tween twelve and one o'clock in the morning, and shot across the

heavens, a fiery red mass—not like the ordinary meteor, but writhing
and twisting in a manner peculiarly its own, resembling a huge ser-

pent. When it had passed nearly across the sky it apparently

stopped and doubled in the form of a horseshoe, according to the

informant of the writer, as large as a half-mile race track. The
horseshoe remained visible several minutes, gradually disappearing.
The brilliancy of this meteor can be imagined when it is known that

the entire San Gabriel Valley was illumined as though an electric

light of great power had suddenly been flashed upon it.

Some time in past ages a meteorite weighing at least ten tons

shot into our atmosphere and struck the earth near the famous Canon

Diablo in Arizona, the mysterious gulch crossed by the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. The discovery was made several

fmasmw

The Crater of Coon Butte near Canon Diablo, near which the fragments of a meteorite

have been found, and which was supposed at one time to have been made by the meteorite.

years ago by a sheep herder, named Armijo. Finding a piece of iron

with a peculiar lustrous surface which he believed to be silver, he car-

ried it to one of the towns, where it finally fell into the hands of a

geologist, who pronounced it a meteorite. The discovery was followed

up, and on the crest and in the vicinity of a singular cone about four

thousand feet in diameter pieces of a meteorite were found on the

surface, which gave a combined weight of ten tons, in all probability

but a fraction of the real monster. The iron masses were wide-

ly scattered over the slope and the adjacent mesa, and it was

assumed that a gigantic meteorite or star had fallen and produced
the cone, another striking the earth and forming what is now known
as the Canon Diablo. A large piece of meteoric iron was found

twenty miles from the cone; another eight miles east of it; two

thousand pieces weighing not over a few pounds or ounces were

taken from the slopes; two exceeding a thousand pounds were found

within a half mile, while forty or fifty weighing about one hundred

pounds were discovered within a radius of half a mile. Here not

only a meteor, but a large-sized meteoric shower, had succeeded in

penetrating the armor of the earth, leaving many evidences of the

extraordinary occurrence which may have been witnessed by the

early man of what is now known as Arizona. From the peculiar
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and interesting evidence a geologist deduced the hypothesis that the

crater known as Coon Bntte could have been produced by a meteor

with a diameter of fifteen hundred feet, and a careful examination

with a view of discovering it was made with nicely adjusted mag-

One Hundred and Sixty-one Pound Meteorite.

A part of the ten-ton meteorite which fell at

Coon Butte, near Canon Diablo.

One Hundred and Sixty-one and a

Half Pound Meteorite found
near Crater of Coon Butte.

netic instruments; but in no instance did they indicate the presence
of a vast body of metal buried in the earth, and it was assumed that

the striking of the crater by the colossal meteorite was a chance

blow.

The meteorites or foreign bodies which bombard the earth may
be included in three classes—meteoric irons or aerosiderites, meteoric

iron stones or aerosiderolites, and meteoric stones, aerolites—all con-

taining elements, about twenty-five in number, which have been

found upon the earth. The most conspicuous and important are

silicon, iron, nickel, magnesium, sulphur, carbon, and phosphorus,
while the others are aluminum, antimony, arsenic, calcium, chlorine,

chromium, cobalt, copper, hydrogen,

lithium, manganese, oxygen, potassi-

um, sodium, tin, and titanium. Hydro-

gen and the diamond have also been ob-

served. A number of interesting

chemical compounds are found in me-

teorites not known on the earth, and a

study of their character shows that the

conditions under which the meteors

were formed were entirely different

from those which saw the beginning of

things terrestrial. In brief, where me-

teors were born there was an absence of air and water. On the other

hand, there was at some stage in the history of meteorites an abun-

dance of hydrogen. The meteoric irons are made up principally of

iron with an alloy of nickel, and show a rich crystalline structure, the

Crosses show Large Pieces of the

M ETEOBITB FOUND AT Coon BuTTE.

(Seven miles in diameter.)
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various angles producing a variety of forms known as W idmanstatten

figures which a few years ago formed the basis of a singular sensation.

The figures were supposed to be fossil shells and various animals of a

diminutive size which once populated the wrecked world of which

the meteor was assumed to be a part. These meteoric animals from

space were named and classified by several observers, who were

finallv forced to acknowledge that their creations were the fanciful

markings of crystallization.

Another class of meteorites (meteoric iron stones) may be de-

scribed as spongy masses of nickeliferous iron in whose pores are

found grains of chryosite and other silicates. A type of these bodies

is the meteor of Pallas, which was discovered by him in 1772. The

third class of meteoric stones are those in which the stony or silicous

predominates. As a rule they contain scattered metallic grains, but

certain ones, as the aerolite which fell at Gara, France, in 1806, con-

tain metallic constituents.

The aerolites present an attractive appearance when made into

sections, showing crystals and splinterlike fragments, and under the

glass seem to be made up of many minute spheres ranging from those

the size of a cherry down to others invisible to the naked eye. The

minerals prominent in their composition are chrysolite, bronzite,

augite, enstatite, feldspar, chronite, etc., showing a marked similarity

to the eruptive rocks so well known on the earth. The collections of

famous meteorites in the various museums of the world have con-

stantly been examined and studied with a view to determine their

origin, the question being a fascinating one to layman and scientist.

Astronomers in the past have variously answered the question.

The flying fragments were believed by some to be the wreckage of

other worlds. Planets had perhaps collided and been rent asunder

in former ages, and space filled with the flying fragments. Others

thought that meteors were molten matter thrown from the earth or

moon. All these theories have been relinquished in view of evidence

of a more or less convincing character pointing to the conclusion that

the bombardment of the earth is one of the results of the disintegra-

tion of comets. In other words, cometary matter flying not always

blindly through space, but in the orbit of the comet of which it

originally formed a part, constituting the missiles.

It is known that the meteors were formed in a region where air

and water were absent. It is equally evident that life was not a

factor in the past history of the bodies, though it must be acknowl-

edged that the hydrocarbons resembling terrestrial bitumens which

are found in some meteorites suggest the possibility of vegetable life.

These comets, the mysterious bodies which seem to be roving through

space, misconceived planets, as it were, forced into the world half
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made up, offer the best known solution, as they are literally worlds

without air or water, enveloped in a strange and ever-changing sub-

stitute for atmosphere; ghostly worlds, which seem to be drawn to

the sun, then thrown out into space again to repeat the act until the

mighty change from close contact with the fiery mass to the intense

cold of distant realms wrecks them, scatters their fragments through
the infinity of space where they form gigantic rings or clusters of

meteoric matter, raining down upon the sun and planets and all

heavenly bodies which meet them, adding fuel to the former, ma-

terial substance to the latter, and in the case of the moon pitilessly

bombarding her crust—illustrating the effect of the bombardment of

the earth were it deprived of its atmospheric armor.

The evidence which enabled astronomers to definitely associate

comets with meteoric showers and falling stars leads one into a world

of romance. Schiaparelli, the distinguished Italian astronomer,

made the discovery that meteors had a cometic origin. He had been

calculating the orbit and motion of the meteorites which produce the

August showers, when it occurred to him that they corresponded with

those of a certain comet. By following up this clew it was dis-

covered that the orbit of Tempel's comet corresponded with that of

the meteors of the November star shower. The most remarkable

evidence was that produced by Biela's comet, discovered in 1826. It

had a revolution about the sun of six years and eight months. It

was seen in 1772, 1805, 1832, 1845, and 1852. The vast mass,

which appeared to be rushing around the sun with remarkable ve-

locity, became separated in 1846, dividing into two parts, one hun-

dred and fifty thousand or two hundred thousand miles from each

other. In six years the separation had increased to about one and

a half million miles. What mighty cataclysm in infinite space

caused this rupture the mind of man can not conceive, but some-

thing occurred which rent the aerial giant asunder, and so far as

known completed its wreck, as from that time Biela's comet has not

been seen. In 1872 the comet was looked for, and astronomers pre-

dicted that if it did not appear a shower of stars or meteors would

be visible—the remains of the lost traveler through space
—and that

they would diverge from a point in Andromeda.

This remarkable prediction was verified in every particular.

When the moment for the appearance of the comet arrived, Novem-

ber 27, 1872, there burst upon the heavens, not Biela's comet, but

a marvelous shower of shooting stars, which dashed down from the

constellation of Andromeda as predicted. In 1885 this was dupli-

cated, and the atmosphere was apparently filled with shooting stars.

Biela's comet had met disaster in infinite space, and the earth was

being bombarded with the wreckage.
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It is difficult to comprehend the vastness of these clusters of me-

teors which constitute the wreck of comets and the source of the

principal bombardments. Thus the August stream, which gives us

the brilliant displays of summer nights, is supposed to be ten million

miles in thickness, as the earth dashing through at a rate of two

The November Shower of Meteors at Sea from Sandt Hook.

million miles a day is several days in passing it. We cross the Novem-

ber stream of meteors in a few hours, suggesting a width of forty

thousand or fifty thousand miles. This stream of metallic bodies is

hundreds of millions of miles in length, and contains myriads of pro-

jectiles which may yet be hurled upon the earth or some of the planets

of the solar system.
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But one piece of Biela's comet, so far as known, was found—a

fragment weighing eight pounds falling at Mazapil, Mexico, where it

remains one of the most inspiring and interesting of inanimate ob-

jects. For years the vast metallic mass, of which this piece formed a

part, rushed through space, covering millions of miles; now near the

burning surface of the sun, now in regions of space where its heat

was scarcely perceptible. For over a century this monster was ob-

served by the inhabitants of the earth, and finally a portion fell and
human beings handled and examined it.

The fiery messengers which dash down singly upon the earth, the

showers of meteoric stones which flash through our atmosphere with

ephemeral gleams, are, then, the remains of gigantic comets which
have been seen rushing with apparent erratic course through space,
and which by unknown causes have been destroyed and now as

meteoric clusters, one of which is estimated to be one billion miles in

length and one hundred thousand miles in thickness, and to contain

one hundred thousand million meteors, are swinging through space,
with many erratic and wandering forms, pouring upon the earth and

all the planets of the solar system a mighty and continuous bom-
bardment.

THE SPIRIT OF CONQUEST.
By J. NOVICOW.

THE spirit of conquest produces a gigantic aggregation of calami-

ties and sufferings. A large number of persons still regard con-

quests with a favoring eye. Now, what does a conquest signify ? It

is the arming of a band of soldiers and going and taking possession

of a territory. Although such expeditions may appear useful, lucra-

tive, legitimate, and even glorious, little regard is paid, in conduct-

ing them, to the good of societies; for, in spite of all euphemisms,
such military enterprises are robbery, and nothing else, all the time.

Generous spirits who talk about suppressing war do great injury
to mankind. Setting themselves in pursuit of a chimera, they aban-

don the road that leads to concrete and positive results. Realists

treat the partisans of perpetual peace as Utopian dreamers, and re-

fuse to follow them. The noblest and most generous efforts are

thus wholly lost. The direction of public opinion is left to empirics

and retrogrades, to narrow-minded people, who are satisfied with

living from day to day and have not the courage to look the social

problems of the time in the face. War will never be abolished any
more than murder. The propaganda should not be directed on that

side. The spirit of conquest is the thing to combat. And this.
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colossal error must be fought not in the name of a vague and in-

tangible fraternity, but by appealing to the egoistic interest of every
one. There will always be wars, because man will never be abso-

lutely sound-minded. At times passion and folly will prevail over

reason. But the idea that conquest is the quickest means of in-

creasing prosperity will not be everlasting, because it is utterly false.

Man acts conformably to what seems to be his interest. The
idea he has of this depends on his judgment, which varies every day,

as do also his desires. There is only one efficacious method of effect-

ing social changes: it is, to modify the desires of men, to bring them

to seek new objects, different from the old ones.

A great many Germans are saying now,
" We would give up

the last drop of our blood rather than surrender Alsace-Lorraine."

Why do they say that? Because the possession of the provinces

annexed in 1871 procures them some sort of real or imaginary satis-

faction. But if, on the other hand, this annexation caused them ex-

treme sufferings, the Germans would say,
" We would give up the

last drop of our blood to get rid of Alsace-Lorraine." Now, if the

Germans (or any other people) could comprehend how largely the

spirit of conquest diminishes the sum of their enjoyment, they would

certainly express themselves in language of the latter sort. The

apostles of perpetual peace have therefore taken the wrong road.

Their efforts should bear upon the single object of showing that the

appropriation of a neighbor's territories in no way increases the

welfare of men. The pessimists answer us that it will take many
years for the uselessness of conquests to be accepted. Well, then,

man shall have to continue many years in suffering; that is all there

is of it.

When will the day come that we shall find out that it is no longer

advantageous to seize a neighbor's territory? We do not know. The

only thing we can affirm with absolute certainty is, that when it

arrives our prosperity will be increased five or ten fold.*

This ctesohedonic error (lust for possession) has produced con-

sequences of which we proceed to speak. Just as individuals fancy

that they will be better off with larger possessions, so peoples imagine

that their prosperity and happiness will be in direct proportion to

the territorial extent of their country. Hence one of the silliest

aberrations of the human mind—the fatuous idolatry of square mile*.

A great many Germans still figure it out that they will have a larger

* The pessimists are further mistaken. The idea that conquest is disastrous, even to

the conqueror, is much more widespread in modern societies than is generally thought.

But social reflexes urge the masses to obey their chief blindly. It requires only a Gothic

spirit
—like Bismarck, for example—to set a whole army in motion, and make it do things

which every officer and every soldier would condemn as a personal act.
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sum of happiness if their country contains 208,670 square miles in-

stead of 203,070.* Few errors are more evident. There are thou-

sands of examples to prove that the welfare of citizens is in no way
a function of the extent of the state. If it were so, Russia would

be the richest country in Europe, while everybody knows it is ex-

actly the contrary. Taxation in that country is pushed to limits that

might almost be called absurd, and for that reason the extent of the

nation is one of the greatest obstacles to its prosperity.

As an example to illustrate the absurdity of the idolatry of square

miles, take California, which now has 158,360 square miles, f and

1,200,000 inhabitants. If in another century the population should

rise to forty millions, it might be expedient for the good government
of these men to divide the State into several. If the conservatives

of that period should declare that they would give the last drop of

their blood to preserve the unity of their Commonwealth, they would

be afflicted with the square-mile craze, and as foolish as the Euro-

peans. Territorial divisions are made for men, not men for ter-

ritorial divisions. The object enlightened patriots should pursue
is not that a certain geographical extent should be included under

one name or many, but that the divisions should conform to the

aspirations and desires of the citizens. They should impose as little

restraint as possible upon the economical and intellectual progress

of societies.

The inhabitants of the province of Rio Grande recently wanted to

secede from Brazil. The Government at Rio Janeiro, afflicted like

other governments by the square-mile craze, would not consent to

it, and hostilities broke out. Suppose the Rio Grandians had been

victorious in this war; what would have been the result? There

would have been eleven states in South America instead of ten.

No modern political theorist would see the presage of an extraordi-

nary calamity in such an event as that. The new state would have

been recognized by the other powers, and things would have gone on

as before. But if the central Government, respecting the wishes of

the Rio Grandians, had consented to the secession, the empirical

politicians of our time would have affirmed that the world had been

unbalanced. Yet the situation would have been exactly the same

in point of territorial divisions—eleven independent states instead of

ten. We have then to think that, in the eyes of modern politicians,

the avoidance of a war, the fact of sparing hundreds of millions of

money and thousands of human lives, diminishes wealth, while the

waste of capital and massacres should increase it! It would be hard

to be less logical or more absurd.

* The difference is the extent of Alsace-Lorraine.

f About the extent of the British Isles, Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland combined.
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The great North American federation is composed of forty-four

States, of from 1,250 square miles (the size of Rhode Island) to

265,780 square miles (the size of Texas). If one hundred States

should be established to-morrow of about 30,000 square miles each,
there would not necessarily follow either an increase or a diminution

of the welfare of the population. The Americans can make equally

rapid progress whether divided into forty republics or one hundred,
and as slow under one division as under the other. Wealth is not a

function of political divisions. So Europe is now divided into twenty-
four independent states, having from 8 to 2,100,000 square miles of

territorv. If it were divided to-morrow into one hundred inde-

pendent states of 35,000 square miles each, it would as easily be

poorer as richer. All would depend upon the interior organization of

each of these states, and on the relations which they might establish

with one another.

Very few persons understand this truth. "When we see the

most civilized nations of Europe imagining that their welfare de-

pends on 5,000 or 6,000 square miles more or less, we stand really

stupefied before the persistence of the ancient routines. The

simple disarmament of three military corps would procure ten times

as many benefits for the German people as the possession of Alsace-

Lorraine. In short, as long as the false association between the ter-

ritorial extent of a state and its wealth persists its progress in real

wealth will be very slow.

To return to the spirit of conquest. A great many things, as we
have shown in another place, are not appropriable. Foreign, ter-

ritories are not so for entire nations. A military chief with his staif

may be better off through the conquest of a country, but a nation

never.

When William of Normandy seized England he committed an

act that was not according to his interest as properly understood.

He destroyed by war a considerable quantity of wealth, and he and

his barons in turn suffered by the general diminution of welfare.

These sufferings were, however, infinitesimal and very hard to ap-

preciate. True views of the nature of wealth were, moreover, not

accessible to the brains of men of the eleventh century. Certainly,

when William and his army had possessed themselves of England

they experienced an increase of wealth that was very evident to them.

The king had more revenue; every Norman soldier got land or a

reward in money, and he became richer after Hastings than he had

ever been before.

But what did the Roman people, for example, gain by the con-

quest of the basin of the Mediterranean? Four or five hundred

grand personages divided the provincial lands alienated by the state

VOL. LIV.—38
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among themselves, but what benefit did the masses derive from the

bloody campaigns of the republic? The distribution of the annone,
280 grammes of bread each a day, given to 200,000 persons out of

the 1,500,000 inhabitants of the Eternal City! Surely the Komans
would have gained a great deal more by working themselves than by
pillaging other nations!

Things are exactly the same now. In 1871 twenty-eight per-
sons received from the Emperor William donations forming a total

of $3,000,000. But what benefit did the German people derive from
the conquest of Alsace-Lorraine? None. Dividing the 3,600,000
acres of that province among the 6,400,000 families that were living
in Germany at the time of the Treaty of Erankfort would make
two and a half acres each. This is not opulence. Of the 5,000,-

000,000 of francs extorted from Erance as damage for the expenses
of the war there remained 3,896,250,000 francs, which, divided

among 6,400,000 families, represent a gain of 609 francs, or about

$121.80 per family
—

hardly enough to live scantily upon for four

months; and this was the most lucrative war of which history makes
mention ! Consider, further, at what amount of sacrifice these $121.80
have been gained. In 1870 the military expenses of the North Ger-

man Confederation and the four southern states amounted to

349,000,000 francs a year. They now exceed 795,000,000, and
in another year (from 1894) will exceed 870,000,000. Here, then,
is an increase of 521,000,000 francs, or a charge of 60 francs per

family. As 609 francs, even at five per cent, will only return 30

francs, we have here a clear loss of 30 francs (or $6) a family per year.

It thus appears that the conquest of Alsace-Lorraine would have been

a bad speculation, even if the Erench indemnity had been distributed

in equal parts among all the German families. But, in fact, it has

not been so; so that the 60 francs of supplementary expenditure
are paid without any compensation.

It might be said that the conquest of Alsace-Lorraine was not

dictated solely by sordid economical considerations. Other inter-

ests, purer and more elevated, stir the hearts of modern nations.

But we ask, Is it grand, noble, and generous to hold unwilling popu-
lations under the yoke? On the contrary, it is most base, vile, and

degrading. It is difficult to comprehend how brutal conquest can

still arouse enthusiasm. Ancient survivals and routines must for

a time have suppressed all our reflective faculties.

Suppose, again, 3,000,000 German soldiers should penetrate

into Russia and should gain a complete victory: how would they

apportion the territory? The parts here would indeed be larger
—

Russia contains 5,471,500,000 acres. But a third of this territory,

at least, is desert; subtracting this, there remain about 3,600,000,000
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acres, which, divided among the German families, would give about

5£ acres to each. It may be asked, How will the conquerors take

possession of these lands? If each family delegated only one of

its members, that would suppose an exodus of 6,400,000 men,

going to scatter themselves from the Vistula to the Amoor. What
a disturbance so great an emigration would make in the economical

condition of Germany! Moreover, would every German colonist

be willing to leave his home, his family, his business, and all his

cherished associations, to install himself on the banks of the Volga,
in Siberia, the Caucasus, or Central Asia? He would acquire 5-|

acres, more or less, it is true, but is it certain that that would bring
him more than it would take from him? On the other hand, if the

Germans should have their shares administered by agents chosen

from among the natives, what complications, what annoyances
would arise! The Germans might perhaps get rid of these dif-

ficulties by selling their lands. But what price could they com-

mand, with 3,600,000,000 acres all put into the market at once?

Who would buy it? It is only necessary to look at the facts at close

range (besides a mass of difficulties we have not spoken of) to com-

prehend that the direct appropriation of the territory of one great

modern nation by individuals of another does not enter into the

domain of realizable things.

The appropriation of the landed properties is therefore chimeri-

cal. The confiscation of personal goods to the profit of the con-

querors also offers insurmountable difficulties. There remain the

public riches. Few countries could pay indemnities of 5,000,000,000

francs. But even that colossal sum becomes absurdly insufficient

when it is equally divided among millions of takers.

All this is most plainly evident, and yet the spirit of conquest

and the fatuous idolatry of square miles are more active than ever in

the old world of Europe.
Let us see now what this mad aberration costs. We will begin

with the direct losses.

A whole continent of our globe, twice as large as the European

continent, having 8,000,000 square miles and 80,000,000 inhabit-

ants—North America—is divided into three political dominions :

Canada, the United States, and Mexico. As none of these countries

covets the territory of the other, there are on this vast continent only

114,453 soldiers and marines, one military man for TOO inhabitants,

while in Europe there is one for 108. The American proportion

would give 514,286 men for all the European armies. As there are

no savage elements in Europe to be restrained by arms, half of the

North American contingent ought to be enough to maintain internal

order there. Europe needs only 300,000 soldiers at most
;
all the others
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are supported in deference to the idolatry for square miles. This addi-

tional military force exceeds 3,300,000 men, and costs 4,508,000,000
francs ($901,600,000) a year. And this is the direct loss entailed

by the spirit of conquest; and yet it is trifling as compared with the

indirect losses.

First, there are 3,300,000 men under the flags. If they were not

soldiers, and were following lucrative occupations and earning only

1,000 francs ($200) a head, they might produce $760,000,000.
The $900,000,000 absorbed now by military expenditures would

bring five per cent if invested in agricultural and industrial enter-

prises. This would make another $45,000,000. The twenty-eight

days of the reserves are worth at least $40,000,000. Here, then, is

an absolutely palpable sum of $845,000,000. But what a number

of colossal losses escape all valuation! Capital produces capital. If

$1,800,000,000 were saved every year from military expenses and

poured into industrial enterprises, they would produce benefits be-

yond our power to estimate.

To obtain a correct appreciation of the evils derived from the spirit

of conquest, we must take a glance at the past. We need not go back

of the middle ages, from which we shall only take a few examples.

The destruction of wealth wrought by war has been nowhere so

frightful as in Spain. In 1073 the Castilians tried to capture

Toledo from the Moors. With the military engines of the time it was

impossible to accomplish the purpose by a direct attack on a place so

admirably fortified by Nature and man; so the King of Castile,

Alfonso VI, ravaged the country for three successive years, destroyed

the crops, harassed the people and the cattle, and, in short, made a

desert around the old capital of the Visigoths.

From 1110 till 1815—seven hundred and five years
—there were

two hundred and seventy-two years of war between France and Eng-
land. Now the two nations have lived in peace for eighty years, and

it has not prevented them from prospering. What better proof could

we have that all the previous wars were useless?

We need not speak of the massacres of the Thirty Years' War,

by which a third of the population of Germany perished, or of the

frightful hecatombs of Napoleon I, for these facts are in everybody's

memory. We shall confine our attention to the losses caused by the

spirit of conquest, at least since the Thirty Years' War. Here, again,

we shall proceed by analogies. From 1700 to 1815 England ex-

pended 175,000,000 francs ($35,000,000) a year for war. Suppose

that the expenditures of the other great powers
—Germany (including

Prussia), Austria, Spain, France, and Kussia—were similar. This

would make, without counting the smaller states, 1,050,000,000

francs ($210,000,000) for all Europe. Still, as war was not so
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costly to Russia or Prussia as to England, we will reduce this figure
one fourth. We shall then have, between 1700 and 1815, an annual

expenditure of 787,500,000 francs ($157,500,000).* Let us estimate

the cost of the wars of the seventeenth century at a slightly lower

sum, putting it at only 500,000,000 francs (or $100,000,000) a year
for all Europe. That would make 41,000,000,000 francs ($8,200,-

000,000), or for the entire period from 1618 to 1815, 131,562,-

500,000 francs ($26,312,500,000).
We have more certain data for the nineteenth centurv. The

Crimean, Italian, Schleswig-Holstein, and American Wars, and the

war of 1866, cost 46,830,000,000 francs ($9,366,000,000).f The
war of France cost 15,000,000,000 francs ($3,000,000,000) at the

lowest; that of 1877 at least 4,000,000,000 francs ($800,000,000).
Add for the war of Greek independence, the French and Austrian

expeditions to Spain and Naples, the Polish war of 1830, the Turco-

Russian war of 1828-'29, and the wars of 1848, 3,000,000,000 francs

($600,000,000) more—a very moderate estimate; we reach a total sum
of 68,830,000,000 francs ($13,766,000,000). None of the extra-

European conflicts are comprised in this figure; neither the war be-

tween Russia and Persia in 1827, that of Mehemet Ali against the

Turks, the struggle against the mountaineers of the Caucasus and

against the Arabs in Algeria, or the English campaign in Afghanistan—
concerning all of which we have no figures.

Counting only the figures we have been able to obtain, we have

for the period from 1618 till our own days 200,392,000,000 francs

($50,078,500,000) as the bare direct losses by war, which have.had

to be defrayed by the budgets of the different European states.

How shall we calculate the indirect losses? Between 1618 and 1648

Germany lost 6,000,000 inhabitants. The destruction of property
was prodigious, the ravages were frightful. How can we represent
them in money? It is absolutely impossible. There are, too, some

expenses arising from the spirit of conquest that almost wholly

escape observation. We shall give only two examples of them.

The ctesohedonic fallacy (lust for possession) raged in the middle

ages between the nearest neighbors. No city could offer any security
unless it was surrounded by strong walls. Since these required great

expenditures, they could not be rebuilt every few days. For this

reason space was greatly economized in the cities, and their streets

were very narrow. At a later period, when security had become

* See Seeley's Expansion of England, p. 21. This figure is very moderate. Between

1802 and 1813 France alone spent 498,000,000 francs ($99,600,000) a year. See Laroque,
La Guerre et les Armees permanentes, Paris, 18*70, p. 203.

f See P. Leroy-Beaulieu, Recherches economiques sur les Guerres contemporaines, Paris,

p. 181.
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established, the walls were demolished. In our own time the needs

of hygiene and luxury have urged the opening of broad ways in

the ancient European cities. It has been necessary to buy houses

and demolish them in order to create the grand modern avenues.

There would have been no walls in the middle ages except for the

spirit of conquest, and the broad streets would have been established

then, as has been done in the new cities of Russia and America. To

pierce these new avenues, Paris, for example, has had to contract

debts, the annual interest on which amounts to at least 50,000,000 or

60,000,000 francs ($10,000,000 to $12,000,000). This expense
should be charged to the account of the spirit of conquest. But nobody
has ever thought of attributing these 50,000,000 or 60,000,000 of the

city budget to military waste. And how many other cities are in

the same situation? Another example: during six centuries France

and England were trying to take provinces from one another. Hence
a permanent hostility existed between the two nations. Later on

the circumstances changed, but by virtue of the routine inherent in

the human mind the old resentments remained, though the motive

for them had gone. To thwart the progress of France was con-

sidered a patriotic duty by such English ministers as Lord Palmerston.

In 1855 M. de Lesseps formed a company to construct the Suez

Canal. As M. de Lesseps was a Frenchman, Lord Palmerston and

the British Cabinet thought themselves obligated to oppose his pro-

ject, and their opposition cost about 200,000,000 francs ($40,000,-

000). The canal might have been constructed then for that sum,
but in consequence of the machinations of the English it cost

400,000,000 francs ($80,000,000). Who has ever thought of charg-

ing that loss to the account of the spirit of conquest ? Nevertheless,

that is where it belongs.*
The indirect losses of war defy valuation. But the matter may

be looked at from another point of view: that of the profits which

they prevent being made. The American war against secession cost

the treasury of both combatants $7,000,000,000. Now, if, with-

out speaking of the destruction of property,f we only consider

the benefits nonrealized, the most moderate estimates make them

* We may refer here to another loss which has never been thought of till now. It was

long fancied that wealth could be acquired more rapidly by war than by work
;
conse-

quently, conquest seeming to be the most rapid and therefore most efficacious way, was

honored, and labor, appearing to be a slower process, was despised. In our days a large

number of descendants of the knights of the middle ages retain the ideas of their ances-

tors and look upon labor as degrading. Hence thousands of aristocrats do nothing, but

remain social good-for-nothings, retarding the increase of wealth by their inactivity.

f Sherman, in his march from Atlanta to Savannah alone, destroyed more than $400,-

000,000. The cotton famine occasioned by this war cost Great Britain a loss of $480,-

000,000. Who has ever thought of charging this against militarism ?
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$12,000,000,000 for the year 1890,* and the figure goes on every

year increasing in geometrical progression.

Further, the debts must be considered. The largest proportion

of them are consequences of the idolatry for square miles. This

entails an annual expenditure of $644,800,000 which we should

not have to bear were it not for the ctesohedonic fallacy.f
Yet another factor has so far not been mentioned: men. The

wars of the last three centuries have cost, at the lowest figure, 30,-

000,000 or 40,000,000 victims. Some authors raise this very mod-

erate estimate to 20,000,000 per century. Without speaking of the

frightful sufferings of these unfortunates, they represent an enor-

mous capital.:}: Let us add, further, that these men, if they had not

been killed, might have had children that now have no existence.

"Without the wars of Napoleon I and Napoleon III Europe would have

had 45,000,000 more inhabitants than it has, and they might have

been producing $2,700,000 a year.*

We hope the reader will admit, after these considerations, that

the indirect losses of war certainly exceed the direct ones. Still,

adhering to our method of underrating rather than exaggerating,

we will regard them as equal. We may therefore affirm that the

spirit of conquest has cost, since 1618, in the group of European
nations alone, the trifle of $80,156,800,000. Suppose we should go
farther back—into antiquity even? Imagination refuses to set

down the gigantic sums.

This is not all; the cost of civil wars has to be counted, for

the conquest of power within the state is attended by massacres which

are often not inferior to those of foreign ones. The chiefs of the

Roman legions contending for the empire carired on as bloody and

costly campaigns against their rivals as against the Parthians or the

Germans. The war between Paris and Versailles in 1871 occa-

* See E. Reclus, Nouvelle geograpllie universelle (French edition), vol. xvi, p. 810.

f A justification of this figure may be found in my Luttes entre les societes humaines,

p. 220.

\ A half million negroes are massacred every year in Africa in the tribal wars, which

also are caused by the ctesohedonic fallacy. Suppose each one of them might have earned

$20 a year. Capitalized at four per cent, this sum would have amounted to $400,000,000.
* See my Luttes, p. 228. Let us say, in passing, that we owe our existing savagery

partly to the ctesohedonic fallacy. When we think that the most rapid way of enriching

ourselves is by seizing our neighbor's territories, the fewer defenders that territory has, the

better. So all pretended political geniuses glorify themselves on having killed the largest

number of their fellow-men. Caesar boasted of having killed a million and a half of Gauls.

At the moment of writing these lines a terrible accident has occurred at Santander. Hun-

dreds of persons were killed by the explosion of a boat loaded with dynamite. Great

pity was expressed for the victims. Collections for their benefit were taken in France.

Suppose France and Spain were now at war. If somebody had blown up some thousand

Spaniards in a fortress, we should have sung Te Deums. Oh, man's logic !
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sioned considerable expenditures, not to speak of the indirect losses,

which were immense. We are, unfortunately, absolutely without

data concerning the cost of civil wars, and shall have to satisfy our-

selves with what we have been able to obtain concerning foreign wars.

$80,156,800,000 used up in two centuries! We need not go outside

of this for a solution of the social question. Without this unre-

stricted waste the earth would now have ten times more wheat,

sugar, linen, cotton, meat, wool, etc.; there would be ten times as

many houses on the globe, and they would be more spacious, better

warmed, and better ventilated; a network of roads, with frequent

mails, would cover Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. In short,

if conquest had been considered an evil, even during only two cen-

turies, our wealth would have been infinitely superior to what we
now possess. But if the ctesohedonic fallacy had been seen through

by the civilized societies of the Roman period, the face of the earth

would have been very different from what it is. Our planet would

have been completely appropriated to the satisfaction of our wants.

Waste lands would have been tilled and swamps dried; everywhere
that a drop of water could be made to serve for irrigation it would

have been applied to that use. Magnificent cities, inhabited by
active and industrious populations, would have arisen in numerous

places where now are found only briers and stones. In short, we
should have been able to see men now, in the year of grace 1894,
as we expect to see them in three or four thousand years.

The past can not be changed. We have laid bare the unhappy

consequences of our ancient errors simply in order to show how we
can assure our welfare in the future. As long as the spirit of con-

quest rages among men, misery will be the lot of our species. Our

savage and barbarous ancestors did not know what we know. Attila,

Tamerlane, and even Matabele, a chief of our own times, might
be excused for fancying that conquest increases the wealth of the

conquerors; but a Moltke and a Prince Bismarck can not. The
masses are still too deeply imbued with military vainglory. Hap-

pily, they are beginning to open their eyes.
—Translated for the

Popular Science Monthly from the hook Les Gaspillages cles Societes

Modernes (The Wastes of Modern Societies), Paris, 1894.

Until within a few years the field for the study of glaciers and their

action has been the Alps; but now, as Prof. H. L. Fairchild said in his

address as chairman of the Geological Section of the American Associa-

tion, the North American continent is recognized as a field of the greatest

activity, both in the past and at the present time; and, moreover, it pre-

sents types of glaciers not known in Europe. It must therefore become
the Mecca of foreign students of glaciers.
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A SHOET HISTOKY OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION.*

By J. NORMAN LOCKYEE, K. C. B., F. E. S.

II.

I
MUST come back from this excursion to call your attention to

the year 1845, in which one of the germs of our college first

saw the light.

What was the condition of England in 1845? Her universities

had degenerated into hauts lycees. With regard to the university

teaching, I may state that even as late as the late fifties a senior

wrangler
—I had the story from himself—came to London from Cam-

bridge expressly to walk about the streets to study crystals, prisms,
and the like in the optician's windows. Of laboratories in the uni-

versities there were none; of science teaching in the schools there

was none; there was no organization for training science teachers.

If an artisan wished to improve his knowledge he had only the

moribund Mechanics' Institutes to fall back upon.
The nation which then was renowned for its utilization of waste

material products allowed its mental products to remain undeveloped.
There was no minister of instruction, no councilors with a knowl-

edge of the national scientific needs, no organized secondary or

primary instruction. We lacked then everything that Germany had

equipped herself with in the matter of scientific industries.

Did this matter? Was it more than a mere abstract question of a

want of perfection?

It mattered very much ! From all quarters came the cry that the

national industries were being undermined in consequence of the

more complete application of scientific methods to those of other

countries.

The chemical industries were the first to feel this, and because

England was then the seat of most of the large chemical works.f

Very few chemists were employed in these chemical works.

There were in cases some so-called chemists at about bricklayer's

wages
—not much of an inducement to study chemistry; even if there

had been practical laboratories, where it could have been properly
learned. Hence, when efficient men were wanted they were got from

abroad—i. e., from Germany, or the richer English had to go abroad

themselves.

At this time we had, fortunately for us, in England, in very high

place, a German fully educated by all that could be learned at one of

* An address delivered at the Royal College of Science on October 6, 1898.

j-
Perkin. Nature, vol. xxxii, p. 334.

VOL. liv.—39
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the best-equipped modern German universities, where he studied

both science and the fine arts. I refer to the Prince Consort. From
that year to his death he was the fountain of our English educational

renaissance, drawing to himself men like Playfair, Clark, and De la

Beche; knowing what we lacked, he threw himself into the breach.

This college is one of the many things the nation owes to him. His

service to his adopted country, and the value of the institutions he

helped to inaugurate, are by no means even yet fully recognized, be-

cause those from whom national recognition full and ample should

have come, were, and to a great extent still are, the products of the

old system of middle-age scholasticism which his clear vision recog-
nized was incapable by itself of coping with the conditions of modern
civilized communities.

It was in the year 1845 that the influence of the Prince Consort

began to be felt. Those who know most of the conditions of science

and art then and now, know best how beneficial that influence was in

both directions; my present purpose, however, has only reference to

science.

The College of Chemistry was founded in 1845, first as a private

institution; the School of Mines was established by the Government
in 1851.

In the next year, in the speech from the throne at the opening of

Parliament, her Majesty spoke as follows :

" The advancement of

the fine arts and of practical science will be readily recognized by

you as worthy the attention of a great and enlightened nation. I

have directed that a comprehensive scheme shall be laid before you

having in view the promotion of these objects, toward which I invite

your aid and co-operation."

Strange words these from the lips of an English sovereign !

The Government of this country was made at last to recognize
the great factors of a peaceful nation's prosperity, and to reverse a

policy which has been as disastrous to us as if they had insisted upon
our naval needs being supplied by local effort as they were in Queen
Elizabeth's time.

England has practically lost a century; one need not be a prophet
to foresee that in another century's time our education and our scien-

tific establishments will be as strongly organized by the British Gov-

ernment as the navy itself.

As a part of the comprehensive scheme referred to by her Ma-

jesty, the Department of Science and Art was organized in 1853, and

in the amalgamation of the College of Chemistry and the School of

Mines we have the germ of our present institution.

But this was not the only science school founded by the Govern-

ment. The Royal School of Naval Architecture and Marine En-
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gineering was established by the department at the request of the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty,
" with a view of providing

especially for the education of shipbuilding officers for her Majesty's

service, and promoting the general study of the science of ship-

building and naval engineering." It was not limited to persons in

the Queen's service, and it was opened on November 1, 1864. The

present Royal College of Science was built for it and the College of

Chemistry. In 1873 the school was transferred to the Royal Naval

College, Greenwich, and this accident enabled the teaching from

Jermyn Street to be transferred and proper practical instruction to

be given at South Kensington. The Lords of the Admiralty ex-

pressed their entire satisfaction with the manner in which the in-

struction had been carried on at South Kensington; and well they

might, for in a memorandum submitted to the Lord President in 1887,

the president and council of the Institute of Naval Architects state:
" When the department dealt with the highest class of education

in naval architecture by assisting in founding and by carrying on

the School of Naval Architecture at South Kensington, the success

which attended their efforts was phenomenal, the great majority of

the rising men in the profession having been educated at that in-

stitution."

Here I again point out, both with regard to the School of Mines,

the School of Naval Architecture, and the later Normal School, that

it was stern need that was in question, as in Egypt in old times.

Of the early history of the college I need say nothing after the

addresses of my colleagues, Professors Judd and Roberts-Austen, but I

am anxious to refer to some parts of its present organization and their

effect on our national educational growth in some directions.

It was after 1870 that our institution gradually began to take its

place as a normal school—that is, that the teaching of teachers formed

an important part of its organization, because in that year the newly
established departments, having found that the great national want

then was teachers of science, began to take steps to secure them. Ex-

aminations had been inaugurated in 1859, but they were for out-

siders, conferring certificates and a money reward on the most com-

petent teachers tested in this way. These examinations were really

controlled by our school, for Tyndall, Hofmann, Ramsay, Huxley,
and Warington Smyth, the first professors, were also the first ex-

aminers.

Very interesting is it to look back at that first year's work, the

first cast of the new educational net. After what I have said about

the condition of chemistry and the establishment of the College of

Chemistry in 1845, you will not be surprised to hear that Dr. Hof-

mann was the most favored—he had forty-four students.
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Professor Huxley found one student to tackle his questions, and

lie failed.

Professors Ramsay and Warington Smyth had three each, but

the two threes only made five; for both lists were headed by the

name of

Judd, John W.,

Wesleyan Training College,

Westminster.

Our present dean was caught in the first haul.

These examinations were continued till 1866, and upward of

six hundred teachers obtained certificates, some of them in several

subjects.

Having secured the teachers, the next thing the department did

was to utilize them. This was done in 1859 by the establishment

of the science classes throughout the country, which are, I think, the

only part of our educational system which even the Germans envy
us. The teaching might go on in schools, attics or cellars, there was

neither age limit nor distinction of sex or creed.

Let me insist upon the fact that from the outset practical work
was encouraged by payments for apparatus, and that latterly the

examinations themselves, in some of the subjects, have been practical.

The number of students under instruction in science classes under

examined in the first year in which local examinations were held was

442; the number in 1897 was 202,496. The number of candidates

examined in the first year in which local examinations were held was

G50, who worked 1,000 papers; in 1897 the number was 106,185,
who worked 159,724 papers, chemistry alone sending in 28,891

papers, mathematics 24,764, and physiography 16,8'" <).

The total number of individual students under instruction in

science classes under the department from 1859 to 1897 inclusive

has been, approximately, 2,000,000. Of these about 900,000 came
forward for examination, the total number of papers worked by them

being 3,195,170.
Now why have I brought these statistics before you?
Because from 1861 onward the chief rewards of the successful

students have been scholarships and exhibitions held in this college;

a system adopted in the hope that in this way the numbers of per-

fectly trained science teachers might be increased, so that the sci-

ence classes throughout the country might go on from strength to

strength.

The royal exhibitions date from 1863, the national scholars from

1884. The free studentships were added later.

The strict connection between the science classes throughout the
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country and our college will be gathered from the following state-

ment, which refers to the present time :

Twenty-one royal exhibitions—seven open each year
—four to

the Royal College of Science, London, and three to the Royal Col-

lege of Science, Dublin.

Sixty-six national scholarships
—

twenty-two open each year
—

tenable, at the option of the holder, at either the Royal College of

Science, London, or the Royal College of Science, Dublin.

Eighteen free studentships
—six open each year

—to the Royal

College of Science, London.

A royal exhibition entitles the holder to free admission to lectures

and laboratories, and to instruction during the course for the asso-

ciateship
—about three years

—in the Royal College of Science, Lon-

don, or the Royal College of Science, Dublin, with maintenance and

traveling allowances.

A national scholarship entitles the holder to free admission to

lectures and laboratories and to instruction during the course of the

associateship
—about three years

—at either the Royal College of

Science, London, or the Royal College of Science, Dublin, at the

option of the holder, with maintenance and traveling allowances.

A free studentship entitles the holder to free admission to the lec-

tures and laboratories and to instruction during the course for the

associateship
—about three years

—in the Royal College of Science,

London, but not to any maintenance or traveling allowance.

Besides the above students who have been successful in the ex-

aminations of the scieuce classes, a limited number (usually about

sixty) of teachers, and of students in science classes who intend to

become science teachers, are admitted free for a term or session to the

courses of instruction. They may be called upon to pass an entrance

examination. Of these, there are two categories
—those who come

to learn and those who remain to teach; some of the latter may be

associates.

Besides all these, those holding Whitworth scholarships
—the

award of which is decided by the science examinations—can, and
some do, spend the year covered by the exhibition at the college.

In this way, then, is the Ecole Normale side of our institution

built up.
The number of Government students in the college in 1872 was

25; in 1886 it was 113; and in 1897 it was 186.

The total number of students who passed through the college

from 1882-'83 to 1896-'97, inclusive, was 4,145. Of these, 1,966
were Government students. The number who obtained the associate-

ship of the Royal School of Mines from 1851 to 1881 was 198, of

whom 39 were Government students, and of the Royal College of
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Science and Royal School of Mines from 1882 to 1897 the number

was 525, of whom 323 were Government students. Of this total of

362 Government students 94 were science teachers in training.

With regard to the "Whitworth scholarships, which, like the ex-

hibitions, depend upon success at the yearly examinations throughout
the country, I may state that six have held their scholarships at the

college for at least a part of the scholarship period, and three others

were already associates.

So much for the prizemen we have with us. I next come to the

teachers in training who come to us. The number of teachers in

training who have passed through the college from 1872 to 1897,

inclusive, is about six hundred; on an average they attended about

two years each. The number in the session 1872—'73, when they
were first admitted, was sixteen, the number in 1885-'86 was fifty,

and in 189 6-'97 sixty. These have not as a rule taught science

classes previously, but before admission they give an undertaking
that they intend to teach. In the earlier years some did not carry
out this undertaking, doubtless because of the small demand for

teachers of science at that time. But we have changed all that.

With but very few exceptions, all the teachers so trained now at once

begin teaching, and not necessarily in classes under the department.
It is worthy of note, too, that many royal exhibitioners and national

scholars, although under no obligation to do so, also take up science

teaching. It is probable that of all the Government students now
who pass out of the college each year not less than three fourths be-

come teachers. The total number of teachers of science engaged in

classes under the department alone at the present time is about six

thousand.

I have not yet exhausted what our college does for the national

efforts in aiding the teaching of science.

When you, gentlemen, leave us about the end of June for your
well-earned holidays, a new task falls upon yo.ur professors in the

shape of summer courses to teachers of science classes brought up by
the department from all parts of the four kingdoms to profit by the

wealth of apparatus in the college and museum, and the practical

work which it alone renders possible.

The number of science teachers who have thus attended the

summer courses reaches 6,200, but as many of these have at-

tended more than one course, the number of separate persons is not

so large.

Research.—From time to time balances arise in the scholarship

fund owing to some of the national scholarships or royal exhibitions

being vacated before the full time for which they are tenable has

expired. Scholarships are formed from these balances and awarded
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among those students who, having completed the full course of train-

ing for the associateship, desire to study for another year at the col-

lege. It is understood that the fourth year is to be employed in re-

search in the subject of the associateship.

The gaining of one of the Remanet scholarships, not more than

two on the average annually, referred to, furnishes really the only
means by which deserving students are enabled to pursue research

in the college; as, although a professor has the power to nominate a

student to a free place in his laboratory, very few of the most de-

serving students are able to avail themselves of the privilege owing
to want of means.

The department only very rarely sends students up as teachers in

training for research work, but only those who intend making teach-

ing their profession are eligible for these studentships.

I trust that at some future day, when we get our new buildings
—

it is impossible to do more than we do till we get them—more facili-

ties for research may be provided, and even an extension of time

allowed for it if necessary. I see no reason why some of the 1851

exhibition scholarships should not be awarded to students of this col-

lege, but to be eligible they must have published a research. Re-

search should naturally form part of the work of the teachers in train-

ing who are not brought up here merely to effect an economy in the

teaching staff.

Such, then, in brief, are some of our normal-school attributes. I

think any one who knows the facts must acknowledge that the organi-
zation has justified itself not only by what it has done, but also by the

outside activities it has set in motion. It is true that with regard to

the system of examining school candidates by means of papers sent

down from London, the department was anticipated by the College
of Preceptors in 1853, and by Oxford and Cambridge in 1858; but

the action of 1861, when science classes open to everybody, was

copied by Oxford and Cambridge in 1869. The department's
teachers got to work in 1860, but the so-called "University Exten-

sion Movement "
dates only from 1873, and only quite recently have

summer courses been started at Oxford and Cambridge.
The chemical and physical laboratories, small though they were

in the department's schools, were in operation long before any prac-
tical work in these subjects was done either at Oxford or Cambridge.
When the college laboratories began, about 1853, they existed prac-

tically alone. From one point of view we should rejoice that they
are now third rate. I think it would be wrong of me not to call your
attention to the tenacity, the foresight, the skill, the unswerving pa-

tience, exhibited by those upon whom has fallen the duty of sailing

the good ship
"
Scientific Instruction," launched, as I have stated,
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out upon a sea which was certain, from the history I have brought
before you, to be full of opposing currents.

I have had a statement prepared showing what the most distin-

guished of our old students and of those who have succeeded in the

department's examinations are now doing. The statement shows that

those who have been responsible for our share in the progress of

scientific instruction have no cause to be ashamed.

Conclusion.—I have referred previously to the questions of sec-

ondary education and of a true London University, soon, let us hope,
to be realized.

Our college will be the first institution to gain from a proper sys-

tem of secondary education, for the reason that scientific studies

gain enormously by the results of literary culture, without which we
can neither learn so thoroughly nor teach so effectively as one could

wish.

To keep a proper mind-balance, engaged as we are here continu-

ously in scientific thought, literature is essential, as essential as bodily

exercise, and if I may be permitted to give you a little advice, I

should say organize your athletics as students of the college, and

organize your literature as individuals. I do not think you will

gain so much by studying scientific books when away from here

as you will by reading English and foreign classics, including a large
number of works of imagination; and study French and German
also in your holidays by taking short trips abroad.

With regard to the university. If it be properly organized, in

the light of the latest German experience, with complete science and

technical faculties of the highest order, it should certainly insist

upon annexing the School of Mines portion of our institution; the

past history of the school is so creditable that the new university for

its own sake should insist upon such a course. It would be absurd,

i.*i the case of a nation which depends so much on mining and metal-

lurgy, if these subjects were not taught in the chief national univer-

sity, as the University of London must become.

But the London University, like the Paris University, if the little

history of science teaching I have given you is of any value, must

leave our normal college alone, at all events till we have more than

trebled our present supply of science teachers.

But while it would be madness to abolish such an institution as

our normal school, and undesirable if not impossible to graft it on the

new university, our school, like its elder sister in Paris, should be

enabled to gain by each increase in the teaching power of the uni-

versity. The students on the scientific side of the Paris school, in

spite of the fact that their studies and researches are looked after by
fourteen professors entitled Maitres de Conferences, attend certain
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of the courses at the Sorbonne and the College de France, and this is

one of the reasons why many of the men and researches which have

enriched French science hail from the Ecole Normdle.

One word more. As I have pointed out, the French Ecole

Normdle was the result of a revolution; I may now add that France

since Sedan has been doing, and in a tremendous fashion, what, as

I have told you, Prussia did after Jena. Let us not wait for dis-

astrous defeats, either on the field of battle or of industry, to develop

to the utmost our scientific establishments and so take our proper and

complete place among the nations.—Nature.

THE SERIES METHOD: A COMPARISON.

By CHARLOTTE TAYLOR.

BROADLY speaking, there are two methods which are used for

the teaching of a language : that of the mother and that of the

grammarian. The child learns its own or mother tongue from the

mother; it learns a foreign tongue from a teacher, whose highest

ambition is to be a grammarian. Does the child learn better from

the mother or from the grammarian? Without doubt, from the

mother, according to the mother method. If this is so, must we use

the example of the mother or of the grammarian when we are to

begin the teaching of a foreign language? Is there any reason why
a foreign tongue should be otherwise taught than the mother tongue?
Is it not at least worth the trouble to try the method of the mother,

when it is every day demonstrated that pupils who have had five, six,

seven years of teaching are unable, on leaving school, so much as

to understand when the language they have been studying is used in

conversation?

Let us attempt to obtain light on the differences between these

two principal methods that exist for teaching a language. What is

the mother's method? How does she teach the child to speak? First

let us notice that the mother follows the child : she allows him first to

show interest in something and' then helps him to express himself.

Here we must pause to notice that what most interests the child is

not a thing, an object for itself, but the capacity of the thing to do

something, the possibilities of the thing for the performance of an

action. A young child takes a thing in its hand and waves it, or

strikes it against something, or passes it from one hand to the other;

when it is older, it asks invariably,
" What for ?

" The mother names

the thing to the child, and also the action that may be therewith per-

formed. The child begins to play. Here a specialty of the mother
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method comes into view. The mother tells the child that she is

pleased or displeased with him, that it makes her happy or unhappy
when the child does this or that, that she thinks he is a good or a

naughty boy, etc.—all of which remarks express her feelings, her

thoughts, in contradistinction to the actions which have occasioned

these feelings and thoughts ;
the realm of the mind as opposed to the

world of activity. Let us here notice that the speech of every people
contains these two classifications of words, the objective and the sub-

jective; and indeed it must be so, since we perform actions and we

j,udge of our actions. By this method the child learns in about a

year from the time it begins to speak to express itself about what it

does and what it thinks.

Now what is the method of the grammarian? The child learns

first the names of things that do not appeal to his consciousness, for

they do not start from his point of view, but from that of the maker
of a book. He learns lists of words—that is, he learns to know the

symbol, and not the thing; he translates. He learns about Caesar's

wars and the book of his father's uncle in what is called an exercise.

For both of these subjects he feels no interest, which is to be

expected, as they are abstract. He sees no action. Of the great part
of language, which may be called the speech of feeling, he also learns

only in the abstract. He reads that Caesar was glad or that his

father's uncle was angry, but the happiness and the anger are outside

of his consciousness; they have been presented to him by symbols,
that is, printed words. By this method the child learns in about

four years to read fairly well
;

as a rule, speaking the language is en-

tirely out of the question. The pupils can not talk of their actions

and their feelings, because these are represented to them by symbols,
for such are printed words; they have not grasped them as actualities.

If on going into a foreign country they are able to understand what
is being said, the teacher may consider himself lucky. He has done

his utmost with the method he has chosen to employ. He has attained

something. It remains true that the mother accomplishes more in

a shorter time than the grammarian.
But is it perhaps possible to put the two methods together, and

thus to create a method which shall contain the good of both? We
must not continue always to act as the mother does, to teach after her

method, or our pupils will continue to talk like a child of two years,

and be furthermore unable to write at all. How shall we manage
to melt the two into one compact, inseparable whole?

Let us imagine a class is to take its first lesson in the foreign

tongue. First, what shall be the matter of the lesson
; then, how shall

it be presented? We shall be careful to choose a subject that can

be interesting to the pupil, hence a subject containing activity.
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It is not necessary that it should be anything astonishing or un-

usual. Let us consider with the pupils how one opens the class-

room door. Let us ask the pupil in his mother tongue how he does

it, carefully drawing his attention to the number of actions necessary
to the accomplishment of our aim, such as walking, standing still,

extending the arm, grasping the knob, etc., together with the result-

ing actions on the part of the door, opening, swinging, etc. We will

then draw his attention to the words of activity, the verbs, and tell

him he is going to learn those words in the new language
—

say
German. We will now take the first verb necessary to the accom-

plishment of our aim, that of walking. We will say, while we walk,
such sentences as

" This is gehe,"
" See how I gehe,"

" My feet move
when I gehe," etc. We do the same with each verb, always with its

accompanying action. We will take the first four verbs of our sub-

ject, repeat them the first time with many explanatory phrases, the

second time with fewer, the third and last time we shall simply repeat
the verbs

"
gehe,"

"
stehe still,"

"
strecke aus,"

"
fasse an," always

with the actions. By this time the pupils will know these, they hav-

ing heard each one at least seven times. We can now allow them
to recite, we still giving the clew by the production of the appropriate
action. Having taught these first four verbs, we are now ready for

the full sentence "I walk toward the door,"
"
I stand still by the door,"

"
I reach out my arm,"

"
I take hold of the knob." We can teach

the subject
"
ich

" without difficulty, as it remains the same in all the

sentences. Let us take the nouns and teach in this manner :

" Ich

gehe
"—

pointing
—"

Thiir," then a repetition of
"
Thiir

" contained

in sentences describing it, with at least three repetitions of the word.

Then come the words showing direction and relation. If you say
{i Ich gehe

"—
pointing

—"
Thiir," the pupil will know that there is

a word lacking, and he will be unsatisfied till he knows it. We
now have a sentence,

" Ich gehe nach der Thiir." We will teach

the other sentences in the same way; we will repeat each sentence

at least three times in its entirety, and we will allow the pupils to

recite. Here it is of interest to show the pupil that the sentence has

sprung from the verb, that the verb is the germ of the sentence.

Whether we do this with the words "
verb,"

"
sentence,"

"
germ,"

must depend on the capacity of the class. It is not a question
of words, but of ideas. Let us present our subject as a living thing.

To supply the pupil with an old-fashioned grammar exercise is like

inviting him to make a dinner off papier-mache joints and steaks.

All this time we have been considering the part of language
which deals with the outside world. It is now time to consider how
we shall present the part of language which deals with the inner

life. We must make the pupil capable of expressing his states of
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mind, his thoughts, because these thoughts are interesting to him.

There is, broadly speaking, only one situation in class about which his

mind is working: his own success or failure to recite. Hence, before

each recitation we shall speak a sentence of encouragement or com-

mand, such as
"
Please begin,"

"
I think you are going to do well."

After each recitation we shall speak a sentence of praise or blame,
such as

"
Very good,"

"
It might have been better." These, as they

can not be expressed by actions, may be translated when necessary
into equivalent phrases in the mother tongue. We shall illustrate

each phrase by stories, riddles, quotations, whatever you like. The

pupil will be interested, and hence will remember. It is not neces-

sary to the acquisition of knowledge that the pupil should be thor-

oughly bored while trying to learn. After a sufficient number of

repetitions of a phrase by the teacher, it will be handed over to the

pupils, who will then address to each other phrases of encouragement,

command, praise, blame, etc. We have now enabled the pupil to ex-

press an action and his thought; the outside and the inside world are

his; he needs only to advance as he began. Each lesson proceeds in

this wise:

EXAMPLE.

Part I.—Teacher: "We shall learn about opening the door."

General subjective phrase,
"
Pay attention." Explanation of the

phrase through stories.

Teaching of verbs.

First subjective phrase before recitation,
"
Please begin." Ex-

planation through stories.

Recitation.

First subjective phrase after recitation,
"
Very good." Explana-

tions through stories.

After the teaching of the sentences, the subjective phrases are

spoken by the pupils.

It lies in the intelligence of the teacher to recognize the moment
for introducing phrases.

The lesson then proceeds to the movements of the door as Part

II, and to our leaving the door as Part III. The scheme is the

same.

All this is a copy (systematized, of course) of the method em-

ployed by the mother. Now, first, can the grammarian be useful to

us? Let us remember that to begin with his method is to put the cart

before the horse. He must play the second but also an important

part. The child learns to speak first, but he also learns to read and

to write. We will give the same lesson to the pupil in printed

form; he will be asked to read it, and then to copy it or write it from
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dictation. He will receive the new speech through the sense of

hearing; it will then be communicated to the sight, and then to the

touch. In this manner a class of twenty girls of about thirteen years
had been taught English. After about thirty printed lessons had

been mastered with the anecdotes, riddles, etc., which had occupied
about half a German school year, they were not only able to read and

write without many mistakes, but showed a strong desire to express

themselves in the new tongue, and were, indeed, able to do so very

satisfactorily, as compared with the results obtained by the gram-
marian after a seven years' course.

"Who first thought of combining the two original methods of

language teaching in this way? A Frenchman, named Frangois

Gouin. He gave it the name of the
"
Series Method," because each

lesson contains a Series of actions. After the pupil has learned to

express himself in regard to his immediate surroundings he continues

to learn in series in regard to the lives of animals and of plants,

the processes of housekeeping, traveling, trade, etc. It is all pre-

sented simply, but each has its own appropriate words and expres-

sions. As soon as the pupil has mastered the rudiments he will also

have the subjective matter presented in a series; in one lesson the

teacher will be inclined to mirth, in another to (mock) anger, in an-

other to hope, in another to (mock) despair.

The most important result of education being the evolution of

the character already present in the child, let us not consider him

a little empty jug to be filled with knowledge; rather let us seek to

draw out the riches of his character. When he is able to live in a

new language, he will be ever broadened, refreshed, and renewed.

This method, resting on a psychological basis, is, with modifica-

tions of manner, which it remains the duty of the teacher to recog-

nize, just as good for an adult as for a child. Rules of grammar will

be earlier given to the adult, because he will notice correspondences
and differences sooner than the child. But no rule will ever be given
to a pupil of any age till he himself can appreciate its value, till he

is mentally beginning to ask
"
why?

" This questioning state of

mind is one highly to be desired, as it is a state of receptivity.

The highest point yet reached by a kite was attained by the leader of

a tandem sent up from the Blue Hill Observatory by Messrs. Clayton and

Ferguson, August 26th, 12,124 feet above the sea, 277 feet higher than had

previously been reached by any kite. The five miles of line weighed

seventy-five pounds, and the weight of the whole was one hundred and

twelve pounds. With a temperature of 75° and wind velocity thirty-two
miles an hour on the ground, the temperature was 38° and the wind velocity

thirty-two miles an hour at the highest point reached, while the highest
wind velocity recorded was forty miles an hour at 11,000 feet.
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THE EAKLIEST WRITING IN FRANCE.

By M. GABRIEL DE MORTILLET.

nnHE ancient Celts and Gauls of France had no real letters. A
-L few Celtiberian pieces of money bear characters belonging to

the Phoenician and Carthaginian alphabets. In Cisalpine Gaul we
find Gallic written in ancient Italian characters. The Greeks, when

they founded Massilia and spread themselves along the Mediter-

ranean coast of France, brought their language and writing into the

country. The Gauls took advantage of this, and many Gallic in-

scriptions in Greek characters occur scattered through the south of

France, among much more numerous inscriptions in the Greek lan-

guage and character.

When the Romans came, the Latin alphabet rapidly took the

place of the Greek, and the few Gauls that continued faithful to the

old tongue used Latin characters in engraving the inscriptions they
have left us. Similar changes took place in Gallic pieces of money.
Excepting the Celtiberian coins with their Semitic legends and char-

acters, which are found only in a very limited district in the south-

west of France, Gallic coins, when they have characters upon them,

may be classified as those with Greek and those with Latin legends.
The former are very abundant in the south of France, and extend,

growing more rare, as we go on into the center and north. Gallic

coins with legends in Roman characters gradually become more

numerous, and were general after the conquest of Gaul by Julius

Caesar, some of the Gallic populations having only begun to coin

money during the earlier period of the Roman occupation.
There are some evidences of the use of a symbolical and hie-

roglyphical writing before alphabetical writing. On some of the

megalithic monuments, principally in Morbihan, stones are found

bearing incised engravings, and sometimes sculptures in relief. Are
the engravings simply ornamental motives, have they a symbolical

meaning, or are they hieroglyphic emblems? Opinions are divided.

The supports of the large and handsome dolmen of the little island

of Gavrinis, Morbihan, are filled with engraved lines running into

one another and conforming to the shape of the stone or to its compo-
sition—all the siliceous and consequently very hard parts being free

from them. This indicates a simple ornamentation or decoration

executed without any special plan made in advance, according to the

nature and form of the stone worked upon. Yet, among the lines

of the apparently fanciful ornament a number of polished stone

hatchets are very distinctly represented. In all the other dolmens

the carvings are much less numerous and not so close. Sometimes
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they are distributed around, and sometimes they are isolated.

Among them we remark the frequent repetition of some forms in

groups or singly, which suggest the thought of signs with a deter-

mined sense. Upon a large support of the dolmen of the Petit-Mont

at Arzan (Morbihan) there are at the lower left hand three crosses,

a sign of frequent occurrence on the megalithic carvings. Above
these are two very wide open U's. Seidler sees in these signs letters

of the Libyan alphabet, the cross corresponding to C, and the other

sign to M. Some persons have further thought they could distin-

guish an Egyptian letter in the cross. Taking a more general view

of the question, Letourneau * has tried to prove that the sculptures
on the megaliths are inscriptions, and the engraved signs correspond
to letters of the ancient alphabets, most probably Semitic. Adrien

de Mortillet answered that the thought of writing involved arrange-

ment, and no arrangement could be predicated of the signs.

A short time afterward, Adrien de Mortillet, in a paper on the

Figures sculptured on the Megalithic Monuments of France, proved
that the figures are more or less rude designs representing a well-

determined series of objects. Thus the U's, with branches very

widely separated, represent boats, and are emblems of migrations by
sea

;
the crosses are shipmasters' staffs, or insignia of chiefs similar in

character to bishops' crosses. The polished hatchet is frequently

figured, and often with a handle, and is the emblem of labor, or,

more probably, of combat. The scutcheons, which are also frequent,
are bucklers, or military symbols. They are usually adorned on the

inner side with a variety of symbolical figures variously grouped,
which evidently served as the owner's coat of arms, and are the most

ancient known specimens of the kind, going back to the stone age, or

at least to the transition age from stone to bronze. After that time

the custom of putting their owners' arms upon bucklers spread

widely. It lasted till the end of the middle ages. The painted vases

of classical antiquity furnish numerous and very curious examples of

such marks. The interpretation of the megalithic sculptures may
furnish probable if not certain details concerning an epoch which is

very little known to us. Thus, the scutcheon of the dolmen des

Marchands, containing four series of crosses, one above the other,

and each series divided into two parts, fifty-six crosses in all, may
have been the arms of a chief of a powerful confederation having

fifty-six less important chiefs under his orders. The supposition is

confirmed by the dimensions of the monument and a large handled

hatchet engraved under the tablet between two other crosses.

Near the dolmen des Marchands, and not far from the sea, is

* Ch. Letourneau. Alphabet Forms in Megalithic Inscriptions. Bulletin of the So-

ciety of Anthropology, 1893.
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the large tumulus of Marie-Hroeck, which includes a small dolmen

containing rich funerary furnishings. In front of the entrance to

the cavern is a rectangular slab that bears on its face a scutcheon

containing two crosses, symbolical of power, and several very rudely
drawn representations of boats. The engravers of this period were

not artists, but stone-cutters, working upon a very hard rock with

very poor tools. Unable to figure distinctly what they wanted to,

they did the best they could. Handled hatchets were distributed

irregularly all round the scutcheons. Does not this epitaph seem to

mean that the tomb was erected in memory of a powerful maritime

chief by soldiers, his companions in arms?

From these bucklers we pass to generalized feminine representa-

tions characterized by concentric necklaces and pairs of prominent

globular breasts. Such sculptures, which are repeated in various

dolmens and artificial mortuary caves in the valley of the Seine,

may be of religious import. They seem to be replaced in the south

of France by attempts at statues. Of such character are the two

sculptures of the dolmen of Collorgues in Gard, which also have the

symbolical cross on their breasts.

Whatever they may be, the megalithic engravings are the earliest

graphic historical documents of the country. It is therefore im-

portant to collect and preserve them.

They may be divided into simple ornamental motives, which

may further suggest interesting resemblances; figurative engravings

representing known and definite objects and forming commemora-

tive pictures capable of affording important historical or legendary
hints—the most ancient documents in our archives; and symbolical

engravings of more difficult determination, and independent of any

alphabet.

Among the specimens of the last class, one sort, the cupule, is

extremely widespread. It is a very regularly shaped hemispherical

cup, generally represented by itself, but sometimes mingled with

other figures, most usually occurring in groups without arrangement,
but very rarely isolated. Entire surfaces are sometimes covered

with this design. It is a very ancient design, as such cupules are

found on the dolmens. In the dolmen of Keriaval, at Locmariquer,
the lower side of the horizontal slab is starred with numerous cupules,

which antedate the construction of the monument, for they appear

on the parts that rest on the supports. There may also, however, be

more recent cupules. We are totally in the dark as to what they

represent.

Cupules are sometimes cut on the surface of rocks in place. En-

gravings similarly cut have been designated sculptures on rocks, and

are found almost everywhere. Those which have been most studied
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and afford the most features of interest for us are on the Scan-

dinavian coasts, and these have been largely utilized by Adrien de

Mortillet for the determination of the figures of megaliths. We cite

only one example from Gaul, the sculptures in the rocks of the Lago
dei Maraviglie, in a lateral valley on the left, going from San Dal-

mazo to Tende, in Piedmont. Some of the walls of the rock there and

large surfaces of detached blocks are covered with extremely rude fig-

ures formed by the accumulation of dints resulting from frequently

repeated blows. Among these figures, which are without order in the

grouping, and in which no regard is paid to proportions, are stags,

rams, human figurines, hatchets, pikes, baskets, and lance points.

These sculptures have been ascribed to the neolithic or the bronze

age; but the existence of figures of similar style on the walls of a lead

mine near Valauri has suggested that they may be more recent.

Human figurines are numerous, but heads of horned animals are

more so. Some are perhaps stags and rams, while bulls and cows are

abundant. The shepherds are accustomed to take their herds and

keep them for two or three months every year in this valley, which

is so lonely and melancholy in aspect that it has been called Valiee

d'Enfer, or Hell Valley. It would not be strange if these herdsmen,
for want of something better to do, should have amused themselves

delineating the things that were before their eyes
—the cattle, the

miners, and things appertaining to the mine. As to special traits,

the representations are so badly executed as to leave a wide range

open for interpretation.
—Translated for the Popular Science

Monthly from the Booh Formation de la Nation frangaise (Paris:

Felix Alcan).

An old Newcomen steam engine at North Ashton, near Bristol, England,
as described by Mr. W. H. Pearson in the British Association, is still doing
practical work after an active career of nearly one hundred and fifty years,
it having been erected in 1750 at a cost of seventy pounds. The piston is

packed with rope, and has a covering of water on the top to make it steam

tight. The working of the engine is aided by the vacuum formed by the

injection of water into the cylinder. The old man now engaged in working
this engine has held his post since .he was a lad, and his father and grand-
father occupied the same position.

The excavation of the Roman town of Calleva Attrebatum at Silchester,

near Reading, England, has brought to light nearly forty complete houses,

a private bathing establishment, two square temples, the west gate, a Chris-

tian church possibly of the fourth century, a basilica and forum, an exten-

sive system of dye works, a series of drains, other works, and a multitude of

ornaments and utensils—remains of Roman civic life and institutions, com-

plementing previous discoveries of Roman monuments in England, which

have been mostly military.
vol. ht.—40
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SKETCH OF GABEIEL DE MOKTILLET.

nnilE Ecole d'Anthropologic feels with a profound emotion the
-*- loss of the eminent master, one of its glories, whose labors

have contributed in so large a measure to honor and magnify it, and

to extend and confirm its legitimate authority, and who had the ex-

ceedingly rare merit of constituting a science which by means of him
has become a French science—that of prehistoric archaeology."
Such is the eminently fitting tribute spoken by the professors of the

Paris Ecole d'Anthropologic through their Revue Mensuelle to the

memory of Gabriel de Mortillet.

Louis Laurent Gabriel de Mortillet was born at Meylan,

Isere, France, August 29, 1821, and died September 25, 1898. He
began his studies with the Jesuits at Chambery, and continued them
in Paris at the Museum of Natural History and at the Conservatoire

des Arts et Metiers. He was interested in the revolutionary move-

ments of 1848; and in the insurrectionary demonstration of the 13th

of June, 1849, which followed the presentation by Ledru Rollin, on

the 11th, of a resolution of impeachment against President Louis

Napoleon for repressing the republican movement in Eome, it was

with his help that the eminent deputy was enabled to escape arrest.

In the same year he was condemned for a press offense and took

refuge in Savoy. During his exile he classified the collections of the

Natural History Museum in Geneva
;
had charge of the arrangement

of the Museum at Annecy in 1854; directed an exploitation of

hydraulic lime in Italy; and served as geological adviser in the con-

struction of the northern railways of that country. He was also asso-

ciated with Agassiz in his studies of the glaciers of Switzerland. He
returned to Paris in 1864, and in 1867 was charged with the organiza-

tion of the first hall or prehistoric department of the History of Labor

at the Universal Exposition of 1867. In 1868 he was called to the

Museum of National Antiquities at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, where he

continued till 1885. It is specially mentioned that he carried this

institution safely through the perils of the war of 1870-'71. While

engaged in these museum tasks he was struck with the insufficiency

of the then universally accepted paleontological and prehistoric

classifications, and his attention became fully absorbed in the subject.

He held long consultations with Edouard Lartet, the eminent pale-

ontologist and his learned friends concerning it. As a result of

these deliberations, after careful study of the formations and speci-

mens, he proposed a scheme of classification in 1869, which was

completed at the congress held in Brussels in 1872, and has become

generally accepted in its fundamentals, after having withstood the
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often-repeated attacks of persistent criticism, and has received con-

firmation after confirmation from innumerable discoveries made

throughout the world.
" Had his activity concerned only the classi-

fication of the different stone ages," says Dr. Capitan, whose eulogy of

M. de Mortillet we follow most largely in our sketch,
"
de Mortillet

would for that work alone have been by good right considered a great
man of science. Actually to illuminate a number of dark points, to

group a thousand scattered facts in regular order, to synthetize numer-

ous isolated researches, to constitute a cohesive theory of them—that

is what de Mortillet did. Thus he became long ago the uncontested

master, the leader of a school, who was able to group and hold around

him the scientific students and workers of the entire world."

M. de Mortillet was in 1866 one of the founders of the Inter-

national Congress of Prehistoric Archaeology. He was one of the

first professors in the Ecole d'Anthropologic founded by Broca in

1875, the greatest achievement, as he writes in the preface to his

Formation de la Nation frangaise, of the Association for the Teach-

ing of Anthropological Sciences. The school was opened in Novem-

ber, 1875, in a building gratuitously lent it by the Ecole de Mede-

cine, to give instruction free of tuition charges, and was to be main-

tained by a fund subscribed by anthropological societies and private

persons, a gift of fifteen hundred dollars a year by M. Wallon for

laboratory purposes, and a grant of twenty-five hundred dollars from

the Municipal Council of Paris for the payment of professors' salaries.

Five courses of lectures were to be delivered, to be increased as the

resources of the association multiplied. The association and the

school were recognized as of public utility by a law of 1889; the

school being the first establishment of private instruction, Dr. Capi-

tan said in his memorial address, "and up to this time (1 8 9 7) the

only one that has had that honor, an honor that creates duties for us.

We are under obligation to clarify and extend our teaching." De
Mortillet's work was so true to the sentiment expressed in this sen-

tence that one of the characteristics attributed to him in the short

biography published in Vaporeau's Dictionnaire TJniversel des Con-

temporains is that he was one of the men who contributed most to the

popularizing of prehistoric studies in France. During the more than

twenty years of his professorship of prehistoric anthropology in the

Ecole, de Mortillet
"
gave precious instruction to numerous students,

many of whom, foreigners, have in their turns become masters in their

own countries." He was also president of the Society of Anthro-

pology, subdirector of the Ecole d'Anthropologic, president of the

Association for Teaching Anthropological Sciences, and president of

the Commission on Megalithic Monuments—the various functions

of which offices he filled with remarkable exactness and distinction.
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" In all these important positions," says Dr. Capitan in his eulogy,
" de Mortillet unfailingly brought a uniform ardor to his work, a

uniform activity, a clear and acute wit, and a remarkable precision.

He performed his numerous duties almost to the end of his life.

Only last month (July, 1898) he made another journey for the

execution of a mission which the commission on megalithic monu-
ments had intrusted to him."

In connection with these multifarious labors, M. de Mortillet

published a considerable number of memoirs and of books of the

highest order. He was a transformist from the very first, and per-

formed all his various researches in the spirit of an evolutionist. His

first publications were on conchology, and numerous memoirs be-

tween 1851 and 18G2 related to subjects in that branch. During the

same period he contributed many important works on the geology
and mineralogy of Savoy. Among these were the History of the

Land and Fresh-water Mollusks of Savoy and the Basin of Lake

Leman, and a Guide to the Traveler in Savoy. His attention was

afterward more entirely directed to prehistoric archaeology and

anthropology, and he published in 1866 a curious Study on the Sign
of the Cross previous to Christianity. Of this period, too, are his

Promenades, or Walks, in the Universal Exposition of 1867, and his

"Walks in the Museum of Saint-Germain, 1869. He founded, in

1864, the Recueil, or Collection of Materials for the Positive History
of Man, which was afterward continued at Toulouse by M. E.

Cartailhac. In 1879 he published a work on pottery marks—
Potters allobroges, ou les Sigles figulins Studies par les Methodes

de VHistoire naturelle. In 1881, in co-operation with his son,

Adrien de Mortillet, as artist, he published a magnificent illustrated

work or album, Le Musee Prehistorique (The Prehistoric Museum) ;

and in 1883, the volume Le Prehistorique (Prehistoric Archaeology) ;

two books which have taken rank as master works. A second edition

of the Prehistorique appeared in 1885, and at the time of his death

he was preparing a third, in which he was taking great pains to

bring the matter up to the present condition of the science. Another

important work was the Origines de la Chasse et de la Peche (Origin
of Hunting and Fishing). A considerable number of memoirs by M.
de Mortillet appeared in various scientific journals, especially in the

two founded by him—Les Materiaux pour VHistoire primitive et

naturelle de VHomme, already mentioned, and L'Homme, which was

established in 1884.

An epoch in M. de Mortillet's life was marked in 1873, when a

discussion took place at the Anthropological Congress, in Lyons, be-

tween him and M. Abel Hovelacque concerning the precursors of

man. The researches of the two masters had already led them, by a
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series of observations and deductions, to regard as certain the geo-

logical existence of a being intermediate between man and the

monkey, which they called the Anthropopithecus, and they were

trying to indicate, hypothetically, its leading characteristics.

M. de Mortillet's reasons for believing in the existence of this pre-
cursor of man as a definite being were presented in the Revue
d'Anthropologie, in an article which was translated and published in

the Popular Science Monthly for April, 1879. In this paper the

author summarized the evidence, already copious, in favor of the

existence of Quaternary man, and then took up the question,
" Did

there exist in the Tertiary age beings sufficiently intelligent to per-
form a part of the acts which are characteristic of man ?

" He then

reviewed the researches of the Abbe Bourgeois at Thenay in the

light of a collection of fire-marked flints which he had exhibited at

the International Congress of Prehistoric Archaeology and Anthro-

pology held in Paris in 1867, and deduced from the result that
"
dur-

ing the Middle Tertiary there existed a creature, precursor of man,
an anthropopithecus, which was acquainted with fire, and could make
use of it for splitting flints. It also was able to trim the flint flakes

thus produced, and to convert them into tools. This curious and in-

teresting discovery for a long time stood alone, and arguments were
even drawn from its isolated position to favor the rejection of it.

Fortunately, another French observer, M. J. B. Rames, has found in

the vicinity of Aurillac (Cantal), in the strata of the upper part of

the Middle Tertiary
—

here, too, in company with mastodons and

dinotheriums, though of more recent species than those of Thenay—
flints which also have been redressed intentionally. In this case,

however, the flints are no longer split by fire, but by tapping. It is

something more than a continuation, it is a development. Among
the few specimens exhibited by M. Rames, whose discoveries are

quite recent, is one which, had it been found on the surface of the

ground, would never have been called in question." The evidence

afforded by these flints was confirmed by a collection of flints from

the Miocene and the Pliocene of the valley of the Tagus shown by
Sehor Ribeiro in the same exhibition, a considerable proportion of

which bore evidence of intentional chipping.

Bearing upon this point was a chart of the Palaeolithic Age in

Gaul, drawn up by M. de Mortillet in 1871, and published in the

Bulletin de la Societe aVAnthropologic de Paris—"
the only work of

the kind extant
"—in which were recorded five localities in which

occurred supposed traces of man in the Tertiary, forty-one alluvial

deposits in the Quaternary yielding human bones and industrial re-

mains, and two hundred and seventy-eight caverns containing Qua-

ternary fauna with traces of prehistoric man.
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M. de Mortillet gave in another form his view of the sort of

creature the hypothetical anthropopithecus should be in a paper on

Tertiary Man, read before the Anthropological Section of the French
Association for the Advancement of Science in 1885, when he said

the question was not to find whether man already existed in the

Tertiary epoch as he exists at the present day. Animals varied from
one geological epoch to another, and the higher the animals the

greater was the variation. It was to be inferred, therefore, that man
would vary more rapidly than the other mammals. The problem
was to discover in the Tertiary period an ancestral form of man a

predecessor of the man of historical times. There were, he affirmed,

unquestionably in the Tertiary strata objects which implied the exist-

ence of an intelligent being
—animals less intelligent than existing

man, but much more intelligent than existing apes. While the skele-

ton of this ancestral form of man had not yet been discovered, he

had made himself known to us in the clearest manner by his works.

The general opinion of the meeting after hearing M. de Mortillet's

paper is said to have been that there could be no longer any doubt

of the existence of the supposed ancestral form of man in the Ter-

tiary period.

The discovery in Java, announced by Dr. Dubois, in 1896, of

fossil remains presenting structural characteristics between those of

man and those of the monkey, to which the name Pithecanthropus
erectus was given, were accepted with hardly a question by M. de

Mortillet and his colleagues as confirming his views.

At a banquet given to M. de Mortillet, May 1, 1884, by a num-
ber of anthropologists, when his portrait was presented to him, the

hall was decorated for the occasion with a life-size picture of an

ancient Gaul, executed according to his latest researches. The man
was represented as having no hair on his body; with very long arms

and very powerful muscles; his feet capable of being used in climbing

trees, but with toes not opposable; his jaw strongly prognathous, but

not at all equal to that of an anthropoid ape; his breadth strongly com-

pressed laterally and his abdomen prominent; the skin not negroid,

but of our present color; and the expression of his face was about as

intelligent as that of an Australian.

In his Le Prehistorique M. de Mortillet attempted to determine

how far distant was the epoch when Homo sapiens first appeared on

the earth, by estimating the rate of progression of blocks which were

carried by former ice fields, as he had observed them in Switzerland

with Agassiz. His conclusion was that more than two hundred

thousand years had elapsed since that event.

In 1894 M. de Mortillet proposed in the Societe d'Anthropologic
an important reform in chronology. Pointing out the inconvenience
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of using several different eras, such as the Foundation of Rome, the

Flight of Mohammed, and the Proclamation of the French Republic,
he suggested that ten thousand years before the Christian era be

adopted as a general starting point. This would include all Egyptian

chronology as known at the present day, and would leave five thou-

sand years at the disposal of future discoverers.
" A spirit always youthful, a man of progress," says Dr. Capitan

in his eulogy,
" our dear master kept himself fully in the current

with all work relating to prehistoric archaeology. He knew how
to profit by whatever would contribute to perfect his own work. He
therefore, on different occasions, modified his classification so as to

keep it up to date, realizing that a classification is an admirable in-

strument of study, which ought to go through the same evolution as

the science to which it is applied." This high quality of his mind

appears clearly in his last book, published in 1897—Formation de la

Nation frangaise (Formation of the French Nation). This book

comprised the substance of his lectures of the term 1889-'90. In

publishing it he disavowed all intention of producing a new history

of France. There were enough of these in all shapes and sizes,

written in the most varied styles, with diverse tendencies, and from

the most different points of view, and there were some most excel-

lent works among them, particularly that of M. Henri Martin, which

seemed to him to contain all the historical information known. But

all these histories, even that of Henri Martin, although he had been

president of the Anthropological Society of Paris, appeared to M.
de Mortillet to be at fault in their starting point. They gave too

much place in their beginnings to the legendary and the imaginary,
and not enough to natural history and palseethnology. It was M. de

Mortillet's purpose to follow an inverse method—to regard direct ob-

servation alone; and he would rest only on the impartial and precise

discussion of texts and facts.
"
Texts, documents, and facts," he said,

" become more and more rare as we go back in time. I shall col-

lect and examine them with the greatest care in order to make our

origins as clear as possible, and to enlarge the scale of our history.

I shall appeal in succession to all the sciences of observation, and

when I have recourse to the texts, I shall subject them to the closest

criticism and the most complete analysis." The texts on which his-

torians had so far relied did not go back far enough. They told of

events three thousand or, including the Egyptian hieroglyphic texts,

seven thousand years old, but what was this compared with the im-

mense lapse of time during which man has lived, going back into the

Quaternary epoch ? On this vast period the texts furnish no informa-

tion. They were, besides, inaccurate, tinged with fable and poetry,

with local and personal prejudice and ignorance, even as to the times
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to which they relate after history is supposed to have come in. If

we want light upon this unrecorded past, we must seek it by the aid

of palseethnological data; and anthropology may be very advanta-

geously united with palgeethnology to furnish valuable instruction con-

cerning the autochthonic race of France, its development, transforma-

tions, customs, and migrations, and the invasions it suffered in the

most remote antiquity.
" With the aid of these two sciences, both

of wholly new origin, we are able to trace the earliest pages of the

history of France." The book begins with a review of what the

texts afford regarding the earlier peoples of France; then brings
forward the evidence yielded by language and the study of the evo-

lution of writing ;
next presents the results of research respecting the

precursors of man, the rise and development of industries, societies,

and civilization; and studies the primitive races of perhaps two hun-

dred and thirty thousand or two hundred and forty thousand years

ago; their mixture with the other races that came in from abroad

and possessed the country; and, finally, the formation of the French

population as we now find it.

M. de Mortillet's relations with his pupils and with his country, and

his private character, are spoken of in the highest terms. For more

than twenty years his lectures at the Ecole d'Anthropologic, treating

the most various questions respecting prehistoric times, attracted large

and attentive audiences, often including students from abroad, who
afterward became masters of the science in their own countries.
" He was always ready to receive workers in the science, even the

least and humblest, to bestow advice and encouragement upon them,
and to give them the benefit of his experience and extensive erudi-

tion, and for this his pupils and friends lament him." Against his

integrity no suspicion was ever breathed.

In political faith he was always advanced, and ever true to his

convictions. He was maire of Saint-Germain from 1882 to 1888, and

deputy from the department of Seine-et-Oise from 1885 to 1889.

In the observations of the meteoric shower of November 13, 1897, at

Harvard College Observatory, one of the meteors appeared, according to the

calculations, at the height of 406 miles, and disappeared at the height of 43

miles, and at a distance of 196 miles. Another appeared at a height of 182

miles and disappeared at a height of 48 miles, and a distance of 74 miles.

The first meteor was red or orange, or, to Prof. W. H. Pickering, the color

of a sodium flame, and the other white. Both penetrated the atmosphere
to about the same depth, and both were clearly Leonids. These facts go to

show, Professor Pickering thinks, that the difference in color noted is not

due to a mere grazing of our atmosphere in some cases, and a correspond-

ingly low temperature, but to an actual difference in the chemical compo-
sition of the individual meteors..
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THE FOUNDATION OF SOCIOLOGY.

Editor Popular Science Monthly :

SIR
: May I be permitted a word of com-

ment upon your editorial entitled A Bor-
rowed Foundation, published in the Decem-
ber number of the Popular Science Monthly ?

Whatever my readers and reviewers may
have claimed for me, I myself have never
claimed to be the discoverer of " the con-

sciousness of kind." Not only Mr. Spencer,
as he and you have shown

;
not only Hegel,

as Professor Caldwell has shown
;
but also

nearly every philosophical writer and psy-

chologist from Plato and Aristotle down to

the present time has more or less clearly rec-

ognized the phenomenon of " the conscious-

ness of kind," although I do not know that

any one but myself has called it by just this

phrase. The only claim, then, that I put
forward for my own work is that, in a some-
what systematic way, I have attempted to

use the consciousness of kind as the postu-
late of sociology and to interpret more spe-
cial social phenomena by means of it. In
other words, I have used it as a " founda-
tion

"
;
and I am not aware that any other

writer on sociology has ever done so. Mr.

Spencer, I feel quite sure, makes no such
claim for himself. The passage which he
and you have quoted is taken from the Prin-

ciples of Psychology ;
it is not repeated in

the Principles of Sociology, where, if it had
been regarded by Mr. Spencer as a " founda-

tion," it should have been put forward as the

major premise of social theory. Passing over
the consciousness of kind, Mr. Spencer has
chosen to build his system of sociology in

part upon other psychological inductions, in

part upon a biological analogy. The tables

of the Descriptive Sociology are arranged in

accordance with the organic conception, and
nine and one half chapters of the Inductions
of Sociology in the first volume of the Prin-

ciples of Sociology are formulated in terms
of it. Throughout the remaining parts of
the Principles, however, sociological phe-
nomena are explained in terms of two closely-
correlated generalizations that are psycho-
logical in character—namely, first, the gen-
eralization that " while the fear of the living
becomes the root of the political control, the
fear of the dead becomes the root of religious
control

"
;
and second, the generalization that

militancy and industrialism produce opposite
effects on mind and character, and, through
them, on every form of social organization.
The work that Mr. Spencer has done in elab-

orating these explanations is of inestimable

value, but surely it is not an interpretation
of society in terms of the consciousness of I

kind. Is it then quite fair to suggest that
the use made of the consciousness of kind in

my own work is a borrowed "
foundation "

?

However you and Mr. Spencer and my
own readers may answer this question, I can

sincerely subscribe to your affirmation that
there is much more in Mr. Spencer's writings
than most even of his truest admirers and
most diligent readers have ever explored ;

and
I should be sorry to be regarded as behind
the foremost in appreciation of the great work
which he has accomplished not only for phi-

losophy in general, but especially for that
branch of knowledge which has engaged my
own interest. Franklin H. Giddings.

New Yoek, December 19, 1898.

Professor Giddings, in his Principles of

Sociology, spoke of the "
consciousness of

kind "
as the " new datum which has been

hitherto sought without success." Mr. Spen-
cer, on the other hand, showed that this was
not a new datum, inasmuch as he had formu-
lated it himself in a work published many
years previously. Professor Giddings says
that the passage to which Mr. Spencer re-

ferred occurred in his Principles of Psy-
chology, and not in his Principles of So-

ciology, where,
"

if it had been regarded by
Mr. Spencer as a foundation, it should have
been put forward as the major premise of
social theory." But Professor Giddings
surely does not forget that Mr. Spencer, in

laying out his system of synthetic philos-

ophy, made the whole of psychology the
basis of, and immediate preparation for, so-

ciology. Quite naturally a writer who is

dealing with sociology separately, and not
as part of a philosophical system, will find it

necessary in laying his foundations to fall

back on data furnished by the immediately
underlying science

;
and this explains why

Professor Giddings makes use in his Prin-

ciples of Sociology of a datum which,
whether drawn from Mr. Spencer's Psy-
chology or not, was at least to be found
there very distinctly expressed. Mr. Spen-
cer himself says that he regarded it as a
"
primary datum," and calls attention to the

fact that he devoted " a dozen pages to trac-

ing the development of sympathy as a re-

sult of gregariousness." We are quite pre-

pared to recognize the valuable use which
Professor Giddings has made of the doctrine

in question, and to admit that, by the exten-

sive development he has given to it, he has

imparted a special character and a special in-

terest both to his Principles of Sociology
and to his Elements of Sociology noticed

elsewhere.—Ed. P. S. M.
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EVOLUTION AND EDUCATION AGAIN.

Editor Popular Science Monthly :

Sir : I have not before this acknowledged
your reference to me in a spirited and in-

structive editorial that appeared in the De-
cember number of your excellent magazine,
because an immediate reply might have been
taken to indicate a desire, on my part, for a

controversy, which I expressly disclaim
;
and

besides, I have desired that the public might
read and consider your views dispassion-

ately. I care but little for the effect upon
myself, if the cause of truth shall be ma-

terially strengthened.
I am not surprised that you refer to me as

"
ignorant,"

"
negligible," etc., because it has

for a long time been painfully clear that the
"

scientific mind "
is exceedingly sensitive,

and while much given to praising forbear-

ance and kindness, still resorts to language
reasonably regarded as abusive. 1 have

always found this to be true, and the present

controversy is no exception to the rule. The
"
broadly scientific mind "

is, alas ! too often

narrow and intolerant in treating opposing
views. I do not wish, however, to find fault

with the abuse— it may prove to be good
discipline, and is, therefore, thankfully ac-

cepted ;
but I do very much desire to correct

a mistaken inference that you drew from my
reference to Herbert Spencer. There are

some typographical errors in the quotations
that you make, which, however, do not

change the meaning. Allow me then to say
that I have a great regard for Mr. Spencer ;

that I have read his writings with much
profit, and that I have never failed to accord
him full credit for the work he has accom-

plished. That I can not understand and ac-

cept all his teachings does not lessen my
respect for him.

At the time that I made my informal

talk to the teachers of this city, I had no

thought that my remarks would be published
or would excite public criticism, or that I

would be honored with so distinguished, so

critical an audience, or I should have been
more careful in the use of terms

;
but it does

seem to me that there is no excuse for the

distorted meaning that you and others have

given to the quotations. I referred to Mr.

Spencer's age to show that we could hope
for no change in his philosophy, and the

criticism that follows, if it may be styled a

criticism at all, is that he has refused to

recognize the Deity, and thereby fails to
"
bless, cheer, and comfort suffering human-

ity." You discuss it as if I had said that he
had not bettered the condition of his fellows

;

but that idea is not in the statement that you
quote at all. The word "suffering" was in-

tended to apply to those who, by reason of

the misfortunes of this life, are compelled to

look beyond themselves and their surround-

ings for comfort, and who in all ages and

among all peoples have turned their thoughts
toward a Divine Being for comfort. I

merely intended to say, in a very mild and
harmless way, that the consolations of a

religion based upon a belief in a Divine
Providence are necefsiry for suffering hu-

manity, and my immediate reference to Car-

dinal Newman by way of contrast in almost
the same language clearly shows this to be
the true meaning of my remarks. The em-

phasis was on the word '

suffering," which
was not intended to include more than a
fraction of mankind.

I am obliged to you for y
rour reference to

Mr. Gladstone, who in his last illness illus-

trated most fully what I had in my mind.
However great his pain, or cheerless the out-

look, he continually with serene cheerfulness

murmured, "I know that my Redeemer
liveth," and " Our Father," etc. It is per-

haps unnecessary to add that I am sorry that

any one has been led to believe that I under-
rate the value of the life and work of Herbert

Spencer.
Please allow me to refer to the statement

in your editorial,
"
Again dealing with the

modern scientific view, that in the develop-
ment of the human individual all antecedent

stages of human development are in a man-
ner passed through," etc., in order that I

may express my regret that you seem to

vitiate the force of the statement altogether

by the use of the unscientific phrase
"
in

a manner." The tremendous consequences
glowing out of the view make serious and
exact definition and treatment imperative,
and I had hoped that 1 was entering upon a

helpful discussion of it, but was greatly dis-

appointed. I am also unwilling to believe

that students of Emerson will be easily con-

vinced that he looked at life
" from a sta-

tionary point of view," but I do not feel that

I can claim your valuable time for a discus-

sion of this point.

May I trust your forbearance in pointing
out a manifest misconception in your state-

ment,
" We are not imposed upon by child-

ish imitations of mature virtues
"

? The re-

mark indicates that you have not been

brought into immediate association with
school children in a schoolroom, at least in

recent years.
I refer very reluctantly, but I trust with-

out seeming egotism, to your remarks touch-

ing my election to the position which I hold.

I am innocent of all responsibility in the

matter. I had no "pull" (is the term scien-

tific?). I wrote to the board declining to be
a candidate. I refused to allow my friends

to speak to the members of the board in my
behalf; 1 preferred the position (Principal
of the St. Paul High School) which 1 had
held for years, and I accepted the office with

much hesitation
;
but the intimation that our

Board of School Inspectors, composed of

business men in every way highly esteemed

by the citizens of St. Paul, and deemed

worthy of all confidence, had been actuated

by unworthy motives, is entirely gratuitous
and out of place in a journal such as you
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would have us believe yours to be. Could
there be offered better evidence of haste and
unfairness than this uncalled-for assault

upon those of whom you know absolutely

nothing, and does it not show the scientific

inclination to have theory with or without

facts, but certainly theory ?

Yours very truly, A. J. Smith,

Superintendent of Schools.

St. Paul, Minn., January A, 1899.

We took the report of Superintendent
Smith's address which appeared in the St.

Paul papers. If there were any
"
typograph-

ical errors" in our quotations, they were not
of our making; and Mr. Smith admits that,
such as they were, they did not affect the
sense. Well, then, we found Mr. Smith

using his position as Superintendent of
Schools to disparage a man whom the scien-

tific world holds in the highest honor, and
for whom he now tells us he himself has " a

great regard"—whose writings he has "read
with much profit." We judged the speaker
by his own words, and certainly drew an un-

favorable inference as to his knowledge and
mental breadth. If Mr. Smith did injus-
tice to himself by speaking in an unguarded
way, or by not fully expressing his meaning,
that was not our fault

;
and we do not think

we can properly be accused of having lapsed
into abuse. The explanation he offers of his

language regarding Mr. Spencer is wholly
unsatisfactory. He gave his hearers to un-
derstand that there was an "old man" in

London who had devoted all his energies to

c.eating a system of thought which should

entirely ignore the name of the Deity, and of

whom, after his death, it would not be re-

membered that he had " ever performed an
act or said a word that blessed or comforted
or relieved his suffering fellows." The stress,
he now says, should be laid on the word

"suffering." He did not wish to imply that
Mr. Spencer had not bettered the condition
of his fellows generally ; he only meant that
he had done nothing for the suffering. On
this we have two remarks to make : First, it

is not usual, when a man is acknowledged to

have given a long lifetime to useful work, to
hold him up to reprobation because he is not
known to have had a special mission to the
"
suffering

"
; and, second, that no man can,

be of service to mankind at large without

being of benefit to the suffering. It is

mainly because Mr. Spencer believes so

strongly in the broad virtues of justice and

humanity, has so unbounded a faith in the

efficacy of what may be called a sound social

hygiene, that he has had, comparatively, so
little to say upon the topics which most in-

terest those who apply themselves specific-

ally, but not always wisely, to alleviating the
miseries and distresses of humanity.

As to the means by which Mr. Smith ob-
tained his present position, we know nothing
beyond what he now tells us. We saw his

appointment criticised as an unsuitable one
in the St. Paul papers ;

and his published
remarks seemed to justify the criticism.
There are "pulls"—the word is "scientific"

enough for our purpose—even in school mat-
ters

;
and it seemed that this was just such a

case as a "
pull

" would most naturally ex-

plain. We quite accept, however, Superin-
tendent Smith's statement as to the facts

;

and we sincerely trust that the next address
he delivers to his teachers will better justify
his appointment than did the one on which
we felt it a duty to comment.

EMERSON AND EVOLUTION.
Edito?- Popular Science Monthly :

Sir : The editorial in the December Popu-
lar Science Monthly on the relations of Em-
erson to evolution must have surprised many
of the students of Emerson. A little over
two years ago Moncure D. Conway pointed
out (Open Court, 1896) that soon after his

resignation from the pulpit of the Unitarian
Church with which he was last connected,
Emerson taught zoology, botany, paleontol-

ogy, and geology, and that he was a pro-
nounced evolutionist who used in his lectures

the argument in favor of evolution drawn
from the practical identity of the extremities
of the vertebrates. That Emerson was an
evolutionist of the Goethean type is clear

from most of his essays. In an essay appear-
ing before the Origin of Species, he wrote
as follows :

" The electric word pronounced by John
Hunter a hundred years ago, arrested and
progressive development, indicating the way
upward from the invisible protoplasm to the

highest organisms, gave the poetic key to Nat-
ural Science, of which the theories of Geof-

frey Saint-Hilaire, of Oken, of Goethe, of

Agassiz and Owen and Darwin in zoology and

botany are the fruits—a hint whose power is

not exhausted, showing unity and perfect or-

der in physics.
" The hardest chemist, the severest analy-

zer, scornful of all but the driest fact, is

forced to keep the poetic curve of Nature,
and his results are like a myth of Theocritus.
All multiplicity rushes to be resolved into

unity. Anatomy, osteology, exhibit arrested
or progressive ascent in each kind

;
the lower

pointing to the higher forms, the higher to

the highest, from the fluid in an elastic sac,
from radiate, mollusk, articulate, vertebrate,

up to man
;
as if the whole animal world

were only a Hunterian museum to exhibit the

genesis of mankind."
The Darwin to whom reference is made

in this essay is not Charles, but his grand-
father, one of the poets of evolution, Eras-

mus. The essay also shows the belief in

evolution held by both Owen and Louis

Agassiz before theological timidity made
them unprogressive. The names quoted il-

lustrate further the factors which influ-
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enced Emerson's thought in regard to evolu-

tion. Saint-Hilaire gave the coup de grdce to

Cuvier's fight against evolution. Oken is

one of the great pioneers of evolution.

Goethe shares with Empedoeles, Lucretius,
and Erasmus Darwin the great honor of be-

ing a poet of evolution. Of the four, Goethe
was by all odds the greatest. To him, the

doctrine of evolution was of more importance
than the downfall of a despot. The eve of

the Revolution of 1830 found him watching
over the dispute between Cuvier and Saint-

Hilaire with an interest that obscured every
other.

" '

Well,' remarked Goethe to Soret "

(Conversations with Eckermann)
" ' what do

you think of this great event ? The volcano

has burst forth, all in flames, and there are no
more negotiations behind closed doors.'

' A
dreadful affair,' I answered,

' but what else

could be expected under the circumstances,
and with such a ministry, except that it would

end in the expulsion of the present royal

family ?
' ' We do not seem to understand

each other, my dear friend,' replied Goethe.
'
I am not speaking of those people at all

;

I am interested in something very different.

I mean the dispute between Cuvier and

Geoffroy de Saint-Hilaire, which has broken

out in the Academy, and which is of such

great importance to science.' This remark
of Goethe's came upon me so unexpectedly
that I did not know what to say, and my
thoughts for some minutes seemed to have
come to a complete standstill.

' The affair

is of the utmost importance,' he continued,
' and you can not form any idea of what I

felt on receiving the news of the meeting on

the 19th. In Geoffroy de Saint-Hilaire we
have now a mighty ally for a long time to

come. But I see also how great the sym-

pathy of the French scientific world must be
in this affair, for, in spite of a terrible politi-

cal excitement, the meeting on the 19th was
attended by a full house. The best of it is,

however, that the synthetic treatment of Na-

ture introduced into France by Geoffroy Saint-

Hilaire can now no longer be stopped. This

matter has now become public through the

discussion in the Academy carried on in

the presence of a large audience
;

it can

no longer be referred to secret committees

or be settled or suppressed behind closed

doors." '

It is obvious to any reader of Emerson's

essays that Goethe exercised an enormous in-

fluence over him, and that Emerson was much
more in sympathy with Goethe than was the

fetichistic dualist Carlyle. This influence of

Goethe over Emerson's views of evolution is

clearly evident in the citation already made.

The evolutionary views of Emerson ap-

pear so frequently in his essays that it is as-

tonishing that he should have been misun-
derstood. The citation by the Minneapolis

clergyman from the essay on Nature that
•' man is fallen

" does not refer to the

Adamic fall, but the degenerating influence

of cities. At the slightest glance, the evolu-

tionary tendency of this essay on Nature
is evident. In the paragraph immediately
after that containing the reference to fallen

man occurs the following :

" But taking timely warning and leaving

many things unsaid on this topic, let us not

longer omit our homage to the efficient Na-

ture, natura naturans, the quick cause before

which all forms flee as the driven snows, it-

self secret, its works driven before it in

flocks and multitudes (as the ancient repre-
sented Nature by Proteus, a shepherd), and in

indescribable variety. It published itself in

creatures reaching from particles and spicula

through transformation on transformation to

the highest symmetries, arriving at consum-
mate results without a shock or a leap. A little

heat, that is a little motion, is all that differ-

ences the bald dazzling white and deadly
cold poles of the earth from the prolific trop-
ical climates. All changes pass without vio-

lence by reason of the two cardinal conditions

of boundless space and boundless time. Geol-

ogy has initiated us into the secularity of Na-

ture and taught us to disuse our school-dame
measure and exchange our Mosaic and Ptole-

maic scheme for her large style. We knew

nothing rightly for want of perspective. Now
we learn what patient ages must round them-
selves before the rock is broken and the first

lichen race has disintegrated the thinnest ex-

ternal plate into soil and opened the door for

the remote flora, fauna, Ceres and Pomona to

come in. How far off yet is the trilobite,

how far the quadruped, how inconceivably
remote is man ! All duly arrive, and then

race after race of men. It is a long way
from granite to the oyster ;

farther yet to

Plato and the preaching of the immortality
of the soul. Yet all must come, as surely as

the first atom has two sides."

It would be useless to multiply citations

along this line to demonstrate not only that

Emerson was an evolutionist, but that his

whole philosophy was pervaded by the doc-

trine. It should be remembered that, at the

time Emerson wrote, evolution had won wide
favor among thinkers and that the success of

the Origin of Species was an evidence, not

of the creation of the evolution sentiment by
that work, but of a pre-existing mental cur-

rent in favor of evolution.

Very respectfully,
Harriet C. B. Alexander.

Chicago, December 20, 1808.
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THE NEW SUPERSTITION.

THE
death of a prominent man of

letters in the hands of certain

individuals of the " Christian Sci-

ence "
persuasion has given rise to a

good deal of serious discussion as to

the principles and practices of that

extraordinary sect. That a consider-

able number of persons should have
banded themselves together to ignore
medical science, and apply

"
thought

"

as a remedy for all physical ills, has

excited no little alarm and indigna-
tion in various quarters. Some of

the severest criticisms of this out-

break of irrationality have come
from the religious press, which takes

the ground that, while the Bible

doubtless contains numerous ac-

counts of miraculous healing, it nev-

ertheless fully recognizes the effi-

cacy of material remedies. A "
be-

loved physician
"

is credited with the

authorship of one of the gospels and
of the book of Acts. An apostle rec-

ommends a friend to
" take a little

wine for his stomach's sake and his

often infirmities." The man who
was attacked by robbers had his

wounds treated in the usual way.
The soothing effect of ointments is

recognized ;
and the disturbing effects

of undue indulgence in the wine cup
are forcibly described. The peculiar
character of a miracle, it is contended,
lies in the fact that it passes over
natural agencies; but, because these

may be dispensed with by Divine

Power, they are not the less specifi-

cally efficacious in their own place.

These, and such as these, are the

arguments which are urged by the

representatives of orthodox religion

against the new heresy, or, as we
have called it,

"
the new superstition."

To argue against it on scientific

grounds would be almost too ridicu-

lous. When people make a denial

of the laws of matter the basis of

their creed, we can only leave them
to work it out with Nature. They
will find that, like all the world, they
are subject to the law of gravitation
and to the laws of chemistry and

physics. If one of them happens to

be run over by a railway train the

usual results will follow
;
and so of a

multitude of conceivable accidents.

A Christian Scientist who " blows out

the gas
"
will be asphyxiated just like

anybody else ; and if he walks off the

wharf into the water he will require
rescue or resuscitation just as if he
were a plain "Christian " or a plain
"
scientist.

" Like Shylock, he is
" fed

with the same food, hurt with the

same weapons, subject to the same
diseases" as the rest of the commu-

nity; and little by little the eternal

course of things will chastise his ex-

travagant fancies into reasonable ac-

cord with facts.

To tell the truth, we have not

much apprehension that the health

of the community will suffer, or the

death rate go up, as the result of this

new craze. On the contrary, we
rather expect that any influence it

may have in these respects will, on
the whole, be for the better; and for

a very simple reason: The laws of

health are not so difficult to master,

and, as every adherent of " Christian

Science " will be anxious to reflect

credit on it by the satisfactory con-

dition of his or her personal health,

we quite believe that in the new sect

more diseases will be avoided than

incurred. Moreover, the elevated

condition of mind of these enthusi-

asts makes in itself for health, so

long as it does not turn to hysteria.
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We certainly can not refuse all

sympathy to people who make it a

principle to enjoy good health. Of

course, if they were thoroughly con-

sistent, they might do mischief in

direct proportion to their numbers.

A " Christian Science " school board

who did not believe in ventilating or

adequately warming school rooms,

holding that it made no difference

whether the children breathed pure
air or air laden with carbon dioxide

and ptomaines, or whether or not

they were exposed to chills and

draughts, would be about as mis-

chievous a body of men as could well

be imagined. If
u Christian Sci-

ence " in the house means an indif-

ference to the ordinary physical safe-

guards of health, it will quickly
make a very evil repute for itself.

But, as we have already said, we do

not anticipate these results. Having
undertaken to avoid and to cure dis-

eases by "thinking truth," we be-

lieve our friends of the new persua-
sion will think enough truth to get

what benefit is to be got from clean-

liness, fresh air, and wholesome food
—and that will be quite a quantity.

EMERSON.

We publish on another page a

letter from a correspondent who
thinks that much injustice is done

to Emerson in the remarks we

quoted in our December number
from Mr. J. J. Chapman's recent

volume of essays. What Mr. Chap-
man said was, in effect, that Emer-
son had not placed himself in line

with the modern doctrine of evolu-

tion—that he was probably
" the last

great writer to look at life from a

stationary standpoint." Mrs. Alex-

ander says in reply that Emerson
was an evolutionist before Darwin,

having learned the doctrine from

Goethe and made it a fundamental

principle of his philosophy. No one

who has read Mr. Chapman's essay
could think for a moment that there

was any intention on his part to

deal ungenerously or unfairly with

the great writer of whom America
is so justly proud ;

nor would many
readers be disposed to question his

competence to pronounce a sound

judgment upon his subject. There

must, therefore, it seems to us, be

some way of reconciling the verdict

of Mr. Chapman with the claims set

forth in our correspondent's letter.

The true statement of the case

doubtless is that Emerson received

the doctrine of evolution—so far as

he received it—as a poet. He wel-

comed the conception of a gradual

unfolding of the universe, and a

gradually higher development of

life
;
but it dwelt in his mind rather

as a poetical imagination than as a

scientific theory. The consequence
was that he was still able to speak
in the old absolute manner of many
things which the man of science can

only discuss from a relative stand-

point. When, for example, Emer-

son says, "All goes to show that the

soul in man is not an organ, but ani-

mates and exercises all the organs ;

is not a function, like the power of

memory, of calculation, of compari-

son, but uses these as hands and
feet

;
is not a faculty, but a light ;

is not the intellect or the will, but

the master of the intellect and the

will
;

is the background of our

being in which they lie—an im-

mensity not possessed and that

can not be possessed"
—he may be

uttering the sentence of a divine

philosophy, or the deep intuition of

a poet ;
but he is not speaking the

language of science, nor evincing

any sense of the restrictions which

scieuce might place on such expres-

sions of opinion. Certainly he is

not at the standpoint of evolution ;

and it is very hard to believe that

the views he announces could in
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any way be harmonized with, say,

Mr. Spencer's Principles of Psychol-

ogy. Or take such a passage as the

following: "All the facts of the

animal economy— sex, nutriment,

gestation, birth, growth— are sym-
bols of the passage of the world into

the soul of man, to suffer there a

change and reappear a new and

higher fact. He uses forms accord-

ing to the life, and not according to

the form. This is true science. The

poet alone knows astronomy, chem-

istry, vegetation, and animation, for

he does not stop at these facts, but

employs them as signs. He knows

why the plain or meadow of space
was strewn with those flowers we
call suns and moons and stars

; why
the great deep is adorned with ani-

mals, with men, and gods ;
for in

every word he speaks he rides on

them as the horses of thought."

Now, we should be sorry to crumple
one leaf in the laurel wreath of the

poet ;
but is there much sense in

saying that he is our only astron-

omer, or that he could inform us

why suns and planets were disposed

through space so as to make the

forms we see ? We do not think

Goethe held these ideas ; if he did,

they were certainly not part of his

evolution philosophy. The doctrine

of evolution is not at war, we trust,

with poetic inspiration ;
but if it

teaches anything, it teaches that the

world is full of infinite detail, and

that without a certain mastery of

details general views are apt to be

more showy than solid. It also

brings home to the mind very forci-

bly that one can only be sure of

carefully verified facts, and, even of

these, ought not to be too sure. It

teaches that time and place and cir-

cumstance are, for all practical pur-

poses, of the essence of the things
we have to consider

;
that nothing

is just what it would be if different-

ly conditioned. There is nothing of

which Emerson discourses with so

much positiveness as the soul, an

entity of which the serious evolu-

tionist can only speak with all possi-

ble reserve. The evolutionist labors

to construct a psychology ;
but

Emerson has a psychology ready-

made, and scatters its affirmations

with a liberal hand through every

chapter of his writings. That these

are stimulating in a high degree to

well-disposed minds we should be

sorry to deny. They are a source,

which for many long years will

not run dry, of high thoughts and

noble aspirations. No one has more

worthily or loftily discoursed of the

value of life than has the New Eng-
land philosopher ;

and for this the

world owes him a permanent debt

of gratitude. But he was not an

evolutionist in the modern sense—
that is, in the scientific sense. If, as

Mr. Chapman says, he was the last

great writer to look at life from

a stationary standpoint, then we
can only add that the old philoso-

phy had a golden sunset in his

pages.

^jcietxtiftjc %iUvntuxz.

SPECIAL BOOKS.

There are a great many different ways of conceiving the science of

society, and until the study of the subject is more advanced than it is as

yet, it would be rash to set up any one method as superior to all others.

All that can reasonably be asked is that the subject should be approached
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with a competent knowledge of what has previously heen thought and

written in regard to it, that the aspects presented should possess intrinsic

importance, and that the treatment should be scientific. The work which

Professor Giddings has published under the title of Elements of Sociol-

ogy * fulfills these conditions entirely, and we consider it, after careful

examination, as admirably adapted to the purpose it is meant to serve—
namely, as

" a text book for colleges and schools." For use in schools—
that is to say, in secondary schools of the ordinary range—the treatment

may be a little too elaborate, but for college use we should say that it is, so

far as method is concerned, precisely what is wanted. We do not know

any other work which gives in the same compass so interesting and satis-

factory an analysis of the constitution and development of society, or so

many suggestive views as to the springs of social action and the conditions of

social well-being. Professor Giddings writes in a clear and vigorous style,

and the careful student will notice many passages marked by great felicity

of expression. In a text-book designed to attract the young to a subject

calling for considerable concentration of attention, this is an advantage
that can hardly be overestimated.

In the first chapter the writer gives us his definition of society as
"
any

group or number of individuals who cultivate acquaintance and mental

agreement—that is to say, like-mindedness." The unit of investigation in

sociology is declared to be the individual member of society, or, as the

writer calls him, in relation to the investigation in hand, the "socius."

Whether in strict logic the unit of investigation in sociology can be the

individual, even granting, as must be done, that he is born social, is a point

on which we are not fully satisfied. We should be disposed to think that

the study of the individual was rather what Mr. Spencer would call a
"
preparation

" for sociology than an integral part of the science itself.

From a practical point of view, however, it must be conceded that a treatise

on sociology would begin somewhat abruptly if it did not present in the

first place an adequate description of the "
socius," especially setting forth

those qualifications and tendencies which fit and impel him to enter into

relations with other members of the human race. Chapter V of the pres-

ent work deals with The Practical Activities of Socii, and shows in an in-

teresting manner what may be called the lines of approach of individuals

to one another in society. Sometimes the approach is by means of conflict,

and the writer shows how this may be a preparation for peaceful relations

through the insight it gives into opposing points of view. He distinguishes

between primary and secondary conflict—the first being a smuggle in

which one individual violently strives to suppress or subdue an opposing

personality, the second a mere trial of differing opinions and tastes, lead-

ing often to a profitable readjustment of individual standpoints.

Chapter X, entitled The Classes of Socii, is an excellent one. The au-

thor classifies socii with reference (1) to vitality, (2) to personality
—i. e.

personal resource and capacity
—and (3) to social feeling. Under the third

classification he distinguishes (1) the social class, (2) the non-social class,

(3) the pseudo-social class, and (4) the anti-social class. The first of these,

the "
social class," is well characterized as follows: "Their distinguishing

characteristic is a consciousness of kind that is wide in its scope and strong

* The Elements of Sociology. By Franklin Henry Giddings. New York : The Macmillan Com-

pany, 1898. Pp. 358. Price, $1.10.
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in its intensity. They are sympathetic, friendly, helpful, and always inter-

ested in endeavoring to perfect social relations, to develop the methods of

co-operation, to add to the happiness of mankind by improving the forms

of social pleasure, to preserve the great social institutions of the family and

the state. To this class the entire population turns for help, inspiration,

and leadership, for unselfish loyalty and wise enterprise. It includes all

who in the true sense of the word are philanthropic, all whose self-sacrifice

is directed by sound judgment, all true reformers whose zeal is tempered

by common sense and sober patience, and all those who give expression to

the ideals and aspirations of the community for a larger and better life."

The Pre-eminent Social Class is further discussed in Chapter XII
;
and the

subsequent chapters, as far as, and including, XIX, describe the processes by
which social results in the balancing of interests, establishment of rights,

assimilation of characters, and general improvement of social conditions,

are realized. The limits which expediency sets to the pursuit of
"
like-

mindedness " are well shown, and the advantage and necessity for social

progress of free discussion and wide toleration of individual differences are

strongly insisted on. Chapter XX deals with The Early History of

Society, and contains the statement that
" from an apelike creature, no

longer perfectly represented in any existing species, the human race is

descended."

The subject of Democracy is well treated in a special chapter (XXIV).
The author is of opinion that, if the natural leaders of society do their

duty, they will wield a moral influence that will give a right direction to

public policy, and secure the continuous advance of the community in pros-

perity and true civilization. The "
if

"
is an important one, but the author

has strong hope, in which ail his readers will certainly wish to share, that

in the main everything will turn out well.

The remarks on the State in Chapter XXIII are, as far as they go, judi-

cious; but we could have wished that the author, who we are sure desires

to make his treatise as practically useful as possible, had dwelt somewhat

on the dangers of over- legislation, and had brought into fuller relief than

he has done the difference between state action and voluntary enterprise,

arising from the fact that the former always involves the element of com-

pulsion. We pass a law when we can not get our neighbor to co-operate

or agree with us in something, and consequently resolve to compel him.

Surely this consideration should suffice to make parsimony the first prin-

ciple of legislation. We agree with our author that it is not well to
"
be-

little" the state (page 214), but it is hardly belittling the state to wish to be

very sparing in our appeals to it for the exercise of coercive power.

We miss also in the work before us such a treatment of the family as

might have been introduced into it with advantage. The family certainly

has an important relation to the individual, and in all civilized countries it

is specially recognized by the state. Mr. Spencer, in the chapter of his

Study of Sociology entitled Preparation in Psychology, has dwelt on the

encroachments of the state on the family; and Mr. Pearson, in his National

Life and Character, published half a dozen years ago, sounded a note of

alarm on the same subject. What position Professor Giddings would have

taken as to the importance of family life and the rights and duties of the

family we do not, of course, know; but we are disposed to think he could

have increased the usefulness and interest of his book by some discussion

vol. liv.— 41
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of these points. We would only further say that, while the book is spe-

cially intended for scholastic use, it is well adapted for general reading, and

that it could not be read carefully by any one without profit.

Prof. Wesley Mills holds the opinion that in the present stage of the

study of animal life,* facts are much more desirable than theories. Experi-

ment and observation must go on for many years before generalizations will

be worth the making. Putting this belief into practice, he has bred and

reared a large number of animals, making most careful notes on their

physical and mental development, and furnishes in his book, resulting from

these studies, a contribution of unquestionable value to comparative psy-

chology.
In his investigation of the habits of squirrels, he finds the red squirrel,

or chickaree, much more intelligent than the chipmunk. The latter is

easily trapped, but the former profits by experience and is rarely secured a

second time. These little creatures are also adepts in feigning. Two ex-

amples are cited in which squirrels apparently ill recovered rapidly when .

left alone and made their escape in vigorous fashion. Many instances of

animals shamming death are judged to be cases of catalepsy induced by ex-

cessive fear. The chickaree is also credited with some musical capacity,

one being observed, when excited, to utter tones that were birdlike ;

whence it is concluded "likely that throughout the order Rodentia a genu-
ine musical appreciation exists, and considerable ability in expressing states

of emotion by vocal forms."

While experimenting with hibernating animals, Professor Mills kept a

woodchuck in confinement five years, and noted that it had a drowsy or

torpid period from November to April. Another specimen subjected to the

same conditions did not hibernate for an hour during the entire season.

Bats began to hibernate at 45° to 40° F., and were so affected by temperature

that they could be worked like a machine by varying it. The woodchuck,

however, was comparatively independent of heat and cold, but very sensitive

to storms. This is found to be true of many wild animals, that they
,l have

a delicate perception of meteorological conditions, making them wiser than

they know, for they act reflexly."

Some records are given of cases of lethargy among human beings, and

in regard to these, as well as normal sleep and hibernation, it is suggested

that their conditioning and variability throw great light upon the evolution

of function.

In order to observe closely the psychic development of young animals,

Professor Mills raised families of dogs, cats, chickens, rabbits, guinea-pigs,

and pigeons. The data obtained by him, given in the form of diaries with

comparisons and conclusions, constitute Part III, the larger half of the

book, unquestionably first in importance and interest. It is scarcely possible

to overvalue careful studies like these, undertaken not to justify theories,

but to bring to light whatever truths may be apprehended of the nature of

growth and connection of mind and body.
The last division of the book contains the discussions on instinct by

Professors Mills, Lloyd Morgan, Baldwin, and others, first published in

Science. The beginning of the volume, devoted to a general considera-

* The Nature and Development of Animal Intelligence. By Wesley Mills, F. R. S. C. N:w York :

The Macmillan Company. Pp. 307. Price, $2.
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tion of the subject, consists of papers on methods of study and comparative

psychology which have appeared in various scientific periodicals, includ-

ing this magazine.

GENERAL NOTICES.

In Four-Footed Americans and their

Kin * a similar method is applied by Mabel

Osgood Wriyht to the study of animals to

that which was followed with reference to

ornithology in Citizen Bird. The subject

is taught in the form of a story, with dra-

matic incident and adventure, and miniature

exploration, and the animals are allowed

occasionally to converse and express their

opinions and feelings. The scene of the

action is
" Orchard Farm and twenty miles

around." Dr. Hunter and his daughter and

colored "
mammy

" have returned there to

their home after several years of travel, with

two city youths who have been invited to

spend the summer at the place and are told

the story of the birds. Another family have

come to make an autumn visit, but it is

arranged that they should spend the winter

at the farm. " What they did, and how they

became acquainted with the four-footed

Americans, is told in this story." Most of

the common animals of the United States are

met or described in the course of the party's

wandering, as creatures of life rather than

as in the cold and formal way of treating

museum specimens, and a great deal of the

lore of other branches of natural history is

introduced, as it would naturally come in in

such excursions as were taken. The scientific

accuracy of the book is assured by the par-

ticipation of Mr. Frank M. Chapman as editor.

At the end a Ladder for climbing the Family
Tree of the North American Mammals is

furnished in the shape of a table of classifi-

cation
;
and an index of English names is

given. The illustrations, by Ernest Seton

Thompson, give lifelike portraits and atti-

tudes and are very attractive.

St. George Mivart, whose enviable repu-

tation as a specialist in natural history has

perhaps given some justification for his at-

tempts at philosophy, has recently published a

new philosophical work entitled The Ground-

* Pour-Footed Americans and their Kin. By
Mabel Osgood Wright. Edited by Frank M.

Chapman. New York : The Macmillan Company.
Pp. 432, with plates. Price, $1.50.

work of Science * It is an effort to work out

the ultimate facts on which our knowledge,
and hence all science, is based. A short

preface and introductory chapter are devoted

to a statement of the aims of the work .and

some general remarks regarding the history

of the scientific method. An enumeration of

the sciences and an indication of some of

their logical relations are next given. The

third chapter, entitled The Objects of Sci-

ence, is given up chiefly to a refutation of

idealism. The methods of science, its phys-

ical, psychical, and intellectual antecedents,

language and science, causes of scientific

knowledge, and the nature of the ground-
work of science are the special topics of the

remaining chapters. The general scheme of

the inquiry is based on the theory that the

groundwork of science consists of three di-

visions.
" The laborers who work, the tools

they must employ, and that which constitutes

the field of their labor. . . . Science is part-

ly physical and partly psychical. . . . The

tools are those first principles and universal,

necessary, self-evident truths which lie so

frequently unnoticed in the human intellect,

and which are absolutely indispensable for

valid reasoning. . . . The nature of the work-

ers must also be noticed as necessarily affect-

ing the value of their work. . . . And, last

of all, a few words must be devoted to the

question whether there is any and, if any,

what foundation underlying the whole ground-
work of science." The result at which the

author arrives is stated as follows :
" The

groundwork of science is the work of self-

.
conscious material organisms making use of

the marvelous first principles which they

possess in exploring all the physical and

psychical phenomena of the universe, which

sense, intuition, and ratiocination can any-

how reveal to them as real existences, wheth-

er actual or only possible. . . . The founda-

tion of science can only be sought in that

* The Groundwork of Science. A Study of

Epistemology. By St. George Mivart. Pp. 8S8.

Price, $1.75. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.

Loudon; Bliss, Sands & Co.
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reason which evidently to us pervades the

universe, and is that by which our intellect

has been both produced and illumined."

A large amount of information, mainly of

a practical character, has been gathered by
Mr. William J. Clark in his book on Com-

mercial Cuba *—
information, as Mr. Gould

well says in the introduction he has contrib-

uted to the work, covering almos tthe entire

field of inquiry regarding Cuba and its re-

sources. The data have been partly gained

from the author's personal observation and

during his travels on the island, and partly

through laborious and painstaking classifi-

cation of existing material, collected from

many and diverse sources. The subject is

systematically treated. The first chapter—
How to Meet the Resident of Cuba—
relates to the behavior of visitors to the

island, really a considerably more important
matter than it would be in this country, for

the Spaniards are strict in their regard for

correct etiquette. It is natural that a chap-

ter on the population and its characteristics

and occupations should fellow this. Even

more important than correct behavior—to

any one at least but a Spaniard—is the sub-

ject of climate and the preservation of

health
;
and whatever is of moment in rela-

tion to these subjects is given in the chapter

devoted to them. Next the geographical

characteristics of Cuba are described, and the

facilities and methods of transportation and

communication
;

also social and political

matters, including government, banking, and

commercial finance, and legal and adminis-

trative systems of the past and future. A
chapter is given to Animal and Vegetable

Life, another to Sugar and Tobacco, and

a third to Some General Statistics, after

which the several provinces
—rinar del Rio,

the city and province of Havana (including

the Isle of Pines), and the provinces of Ma-

tanzas, Santa Clara, Puerto Principe, and

Santiago
—are described in detail, with their

physical characteristics, their agricultural or

mining resources, their various towns, and

whatever else in them is of interest to the

student of economics. A Cuban Business

Directory is given in the appendix.

* Commercial Cuba. A Book for Business

Men. By William J. Clark. Illustrated. New
York : Charles Scribner's Sons. Pp. 514, with

maps.

A Collection of Essays is the modest des-

ignation which Professors./. C.Arthur and D.
T. MacDougal give to the scientific papers in-

cluded in their book on Living Plants andthtir

Properties* The authors deserve all praise

for having taken the pains without which no

book composed of occasional pieces can be

made complete and symmetrical, to revise

and rewrite the articles, omitting parts "less

relevant in the present connection," and am-

plifying others "
to meet the demands of con-

tinuity, clearness, and harmony with current

botinical thought." Of the twelve papers,

those on the Special Senses of Plants, Wild

Lettuce, Universality of Consciousness and

Pain, Two Opposing Factors of Increase,

The Right to Live, and Distinction between

Plants and Animals, are by Professor Arthur
;

and those on The Development of Irritabil-

ity, Mimosa—a Typical Sensitive Plant, The

Effect of Cold, Chlorophyll and Growth,
Leaves in Spring, Summer, and Autumn, and

the Significance of Color, are by Professor

MacDougal. Based to a large extent on origi-

nal investigations or careful studies, they

present many novel thoughts and aspects, and

constitute an acceptable addition to popular
botanical literature.

Having described the great and growing
interest taken in child study, President A. R.

Taylor announces as the principal aim of his

book, The Study of the L'hild,\ to bring the

subject within the average comprehension of

the teacher and parent. Besides avoiding as

much as possible technical terms and scien-

tific formulas, the author has made the de-

sire to announce new principles subservient

to that of assisting his fellow-workers to a

closer relationship with the child. As teach-

ers and parents generally think it extremely
difficult to pursue the study of the child

without at least a fair understanding of the

elements of psychology, the author intimates

*
Living Plants and their Propeities. A Col-

lection of Essays. By Joseph Charles Arthur

(Purdue University) and Daniil Trembly Mac-

Dougal (University of Minnesota). New York :

Baker & Taylor. Minneapolis : Morris & Wilson.

Pp. 234.

t The Study of the Child. A Brief Treatise

on the Psychology of the Child, with Suggestions
for Teachers, Students, and Parents. By A. R.

Taylor. New York : D. Appleton and Company.
(International Education Series.) Pp. 215. Price,

$1.50.
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that they often forget that the study will

give them that very knowledge, and that,

properly pursued, it is the best possible in-

troduction to psychology in general. Every

chapter in the present book, he says, is an

attempt to organize the knowledge already

possessed by those who know little or noth-

ing of scientific psychology, and to assist

them to inquiries which will give a clearer

apprehension of the nature and possibilities

of the child. The treatise begins with the

wakening of the child to conscious life

through the senses, the nature and workings

of each of which are described. The bridge

over from the physical to the mental is found

in consciousness, which for the present pur-

pose is denned as the self knowing its own

states or activities. The idea of identity and

difference arises, symbols are invented or

suggested, and language is made possible.

The features of language peculiar to children

are considered. Muscular or motor control,

the feelings, and the will are treated as

phases or factors in development, and their

functions are denned. The intellect and its

various functions are discussed with consid-

erable fullness
;
and chapters on The Self,

Habit, and Character
;
Children's Instincts

and Plays ;
Manners and Morals

;
Normals

and Abnormals; and Stages of Growth, Fa-

tigue Point, etc., follow. A very satisfactory

bibliography is appended.

The Discharge of Electricity through

Gases* is an expansion of four lectures

given by the author, Prof. J. J. Thomson, of

the University of Cambridge, at Princeton

University in October, 1896. Some results

published between the delivery and printing

of the lectures are added. The author begins

by noticing the contrast between the variety

and complexity of electrical phenomena that

occur when matter is present in the field

with their simplicity when the ether alone is

involved ; thus the idea of a charge of elec-

tricity, which is probably in many classes of

phenomena the most prominent idea of all,

need not arise, and in fact does not arise, so

long as we deal with the ether alone. The

questions that occur when we consider the

* The Discharge of Electricity through Gases.

Lectures delivered on the occasion of the Sesqir-
centennial Celebration of Princeton Univeisity.

By J. J. Thomson. New York : Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons. Pp. 303. Price, $1.

relation between matter and the electrical

charge carried by it—such as the state of

the matter when carrying the charge, and the

effect produced on this state when the sign

of the charge is changed—are regarded as

among the most important in the whole range

of physics. The close connection that exists

between chemical and electrical phenomena
indicates that a knowledge of the relation

between matter and electricity would lead to

an increase of our knowledge of electricity,

and further of that of chemical action, and,

indeed, to an extension of the domain of

electricity over that of chemistry. For the

study of this relation the most promising

course is to begin with that between elec-

tricity and matter in the gaseous or simpler

state; and that is what is undertaken in this

book. The subject is presented under the

three general headings with numerous sub-

headings of The Discharge of Electricity

through Gases, Photo Electric Effects, and

Cathode Pays.

For a clear and concise presentation of

the framework of psychology and its basal

truths, the Story of the Mind* may be com-

mended. Although the space afforded is

only that of a bird's-eye view, no skeleton

bristling with technical terms confronts us,

but an attractive and well-furnished struc-

ture with glimpses of various divisions that

tempt us to further examination. The text

is simply and charmingly written, and may
induce many to search the recesses of psy-

chology who, under a less skillful guide,

would be frightened away. A bibliography

at the end of the volume supplies what other

direction may be needed for more advanced

study. Admirable in construction and treat-

ment as the book is, there are, however,

paths in which we can not follow where

Professor Baldwin would lead, and in others

that we undertake with him we do not

recognize our surroundings as those he de-

scribes. This is especially the case with the

environment of the genius. We do not

find that " he and society agree in regard

to the fitness of his thoughts," nor that "for

the most part his judgment is at once also

the social judgment." If such were the case,

how would he " wait for recognition," or be

* The Story of the Mind. By James Mark
Baldwin. New York : D. Appleton and Company.
Pp. 23.'. Price, 40 cents.
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" muzzled "
for expressing his thoughts ? In

almost all cases it is the story of Galileo

over again. In art, science, and social re-

form he sees far beyond his fellows. Society

can not accept him because it has not the

vision of a genius. He contradicts its judg-

ment and is fortunate when he escapes with

the name of "crank." The military hero

does not enter into this category : he glorifies

the past rather than the future
;
he justifies

the multitude in a good opinion of itself and,

is therefore always received.

The first edition of Professor Bolton's

Catalogue of Scientific and Technical Peri-

odicals* was issued in 1885, and was in-

tended to embrace the principal independent

periodicals of every branch of pure and ap-

plied science, published in all countries from

the rise of this literature to the present time,

with full titles, names of editors, sequence

of series, and other bibliographical details,

arranged on a simple plan convenient for

reference
; omitting, with a few exceptions,

serials constituting transactions of learned

societies. In cases where the scientific char-

acter of the journal or its right to be classed

as a periodical was doubtful, and in other

debatable cases, the compiler followed Zuch-

old's maxim, that "
in a bibliography it is

much better that a book should be found

which is not sought, than that one should be

sought for and not found." The new edition

contains as Part I a reprint from the plates

of the first edition, with such changes neces-

sary to bring the titles down to date as could

be made without overrunning the plates ;
and

in Part II additions to the titles of Part I

that could not be inserted in the plates, to-

gether with about 3,600 new titles, bringing

the whole number of titles up to 8,4*77, to-

gether with addenda, raising this number

to 8,603, minus the numbers 4,955 to 5,000,

which are skipped between the first and

second parts. Chronological tables give the

dates of the publication of each volume of

the periodicals entered. A library check list

shows in what American libraries the peri-

odicals may be found. Cross-references are

* A Catalogue of Scientific and Technical Pe-

riodicals, 16G5-1P95, together with Chronological
Tables and a Library Check List. By Henry Car-

rington Bolton. Second edition. City of Wash-

ington : Published by the Smithsonian Institu-

tion. Pp. 1247.

freely introduced. The material for the

work has been gathered from all available

bibliographies, and by personal examination

of the shelves and catalogues of many li-

braries in the United States and Europe, and

from responses to circulars sent out by the

Smithsonian Institution. The whole work is

a monument of prodigious labor industriously

and faithfully performed.

In Theories of the Will in the History of

Philosophy
* a concise account is given by

Archibald Alexander of the development of

the theory of the will from the early days

of Greek thought down to about the middle

of the present century; including, however,

only the theories of the more important

philosophers. In addition to contributing

something to the history of philosophy, it

has been the author's purpose to introduce in

this way a constructive explanation of volun-

tary action. The account closes with the

theory of Lotze
;
since the publication of

which the methods of psychology have been

greatly modified, if not revolutionized, by the

development of the evolutional and physio-

logical systems of study. The particular

subjects considered are the theories of the

will in the Socratic period, the Stoic and

Epicurean theories
;
the theories in Christian

theology, in British philosophy from Bacon

to Reid, Continental theories from Descartes

to Leibnitz, and theories in German phi-

losophy from Kant to Lotze. The author

has tried to avoid obtruding his own opin-

ions, expressing an individual judgment only

on matters of doubtful interpretation ;
and

he recognizes that speculation and the intro-

spective method of studying the will appear

to have almost reached their limits.

Dr. Frank Overton's textbook of Ap-

plied Physiology^ makes a new departure

from the old methods of teaching physiology,

in that it begins with the cells as the units

of life and shows their relations to all the

elements of the body and all the processes

of human action. The fact of their funda-

mental nature and importance is emphasized

* Theories of the Will in the History of Phi-

losophy. By Archibald Alexander. New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons. Pp. 357. Price, gl.r.O.

t Applied Physiology for Advanced G ades.

Including the Effects of Alcohol and Narcotics.

American Book Company. Pp. 432. Price, 80

cents.
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throughout. The relation of oxidation—
oxidation within the cells—as the essential

act of respiration
—to the disappearance of

food, the production of waste matters, and

the development of force, is dwelt upon.

The influence of alcohol is discussed in all

its aspects, not in a separate chapter, but

whenever it comes in place in connection

with the several topics and subjects treated.

Other narcotics are dealt with. A chapter

on inflammation and taking cold is believed

to be an entirely new feature in a school

textbook. Summaries and review topics

are arranged at the end of each chapter;

subjects from original demonstrations and

the use of the microscope are listed
;
and

many hygienic topics, such as air, ventilation,

drinking water, clothing, bathing, bacteria,

etc., are specially treated.

The prominent characteristic of Profess-

ors F. P. Tenable and /. L. Howe's text-

book on Inorganic Chemistry according to

the Periodic Law *
is expressed in the title,

and is the adoption of the periodic law as

the guiding principle of the treatment, and

the keeping of it in the foreground through-

out. So far as the authors have noticed, the

complete introduction of this system has not

been attempted before in any textbook.

They have made the experiment of following

it closely in their classes, and their success

through several years has convinced them

of its value.
" In no other way have we

been able to secure such thorough results,

both as to thorough, systematic instruction

and economy of time. The task is rendered

easier for both student and teacher." After

the setting forth of definitions and general

principles in the introduction, the elements

are taken up and described according to their

places and relations in the periodic groups,

and then their compounds are described suc-

cessively, with hydrogen, the halogens, oxy^>

gen, sulphur, and the nitrides, phosphides,

carbides, silicides, and the alloys. The treat-

ment is systematic, condensed, and clear.

The purpose of Mr. John W. Troeger's

series of Nature-Study Readers is declared by

the editor to be to supply supplementary read-

* Inorganic Chemistry according to the Periodic

Law. By F. P. Venable and James Lewis Howe.

Easton, Pa : The Chemical Publishing Company.

Pp. 266. Price, $1.50.

ing for pupils who have been two years or

more at school. They are composed, more-

over, with a view to facilitating the recogni-

tion in the printed form of words already

familiar to the ear, and to making the child at

home with them. In carrying out this pur-

pose the author takes advantage of the child's

fondness for making observations, especially

when attended by his companions or elders.

In doing this the aim has been kept in view

not to weary the child with details, and yet

to give sufficient information to lead to accu-

rate and complete observations. Most of the

chapters in the present volume, Harold's

Rambles, the second of the series, contain

the information gleaned during walks and

short excursions. Among the subjects con-

cerned are birds, mammals, insects, earth-

worms, snails, astronomy, minerals, plants,

grasses, vegetables, physics, and features

connected with the farm. These Nature-

study readers are published as a branch of

Appletons' Home-Reading series. (New York:

D. Appleton and Company. Price, 40 cents.)

Another of Appletons' Home-Reading

Books is News from the Birds, which the

author, Leander S. Keyser, explains has been

written with two purposes in mind : first, to

furnish actual instruction, to tell some new

facts about bird life that have not yet been

recited
; and, second, to inspire in readers a

taste for Nature study. It is by no means a

key for the. identification of the birds
; but,

instead of telling all that is 01 may be known

respecting a particular bird, the author has

sought only to recite such incidents as will

spur the reader to go out into the fields and

woods and study the birds in their native

haunts. For the most part the author has

given a record of his own observations, and

not a reiteration of what others have said.

He has gone to the birds themselves for his

facts, and has made very little use of books.

It has been Mr. Ernest A. Congdorfs aim,

in preparing his Brief Course in Qualitative

Analysis (New York : Henry Holt
;
60 cents),

to render it as concise as possible while mak-

ing the least sacrifice of a study of reactions

and solubilities of chemical importance. The

manual covers the points of preliminary re-

actions on bases and acids
;
schemes of anal-

ysis for bases and acids ; explanatory notes

I on the analyses ;
treatment of solid substances
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(powders, alloys, or metals); and tables of

solubilities of salts of the bases studied.

A comprehensive list of questions, stimula-

tive of thought, is appended. The book is

intended merely as a laboratory guide, and

should be supplemented by frequent "quiz

classes
"
and by constant personal attention.

The course has been satisfactorily given in

the Drexel Institute within the allotted time

of one laboratory period of four hours, and

one hour for a lecture or quiz per week, dur-

ing the school year of thirty-two weeks.

Lest we Forget is the title which Presi-

deni David Starr Jordan has given to his

address before the graduating class of Leland

Stanford Junior University, May 25, 1898—
"

lest we forget" the dangers and duties and

responsibilities laid upon us by the war with

Spain. Though delivered before the "
policy

of expansion
" was fully developed, the ad-

dress describes with prophetic accuracy the

dream of imperialism with which the minds

even of men usually sane and honest have

become infected, and points out a few of

the logical results to which they would lead,

and the dangers which will have to be in-

curred in gratifying them. We cite a few

of the strong points made by the author:
" Our question is not what we shall do with

Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines ; it is

what these prizes will do to us " "
Shall

the war for Cuba Libre come to an inglorious

end ? If we make anything by it, it will be

most inglorious."
"

I believe that the move-

ment toward broad dominion, so eloquently

outlined by Mr. Olney, would be a step down-

ward."
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ffraflmtnts oi J>cUttce.

Early Snbmariue Telegraphy.—The ac-

tual date of the beginning of subaqueous te-

legraphy was admitted by Professor Ayrtoun,

in a lecture delivered before the Imperial

Institute in 1897, to be uncertain. Baron

Schilling is said to have exploded mines un-

der the Neva by means of the electric cur-

rent as early as 1812
;
and this method was

used by Colonel Pasley to blow up the wreck

of the Royal George at Spithead in 1838
;

but our Morse has the credit of having first

used a wire insulated with India rubber un-

der water. In 1 337, Wheatstone and Cooke

were experimenting with land telegraphy,

and were considering the possibility of lay-

ing an insulated wire under .water. Morse's

successful experiments date from 1842,

when he personally laid a cable between

Castle Garden and Governor's Island and

sent messages over it
;
the next morning it

was broken. With the introduction of gutta

percha as an insulator in 1847, submarine

telegraphy became practicable. The Cen-

tral Oceanic Telegraph Company had been

registered by Jacob Brett in 1845, and a

cable was laid under the English Channel by

Brett and his brother in 1850. Messages

were sent through it, but, like Morse's ear-

lier effort, it immediately became silent.

Better success attended the cable of the

next year, which was sheathed with iron
;

and the first public submarine message was

sent over it November 13, 1851 Morse

wrote of the possibility of establishing elec-

tro-magnetic communication across the ocean

as early as 1844. A syndicate was formed

for this purpose in 1855, Cyrus W. Field

being the most conspicuous figure in it. An

understanding was reached with the Brett

company, and the Atlantic Telegraph Com-

pany was formed. The first effort to lay the

cable was made in 1857 by the United

States frigate Niagara and H. M. S. Aga-

memnon, but the vires broke in deep water

when about a third of the work was done.

A cable was successfully laid the next year,

but it died out in a month. Finally, electi ic

communication was permanently established

across the Atlantic by the Telegraph Con-

struction and Maintenance Company, which,

capturing a cable that had been lost, soon

had two. Transatlantic cables have now

become so numerous and so regular in their

working that the danger of even a tempo-

rary failure has become very remote.

The White Lady Mountain.—Iztaccihuatl

(pronounced Is-tak-see-watl) is about ten

miles, measuring to its principal peak, north

of Popocatepetl. In shape it consists of a

loig, narrow ridge cut into three well-de-

fined peaks about equally distant from one

another, of which the central is the highest ;

and the snow-covered peak resembles the

figure of a woman lying on her back ;
whence

the name of the mountain, which means
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white ivoman. According to the Aztecs, Dr.

C. Farrington, of the Field Columbian

Museum, tells us, this woman was a goddess
who for some crime had been struck dead

and doomed to lie forever on this spot.

Popocatepetl was her lover, and had stood

by her. Tastes differ as to whether it or

Popocatepetl presents a more striking view,

but either is a beautiful enough object to

look upon. The first authenticated record of

an ascent to the summit of the mountain is

that of Mr. H. Reniere Whitehouse, who

reached the top November 9, 1889, and found

there undoubted evidence that an ascent had

been made five days previously by Mr. James

de Salis. Prof. Angelo Heilprin and Mr. F.

C. Baker attempted an ascent in the follow-

ing April, but were turned back when about

seventy- five yards below the summit, at a

height of 16,730 feet, by two impassable

crevasses.
" The ascent of Iztaccihuatl

seems, therefore, pretty generally to have

foiled those who have attempted it. Dr.

Farrington, who ascended to the Porfirio

Diaz Glacier in February, 1896, describes

the route as steeper than that which leads up
to Popocatepetl." The brilliant and varied

flora, picturesque barrenness, and beautiful

cascades lend everywhere a charm to the

scene which contrasts favorably with the

somber monotony which characterizes the

route by which Popocatepetl is ascended.

The slopes of the mountain are cultivated

to a considerable height
—

10,860 feet. The

lower slopes are largely covered with soil,

and the andesite rock, of gray and red col-

ors, differs completely in character from that

of Popocatepetl. The aiguillelike character

of many of the spurs extending at right

angles to the course of the mountain is a

prominent feature. Many caves in the rock

furnish shelter to cattle aud persons attempt-

ing the ascent. Dr. Farrington examined

the Porfirio Diaz Glacier, and concluded that

it formerly had a much greater extent than

now.

The Adalteration of Butter with Glucose.

—The following is from an article by C. A.

Crampton in the Journal of the American

Chemical Society : In domestic practice the

addition of sugar to butter for purposes of

preservation is doubtless almost as old as

the art of butter-making itself; salt, how-

ever, is the usually preferred preservative.

Sugar appears in several of the various

United States patents for so-called
"
improv-

ing
"

or renovating processes for butter, be-

ing added to it along with salt, saltpeter, and

in some cases sodium carbonate. Within

the past few years glucose has been used in

butter specially prepared for export to trop-

ical countries, as the West Indies or South

America. It is usually put up in tins, and

various means are resorted to for preventing

the decomposition of their goods before they

reach the consumer. Very large quantities

of salt are used by the French exporters, as

the following two analyses show :

Butter for Export.
To Brazil. To Antilles.

Water 10.29 10.19

Curd 1.24 1.81

Ash 10.29 10.06

Fat 78.18 78.44

100.00 100.00

Chemical antiseptics, borax, salicylic acid,

etc., are sometimes used, but the method

found most efficacious by exporters in this

country seems to be the use of glucose in

conjunction with moderately heavy salting.

The glucose used is a heavy, low-converted

sirup, known as confectioners' glucose. The

detection of glucose in butter presents no

difficulty. The butter is thoroughly washed

with hot water, which will readily take up
whatever glucose is present. This solution

is then tested by means of Fehling's solution.

The following is an analysis of the so-called

beurre rouge, or red butter, which is exported

to Guadeloupe. It is a peculiar highly col-

ored compound, containing large quantities

of salt and glucose :

Water 21.60

Curd 0.81

Ash 16.42

Fat 51.15

Glucose 10.02

100.00

Decorated Skulls and the Power as-

cribed to them.—A collection of sixteen

skulls—eight of men, seven of women, and

one of a child—from New Guinea, is de-

scribed by George A. Dorsey in the publica-

tions of the Field Columbian Museum, Chi-

cago. They were received from a native
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chief, who used them for the adornment of

his house, and is said to have prized them as

trophies of war. They are decorated in the

frontal region by engraved designs, and the

parts are attached to one another by very

skillfully adjusted cords. The ornamenta-

tion and the bindings are the subject of

a special comment by William H. Holmes.

Importance is attached by natives of New

Guinea to the preservation of the skulls of

friends as mementoes and of foes as trophies,

and of both categories on account of the

virtue—the best qualities of the individuals

whose skulls they are—which they are sup-

posed to impart in some mysterious way to

their possessor. Hence special care is taken

to have them preserved in detail, and that no

part be lost. In the present specimens the

jaws were secured by fastenings at right and

left and in front. The teeth were carefully

tied in, and when lost were replaced by arti-

ficial teeth. A cord was fastened around the

back molar on one side, and carried along,

inclosing each tooth in turn, in a loop, so as

to make a very effective fastening when the

cord was tightly drawn and attached to the

back molar on the other side. The lower

jaw was very firmly fastened to the skull by

closely wrapped cords tightened by binding

the strands around the middle portion. In

some cases these fastenings are very elabo-

rate and neat
;
in others, imperfect and slov-

enly. All the skulls in the collection are

decorated with designs engraved on the

frontal bone, and in some cases the figures

run back. The execution of the work is not

of a very high order, but is rather irregular

and scratchy. Nearly all embody easily dis-

tinguished animal forms, and the more for-

mal or nearly geometric ones are probably

.animal derivatives or representations of

land, water, or natural phonomena. They

are possibly totemic or mythological.

Galax and its Affinities.—One of the

most interesting plants of the Southern

mountain region is the galax (Galax

aphylla), which grows in the highlands

more or less abundantly from Virginia

southward. The slopes of Grandfather

Mountain, North Carolina, are carpeted with

it for many square miles of almost uninter-

rupted extent. Besides being an attractive

plant at home, its thick, leathery, rounded

cordate leaves, deep green or crimson or

mixed, according to the season, make it

much in demand for decoration, and tons of

it in the aggregate are shipped, from places

where it grows abundantly, for that purpose.

Its affiliations with certain other Alpine

and arctic plants are described in a care-

fully studied paper on the Order Diapen-

sisceae, published by Margaret Farsman

Boynton in the Journal of the National

Science Club, Washington. Liunasus found

in Lapland a creeping evergreen herb, mat-

ting the surface with its stiff, spatulate

leaves, and described it in 1737 as Diapensia

lapponica. Then galax was discovered by

Gronovius and given a place by Linnaeus—
because of its stamens rather than of its

natural affinities—along with Diapensia. Mi-

chaux, in the last decade of the eighteenth

century, found Pyxidavthera barbulata, re-

sembling diapensia, in the pine barrens of

New Jersey and North Carolina. More re-

cently other species of diapensia and Ber-

neuxia have been found among the Hima-

layas, and Schizocodon of several species in

Japan. One of the most remarkable dis-

coveries in the list was that by Michaux in

the mountains of North Carolina of a plant

which was afterward called Shortia galaci-

folia, from the resemblance of its leaves to

those of galax. This plant in a living state

was then lost, and when Gray and Torrey

looked for it in 1831 in vain, only one pre-

served specimen of it was known to be ex-

tant and that in fruit
;
and it was not till

1877 that it was collected, rediscovered, in

fact, in flower, as Gray has said,
"
by an

herbalist almost absolutely ignorant of bot-

any, who was only informed of his good for-

tune on sending to a botanist one of the two

specimens collected by him." The Shortia,

so far as is known, grows only in a very nar-

row district, and those who know the place

are careful not to direct the public to it.

Specimens have been collected by a few

nurserymen, who cultivate it and have it for

sale. The plants of this list are variously

classified as among one another by botanists,

but are regarded as belonging to a common

group.
" The real story of their develop-

ment," says the author of the paper,
" can be

gathered only in hints from their present

distribution, for unfortunately they have

neither gallery of ancestral portraits nor re-
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corded geological tree." But their ancestors

are supposed to have been pushed down by

the glaciers and left where the modern

forms are found. Almost anywhere in the

boreal flora Diapensia lapponica may be

found, whether in northern Asia, or Europe,

or America, or even on the mountains of

Labrador and in the Pyrenees, the Scotch

mountains, and our own White Mountains.

The Academy dclla Crnsca.—" For three

hundred years," says a correspondent of the

London Athenaeum, "the learned body, the

Academy of la Crusca (the bran), Florence,

has been scrupulously sifting the Italian

tongue and producing successive editions of

its monumental dictionary. Its present seat

i?i in the monastery of St. Mark—Savonarola's

cloister—where it occupies the hall behind

the great library. When an associate is

promoted to full membership, his official re-

ception is still accompanied by the tradi-

tional rite. First, he is solemnly conducted

to the Cruscan museum, and left to solitary

meditation among shovel-backed chairs sur-

mounted by the symbolical sieve and book-

cases ingeniously fashioned in the likeness

of corn sacks. The walls are covered with

the names, crests, and mottoes of former

members, who in past times usually assumed

fantastic titles descriptive of the academy's

labors." Some of these printed inscriptions

nnd comical devices are more or less quaint.

Thus, Dr. Giulio Maxi in 1590 took the name

of II Fiorito, or the flowery one, with the

device of a basket of wheat in bloom and

the motto from Petrarch (translation) :

"I enjoy the present and hope for better."

In 1641 the Senator Vieri appeared as Le

Svanito, the evaporated, with an uncorked

wine flask, the stopper beside it, and the

motto :

"
Oh, how I long for the medicine !

"

In 1660 the Marquis Malaskini adopted the

title of 11 Preservzto, the preserved, the de-

vice of olives packed in straw, and the motto

from Petrarch :

"
Keep the prize green."

In 1764, the Abbot Giuseppe Pelli, surnamed

11 Megliorato, the improved, took the device

of a newly invented sieve for the better sift-

ing of grain, with the Petrarchian motto :

" Follow the few, and not the throng."

In T7*70, Signor Domenico Manni assumed

the title of 11 Soffcrente, the sufferer, with a

straw chair as his device, and a motto from

Dante :

" The master said that lying in a feather bed

One would not come to fame—nor under the

plowshare."

In due time the new member is escorted to

the hall where the academy is assembled, and

the chief consul, head of the academy, greets

him with a speech, to which he has to make

a fitting reply. Historical Italian families

are numerously represented on the academy's

rolls, and among the foreign members are

the names of William Roscoe and Mr. Glad-

stone.

Aboriginal Superstitions about Bones.—
A very interesting archaeological site in

Mexico, visited by Carl Lumholtz and Ales

Hedlicka in the fall of 1896, is near Zacapu,

in the State of Michoacan. The region is

marked by many stone mounds on or near

the edge of the old flow of lava, extending

for several miles
;

and directly above the

village stands a large stone fortress, called

El Palacio. Excavating near this fortress,

Mr. Lumholtz unearthed several skeletons,

which had been buried without any order,

and accompanied by
"
remarkably few ob-

jects," but some of these were well worthy

of study. The most curious things found

were some bones, strangely marked with

grooves across them, exhibiting a little va-

riety in arrangement, but all similarly exe-

cuted, and evidently after a carefully devised

system. This feature is so far unique in

archaeology, and its purpose can as yet be

only a matter of conjecture. Two ways are

proposed by the author of explaining it. The

marking may have been an operation under"

taken for the purpose of dispatching the

dead. Mr. Lumholtz is knowing to a belief

among the tribes of Mexico that the dead

are troublesome to the survivors for at least

one year, and certain ceremonies and feasts

in regard to them have to be observed in

order to prevent them from doing harm, and

to drive them away. The Tarahumares

guard their beer against them, and others

provide a special altar with food for the

dead on it at their rain-making feasts, else

the spirits would work some mischief.

Among many tiibes an offering is made to
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the dead, before drinking brandy, of a few

drops of the liquor. A relation is also sup-

posed to exist between disease and pain and

the bones of the deceased person. A whole

class of diseases are supposed to have their

seat in the bones or the marrow of them.

If the disease does not yield to the shaman's

efforts, and causes death, the Indians think

that the pain will continue after death and

vex the ghost, making him malignant and

troublesome. Therefore the pain must be

conquered, and driven away from the bones

and the marrow. Hence the markings may
have been made in order to sever all connec-

tion between the spirit and his former life,

and from the disease that caused his death.

The other explanation is that the bones were

taken from slain enemies for other purposes

than as mere trophies. Personal or bodily

relics are supposed to possess some of the

qualities of the deceased, and to give power.

This view is supported by some observations

of Mr. Cushing relative to Zuni customs
;

and the author is inclined to favor it rather

than the other.

Estrays from Civilization.—A curious

study of a community of estrays from civili-

zation who are leading the life of savages is

published by M. Zaborowski in the Revue de

VEcole oVAnthropologic and La Naiure. The

settlement is about a mile from Ezy, on the

eastern edge of the plateau of Normandy, in

a group of caves that were excavated and

used as wine cellars when, several hundred

years ago, wine culture flourished in the now

uncongenial region. Later the srot was a

resort for picnics till the old buildings fell

into decay, and about fifty years ago it was

given up to wanderers. About eighty men,

women, and children live there, the adults,

though not perhaps really criminals, having
been lost to society on account of some of-

fense committed against it. They have no

regular means of subsistence, are beneath

the tramps in grade, and possess, with one or

two exceptions, no articles of property other

than what they pick up. Their beds are

wooden bunks set upon stones, filled with

leaves, and the coverings are wrapping can-

vas. A "
family

"
of seven persons lived in

one of the cellars with only a single bed of

this kind. Their kitchen utensils are old tin

cans picked out of rubbish heaps, and their

stoves are obtained in the same way, or often

consist of plates and pieces of iron adjusted

so as to make a sort of fireplace. They have

a well from which they draw water with

some old kettle suspended on a hooked stick,

each "family" having its own hook. Their

clothes are rags, partly covering portions of

the body, and it is not considered necessary

that the younger ones should have even these.

Their housekeeping and their ideas of neat-

ness are such as might correspond with these

conditions. One woman, mother of four

children, and the only one that was ade-

quately dressed, was a native of a neighbor-

ing village, and had been brought to the

cave by her mother when she was eight years

old. An old man had been a charge upon
the town and was sent to the cave by the

maire to get rid of him. He had found a

woman there and had several children. A

woman, still active, who had lived in the

caves three years, had children living in Ezy.

The complaint, so common in other parts of

France, that the natural increase of popula-

tion has failed, does not apply to the caves.

Five or six of the " families " have four or

five children. On these children, of whom

only the most vigorous survive,
"
the influ-

ence of their debasing misery and of the

vices of their parents impresses a common

aspect. Their mental condition has fallen

shockingly low, and, their physical needs

satisfied, they seem to want nothing further.

No attraction will induce them to attend

school, which is like imprisonment to them.

Their mode of life and the marks of degra-

dation in their faces separate them from

others. Earnest attempts to develop their

intelligence and moral consciousness have

been without result."

German School Journeys.—It is very

common in Germany, says Miss Dodd, of

Owens College, in one of the English educa-

tional reports, to find definite teaching tak-

ing place outside the school walls—in the

gardens attached to the schools, and in the

neighboring forests, where the children are

instructed in observation of the local forms

of plant and animal life. Further, they are

often taken on longer expeditions to spend

the whole day in the forest or on the moun-

tain with their teachers, who direct them
" what to see, and how to see it." More defi-
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nite and more ambitious than these minor ex-

cursions is the school journey, which may last

from three days to three weeks. It is usually

taken on foot, and is as inexpensive as possi-

ble, with plain food and simple accommoda-

tion. Each boy carries his own knapsack

charged with a change of underclothing,

towels, soap, etc., and overcoat or umbrella
;

while for the common use of the party

are distributed clothes brushes and shoe

brushes, needles, thread, string, and pins,

ointment for rubbing on the feet, a small

medicine chest, a compass, a field glass, a

pocket microscope, a barometer, and a tape

measure. The district visited is chosen on

account of its historical associations or the

geographical illustrations it furnishes, or the

richness and variety of plant life to be

studied. Constant pauses are made to afford

opportunities for the examiuation of features

inviting study; and the scenes visited are

often closely connected with the subjects in-

cluded in the year's work of the school. In

a journey, of which Miss Dodd was a mem-

ber, preparations were begun three months

beforehand, with the collection of subscrip-

tions, drawing of road maps, and special les-

sc ns. The fifty boys from ten to fifteen years

old, marched off in groups of four, assort-

ing themselves according to their affinities

for companionship, with advance and rear

guards ;
the regions passed through were

explored for what might be found in

them
;

the roads were marked and identi-

fied, mountains and rivers were named, and

the courses of streams determined; and at

each place of considerable interest its char-

acteristic features and associations of Na-

ture, art, and history were discussed and

studied.

The Hnichol Indians of Jalisco.—The

Huichol Indians of Mexico, the subject of a

study by Carl Lumholtz, four thousand peo-

ple living in the mountains of northern Ja-

lisco, have a tradition that they originated in

the south, got lost underneath the earth, and

came forward again in the east, in the coun-

try of the Kikuli, near San Luis Potosi.

Franciscan missionaries converted them nom-

inally to Christianity, but there are now no

priests in their country, and there is prob-

ably no tribe in Mexico where the ancient

beliefs have been so well maintained as with

them. Their exterior conditions have been

somewhat altered by the introduction of cat-

tle and sheep, and cattle are now the favorite

animals for sacrifice at the feasts for mak-

ing rain during the dry season. The people

are healthy, very emotional, easily moved to

laughter or tears, imaginative and excitable.

Young people show affection in public, kiss-

ing or caressing one another. They are kind-

hearted and not inhospitable to those who

can gain their confidence, but have the repu-

tation of being wanting in regard for truth.

They live mostly in circular houses made

from loose stones, or stones and mud, and

covered with thatched roofs. Their temples,

devoted to various gods, are of similar shape,

but much larger, with the entrances toward

sunrise. Outside of the door is an open

space surrounded by small rectangular god-

houses, with gabled and thatched roofs. The

god-houses are also frequently found in the

forests, and are sometimes circular. There

are nineteen temples in the country which

are frequented at the times of the feasts,

when the officials and their families camp
in the small god-houses. Idols are not kept

in the temples, but are hidden in caves or in

special buildings. There are a great many
sacred caves devoted to various gods, and

generally containing some pool or spring that

gives them sanctity, and the water of which

is supposed to have salutary virtues. Much

religious importance is attached to the Kikuli

cactus, which produces an exhilarating effect

on the system. Ceremonial arrows are in-

separably connected with their life, the ar-

row representing the Indian himself in his

prayers to the gods. They have other in-

teresting ceremonies and ceremonial objects,

and a curious system of distilling, which Mr.

Lumholtz describes at length.

Herrings at Dinner.—The food of the

herring consists of small organisms, often of

microscopic dimensions. It is entirely ani-

mal, and in Europe, according to those who

have investigated the matter, it consists of

copepods, schizopods (shiimplike forms),

amphipods (sand fleas and their allies), the

embryos of gasteropods and lamellibranchia,

and young fishes, often of its own kind. In

the examination of about fifteen hundred

specimens of herring at Eastport, Maine, and

vicinity, in the summer and fall of 1893, Mr.
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H. F. Moore, of the Fish Commission, found

only two kinds of food—copepods or " red

seed," which appeared to constitute the sole

food of the small herrings, and shrimps the

principal food of the larger ones. In many
cases the stomachs of the fish were densely

gorged with these shrimps, which are ex-

tremely abundant in the waters of the vicin-

ity. Excepting the eyes and phosphores-

cent spots beneath, which are bright red, the

bodies of the crustaceans are almost trans-

parent, yet such is the density of the schools

in which they congregate that a distinctly

reddish tinge is often imparted to the water.

They are very active, and frequently avoid

the rush of the fish by vigorous strokes of

their powerful caudal paddles, which throw

them several inches above the surface. To

capture them requires some address on the

part of the herring, and the fish likewise fre-

quently throw themselves almost clear of the

surface. When feeding upon copepods the

movements of the herrings are less impetu-

ous. They swim open-mouthed, often with

their snouts at the surface, crossing and re-

crossing on their tracks, and evidently strain-

ing out the minute crustaceans by means of

their branchial sieves. After they have passed

the stage known as
"
brit," the herrings ap-

pear to feed principally at night, or if they

do so to any considerable extent during bright

daylight it is at such a depth that they escape

observation. At night it is often possible to

note the movements of the fish at a depth of

several fathoms, and at such times Mr. Moore

has seen them swimming back and forth,
"
apparently screening the water, their every

movement traced by a phosphorescent gleam,

evoked perhaps from the very organisms

which they were consuming." The herrings

evidently follow their prey by night, and the

fact that the shrimps possess phosphorescent

spots may explain the apparent ability of the

fish to catch them then.

MINOR PARAGRAPHS.

The phosphorescence, which is so beauti-

ful a characteristic of certain forms of ani-

mal life in the sea, has been the cause of

much speculation among the fishermen and

scientists
;
none of the proposed theories

have been entirely satisfactory. It is now

stated, however, that an adequate and prova-

ble cause has been discovered in a so-called

species of photo-bacteria ; by means of this

germ it is stated that sea water, containing

nutrient media, can be inoculated and ren-

dered phosphorescent ;
that newly caught

herrings with the sea water still fresh can be

rendered phosphorescent by a treatment

which favors the growth of the photo-bac-

teria. Oxygen is an essential to their growth.

Personal equation was defined by Prof.

T. H. Safford, in a paper read at the American

Association, as in reality the time it takes to

think ; and as that time is different in differ-

ent persons, observations are liable to be af-

fected by it unless correct allowance is made

for it in the case of each one. It has been a

subject of discussion since the end of the

last century. The Astronomer Royal of

England discharged a good assistant in 1795,

because he was liable to observe stars more

than half a second too late. Bond, several

years afterward, took the subject up and

found that astronomers were liable to vary a

little in their observations
;
some to antici-

pate the time by a trifle, and others falling a

little behind. The subject has since been

studied by ProfessorWundt. In the days when

the eye-and ear method of observation pre-

vailed, the astronomer had both to watch bis

object and to keep note of the time; with

the introduction of the chronograph, the

errors resulting from this necessity are in

part obviated. But error enough still exists

to be troublesome.

The Educational Extension Work in Agri-

culture of Cornell University Experiment Sta-

tion is carried on by the publication and dis-

tribution of leaflets, visitation of teachers'

institutes, and other means that may bring

the station in contact with the people. The

results of the work have been generally satis-

factory. Eight leaflets, on such subjects as

How a Squash Plant gets out of the Seed,

A Children's Garden, etc., were published

last year in from two to six editions, and still

meet a lively demand. Thirty thousand teach-

ers were enrolled on the lists as receiving

leaflets, or as students of methods of pre-

senting Nature study to their pupils, sixteen

thousand school children were receiving leaf-

lets suitable to them, and twenty-five hun-
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dred young farmers were enrolled in the

Agricultural Reading Course. Much interest

seems to have been shown by farmers in

sugar-beet culture, in investigations of which
more than three hundred of them are co-

operating with the station, and two hundred
in experiments with fertilizers.

NOTES.

An important feature in the evolution of
trade journalism is pointed out in the presi-
dential address of E. C. Brown, of the Amer-
ican Trade Press Association, in the establish-
ment of small trade journals, covering limited
fields. Such industries as brickmaking, ste-

nography, advertising, acetylene, hospital
practice, etc., are ably representei by their

respective trade journals ;
and this tendency

is promoted by the complementary one of
the trades, in their centralization and concen-

tration, compelling even journals in the same
business to make their field distinct and re-

stricted. The public demands specific infor-

mation, not for the purpose of catering to a

passing interest, but for its application di-

rectly in the conduct of business or the for-

mation of a policy ;
and those trade journals

succeed best which supply accurate informa-
tion of value to their readers.

_

The ascent of Mont Blanc was accom-
plished between June 21st and September
16th by one hundred and nineteen persons,
eleven of whom were women. By nation-

ality the climbers included forty-four
Frenchmen and eleven Frenchwomen, fifteen

Englishmen and one Englishwoman, and fif-

teen Swiss, with Germans, Americans, Bel-

gians, Hollanders, Irish, and Russians. A
Belgian lady and a Dutch lady were of this

company. A Frenchwoman, seventy-five
years old, was one of the party that reached
the summit on one of the last days in Sep-
tember.

Mr. Horace Brown, whose interesting
researches on the enzymes have attracted
much attention during the past few years,
has recently announced the results of some
important experiments on the vitality of
seeds. He found that certain seeds subjected
to the very low temperature of evaporating
liquid air, about — 192 C, for one hundred
and ten consecutive hours, retained perfectly
their power of germinating.

The report made by Prof. W. A. Herd-
man to the British Association concerning
the liability to disease through oysters recog-
nizes the possibility of contamination through
the proximity of the beds to sewage water,
and recommends steps to be taken, through
either legislative control or association, to
induce the oyster trade to remove any pos-
sible suspicion of contamination of the beds

;

provision for the inspection of foreign oysters

or their subjection to a quarantine by deposi-
tion for a stated period in British waters, as

already takes place in many instances
;
and

the periodical inspection of "the grounds from
which mussels, cockles, and periwinkles are

gathered.

As the result of long-continued observa-
tions of annual temperatures the appearance
of the earliest leaves, and the return of birds
of passage, M. Camille Flammarion has pub-
lished the conclusions that the maximum
temperatures correspond with abundant sun
spots and the least humidity, and the mini-
mum temperatures with sc rcity of sun spots
and great humidity ;

and that sparrows be-

gin to sit when horse-chestnuts, lilacs, and
peonies begin to bloom, and the young are
hatched about two days after these plants
are in full inflorescence. M. Flammarion
also believes that the temperatures of March
and April indicate those of the entire year.

Little steel capsules containing a small

quantity of liquefied carbonic acid are made,
La Nature says, at Zurich, Switzerland; One
of them is placed in the neck of a bottle of
water which is provided with a faucet and
the capsule is pricked. The carbonic acid

escapes and charges the water, and a bottle
of soda water is the result. The capsules
are cheap and convenient, and are very pop-
ular in Switzerland and Germany.

It is proposed to erect a memorial to
James Clerk Maxwell in the parish church
of Corsock, of which he was a trustee and
elder. Subscriptions may be sent to the Rev.

George Stimock, The Manse, Corsock bv Dal-

beattie, N. B.

Our obituary list includes among men
well known in science the names of Edward
Dunkin, an English practical astronomer, for

fifty years an assistant and part of the time
chief assistant at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, a contributor of many paper
on practical astronomy, aged seventy-seven
years ;

H. Vogel, professor of photography,
photo-chemistry, and spectroscopy in the
Technical High School, Berlin, author of
The Chemistry of Light and Photography, in
the International Scientific Series, in" his

sixty-fifth year; Alexandre Pillet, curator of
the Musee Dupuytre, Paris, and well known
for his contributions on morbid anatomy, at

Paris, November 2d, aged eighty-eight years ;

George T. Allmann, formerly professor cf

botany in Dublin and of natural history in

Edinburgh, who described the hydroids col-

lected by the Challenger Expedition, and was
author of a number of monographs on the

invertebrates, aged eighty-six; Thomas San-
derson Bulmer, investigator in American
archaeology and ethnography, and contrib-
utor to Filling's Bibliographies of American
Languages, at Sierra Blanca, Texas, October
5th

;
and Dr. Ewald Geissler, professor of

chemistry at the veterinary school of Dres-

den, aged fifty years.
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THE EVOLUTION OF COLONIES.

By JAMES COLLIER.

VII.—SOCIAL EVOLUTION.

PERHAPS
there is no civilized institution to which man has ac-

commodated himself with so ill a grace as monpgamy. Hardly
a perversion of it has ever existed but may still be found. Polygamy
is widely spread in the most advanced communities; temporary poly-
androus menages a trois are known to exist elsewhere than among
the Nairs and Tibetans and ancient Britons; the matriarchate in one

shape or another may be detected well outside the sixty peoples

among whom Mr. Tylor has discovered it; and marriage by free

choice is far from having superseded marriage by capture or by pur-
chase. It is the less surprising that abnormal or ancient forms of

the union should have been revived in colonies. In this relationship,

as in most others, the colonist, like the sperm cell after its junction
with the germ cell, sinks at once to a lower level, and the race has to

begin life over again. The fall is inevitable. The earliest immi-

grants are all of them men. Everywhere finding indigenes in the

newly settled country, they can usually count on the complaisance
or the submissiveness of the tribesmen. Native women have a strange
fascination for civilized men, even for those who have been intimate

with the European aristocracies and have belonged to them. Ad-
venturous Castins might find their account in a relationship that was

in perfect keeping with the wild life they led. It is more strange

that, enslaved by an appetite which sometimes rose to a collective

if seldom to a personal passion, educated men, with a scientific or a

public career flung open to them at their option, able men who have

written the best books about the races they knew only too well, men
YOL. LIV.—42
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of great position whose heroic deeds and winning manners made
them adored by women of their own race, should have spoiled their

prime, or inextricably entangled themselves, or wrecked their own
roof-tree and incurred lifelong desertion by the wife of their youth.
The bluest blood of Spain was not contaminated by an alliance with

the Incas, but just ten years ago the direct line of an ancient English
earldom was extinguished among the Kaffirs. The truth seems to

be that while a woman will not as a rule accept a man who is her

inferior in rank or refinement, a man easily contents himself for the

time with almost any female. The Bantu woman and the Australian

zubra are not alluring, but they have never lacked suitors. Colonial

women shrink (or profess to shrink) from the Chinaman; all colors—
black, brown, red, and yellow

—seem to be alike to the undiscriminat-

ing male appetite. Yet it has its preferences. The high official who
stands unmoved before the cloudy attractions of the Zulu, surrenders

at discretion to the soft-voiced, dark-eyed, plump-limbed daughters of

Maoriland. In the last case a perverse theory (of the future amal-

gamation of the races) may have been "
the light that led astray

"
;

it certainly was used to justify their acts to the consciences of the

doers. Romance had its share: Browning's Waring (who was pre-

mier as well as poet) threw a poetic glamour over the miscegena-

tion, as another hiinister found in the race the Ossianesque attributes

of his own Highlanders. It sometimes, even now, rises into passion :

the colonial schoolmaster who marries a native girl will declare that

his is a love match. But the chief reason at all times was "
the

custom of the country."
"
It was the regular thing," remarked an

old legislator, looking ruefully back on his past. Nor is it to be

harshly censured. Corresponding to the Roman slave-concubinage
which Cato Major did not disdain to practice, it repeated a stage in

the history of the mother country when the invading Angles allied

themselves (as anthropology abundantly proves) with the native

Britons. While making a kind of atonement to the indigenes, it was

a solatium to the pioneer colonists for a life of hardship and privation.

A higher grade was the concubinage of convictism, which was

with women of the same race and was capable of rising into normal

marriage. In the early days of New South Wales and Van Diemen's

Land it seems to have been almost universal, and it lasted for many
years. Not one in ten of the officials lived with his legally married

wife. In the latter colony it was suppressed by the governor, who

ordered them to marry the women by whom they had families. In

the former, if Dr. Lang's account of his exertions is accepted, it was

put down by the exposure of guilty parties. It was accompanied by
other features of a low social state. The public and private sale of

wives was not infrequent. The colonial equivalent for a wife, in the
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currency of those days, was sometimes four gallons of rum, or five

pounds sterling and a gallon, or twenty sheep and a gallon; one

woman was sold for fifty sheep.

Around gold and silver mining encampments nondescript rela-

tionships of a slightly higher order arise. They are with free women,

though the women are apt to be of the same class as Bret ITarte's

Duchess of Poker Flat, answering to the Doll Tearsheets of hardly

more civilized communities. They often issue in marriage. In min-

ing townships, and even in colonial towns, professional men are to

be found married to unpresentable women.

In colonies of regular foundation normal marriages are con-

tracted under difficulties. Few women at first go out, the emigrants

intending to return when they have made their fortune. Women
have accordingly to be sent. In the seventeenth century a number

of girls of good repute were persuaded to emigrate to Virginia, a

subscription being raised to defray the cost. In the following cen-

tury wives were sent to settlers in French Louisiana on the same plan.

To French Canada women were dispatched by shiploads. They were

selected (according to Parkman) as butchers choose cattle: the

plumpest were preferred, because they could stand the winter best

and would stay at home. In Virginia women were offered for sale

to eager colonists, who willingly paid one hundred pounds of tobacco

for one, or as much as one hundred and fifty pounds for a very pretty

girl; a debt incurred for the purchase of a wife being considered a

debt of honor. In the early days of Canterbury, New Zealand, when

a consignment of servant girls arrived, young farmers would ride

over the Port hills and carry them off, though in the style rather of

young Lochinvar than of the Sabine rape. Settlers have often re-

quested the agent general for the colony or the mayor of their native

town to send them out a wife. Wives so easily acquired are apt to

be lightly parted with, and within the last few years, in colonial

villages, amicable exchanges have been effected—one woman going

with her children to the house of another man, whose wife and chil-

dren made a reciprocal migration. Facts such as these (which might

readily be multiplied) show how easily so-called civilized man sloughs

off the conventions of ages and sinks to a primitive level. They soon

disappear, however, and social colonial conditions rapidly assimilate

themselves to those of the mother country. In most young colonies

marriage is universal and it is early. After a few days' acquaintance

couples rashly engage themselves, in utter ignorance of one another's

character or of their own, and a precipitate marriage follows, with

such results as might be expected. Statistics show that the age of

marriage on the part of women is steadily rising. In the early days

of each colony a girl was deemed passee if she did not get married be-
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fore she was twenty-one. In the decade that ended the first century
of New South Wales the proportion of married women under that

age fell from 28.17 to 23.55 per cent; in less prosperous Victoria,
after only half a century, it fell from 21 to 17.4; in New Zea-

land there was a big drop from 29.4 to 19.7. The proportion of

married women under twenty-five has also seriously declined. The
decrease is noticeably correspondent with the increased number of

young women who are gaining their own livelihood—largely as

teachers and typewriters. On these lines the colonies are following
the lead of the mother country. Long engagements, followed by late

marriages with fewer children, take the place of short engagements
with hasty marriages and larger families. Female celibacy is no

longer dishonorable, and women are beginning to understand that

they may be far happier single and self-supporting. The quality of

marriage improves with its rarity. "When an Australian M. A.

marries an M. A., or the most brilliant of New Zealand professors

marries one of his most distinguished students, we feel, as when a

Dilke marries a Pattison, that the ideal of the union has been realized.

The growth of the colonial house follows the development of the

family and repeats the history of the race. The immigrant procures
his abode, as he afterward buys his clothes, ready made. The an-

cient troglodyte lives to-day in the Derbyshire cave dweller; the

original Romanist settlers of Maryland were driven to take refuge in

cave houses in Virginia; and the New Zealand hermit, like "great
Pasan's son "

at Lemnos,
"
weeps o'er his wound "

of the heart in a

cave by the resounding sea. Where they can not be found ready dug

they can be excavated, as they were by some early Pennsylvania
colonists. Others in Virginia, New York, and New England found

it easier to dig holes in the ground, thus imitating the Germans of

Tacitus, whose winter residences are also repeated in those basements

which form the wholesome abode of the London domestic servant.

The wattle-and-daub house of the Anglo-Saxon villager has been

everywhere reproduced in the colonies, and may still be abundantly
found.

If the occupation of caves and the burrowing of holes suggests

man's distant affinity to the carnivora and lower quadrupeds, his

simian origin is confirmed by the use he makes of the tree. In the

infant city of Philadelphia there were " few mansions but hollow

trees." A rude form of tent is the next stage, the canvas consisting

(as may still be seen among the poorer campers-out) of clothes or

rags. Then, as in the early days of Sydney, the tents were covered

in with bushes and thatched over. Next (as may to-day be observed

in the neighborhood of Coolgardie) a framework of branches is em-

ployed to support the canvas, and the tent is converted into a cabin.
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A stride toward the house is taken when the branches are replaced

by a regular woodwork, with doors and windows; the envelope being
still sometimes canvas, which is soon replaced by corrugated iron.

The Brazilian country house where Darwin lodged sixty years ago
was built of upright posts with interwoven boughs. Another line

of development starts from the trunk of the tree. The early
American colonists made bark wigwams. The Australian pastoralist
"
erected a temporary house, generally of large sheets of bark, in

the first instance." In countries where the winter is more severe or

the bark less substantial, the backwoodsman builds, as the early
colonist built, a rude cabin of round logs. Then the logs are hewn,
or they are split or sawn into planks, and built into the weatherboard

houses still common in the rural parts of Australia, and general even

in New Zealand towns. In their earliest stages they are still without

a floor and are roofed with thatch or shingle. Towns often thus re-

main like early Sydney,
"
a mere assemblage of paltry erections in-

termediate between the hut and the house." The architecture is of

the simplest. A "
butt " and a

"
ben," with a "

lean-to," form the

prevailing type. As the family grows or its wealth increases, new

portions are added, till many colonial houses look for all the world

as if they had " come out in penny numbers." Even with a few

stately structures—luxurious mansions, extensive government offices,

Gothic parliamentary buildings
—a wooden city has an indefinable

meanness of appearance. It is improved out of existence by the dread

agency of fire. Like Charles's London, New Orleans and many
another colonial town have thus had an Augustan renewal. Houses

are now built of brick, stone, or concrete; tile, slate, and iron re-

placed thatch and shingle; two stories were ventured on; chimneys
were smaller but safer. They became susceptible of architecture:

Spanish features were introduced into those of New Orleans; the

more northern colonies copied the English country house, with modi-

fications to suit the hotter or colder climate
;
and in New South Wales

a taste for mansion-building came into vogue along with splendid

equipages, liveried servants, and pedigrees. Such houses were at first

arranged in all degrees of irregularity and confusion. The street is a

modern invention. The cows returning from pasture laid out Bos-

ton, and the bullock teams climbing up from the harbor charted

Sydney. Towns in manufactured colonies, as Savannah, Augusta,
most South American cities, Christchurch and Invercargill in New
Zealand, were planned before settlement and have their streets at

right angles.

A hundred years ago Talleyrand, exiled in the United States, de-

scribed the journey from one of these cities to the interior as suc-

cessively exhibiting all past stages of the human habitation from the
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mansion to the tent, and just a century later one of Talleyrand's

countrymen, M. Pierre Leroy-Beaulieu, traveling in the reverse

direction, from "
the bush "

to Coolgardie, witnessed the gradual
transformation of the tent into the two-storied hotel. A great part of

the history of the race in the matter of habitations is thus museumed
in the space of a few miles.

If the temple rises out of the tomb, is modeled on that, and re-

mains to the last pre-eminently a place of sacrifice, the church is an

enlarged dwelling house. It is the house of the god, as the fetichist

called it—the house of God, as we still reverently call it; and in

Romanist countries to this day it is in a manner the abode of two

divine personages, who figure as dizened and painted dolls that are

named respectively God and the Mother of God! Both lines of de-

velopment are rapidly recapitulated in colonies. The temple appears
as the cathedral, which has modest beginnings, but gradually assumes

the architecture and proportions of Gothic cathedrals, losing relation

to the primary wants of the worshipers
—comfort and audibility

—
ministering mainly to their higher needs, and if used for preaching
at all, reserved for such occasional and sensational pulpit oratory a?

that of Dominican monks like Lacordaire at Notre Dame in Paris,

or of a Protestant Dominican like the late Canon Liddon at St.

Paul's in London. The church, chapel, or meeting house may be

found in colonial villages in its most rudimentary form, scarcely

distinguishable in style from a dwelling house. According to the

sect it belongs to, it develops in one of two opposite directions. The

age of cathedrals is past, even in Roman Catholic countries, but the

tendency of Anglican and allied churches is to simulate the old

cathedral; high ritualistic sections mimic the gorgeous Madeleine.

The more liberal denominations, on the other hand, develop down-

ward; the colonial Baptist tabernacle is on the lines of Spurgeon's

great building at ISTewington, but the ancient pulpit is widened into

a platform and the seats slope upward as in a concert hall; it is a

mere auditorium, in which the preacher is all. The development in

this direction finds its extreme in the secularist hall, which is a mere

concert room, with a piano in place of an organ. The ceremonial

development is on the same lines—toward the gradual adoption of

ancient rites by the older churches, toward more freedom in the

younger sects. Many a colonial clergyman has wrecked himself or

his congregation through too much ritualism; a few have injured

themselves through an excess of liberalism.

A parallel evolution takes place in church government. Where

an organized settlement is made on political principles, congregations

carry their minister with them, or rather the ministers carry their

congregations. Where the colony is normally founded and grows up
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as the mother country grew, the first ministers, like the first preachers
of Christianity itself, are often laymen. In an interior county of

Virginia Morris read every Lord's day to his neighbors from the

writings of Luther and Bunyan, and a meeting house was at length
built for him; it is a typical instance of the beginnings of most

churches. The part of laymen remains long prominent in colonies.

The Anglican lay reader is everywhere a feature of colonial church

life. In the more flexible churches a storekeeper or retired sea cap-

tain will read Spurgeon's sermons or preach excellent sermons of his

own in an Otago village or the Australian bush. Where mission-

aries have been sent out to convert the heathen in a country after-

ward colonized, many of them remain as ministers, as did Augustin
and his monks in England. The Presbyterian catechist lik'ewise be-

comes a settled minister. Others arrive. Men of independent char-

acter, like Dr. Lang, of Sydney, resolve not to wait for any dead

man's shoes in the kirk, but sail beyond the seasto colonies where

there is no minister of their own denomination. Heretics, incom-

patibles, men who have failed, men whose health has given way,

emigrate in increasing numbers. Still, the supply is long deficient.

Clergymen were scarce in New York. A bounty was offered to

immigrants in Virginia. Six years after the establishment of the

Church of England in North Carolina there was only one clergyman
in the country. The few there are repeat the history of the first

Christian bishops and the early English monks in serving a circuit of

two, three, or more churches. The state comes to the rescue by pro-

viding for their support. In England contributions were at first

voluntary; by the eighth century tithes were levied, folk-land was

granted, and private endowments were made. Just so was the

Church of England established and endowed in New York, Virginia,
and North Carolina; in Maryland a poll tax of forty pounds of to-

bacco was levied for its support. In Connecticut and Massachusetts

a church was set up in each parish on Congregationalist principles

by a vote of the people, who elected the minister and voted his

salary. So uncertain was the tenure that in several States even the

Anglican minister was hired from year to year; and quite lately an

Anglican church in a British colony engaged its incumbent, as it

might have engaged its organist, for a term. In 1791 the Church

of England in Canada was partially established, and its clergy en-

dowed with grants of land. The Australasian colonies have pursued
a very various policy. By the Constitution Act of 1791 one seventh

of the ungranted lands in New South Wales was set apart for the

support of a Protestant clergy. An attempt to endow the Anglican
Church in South Australia in the early forties was defeated by a

radical governor. A recrudescence of the ecclesiastical principle
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permitted the church settlements of Otago and Canterbury in New
Zealand to appropriate a portion of the funds derived from the sale

of lands for the endowment of the Presbyterian and Anglican
churches respectively. So far the colonies followed, latterly with

halting steps, the history of the mother country. As in political, so

in ecclesiastical government, they have anticipated that history. The
American state churches did not survive the Revolution. In Can-

ada the Presbyterians and other sects successfully asserted their

claims to a share in the church endowments, which between 1840
and 1853 were distributed among the municipalities, all semblance

of a connection between church and state being thus destroyed.
New South Wales passed through a period of religious equality with

concurrent endowment of the four most numerous denominations,
and a long struggle against the principle of establishment was ended

in 1879, when the reserves were devoted to the purposes of education.

The practice of confiscating for the church n portion of the proceeds
of the land sales was gradually dropped in Otago and Canterbury,

probably more for commercial reasons than in consequence of the op-

position of the democratic governor aforesaid, who spoked the wheel

of the South Australians. Yielding to Nonconformist pressure, the

liberal Government in 1869 enforced the principle of religious equal-

ity throughout the crown colonies, which were thus, willingly or

not, made to follow the lead of the movement in Ireland. The in-

ternal organization of the colonial church is also anticipative. Fifty-
two years ago Sir George Grey bestowed on the Anglican Church in

New Zealand, then governed by him, a constitution modeled on

that of the corresponding church in the United States, as the political

constitution he drafted for the colony was modeled on the Constitu-

tion of the United States; and it has been imitated in other Austral-

asian colonies, which have thus declared themselves independent of

the mother church, while the colony is still politically dependent on

the mother country. In yet another point the daughters have out-

stripped the parent. Three Presbyterian denominations still fissure

the old home of Presbyterianism ; only two have ever existed in the

colonies, and for thirty years these two have been one. The four

chief Methodist sects in Australia are also said to be on the point of

amalgamating.
The development of doctrine runs a fourth parallel to those of

buildings, cult, and organization, and in a brief space it recapitulates

a long history. In early colonial communities religious dogma is

found in a state of
" albuminous simplicity."

" A healthy man,"

says Thoreau,
" with steady employment, as wood-chopping at fifty

cents a cord, and a camp in the woods, will not be a good subject

for Christianity." Nor will a bush-faller, at twenty-five shillings the
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acre. Distant from a church and a minister, he gets out of the way
of attending the rare services brought within his reach, and forgets

the religion in which he was nurtured. It does not mingle with his

life. He is usually married at a registrar's. His children are un-

baptized. His parents die unshriven. The dull crises of his mean

existence come and go, and religion stands dumb before them. The

inner spiritual realities fade from his view as their outward symbols

disappear, and bit by bit the whole theological vesture woven by
nineteen Christian centuries drops off him like Rip Yan Winkle's

rotten garments when he woke from his long sleep. In the matter

of religion, as in almost all else, the colonist has to begin life again

poor.

As population grows and people come nearer to one another, two

things happen. The churches push their skirmishers into the in-

terior, plant stations, and have regular services. Gradually the old

doctrines strike root in the new soil, and at length a creed answering

to Evangelicalism is commonly held, thus repeating the first stage in

the history of Christianity in Asia as in England. On the other

hand, many of those whom neglect had softened into indifference

or hardened into contempt assume a more decided attitude. With

the spirit of independence which colonial life so readily begets, and

stimulated by the skeptical literature of the day, they take ground

against the renascent religion. Secularism, which denies what Evan-

gelicalism affirms and is on a level with that, is born. It organizes

itself, has halls and Sunday meetings, catechisms and children's

teaching, newspapers, and a propaganda. For a while it is trium-

phant, openly contemptuous of the current religious mythology, and

menacing toward its exponents. The Secularist leaders make their

way to the bench and the legislature, the cabinet and the premier-

ship. It is here the hitch arises. Some (by no means all) of these

leaders are found to prefer power to principle, and prudently let their

secularism go by the board when a wave of popular odium threatens

to swamp the ship. Financial distress spreads. The movement loses

eclat. As Bradlaugh's Hall of Science in London has been sold to

the Salvation Army, the Freethought Hall in Sydney has been pur-

chased by the Methodists, and in other colonial towns the cause has

collapsed. But it always remains, whether patent or latent, as a

needed counterpoise to the crudities of Evangelicalism, and it is the

core of that increasing mass of religious indifferentism which strikes

those who have been brought up in the old country. Statistics are

said to prove that Australia is more addicted to church-going than

England. If they prove any such thing, then statistics (as Mr. Bum-

ble irreverently said of the British Constitution) are hasses and hidi-

ots. You may sit down on any Sunday morning at a colonial table
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with a dozen highly respectable persons of both sexes and all ages,
not one of whom has any thought of going to church that day. Such
an experience would be impossible in England. The mistake has

arisen from comparing England as a whole, which has classes below

the line of church-going or indeed of civilization, with Australia as a

whole, where such classes hardly exist. Compare Australia in this

respect with the English middle classes, and the fallacy will be

manifest.

When a colony has hived off from the parent state at a time of

religious excitement, and especially when it has religion for its raison

d'etre, it starts fully equipped on lines of its own, the earlier natu-

ralistic stages being dropped. English theology and Puritan religion

emigrated to North America in the seventeenth century, and there

for two centuries they for the most part remained. Ever since, in

New England and the States of the middle belt, religion has played
the same high part as it did in old England under Oliver. There

has, therefore, been a theological development in the United States

to which, till fifty years ago, there was no antecedent parallel in the

mother country. While it has produced no theologian or pulpit
orator of the first rank—no Calvin, but only Jonathan Edwards; no

Bossuet or Chalmers, but only Channing and Beecher—its theologi-

cal literature compares favorably with that of England during the

same period, and its preachers are acknowledged to be the best in

Christendom. States and colonies that have grown up more nor-

mally get at length on the same lines, and as they put on civilization

the tendency is to adopt ever more of the dogmatic system long in-

separable from it. By a well-understood sociological law it generates
its contradictory and corrective, and there springs up a higher type
of denial than secularism—what Huxley felicitously named Agnos-
ticism—the position of those who know nothing about the matters

which theological dogma defines, not the position of those who say

that nothing can be known. As the Evangelical develops into the

High Churchman and he into the Catholic, the Secularist refines into

the Agnostic and rarefies into the Unknowabilist.

The literature of colonies is at first theological, as the literature

of all countries is at first hieratic; the priest alone can write. But

it is long before the stage of original production is reached, and books

have to be imported before they can be written. The daughter must

go to school with the mother, who supplies her with hornbooks.

The continuity of the spiritual germ-plasm is insured by the trans-

mission of books. Rome was thus initiated by Greece in every

theoretical branch of knowledge. Rome thus educated early Europe.

Chests of manuscripts from Thessalonica, Byzantium, and Crete

were the precursors of the Renaissance. Books brought by Benedict
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to England formed the first English library. So is it long with all

new countries. To this day the book circulation of the United States

is largely English; in contemporary colonies it is overwhelmingly

English, almost wholly Spanish, exclusively French or Dutch. The
second stage also repeats the literary history of the mother countries.

Colonial literature is a prolongation of the parental literature and is

at first commentative and imitative of that. In a school at Canter-

bury founded by two foreign monks English written literature took

its birth. The literature of mediaeval Europe was a continuation of

Roman literature. This stage may last long. Seventy or eighty

years after the Declaration of Independence the literature of New
England was still English literature of a subtler strain—perhaps lack-

ing the strength of the old home-brew, but with a finer flavor.

Naturally, in far younger Australia even popular poetry is still imi-

tative—the hand is that of Gordon or of Kendall, but the voice is

Swinburne's. The beginnings of a truly national literature are

humble. They are never scholastic, but always popular. As chap-

books, ballads, and songs were the sources of the sesthetic literature

of modern Europe, the beginnings of general literature in the United

States have been traced to the old almanacs which, besides medical

recipes and advice to the farmer, contained some of the best produc-
tions of American authors. It is further evidence of the popular

origin of native literature that some of its early specimens are works

of humor. The most distinctive work of early Canadian and Ameri-

can authors is humorous, from Sam Slick to
;
but it would be

rash to say who is the last avatar of the genius of humor. If an alien

may say so without offense, Walt Whitman's poems, with their pro-

found intuitions and artless metre, seem to be the start of a new

sesthetic, and recall ancient Beowulf. Australian literature, after a

much shorter apprenticeship, has lately, in both fiction and verse,

again of a popular character, made a new departure that is instinct

with life and grace and full of promise.
Literature and art have no independent value, but are merely

the phonographic record of mental states, and would practically cease

to exist (as they did during the middle ages) if these disappeared.

The grand achievement of new, as of old, countries is man-making,
and every colony creates a new variety. The chief agent is natural

selection, of which the seamy side appears in vicissitudes of fortune.

Here again the law prevails. These recapitulate those vicissitudes in

early European societies which make picturesque the pages of Greg-

ory of Tours. There are the same sudden rises, giddy prosperities,

and inevitable falls. In the simple communities of ancient Greece

the distance between antecedent and consequent was short, and the

course of causation plain. Hence in myth and legend, in early his-
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torians like Herodotus, early poets like Pindar, early dramatists like

JEschylus, we find a deep sense of the fateful working of the laws of

life. The liistory of colonies is a sermon on the same text. Goodness

is speedily rewarded; retribution no longer limps claudo pede, like

Vulcan, but flies like Mercury with winged feet. In Europe a high-
handed wrongdoer like Napoleon may pursue his career unchecked
for fifteen years, or a high-handed rightdoer like Bismarck for five-

and-twenty years; a would-be colonial Bismarck or Napoleon is com-

monly laid by the heels in the short duration of a colonial parliament.
The vision of providential government, or the reign of law, in old

countries is hard, because its course is long and intricate; in a colony
it is so comparatively simple that all may understand it and find it

(as Carlyle found it)
"
worthy of horror and worship." From wit-

nessing the ending of a world Augustine constructed a theodicy, and

so justified the ways of God to man. We may discover in the begin-

nings of a world materials for a cosmodicy which shall exhibit the

self-operating justice inherent in the laws of the universe.

**»

POLITICS AS A POEM OP CIVIL WAR.

Br feanklin smith.

"VTTHY is it that, in spite of exhortation and execration, the dis-

V V inclination of people in all the great democracies of the

world to take part in politics is becoming greater and greater? Why
is it that persons of fine character, scholarly tastes, and noble aims,

in particular, seek in other ways than association and co-operation

with politicians to better the lot of their fellows? Why is it, finally,

that with the enormous extension of political rights and privileges

during the past fifty years, there has occurred a social, political, and

industrial degeneration that fills with alarm the thoughtful minds of

all countries? Aside from the demoralization due to the destructive

wars fought since the Crimean, the answer to these questions is to

be found in the fact that at bottom politics is a form of civil

war, that politicians are a species of condottieri, and that to both

may be traced all the ethics and evils of a state of chronic war itself.

In the light of this truth, never so glaring as at present in the United

States, the peril to civilization is divested of mystery; it is the peril

that always flows from anarchy, and the refusal of enlightened men

to-day to engage in politics is as natural as the refusal of enlightened

men in other days to become brigands.

The analogy between war and politics is not new. The very lan-

guage in common use implies it. When people speak of
"
leaders,"
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" rank and file,"
"
party loyalty,"

"
campaigns,"

"
spoils of victory,"

etc., which figure so conspicuously and incessantly in political discus-

sion, there is only a fit appropriation of the militant terms invented

by one set of fighters to describe with vividness and precision the

conduct of another set. What is new about the matter is the failure

of thoughtful persons to perceive and to act upon their perception
that in politics, as in war, vast economic, social, and political evils are

involved. To be sure, lives are not often sacrificed, as in a battle, nor

property destroyed, as in a siege or an invasion. But even here the

analogy is not imperfect. Political riots have occurred that have

brought out as completely as any struggle over a redoubt or barricade

the savage traits of human nature. People were maimed and killed,

and houses wrecked and burned. Especially was that the case in this

country during the antislavery struggle and the period of reconstruc-

tion. Even in these days of more calm, political contests as fatal as

the Ross-Shea emeute in Troy are reported from time to time.

Owing, however, to the advance in civilization since the sack of Ant-

werp and the siege of Saragossa, the devastation wrought by political

warfare has assumed forms less deplorable. But in the long run

they will be found to be just as fatal to everything that constitutes

civilization, and just as productive of everything that constitutes

barbarism.
" Lawless ruffianism," says Carl Schurz, pointing out in

his Life of Henry Clay the demoralizing effects of the fierce political

struggles during Jackson's administrations,
"
has perhaps never been

so rampant in this country as in those days. ,

'

Many of the people of

the United States are out of joint,' wrote jSTiles in August, 1835. 'A

spirit of riot and a disposition to
"
take the law in their own hand "

prevails in every quarter.' Mobs, riots, burnings, lynchings, shoot-

ings, tarrings, duels, and all sorts of violent excesses, perpetrated by
all sorts of persons upon all sorts of occasions, seemed to be the order of

the day. . . . Alarmingly great was the number of people who ap-

peared to believe that they had the right to put down by force and

violence all who displeased them by act or speech or belief ui politics,

or religion, or business, or in social life." It is only familiarity with

such fruits of violent political activity, only a vision impaired by pre-

conceived notions of the nature of politics, that blinds the public to

their existence.

To see why politics must be regarded as a form of civil war rather

than as a method of business, as a system of spoliation rather than

as a science to be studied in the public schools,* it is but needful to

grasp the fundamental purpose of government as generally under-

stood. It is not too much to say that nothing in sociology is re-

garded as more indicative of an unsound mind or of a mean and self-

* An absurd suggestion made by the State Superintendent of New York.
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ish disposition than the conception of government as a power de-

signed to prevent aggression at home and abroad. Such a concep-
tion has been contemptuously called

"
the police conception."

" Who
would ever fight or die for a policeman?

"
cried an opponent of it,

trying to reduce an adversary to ignominious silence. It was not

sufficient to reply with the counter question,
" Who would not die

for justice?
" and thus expose the fallacy of the crushing interroga-

tion.
" No one," came the retort,

"
could care for a country that

only protected him against swindlers, robbers, and murderers. To
merit his allegiance and to fire his devotion, she must do more than

that; she must help to make his life easier, pleasanter, and nobler."

Accordingly, the Government undertakes for him a thousand duties

that it has no business with. It builds schools and asylums for him
;

it protects him against disease, and, if needful, furnishes him with

physicians and medicines; it sees that he has good beef and pork,

pure milk, and sound fruit; it refuses to permit him to drink what
he pleases, though it be only the cheaper grades of tea, nor to eat

chemical substitutes for butter and cheese, except they bear author-

ized marks; it transports his mails, supplies him with garden seeds,

instructs him in the care of fowls, cattle, and horses, shows him how
to build roads, and tells him what the weather will be; it insures

him not only against incompetent plumbers, barbers, undertakers,

horseshoers, accountants, and physicians, but also against the com-

petition of the pauper labor of foreign countries; it creates innu-

merable offices and commissions to look after the management of his

affairs, particularly to stand between him and the
"
rapacity

"
of the

corporations organized to supply the necessaries of life at the lowest

cost; it builds fleets of cruisers and vast coast fortifications to

frighten away enemies that never think of assailing him, and to in-

spire them with the same respect for
"
the flag

"
that he is supposed

to feel. Indeed, there is hardly a thing, except simple justice, cheap
and speedy, that it does not provide to fill him with a love of his

country, and to make him ready to immolate himself upon her altars.

But I can not repeat with too much emphasis that every ex-

penditure beyond that required to maintain order and to enforce

justice, and every limitation of freedom beyond that needful to pre-
serve equal freedom, is an aggression. In no wise except in method
does it differ from the aggressions of war. In war the property of

an enemy is taken or destroyed without his consent. In case of his

capture his conduct is shaped in disregard of his wishes. The seizure

of a citizen's property in the form of taxes for a purpose that he does

not approve, and the regulation of any part of his conduct not viola-

tive of the rights of his neighbors, are precisely the same. If he

is forbidden to carry the mails and thus earn a living, his freedom
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is restricted. If lie can patronize no letter carrier but the Govern-

ment, to which he must pay a certain rate, no matter how excessive,

he has to a degree become a slave. The same is true if he can not

employ whomever he pleases to cut his hair, or to fix his plumbing,
or to prescribe for his health. Still truer is it if he is obliged to

contribute to a system of public education which he condemns, or

to public charities which he knows to be schools of pauperism, or

to any institution or enterprise that voluntary effort does not sus-

tain. In whatever way the Government may pounce upon him to

force him to work for some one besides himself and to square his

conduct with notions not his own, he is still a victim of aggression,

and the aggression is none the less real and demoralizing because it is

not committed amid the roar of cannon and the groans of the dying.
To what extent the American people have become victims of this

kind of aggression can not be determined with precision. Still, an

idea may be had from the volume of laws enacted at every legislative

session, and the amount of money appropriated to enforce them. A
commonplace little appreciated is that every one of them, no matter

what its ostensible object, either restricts or contributes to individual

freedom. The examination of any statute-book will soon make pain-

fully apparent the melancholy fact that the protection of individual

freedom figures to the smallest extent in the considerations of the

wise and benevolent legislator. Of the eight hundred enactments of

the Legislature of the State of !N"ew York in 1897, for example, I

could find only fifty-eight that had this supreme object in view. If

we apply the same ratio to the work of all the legislatures of the

country, and, allowing for biennial sessions, make it cover a period

of two years
—

namely, 1896 and 1897—the astonishing result will

be that, of the 14,718 laws passed, all but 1,030 aim, not to the libera-

tion but to the enslavement of the individual. But to this restrictive

legislation must be added the thousands of acts and ordinances of

town, city, and county legislatures that are more destructive of free-

dom even than the State and Federal legislation. If not more numer-

ous, they are certainly more minute, meddlesome, and exasperating.

As to the amount of plunder passing through the hands of the

modern condottieri, that is susceptible of an estimate much more

accurate. If we take the expenditures of all the governments of the

United States, Federal, State, municipal, county, and town, for a

similar period of two years, they reach the enormous total of two

billion dollars, equal to more than two thirds of the national debt

at the close of the civil war.* Of this sum only about one hundred

* In order to get at the full amount of plunder, I ought to know how much the benefi-

ciaries of tariff and other laws pocket. But statistics on this point are unfortunately not

to be had. The amount must, however, be very large.
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and twenty million dollars, or six per cent, are devoted to the legiti-

mate functions of government—namely, the maintenance of police
and courts—and one hundred and forty million dollars to the

support of the military establishment.* All the rest is expenditure
that should no more be intrusted to the Government—that is, sub-

ject to the application of political instead of business methods—than
the expenditure of a household, or a farm, or a cotton mill, or an
iron foundry. Even if it were a legitimate expenditure of the Gov-

ernment, it could not be collected nor expended without injustice.
Tax laws have never been and never will be framed that will not

permit some one to escape his share of the burdens of the community;
and the heavier those burdens are, as they are constantly becoming to

an alarming degree, the more desperate will be the effort to shirk

them—the more lightly will they rest upon the dishonest and un-

worthy, and the more heavily upon the honest and worthy. More-

over, it has never been possible, and it never will be possible, to

expend money by political methods without either waste or fraud,
and most usually without both.

Such a volume of legislation and taxation permits of the easy de-

tection of the vital difference between the theory and practice of

politics. According to the text-books and professors, politics is the

science of government. In countries like the United States, where

popular institutions prevail, the purpose of its study is the dis-

covery and the application of the methods that shall enable all citi-

zens, rich and poor, to share alike in the inestimable privilege of

saying what laws they shall have, and bear in proportion to their

means the burdens it entails. Such a privilege is supposed to confer

innumerable benefits. Every one is assured of scrupulous justice.

He is made to feel profound gratitude for his happy deliverance from

the odious tyranny and discrimination of a monarchy or an aristocracy.

The participation of everybody in the important and beneficent work
of government possesses a rare educational value. It leads the igno-
rant and indifferent to take a deep interest in public questions, and

to attempt, as their strength and ability allow, the promotion of the

welfare of their beloved country. Thus they escape the deplorable

fate of burial in the sordid and selfish pursuit of their own affairs, and

the consequent dwarfing of their minds and emotions. Rising to

broader views of life and duty, they become patriots, statesmen, and

philanthropists.

Enchanting as this picture is, one that can be found in the

speeches of every demagogue, male and female, as well as in the

works of every political philosopher of the orthodox faith, it has no

* These figures represent the expenditures before the war with Spain. That deplorable

event will increase them considerably.
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sanction in the practice of politics. As long as the greater part of

legislation and taxation has nothing whatever to do with government,

properly speaking, politics can have no kinship with any pursuit held

in esteem by men truly civilized. What it consists of may be reduced

to a desperate and disgraceful struggle between powerful organiza-

tions, sometimes united, like the Italian condottieri and the Spanish

brigands, in the form of
"
rings," to get control of the annual collec-

tion and distribution of one billion dollars, and to reap the benefits

that grow out of the concession of privileges. The legislation plac-

ing this vast power in the hands of the successful combatants is only
an incident of their work. It simply enables them under the form of

law to seize the taxpayer, bind him like another Gulliver with

rules and regulations, and to take from him whatever they please to

promote their political ambition and private interests. From this

point of view it is easy to see that politics has no more kinship
with science or justice than pillage. Nor is it likely to make people
more patriotic, high-minded, and benevolent than the rapacity of

Robin Hood or Fra Diavolo.

However startling or repugnant may be this view, it is the only
one that furnishes an adequate explanation of the practice of gov-
ernment as carried on in every democratic country in the world.

The work of private business and philanthropy, the work in which

modern democracies have come to be chiefly engaged, is not in itself

productive of the ethics and evils of war. Contrary to the common

belief, industrial competition, which is conducted by voluntary co-

operation, tends to the supremacy of excellence, moral and material.

In societies where civilization has made headway, a merchant or

manufacturer does not seek to crush rivals by misrepresenting them

or assailing them in other ways. His natural and constant aim is to

have his goods so cheap and excellent that the public will patronize

him rather than them. To be sure, the ethics of war often prevail

in industrialism. They are not, however, one of its products; they
are the fruits of militant ages and activities. But in political com-

petition, which is coercive, the policy pursued is precisely the re-

verse. Not by proof of moral and material excellence does the

politician establish his worth. Not by the superiority of his services

or by his fidelity to obligations does he gain the esteem and patronage

of the public. It is by the infliction of injury upon his rivals. He

misrepresents them; he deceives them; he assails them in every way
within his reach. When he triumphs over them he uses his power,

not primarily for the benefit of the people whom he is supposed to

serve, but to maintain his supremacy in order to pillage them.
" Those who make war," says Machiavelli, whose famous book is a

vade mecum for a modern politician as well as for an unscrupulous
VOL. LIV.— 43
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and a tyrannical prince,
" have always and very naturally designed to

enrich themselves and impoverish the enemy. Neither is victory

sought nor conquest desirable except to strengthen themselves and

weaken the enemy."
In the light of this truth the organization of powerful political

parties becomes natural and inevitable. It is just as natural and in-

evitable that the more numerous the duties intrusted to the State—
that is, the greater the spoil to be fought for in caucus and conven-

tion and on the floors of legislatures
—the more powerful, dangerous,

and demoralizing they are certain to be. Were these duties confined

to the maintenance of order and the enforcement of justice, it would

be an easy matter for the busiest citizen to give them the attention

they required. So simple would they be that he could understand

them, and so important that he would insist upon their proper per-

formance. But when they become vast and complex, including such

special and difficult work as the education of children; the care of

idiots, lunatics, and epileptics; the supervision of the liquor traffic,

the insurance business, and railroad transportation, and the regula-

tion of the amount of currency needed in an industrial community,
it is beyond the powers of any man, however able, to understand

them all, and, no matter how much time he may have, to look after

them as he ought. When to these duties are added the management
of agricultural stations; the inspection of all kinds of food; the ex-

tirpation of injurious insects, noxious weeds, and contagious diseases;

the licensing of various trades and professions; the suppression of

quacks, fortune-tellers, and gamblers; the production and sale of

sterilized milk, and the multitude of other duties now intrusted to

the Government, it is no wonder that he finds himself obliged to

neglect public questions and to devote himself more closely to his

own affairs in order to meet the ever-increasing burdens of taxation.

Neither is it any wonder that there springs up a class of men to look

after the duties he neglects, and to make such work a means of

subsistence. The very law of evolution requires such a differentia-

tion of social functions and organs. The politician is not, therefore,

the product of his own love of spoliation solely, but of the neces-

sities of a vicious extension of the duties of the State. There is noth-

ing more abnormal or reprehensible about his existence under the

present regime than there is about the physician or lawyer where

disease and contention prevail. As long as the conditions are main-

tained that created him, so long will he ply his profession. When

they are abolished he will be abolished. ISTo number of citizens'

unions, or nonpartisan movements, or other devices of hopeful but

misguided reformers to abolish him, can modify or reverse this im-

mutable decree of social science.
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Politics tends to bring to the front the same kind of men that

other social disorders do. A study of political leaders in the demo-

cratic societies of the world discloses portraits that differ only in

degree from those that hang in the galleries of history in Italy in

the fifteenth century, in Germany during the Thirty Years' War,
and in France at the height of the French Revolution. Although
the men they represent may not be as barbarous as Galeazzo or Wal-
lenstein or Robespierre, they are just as unscrupulous and despi-

cable. Like their prototypes, some of them are of high birth; others

are of humble origin; still others belong to the criminal class. They
do not, of course, capture cities and towns and hold them for ran-

som, or threaten to burn fields of wheat and corn unless bribed to

desist; still they practice methods of spoliation not less efficient. By
blackmailing corporations and wealthy individuals, they obtain sums

of money that would have filled with bitter envy the leaders of the

famous or rather infamous "
companies of adventurers." With the

booty thus obtained they gather about them numerous and powerful
bands of followers. In every district where their supremacy is

acknowledged they have their lieutenants and sublieutenants that

obey as implicitly as the subordinates in an army. Thus equipped
like any of the great brigands of history, they carry caucuses ana

conventions, shape the party policy, and control the legislation pro-

posed and enacted.

To be sure, the economic devastation of politics is not as conspicu-

ous as that of war. It does not take the tragic form of burning

houses, trampled fields of grain, tumbling walls of cities, and vast

unproductive consumption by great bodies of armed men. Yet it

is none the less real. Not infrequently it is hardly less extensive

when measured in dollars and cents. Seldom does an election occur,

certainly not a heated congressional or presidential election, that the

complaint of serious interference with business is not universal. So

great has the evil become that, long before the meeting of the national

conventions in 1896, a concerted movement on the part of the in-

dustrial interests of the country was started to secure an abbreviation

of the period given up to political turmoil. Even more serious is

the economic disturbance due to legislatures. As no one knows what

stupendous piece of folly they may commit at any moment, there is

constant apprehension.
" The country," said the Philadelphia

Ledger, a year ago, referring to the disturbance provoked by the

Teller repudiation resolution in the Senate and the violent Cuban
debate in the House,

" has got Congress on its hands, and, after their

respective fashions, Senate and House are putting enormous weight
of disturbing doubts and fears upon it. ... To a greater or less de-

gree a meeting of Congress has been during recent years anticipated
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by the community of business with timidity which in some instances

has amounted to trepidation." The State legislatures are hardly
better. No great industry has any assurance that it will not find

itself threatened with a violent and ruinous assault in some bill that

a rapacious politician or misguided philanthropist has introduced.

In New York the attacks of these modern brigands have become so

frequent and so serious that many of the larger corporations have

had to take refuge in adjacent States,* where they can enjoy greater,
if not complete immunity. In a less degree the same is true of the

minor legislatures
—

town, county, and municipal. Ordinances for

pavements or sewers or in concession of valuable privileges keep the

taxpayers in a state of constant anxiety. At the same time vast

harm comes from the neglect of more important matters. The time

of legislators is spent in intriguing and wrangling, and the millions

of dollars that the sessions cost are as completely destroyed as though
burned by invaders.

Though seldom or never recognized, politics has the same struc-

tural effect upon society as war. The militant forces of the one, like

the militant forces of the other, tend to the destruction of social mo-

bility and the creation of social rigidity, making further social evolu-

tion difficult or impossible. There is a repression of the spirit of in-

dividual initiative, which calls into existence just such institutions

as may be required at any moment and permits them to pass away as

soon as they have served their purpose. There is an encouragement
of the class and parasitic spirit, which produces institutions based

upon artificial distinctions, and, like those in China, so tenacious of

life as to defy either reform or abolition. To provide place and pelf

for followers, political leaders, aided by the misdirected labors of

social reformers, favor constantly the extension of the sphere of gov-
ernment in every direction. In New York, for example, during the

past eighteen years, thirty-six additions to State offices and commis-

sions have been made. Simultaneously, the expenditures on their

account have grown from less than four thousand dollars a year to

nearly seven million. This feudal tendency toward the bureaucracy
that exists in France and Germany, and in every country cursed with

the social structure produced by war, is not only the same in the other

States, but in the Federal Government as well. Its latest manifesta-

tion is the amazing extension of the powers of the interstate com-

merce commission demanded in the Cullom bill, and the proposed

establishment of a department of commerce to promote trade with

foreign countries. As in New York, there has been an enormous in-

crease in Federal expenditures. In the agricultural department it

* It has been suggested by J. Novicow that, by a competition of this kind among na-

tions, an improvement in legislation might be forced upon them.
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has been from $3,283,000 in 1887 to $23,480,000 in 1897. In

other departments the increase has ranged from nineteen per cent

in the legislative and twenty-three in the diplomatic and consular

to seventy in the Indian, seventy-seven in the post office and river

and harbor, and one hundred and thirty-three in the pension. An-

other manifestation is the pressing demand for the extension of the

pension system to civil officials. Already the system has been ex-

tended to policemen and firemen. In some States the teachers in the

public schools receive pensions, and in others the clamor for this form

of taxation is loud and persistent. At the present time a powerful
movement is in progress to pension the civil servants of the Govern-

ment. Still another manifestation is the passage of laws in revival

of the old trade and professional corporations. For a long time those

in protection of the legal and medical professions have been on the

statute-books, if not always in force. But, as always happens, these

bad precedents have been used as arguments in favor of the plumbers,

barbers, dentists, druggists, and other trades and professions. But

the most absurd manifestation is the social classification of Govern-

ment employees in accordance with the size of their salaries, a form

of folly particularly apparent in Washington, and the establishment

of patriotic and other societies, like the Sons and Daughters of the

American Revolution, the Baronial Order of Runnymede, and the

Royal Order of the Crown, that create social distinctions based, not

upon character and ability, but upon heredity. Could anything be

more un-American, to use the current word, or hostile to the spirit of

a free democracy?
In the intellectual domain politics works a greater havoc than in

the social. Politicians can no more tolerate independence in thought

and action than Charles V or Louis XIV or Napoleon I.
" I have

never had confidence in political movements which pretend to be free

from politics," said the Governor of New York at the close of the

campaign that restored Tammany Hall to power in the metropolis,

showing that the intolerance of this form of warfare does not differ

from that of any other.
" A creed that is worth maintaining at all,"

he added, using an argument made familiar by the agents of bigotry

everywhere,
"

is worth maintaining all the time. . . . Do not put

your faith in those that hide behind the pretense of nonpartisanship,"

he continued, striking a deadly blow at all party traitors; "it is a

device to trap the thoughtless and unsuspecting." As was shown

during the Blaine-Cleveland campaign of 1884, politicians treat dis-

sent as proof of unmistakable moral and intellectual baseness. Only
the progress of civilization prevents them from pouncing upon such

men as George William Curtis, Carl Schurz, and Wayne McVeagh
with the ferocity of the familiars of the Inquisition. As it is, they are
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regarded with more abhorrence than the members of the opposition ;

they are treated with a greater wealth of contempt and hatred, and

often pursued with the malignant vindictiveness of the crudest sav-

ages.
" I submit," said Mr. Wanamaker in one of his speeches

against the Quay machine,
"
that the service of self-respecting men is

lost to the Republican party by vile misrepresentations of reputable

people, employment of bogus detectives, venomous falsifiers, a sub-

sidized press, and conspirators who dare any plot or defilement, able

to exert political control, and by protecting legislation and by domina-

tion of legal appointees of district attorneys and others not in elective

but appointive offices." During the memorable campaign of 1896,

when political bitterness and intolerance reached perhaps the high-

est point in the history of the United States, thousands of voters,

driven by the scourge of
"
party regularity," either concealed or dis-

avowed their convictions, and marched under banners that meant

repudiation of public and private obligations. Even one of Mr.

Cleveland's Cabinet officers, who had stood up bravely for the gold

standard, succumbed to party discipline and became an apostate.

The intolerant spirit of politics extends to dictation of instruction of

students. The prolonged assaults of the protectionists upon Pro-

fessor Perry and Professor Sumner are well known. The same spirit

inspired the attack upon President Andrews, of Brown University,

the dismissal of the anti-Populist professors in the Agricultural Col-

lege of Kansas, and the populistic clamor against certain professors in

the universities of Missouri and Texas. That politics produces the

same contempt for culture and capacity that war does, evidence is not

lacking.
" There is," said Senator Grady, of Tammany Hall, apolo-

gizing for the appointment of some illiterate to office in New York

city,
" a class of persons, chiefly the educated, who thinks that if a

man begins a sentence with a small letter, or uses a small
'

i
'

in re-

ferring to himself, or misspells common words, that he is unfit for

public office. Nothing could be further from the truth," he con-

tinues, using an argument that the barbarians that overran Europe

might have made;
"

it is an idea that only the aristocracy of culture

could hold. . . . We do not want the people ruled by men," he adds,

giving a demagogic twist to his reasoning,
" who are above them, or

who fancy they are because they have wealth or learning or blood,

nor by men who are below them, but we want them ruled in a genu-

ine democracy by men who are the representatives in all their ways

of thinking, feeling, speaking, and acting, of the average man."

What is wanted, in other words, is not men anxious to acquit them-

selves with ability and fidelity to the public interests, but men that

will look after the interests of their organization and do the other

work of political condottieri. It can, of course, be a matter of no
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consequence whether such men spell or speak correctly, or whether

they conduct themselves like boors and ruffians.*

As implied in all that has been said, it is, however, upon morals

that the effect of politics is the most deplorable. From the beginning
of the discussion of the party platform and the nomination of the can-

didates to the induction of the successful combatants into office, the

principles applied to the transaction of business play the smallest pos-

sible part. The principles observed are those of war. All the tactics

needful to achieve success in the one are indispensable to success in

the other. First, there is, as I have already said, an attempt to misrep-

resent and injure political opponents, and, next, to confuse, befool,

and pillage the public. I shall not, however, describe the factional

conflicts that precede a convention—the intrigue, the bribery, the

circulation of false stories, and even the forgery of telegrams like the

one that brought about the nomination and defeat of Secretary

Folger. They exhibit only on a small scale the ethics of party war-

fare in general. More needful is it to illustrate these, and to make
clear the vanity of any hope of moral reform through politics, or

through any other agency, either religious, philanthropic, or peda-

gogic, as long as it remains a dominant activity of social life.

"
If Mr. Gage had been a politician as well as a banker," said

Senator Frye, criticising the secretary's honesty and courage at a

time when both were urgently needed,
" he would not have insisted

upon a declaration in favor of a single gold standard. It was all

right for him to submit his scheme of finance, but hardly politic to be

so specific about the gold standard." Always adjusted to this low

and debased conception of duty, a party platform is seldom or never

framed in accordance with the highest convictions of the most intel-

ligent and upright men in the party. The object is not the proclama-

tion of the exact truth, as they see it, but to capture the greatest

number of votes. If there is a vital question about which a differ-

ence of opinion exists, the work of putting it into a form palatable to

everybody is intrusted to some cunning expert in verbal juggling.

A money plank, for instance, is drawn up in such a way that the

candidate standing upon it may be represented by editors and orators

of easy consciences as either for or against the gold standard. The

same was true for years of the slave and tariff questions; it is still

true of the temperance question, the question of civil-service reform,

* As in the demand of Johnny Powers, the great Chicago boss, for the removal of Hull

House from his ward, politics often leads to hostility to the work of philanthropists to amel-

iorate the condition of the poor. Another striking example of the same evil was the fail-

ure of a Quay legislature to provide for the maintenance of the State charitable institutions

of Pennsylvania, and its sham investigation of the pitiful condition of the inhabitants of a

mining district.
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and of every other question that threatens the slightest party division.

Again, questions are kept to the front that have no more vitality

than the dust of Caesar. Long after the civil war the issues of that

contest formed the stock in trade of the politicians and enabled them
to win many a battle that should have been fought on other grounds.
If need be, the grossest falsehoods are embodied in the platform, and

proclaimed as the most sacred tenets of party faith.

When the campaign opens, the ethics of the platform assume a

more violent and reprehensible shape. Not only are its hypocrisies

and falsehoods repeated with endless iteration, but they are multi-

plied like the sands of the beach. Very few, if any, editors or orators

pretend to discuss questions or candidates with perfect candor and

honesty. Indeed, very few of them are competent to discuss them.

Hence sophistry and vilification take the place of knowledge and

reason. Were one party to adopt the Decalogue for a platform, the

other would find nothing in it to praise; it would be an embodiment

of socialism, or anarchism, or some other form of diabolism. If one

party were to nominate a saint, the other would paint him in colors

that Satan himself would hardly recognize. Not even such men as

Washington and Lincoln are immune to the assaults of political

hatred and mendacity. As the campaign draws to a close, we have a

rapidly increasing manifestation of all the worst traits of human

nature. In times of quiet, a confessed knave would scarcely be guilty

of them. False or garbled quotations from foreign newspapers are

issued. The old Cobden Club, just ready to give up the ghost, is gal-

vanized into the most vigorous life, and made to do valiant service

as a rich and powerful organization devoted to the subversion of

American institutions. Stories like Clay's sale of the presidency are

invented, and letters, like the Morey letter, are forged, and, despite

the most specific denials of their truth, they are given the widest cur-

rency. Other forms of trickery, like the Murchison letter, written

by the British minister during Mr. Cleveland's second campaign, are

devised with devilish ingenuity, and made to contribute to the press-

ing and patriotic work of rescuing the country from its enemies.

But this observation of the ethics of war does not stop with the

close of the polls, where bribery, intimidation, and fraud are prac-

ticed, and the honest or dishonest count of the ballots that have been

cast; it is continued with the same infernal industry in the work of

legislation and administration. Upon the meeting of the statesmen

that the people have chosen under "
the most perfect system of gov-

ernment ever devised by man," what is the first thing that arrests

their attention and absorbs their energies? More intriguing, bargain-

ing, and bribery in a hundred forms, more or less subtle, to secure

election and appointment to positions within the gift of the legis-
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lature. Little or no heed is given to the primary question of capacity

and public interests. Political considerations—that is, ability to help
or to harm some one—control all elections and appointments.

What is the next thing done? It is the preparation, introduction,

discussion, and passage of the measures thought to be essential to

the preservation of civilization. Here again political considerations

control action. Such measures are introduced as will strengthen

members with their constituents, or promote
"
the general welfare

"

of the party. Very rarely have they
"
the general welfare "

of the

public in view. Sometimes they seek to change district boundaries in

such a way as to keep the opposition in a perpetual minority. Some-

times they have no other motive than the extortion of blackmail from

individuals or corporations. Sometimes their object is to throw "
sop

to Cerberus "—that is, to pacify troublesome reformers within the

party, like the prohibitionists and the civil-service reformers. Some-

times they authorize investigations into a department or a munici-

pality with the hope that discoveries will be made that will assist

the party in power or injure the party out of power; it happens not

infrequently that they are undertaken to smother some scandal, like

the mismanagement of the Pennsylvania treasury, or to whitewash

some rascal. Sometimes they create commissions, superintendents,

or inspectors, or other offices to provide rewards for party hacks and

heelers. Finally, there are the appropriation bills. Only a person

ignorant of the ways of legislators could be so simple-minded as to

imagine that they are miracles of economy, or that they are any-

thing else but the products of that clumsy but effective system of pil-

laging known as log-rolling, which enables each to get what he wants

with the smallest regard for the interests of the taxpayer.
It is, however, during the debates over these wise and patriotic

measures that the public is favored with the most edifying exhibition

of the universal contempt of the legislator for its interests. They dis-

close all the scandalous practices of a political campaign. There are

misrepresentations, recriminations, and not infrequently, as in the

case of Sumner, personal assaults. A perverse inclination always
exists toward those discussions that will put some one "

in a hole," or

enable some one to arouse party passion. For this purpose nothing
is so effective as a foreign question, like a Cuban belligerency resolu-

tion, or a treaty for the annexation of Hawaii, or a domestic ques-

tion, like responsibility for the crime of 1873, or the panic of 1893,

or a comparison of party devotion to the interests of the
"
old soldier."

Not the slightest heed, as has been shown on several occasions during
the past few years, is paid to the shock that may be given to business

or to the disturbance of pacific relations with foreign powers. In

fact, the greater the danger involved in the discussion of a delicate

VOL. L1V.— 44
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question, the more prone are the demagogues to mouth it. To such

questions as bankruptcy, railroad pooling, and currency reform will

they give their time and wisdom only when business interests have
almost risen in insurrection and compelled attention to them.

The same policy of hypocrisy, deception, favoritism, and proscrip-
tion is a dominant trait of the administration of the Government.
The object almost invariably in mind is the welfare or injury of some

party, or faction, or politician. The interests of the public are the last

thing thought of, if thought of at all. Take dismissals and appoint-
ments. They may, as has been known to occur even in the United

States, be made to better the public service. Even then a careful

study of motive will disclose the characteristic purpose of the politi-

cian. In a choice between two men of equal ability, or rather of equal

inability, which is more commonly the case, preference is given to the

one with the stronger
"
pull." Often, as has been shown within the

past year or two, convicted rascals are appointed at the behest of Con-

gressmen and in defiance of the wishes of the business community,
and, in spite of the civil-service laws, officials are dismissed because of

their politics alone. In the letting of contracts it is not difficult to

detect the observance of the same judicious rule. The virtuous for-

mality of letting to the lowest bidder may be gone through with, and

the public may be greatly pleased with this exhibition of official

deference to its interests. Yet an examination of the work done

under the supervision of complaisant inspectors, who may be blinded

in various ways to the defects of that of a political friend, or made

supernaturally alert to the defects of that of a political enemy, will

reveal a trail that does not belong to scrupulous integrity. That is

why dry docks, like that in Brooklyn, why harbor works, like those

in Charleston, turn out defective; why the Government has to pay
more for the transportation of the mails than a private corporation;

why the cost of the improvement of the Erie Canal was concealed

until nearly all the money voted for the folly had been expended;

why of the money expended one million dollars was wasted, if not

stolen; why so much of the State Capitol at Albany has been built

over again; why the City Hall in Philadelphia has been an inter-

minable job; why the supplies of prisons, asylums, and other public
institutions are constantly proving to be inferior to those paid for—
why, in a word, everything done by political methods is vitiated by
the ethics of war. In the enforcement of laws very little justice or

honesty can be found. As a rule, they bear much more harshly on

the poor and weak, that is, those with small political influence, than

on the rich and strong, that is, those with much political influ-

ence. Take the enforcement of liquor laws, health laws, factory laws,
and compulsory school laws. If a man with political influence wishes
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to keep his children at home for any purpose, no truant officer is in-

discreet enough to trouble him; if, however, a poor woman, just

made a widow, wishes to have her oldest son work in disregard of the

statute, in order to keep her and her younger children out of the poor-

house, his official zeal is above criticism. Politics poisons even the

fountains of justice. Criminals that have sufficient political influ-

ence can escape prosecution or obtain pardon after conviction. Prose-

cuting officers are importuned incessantly, even by
"
leading citizens,"

to abandon prosecution of them or to
"
let them off easily." In the

appointment of receivers and referees, judges are much more inclined

to give preference to political friends than to political enemies.

Finally, if political exigencies require it, there is no hesitation to

invoke the latent savagery of a nation. In proof, recall the Vene-

zuelan message of Mr. Cleveland, which " dished "
the Republican

jingoes, and the German emperor's assault upon Hayti and China to

secure the adoption of his naval bill. To make the record complete,

I ought to add that for a purpose more odious—namely, the in-

crease of sales—newspapers, always the ready recipients of political

patronage, commit the same atrocious crime against civilization.

Since politics is a form of civil war, involving aggressions upon

person and property, any extension of its field of operation must be

attended by precisely the same moral and economic effects that

attend the pursuit of civil war itself. No concession of suffrage to

women, nor any legal machinery, however ingenious, that may be

invented, will alter that fact. Already we are confronted with

alarming manifestations of the decadence of society that have always

accompanied civil strife. The public burdens are becoming so great,

equaling the per capita rate prevailing at the outbreak of the French

Revolution, that people in cities as well as in the country are being
driven from their homes by the sale of their property for unpaid
taxes. Both classes are joining the ranks of

"
the disinherited," just

as similar classes joined the brigands in France and Italy, and are

clamoring for the trial of the thousand absurd schemes for social

ills known as populism and socialism, all meaning an increase of the

functions of government, still further aggressions upon persons and

property, and an aggravation of the evils already complained of. At
the same time the moral tone of society is rapidly sinking to a

low level.
"
It is a melancholy reflection," says the report of the

New York State tax commission, dwelling upon the desperate efforts

of people to escape the aggressions committed on them and disclosing

the observance of a code of ethics committed in every walk in life,

"that in this Christian age neither the memory of earlymoral training,

nor present religious profession, hopes or fears for the hereafter, the

penalties of the law, nor any other possible considerations are suf-
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ficient to restrain the average possessor of personal property from

forcing other men to pay the taxes for which he is justly liable, by
methods unquestionably immoral, if not absolutely criminal." Fur-

ther evidence of the same startling and deplorable fact, one recalling

the cruel indifference of the privileged classes of the ancient regime
to the sufferings of the people that bore the burdens that they ought
to have shared, is to be found in the universal tendency of people
to get public improvements at the expense of others, such as free

baths, normal schools, interoceanic canals, etc., and the shocking

prevalence of crimes of violence in every part of the country. To be

sure, there are coupled with this alarming decadence extraordinary

religious, philanthropic, and pedagogic efforts to rescue society from

the depths of degradation to which it is sinking. But, as is shown

by the history of the unparalleled moral enthusiasm of thousands of

ascetics and teachers of the highest character during the decadence of

Rome and the disorders of the middle ages, they will be absolutely

ineffective as long as the conditions prevail that engender envy,

hatred, deception, plunder, and murder, destroying not only morality,

but every vestige of fellow-feeling and patriotism.
" There is a na-

tion," says Mr. Bodley in his new book on France, bringing out this

profound and important truth,
"
to the members of which French-

men are more revengeful than to the Germans, more irascible than

to the Italians, more unjust than to the English. It is to the French

that Frenchmen display animosity more savage, more incessant, and

more inequitable than to any other race." Precisely the same effect

is to be noticed in the United States—the inevitable effect of every

form of aggression, even though it have the most benevolent object

in view.

Yet the conclusion is not that people should abstain from politics.

That would involve greater evils than those that now prevail. It

would be submission to aggression
—freedom to predatory politicians

to continue their pillage. The thing to be done is to take up arms

against them, and to wage relentless war on them. But the object

of the struggle must not be the substitution of one set of politicians

for another, but to reduce to the smallest possible limits the sphere of

all political activity. Until this is done there can be no release from

so important a duty to self and to the community.

Sir W. Martin Conway, with bis two Swiss guides, Antoine Maqui-

guez and Louis Pellissier, on September 9, 1898, reached the top of Ylli-

mani, Bolivian Andes, near La Paz. The party wei*e five days reaching the

summit, 22,500 feet above the sea, from the highest point of cultivation. The

guides were the same who ascended Mount St. Elias in 1897 with Prince

Luigi of Savoy.
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MY PET SCORPION.

By NOKMAN ROBINSON.

"VT~THEJST I first came to Florida I heard terrible accounts of the
V V

deadly work of a poisonous
"
bug," popularly known as the

grampus
"

or
"
mule-killer."

My first informant was a
"
Florida cracker," who seemed fairly

intelligent, and whom I had employed in a little woodcraft. He
happened to encounter one of those terrible creatures, and promptly
41 smashed "

it with his axe. On expressing regret that I had no op-

portunity of seeing it before it was crushed into so shapeless a mass,
he gravely assured me that he "

didn't take no resks on them var-

mints. Them's the pisenest things in Floridy. Rattlers ain't no-

whar! A man what gits bit by one of them critters—no medicine

can't save him! We calls 'em mule-killers, cause they's wust on

mules. A hoss nor a dog don't seem to mind 'em, but a mule is

done dead when one of them varmints strikes 'em."

I cross-questioned my informant a little as to his personal

knowledge of the matter, and especially as to the fatal results

following the bite of this very astonishing
"
bug."

" Did you
ever know," said I,

"
of a mule's dying from the bite of this

' mule-

killer'?"
"
Oh, yes, I've knowed of several, and I hearn tell of lots. Ole

man Jernigan, he loss a likely mule what got struck by one of them

critters, and there was a man what died down to the Johnson place,

bit by one of them things. They tells me he took whisky enough
to kill two men, but it didn't do him no bit of good. He was power-
ful fond of whisky, anyway, and he died mighty easy."

I subsequently made some inquiries in regard to these supposed

casualties, and came to the conclusion that my informant's accounts

of them were largely mythical. A mule had died in the neighbor-
hood mentioned, but the "

mule-killer
" was colic; and in the case of

the man, although he claimed to have been bitten by a
"
grampus,"

it was generally believed that the
"
serpent of the still

" was the most

deadly
" varmint " he had recently encountered.

I soon found, however, that the belief in the venomous character

of this
"
whip scorpion," or Thelyphonus giganteus, as it proved to

be, was almost universal. The negroes, especially, are in mortal

terror of it. Only a few days since a colored boy that I had em-

ployed in hauling wood brought me a small specimen, completely

crushed, with the triumphant announcement,
"
I've got him, but he

like to done strike me 'fore I seed him."
" But how do they bite?

"
I asked,

" with their claws?
' :
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"Dey don't bite at all! Dey jes' strike you with de tail, and

dey's a pizen juice comes out, and den no doctor kain't save you !

"

Newspaper stories confirming this belief occasionally go the
rounds. I remember reading one particularly circumstantial account
of the mishaps of a camping party somewhere in south Florida.
"
They were a long way," said this veracious chronicler,

" from any
human habitation, and the loss of their one mule from the bite of
this pestiferous scorpion brought with it no end of inconvenience and
trouble."

The distressing story was told with great detail, and it was cer-

tainly not calculated to diminish the popular dread with which this

supposed venomous creature is regarded. Even in scientific journals
we find an occasional echo of this general belief. Dr. Packard, too,

certainly good authority, in his Study of Insects accepts the current

theory.

In the Proceedings of the Washington (D. C.) Entomological

Society there is an interesting discussion of this very question (vol. ii,

No. 2). Professor Howard stated that a case of the bite of the

Thelyphonus with fatal results was vouched for by a Mr. Dunn, a

professed naturalist, and that his testimony was entitled to weight.
Mr. Ashmead and Mr. Banks, both of whom had been familiar with

the Thelyphonus in Florida, had handled them frequently, and be-

lieved them harmless. Dr. George Marx confirmed this view by
stating that dissection failed to show the presence of any poison sac

or fangs, a statement which it seems has been confirmed by subse-

quent investigations.

Altogether here was a
" muddle "

of conflicting testimony, which

could only be accounted for by supjDosing
" some one had blundered."

A few months since, for my own satisfaction, I determined to

make a special study of our Florida
"
grampus." Not the least

curious question that first suggests itself is how this name,
"
gram-

pus
"

(French, Grand poisson, great fish), one of the Cetacece, ever

got tacked on as a popular label for our Florida Thelyphonus. I am

utterly at a loss to account for it.

Before catching
"
my bird

"
I, of course, had to make a cage for

it. This was constructed out of a large cigar box. About half of

one end was removed and replaced by wire gauze. In addition to

the hinged wooden cover, with which the box was furnished, I ar-

ranged a second one of wire gauze, hinged on the opposite side, and

closing underneath the wooden one. This gave full control of light

and air, both by day and night, without disturbing my future pris-

oner, and at the same time diminished the danger of his escape.

I knew very well that the scorpion I was after was of a very
modest and retiring disposition, and was never seen above ground in
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daylight except by accident or mistake. I was also under the im-

pression that they were becoming rather rare, as it was more than

a year since I had seen one. Still, it was with the most abundant

confidence, to say nothing of the more prosaic requisites of a stout

pair of gloves, a paper bag, and a hoe, that I started out one after-

noon to find my Thelyphonus. I directed my course to the nearest

wood, not for a moment doubting that a few hours' work would

bring to light the object of my search. I labored faithfully until

dark, overturning rotten logs, sticks, bark, old rails, and other field

and woodland debris under which my
"
grampus

" would be likely

to be hiding, but the search was altogether fruitless.

I then concluded to try a plan which I have usually found quite

successful. I told some of the bright boys in town what I wanted,

and offered them a liberal price for every live
"
grampus

"
they

would bring, cautioning them that their bite was said to be poisonous,

and at the same time instructing them exactly how to catch and

handle them. This scheme was also a failure. I then asked several

friends who are interested in natural history to aid me in the search.

One gentleman, who is a surveyor, and who in the pursuit of his pro-

fession passes much of his time in the woods, entered with special

interest into my quest. These plans were all equally barren of

results.

One day, after I had practically given up the search, I was hoe-

ing among the sprouts at the base of an old orange tree that had

fallen a victim to the
"
big freeze

"
when, under a pile of chips at

the base of the old stump, I suddenly unearthed my long-looked-for

Thelyphonus. It was a fine, full-grown specimen, decidedly resent-

ful at this sudden intrusion upon its privacy, and if a formidable pair

of expanded claws, brandishing tail, and a generally vicious look

meant anything, it was a customer that a prudent man would not

care to pick up with bare hands. With the aid of a wide-mouthed

preserving jar and a stick it was, however, soon secured, and in a

short time transferred to the cage that had been so long waiting for

its occupant.
A few words may not be amiss concerning the great family of

which my little captive is not the least interesting member. The

Thelyphonidce belong to the great spider family, Arachnida, which

includes not only the true spiders, but also the mites (Acarids), the

ticks (Ixodes), the Tartarides, Phrynides, Phalangides, and other

more or less related and mostly tropical groups. The whole subclass

has certain pretty well-defined characteristics. They are almost

without exception carnivorous (insectivorous). They are seldom

subject to metamorphosis. The legs are usually eight in number.

The eyes are always situated on the cephalo-thorax (head and breast
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plate), and not infrequently are the same in number as the legs.

JSTot a few are fitted with poison sacs and fangs, and in the case of

some of the larger true spiders and scorpions the venom is very

virulent, and in some instances has proved fatal to human life.

As this is hardly the place for a technical description of my
Thelyphonus

—a female—I shall content myself with a few facts

and measurements. Those who are curious as to her personal appear-

ance can consult the accompanying photograph. Most persons will

conclude that her beauty is not even
"
skin deep."

The following post-mortem data will perhaps aid in giving a

clearer idea of this curious little creature. The length of the body

from the front of the cephalo-thorax to the end of the last post-

abdominal segment was fifty-

W iggL*"
"' '*%^ -

iii-"-^ 5*81 two millimetres— a little

more than two inches; the

length of the tail was fifty

millimetres, thus making
the total length about four

inches. The width of the

abdomen in its widest part,

near the center, was thirteen

millimetres, or approximate-

ly half an inch. The claw-

bearing palpi, or
"
feelers,"

which are large and very

powerful, have an extreme

expansion of fifty-eight millimetres, nearly two and a half inches.

The tail is a curious organ, and consists of forty-four short, jointed

sections of a pale wine color, with a light yellow ring at the

base; a few short, scattered pointed hairs are found on each seg-

ment. It is about two thirds of a millimetre in thickness at

the base and tapers to about half this diameter at the end. "When

alarmed, the Thelyphonus holds it curved over forward after the

manner of the true scorpions; a habit that probably points to some-

common ancestor. Its true function appears to be that of an extra

palpus or
"
feeler."

The Thelyphonus is generally of a wine color. In some places,

as on the cephalo-thorax, this color is black; around the mouth parts,

the legs, the sternal plate, and the under side of the abdomen, this

wine color is very pronounced.
The eyes are eight in number. Two of them are close together,

on opposite sides of a slightly elevated ridge at the front of the

cephalo-thorax. These eyes are bright, black, and beadlike, and

about two thirds of a millimetre in diameter. A little farther back,.
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on the outer edges of the cepkalo-thorax, are placed the remaining
six eyes, three on a side, in a triangular group. These eyes are not

quite as large as those in front, but they are of a shining yellow color,

and altogether give the face of the whip scorpion a decidedly un-

canny look.

But to return to the history of my pet. As Madam Thelyphonus
had obviously been accustomed to rather primitive furniture, I did

not overburden her new apartments. A thickly sanded floor, a salt

dish filled with fresh water, a square of pine bark the size of my
hand, slightly elevated, with a few nice pieces of green moss to re-

mind her of the country home she had left, and my involuntary guest

was ready for housekeeping. She accepted her new quarters without

question or examination, and promptly retired to her bedroom under

the bark.

But housekeeping, even for a whip scorpion, involves the food

question. Here I was upon uncertain ground. The strictly noc-

turnal habits of the Thelyphonus render all such investigations dif-

ficult. Naturally, the authorities on this point are somewhat indefi-

nite or conflicting. The first things which I placed in the cage were

a number of roaches of assorted sizes. One investigator claims that

they are readily eaten by the Thelyphonus. Twenty-four hours

passed and not a roach was missing.

The matter, however, in which I felt a more immediate interest

was the supposed venomous character of my new pet. My experi-

ments were, therefore, especially directed to the settlement of this

question. The next night a large, full-grown toad, that for some time

had made his home in my back yard, was placed in the cage. The

roaches were still there, and right here a very interesting thing hap-

pened. The largest cockroach, nearly two inches in length, was upon
the side of the cage. The toad had hardly got comfortably seated

immediately in front of him when the cockroach suddenly disap-

peared. I could not say that I saw him disappear. I was looking

directly at both, but the
"
dissolving view " was too rapid for the

eye to follow. To say that it was "
quick as a flash

" would depend
somewhat on what kind of a

"
flash

" was meant. I think nitro-

glycerin would undoubtedly have kept up with my bufo; but, judg-

ing from what I saw, or rather didn't see, I should say that this toad

could have swallowed about six cockroaches while gunpowder was

getting ready to go off ! Any one who wishes to get an entirely new
view of the meaning of the phrase

" with neatness and dispatch
"

should by all means try this
"
lightning combination "

of cockroaches

and a Florida toad!

And now I was all ready for the coming
"
battle royal

"
that I

had reason to suppose would take place between my little captives.

TOL. LIV.—45
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I cautiously removed the bark under which Madam Thelyphonus
was hiding, and then awaited results.

They didn't come. The Thelyphonus kept perfectly still, ditto

the toad. I must stir them up. With a stick I tried to irritate the

scorpion. She proved a perfect marvel of patience. She wouldn't
"
irritate

" worth a cent. I poked the toad over and on top of the

supposed vicious and venomous creature. The latter crept out from
under her unusual burden and crawled into a corner. The toad in a

dazed sort of way pulled himself together and hopped off. I still

kept up my pokings and proddings, thinking that possibly my
"
grampus

"
could at last be teased into some manifestation of her

supposed deadly powers. It was a complete failure. Madam The-

lyphonus proved to be a perfect model of patient endurance under

persecution. All I could do, there was not a sign or motion of resent-

ment. She could not be teased or tormented into biting, pinching,
or fighting anything or anybody. My little captive had all the
" ornaments of a meek and quiet spirit," and her only desire seemed
to be to get out of the way. Now here was certainly a curious con-

trast between reputation and real character. A whole Stateful of

slanderous natural history was disappearing under my very eyes!

"Mule-killer," indeed! Why, my little captive couldn't be coaxed

or goaded into harming a fly. In patient sufferance and persistent

good nature she could have given points to
" Uncle Toby," in his

celebrated interview with that annoying insect. Still, although this

first experiment quite convinced me that my Thelyphonus was en-

tirely harmless, I concluded to leave my captives together for the

night. In the morning, as I expected, both were in the best of

health and spirits, the toad eager to jump out, the scorpion eager
to be let alone.

The next night I tried a mouse. This sharp-toothed, frisky little

rodent would, I thought, be likely to get into trouble if there was

any to be found. The teasing process was not repeated, as it had

proved such a complete failure. The mouse, however, ran round the

cage, tumbling over the Thelyphonus, in the most rapid and reckless

way. Every time the latter seemed to regard these awkward en-

counters as unavoidable accidents, and excused them accordingly.

As to biting, pinching, or resenting them in any way, she showed

not the slightest symptom of them. She simply crawled into a

corner and kept as quiet as circumstances would permit. As in the

case of the toad, both were left together overnight. All that really

happened, so far as I could see, was that the mouse had nearly

gnawed a hole through the cage; but evidently he was none the

worse for having shared his bedroom with this terrible
"
mule-killer,"

" worse than a rattlesnake," according to the accepted belief.
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It is certainly a curious question how so perfectly harmless a

creature can have acquired such a bad reputation. I know of no
modern parallel. In Shakespeare's time a similar popular prejudice
was entertained against one of the most useful servants that farmers

and horticulturists possess. The well-known lines—
" The toad, ugly and venomous,
Holds yet a precious jewel in its head "—

were but the echo of this crude and cruel fancy. So with our

Thelyphonus. It is not only absolutely harmless, but, as I shall soon

show, one of the most useful helps in keeping within bounds one of

our most serious pests.

The comment that I once heard, by a not over-intelligent and
somewhat profane individual, upon seeing a dead whip scorpion

—
"
Any fool can see that that critter is rank pisin!

"—
probably

partially explains the matter. It must be conceded that the looks of

the Thelyphonus are decidedly against it. Its long, frisky tail, its

big, threatening claws, and its generally uncanny and vicious appear-
ance are quite sufficient to inspire caution if not positive dread. It
"
looks pisin," and that settles it with the ignorant. With the better

informed the fact that the creature belongs to a bad family, that

its nearest relatives are unquestionably venomous, may help to ex-

plain, though it can hardly excuse, the widespread currency which
even scientific men have helped to give to a most erroneous and
slanderous belief.

And now as to the food question. This, of course, was a very
vital matter to my little prisoner, and one of great interest to me.

After the failure of the cockroach diet, I next tried grasshoppers.
These also have been declared to be greatly relished by the The-

lyphonus. I did not find it so. The first one placed in the cage was,
to be sure, partially eaten. But, unfortunately, a colony of ants had

got into the cage, and were dining on my dead Gryllus. This left the

matter a little uncertain. On fencing out these intruders, and repeat-

ing the experiment with the same and half a dozen other species, I

became convinced that my Thelyphonus, at least, was not fond of

grasshoppers. Then began a kind of general system, or no system,
of haphazard feeding, or rather trials of food. My marketing range
for my particular

" boarder " was by no means a limited one. During
the month of September, when most of these investigations were in

progress, Florida is by no means deficient in insect life. Every day
from two to ten new and different species were placed in the cage.
A list was kept, to avoid repetition, until my captive was offered her

choice of something over a hundred varieties of
"
bugs," worms,

grubs, spiders, ants and their eggs, lizards, butterflies, etc.—every-
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thing, indeed, that I could think of or conveniently catch, which it

seemed possible my little captive might fancy. Of all this heteroge-
neous collection, nothing, so far as I could see, was ever killed or eaten.

A tiny piece of fresh beef, placed in her cage at night, was the only

thing that I could persuade her to touch. Even of this I am not

absolutely certain. In the morning these little pellets of fresh meat

were usually found rolled in the sand and often apparently dimin-

ished in size. Several times they disappeared altogether. The pres-

ence, however, of other predatory insects sometimes left the matter a

little in doubt. But, as my captive remained in good health for over

a month while this plan of trial dieting was in progress, I am inclined

to think that more or less of the fresh beef was really consumed by
her. Still, she took the greatest care that I should never catch her

eating, even when surprised with a sudden light at night, a time

when she was always especially active.

I was getting a little tired of this seemingly fruitless investiga-

tion, and had about concluded to persuade my Thelyphonus to crawl

into a bottle in company with a few drops of chloroform, to have her

picture taken, and then forward the
" embalmed remains "

to the

Museum of Natural History in Central Park, New York, to which

they had already been promised.
I concluded, however, to make one more effort. So the next day

I spent some time in hunting for new and untried insects, of which

I procured half a dozen or so, and among other things quite a lot of

so-called "wood-lice," "white ants," termites, our only representa-

tive of a family that in most warm countries is so destructive to ex-

posed wooden structures. All of these
"
finds

" were tumbled, as

usual, upon the floor of my captive's cage, and I left them with very

little expectation that she would see among them anything that

suited her fastidious taste. The next morning, to my surprise, every

white ant had disappeared; nothing else was touched. The question

was solved. For about three weeks my Thelyphonus was supplied

each day with a liberal allowance of what in this latitude, at least,

seems to be its exclusive food.

Now, this white ant (Termes flavipes) is in Florida one of our

worst pests. Possibly there may be some compensating benefits

which they confer, in the more rapid removal of decaying vegetable

matter. In most respects, however, they are an unmitigated nui-

sance. The annual destruction of property, of fencing, building

foundations, and exposed woodwork of every kind must be estimated

at hundreds of thousands of dollars. The worst of it is, too, that

it is impossible to know when they are at work. They are always

hidden. In case they are compelled in their destructive labors to

pass over the outside of anything, they always build a hard gallery
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of cemented sand or clay, under which they travel securely. Un-

fortunately, too, they do not always confine their ravages to dead

wood. Every orange grower fears them, and if they once get a foot-

hold the tree that they attack is often destroyed before anything is

suspected to be the matter. They
"
love darkness rather than light,"

and "
their deeds are evil." And it is these miserable pests that my

little-appreciated and much-slandered Thelyphonus has been all her

life fighting! And those big, strong claws of hers, that look so for-

midable, what are they for but to tear down and break in pieces the

hard, honeycombed structures in which her food is hidden? It was

all plain enough now!

I confess, when I first discovered these facts which turn popular
natural history so completely topsy-turvy, I felt like taking off my
hat and making my profoundest bow to my little captive, and in

the name of justice and humanity asking pardon for all the slanders

and indignities heaped upon her race.

Since writing the above, a private note from Prof. L. O. Howard,
chief of the Division of Entomology in the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, furnishes important addi-

tional testimony upon the question of the harmlessness of this

arachnid. Professor Howard says,
" The Thelyphonus is not poi-

sonous."

Perhaps a way of reconciling at least some of the conflicting

statements that have been made on the subject may be found in the

facts revealed by modern bacteriological investigations. It is well

known that under special conditions the bite of the most harmless

animal may convey to the human system pathogenic germs which

will speedily prove fatal. Most of the deaths reported in the news-

papers from the bite of the Thelyphonus are no doubt imaginary,

or due entirely to other causes. Any well-authenticated case—if

such there has been—is probably to be explained in the manner

above indicated. This theory, too, helps to
"
let down easy

" some

prominent naturalists whose great names have served to give

countenance to one of the most widespread and persistent errors

in current natural history.

In a memorial address of the late Dr. James Hall, made at the recent

meeting of the Geological Society of America, Secretary H. L. Fairchild

referred to Dr. Hall's development as almost coeval with that of the sci"

ence of geology in America, and his sixty-two years of activity as connect-

ing the work of the self-taught pioneers in this branch with the widespread

field of activity of to-day. Dr. Hall's accuracy and weli-balanced observa-

tion had made his first work, a report on the Geology of Western New

York, a classic of the science to-day.
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THE PEOPLES OF THE BALKAN" PENINSULA—THE
GREEK, THE SLAV, AND THE TURK.*

By WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY, Ph. D.,
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

; LECTURER
IN ANTHROPO-GEOGRAPHY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

npiIE significant geography of the Balkan Peninsula may best be
J- illustrated by comparing it with the other two south European
ones, Italy and Spain. The first point to notice is that it is divided

from the mainland by rivers and not by a well-defined mountain
chain. Iberia begins definitely at the Pyrenees, and Italy proper is

cut off from Europe by the Apennine chain. On the other hand, it is

along the line of the Danube and of its western affluent, the Save (see

map between pages 614 and 615), that we find the geographical limits

of the Balkan Peninsula. This boundary, as will be observed, ex-

cludes the kingdom of Roumania, seeming to distinguish it from its

trans-Danubian neighbor Bulgaria. This is highly proper, viewed

from the standpoint of geography and topography. For Roumania

is, for the most part, an extensive and rich alluvial plain; while the

Balkan Peninsula, as soon as you leave the Bulgarian lowlands, is

characteristically rugged, if not really mountainous.

From Adrianople west to the Adriatic, and from the Balkan

Mountains and the Save River south to the plains of Epirus and

Thessaly, extends an elevated region upward of two thousand feet

above the sea, breaking up irregularly into peaks often rising above

five thousand feet. There is no system in these mountains. The
land is rudely broken up into a multitude of little

"
gateless amphi-

theaters," too isolated for union, yet not inaccessible enough for indi-

viduality. As White observes,
"
If the peninsula, instead of being

the highly mountainous and diversified district it is, had been a

plateau, a very different distribution of races would have obtained at

the present day." Nor can one doubt for a moment that this disor-

dered topography has been an important element in the racial history
of the region.

In its other geographical characteristics this peninsula is seem-

ingly more favored than either Spain or Italy. More varied than

the former, especially in its union of the two flora of north and south
;

far richer in contour, in the possession of protected waters and good
harbors than Italy; the Balkan Peninsula, nevertheless, has been,

humanly speaking, unfortunate from the start. The reason is patent.

It lies in its central or rather intermediate location. It is betwixt

* Advance sheets from The Races of Europe, in press of D. Appleton and Company,

many footnotes and detailed references being here omitted.
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and between; neither one thing nor the other. Surely a part of

Europe, its rivers all run to the east and south.
"
By physical relief

it turns its back on Europe," continually inviting settlement from

the direction of Asia. It is no anomaly that Asiatic religions, Asiatic

institutions, and Asiatic races should have possessed and held it; nor

that Europe, Christianity, and the Aryan-speaking races should have

resisted this invasion of territory which they regarded in a sense as

their own. In this pull and haul between the social forces of the two

continents we finally discover the dominant influence, perhaps, which

throughout history has condemned this region to political disorder

and ethnic heterogeneity.

As little racial as of topographical system can we discover in this

Balkan Peninsula. Only in one respect may we venture upon a little

generalization. This is suggested by the preliminary bird's-eye view

which we must take as to the languages spoken in the peninsula.

This was a favorite theme with the late historian Freeman. It is

developed in detail in his luminous writings upon the Eastern ques-

tion. The Slavs have in this part of Europe played a role somewhat

analogous to, although less successful than, that of the Teutons in

the west. They have pressed in upon the territory of the classic civili-

zations of Greece and Rome, ingrafting a new and physically vigor-

ous population upon the old and partially enervated one. From some

center of dispersion up north toward Russia, Slavic-speaking peoples

have expanded until they have rendered all eastern Europe Slavic

from the Arctic Ocean to the Adriatic and ^gean Seas. Only at one

place is the continuity of Slavdom broken; but this interruption is

sufficient to set off the Slavs into two distinct groups at the present

day. The northern one, of which we have already treated,* consists of

the Russians, Poles, Czechs, and Slovaks. The southern group, now
before us, comprises the main body of the Balkan peoples from the

Serbo-Croatians to the Bulgars, as shown upon the accompanying

map. Between these two groups of Slavs—and herein is the sig-

nificant point
—is a broad belt of non-Slavic population, composed, of

the Magyars, linguistically now as always Finns; and the Roumani-

ans, who have become Latin in speech within historic times. This

intrusive, non-Slavic belt lies along or near the Danube, that great

highway over which eastern peoples have penetrated Europe for cen-

turies. The presence of this water way is distinctly the cause of the

linguistic phenomenon. Rome went east; and the Finns, like the

Huns, went west along it, with the result as described. Linguistically

speaking, therefore, the boundary of the southern Slavs and that of

the Balkan Peninsula, beginning, as we have said, at the Danube, are

one and the same.

*
Popular Science Monthly, October, 1898.
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"We may best begin our ethnic description by the apportionment
of the entire Balkan Peninsula into three linguistic divisions, viz., the

Greeks, the Slavs, and the Tatar-Turks. Of these the second is nu-

merically the most important, comprising the Serbo-Croatians, the

Albanians, and, in a measure, the Bulgarians. Their distribution is

manifested upon our map, to which we have already directed atten-

tion. These Slavic-speaking peoples form not far from half the entire

population. Next in order come the Greeks, who constitute probably

about a third of the total. As our map shows, this Greek contingent

is closely confined to the seacoast, with the exception of Thessaly,

which, as an old Hellenic territory, we are not surprised to find Greek

in speech to-day. The Slavs, contrasted with the Greeks, are prima-

rily an inland population; the only place in all Europe, in fact,

where they touch the sea is along the Adriatic coast. Even here the

proportion of Greek intermixture is more considerable than our map
would seem to imply. The interest of this fact is intensified because

of the well-deserved reputation as admirable sailors which the modern

Dalmatians possess. They are the only natural navigators of all the

vast Slavic world. Everywhere else these peoples are noted rather for

their aptitude for agriculture and allied pursuits. There is still an-

other important point to be noted concerning the Greeks. They
form not only the fringe of coast population in Asiatic as well as in

European Turkey; they, with the Jews, monopolize the towns, de-

voting themselves to commerce as well as navigation. Jews and

Greeks are the natural traders of the Orient. Thus is the linguistic

segregation between Greek and Slav perpetuated, if not intensified,

by seemingly natural aptitudes.

Perhaps the most surprising feature of our map of Turkey is the

relative insignificance of the third element, the Turks. There were

ten years ago, according to Couvreur, not above seven hundred and

fifty thousand of them in all European Turkey. Bradaska estimated

that they were outnumbered by the Slavs seven to one. Our map
shows that they form the dominant element in the population only in

eastern Bulgaria, where they indeed constitute a solid and coherent

body. Everywhere else they are disseminated as a small minority

among the Greeks or Slavs. Even about Constantinople itself the

Greeks far outnumber them. In this connection we must bear in

mind that we are now judging of these peoples in no sense by their

physical characteristics, but merely by the speech upon their lips.

Nowhere else in Europe, as we shall soon see, is this criterion so fal-

lacious as in the Balkan states. Religion enters also as a confusing

element. Sax's original map, from which ours is derived, distin-

guishes these religious affiliations as well as language. He was indeed

the first to employ this additional test. The maze of tangled Ian-
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guages and religions upon his map proved too complicated for

our imitative abilities. We were obliged to limit our cartogra-

phy to languages alone. The reader who would gain a true con-

ception of the ethnic heterogeneity of Turkey should consult his

original map.
The word Turk was for several centuries taken in a religious sense

as synonymous with Mohammedan,* as in the Collect for Good Fri-

day in its reference to
"
Jews, Turks, infidels, and heretics." Thus in

Bosnia, where in the fifteenth century many Slavs were converted to

Mohammedanism, their descendants are still known as Turks, espe-

cially where they use the Turkish speech in their religion. Obviously
in this case no Turkish blood need flow in their veins. It is the re-

ligion of Islam, acting in this way, which has served to keep the Turks

as distinct from the Slavs and Greeks as they are to-day. Freeman

has drawn an instructive comparison in this connection between the

fate of the Bulgars, who, as we shall see, are merely Slavonized Finns,

and the Turks, who have steadily resisted all attempts at assimilation.

The first came, he says, as
" mere heathen savages (who) could be

Christianized, Europeanized, assimilated," because no antipathy save

that of race and speech had to be overcome. The Turks, in contradis-

tinction, came
" burdened with the half-truth of Islam, with the half-

civilization of the East." By the aid of these, especially the former,

the Turk has been enabled to maintain an independent existence as

" an unnatural excrescence
" on this corner of Europe.

Even using this word as in a measure synonymous with religious

affiliations, the Turks form but a small and decreasing minority in

the Balkan Peninsula. Couvreur affirms that not over one third of

the population profess the religion of Islam, all the remainder being

Greek Catholics. This being so, the query at once suggests itself as

to the reason for the continued political domination of this Turkish

minority, Asiatic alike in race, in speech, and in religion. The

answer is certain. It depends upon that subtle principle, the balance

of power in Europe. Is it not clear that to allow the Turk to go

under, as numerically he ought to do, would mean to add strength

to the great Slavic majority, affiliated as it is with Kussia both by

speech and religion? This, with the consent of the Anglo-Saxon and

other Teutonic rivals of the Slav, could never be allowed. Thus does

it come about that the poor Greek is ground between the upper Turk-

ish and the nether Slavic millstone.
" Unnatural disunion is the fate

of the whole land, and the cuckoo-cry about the independence and

integrity of the Ottoman Empire means, among the other evil things

that it means, the continuance of this disunion." Let us turn from this

* Consult Taylor, 1890, p. 48
;
Von Luschan, 1889, p. 198

; Sax, 1863, p. 91.

VOL. LIV.— 46
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distressing political spectacle to observe what light, if any, anthro-

pology may shed upon the problem.

From the relative isolation of the Greeks at the extreme southern

point of the peninsula and especially in the Peloponnesus, it would

seem that they might be relatively free from those ethnic disturb-

ances which have worked such havoc elsewhere in the Orient. Never-

theless, Grecian history recounts a continuous succession of inroads

from the landward north, as well as from the sea. It would transcend

the limits of our study to attempt any detailed analysis of the early

ethnology of the country.* Examination of the relationship of the

Pelasgi to their contemporaries we leave to the philologists. Posi-

tively no anthropological data on the matter exist. We are sufficient-

ly grateful for the hundred or more well-authenticated ancient Greek

crania of any sort which remain to us. It is useless to attempt any

inquiry as to their more definite ethnic origin within the tribal

divisions of the country, f The testimony of these ancient Greek

crania is perfectly harmonious. All authorities agree that the ancient

Hellenes were decidedly long-headed, betraying in this respect their

affinity to the Mediterranean race, which we have already traced

throughout southern Europe and Africa.:}: Whether from Attica;

from Schliemann's successive cities excavated upon the site of Troy;
or from the coast of Asia Minor; at all times from 400 b. c. to the third

century of our era
;
it would seem proved that the Greeks were of this

dolichocephalic type. Stephanos gives the average cranial index of

them all as about 75.7, betokening a people like the present Cala-

brians in head form
; and, for that matter, about as long-headed as the

Anglo-Saxons in England and America. More than this concerning
the physical traits of these ancient Greeks we can not establish with

any certainty. No perfect skeletons from which we can ascertain

their statures remain to us. Nor can we be more positive as to their

brunetness. Their admiration for blondness in heroes and deities is

well known. As Dr. Beddoe ('93) says, almost all of Homer's favorites

were blond or chestnut-haired, as well as large and tall. Lapouge
*

seems inclined to regard this as proof that the Greeks themselves were

of this type, a deduction which appears to us in no wise well founded.
1 1

As we shall see, every characteristic in their modern descendants and

* Consult Fligier, 1881. Stephanos, 1884, p. 430, gives a complete bibliography of the

older works. Cf. also Reinach, 1893 b, in his review of Hesselmeyer ;
and on the supposed

Hittites, the works of Wright, De Cara, Conder, etc.

f Stephanos, 1884, p. 432, asserts the Pelasgi to have been brachyceplialic, while

Zampa, 1886 b, p. 639, as positively affirms the contrary view.

% Nicolucci, 1865 and 1867; Zaborowski, 1881; Virchow, 1882 and 1893; Lapouge,

1896 a, pp. 412-419
;
and Sergi, 1895 a, p. 75, are best on ancient Greek crania.

* 1896 a, p. 414.
|| Stephanos, 1884, p. 439.
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every analogy with the neighboring populations leads us to the con-

clusion that the classical Hellenes were distinctly of the Mediterranean

racial types, little different from the Phoenicians, the Romans, or the

Iberians.

Since the Christian era, as we have said, a successive downpour of

foreigners from the north into Greece has ensued.* In the sixth

century came the Avars and the Slavs, bringing death and disaster.

A more potent and lasting influence upon the country was probably

produced by the slower and more peaceful infiltration of the Slavs

into Thessaly and Epirus from the end of the seventh century onward.

A result of this is that Slavic place names to-day occur all over the

Peloponnesus in the open country where settlements could readily

be made. The most important immigration of all is probably that of

the Albanians, who, from the thirteenth century until the advent of

the Turks, incessantly penetrated the land. As a result the Albanian

language is spoken to-day over a considerable part of the Pelopon-

nesus, especially in its northeastern corner, where it attaches to the

mainland. Only one little district has preserved, it may be added,

anything like the original classical Greek speech. The Tzakons, in a

little isolated and very rugged district on the eastern coast, include

a number of classical idioms in their language. Everywhere else,

either in the names of rivers, mountains, and towns, or in borrowed

words, evidence of the powerful influence of the Slavic infiltration

occurs. This has induced Eallmerayer, Philippson, and others to

assert that the Slavs have in fact submerged the original Greeks en-

tirely, f Explicit rebuttal of this is offered by Hopf, Hertzberg, and

Tozer, who admit the Slavic element, but still declare the Greeks to be

Greek. This is a matter concerning which neither philologist nor

geographer has a right to speak ;
the anthropological testimony is the

only competent one. To this we turn.

The modern Greeks are a very mixed people. There can be no

doubt of this fact from a review of their history. In despite of this,

they still remain distinctly true to their original Mediterranean an-

cestry. This has been most convincingly proved in respect of their

head form.:}: The cephalic index of modern living Greeks ranges with

great constancy about 81. This, it should be observed, betokens an

appreciably broader head than in the case of the ancient Hellenes.

Stephanos, who has measured several hundred recruits, finds dolicho-

*
Philippson, Zur Etbnographie des Peloponnes. Petermann, xxxvi, 1890, pp. 1-1 1,

33-41, with map, gives a good outline of these. Consult also Stephanos, 1884, pp. 422

et scq.

I Cf. Couvreur, 1890, p. 514
;
and Freeman, 18*77 d, p. 401.

% Weisbach, 1882; Nicolucci, 186*7; Apostolides in Bull. Soc. d'Anth., 1883, p. 614;

Stephanos, 1884
; Neophytos, 1891

; Lapouge, 1896 a, p. 419. Von Luschan, 1889, p. 209,

illustrates the similarity between the Greek and the Bedouin skull.
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cephaly to be most prevalent in Tkessaly and Attica; while broad-

headedness, so characteristic, as we shall see, of the Albanians and

other Slavs, is more accentuated toward the north, especially in

Epirus. About Corinth also, where Albanian intermixture is com-

mon, the cephalic index rises above 83. The Peloponnesus has prob-

ably best preserved its early dolichocephaly, as we should expect. In

Thessaly alone are the modern Greeks as purely Mediterranean as in

classic times. There can be no doubt that in Asia Minor at least, the

word Greek is devoid of any racial significance. It merely denotes a

man who speaks Greek, or else one who is a Greek Catholic, converted

from Mohammedanism. Greek, like Turk, has become entirely a

matter of language and religion, as these people have intermingled.
Thus in the southwest of Asia Minor, where Semitic influences have

been strong, von Luschan * makes the pregnant observation that the

Greeks, in the main, look like Jews and speak Turkish. Hero, then, is

proof positive that no Greeks of pure Mediterranean descent remain

to represent the primitive Hellenic type in that region. But it is

equally certain that in the main body of the Greeks at home in Greece,

the original racial traits are still in the ascendant. The smoothly oval

and long faces in our two Greek portraits are surely of Mediterranean

type. To this, the ideal form, the purest elements in the nation still

tend to revert.

Whatever may be thought of the ancients, the modern Greeks are

strongly brunet in all respects. Ornstein ('79) found less than ten per
cent of light hair, although blue and gray eyes were characteristic of

rather more than a quarter of his seventeen hundred and sixty-seven

recruits. This accords with expectation, for among the Albanians,

next neighbors and most intrusive aliens in Greece, light eyes are

quite common. Weisbach's ('82) data confirm this, ninety-six per cent

of his Greeks being pure brunets.f In stature these people are inter-

mediate between the Turks and the Albanians and Dalmatians, which

latter are among the tallest of Europeans. In facial features JSTico-

lucci's early opinion seems to be confirmed, that the Greek face is

distinctively orthognathous
—that is to say, with a vertical profile, the

lower parts of the face being neither projecting nor prominent. The

face is generally of a smooth oval, rather narrow and high, especially

as compared with the round-faced Slavs. The nose is thin and high,

perhaps more often finely chiseled and straight in profile. The facial

features seem to be well demonstrated in the classic statuary, although
it is curious, as Stephanos observes, that these ideal heads are dis-

tinctly brachycephalic. Either the ancient sculptors knew little of

*
1889, p. 209.

f Neophytos finds 82.5 per cent of dark-brown or black hair, only five per cent blond or

red
;
while seventeen per cent of the eyes were dark among two hundred individuals.
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anthropology, or else we have again a confirmation of our assertion

that, however conscious of their peculiar facial traits a people may be,
the head form is a characteristic whose significance is rarely recog-
nized.

Linguistically the pure Slavs in the Balkan states comprise only
the Serbo-Croatians and the Albanians (see map), dividing between
them the ancient territory of Illyria. This western half of the penin-

sula, rugged and remote, has been relatively little exposed to the direct

ravages of either Finnic or Turkish invaders. Especially is this true

of Albania. Nearly all authorities since Iiahn are agreed in identi-

fying these latter people
—who call themselves Skipetars, by the way—as the modern representatives of the ancient Illyrians. They are

said to have been Slavonized by the Serbo-Croatians, who have been

generally regarded as descendants of the settlers brought by the Em-
peror Heraclius from beyond the Save. This he is said to have done in

order to repopulate the lands devastated by the Avars and other Slavs

who, Procopius informs us, first appeared in this region in the sixth

century of our era. The settlers imported by Heraclius came, we are

told, from two distant places: Old Servia, or Sorabia, placed by Free-

man in modern Saxony; and Chrobatia, which, he says, lies in south-

western Poland. According to this view, the Serbo-Croatians are

an offshoot from the northern Slavs, being divided from them to-day

by the intrusive Hungarians, while the Albanians alone are truly in-

digenous to the country.
The recent political fate of these Illyrian peoples has been quite

various, the Albanians alone preserving their independence continu-

ally under the merely nominal rule of the Turks. Religion, also, has

affected these Slavs in various ways. Servia owes much of its present

peace and prosperity to the practical elimination of the Moslems.

Bosnia is still largely Mohammedan, with about a third of its people,

according to White ('86), still professing that religion. The signifi-

cance of this is increased, since it was mainly the upper classes in

Bosnia, according to Freeman, who embraced the religion of Islam in

order to preserve their power and estates. The conversion was not

national, as in the case of the Albanians. Thus social and religious

segregation work in harmony to produce discord. With multitudes of

Jews monopolizing the commerce of the country and the people thus

divided socially as well as in religion, the political unrest in Bosnia cer-

tainly seems to require the strong arm of Austrian suzerainty to pre-

serve order.

Whatever the theory of the historians as to origins may be, to the

anthropologist the modern Illyrians
—Serbo-Croatians and Albanians

alike—are physically a unit. Two characteristics render this ethnic
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group distinctive : first, that it comprises some of the tallest men in the

world, comparing favorably with the Scotch in this respect; and,

secondly, that the Illyrians tend to be among the broadest-headed

people known. In general, it would appear that the people of Herze-

govina and northern Albania possess these traits to the most notable

degree, while both in the direction of the Save and Danube and of the

plains of Thessaly and Epirus they have been attenuated by inter-

mixture. Presumably also toward the east among the Bulgarians in

Macedonia and Thrace these characteristics diminish in intensity.

Thus, for example, while the Herzegovinians, measured by "Weisbach,

yielded an average stature of five feet nine inches, the Bosnians were

appreciably shorter; and the Dalmatians and Albanians were even

more so. Nevertheless, as compared with the Greeks, Bulgars, Turks,
or Roumanians, even the shortest of these Slavs stood high. From
this specific center outward, especially around the head of the Adriatic

Sea, over into Venetia, spreads the influence of this giantism. It con-

firms, as we have said, the classical theory of an Illyrian cross among
the Venetians, extending well up into the Tyrol.

As for the second trait, the exaggerated broad-headedness, it too,

like the tallness of stature, seems to center about Herzegovina and

Montenegro. Thus at Scutari, in the corner of Albania near this last-

named country, Zampa
* found a cranial index of 89; in Herzegovina

the index upon the living head ranges above 87. It would be difficult

to exceed this brachycephaly anywhere in the world. The square
foreheads and broad faces of the people correspond in every way to the

shape of the heads. Its significance appears immediately on com-

parison with the long oval faces of the Greeks.

One more trait of the Balkan Slavs remains for us to note. The

people are mainly pure brunets, as we might expect, but they seem

to be less dark than either the Greeks or the Turks. Especially among
the Albanians are light traits by no means infrequent. In this respect

the contrast with the Greeks is apparent, as well as with the Dal-

matians along the coast and the Italians in the same latitude across

the Adriatic. Weisbach found nearly ten per cent of blond and red

hair among his Bosnian soldiers, while about one third of the eyes were

either gray or blue. The Herzegovinians are even lighter than the

Bosnians, almost as much so as the Albanians. From consideration

of these facts it would appear as if the harsh climate of these upland
districts had been indeed influential in setting off the inland peoples

from the Italian-speaking Dalmatians along the coast. For among
the latter brunetness certainly increases from north to south,

conformably to the general rule for the rest of Europe. In the in-

terior, blondness apparently moves in the contrary direction, cul-

* 1886 b, p. 637.
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minating in the mountain fastnesses of northern Albania and the

vicinity. On the whole, we find also in this trait of brunetness com-

petent evidence to connect these Illyrians with the great body of the

Alpine race farther to the west. We have another illustration of

its determined predilection for a mountainous habitat, in which it

stoutly resists all immigrant tendencies toward variation from its

primitive type.

The Osmanli Turks, who politically dominate the Balkan Pen-

insula, notwithstanding their numerical insignificance, are mainly dis-

tinctive among their neighbors by reason of their speech and religion.
Turkish is the westernmost representative of a great group of lan-

guages, best known, perhaps, as the Ural-Altaic family.* This com-

prises all those of northern Asia even to the Pacific Ocean, together
with that of the Finns in Russian Europe. Its members are by no
means unified physically. All varieties of type are included within its

boundaries, from the tall and blond one which we may call Finnic,

prevalent about the Baltic; to the squat and swarthy Kalmucks and

Kirghez, to whom we have in a physical sense applied the term Mon-

gols. The Turkish branch of this great family of languages is to-day

represented in eastern Europe by two peoples, whom we may roughly

distinguish as Turks and Tatars, f The term Tatar, it should be ob-

served, is entirely of European invention, like the similar word Hun-

garian. The only name recognized by the Osmanli themselves is

that of Turk. This, by the way, seems quite aptly to be derived from
a native root meaning

"
brigand," according to Chantre. They

apply the word Tatar solely to the north Asiatic barbarians. By
general usage this latter term, Tatar, has to-day become more specific-

ally applied by ethnologists to the scattered peoples of Asiatic descent

and Turkish speech who are mainly to be found in Russia and Asia

Minor.

Of the two principal physical types to-day comprised within the

limits of the Ural-Altaic languages, the Turks and Tatars seem to be

affiliated with the Mongol rather than the Finn, not physically alone,

but in respect of language as well. As a matter of fact, they are racial-

ly nearer the Aryan-speaking Europeans than most people imagine, in

everything except their speech. Their nearest relatives in Asia seem

to be the Turkoman peoples, who, to the number of a million or more,
inhabit the deserts and steppes of western Asia. It was from some-

where about this latter region, as we know, that the hordes of the

*
Vambery, 1885, divides the Ural-Altaic family into five groups

—
viz., (1) Samoyed,

(2) Tungus, (3) Finnic, (4) Mongolic, (5) Turkish or Tatar.

f On terminology consult Vambery, 1885, p. 60; Chantre, 1895, p. 199; Keane, 1897,

p. 302.
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Huns under Attila, and those of Genghis Khan and Tamerlane, set

forth to the devastation of Europe. The physical type of these in-

habitants of Turkestan has been fairly well established by anthropolo-

gists. It persists throughout a great multitude of tribes of various

names, among whom the Kara-Kirghez, Uzbegs, and Kiptchaks are

prominent.* On page 625 we have portraits of these Turkoman

types. The most noticeable feature of the portraits is the absence

of purely Mongol facial characteristics. Except in the Kara-Kirghez
the features are distinctly European. There is no squint-eye; the nose

is well formed
;
the cheek bones are not prominent, although the faces

are broad
; and, most important of all, the beard is abundantly devel-

oped, both in the Uzbeg and the Kiptchak. The Kara-Kirghez, on
the other hand, betrays unmistakably his Mongol derivation in every
one of these important respects. One common trait is possessed by
all three—to wit, extreme brachycephaly, with an index ranging from
85 to 89. The flatness of the occiput is very noticeable in our por-
traits in every case, giving what Hamy calls a

" cuboid aspect
"

to

the skull. These portraits, if typical, should be enough to convince

us that the Turkoman of the steppes about the Aral and Caspian Seas

is far from being a pure Mongol even in his native land, although a

strain of Mongol blood is apparent in many of their tribes.

The fact is that the Asiatic Turkomans, whence our Osmanli

Turks are derived, are a highly composite type. A very important
element in their composition is that of certain brachycephalic peoples
of the Pamir, the Galchas and mountain Tadjiks. These are for

all practical purposes identical with the Alpine type of western Eu-

rope. In their accentuated brachycephaly, their European facial fea-

tures, their abundance of wavy hair and beard, and finally in their

intermediate color of hair and eyes,f these latter peoples in the Pamir

resemble their European prototypes, or perhaps we had better say,

congeners. So close is this affiliation that the occurrence of this type
in western Asia is the keystone in any argument for the Asiatic origin

of the Alpine race of Europe. The significance of it for us in this

connection is that it explains the European affinity of many of the

Turkoman tribes, who are more strongly European than Mongol in

their resemblances. It is highly important, we affirm, to fix this in

mind, for the prevalent opinion seems to be that the Turks in Europe
have departed widely from their ancestral Asiatic type, because of

their present lack of Mongol characteristics, such as almond eyes, lank

black hair, flat noses, and high cheek bones.

*
Complete data on these people will be found in Ujfalvy, 1878-'80, iii, pp. 7-50; Les

Aryens, etc., 1896, pp. 385-434; Bogdanof, 1888; Yavorski, 1897.

f Ujfalvy (Les Aryens, etc., 1896, p. 428) found chestnut hair most frequent, with

twenty-seven per cent of blondness, among some of the Tadjiks. The eyes are often

greenish gray or blue (Ujfalvy, 1878-80, iii, pp. 23-33, tables).
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Either the Osmanli Turks were never Mongols, or they have lost

every trace of it by intermixture. Our portraits on the opposite page
give little indication of Asiatic derivation except in their accentuated

short- and broad-headedness. This is considerably more noticeable in

Asia Minor than in European Turkey.* West of the Bosporus the

Turks differ but little from the surrounding Slavs in head form. They
have been bred down from their former extreme brachycephaly,
which still rules to a greater degree in Asia Minor. In our portraits
from this region the absence of occipital prominence is very marked.

In addition to this, the Turks are everywhere, as Chantre observes,
"
incontestably brunet." The hair is generally stiff and straight.

The beard is full. This latter trait is fatal to any assumption of a per-

sistence of Kirghez blood, or of any Mongolic extraction, in fact. The
nose is broad, but straight in profile. The eyes are perfectly normal,
the oblique Mongol type no more frequent than elsewhere. In

stature tallness is the rule, judging by Chantre's data, but in this re-

spect social conditions are undoubtedly of great effect. On the whole,

then, we may consider that the Turks have done fairly well in the

preservation of their primitive characteristics. Chantre especially

finds them quite homogeneous, considering all the circumstances.

They vary according to the people among whom their lot is cast.

Among the Armenians they become broader-headed, while among the

Iranian peoples
—Kurds or Persians—the opposite influence of inter-

mixture at once is apparent.

The Bulgarians are of interest because of their traditional Finnic

origin and subsequent Europeanization. This has ensued through
conversion to Christianity and the adoption of a Slavic speech. Our

earliest mention of these Bnlgars would seem to locate them between

the Ural Mountains and the Volga.\ The district was, in fact, known

as Old Bulgaria till the Russians took it in the fifteenth century. As

to which of the many existing tribes of the Volga Finns represent the

ancestors of these Bulgarians, no one is, I think, competent to speak.

Pruner Bey seems to think they were the Ostiaks and Voguls, since

emigrated across the Urals into Asia; the still older view of Edwards

and Klaproth made them Huns; Obedenare, according to Vir-

chow, said they were Samoyeds or Tungus; while Howorth and

Beddoe claim the honor for the Chuvashes. These citations are

enough to prove that nobody knows very much about it in detail. All

* On the anthropology of European Turks, Weisbach, 1873, is the only authority. He

found an average cephalic index of 82.8 in 148 cases. Elisyeef, 1890-'91, and Chantre,

1895, pp. 206-211, have worked in Anatolia, with indices of 86 for 143 individuals, and

84.5 for 120 men, respectively. Both von Luschan and Chantre give a superb collection

of portrait types in addition.

f Read Pruner Bey, 1860b; Howorth; Obedenare, and especially Kauitz, 1875, for his-

toric details.
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that can be affirmed is that a tribe of Finnic-speaking people crossed

the Danube toward the end of the seventh century and possessed them-

selves of territory near its mouth. Remaining heathen for two hun-

dred odd years, they finally adopted Christianity and under their

great leaders, Simeon and Samuel, became during the tenth century

a power in the land. Their rulers, styling themselves
"
Emperors of

the Slavs," fought the Germans; conquered the Magyars as well as

their neighbors in Thrace, receiving tribute from Byzantium ;
became

allies of Charlemagne ;
and then subsided under the rule of the Turks.

Since the practical demise of this latter power they have again taken

courage, and in their semi-political independence in Bulgaria and

northern Roumelia rejoice in an ever-rich and growing literature

and sense of nationality.

Bulgarian is spoken, as our map at page 614 indicates, far outside

the present political limits of the principality
—

indeed, over about two

thirds of European Turkey. Gopcevic has made a brilliant attempt to

prove that Macedonia, shown by our map and commonly believed to

be at bottom Bulgarian, is in reality populated mainly by Serbs.* The

weakness of this contention was speedily laid bare by his critics. Politi-

cal motives, especially the ardent desire of the Servians to make good
a title to Macedonia before the disruption of the Ottoman Empire, can

scarcely be denied. Servia needs an outlet on the Mediterranean too

obviously to cloak such an attempted ethnic usurpation. As a fact,

Macedonia, even before the late Greco-Turkish war, was in a sad state

of anarchy. The purest Bulgarian is certainly spoken in the Bhodope

Mountains; there are many Roumanians of Latin speech; the Greeks

predominate all along the sea and throughout the three-toed penin-

sula of Salonica, while the Turks are sparsely disseminated every-

where. And as for religion
—

well, besides the severally orthodox

Greeks and Turks, there are in addition the Moslem and apostate Bul-

garians, known as Pomaks, who have nothing in common with their

Greek Catholic fellow-Bulgars, together with the scattering Pindus

Roumanians and Albanians in addition. This interesting field of

ethnographic investigation is, even at this late day, practically un-

worked. As Dr. Beddoe writes—and his remarks are equally ap-

plicable to Americans—" here are fine opportunities for any enter-

prising Englishman with money and a taste for travel and with suf-

ficient brains to be able to pick up a language. But, alas! such men

usually seem to care for nothing but
'

killing something.'
:

The Roumanians, or Moldo-Wallachians, are not confined within

the limits of that country alone. Their language and nationality

cover not only the plains along the Danube and the Black Sea, but

* 1889 a, with map, in Peterraann, 1889 b. Cf. criticism of his contention by Oppel,

1890; Couvreur, 1890, p. 523; and Ghennadieff, 1890, p. 663.
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their speech extends beyond the Carpathian Mountains over the entire

southeastern quarter of Hungary and up into the Bukovina. Transyl-

vania is merely a German and Magyar islet in the vast extent of the

Roumanian nation. There are more than a third as many Rouma-
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nians as there are Magyars in the Hungarian kingdom, according to-

the census of 1890. Politically it thus happens that these people are

pretty well split up in their allegiance. Nor can this condition be

other than permanent. For the Carpathian Mountains, in their great

circle about the Hungarian basin, cut directly through the middle of

the nation as measured by language. This curious circumstance can

be accounted for only on the supposition that the disorder in the

direction of the Balkan Peninsula, incident upon the Turkish inva-

sion, forced the growing nation to expand toward the northwest, even

over the natural barrier interposed between Roumania proper and

Hungary. Geographical law, more powerful than human will, or-

dains that this latter natural area of characterization—the great plain

basin of Hungary—should be the seat of a single political unit.

There is no resource but that the Roumanians should in Hungary ac-

cept the division from their fellows over the mountains as final for all

political purposes.*
The native name of these people is Vlach, Wallach, or Wal-

lachian. Various origins for the name have been assigned. Le-

jean asserts that it designates a nomad shepherd, in distinction

from a tiller of the soil or a dweller in towns. Picot voices the

native view as to ethnic origins by deriving the word "Wallach from

the same root as Wales, "Walloon, etc., applied by the Slavs and Ger-

mans to the Celtic peoples as
"
foreigners." This theory is now gen-

erally discountenanced. Obedenare's attempt to prove such a Cel-

tic relationship has met with little favor, f The western name Rou-

manian springs from a similarly exploded hypothesis concerning the

Latin origin of these people. To be sure, Roumanian is distinctly

allied to the other Romance languages in structure. It is an anomaly
in the eastern Slavic half of Europe. The most plausible explanation

for this phenomenon, and one long accepted, was that the modern

Roumanians were descendants of the two hundred and forty thou-

sand colonists whom the Emperor Trajan is said to have sent into the

conquered province of Dacia. The earlier inhabitants of the terri-

tory were believed to have been the original Thracians. Since no two

were agreed as to what the Thracians were like, this did not amount

to much. Modern common sense has finally prevailed over attempts

to display philological erudition in such matters. Freeman expresses

this clearly. Roumania, as he says, lay directly in the pathway of

all invasions from the East
;
the hold of the Romans upon Dacia was

never firm; the province was the first to break away from the empire;

and finally proof of a Latinization only at the late date of the thir-

* Auerbach, 1898, p. 286, gives a full summary of the rival controversy between Rou-

manians and Hungarians as to priority of title in Transylvania.

•f Cf. Picot, 1883, in his review of Tocilescu; and Rosny, 1885, p. 83.
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teenth century is not wanting. The truth seems to be that two forces

were contending for the control of eastern Europe. The Latin could

prevail only in those regions which were beyond the potent influence

of Greece. Dacia being remote and barbarian, this Latin element

had a fighting chance for survival, and succeeded.

Our ethnic map at page 614 shows a curious islet of Roumanian

language in the heart of the Greek-speaking territory of Thessaly.

There is little sympathy between the two peoples, according to Hel-

lene. The occurrence of this Roumanian colony, so far removed

from its base, has long puzzled ethnographers. Some believe the

peoples were separately Romanized in situ; others that they were

colonists from Dacia in the ninth and tenth centuries. At all events,

these Pindus Roumanians are too numerous—over a million souls—
to be neglected in any theory as to the origin of their language.* An-

other islet of quasi-Roumanian speech occurs in Istria, on the Adriatic

coast. Its origin is equally obscure.f

It is no contradiction that, in spite of the fact of our exclusion

of Roumania from the Balkan Peninsula owing to its Latin affinities,

thereby seeming to differentiate it sharply from Bulgaria, the latter

of Finnic origin; that we now proceed to treat of the physical char-

acteristics of the two nationalities, Roumanian and Bulgarian, to-

gether. Here is another example of the superficiality of language,

of social and political institutions. They do not concern the funda-

mental physical facts of race in the least. At the same time we again

emphasize the necessity of a powerful corrective, based upon purely

natural phenomena, for the tendency of philologists and ethnog-

raphers to follow their pet theories far afield, giving precedence to

analogies of language and customs over all the potent facts of geo-

graphical probability. Let us look at it in this light. Is there any
chance that, on the opposite sides of the Danube, a few Finns and a

few Romans respectively interposed among the dense population

which so fertile an area must have possessed, even at an early time,

could be in any wise competent to make different types of the two?

There is nothing in our confessedly scanty anthropological data to

show it, at all events. We must treat the lower Danubian plain as

a unit, irrespective of the bounds of language, religion, or nationality.

It was long believed that the Bulgarians were distinctive among
the other peoples of eastern Europe by reason of their long-headed-

ness. All the investigations upon limited series of crania pointed in

that direction. This naturally was interpreted as a confirmation of the

historic data as to a Finnic Bulgarian origin very distinct from that

of the broad-headed SlaA^s. Several recent discoveries have put a

new face upon the matter. In the first place, researches by Dr. Bassa-

*
Picot, 1875, pp. 390 et seq. \ Auerbach, 1898, p. 211.
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novitch, of Varna, upon several thousand recruits from western Bul-

garia prove that in the west these Bulgarians even outdo many of the

Balkan Slavs in their broad-headedness.* At the same time it ap-

pears that the older authorities were right, after all, in respect of the

eastern Bulgarians. Among them, and also over in eastern Rou-

melia, long heads are still the rule. The oval-faced Bulgarians

among our portraits are probably of this dolichocephalic type.

Their contrast facially with the broad-headed Roumanians is very
marked. Thus it is established that the Bulgarian nation is by no

means a unit in its head form. We should add also that, although not

definitely proved as yet, it is highly probable that similar variations

occur in Roumania. In the Bukovina brachycephaly certainly pre-

vails. Our square-faced Roumanians on page 621 may presumably
be taken to represent this type. This broad-headedness decreases

apparently toward the east as we leave the Carpathian Mountains,
until along the Black Sea it seems, as in Bulgaria, to give way to a

real dolichocephaly.I
How are we to account for the occurrence of so extended an area

of long-headedness all over the great lower Danubian plain? Our

study of the northern Slavs has shown that no such phenomenon
occurs there among the Russians. It certainly finds no counterpart

among the southern Slavs or the Turks. The only other people who
resemble these Bulgars in long-headedness are the Greeks. Even

they are far separated ; and, in any event, but very impure representa-

tives of the type. What shall we say? Two explanations seem to be

possible, as Dr. Beddoe observes.:}: Either this dolichocephaly is due

to the Finnicism of the original Bulgars, or else it represents a char-

acteristic of the pre-Bulgarian population of the Danube basin. He
inclines with moderation to the former view. The other horn of the

dilemma is chosen by Anutchin
*
in a brilliant paper at the late An-

thropological Congress at Moscow. According to his view—and we
assent most heartily to it—this dolichocephaly along the Black Sea

represents the last survival of a most persistent trait of the primitive

inhabitants of eastern Europe. Referring again to our study of

Russia, 1 1

we would call attention to the occurrence of a similar long-

headed race underlying all the modern Slavic population. We are

able to prove also that such a primitive substratum occurs over nearly
all Europe. It has been unearthed not far from here, for example,
at Glasinac in Bosnia. When archaeological research is extended

*
1891, p. 30. Dr. Bassanovitch has most courteously sent me a sketch map showing

the results of these researches. Deniker, 1897, p. 203, and 1898 a, describes them also,

f Deniker, 1898 a, p. 122
; Weisbach, 1877, p. 238

; Rosny, 1885, p. 85.

% 1879, p. 233. *
1893, p. 282.

U Popular Science Monthly, October, 1898, p. 734.

vol. liv.—47
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farther to the east, new light upon this point may be expected. It will

be asked at once why this primitive population should still lie bare

upon the surface, here along the lower Danube, when ifc has been

submerged everywhere else in Central Europe. Our answer is ready.
Here in this rich alluvial plain population might, expectedly, be

dense at a very early period. As we have observed before, such a

population, if solidly massed, opposes an enormous resistance to ab-

sorption by new-comers. A few thousand Bulgarian invaders would
be a mere drop in the bucket of such an aggregation of men. "We
are strengthened in this hypothesis that the dolichocephaly of the

Danubian plain is primitive, by reason of another significant fact

brought out by Bassanovitch.* Long-headedness is overwhelmingly
more prevalent among women than among men. The former repre-
sent more often what Bassanovitch calls the "

dolichocephalic Thra-

cian type." The oval-faced Bulgarian woman among our portraits

would seem to be one of these. Now, in our treatment of the Jews,f
we have sought to illustrate the principle that in any population the

primitive type persists more often in the women. The bearing of

such a law in the case of the Bulgars would seem to be definite. Their

long-headedness, where it occurs, must date from a far more remote

period than the historic advent of the few thousand immigrants who
have given the name Bulgaria to the country.

As for the other physical traits of the Bulgarians and Roumanians

there is little to be added. It goes without saying that they are both

deep brunets. Obedenare says the Roumanians are very difficult

to distinguish from the modern Spaniards and Italians. This is proba-

bly true in respect of brunetness. The Oriental cast of features of

our portraits, on the other hand, can not fail to attract attention.

More than two thirds of Bassanovitch's nineteen hundred and fifty-

five Bulgarians were very dark-haired. Light eyes were of course

more frequent, nearly forty per cent being classed as blue or greenish.

A few—about five per cent—were yellow or tawny-haired, these indi-

viduals being at the same time blue-eyed. This was probably Pro-

copius's excuse for the assertion that the Bulgars were of fair com-

plexion. He also affirmed that they were of goodly stature. This is

not true of either the modern Roumanians or Bulgars. They average

less than five feet five inches in height,:}: being considerably shorter

than the Turks, and positively diminutive beside the Bosnians and

*
1891, p. 31. Women dolicho-, twenty-five per cent; meso-, forty-two pe- c*ut;

brachy-cephalic, thirty per cent
;
while among men the percentages are 3, 16, and 81 ±

per cent respectively.

f Popular Science Monthly, January, 1899, p. 350.

\ Bassanovitch's series of 1,955 individuals averages only 1.638 metre. Op. cii., p. 30.

Auerbach, 1898, p. 259, gives an average of 1.63 metre for 880 Wallachians in Transyl-

vania. Obedenare, 1876, p. 374, states brown eyes to be most frequent in Roumania.
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other southern Slavs. The Bulgarians especially are correspondingly-

stocky, heavily boned and built. We may also affirm a real difference

in temperament between the two nationalities, built up, as we assert,

from the same foundation. The Wallachians are said to be more emo-
tional and responsive; the Bulgarians inclined to heaviness and stolid-

ity. Both are pre-eminently industrious and contented cultivators

of the soil, with little aptitude for commerce, so it is said. We hesi-

tate to pass judgment upon either in respect of their further aptitudes
until fuller data can be provided than are available at the present time.

MARVELOUS INCREASE IN PRODUCTION OF GOLD.

By ALEXANDEK E. OUTERBRIDGE, Je.

THE increasing annual production of gold in the world is a matter

of such far-reaching economic importance, not only in the finan-

cial affairs of nations, but also in their industrial progress and in their

civilization, that a vast amount of patient study has been given by
eminent statisticians to the subject, and much time expended in com-

piling, from various historical records and other sources of informa-

tion, statistical data which can be confidently accepted as approxi-

mately correct, showing the annual production of the precious metal

from the time of the discovery of America down to the present day.
A publication of the United States Treasury Department, issued

in 1897, containing information respecting the production of precious

metals, etc., gives statistical tables showing the annual production of

gold in the world, commencing with the year 1493. The earlier

records are taken from a table of averages for certain periods com-

piled by Dr. Adolph Soetbeer, and the later figures (from 1885 to

1896) are the annual estimates of the Bureau of the Mint. Other

tables show the annual production of gold from the mines of

the United States alone from 1845 to 1896, and it is from these

official sources mainly that the information has been gathered for this

article, supplemented, however, by a full and very interesting com-

munication to the author from the Director of the Mint, giving the

latest figures, not yet published, and containing the estimates and de-

ductions of the director respecting the production of gold in the world

in 1898. This information is so timely and valuable that the author

is of the opinion that the courteous letter of the Director of the Mint
in response to his inquiries, if appended to this article, may prove to

be—like the postscript of a lady's correspondence
—its most important

feature.

Students of political economy are well aware of the fact that
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some theorists have maintained that the annual production of gold in
the world (apart from the phenomenal discoveries in California about
the middle of the century, which were of an ephemeral character)
does not keep pace with the natural increase in trade requirements, if

gold is to maintain its position as the standard measure of value and
the universal medium of exchange. This theory, after having passed
through the various stages of pro and con argument in academic theses,
became the

" war cry
"

of a political party in this country composed
of heterogeneous elements in the community, all inspired with one
common idea that the balance of power in commercial transactions
had been destroyed by the overwhelming force of concentration of

capital and the
"
cornering

"
of the visible supply of gold in the world

by a few enormously wealthy bankers. It was shown that, while
the average annual production of gold in the world in five years
from 1855 to 1860 exceeded $134,000,000, there was a constant
decline thereafter, so that the annual average during five years from
1881 to 1885 barely exceeded $99,000,000, according to official esti-

mates; also that the annual gold product of the mines of the United
States declined from a value of $65,000,000 in 1853 to $33,000,000
in 1892. Furthermore, although a rising tendency was observed in
each subsequent year, the production from the mines of this country
in 1894 was still under $40,000,000, as was shown by the statistics of
the United States Treasury Department.

While admitting the general accuracy of these statements of fact,
it is the purpose of this paper to endeavor to show that the conclusions
drawn therefrom were entirely fallacious, because due cognizance was
not taken of the wonderful progress that has been made in recent years
in mining and metallurgical arts whereby countless millions of tons
of ore containing gold in such a finely divided state, or in such a re-

fractory condition, that it was formerly worthless (costing more to

recover the gold than the value of the precious metal contained in

the ore), have now rendered these low-grade ores the most stable

sources of supply of gold. Metallurgists, having knowledge of these

facts, have at various times during the past ten years predicted that a

golden stream would soon begin to flow from these practically new
and apparently inexhaustible sources; but the people at large were

wholly incredulous, and they are now astounded at the magnitude of
the production of gold in the world in the past two years; and more
especially, perhaps, are they amazed at the increase of production in

the United States, as shown by the official reports of the Director of
the Mint.

The gold production of the world in 1897 amounted in value, ac-

cording to the most reliable estimates, to more than $237,000,000,
and in 1898 to more than $280,000,000; and it is the opinion of the
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Director of the Mint that the final compilation of figures will show-

that the production was " somewhere between $290,000,000 and

$300,000,000!"
Gold Production of the World.

Countries.
Fine ounces

North America.
United States

Canada
Newfoundland
Mexico
Central America . . .

South America.

Argentina
Bolivia

Brazil

Chile

Colombia
Ecuador
Guiana (British) . . .

Guiana (Dutch)
Guiana (French) . . .

Peru

Uruguay
Venezuela

Europe.
Austria-Hungary . . .

France

Germany
Italy

Norway
Russia

Sweden

Turkey
United Kingdom. . .

Asia.

China
India (British)

Japan
Korea

Malay Peninsula . . .

Borneo

Africa.
Witwatersrand
Other districts,

S. A. R
West Coast

Rhodesia

Madagascar
Australasia, 7 colo

nies

1897.

Totals ,

2,774,935

299,467

3,000

344,498

25,399

15,235

3,144

70,732
68,096

188,679

6,430

101,505

32,983

59,859

5,78

6,880

39,384

105,397

10,513

90,921

10,325
650

1,046,965

3,702
387

2,032

321,296

353,147
34,509
34,918

25,000

4,837

2,511,544

232,466

24,276

19,351

2,520,333

11,399,475

Kilo-

grammes.
Value.

84,870.5

9,164.0
93.3

10,715.0
789.9

473.8
98.0

2,200.0

2,118.0

5,868.7
199.9

3,156.9

1,025 8

1,861.7
180.0

214.0

1,224.9

3,278.2
327.0

2,780.9
316.0

20.0

32,408.2
133.3

12.0

62.5

9,992.8

10,983.4

1,073.3

1,086.0
777.6

150.6

78,112.6

7,230.0
755.0

601.8

77,130.6

351,486.2

1898.

Fine ounces

$59,210,795

6,190,000
62,010

7,121,189

525,000

314,907
65,000

1,462,120

1,407,544

3,900,000

132,900

2,098,098

681,748
1,237,310

119,628
114,600

814,067

2,178,556

217,304
1,879,357

213,431
13,508

21,538,490

76,524
8,000

42,001

6,641,190

7,299,554

713,300

721,765

516,750
100,000

51,913,607

4,805,072

501,793

400,000

52,095,338

$237,332,456

Kilo-

grammes.

3,110,788

686,502
3,000

365,032

25,399

15,235

3,144

84,633

68,096
188,679

6,430
88,617

28,273

66,593

5,787

6,880

39,384

105,397

10,513
90,921

10,325
653

1,216,100
3,702
387

2,032

321,296
369,018
34,509

34,918

25,000

4,837

3,554,746

229,528

24,276

10,000

19,351

2,945,426

13,805,407

95,200.7

22,071.1
93.3

11,354.0
789.9

473.8

98.0

2,591.0

2,118.0

5,868.7
199.9

2,756.0
8P.5.3

2,038.0
180.0

214.0

1,224.9

3,278.2

327.0

2,780.9
316.0

20.0

37,217.0
133.3

12.0

62.5

9,992.8

11,479.3

1,073.3

1,086.0
777.6
150.6

108,790.0

7,024.3
742.9
306.3

601.8

91,024.7

425,333.1

Value.

$64,300,000
14,190,000

62,010

7,668,866

525,000

314,907

65,000

1,750,000

1,407,544

3,900,000

132,900

1,861,393

584,421

1,376,477

119,628
114,600

814,067

2,178,556

217,304

1,879,357

213,431
13,508

25,136,994
76,524

8,105

42,001

6,641,190

7,753,150
713,300

721,765
516,750

100,000

73,476,600

4,744,350
501,793
206,700

400,000

61,480,763

$286,218,954

The above table, showing the estimated production of gold
from all parts of the world in 1897 and 1898, is abstracted from the

Annual Statistical Number of the Engineering and Mining Journal

(January 1, 1899), and, although these figures may differ somewhat
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from those of the Director of the Mint, and from the final compila-

tions, they are believed to be not very far from truth.

It will be seen that the principal countries contributing to the

grand total in both years were Africa, the United States of America,

Australasia, Russia, Canada, Mexico, and India, the names being

given in the order of the respective importance of these countries as

gold producers in 1898.

It may surprise many readers to observe that India is placed at

the foot of the list, for we are accustomed to associate India with gold,

Mexico with silver, and Russia with platinum; and it may also

prove a surprise to find that the contribution of the Klondike region,

which has created such a great sensation, is so trifling as compared to

the grand total. In 1897 the Klondike was credited with an output

of less than $3,000,000, and in 1898 of a little over $10,000,000.

It will be observed in the estimates of the Government's agents

(January 1, 1899) of the production of gold in the United States for

1898 (see the letter of the Director of the Mint, appended hereto) that

the gold production of the State of Colorado was more than twice that

of the Klondike region, and the production of California was nearly

fifty per cent greater than that of the Klondike.

Other surprising facts crop out in studying in detail the increasing

production of gold, more especially in the United States. For ex-

ample, California has always been regarded as pre-eminently the gold-

giving State, and until 1897 she led all the other States in the value

of gold annually produced. Colorado, on the other hand, was equally

famous as a silver-producing State, and while still holding this leading

position she has actually passed California in the production of gold.

Colorado has thus taken the lead over all the States in the production

of gold and silver.

The output of gold in the United States in 1898 was more than

twice that of 1890; and the production of gold in the world in 1898, at

the lowest estimate, was much more than twice the estimated produc-

tion in 1S90. In the decade just prior to the California gold dis-

coveries, in 1849, the average annual production in the world is esti-

mated to have been less than $13,500,000. In the previous decade it

was less than $10,000,000. Assuming these figures of Dr. Adolph
Soetbeer (which are accepted by the nations of the world, and incor-

porated in many official documents) to be approximately correct, it

appears that the estimated production of gold in the world in the first

third of the present century was but little more than the production

in the single year 1898 !

It is, indeed, difficult to comprehend the full significance of these

figures at a glance : the production of gold in the past five years has

amounted to more than $1,100,000,000; and if production should
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increase during the next five years in anything like the ratio of the

past five years, it may be that a new economic problem, the very-

antithesis of that alluded to in the commencement of this paper, may
present itself for solution. At all events, the cry of the Populists and

others that increasing scarcity of gold is the cause of much of the pov-

erty and of other ills of mankind, must surely be drowned in the

golden stream now flowing from all quarters of the globe, almost

threatening to become a rushing torrent, dangerous to the stable foun-

dations of the world's commerce. That this, however, fortunately is

an imaginary danger will appear from the following arguments :

Modern gold-getting by scientific methods compels the permanent
investment of an enormous amount of capital, and a moderate return

only in dividend is looked for as a rule; thus the balance between

acquisition and disbursement is likely to be maintained in the future.

One of the chief causes of the extraordinary increase of production

in very recent years is to be found in the application of the
"
cyanide

process
"

to the recovery of gold from "
tailings." This process is

also largely applied to obtaining gold from very low-grade ores, that,

in some cases, contain an average of less than one quarter of an ounce

of gold distributed throughout a ton of ore! At the present time

there are about twenty-five cyanide plants in this country, and over

forty in the Transvaal, where the process has received its greatest de-

velopment.

Although the fact that cyanide of potassium would dissolve gold

quite readily was known long ago, having been employed by Faraday
in his experiments with thin films of transparent gold, and used very

extensively in the making of solutions of gold for electroplating baths

during fifty years past, the practical application of the solvent to ob-

taining gold from low-grade ores is less than ten years old.

In Utah there is a dry bed of an ancient lake, the floor of which

may be said to be carpeted with gold; according to a recent report this

bed of limestone, eight miles by ten, varying from twenty to forty feet

in thickness, and containing gold in proportion running from six to

twenty dollars per ton, is an "
ideal ore

"
for treatment by the cyanide

process. A number of cyanide mills are now working the deposit, all

paying dividends, and it is said that the only limit to output is the

capacity of the mills. It is estimated that there are
"
5,000,000,000

tons of ore in the district, containing $50,000,000,000 worth of

gold !

"
Although this statement is startling, the estimate is not a wild

guess, for the blanket of ore has been cut in many places; hundreds

of samples have been taken from different depths, and in all cases the

finely distributed gold has been found, apparently having been de-

posited from solution in a mineral water which formed the lake in pre-

historic times.
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A similar deposit of silver was found in New Mexico about twenty

years ago and was christened the
"
Silver Lake " Mine. This was

worked profitably until the great fall in price of silver made the

operation a losing one. The " blanket
"

still contains millions of

ounces of silver, and it is probable that cheaper methods of recovering

the metal from the ore will be devised whenever the price of silver

shall have fallen low enough to enable it to take its place among the

so-called
" economic "

metals, having far wider application in the arts

than have the precious metals. At present silver holds an unfor-

tunate place
"
betwixt and between "

the precious and the economic

metals.

Twenty years ago aluminum was more valuable than silver is to-

day, and its production was correspondingly limited. Last year the

price was reduced to a point which so widely extended its use that

the production increased from 1,900 pounds in 1888 to more than

5,000,000 in 1898.

Although the gold deposit in the Camp Floyd district in Utah al-

ready alluded to may actually contain several billions of dollars' worth

of gold, it will cost some billions of dollars' worth of labor and capital

to recover the precious metal and will consume much time in the

process; so that there is little reason to fear that gold will become so

plentiful on account of this discovery that it will cease to be regarded

as a precious metal. About forty years ago the assayers of the United

States Mint announced that the clay underlying the city of Phila-

delphia contained more gold than had been brought from California

and Australia, and this remarkable statement has never been disproved

or even questioned. The gold, however, still remains locked fast in

the clay, and the value of the precious metal has not yet fallen in con-

sequence of the announcement of this old discovery. At that time the

idea of profitably recovering gold from low-grade ores had not been

born, and it is an interesting fact to note that in California gold is now

being obtained from clay (by hydraulic washing methods) in which

there is but little more than the average proportion of gold to the ton

that the assayers found in the clay under the streets of Philadelphia.

This does not prove, however, that it will now pay to excavate un-

der the streets of the Quaker City, and undermine the buildings in

order to wash out this gold, and until Philadelphia shall be provided
with a far more copious water supply the most sanguine or suave pro-

moter of great undertakings would find it impossible to obtain sub-

scriptions to any scheme to recover this fugitive gold, or even, perhaps,

difficult to give away shares of stock to influential individuals either

in or out of councils.

An impression has prevailed that the production of gold in South

Africa attained its maximum point in 1897, and that thenceforth the
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annual output would be smaller. On account of this fear the
"
Kaffirs

"
(South African gold-raining stocks) suffered a decline in

the London stock market some months ago, but the statistics showed

that the output during the first half of 1898 was larger than in the

previous half year, and in the latter months of the year the increase

was even more pronounced.
In an address given before the Mining and Metallurgical Section

of the Franklin Institute on Mining and Minting of Gold and Silver

in November last, the writer said that the production of gold in South

Africa in 1898 would not fall far short of $70,000,000, and would

probably be nearer $80,000,000. The estimate of the Director of the

Mint fixes the amount almost at the latter figure. The United States,

in spite of the considerable increase over 1897, takes second place as a

world's producer of gold, Africa having contributed in 1898 an

amount*equal to that of the United States and Canada (including the

Klondike) combined.

The startling announcements of discoveries of virgin gold in the

Klondike and of rich placer gold deposits in other localities have had

little to do with the enormous increase in production of gold in the

world in recent years, though formerly such discoveries constituted the

main source of supply of the precious metal. Digging for nuggets is a

lottery pure and simple, in which a few prizes are obtained and many
losses are suffered. It is said that for every dollar in gold taken out of

the Klondike to date, two dollars have been carried in, and this is per-

haps a conservative estimate. In fact, it is easy to prove by figures, if

the value of labor be counted even at the lowest wage rate, say one

dollar per diem, that far more money has been lost by the many gold-
seekers than has been gained by the few fortunate ones in this twen-

tieth-century search for the golden fleece.

The business of extracting gold from low-grade ores by scientific

methods on a large scale, where the precious metal is evenly dis-

tributed throughout the matrix or gangue, is a legitimate field for the

investment of capital, because the element of chance is reduced to a

minimum, and even may be eliminated altogether. The margin of

profit per ton of ore is not large as a rule in these operations, and thus

the stability of value of the product is assured, whatever the output

may be.

" Treasury Department, Bureau of the Mint,
"
Washington, D. C, February 1, 1S99.

" Alexander E. Outerbridge, Jr., Pli iladelphia, Pennsylvania.
"
Sib: In answer to the inquiries in your letter of January 31st,

I take pleasure in sending you such information on the production of

gold in the principal gold-producing countries in 1898 as is at this

VOL. LIT,—48
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early day available, comparing it with the gold output of the same

countries in 1897. And first of the United States:
" Inclosed you will find an estimate made by the agents of the

bureau of the gold yield of the several States and Territories in 1898.

The aggregate outturn was $65,782,667. It must be clearly borne

in mind that this is only an estimate, not the ascertained actual

production. In 1897 the gold product of the United States

was $57,363,000. Assuming the estimate of the gold product of

the United States in 1898 to be correct, there was an increase

in the latter year over the gold yield of 1897, in round numbers, of

$8,420,000.

'

" The gold product of the Witwatersrand in 1898 was 4,295,602
ounces crude, and of the whole of the South African Republic

4,555,009 ounces crude, representing a value of $79,801,025.
" As the gold product of the Transvaal in 1897 was $57,^33,861,

the increase in 1898 was $22,167,164. The figures here given are

those published in all the leading papers interested in such mat-

ters in England and on the European continent. They are not,

any more than the figures given below, official to the Bureau of

the Mint.
" I have not yet seen any figures of the total gold product of Aus-

tralia in 1898, but the output of five out of the seven colonies has been

published. The figures are as follows:
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predicate an increase or decrease in the gold yield of Russia. The

product of these last-mentioned countries in 1897 was:

India $7,247,500

Canada 6,027,100

Russia 23,245,700

" The increase in the principal countries mentioned above, of

their gold product in 1898 over 1897, reduced to a table, gives a

total of $52,195,000, as follows:

United States $8,420,000

South African Republic 22,167,000

Australia 13,108,000

Canada 8,000,000

India 500,000

Total $52,195,000

" The world's product in 1897 was $237,504,800. In 1898 it

will probably not be less than $289,699,800. My opinion is that it

will be somewhere between $290,000,000 and $300,000,000.
"
If any further information reaches me within a week or two,

I shall be glad to communicate it to you.
"
Respectfully yours,

" George E. Roberts, Director of the Mint."

Agents' Estimate, January 1st, of the Production of Gold in the United

States far 1898.

States and Territories. Gold.

Alaska $2,039,930

Arizona 3,185,490

California 14,883,721

Colorado 24,500,000

Idaho 2,273,902

Michigan 65,000

Montana 5,209,302

Nevada 2,959,731

New Mexico 360,000

Oregon 1,343,669

South Dakota 5,841,406

Texas 7,500

Utah 2,170,543

Washington 599,483

Wyoming 5,168

South Appalachian States 337,832

Total $65,782,677
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THE CALIFORNIA PENAL SYSTEM.

By CHARLES HOWARD SHINN.

THEORETICALLY
every new commonwealth in organizing

its institutions can measurably avoid the errors of older com-
v

munities, and can venture upon promising experiments elsewhere un-

tried. In practice, however, new States are usually compelled to face

unforeseen difficulties, and although their various departments gain

something in flexibility, they lose in systematic organization. They
have the faults as well as the virtues of the pioneer.

Penology, like every other department of human thought, is a

battlefield of opposing principles. But I know of nothing in print

more inspiring to the officers of the State engaged in prison and reform

work than Herbert Spencer's Essay on Prison Ethics. It is likely

that many of the people who should read it are not aware of its value

and interest to themselves. Beginning at the foundations, Mr. Spen-
cer makes a lucid exposition of the necessity of

"
a perpetual readjust-

ment of the compromise between the ideal and the practicable in

social arrangements." As he points out, gigantic errors are always
made when abstract ethics are ignored.

If society has the right of self-protection, it has, as Mr. Spencer

asserts, the right to coerce a criminal. It has authority to demand

restitution as far as possible, and to restrict the action of the offender

as much as is needful to prevent further aggresssions. Beyond this

point absolute morality countenances no restraint and no punish-

ment. The criminal does not lose all his social rights, but only such

portion of those rights as can not be left him without danger to the

welfare of the community.
But absolute morality also requires that while living in durance

the offender must continue to maintain himself. It is as much his

business to earn his own living as it was before. All that he can

rightfully ask of society is that he be given an opportunity to work,

and to exchange the products of his labor for the necessaries of life.

He has no right to eat the bread of idleness, and to still further tax

the community against which he has committed an aggression.
" On

this self-maintenance equity sternly insists." If he is supported by
the taxpayers the breach between himself and the true social order is

indefinitely widened.

Such principles as these could easily have been made a funda-

mental part of the California prison system when the State was organ-

ized, for the famous Code of Reform and Prison Discipline, prepared

about 1826 by a New Orleans lawyer, Edward Livingston, was well

known to some of the ablest men of pioneer California, and a strong
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effort was made to obtain its adoption in complete form. That re-

markable code known as the Livingston system agrees with the

Spencerian principles of ethics, and has been a source of inspiration

for the most advanced penal legislation of recent years. Louisiana

adopted it only in part, but Belgium has the Livingston code in its

entirety. California, suffering under difficult local conditions, took a

course in the liberal pioneer days
that has for a time rendered prog-

ress along the lines of modern de-

velopment extremely difficult.

California is a large and pop-

ulous State, many portions of

which are thinlv settled and hard

to reach. In early days it had

many Spanish and Mexican out-

laws, and became a refuge for

criminals from all parts of the

world. When the State was or-

ganized, money was extremely

abundant, and every one had

golden dreams. The idea of self-

supporting prisons seemed ab-

surd, not only because the rich

young State seemed capable of

supporting any expense, but also

because no manufactures were yet

established, and the most active penologist would have found it hard

to find suitable employment for prisoners.

As time went on, the very strong labor unions of California, aided

by many newspapers and politicians, accepted the principle that every

dollar a convict earned was taken from some citizen, and that the State

was bound to support its criminals in idleness. Numbers of good and

earnest men in the service of the State as prison commissioners, ward-

ens, and other officials studying methods elsewhere and mindful of

local conditions, have made untiring efforts to stir the public con-

science, and to gain recognition of a criminal's right to earn his own

living by productive labor. As long ago as 1872 Hon. E. T. Crane,

of Alameda County, chairman of a joint Assembly and Senate com-

mittee, made an excellent and progressive report on prison reforms.

Something has been gained since then, and, though working under

adverse conditions, the prisons have been excellently managed. But

these results are due to individuals, not to the system, nor to the well-

meant but often injurious enactments of legislatures meeting bien-

nially for only sixty days.

Warden W. E. Hale, of San Quentin.
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Under the system of biennial State appropriations, nearly all in-

stitutions suffer at times from mistaken kindness, and at other times

from undue parsimony. Since there is no general supervising board

for the two State prisons and the two State reform schools, and no

settled ratio of appropriation based upon the number of inmates, the

friends of each institution naturally do their best to obtain as large

appropriations as possible from each new legislature. Hence arise

special visiting committees and combinations between legislators

from different parts of the State to
"
take care of

"
institutions whose

regular annual income should not be dependent in the least upon

politics.

The appropriations made by the last two legislatures for all pur-

poses connected with prisons and reform schools, including salaries

of officials, are shown in the following table :

State Appropriations from July 1, 1895, to July 1, 1899 (Forty-seventh to Fiftieth

Fiscal Years, inclusive).

Name of Institution.
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after many difficulties a factory was established at San Quentin. The

price of raw material fluctuates greatly, and the mill has sometimes

lost money, sometimes made a somewhat nominal profit. During the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, for instance, 2,574,254 pounds of

goods were manufactured at a total operating expense of $160,084.07,
and were sold at a price which nominally gave $40,275.07 profit.

But no sinking fund was allowed for, to cover wear and tear of ma-

chinery, nor did the operating expenses include even the mainte-

nance of the convicts while at work. The following fiscal year the

profit estimated in the same way was $39,293.18. During the fiscal

year 1893-'94 the loss on the jute mill was $14,660.22; in 1894-'95

there was a profit of $6,670.56; and in 1895-'96 a loss of $12,288.45.
In five years, therefore, there was nominally a profit of about

$60,000 in this department, but since neither interest, sinking fund,

nor maintenance of the laborers is included among the expenses, the

system can be looked upon only as a means of giving needed exercise

to the prisoners and cheap grain sacks to the farmers. Financially it

is a burden to the taxpayers. The old contract system had its draw-

backs, but it at least afforded a profit, and gave convicts a chance

of learning something about certain trades at which they could per-

haps work when released; the jute mill not only offers no such op-

portunity, but is in other ways peculiarly unfit for modern prison

requirements, since all operations in such mills can be stopped or

delayed by the misbehavior of a few operatives. Far better are in-

dustries wherein small groups or individuals are engaged in various

separate minor operations. Besides this, the sacks made by prison

labor will probably have only local uses hereafter, because of a recent

act of Parliament which is held to prevent wheat shipments in such

sacks.

The Folsom Prison owns a magnificent water power and enormous

quarries of granite. Between 1888 and 1894 convict labor amount-

ing to 683,555 days were expended upon a dam, canal, and power-

house, and over 2,000 horse power can already be used. About 250

horse power is now utilized by the prison for electric lights, ice

manufacture, and other purposes. The quarries are being worked to

some extent, and crushed rock for "roads is sold at cost or nearly so.

There is a farm that supplies many articles at less cost than if pur-

chased in the market, At Folsom, as at San Quentin, the authorities

do all in their power to economize, and to utilize convict labor, but the

policy of the State prevents definite progress.

Meanwhile the reports of the prison directors and wardens and

the messages of Governors have urged in the strongest terms a change.

The biennial report of 1892-93 and 1893-94 says respecting the

great Folsom water power:
"
If we can use this power solely with re-
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gard to profitable results to the State, we can return each year a

surplus into the State treasury. We do not think that the State should

refrain from working its convicts or utilizing its advantages because

it may have some effect upon other businesses. All over the United

States prisoners are engaged in manufacturing, and our investigations

lead us to believe that the effect of prison competition, so called, is

greatly overestimated."

The biennial report of 1894—'95 and 1895-'96 returns to the sub-

ject, states that the jute mills can not be a success under the restric-

Folsom State Prison.

tions of the present law, and urges that they should be run on a busi-

ness basis, for a profit. It continues,
" One source of profit would be

to make use of the granite owned by the State
"

(at Folsom). It

suggests a consolidation of the two prisons at Folsom, where, with

prison labor and free power, and granite on the ground, a model

prison could be constructed. Warden Aull, of Folsom Prison, in dis-

cussing the subject in 1896, said that for nine years the improvements
there have employed the convicts, but now some new scheme must

be devised.
" The convicts must be kept at work. Every considera-

tion of discipline, economy, reformation, and health demands this."

But he believes that it will not pay the State to make shoes, blankets,

clothing, brooms, tinware, etc. (as has been suggested at various

times) for the eight thousand inmates of our State institutions. There

are over two thousand convicts at Folsom and San Quentin. Only a
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small part of these, lie says, could be utilized in making goods for

State institutions, nor would there be any profit unless manufacturing
was on a large scale for the outside markets as well. The experiment
that New York is making will be watched with much interest here.

The California labor unions recently adopted resolutions favor-

ing
"
the quarrying of stone by convict labor, and the placing it upon

market undressed at a low figure, in order to give employment to

stone-cutters, stone-masons, and others employed on buildings."

The State rock-crushing plant, if kept running, will utilize the labor

of about two hundred and fifty convicts. Any advance beyond this

point means open war with all the labor unions.

Evidently the time when the prisons of California are to be en-

tirely self-supporting is still remote, and the public as well as the

union need much more education upon the subject. Some reduction

of expenses, together with any utilization of convict labor that indi-

rectly benefits a few classes, is all that can be hoped for at present,

but ultimately the reformation of the criminal by making him capa-

ble of self-support as well as anxious to live in peace with society, will

be recognized as the aim of wise penal legislation.

There is no doubt but that many profitable industries can be

found, as yet unnaturalized in California, and therefore coming only

incidentally into competition with existing industries, but well

adapted to prison labor. One of these industries is the growth and

preparation of osier willows of many species, and their manufacture

into many useful forms, especially into baskets for fruit pickers and

for wine makers. Another possible industry is the growth and prepa-
ration of various semitropic species of grasses and fiber plants, from

which hat materials, mattings, the baskets used in olive-oil manu-

facture and a multitude of other articles can be made. The sale of

crushed rock at Folsom should, of course, be at a price which at least

pays for the sustenance of the convicts employed. The enormous

water power of the prison should ultimately be fully utilized for

manufacturing purposes.

Let us now turn to a consideration more in detail of the separate

prisons, and to a brighter side—that which concerns the men who
are doing the best they can with a bad system. San Quentin, the

oldest of the two, has been for six years under the wardenship of

an able and attractive man, William E. Hale, formerly Sheriff of

Alameda County. Those who have read the wonderfully interest-

ing reports of the National Prison Convention are familiar with his

methods and views. The report for 1895 (Denver meeting) shows

that Warden Hale, in the breadth and sanity of his views, easily takes

rank among the best wardens of the country. He thoroughly under-

stands California and the Californians, and while progressive has

VOL. LIV. 49
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never attempted the impossible. In his various reports and addresses

he especially urges more industrial schools, better care of children,
and more kindergartens, such as those established in San Francisco by
the late Sarah B. Cooper. And, indeed, who can read Kate Douglas
Wiggin's story of Patsy without recognizing the value of kinder-

gartens in the prevention of crime? The San Francisco police once

traced the careers of nine thousand kindergarten pupils, and found
that not one had ever become a law-breaker.

Last summer San Quentin was the scene of an "
epidemic of

noise
" on the part of many of its inmates. Some of the newspaper

accounts of the affair were painfully exaggerated, and the prison

management in consequence was severely criticised. The fact is that

the outbreak was quelled rapidly and effectually, without outside

help, with only a few days' interruption of work on the jute mill, and
without injury to any person. A hose was simply turned into the

noisy cells until their inmates were subdued.

There have been very few escapes in the history of the prison, and
none in recent years. Its situation, on the extreme eastern end of a

rocky peninsula of Marin County, projecting into the bay of San

Francisco, is extremely well chosen for safety and isolation. The
State owns a large tract here, but it is very poor soil, and much of its

surface clay has been stripped for brick-making, so that no income
from it is possible unless more bricks can be made and sold. The

prison accommodations are extremely cramped, and large quantities
of brick should be used in needed extensions. Many small industries

could be carried on here, if permitted, for water carriage to and
from San Francisco is very cheap. Heavy manufactures requiring

expensive steam power are not justified here.

The abandonment of the large State improvements at San Quen-
tin seems contrary to the dictates of economy. Equally unwise is the

suggestion that it be made a prison to which only the most dangerous
classes of criminals should be sent. On the other hand, Folsom, with

its quarries and water power, seems fitted for a receiving prison,

where all convicts, without exception, should be placed on inde-

terminate sentences at hard labor, and from which, on good behavior,
on the credit system, they might be removed by the prison directors

to San Quentin, there to work at more varied but no less self-support-

ing trades. The ponderous jute-mill machinery should all be trans-

ferred to Folsom, where power is now running to waste. At San

Quentin, first, the State should adopt more advanced reformatory
methods.

Official statistics of the two prisons contain many interesting fea-

tures. In mere numbers the increase during the past two decades has

not kept pace with the increase in the State's population. San Quen-
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tin at present usually contains about fourteen hundred and Folsom

about nine hundred, but an increase equal to the gain in population

would give them three thousand instead of twenty-three hundred.

Even during the so-called hard times of recent years there has been

no marked additions to the criminal classes in California, and the

two great strikes—that of the ironworkers and that of the railroad

brakemen and firemen—led to surprisingly few violations of the laws.

Close observers say that there has been a marked increase during

the past decade in the number of tramps, and that petty criminals

have increased everywhere. But there are no statistics of the county

and township jails. It seems certain that many villages and small

towns, even where incorporated, have increasing trouble with gangs

of hoodlums who are rapidly fitting themselves for State prisons.

The reform schools have been largely recruited from this semi-

criminal element, but stronger laws, swifter punishment, more firm-

ness in dealing with young offenders, and, in brief, a higher grade of

public sentiment on the part of citizens of small towns is evidently

necessary. According to recent discussions in the New York Evening

Post, the same sort of thing occurs in staid New England, and there,

as here, it is one of the most serious problems of the times. From such

a class of idle and vicious boys the prisons will hereafter be recruited,

rather than from newcomers.

The nativity tables of both prisons show that the number of Cali-

fornia-born convicts ranges in recent years from eighteen per cent in

1890 to nearly twenty-five per cent in 1895-96. In that year in San

Quentin, out of 819 American-born convicts, 314 were born in Cali-

fornia, 68 in New York, 44 in Pennsylvania, 41 in Illinois, 36 in

Ohio, and 35 each in Massachusetts and Missouri. Oregon sends 12,

Arizona 10; Washington and Nevada are represented by only one

apiece. The Southern States, excepting Kentucky and Virginia,

send very few. Something the same proportion throughout holds

at Folsom, and fairly indicates the States from which the population

of California is chiefly drawn. The total of American nativity at San

Quentin is sixty-four per cent; at Folsom, as last reported, it was

about sixty-five per cent. Of the foreign born (thirty-six per cent at

San Quentin), 99 out of 481 were Irish, 82 were Chinese, 56 were

German, 49 were Mexican, and 44 were English. No one doubts that

the laws are strictly enforced against the Chinese and the Mexicans

(meaning Spanish-Californians) ;
the other classes have votes and in-

fluence, and often have better chances for avoiding punishment for

misdeeds. Japan contributes only one convict to San Quentin and

two to Folsom. The Chinese as a rule go to prison for assaults upon

each other (" highbinding "), for gambling, or similar offenses, but

seldom for crimes against Americans. The Mexicans generally come
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to grief from an old-time penchant for other people's horses, or from
drunken "

cutting scrapes."

A racial classification attempted at Folsom showed that out of

905 convicts 704 were Caucasian, 89 Indian and Mexican, 62 Mon-

golian, and 50 negroid. I do not find this elsewhere, so it may stand

alone as merely one year's observations.

Of much more importance are the statistics of illiteracy, kept for

a term of years. Warden Hale reports in 1896 that out of 1,287

prisoners, 120 can neither read nor write, 220 can read but can not

write, and 947 can both read and write. Of course, many who are

rated in the third class read and write very poorly, and a careful classi-

fication in terms of the public-school system is essential to clearness.

Warden Aull, at Folsom, reports that out of 905 convicts, 6 are

college men, 81 are from private schools, 53 from both public
and private schools, 582 have attended public schools only, and
147 are illiterate, while the remaining 36 call themselves "self-

educated."

According to the evidence of the wardens, no full graduate of any
American university has ever been an inmate of either prison. The
so-called college men were men who had spent some time at a college
of one kind or another. So-called professors appear among the con-

victs, but I have been unable to discover that any professor in an in-

stitution of standing has been at either San Quentin or Folsom since

its establishment.

The preceding statistics of illiteracy are defective, but some ad-

ditional light can be had from the tables upon occupations. Among
905 prisoners at Folsom, 96 occupations were represented. In round

numbers, thirty-four per cent were mechanics, twenty-nine per cent

were rated as laborers, twenty per cent were in business, and seven

per cent were agriculturists. But a closer analysis of the statistics on

this point shows that nearly fifty-seven per cent of the entire number
came from the following occupations: acrobat, barber, bar-tender,

butler, cook, gardener, hackman, hostler, laborer, laundryman, mill-

hand, miner, nurse, sailor, vaquero, and " no occupation
"

(22).

The classification of crimes is very complete in all prison statis-

tics, and usually follows the legal phraseology. Nearly all come
under three great divisions—crimes against property, crimes of anger,
and crimes which arise from a perverted sexuality. From year to

year the proportion in these great divisions varies but little. In 1894

out of 1,287 convicts, 796 were sentenced for crimes against property,
358 of which were for burglary, 170 for grand larceny, and 39 for

forgery; there were 343 commitments for assaults and murder, 188

of which were for murder in either the first or the second degree;

lastly, there were 85 commitments for rape and other sex crimes.
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This was a typical year, and will serve to illustrate for all and at

both prisons.

The terms of imprisonment are long: out of 1,300 men in one
annual report, 143 were for life, and 392 for ten years or more. Over
300 prisoners had served more than one term, and some were even

serving their eighth term. Some at Folsom have reached their

twelfth term. The ages of the prisoners have ranged from sixteen to

eighty-six, but the danger period is evidently between eighteen and

forty.

All of the prison officers agree respecting the bad physical con-

dition of the convicts. Many of them are weak and ill when they
enter the prison; many are the victims of unnamable personal vices.

The physicians at San Quentin in 1895 reported 27 cases of scrofula,

30 of syphilis, 22 of epilepsy, 29 of opium habit, 62 of rheumatism, 70

of typhus fever, and 124 of general debility. Medical statistics at Fol-

som show similar conditions, aggravated by the malarial climate of

that locality. The death rate, formerly higher at Folsom than at

San Quentin, is now considerably lower, owing to the much better

accommodations for the prisoners, and the hard outdoor labor re-

quired. In 1896 it was but .79 of one per cent.

It is gratifying to observe that the cost of maintenance of the

prisoners has been gradually reduced. Nearly thirty years ago legis-

lative committees reported that the cost of running the State's prisons

was four or five times as much in proportion to the inmates as that of

any other State in the Union, and that the prisoners lived better than

the average landowner. More economical methods were gradually

adopted, and by 1891 the cost per diem of a convict was 40 cents.

This has been still further reduced; at San Quentin to 30.45 cents,

and at Folsom to 32.50 cents.

There will always be outside criticisms of the food supplied as
"
too good for convicts," but it is merely that of ordinary field laborers,

with much less variety. Under California conditions it could not well

be made cheaper. If the food statistics of the prisons were so com-

piled as to separate the butter, olives, raisins, canned fruit, etc.,

properly used on the tables of officers and wardens, from the articles

purchased for the prisoners, much misapprehension would be pre-

vented.

As long as the State pays the entire expense bill, however, there

will be a natural restiveness on the part of the taxpayers; the prison

management, no matter how careful it is, must suffer for the sins of

the system. The present directors and wardens are intelligent and

honest men, who could put the prisons on a self-supporting basis if they
had the authority and the necessary means for the plant required. A
comparatively small amount of manufactures would pay the daily
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maintenance of the prisoners, and thus render the management much
less subject to public criticism.

This article is already as long as seems desirable, and I must close

without describing the California reform schools, which are compara-

tively new, but have attracted much attention. At some future time

I may have an opportunity to take up that subject.

THE SCIENTIFIC EXPEKT AND THE BERING SEA
CONTROVERSY.

By GEORGE A. CLARK.

IN
the November number of the Popular Science Monthly for

1897, Dr. Thomas C. Mendenhall reviews at some length the

workings of the Bering Sea Commission of 1892. Dr. Mendenhall

was himself a member of this commission, and his account of its in-

side history is interesting and instructive as throwing light upon the

after-work of the Paris Tribunal of Arbitration for which it was to

prepare the natural-history data.

Dr. Mendenhall naturally finds little to commend in the work

of his colleagues, the British experts, but he does not stop there, and

proceeds to generalize in an uncomplimentary way regarding scien-

tific experts as a class. For example, he lays down the following just

and admirable rule for scientific investigation :

"
It should be com-

menced with no preconceived notions of how it is to come out, and

judgment should wait upon facts," and then continues to say:
"
Jus-

tice to the man of science obliges the admission that, take him in his

laboratory or library, with no end in view except that of getting

at the truth, and he generally lives fairly up to this high standard;

but transform him by the magic of a handsome retainer, or any other

incentive, into a scientific expert, and he is a horse of another color."

It is not the purpose of this article to argue the cause of the man
of science, or to say whether or not this arraignment is just. It is

the intention merely to bring into contrast with the notable example
of failure which Dr. Mendenhall cites, an equally notable example
of success on the part of the scientific expert. If I mistake not, this

simple comparison will be all the vindication the man of science

needs.

To understand the full force of Dr. Mendenhall's article, it must

be remembered that it appeared on the very eve of the meeting of a

second Bering Sea Commission called to consider the selfsame issues

which occupied the attention of the commission of 1892. The article

therefore stands as a prediction of failure for the new commission.
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Nor does Dr. Mendenhall leave his meaning obscure in this regard.
He says,

"
It is difficult to see what good will come from further dis-

cussions, investigations, or declarations
"

;
and his conclusion is,

"
It

will be impossible to know absolutely which group of scientific experts

(American or British) was right in regard to pelagic sealing," this

last subject being the rock on which the commission of 1892 split.

It is not necessary here to go into the details of this first commis-

sion. These are given in Dr. Mendenhall's article. Two things only
are essential to bring this meeting into contrast with the one of 1897.

These are the instructions under which it was organized and its final

report. Both are brief. The first is comprehended in the following

statement, quoted from the Treaty of Arbitration of 1892: " Each

Government shall appoint two commissioners to investigate conjoint-

ly with the commissioners of the other Government all facts having
relation to seal life in Bering Sea, and the necessary measures for its

protection and preservation."

The commissioners duly visited the fur-seal islands in Bering Sea,

made their investigations, and were called together at Washington
to deliberate upon the results obtained, and to prepare a joint report

for the guidance of the Tribunal of Arbitration then about to con-

vene at Paris. "With Dr. Mendenhall was associated, on behalf of

the United States, Dr. C. Hart Merriam. Great Britain was repre-

sented by Sir George Baden-Powell and Dr. George M. Dawson.

The commission began its labors on the 8th of February, and com-

pleted them on the 4th of March following. Its final report, shorn

of verbiage, consists of the following colorless statement :

" We find

that since the Alaska purchase a marked diminution in the numbers

of the seals on and habitually resorting to the Pribilof Islands has

taken place; that it is cumulative in effect, and that it is the result of

excessive killing by man." One half of the work set for the com-

mission—namely, measures for protection
—was left wholly un-

touched.

In view of this meager and unsatisfactory result, it is perhaps
not to be wondered at that Dr. Mendenhall should grow skeptical of

the value of expert scientific evidence. But had he sought a cause

of the failure of 1892 he might easily have found one more rational

than the alleged
" handsome retainer," or other

"
incentive."

It is manifestly true that the man of science can legitimately

appear as an "
expert

"
only when his evidence is desired on some

line along which he has done work. An invertebrate morphologist

is not an expert in electricity; nor a physicist in the habits of pinni-

peds. One only of the four gentlemen, called upon in 1892 with-

out their own consent to act as experts, had even a passing knowledge
of the life history of marine mammals. Dr. Mendenhall was a
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physicist, Dr. Dawson a geologist, and Sir Baden-Powell something
of a sportsman. Dr. Merriam alone, a mammalogist of the first rank,
was a scientific expert in any proper sense.

Moreover, the investigations conducted by the two commissions

were, from a scientific point of view, of the nature of a farce. Less

than two weeks were spent upon the islands, and that at a date

in the season least favorable of all for observations. This meant that

the greater part of their information was got second-hand by the

commissioners.

In marked contrast to the findings of the joint meeting is the

individual report of the American commission, prepared largely by
Dr. Merriam. This stands out as a notable contribution to the sub-

ject of which it treats. Though largely a compilation, so well was
the work of sifting and weighing evidence done, that not a single
statement of fact in it has proved fallacious, and the more exhaustive

investigations of 1896 and 1897 corroborate its conclusions in every

particular. This was the work of the true
"
scientific expert," and

he can ask no better vindication. The joint commission contained
"
experts

"
of another sort, and its report was necessarily different.

The second Bering Sea Commission came into existence in much
the same way as the first. An agreement was reached in 1896 be-

tween the two nations whereby the entire fur-seal question should

become the subject of a new investigation. This agreement was the

outgrowth of dissatisfaction on the part of the United States with

the workings of the regulations of the Paris award.

The new investigation was begun at once and extended through
the seasons of 1896 and 1897, and again the experts were called to-

gether at Washington to agree, if possible, on a joint statement of

fact. The scope of the investigation and the object of the joint meet-

ing are succinctly stated in the following words quoted in the pre-
amble of the commission's report :

" To arrive, if possible, at correct

conclusions respecting the numbers, conditions, and habits of the seals

frequenting the Pribilof Islands at the present time as compared with

the several seasons previous and subsequent to the Paris award."

In the commission of 1897 the United States were represented

by Dr. David S. Jordan and Hon. Charles S. Hamlin; Great Britain,

by Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson and Mr. James M. Macoun. It con-

vened on the 10th of November and concluded its labors on the 17th,

reaching a full and satisfactory agreement.
It will best serve our purpose to give the final report of the com-

mission of 1897 in full. Two reasons make this appropriate: First,

the substance of the sixteen concisely worded propositions of which

it is made up can scarcely be stated in fewer words than the original.

In fact, instead of condensing them, it will be necessary to amplify
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and explain many of the points made in order to be sure that they are

clear to the lay reader. Second, the report has for some reason re-

ceived practically no notice in the American press, and it is to be

feared that the importance of the document has not been fully appre-

ciated by the American public.

1. There is adequate evidence that since the year 1884, and down to the

date of the inspection of the rookeries in 1897, the fur-seal herd of the Pribi-

lof Islands, as measured on either the hauling grounds or breeding grounds,
has declined in numbers at a rate varying from year to year.

This proposition is in effect a restatement of the first clause of

the agreement of 1892, but it is much more definitely put. The de-

cline is not made to date vaguely
"
since the Alaska purchase

"

(1867), but "
since the year 1884." This latter date is significant for

a number of things. Prior to it for a period of thirteen years there

had been no difficulty in securing the normal quota of 100,000 skins

annually. In other words, up to that time the herd had remained in

a state of equilibrium, yielding a maximum product. Again, this

date marks the advent of pelagic sealing in Bering Sea, and the be-

ginning of that remarkable expansion of the industry which cul-

minated ten years later in 1894. The decline of the herd is thus

made synonymous with the rise of pelagic sealing.

The real significance of this proposition, however, lies in the fact

that the decline is declared to have been continuous to the present

time. In other words, it did not stop or even slacken with the season

of 1894. In this season, it will be remembered, the regulations of

the Paris award, avowedly for the
"
protection and preservation of

the fur-seal herd," went into effect. Translated into direct state-

ment, this proposition is an admission that the regulations have failed

of their object.

2. In the absence for the earlier years of actual counts of the rookeries

such as have been made in recent years, the best approximate measure of

decline available is found in these facts :

a. About 100,000 male seals of recognized killable age were obtained

from the hauling grounds each year from 1871 to 1889. The table of sta-

tistics given in Appendix I * shows, on the whole, a progressive increase in

the number of hauling grounds driven and in the number of drives made,
as well as a retardation of the date at which the quota was attained during
a number of years prior to 1889.

b. In the year 1896, 28,964 killable seals were taken after continuing the

driving till July 27th, and in 1897 19,189 after continuing the driving till

August 11th. We have no reason to believe that during the period 1896

and 1897 a very much larger number of males of recognized killable age
could have been taken on the hauling grounds.

The reduction between the years 1896 and 1897 in the number of killable

seals taken, while an indication of decrease in the breeding herd, can not be

* See footnote on next page.
vol. lit.— 50
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taken as an actual measure of such decrease. A number of other factors must
he taken into consideration, and the real measure of decrease must be sougbt
in more pertinent statistics, drawn from tbe breeding rookeries tbemselves.

We have already noted that in that portion of the period, 1871

to 1889, which falls prior to 1884, thirteen years in all, no difficulty

was experienced in securing the full quota, and it may be added that

this was completed not later than July 20th. A retardation of the

date at which the quota can be filled is a direct indication of the de-

gree of exhaustion of the hauling grounds. In marked contrast with

these earlier years stand the conditions of 1896 and 1897, when

greatly reduced quotas only were obtained, notwithstanding the un-

usual prolongation of the driving period.

The statement here made that the difference between the quotas

of 1896 and 1897 is not an actual measure of decline in the breeding

herd requires explanation. The quota of any year is dependent upon
the birth rate of three years previous, killable seals being males of

approximately three years of age. The difference noted, therefore,

while not indicative of the actual decrease for the seasons 1896 and

1897, is a direct measure of such decrease for the seasons of 1893 and

1894, when the seals in question were born.

That the rate of decline as thus shown was greater in 1893-94

than in 1896-97 is explained by the fact that, whereas only 30,000

seals were taken at sea in 1893, 60,000 were taken in 1894; while

in 1896 43,000 were taken as against only 25,000 in 1897. In other

words, the pelagic catch of 1894 exceeded that of 1893 by one hun-

dred per cent, while that of 1897 fell seventy-two per cent below that

of 1896. It is not, therefore, strange that the quota of 1897 should

show a reduction of thirty per cent as against one of twelve per cent

in the breeding herd for the same year.

3. From these data it is plain that the former yield of the hauling grounds
of the Pribilof Islands was from three to five times as great as in the years

* This table of statistics need not be quoted here in full. The following section,

embracing the ten years prior to 1889 and including 1884, will suffice:

Year.

1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889

Date quota
filled.
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189G and 1897, and the same diminution to one third or one fifth of the

former product may he assumed when we include also the results of the

hunting- at sea.

This proposition needs little comment. It is a simple deduction

from the conditions of the preceding paragraph. The minimum
estimate of former conditions is the lowest possible figure that could

be in any way defended. The larger figure is apparently more nearly
correct. The quota of 1898, of which we now have the record also,

was about 18,000. It is not so stated in this paragraph, but the

inference is inevitable that what is thus given as the decline of the
'*

yield of the hauling grounds
"

is equally the decline of the breed-

ing herd. A breeding herd which yielded without difficulty annu-

ally 100,000 killable animals (superfluous males of three years of

age) must be reduced to something like one fifth its former size when
it is able only with extreme difficulty to yield a quota of 20,000 such

animals.

4. The death rate among young fur seals, especially among the pups, is

very great. While the loss amoug the pups prior to their departure from

the islands has heen found in the past two years to approach twenty per
cent of the whole mrmber born, and though the rate of subsequent mor-

tality is unknown, we may gather from the number which return each

year that from one half to two thirds have perished before the age of three

years—that is to say, the killable age for the males and the breeding age
for the females.

The maximum and minimum figures here represent a division

of opinion. The larger figure of two thirds would even seem to be

a conservative estimate. The birth rate of 1897, as we know from

close estimate, was approximately 130,000; it must have been greater

in 1894, approaching 200,000. From this larger birth rate only
about 20,000 males survived (the quota of 1897). There was doubt-

less a like number of females, the sexes being equal at birth and

subject to like causes of natural loss. This gives a total of 40,000
in all, out of a birth rate of 200,000, which survived to the age of

three years. This is one fifth, and it is evident that the mortality
exceeds rather than falls below the maximum of two thirds.

5. The chief natural causes of death among pups, so far as known at

present, are as follows, the importance of each being variable and more or

less uncertain :

a. Ravages of the parasitic worm Uncinaria 1

; most destructive on sandy

breeding areas and during the period from July 15th to August 20th.

b. Trampling by fighting bulls or by moving bulls and cows, a source

of loss greatest among young pups.
c. Starvation of pups strayed or separated from their mothers when

very young, or whose mothers have died from natural causes.

d. Ravages of the great killer (Orca), known to be fatal to many of the

young, and perhaps also to older seals.
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At a later period drowning in the storms of winter is believed, but not

certainly known, to be a cause of death among the older pups.

The causes of death here enumerated are natural and inherent

in the conditions under which the herd exists. That some of them
were not known or fully understood until the investigations of 1896

and 1897 does not make them new or recent in their action. They
have been constant factors, acting with greater intensity in the past

when the herd was larger and more crowded upon its breeding

grounds. Photographs taken in 1891 and 1892 show that the para-

sitic worm was then doing its deadly work, and more extensively in

proportion as the herd was larger. For 1,495 pups dead from this

cause counted by us on Tolstoi sand flat in 1896, 4,000 were counted

on the same ground by the British commissioner of 1892. More-

over, the bones of innumerable pups on ground already abandoned

in that year by the declining herd attest the existence of this cause

of death prior to that time. We have no reason to suppose that it

has not always preyed upon the herd. Death by trampling must at

present be at a minimum on account of the scattered condition of

the rookeries. The storms of winter and pelagic enemies must, of

course, take toll in proportion to the number of animals.

But the significant fact shown by this proposition is that the gain

of the herd must be small at best under such a natural death rate.

We may suppose these natural losses to have been the checks which

in a state of nature prevented the indefinite increase of the herd,

When, therefore, to this total loss of from two thirds to four fifths

of the entire birth rate before breeding age is attained, we add the

tremendous artificial loss through the destruction of gravid and nurs-

ing females resulting from pelagic sealing, it is not to be wondered at

that the equilibrium was broken and the herd sent on a rapid decline.

6. Counts of certain rookeries, with partial counts and estimates of

others, show that the number of breeding females bearing pups on St.

Paul and St. George Island was, in 1896 and 1897, between 160,000 and

130,000, more nearly approaching the higher figure in 1896 and the lower

in 1897.

These figures are based upon counts of all the breeding families

on both islands for each season. On certain rookeries the live and

dead pups were counted. In this way an average size of family was

obtained which was used to complete the census where pups could

not be counted.

7. On certain rookeries where pups were counted in both seasons, 16,241

being found in 1896 and 14.318 in 1897, or, applying a count adopted by Pro-

fessor Thompson, 14,743 in the latter year, there is evident a decrease of

nine to twelve per cent within the twelvemonth in question. The count

of pups is the most trustworthy measure of numei'ical variation in the
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herd. The counts of harems, and especially of cows present, are much in-

ferior in value. The latter counts, however, point in the same direction.

The harems on all the rookeries were counted in both seasons. In 1S96

there were 4,932; in 1897 there were 4,418, a decrease of 10.41 per cent.

The cows actually present on certain rookeries at the height of the season

were counted in both seasons. Where 10,198 were found in 1896, 7,307
were found in 1897, a decrease of 28.34 per cent.

The important element in these special counts, undertaken with

a view to determining the relative condition of the breeding herd for

the two seasons, is the count of pups. All other classes of rookery-

population fluctuate from day to day, but the pups remain constantly
on shore and near to the place of birth for the first six weeks of their

lives, and it is merely a matter of patience and skill in counting them.

Such a count on any rookery is an absolute record of the number
of breeding females which has visited it for the season in question.

The minimum figure of nine per cent adopted by Professor

Thompson is based upon a recount of a single rookery made by him-

self under conditions less favorable for accuracy than in the case of

the official counts, which give the larger figure of twelve per cent,

and which were made jointly by representatives of both commissions.

8. It is not easy to apply the various counts in the form of a general

average to all the rookeries of the islands. We recognize that a notable

decrease has been suffered by the herd during the twelvemonth 1896 to

1897, without attempting, save by setting the above numbers on record, to

ascribe to the decrease more precise figures.

This is a rather extreme statement of the uncertainty which may
be assumed to attach to these figures. The problem is not an easy-

one at best and its factors are complex. This should always be borne

in mind, but not to the extent of doubting the value of the figures.

The areas counted were large enough to be fairly typical. The counts

were carefully done, and are accurate enough for all practical pur-

poses. The probable error for the 15,000 more or less pups counted

would not exceed 500. But as the counting was done in exactly the

same manner and by the same persons for the two seasons, such errors

as may exist are common to both counts and the relative conditions

are unaltered. The figure of twelve per cent, moreover, must be

taken as in itself a minimum, since it is the result of a number of

individual counts varying in accuracy; and all in a sense underesti-

mates, inasmuch as more animals are always overlooked among the

rocks than are counted twice.

But the exact percentage of decrease is immaterial. That it has

been a
"
notable

"
decrease is sufficient, and this is unquestioned. It

may be noted in passing that this unequivocal decrease occurs in two

seasons during which there was perfect enforcement of the regula-
tions of the Paris award.
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9. The methods of driving: and killing practiced on the islands, as they
have come under our observation during the past two seasons, call for no
criticism or objection. An adequate supply of hulls is present on the rook-

eries; the number of older bachelors rejected in the drives during the period
in question is such as to safeguard in the immediate future a similarly

adequate supply ;
the breeding bulls, females, and pups on the breeding

grounds are not disturbed; there is no evidence or sign of impairment of

virility of males; the operations of driving and killing are conducted skill-

fully and without inhumanity.

It was agreed by the commission of 1892 that
"
excessive kill-

ing by man " was the cause of the decline of the herd. As to the
'* man "

in question the two sets of commissioners differed diametri-

cally. The Americans placed the responsibility with the pelagic

sealer; the British, with the lessees through their methods of sealing
on land.

To any one who is at all familiar with the conspicuous part which

the theories of close killing, and especially overdriving, played in the

British contention before the Paris Tribunal of Arbitration, this full

and frank vindication comes as a refreshing surprise. That it should

be agreed to by British scientific experts ought to revive even Dr.

Mendenhall's faith. It is true that the statement is carefully limited

to the seasons under observation, but neither the principle nor the

methods of land killing have been altered within the past half cen-

tury except in so far as they have been improved. It was an absurd

and foolish theory which ascribed to the treatment of the non-breed-

ing and superfluous male life of a herd of polygamous animals re-

sponsibility for the decline of its breeding stock, but it served a pur-

pose useful to Canadian interests before the Paris tribunal. It is

now forever eliminated from the fur-seal question.

10. The pelagic industry is conducted in an orderly manner, and in a

spirit of acquiescence in the limitations imposed by law.

This statement is true, though wholly irrelevant to the question

of the efficiency of the regulations themselves. Moreover, it stands

as an implied impeachment of the active and efficient patrol fleet

constantly maintained by the United States and Great Britain for

the enforcement of the regulations governing the pelagic industry.

For example, there were in 1896 five American and three British

vessels engaged in active patrol of the waters of Bering Sea. One
would think it a foregone conclusion that the pelagic industry should

b^ law-abiding, whether of its own volition or not. In addition to

all this, however, the regulations are as admirably suited to the

needs of the pelagic sealer as if he had himself prepared them. There

is, therefore, no reasonable incentive to violate them. Viewed in this

light, this statement seems ludicrous, but it has a justification not

evident at first sight.
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The British experts demanded this statement as a balm for the

wounded feelings of the pelagic sealer, and, such being the fact, the

American commissioners assumed that it could do no harm to place
it on record that he has conformed to the requirements of the law.

But from the American point of view this paragraph has a wider and

deeper meaning. We have seen in the opening paragraph that the

decline in the herd has been continuous and uninterrupted during
the period of the Paris regulations. It is admitted in paragraph 8

that the decrease for this same period has been a
" notable "

one.

The rate is specified in paragraph 7 as from "
nine to twelve per

cent
"

during two years when the regulations were rigidly en-

forced. It only requires the climax of paragraph 10, asserting

the perfect observance of the regulations, to complete their con-

demnation.

11. Pelagic sealing involves the killing of males and females alike,

without discrimination and in proportion as the two sexes coexist in the

sea. The reduction of the males effected on the islands causes an enhanced

proportion of females to be found in the pelagic catch; hence this propor-

tion, if it vary from no other cause, varies at least with the catch on the

islands. In 1895 Mr. A. B. Alexander, on behalf of the Government of

the United States, found 62.3 per cent of females in the catch of the Dora
Sieward in Bering Sea; and in 1896 Mr. Andrew Halkett, on behalf of the

Canadian Government, found 84.2 per cent in the catch of the same
schooner in the same sea. There are no doubt instances, especially in the

season of migration and in the course of the migrating herds, of catches

containing a different proportion of the two sexes.

There are two ways and two alone whereby killing by man affects

the fur-seal herd—namely, killing on land and killing at sea. Land

killing has been vindicated in paragraph 9. We have here the ne-

cessary condemnation of pelagic killing expressed in equally full and

frank terms. Land killing takes only males and leaves an adequate

supply of bulls for breeding purposes; pelagic killing takes males and

females alike, the latter sex constituting 62 to 84 out of every 100

killed.

It is not a vital matter that the female sex should be found to

predominate in the pelagic catch, except in so far as it proves the

falsity of the returns made so persistently by the Canadian sealing

captain that the sexes are taken in virtually equal proportion at

sea. The essential thing is that females are killed at all. That

three fourths of all the animals taken at sea (during one season

140,000 animals were so taken) are of this sex only emphasizes the

destructive nature of this industry.

12. The large proportion of females in the pelagic catch includes not

only adult females that are both nursing and pregnant, but also young
seals that are not pregnant and others that have not yet brought forth
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young, with such also as have recently lost their young through the vari-

ous causes of natural mortality.

This statement is put in the mildest possible form out of con-

sideration for the old-time British contentions that the breeding
females did not leave the islands while their young were dependent

upon them, and that those taken at sea were "
barren." The inves-

tigations of 1896 and 1897 proved conclusively that every female

of two years old and over taken at sea was pregnant, and that those

over two years of age when taken in Bering Sea were in addition

nursing, having dependent pups on the islands. The manner of

statement seems to imply an equality in importance between
"
young

"
seals and "

adults." As females are never killed on land,

they are naturally of all ages when found at sea, and the young
animals (yearlings and two-year-olds) are necessarily vastly in the

minority.

13. The polygamous habit of the animal, coupled with an equal birth

rate of the two sexes, permits a large number of males to be removed with

impunity from the herd, while, as with other animals, any similar abstrac-

tion of females checks or lessens the herd's increase, or, when carried

further, brings about an actual diminution of the herd. It is equally plain
that a certain number of females may be killed without involving the

actual diminution of the herd, if the number killed does not exceed the an-

nual increment of the breeding herd, taking into consideration the annual

losses by death through old age and through incidents of the sea.

This paragraph is really supplementary to 9 and 11. Neither

the methods nor yet the principle of land killing are at fault. The
animal being polygamous, a part of its male life can be removed with

impunity. On the other hand, the killing of females leads to dis-

astrous results.

The concluding sentence is a concession to diplomacy. It is

true that a certain number of females may be killed without pro-

ducing actual diminution. If pelagic sealing were stopped to-day the

herd would naturally begin to increase. The measure of its increase

would be the difference between the natural loss of adult breeders

through old age and incidents of the sea, on the one hand, and the

yearly accession of young breeders to bear their first pups, on the

other. We can closely estimate the latter factor. It was equal, for

example, to the quota of 20,000 in 1897, or sixteen and two thirds

per cent of the birth rate. The quota was composed of males of ap-

proximately three years, and we may assume that a like number of

three-year-old females entered the rookeries for the first time in the

same season. We have then a gross gain to the breeding herd of

sixteen and two thirds per cent.

We have no means of exact estimate for the loss of adult females
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because we do not know the period of life in the female. If, how-

ever, we estimate it at thirteen years, which seems to be a conservative

figure, the animal would have ten years of breeding life. Then, from
old age alone, ten per cent of the adult breeding females must die

annually. This leaves a net gain of six and two thirds per cent with

accidental factors unaccounted for. The killing of females which
does not produce actual diminution must come well within this mar-

gin of six and two thirds per cent. It only remains to be stated that

the pelagic catch of 1897, which was the smallest on record since

1884, exceeded fourteen per cent.

14. While, whether from a consideration of the birth rate or from an

inspection of the visible effects, it is manifest that the take of females in

recent years has been so far in excess of the natural increment as to had
to the reduction of the herd in the degree related above, yet the ratio of

the pelagic catch of one year to that of the following has fallen off more

rapidly than the ratio of the breeding herd of one year to the breeding
herd of the next.

This paragraph corrects possible erroneous implications which

might be drawn from the truism in the preceding paragraph. A
certain number of females may be taken, etc., but so many in excess

of the safety limit have been taken that the herd has been reduced
"
in the degree related above "—that is, for 1896-97, nine to twelve

per cent, and for 1884-'97, fifty to eighty per cent.

Dr. Mendenhall said: "It will be impossible to know absolutely
which group of scientific experts was right (in 1892) in regard to

pelagic sealing." The admission made in this paragraph, taken to-

gether with other admissions made in paragraphs 11 and 12, effectu-

ally disproves this prediction. It ought to be a source of gratification

to Dr. Mendenhall and to his colleague, Dr. Merriam, to find it thus

clearly proved that they were right and their British associates wrong.
The final clause is here again a diplomatic concession to take the

sting out of the real admission. The rapid fall in the pelagic catch

as compared with the more even decline of the breeding herd is a

natural phenomenon. Pelagic sealing not only destroys the herd,
but it is necessarily self-destructive because it preys upon its own

capital. The more successful it is the sooner it must cease. With
the decline of the herd it is itself declining, and the rapidity of its

fall proves the nearness of the end. For the years since 1894 the

pelagic catch has been 61,000, 56,000, 43,000, and 25,000 respec-

tively. It is a significant fact that in four years, under regulations
which permit the pelagic sealer to take all he can get, the product
of his industry has fallen to less than one half.

15. In this greater reduction of the pelagic catch, compared with the

gradual decrease of the herd, there is a tendency toward equilibrium, or
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a stage at which the numbers of the breeding herd would neither increase

nor decrease. In considering the probable size of the herd in the imme-
diate future, there remains to be estimated the additional factor of decline

resulting from reductions in the number of surviving pups, caused by tbe

larger pelagic catch of 1894 and 1895.

The two statements in this paragraph are not related. The first

is a part of the preceding paragraph and is self-evident. Should the

pelagic catch continue to decrease, as it must, it will eventually come
within the margin of six and two thirds per cent. It has yet to fall

far before this end is reached. Then will come that much-mooted
"
equilibrium," when the herd will be too insignificant to be worthy

of attack—the equilibrium of ruin. There is no comfort in this

prospect, either for the pelagic sealer or for the owner of the herd,
and it takes no note of the injury which has been accomplished in

the past, much less of possible restoration in the future. The equilib-
rium here suggested is purely a figure of speech, another concession

to diplomacy.
The final statement of this paragraph is more important. The

starvation of pups as a result of the killing of mothers at sea has

been a fact strenuously denied from the first by the British side of

the fur-seal controversy. After the actual counting of 16,000 of

these starved pups in 1896, this position could no longer be main-

tained. At the same time a specific admission of the fact of starva-

tion and of the destruction of unborn pups was too difficult a matter

for the British experts to face. These facts are left to be inferred

from the
"
reductions in surviving pups

" here noted and from the

admission that
"
nursing and pregnant females " are taken in the

pelagic catch. Stated directly, it is here admitted that on account

of
"
the larger pelagic catch of 1894 and 1895," numbers of pups

starved to death on the rookeries or died unborn with their mothers

which in the course of Nature should have reached the killable and

breeding age.

16. The diminution of the herd is yet far from a stage which involves

or threatens the actual extermination of the species, so long as it is pro-

tected in its haunts on land. It is not possible during the continuation of

the conservative methods at present in force upon the islands, with the

further safeguard of the protected zone at sea, that any pelagic killing

should accomplish this final end. There is evidence, however, that in its

present condition the herd yields an inconsiderable return either to the

lessees of the islands or to the owners of the pelagic fleet.

The statements of this concluding paragraph must be taken in

close connection, and the
"

ifs
" must be carefully noted if they are

not to prove very misleading. The opening sentence refers to the

biologic extinction of the herd as contrasted with its commercial ruin.

The former is as yet far off, the latter is a matter of history, aa
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is admitted in the concluding statement—" an inconsiderable re-

turn." This means simply that the herd has ceased to be a com-
mercial factor, and henceforth under present conditions sealing,
whether on land or at sea, must be conducted at a loss.

This has an important bearing upon the suggested impossibility
of bringing about the extinction of the species. It all depends upon
whether present conditions are maintained. The breeding islands

and the sixty-mile protected zone must be guarded. It cost the

United States $175,000 for patrol in 1896. England's expense was

less, but still considerable. It is beyond reason that this expensive

protection should be continued at a loss or without hope of ultimate

restoration of the herd. Ilemove the protection for a single season

and the herd would be practically exterminated. A scattered rem-

nant would doubtless escape to maintain a melancholy equilibrium,
or perhaps to recuperate and again attract the cupidity of some ad-

venturous sealing captain, but the herd as such would be at an end.

Stated without reference to diplomatic necessities, this conclud-

ing paragraph admits two important things: first, that the herd of

fur seals resorting to the Pribilof Islands is commercially ruined;

second, that its extinction as a species only awaits the abandonment
of certain arduous and costly measures of protection now maintained

solely in the hope of more adequate protection and the ultimate

restoration of the herd.

Such was the work of the Conference of Fur-Seal Experts of

1897. The handwriting of diplomacy is mingled with that of science

in its findings, but the resulting obscurity affects only minor matters.

The important issues of the vexatious Bering Sea controversy are

squarely met and finally settled. It is needless to say that there no

longer exists a fur-seal question. It is merely a question of how to

get rid of the destructive agency of pelagic sealing. This is a matter

for diplomacy to adjust. Any odium which may have attached to

the
" man of science

"
as a result of the failure of the meeting of

1892 is effectually wiped out, and if the lesson is read aright by
the nations, henceforth the scientific expert must be counted an

essential factor in the settlement of governmental disputes.

In a paper on the industrial applications of electro-chemistry, Mr. Thomas
Ewan points out as among those that may yet be developed, that it is pos-

sible, by compressing sulphur dioxide and air into separate carbon tubes

dipping in sulphuric acid, to cause the two gases to combine to form sul-

phuric acid, and at the same time furnish an electric current. ''The allur-

ing prospect,"' he says, "of obtaining electric energy as a by-product in a

chemical works should be a sufficient incentive to efforts to overcome the

numerous difficulties in the way.''
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A SCHOOL FOE THE STUDY OF LIFE UNDEB THE SEA.

(Naples Aquarium.)

Br ELEANOR HODGEN PATTERSON.

nno go deep down under the sea, in the warm waters of the south,
-L where exist not only the varieties of fish with which we are

familiar, but thousands of jewel-like forms of animal life never seen

by us, has hitherto been impossible to any but the boldest fishermen

and divers. But of late years in the small aquarium at Naples the sea

has been brought up, so to speak, upon the earth for us to see these

strange creatures as they exist in their homes under the water, as they
eat their food, as they love and hate, and prey upon each other.

Small as the collection at first seems to be, there is no zoological
station in the world to compare with it. Probably there never will

be again. Because of its advantageous station on the shores of the

Mediterranean, where it is claimed the waters which wash Italy
and Sicily yield a greater variety of sea life than even tropical

waters, and also its comparative accessibility to all countries, the

scholars who come here from all over the world find that they are

able to study here as they can nowhere else the strange habits of the

tiny animals down at the bottom of the sea.

There is no superfluous room taken up in the Naples aquarium
for the fish that may be studied in aquariums elsewhere. Only the

rarest, the strangest, the most curious creatures are here to be seen.

But one room of the beautiful building devoted to the zoological

station, which stands on that street of Naples running along the sea,

is shown to the public. One walks into it from the level of the

street, and the transition from the light outside to strange semi-dark-

ness is as if one were to suddenly find himself walking upon the

bottom of the sea.

The light comes only from above, shining through water of many
hundreds of cubic feet, on to what seems at first a garden of moving
flowers behind tanks of clear glass, which seem, so complete is the

illusion, not like glass at all, but water. The visitor walks along
dark alleys lined on both sides with these brilliant tanks, and the

beautiful sea animals are so close that it seems easy to touch them. It

is like being in a narrow, dark theater with the stage all around and

about, strangely illuminated, not by footlights, but by a radiance

from above.

There are about thirty tanks in all, and at the very first of these

glass-walled vats we stopped entranced. Behind it were piles of

rocks shining in the water, and from every crevice grew what seemed
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brilliant flowers, but of colors so soft and waxlike that they were
almost more lovely than our flowers of earth.

"
Surely these deep red ones that cover the rocks to the left are

a species of aster, and these are cacti, and these, yes, these reddish-

brown one are chrysanthemums and nothing else."

But even as we spoke we saw the petals of first one, then another,
flower wave back and forth, and in and out, with curious curling

movements, as none of our flowers do, even in the most various

winds, and then from above a long pole was suddenly thrust down
into the water, at the end of which was stuck a piece of raw red

meat about as large as a walnut.

It was the keeper come to feed his strange charges. Again and

again were the bits of meat thrust down into the hearts of the sea

flowers, and then we discovered with a kind of shock that these

asters and cacti and chrysanthemums were not flowers at all, but

flesh-eating animals, and that each waving petal was a mouth, by
which the creature sucked in the blood of the meat.

When all the juice had been extracted from the meat, the many
mouths attached to each seeming flower, that had been tightly curled

upon the raw flesh, now unfolded again into their petal-like positions

in a circle, one over the other, and the meat, now but a tiny ball

of dry pulp, slowly sank to the bottom of the tank. What the

calyx was like, or whether it had any body at all, we could not see,

so entirely hidden was it behind these many waving, armlike mouths.

In the next tank several sea horses were swimming merrily in

and out of rocks that were covered by a growth of miniature trees.

They were smaller than the tiniest hobbyhorse that has ever been

seen, as small almost as the toy horses in a
" Noah's ark." The re-

semblance of these small fish, not larger than smelts or minnows, that

have come to be known as
"
sea horses," to real horses is in the head

only. The rest of the body tapers off into the ordinary fishlike form.

I wondered, as I looked at these small horses of the sea, if it was from

them that the old myth of the existence of mermaids arose.
" Half

fish, half women " were the mermaids, but "
half fish, half horses

"

are these fish.

They were lively little creatures, and swam in and out of the

tiny forest as if they were playing a game of
"
tag." What a

beautiful little forest it was to play in ! The trees had brown trunks

about the size of one's finger, and from the top a graceful, palmlike

foliage branched out, but the foliage was not in greens, but deep,

translucent reds, or coral pinks, or warm browns.

While I was admiring one of the little coral pink trees, one of

the sea horses swam straight into its foliage, when, to my amaze-

ment, and evidently to the amazement of the sea horse also, the
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foliage instantly disappeared down into the tree trunk, leaving only
the brown stem standing.

Aghast with surprise at the sudden revelation that this charm-

ing foliage, like the petals of the flowers in the last tank, was also

a cluster of living suckers, I asked what name they were called

by, and heard with disgust the answer " worms." These beautiful,
curious creatures only the things we know by the loathsome word
" worms !

"

These sea worms, or annelids, as the scientific scholars call them,
build up for themselves the brown tubes that resemble the rough
stems of pines or palms, and from the top they send out their worm-
like bodies in clusters, where they wave back and forth in the water,
to sweep in any food that may be near, always holding themselves in

readiness to withdraw into their holes at danger.
Whether the brilliant foliage of each tree was but the many ten-

tacles of a single animal emerging from the tube, or whether it was
a whole family of worms come up to the top of their home to gaze
from the chimney, so to speak, we could not discover. But, strange
to say, the grotesque little sea horse seemed to be trying to decide

that question for himself, for, after swimming away a moment in

fright at this sudden disappearance, he returned and appeared to be

peeping down into the tube.

The next tank revealed even greater surprise than we had yet
seen. Here in the water long white gauze ribbons were waving, as

if hung from above, and so transparent that we could see quite

through them, almost as if they were composed of the white of an

egg. It was only by looking closely that up near the top we could

see a tiny black dot, like a pinhead, in each fleecy scarf. This was

the head of the animal, or its eye, or mouth, or whatever such a

delicate dot might be called.

These are of the jellyfish family, and have only lately been

added to the aquarium. Owing to the difficulty of procuring such

pulplike masses, they are extremely rare specimens, and can be seen

nowhere else. Surely nothing more frail, more delicately lovely-

exists on land or sea, in plant or animal life, than these gauzy living

sashes of the sea.

But not all the denizens of the tanks are beautiful to look upon.
There is a tank near the door of entrance filled with objects so hide-

ous that one starts away from them with horror. These are the

octopi, or devilfish. Imagine the ugliest, biggest black spider that

you ever saw, and enlarge it to the size of the largest turtle you ever

saw, and on the end of each of the spider's legs fasten a wicked-

looking mouth, and you can form some idea of how frightful an

octopus can be.
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Several of these monsters were writhing near the glass wall,

stretching out their long, boneless arms, and sometimes fastening
their suckers uj)on the glass in the search for food, thus unconsciously-

showing off the ugliness of their mouths. It was now time for the

keeper to come to them in his round of feeding. He put into the

tank from above a number of crabs, when suddenly the whole tank

seemed filled with octopi. They had been sleeping among the dark

rocks, of which they were so much the color that we had not before

observed them. The poor little crabs had probably been stunned,

or perhaps killed, by the keeper, for they made no resistance when
the octopi fastened upon them their long suckers in a death-grasp.

The octopi fought with each other over the possession of the crabs,

and for some moments there was a terrible waving to and fro of black

suckers fully two yards in length.

Beside this tank was another of clear water in which were some

peaceful cuttlefish. The keeper, for a few coins, stirred these out

of their quiet by moving his long stick after them. They swam
about in fright for a moment or two, and then we saw them no more,
for the clear water had suddenly become a thick black fluid. The

cuttlefish had discharged their bags of ink to escape the pursuing

enemy.
The upper floors of the zoological station are seldom shown to

visitors, but these are almost more interesting than the tank room

below. Here the great scholars who make a life study of these

strange inhabitants of the deep have their tables; here the dredgings

of the sea are brought by fishermen and divers for them to assort;

here sea animals are developed by them from the egg, and even

from invisible germs.
Each investigator into the strange lower world is furnished with

his own aquaria, suited to the special branch he may be studying, for

nearly all are interested in a special branch of zoology. One man
has come a long distance to pursue the study of sponges, and he is

furnished with a perfect garden of them, for they are brought up
from this part of the Mediterranean in infinite variety.

Another student is studying the habits of mollusks, and basins

and jars of these and their eggs" are near him. There are divers'

costumes hanging on the walls in which the savants may themselves

descend to the bottom of the sea and study the inhabitants in their

native houses.

There are laboratories and libraries here, adapted to the most

exhaustive study, and a fleet of small boats is also kept exclusively

for the use of the zoological station.

Fishermen constantly bring in baskets filled with what seems to

be only wet rubbish, heaps of stones, and worthless bits of pulp.
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This is examined and assorted by trained eyes, and placed in tanks

of water where siphons are constantly pouring fresh sea water, after

which the rubbish is quietly left until accustomed to its new quar-
ters. Then cautiously this rubbish begins to move, the stones stir,

and the pulp opens into the beautiful colors, the plants, the gauzy
scarfs, and the numerous other strange things afterward shown to

the public in the aquarium below.

Along the walls of these upper rooms are jars wherein are pre-
served many curious denizens of the sea that have been killed by
powerful chemicals, which have surprised the delicate animals before

their sensitive tentacles have had time to close, thus preserving to

science many rare creatures impossible to keep long in captivity.
The great cost of this establishment is maintained in several

ways
—by the issuing of publications and scientific papers in several

languages, by the rents from the desks or tables used by the inves-

tigators, and by the unusually large price of admission demanded
from the public at the aquarium entrance. In addition to this are

the fees from the students who come from afar to study here. A
payment of four hundred dollars each gives students the right to

study in the Naples zoological station for ten months of the year.

+»»

SCIENCE IN EDUCATION.*

By Sib ARCHIBALD GEIKIE, D. C. L., F.E.S.

"TT7~HEN the history of education during the nineteenth century
V V comes to be written, one of its most striking features will

be presented by the rise and growth of science in the general educa-

tional arrangements of every civilized country. At the beginning
of the century our schools and colleges were still following, with com-

paratively little change, the methods and subjects of tuition that

had been in use from the time of the middle ages. But the extraordi-

nary development of the physical and natural sciences, which has

done so much to alter the ordinary conditions of life, has powerfully
affected also our system of public instruction. The mediaeval circle

of studies has been widely recognized not to supply all the mental

training needed in the ampler range of modern requirement. Science

has, step by step, gained a footing in the strongholds of the older

learning. Not without vehement struggle, however, has she been

able to intrench herself there. Even now, although her ultimate

victory is assured, the warfare is by no means at an end. The

* An address to the students of Mason University College, Birmingham, at the opening

of the session, October 4, 1898.
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jealousy of the older regime and the strenuous, if sometimes blatant,

belligerency of the reformers have not yet been pacified; and, from

time to time, within our public schools and universities, there may
still be heard the growls of opposition and the shouts of conflict. But
these sounds are growing fainter. Even the most conservative don

hardly ventures nowadays openly to denounce Science and all her

works. Grudgingly, it may be, but yet perforce, he has to admit the

teaching of modern science to a place among the subjects which the

university embraces, and in which it grants degrees. In our public

schools a
" modern side

" has been introduced, and even on the classi-

cal side an increasing share of the curriculum is devoted to oral and

practical teaching in science. New colleges have been founded in the

more important centers of population, for the purpose, more particu-

larly, of enabling the community to obtain a thorough education in

modern science.

The mainspring of this remarkable educational revolution has,

doubtless, been the earnest conviction that the older learning was no

longer adequate in the changed and changing conditions of our time
;

that vast new fields of knowledge, opened up by the increased study
of Nature, ought to be included in any scheme of instruction intended

to fit men for the struggle of modern life, and that in this newer

knowledge much might be found to minister to the highest ends of

education. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that utilitarian con-

siderations have not been wholly absent from the minds of the re-

formers. Science has many and far-reaching practical applications.

It has called into existence many new trades and professions, and has

greatly modified many of those of older date. In a thousand varied

ways it has come into the ordinary affairs of everyday life. Its cul-

tivation has brought innumerable material benefits; its neglect would

obviously entail many serious industrial disadvantages, and could not

fail to leave us behind in the commercial progress of the nations of

the globe.

So much have these considerations pressed upon the attention

of the public in recent years that, besides all the other educational

machinery to which I have referred, technical schools have been

established in many towns for the purpose of teaching the theory as

well as the practice of various arts and industries, and making artisans

understand the nature of the processes with which their trades are

concerned.

That this educational transformation, which has been advancing

during the century, has resulted in great benefit to the community at

large can hardly be denied. Besides the obvious material gains,

there has been a widening of the whole range and method of our

teaching; the old subjects are better, because more scientifically

VOL. LIT. - 51
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taught, and the new subjects enlist the attention and sympathy of

large classes of pupils whom the earlier studies only languidly in-

terested. Nevertheless, it is incumbent on those who have advocated

and carried out this change to ask themselves whether it has brought
with it no drawbacks. They may be sure that no such extensive

reform could possibly be accomplished without defects appearing
somewhere. And it is well to look these defects in the face and, as

far as may be possible, remove them. In considering how I might
best discharge the duty with which I have been honored of address-

ing the students of Mason College this evening, I have thought that

it might not be inappropriate if, as a representative of science, I were

to venture to point out some of the drawbacks as well as the advan-

tages of the position which science has attained in our educational

system.
At the outset no impartial onlooker can fail to notice that the

natural reaction against the dominance of the older learning has

tended to induce an undervaluing of the benefits which that learning
afforded and can still bestow. In this college, indeed, and in other

institutions more specially designed for instruction in science, pro-

vision has also been made for the teaching of Latin, Greek, and the

more important modern languages and literatures. But in such insti-

tutions these subjects usually hold only a subordinate place. It can

hardly be denied that generally throughout the country, even al-

though the literary side of education still maintains its pre-eminence
in our public schools and universities, it is losing ground, and that

every year it occupies less of the attention of students of science.

The range of studies which the science examinations demand is

always widening, while the academic period within which these

studies must be crowded undergoes no extension. Those students,

therefore, who, whether from necessity or choice, have taken their

college education in science, naturally experience no little difficulty

in finding time for the absolutely essential subjects required for their

degrees. Well may they declare that it is hopeless for them to at-

tempt to engage in anything more, and especially in anything that

will not tell directly on their places in the final class lists. With the

best will in the world, and with even, sometimes, a bent for literary

pursuits, they may believe themselves compelled to devote their

whole time and energies to the multifarious exactions of their science

curriculum.

Such a result of our latest reformation in education may be

unavoidable, but it is surely matter for regret. A training in sci-

ence and scientific methods, admirable as it is in so many ways, fails

to supply those humanizing influences which the older learning can

so well impart. For the moral stimulus that comes from an associa-
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tion with all that is noblest and best in the literatures of the past, for

the culture and taste that spring from prolonged contact with the

highest models of literary expression, for the widening of our sympa-

thies and the vivifying of our imagination by the study of history,

the teaching of science has no equivalents.

Men who have completed their formal education with little or

no help from the older learning may be pardoned should they be apt

to despise such help and to believe that they can very well dispense

with it in the race of life. My first earnest advice to the science

students of this college is, not to entertain this belief and to refuse

to act on it. Be assured that, in your future career, whatever it may
be, you will find in literature a source of solace and refreshment, of

strength and encouragement, such as no department of science can

give you. There will come times, even to the most enthusiastic

among you, when scientific work, in spite of its absorbing interest,

grows to be a weariness. At such times as these you will appreciate

the value of the literary culture you may have received at school or

college. Cherish the literary tastes you have acquired, and devote

yourselves sedulously to the further cultivation of them during such

intervals of leisure as you may be able to secure.

Over and above the pleasure which communion with the best

books will bring with it, two reasons of a more utilitarian kind may
be given to science students why they should seek this communion.

Men who have been too exclusively trained in science, or are too

much absorbed in its pursuit, are not always the most agreeable mem-

bers of society. They are apt to be somewhat angular and profes-

sional, contributing little that is interesting to general conversation,

save when they get a chance of introducing their own science and

its doings. Perhaps the greatest bore I ever met was a man of sci-

ence, whose mind and training were so wholly mathematical and

physical that he seemed unable to look at the simplest subject save

in its physical relations, about which he would discourse till he had

long exhausted the patience of the auditor whom he detained. There

is no more efficacious remedy for this tendency to what is popularly

known as
"
shop

" than the breadth and culture of mind that spring

from wide reading in ancient and modern literature.

The other reason for the advice I offer you is one of which you
will hardly, perhaps, appreciate the full force in the present stage

of your career. One result of the comparative neglect of the literary

side of education by many men of science is conspicuously seen in

their literary style. It is true that in our time we have had some

eminent scientific workers, who have also been masters of nervous

and eloquent English. But it is not less true that the literature of

science is burdened with a vast mass of slipshod, ungrammatical, and
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clumsy writing, wherein sometimes even the meaning of the authors

is left in doubt. Let me impress upon you the obvious duty of not

increasing this unwieldy burden. Study the best masters of style,

and when once you have made up your minds what you want to

say, try to express it in the simplest, clearest, and most graceful lan-

guage you can find.

Remember that, while education is the drawing out and cultiva-

tion of all the powers of the mind, no system has yet been devised

that will by itself develop with equal success every one of these

powers. The system under which we have been trained may have

done as much for us as it can do. Each of us is thereafter left to

supplement its deficiencies by self-culture. And in the ordinary
science instruction of the time one of the most obvious of these in-

evitable deficiencies is the undue limitation or neglect of the literary

side of education.

But in the science instruction itself there are dangers regarding
which we can not be too watchful. In this college and in all the

other well-organized scientific institutions of the country the prin-

ciples of science are taught orally and experimentally. Every branch

of knowledge is expounded in its bearings on other branches. Its

theory is held up as the first great aim of instruction, and its practical

applications are made subsequent and subordinate. Divisions of sci-

ence are taught here which may have few practical applications, but

which are necessary for a comprehensive survey of the whole circle

of scientific truth. Now, you may possibly have heard, and in the

midst of a busy industrial community you are not unlikely to hear,

remarks made in criticism of this system or method of tuition. The

importance of scientific training will be frankly acknowledged and

even insisted upon, but you will sometimes hear this admission

coupled with the proviso that the science must be of a practical kind;

must, in short, be just such and no other as will fit young men to

turn it to practical use in the manufactures or industries to which

they may be summoned. The critics who make this limitation boast

that they are practical men, and that in their opinion theory is useless

or worse for the main purposes for which they would encourage and

support a great scientific school.

Now I am quite sure that those science students who have passed

even a single session in Mason College can see for themselves the

utter fallacy of such statements and the injury that would be done

to the practical usefulness of this institution and to the general prog-

ress of the industrial applications of science if such short-sighted

views were ever carried into effect. There can be no thorough, ade-

quate, and effective training in science unless it be based on a compre-

hensive study of facts and principles, altogether apart from any
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economic uses to which they may be put. Science must be pursued
for her own sake, in the first instance, and without reference to any

pecuniary benefits she may be able to confer. We never can tell

when the most theoretical part of pure science may be capable of

being turned to the most important practical uses. Who could have

surmised, for instance, that in the early tentative experiments of

Volta, Galvani, and others last century lay the germ of the modern

world-grasping electric telegraph? Or when Wedgwood, at the be-

ginning of this century, copied paintings by the agency of light

upon nitrate of silver, who could have foretold that he was laying the

foundations of the marvelous art of photography?
There can be no more pernicious doctrine than that which would

measure the commercial value of science by its immediate practical

usefulness, and would restrict its place in education to those only of

its subdivisions which may be of service to the industries of the

present time. Such a curtailed method of instruction is not educa-

tion in the true sense of the term. It is only a kind of cramming for

a specific purpose, and the knowledge which it imparts, being one-

sided and imperfect, is of little value beyond its own limited range.

I by no means wish to undervalue the importance of technical in-

struction. By all means let our artisans know as much as can be

taught them regarding the nature and laws of the scientific processes

in which they are engaged. But it is not by mere technical instruc-

tion that we shall maintain and extend the industrial and commercial

greatness of the country. If we are not only to hold our own, but

to widen the boundaries of applied science, to perfect our manu-

factures, and to bring new departments of Nature into the service of

man, it is by broad, thorough, untrammeled scientific research that

our success must be achieved.

When, therefore, you are asked to explain of what practical use

are some of the branches of science in which you have been trained,

do not lose patience with your questioner, and answer him as you
think such a Philistine deserves to be answered. Give him a few

illustrations of the thousands of ways in which science, that might
have been stigmatized by him as merely abstract and theoretical, has

yet been made to minister to the practical needs of humanity. Above

all, urge him to attend some of the classes of Mason College, where

he will learn, in the most effectual manner, the intimate connection

between theory and practice. If he chance to be wealthy, the ex-

periment may possibly open his eyes to the more urgent needs of the

institution, and induce him to contribute liberally toward their satis-

faction.

Among the advantages and privileges of your life at college there

is one, the full significance and value of which you will better appre-
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ciate in later years. You have here an opportunity of acquiring a

wide general view of the whole range of scientific thought and

method. If you proceed to a science degree you are required to lay

a broad foundation of acquaintance with the physical and biological

sciences. You are thus brought into contact with the subjects of each

great department of natural knowledge, and you learn enough re-

garding them to enable you to understand their scope and to sympa-
thize with the workers who are engaged upon them. But when your
academical career is ended, no such chance of wide general training

is ever likely to be yours again. You will be dragged into the whirl

of life, where you will probably find little time or opportunity to

travel much beyond the sphere of employment to which you may
have been called. Make the most, therefore, of the advantages which

in this respect you meet with here. Try to insure that your acquaint-

ance with each branch of science embraced in your circle of studies

shall be as full and accurate as lies in your power to make it. Even

in departments outside the bounds of your own tastes and ultimate

requirements, do not neglect the means provided for your gaining

some knowledge of them. I urge this duty, not because its diligent

discharge will obviously tell in your examinations, but because it will

give you that scientific culture which, while enabling you to appreci-

ate and enjoy the successive advances of other sciences than that

which you may select for special cultivation, will at the same time

increase your general usefulness and aid you in your own researches.

The days of Admirable Crichtons are long since past. So rapid

and general is the onward march of science that not only can no man

keep pace with it in every direction, but it has become almost hope-

lessly impossible to remain abreast of the progress in each of the sev-

eral subdivisions of even a single science. We are entering more and

more upon the age of specialists. It grows increasingly difficult for

the specialists, even in kindred sciences, to remain in touch with each

other. When you find yourselves fairly launched into the vortex

of life you will look back with infinite satisfaction to the time when

you were enabled to lay a broad and solid platform of general acquire-

ment within the walls of this college.

Perhaps the most remarkable defect in the older or literary

methods of education was the neglect of the faculty of observation.

For the training of the other mental faculties ample provision was

made, but for this, one of the most important of the whole, no care

was taken. If a boy was naturally observant, he was left to cultivate

the use of his eyes as he best might; if he was not observant, nothing

was done to improve him in this respect, unless it were, here and

there, by the influence of such an intelligent teacher as is described

in Mrs. Barbauld's famous story of Eyes and No Eyes. Even when
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science began to be introduced into our schools, it was still taught in

the old or literary fashion. Lectures and lessons were given by
masters who got up their information from books, but had no prac-

tical knowledge of the subjects they taught. Class-books were

written by men equally destitute of a personal acquaintance with

any department of science. The lessons were learned by rote, and

not infrequently afforded opportunities rather for frolic than for in-

struction. Happily, this state of things, though not quite extinct,

is rapidly passing away. Practical instruction is everywhere coming
into use, while the old-fashioned cut-and-dry lesson-book is giving

way to the laboratory, the field excursion, and the school museum.

It is mainly through the eyes that we gain our knowledge and

appreciation of the world in which we live. But we are not all

equally endowed with the gift of intelligent vision. On the con-

trary, in no respect, perhaps, do we differ more from each other than

in our powers of observation. Obviously, a man who has a quick

eye to note what passes around him must, in the ordinary affairs of

life, stand at a considerable advantage over another man who moves

unobservantly on his course. We can not create an observing faculty

any more than we can create a memory, but we may do much to de-

velop both. This is a feature in education of much more practical

and national importance than might be supposed. I suspect that it

lies closer than might be imagined to the success of our commercial

relations abroad. Our prevalent system of instruction has for genera-

tions past done nothing to cultivate the habit of observation, and

has thus undoubtedly left us at a disadvantage in comparison with

nations that have adopted methods of tuition wherein the observing

faculty is regularly trained. With our world-wide commerce we
have gone on supplying to foreign countries the same manufactured

goods for which our fathers found markets in all quarters of the

globe. Our traders, however, now find themselves in competition
with traders from other nations who have been trained to better use

of their powers of observation, and who, taking careful note of the

gradually changing tastes and requirements of the races which they

visit, have been quick to report these changes and to take means for

meeting them. Thus, in our own centers of trade, we find ourselves

in danger of being displaced by rivals with sharper eyes and greater

powers of adaptation.

It is the special function of science to cultivate this faculty of

observation. Here in Mason College, from the very beginning of

your scientific studies you have been taught to use your eyes, to

watch the phenomena that appear and disappear around you, to note

the sequence and relation of these phenomena, and thus, as it were,

to enter beneath the surface into the very soul of things. You can
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not, however, have failed to remark among yonr fellow-students great

inequalities in their powers of observation, and great differences in

the development of these powers under the very same system of in-

struction. And you may have noticed that, speaking generally, those

classmates who have shown the best observing faculty have taken

foremost places among their fellows. It is not a question of mere
brain power. A man may possess a colossal intellect, while his faculty
of observation may be of the feeblest kind. One of the greatest

mathematicians of this century who, full of honors, recently passed

away from us, had so little cognizance of his surroundings that many
ludicrous stories are told of his childlike mistakes as to place and

time.

The continued development of the faculty of prompt and ac-

curate observation is a task on which you can not bestow too much
attention. Your education here must already have taught you its

value. In your future career the use you make of this faculty may
determine your success or your failure. But not only have your
studies in this college trained your observing powers, they have at

the same time greatly widened the range of your mental vision by the

variety of objects which you have been compelled to look at and

examine. The same methods which have been so full of benefit to

you here can be continued by you in after life. And be assured that

in maintaining them in active use you will take effective means for

securing success in the careers you may choose to follow.

But above and beyond the prospect of any material success there

is a higher motive which will doubtless impel you. The education

of your observing faculty has been carried on during your introduc-

tion to new realms of knowledge. The whole domain of Nature has

been spread out before you. You have been taught to observe thou-

sands of objects and processes of which, common though they may
be, you had previously taken no note. Henceforth, wherever you

may go, you can not wander with ignorant or unobservant eyes.

Land and sea and sky, bird and beast and flower now awaken in you
a new interest, for you have learned lessons from them that have

profoundly impressed you, and you have discovered meanings in

them of which you had never dreamed. You have been permitted to

pass within the veil of Nature, and to perceive some of the inner

mechanism of this world.

Thus, your training in science has not only taught you to use

your eyes, but to use them intelligently, and in such a way as to

see much more in the world around you than is visible to the unin-

structed man. This widened perception might be illustrated from

any department of natural science. Let me take, by way of example,

the relation of the student of science toward the features and charms
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of landscape. It may be said that no training is needed to compre-
hend these beauties; that the man in the street, the holiday maker
from town, is just as competent as the man of science to appreciate

them, and may get quite as much pleasure out of them. We need not

stop to discuss the relative amounts of enjoyment which different

orders of spectators may derive from scenery; but obviously the

student of science has one great advantage in this matter. Not only
can he enjoy to the full all the outward charms which appeal to the

ordinary eye, but he sees in the features of the landscape new charms

and interests which the ordinary untrained eye can not see. Your

accomplished professor of geology has taught you the significance of

the outer lineaments of the land. While under his guidance you
have traced with delight the varied features of the lovely landscapes
of the Midlands, your eyes have been trained to mark their connec-

tion with each other, and their respective places in the ordered sym-

metry of the whole scene. You perceive why there is here a height
and there a hollow; you note what has given the ridges and vales

their dominant forms and directions
; you detect the causes that have

spread out a meadow in one place and raised up a hill in another.

Above and beyond all questions as to the connection and origin

of its several parts, the landscape appeals vividly to your imagination.
You know that it has not always worn the aspect which it presents to-

day. You have observed in these ridges proofs that the sea once

covered their site. You have seen the remains of long-extinct shells,

fishes, and reptiles that have been disinterred from the mud and silt

left behind by the vanished waters. You have found evidence. that

not once only, but again and again, after vast lapses of time and

many successive revolutions, the land has sunk beneath the ocean

and has once more emerged. You have been shown traces of under-

ground commotion, and you can point to places where, over central

England, volcanoes were once active. You have learned that the

various elements of the landscape have thus been gradually put to-

gether during successive ages, and that the slow processes, whereby
the characteristic forms of the ground have been carved out, are still

in progress under your eye.

While, therefore, you are keenly alive to the present beauty of

the scene, it speaks to you, at every turn, of the past. Each feature

recalls some incident in the strange primeval history that has been

transacted here. The succession of contrasts between what is now
and what has been fills you with wonder and delight. You feel as

if a new sense had been given to you, and that with its aid your ap-

preciation of scenery has been enlarged and deepened to a marvelous

degree.

And so, too, is it with your relation to all the other departments
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of ISTature. The movements of the clouds, the fall of rain, the flow of

brook and river, the changes of the seasons, the succession of calm

and storm, do not pass before your eyes now as they once did. While

they minister to the joy of life, they speak to you of that all-embrac-

ing system of process and law that governs the world. The wayside
flower is no longer to your eyes merely a thing of beauty. You have

found it to be that and far more—an exquisite organism in which the

several parts are admirably designed to promote the growth of the

plant and to perpetuate the life of the species. Every insect and

bird is now to you an embodiment of the mystery of life. The forces

of [Nature, once so dark and so dreaded, are now seen by you to be

intelligible, orderly, and capable of adaptation to the purposes of man.

In the physical and chemical laboratories you have been brought into

personal contact with these forces, and have learned to direct their

operations, as you have watched the manifold effects of energy on

the infinite varieties of matter.

When you have completed your course of study and leave this

college, crowned, I hope, with academic distinction, there will be

your future career in life to choose and follow. A small number

among you may, perhaps, be so circumstanced as to be able to devote

yourselves entirely to original scientific research, selecting such

branches of inquiry as may have specially interested you here, and

giving up your whole time and energy to investigation. A much

larger number will, no doubt, enter professions where a scientific

training can be turned to practical account, and you may become

engineers, chemists, or medical men. But in the struggle for exist-

ence, which every year grows keener among us, these professions are

more and more crowded, so that a large proportion of your ranks may
not succeed in finding places there, and may in the end be pushed
into walks in life where there may be little or no opportunity for

making much practical use of the knowledge in science which you
have gained here. To those who may ultimately be thus situated it

will always be of advantage to have had the mental training given
in this institution, and it will probably be your own fault if, even

under unfavorable conditions, you do not find, from time to time,

chances of turning your scientific acquirements to account. Your

indebtedness to your professors demands that you shall make the

effort, and, for the credit of the college, you are bound to do

your best.

Among the mental habits which your education in science has

helped to foster, there are a few which I would specially commend
to your attention as worthy of your most sedulous care all

through life.

In the first place, I would put accuracy. You have learned in
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the laboratory how absolutely essential this condition is for scientific

investigation. We are all supposed to make the ascertainment of

the truth our chief aim, but we do not all take the same trouble to

attain it. Accuracy involves labor, and every man is not gifted with

an infinite capacity for taking pains. Inexactness of observation is

sure sooner or later to be detected, and to be visited on the head of

the man who commits it. If his observations are incorrect, the con-

clusions he has drawn from them may be vitiated. Thus all the toil

he has endured in a research may be rendered of no avail, and the

reputation he might have gained is not only lost but replaced by dis-

credit. It is quite true that absolute accuracy is often unattainable;

you can only approach it. But the greater the exertion you make
to reach it, the greater will be the success of your investigations.
The effort after accuracy will be transferred from your scientific

work to your everyday life and become a habit of mind, advan-

tageous both to yourselves and to society at large.

In the next place, I would set thoroughness, which is closely

akin to accuracy. Again, your training here has shown you how
needful it is in scientific research to adopt thorough and exhaustive

methods of procedure. The conditions to be taken into account are

so numerous and complex, the possible combinations so manifold,
before a satisfactory conclusion can be reached. A laborious collec-

tion of facts must be made. Each supposed fact must be sifted out

and weighed. The evidence must be gone over again and yet again,
each link in its chain being scrupulously tested. The deduction to

which the evidence may seem to point must be closely and impar-

tially scrutinized, every other conceivable explanation of the facts

being frankly and fully considered. Obviously the man whose edu-

cation has inured him to the cultivation of a mental habit of this

kind is admirably equipped for success in any walk in life which he

may be called upon to enter. The accuracy and thoroughness which

you have learned to appreciate and practice at college must never be

dropped in later years. Carry them with you as watchwords, and

make them characteristic of all your undertakings.
In the third place, we may take breadth. At the outset of your

scientific education you were doubtless profoundly impressed by the

multiplicity of detail which met your eye in every department of

natural knowledge. When you entered upon the study of one of

these departments, you felt, perhaps, almost overpowered and be-

wildered by the vast mass of facts with which you had to make

acquaintance. And yet as your training advanced, you gradually
came to see that the infinite variety of phenomena could all be mar-

shaled, according to definite laws, into groups and series. You were

led to look beyond the details to the great principles that underlie
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them and bind them into a harmonious and organic whole. With
the help of a guiding system of classification, you were able to see

the connection between the separate facts, to arrange them according

to their mutual relations, and thus to ascend to the great general laws

under which the material world has been constructed. With all

attainable thoroughness in the mastery of detail, you have been taught

to combine a breadth of treatment which enables you to find and

keep a leading clew even through the midst of what might seem a

tangled web of confusion. There are some men who can not see the

wood for the trees, and who consequently can never attain great suc-

cess in scientific investigation. Let it be your aim to master fully

the details of the tree, and yet to maintain such a breadth of vision

as will enable you to embrace the whole forest within your ken. I

need not enlarge on the practical value of this mental habit in every-

day life, nor point out the excellent manner in which a scientific

education tends to develop it.

In the fourth place, I would inculcate the habit of wide reading

in scientific literature. Although the progress of science is now too

rapid for any man to keep pace with the advance of all its depart-

ments, you should try to hold yourselves in touch with at least the

main results arrived at in other branches than your own; while, in

that branch itself, it should be your constant aim to watch every

onward step that is taken by others, and not to fall behind the van.

This task you will find to be no light one. Even were it confined to

a survey of the march of science in your own country, it would be

arduous enough to engage much of your time. But science belongs

to no country, and continues its onward advance all over the globe.

If you would keep yourselves informed regarding this progress in

other countries, as you are bound to do if you would not willingly be

left behind, you will need to follow the scientific literature of those

countries. You must be able to read at least French and German.

You will find in these languages a vast amount of scientific work

relating to your own department, and to this accumulated pile of

published material the journals of every month continue to add. In

many ways it is a misfortune that the laterature of science increases

so fast; but we must take the evil with the good. Practice will

eventually enable you to form a shrewd judgment as to which authors

or papers you may skip without serious danger of losing any valuable

fact or useful suggestion.

In the fifth place, let me plead for the virtue of patience. In a

scientific career we encounter two dangers, for the avoidance of which

patience is our best support and guide. When life is young and en-

thusiasm is boundless; when from the details which we may have

laboriously gathered together we seem to catch sight of some new
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fact or principle, some addition of more or less importance to the sum
of human knowledge, there may come upon us the eager desire to

make our discovery known. We may long to be allowed to add our

own little stone to the growing temple of science. We may think

of the pride with which we should see our names enrolled among
those of the illustrious builders by whom this temple has been slowly
reared since the infancy of mankind. So we commit our observations

to writing, and send them for publication. Eventually we obtain the

deep gratification of appearing in print among well-known authors

in science. Far be it from me to condemn this natural desire for

publicity. But, as your experience grows, you will probably come
to agree with me that if the desire were more frequently and ener-

getically curbed, scientific literature would gain much thereby.
There is among us far too much hurry in publication. We are so

afraid lest our observations or deductions should be forestalled—so

anxious not to lose our claim to priority, that we rush before the

world, often with a half-finished performance, which must be cor-

rected, supplemented, or canceled by some later communication.

It is this feverish haste which is largely answerable for the mass of

jejune, ill-digested, and erroneous matter that cumbers the pages of

modern scientific journals. Here it is that you specially need pa-

tience. Before you venture to publish anything, take the utmost

pains to satisfy yourselves that it is true, that it is new, and that it is

worth putting into print. And be assured that this reticence, while

it is a kindness to the literature of science, will most certainly bring
with it its own reward to yourselves. It will increase your con-

fidence, and make your ultimate contributions more exact in their

facts as well as more accurate and convincing in their argument.
The other danger to which I referred as demanding patience is of

an opposite kind. As we advance in our career, and the facts of our

investigations accumulate around us, there will come times of de-

pression when we seem lost in a labyrinth of detail out of which

no path appears to be discoverable. We have, perhaps, groped our

way through this maze, following now one clew, now another, that

seemed to promise some outlet to the light. But the darkness has

only closed around us the deeper, and we feel inclined to abandon the

research as one in which success is, for us at least, unattainable.

When this blankness of despair shall come upon you, take courage
under it, by remembering that a patient study of any department of

Nature is never labor thrown away. Every accurate observation

you have made, every new fact you have established, is a gain to

science. You may not for a time see the meaning of these observa-

tions, nor the connection of these facts. But their meaning and con-

nection are sure in the end to be made out. You have gone through
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the labor necessary for the ascertainment of truth, and if you pa-

tiently and watchfully bide your time, the discovery of the truth

itself may reward your endurance and your toil.

It is by failures as well as by successes that the true ideal of the

man of science is reached. The task allotted to him in life is one

of the noblest that can be undertaken. It is his to penetrate into

the secrets of Nature, to push back the circumference of darkness

that surrounds us, to disclose ever more and more of the limitless

beauty, harmonious order, and imperious law that extend throughout
the universe. And while he thus enlarges our knowledge, he shows

us also how Nature may be made to minister in an ever-augmenting

multiplicity of ways to the service of humanity. It is to him and

his conquests that the material progress of our race is mainly due. If

he were content merely to look back over the realms which he has

subdued, he might well indulge in jubilant feelings, for his peaceful

victories have done more for the enlightenment and progress of man-

kind than were ever achieved by the triumphs of war. But his eye

is turned rather to the future than to the past. In front of him rises

the wall of darkness that shrouds from him the still unknown. What
he has painfully accomplished seems to him but little in comparison
with the infinite possibilities that lie beyond. And so he presses

onward, not self-satisfied and exultant, but rather humbled and

reverential, yet full of hope and courage for the work of further con-

quest that lies before him.—Nature.

SHALL WE TEACH OUR DAUGHTERS THE VALUE
OF MONEY?

By ALEXANDKA L. B. IDE.

I
AM induced to write a few lines on this subject by a remark

recently made to me by a widow of large property. In speak-

ing about the management of her money she said :

" As to my-

self, I leave everything to my business man or agent. I would

not know if my tax bills were correct. He gives me plenty of

money to spend on my charities; why should I trouble myself

about the details?
"

Evidently it had never occurred to her that

she might be spending her principal; that some day she might
wake up to the fact that her fortune had been dissipated. Another

rich woman, to whom I made the remark that certain bonds were

bought at par, inquired,
"
Is that the same thing as buying them on

a margin ?
" Now here were representative women of New York

society, both belonging to excellent families, and to all appearances
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well educated. It is amazing that such profound ignorance on

ordinary business matters exists. In conversation with many other

wealthy women I discovered that it was very much the exception to

find a woman who possessed the slightest knowledge of money matters.

Now, why should these things be? The time has passed for a

young girl to be brought up a
"
perfect fool." Let her not waste

the beautiful morning of her life in profitless and frivolous occupa-

tions. The reason often given as excuse for the ignorance of many
women is, so few comparatively have any money to keep, therefore

it is useless to teach them.

True, it is unusual to find a young girl with an independent

fortune; but she may marry rich, and what a help she would be to

a sensible man if she were capable of aiding him in his business

affairs ! Again, she might be left a widow, and have the entire direc-

tion of her husband's property. No knowledge is ever lost. The

more one knows, the more one realizes how little one does know. I

maintain that a woman's intellect is perfectly capable of coping with

and understanding business affairs. In some matters she is far

shrewder than the average man, and in many cases her quick insight

sees at a glance that which man requires time to penetrate. Only

give her half a chance. I do not wish for a moment to be under-

stood as advocating women becoming stockbrokers or lawyers; noth-

ing could be more unnatural or unsuitable. It seems to me only in

accordance with the wishes of a reasonable woman to participate

with her brothers in such rudimentary knowledge as will enable her

to oversee or take the entire charge of her own property. Take, for

example, a well-to-do New York business man. He has acquired

through his own industry and shrewdness a large fortune. He maps
out the education for his children. His sons are sent to the best

schools, and afterward to college. He determines that no expense

shall be spared to fit them for their future career.

For his daughters expensive foreign governesses are engaged,

who teach them the languages, music, and other accomplishments.

Or the daughters are sent to some high-priced fashionable school,

where they are put through a course of training to enable them to

"
shine in society." Having reached the age of eighteen, the daugh-

ter returns to the parental roof.

What does she know in exchange for the large sum of money her

education has cost? Usually her penmanship is bad and illegible.

Her knowledge of arithmetic very slight. These two essentials of

education are not her forte.

But she is a good dancer, and perhaps at the assembly or some such

function the father's heart has swelled with pride as he noticed

how eagerly she was sought as a partner. She can sing French songs,
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probably those which are rather risque. She can converse, perhaps,
in two or three different modern languages. As a general rule

her French can scarcely be understood by the foreign attaches at

Newport. The girl is absolutely unequipped for real life, and the

man of sense, who has passed the boyish age and is looking for a

partner for life, knows this. Possibly this is one cause why there are

comparatively few marriages in our best society. What man is less

likely to seek as wife a woman who knows something about the

care and value of money? It is strange that a father should be so

blinded to the best interests of his daughter. Is it because he con-

siders her intellect so far below that of his son that he makes no

effort to instruct her in regard to the care of money? The only thing
she knows about money is how to spend it—generally on herself, for

clothes and jewels. Perhaps on the first of the month, when the bills

for his daughter's extravagance pour in on him, he is vexed; but if

his fortune is large, and it is no inconvenience for him to pay them,
he generally does so without a murmur. " Let her have a good time

while she is young," he soliloquizes.

But stop a moment and consider. What you sow you reap is as

true in this material concern as in the world of agriculture. The
fond parent by his indulgence and neglect is sowing the seeds of

extravagance, perhaps those of want. Years hence she may reap
the fruit of his ill-judged kindness in fostering habits of reckless

expenditure.
In a few years the father dies; his property is divided; the

daughter receives her share. If she is married to a good business

man who has time to take charge of her fortune, possibly, during her

husband's lifetime, the difficulty is bridged over. But the chances

are she may not be married, or again the man she has selected as

husband may be worthless as a business man. It is not to be ex-

pected that a brother (even if she is fortunate enough to possess one),

however kind, will overburden himself with the manifold details

of looking after the property of a sister. He has his own interests,

which demand his attention. He thinks his duty accomplished when
he has chosen a man to look after his sister's affairs whom he helieves

to be reliable. The person whom he has appointed as guardian over

his sister's interests may have an honest and high character, but that

is no guarantee that in a moment of weakness he may not yield to

the temptation of abusing the trust. He knows the woman is abso-

lutely ignorant of how her affairs are being conducted, and in all

probability would not be the wiser if he appropriated some of her

fortune to his own uses. Her very ignorance is his security. Who
can not recall several such cases? If each day for half an hour the

father had instructed his child in the essentials of business—how to
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calculate interest quickly, the manner of filling out a lease in renting

property, explaining about mortgages, and giving her a lesson as to

what were the best investments—she would know enough to steer

clear of the many sharks and vultures which usually find her a

ready prey. The woman who does not know the difference between

a registered and coupon bond should be ashamed to acknowledge
such ignorance. A parent's neglect in teaching his child about

monetary affairs is culpable, almost amounting to a crime. There is

nothing so costly as ignorance. This very fortune which you have

taken infinite pains to accumulate will be perhaps dissipated, owing
to your want of forethought in imparting the requisite knowledge
to your child. This information she will in after years buy for

herself at a heavy premium. If knowledge is power in other matters,

it is more than ever true in monetary affairs. Power to keep your
fortune is a power worth having, and more difficult to acquire than to

make a fortune. Let a girl but try to earn five dollars, and she will see

the task is not an easy one. Then, unless she be a fool, she will realize

that what is so difficult to obtain should not be wasted.

I recall the case of a fashionable woman in New York society

which came under my own observation. Her husband told me he

had deposited in a bank a large sum of money for his wife to draw

on, given her a bank and check book, explained and showed her how

to draw checks. He very sensibly thought that it would be a far

better plan for her to pay her bills herself, instead of coming to

him every time she needed money. His relief from being her almoner

was of short duration, for in less than a month she came to him, and,

throwing the check and bank books on his library table, told him it

was too much trouble—she could not make head or tail of it; she

wished to return to the old system! He could pay her bills in

future. This woman had been married twenty years. Too much

trouble, is it? Yes, I believe this is the keynote why women are

so ignorant. They are lazy, pure and simple. The details of business

are too dry and uninteresting. It is so much easier to have some one

else do the work for you. So much less exertion to read a novel,

or ride the wheel with some attractive man. " How prosaic," yeu

say,
"
to add up account books, balance check books, and calculate

whether your tax bill is correct when your property is assessed at the

rate of 2.01!"

I believe, if the truth were told, half the divorces in which the

reason given is incompatibility of temper arise from the fact that

women know nothing of the value of money. I am not speaking

entirely of women who have their own property, but also of those

who are dependent on a husband's income. The wife has a vague idea

that there is an inexhaustible supply of cash somewhere ! What man
VOL. LIV.— 52
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can not tell you how worried and harassed he felt when his wife came

to him for money to spend on nonessentials, and which he could ill

afford? If he attempted to remonstrate with her he probably re-

ceived a rude or angry reply ! The wife, perhaps, had been used to

an indulgent father, who gratified her every whim. She overlooks

the fact that a father and husband are two vastly different beings,

and require different treatment. To some women a husband's value

decreases when he can no longer supply them with finery. Their

alleged love soon wanes, and a divorce is sought on any pretext.

It is easy to see that by a knowledge of business affairs a woman
can dispense with the services of an agent or trust company, whose

salary thus being saved is added to her income. In case a woman
is fitted by a proper education for so doing, who could attend to

her own interests better than herself, as she is the party interested?

The phrase,
"
If you wish anything well done, do it yourself," is

never better exemplified than in this case. Lastly, but not least, in

saving our money it need not be from a miserly spirit; but the

more we have, the more we can profitably give away. "What pleasure

equals that of relieving real distress, and of helping others? Did not

our Saviour himself set the example of saving when, after performing

the miracle where he fed the multitude with the loaves and fishes,

he said: "Gather up the fragments that remain. Let nothing be

lost."

SKETCH OF CLEMENCE EOYEK.

By M. JACQUES BOYER.

MADAME
CLEMENCE AUGUSTINE KOYER was born at

Nantes, France, April 21, 1830, of an old Catholic family.

When she reached a suitable age she was sent to school at the Sacre

Cceur, where she received the most of her education. Very shortly

after coming out of the convent she abandoned the religious doc-

trines they had tried to inculcate in her there, and, like so many young

persons, was attracted to poetry. But her literary efforts as a whole

received very little attention, and she would never have been success-

ful if she had only teased the Muse. Happily, she applied herself,

about 1850, to more serious studies, and went to England, where she

spent several years and acquired a thorough knowledge of the lan-

guage of Shakespeare. She removed thence to Switzerland, and there

found her definite vocation. The natural sciences, philosophy, and

political economy from that time engaged her attention.

The opening of Madame Royer's course of lectures to women on

logic at Lausanne in the winter of 1859 and 1860 attracted much
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notice. The first lecture was published under the title of an Intro-

duction to Philosophy, and brought most flattering praise to the

author from contemporary students. In an animated style the dis-

ciple of Jean Jacques Rousseau, the apostle of bold and ingenious

ideas, was already beginning to declare herself. In the meantime

she collaborated on the journal The New Economist, which the his-

torian and sociologist Pascal Duprat had just founded.*

At the close of 1860, the Canton of Vaud having opened a com-

petition on the Principles of Taxation,
"
the little lady with a straw

hat," as her neighbors familiarly called her, handled the subject so

thoroughly that her memoir, entitled Theorie de VImpot et Dime
sociale (Theory of the Impost and Social Tithe, 1862), won her the

honor of dividing the prize with Proudhon. While not all the ideas

set forth in this work were new, she took care at least to co-ordinate

the systems of her predecessors, to select from the one and the other

of them what was good in them, and to condense into a homogeneous
whole works which were scattered hither and thither. But we will

pass over these books of her youth to dwell more at large on that part

of her work which will assure Madame Royer an honorable place

among the most zealous promoters and ablest defenders of the Dar-

winian theories.

Her first effort in this line was to translate into French, in 1862,

the Origin of Species of the great English naturalist, preceding the

work with a preface which in itself alone constituted an excellent sum-

mary of the doctrine of evolution. She pointed out the results which

logically follow from the transformist theory. She did not conceal

from herself that in doing thus she would be the object of attacks

from the immobilist and ecclesiastical parties still so numerous thirty

years ago in all civilized countries; but she flattered herself, too, and

with just reason, that she would furnish the liberals and progressives

of France with a powerful weapon. In this introductory chapter

she characterized the original and strong personality of Darwin in

appropriate terms, saying:
" While he has not the brilliant qualities

of a Cuvier as a writer or a professor, he is at least a worthy heir of

the profoundly philosophical science of the two Geoffroys Saint-

Hilaire . . . one of those workmen who cut their stone with an

* Pascal Duprat, born at Hagetman (Department of the Landes), March 24, 1816, was

professor of history at Algiers and at Paris. He took the direction of the Revue indepen-

danle in 1847; founded with Lamennais the journal Le Peuple conttiluant, and was an

ardent promoter of the Revolution of 1848. Having became a member of the National

Assembly, he opposed the eoup d'etat of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. Being obliged in con-

sequence of this act to exile himself, he retired to Belgium and afterward to Lausanne.

He did not return to France till after the war of 1870, and died in August, 1885. The

most interesting of his works is the Histoiical Essay on the Races of Africa (Essai histo-

rique sur les Races de VAfrique, 1845).
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indefatigable courage. But there are also thicker and heavier stones,

without beauty or apparent grace, which are designed to be hidden

at the base of an immense edifice, like the massive columns with

which the architects of the middle ages decorated the crypts of their

Gothic cathedrals. It is truth in the rough. He does not impose his

condition, but communicates it and proves it. If it is certain, he

affirms it; when he supposes, he says so; when he doubts, he acknowl-

edges it." She then passes to the exposition of Darwinism as re-

sponding to one of the noblest aspirations of the mind, the prelimi-

nary step to the accounting for the world of organized beings, as

astronomy, physics, and geology have explained the origin of inani-

mate substances. In effect, the illustrious Englishman, connecting
the domain of botany and zoology with the action of second causes,

sought first to comprehend the genesis, and then the evolution, in

the same way that astronomers and geologists teach us concerning the

origin of our globe and the successive phases through which its sur-

face has passed.

Not only did Madame Clemence Royer initiate us into trans-

formism. In her masterly introduction she went still further. Car-

rying the exposition to its final consequences, she provoked a useful

revolution in the ideas then current. She dared to say what many
men of science would only have left to be inferred. Her translation,

revealing the name of Darwin to the French public, who hardly knew
of it at that period, gave the occasion for a very active conflict between

the partisans of
" creationism " and the Nantese philosophy. The suc-

cess of this work was so great as to induce her to complete her preface

by publishing a few years afterward a work wholly her own, Origine
de VHomme et des Societes (Origin of Man and Societies, 1870),

which, being her best production, deserves a special analysis. With
the assistance of documents collected by the most famous anthropolo-

gists, Madame Royer reconstitutes the history of the primitive ages

of mankind, and after studying its origins and development she seeks

for the bonds that connect the great human family with the rest of

living Nature ;
and finally forecasts its future from its past.

In the first part she takes up the question of the origin of life

and of its transformations upon the earth. The living species are

grouped around man, who is the topmost shoot of the gigantic
"
tree

of life." Two laws regulate the transmission of life—the law of

heredity and the law of variability. The former assures the continua-

tion of the type, and the latter variety in its modifications. The

organic kingdom as a whole oscillates between these two contrary

rules which fix limits each upon the other and which suffice to explain

the successive appearance through the ages of different forms of life.

The organic individual is thus the solution of a problem in algebra
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set to Nature. Atavism is the constant quantity, and the force of

variation is the perpetually changing unknown factor. The prob-
lem is therefore complex, but the principles to which the variable is

subject resolve themselves into a series of partial laws which are de-

duced from an aggregate of observations, and which, according to

our author, one may summarize as he goes.

Most of the variations reveal themselves in the embryo during the

fsetal period. But after its birth the young product is affected not

only by the ambient medium, but also by the consequences of the

reproductive act. The latter, in fact, having impressed the initial

movement upon its organism, reacts incessantly against the modify-

ing influences of the ambient, and atavism prevails as always the

resultant unless important accidents come in to change the course.

It is only necessary to add a few experimental considerations to

complete a rapid sketch of the laws of variability. First, correlation

of growth: Homologous organs tend to vary in the same direction,

and together. Are the fingers joined or divided? The hand follows

similar variations. Then there is a compensation of growth which

prevents the excess of the preceding rule; when one organ is de-

veloped, another is atrophied. Also vital competition. Every or-

ganized being must be in harmony with the conditions of its existence

or it will not subsist; the monster may appear, but will not live.

Lastly, by virtue of natural selection, the individual must likewise

possess the means of perpetuating its species. Otherwise, a series of

transformations will come to pass in the course of successive genera-

tions, improving the organism and adapting it more and more to the

exigencies of its habitat. The least prolific species of to-day fulfill

these conditions so well that they of themselves alone would cover the

surface of the earth if their multiplication was not checked by that

of other species. But as only a limited quantity of life is possible on

our planet, the less well-adapted organisms perish. The struggle
therefore produces a selection. It is hence presumed that in the same

species only varieties manifesting tendencies in most complete har-

mony with the method of their existence will be preserved, all

the intermediate varieties being destroyed. Consequently, if we

push the doctrine of Darwin to its extreme limits, we arrive at the

idea, now rejected, that in the beginning only a single germ arose at

one point on the globe. All the analogies, on the other hand, lead us

to suppose that the earth was fruitful over its entire surface.

This leads us to inquire how life appeared on the earth. The de-

bate between the heterogenists and the panspermists has been long

vain, because the question has been laid before them in insoluble terms.

In order to resolve it, therefore, we must take ourselves back in

thought thousands of thousands of centuries in the past. A thin crust
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of red-hot lava, hardly solidified, extended over the incandescent

nucleus of our globe. An eternity then passed before the fiery sphere
was forever confined within its coffin of granite. The metalloids domi-

nant in this chaos of affinities and repulsions were then floating in an

irrespirable atmosphere along with a mass of aqueous vapors. At
the end of many millions of years, the waters definitely took their

place around the globe. But who can ever tell what useless abortions,

to be destroyed as soon as they were created, arose in these oceans

saturated with anomalous substances? The first germs of life doubt-

less arose from the thick proliferous stratum which was developed
under the pressure of a dense atmosphere in contact with liquids still

warm, incessantly traversed by electric currents of unimaginable in-

tensity. It was a sprout that arose everywhere at once. But in

those innumerable spontaneous efforts, continued during the enor-

mous length of time required to purify the atmosphere from its acrid

vapors and the seas from their foreign matters, only a small number

of these germs achieved a beginning of vegetation. This, according

to Madame Royer's theory, was the way life began on the globe.

The author next examines the complete series of the phases of evo-

lution gone through by the species, and then the development of the

mental faculties, the chief feature of difference which in the view

of some thinkers creates a gap between man and the rest of the animal

kingdom. She demonstrates that the primary qualities of mind are

identical in all living creatures, even in those of least development.

The intelligence of man is simply superior to the mental organism
of the animal. This is, however, only a relative superiority, not

differing in nature from the animal's intelligence, but only in form

and intensity.

After relating the history of man in prehistoric times, our phi-

losopher gives, in the second part of her work, the present picture of

the races as their physical characteristics and their social orders dif-

ferentiate them so profoundly: At the top, the white race, the last

flower of the genealogical tree, to which all the great nationalities

belong. By the side of it, its two diverging branches, the Turanians

(Hungarians, Finns, and Turks) and the Aramaeans or Semites

(Jews, Arabs, and Syrians). Then come the three—Hyperborean,

Mongolian, and Sinitic—branches of the yellow stock, who inhabit

eastern and northern Asia. We find also the Malays covering the

surface of the two southern peninsulas of Asia and Oceania. They
constitute a lateral ramification, which, together with the red or

copper-colored race of North America, may have had the same point

of departure as the Mongols. Lastly comes the negro race, which

has been separated a much longer time from the common stock from

which man has diverged.
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Further on, Madame Royer discusses the anatomical relations of

man and the ape, with the conclusion deduced as resulting from

phenomena of observation that the human family is only a term in

a series of which the different primates are the other steps. In short,

the further we go back in the past of primitive man, the more we
meet manifestations of passions as ferocious as base. This is, more-

over, easily conceivable. The savage, at war with Nature and his

like, and placed in conditions of life common to the animal world,
has in the beginning all its bad instincts.

The end of the second part of UOrigine de VHomme et des So-

cietes is devoted to the most complex problem of anthropology
—that

of the beginning of speech and the origin of language. Man, in the

view of the author, first makes his wants and feelings known to other

beings by a series of signs. The three primordial faculties—feeling,

thinking, and wishing
—were the point of departure, the cause and

the rule of all languages that man has created in his entire progress.
As his mind has shaped a new idea, it has found a new sign to express

it; but the process varying with the race, time and the environment

have produced the diversity of tongues which we observe. In the

beginning a more or less complicated cry suffices to express the

thought in its original syncretism. Then, under the influence of

reflection continued through ages, from generation to generation, it

becomes transformed and decomposed into various elements. Every
noun was primarily an adjective-substantive. For example, thunder

was designated by imitating it; the horse, by its neighing and the

sound of galloping. The relations of place, possession, and those of

many other kinds were probably expressed by the look, the attitude,

a motion with the hand, etc. Ideas of number were developed

slowly. The earliest languages contained only about a hundred

words, and these sufficed for centuries for the needs of human

thought, confined within the narrow experience of a generation. It

results from these facts that in every sense the formation of lan-

guages is a consequence of social relations. But here rises a question
as important as difficult to answer: When did man begin to speak?
From the harmony between the anthropological classifications de-

duced from philological research and those drawn from the labors

of the physiologists it appears evident that the spontaneous and primi-
tive constitution of the first elements of language was, among all

known human races, posterior to their geographical and ethnical

separation. In other words, local varieties had already been formed,
and men had acquired the anatomical differences that distinguish

them to-day before they conquered the faculty of speech. However
it may be with these hypotheses, we may assent fully to the conclu-

sion of the chapter that man will never deserve the name of the reason-
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ing animal till he shall possess a logical and single language for all the

members of the great human association. May this dream be real-

ized by the destruction of the barriers which now divide so many
peoples !

In the third part of the work, Madame Royer treats of the de-

velopment of human society. Everything permits the supposition
that from a very remote period the anthropoid primate that served

as the root stock of man became omnivorous, with a predominance
of carnivorous tastes. These conditions of life therefore invoked an
at least rudimentary social instinct—that is, animals lived in troops
collected under chiefs, with a tactics for mutual defense. The most

ancient documents, in fact, show the human species living in rival

or allied tribes. Hunting and fishing were the principal business of

these primitive races, which relied for assistance at first on their

agility, muscular strength, and arms of stone of a workmanship still

in its infancy. Flint was then very roughly cut. But now a great ad-

vance was achieved for man, a step toward industry and civilization.

This second stage was the discovery of fire, an immediate consequence
of the cutting of flints, when sparks would fly out at each blow. Yet
a later epoch probably had to be reached for the real employment of

fire in cooking food. Previous to that it could serve man only for

warming himself, or for protecting himself at night against wild

beasts.

Next came the earliest industries—the potter's art, the making
of rude clothing, and the construction of habitations; and about this

time the instinct of property begins to develop. For a long time there

are no other securities than force. On the other hand, the diversities

of the faculties, which are very unequally distributed among the

various races, and even among the different individuals of each of

them, create social inequalities, the chief cause of the crime, wars,

and misery with which every page of the history of man is soiled,

and from which the original organization of civil society sprang.
At the close of her treatise the eminent anthropologist states the

formula of the highest social prosperity: she believes that it resides

in an equal liberty for each member of a national collectivity and in

the free play of individual initiatives. Man will work in as large a

sphere of action as the right of another leaves him, striving to broaden

his place at the feast of life. Each one will climb the social ladder

in his own way and will fix himself on the step on which his aptitudes

will meet the best reward. Each individual will therefore gain a

large sum of well-being, and the species will possess a total maximum
of enjoyment.

Such, in broad outline, is the substance of this book, which natu-

ralists and philosophers have consulted now for many years. It is
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not within the province of our sketch to dwell upon any of the bold

assertions and hypotheses in it that have been invalidated by later

geological discoveries; and, notwithstanding a few errors in detail,

almost inevitable in a book of the kind, the Origine de VHomme is,

as a whole, a work as vigorously thought out as clearly and generously

written.

Madame Clemence Royer has further occupied herself with special

researches on subjects of the same nature. Their results have been

published in the highly esteemed review, the Bulletin of the Societe

d'Anthropologic The most important of these memoirs relate to the

Craniology of the Quaternary Period, the Celts, the Origin of the

Different Human Races (1873), and the Domestication of Monkeys

(1887). The last work was published at the time of the appearance

of a book by M. Victor Meunier,* a believer in the possibility of

domesticating the simian race. His proposition, received in France

as a kind of a joke, taxed the genius of the Parisian caricaturists,

because the author had suggested that newborn children be nursed

by monkeys, whose milk was most like that of the human mother.

Of course it was an easy subject to joke about. Madame Royer
showed how little originality there was in this book. We might,

she said, undoubtedly succeed in educating monkeys, and they would

at the end of many generations be in certain cases superior to the

dog and the horse. Unfortunately, the struggle for existence op-

posed the adoption of the Utopian idea. The place for each human

recruit at the social table is now too narrow for any part of it to be

left for
" our lower brethren."

Anthropological sciences were not the only ones to which the

encyclopedic mind of our learned philosopher was attracted. A few

years ago she returned to her earlier studies, and collaborated on the

Nouveau Dictionnaire oVEconomie politique of Leon Say (1891-

'92). The most profound article she wrote for this work was that

on the word positivism. According to it, the Positive Philosophy

dates, not from Auguste Comte, who is believed to have introduced

it, but from Bacon; for its essential features may be found in the

Novum Organum and the Scientia nuova. Furthermore, Madame

Royer found that Comte " emasculated "
the doctrine of the famous

chancellor. The principal dogma of the system is the impossibility

of knowledge of first causes by our reason. This is an error, says

Madame Royer. Two distinct ideas have been confounded in the

term first causes: first, the permanent cause of phenomena, their

essential
"
substratum," the discovery of which man may perhaps

some day reach; and, second, the supposed primary term of each

phenomenal law. But if the world is eternal, this last does not exist,

* Les Singes domestiques. Paris, 1886.
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since
"
the eternity of the substantial involves the eternity of

its effects." Yet, while she attacks Comte's errors in the sphere of

sociology, she renders full justice to his Course of Positive Philoso-

phy, which was often in advance of its time in respect to the exact

sciences. Among other of Madame Royer's publications we may cite

Zoroastre, son LJpoque et sa Doctrine (Zoroaster, his Epoch and his

Doctrine, two volumes, 1875); Les Ages Prehistoriques (The Prehis-

toric Ages, 1876) ;
La Terre et ses Anciens Habitants (The Earth and

its Ancient Inhabitants, 1891), a sort of summary of recent progress

in paleontology, and of facts that may be derived from the study of

living beings; and Les Variations seculaires des Saisons (Secular

Variation of the Seasons, 1892), a little work in which the author

endeavors to confirm by observation a theory that climatic variations

are dependent, in the meteorological sense, on planetary movements.

She showed, for example, that in the cold winter of 1879-80 the

distribution of the planets around the sun was precisely that which

should give the greatest degree of cold for our hemisphere.

"We notice also her occasional contributions to different periodi-

cals: to Le Temps, the Revue des Revues, the Journal des Econo-

mistes, etc. Her last two treatises were published in 1895: La Ma-

ture (or Matter), and Ulnconnaissable (or The Unknowable).
So great intellectual activity has given Madame Royer a first

place among women as students of science. Hence, on March 10,

1897, her numerous admirers and friends offered her a jubilee ban-

quet, under the chairmanship of M. Levasseur, member of the Insti-

tute of France. The toasts spoken to on this occasion retraced the

brilliant career of the heroine of the feast; and, as the chairman

justly declared, the occasion was " the glorification of woman's knowl-

edge." Madame Clemence Royer is at present living a very retired

life in the Maison de Retraite founded by the Duchess Galigani at

Neuilly, near Paris, where she enjoys the rest earned by a half cen-

tury of persevering labor. Her body is feeble, but her ample brow and

her yet lively eyes seem still to have preserved the recollections of

the struggles of other days.

Dr. Sheldon Jackson, superintendent of Government schools in Alaska,

corrects a report that has been published, that his experiment in naturaliz-

ing reindeer in that Territory has failed. Three hundred and twelve of the

five hundred and twelve head imported died, it is true, at Seattle and

Haines,
' % because of a combination of circumstances and Government red

tape," but the two hundred and twenty-eight deer that were allowed to

reach the moss, fifty miles from the coast, are doing well, and will be u^ed

next winter in carrying the mails. Instead of scarcity of moss, the pastur-

age is more abundant than in Lapland or Siberia, and the reindeer thrive

better than they did in their native habitat.
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WORDS OF A MASTER.

THE address, which we print else-

where, delivered by Sir Archi-

bald Geikie to the students of Mason

College. Birmingham, is one to which

we feel it a duty to draw special atten-

tion. It would be difficult, we think,

to state more lucidly than the eminent

author has done the advantages to

be derived from a course of scientific

study, and the principles which must
be kept in view, not only during the

period of study, but through life, if a

training in science is to have its best

results.

The address begins with a few

words of caution as to the drawbacks

which are apt to attend on the ex-

clusive, or nearly exclusive, pursuit
of science. In the reaction which

the present age has witnessed against
the old literary and linguistic cur-

riculum of studies, a tendency is man-

ifesting itself to undervalue the older

learning. This Sir Archibald con-

siders to be a matter for serious re-

gret. He recognizes the impossibility

of combining any large amount of

literary or philological study with

the requirements of an extensive sci-

entific course; but he advises those

who make choice of the latter to
" cherish the literary tastes they
have acquired, and to devote them-

selves sedulously to the further cul-^

tivation of them during such inter-

vals of leisure as they may be able

to secure." A training in scieuce, he

observes, "admirable as it is in many
ways, fails to supply those humaniz-

ing influences which the older learn-

ing can so well impart." Times will

therefore come, even to the most en-

thusiastic student, when "scientific

work, in spite of its absorbing inter-

est, grows to be a weariness"; and

it is then that the value of any liter-

ary culture which may have been

received at school or college will be

appreciated.

It is a quite true remark that
" men who have been too exclusively

trained in science, or are too much
absorbed in its pursuit, are not al-

ways the most agreeable members of

society." It is also true that "one
result of the comparative neglect of

the literary side of education by

many men of science is conspicu-

ously seen in their literary style,"

which is not infrequently so "
slip-

shod, ungrammatical, and clumsy
that even the meaning of the authors

is left in doubt." This is a great evil

under the sun: a man goes through
a vast amount of labor to ascertain

facts and discover their meaning;
and when he is ready to transfer the

knowledge that he has gained to

other minds he lacks the skill to do

it in any satisfactory manner. Yet

so far is it from being the case that

there is any necessary incompati-

bility between scientific and literary

cultivation, that several of the most

distinguished scientific investigators

have ranked among the best writers

of the clay. We need only cite such

names as Sir John Herschel, Lyell,

Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Clifford,

and Sir Archibald Geikie himself: to

read any of these is a pleasure from

a literary no less than from a sci-

entific point of view No very satis-

factory excuse can therefore be made
for those scientific writers who can

not compass a style of reasonable

perspicuity and elegance. We can

only think of them as having fallen

victims to the hurtful error that lit-

erary style is of no advantage to a

scientific man.
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The caution which the address

contains against taking too utilita-

rian a view of science is timely and

judicious. We do not believe the

intention of the author is to encour-

age the prosecution of alleged sci-

entific researches independently of

all assignable human motive; but he

would have all the main lines of

scientific inquiry pursued in a liberal

and disinterested spirit, in the belief

that the enlargement of knowledge
can not but subserve in some way or

another, and sooner or later, the in-

terests of the human race. He feels

that the true scientific spirit is not

one that makes pecuniary gain its

chief object. True types of the sci-

entic worker are to be found in Mi-

chael Faraday and the elder Agassiz,
who was " too busy to make money

"
;

and the student of science who can

not to some extent work in the spirit

of these men may as well recognize
that it is not scientific truth he is

after but money. The greatest ad-

vances in Science, it is almost need-

less to say, have been made by those

who were serving her not for the

lust of gain, but for the love of dis-

covery—that is to say, by men like

Copernicus, Galileo, Harvey, Caven-

dish, Newton, Franklin, Jenner

Watt, Darwin, and Pasteur; and if

we would know what science is, it is

the lives, characters, and labors of

such men as these that we should

study, and not the achievements of

merely successful patentees.

Another danger to which the stu-

dent of science is exposed is that of

paying little or no attention to any
department of science save that of

which he is making a specialty. It

is therefore of great importance that

the courses of study laid out in sci-

ence colleges should at the outset be

sufficiently broad to afford a thor-

ough grounding in the leading prin-

ciples of all the sciences and in the

application of scientific method to

every field of inquiry. Only in this

way can a true sense of the power
and universality of science as a

method of thought and an engine of

the human mind be obtained. Why
is it that we are often so little im-

pressed with the intellectual char-

acter of this or that noted specialist?

The reason, we take it, is that his

mind lacks breadth; he knows his

own field of observation, but seems

to have little sense or appreciation of

what lies beyond it. It may have

been some one of this type who sug-

gested to Wordsworth his idea of an

"ever-dwindling soul"; certain it is

that a man may, by the too exclusive

pursuit of a narrow line of thought
and inquiry, fatally cramp his mind
and dim his spiritual vision.

The foundation of all science is

observation, and Sir Archibald right-

ly dwells upon the supreme impor-
tance of cultivating and developing
the observing faculty to the utmost

extent. He states that a man may
possess a colossal intellect while his

faculty of observation may be of the

feeblest kind, and gives as an exam-

ple a very eminent mathematician,

lately deceased, who used to make
the most ludicrous mistakes as to

time and place. Upon this point we
feel like venturing a little dissent.

We doubt whether there ever was a

colossal intellect apart from a con-

siderable development of the power
of observation

;
and that a great

mathematician should take very little

notice of what was going on in the

world about him would only show
that his powers of observation were

otherwise engaged. Take him in his

own field, and what a multitude of

things he would observe which a

man of inferior intellect, occupied
with the same studies, would over-

look ! It would be a somewhat rash

thing to undertake to cure an Archi-

medes or a Newton of that absent-

mindedness which, to the world at
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large, looks like a deficiency of ob-

servation. In such cases as these

the mind that is absent here is pres-

ent elsewhere; and what it is doing
there the world will in due time find

out. It is impossible, we hold, for

any one man to be observant in all

directions; if he is, it is certain he

will not have a colossal intellect.

Still, the truth which should be borne

in upon every student's mind is that

if he would make independent prog-
ress he must be an independent ob-

server. He must take in once for all

the truth that the materials needed

for scientific construction lie afield,

and that he must keep his eyes open
in order to see and distinguish them.

At every moment the man of science

may say, "There are more things in

heaven and earth than are dreamt

of" in any philosophy yet formu-

lated; and some of those things he

should aim at discovering for him-

self. Any mind that is once thor-

oughly interested in any branch of

study will be observant, and con-

versely a certain practice in observa-

tion may create an interest not be-

fore felt in a certain department of

study. It may also be remarked that

the dividing line between observa-

tion and deduction is very narrow
and more or less shadowy ;

and there-

fore to cultivate the logical faculty
is to create an appetite for observa-

tions, or at least for facts. The logi-

cal mind sees where facts are want-

ing, and will not be happy till it gets
them.

As might be expected, Sir Archi-

bald Geikie makes a special applica-
tion of what he has to say on the

need of observation to his own sci-

ence of geology—a study which is a

constant challenge to the observing

eye and the constructive intellect.

He dwells impressively on the de-

light which the rational contempla-
tion of Nature imparts to the stu-

dent whose higher faculties have

been awakened, and who has been

taught what to see and how to con-

sider it. "The movements of the

clouds, the fall of rain, the flow of

brook and river, the changes of the

seasons, the succession of calm and

storm, do not pass before your eyes
now as once they did. "While they
minister to the joy of life, they speak
to you of that all-embracing system
of process and law that governs the

world." Certainly this capacity for

the higher enjoyment of Nature is

the happiest result of scientific cul-

ture; and were it an invariable or

even a very general result, there could

never be any question as to the hu-

manizing and liberalizing effect of

devotion to scientific studies. If the

result in question is not always at-

tained, it is simply because the study
of science has not been approached
in a right spirit. It is not science

that is at fault.

Sir Archibald dwells finally on
the need for accuracy, thoroughness,
breadth, and patience on the part of

those who would worthily pursue a

scientific career. If his words were

duly heeded we should have more of

generous co-operation and sympathy
among scientific investigators, and
less of selfish petty rivalry and
clamorous contention in regard to

questions of priority. The eminent
author has nobly conceived the char-

acter and function of the man of

science in the present age; and we
can not but hope that his sage and
earnest counsels to the rising genera-
tion of scientific workers will bear

abundant fruit in days to come.

FADS AND FRAUDS.

We notice that a magistrate in

a Canadian city has inflicted fines,

under a "
vagrant

"
act, upon two

individuals who had been practic-

ing the alleged art of palmistry.
Both of these parties were proved 10
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have told fortunes from the hand for

pay; and, though one styled himself
"
professor

" and the other was a
" madame " and not a common way-
side gypsy, they werehoth held guilty
of common juggling and were pun-
ished accordingly. The puhlic prose-

cutor said that he did not lay any
stress on the fact that pay had been

taken
;
he asked for a conviction sim-

ply on the ground that fortune-telling
was against the law, and he carried

his point. The judge observed that

similar proceedings might be taken

against young ladies who tell for-

tunes at church and charity bazaars;

and the prosecutor admitted that such

was very likely the case. These

young ladies, he said, would have to

look out for themselves.

We must say that this action on

the part of the Canadian authorities

strikes us very favorably, and we
should be greatly pleased if we could

see similar proceedings taken nearer

home. It is a lamentable fact that

hundreds of persons who ought to

know better amuse themselves by
lending their countenance to the

practitioners of all kinds of silly and
dishonest arts, and so far assist them
in practicing their frauds upon a

more ignorant and helpless class.

We are all familiar with the stories

which pass current in private circles

of the extraordinary revelations and

predictions made by ladies and gen-
tlemen who go off iu trances and

see the past and future unrolled

before their upturned eyes with all

the distinctness of an actual panora-
ma. But there is one thing which

these interesting and highly gifted

individuals do not like, and that is

to get into the courts, or anywhere
where they can be called upon to

give a succinct and definite account of

their doings and pretensions. They
are not ambitious of going into a

trance before the magistrate, and

giving an exhibition of the powers to

which they lay claim in their adver-

tisements, much as that might be

expected to help their reputation
and their business. For that very
reason it would be an excellent

thing to bring them where the light
of common day could be thrown

upon their performances ; and. if

there is no law under which this

could be clone, our legislators, who
make so many needless laws, might

very well pass one, the general effect

of which would be to enforce the

responsibility of all persons public-

ly pretending to the possession of

any kind of supernatural power. It

would tend to cool the faith of even

the most beuighted dupes to see

their favorite seer cutting a foolish

figure before a judge who simply
wanted to know what it really was
for which he charged money. In
the Canadian cases both operators,
when they got into court, showed a

great disposition to minimize their

claims to any power of foretelling

events by palmistry or otherwise,

and so it would be in every similar

case. It is one thing to deal with a

gullible maiden who wants to know
the color of her future husband's

hair, and quite another to converse

with the officers of the law.

Most of the frauds which have

any continued success owe it. in

part at least, to an undue faith in

the personal integrity of the practi-

tioner. It seems a rude as well as

an unkind thing to suppose that So-

and-so, whose demeanor is so modest

and frank and simple, whose senti-

ments are so elevated, whose whole

personality seems calculated to in-

spire confidence, is really an out-

rageous deceiver. In many cases

people have said in effect that, if they
had to choose between believing a

miracle and doubting the ver.icity of

this or that engaging individual, they
would believe the miracle. Yet time

and again the engaging individual
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has been proved to be an impostor,

and the miracle has fallen to the

ground. One of the most remark-

able cases of the kind is furnished by
the history of the Keeley motor, the

absolutely fraudulent character of

which has lately been brought to

light. Keeley professed to transcend

all the known laws of physics and

mechanics, and he talked a jargon
which all acknowledged to be unin-

telligible, but the unintelligibility of

which was ascribed by his devotees

to the fact that he was really work-

ing outside of known laws, and could

not be expected to translate his ideas

into the language of everyday sci-

ence. In this way what was really

an adjunct to the imposture he was

practicing was counted as a proof of

the truth of his ideas and the reality

of his work. Yet now we know that

the whole business was a matter of

hidden tubes and wires and pulleys
and double axles, one concealed

within the other, with a water motor

hidden under the floor. Thus it was

that the "
setheric vibrations " and

all the other mysterious phenomena
were produced. We remember a

sermon that was preached some years

ago by an earnest divine, who pro-

fessed to see in the alleged effects

produced by Keeley an explanation
of the miracle of the casting down
of the walls of Jericho. Keeley
would take his harmonium and, strik-

ing a certain chord, would cause his

motor to revolve. In like manner
Joshua with his trumpets and pitch-

ers made precisely the kind of noise

required to produce the setheric vi-

brations necessary to level the walls

of the beleaguered city
—a wonder-

ful case of the most advanced sci-

ence coming to the support of a ven-

erable religious tradition ! Unfortu-

nately, the walls of Jericho must
now be got down in some other way,
since it is proved that when Kee-

ley worked the harmonium he also

worked the bulb of an air tube

placed under his foot in the floor.

But Keeley was so honest a man, so

devoted to his profound researches,

so true a tj-pe of the indomitable

experimenter, that it was impossible
for his friends and admirers to doubt

him, even when he spoke of "the

sympathetic negative attraction of

the triune polar stream."

The lesson of it all is—investigate !

investigate ! investigate ! The more
honest a man is, the more he will

court investigation. It is to the

credit of humanity perhaps that so

much reliance is placed upon esti-

mates of personal character in these

extraordinary cases; but where be-

lief is demanded for anything that

is absolutely beyond comprehension,
character should be put out of court

altogether, and the one question

should be, What are the facts? In

the Keeley case, unfortunately, men
of science as well as others were

among the deluded. They should

have suspected fraud
;
at least they

should have insisted on making such

investigations as a suspicion of fraud

would have suggested ; and, if they
were not allowed to make them,

they should have refused all coun-

tenance to the business. As it is,

many ignorant persons who lost

money through Keeley 's imposture
will very properly cast blame on

the presumedly competent mech-

anicians and physicists who went

through the form of examining Kee-

ley 's apparatus and afterward spoke,

however guardedly, of his extraordi-

nary results. As an object lesson

in regard to the need for uncom-

promising skepticism when facts

which can not be accounted for on

understood principles are presented
for acceptance, the history of the

Keeley motor should not soon be

forgotten.
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SPECIAL BOOKS.

Professor Bailey shows, in his hook on the Evolution of Our Native

Fruits* that the value of the native American species has not yet begun
to be adequately estimated, and his narrative carries the conviction that

the possibilities to be realized from their development are totally un-

dreamed of. De Candolle made the astounding assertion, in his book on

The Origin of Cultivated Plants, that the United States only yields as nu-

tritious plants worth cultivating the Jerusalem artichoke and the gourds.
'•

They had a few bulbs and edible berries, but have not tried to cultivate

them, having early received the maize, which was worth far more." "And

yet," Professor Bailey answers,
'' the American grapes have given rise to

eight hundred domestic varieties, the American plums to more than two

hundred, the raspberries to three hundred, and various other native fruits

have a large progeny." Three motives, the author says, run through his

book: An attempt to expound the progress of evolution in objects which

are familiar and have not yet been greatly modified by man; an effort to

make a simple historical record from unexplored fields; and a desire to

suggest the treasures of experience and narrative which are a part of the

development of agriculture. The studies of which the book is a fruit were

begun more than ten years ago, and were pursued with original sources

where they were accessible, and at the cost of much labor and travel. The

story begins with the grapes. The cultivation of native grapes, which are

singularly abundant and various in the wild condition, began after several

attempts on the large and on the small scale to make foreign grapes profit-

able had failed. Nicholas Longworth, of Cincinnati, who did more than

any other one man to promote it, sought for wine grapes. After several

varieties had been tried with more or less success, the Catawba and the

Concord were introduced, and the cultivation was established and became

important, but no longer with wine-making as its chief object. Now we
have a large variety of grapes

—characteristic, finely flavored, and adapted

to numerous uses in wines and desserts. Plums are mentioned in the early

records nearly as frequently as grapes. There are five native types from

which diverse varieties have arisen, the greater part of them of fortuitous

origin. The native cherries have not yet been very hopeful of promise,

except the dwarf species, which seem " destined to play an important part

in the evolution of American fruit." Five types of native apples are

known, from which a number of named and worthy varieties have arisen,

by Nature's propagation, not man's
;
and the author anticipates great bene-

fits to be derived from the very gradual and undemonstrative insinuation

of native blood into the domestic sorts. The story of the cultivation of the

raspberries, blackberries, dewberries, strawberries, gooseberries, currants,

and mulberries tells of much patience and skill applied to the production of

results in the benefits of which all may share, and which have undoubtedly
added to the sum of human well-being. There remain still many fruits, the

* Sketch of the Evolution of our Native Fruits. By L. H. Bailey, New York: The Macmillan

Company. Pp. 472. Price, $2.
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improvement of which has hardly begun, and which offer a promising field

for experiment—the persimmon, pawpaw, whortleberry, buffalo berry,

barberry, and nuts. The whole history of the improvement of American

fruit is interpreted by Professor Bailey as showing that in nearly every case

the amelioration has come from the force of circumstances, and not from

the choice or design of man, principally because foreign species did not do

well and something adapted to American conditions had to be found. Yet

much skill has been shown in recognizing the good qualities of the native

species, and in giving them conditions favorable to improvement. For the

future the author believes that the best results at the amelioration of any

species are to be expected by workiug with the highly improved forms

rather than with the original wild stock. We need, he says, a greater

range of variation, more divergent and widely unlike varieties, and more

incidental or minor strains of the most popular and cosmopolitan sorts.

Professor Bailey finds the greatest satisfaction in his book in the record of

the men who have been instrumental in introducing the improved fruits.

No men have been greater benefactors to our country than these, who have

done the equivalent of making two blades of grass grow where only one

grew before, and have added to the healthful sum of pleasure and content.

As Professor Darwin truly says, a mathematical argument is, after all,

only organized common sense; but, unfortunately, it is usually in such a

highly organized form as to be beyond the intelligence of the average
reader. In the present volume,* however, the author has wonderfully

simplified a most intricate and difficult mathematical subject, and really

seems to give some justification for the above generalization.

The first chapter of The Tides is devoted to defining them and describ-

ing methods of observation and study. The curious tidal movements in

lakes, called seiches, which were first systematically studied by Professor

Forel on the Lake of Geneva, are taken up in the second chapter ;
an

account of Forei's work is given, and the statement made that similar

researches are now under way on other lakes, notably that of Mr. Denison

on Lake Huron in this country. Tides in rivers, including an account of

the curious tidal phenomenon known as a "
bore," are next described, the

laws governing their variation and the ways in which they differ from the

tides of the open sea being carefully laid down. A brief historical chapter,

containing some curious extracts from Chinese and Icelandic literature, is

rather instructive anthropologically than tidally. The three following

sections are taken up by a study of tide generating and modifying forces,

and include an interesting account of the experiments made some years

ago by Dr. Darwin and his brother, in an effort to measure tidal forces by
means of the bifilar pendulum, which is now such an important agent in

seismological investigation. Chapters IX and X give an account of the

equilibrium, and the dynamical theories of the tide-generating forces, and

are chiefly accounts of the devices by which mathematicians have endeav-

ored to bring artificial order out of the actual chaos. The great complexity
of this portion of the subject; the variety of forces operating to produce
the tides, the sun, the moon, the earth's rotation, etc.

;
and the number of

retarding and confusing elements, friction, interposed land masses, river

* The Tides; and Kindred Phenomena in the Solar System. The Lowell Institute Lectures for

1898. By George Howard Darwin. N:w York : Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Pp. 378. $2.

VOL. LIV.— 53
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currents, air movements, depth of water, etc., render these theories prac-

tically valueless for use in tidal calculations.

In the following section Dr. Draper shows how, by means of Lord Kel-

vin's "harmonic analysis," which separates the tide-generating forces of

each kind into a number of ideal components, results of practical value

are obtained. In Chapter XIII a very ingenious instrument for tide pre-

diction which has been in use for some time by the Indian Government

is described. The recording part of the machine is simply a paper-wound

drum, on which a pencil point makes a graphic record. When the tides of

a given port are desired, it is only necessary to set the instrument accord-

ing to the tidal components, obtained by harmonic analysis and the time

chosen for the beginning of the tide table, and then start it at the proper

moment. It takes about four hours to run off the tidal curve for a year.

This curve is then measured, and the year's tide table readily made out.

Dr. Darwin informs us that a very similar instrument is now in course of

construction for the United States Government. The remainder of the

work consists of a more detailed discussion of the various disturbing influ-

ences which interfere with the simplicity of tidal movements—displace-
ment of the earth's axis, earthquakes, etc

,
a long discussion of tidal fric-

tion, a study of the laws of rotating liquid masses, the nebular hypothesis,

and finally a chapter on Saturn's rings. The text in many places will be

found difficult to understand by the general reader, despite the author's

efforts to fully and simply explain every point, and it seems questionable

whether a thorough discussion of tidal phenomena can be made simple

enough for the layman's comprehension. The volume can not be read by

any one, however, without instruction, and is much the best general discus-

sion of tidal phenomena which we have seen.

GENEKAL NOTICES.

The Elementary Zoology of Frank E.

Beddard * contains an account of a few

types selected from the chief groups of the

animal kingdom, followed and accompanied

by a consideration of some of the more gen-

eral conclusions of biology. A type system

ha3 to be used, but the author has endeav-

ored to obviate the great fault of that meth-

od—the liability of the students conceiving

that the characters of the species selected

for description are distinctive of a wider as-

semblage of forms—by emphasizing here

and there the differences between allied

groups. The question arises whether to be-

gin with the higher forms and go down to

the lower, which some authorities believe to

be the course easier of comprehension by

the student, or to follow the inverse method.

The author prefers to begin with the lower

* Elementary ZoOlogy. By Frank E. Bed-

dard. New York: Longmans, Green & Co. Pp.

208. Price, 90 cents.

forms and gradually work to the higher as

the course having the undoubted advantage

of presenting the facts in a logical sequence.

He accordingly begins with the amoeba and

proceeds upward. The treatment is simple

and lucid. Novelty has not been sought in

the illustrations, though there are several

new ones, but selections have been made

from the best already drawn.

An Introductory Logic
*
grew out of the

lectures of the author, Prof. J. E. Creighton,

to undergraduate classes in Cornell Univer-

sity ;
is intended primarily as a text-book

for students, and aims at being both prac-

tical and theoretical. The broad view is

taken in the definition of the subject that

logic is the science of thought, or the science

that investigates the process of thinking;

and the author expresses himself convinced

* An Introductory Logic. By James Edwin

Creighton. New York: The Macmillan Company,

pp. 392. $1.10.
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that, in spite of some difficulties, formal

logic is one of the most valuable instruments

in modern education for promoting clear

thinking and for developing critical habits

of mind. To doubters of the advisability

of attempting to include a theory of thought

or a philosophy of mind in an elementary

course in logic, Professor Creighton replies

that psychology having differentiated itself

from philosophy and become a " natural "

science, no longer undertakes to describe all

that the mind is and does.
"
It belongs to

logic to investigate intelligence as a knowing

function, just as it is the task of ethics to

deal with the practical or active mental fac-

ulties." Logic must first be a science before

it can become an art, but it can not be re-

garded as an art in the sense that it fur-

nishes a definite set of rules for thinking

correctly. What it can do is to show the

method by which new truths have been dis-

covered and the general conditions that must

always be fulfilled in reasoning correctly.

The treatment in the text follows the usual

order, except that the author, keeping clear

of artificial diction, writes in talking English

that is easy to be comprehended.

There are no more vital problems in the

evolution of society than those connected

with the point of view, the outlook, of the

great masses of the "
working people."

These people form the backbone, the poten-

tial energy of society ;
an acquaintance with

their views of ethics and life, and manner of

living, is of the utmost importance, not only

per se, but especially because of the efficient

direction which such a knowledge can give

the attempts at improving these latter, and

through them society at large. Mr. Walter

Wyckoff has, apparently actuated by some

such view as this, in combination perhaps

with a desire for a novel experience, made a

two years' trip across the continent, living

chiefly among the lowest and most improvi-

dent class of manual laborers
; making his

own living by their methods, and, by means

of the close contact, studying them from a

vantage point of unusual value. The account

of this expedition
*

is, as it could not fail to

be, no matter who the traveler might have

* The Workers: an Experiment in Reality.

The West. By Walter A. Wyckoff. New York :

Charles Scribner's Sons. Pp. 878. $1.50.

been, of great interest and value. But in Mr.

Wyckoff's hands the story has an added at-

traction through the literary ability of the

author. There is much material of practical

scientific value in the volume
;

it should

prove especially suggestive and useful to

some of our charity organization workers who

apparently find it so difficult to govern their

work by reason rather than emotion. There

are one or two rather unpleasant lapses, the

most marked of which advertises in a Chicago

police station Mr. Wyckoff's great linguistic

attainments, but the work is generally free

from this sort of weakness, and is on the

whole very well worth reading for instruction

as well as entertainment.

The Manual of Determinative Mineralogy
of Professors George J. Brush and Samuel

L. Penficld
*

is intended primarily to be used

in the identification of minerals, and that

purpose has been kept prominently in view.

The present edition is a complete revision of

Professor Brush's original work, the value

of which and the estimation in which it is

held by its constituency are attested by the

fact that fourteen editions of it have been is-

sued since it first appeared in 1874. A re-

vision of the parts devoted to blowpipe

analysis and the chemical reactions of the

elements was published in 1896. To the

present edition a chapter is added on the

physical properties of minerals, devoted

chiefly to crystallography, in which the en-

deavor has been made to present the subject

as simply as possible. Importance has been

attached to the description of those forms

which are of most frequent occurrence, and

the examples chosen to illustrate the differ-

ent systems represent, as a ride, the simple

forms that prevail in specimens of common

minerals, while rare and complex forms are

treated very briefly. The introduction of a

large number of species since 18*74 has made

a complete rearrangement necessary in the

analytical tables
;
aud they have been sc de-

veloped that tests for characteristic chemical

constituents furnish the chief means of iden-

tification. Stress is laid upon the importance

* Manual of Determinative Mineralogy, with

an Introduction on Blowpipe Analysis. By George
J. Brush. Revised and enlarged, wita entirely

new tables for the identification of minerals. Fif-

teenth edition, first thousand. New York: John

Wiley & Sons, pp. 312.
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of determining the chemical constituents as

a factor in securing accuracy in identifica-

tion.

Demonstrator G. 8. Neioth opens his

Manual of Chemical Analysis* with a pro-
test against the thought of "

doing
"

analy-
sis without learning more than the minimum
amount of chemistry, and against teaching
and practicing it in such a manner as to de-

grade it to the level " of a purely mechanical
and often unintelligible series of rule-of-

thumb operations." He says he has done
his best to make it

" as little of a cram book
as possible," and has endeavored "

to teach

analytical chemistry as well as analysis
"—

that
is, the theoretical as well as the practi-

cal side of the subject. He begins with em-

phasizing the importance of the student

making himself practically familiar with cer-

tain simple operations he will have to per-
form constantly, and gives clear, concise defi-

nitions of such terms as filtration, solution,

evaporation, fusion, precipitation, ignition,

etc., which relate to those operations. He
condemns slovenly formulas and mechanical

notes, but commends real notes of the stu-

dent's own observations. In his treatment
he excludes merely descriptive details that

have no bearing on analysis ; and in quanti-
tative analysis, prefers describing fully a few

typical methods and processes to covering
much ground slightly.

The Ingersoll Lectureship at Harvard

University is constituted on a legacy by Miss

Caroline H. Ingersoll, carrying out the wishes

of her father, George G. Ingersoll, for the

foundation of an annual lectureship on the
' '

Immortality of Man," to which no condi-

tions as to doctrine or method of treatment

are attached. The purpose of the lectures,
'

or perhaps their operation, as defined by
Prof. William James, is that out of the series

may emerge a collective literature worthy of

the theme. Professor James took as the

special subject of his lecture f the answer

to two objections to the doctrine of immor-

tality : first, the absolute dependence of our

* A Manual of Chemical Analysis, Qualitative
and Quantitative. By G. 8. Newth. New York:

Longmans, Green & Co., pp. 462. $1.75.
t Human Immortality. Two Supposed Objec-

tions to the Doctrine. By William James. Bos-
ton: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., pp. 70. $1.

spiritual life, as we know it here, on the

brain
;
and the second relating to

" the in-

credible and intolerable number of beings

which, with our modern imagination, we
must believe to be immortal, if immortality
be true." To the former objection the au-

thor replies that thought is not a productive
but a permissive or transmissive function of

the brain
; when the brain decays the sphere

of being that supplied the consciousness is

still intact, and the stream still goes on
;
to

the second, that spiritual being is not as ma-
terial being, that each new mind brings

"
its

own edition of the universe of space
"
along

with
it, that there is no crowding or inter-

ference, and that the supply of individual

life in the universe can never possibly ex-

ceed the demand.

The first number of In Lantern Land, a

monthly journal
" devoted to literature, the

fine arts, the play, with some discussion of

passing events," Charles Dexter Allen and

William Newnham Carleton, editors, gives

promise of a literary journal of elevated tone.

It holds its aim to be unprejudiced and inde-

pendent. (Published at Hartford, Conn., by
Charles Dexter Allen, for one dollar a year.)

Mr. Henry Carr Pearson presents in his

Greek Prose Composition (American Book

Company, 90 cents) results of his own experi-

ence in the class room. The aim of the

book is to combine study of the essentials of

Greek syntax with practice in translating
connected English into Attic Greek, and to

afford convenient practice in writing Greek

at sight. The work is in three parts : Part

I, containing, in graded lessons, the principal

points of Greek syntax, designed for use at

the beginning of the second year's study of

Greek; Part II, short simple English sen-

tences modeled after sentences in Xenophon's

Anabasis, for daily use in connection with

reading of the text; and Part III, connected

English prose, graded, also based on the

Anabasis. Review lessons are introduced,
and a Greek-English vocabulary is provided.

Mr. James W. Crook, in the introduction

to his history of the development of German

Wage llieories (Columbia University Studies

in History, Economics, and Public Law), re-

marks upon the slowness with which political

economy, and particularly the study of ques-

tions concerning wages, has advanced in
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Germany. Hardly any original work on

wages is to be found there for half a century

after the publication of Adam Smith's

Wealth of Nations, although numerous text-

books bearing upon the subject were issued

—all for the most part only summarizing or

slightly modifying the reasonings and con-

clusions of the English master. The con-

ditions of economic life in the two countries

were different, and the " industrial revolution

was slow in developing on the Continent,

and in Germany the old industrial order with

its restrictions and conservative methods

prevailed long after England had replaced

the old with the new." These differences

between the two countries may adequately

account for the great disparity in theoretic

development. And Germany is still largely

dependent upon other countries in its discus-

sions. In the present work, the chief object

being to discover progress of thought on the

subject, chronology had to be sacrificed, in

some instances, to a logical treatment. Those

writers are grouped who appear to show the

largest number of points of contact, and this

leads to placing all the German writers

treated in two groups, in one of which a real

unity of method and interest prevails, and

Hermann is the most important center, while

the other group includes van Thiinen, Karl

Marx, and Schulze-Gaevemitz, authors who

do not belong together in the sense that the

others do.

Among the articles in the Columbia Uni-

versity Bulletin for June, 1898, are those on

the Department of History, the Preparatory

Schools (by G. R. Carpenter), Columbia Non-

Graduates (H. G. Paine), the Teaching of

Anatomy (by George S. Huntington), and the

second of Mr. H. A. Cushing's historical

papers on King's College in the American

Revolution.

The report of Filibert Noth, special

agent of the Division of Forestry, on For-

estry Conditions and Interests of Wisconsin,

and the Third Annual Report of the Chief

Fire Warden of Minnesota, C. C. Andrews,

furnish many facts and suggestions of value

to persons interested in the maintenance and

protection of our forests.

D. Appleton and Company publish as one

of their Home Reading Books The Story of
Hob Hoy, by Sir Walter Scott, condensed for

home and school reading by Edith D. Harris.

The editor of the series, Dr. W. T. Harris,

furnishes a preface, pointing out the essential

qualities of Scott's works on which their fame

rests, and analyzing the features of Scottish

and English life of the age to which they

relate and which give these stories of the

border their interest and charm. In ex-

planation of the plan and reason of the

present condensation, he says that "it has

been found possible to condense the Waverley
novels by omitting all lengthy descriptions

of scenery, historical disquisitions on the

times, and a few passages of dialogue and

monologue that do not contribute directly to

the progress of the story, or throw light

upon the character of the persons who enter

upon the scene. It is believed that by this

method the interest is preserved intact, and

that after a year's interval the story in its

unabridged form may be read with as lively

an interest as the youth will feel in reading

this version." Price, 60 cents.

A paper, Indices Ponderauz de la Crane

(Weight Indexes of the Brain), in the Bulletin

of the Anthropological Society of Paris, com-

prises the results of a study of the weight and

capacity of the brain, the weight of the man-

dible, and the cranio-mandibular and cranio-

cerebral indices, etc., made upon sixty-four

heads of animals by George C rant McCurdy,
of New Haven, with the collaboration of M.

Nicolas Mohyliansky.

The pamphlet embodying the Proceed-

ings of the Tenth Annual Session of the As-

sociation of American Anatomists, held at

Cornell University in December, 1897, con-

tains a portrait and notice, with bibliography

of the late Dr. Harrison Allen, the reports

of the majority and the minority of the com-

mittee on anatomical nomenclature, and sev-

enteen papers contributed by members of the

association.

The University Geological Survey of
Kansas is conducted under the authority of

the Board of Regents of the State Univer-

sity, and has issued already several large and

elegant volumes recording the operations and

results of its work. The fourth volume, now

before us, embraces the paleontology of the

Upper Cretaceous, and is by Samuel W.

Williston, paleontologist. Kansas is famous

for its fossils, no equal area in the United
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States, perhaps, presenting such varied and

remarkable records of this kind. Yet, while

the State has furni.-hed much of interest to

the sciences of geology and paleontology, the

published accounts in these departments are

confined to scattered and abstruse papers

accessible only to the specialist. The present

publication is an effort to put this knowl-

edge, so far as the particular formation to

which it relates is concerned, within the

reach of students. Professor Williston has

been engaged for twelve years in the study of

the geology and paleontology of the State,

having spent more than three years in field

exploration, and has been eight years col-

lecting material for his book, enjoying the

advantage of access to the very important

collection of the university. Much of the

information is here published for the first

time. The fossils of the western part of the

State only are described in it, for the sole

reason that more preparatory work has been

done on them in the university in recent

years ;
but other departments are in prepa-

ration and will appear in due course. The

fossils described are birds, dinosaurs, croco-

diles, mosasaurs, turtles, microscopic organ-

izations, and invertebrates, all of the Upper

Cretaceous.

In a paper on TJie Relations of the People

of the United States to the English and the

Germans, read before the Thursday Club of

Chicago, Mr. William Vntke undertakes a

defense of the Germans against a supposi-

tion that they are hostile to the United

States. This is right, if the Germans need

defense, which we doubt; but to give his

thesis the shape of an attack on England, as

is done in the paper, is unnecessary.

The account of the investigations con-

ducted by Dr. D. N. Bergey under the super-

vision of Drs. J. S. Billings and S. Weir

Mitchell, on the Influence upon the Vital He

sistance of Animals to the Micro-organisms

of Disease, brought about by a Long Sojourn

in Impure Atmosphere, already referred to

in the Monthly, is published under the Hodg-

kins Fund in the Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Contributions.

The Report of the United States National

Museum which we are called upon to notice

U for the year 1895, and bears the signature

of G. Broun Goode. It embraces accounts

of the origin and development of the museum,

its organization and scope, and its work in

public education; reviews of the special

topics in its operations for the year; synop-

ses of the scientific work in various depart-

ments
;

the administrative reports ; appen-

dixes relating to accessions to the collections,

lectures, meetings, etc.
;

and a number of

special papers of great value and interest,

including an account of the Kwakiutl Indians,

by Franz Boas; The Graphic Art of the

Eskimos, by W. J. Hoffman
;
The Geology

and Natural History of Lower California, by

G. P. Merrill
;
The Tongues of Birds, by F.

A. Lucas
;
The Ontonagon Copper Bowlder

in the United States Museum, by Charles

Moore
;
The Antiquity of the Red Race in

America, by Thomas Nilsen; and accounts

of the Mineralogical Collections in the

Museum, by Wirt Tassin, and of the Taxider-

mical Methods in the Leyden Museum, Hol-

land, by Dr. Shufeldt.

The Dawn of the Twentieth Century is a

poem, described by the author, Charles P.

Whaley, as his first sermon, dedicated to

rationalism. He describes himself as hav-

ing recovered from " a severe attack of or-

thodoxy," which deprived him for the time

of the power of logical reason, and to have

at last discerned a theology,
" founded upon

absolute, demonstrable scientific facts,"

which is to prevail in the next century.

His poem presents his view of that theology.

In the September number of the Quar-

terly Review, The New World, an article by

Prof. Otto Pfleidener on Evolution and The-

ology, defines the task of Ecclesiastical

Protestantism after having abandoned the

ethical ideals of mediaeval Christianity, as

being "for a still wider development, to

strike off the dogmatic fetters of ecclesiasti-

cal criticism, and to clothe its religious prin-

ciple in new forms of thought, which shall

render for our age the same service that the

Greek and Roman dogmas rendered for the

earlier time." In an article on Social and

Individual Evolution, Mr. Henry Jones main-

tains that the social tendencies of the pres-

ent day point to a limitation of individual

independence and enterprise.

A contribution to the anthropology of

the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Facial

Paintings of the Indians of Northern British
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Columbia, by Franz Boas, forms the first

part of Volume II of the Memoirs of the

American Museum of Natural History. The

Jesup expedition has been organized under

the patronage of Mr. Morris K. Jesup, presi-

dent of the museum, and under the direction

of that institution, to study what relations

may exist or may have existed between the

natives of the northwest coasts of America

and the peoples of the neighboring Asiatic

coasts. The general likeness, in the midst

of their special minor diversities, of all the

Indians of the American continent points to

an ultimately common origin for them, while

the differences indicate that this may not

have been precisely identical in time and

place, and seem to have required a very long

time for their development and establish-

ment. The purpose of the expedition is to

collect all the information that can be ob

tained by its method of exploration con-

tributing to this end. The present contribu-

tion embodies the fruits of a study of the

arts, as applied to facial decoration, of the

Thompson River Indians, the Chilcotin, the

Bella Coola, the Kakiutl, and the Nootka.

This art is almost exclusively based on ani-

mal motives, is highly conventionalized, and

has the unique peculiarity of seeking to fit

the whole figure of the animal to the surface

on which it is applied ;
whence it presents

some curious effects. In this effort to illus-

trate the principles of its conventionalism

Dr. Boas has selected as the most difficult

and complicated surface the human face, of

which he gives in six plates eighty-eight

figures of as many different styles of decora-

tion.
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Ifragmettts of gtimtt.

Pre-Colnmbian Musical Instruments in

America.—In a recent article in the Popular

Science Monthly (November, 1898), entitled

Was Middle America Peopled from Asia ? I

insisted that if there had been any invasion,

peaceful or otherwise, sufficient to have

affected even in the slightest degree the arts,

customs, and religious beliefs of middle

America, then, associated with these influ-

ences, we should find traces of Asiatic uten-

sils, implements, structures, such as sandals,

weapons, pottery, wheels, plows, roofing

tiles, etc.
;

in other words, just those objects

most intimately associated with man. I es-

pecially considered the absence of stringed

musical instruments and coincided with Dr.

Otis T. Mason in the belief that there was

no evidence of a pre-Columbian stringed

musical device. This question has been

variously discusssd and the following refer-

ences bear on the subject : A short note in

the American Antiquarian for January, 1897,

by Dr. D. G. Brinton, entitled Native Ameri-

can Stringed Musical Instruments. The

author frankly admits, however, that the

cases cited may all have been borrowed

from the whites or negroes. Mr. M. H. Sa-

ville in the American Anthropologist for

August, 1897, described A Primitive Maya
Musical Instrument, though he makes no pro-

nounced statement of its pre-Columbian ori-

gin. Dr. Mason, in the American Anthropol-

ogist for November, 1897, discusses the

question under the title Geographical Distri-

bution of the Musical Bow, and in this paper

says,
"

I have come to the conclusion that

stringed musical instruments were not known

to any of the aborigines of the western

hemisphere before Columbus." In my paper

I insisted that " had this simple musical de-

vice been known anciently in this country, it

would have spread so widely that its pre-
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Columbian use would have been beyond any

contention." Mr. Saville finally, in the Amer-

ican Anthropologist for September, 1898,

shows apparently the existence of a pre-Co-

lumbian stringed musical device in a paper

entitled The Musical Bow in Ancient Mexico,

and presents his proof in the form of a re-

production from an ancient Mexican codex

of an orchestra of six performers. One of

the figures, according to Mr. Saville's inter-

pretation, is holding a musical bow in his

left hand while with his right hand he is

striking the cord with a forked stick. Claim-

ing no skill in the interpretation of these

quaint and concentrated Jack-of-beart fig-

Fio. 1.

ures, I readily yielded to the authority of

Saville in this matter, and so acknowledged

in a footnote in my paper which I was en-

abled to insert after the pages were made

up. Within a few days I have received a

letter from Mrs. Zelia Nuttall, the eminent

American paleographist, to whom we are

indebted for the most profound researches

in connection with these ancient codices. In

this letter Mrs. Nuttall refers to Sahagun's

great manuscript, wherein she says :

" The-

native musical instruments are repeatedly

enumerated. The turtle's shell figures

among them, but there is no trace of a

stringed musical instrument ever having been

known or employed in ancient Mexico.'
1 ''

(The

Italics are hers.) Mrs. Nuttall then says

that the object held under the arm of the

musician which has been recognized as a

musical bow is undoubtedly a turtle's shell.

In support of this view she sends me a trac-

ing of the figure from the original manuscript

which is now in Vienna, in which the entire

object under the arm of the player as well

as the forked stick is colored blue (Fig. 1).

A photograph is also inclosed from another

ancient Mexican manuscript in course of pub-

Fir,. 2.

lication by Mrs. Nuttall. In this (Fig. 2) the

player has the turtle's shell and is pounding
on it with a pronged stick, horn, or branch,

while in the other hand he holds a rattle and

at the same time sings, the notes being

graphically portrayed as they come from his

mouth. It will be observed that it is the

plastron or ventral surface that he is strik-

ing, as shown by the notches in its forward

and hinder edges, though the plates are in-

correctly drawn. In the figure given by Mr.

Saville the player is holding the turtle's

shell in precisely that position that would

enable him to strike the plastron. Even in

Mr. Saville's figure the mar-

ginal plates of the shell are

plainly indicated. By hold-

ing the figure face downward

the shell is thrown in a nor-

mal position with the back

uppermost, and what was

mistaken for the string of

the instrument is the outline

of the back of the turtle

correctly delineated. With

the above figures I give the

outline of the left arm and

body of a friend who posed for me while

holding a large South American turtle under

his arm. I have drawn the plates of the

carapace to more clearly indicate the posi-
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tion of the turtle's shell. In the original

codex, as before remarked, this portion is

colored blue. In this attitude the flat plas-

tron forms the drumhead, so to speak, the

carapace acting as a resonator. I am sure

that Mr. Saville will agree with me that Mrs.

Nuttall's attribution is the correct one.

Edward S. Morse.

Rebreathed Air as a Poison.—The fol-

lowing extracts are taken from an article by

Dr. John Hartley, in the Lancet :

" The fresh-

air treatment of consumption
"
appears to be

made up of three essential factors : (1) the

discontinuance of the supply of bacilli from

without
; (2) the supply of an abundance of

nutritive material to the tissues; and (3) the

supply of an abundance of fresh air uneon-

taminated by the products of respiration.

This seems to mean that the tissues, if not too

enfeebled, may be trusted to deal with the

bacilli already present if their metabolism is

kept going at high pressure. Fresh air is now

the "
official

"
remedy in the treatment of tu-

bercle. Why is it so ignored in the case of

other diseases ? Has the pneumonic or bron-

chitic no need of special ventilation because

his microbe is of a different breed ? The air

was intended not only for phthisical patients

or patients suffering from pneumonia but for

all— diseased and healthy alike—and it is

still the natural medium in which the poi-

sonous products of tissue metabolism ex-

creted by the lungs are further broken down

and rendered harmless. Dr. A. Ransome

has done great service not only by his on-

slaught on " air sewage
" but also by his

coinage of the term
;
for a thoroughly good

opprobrious epithet resembles a good wall-

poster in its power of arresting and enchain-

ing the attention of the many. It was long

ago pointed out that certain constituents of

expired air are intensely powerful nerve

poisons. These considerations should surely

make us look on rebreathed air and sewer

gas, not as mere carriers of accidental poi-

sons, such as influenza and pneumonia and

the like, but as poisons per se, and I wish to

be allowed to record a few very imperfect

observations made by myself during some

years past chiefly on the subject of re-

breathed air, with certain inferences which I

think tend, however feebly and imperfectly,

to show that the poisons we expire have per

se very definite effects on tissue metabolism

and need not a mere perfunctory admixture

with fresh air but very large and very con-

tinuous dilution before they are rendered in-

nocuous—that is to say, innocuous to all ;

for while some persons appear to be almost

immune, others seem intensely susceptible.

The first observation I will allude to was

made in the autumn of 1896, in cool weather.

T had to take a long night journey by rail aft-

er a long and hard day's work. The train

was full and the compartment I entered was

close
; so, as I was tired and fagged, I sat in

the corridor by an open window, well rugged

up, throughout the journey. The comparts

ment was completely shut off from the corri-

dor by a glass door and windows, through

which I could freely inspect its occupants.

Two remarkably fresh-complexioned, whole-

some-looking young fellows got into the

compartment at York. They formed a re-

markable contrast to the pallid and fagged-

looking travelers already there. The win-

dows and ventilators were carefully closed,

and the newcomers, with the rest, settled off

to sleep and slept soundly for nearly four

hours, with the exception of a few minutes'

interval at Grantham. When aroused on

nearing London they, like the other occu-

pants of the compartment, were haggard and

leaden-hued, their fresh color was entirely

gone, and they looked and moved as if ex-

hausted. I examined my own face in the

lavatory mirror at the beginning and end of

the journey and could see but little alteration

in my color ;
if anything, it was rather im-

proved by the end of the journey. The sec-

ond case occurred early in 1897. I was

asked to see a woman, aged about forty-eight

years, who had been treated in a neighbor-

ing town for many weeks for bronchitis

and asthma following influenza. She had

relapsed about a week when I first saw her.

She was then sitting up in bed
;
her face

was leaden-colored, her skin was clammy
and sweating, with a feeble, quick pulse, and

the heart sounds were indi-tinguishable ow-

ing to wheezing; there was some crepitation

at the bases. The temperature was about

101° F. The weather was cold, but after

wrapping her up, with a hot bottle to her

feet, the window was well opened. Her

color improved in a few minutes and the

sweating ceased soon after. But it and the
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blueness returned if the window was shut

for any time. It was directed to be kept

open night and day, and I could see from

my house that this order was carried out.

Although on one night the thermometer

showed 14° F. of frost the chest was clear

of noises and she was convalescent in eight

days. If fresh air needs warming she ought
to have died. Why do most men feel so

tired after an afternoon's work in a crowded

out-patient room ? Why is a long journey in a

full railway carriage, even with a comfortable

seat, so exhausting to many people ? Per-

sonally an hour or two in a full carriage with

the windows shut will give me numbness in

my feet and legs and knock me up for the

day, while a railway journey in an empty

carriage with open windows does not affect

me at all. But most people will be willing

to admit that any kind of crowd is tiring.

It is to me difficult to resist the impression

than an overdose of waste products, whether

of one's own or other people's, must gener-

ally interfere with the metabolism of nerve

tissue. Women as they grow older are apt

to live much indoors. I believe the fat,

flabby, paunchy woman, whether purple or

pale, with feeble, irritable heart and "
inad-

equate
"

kidneys, is usually the victim of re-

breathed air. A " close
" room will infalli-

bly give me an abdominal distention and

borborygmi within half an hour, and I am in-

clined to think the purity of the air breathed

by the dyspeptic quite as important as his

regimen or hia teeth. It must, I think,

sooner or later be recognized that many of

the increasing ills which it has been the

fashion to charge on the "
hurry and brain

fag" incidental to a high state of civilisation

and a large population are in reality due to

the greater contamination of the air we

breathe by the waste products of that popu-

lation, and that toxines excreted by the lungs

will in time take high rank among these as

both potent and insidious. If this should

come to pass, the present ideas anent venti-

lation must be abandoned as utterly futile,

and the need will be felt, not of letting a

little air in, but of letting waste products

out.

Tlie Utilization of Wave Power.—The
utilization of the energy which goes to waste

in the movement of water, in waves, tides,

and waterfalls, has been a much-studied

problem during recent years. The only one

of these three phenomena which has as yet

been at all extensively commercially har-

nessed is the waterfall. There have, however,
been a number of wave and tide motors con-

structed. The most recent and perhaps the

most promising of these is the type invented

by Mr. Morley Fletcher, of Westminster, Eng-
land. He has made a special study of the

problem of motion of the sea, and has already

successfully constructed a hydraulic pump,
an electric motor, and a self contained siren

buoy in which the energy is obtained entirely

from wave motion. The great possibilities

in this direction for cheap and efficient pow
r -

er plants have not been appreciated by sea-

coast towr

ns, but it is stated in Industries and

Iron, from which we have taken the above

particulars, that Mr. Fletcher is at present

devoting his attention to devising schemes

and designing apparatus for pumping sea wa-

ter for shore purposes, ore washing, driving

electric machinery for town lighting and

power plants, buoys for marking harbors

with beacons and fog horns, and the many
other purposes to which such a constant and

inexhaustible source of energy is applicable.

Dispersal of Seeds.—Having described

in the Plant World some of the provisions of

Nature for the dispersal of seeds, Prof. W.
J. Beal adds that these various devices, be-

sides serving to extend and multiply the spe-

cies and promote its plantation on favorable

soil, enable plants to flee from too great

crowding of their own kind and from their

plant rivals and parasites.
" The adventur-

ers among plants often meet with the best

success, not because the seeds are larger or

stronger or better, but because they find for

a time more congenial surroundings. Our

weeds, for instance, are carried for long dis-

tances by man and by him are planted in

new ground that has been well prepared.

Every horticulturist knows that apples

grown in a new country, if suitable for

apples, are fair and healthy, but the sea!)

and codling moth and bitter rot and bark

louse sooner or later arrive, each to begin

its peculiar mode of warfare." So with

peach trees and plums and their enemies.

The surest way to grow a few cabbages, rad-

ishes, squashes, cucumbers, and potatoes is
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to plant them here and there in good soil at

considerable distances from where any have

heretofore been grown.
" For a time ene-

mies do not find them." Pear trees planted

scatteringly are more likely to remain healthy

than in orchards. "
Perhaps one reason

why plants have become extinct or nearly so

is their lack of means of migration. As ani-

mals starve out in certain seasons when food

is scarce, or more likely migrate to regions

which can afford food, so plants desert worn-

out land and seek fresh fields. As animals

retreat to secluded and isolated spots to es-

cape their enemies, so many plants accom-

plish the same thing by finding the best

places with some of their seeds sown in many

regions. Frequent rotations seem to be the

rule for many plants when left to themselves

in a state of nature. Confining to a perma-

nent spot invites parasites and other enemies

and a depleted soil, while health and vigor

are secured by frequent migrations."

Commensals.—Curious associations are

formed among animals for mutual aid in the

struggle for existence. Some of them are

societies of the same species, like those of

ants and bees
;
colonies in which many indi-

viduals—as ascidians and bryozoa—join into

a single mass and act as one
;
and associa-

tions of animals of different species consti-

tuting commensalism where both are bene-

fited, or parasitism, when the advantage

accrues to only one of the parties. The her-

mit crab and certain ascidians furnish very

fine examples of commensalism. The her-

mit crab is known as an inhabitant of shells

bereft of their proper owners. Some sea

anemones also fasten themselves on shells,

and seem to prefer those which have been

adopted by hermit crabs. The association is

shown by M. Henri Coupan, in La Nature, to

be one of mutual benefit. The actinia de-

fends the crab and its home against all in-

truders by means of its tentacles—veritable

batteries of prickly stings ;
while the crab,

with its long claws reaching out to catch

whatever is good to eat, brings food within

reach of the ascidian. Mr. Percival Wright,

having taken the crab from a shell to which

an ascidian had attached itself, found that

the latter abandoned the shell in a short

time. M. L. Faunt reversed the experiment,

taking the ascidian away, when the crab de- I

serted its quarters, found a shell with the as-

cidian on it,
and occupied it very quickly.

He further observed the maneuvers executed

by the crab to secure the attachment of an

ascidian to its shell. Sometimes a large as-

cidian will wholly cover a shell
;
or several

smaller ones will spread themselves over the

same shell so as to form a continuous en-

velope over it. The ascidians become so at-

tached to their commensals as to seem un-

able to live without them, and even to die

soon after being separated from them.

Drift of Ocean Currents.—Of sixteen hun-

dred and seventy-five floats bearing requests

to the finder to return them which Prince

Albert of Monaco dropped into the Atlantic

during three research cruises, with a view to

learning something of the movements of sur-

face currents, two hundred and twenty-six

were returned to him up to the year 1892.

By working the course which each of them

had probably been following, the prince un-

dertook to draw a definite map of the cur-

rents. As the elements employed were al-

ways numerous for each region, he thinks

his results were near the truth in its general

lines. The floats landed on almost all the

shores of the North Atlantic, from the North

Cape to the south of Morocco, along Central

America, and on the islands of Canaries,

Madeira, Azores, Antilles, Bermudas, Shet-

land, Hebrides, Orkneys, and Iceland. None

appeared as far south as the Cape Veid

Islands. The drifts seem to indicate an im-

mense vortex, beginning toward the Antilles

and Central America with the Gulf Stream

and the equatorial current
; passing the Banks

of Newfoundland at a tangent, it turns to

the east, approaches the European coasts,

and runs southward from the English Chan-

nel to Gibraltar, after having sent a branch

running along the coast of Ireland and the

coast of Norway as far as the North Cape.

It then returns to the west, encircling the

Canaries. Its center oscillates somewhere to

the southwest of the Azores. The author's

observations enabled him also to establish a

very good average for the speed at which

these floats traveled in the different sections

of the vortex, and for every twenty-four

hours : Between the Azores, France, Portu-

gal, and the Canaries, it was 5.18 miles;

from the Canaries to the Antilles, the Baha-
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mas, and as far as the Bermudas, 10.11

miles
;
from the Bermudas to the Azores,

6.42 miles. The mean speed for the North

Atlantic was 4.48 miles. The figures are un-

der rather than above the truth.

Winds of the Sahara.—Some interesting

meteorological observations, made in the Sa-

hara during eight excursions between 1883

and 1896, have been published by M. F.

Foureau. The most frequent winds are

those from the northwest and the southeast.

Every evening the wind goes down with the

sun, or goes to bed, as the Chaambe express

it; except the northeast wind, which the

Arabs call el childne, or the devil, because

it blows all night. Another wind, called the

chihifhi, has been mentioned by all travelers,

and is the subject of numerous legends. It

is a warm wind from the southwest, charged

with electricity, and often carrying fine sand

and darkening the atmosphere. The com-

passes are much disturbed by it, because,

it has been suggested, of a special condition

produced upon thin glass covers by the fric-

tion caused by the rubbing of the fine wind-

carried sand upon them
;
but it has been ob-

served that the spare compasses show the

same disturbed condition as soon as they are

taken out of their boxes. The disturbance

ceases when the glasses are moistened, and

does not appear again till they have dried.

Several hailstorms were noticed, the hail-

stones being usually about as large as peas,

but larger in the heavier storms. M. Fou-

reau, not having gone as far as the central

heights, observed no snow in the Sahara, but

was informed that snow falls in the winter on

the tops of the Tassili des Azcljcr, about five

thousand feet above the sea. Similar obser-

vations have been made by other travelers,

and falls of temperature to about 21° F. have

been noticed. Very curious mirage phenom-
ena were sometimes observed. Observations

of fulgurites, or instances in which the sand

had been vitrified by lightning strokes, were

not infrequent.

Evolution of Pleasure Gardens.—A les-

son in the evolution of pleasure resorts is

suggested in a book by Mr. Warwick

Wroth on the London pleasure gardens. The

history of these places has in some cases

a strong family resemblance. They usually

began as tea gardens, with a bowling green,

tea and coffee, hot loaves, and milk " fresh

from the cow," as their chief attractions.

If the business prospered, other amusements

were added, such as music and dancing, with

perhaps the exhibition of a giant or a fat

woman. Equestrian performances were given

in the more important gardens. The mana-

ger of one of them kept on the grounds a

fine collection of rattlesnakes, one having
nineteen rattles and " seven young ones."
" Sixteen hundred visitors were present at

another one day in August, 1744, to hear

honest 'Jo Baker' beat a trevally on his

side-drum as he did before the great Duke

of Marlborough at the bloody battle of Mal-

plaquet. It was not unusual, moreover, for

the owner of a successful tavern to discover

on his premises a mineral spring, of which a

favorable analysis was easily obtained"—
although the spring might be really a bad

one. The Spa of Hampstead Wells enjoyed

a delightfully pure and invigorating air on

the open heath, and had a tavern with coffee

rooms, a bowling green, raffling shops, and a

chapel, which offered visitors an advantage

possessed by no other gardens in London, as

a clergyman was always in attendance, and

a couple on presenting a license could be

married at once on the payment of five shil-

lings. Mr. Wroth suggests that the license

was sometimes dispensed with, and the fee,

moreover, was remitted if the wedded pair

gave a dinner in the gardens.

A Library of Astronomical Photographs.
—The appointment of Mrs. M. P. Fleming as

curator of astronomical photographs in the

Harvard Observatory is noteworthy because

hers is the first woman's name to be placed

along with the officers in the university cat-

alogue. It is more so as a recognition of

Mrs. Fleming's proved abilities in certain

lines of astronomical work. The astrophoto-

graphic building is not used for the taking
of photographs, but as a peculiar kind of

library where the plates secured by the as-

tronomers at Cambridge and Arequipa are

preserved, arranged, and catalogued, as is

done with books. The duties of the curator

are like those of a librarian. But instead of

books, of which many copies exist, each of

the treasures in the photographic collection

is unique and can not be duplicated. Prints
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of them on paper are of little scientific value,

because no paper copy can repeat all the

minute accuracy of the original negative on

glass ;
and prints are not taken from them

for scientific use, but only for illustration.

If one is destroyed it can never be replacpd ;

and it is impossible to predict what fact one

of them may embody of the greatest impor-

tance to the labors of some future astronomer

desiring to compare the aspect of his special

object of research at his period and ours.

Mrs. Fleming's name is frequently mentioned

in the reports of the observatory, and she

has distinguished herself in several lines of

stellar investigation. She has about a dozen

women assistants, some of whom are com-

puters of long experience, and some are

known by the discoveries they have made.

Forest Planting on the Plains.—Mr.

Charles A. Keffer, in a report to the Forest-

ry Division on Experimental Tree Planting

in the Plains, defines the forestless region of

America as including all the States between

the Mississippi River north of the Ozark

Mountains and eastern Texas and the Rocky

Mountains, together with the plateau west of

the Rocky Mountains. The possibilities of

forest growth in this vast area are yet to be

proved. Roughly speaking, any species that

thrive in the adjacent wooded region can be

grown in Iowa, the Red River Valley of Min-

nesota and North Dakota, the Sioux Valley

of South Dakota and the eastern counties of

Nebraska, and in the more southern States.

We know that difficulties of cultivation in-

crease as one goes westward, but we can not

say where the western limit of successful

tree culture is. We can not even define the

limits of successful agriculture in the plains,

for with increased facilities for irrigation

splendid crops are now produced where only

a few years ago it was thought desert condi-

tions would forever prevail. It is admitted

that forest planting, as a financial investment,

will probably be profitable on the plains only

in a limited degree. Favorable sites may en-

able the profitable raising of fence posts and

other specialized tree crops, but the growing

of timber on a commercial scale can hardly be

expected.

A Siamese Geological Theory.—The east

coast of Siam as far south as Champawn is

characteiized by wide bays, with detached

masses of limestone set on steep-sided islands

or high-peaked promontories with serrated

ridges, the most conspicuous of which is Sam

Roi Yawt, or the three hundred peaks. The

relations of these various rock masses to one

another, Mr. H. Warington Smyth observed,

in an address to the Royal Geographical So-

ciety, have been long ago lucidly set forth

by Siamese geologists, who are unanimously

agreed on the subject.
"

It appears that

one Mong Lai and his wife once inhabited

the neighborhood (they were giants), and

each promised their daughter in marriage,

unknown to the other, to a different suitor.

At last the day of the nuptials arrived, and

Chao Lai and the Lord of Mieang Chin

(China) both arrived to claim the bride.

When the horrified father found how mat-

ters stood—having a regard for the value of

a promise, which is not too common in the

East—he cut his daughter in half, so that

neither suitor should be disappointed. Chao

Lai, in the meantime, on finding that he had

a rival, committed suicide, and the peak of

Chaolai is the remains of his body. The un-

fortunate bride is to be found in the islands

off Sam Roi Yawt, the peaks of which are

the remains of the gifts which were to be

made to the holy man who was to solemnize

the wedding; while Kaw Chang and Kaw

King, on the east side of the gulf, are the

elephant and buffalo cart in which the pres-

ents were brought."

"The Hell of War."—The Cost of a

National Crime and The Hell of War and its

Penalties are the appropriate names which

Edward Atkinson has given to two essays

bearing upon the craze for expansion in

which the nation has been abruptly plunged.

In them an evil which has not yet received

due attention, if any, is presented as sure to

be inflicted upon us if the policy of milita-

rism is persisted in.
" How much increase

of taxation," Mr. Atkinson asks,
" are you

willing to bear, and how many of your neigh-

bors' sons are you ready to sacrifice by fever,

malaria, and venereal disease, in order to ex-

tend the sovereignty of the United States

over the West Indies and the Philippine

Islands ?
" Another question is put to the

missionary enthusiasts : "It may be well to

ask all who are imbued with this missionary
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sympathy, How many young men of your

own brotherhood are you willing to sacrifice

for each convert ? How many of your own

sons will you expose to sure infection

and degeneration in the conduct of your

philanthropic purpose? Or will you satisfy

your own conscience by consenting to the

necessary conscription of other people's sons

when it presently becomes impossible to

maintain our armed forces in those islands

without a draft ?
"

Mr. Atkinson says that

his attention has been called to this phase

of the evil attendant upon military occupa-

tion in the course of his social studies.

" The greatest and most unavoidable dan-

ger," he writes to the commander in chief of

our armies,
"
to which these forces will be

exposed will be neither fevers nor malaria
;

it will be venereal diseases in their worst

i and most malignant form."

MINOR PARAGRAPHS.

A new and very ingenious method of

space telegraphy is discussed at length in an

article by Karl Zickler in the Elektrotech-

nische Zeilschrift It depends on a phenom-

enon discovered by Hertz in 1 887, viz., the in-

fluence of certain short wave-length light rays

upon electrical discharges. The ultra-violet

waves, which are obstructed by glass but

transmitted by quartz, are the most effective.

The source of light is an arc lamp. The

light is passed through a lens of rock crystal

to the receiver. The receiver is a gla^s ves-

sel partially exhausted of air, one end of

which consists of a truly parallel plate of

rock crystal. In front of the receiver there

is a condensing lens of rock crystal, and

within the exhausted chamber are the two

electrodes, one of which is an inclined disk

and the other a small ball. The electrodes

are connected with the secondary portion of

an induction coil, and when the ultra-violet

rays fall upon the inclined disk and are re-

flected to the ball, a discharge will be pro-

duced which may be read either with a tele-

phone or a coherer. The signals are sent by

alternately interposing a plate of glass in

front of the rays issuing from the transmitter

and removing it therefrom. Herr Zickler

has made many experiments to verify his

conclusions and appears to have demon-

strated the feasibility of his idea in practice.

Mr. Dawson Williams has announced in

Nature the discovery in many susceptible

persons of a periodicity in the effects that

follow a sting. The immediate result, he

says, is a small flattened wheal, pale and

surrounded by a zone of pink injection.

This is attended by itching, but both wheal

and itching are gone in less than an hour.

About twenty- four hours later the part be-

gins to itch again, and in a few minutes a

hard, rounded, deep-red papule appears, and

is quickly surrounded by an area of cedema-

tous skin. The formication is intense, and

in the affected area, while the ordinary sen-

sations of touch are dulled, those of temper-

ature and painful feelings are exaggerated.

In two or three hours the itching diminishes

and the oedema disappears, leaving a small,

red papule, which itches but little. The

phenomena recur, with diminished intensity,

in the course of another twenty-four hoars,

and may return in this way, growing fainter

all the time, in four or five daily repetitions.

After these returns have ceased, a small,

indolent papule may persist for weeks or

months. This periodicity is not observed in

all subjects, but most generally in those who

suffer most.

Among the advantages of Linde's liquid-

air process, Prof. J. A. Eving, speaking at

the English Society of Arts, claimed its giv-

ing a means of separating more or less com-

pletely the oxygen of the atmosphere from

its associated nitrogen. After describing a

process by which a liquid consisting largely

of oxygen may be produced, the author said

that the most interesting application of the

liquid which had hitherto been tried on a

commercial scale was to make an explosive

by mixing it with carbon. When liquid air,

enriched by the evaporation of a large part

of the nitrogen, was mixed with powdered

charcoal, it formed an explosive comparable

in power to dynamite, and which, like dyna-

mic
,
could be made to go off violently by

using a detonator. The chief advantage of

the explosive was its cheapness, the cost be-

ing only that of liquefying the air. Even

the fact that after a short time the mixture

ceased to be capable of exploding might be

urged as a recommendation, for if a detona-
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tor hung fire, there was no danger of the

charge going off accidentally some time after

the explosion was due, nor was there any
risk of its being purloined or used for crimi-

nal purposes.

NOTES.

According to the Tribune de Geneve,

twenty new hotels were opened in Switzer-

land in 1897, and twenty-five were enlarged,

adding two thousand beds and making the

whole number of beds about ninety thousand.

The number of nights' lodgings furnished

during the season is estimated at ten million.

Supposing each guest to spend twelve francs

a day, the total revenue from tourists would
amount to one hundred and twenty million

francs, or twenty four million dollars. Classi-

fying the guests according to nationality, it is

estimated that the Swiss constitute eighteen

per cent of the whole, Germans thirty-four

per cent, English sixteen per cent, French
twelve per cent, Americans eight per cent,
and those of other nations twelve per cent.

A list of women astronomers, compiled

by Herman S. Davis from Ribiere's Les

Femmes dans la Science, contains as con-

t miporary workers in the science the names
of seventeen American women who have
taken part in astronomical computations or

are teachers of astronomy, and twelve who
are working in the application of photog-

raphy to astronomy. Of the women in the

later li-t, Miss Ida C. Martin, Miss Dr. Doro-

thea Klumpke (now in the Paris Observatory),
and Mrs. M. P. Fleming have attained dis-

tinction for successful original researches.

The object of the Pure Food and Drug
Congress, which met in Washington in March,
1898, with Joseph E. Blackburn, of Colum-

bus, Ohio, as president, is declared in its

resolutions to be to secure suitable national

legislation to prevent the adulteration of

food, drink, and drugs, to secure the enforce-

ment of laws, and secure and promote uni-

formity of State legislation looking to that

end
;
to create and maintain a high public

sentiment on these subjects, to sustain public
officers enforcing the laws respecting them

;

and to promote a more general intelligence

concerning the injury to health and business

interests resulting from food adulteration.

In this work all are invited to join. The

congress was in session four days, and sev-

eral important papers were read to it.

The large Atlantic coastal plain begin-

ning with southern New Jersey, Mr. John
Gifford affirms, in The Forester, would soon

be capable, if protected from reckless devas-

tation, of producing almost limitless quanti-
ties of the valuable smooth-bark or short leaf

pine. In Northampton and Accomac Coun-

ties, Virginia, lying in this plain, the forests

are already properly cared for and propa-

gated without the aid of forest laws. This is

done by insuring their freedom from fire,

which is attended to purely as a matter of

present economy. The value of the woods in

holding the loose sandy soil and as wind-

breaks is recognized, and the litter of the

pine trees is a precious dressing for the

sweet potato fields. This litter, of pine
"
chats,"

"
needles," or "

browse," is care-

fully raked off every year and spread on the

fields, and there is nothing left in which fire

can start.

The Lalande prize of the French Acad-

emy of Sciences has been conferred upon
Prof. S. C. Chandler, of Cambridge, Mass.,
in recognition of

" the splendor, the impor-

tance, and the variety
" of his astronomical

work
;
the Damoiseau prize upon Dr. George

William Hill, of Washington, for his re-

searches in mathematics and astronomy;
and the Henry Wilde prize on Dr. Charles

A. Schott, of Washington, for his researches

in terrestrial magnetism.

Prof. J. Mark Baldwin, of Princeton,
author of the bocks The Development of

the Child and the Race, Handbook of Psy-

chology, and The Story of the Mind, has

been elected a member of the French Insti-

tute of Sociology.

Among the recent deaths of men asso-

ciated with scientific pursuits we notice

those of Charles Michel Brisse, professor at

the Lycee Condorcet for twenty-five years,
and professor at other French schools, author

of papers on the displacement of figures and

on the general theory of surfaces, and of

other works in mathematics and mathemat-

ical physics, and a co-worker on the Journal

de Physique, in his fifty-sixth year; Prof.

H. Alleyn Nicholson, of the University of

Aberdeen, author of books on zoology and

geology ;
M. F. Gay, of the University of

Montpellier, a student of the green algae, aged

forty years ;
Dr. Dumontpallier, of Paris,

author of contributions to the pathology of

the nervous system, aged seventy-four years ;

Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Pringle, of the

British Army, author of papers on the hy-

giene and diseases of India
;
Pastor Christian

Kaurin, of Norway, a student of Scandi-

navian mosses, aged sixty-six years ;
T. Car-

nel, professor of botany and director of the

Botanic Garden, Florence ; the Rev. Barthol-

omew Price, author of several elaborate

works in mathematics, and secretary of the

Oxford University Press, in his eighty-first

year; Dr. Constantino Vousakis, professor
of physiology in the University of Athens ;

William Dames, professor of geology and

paleontology in the University of Berlin, and

subeditor of the Palaontologisehe Abhand-

lungen, in his fifty-second year; and Dr.

Gottlieb Gluge, emeritus professor of physi-

ology and anatomy in the University of Ber-

lin and author of an atlas of pathological

anatomy, aged eighty- six years.
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IN
our dreams we are taken back into an earlier world. It is a

world much more like that of the savage, the child, the criminal,
the madman, than is the world of our respectable civilized waking
life. That is, in large part, it must be confessed, the charm of

dreams. It is also the reason of their scientific value. Through
our dreams we may realize our relation to stages of evolution we
have long left behind, and by the self-vivisection of our sleeping life

we may learn to know something regarding the mind of primitive
man and the source of some of his beliefs, thus throwing light on the

facts we obtain by ethnographic research.

This aspect of dreams has not always been kept steadily in sight,

though it can no longer be said that the study of dreams is neg-
lected. From one point of view or another—not only by the religious

sect which, it appears, constitutes a " Dream Church "
in Denmark,

but by such carefully inquisitive investigators as those who have been

trained under the inspiring influence of Prof. Stanley Hall—dream-

ing is seriously studied. I need not, therefore, apologize for the fact

that I have during many years taken note from time to time and

recorded the details and circumstances of vivid dreams when I

could study their mechanism immediately on awakening, and that I

have occupied myself, not with the singularities and marvels of dream-

ing
—of which, indeed, I know little or nothing

—but with their*

simplest and most general laws and tendencies. A few of these laws

and tendencies I wish to set forth and illustrate. The interest of such

a task is twofold. It not only reveals to us an archaic world of vast

emotions and imperfect thoughts, but by helping us to attain a clear

VOL. LIV.— 54
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knowledge of the ordinary dream processes, it enables us in advance
to deal with many of the extraordinary phenomena of dreaming, some-

times presented to us by wonder-loving people as awesomely mysteri-

ous, if not indeed supernatural. The careful analysis of mere ordi-

nary dreams frequently gives us the key to these abnormal dreams.

Perhaps the chief and most frequent tendency in the mechanism
of dreaming is that by which isolated impressions from waking life

flow together in dreams to be welded into a whole. There is then

produced, in the strictest sense, a confusion. For instance, a lady,
who in the course of the day has admired a fine baby and bought a

big fish for dinner, dreams with horror and surprise of finding a

fully developed baby in a large codfish. The confusion may be more

remote, embodying abstract ideas and without reference to recent

impressions. Thus I dreamed that my wife was expounding to me a

theory by which the substitution of slates for tiles in roofing had

been accompanied by, and intimately associated with, the growing
diminution of crime in England. Amid my wife's rather contemptu-
ous opposition, I opposed this theory, pointing out the picturesque-
ness of tiles, their cheapness, greater comfort both in winter and sum-

mer, but at the same time it occurred to me as a peculiar coincidence

that tiles should have a sanguinary tinge suggestive of criminal blood-

thirstiness. I need scarcely say that this bizarre theory had never

suggested itself to my waking thoughts. There was, however, a real

connecting link in the confusion—the redness—and it is a noteworthy

point, of great significance in the interpretation of dreams, that that

link, although clearly active from the first, remained subconscious

until the end of the dream, when it presented itself as an entirely

novel coincidence.

The best simile for the mechanism of the most usual type of

dream phenomena is the magic lantern. Our dreams are like dis-

solving views in which the dissolving process is carried on swiftly

or slowly, but always uninterruptedly, so that, at any moment, two

(often indeed more) incongruous pictures are presented to conscious-

ness which strives to make one whole of them, and sometimes succeeds

and is sometimes baffled. Or we may say that the problem presented

to dreaming consciousness resembles that experiment in which psy-

chologists pronounce three wholly unconnected words, and require

the subject to combine them at once in a connected sentence. It is

unnecessary to add that such analogies fail to indicate the subtle com-

plexity of the apparatus which is at work in the manufacture of

dreams.

It is the presence of the strife I have just referred to between

apparently irreconcilable groups of images, in the effort of overcom-

ing the critical skepticism of sleeping consciousness—a feeble skepti-
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cism, it may be, but, as many people do not seem to recognize, a real

skepticism
—that the impressive emotional effects of dreams are often

displayed. It sometimes happens that two irreconcilable groups of

impressions reach sleeping consciousness, one flowing from a recent

stratum of memories, the other from an older stratum. A typical
form of this phenomenon often occurs in our dreams of dead friends.

Professor Sully remarks that in dreams of the dead "
awareness of the

fact of death wholly disappears, or reduces itself to a vague feeling
of something delightfully wonderful in the restored presence."

That, however, as I have elsewhere shown,* is not the typical process
in dreaming of the dead; although in the later dreams of those who
often see their dead friends during sleep, the process is abbreviated,
and the friend's presence is accepted without a struggle

—a very inter-

esting point, for it tends to show that in dreams, as in the hypnotic

state, the recollection of previous similar states of consciousness per-

sists, and the illusion is strengthened by repetition.

In typical dreams of a dead friend there is a struggle between
that stream of recent memories which represents him as dead and
that older stream which represents him as living. These two streams

are inevitably caused by the fact of death, which sets up a barrier be-

tween them and renders one set of memories incongruous with the

other set. In dreams we are not able to arrange our memories chrono-

logically, but we are perpetually reasoning and striving to be logical.

Consequently the two conflicting streams of memories break against
each other in restless conflict, and sleeping consciousness endeavors

to propound some theory which will reconcile them. The most fre-

quent theories are, as I have found, either that the news of the friend's

death was altogether false, or that he had been buried alive by mis-

take, or else that having really died his soul has returned to earth for

a brief space. The mental and emotional conflict which such dreams

involve renders them very vivid. They make a profound impression
even after awakening, and for some sensitive persons are too sacred to

speak of. Even so cautious and skeptical a thinker as Renan, when,
after the death of his beloved sister Henriette, he dreamed more than

once that she had been buried alive, and that he heard her voice call-

ing to him from her grave, had to still his horrible suspicions by the

consideration that she had been tended by experienced doctors. On
less well-balanced minds, and more especially in primitive stages of

* On Dreaming of the Dead. Psychological Review, September, 1895. In this paper I

reported several cases showing the nature and evolution of dreams concerning dead friends.

I have since received evidence from various friends and correspondents, scientific and unsci-

entific, of both sexes, confirming my belief in a frequency of this type of dream. Professor

Binet (L'Annee Psychologique, 1896) has also furnished a case in support of my view, and

is seeking for further evidence.
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civilization, we can scarcely doubt that such dreams, resting as they
do on the foundation of consciousness, have had a powerful influ-

ence in persuading man that death is but a transient fact, and that

the soul is independent of the body. I do not wish to assert that they
suffice to originate the belief.*

While dreams are thus often formed by the molding together of

more or less congruous images by a feeble but still intelligent sleep-

ing activity, another factor is to be found in the involuntary waver-

ing and perpetually mere meaningless change of dream imagery.
Such concentration as is possible during sleep always reveals a shifting,

oscillating, uncertain movement of the vision before us. We are, as

it were, reading a sign-post in the dusk, or making guesses at the names
of the stations as our express train flashes by the painted letters.

Any one who has ever been subject to the hypnagogic imagery some-

times seen in the half-waking state, or who has ever taken mescal,

knows that it is absolutely impossible to fix an image. It is this

factor in dreams which causes them so often to baffle our analysis. In

addition to the mere, as it were, mechanical flowing together of

images and ideas, and the more or less intelligent molding of them
into a whole, there is thus a failure of sleeping attention to fix defi-

nitely the final result—a failure which itself may evidently serve to

carry on the dream process by suggesting new images and combina-

tions. I dreamed once that I was with a doctor in his surgery, and

saw in his hand a note from a patient saying that doctors were fools

and did him no good, but he had lately taken some selvdrolla, recom-

mended by a friend, and it had done him more good than anything,
so please send him some more. I saw the note clearly, not, indeed,

being conscious of reading it word by word, but only of its meaning
as I looked at it; the one word I actually seemed to see, letter by letter,

was the name of the drug, and that changed and fluctuated beneath

my vision as I gazed at it, the final impression being selvdrolla. The

doctor took from a shelf a bottle containing a bright yellow oleaginous

fluid, and poured a little out, remarking that it had lately come into

favor, especially in uric-acid disorders, but was extremely expensive.

* In Japan stories of the returning of the dead are very common. Lafcadio Hearn

gives one as told by a Japanese which closely resembles the type of dream I am discussing.
" A lover resolves to commit suicide on the grave of his sweetheart. He found her tomb

and knelt before it and prayed and wept, and whispered to her that which he was about to

do. And suddenly he heard her voice cry to him 'Anata!' and felt her hand upon his

hand
;
and he turned and saw her kneeling beside him, smiling and beautiful as he remem-

bered her, only a little pale. Then his heart leaped so that he could not speak for the

wonder and the doubt and the joy of that moment. But she said: 'Do not doubt; it is

really I. I am not dead. It was all a mistake. I was buried because my parents thought

me dead—buried too soon. Yet you see I am not dead, not a ghost. It is I
;
do not

doubt it !

' "
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I expressed my surprise, having never before heard of it. Then,

again to my surprise, he poured rather copiously from the bottle on

to a plate of food, saying, in explanation, that it was pleasant to

take and not dangerous. This was a vivid morning dream, and on

awakening I had no difficulty in detecting the source of its various

minor details, especially a note received on the previous evening and

containing a dubious figure, the precise nature of which I had used

my pocket lens to determine. But what was selvdrolla, the most

vivid element of the dream? I sought vainly among my recent mem-

ories, and had almost renounced the search when I recalled a large

bottle of salad oil seen on the supper table the previous evening; not,

indeed, resembling the dream bottle, but containing a precisely simi-

lar fluid. Selvdrolla was evidently a corruption of
"
salad oil." I

select this dream to illustrate the uncertainty of dream consciousness,

because it also illustrates at the same time the element of certainty in

dream subconsciousness. Throughout my dream I remained, con-

sciously, in entire ignorance as to the real nature of selvdrolla, yet
a latent element in consciousness was all the time presenting it to

me in ever-clearer imagery.
While the confusions of dreaming are usually the union of un-

connected streams of imagery which have, as it were, come from

widely remote parts of the memory system to strike together at the

narrow focus of shaping consciousness, in some rarer cases the fused

images are really suggested by analogy and are not accidental.

Maury records successions of dream imagery strung together by verbal

resemblances; I have found such dreams rare, but other forms of

association fairly common. Thus I once dreamed that I was with a

dentist who was about to extract a tooth from a patient. Before

applying the forceps he remarked to me (at the same time setting

fire to a perfumed cloth at the end of something like a broomstick

in order to dissipate the unpleasant odor) that it was the largest

tooth he had ever seen. When extracted I found that it was in-

deed enormous, in the shape of a caldron, with walls an inch

thick. Taking from my pocket a tape measure (such as I always

carry in waking life) I founds the diameter to be not less than

twenty-five inches; the interior was like roughly hewn rock, and

there were sea-weeds and lichenlike growths within. The size of

the tooth seemed to me large, but not extraordinarily so. It is well

known that pain in the teeth, or the dentist's manipulations, cause

those organs to seem of extravagant extent; in dreams this tendency
rules unchecked; thus a friend once dreamed that mice were play-

ing about in a cavity in her tooth. But for the dream first quoted
there was no known dental origin; it arose solely or chiefly from a

walk during the previous afternoon among the rocks of the Cornish
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coast at low tide, and the fantastic analogy, which had not occurred to

waking consciousness, suggested itself during sleep.

The following dream illustrates an association of quite a dif-

ferent order: I imagined I was sitting at a window, at the top of a

house, writing. As I looked up from my table I saw, with all the

emotions naturally accompanying such a sight, a woman in her night
dress appear at a lofty window some distance oif and throw herself

down. I went on writing, however, and found that in the course of

my literary employment—I am not clear as to its precise nature—the

very next thing I had to do was to describe exactly such a scene as

I had just witnessed. I was extremely puzzled at such an extraordi-

nary coincidence: it seemed to me wholly inexplicable. Such dreams,

reduplicating the imagery in a new sensory medium, are fairly com-

mon, with me at all events, though I can not easily explain them.

The association is not so much of analogy as of sensory media, in this

case the visual image becoming a verbal motor image. In other cases

a scene is first seen as in reality, and then in a picture. It is inter-

esting to observe the profound astonishment with which sleeping
consciousness apperceives such simple reduplication.

It sometimes happens that the confused imagery of dreams in-

cludes elements drawn from forgotten memories—that is to say, that

sleeping consciousness can draw on faint impressions of the past which

waking consciousness is unable to reach. This is a very important

type of dream because of its bearing on the explanation of certain

dream phenomena which we are sometimes asked to bow down be-

fore as supernatural. I may illustrate what I mean by the following

very instructive case. I woke up recalling the chief items of a rather

vivid dream: I had imagined myself in- a large old house, where the

furniture, though of good quality, was ancient, and the chairs threat-

ened to give way as one sat on them. The place belonged to one Sir

Peter Bryan, a hale old gentleman who was accompanied by his son

and grandson. There was a question of my buying the place from

him, and I was very complimentary to the old gentleman's appear-
ance of youthfulness, absurdly affecting not to know which was the

grandfather and which the grandson. On awaking I said to myself
that here was a purely imaginative dream, quite unsuggested by any
definite experiences. But when I began to recall the trifling inci-

dents of the previous day I realized that that was far from being the

case. So far from the dream having been a pure effort of imagination
I found that every minute item could be traced to some separate

source. The name of Sir Peter Bryan alone completely baffled me;
I could not even recall that I had at that time ever heard of any one

called Bryan. I abandoned the search and made my notes of the

dream and its sources. I had scarcely done so when I chanced to
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take up a volume of biographies which I had glanced through care-

lessly the day before. I found that it contained, among others, the

lives of Lord Peterborough and George Bryan Brummel. I had

certainly seen those names the day before; yet before I took up the

book once again it would have been impossible for me to recall the

exact name of Beau Brummel, and I should have been inclined to say

that I had never even heard the name of Bryan. I repeat that I

regard this as, psychologically, a most instructive dream. It rarely

happens (though I could give one or two more examples from the

experience of friends) that we can so clearly and definitely demon-

strate the presence of a forgotten memory in a dream; in the case

of old memories it is usually impossible. It so happened that the for-

gotten memory which in this case re-emerged to sleeping conscious-

ness was a fact of no consequence to myself or any one else. But

if it had been the whereabouts of a lost deed or a large sum of money,
and I had been able to declare, as in this case, that the impression

received in my dream had never to my knowledge existed in waking

consciousness, and yet were to declare my faith that the dream proba-

bly had a simple and natural explanation, on every hand I should

be sarcastically told that there is no credulity to match the credulity

of the skeptic.

The profound emotions of waking life, the questions and prob-

lems on which we spread our chief voluntary mental energy, are not

those which usually present themselves at once to dream conscious-

ness. It is, so far as the immediate past is concerned, mostly the

trifling, the incidental, the
"
forgotten

"
impressions of daily life

which reappear in our dreams. The psychic activities that are awake

most intensely are those that sleep most profoundly. If we preserve

the common image of the
" stream of consciousness," we might say

that the grave facts of life sink too deeply into the flood to reappear

at once in the calm of repose, while the mere light and buoyant
trifles of life, flung carelessly in during the day, at once rise to the

surface, to dance and mingle and evolve in ways that this familiar

image of
"
the stream of consciousness

"
will not further help us to

picture.

So far I have been discussing only one of the great groups into

which dreams may be divided. Most investigators of dreams agree

that there are two such groups, the one having its basis in memories,

the other founded on actual physical sensations experienced at the

moment of dreaming and interpreted by sleeping consciousness. Vari-

ous names have been given to these two groups; Sully, for instance,

terms them central and peripheral. Perhaps the best names, how-

ever, are those adopted by Miss Calkins, who calls the first group

representative, the second group presentative.
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All writers on dreaming have brought forward presentative

dreams, and there can be no doubt that impressions received during

sleep from any of the external senses may serve as a basis for dreams.

I need only record one example to illustrate this main and most obvi-

ous group of presentative dreams. I dreamed that I was listening to

a performance of Haydn's Creation, the chief orchestral part of the

performance seeming to consist chiefly of the very realistic repre-

sentation of the song of birds, though I could not identify the note

of any particular bird. Then followed solos by male singers, whom
I saw, especially one who attracted my attention by singing at the

close in a scarcely audible voice. On awakening the source of the

dream was not immediately obvious, but I soon realized that it was

the song of a canary in another room. I had never heard Haydn's

Creation, except in fragments, nor thought of it at any recent period ;

its reputation as regards the realistic representation of natural sounds

had evidently caused it to be put forward by sleeping consciousness

as a plausible explanation of the sounds heard, and the visual centers

had accepted the theory.

It is a familiar fact that internal sensations also form a frequent

basis of dreams. All the internal organs, when disturbed or dis-

tended or excited, may induce dreams, and especially that aggra-

vated kind of dreaming which we call nightmare. This fact is so

well known that such dreams are usually dismissed without further

analysis. It is a mistake, however, so to dismiss them, for it seems

probable that it is precisely here that we may find the most instructive

field of dream psychology. On account of the profoundly emotional

effect of such dreams they are very interesting to study, but this very

element of emotion renders them somewhat obscure objects of study.

I do not venture to offer with absolute certainty one or two novel sug-

gestions which dream experiences have led me to regard as probable.

Dreams of flying have so often been recorded—from the time of

St. Jerome, who mentions that he was subject to them—that they

may fairly be considered to constitute one of the commonest forms

of dreaming. All my life, it seems to me, I have at intervals had

such dreams in which I imagined myself rhythmically bounding into

the air and supported on the air. These dreams, in my case at all

events, are not generally remembered immediately on awakening

(seeming to indicate that they depend on a cause which does not usu-

ally come into action at the end of sleep), but they leave behind them

a vague but profound sense of belief in their reality and reasonable-

ness.* Several writers have attempted to explain this familiar phe-

*
Many saints (Saint Ida, of Louvain, for example) claimed the power of rising into the

air, and one asks one's self whether this faith may not be based on dream experiences mis-

translated by a disordered brain. M. Raffaelli, the eminent Fiench painter, who is subject
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nomenon. Gowers considers that a spontaneous contraction of the

stapedius muscle of the ear during sleep causes a sensation of fall-

ing. Stanley Hall, who has himself from childhood had dreams of

flying, boldly argues that we have here
" some faint reminiscent ata-

vistic echo from the primeval sea
"

;
and that such dreams are really

survivals—psychic vestigial remains—taking us back to the far past,

in which man's ancestors needed no feet to swim or float. Such a

theory may accord with the profound conviction of reality that ac-

companies such dreams, though this may be more simply accounted

for, even by mere repetition, as with dreams of the dead; but it is

rather a hazardous theory, and it seems to me infinitely more probable

that such dreams are a misinterpretation of actual internal sensations.

My own explanation was immediately suggested by the follow-

ing dream. I dreamed that I was watching a girl acrobat, in appro-

priate costume, who was rhythmically rising to a great height in the

air and then falling, without touching the floor, though each time she

approached quite close to it. At last she ceased, exhausted and per-

spiring, and had to be led away. Her movements were not controlled

by mechanism, and apparently I did not regard mechanism as neces-

sary. It was a vivid dream, and I awoke with a distinct sensation of

oppression in the chest. In trying to account for this dream, which

was not founded on any memory, it occurred to me that probably I

had here the key to a great group of dreams. The rhythmic rising

and falling of the acrobat was simply the objectivation of the rhyth-

mic rising and falling of my own respiratory muscles under the in-

fluence of some slight and unknown physical oppression, and this op-

pression was further translated into a condition of perspiring ex-

haustion in the girl, just as it is recorded that a man with heart dis-

ease dreamed habitually of sweating and panting horses climbing

up hill. We may recall also the curious sensation as of the body being

transformed into a vast bellows which is often the last sensation felt

before the unconsciousness produced by nitrous oxide gas. When we
are lying down there is a real rhythmic rising and falling of the chest

and abdomen, centering in the diaphragm, a series of oscillations

which at both extremes are only limited by the air. Moreover, in this

position we have to recognize that the whole internal organism
—the

circulatory, nervous, and other systems
—are differently balanced from

what they are in the upright position, and that a disturbance of in-

ternal equilibrium always accompanies falling. Further, it is pos-

sible that the misinterpretation is confirmed to sleeping consciousness

by sensations from without, by the absence of the tactile pressure pro-

to these sleeping experiences of floating on the air, confesses that they are so convincing

that he has jumped out of bed on awaking and attempted to repeat the experience.
"
I

need not tell you," he adds,
"
that I have never been able to succeed."
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duced by boots on the foot, or the contact of the ground with the

soles; we are at once conscious of movement and conscious that the

soles of the feet are in contact only with the air. Thus in normal

sleep the conditions may be said to be always favorable for produc-

ing dreams of flying or of floating in the air, and any slight thoracic

disturbance, even in healthy persons, arising from lungs, heart, or

stomach, and serving to bring these conditions to sleeping conscious-

ness, may determine such a dream.

There is another common class of dreams which, it seems fairly

evident to me, must also find their psychological explanation chiefly

in the visceral sensations—I mean dreams of murder. Many psy-

chologists have referred with profound concern to the facility and

prevalence of murder in dreams, sometimes as a proof of the innate

wickedness of human nature made manifest in the unconstraint of

sleep, sometimes as evidence of an atavistic return to the modes of

feeling of our ancestors, the thin veneer of civilization being removed

during sleep. Maudsley and Mme. de Manaceme, for example, find

evidence in such dreams of a return to primitive modes of feeling.

It may well be that there is some element of truth in this view, but

even if so we still have to account for the production of such dreams.

For this we must, in part at least, fall back upon the logical outcome

of dream confusions, owing to which, for instance, a lady who has

carved a duck at dinner may a few hours later wake up exhausted by
the imaginary effort of cutting off her husband's head. But I think

we may find evidence that the dream of murder is often a falsely

logical deduction from abnormal visceral and especially digestive sen-

sations.

I may illustrate such dreams by the following example: A lady

dreamed that her husband called her aside and said :

"
Now, do not

scream or make a fuss; I am going to tell you something. I have to

kill a man. It is necessary, to put him out of his agony." He then

took her into his study and showed her a young man lying on the

floor with a wound in his breast, and covered with blood.
" But how

will you do it?
" she asked.

" Never mind," he replied,
"
leave that

to me." He took something up and leaned over the man. She

turned aside and heard a horrible gurgling sound. Then all was

over.
"
Now," he said,

" we must get rid of the body. I want you

to send for So-and-so's cart, and tell him I wish to drive it." The cart

came.
" You must help me to make the body into a parcel," he said

to his wife;
"
give me plenty of brown paper." They made it into

a parcel, and with terrible difficulty and effort the wife assisted her

husband to get the body down stairs and lift it into the cart. At

every stage, however, she presented to him the difficulties of the

situation. But he carelessly answered all objections, said he would
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take the body up to the moor, among the stones, remove the brown

paper, and people would think the murdered man had killed himself.

He drove off and soon returned with the empty cart.
" What's this

blood in my cart?
" asked the man to whom it belonged, looking

inside.
"
Oh, that's only paint," replied the husband. But the

dreamer had all along been full of apprehension lest the deed should

be discovered, and the last thing she could recall, before waking in

terror, was looking out of the window at a large crowd which sur-

rounded the house with shouts of
" Murder! " and threats.

This tragedy, with its almost Elizabethan air, was built up out of

a few commonplace impressions received during the previous day,

none of which impressions contained any suggestion of murder. The

tragic element appears to have been altogether due to the psychic in-

fluences of indigestion arising from a supper of pheasant. To ac-

count for our oppression during sleep, sleeping consciousness assumes

moral causes which alone appear to it of sufficient gravity to be the

adequate cause of the immense emotions we are experiencing. Even

in our waking and fully conscious states we are inclined to give the

preference to moral over physical causes, quite irrespective of the

justice of our preferences; in our sleeping states this tendency is

exaggerated, and the reign of purely moral causes is not disturbed by
even a suggestion of mere physical causation.

There is certainly no profounder emotional excitement during

sleep than that which arises from a disturbed or distended stomach,

and is reflected by the pneumogastric to the accelerated heart and

the impeded respiration.* "We are thereby thrown into a state of un-

inhibited emotional agitation, a state of agony and terror such as we

rarely or never attain during waking life. Sleeping consciousness,

blindfolded and blundering, a prey to these massive waves from be-

low, and fumbling about desperately for some explanation, jumps at

the idea that only the attempt to escape some terrible danger or the

guilty consciousness of some awful crime can account for this immense

emotional uproar. Thus the dream is suffused by a conviction which

the continued emotion serves to support. We do not—it seems most

simple and reasonable to conclude—experience terror because we
think we have committed a crime, but we think we have committed

a crime because we experience terror. And the fact that in such

dreams we are far more concerned with escape from the results of

crime than with any agony of remorse is not, as some have thought,

due to our innate indifference to crime, but simply to the fact that

our emotional state suggests to us active escape from danger rather

than the more passive grief of remorse. Thus our dreams bear wit-

* Other pains and discomforts—toothache, for instance—may, however, give rise to

dreams of murder.
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ness to the fact that our intelligence is often but a tool in the hands

of our emotions.*

I have had frequent occasion to refer to the objectivation of sub-

jective sensations as a phenomenon of dreaming. It is, indeed, so

frequent and so important a phenomenon that it needs some further

reference. In hysteria (which by some of the most recent authorities,

like Sollier, is regarded as a species of somnambulism), in
" demon-

possession," and many other abnormal phenomena it is well known
that there is, as it were, a doubling of personality; the ego is split up
into two or more parts, each of which may act as a separate personality.

The literature of morbid psychology is full of extraordinary and

varied cases exhibiting this splitting up of personality. But it is

usually forgotten that in dreams the doubling of personality is a

normal and constant phenomenon in all healthy people. In dream-

ing we can divide our body between ourselves and another person.

Thus a medical friend dreamed that in conversation with a lady

patient he found his hand resting on her knee and was unable to re-

move it; awakening in horror from this unprofessional situation he

found his own hand firmly clasped between his knees; the hand had

remained his own, the knee had become another person's, the hand

being claimed, rather than the knee, on account of its greater tactile

sensibility. Again, we sometimes objectify our own physical dis-

comforts felt during sleep in the emotions of some other person, or

even in some external situations. And, possibly, every dream in

which there is any dramatic element is an instance of the same split-

ting up of personality; in our dreams we may experience shame or

confusion from the rebuke or the arguments of other persons, but the

persons who administer the rebuke or apply the argument are still

ourselves.

When we consider that this dream process, with its perpetual

dramatization of our own personality, has been going on as long as

man has been man—and probably much longer, for it is evident that

animals dream—it is impossible to overestimate its immense influence

on human belief. Men's primitive conceptions of religion, of morals,

of many of the mightiest phenomena of life, especially the more ex-

ceptional phenomena, have certainly been influenced by this constant

dream experience. It is the universal primitive explanation of ab-

normal psychic and even physical phenomena that some other person

or spirit is Avorking within the subject of the abnormal experience.

Certainly dreaming is* not the sole source of such conceptions, but

* It may be added that they also present evidence—to which attention has not, I

believe, been previously called—in support of the James-Lange or physiological theory of

emotion, according to which the element of bodily change in emotion is the cause and not

the result of the emotion.
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they could scarcely have been found convincing, and possibly could

not ever have arisen, among races who were wholly devoid of dream

experiences. A large part of all progress in psychological knowl-

edge, and, indeed, a large part of civilization itself, lies in realizing

that the apparently objective is really subjective, that the angels and

demons and geniuses of all sorts that seemed at first to take possession

of the feeble and vacant individuality are themselves but modes of

action of marvelously rich and varied personalities. But in our

dreams we are brought back into the magic circle of early culture,

and we shrink and shudder in the presence of imaginative phantoms
that are built up of our own thoughts and emotions, and are really our

own flesh.

There is one other general characteristic of dreams that is worth

noting, because its significance is not usually recognized. In dreams

we are always reasoning. It is sometimes imagined that reason is in

abeyance during sleep. So far from this being the case, we may
almost be said to reason much more during sleep than when we are

awake. That our reasoning is bad, even preposterous, that it con-

stantly ignores the most elementary facts of waking life, scarcely

affects the question. All dreaming is a process of reasoning. That

artful confusion of ideas and images which at the outset I referred

to as the most constant feature of dream mechanism is nothing but

a process of reasoning, a perpetual effort to argue out harmoniously

the absurdly limited and incongruous data present to sleeping con-

sciousness. Binet, grounding his conclusions on hypnotic experi-

ments, has very justly determined that reasoning is the fundamental

part of all thinking, the very texture of thought. It is founded on

perception itself, which already contains all the elements of the an-

cient syllogism. For in all perception, as he shows, there is a suc-

cession of three images, of which the first fuses with the second, which

in its turn suggests the third. Now this establishment of new associa-

tions, this construction of images, which, as we may easily convince

ourselves, is precisely what takes place in dreaming, is reasoning itself.

Reasoning is a synthesis of images suggested by resemblance and

contiguity, indeed a sort of logical vision, more intense even than

actual vision, since it produces" hallucinations. To reasoning all

forms of mental activity may finally be reduced; mind, as Wundt

has said, is a thing that reasons. When we apply these general

statements to dreaming, we may see that the whole phenomenon of

dreaming is really the same process of image-formation, based on

resemblance and contiguity, which is at the basis of reasoning. Every

dream is the outcome of this strenuous, wide-ranging instinct to rea-

son. The supposed
"
imaginative faculty," regarded as so highly

active during sleep, is simply the inevitable play of this automatic
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logic. The characteristic of the reasoning of dreams is that it is

unusually bad, and this badness is due chiefly to the absence of mem-
ory elements that would be present to waking consciousness, and to

the absence of sensory elements to check the false reasoning which
without them appears to us conclusive. That is to say

—to fall back
on the excellent generalization which Parish has elaborately applied
to all forms of hallucination—there is a process of dissociation by
which ordinary channels of association are temporarily blocked and
the conditions prepared for the formation of the hallucination. It

is, as Parish has argued, in sleep and in those sleep-resembling states

called hypnagogic that a condition of dissociation leading to hal-

lucination is most apt to occur.

The following dream illustrates the part played by dissociation:

A lady dreamed that an acquaintance wished to send a small sum
of money to a person in Ireland. She rashly offered to take it over to

Ireland. On arriving home she began to repent of her promise, as

the weather was extremely wild and cold. She began, however, to

make preparations for dressing warmly, and went to consult an Irish

friend, who said she would have to be floated over to Ireland tightly

jammed in a crab basket. On returning home she fully discussed

the matter with her husband, who thought it would be folly to under-

take such a journey, and she finally relinquished it, with great relief.

In this dream—the elements of which could all be accounted for—
the association between sending money and postal orders which would

at once occur to waking consciousness was closed
;
consciousness was a

prey to such suggestions as reached it, but on the basis of these sug-

gestions it reasoned and concluded quite sagaciously. The phe-
nomena of dreaming furnish a delightful illustration of the fact that

reasoning, in its rough form, is only the crudest and most elementary
form of intellectual operation, and that the finer forms of thinking

only become possible when we hold in check this tendency to reason.
" All the thinking in the world," as Goethe puts it,

"
will not lead

us to thought."
It is in such characteristics as these—at once primitive, childlike,

and insane—that we may find the charm of dreaming. In our sleep-

ins: emotional life we are much more like ourselves than we are in

our sleeping intellectual life. It is a mistake to imagine that our

moral and aesthetic instincts are abolished in dreams; they are often

weakened, but by no means abolished. Such a result is natural when

we remember that our emotions and instincts are both more primitive

and less under the dominion of the external senses than are our ideas.

Yet in both respects we are removed a stage backward in our dreams.

The emotional intensity, the absurd logic, the tendency to personi-

fication—nearly all the points I have referred to as characterizing
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our dreams—are the characteristics of the child, the savage, and the

madman. Time and space are annihilated, gravity is suspended, and
we are joyfully borne up in the air, as it were, in the arms of angels;
we are brought into a deeper communion with Nature, and in his

dreams a man will listen to the arguments of his dog with as little

surprise as Balaam heard the reproaches of his ass. The unexpected
limitations of our dream world, the exclusion of so many elements

which are present even unconsciously in waking life, imparts a splen-
did freedom and ease to the intellectual operations of the sleeping

mind, and an extravagant romance, a poignant tragedy, to our emo-
tions.

" He has never known happiness," said Lamb, speaking out of

his own experience,
" who has never been mad." And there are many

who taste in dreams a happiness they never know when awake. In
the waking moments of our complex civilized life we are ever in a

state of suspense which makes all great conclusions impossible; the

multiplicity of the facts of life, always present to consciousness, re-

strains the free play of logic (except for that happy dreamer, the

mathematician) and surrounds most of our pains and nearly all our

pleasures with infinite qualifications; we are tied down to a sober

tameness. In our dreams the fetters of civilization are loosened, and
we know the fearful joy of freedom.

At the same time it is these characteristics which make dreams

a fit subject of serious study. It was not until the present century
that the psychological importance of the study of insanity was recog-
nized. So recent is the study of savage mind that the workers who
have laid its foundation are yet all living. The systematic investiga-

tion of children only began yesterday. To-day our dreams begin
to seem to us an allied subject of study, inasmuch as they reveal within

ourselves a means of entering sympathetically into ideas and emo-

tional attitudes belonging to narrow or ill-adjusted states of conscious-

ness which otherwise we are now unable to experience. And they
have this further value, that they show us how many abnormal phe-
nomena—possession, double consciousness, unconscious memory, and

so forth—which have often led the ignorant and unwary to many
strange conclusions, really have a simple explanation in the healthy
normal experience of all of us during sleep. Here, also, it is true

that we ourselves and our beliefs are to some extent
"
such stuff as

dreams are made of."

The harmonious and equitable evolution of man, says President Dab-

ney, of the University of Tennessee, "does not mean that every man must
be educated just like his fellow. The harmony is within each individual.

That community is most highly educated in which each individual has

attained the maximum of his possibilities in the direction of his peculiar
talents and opportunities.''
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THE BEST METHODS OE TAXATION.

By the Late Hon. DAVID A. WELLS.

PART I.

THIS
historical survey of tax experience among peoples widely dif-

fering in their economic condition and social relations, and this

examination of the scope and practice of taxation, with especial refer-

ence to the tax systems of the United States as defined and inter-

preted by judicial authority, prepare the way for a discussion of the

best methods of taxation for a country situated as is the United States.

General as are the theoretical principles underlying taxation, the ap-

plication of these principles to existing conditions must be modified

to meet the long usage and inherited prejudice of the people, and

the form of production or manner of distributing wealth. This holds

true in the face of appearances so opposed to it as to defy definition

and acceptance. No less .promising field for an income tax can be

pictured than British India, and few more promising fields than

France. Yet India has borne such a tax for years, while Erance will

not permit a true tax on income to be adopted as a part of its revenue

system. In the latter country the plea is made that the upper and

middle classes already pay under other forms of taxation more

than their due proportion of the public burdens, and an addi-

tional and necessarily discriminating duty laid upon them will

only make this inequality the greater. Class interest may thus op-

pose its veto to a change that promises to reduce the burdens of one

class of taxpayers at the expense of another; or may even oppose a

change that offers the chance of collecting a larger revenue with less

real difficulty and sacrifice on the part of the taxed. No opposition

can set aside even temporarily the great rules that clearly define a

tax from tribute, a legal and beneficial taking by the state of a cer-

tain part of the public wealth from a demand that involves waste or

mischievous expenditure, for which the state or people derive no ad-

vantage commensurate with the cost, or from which individuals ob-

tain a gain not defensible in justice, and at the expense of only one

part of the community.
After so many centuries of experiment, in which hardly a pos-

sible source of state revenue has escaped attention, some knowledge
of the great principles of taxation might have been evolved. Unfor-

tunately, the experience of one nation is not accepted as containing

lessons applicable to the needs or conditions of another, and one gen-

eration rarely appeals to history save to defend its own experiments.

Ignorance, half knowledge, which is quite as dangerous, and interest

guide or influence legislation, and those who predict failure or danger
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are regarded as theorists, and denounced as unpractical. Nowhere
is the tendency to move independent of enlightened knowledge more

evident than in the United States. At every appearance of the tax

question, State and national legislatures are overwhelmed with

measures that have been tried in the past, and after a thorough test

condemned beyond any hope of defense.

Yet history shows the gradual disappearance of certain forms of

taxation which enjoyed great popularity for a time, and accomplished
the end of their creation in a crude and often cruel manner. Look-

ing over long periods of time, it is seen that some advances have been

made, rather from a change in the economic condition of the people
than from a true appreciation of the principles in question. The

development of popular liberty has been an essential factor, and the

alterations in tax methods require a close analysis of the causes lead-

ing to the rise and dominance of political and constitutional principle.

While it is true that a popular uprising against fiscal exactions usually

marked the limit of endurance of an oppressive system, it is also true

that the same uprisings marked the completion of one stage of political

development, and the readiness or even the need of entering upon
a new stage. In one sense the progress of a people toward civili-

zation in its highest meaning may be illustrated by its fiscal ma-

chinery and methods of obtaining its revenue from the people.

It will be of interest to glance at some of these passing phases
which have generally come down to a late day, and are still

to be found in activity in some of the most advanced states of

Europe.
The practice of farming out the revenues of a state or any part

of it has become nearly obsolete, and where it does exist is the mark of

a fiscal machinery as yet not fully developed. The opportunities and

temptation which the contract system offered for oppressing the tax-

payers were apparent long before the state was in a position to assert

its ability to make its own collections. In France the fermiers ge-

neraux were a political factor, standing between the king and his

people, regarded as necessary to the former and as oppressors of the

latter. Their unpopularity, in part justified by their conduct, was

a not unimportant item in the arraignment of royalty by the people.

Wherever introduced, the farming of taxes proved in the long run

as unwise politically as it was unprofitable financially; and the only
reasonable defense for adopting it was the want of strength in the

state to command its own revenue—a want as likely to arise from

the dishonesty of its agents as from a political weakness. In early

times the most universal manner of supplying the treasury of the state,

the farming of taxes has become so rare as to be classed as a curiositv.

Italy still employs this machinery to collect her taxes on tobacco, and

VOL. LIT.—55
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Spain from necessity lias mortgaged her taxes to the bank, with the

task of collecting them.

Of the same general character are the state lotteries, of which

some few and quite important instances may still be found in action.

Of the immorality of these instruments there can be little doubt, and

there is quite as unanimous an opinion as to their inefficiency as fiscal

instruments. Yet it is only within very recent years that state lot-

teries have been discarded even in the most advanced countries. The

machinery of lotteries has often been modified, but, no matter how
altered in details, they all have appealed to the love of games of

chance. Adam Smith asserted that the
" absurd presumption

"
of

men in their own good fortune is even more universal than the over-

weening conceit which the greater part of men have in their own
abilities.* Yet another assertion of the same writer is as true: "The
world neither ever saw, nor ever will see, a perfectly fair lottery, or

one in which the whole gain compensated the whole loss." Where
the state undertakes it, there is a profit generally assured to the

state, but that profit is by no means certain, and can not make good the

demoralization introduced among the people. State lotteries are still

a part of the revenue system in Italy and Austria (proper), where the

receipts are important, but show a decided tendency to diminish;

Hungary and Denmark, where they are of little moment; and in

Spain, where they are retained because of the general incapacity of

the administration to reach other and more profitable sources of

revenue. The experience of the State of Louisiana in connection with

a State lottery is too recent to require examination. It is not probable
that once abandoned such an instrument for obtaining money from

the people will be revived, save as a last resort.

The state monopoly in the manufacture and sale of an article for

fiscal purposes holds a place in European countries of high impor-

tance, and is met elsewhere under conditions not so favorable to its

maintenance. As an example of the latter may be cited the colonial

policy of the Dutch in their possessions in the East. After the ter-

mination of the trading companies, the Government undertook the

entire control of the colonies, and sought to make them a source of

revenue. The natives were to be taxed, but, having little of their own
to be taxed, and practicing no occupation that could of its own voli-

tion become a profitable source of revenue, the state undertook to

organize industry, and, by creating an opportunity for employing the

labor of the natives, to receive the profits of production for its own
uses. The native chiefs were made "

masters of industry
" and col-

lectors of the revenue; and a certain part of the labor of the natives,

one day in every five, was decreed to the state. In order to derive

* Wealth of Nations, vol.
i, p. 112 (Rogers's edition).
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a profit, this labor must be bestowed in cultivating some product as

find a market in international trade. Hence arose the importance
of the sugar, coffee, tobacco, and spice crops of these Dutch islands,

and for many years a handsome profit to the treasury was obtained

from the management and sales of product. With the great fall in

prices of sugar and coffee throughout the world, and the narrowing
of the market for cane sugar, the Government obtained a less income

each year, and has found it of advantage to relax the conditions sur-

rounding cultivation, and to throw the management of the planta-

tions more and more into private hands. To such an extent has this

transition been effected that the state can no longer be considered as

controlling a monopoly in product or sales, and is content with a rev-

enue from other sources, one that does not even cover the expenses in-

curred in the colonial system. This experiment differs widely from

those industries undertaken with the aid or encouragement of the

state to be found in India. It was not with a fiscal object that they
were established, and not infrequently the state sacrifices revenue by

releasing them from tax burdens they would ordinarily endure. As
one of the few remaining instances of the direct participation of a

state in the production of products intended for foreign markets, yet

undertaken and maintained for fiscal reasons, the history of the Dutch

colonies in the East is instructive.

In Prussia the working of certain mines is in the hands of the

state, and was originally looked upon as an important contribution to

the income of the state. As in the Dutch experience, the changes in

production throughout the world have greatly reduced the returns

and made the income variable; yet there is little disposition to dispose

of these possessions.
" The danger of mineral supplies being worked in

a reckless and extravagant manner without regard to the welfare of

future generations, and the dread of combinations by the producers of

such commodities as tin, copper, and salt, with the aim of raising

prices, have both tended to hinder the alienation of state mines." *

The more common form of state monopoly is that which occupies

a middle position, established for reasons of public safety or utility

as well as of revenue. The salt monopoly enforced in Prussia was only
abolished in 1867, and is still maintained in every canton of Switzer-

land. The strongest plea in its defense has been the guarantee by
the state of the purity of the article sold, and this phase of the ques-

tion has superseded the revenue aspect. Few articles of prime neces-

sity, like salt, are subject to monopolies imposed by the state, and by
a process of elimination it is only articles of luxury or voluntary con-

sumption that are regarded as fit objects of monopoly for the benefit

of the state.

* Bastable. Public Finance, p. 181.
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A tax imposed upon an article at a certain stage of its production
or manufacture may enforce the expediency or necessity of a state

monopoly. Where the supervision of the state agents must be so

close as to interfere with the conduct of the industry, the state inter-

venes and itself controls the manufacture and sale. Tobacco has long
been subject to this fiscal regime, and, proving so productive of rev-

enue, there is little to be said against a monopoly by the state of its

manufacture and sale.

In Italy the tobacco monopoly is conceded to a company, but its

return of net revenue to the state is nearly as large as the revenue de-

rived from the taxes on real property (about thirty-eight million dollars

a year). Prussia imposes a charge on the home-grown tobacco by a tax

on the land devoted to its culture, but the return is very small, and

Bismarck wished to introduce a true tobacco monopoly, modeled

on that of France. But the conditions were opposed to his scheme,
for the use of tobacco is general throughout the empire, and a proposi-

tion to increase its price by taxation or modify its free manufacture

and distribution excited a widespread opposition. France maintains

a full monopoly, and finds it too profitable to be lightly set aside

unless some equally profitable source of revenue is discovered to make

good the loss its abolition would involve.

While historical support is given to the maintenance of a monopoly
as in France, it is not probable that the system will find imitators in

other states, however tempting the returns obtained might seem.

Great Britain has by her insular position solved the problem in an-

other way. By interdicting the domestic cultivation of tobacco, all

that is consumed must be imported, and a customs duty offers a ready
instrument for making the plant, in whatever form it enters, con-

tribute its dues to the exchequer. In Russia, as in the United States,

where tobacco is a domestic product, the tax is imposed upon its

manufacture, and this method requires supervision but no monopoly
of the state.

The tobacco regime is defended almost entirely on fiscal grounds,
and as a monopoly, an extreme measure, has proved its value as an

instrument of taxation. Other reasons, of a moral character, are

urged to induce the state to monopolize the manufacture and sale of

distilled spirits. Both France and Germany have considered this

question, and, in spite of confident predictions of a large profit, have

decided not to undertake it. Russia, on the other hand, has taken

it up quite as much on social as on revenue grounds, and is gradu-

ally securing a monopoly of the trade in spirits. The initial cost

of the undertaking is large, and, as the system has not yet been per-

fected, it is too early to give a judgment on its availability as a finan-

cial instrument.
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The transit dues, once commonly used by different countries, have

been generally abandoned, and in China must they be sought for in

their original forms of vexatious and unprofitable force. They arose

from a desire to derive some benefit from a commerce permitted

grudgingly, and rarely attaining any high results. The same end was

sought by duties on exports, much employed when the country was

supposed to be drained of its wealth by what was sent out of it. The
conditions necessary for a successful duty on exports are not often

found, and only in a few countries are they now existent. In Italy,

South America, and Asia, exports of certain natural products are

taxed, and, as in the case of Brazil, yield a notable revenue. In

view of the rapid advancement of production in new countries and

of inventions in the old, whereby many natural monopolies have been

destroyed and competition made more general, such duties prove to be

more obstructive to trade than productive of revenue, and are rapidly

being abandoned. In spite of a formal prohibition of export duties

in the Constitution of the United States, they are sometimes suggested
in all seriousness.

In thus clearing the path of what may be called dead or dying
methods of recent tax systems, the advantages enjoyed by the United

States in their freedom from such survivals become more evident.

The practice of farming taxes never gained a foothold in any part of

the country. Lotteries have been occasional, and with two excep-
tions have been conducted on a limited scale—that of Louisiana is

well known; an earlier instance is less known. During the Revolu-

tion one of the means resorted to by the Continental Congress for

income was a lottery, but the attempt proved disastrous to all con-

cerned, and was finally abandoned even more thoroughly than was

the continental currency. State monopolies of production and sale

of any commodity have never met with favor, and stand condemned
in the desire for individual initiative. As sources of revenue, the

public lands, state control of the post office, and of such municipal

undertakings as the water and, in a very few cases, the gas

supply, has been employed, and in place of profit the mere cost of

management is sought. More than any country of continental Eu-

rope, the United States has depended upon taxes, pure and simple,

unsupported or modified by state domains, state mines, state manu-

factures, or state monopolies. Even Great Britain in her local

taxation is bound and hampered by precedent, and pursues a system
that is notoriously confused, costly, and vexatious. Long usage and

the erection of independent and conflicting authorities on principles

other than fiscal have imposed upon the local agents the duty of

assessing and collecting county and borough taxes which are as in-

defensible in theory as they are difficult in practice.
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From tins weight of tradition and precedent the United States has

been almost entirely free, and it was possible to constrnct out of small

beginnings systems of Federal and State taxation at least reasonable

and consistent, producing an increasing revenue with the rapid de-

velopment of wealth and the larger number of taxable objects; and

so elastic as to adapt themselves to such changes as are inevitable in any

progressive movement of commerce or industry. That no such sys-

tem has resulted after a century of national life, and an even longer
term of local (colonial and State) activities, these papers have tended

to show. That the time is at hand when the problem of a thorough
reform of both State and Federal taxation must be met, current facts

prove beyond any doubt. If I have aided in a proper comprehen-
sion of these problems, and, by collecting certain experiences in taxa-

tion among other peoples and in different stages of civilization, con-

tributed toward a proper solution, the end of this work will have been

attained. It is not possible to introduce a complete change of policy
at once; it is not only feasible but necessary to indicate the direction

this change should take, and the ends to be secured in making them.

And first as to Federal taxation:

In a democracy like that of the United States, the continuance

of a mixed system of direct and indirect taxes is a foregone conclu-

sion. Not that there is an absence of change or modification in the

details of this double system, or in the application or distribution of a

particular impost or duty. To deny such modification is to deny any
movement in the body politic, or any progress in the industrial and

commercial economy of the people. There is a steady and continu-

ous movement in every direction, and the mere effort to escape taxa-

tion results in a new adjustment of related facts. This development

has, partly through necessity and partly through a rising conscious-

ness of what a tax implies, been tending from indirect to direct

taxes. Ever restive under a rigid supervision by the state of private

concerns, there has been a wholesome opposition to inquisitorial taxes.

But this opposition has been carried too far, and is due more to the

ignorant and at times brutal disregard by the agents selected for en-

forcing the law than to an appreciation of the injustice of the tax.

Whether in customs or excise, the same blunders of management
have been committed, and created a spirit in the people that is injuri-

ous to their best interests. On the one hand, private enterprises have

been unduly favored by the removal of foreign competition, a favor

that is now disappearing through the remarkable development of

domestic competition. Thus taxes have been extensively used for

other purposes than to obtain revenue, and for private ends. On
the other hand, there has been created the feeling that taxation is

a proper instrument for effecting a more equal distribution of
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wealth among the people, and readily becomes an instrument of

oppression.

The almost absolute dependence of the Federal Government upon
the customs duties for revenue through a great part of its existence was

a striking fact The simplicity of collection and the comparatively
moderate scale of duties, although considered high at the time of

imposition, gave this branch of the possible sources of revenue a mag-
nified importance. The development of the country was slow, and

at times greatly hampered by the tariff policy; but until about 1857

no other source of income was needed to meet the expenditures of

the Government in a time of peace.

In recent years this has all changed, and not for the better. The

immense development in manufactures and financial ability accom-

plished since 1860 has made a tariff for protection an anachronism.

The political features of customs legislation have been pushed so far

as almost to overshadow the fiscal qualities. The wave of protection-

ism that followed the abrogation of the commercial treaties of Europe
about 1880 has resulted in tariffs framed with the desire to injure the

commerce of other states rather than to meet the needs of a treasury.

In the United States this policy has been carried beyond that of Eu-

rope, and the tariff now in existence is more protective than any
hitherto enforced, short of absolute prohibition of imports.

In more respects than one the tariff law of 1897 was an extreme

application of the protective policy. Each year the United States has

demonstrated its ability not only to meet the industrial competition

of the world on an equal footing, but to engage with it aggressively

and with complete success. It is not necessary to give the figures of

exports of manufactures to establish this fact; it is now beyond ques-

tion. To frame a measure of extreme protection was, therefore, to

overlook the most striking phase of the industrial situation existing in

the United States. "With an ability to manufacture cheaply and on

a grand scale, and with a capacity to supply the demands of a market

larger than any home market, there was no foreign competition to

encounter, and the higher rates of duties meant nothing, either for

protection or for revenue. In carrying further into action a tariff

framed more for protection than for revenue, a twofold error was

committed. The provisions were so complicated as to make the ap-

plication difficult, and in applying these provisions inquisitorial and

vexatious regulations were necessary to assure even a reasonable ful-

fillment of the requirements. In former tariff laws a general descrip-

tion carried a large class of articles, and a uniform duty, usually ad

valorem, was collected. But under the demand for a more scientific

tariff, these general classes werebroken up into a number of enumerated

articles, each one carrying a specific or mixed duty, and an omnium
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or basket clause at the end to catch any article that could not be in-

cluded in any enumeration. This desire to fix specific rates upon
each imported commodity has been applied more generally in the

law of 1897 than in any previous tariff act. An examination of the

imports of manufactures of textile fibers will illustrate this increase

of complexity without any increase of revenue. Indeed, these classi-

fications and rates, being suggested by interested parties, have for

their object a reduction of imports, and as a rule a reduction in revenue

from them follows.

The second objection to the increasing complexity of the tariff

laws is to be found in the petty annoyances imposed upon importers
and others in enforcing the not always consistent provisions of the

law. These vexations are made all the more telling by the fact that

the administration of the law is apt to be in the hands of those who are

openly hostile to foreign importations, and therefore regard the im-

porter in an unfriendly spirit. The power given to the customs

agents is enormous, and it is not remarkable that it is abused. The
demand for samples, the appraisement of articles, the classification

of new or compound commodities, all offer room for controversy,

which is not always decided by an appeal to the courts of justice.

In special instances, where a section of the law has been framed in

behalf of a special interest, the attempt to enforce it becomes petty

tyranny of the most intolerable kind.

In operation the law soon exhibited its failure as a revenue meas-

ure. Although duties were generally increased, the more important
articles taxed yielded a smaller revenue than under lower rates.

The aggregate collections under the bill did not meet the expectations

of its sponsors, and for two reasons: first, because the higher duties

discouraged imports; and secondly, the demand for imported articles

was steadily decreasing under the expanding ability of home manu-

factures to meet the needs of the market. No measure short of a

direct encouragement to importations can change this situation, or

prevent the further shrinkage in the use of foreign manufactures.

It follows that the tariff, unless radically altered, can no longer be de-

pended on for a return sufficient to defray one half of the rapidly

increasing expenditures of the national Government. By refusing

to impose moderate duties on articles of general consumption, revenue

is sacrificed; by insisting upon imposing protective duties where little

revenue can be had, the tariff is converted into a political weapon.
Its dangerous qualities are strengthened by turning these duties

against the products of certain countries, a policy specially fit to invite

reprisals.

Even the framers of this latest tariff entertained the belief that

some provision should be made for breaking its full effect. The
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familiar scheme for reciprocity treaties, under which moderate con-

cessions in some of the duties could be made, was retained; but France
was the only power that could have an object in seriously entertain-

ing the proposition to enter into a negotiation. No real reduction

in duties could be given to Germany or any other country, and it

has become a recognized fact that Germany does not hesitate to seize

an opportunity to exclude the products of the United States, and on
the same grounds as support the high duties in the American tariff.

The system of drawbacks has ceased to be of much moment in our

customs policy, and in the export interest in canned goods finds its

chief exercise. Xor does a privilege to manufacture in bond affect

more than one article of importance
—ores of lead containing silver.

No matter how it is regarded, the tariff of 1897 was not framed for

revenue, and in experience has not proved sufficiently productive to

meet its share of the expenditures of Government. The animus of

its sponsors in attaining the immediate political object sacrificed the

more important and permanent object of revenue.

Were the true object of customs duties—revenue—to be kept in

view in tariff legislation, it would be a simple matter to devise a

measure that would be satisfactory and highly productive of revenue.

In the fifteen hundred or more articles enumerated in the tariff

schedules, more than fourteen hundred are nonproductive, or yield so

small a return as to have in the aggregate no appreciable effect on

the total receipts. The number left after so large an exclusion can

be still further reduced without reducing the revenue one tenth;
and it is from a small number of articles, hardly twenty-five, that the

great part of the customs revenue is obtained. By reducing the rates

of duties on these to a point of highest revenue efficiency, at which the

import is not interfered with and yet not encouraged, a higher re-

turn could be had than from the existing complicated, overloaded,
and political compilation of duties, usually imposed for any reason

other than what they will bring into the treasury.

When, therefore, the best methods of Federal taxation are

broached, the reform of the tariff stands first in importance. It is

necessary to bring it more into line with the industrial conditions of

to-day, which call for foreign markets rather than a domestic or

closed market; and for a liberal commercial policy in place of one that

regards the products of other countries, whether imported in the

crude or manufactured forms, as constituting a menace to American

labor and American interests. It calls for a systematic and intelli-

gent revision, which shall throw out such, duties as are no longer of

service even for protection, and to reduce those that are hostile to the

products of other countries and bear in themselves the seeds of re-

prisals in the future. Now that the United States is going into the

VOL. LIV. 56
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great markets with, its manufactures, and obtaining a foothold against
all competitors, the invitation to retaliation holds a danger far greater
to its own interests than any that can be inflicted on other peoples.
The greater the advances made the more readily will recourse be had
to reprisals and hostile legislation; and in support of every act appeal

may be had to examples set by the United States.*

MENTAL DEFECTIVES AND THE SOCIAL WELFARE.

By MARTIN W. BARK, M. D.,

CHIEF PHYSICIAN, PENNSYLVANIA TRAINING SCHOOL FOR FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN, ELWYN, PA.

PERIODS
of extraordinary efflorescence or fruitage are followed

by exhaustion and sterility not infrequently demanding the free

use of the pruning knife; and, just as we remark how frequent is

idiocy the offspring of genius, so do we find the same seeming paradox,
of mental defect in rank and increasing growth the product of this

most wonderful nineteenth century.

True, science has contributed to numbers by revealing as mental

defectives the many
"
misunderstood,"

"
the backward,"

"
the feebly

* " The old protectionist, with the stock arguments about the influence of the tariff upon

wages and all the rest of it, is beginning to die out. He told us all he had to say about the
'

pauper labor
' of Europe, by which he often meant the best educated and most skillful

artisans of the world. We got tired of hearing about how the importer paid the tax, how

it was Europe and England in particular that was all the time squeezing our lives out, till

nearly all of us, being of English ancestry ourselves, wondered whether we, even, could be

so good as we hoped we were, if we had sprung from something so essentially perverted

and bad. We were told, too, that American tourists who went to Europe and spent money
there which they ought to have squandered at home were not friends of their country, and

that they did us a particularly hostile act when they brought clothing, statuary, or diamond

rings back with them from foreign parts. A season of high prices was a real heaven, and

wars and fires were good things because they destroyed property that would have to be

replaced, and this would create that demand which, reacting on supply, would increase

prices. To say that an article was cheap was to say that the political party in power was

no longer worthy of public confidence. It was related that each government could make

its people so rich, and the idea was thought to have been traced down from Henry 0. Carey,

that the rest of the world could be safely disregarded altogether.
"
Seriously, who believes any of this stuff nowadays ? The protectionist is not reckoning

with such popular impotency and stupidity. He believes in his fellow-man, and wants to

give him a helping hand. He does not care what effect it has on England or Ireland. He

is not sure that a protective tariff in and of itself will increase the wages of the workmen.

He is even inclined to think that less wages and profits would do well enough for every

man, if it were cheaper to live and there were not such extravagant demands upon every

person from all sides—this without being a socialist. He is certain that 'a cheap coat'

does not necessarily make
' a cheap man,' but the cheaper the coat the better it will be for

the wearer. That is what we are all trying to do, improve our processes, increase our

effective working power, which means, if you please, to make things cheaper."
— The Manu-

facturer (organ of the Manufacturers' Club of Philadelphia).
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gifted," as well as by showing what was once esteemed moral per-
version to be moral imbecility; but a truth to which science also

attests is, that unstable nerve centers uniting and reacting through
successive generations, producing various forms of neuroses, evidenced

in insanity, moral and mental imbecility, idiocy and epilepsy, do
show the influence of a highly nervous age.

Our last census reports, although necessarily uncertain and unre-

liable, yet show ninety thousand mental defectives, not including
the insane. Unrecognized and unacknowledged cases swell the num-
ber easily to one hundred thousand within our present borders—how

many we are going to annex remains to be seen; but this is an enemy
that attacks not our frontiers but our hearthstones. We have
reached that point when we must conquer it, lest it should conquer
us, and the means to this end may be summed up in three words—-

separation, asexualization, and permanent sequestration.
"
Diseases

desperate grown by desperate appliances are relieved, or not at all,"

and we must recognize that heroic measures now are as essential to

the welfare of the unfortunate as to society, which will then naturally

adjust itself to new conditions. Viewing the separation and massing
of these irresponsibles

—innocent victims of ignorance, debauchery,
or selfish lust—men will come to realize that a greater crime than

taking is the giving of such life; and so a greater reverence for

the sacredness of marriage, a deeper sense of the great responsibilities
of parenthood, will do more to avert this evil than the most stringent

marriage laws. That the present demands some restraint upon the

ignorant and the indifferent there can be no doubt, and laws prevent-

ing the marriage of defectives and of their immediate descendants

would go far to stem the tide of harmful heredity.
But what to do with those now in our midst is the vital question !

They must be provided for in a way that shall insure safety to society,

economy to the State, and protection and happiness to the individual.

The answer found in the experience of half a century is, briefly,

asylums for the helpless
—

training schools and colonies for those ca-

pable of becoming helpful. These in very name and nature being

widely separate, just as separate as titles and names indicate, should

be their working systems. AVork among the feeble-minded, a philan-

thropic movement directed first toward the idiot, soon found a limit

in dealing with a subject not trainable and but slightly if at all im-

provable. Thence, diverging and broadening as idiocy became better

understood and imbecility in various phases became recognized, it

found its true province in strengthening and encouraging feeble in-

tellects, arousing and stimulating indolent and weak wills, and in

training and directing into healthful channels the abnormal energy
of those destitute of the moral sense. How wide the divergence can
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readily be seen, as also how entirely incompatible with union must

be work further apart in reality than is the training of an imbecile

and a normal child.

For the idiot, who not only can not be trained, but who in many
cases is unimprovable even in the simplest matters of self-help, noth-

ing is needed but that care and attention found in every well-regulated

nursery of delicate children, the sine qua non being regular hours,

simple nourishing food, frequent baths, and tender mothering. As

many are paralyzed, blind, lame, or epileptic, it is desirable that the

dormitories, Avell ventilated, be on the same floor with the living rooms

and of easy access to bathrooms and playgrounds. Covered and

carefully guarded porches should afford the much-needed fresh air

and outdoor life in all weathers. These, with cheerful, sunny play-

rooms, provided with simple toys and furnished with bright decora-

tions varying with the season, will contribute the maximum of pleasure

for this life of perpetual infancy. Low vitality, general poverty of

the whole physical make-up, the prevalence of phthisis and epilepsy

and kindred diseases require he daily inspection of a physician, while

the comfort and well-being of the whole, both workers and children,

are insured by a capable and sympatheic house mother.

The character of attendants is of the first importance, as these are

they who live with the children; it should combine that firmness, ten-

derness, and balance that constitute an even temperament, capable

of recognizing and meeting an occasion without loss of self-control.

The duties involve not only the care of the idiots, but the training and

direction of idio-imbeciles as aids, and this dealing with natures often

wholly animal, requires a certain refinement and dignity of character

—at least an entire absence of coarseness—while a knowledge of the

simpler manual arts, and if possible of drawing and music, will do

much to soften and brighten these darkened natures. As these quali-

ties are valuable as well as rare, the remuneration should be in pro-

portion: certainly sufficient to induce permanency and to compensate
for such isolation. A life of constant wear and tear demands also

regular periods of rest, ami the corps therefore should be sufficiently

large to give relief hours daily as \yell as vacations.

The idio-imbecile, but one remove from his weaker brother, to

whose wants he may be trained to minister, finds here his fitting place,

and the domestic service of these asylums mav be laruelv drawn

from this class and also from that of the low-grade imbecile. "Work-

ing as an aid, never alone, always under direction, he finds in a

monotonous round of the simplest daily avocations his life happiness,

his only safety from lapsing into idiocy, and therefore his true home.

The relief to the home, the actual benefit to the State in this

housing and care of the idiot and idio-imbecile can never be fully
t

1 «
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estimated. It is reckoned, however, in a general way that for every
idiot sequestrated the energies of two if not four normal persons are

returned to society.

Imbecility, mental or moral, congenital or accidental, is either an

inherent defect or an irrecoverable loss, an incurable disease for which

hospitals can do nothing, nor can reformatories form again that which

never has been formed. Could language be made clear enough to

enable the public mind to grasp this fact, the work of training schools,

the only hope of the imbecile, would then be simplified, and people

might be willing to accept what they can give, in the only way in

which it can be given, to be of any permanent value. As it is, the

few charlatans who profess to train and in a few years send out an

imbecile ready to take a high-school or college course not only deceive

those from whom they may gather a few thousands, but their repre-

sentations, coupled with that of a sensational press, effectually im-

pede the progress of a work which must eventually find its true place

in the system of public education.

Influenced by these misrepresentations, parents come with pro-

found idiots and high hopes of a course of training (here is one of the

misfortunes of an idiot asylum within a training school), and simply
refuse to accept a negative to their expectations. Again

—to waifs and

strays, high-grade imbeciles, developing after years of labored train-

ing proficiency in music, drawing, or some one of the industrial arts,

friends will suddenly crop up and, dazzled by what seems phenomenal

genius, seek to withdraw them just as they become useful to the com-

munity. Little do they know of the weak will, indolent nature,

and utter lack of
"
go," that forbid competition with normal labor

and must forever be subject to the will of another; still less of the weak

physical build that is kept intact only by watchful care, and which

would succumb to any undue hardship. So much for the difficulties

that beset the work. Now as to the work itself.

As this must vary according to the status of the individual, a

careful study and a correct diagnosis are of primary importance in

order that the work may be fitted to the child, not the child to the

work. The plan pursued is as follows: A thorough examination—-

physical, mental, and moral—is first made by the chief physician in

connection with papers properly filled out giving personal and fam-

ily history. He is then sent to the hospital for a fortnight to insure

immunity from disease. There, while perfectly free and unrestrained

among his fellows, he is under constant observation of the nurses;

these observations, carefully noted, are returned to the chief physi-

cian, who turns both over to the principal of schools, designating the

grade in which he is to enter for probation. Here under different

environment he is again tested for some weeks and finally placed.
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It is bard for the uninitiated to understand that the grade, be it

high, middle, or low, is not associated with promotion and advance-

ment as in schools for normal children. On the contrary, it sig-

nifies the quality and status of the individual, his limitations, bis

possibilities, and consequently determines almost unfailingly the train-

ing for bis life work; not by any hard-and-fast lines, but by a general

mapping out of means which experience has proved will best insure

his development, because best suited to his needs. Every latitude is

allowed and, as the comfort of both the teacher and the entire class

depends upon each going to his own place, there is easy and natural

transference according to the necessity indicated by either progress
or retrogression; but the varied occupations in each grade give ample

scope for indulgence of individual proclivity in the means of develop-

ment, and it is found that the original diagnosis, based upon experi-

ence, rarely errs.

The motto of the schools—" We learn by doing; the working-
hand makes strong the working brain

"—shows manual training to be

the basis of the scheme of development, varied for each grade to suit

the intelligence. Thus classified, various occupations are arranged
and presented with the double intent of securing all-round devel-

opment, and of giving at the same time opportunity for choice accord-

ing to individual bent, the child being gradually permitted to devote

himself more exclusively to that in which he shows a tendency to

excel, and to gain a certain automatic ease in what shall prove the

initial of a life employment. A knowledge of writing and of num-

bers is acquired incidentally as a necessary part of these occupations
in daily practice, and arithmetic, taught with objects, is chiefly count-

ing, separating into fractional parts, and practical measurements.

Books are used rather as a convenient means of attracting and hold-

ing attention while inducing habits of consecutive thinking than for

a knowledge of facts to be memorized. Those who can learn to read

gain naturally a means of self-entertainment, of self-instruction,

hence a certain amount of culture, so long as protected in an insti-

tution from indiscriminate and pernicious literature.

The low-grade imbecile, but a slight degree removed from the idio-

imbecile, is, like him, totally incapable of grasping artificial signs or

symbols. He can therefore never learn to read or write; figures have

no meaning for him, nor numbers, beyond the very simplest counting-

acquired in the daily repetition of some simple task such as knitting,

netting, braiding rope, straw, or knotting twine. The excitation of

interest in these, which will also give hand and arm power, the arous-

ing of the sluggish, indolent will, through the stimulus of pleasurable

emotions, the physical development by means of the various drills and

the moral influence of refined, orderly surroundings
—

these, together
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with some practical work of house, garden, or farm, which forms part
of the daily routine, are all that school life can do for him.

From this preparation he passes to the industrial department,
where he receives training in that occupation which the school has

indicated for him, becoming in his limited way a useful and con-

tented member of a community which should be his life home. As
both of these types develop either extreme docility or perversity

—the

one quiet, gentle, obedient, following any suggestion even of a com-

rade's stronger will; the other obstinate, indolent, often brutal and

cruel—the necessity for constant guardianship is therefore self-

evident.

When we consider that the training of a high-grade imbecile takes

four times the period commonly allotted to a normal child, some idea

of the vital energy expended on the training of the lower grades may
be found in the following example:

I find in our museum of educational work a little ball which I

am inclined to regard the most valuable thing in the whole collection.

The boy who made it was a low-grade imbecile. His hand against every

man, he fancied every man's against him. Always under strict cus-

todial care, that he might harm neither himself nor others, he would

vent his spleen in tearing his clothing. His teacher, a woman of

rare patience and devotedness, sat beside him one day, tearing strips

of old linen and laying them in order.
"
See, Willie, let us make

some pretty strips and lay them so." His wonder grew apace at see-

ing her doing what he had been reproved for doing; at once he re-

sponded, and a new bond of sympathy was established between them.

She was playing his game—the only one, poor little lad, that he was

capable of—and he joined in.

"
Now, we will draw out the pretty threads and lay them in rows."

For weeks the boy found quiet pastime in this occupation, and the

violent nature grew quieter in proportion. One day the teacher said,
" Let us tie these threads together and make a long string." It took

him months and months to learn to tie those knots, but meanwhile

his attendants were having breathing space.
" Now we will wind

this into a pretty ball, and I will cover all you make for the boys to

play with "; and a new occupation was added to his meager list.

The next link in this chain of development was a lesson in knit-

ting. Again, through months of patient teaching, it was at last ac-

complished, and the boy to the day of his death found his life happi-

ness in knitting caps for the children, in place of tearing both them

and their clothing. You see the teacher was wise enough to utilize the

natural activities of the child and divert evil propensities into health-

ful channels. Had she brought knitting and bright yarn or anything

foreign to him first, it would in truth have been fitting new cloth to
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old garments and the rent would have been widened: his obstinacy

would have been aroused, and he would have continued to tear to

the end of the chapter.

The imbecile of middle grade receives that fuller presentation of

work suited to fuller capacity. Some time is devoted to the three
"
Rs," as it is found that attention may be aroused and concentrated in

the phonetic drills, more especially if associated with pictures, and

the drawing of the objects named free-hand; thus eye, ear, and hand

High-grade Imbeciles (Feebly Gifted) at Sloyd Work.

are encouraged to work simultaneously. Those who accomplish

finally the reading of short simple stories not only enjoy evenings in ,

the library, but may be enabled to glean suggestions for the various

handicrafts for which they are being trained. This effort at quick

observation and original thinking is further carried forward in the

ambidextrous movements of free-hand drawing, designing, and

sketching from life—finding ready and practical application in the

daily use of tools. The value of the rule and the try-square is tested

in the manufacture of the various useful articles in both paper and

wood included under the head of sloyd, and "
a boy can not learn to

take a straight shaving off a plank," says Ruskin,
"
or to drive a fine

curve without faltering, or to lay a brick level in the mortar, without

learning a multitude of other matters which life of man could never

teach him."
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Equally useful to the girl in the workroom as to the boy in the

shop is this training of a ready eye, this quick intuition of balance and

proportion, this practice of obedience of hand and arm to brain, until

it becomes automatic. To both, therefore, the value of such prepara-

tion will be incalculable. It is noticeable that boys of this grade
turn out as good workers in the ordinary crafts of shoomaking, car-

pentering, and house painting as those of higher grade who, although

capable of grasping more intelligently the details of work, yet do not

bring to it that energy and perseverance of one who finds in it
"
this

one thing I do." With the imbecile of high grade, able to accomplish

studies equal to about the first intermediate of the public schools, there

is a diffusion of interest; the intelligence broadens rather than deepens

during the school period in natural response to environment. With

greater grasp of numerical values and of letters he attains proficiency

impossible to the lower grades in drawing, in music, in printing, and

in cabinet work. Other industries will probably be provided for him

as the demand increases, for it must be remembered that this is a

class whose needs have been the last to be recognized in a work begun,,

as I have before said, for the idiot. Regarded as queer, unlike

other children—unable to keep up
—he has, after an unsuccessful trial

at school, been kept at home, in some cases an aid, in others a tyrant,

to those relatives charged with his care.

Changed conditions of both family and school, fortunately for

him, combine to render this no longer possible, as absence of proper

training is always certain to result in deterioration. The pressure

upon the primary schools in the struggle for higher education leaves

no time to contend with dull, backward children. In the family the

care-takers grow fewer in proportion as the home-makers become

home-winners, and so these feeble ones are a burden instead of an

aid in the ordinary household offices.

The next hope is a training school where, with false hopes fos-

tered by ignorance and sensationalism, they are entered, and after a

few years, a time all too short for any lasting benefit, a sentimentality

equally stupid withdraws them from that guardianship absolutely

essential, with just that little knowledge which will render them

more dangerous to society, because less recognizable
—an evil ele-

ment perpetuating an evil growth. Under both conditions these un-

fortunates have suffered from that lack -t>f constant care and super-

vision which should be theirs from the cradle to the grave.

The separation of backward children in the schools and the plac-

ing of them in special classes tor special training is the first step in

the right direction. Here, after sufficient time for observation and

diagnosing by teacher and physician, the defectives so adjudged will

naturally drift to the training schools for the feeble-minded; these,.
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if relieved of the odium as well as the care of their helpless popula-

tion, will then be encouraged to arrange for this brighter class of

defectives industries which will provide not only for development and

happiness, but will largely aid in maintenance. The recognition of

MlDDLE-GBADE IMBECILES.

the necessity for this weeding out of the schools, having place first

on the Continent, next in England, and later in our own country,
marks an era in the national as well as in the special schools. Both
will be benefited largely, and formal expression of this, found in the

addition to our National Educational Association of a department

representing the training of all classes of defectives, is one of the most

encouraging signs of the times.

The same experience which dictates the separation of the idiot

from the imbecile, the backward from the normal child, urges also

that a permanent sequestration would tend alike to the safety and

happiness of the normal and abnormal classes. The experiment made
of preparing and sending out into the world these irresponsibles has

proved, to say the least, not encouraging, and the advisability of their

permanent detention has become self-evident.

The heads of training schools here are a unit in urging that pro-

vision be made for those who have reached the limit of school progress.

That experience has reached a similar conclusion in England is tes-
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tified in the munificent gift lately made to the Royal Albert Asylum,
and by the opinion of its superintendent, Dr. T. Telford-Smith, thus

clearly expressed :

"
It is yearly more noticeable that the public mind is coming

gradually but surely to recognize the threefold value of the work of

such institutions as the Royal Albert Asylum. The educational

and the custodial aspects early

aroused the sympathies of the

charitable; but the preventive as-

pect is another which must force

itself upon all who thoughtfully
consider the subject. The far-

reaching and inexorable law of

heredity is written large for those

who study the imbecile."

The following paragraph,
from a daily paper, shows that, in

Amedica at least, public opinion

and the acts of the legislature

have become ripe for action:
" The State of Connecticut is

about to try a curious experiment
in social legislation, having passed

a law forbidding any man or

woman, imbecile or feeble-mind-

ed, to marry under forty-five

years of age, the penalty being-

imprisonment for not less than

three years; and persons aiding

and abetting are also liable. The

hope of the legislature is to keep
down degenerate families."

That this experiment is wise

and justifiable who can doubt?

To glance at another and

sadder, but not less real, side of

the same question, can any one doubt but that the adolescent and adult

female imbecile needs lifelong care and protection ? Surely the noble

gift to the asylum by Sir Thomas Storey of a home for forty such cases

is a wise, far-seeing, and statesmanlike act.

It is greatly to be hoped that this noble example may be speedily

emulated on both sides of the sea, and that each State may shortly

possess, in addition to its training school, its own colony farm with all

the industries of a village, drawing its workers from the well-directed

Low-grade Imbeciles. No. 1, obstinate,

perverse, indolent
;
No. 2, gentle and

obedient.
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energies of a carefully guarded community. Cottages, each with its

house mother, would insure that sense of home, and that affectionate

and sympathetic oversight so essential to this society composed of

those who are always children, while measures, which science has

already pointed out and experience proved as advisable, might, if pro-

tected by wise legislation, permit less vigilance on the part of care-

takers and consequent happiness because of greater freedom to its

members.

It is a happy coincidence that Massachusetts, the pioneer State in

the work among the feeble-minded, should in its fifty-first year cele-

brate the beginning of its second half century by the inauguration of

this most eventful step in the onward progress of the work. The

training school at Waltham has lately purchased sixteen hundred and

sixty acres of land for the establishment of a colony which is to have

natural and healthful growth from the fostering care of the parent
institution.

As these colonies increase, drawing from society a pernicious ele-

ment and transforming it under watchful care into healthful growth,

may not in time the national Government, finding these homes of

prevention a more excellent way than prison houses of cure for ill, be

induced to provide a national colony for this race more to be com-

miserated because of a childhood more hopeless than that of the two

others in our midst on whom so much has been expended?

THE WHEAT PROBLEM AGAIN.

By EDWARD ATKINSON.

IN
a recent article in the North American Review, Mr. John Hyde,
the statistician of the United States Department of Agriculture,

a gentleman of very high authority and repute, presents this problem
in such terms as to throw a doubt upon the validity of any forecast

of the potential increase in the product of wheat, or, in fact, of any

crop in this country. Without referring to myself by name, he yet

makes it very plain that he does not attach any value to my recent

forecast of wheat production printed in the Popular Science Monthly
for December, 1898.

On the other hand, he rightly says that since Tyndall's address to

the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1874 no

treatise presented to that association has excited so general an interest

or provoked so much unfavorable criticism as Sir William Crookes's

recent utterances on the subject of the approaching scarcity in the

supply of wheat.
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Mr. Hyde disclaims any intention to give his own views, but yet
no one can read his treatise without noting a substantial agreement
with Sir William Crookes, perhaps almost unconsciously to himself.

In his closing paragraph he says: "To discuss the extent to which

under conceivable conditions the United States may, notwithstanding
the somewhat dubious outlook, still continue to contribute to the food

supply of other nations, would be little more than speculation."

The Italics are my own.

I venture to point out that the use of the word "
speculation

"
is

an example of many instances. Like a dog, one may give a word a

bad name, yet it may be a good dog and a very good word when

rightly used. In the true and very innocent meaning of the word
"
speculation

" we find exactly what the public has a right to expect
and even to demand from the Department of Agriculture. In Web-
ster's Dictionary I find that, when used in such a connection as this

problem of the potential of this country in farm productions, the word
il

speculation
"

stands for
"
a mental view of anything in its various

aspects and relations; contemplation; intellectual examination."

If any
" mental view "

has yet been taken in the Department of

Agriculture of the proportion of the land of this country which may
be termed "

arable," I have yet to find the record. If any
"
con-

templation
"

has been devoted to the proportions of this arable land

which may be devoted to different crops in each section, I have been

remiss in not securing the reports. If any
" mental view " has been

taken of the relative area now devoted to each principal crop, and

that which may be so devoted hereafter in order to meet the prospec-

tive demand upon the land, either for the supply of our own popula-

tion or of other nations, where is the record? If there is no such
"
speculation

" now of record, is it not time that a true agricultural

survey corresponding to our geologic and geodetic surveys should be

entered upon? I have reason to believe that such surveys have been

made by many European states in which all the arable land in some

kingdoms is classified, listed, and so recorded that any one wishing to

know the best place for any special product can get the information

by reference to the proper department of the Government.

I have had occasion to make several studies of this kind. In order

to inform myself on the potential of the South in the production

of cotton, I undertook a study of the physical geography and cli-

matology of the cotton States and of other cotton-producing countries

nearly forty years ago. The results of this research were first given in

Cheap Cotton by Free Labor, published in 1861. In that pamphlet
and in many treatises following, finally in an address in Atlanta, in

1880, a true forecast or
"
speculation

'
''

or
"
intellectual examina-

tion
"
will be found of the production of the cotton fiber, the potential
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of the future and of the cotton-seed-oil industry, then almost unheard
of in this country. In 1880 I also entered upon my first

"
specula-

tion
"

(not in the market) on the lines of a
"
contemplation

"
or

forecast of the effect of agricultural machinery applied to our wheat

land, coupled with the prospective reduction in the cost of carrying
wheat to England, upon the condition of the American farmer and

the British landlord. That forecast of prosperity to our farmers in

the supply of bread at low cost to our kin beyond the sea has been

justified at every point and in every detail. I therefore ventured to

review Sir William Crookes's address, and I am well assured that what
Mr. Hyde now calls a

" somewhat dubious outlook
"

is subject to no

doubt whatever as to our ability to continue our full supply for do-

mestic consumption and export for the next century.
Let me now repeat again what I have often said: statistics are

good servants, but very bad masters. I long since ceased to put any

great reliance upon averages of crops, wages, or products covering
wide areas and varying conditions, unless I could find out, first, the

personal equation of the man who compiled them; second, ascertain

what he knew himself about the subject of which his statistics or

figures were the symbols; and, third, unless I could verify these great

averages from one or more typical areas of farm land, or from one or

more representative factories or workshops, of the conditions of which

I could myself obtain personal information.

General statistics and averages of farm products and earnings I

regard with more suspicion than almost any others because of the im-

mense variation in conditions.

I have sometimes almost come to the conclusion that so many of

the figures of the United States census are mere statistical rubbish as

to throw a doubt on nearly all the schedules. Yet without accurate

statistics on many points, many of them yet to be secured, the conduct

of our national affairs must become as uncertain as would be the

conduct of any great business corporation without a true ledger ac-

count and a trial balance. Hence the necessity for a permanent
census bureau and for a careful

"
speculation

"
or

"
intellectual

" and

intelligent examination and "
contemplation

"
or study of the facts

about our land by which our future welfare must be governed.

A good beginning has been made by the authorities of many
States, yet more by the body of well-trained men in charge of the

Agricultural Experiment Station, in whose support too much can

not be said. To them I appealed when trying to get an adequate con-

ception of our potential in wheat.

When we think of the blunders which have been made in very

recent years, we may well have some suspicion that we may still be

very ignorant on many points about our own country. Who really

VOL. LIV.—57
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knows very much about the great middle section of the South, what
is called the

" Land of the Sky," comprising the upland plateaus and
mountain sections of Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama, eastern Tennessee, and Kentucky? Within this area, as

large as France and twice as large as Great Britain, will be found

timber and minerals equal to both the countries named, and a poten-
tial in agriculture equal to either, as yet very sparsely populated.

Yet under a craze for centrifugal expansion we are now in danger
of trying to develop tropical islands far away, already somewhat

densely peopled, where white men can not work and live, to our detri-

ment, danger, and loss, while we fail to see that if we expand cen-

tripetally by the occupation and use of the most healthy and produc-
tive section of our own country, we may add immensely to our pros-

perity, our wealth, to our profit without cost and without militarism.

This sparsely settled Land of the Sky is greater in area and far greater
in its potential than the Philippine Islands, Cuba, and Porto Rico

combined. Verily, it seems as if common sense were a latent and

sluggish force, often endangered by the noisy and blatant influence of

the venal politician and the greed of the unscrupulous advocates of

vassal colonies who now attempt to pervert the power of government
to their own purposes of private gain.

Witness the blunders of the past :

We nearly gave away Oregon because it was held not to be worth

retaining.

When the northern boundary of Wisconsin was being determined,

it was put as far north as it was then supposed profitable farming could

ever extend, excluding Minnesota, now one of our greatest sources of

wheat.

The Great American Desert in my own school atlas covered a

large part of the most fertile land now under cultivation.

What blunders are we now making for lack of
"
speculation

"

or
"
intellectual examination "

as to the future of American farming
and farm lands?

On one point to which Mr. Hyde refers I must cry peccavi. He
rebukes the editor of the Popular Science Monthly for admitting an

article in which a potential of 400,000,000 bushels of wheat is at-

tributed to the State of Idaho. The total depravity of the type-writ-

ing machine caused the mechanism to spell Montana in the letters

I-d-a-h-o. What I imputed to Idaho is true of Montana, if the Chief

of the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Montana is a competent

witness, if all its arable land were devoted to wheat. It will be

observed that I mentioned Idaho incidentally (meaning Montana),

taking no cognizance of the estimate given, because it was at present

of no practical importance.
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I have expressed my distrust of great averages in respect to agri-

culture and farm products.
In illustration of this fallacy, the figures presented by Mr. Hyde

will now be dealt with. It is held that in 1930, which is the year
when Sir William Crookes predicts starvation among the bread-

eating people of the world for lack of wheat (as if good bread could

only be made from wheat), the population of this country may be

computed at 130,000,000. The requirements of that year for our

own consumption Mr. Hyde estimates at 700,000,000 bushels of

wheat, 1,250,000,000 bushels of oats, 3,450,000,000 bushels of corn

(maize), and 100,000,000 tons of hay; and, although other products
are not named by him, we may assume a corresponding increase.

Subsequently Mr. Hyde gives the present delusive average yields

per acre of the whole country, and then throws a doubt on the future

progress of agricultural science, saying,
" Whatever agricultural sci-

ence may be able to do in the next thirty years, up to the present time

it has only succeeded in arresting that decline in the rate of produc-

tion with which we have been continually threatened." Without

dealing at present with this want of and true consideration of or
"
speculation

"
upon the progress made in the last decade under the

lead of the experiment stations and other beginnings in remedying
the wasteful and squalid methods that have been so conspicuous in

pioneer farming, let us take Mr. Hyde's averages and see what demand

upon land the requirements of 1930 will make, even at the present

meager average product per acre.

Mr. Hyde apparently computes this prospective product as one

that will be required for the domestic consumption of 130,000,000

people by ratio to our present product. He ignores the fact that our

present product suffices for 75,000,000, with an excess of live stock,

provisions, and dairy products exported nearly equal in value to all

the grain exported, and in excess of the exports of wheat. If we can

increase proportionally in one class of products, why not in another?

Whichever pays best will be produced and exported.
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Prospective demand of 1930, at the same meager average product

per acre, without progress in agricultural science:
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13.4 bushels per acre from 143,000 square miles of land will be met

by the cultivation of not exceeding 700,000 square miles out of

2,000,000 available.

I should not venture to question the conclusions emanating from

the Department of Agriculture, or the deductions of so eminent a

scientist as Sir William Crookes, had I not taken the usual precau-

tion of a business man in studying a business question. I went to

the men who know the subject as well as the figures on which statis-

tics are to be compiled.

Being supplied by the Popular Science Monthly with one hundred

proofs of the first nine and a half pages of the December article in

which the terms of the problem are stated, I sent those proofs to the

chiefs of the experiment stations and to the secretaries of agricul-

ture in all the States from which any considerable product of wheat

is now or may be hereafter derived; also to many makers of wheat

harvesters; to the secretaries of Chambers of Commerce, and to sev-

eral economic students in the wheat-growing States. This prelimi-

nary study was accompanied by the following circular of inquiry :

Boston, Mass., October 5, 1898.

To the Chiefs of the Agricultural Experiment Stations and others in

Authority:

Calling your attention to the inclosed advance sheets of an article

which will by and by appear in the Popular Science Monthly, I beg
to put to you certain questions.

If the matter interests you, will you kindly fill up the blanks be-

low and let me have your replies within the present month of October,

to the end that I may compile them and give a digest of the results?

I shall state in the article that I am indebted to you and others for the

information submitted.

Area of the State of square miles.

1. What proportion of this area do you believe to be arable land

of fair quality, including pasture that might be put under the plow?

Answer . . ". square miles.

2. What proportion is now in forest or mountain sections which

may not be available for agriculture for a long period?

Answer square miles.

3. What has been done or may be done by irrigation?
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4. What proportion of the arable land above measured should you
consider suitable to the production of wheat under general conditions

such as are given in the text, say, a stable price of one dollar per bushel

in London?

Answer square miles.

5. To what extent, in your judgment, is wheat becoming the cash

or surplus crop of a varied system of agriculture as distinct from the

methods which prevail in the opening of new lands of cropping with

wheat for a term of vears ?

"What further remarks can you add which will enable me to eluci-

date this case, to complete the article and to convey a true impression
of the facts to English readers?

Your assistance in this matter will be gratefully received.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward Atkinson.

To this circular I received twenty-four detailed replies, containing

statistics mostly very complete ;
also many suggestive letters, in every

case giving full support to the general views which I had submitted

in the proof sheets. It has been impossible for me to give individual

credit within the limits of a magazine article to the gentlemen who

have so fully supplied the data. Space will only permit me to submit

a digest of the more important facts in a table derived from these

replies :
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I do not give the data of the Eastern and Southern States, and I

have selected only the most complete data of the other States, choosing
the more conservative where two returns have been made from one

State. .

The foregoing States produced a little over one third of the wheat

crop of 1897. They comprise a little over one third the area of the

land of the United States, excluding Alaska.

The list covers States like Illinois, Minnesota, and "Wisconsin, now

very fully occupied relatively to Texas, Montana, and Idaho, as yet

but sparsely settled.

Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Oregon, and

Washington combined far exceed the above list in wheat production ;

but, as I have no complete data from these States, I can only say that

the national or census statistics, as far as they go, develop correspond-

ing conditions to those above given. The very small product of

Texas and Montana, even of Idaho, as compared with the claimed

potential, will attract notice, and perhaps excite incredulity. But

let it be remembered that in 1880 the Territory of Dakota yielded

less than 3,000,000 bushels of wheat, while in 1898 the two States

of North and South Dakota, formerly in one Territory, claim to have

produced 100,000,000 bushels. Perhaps it will then be admitted

that the potential of Montana, and even of Idaho, may be attained in

some measure corresponding to the reports from those States; but as

yet their product is a negligible quantity, as that of Dakota was only

twenty years since.*

* I have been permitted to review the detailed statements of the accounts of one of the

great enterprises which I have called the manufacture of wheat on a large scale on various

large farms, separated one from another but under one control, aggregating more than

twenty thousand acres, in North Dakota. They are managed mainly from a long distance

through agents and foremen, therefore at a relative disadvantage compared to a farmer

owning his own land, acting as his own foreman, and saving heavily in expense. Such

farmers, making no charge for their own time, are computed to have a cash advantage of

one dollar an acre.

A large part of this land has been cropped in wheat for twenty-four years, one farm of

six thousand acres showing an average in excess of eighteen bushels per acre for the term

of seventeen years. The details of the product of other farms are not given, but this may
be considered a rule. Of course, this cropping can not be carried on indefinitely. The land

is now being allowed to rest, and other crops, such as maize, oats, barley, millet, and timothy,

are to some extent being raised in rotation, but not to the extent in which individual wheat

farms are now passing into rotation, especially in Minnesota.

In this enterprise the manufacture of wheat is the main purpose, but under the changed

conditions on the small farms in Minnesota wheat is becoming rather the cash or excess

crop in a rotation of four
;
at present, in North Dakota, wheat constitutes about three

fourths the total product.

In these accounts of this great farm are included all charges of every name and nature

except what might be called the rent of land : the labor, the harvesting and thrashing, the

general expense including the foreman and all other charges ;
the office expenses, the taxes,
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Again, let it be remembered that Texas will produce a cotton crop,

marketed in 1898-'99, above the average of the five ante-war crops of

the whole country, and nearly equal to the largest crop ever grown
in the United States before the war. Texas could not only pro-

duce the present entire cotton crop of the United States but of

the world, on but a small part of her land which is well suited to

cotton. When these facts are considered, perhaps the potential of

that great State in wheat and other grain, in cattle and in sheep, as

well as in cotton, may begin to be comprehended.
The writer is well aware that this treatment of a great problem

is very incomplete, but it is the best that the leisure hours of a very

busy business life would permit. If it discloses the general ignorance
of our resources, the total inadequacy of many of our official statistics,

the lack of any real agricultural survey, and the necessity for a reor-

ganization and concentration of the scientific departments of the Gov-

ernment as well as of a permanent census bureau, it will have served a

useful purpose.

If it also serves to call attention to the meager average crops and

the poor quality of our agriculture as a whole down to a very recent

period, it may suggest even to those to whose minds the statistics of

the past convey but gloomy and " doubtful views " of the future, that

the true progress in scientific agriculture could only begin when sub-

stantially all the fertile land in the possession of the Government had

either been given away or otherwise distributed. So long as
"
sod

crops
" and the single-crop system yielded adequate returns to un-

skilled farmers, no true science of agriculture could be expected, any

more than a large product of wool can be hoped for in States where

it has been wittily said that
"
every poor man keeps one cur dog, and

every d—d poor man keeps two or more."

Finally, if I shall have drawn attention to the very effective

work which is being done in the agricultural experiment stations

by men of first-rate ability, I shall have drawn attention to a great

fact. This work has already led to a complete revolution from the

the insurance, and, when summer fallow is introduced, the cost of the summer fallow. Suffice

it that these figures for 1898—a year of high charge for seed and one which yielded a fraction

over the average in product
—prove conclusively an average of all charges of less than five

dollars an acre for the cost of the product. In different years under these conditions the

cost of the wheat varies from a little over twenty cents to approximately thirty-five cents

per bushel. The cost of oats, which are cultivated with the wheat mainly for use on the

farms, ranges from ten to fifteen cents per bushel.

These are facts. The pending question in this discussion is, How much land, occu-

pied by owners but not now in use, is there in this section of the country on which similar

results can be attained, with better results by individual farmers who possess mental energy

and practical skill ? The figures given by the chiefs of the agricultural experiment stations

may rightly be taken in the solution of this question.
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old practice of maltreating- land, and to the renovation of soils that

had been partially exhausted. Governor Henry A. Wise, of Virginia,

long since condemned the old methods of Southern agriculture by tell-

ing his hearers,
" The niggers skinned the land and the white men

skinned the niggers." We are changing all that by new and pro-

gressive methods. I hope that in this recognition of the work of the

experiment stations I shall have made some return for the attention

which has been given to my inquiry by so many of my correspondents
that the space assigned me forbids a list of my authorities being given

by name.

When the suggestion is made from the Department of Agriculture
that all that science has yet accomplished has been to stop a tendency
to a lessened production from the land now under the plow, and
when it is even suggested that in 1930 the present meager average of

crops per acre may still exist, it seems to me that little credit is given
to the good work already accomplished in the short period in which
the separate Department of Agriculture has been represented in the

Cabinet, especially in the last five or six years, while the suggestion
itself shows very little consideration of the great work of the experi-
ment stations.

Unless it can be proved that my correspondents and myself have

entered into a conspiracy to mislead the public in dealing with the

potential of this country in wheat production, nearly all the deductions

from the figures of the past must be considered mere statistical rubbish.

These statistics cover sections and States in which wheat should never

be grown or attempted in competition with the true wheat soils and

climate. As well might misplaced iron furnaces, built to boom city

lots where there are no favorable conditions for the production of

iron, be included in an average and held up as a standard of our poten-
tial in iron and steel production.

In my efforts to discover the rule of progress in the arts and occu-

pations of the people of this country, it has become plain that in

ratio to the application of science and invention to every art the quan-

tity of product is increased, the number of workmen is relatively'

diminished, the price of the product tends to diminish, while the

wages or earnings of those who do the work are augmented.
I have investigated many branches of industry, and find evidence

conclusive to my own mind that such is the law of industrial de-

velopment. This rule is subject to temporary variations under the

restriction of statutes. In my own judgment, the so-called protective

principle or policy of interference with commerce by imposing
fines on foreign imports has retarded the progress of the spe-

cially protected arts, and has in some measure obstructed the diversity

of manufactures; but the opposite policy of absolutely free trade in

VOL. LIV.—58
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our domestic traffic over a greater area and among a much larger
number of people than have elsewhere secured their own liberty has

been so much more potent in its progressive influence as to have less-

ened the evils of the restrictions on foreign trade.

According to my observation, all the efforts to regulate railroad

charges by State legislation and under the interstate commerce act

have greatly retarded the progress of the railway, and have deprived

great States, notably Texas, of any service at all commensurate to the

demand which might otherwise have been supplied to the mutual

benefit of the owners of the railways and the inhabitants of the State.

The most serious retarding influence, especially evil in its effect upon

farmers, was the useless panic of 1893, caused by the silver craze—
that is to say, by the effort to enact a force bill by which the pro-

ducers of our great crops would have been compelled to accept money
of half the purchasing power of that to which their industry had been

long adjusted. This caused a temporary paralysis of industry, in

which I think none suffered so much as the farmers of the country.

But admitting these temporary variations, I find the same rule

governing the products of the farm that governs the mine, the factory,

and the workshop
—

namely, a lessening of the number occupied in

ratio to the product; a great reduction in the cost of labor; an in-

creased return in due proportion of the skill and intelligence of the

farmer; a rapid reduction in the farm mortgages, ending at the pres-

ent date in making the farmers of the grain-growing States the cred-

itors of the world, especially those occupied upon wheat.

But in the development of this progress we find the reverse of

the practice in the factory and the workshop. The most important

applications of science and invention led first to what might be called

the manufacture of wheat on an extensive method of making a single

crop on great areas of land. That phase has about spent its force; the

great farms are in process of division
;
the single-crop system has about

ended; the intensive system of making a larger product from a less-

ened area with alternation and variation in crops is rapidly taking the

place of former methods.

Therefore, while many branches of manufacturing tend more and

more to the collective method, the tendency in agriculture is more

and more to individualism in dealing with the land itself, coupled

with collective ownership in the more expensive farm machinery, in

creameries, cheese factories, and the like. We are apparently at a

halfway stage in this revolution of agriculture. The intelligent and

intensive methods of breeding cattle and sheep is also rapidly taking

the place of the semibarbarous conditions of the ranch.

If these points are well taken, the very suggestion that we must

compute the land which should be under the plow in 1890 in order to
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supply the needs of 130,000,000 people on the basis of the imperfect
statistics and inadequate data of the past, becomes almost an imperti-
nence. It is much more probable that the 400,000 square miles which
now meet the needs of 75,000,000 people, with an enormous excess

for export, will in 1930 still suffice for the domestic supply of

130,000,000 people, with a proportionate export corresponding to the

present.

If the product of the farms of the "West now yielding the largest

crops, or of the renovated lands of the South now yielding the best

crops, be taken as the average standard of the near future, as they
should be, then it may be true in 1930, as it is now, that one fifth of

the arable land of this country when put under the plow will still

suffice for all existing demands, the remainder of our great domain

extending the promise of future abundance and welfare to the yet

greater numbers who will occupy the land a century hence.

I may add that in the course of a very friendly correspondence
with Sir William Crookes, while we are still at variance in our esti-

mates of the area which may be converted to the production of wheat

in this country without trenching upon any other product, we are

wholly at an agreement on a most material point. I quote from one

of his letters :

" Under the present wasteful method of cultivation

there will be in a limited number of years an insufficient supply of

wheat. Apply artificial fertilizers judiciously, and the supply may
be increased indefinitely." I would only venture to add to the judg-

ment of so eminent a writer the words "
or natural," to the end that

the paragraph should read,
"
Apply artificial or natural fertilizers

judiciously, and the supply can be increased.indefinitely."

Many years ago I was asked among others,
" What would be the

next great discovery of science or invention?
' ; To which I replied,

" A supply of nitrogen at low cost." Has not that discovery been

made in the recent development of the functions of the bacteria which,

living and dying upon the leguminous plants, dissociate the nitrogen

of the atmosphere and convert it through the plant to the renovation

of the soil ? Is not the invention of methods of nitrifying the soil by

distributing the germs of bacteria one of the most wonderful dis-

coveries of science ever yet attained? Can any one yet measure the

potential of any given area of land in any part of this country in the

production of any one of its great crops? That there is a limit may
be admitted. Can any one venture to say that any of our average

crops yet approach beyond a small fractional measure the true limit

of production, whatever it may be, either in cotton, maize, wheat, or

any other product of the soil ?

In this, as in many other developments of the theory of evolution,

the factor of mental energy, which is the prime factor in all material
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production, may have been or is almost wholly ignored. We are

ceasing to treat the soil as a mine subject to exhaustion, but we have
as yet made only a beginning in treating it as an instrument of pro-
duction which will for a long period respond in its increasing product
in exact ratio to the mental energy which is applied to the cultivation

of the land.

THE COMING OF THE CATBIRD.

Br SPENCEE TROTTER.

T"N southeastern Pennsylvania there comes a day in February that
-L

brings with it an indefinable sense of joyousness. A southerly
wind wanders up the Delaware with a touch of the spring in its air

that quickens, for the first time, the slumbering life. It is then that

those mysterious forces in the cells of living things begin their subtle

work—hidden in the dark, underground storehouses of plants and the

sluggish tissues of animals buried in their winter sleep. On such

a day the ground hog ventures from his burrow, some restless bee is

lured from the hive to wander disconsolate over bare fields, a snake

crawls from its hole to bask awhile in the sunshine, and one looks

instinctively for the first breaking of the earth that tells of the early
crocus and the peeping forth of daffodils. The southerly wind is

more apt than not to be a telltale, for with all its springtime softness

it is drawing toward some storm center, near or remote, that will in-

evitably follow with rough weather in its sweep. The country folk

rightly call such a day a " weather breeder," and even the ground hog
knows its portent in the very sign of his shadow. Come as it will,

the day is really a day borrowed in advance from the spring, as though
to hearten one through all the dreary days that will follow and, in

starting the growing forces of vegetation, to make ready for the sea-

son's coming.
With this forerunner of the year come the harbingers of the bird

migration. With the rise of the temperature to sixty or over, a well-

marked bird wave from the south spreads over the Delaware Valley.

On this balmy, springlike day we hear for the first time since Novem-
ber the croaking of grackles as a loose flock wings overhead or

scatters among the tree tops. A few robins may show themselves,

and the mellow piping of bluebirds lends its sweet influence to

the charm of such a day. There is a sense of uncertain whereabouts

in the bluebird's note, a sort of hazy, in-the-air feeling that suggests

sky space. It does not seem to have the tangible element by which

we can locate the bird as in the voices of the robin and the song spar-

row. It is on such a day as this that song sparrows are first heard—
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cheery ditties from the weather-beaten fences and the bare, brown

tangle of brier patches. The day may close lurid with the frayed
streamers of lofty cirrus clouds streaking across the sky

—the vapor-
ous overflow of a coming storm—or a week of the same bright weather

may continue with the wind all the while blowing softly out of the

south, but sooner or later the inevitable winter storm must close

this foretaste of the spring.

A decided wave of rising temperature usually reaches the Dela-

ware Valley from the middle to the last of March, maintaining itself

longer than the February rise, and ushering in a well-marked bird

wave. It is about this time that the vanguard of the robin migration
scatters over the country. The grackles or crow blackbirds, which

have been more or less in evidence since their first appearance in Feb-

ruary, begin renovating the old nests or laying the foundations of new
ones in the tops of tall pines. The shrill call of the flicker sounds

through the woods, and before the end of the month one is sure to

hear the plaintive song of the field sparrow. This is about the time

that the spicebush shows its yellow blossoms through the grays and

browns of the spring underwoods, and the skunk cabbage unfolds its

fresh, green leafage in rank abundance along the boggy course of

woodland rills. A week earlier the streaked yellow and purple of its

fleshy spathes shows here and there in the oozy ground by the side

of the folded leaf spikes. It is just at this time, too, that one must

go to the woods for the first spring wild flowers—bloodroot, hepatica,

anemones, and the yellow dog-tooth violet—if one would get the real

freshness of spring into his soul. The crows, that all through the

winter filed away each evening in straggling lines of flight toward

the distant roost, have broken ranks, and go rambling in small groups

through the woods and over the fields of green winter wheat. Like

the grackles, they have thoughts of courtship and the more earnest

business of family cares. The liquid notes of meadow larks sound

clear and sweet in the greening fields and pastures, and small flocks

of vociferous killdeers scatter in wheeling flight over the newly

plowed lands. In tangle covers the rustle of dead leaves here and

there tells of the whereabouts of a flock of fox sparrows halting in

their northward pilgrimage. The pewee is back, inspecting her last

year's house under the span of some old bridge, and the melancholy
voice of the dove is borne on the air from the fence rows and cedars

along the farther side of fields.

After the 1st of April the tide of migration sets in with force,

and the earlier waves bring several species of summer birds—those

that come to build and breed in our woods—that rarely if ever make

their appearance before this time. It is an interesting fact that none

of the migrants that make their first appearance in April are ever
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found in the Delaware Valley during the winter, though several, if

not all, of the species that come on the March waves are occasionally

met with in the winter months. It appears, further, that the winter

quarters of certain birds which are summer residents with us and some

that are transient, passing on to more northern breeding grounds, lie

not so very far to the south. If the last of March has been marked

by warm weather lapping over into the first days of April, then one

may expect soon to hear the familiar notes of the chipping sparrow
from the swelling branches of garden shrubbery and the trees about

the lawn, and a brown thrasher is sure to be heard volubly proclaim-

ing his arrival from some near-by tree top. Among the budding

sprigs of thickets the elusive chewink breaks into occasional frag-

ments of song, and from the red-blossomed maples and the jungle of

pussy willows and alders that fringe the meadow brook the metallic

creaking notes of the red-winged blackbirds sound not unpleasingly.

This jargon of the red-wing has a true vernal ring about it, suggesting

the fresh green of oozy bogs and the loosening up of sap.

From the middle to the last of April there are several big waves

of migration that bring many of the summer residents as well as some

transient species, forerunning the greater waves that are to follow in

May. On certain warm April days the barn and the bank swallows

appear, and the chimney swifts are seen scurrying to and fro above

the trees and house tops. These are genuine signs of the coming

summer, for swallows and swifts feed only on the minute gnats and

other ephemera that develop under conditions of warm temperature.

Whoever knows of a martin box that year after year is visited by its

colony has an unfailing source of delight at this time in watching the

lovely birds. The martins are very prompt in their arrival, rarely

coming before the 1st of April nor later than the 10th. We are

aware for the first time that the house wren has come back by the

voluble song that greets us some morning from the branches just

beyond our window—a song that only the lover of his own rooftree

can fully appreciate, for the wren's chant, more than any other bird

song, seems to voice the home instinct in a man. By the last week

of April the woods are fast closing up their vistas in a rich profusion

of unfolding leafage. The umbrellalike leaves of the May apple are

scattered everywhere through the woods and fields, forming conspicu-

ous patches of green. During this last week of the month a few

straggling thrushes make their appearance
—the hermit thrush with

its russet tail, the veery, and the wood thrush. The first two are tran-

sients, flitting through the underwoods or rustling among fallen leaves

in search of their insect food. To hear the incomparable matins and

vespers of the hermit one must follow to the bird's breeding range on

the wooded slopes of the Appalachians or farther into the deep re-
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cesses of the Canadian forests. The wood thrush breeds with us,
and the melody of its notes adds a peculiar charm to our groves and
woodlands that would leave an unfilled blank in the choir if the bird

were a transient like the hermit or the veery.
From the 1st to the 10th of May a succession of bird waves

comes from the south of such vast proportions as to the number of

individuals and variety of species that all the previous migratory
waves seem insignificant in comparison. It is the flood tide of the

migration, bringing with it the host of warblers, vireos, orioles,

tanagers, and thrushes that suddenly make our woods almost tropi-
cal in the variety of richly colored species and strange bird notes. It

would take a volume to describe the wood warblers, sylvan nymphs
of such bizarre color patterns and dainty forms that one is fain to

imagine himself in the heart of some wondrous forest of a far-away
land. Their curious dry notes, each different in its kind and ex-

pression, yet all of the same insectlike quality; their quick, active

motions, now twisting head downward around the branches, prying
into every nook and cranny in their eager search for food, or flut-

tering about the clusters of leaves, add to the strange effect. Their

names, too, are richly stimulative to the color sense—the black-

throated green, the black-throated blue, the chestnut-sided, the bay-

breasted, the black and yellow, the cerulean, the Blackburnian, the

blue-winged yellow, the golden-winged, the blue-yellow-backed or

parula warbler, and the Maryland yellow-throat are each suggestive
of a wealth of coloring. Others have names that carry us to southern

realms, like the myrtle and the palm warblers; and others again tell

of curious habits, as the worm-eating warbler, the hooded fly-catching

warbler, and the black and white creeping warbler that scrambles

about the tree trunks like a true creeper. There is nothing in all the

year quite like the May woods. Then, if never again, you can step

from your dooryard into an enchanted forest. The light yellowish
effects of new green in the feathery masses of the oak catkins and

the fresh, unfolding leafage of the forest trees are a rich feast to the

eyes. Against this wealth of green the dogwood spreads its snow-

white masses of bloom. In sunli^ spaces of greenness the scarlet flash

of a tanager, the rich blue coloring of the indigo bird, newly arrived

from its winter quarters in South America, and the glimpse of a

rose-breasted grosbeak among the high tree tops are strangely sug-

gestive of a tropical forest. The ear, too, is charmed with a multitude

of curious notes. The weird cries of the great-crested flycatcher

among the topmost branches, and the loud chant of the ovenbird

with its rising cadence coming from farther depths of the wood are

two of the most characteristic bird voices of the May woodlands. If

one would have the famous song of the mocking bird in this sylvan
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carnival lie lias only to loiter in the nearest grove to hear the won-

derful performance of the catbird. The catbird is the real harbinger
of summer. He is familiar throughout the countryside, liked or

disliked according to the dispositions of folks, but when he appears
amid the May-day throng every one knows that summer has come.

As a countryman once said to me :

" You can't place any dependence
on the robin—it may snow the very day he comes

;
but a catbird never

makes a mistake—it's summer with him for sure."

The passing on of the great warbler waves to the north and the

ending of the migration likewise mean the passing of the spring. It

is summer any time after the 15th of May, or, to be more accurate,

after the last of the migratory warblers, thrushes, and tanagers have

passed beyond our woods. To a New-Englander summer will come
a little later, nearer the true almanac date of June 1st. To a dweller

in Virginia the last of April is the passing of spring and the advent

of summer.

Some ten or more years ago several enthusiastic ornithologists liv-

ing in the neighborhood of Philadelphia began keeping records of the

times of arrival of the different species of birds, and at the same time

noted the conditions of temperature in relation to the abundance of

individuals. After several years of these observations they were able

to see clearly that these bird waves were directly related to the waves

of rising temperature marking the advent of warm spells of weather.

One of the most significant facts deduced from these observations was

the remarkable regularity in the first appearance of certain species.

For example, the Baltimore oriole in eight years of observation never

arrived before the 1st of May, and only twice later than the 4th—viz.,

once on the fifth and once on the 7th. The list on the opposite page
shows the date of first arrivals extending over a period of eight years,

from 1885 to 1892.*

Another fact of great interest which bears on the south-to-north

movement of migrating birds, and which these observations very

clearly brought out, was the earlier appearance of individuals of vari-

ous species at points nearer the river, the first arrival of the same

species at points back from the river being, in many instances, several

days later. The first report of the arrival of a given species usually

came from a low, marshy tract of land immediately bordering the

western shore of the Delaware. The second report came from a

locality several miles back of the eastern shore of the river, but situ-

ated in the low plain of the river valley and within tide-water limits.

The third report came from a place some miles back from the river

on the uplands, but near the head of a stream emptying into the

* The Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Prepared under the direction of

the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club. By Witmer Stone. Philadelphia, 1894.
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Delaware from the west. The last two places to report arrivals were

situated farther up the river and some distance back from it. All

this confirms the general idea that in migrating most, if not all, of

the various land birds follow river valleys and invade the upland

districts, lying back from either side, by way of the smaller tributaries.

Flicker

Chimney swift

Hummingbird
Kingbird
Crested flycatcher. .

Pewee
Wood pewee
Red-winged black-

bird

Meadow lark

Baltimore oriole . . .

Purple grackle

Chipping sparrow. .

Field sparrow
Chewink

Indigo bird

Scarlet tanager
Barn swallow

Red-eyed vireo

Black-and-white
warbler

Yellow warbler ....

Myrtle warbler ....

Black-throated

green warbler . . .

Ovenbird

Maryland yellow
throat

Chat
Redstart

Catbird

Brown thrasher. . . .

House wren
Wood thrush

Veery
Hermit thrush. . . . .

Robin
Bluebird

1885.

April 10

April 22

April 29

May 6

May 2

April 3

May 6

Mar. 4

May 5

Mar. 16

April 8

April 11

April 22

May 16

May 9

April 22

May 7

April 30

May 6

May 2

1886.

May 2 May 11

April 30 May 3

Mar. 24

April 23

May 12

May 11

May 12

Mar. 20

May 15

Feb. 19

Feb. 10

May 4

Mar. 7

April 9

April 7

April 23

May 11

May 12

April 19

May 11

May 4

May 4

April 10

April 29

May 2

May 2

May 2

April 24

May 3

May 2

April 13

Mar. 7

Mar. 18

April 24

May 12

May 4

May 4

April 25

April 27

May 1

May 11

April 7

Mar. 10

1887.

Mar. 26

April 22

May 12

May 7

May 3

Mar. 21

April 30

Feb. 19

Mar. 19

May 2

Feb. 19

April 8

April 9

April 27

May 7

May 5

April 21

May 4

April 27

May 2

May 2

May 5

April 29

April 28

May 5

May 3

May 3

April 28

April 24

Mav 1

April 25

April 9

Feb. 28

Feb. 17

1888. 1889.

Mar. 30 Mar. 28

April 20 April 15

May 14

May 6

May 1

May 6

May 8

Mar. 22
jMar. 27

May 13 jMay 12

Feb. 21

Mar. 21

May 2

Feb. 21

Mar. 31

April 2

April 18

May 12

May 8

April 12

April 29

Mar. 13

Mar. 14

May 7

Mar. 2

Mar. 29

Mar. 29

April 1 1

May 12

May 9

April 22

May 5

April 21 April 20

May 5 |May 11

April 25 April 20

April 26 May 5

April 30[May 3

April 30

May 6

May 1

May 5

April 15

April 28

May 1

May 3

April 3

Feb. 19

Feb. 21

May 6

May 11

May 4

May 5

April 22

April 14

May 3

May 6

April 10

Mar. 7

Mar. 8

1890.

Mar. 26

April 22

May 7

May 14

May 1

Mar. 27

May 14

Mar. 12

Mar. 12

May 1

Feb. 13

April 8

Mar. 13

May 1

May 10

May 4

April 19

April 30

April 30

May 1

April 27

May 2

May 3

April 30

May 5

May 3

May 5

April 30

April 30

April 80

May 2

April 13

Feb. 26

Feb. 23

1891. 1892.

Mar. 30 April 2

April 16 April 27

May 11

May 1

April 30
Mar. 31

May 6

Feb. 25

Feb. 23

May 1

Feb. 18

April 13

Mar. 1 5

April 18

May 8

April 28

April 19

2

Mav 4

May 3

April 3

May 17

Mar. 9

Mar. 17

May 3

Mar. 6

April 4
Mar. 26

April 24

May 10

May 3

April 24

May 3

April 24 May 1

May 8 jMay 4

April 18 April 7

April 19 April 30

April 29 April 30

May 1

May 10

April 29

May 4

April 19

April 19

April 23

April 28

April 12

Feb. 24
Feb. 17

May 3

May 3

April 30

April 30

April 30

May 5

May 2

May 4

April 3

Mar. 9

Mar. 9

The fact of greatest importance resulting from these observations

was that relating to temperature. It was found that there was always
a marked increase in the number of individuals of a given species fol-

lowing a warm wave of temperature as marked by a decided rise of

the thermometer. The following graphic representation, based on

the abundance from day to day of three common and easily observed

species
—the brown thrasher, chipping sparrow, and flicker—affords

an interesting illustration of the relative movements of the two waves.

It will be understood that the numbers in the extreme left-hand

column refer to the relative abundance of individuals of the three
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species collectively. The inside column refers to temperature. The

period of observation was twenty days, as shown by the line across the

top of the figure.*

APRIL, 1891
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isotherm of this temperature. Just as warm a spell of weather may
occur in early April as in the first week of May, but it does not repre-
sent the permanent summer rise; and the majority of the warblers,
the catbird, the tanager, the rose-breasted grosbeak, the two species of

oriole, the vireos, and the kingbird, are rarely if ever seen in abun-

dance in the Delaware Valley before the 1st of May. The migra-

tory movement of such species is as regular as any other periodic phe-
nomenon in Nature.

It is hard to realize the enormous multitude of birds that form a

so-called
" wave." During the whole period of migration there is

a general northward movement of all the migratory species, but under

the influence of warm spells of weather this more or less uniform

movement rises into a vast wavelike sweep of birds. These bird

waves, as already noted, follow the rise of temperature appearing at

any given locality about a day or two after the first day of the warm

spell. Many species of land birds migrate at night
—

such, for ex-

ample, as the orioles, tanagers, warblers, vireos, wrens, the majority
of the finches, the woodpeckers, and the thrushes, excepting the robin.

During the passing of one of the May waves the darkness overhead is

alive with flying birds. One may stand for hours at a time and hear

the incessant chirping and twittering of hundreds of birds calling to

one another through the night as though to keep from getting sepa-

rated. The great mass of individuals are probably guided by these

call notes.

The usually accepted notion that birds migrate from south to

north in traveling to their breeding grounds is largely true of shore

birds and waterfowl, but among many of the species of land birds

conditions of topography tend to deflect a direct northward move-

ment. The Atlantic coast plain, reaching up into southern New
Jersey, and the Mississippi basin, each offers a broad south-to-north

highway for birds leaving the Gulf shores of the United States on

their northward journey in the spring. A great majority of species

find in the wilderness of the Appalachian highland, from the Catskills

to Georgia, breeding grounds quite as well adapted to their needs as

the forests of Maine and Canada.- Large numbers of birds, accord-

ing to their regional relations, will constantly turn from the Atlantic

coast plain up the numerous rivers, which become great highways of

migration, leading to the highlands. The northward movement has

thus a large westerly deflection on the Atlantic slope of the middle

United States. It is also quite certain that many birds winter in

favorable localities on the Atlantic coast plain much farther north

than is generally supposed. This is especially true of the holly thick-

ets among the coastwise sand dunes of southern New Jersey and the

cedar swamps and pine barrens in the vicinity of Cape May. Many
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of the finches, the marsh wrens, red-winged blackbirds, meadow larks,

thrashers, and myrtle warblers are frequently seen in these localities

through the winter. I spent one first day of February some years ago

among the dunes below Atlantic City, 1ST. J. At Philadelphia
that morning it was bleak winter weather, but two hours later we
found ourselves in a warm expanse of sunlight on the seaward beaches.

The balmy air was filled with bird notes, and the holly thickets and

bay bushes fairly swarmed with myrtle warblers. It seems to be a

fact that many birds thus make comparatively short migratory move-
ments between the seacoast plain and the mountains, up and down the

river valleys.

The phenomenon of the migrating bird has always appealed in a

wonderful manner to the human mind. The guiding geographical
sense that all animals, and wild animals and birds in particular, possess

is peculiarly attractive to men of civilized society, because they have

largely lost this same natural instinct of direction, and now look

upon it in wonderment. Birds have very sure landmarks
;
their senses

are keen for noting features of topography. They undoubtedly know
the Potomac, the Susquehanna, the Delaware, the Hudson, and the

Connecticut, and never confuse one with another. They know to

which side the sea lies and that the rivers flow down from a wild,

wooded region where there are plenty of food and the best possible

places to raise their young. All these facts get fixed in their brains.

The bird's brain-cell structure is built on these lines and is only waiting
to get the impressions of the first migratory experience. They keep
in with one another, follow their chirpings in the night, learn to

tell the Hudson from the Delaware, or where this or that stretch of

woodland lies, just as they learned when first out of the nest how to

tell good from bad sorts of food, or how to find their way about the

home woods, and that an owl or a fox was an undesirable acquaintance.
In the fall migration the young birds follow the older ones in the

general movement southward, and are often belated, showing that

the impulse to leave their birthplaces is forced upon them, rather

from necessity than choice, and is not the well-developed instinct im-

pressed by former experience which their elders seem to possess. The

old birds who have bred and reared these young ones set the example
of early departure which the birds of the year through inexperience

are tardy in appreciating. The habit waits upon experience.

Each year, from midwinter, when the first warmth of advancing

sunlight calls to the sleeping life, on to the first fervid heat of the

reproductive summer, we have the joyous pageant of the spring.

This steady waxing of the new light appealed to the pagan mind of

western Europe with a far deeper sense than the modern mind can

appreciate. To our rude ancestors it was the goddess Eastre, bountiful
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in her gift of warmth and the magic of reproductive life, that each

year came with the light to drive away the frost giants. And with
the goddess, whom we still love to picture as a maiden tripping lightly

through the budding groves in her wind-blown garments, came the

birds. It was the cuckoo that brought the summer with "
daisies

pied and violets blue," and to-day, when its voice is heard for the

first time in the year, every one knows that summer has come again
to the hedgerows of England and the lands of the Ehine. So with

us across the Atlantic, summer comes when the catbird first pours out

its babel of sweet notes in green woodland ways and the tangled nooks
of old gardens.

GUESSING, AS INFLUENCED BY NUMBER
PREFERENCES.

By F. B. DRESSLAE.

ABOUT
two years ago a certain progressive clothing company of

Los Angeles, California, procured a very large squash
—so

large, indeed, as to attract much attention. This they placed uncut

in a window of their place of business, and advertised that they would

give one hundred dollars in gold to the one guessing the number of

seeds it contained. In case two or more persons guessed the correct

number, the money was to be divided equally among them. The

only prerequisite for an opportunity to guess was that the one wishing
to guess should walk inside and register his name, address, and his

guess in the notebook kept for that purpose.
The result of this offer was that 7,700 people registered guesses,

and but three of these guessed 811, the number of seeds which the

squash contained.

It occurred to me that a study of these guesses would reveal some

interesting number preferences, if any existed, for the conditions were

unusually faA7orable for calling forth naive and spontaneous results,

there being no way of approximating the number of seeds by calcula-

tion, and very little or no definite experience upon which to rely for

guidance. It seemed probable, therefore, that the guesses would

cover a wide range, and by reason of this furnish evidence of what-

ever number preference might exist. It is undoubtedly safe to

assume, too, that the guesses made were honest attempts to state as

nearly as possible best judgments under conditions given; but even

if some of the guesses were more or less facetiously made, the data

would be equally valuable for the main purpose in hand.

According to the theory of probability, had there been no prefer-

ence at all for certain digits or certain combinations of digits within
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the limits of the guesses, one figure would occur about as often as an-

other in units' or tens' place. It was argued, therefore, that any
marked or persistent variation from such regularity in such a great
number of cases would reveal what might be termed an unconscious

preference for such numbers or digits for these places.

The purpose of this study, then, was to determine whether or not

there existed in the popular mind, under the conditions offered, any
such preferences.

After the very arduous and tedious task of collating and classify-

ing all the guesses for men and women separately had been done, the

following facts appeared :

In the first place, marked preference is shown for certain digits

both for units' and tens' places. This statement is based on a study of

the 6,8 G 3 guesses falling below one thousand. Of these, 4,238 were

made by men and 2,625 were made by women. By tabulations of

the digits used in units' place by both men and women, the following
facts have been determined: 800 used 9, while but 374 used 8; 1,070
used 7, and 443 preferred 6; 881 used 5, and only 295 preferred 4;

862 chose 3, while 331 used 2; 577 ended with 1, while 1,230 pre-

ferred as the last figure.

A tabulation of the figures used in tens' place shows, save in the

case of 2 and 3, where 2 is used oftener than 3, the same curious

preferences, but in a much less marked degree. To go into detail,

850 chose 9 for tens' place, while 559 took 8; 907 used 7, while

only 637 selected 6; 748 took 5, while only 536 used 4; 601 used

3, and 634 chose 2; 728 used 1, as against 872 who used 0.

Were it not that the selections here in the main correspond with

the preferences shown in units' place, the significance of these figures

would be much less important; but the evidence here can not

wholly be ignored when taken in connection with the facts ob-

tained in the preferences shown in the case of the figures occupying
units' place.

We are enabled, then, as a result of the study of these guesses,

to say that under the conditions offered, aside from a preference of

over 1 to end the numbers selected, digits representing odd num-

bers are conspicuously preferred to those representing even numbers.

How far this will hold under other conditions can not now be stated,

but the facts here observed are of such a nature as to suggest the pos-

sibility of an habitual tendency in this direction. However, further

investigations can alone determine whether or not this bias for cer-

tain numbers is potent in a general way.
The curve on the next page, exhibiting the results noted above,

shows at a glance the marked and persistent preference for the odd

numbers.
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It will be noticed that of the digits preferred, 7 surpasses any
of the others. Not only, then, do we tend to select an odd number
for units' place when the guess ranges between one and a thousand,
but of these digits 7 is much preferred. In connection with this fact

one immediately recalls all he has heard about 7 as a sacred number,
and its professed significance in the so-called

"
occult sciences." I

think one is warranted in saying from an introspective point of view

2,200

2,000

1,800

1,600

1,400

1,200

1,000

800 01 23456789
CnoicE or Digits in Tens' and Units' Places (Men and Women).

Vertical distance shows the number of times the figure on the horizontal line immediately
below was used.

that there is a shadow of superstition present in all attempts at pure

guessing. There appears to be some unexpressed feeling of lucky
numbers or some mental easement when one unreasoned position is

taken rather than any other.

It is impossible on the evidence furnished by this study to give
more than hints at the probable reason for the preference here indi-

cated. But it is worth while to glance backward to earlier condi-

tions, when the scientific attitude toward all the facts of life and mind
was far more subordinated to supernatural interpretations than it

is to-day. In this way we may catch a thread which still binds us

to habits formed in the indefinite past.

The Greeks considered the even numbers as representative of the

feminine principle, and as belonging and applying to things terres-

trial. To them the odd numbers were endowed with a masculine

virtue, which in time was strengthened into supernatural and celestial

qualities. The same belief was prevalent among the Chinese. With

}
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them even numbers were connected with earthly things, partaking

of the feminine principle of Yang. Odd numbers were looked upon
as proceeding out of the divine and endued with the masculine prin-

ciple. Thirty was called the number of earth, because it was made

up by the addition of the even numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. On the

other hand, 25, the sum of the five odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, was

called the number of heaven.

It is generally true that, as lower peoples developed the need of

numbers and the power to use them, certain of these numbers came

to be surrounded with a superstitious importance and endued with

certain qualities which led at once to numerical preferences more or

less dominant in all their thinking connected with numbers.

It would certainly be unjustifiable to conclude from the evidence

at hand that the preferences shown in the guesses under consideration

are directly traceable to some such superstition; and yet one can

scarcely prevent himself from linking them vaguely together.

Especially is this true when some consideration is given to a probable

connecting link as shown in our modern superstitious notions. I

have found through a recent study of these superstitions that where

numbers are introduced, the odd are used to the almost complete ex-

clusion of the even. For example, I have collected and tabulated

a series of more than sixty different superstitions using odd numbers,

and have found but four making use of the even. Besides these spe-

cific examples there are many more which in some form or another

express the belief that odd numbers have some vital relation with

luck both good and bad.

It would be impossible to define precisely or even approximately

just what sort of a mental state the word " luck "
stands for, but one

element in its composition is a more or less naive belief in super-

natural and occult influences which at one time work for and at

another time against the believer. In its more pronounced forms,

the belief in luck lifts itself into a sort of a blind dependence upon
some ministering spirit which interposes between rational causes and

their effects. In a way one may say that the more or less vague and

shadowy notions of luck which float in the minds of people to-day are

but the emaciated and famishing forms of a once all-embracing super-

stition, and that these shadows possess a potency over life and action

oftentimes beyond our willingness to believe.

There is another interesting and somewhat curious thing to be

noticed in connection with these guesses. There is a persistent tend-

ency to the duplication of digits, or, if one thinks of the numbers as

at first conceived in terms of language, a tendency to alliteration.

For example, the numbers 111, 222, 333, 444, 555, 666, 777, 888,

and 999 occur oftener by sixty-seven per cent than any other com-
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bination possible in the tens thus represented. That is to say, other

things equal, one would have a right to expect 334 or 332 to occur

as often as 333. But the fact is, in this particular case, 333 occurred

forty-eight times, while the other two put together occurred only
three times. Here, however, we have the combined influence of the

preference for the odd over the even and the digital sequence. Still,

if we select 444, we find that this number, made up though it is of three

digits in general least selected of all, the preference for alliterative

effect is strong enough to make the number occur 28 times to 14

times for both 443 and 445. If we take 777, we find that it was used

more times than all the other combinations from 770 to 779 inclusive,

put together.

Therefore, under conditions similar to those presented for these

guesses, one would be safe to expect these duplicative or alliterative

numbers to occur much oftener than any other single number in the

series.

It would evidently be unsafe to generalize upon the basis of this

study, notwithstanding the large number of guesses considered.

However, it seems to me that the results here obtained at least sug-

gest a field of inquiry which promises interesting returns. If it be

true, as here suggested, that odd numbers are preferred by guessers,

advantage could be taken of this preference in many ways. Further-

more, as I suspect, it may be that this probable preference points to

a habit of mind which more or less influences results not depending

strictly on guessing. It has been shown, for example, that the length
of criminal sentences has been largely affected by preferences for 5

or multijries of 5—that is to say, where judges have power to fix the

length of sentence within certain limits, there is a strong probability
that they will be influenced in their judgments by the habitual use

of 5 or its multiples. Here it would seem that unconscious prefer-

ence overrides what one has a right to consider the most careful and

impartial judgments possible, based upon actual and well-digested
data.*

Another thing is noticeable in these guesses. The consciousness

of number beyond 1,000 falls off very rapidly. The difference in

the values of 1,000 and 1,500 seems to have had less weight with the

guessers than a difference of 50 had at any place below 1,000. And

so, in a way, 1,000 seems to mark the limit of any sort of definite

mental measurement. This fact is more and more emphasized as the

numbers representing the guesses increase until one can see there

exists absolutely no conception of the value of numbers. For ex-

ample, many guessed 1,000,000, while several guessed more than

* See H. Le Poer. Influence of Number in Criminal Sentences. Harper's Weekly,

May 14, 1896.

VOL. LIY. 59
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10,000,000. Guessing means, with many people, no attempt at any
sort of reasonable measurement, but rather an attempt to express their

guess in such a way as to afford them the greatest amount of mental
relief. And this relief can not be wholly accomplished without satis-

fying number preferences. Therefore, guessing is likely to exhibit,
in a greater or less degree, some habitual lines of preference subject
to predetermination. It may be that much practical advantage has

been taken of these facts in games of chance where number selec-

tions play an important part.

CONCERNING WEASELS.

By WILLIAM E. CRAM.

~T"YT~HY is it that while popular fancy has attributed all sorts of

* * uncanny and supernatural qualities to owls and cats, and that

no ghost story or tale of horrid murder has been considered quite

complete without its rat peering from some dark corner, or spider

with expanded legs suddenly spinning down from among the rafters,

no such grewsome association has ever attached itself to the weasels,

creatures whose every habit and characteristic would seem to sug-

gest something of the sort? Now, fond as I am of cats, I should never

think of denying that they are uncanny creatures, to say the least.

But, suppose it was the custom of our domestic tabbies to vanish ab-

ruptly or even gradually on occasion, like the Cheshire cat after its

interview with Alice,

that would at least

furnish some excuse

for the general preju-

dice against them, but

would really be no

more than some of our

commonest weasels do

whenever it serves

their purpose. I re-

member one summer
afternoon I was trout-

fishing along a little

brook that ran between pine-covered hills. As I lay stretched on the

bank at the foot of a great maple I saw a weasel run along in the

brush fence some distance away. A few seconds later he was stand-

ing on the exposed root of the tree hardly a yard from my eyes. I

lay motionless and examined the beautiful creature minutely, till sud-
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denly I found myself staring at the smooth greenish-gray root of

the maple with 110 weasel in sight. Judging from my own experi-

ence, I should say that this is the usual termination of any chance

observations of either weasels or minks.

Occasionally they may be seen to dart into the bushes or behind

some log or projecting bank, but much more frequently they vanish

with a suddenness that defies the keenest eyesight.

In all probability this vanishing is accomplished by extreme rapid-

ity of motion, but if this is the case then the creature succeeds in doing

something utterly impossible to any other warm-blooded animal of

its size. Mice, squirrels, and some of the smaller birds are all of them
swift enough at times, but except in the case of the humming bird

none of them, I believe, succeed in accomplishing the result achieved

by the weasels. The humming bird, in spite of its small size, leaves

us a pretty definite impression of the direction it has taken when it

darts awav: but when a

mink, half a yard in length
and weighing several ^j, ^
pounds, stands motionless

before one with his dark ^^^1 :

v$fe'&$

coat conspicuous against al-

most any background, and

the next instant is gone
without a rustle or the

tremor of a blade of grass, it

leaves one with an impression of witchcraft difficult to dispel, and

best appreciated when one sees it for one's self. Nor is the everyday
life of the weasel quiet or commonplace; his one object in life appar-

ently is to kill, first to appease his hunger, then to satisfy his thirst for

warm blood, and after that for the mere joy of killing.

The few opportunities I have had for observing these animals

have never shown them occupied in any other way, nor can any hint

of anything different be gained from the various writers on the sub-

ject, while accounts of their attacking and even killing human be-

ings in a kind of blind fury are too numerous and apparently well

authenticated to be entirely ignored. These attacks are said usually

to be made by a number of weasels acting in concert, and the motive

would appear to be revenge for some injury done to one of their num-

ber. There seems to be something peculiar about the entire family
of weasels. The American sable or pine marten is said to have strange

ways that have puzzled naturalists and hunters for years. In the

wilderness no amount of trapping has any effect on their numbers,

nor do they show any especial fear of man or his works, occasionally

even coming into lumber camps at night and being especially fond of
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old logging roads and woods that have been swept by fire; but at the

slightest hint of approaching civilization they disappear, not gradually,
but at once and forever, and the woods know them no more. If there

is anything in the theory of the survival of the fittest, why is it that not

one marten has discovered that, like other animals of its size, it could

manage to live comfortably enough in the vicinity of man? The
mink and otter still follow the course of every brook and river

and manage to avoid the keen eyes of the duck hunter, while for

six months in the

year their paths
are sprinkled with

steel traps set

either especially

for them or for

the more plebeian
muskrat. If a

pair of sables

could be per-

suaded to take up
'

W£C their quarters in

some parts of New
England they could travel for dozens of miles through dark evergreen
woods with hollow and decaying trees in abundance, while at present
there are almost no traps set in a manner that need disturb creatures of

their habits. Partridges, rabbits, and squirrels, which form their prin-

cipal food, are nearly if not quite as abundant as before the countrywas

settled, so that it would certainly not require any very decided change
of habits to enable them to exist, but evidently the root of the matter

goes deeper than that, and, like some tribes of Indians, it is impossible
for them to multiply or flourish except in the primeval forest.

The common weasel or ermine, which is the only kind I have seen

hereabouts, would seem to have everything on its side in the struggle
for existence, and when one happens to be killed by some larger in-

habitant of the woods it must be due entirely to its own carelessness.

Nevertheless, they do occasionally fall victims to owls and foxes, and

I once shot a red-tailed hawk that was in the act of devouring one.

Still, these casualties among weasels are probably few and far be-

tween. Fortunately, however, they never increase to any great ex-

tent. Occasionally in the winter the snow for miles will be covered

with their tracks all made in a single night, and then for weeks not a

track is to be seen; but usually they prefer to hunt alone, each having
its beat a mile or more in length, over which it travels back and forth

throughout the season, passing any given point at intervals of two

or three days. This habit of keeping to the same route instead of
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wandering at random about the woods is characteristic of the family,
the length of the route depending to a certain extent on the size of

the animal. The mink is usually about a week in going his rounds,
and may cover a dozen miles in that time, while the otter is generally

gone a fortnight or three weeks. When it is possible the ermine pre-

fers to follow the course of old tumble-down stone walls, and lays its

course accordingly. In favorable districts he is able to keep to these

for miles together, squeezing into the smallest crevices in pursuit of

mice or chipmunks. All the weasels travel in a similar manner—that

is, by a series of leaps or bounds in such a way that the hind feet

strike exactly in the prints made by the fore paws, so that the tracks

left in the snow are peculiar and bear a strong family resemblance.

On soft snow the slender body of the ermine leaves its imprint ex-

tending from one pair of footprints to the next, and as these are from

four to six feet apart, or even more, the impression left in the snow

is like the track of some extremely long and slender serpent with pairs

of short legs at intervals along its body. I have said that the ermine

is the only true weasel I have found in this vicinity, but this is not

strictly true, at least I hope not. One winter I repeatedly noticed

the tracks of an exceedingly large weasel—so very large, in fact, that

I was almost forced to believe them to be those of a mink. The impres-

sion of its body in the snow was quite as large as that made by a small

mink, but the footprints themselves were smaller, and the creature

appeared to avoid the water in a manner quite at variance with the

well-known habits of its more amphibious cousin, while, unlike the

common weasel, it never followed stone walls or fences. I put my
entire mind to the capture of the little beast, and set dozens of traps,

but it was well along in the month of March before I succeeded. It

proved to be a typical specimen of the Western long-tailed weasel,

though I can find no account of

any other having been taken east

of the Mississippi. Its entire

length was about eighteen inches
;

the tail, which was a little over

six, gave the effect at first glance
of being tipped with gray instead

of black, but a closer inspection showed that the black hairs were

confined to the very extremity and were partly concealed by the

overlying white ones; the rest of the fur was white, with a slight

reddish tinge, and much longer and coarser than that of an ermine.

Since then I have occasionally seen similar tracks, but have

not succeeded in capturing a second specimen. In all probabil-

ity the least weasel is also to be found here if one has the

p.itionce to search carefully enough; none, however, have come under
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my observation as jet, All the small weasels that I have seen have

proved on close inspection to be young ermines with thickly furred

black-tipped tails; in the least weasel the tail is thinly covered with

short hair and without any black whatever. Late in the autumn
or early in the winter the ermine changes from reddish-brown to

white, sometimes slightly washed with greenish-yellow or cream color,

and again as brilliantly white as anything in Nature or art; the end

of the tail, however, remains intensely black, and at first thought

might be supposed to make the animal conspicuous on the white back-

ground of snow, but in reality has just the opposite effect, Place

an ermine on new-fallen snow in such a way that it casts no shadow,
and you will find that the black point holds your eye in spite of your-

self, and that at a little distance it is quite impossible to follow the

outline of the weasel itself. Cover the tail with snow, and you can

begin to make out the position of the rest of the animal, but as long
as the tip of the tail is in sight you see that and that only. The ptar-

migan and northern hare also retain some spot or point of dark color

when they take on their win-

ter dress, and these dark

points undoubtedly serve the

same purpose as in the case of

the ermine.

An old hunter, one of the

closest observers of Nature I

have ever known, once told

me that female minks hiber-

nated in winter in the same

manner as bears, though it

was his belief that, unlike

the bears, they never brought
forth their young at that season. At first I refused to take the

slightest stock in what he said; the whole thing appeared so

absurd and so utterly at variance with the teachings of those

naturalists who have made the closest possible study of the habits
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of minks. Since then, however, I have kept my eyes open for

any hint that might have the slightest bearing on the subject, and
to my surprise have found many things that would seem to point to

the correctness of the old hunter's theory. To begin with, he said

that late in the winter he had repeatedly known female minks to

make their appearance from beneath snow that had lain undisturbed

for days or even weeks, the tracks apparently beginning where he

first observed them, the difference in size between the two sexes be-

ing sufficient to make it easy to distinguish between their tracks at a

glance; and, moreover, since he first began trapping he had noticed

that while the sexes were about equally abundant in the autumn, the

females always became very scarce at the approach of winter and

remained so until spring, when they suddenly increased in numbers

and became much the more abundant of the two.

This is also the experience of trappers in general, and may be

verified by any one who cares to take the trouble to look into the

matter. Evidently no one has ever discovered a mink in a state of

hibernation; at any rate, no such case appears ever to have been re-

ported; but this does not necessarily prove that it is not a regular habit

among them.

The cry of the mink is seldom heard, even in places where they
are fairly abundant, as they have evidently learned that the greatest

safety lies in silence. It is a peculiarly shrill, rattling, whistlelike

scream, that can be heard at a considerable distance.

CAKE OF THE THROAT AND EAR.

By W. SCHEPPEGEELL, A. M., M. D.,

PRESIDENT WESTERN OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND OTO-LARVNGOLOGIC ASSOCI ATK >X,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

HYGIEXE
is that branch of medical science which relates to

the preservation and improvement of the health. As the pre-

vention of disease is more important than its cure—in fact, superior

to all methods for its cure—this is a subject which demands our most

earnest attention. Hygiene is not limited to the preservation and im-

provement of the health of the individual, but includes that of whole

communities. As, however, the health of a community depends upon
the state of the health of the various families composing it, and this

again of its members, the proper understanding of the hygienic laws

by each individual is of the utmost importance.
For some reason, however, the subject of hygiene or the preven-

tion of disease does not create the enthusiasm caused by methods advo-

cated for its cure. A Koch, who publishes to the world a suppo-nl
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means of curing tuberculosis, or a Behring, who introduces the

serum therapy of diphtheria, arouses an interest which is limited

only by the four corners of the world. The modest worker in sanita-

tion, however, who explains the means of the development of these

diseases, and the conditions and laws by means of which they may be

prevented, is looked upon without interest and frequently with dis-

favor. But in spite of these conditions, the laws of hygiene are gradu-

ally becoming more farspread, and their influence is felt more with

each advancing year.

The nose, throat, and ear are so intimately connected with the

other parts of the body that their health depends to a large extent

upon the condition of the system in general. The laws of hygiene and

their application which refer to the body in general are also appli-

cable to these parts, and whatever condition benefits the former will

have a useful influence on the upper respiratory passages, and, in-

versely, any injurious effect will injure the health of these organs.

The physiology of this region is of much importance. Formerly
the nose was considered principally in its relation to the organ of

smell. This is a most important function, as it is a constant sen-

tinel over the air we breathe and the food we eat. It is a curious

circumstance that many of the functions that are referred to the

organ of taste really belong to that of smell. In eating ice cream,

for instance, the sense of taste simply informs us that it is sweet

or otherwise, but the flavor is perceived only by the sense of

smell. A proof of this is that where this function is destroyed, all

ability in this direction disappears, and the patient thus affected will

frequently complain that his sense of taste is defective, not realizing

that it is the sense of smell which performs this act.

The nose, however, has a much more important function to per-

form—viz., in respiration. Strange to say, however, this has only

recently been realized, and it is even yet not well understood. You

have all observed that, when you had a severe
"
cold

" which pre-

vented nasal breathing, the next morning the mouth and throat

were dry and parched and frequently inflamed, the voice sometimes

hoarse, and there was a general feeling of depression. "While the

progress of the inflammatory process may be a factor in this, still the

mechanical obstruction of the nose from any cause whatsoever will

have a similar effect. In patients in whom, for various reasons,

an artificial opening has been made in the trachea, the air of the room

has to be heated to an almost intolerable point and saturated with

moisture, or severe bronchial inflammation will soon develop in the

patient, simply because the nose has not taken an active part in the act

of respiration. These effects, therefore, clearly demonstrate that the

nasal passages have an important function to perform in the breathing
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process. Summarized in a few words, it is simply to warm, moisten,

and clean the air which we inhale.

The healthy nostrils are anatomically and physiologically so

formed that when the current of air passes through them it will have

been freed of its mechanical impurities, warmed to within a few de-

grees of the temperature of the body, and moistened to saturation.

This has been experimentally demonstrated.

The opening of the passage of the ear into the throat has several

objects, the most important being ventilation and the adjustment of

the atmospheric equilibrium. This passage leads outward until it

enters the cavity of the middle ear, which is closed by the drum on

the outside, thus separating it from the external canal of the ear. We
know that atmospheric pressure varies at different times and in dif-

ferent altitudes. It is much less, for instance, at the top of a moun-

tain than at the seaside. The opening into the throat allows the air

to enter, and adjusts the atmospheric pressure within the ear to these

various external conditions. Those of you who have ascended Look-

out Mountain by means of the incline cable car may have noticed the

adjustment taking place by a peculiar click when different altitudes

were reached.

So intimately are the nose, throat, and ear connected that it is

unusual to find one affected to any considerable extent without the

others being involved. While the rules of hygiene in general are

applicable to the nose, throat, and ear, there are certain special condi-

tions which deserve consideration. One of the most common causes

of injurious effects to the nose, throat, and ear is the so-called
"
cold."

The cold in this connection is, of course, understood to be simply the

cause, the condition itself being a peculiar inflammation of the parts

concerned. As cold is so frequently a cause of diseases of these parts,

it would be well to consider under what circumstances it develops and

the best mode of prevention.

I have often noticed that persons who suffer most frequently and

severely from colds usually insist that they exercise the greatest care

to avoid exposure. They have dressed in the warmest clothing,

wrapped the neck in the heaviest mufflers, remained in the closest

rooms, and avoided every draught, and yet they continually
" take

cold." The street urchin, on the other hand, with only two or three

garments and without shoes, and who lives out of doors, suffers less

frequently from this affection.
" Colds

" have truly been called a product of modern civilization.

The trouble was rare among the aborigines and is more common

among the cultured than among the laboring classes. If we make a

plant an exotic, we must keep it in the conservatory, and even here it is

not free from danger. On the other hand, if we wish to harden it and
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make it proof against atmospheric and climatic changes, we must pre-

pare it by judicious exposure for these conditions. The warm cloth-

ing which is thought to be a protection against cold is frequently the

most fertile cause. It relaxes the body, moistens the skin, and the

perspiration which is induced especially prepares the unresisting body
for its attacks. This applies especially to warm covering around the

neck, to which the air has periodic access. Except in unusually
severe weather, the throat requires no more covering or protection
than the face.

The method of having only two systems of underclothing, the

heavy to be worn until it is quite warm, and vice versa, is also a

source of danger. There should be three changes : one of the lightest

texture for the warm weather of summer, a medium for spring and

fall, and the pure wool for winter, which in this climate need not be

very heavy. Waterproof shoes, rubbers, furs, etc., are not recom-

mended for customary use, and should be worn only when absolutely

indicated.

The best preventive of recurrent colds is the judicious use of the

sponge or cold shower bath. The ordinary bath should usually be of

a temperature not disagreeable to the body, but after the question of

cleanliness has been attended to, an application, either by means of a

sponge or shower, of ordinary cold water should be made. This

should be of short duration, and friction with a coarse towel follow

at once. When properly conducted, a reaction sets in so that

there is no danger from this, and the toning effect of the method is

of the utmost value in the prevention of colds. This applies, of

course, only to persons in ordinarily good health. Even in these

cases there are rare occasions in which this method is not advisable,

and it may on general principles be stated that it should not be used

by persons who do not react promptly. As stated, however, the ap-

plication of cold water should be only momentary. The daily ap-

plication of cold water to the throat and chest is also a useful practice

for strengthening these parts.

In addition to these means there are certain injurious conditions

that it would be well to avoid. One almost universally present in

large cities is that of dust. The constant inhalation of the small par-

ticles of sand and of organic impurities of which dust is composed has

an irritating effect on the delicate lining of the nose and throat, which

may develop a chronic inflammation, resulting in injury to both the

throat and ear. This evil, however, can be prevented by the artificial

watering of our streets.

Excessive tobacco smoking produces injurious effects in the nose

and throat. Of all forms of smoking, the cigarette is the most injuri-

ous, and allowing the smoke to pass through the nostrils the most dan-
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gerous. Occasionally ladies inhale the smoke of a closed room where

the male members of the household are smoking, and this is injurious

to a delicate throat.

Loud and excessive talking is sometimes a factor in throat dis-

eases. The former is more apt to be exercised in transit in our steam

or electric cars, and members of the theatrical profession realize this

so well that they rarely use their voice while traveling. In excessive

talking, in addition to the mechanical wear and tear of the throat,

the respiration is usually spasmodic, a combination that is likely to

lead to evil results. At puberty, when the voices of boys and girls are

changing, the former sometimes almost an octave and the latter usually

a note or two, special care should be taken of the voice, and singing

or vocal exercises should be discontinued until the change has been

finally established.

The effect of singing on the throat is of much interest, but it is

one of such an extensive character that it can be only casually re-

ferred to here. The exercise required in singing improves the healthy

throat in the same manner that exercise benefits the body in general.

The diseased throat, however, may be injured by this practice, as no

form of vocal culture can remedy a mechanical interference in its

action. The method of singing is also of the utmost importance; an

erroneous one may not only injure a promising voice, but may also

have a bad effect on a normal throat. The subject of register requires

careful consideration. The placing of the voice in the wrong register

is fruitful of evil; the ambition of the singer to reach a few notes

higher or lower than her range may also work severe injury to the

throat.

The throat may be improved or strengthened by any of the forms

of exercise, especially the out-of-door, which have been advised for the

health in general. In addition to this, breathing exercises are of

special value. These consist of taking deep inhalations through the

nose, holding the breath for a few seconds and then gently expiring

it, the body in the meanwhile being free from all restraint from tight.

clothing. The practice of this exercise for five minutes mornings and

evenings will have a remarkable ^effect in developing the chest and

throat.

In order to anticipate serious complications, children should be

taught to allow their mothers to examine their throats freely and

without resistance. I feel especially the importance of this subject,

as I have frequently seen children almost sacrificed on account of

the nervous dread of having their throats examined, or by their in-

ability to control themselves. The method is exceedingly simple: the

child is placed facing a bright window, and the handle of a spoon

placed on the tongue and so depressed that the posterior part of the
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throat can be distinctly seen. At first this may be difficult, but the

child soon becomes accustomed to the manipulation and the throat

may then be examined without difficulty. Another advantage of this

procedure is that the mother becomes familiar with the normal ap-

pearance of the throat, and can easily note any change due to disease.

In view of the important function of the nose in warming, clean-

ing, and moistening the inspired air, the greatest care should be taken

to teach children to breathe through the nostrils. When only a por-

tion of the air enters through the mouth, the irritation is not as

marked as when all the air is inhaled in this manner, but it neverthe-

less develops a condition of chronic irritation which is easily recognized

by one familiar with its appearance, and which may lead to important

complications. In many cases, mouth breathing is not due to habit,

but to some obstruction in the nostrils or throat. These cases form a

proper subject for the consideration of the physician. After the re-

moval of any existing obstruction, children will sometimes, from force

of habit, continue to breathe through the mouth, but this can usually

be overcome by attention and firmness on the part of the parents.

The prevention of grave throat diseases, such as diphtheria, neces-

sarily forms a subject of much interest to the public in general and to

mothers in particular. The causation of this disease has been much

cleared up in later years, and we now know that the important factor is

a bacillus—a small organism of the vegetable kingdom
—which is the

cause of this disease and a necessary material for its propagation.

Bacteriologic investigations have shown that the so-called
" mem-

branous croup
"

is in by far the largest number of cases identical with

diphtheria, and the same precautions which apply to the latter should

therefore also be carried out in this disease.

As diphtheria is strictly an infectious disease, and one which must

be directly or indirectly contracted from a similar case, there is no

sanitary reason why this dreaded malady in the course of time should

not be entirely eliminated from the earth. In view of the fact that

diphtheria is so frequently present in our larger cities, this may appear

at present a Utopian idea. It is not so many years ago, however,

when smallpox was almost universal, and yet we now but rarely have

it in our midst. K"ot only is this the case, but the health authorities

are severely criticised when a number of these cases exist, as indicating

that there has been a lack of watchfulness in carrying out certain well-

known means of prevention.

While we have at the present time no means of inoculation that

will permanently protect against infection from diphtheria, still it

is not of such an infectious character as smallpox, as the cases are

usually limited to children, and its spread may therefore be more

easily prevented. Not only should children who have had diphtheria
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be prevented from returning to school until infection is no longer

possible, but other children of the same household should also be kept
at home. A few years ago a certain school in this city was rarely

without a case of diphtheria among its pupils for many months. I

am convinced that had the principal of the school or the parents in-

sisted upon the other children of the infected household remaining
at home, the spread in this direction would have been arrested and

much suffering avoided.

When a patient has recovered from diphtheria, thorough dis-

infection is a most important measure. Unfortunately, however,

many persons consider it a hardship if articles which can not be dis-

infected are destroyed, and many will even use every endeavor to

prevent the representatives of the Board of Health from carrying out

their regulations. In this way the germ of the disease remains on the

premises, and under suitable conditions again finds another victim

in the household. To illustrate this, I recall an instance some years

ago in which I was called in consultation to see a most malignant case

of diphtheria. The little patient fortunately recovered, and the

premises were thoroughly disinfected, the parents being anxious to

avoid any repetition of the dreaded malady. Five months later, how-

ever, a younger child became ill, and was found to have diphtheria.

In view of the vigorous efforts which had been made to disinfect the

house thoroughly, and of the fact that the child could not have con-

tracted it elsewhere, not having left its home for several weeks, the

cause at first appeared a mystery. Careful inquiry, however, soon

elicited a fact which clearly explained the case. The first patient

had used a mouth-organ just before its illness, and when this was

abandoned, the toy was carelessly thrown on the top of a bookcase,

the nature of the child's illness at the time not being known. The

second child, just before its illness, had accidentally found this toy

and used it frequently. This experience explains the necessity of

disinfection in all its details, and also illustrates the tenacious char-

acter of the germ which produces this disease.

Our knowledge of the specific cause of scarlet fever is not as com-

plete as that of diphtheria, but we have much useful information

which is of importance from a hygienic standpoint. As in diph-

theria, the specific poison is probably produced in the throat of the

patient, and may therefore be spread by the dried secretion from

the mouth and throat. The most common means of contagion, how-

ever, is the skin, which peels off in the later stage of the disease,

infection being produced by the inhalation into the nostrils of some

of the diseased particles.

A predisposing factor which applies alike to diphtheria and all

other throat affections is the abnormal condition of the nose and
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throat. When these important parts are in an unhealthy condition,

where mouth breathing exists and other conditions inimical to normal

health, the patient is more predisposed to all forms of maladies of this

region, and the attack when developed is more apt to be of a serious

character. The more ordinary forms of sore throat, such as tonsilitis,

are frequently due to defects in the sanitary conditions and surround-

ings of the home. While modern sanitary plumbing, when properly

constructed, adds much to the convenience of the household, it is a cer-

tain menace to all its members if, through improper construction or de-

fective ventilation, decomposing matter collects in the waste pipes
and vitiates the atmosphere of the rooms. Many recurrent cases of

tonsilitis are due to this cause. Even the ordinary stationary wash-

stands may be a source of danger, especially in the bedroom, unless

thoroughly ventilated and care exercised that the traps are not filled

with decomposing matter. A physician of large experience in this

city is so imbued with the danger of this form of plumbing that he

condemns it in toto. When well constructed and well ventilated,

however, they can not be the source of danger in the household.

Tuberculosis, which is responsible for so enormous a mortality,

frequently also affects the throat as well as the lungs. Although it

usually originates within the chest, it sometimes finds its primary

origin in the throat, and in a large percentage of cases the throat affec-

tion forms a complication of tuberculosis of the lungs. In spite of the

numerous remedies which have been advocated for the cure of this

disease, it must be admitted that our chief reliance is in proper nour-

ishment and climatic effects, and that hygiene is the sheet-anchor which

will eventually rescue us from this terrible foe of the human race.

Recent investigations tend to prove more and more that tuber-

culosis is inherited in but rare cases; that inheritance is simply a pre-

disposing factor, and that the real cause is infection. As an illus-

tration of this, all have seen instances in which there had been

apparently no cases in a family for ten or fifteen years, when from

some cause one case develops, and this is soon followed by other cases

in the same family. Whatever role heredity may play in these cases,

this simply shows that the first case produced the infectious material

which found a suitable soil in the other members of the family and

developed a similar disease. The inheritance theory has been the

source of much injury by causing members of the afflicted family to

submit to the apparently inevitable instead of instituting measures

for its prevention. The infectious product in tuberculosis is not the

breath, as is so frequently believed by the laity, but simply the ex-

pectoration which comes from the diseased lungs or throat. When
this is allowed to come in contact with clothing or other material in

the room, it becomes dry and loads the atmosphere with a dust which
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contains the infectious bacillus, which may cause a similar disease in

a person predisposed by heredity or sickness to this affection.

The germ of tuberculosis is the seed, and the predisposed person
the soil, and it requires a combination of both to develop the disease.

To illustrate the necessity of suitable conditions for the development
of plants

—for it is now almost universally admitted that the germ of

tuberculosis is a micro-organism which belongs to the vegetable

kingdom—I remember some years ago, while in North Europe, see-

ing in a hothouse a plant which is here commonly known as the
"
four

o'clock." The gardener in charge of the conservatory considered it

a remarkable plant, but difficult to propagate, and stated that it was

absolutely impossible to raise it out of doors. In this part of the

world, however, we know that this plant grows so easily that once

established in a garden it is difficult to keep it within limits. In both

of the cases we have the same seed, the difference being only in the

soil and the conditions favorable for its development. The absence

of either the seed or the soil will absolutely prevent tuberculosis,

and if the laws of hygiene are properly carried out, both in destroying

the seed and in preventing the formation of a suitable soil, favorable

effects will soon be shown.

Hygiene in regard to patients demands simply that the infectious

character of the expectoration be destroyed. The vessels for this

purpose should contain some disinfecting solution, should be cleaned

regularly, and handkerchiefs, towels, or other material with which

the expectoration has come in contact should be sterilized by being

placed for at least half an hour in boiling water. This is necessary

not only for those in the same room with the patient, but also for the

patient, as it is quite possible that a former expectoration may produce
reinfection of the patient himself.

Another method of contracting tuberculosis is by means of ani-

mals, such as cows, used for food and milking, which are known to

be subject to this disease. It has been shown in some localities that

one cow out of every twenty-five was affected with tubercular disease.

This suggests the importance of having competent veterinarians to

examine not only the meat which is sold, but also the cows used for

milking purposes. Where there is the slightest doubt as to the nature

of the meat or milk, the former should be thoroughly cooked and the

latter sterilized before using.

In this connection it would be well to refer to the subject of spit-

ting in street cars and in public places. While this nuisance is the

subject of danger to every one in the street cars, especially in winter,

when the windows are closed and a large amount of impurities is in-

haled, it is more particularly so to ladies, whose skirts, in spite of

every care, are soiled by the filthy expectoration, thus making them
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subject not only to the inhalation in the car, but also to carrying the

infectious material to their homes.

The danger of this condition is not merely speculative. It has

been bacteriologically demonstrated that the organisms of various

contagious diseases thus find a lodging place in our cars and public

places, and experiments on animals, in which the inoculation has de-

veloped diseases, have shown that these organisms retain their vitality

in these places and may propagate disease under favorable conditions.

A factor in the spread of diseases of the throat and mouth that

should not be overlooked is kissing. Unfortunately, this matter has

usually been treated with much levity, and where a sanitarian is bold

enough to condemn the habit he is frequently made the subject of

all forms of ridicule in the public press.

The tender lining of the lips, mouth, and throat, and its large
blood supply, make it peculiarly susceptible to contagion, and I have

no doubt that the habit of kissing is responsible for many cases of in-

fection. Last year I noticed a lady coming from a house from which

a diphtheria flag was flying, who walked to the corner to take the

street car, when a nurse with a small child approached. The lady
without hesitation stooped down and kissed the little child. As it is

well known that a healthy person may transmit a disease without in-

curring the disease himself, this lady voluntarily risked the danger
of inflicting this disease upon the innocent child. It is not an un-

common thing for nurses to kiss the children under their charge,
and here in New Orleans even the colored nurses sometimes practice

this habit, occasionally with the permission of the parents. In fact,

a fashionable lady on one occasion told me, when I remonstrated with

her about this, that she feared to hurt the feelings of the old nurse,

who had been a valuable servant in the family for many years.

How often this habit is productive of evil results is of course

only speculation. I recall, however, an instance in which two small

children of one family developed a specific disease which originated

in the mouth and affected the whole system. Examination proved
this to have been caused by a nurse, a white woman, who had been

in the habit of kissing the children. If women will voluntarily incur

risks by using kissing as a form of salutation in all stages of acquaint-

anceship, I would at least request that the innocent children be spared

the possible consequences.
The subject of the hygiene of the ear is so intimately connected

with conditions influencing the nose and throat, which have already

been explained, that but few words are needed to cover this part of

my subject. In general, the best care of the ear is to leave it alone.

Ear scoops are injurious; the ear should be cleaned simply on the

outside, and nothing, as a rule, should be inserted into the external
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canal. I have seen many cases of abscess and the most severe inflam-

mation due to endeavors to clean the ear with the omnipresent hairpin
and other objects used for this purpose. The use of cotton in the

ear in general is to be condemned. It produces an artificial condi-

tion in the outer canal of the ear which reduces its physical resist-

ance and makes it more liable to injury from exposure. The ear

is sometimes injured by the entrance of cold water. This happens

occasionally during ordinary bathing, but more frequently in out-

door bathing and in swimming. In surf bathing, where the water

is thrown up with considerable force, it is much more liable to

enter the external orifice of the ear, and severe inflammation may
originate from this cause.

Salt water has been claimed to be more injurious than fresh, but

my personal experience leads me to believe that it is more a question

of temperature than of the quality of the water. Some years ago a

large reservoir was built by an educational institute near this city, the

water, which was quite cold even in summer, being supplied by an

artesian well. The tank was used for bathing purposes, but earache

soon became so frequent among the boys that the use of the reservoir

for this purpose had to be entirely abandoned. In ordinary bathing,
the entrance of water into the ear can easily be avoided. In swim-

ming or surf bathing it is advisable to use a pledget of lamb's wool

to close the opening of the ears. Ordinary cotton soon becomes

saturated and is of no use in this connection, but the wool, which is

slightly oily, forms an excellent protection in these cases.

The "
running ear

"
is a diseased condition which should not be

tampered with by the inexperienced, but which should not be neg-
lected. The old idea that the child will outgrow it, or that it is a

secretion of the head which if interfered with would prove dangerous,
has been fruitful of many cases 'of deafness and even more serious

complications.
Another condition to which I would call your attention is the in-

cipient development of deafness in children. Where the capacity

of hearing is quickly lowered from the normal to fifty per cent, it is

so striking that the patient is much distressed and even confused.

But when this change takes place insidiously from day to day, it is

frequently not observed by either the patient or those around him

until it has greatly advanced. Children thus affected hear only with

difficulty and by straining certain small muscles of the ear, which

soon become fatigued, and the child becomes listless and inattentive.

I have seen numerous cases in which children have been severely pun-
ished for inattention, when this was due to defective hearing. Watch-

fulness and early attention in these cases will frequently prevent the

more serious forms of deafness.
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THE PHYSICAL GEOGEAPHY OF THE WEST INDIES.

Bt F. L. OSWALD.

I.—THE FAUNA OF THE ANTILLES: MAMMALS.

THE study of the geographical distribution of plants and animals

has revealed facts almost as enigmatical as the origin of life itself.

"Water barriers, as broad as that of the Atlantic, have not prevented
the spontaneous spread of some species, while others limit their

habitat to narrowly circumscribed though not geographically isolated

regions.

Tapirs are found both in the Amazon Valley and on the Malay
Peninsula; the brook trout of southern New Zealand are identical

with those of the Austrian Alps. Oaks and Ericacea (heather plants)
cover northern Europe from the mouth of the Seine to the sources of

the Ural; then suddenly cease, and are not found anywhere in the

vast Siberian territories, with a north-to-south range rivaling that of

all British North America.

But still more remarkable is the zoological contrast of such close-

neighborhood countries as Africa and Madagascar, or Central Amer-
ica and the West Indian archipelago. The Madagascar virgin woods

harbor no lions, leopards, hyenas, or baboons, but boast not less than

thirty-five species of mammals unknown to the African continent,

and twenty-six found nowhere else in the world.

Of a dozen different kinds of deer, abundant in North America

as well as in Asia and Europe, not a single species has found its way
to the West Indies. The fine mountain meadows of Hayti have

originated no antelopes, no wild sheep or wild goats.

In the Cuban sierras, towering to a height of 8,300 feet, there

are no hill foxes. There are caverns—subterranean labyrinths with

countless ramifications, some of them—but no cave bears or badgers,
no marmots or weasels even, nor one of the numerous weasel-like crea-

tures clambering about the rock clefts of Mexico. The magnificent
coast forests of the Antilles produce wild-growing nuts enough to

freight a thousand schooners every year, but—almost incredible to

say
—the explorers of sixteen generations have failed to discover a

6ingle species of squirrels.

The Old-World tribes of our tree-climbing relatives are so totally

different from those of the American tropics that Humboldt's travel-

ing companion, Bonplant, renounced the theory of a unitary center

of creation (or evolution), and maintained that South America must

have made a separate though unsuccessful attempt to rise from

lemurs to manlike apes and men. Of such as they are, Brazil alone

has forty-eight species of monkeys, and Venezuela at least thirty.
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How shall we account for the fact that not one of the large West
Indian islands betrays a vestige of an effort in the same direction?

More monkey-inviting forests than those of southern Hayti can

not be found in the tropics, but not even a marmoset or squirrel-

monkey accepted the invitation. In an infinite series of centuries

not one pair of quadrumana availed itself of the chance to cross a

sea gap, though at several points the mainland approaches western

Cuba within less than two hundred miles—about half the distance

that separates southern Asia from Borneo, where fourhanders of all

sizes and colors compete for the products of the wilderness, and, ac-

cording to Sir Philip Maitland, the
"
native women avoid the coast

jungles for fear of meeting Mr. Darwin's grandfather."
The first Spanish explorers of the Antilles were, in fact, so amazed

at the apparently complete absence of quadrupeds that their only

explanation was a conjecture that the beasts of the forest must have

been exterminated by order of some native potentate, perhaps the

great Kubla Khan, whose possessions they supposed to extend east-

ward from Lake Aral to the Atlantic. The chronicle of Diego Co-

lumbus says positively that San Domingo and San Juan Bautista

(Porto Rico) were void of mammals, but afterward modifies that state-

ment by mentioning a species of rodent, the hutia, or bush rat, that

annoyed the colonists of Fort Isabel, and caused them to make an

appropriation for importing a cargo of cats.

Bush rats and moles were, up to the end of the sixteenth century,

the only known indigenous quadrupeds of the entire West Indian

archipelago, for the
" Carib dogs," which Valverde saw in Jamaica,

were believed to have been brought from the mainland by a horde of

man-hunting savages.

But natural history has kept step with the advance of other sci-

ences, and the list of undoubtedly aboriginal mammals on the four

main islands of the Antilles is now known to comprise more than

twenty species. That at least fifteen of them escaped the attention

of the Spanish Creoles is as strange as the fact that the Castilian cattle

barons of Upper California did not suspect the existence of precious

metals, though nearly the whole bonanza region of the San Joaquin

Valley had been settled before the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury. But the conquerors of the Philippines even overlooked a

variety of elephants that roams the coast jungles of Mindanao.

Eight species of those West Indian incognito mammals, it is true,

are creatures of a kind which the Spanish zoologists of Valverde's

time would probably have classed with birds—bats, namely, includ-

ing the curious Vespertilio molossus, or mastiff bat, and several

varieties of the owl-faced Chilonycteris, that takes wing in the gloom

preceding a thunderstorm, as well as in the morning and evening twi-
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light, and flits up and down the coast rivers with screams that can
be heard as plainly as the screech of a paroquet. The Vespertilio
scandens of eastern San Domingo has a peculiar habit of flitting from
tree to tree, and clambering about in quest of insects, almost with

the agility of a flying squirrel. There are times when the moonlit

woods near Cape Rafael seem to be all alive with the restless little

creatures; that keep up a clicking chirp, and every now and then

gather in swarms to contest a tempting find, or to settle some probate
court litigation. San Domingo also harbors one species of those pro-

totypes of the harpies, the fruit-eating bats. It passes the daylight
hours in hollow trees, but becomes nervous toward sunset and apt
to betray its hiding place by an impatient twitter—probably a col-

locution of angry comments on the length of time between meals.

The moment the twilight deepens into gloom the chatterers flop out

to fall on the next mango orchard and eat away like mortgage brokers.

They do not get fat—champion gluttons rarely do—but attain a

weight of six ounces, and the Haytian darkey would get even with

them after a manner of their own if their prerogatives were not

protected by the intensity of their musky odor. The above- mentioned

hutia rat appears to have immigrated from some part of the world

where the shortness of the summer justified the accumulation of large

reserve stores of food, and under the influence of a hereditary hoard-

ing instinct it now passes its existence constructing and filling a series

of subterranean granaries. Besides, the females build nurseries, and

all these burrows are connected by tunnels that enable their con-

structors to pass the rainy season under shelter. They gather nnts,

belotas (a sort of sweet acorns), and all kinds of cereals, and with their

penchant for appropriating roundish wooden objects on general prin-

ciples would probably give a Connecticut nutmeg peddler the benefit

of the doubt.

They also pilfer raisins, and a colony of such tithe collectors is a

formidable nuisance, for the hutia is a giant of its tribe, and attains a

length of sixteen inches, exclusive of the tail. It is found in Cuba,

Hayti, Jamaica, Porto Rico, Antigua, Trinidad, the Isle of Pines,

Martinique, and two or three of the southern Bahama Islands, and

there may have been a time when it had the archipelago all to itself.

The Lucayans had a tradition that their ancestors found it on their

arrival from the mainland, and in some coast regions of eastern Cuba

it may still be seen basking in the sunlight
—

" Sole sitting on the shore of old romance,"

and wondering if there are any larger mammals on this planet.

Its next West Indian congener is the Jamaica rice rat, and there

are at least ten species of mice, all clearly distinct from any Old-World
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rodent, though, it is barely possible that some of them may have

stolen a ride on Spanish trading vessels from Central America.

Water-moles burrow in the banks of several Cuban rivers, and two

genera of aquatic mammals have solved the problem of survival : the

bayou porpoise and the manatee, both known to the Creoles of the

early colonial era, and vaguely even to the first discoverers, since

Columbus himself alludes to a
"
sort of mermaids (sirenas) that half

rose from the water and scanned the boat's crew with curious eyes."

Naturally the manatee is, indeed, by no means a timid creature,

but bitter experience has changed its habits since the time when the

down-town sportsmen of Santiago used to start in sailboats for the

outer estuary and return before night with a week's supply of manatee

meat. The best remaining hunting grounds are the reed shallows

of Samana Bay (San Domingo) and the deltas of the Hayti swamp
rivers. Old specimens are generally as wary as the Prybilof fur seal

that dive out of sight at the first glimpse of a sail; still, their slit-eyed

youngsters are taken alive often enough, to be kept as public pets in

many town ponds, where they learn to come to a whistle and waddle

ashore for a handful of cabbage leaves.

Fish otters have been caught in the lagoons of Puerto Principe

(central Cuba) and near Cape Tiburon, on the south coast of San

Domingo, the traveler Gerstaecker saw a kind of
"
bushy-tailed dor-

mouse, too small to be called a squirrel."

But the last four hundred years have enlarged the list of in-

digenous mammals in more than one sense, and the Chevalier de Saint-

Mery should not have been criticised for describing the bush dog of

Hayti as a
"
canis Hispaniolanus." Imported dogs enacted a declara-

tion of independence several centuries before the revolt of the

Haytian slaves, and their descendants have become as thoroughly

West Indian as the Franks have become French. A continued process

of elimination has made the survivors climate-proof and self-support-

ing, and above all they have ceased to vary; Nature has accepted their

modified type as wholly adapted to the exigencies of their present

habitat. And if it is true that all runaway animals revert in some de-

gree to the characteristics of their primeval relatives, the ancestor of

the domestic dog would appear to have been a bush-tailed, brindle-

skinned, and black-muzzled brute, intermittently gregarious, and

combining the burrowing propensity of the fox with the co-operative

hunting penchant of the wolf.

Fourteen years of bushwhacker warfare have almost wholly ex-

terminated the half-wild cattle of the Cuban sierras, but the bush dog

has come to stay. The yelping of its whelps can be heard in thou-

sands of jungle woods and mountain ravines, both of Cuba and

Hayti, and no variety of thoroughbreds will venture to follow
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these renegades into the penetralia of their strongholds. Sergeant

Esterman, who shared the potluck of a Cuban insurgent camp in the

capacity of a gunsmith, estimates the wild-dog population of the prov-
ince of Santiago alone at half a million, and predicts that in years to

come their raids will almost preclude the possibility of profitable cattle-

breeding in eastern Cuba.

Still, the perro pelon, or
"
tramp dog," as the Creoles call the

wolfish cur, is perhaps a lesser evil, where its activity has tended to

check the over-increase of another assisted immigrant. Three hun-

dred years ago West Indian sportsmen began to import several breeds

of Spanish rabbits, and with results not always foreseen by the agri-

cultural neighbors of the experimenters. Rabbit meat, at first a

luxury, soon became an incumbrance of the provision markets, and

finally unsalable at any price. Every family with a dog or a trap-

setting boy could have rabbit stew for dinner six times a week, and

load their peddlers with bundles of rabbit skins.

The burrowing coneys threatened to undermine the agricultural

basis of support, when it was learned that the planters of the Eort

Isabel district (Hayti) had checked the evil by forcing their

dogs to live on raw coney meat. The inexpensiveness of the ex-

pedient recommended its general adoption, and the rapidly multiply-

ing quadrupeds soon found that
"
there were others." The Spanish

hounds, too, could astonish the census reporter where their progeny
was permitted to survive, and truck farmers ceased to complain.

In stress of circumstances the persecuted rodents then took refuge

in the highlands, where they can still be seen scampering about the

grassy dells in all directions, and the curs of the coast plain turned their

attention to hutia venison and the eggs of the chaparral pheasant and

other gallinaceous birds. On the seacoast they also have learned to

catch turtles and subdivide them, regardless of antivivisection laws.

How they can get a business opening through the armor of the larger

varieties seems a puzzle, but the canis rutilus of the Sunda Islands

overcomes even the dog-resisting ability of the giant tortoise, and in

Sumatra the bleaching skeletons of the victims have often been mis-

taken for the mementos of a savage battle.

IsTear Bocanso in southeastern Cuba the woods are alive with cap-

uchin monkeys, that seem to have escaped from the wreck of some

South American trading vessel and found the climate so congenial

that they proceeded to make themselves at home, like the ring-tailed

colonists of Fort Sable, in the Florida Everglades. The food supply

may not be quite as abundant as in the equatorial birthland of their

species, but that disadvantage is probably more than offset by the

absence of tree-climbing carnivora.

Millions of runaway hogs roam the coast swamps of all the larger
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Antilles, and continue to multiply like our American pension claim-

ants. The hunters of those jungle woods, indeed, must often smile

to remember the complaint of the early settlers that the pleasure of

the chase in the West Indian wilderness was modified by the scarcity
of four-footed game, and in the total number (as distinct from the

number of species) of wild or half-wild mammals Cuba and Hayti
have begun to rival the island of Java.

[ To be continued. ]

IKON IN THE LIVING BODY.

By M. A. DASTRE.

TKON occurs, in small and almost infinitesimal proportions, in
-L numerous organic structures, in which its presence may usually
be detected by the high color it imparts; and in the animal tissues

is an important ingredient, though far from being a large one. It

is essential, however, that the animal tissues, and particularly the

liquids that circulate through them, should be of nearly even weight,
else the equilibrium of the body would be too easily disturbed, and
disaster arising therefrom would be always imminent. Hence the

iron is always found combined and associated with a large accompani-
ment of other lighter elements which, reducing or neutralizing its su-

perior specific gravity, hold it up and keep it afloat. Thus the molecule

of the red matter of the blood contains, for each atom of iron, 712
atoms of carbon, 1,130 of hydrogen, 214 of nitrogen, 245 of oxygen,
and 2 of sulphur, or 2,303 atoms in all. Existing in compounds of

so complex composition, iron can be present only in very small pro-

portions to the whole. Though an essential element, there is compara-

tively but little of it. The whole body of man does not contain more
than one part in twenty thousand of it. The blood contains only five

ten-thousandths; and an organ is rich in it if, like the liver, it con-

tains one and a half ten-thousandths. "When, then, we seek to repre-
sent to ourselves the changes undergone by organic iron, we shall

have to modify materially the ideas we have formed respecting the

largeness and the littleness of units of measure and as to the meaning
of the words abundant and rare. We must get rid of the notion that

a thousandth or even a ten-thousandth is a proportion that may be

neglected. The humble ten-thousandth, which is usually supposed
not to be of much consequence, becomes here a matter of value.

Chemists working with iron in its ordinary compounds may consider

that they are doing fairly well if they do not lose sight of more than

a thousandth of it; but such looseness would be fatal in a biological
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investigation, where accuracy is necessary down to the infinitesimal

fraction. The balances of the biologists must weigh the thousandth

of a milligramme, as their microscopes measure the thousandth of a

millimetre.

The great part performed by iron in organisms, what we may
call its biological function, appertains to the chemical property it

possesses of favoring combustion, of being an agent for promoting
the oxidation of organic matters.

The chemistry of living bodies differs from that of the laboratory
in a feature that is peculiar to it—that instead of performing its re-

actions directly it uses special agents. It employs intermediaries

which, while they are not entirely unknown to mineral chemistry,

yet rarely intervene in it. If it is desired, for example, to add a

molecule of water to starch to form sugar, the chemist would do it

by heating the starch with acidulated water. The organism, which

is performing this process all the time, or after every meal, does it in

a different way, without special heating and without the acid. A
soluble ferment, a diastase or enzyme, serves as the oxidizing agent
to produce the same result. Looking at the beginning and the end,

the two operations are the same. The special agent gives up none of

its substance. It withdraws after having accomplished its work, and

not a trace of it is left. Here, in the mechanism of the action of these

soluble ferments, resides the mystery, still complete, of vital chem-

istry. It may be conceived that these agents, which leave none of

their substance behind their operations, which suffer no loss, do riot

have to be represented in considerable quantities, however great

the need of them may be. They only require time to do their work.

The most remarkable characteristic of the soluble ferments lies, in

fact, here, in the magnitude of the action as contrasted with in-

finitesimal proportion of the agent, and the necessity of having time

for the accomplishment of the operation.

Iron behaves in precisely the same way in the combustion of

organic substances. These substances are incapable at ordinary tem-

peratures of fixing oxygen directly, and will not burn till they are

raised to a high temperature; but in the presence of iron they are

capable of burning without extreme heat, and undergo slow com-

bustion. And as iron gives up none of its substance in the operation,

and acts, as a simple intermediary, only to draw oxygen from the

inexhaustible atmosphere and present it to the organic substance, we

see that it need not be abundant to perform its office, provided it

have time enough. This action resembles that of the soluble fer-

ments in that there is no mystery about it, and its innermost mechan-

ism is perfectly known.

Iron readily combines with oxygen
—too readily, we might say,
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if we regarded only the uses we make of it. It exists as an oxide in

Nature; and the metallurgy of it has no other object than to re-

vivify burned iron, remove the oxygen from it, and extract the metal.

Of the two oxides of iron, the ferrous, or lower one, is an energetic

base, readily combining with even the weakest acids, and forming
with them ferrous or protosalts. Ferric oxide, on the other hand, is

a feeble base, which combines only slowly with even strong acids

to form ferric salts or persalts, and not at all with weak acids like

carbonic acid and those of the tissues of living beings. It is these

last, more highly oxidized ferric compounds that provide organic
substances with the oxygen that consumes them, when, as a result of

the operation, they themselves return to the ferrous state.

Facts of this sort are too nearly universal not to have been ob-

served very long ago, but they were not fully understood till about

the middle of this century. The chemists of the time—Liebig,

Dumas, and especially Schonbein, Wohler, Stenhouse, and many
others—established the fact that ferric oxide provokes at ordinary

temperatures a rapid action of combustion on a large number of sub-

stances: grass, sawdust, peat, charcoal, humus, arable land, and ani-

mal matter. A very common example is the destruction of linen by
rust spots; the substance of the fiber is slowly burned up by the

oxygen yielded by the oxide. About the same time, Claude Ber-

nard inquired whether the process took place within the tissues, in

contact with living matter in the same way as we have just seen it

did with dead matter—the remains of organisms that had long since

submitted to the action of physical laws—and received an affirmative

answer. Injecting a ferric salt into the jugular vein of an animal, he

found it excreted, deprived of a part of its oxygen, as a ferrous salt.

This slow combustion of organic matter, living or dead, accom-

plished in the cold by iron, represents only one of the aspects of its

biological function. A counterpart to it is necessary in order to

complete the picture. It is easy to perceive that the phenomenon
would have no bearing or consequence if it was limited to this first

action. "With the small provision of oxygen in the iron salt used up,

and, if reduced to the minimum of oxidation, the source of oxygen be-

ing exhausted, the combustion of organic matter would stop. The
oxidation obtained would be insignificant, while the oxidation should

be indefinite and unlimited, and it is really so.

There is a counterpart. The iron salt, which has gone back to

the minimum of oxidation and become a ferrous salt, can not remain

long in that state in contact with the air and with other sources of the

gas to which it is exposed. It has always been known that ferrous

compounds absorb oxygen from the air and pass into the ferric state
;

we might say that we have seen it done, for the transformation is
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accompanied by a characteristic change of color, by a transition from

the pale green tint of ferrous bases to the ochery or red color of

ferric compounds.
We can understand now what should happen when the ferrugi-

nous compound is placed in contact alternately with organic matter

and oxygen. In the former phase the iron will yield oxygen to the

organic matter; in the second phase it will take again from the

atmosphere the combustible which it has lost, and will be again where

it started. The same series of operations may be continued a second

time and a third time, and indefinitely, as long as the alternations of

contact with organic matter and exposure to atmospheric oxygen
are kept up, the iron simply performing the part of a broker. The
same result will occur if atmospheric air and organic matter are con-

stantly together; the consumption will continue indefinitely, and the

iron will perform the part of an intermediary till one of the elements

of the process is exhausted.

This explanation was necessary to make clear the solution of the

mystery of slow or cool combustion, the existence of which has been

known since Lavoisier, without its mechanism being understood.

That illustrious student gave out the theory that animal heat and

the energy developed by vital action originated in the chemical reac-

tions of the organism, and that, on the other hand, the reactions that

produce heat consisted of simple combustions, slow combustions, that

differed only in intensity from that of the burning torch. The de-

velopment of chemistry has shown that this figure was too much sim-

plified from the reality, and that most of these phenomena, while they
are in the end equivalent to a combustion, differ greatly from it in

mechanism and mode of execution. By this we do not mean to say
that all the combustions are of this character, and that there do not

exist in the organism a large number of such as Lavoisier understood,
and of such as the combustions effected by the intervention of iron

furnish the type of. Lavoisier's successors, Liebig among them, tried

to find reactions conformed to this type. Their attempts were un-

successful, but they had the happy result of revealing, if not the

real function of iron in the blood, at least that of the red matter in

which it is fixed.

The question of the presence of iron in the coloring matter of

the blood gave rise to long discussions. Vauquelin denied it. He
made the mistake of looking for iron in the form of a known com-

pound, in direct combination with the blood, while later researches

have shown that it is found almost exclusively in the red matter that

tinges the globules, in a complicated combination that escapes the

ordinary tests; or, according to a usual method of expression, it is

dissimulated. Liebig also failed to find this combination, and it was
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not till 1864 that Hoppe-Seyler succeded in obtaining it pure and

crystallized. But Liebig had already perceived its essential proper-

ties, and was able to point out approximately its functions as early as

1845; yet the single fact that there was no assimilation possible be-

tween this substance and the salts of iron, cut this question off into

a kind of negative suspense. Different from these compounds, it

could not behave like them, and accomplish slow combustions of the

same type. It is a remarkable fact, and one that illustrates well how
iron preserves through all its vicissitudes some trace of its funda-

mental property of favoring the action of oxygen on substances,
that this composition, so special and so different from the salts of

iron, behaves nearly as they do. While it is not of itself an "ener-

getic combustible, it is, according to Liebig's expression,
"
a trans-

porter of oxygen
"—a luminous view, which the future was destined

to confirm. Although the transportation is not produced by the

mechanism supposed by Liebig, but by another, the general result

is very much the same from the point of view of the physiology of

the blood. The coloring matter of the blood conveyed by the glob-
ules fixes oxygen in contact with the pulmonary air, and distributes

it as it passes through the capillaries upon the tissues. The globule
of blood brings nothing else and distributes nothing else, contrary
to the opinion that had been held before. The theory of slow com-

bustion effected through iron, while not absolutely contradicted in

principle, was not entirely confirmed in detail, so far as concerned

iron, or the more prominently ferruginous tissue.

No search was made for other tissues or organs presenting more
favorable conditions, for no others were known that had iron in

themselves. The liver and the spleen were supposed to receive it

from the blood under the complicated form in which it exists there,

or under some equivalent form. It was not, therefore, supposed till

within a very few years that the two conditions were realized in any

organ that were required to secure a slow combustion by iron—
that is, combinations resembling ferrous and ferric salts with a weak
acid and a source of oxygen. The doubt has been resolved by
recent studies. The liver fulfils the requirement. It contains iron

existing under forms precisely comparable to the ferrous and ferric

compounds, and is washed by the blood which carries oxygen in a

state of simple solution in its plasma and of loose combination in its

globules. Thus all the conditions necessary for the production of

slow combustion are gathered here, and we can not doubt that it takes

place. A new function is therefore assigned to the liver, and it be-

comes one of the great furnaces of the organism.

Compounds of iron are so abundant in the ground and the water

that we need not be surprised when we find them in various parts
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of plants, and particularly in the green parts. Their habitual pres-

ence does not, however, authorize the conclusion that this metal is

necessary to the support and development of vegetable life. Some

substances, evidently indifferent, foreign, and even injurious, if they
exist abundantly in a soil, may be drawn into roots through the

movement of the sap, and fix themselves in various organs. This

occurs with copper in certain exceptional circumstances when the

soil is saturated with its compounds, and if such a condition should be

found to be repeated over a large extent of country, we might be

led, by analysis alone of its vegetable productions, to the false con-

clusion that copper was an essential or even necessary constituent of

them. But the value of the part performed by an element can not be

determined by analysis alone. Direct proofs are necessary for that,

methodical and comparative experiments in cultivation in mediums

artificially deprived or furnished with the element the importance of

which we wish to estimate. This has been done for combinations

of iron, and the utility of that metal, especially to the higher plants,

has been made thereby to appear.
If iron is absent from the nutritive medium the plant will wither.

If we sprout seeds in a solution from which this metal has been care-

fully excluded, the development will follow its regular course as long
as the plant is in the condition properly called that of germination,
or while it does not have to draw anything from the soil. The stem

rises and the first leaves are formed as usual. But all these parts

will continue pale, and the green matter, the granulation of chloro-

phyll, will not appear. ]STow, if we add a small quantity of salt of iron

to the ground in which the roots are planted, or a much-diluted solu-

tion is sprinkled on the leaves and the stem, the chlorotic plant will

recover its health and take on its normal- coloration. Experiments of

this sort make well manifest that iron is necessary to green plants,

and they show, besides, the bearing of its action, and that what is

most special and most characteristic in the phenomena of vegetable
life may be traced exactly to the organization of that green matter.

It was long thought that if iron was necessary for the formation of

chlorophyll, it was because it had a part in its constitution. We
know now that this is not so. The metal does nothing but accompany
the chlorophyll in the granulation in which it is found.

The influence which iron exerts in the development of the lower

plants, like the muscidenes, was illustrated with great precision in a

study made about thirty years ago by M. Raulin, who experimented
with the common mold {Aspergillus niger), to determine the coeffi-

cient of importance of all the elements that have a part in its vegeta-

tion. When the iron was removed from a medium that had been

shown capable of giving a maximum crop of that mold, the plants
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languished, and the return fell off immediately to one third. Esti-

mating the quantity of metal that produces this effect, it was found

that the addition of one part of iron was sufficient to determine the

production of a weight of plant nearly nine hundred times as great.

The suppression of the iron further caused an irreparable loss, for

when it was sought to remedy the wilting of the plants by restoring
the iron which had been taken from the medium—an experiment
which had been successful with higher plants

—the attempt was a

failure, and the plants could not be prevented from perishing.

These facts are full of interest in themselves, and they further

show well the necessity or utility of iron in plant life, but they
teach us no more. They reveal nothing of the mechanism of the

action, and if we wish to penetrate further in the matter we always
have to turn to animal physiology.

—Translated for the Popular
Science Monthly from the Revue des Deux Mondes.

THE MALAY LANGUAGE.
By E. CLYDE FORD,

PROFESSOR OF GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE, ALBION COLLEGE.

A GENTLEMAN" who had lived for several years among the

Indians of the Canadian northwest said that he went among
them believing they were an untutored race. But when they told

him of a dozen kinds of berries growing in a locality where he knew

but two, brought him flowers he could not find after careful search,

and around their council fires showed as deep an insight into the

mysteries of life as the savants of his university, then he concluded

they could no longer be called untutored.

And why should they be? Is there no culture or civilization

outside of the enlightenment of Europe or America? And because

a civilization does not exactly fit the grooves in which most of the

world has moved, may it not be a real civilization for all that? If

such is possible, -then we vote, the Malays a cultured people. Of

course, their culture is not like our own
;
it knows no railroads, no tele-

graphs, boasts of no intricate political machinery, has no complicated

social despotisms. Native princes rule for 'the most part over peaceful

states, and politics means no more than the regulation of quiet village

life. But what need of railroads, when the rivers are avenues of trade

and communication ? "Why telegraphs, when the world is bounded by
the jungle horizon? Or why, in short, severe civil and social enact-

ments, when the common Wahlspruch of life is,

" Fear disgrace rather

than death"? Such a civilization, we admit, is a humble one; but
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it also lias the advantage of being a nappy one. And where content-

ment dwells, where honesty prevails, where the home is a stronghold,
there are culture and civilization, even though they may not coincide

with our own.

The Malays are not barbarians, and their language by its grace
and adaptability has shown its right to be. To-day it is the mother

tongue of more than forty millions of people, and the lingua franca
of Chinamen, Hindus, European, and natives. It is spoken from

Madagascar to the distant islands of the Pacific, and from the Philip-

pines to Australia. With it one can barter in Celebes and sell in

Java; converse with a sultan in Sumatra or a Spaniard in Manila.

Moreover, it is soft and melodious, rich in expression, poetical in

idiom, and simple in structure—a language almost without grammar
and yet of immense vocabulary, with subtle distinctions and fine

gradations of thought and meaning; a language that sounds in one's

ears long after Tanah Malayu and the coral islands and the jungle
strand have sunk into hazy recollection, just as they once dropped out

of sight behind one's departing ship.

Malay is written in the Arabic character, which was adopted with

Mohammedanism, probably in the thirteenth century. Anciently,
the Malays used a writing of their own, but it is not yet clearly settled

what it was. There are now thirty-four characters employed, each

varying in form, according as it is isolated, final, medial, or initial.

Naturally, the Arabic influence over the language has been a marked

one; the priest who dictates in the religion of a people is a molder

and shaper of language. We have only to recall the Catholic Church
and the influence of the Latin tongue in the mouths of her priests to

know that this is so. Many Arabic words and phrases have been

adopted, but more in the language of literature than in that of every-

day speech. A large number of expressions of court and royalty, and
terms of law and religion, are Arabic; also the names of months, days,
and many articles of commerce and trade; nevertheless, the language
of common speech is still Malay.

Another influence, also, has been felt in the Malay
—that of the

Sanskrit language. The presence of many Sanskrit words has caused

some very ingenious theories to be constructed in proof that the Malays
were of Indian origin, and such word fragments the survival of the

primitive tongue. Such theories, however, have not stood the test of

philology, and the fact still remains that the language is essentially

unique, with an origin lost in the darkness of remote antiquity. How-
ever, Sanskrit influence has been much greater, and has penetrated
much deeper into the elemental structure of the language than the

Arabic. In fact, the aboriginal language, before it felt the animating
spirit of the Aryan tongue, must have been a barren one, the language
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of a primitive man, a fisherman, a hunter, a careless tiller of the soil.

As Maxwell sajs in his Manual of the Malay Language, the Sanskrit

word hala (plow) marks a revolution in Malayan agriculture and,

one may say further, Malayan civilization. What changed the

methods of cultivating the soil, changed the people themselves. It

is probable that this change came through contact with people to

whom Sanskrit was a vernacular tongue, but whether through conquest

by the sword or by religion is hard to tell. Perhaps it was by both.

At any rate, it was deep and strong, and left a lasting impression on

the language. Sanskrit names fastened on trees, plants, grain, fruits,

household and agricultural implements, parts of the body, articles of

commerce, animals, metals and minerals, time and its division and

measurement, family relationships, abstract conceptions, warfare, and

fundamental ideas of religion and superstition. Such a conquest

must have been an early and tremendous one.

Strangely enough, Malay is almost a grammarless tongue. It has

no proper article, and its substantives may serve equally well as

verbs, being singular or plural, and entirely genderless. However,

adjectives and a process of reduplication often indicate number, and

gender words are added to nouns to make sex allusions plain. What-

ever there is of declension is prepositional as in English, and posses-

sives are formed by putting the adjectives after the noun as in Italian.

Nouns are primitive and derivative, the derivations being formed by
suffixes or prefixes, or both, and one's mastery of the language may be

gauged by the idiomatic way in which he handles these Anhangsel.

Adjectives are uninflected.

The use of the pronouns involves an extensive knowledge of Ori-

ental etiquette
—some being used by the natives among one another,

some between Europeans and natives, some employed when an in-

ferior addresses a superior and vice versa, some used only when the

native addresses his prince or sovereign; and, last of all, some being

distinctly literary, and never employed colloquially. Into this maze

one must go undaunted, and trust to time and patience to smooth out

difficulties.

Verbs, like nouns, are primitive and derivative, with some few

auxiliaries and a good many particles which are suffixed or prefixed

to indicate various states and conditions. These things are apt to be

confusing, and when the student learns that a verb may be past,

present, or future without any change in form, he does not know
whether to congratulate himself or not. Prepositions, too, are many
and expressive; conjunctions, some colloquial, some pedantic.

We now come to a peculiarity which Malay has in common with

other Indo-Chinese languages
—the

" numeral co-efficients," as Max-

well calls them, which are always employed with a certain class of
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objects, just as we say
" head "

of horses,
"

sail
"
of ships, etc. They

are very many as compared with English, and very idiomatic in their

use. For instance, the Malay says,
"
Europeans, three persons"

"
cats, four tails"

"
ships, five fruits"

"
cocoanuts, three seeds"

"
spears, two stems" "

planks, five pieces,"
"
houses, two ladders,"

and so on to fifteen or twenty different classes of articles or objects.

By some this has been regarded as a peculiarity of the languages of

southeastern Asia; but the same thing may be noticed in the Indian

languages of our own continent.

As a language Malay is easily learned and has much to repay for

so doing. It is full of wonders and surprises
—among other things is

the natural home of euphemism, where a spade is called anything
but a spade. For instance, to die is beautifully expressed in Malay as

a return to the mercy of Allah. The language is decidedly rich in

poetical expression and imagery. A neighbor is one whom you per-

mit to ascend the ladder of your cottage, and your friend is a sharer

of your joys and sorrows. Interest is the flower of money, a spring

is an eye of water, the sun the eye of day, and a policeman all eyes.

A walk is a stroll to eat the wind, a man drunk is one who rides a

green horse, and a coward a duck without spurs. A flatterer is one

who has sugar cane on his lips, a sharper is a man of brains, a fool a

brain-lacker.

In his proverbs also the Malay shows a matchless use of metaphor
and imagery, his words having the softness of the jungle breeze, and

at the same time the grimness of the jungle shades. Nowhere does

the nature of his race or the peculiar genius of his language show

out better than in these terse, pithy sayings which the Malay uses to

sweeten his speech or lend effectiveness to it. The real Malay is a

creature of the forest or the sea, whence he draws his livelihood, and

it is but natural that he should envelop his daily and perhaps dan-

gerous life with homely philosophy. He loves the freedom which

he enjoys; take him away from it and he eats his heart out in home-

sickness.
"
Though you feed a jungle fowl from a golden plate, it

will return to the jungle again." In his humble life he has discovered

that blood, be it good or bad, counts for something, and he thinks of

the forest lairs;
"
a kitten and small, but a tiger's cub." He is beset

with dangers by sea and land; often he is between the devil and the

deep.
" One may escape the tiger, and fall into the jaws of the

crocodile." He recognizes the inevitable, and draws what consola-

tion he can.
" When the prow is wrecked the shark gets his fill

"—
a very stoical recognition of ill winds.

" For fear of the ghost he

hugs the corpse," is often the solution of his dilemma. Sometimes

he indulges in drollery, but is never unphilosophical.
" To love one's

children, one must weep for them now and then; to love one's wife,
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one must leave her now and then." The language is full of such

expressions; they are the natural products of the speech of a poetical

and Nature-loving folk. Without attempting a classification we give
a few of the most characteristic proverbs, drawing largely on a col-

lection made in the Malay Peninsula by W. E. Maxwell, at one time

British resident there:

Will the crocodile respect the carcass?

Follow your heart, death; follow your feelings, destruction.

You find grasshoppers where you find a field.

Earth does not become grain.

Don't grind pepper for a bird on the wing.
The flower comes, age comes.

When the father is spotted, the son is spotted.

The plant sprouts before it climbs.

When he can't wring the ear, he pulls the horn.

The creel says the basket is poorly made.

Ask from one who has,

Make vows at a shrine,

Sulk with him who loves you.
When the house is done the chisel finds fault.

As the crow goes back to his nest (no richer, no poorer).
Whoever eats chilies burns his mouth.

Because of the mouth the body comes to harm.

If you are at the river's mouth at nightfall, what's the use of

talking of return?

A broken thread may be mended, but charcoal never.

The pea forgets its pod.
As water rolls from a Madi leaf.

A shipwrecked vessel may float again, a heart once broken is

broken forever.

It is a project, and the result with God.

He carries a torch in daylight.
A slave who does well is never praised; if he does badly, never

forgiven.

It rains gold afar, but stone at home.
What if you sit on a cushion of gold with an uneasy mind !

When money leaves, your friend goes.
If you dip your hand into the fish tub, go to the bottom.

Whoever digs a hole falls into it himself.

If your legs are long, have your blanket long.
Like a frog under a cocoanut shell, he thinks he sees the sky.
If you can't get rattan, bind with roots.

The plantain does not bear twice.

He sits like a cat, but leaps like a tiger.

VOL. LIV. 61
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The tortoise lays a thousand eggs and tells no one; the hen lays
a single egg and tells all the world.

Those will die of thirst who empty the jar when it thunders in a

dry time.

Handsome as a princess, poisonous as a snake.

Small as an ant, wise as a mouse-deer.

+«»

LIFE ON A SOUTH SEA WHALER.*

By FRANK T. BULLEN.

CACHALOTS,
or sperm whales, must have been captured on the

coasts of Europe in a desultory way from a very early date, by
the incidental allusions to the prime products spermaceti and amber-

gris which are found in so many ancient writers. Shakespeare's
reference—" The sovereign'st thing on earth was parmaceti for an in-

ward bruise
"—will be familiar to most people, as well as Milton's

mention of the delicacies at Satan's feast—" Grisamber steamed "—
not to carry quotation any further.

But in the year 1690 the brave and hardy fishermen of the north-

east coasts of North America established that systematic pursuit of

the cachalot which has thriven so wonderfully ever since, although it

must be confessed that the last few years have witnessed a serious

decline in this great branch of trade.

Eor many years the American colonists completely engrossed this

branch of the whale fishery, contentedly leaving to Great Britain and

the continental nations the monopoly of the northern or arctic fish-

eries, while they cruised the stormy, if milder, seas around their own
shores.

As, however, the number of ships engaged increased, it was in-

evitable that the known grounds should become exhausted, and in

1788, Messrs. Enderby's ship, the Emilia, first ventured round Cape
Horn, as the pioneer of a greater trade than ever. The way once

pointed out, other ships were not slow to follow, until, in 1819, the

British whale ship Syren opened up the till then unexplored tract

of ocean in the western part of the North Pacific, afterward familiarly

known as the
"
Coast of Japan." From these teeming waters alone,

for many years an average annual catch of forty thousand barrels of oil

was taken, which, at the average price of £8 per barrel, will give some

idea of the value of the trade generally.

* From The Cruise of the Cachalot. By Frank T. Bullen. (Illustrated.) New York : D.

Appleton and Company. Pp. 379.
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From the crushing blow of the civil war the American sperm-
whale fishery has never fully recovered. When the writer was in

the trade, some twenty-two years ago, it was credited with a fleet of

between three and four hundred sail; now it may be doubted whether

the numbers reach an eighth of that amount. A rigid conservatism of

method hinders any revival of the industry, which is practically con-

ducted to-day as it was fifty or even a hundred years ago; and

it is probable that another decade will witness the final extinction

of what was once one of the most important maritime industries in

the world.

In the following pages an attempt has been made—it is believed

for the first time—to give an account of the cruise of a South Sea

whaler from the seaman's standpoint. Its aim is to present to the

general reader a simple account of the methods employed and the

dangers met with in a calling about which the great mass of the

public knows absolutely nothing.

At the age of eighteen, after a sea experience of six years from the

time when I dodged about London streets, a ragged Arab, with wits

sharpened by the constant fight for food, I found myself roaming the

streets of New Bedford, Massachusetts.

My money was all gone, I was hungry for a ship ;
and so, when a

long, keen-looking man with a goatlike beard, and mouth stained with

dry tobacco juice, hailed me one afternoon at the street corner, I

answered very promptly, scenting a berth.
" Lookin' fer a ship,

stranger?
"

said he.
"
Yes; do you want a hand? "

said I anxiously.

He made a funny little sound something like a pony's whinny, then

answered: "
Wall, I should surmise that I want between fifty and sixty

hands, ef yew kin lay me onto 'em; but, kem along, every dreep's a

drop, an' yew seem likely enough." With that he turned and led

the way until we reached a building, around which was gathered one

of the most nondescript crowds I had ever seen. There certainly did

not appear to be a sailor among them—not so much by their rig,

though that is not a great deal to go by, but by their actions and speech.

However, I signed and passed on, engaged to go I knew not where,
in some ship I did not know even the name of, in which I was to re-

ceive I did not know how much or how little for my labor, nor how

long I was going to be away.
From the time we signed the articles, we were never left to our-

selves. Truculent-looking men accompanied us to our several board-

ing houses, paid our debts for us, finally bringing us by boat to a ship

lying out in the bay. As we passed under her stern, I road the name

Cachalot, of New Bedford; but as soon as we ranged alongside, I

realized that I was booked for the sailor's horror—a cruise in a whaler.
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Badly as I wanted to get to sea, I had not bargained for this, and

would have run some risks to get ashore again; but they took no

chances, so we were all soon aboard. Before going forward, I took a

comprehensive glance around, and saw that I was on board of a vessel

belonging to a type which has almost disappeared off the face of the

waters. A more perfect contrast to the trim-built English clipper

ships that I had been accustomed to I could hardly imagine. She was

one of a class characterized by sailors as
"
built by the mile, and cut

off in lengths as you want 'em," bow and stern almost alike, masts

standing straight as broomsticks, and bowsprit soaring upward at an

angle of about forty-five degrees. She was as old-fashioned in her

rig as in her hull. Right in the center of the deck, occupying a space
of about ten feet by eight, was a square erection of brickwork, upon
which my wondering gaze rested longest, for I had not the slightest

idea what it could be. But I was rudely roused from my meditations

by the harsh voice of one of the officers, who shouted,
" !Naow then,

git below an' stow yer dunnage, 'n look lively up agin!
"

Tumbling
down the steep ladder, I entered the gloomy den which was to be

for so long my home, finding it fairly packed with my shipmates.
The whole space was undivided by partition, but I saw at once that

black men and white had separated themselves, the blacks taking the

port side and the whites the starboard. Finding a vacant bunk by the

dim glimmer of the ancient teapot lamp that hung amidships, giving
out as much smoke as light, I hurriedly shifted my coat for a
"
jumper

"
or blouse, put on an old cap, and climbed into the fresh

air again. Even my seasoned head was feeling bad with the villain-

ous reek of the place. I had hardly reached the deck when I was

confronted by a negro, the biggest I ever saw in my life. lie looked

me up and down for a moment, then opening his ebony features in

a wide smile, he said:
" Great snakes! why, here's a sailor man for

sure! Guess thet's so, ain't it, Johnny?
" I said

"
yes

"
very curtly,

for I hardly liked his patronizing air; but he snapped me up short with
"
yes, sir, when yew speak to me, yew blank limejuicer. I'se de

fourf mate of dis yar ship, en my name's Mistah Jones, 'n yew jest

freeze on to dat ar, ef yew want ter lib long 'n die happy. See,

sonny ?
" I saw, and answered promptly,

"
I beg your pardon, sir, I

didn't know." " Ob cawse yew didn't know, dat's all right, little

Britisher; naow jest skip aloft 'n loose dat fore-taupsle."
"
Ay, ay,

sir," I answered cheerily, springing at once into the fore-rigging and

up the ratlines like a monkey, but not too fast to hear him chuckle,
"
Dat's a smart kiddy, I bet." On deck I could see a crowd at the

windlass heaving up anchor. I said to myself,
"
They don't waste

any time getting this packet away." Evidently they were not anxious

to test any of the crew's swimming powers. They were wise, for had
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she remained at anchor that night I verily believe some of the poor
wretches would have tried to escape.

The anchor came aweigh, the sails were sheeted home, and I re-

turned on deck to find the ship gathering way for the heads, fairly
started on her long voyage.

Before nightfall we were fairly out to sea, and the ceremony of

dividing the crew into watches was gone through. I found myself
in the chief mate's or

"
port

" watch (they called it
"
larboard," a

term I had never heard used before, it having long been obsolete in

merchant ships), though the huge negro fourth mate seemed none too

well pleased that I was not under his command, his being the star-

board watch under the second mate.

I was pounced upon next morning by
" Mistah "

Jones, the fourth

mate, whom I heard addressed familiarly as
" Goliath " and " Anak "

by his brother officers, and ordered to assist him in rigging the
"
crow's-

nest
"

at the main royal-mast head. It was a simple affair. There

were a pair of cross-trees fitted to the mast, upon which was secured a

tiny platform about a foot wide on each side of the mast, while above

this foothold a couple of padded hoops like a pair of giant spectacles

were secured at a little higher than a man's waist. When all was

fast one could creep up on the platform, through the hoop, and, rest-

ing his arms upon the latter, stand comfortably and gaze around, no

matter how vigorously the old barky plunged and kicked beneath him.

From that lofty eerie I had a comprehensive view of the vessel. She

was about three hundred and fifty tons and full ship-rigged
—that is to

say, she carried square sails on all three masts. Her deck was flush fore

and aft, the only obstructions being the brick-built
"
try-works

"
in

the waist, the galley, and cabin skylight right aft by the taffrail. Her
bulwarks were set thickly round with clumsy-looking wooden cranes,

from which depended five boats. Two more boats were secured bot-

tom up upon a gallows aft, so she seemed to be well supplied in that

direction.

The weather being fine, with a steady northeast wind blowing, so

that the sails required no attention, work proceeded steadily all the

morning. The oars were sorted, -examined for flaws, and placed in the

boats; the whale line, Manilla rope like yellow silk, an inch and a half

round, was brought on deck, stretched, and coiled down with the great-

est care into tubs holding, some two hundred fathoms, and others one

hundred fathoms each. New harpoons were fitted to poles of rough
but heavy wood, without any attempt at neatness but every attention

to strength. The shape of these weapons was not, as is generally

thought, that of an arrow, but rather like an arrow with one huge barb,

the upper part of which curved out from the shaft. The whole of

the barb turned on a stout pivot of steel, but was kept in line with
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the shaft by a tiny wooden peg which passed through barb and shaft,

being then cut off smoothly on both sides. The point of the harpoon
had at one side a wedge-shaped edge, ground to razor keenness; the

other side was flat. The shaft, about thirty inches long, was of the

best malleable iron, so soft that it would tie into a knot and straighten

out again without fracture. Three harpoons, or
"
irons

"
as they

were always called, were placed in each boat, fitted one above the other

in the starboard bow, the first for use being always one unused before.

Opposite to them in the boat were fitted three lances for the purpose of

hilling whales, the harpoons being only the means by which the boat

was attached to a fish, and quite useless to inflict a fatal wound. These

lances were slender spears of malleable iron about four feet long, with

oval or heart-shaped points of fine steel about two inches broad, their

edges kept keen as a surgeon's lancet. By means of a socket at the

other end they were attached to neat handles, or
"
lance poles," about

as long again, the whole weapon being thus about eight feet in length,

and furnished with a light line, or
"
lance warp," for the purpose of

drawing it back again when it had been darted at a whale. The

other furniture of a boat comprised five oars of varying lengths

from sixteen to nine feet, one great steering oar of nineteen feet, a

mast and two sails of great area for so small a craft, spritsail shape; two

tubs of whale line containing together eigheen hundred feet, a keg of

drinking water, and another long, narrow one with a few biscuits, a lan-

tern, candles and matches therein; a bucket and "
piggin

"
for baling,

a small spade, a flag or
"
wheft," a shoulder bomb gun and ammuni-

tion, two knives, and two small axes. A rudder hung outside by the

stern.

With all this gear, although snugly stowed, a boat looked so loaded

that I could not help wondering how six men would be able to work

in her; but, like most "
deep-water

"
sailors, I knew very little about

boating. I was going to learn.

The reports I had always heard of the laziness prevailing on board

whale ships were now abundantly falsified. From dawn to dark work

went on without cessation. Everything was rubbed and scrubbed

and scoured until no speck or soil could be found; indeed, no gentle-

man's yacht or man-of-war is kept more spotlessly clean than was the

Cachalot.

On the fourth day after leaving port we were all busy as usual

except the four men in the
"
crow's-nests," when a sudden cry of

"
Porps! porps!

"
brought everything to a standstill. A large school

of porpoises had just joined us, in their usual clownish fashion, rolling

and tumbling around the bows as the old barky wallowed along, sur-

rounded by a wide ellipse of snowy foam. All work was instantly

suspended, and active preparations made for securing a few of these
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frolicsome fellows. A "
block," or pulley, was hung out at the bow-

sprit end, a whale line passed through it and "
bent "

(fastened) on to

a harpoon. Another line with a running
"
bowline," or slip noose,

was also passed out to the bowsprit end, being held there by one man
in readiness. Then one of the harpooners ran out along the back

ropes, which keep the jib boom down, taking his stand beneath the

bowsprit with the harpoon ready. Presently he raised his iron and

followed the track of a rising porpoise with its point until the creature

broke water. At the same instant the weapon left his grasp, appar-

ently without any force behind it; but we on deck, holding the line,

soon found that our excited hauling lifted a big vibrating body clean

out of the smother beneath. "
'Vast hauling !

" shouted the mate,

while, as the porpoise hung dangling, the harpooner slipped the ready
bowline over his body, gently closing its grip round the

"
small "

by
the broad tail. Then we hauled on the noose line, slacking away the

harpoon, and in a minute had our prize on deck. He was dragged

away at once and the operation repeated. Again and again we hauled

them in, until the fore part of the deck was alive with the kicking,

writhing sea pigs, at least twenty of them. All hands were soon busy

skinning the blubber from the bodies. Porpoises have no skin—that

is, hide
—the blubber or coating of lard which incases them being cov-

ered by a black substance as thin as tissue paper. The porpoise hide of

the bootmaker is really leather, made from the skin of the Beluga, or
'* white whale," which is found only in the far north. The cover was

removed from the
"
try-works

"
amidships, revealing two gigantic pots

set in a frame of brickwork side by side, capable of holding two hun-

dred gallons each—such a cooking apparatus as might have graced a

Brobdingnagian kitchen. Beneath the pots was the very simplest of

furnaces, hardly as elaborate as the familiar copper hole sacred to

washing day. Square funnels of sheet iron were loosely fitted to the

flues, more as a protection against the oil boiling over into the fire than

to carry away the smoke, of which from the peculiar nature of the

fuel there was very little. At one side of the try-works was a large

wooden vessel, or
"
hopper," to contain the raw blubber; at the other,

a copper cistern or cooler of about three hundred gallons capacity, into

which the prepared oil was baled to cool off, preliminary to its being

poured into the casks. Beneath the furnaces was a space as large as

the whole area of the try-works, about a foot deep, which, when the

fires were lighted, was filled with water to prevent the deck from

burning.
It may be imagined that the blubber from our twenty porpoises

made but a poor show in one of the pots; nevertheless, we got a barrel

of very excellent oil from them. The fires were fed with "
scrap," or

pieces of blubber from which the oil had been boiled, some of which
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had been reserved from the previous voyage. They burned with a

fierce and steady blaze, leaving but a trace of ash. I was then in-

formed by one of the harpooners that no other fuel was ever used for

boiling blubber at any time, there being always amply sufficient for

the purpose.
We were now in the haunts of the sperm whale, or

"
cachalot,"

a brilliant lookout being continually kept for any signs of their ap-

pearing. One officer and a foremast hand were continually on watch

during the day in the main crow's-nest, one harpooner and a seaman in

the fore one. A bounty of ten pounds of tobacco was offered to who-

ever should first report a whale, should it be secured; consequently
there were no sleepy eyes up there.

At last, one beautiful day, the boats were lowered and manned,
and away went the greenies on their first practical lesson in the busi-

ness of the voyage. There were two greenies in each boat, they being
so arranged that whenever one of them "

caught a crab," which of

course was about every other stroke, his failure made little difference

to the boat's progress. They learned very fast under the terrible im-

precations and storm of blows from the iron-fisted and iron-hearted

officers, so that before the day was out the skipper was satisfied of our

ability to deal with a
"
fish

" should he be lucky enough to
"
raise

"

one. I was, in virtue of my experience, placed at the after oar in the

mate's boat, where it was my duty to attend to the
" main sheet

" when
the sail was set, where also I had the benefit of the lightest oar except

the small one used by the harpooner in the bow.

The very next day after our first exhaustive boat drill, a school

of
"
blackfish

" was reported from aloft, and with great glee the

officers prepared for what they considered a rattling day's fun.

The blackfish (Phoccena sp.) is a small toothed whale, not at all

unlike a miniature cachalot, except that its head is rounded at the

front, while its jaw is not long and straight, but bowed. It is as

frolicsome as the porpoise, gamboling about in schools of from twenty
to fifty or more, as if really delighted to be alive. Its average size

is from ten to twenty feet long and seven or eight feet in girth; weight,

from one to three tons. Blubber about three inches thick, while the

head is almost all oil, so that a good rich specimen will make between

one and two barrels of oil of medium quality.

We lowered and left the ship, pulling right toward the school, the

noise they were making in their fun effectually preventing them from

hearing our approach. It is etiquette to allow the mate's boat first

place, unless his crew is so weak as to be unable to hold their own;
but as the mate always has first pick of the men this seldom happens.

So, as usual, we were first, and soon I heard the order given,
" Stand

up, Louey, and let 'em have it!
" Sure enough, here we were right
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among them. Louis let drive,
"
fastening

"
a whopper about twenty

feet long. The injured animal plunged madly forward, accompanied

by his fellows, while Louis calmly bent another iron to a
"
short warp,"

or piece of whale line, the loose end of which he made a bowline with

round the main line which was fast to the
"
fish." Then he fastened

another
"
fish," and the queer sight was seen of these two monsters

each trying to flee in opposite directions, while the second one ranged
about alarmingly as his

"
bridle

" ran along the main line. Another

one was secured in the same way, then the game was indeed great.

The school had by this time taken the alarm and cleared out, but the

other boats were all fast to fish, so that didn't matter. Now, at the

rate our "
game

" were going, it would evidently be a long while be-

fore they died, although, being so much smaller than a whale proper,

a harpoon will often kill them at a stroke. Yet they were now so

tangled or
"
snarled erp," as the mate said, that it was no easy matter

to lance them without great danger of cutting the line. However,
we hauled up as close to them as we dared, and the harpooner got a

good blow in, which gave the biggest of the three
"
Jesse," as he

said, though why
"
Jesse

" was a stumper. Anyhow, it killed him

promptly, while almost directly after another one saved further trouble

by passing in his own checks. But he sank at the same time, drawing
the first one down with him, so that we were in considerable danger of

having to cut them adrift or be swamped. The " wheft " was waved

thrice as an urgent signal to the ship to come to our assistance with

all speed, but in the meantime our interest lay in the surviving black-

fish keeping alive. Should he die and, as was most probable, sink,

we should certainly have to cut and loose the lot, tools included.

We waited in grim silence while the ship came up, so slowly,

apparently, that she hardly seemed to move, but really at a good pace

of about four knots an hour, which for her was not at all bad. She

got alongside of us at last, and we passed up the bight of our line, our

fish all safe, very much pleased with ourselves, especially when we

found that the other boats had only five between the three of them.

Chain slings were passed around the carcasses, the end of the "fall,"

or tackle rope, was taken to the windlass, and we hove away cheerily,

lifting the monsters right on deck. A mountainous pile they made.

After dinner all hands turned to again to
"
flench

"
the blubber and

prepare for trying out. This was a heavy job, keeping us busy until

it was quite dark, the latter part of the work being carried on by the

light of a
"
cresset," the flames of which were fed with "

scrap," which

blazed brilliantly, throwing a big glare over all the ship. The last of

the carcasses was launched overboard by about eight o'clock that even-

ing, but not before some vast junks of beef had been cut off and hung

up in the rigging for our food supply.
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"
Trying out " went on busily all night, and by nightfall of the

next day the ship had resumed her normal appearance, and we were a

tun and a quarter of oil to the good. Blackfish oil is of medium

quality, but I learned that, according to the rule of
"
roguery in all

trades," it was the custom to mix quantities such as we had just ob-

tained with better class whale oil, and thus get a much higher price

than it was really worth.

We had now been eight days out, having had nothing, so far, but

steady breezes and fine weather. As it was late autumn—the first

week in October—I rather wondered at this, for even in my brief ex-

perience I had learned to dread a
"
fall

"
voyage across the

" Western

Ocean."

Gradually the face of the sky changed, and the feel of the air, from

balmy and genial, became raw and cheerless. The little wave tops

broke short off and blew backward, apparently against the wind, while

the old vessel had an uneasy, unnatural motion, caused by a long, new

swell rolling athwart the existing set of the sea.

We were evidently in for a fair specimen of Western Ocean

weather, but the clumsy-looking, old-fashioned Cachalot made no

more fuss over it than one of the long-winged sea birds that floated

around, intent only upon snapping up any stray scraps that might

escape from us. Higher rose the wind, heavier rolled the sea, yet

never a drop of water did we ship, nor did anything about the deck

betoken what a heavy gale was blowing. During the worst of the

weather, and just after the wind had shifted back into the northeast,

making an uglier cross sea than ever get up, along comes an immense

four-masted iron ship homeward bound. She was staggering under a

veritable mountain of canvas, fairly burying her bows in the foam at

every forward drive, and actually wetting the clews of the upper top-

sails in the smothering masses of spray, that every few minutes almost

hid her hull from sight.

It was a splendid picture; but—for the time—I felt glad I was not

on board of her. In a very few minutes she was out of our ken, fol-

lowed by the admiration of all. Then came, from the other direction,

a huge steamship, taking no more notice of the gale than as if it were

calm. Straight through the sea she rushed, dividing the mighty rol-

lers to the heart, and often bestriding three seas at once, the center

one spreading its many tons of foaming water fore and aft, so that from

every orifice spouted the seething brine. Compared with these grey-

hounds of the wave, we resembled nothing so much as some old light-

ship bobbing serenely around, as if part and parcel of the mid-Atlantic.

The gale gradually blew itself out, leaving behind only a long

and very heavy swell to denote the deep-reaching disturbance that the

ocean had endured. And now we were within the range of the sargasso
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weed, that mysterious fucus that makes the ocean look like some vast

kayfield, and keeps the sea from rising, no matter how high the wind.

It fell a dead calm, and the harpooners amused themselves by dredging

up great masses of the weed, and turning out the many strange crea-

tures abiding therein.

We were all gathered about the fo'lk'sle scuttle one evening,
a few days after the gale referred to above, and the question of

whale-fishing came up for discussion. Until that time, strange as

it may seem, no word of this, the central idea of all our minds, had

been mooted. Every man seemed to shun the subject, although we
were in daily expectation of being called upon to take an active part in

whale-fighting. Once the ice was broken, nearly all had something
to say about it, and very nearly as many addle-headed opinions were

ventilated as at a Colney Hatch debating society. For we none of us

knew anything about it. It was Saturday evening, and while at

home people were looking forward to a day's respite from work and

care, I felt that the coming day, though never taken much notice of

on board, was big with the probabilities of strife such as I at least

had at present no idea of—so firmly was I possessed by the prevailing

feeling.

The night was very quiet. A gentle breeze was blowing, and the

sky was of the usual
"
trade

"
character—that is, a dome of dark blue

fringed at the horizon with peaceful cumulus clouds, almost motion-

less. I turned in at 4 a. m. from the middle watch and, as usual,

slept like a babe. Suddenly I started wide awake, a long, mournful

sound sending a thrill to my very heart. As I listened breathlessly,

other sounds of the same character but in different tones joined in,

human voices monotonously intoning in long-drawn-out expirations

the single word
"
bl-o-o-o-ow." Then came a hurricane of noise over-

head, and adjurations in no gentle language to the sleepers to
" tumble

up lively there, no skulking, sperm whales." At last, then, fulfill-

ing all the presentiments of yesterday, the long-dreaded moment had

arrived. Happily, there was no time for hesitation; in less than two

minutes we were all on deck, and hurrying to our respective boats.

The skipper was in the main crow's-nest with his binoculars. Pres-

ently he shouted :

" Naow then, Mr. Count, lower away soon's y'like.

Small pod o' cows, an' one 'r two bulls layin' off to west'ard of 'em."

Down went the boats into the water quietly enough; we all scrambled

in and shoved off. A stroke or two of the oars were given to get

clear of the ship and one another, then oars were shipped and up went

the sails. As I took my allotted place at the main-sheet, and the beau-

tiful craft started off like some big bird, Mr. Count leaned forward,

saying impressively- to me: " Y'r a smart youngster, an' I've kinder

took t'yer; but don't ye look ahead an' get gallied, 'r I'll knock ye
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stiff wi' tli' tiller; y'hear me? W don't ye dare to make tliet sheet

fast, 'r ye'll die so sudden y' won't know whar y'r hurted." I said

as cheerfully as I could, "All right, sir," trying to look unconcerned,

telling myself not to be a coward, and all sorts of things; but the cold

truth is that I was scared almost to death, because I didn't know what
was coining. However, I did the best thing under the circumstances,

obeyed orders and looked steadily astern, or up into the bronzed im-

passive face of my chief, who towered above me, scanning with eagle

eyes the sea ahead. The other boats were coming flying along be-

hind us, spreading wider apart as they came, while in the bows of each

stood the harpooner with his right hand on his first iron, which lay

ready, pointing over the bow in a raised fork of wood called the
"
crutch."

All of a sudden, at a motion of the chief's hand, the peak of our

mainsail was dropped, and the boat swung up into the wind, laying
" hove to," almost stationary. The centerboard was lowered to stop
her drifting to leeward, although I can not say it made much differ-

ence that ever I saw. Now, what's the matter? I thought, when to

my amazement the chief addressing me said,
" Wonder why we've

hauled up, don't ye?
" "

Yes, sir, I do," said I.
"
Wall," said he,

"
the fish hev sounded, an' 'ef we run over 'em, we've seen the last ov

'em. So we wait awhile till they rise agin, 'n then we'll prob'ly git

thar' 'r thareabouts before they sound agin." With this explanation I

had to be content, although if it be no clearer to my readers than it

then was to me, I shall have to explain myself more fully later on.

Silently we lay, rocking lazily upon the gentle swell, no other word

being spoken by any one. At last Louis, the harpooner, gently
breathed

"
Blo-o-o-w "; and there, sure enough, not half a mile away

on the lee beam, was a little bushy cloud of steam apparently rising

from the sea. At almost the same time as we kept away all the other

boats did likewise, and just then, catching sight of the ship, the

reason for this apparently concerted action was explained. At the

mainmast head of the ship was a square blue flag, and the ensign at

the peak was being dipped. These were signals well understood and

promptly acted upon by those in charge of the boats, who were thus

guided from a point of view at least one hundred feet above the sea.

" Stand up, Louey," the mate murmured softly. I only just

stopped myself in time from turning my head to see why the order

was given. Suddenly there was a bump, at the same moment the

mate yelled,
"
Give't to him, Louey, give't to him !

" and to me,
" Haul

that main sheet, naow haul, why don't ye?
"

I hauled it flat aft, and

the boat shot up into the wind, rubbing sides as she did so with what

to my troubled sight seemed an enormous mass of black India rubber

floating. As we crawled up into the wind, the whale went into con-
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vulsions befitting his size and energy. He raised a gigantic tail on

high, thrashing the water with deafening blows, rolling at the same
time from side to side until the surrounding sea was white with froth.

I felt in an agony lest we should be crushed under one of those fearful

strokes, for Mr. Count appeared to be oblivious of possible danger,

although we seemed to be now drifting back on to the writhing levia-

than. In the agitated condition of the sea it was a task of no ordinary

difficulty to unship the tall mast, which was of course the first thing
to be done. After a desperate struggle, and a narrow escape from

falling overboard of one of the men, we got the long
"
stick," with the

sail bundled around it, down and "
fleeted

"
aft, where it was secured

by the simple means of sticking the
"
heel

" under the after thwart,

two thirds of the mast extending out over the stern. Meanwhile, we
had certainly been in a position of the greatest danger, our immunity
from damage being unquestionably due to anything but precaution

taken to avoid it.

By the time the oars were handled, and the mate had exchanged

places with the harpooner, our friend the enemy had " sounded "—
that is, he had gone below for a change of scene, marveling, no doubt,

what strange thing had befallen him. Agreeably to the accounts

which I, like most boys, had read of the whale-fishery, I looked for

the rushing of the line round the loggerhead (a stout wooden post

built into the boat aft), to raise a cloud of smoke with occasional bursts

of flame
; so, as it began to slowly surge round the post, I timidly asked

the harpooner whether I should throw any water on it.
" "Wot for?

' ;

growled he, as he took a couple more turns with it. Not knowing
" what for," and hardly liking to quote my authorities here, I said no

more, but waited events.
" Hold him up, Louey, hold him up, cain't

ye ?
" shouted the mate, and to my horror, down went the nose of

the boat almost under water, while at the mate's order everybody
scrambled aft into the elevated stern sheets.

The line sang quite a tune as it was grudgingly allowed to surge

round the loggerhead, filling one with admiration at the strength

shown by such a small rope. This sort of thing went on for about

twenty minutes, in which time we quite emptied the large tub and

began on the small one.

Suddenly our boat fell backward from her "
slantindicular

"
posi-

tion with a jerk, and the mate immediately shouted,
" Haul line, there!

look lively, now! you
—so on, etcetera, etcetera

"
(he seemed to invent

new epithets on every occasion). The line came in hand over hand,

and was coiled in a wide heap in the stern sheets, for, silky as it was, it

could not be expected in its wet state to lie very close. As it came

flying in, the mate kept a close gaze upon the water immediately be-

neath us, apparently for the first glimpse of our antagonist. When
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the whale broke water, however, he was some distance off, and appar-

ently as quiet as a lamb. Now, had Mr. Count been a prudent or less

ambitious man, our task would doubtless have been an easy one, or

comparatively so; but, being a little over-grasping, he got us all into

serious trouble. We were hauling up to our whale in order to lance

it, and the mate was standing, lance in hand, only waiting to get
near enough, when up comes a large whale right alongside of our boat,

so close, indeed, that I might have poked my finger in his little eye,

if I had chosen. The sight of that whale at liberty, and calmly taking
stock of us like that, was too much for the mate. He lifted his

lance and hurled it at the visitor, in whose broad flank it sank, like

a knife into butter, right up to the pole-hitches. The recipient disap-

peared like a flash, but before one had time to think, there was an

awful crash beneath us, and the mate shot up into the air like a bomb
from a mortar. He came down in a sitting posture on the mast

thwart
;
but as he fell, the whole framework of the boat collapsed like

a derelict umbrella. Louis quietly chopped the line and severed our

connection with the other whale, while in accordance with our in-

structions we drew each man his oar across the boat and lashed it firmly

down with a piece of line spliced to each thwart for the purpose. This

simple operation took but a minute, but before it was completed we
were all up to our necks in the sea—still in the boat, it is true, and

therefore not in such danger of drowning as if we were quite adrift;

but, considering that the boat was reduced to a mere bundle of loose

planks, I, at any rate, was none too comfortable. Now, had he known

it, was the whale's golden opportunity; but he, poor wretch, had had

quite enough of our company, and cleared off without any delay, won-

dering, no doubt, what fortunate accident had rid him of our very

unpleasant attentions.

I was assured that we were all as safe as if we were on board the

ship, to which I answered nothing; but, like Jack's parrot, I did some

powerful thinking. Every little wave that came along swept clean

over our heads, sometimes coming so suddenly as to cut a breath in

half. If the wind should increase—but no—I wouldn't face the

possibility of such a disagreeable thing. I was cool enough now in

a double sense, for, although we were in the tropics, we soon got thor-

oughly chilled.

Help came at last, and we were hauled alongside. Long exposure
had weakened us to such an extent that it was necessary to hoist us on

board, especially the mate, whose " sudden stop," when he returned to

us after his little aerial excursion, had shaken his sturdy frame con-

siderably, a state of body which the subsequent soaking had by no

means improved. In my innocence I imagined that we should be

commiserated for our misfortunes by Captain Slocum, and certainly
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be relieved from further duties until we were a little recovered from
the rough treatment we had just undergone. But I never made a

greater mistake. The skipper cursed us all (except the mate, whose
sole fault the accident undoubtedly was) with a fluency and vigor
that was, to put it mildly, discouraging.
A couple of slings were passed around the boat, by means of which

she was carefully hoisted on board, a mere dilapidated bundle of sticks

and raffle of gear. She was at once removed aft out of the way, the busi-

ness of cutting in the whale claiming precedence over everything else

just then. The preliminary proceedings consisted of rigging the
"
cut-

ting stage." This was composed of two stout planks a foot wide and ten

feet long, the inner ends of which were suspended by strong ropes over

the ship's side about four feet from the water, while the outer ex-

tremities were upheld by tackles from the main rigging, and a small

crane abreast the try-works.

These planks were about thirty feet apart, their two outer ends

being connected by a massive plank which was securely bolted to

them. A handrail about as high as a man's waist, supported by light

iron stanchions, ran the full length of this plank on the side nearest

the ship, the whole fabric forming an admirable standing place
whence the officers might, standing in comparative comfort, cut and

carve at the great mass below to their hearts' content.

So far the prize had been simply held alongside by the whale line,

which at death had been "
rove

"
through a hole cut in the solid gristle

of the tail; but now it became necessary to secure the carcass to the

ship in some more permanent fashion. Therefore, a massive chain

like a small ship's cable was brought forward, and in a very ingenious

way, by means of a tiny buoy and a hand lead, passed round the body,
one end brought through a ring in the other, and hauled upon until

it fitted tight round the
"
small

"
or part of the whale next the broad

spread of the tail. The free end of the fluke chain was then passed
in through a mooring pipe forward, firmly secured to a massive bitt

at the heel of the bowsprit (the fluke-chain bitt), and all was ready.
The first thing to be done was to cut the whale's head off. This

operation, involving the greatest amount of labor in the whole of the

cutting in, was taken in hand by the first and second mates, who,
armed with twelve-foot spades, took their station upon the stage,

leaned over the handrail to steady themselves, and plunged their

weapons vigorously down through the massive neck of the animal—if

neck it could be said to have—following a well-defined crease in the

blubber. At the same time the other officers passed a heavy chain

sling around the long, narrow lower jaw, hooking one of the big cut-

ting tackles into it, the
"
fall

" of which was then taken to the wind-

lass and hove tight, turning the whale on her back. A deep cut was
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then made on both sides of the rising jaw, the windlass was kept going,

and gradually the whole of the throat was raised high enough for a

hole to be cut through its mass, into which the strap of the second cut-

ting tackle was inserted and secured by passing a huge toggle of oak

through its eye. The second tackle was then hove taut, and the jaw,

with a large piece of blubber attached, was cut off from the body with

a boarding knife, a tool not unlike a cutlass blade set into a three-foot-

long wooden handle.

Upon being severed the whole piece swung easily inboard and was

lowered on deck. The fast tackle was now hove upon while the third

mate on the stage cut down diagonally into the blubber on the body,

which the purchase ripped off in a broad strip or
" blanket " about

five feet wide and a foot thick. Meanwhile the other two officers

carved away vigorously at the head, varying their labors by cutting

a hole right through the snout. This, when completed, received a

heavy chain for the purpose of securing the head. When the blubber

had been about half stripped off the body, a halt was called in order

that the work of cutting off the head might be finished, for it was a

task of incredible difficulty. It was accomplished at last, and the

mass floated astern by a stout rope, after which the windlass pawls

clattered merrily, the
"
blankets

"
rose in quick succession, and were

cut off and lowered into the square of the main hatch or
" blubber

room." A short time sufficed to strip off the whole of the body

blubber, and when at last the tail was reached, the backbone was cut

through, the huge mass of flesh floating away to feed the innumerable

scavengers of the sea. ]STo sooner was the last of the blubber lowered

into the hold than the hatches were put on and the head hauled up

alongside. Both tackles were secured to it and all hands took to the

windlass levers. This was a small cow whale of about thirty barrels—
that is, yielding that amount of oil—so it was just possible to lift the

entire head on board; but as it weighed as much as three full-grown

elephants, it was indeed a heavy lift for even our united forces, trying

our tackle to the utmost. The weather was very fine, and the ship

rolled but little; even then, the strain upon the mast was terrific, and

right glad was I when at last the immense cube of fat, flesh, and bone

was eased inboard and gently lowered on deck.

As soon as it was secured the work of dividing it began. From

the snout a triangular mass was cut, which was more than half pure

spermaceti. This substance was contained in spongy cells held to-

gether by layers of dense white fiber, exceedingly tough and elastic,

and called by the whalers "white horse." The whole mass, or

"
junk," as it is called, was hauled away to the ship's side and firmly

lashed to the bulwarks for the time being, so that it might not
"
take

charge
"
of the deck during the rest of the operations.
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The upper part of the head was now slit open lengthwise, disclosing

an oblong cistern or
"
case

"
full of liquid spermaceti, clear as water.

This was baled out with buckets into a tank, concreting as it cooled

into a waxlike substance, bland and tasteless. There being now noth-

ing more remaining about the skull of any value, the lashings were

loosed, and the first leeward roll sent the great mass plunging over-

board with a mighty splash. It sank like a stone, eagerly followed by
a few small sharks that were hovering near.

As may be imagined, much oil was running about the deck, for

so saturated was every part of the creature with it that it really gushed
like water during the cutting-up process. None of it was allowed to

run to waste, though, for the scupper holes which drain the deck were

all carefully plugged, and as soon as the
"
junk

" had been dissected all

the oil was carefully
"
squeegeed

"
up and poured into the try-pots.

Two men were now told off as
" blubber-room men," whose duty it

became to go below and, squeezing themselves in as best they could

between the greasy mass of fat, cut it up into
"
horse-pieces

" about

eighteen inches long and six inches square. Doing this, they became

perfectly saturated with oil, as if they had taken a bath in a tank of it
;

for as the vessel rolled it was impossible to maintain a footing, and

every fall was upon blubber running with oil. A machine of wonder-

ful construction had been erected on deck in a kind of shallow trough

about six feet long by four feet wide and a foot deep. At some re-

mote period of time it had no doubt been looked upon as a triumph of

ingenuity, a patent mincing machine. Its action was somewhat like

that of a chaff-cutter, except that the knife was not attached to the

wheel, and only rose and fell, since it was not required to cut right

through the
"
horse-pieces

" with which it was fed. It will be readily

understood that, in order to get the oil quickly out of the blubber, it

needs to be sliced as thin as possible, but for convenience in handling

the refuse (which is the only fuel used) it is not chopped up in small

pieces, but every
"
horse-piece

"
is very deeply scored as it were, leav-

ing a thin strip to hold the slices together. This, then, was the order

of work: Two harpooners attended the try-pots, replenishing them

with minced blubber from the hopper at the port side, and baling out

the sufficiently boiled oil into the great cooling tank on the star-

board. One officer superintended the mincing, another exercised a

general supervision over all. So we toiled watch and watch, six hours

on and six off, the work never ceasing for an instant night or day.

Though the work was hard and dirty, and the discomfort of being so

continually wet through with oil great, there was only one thing dan-

gerous about the whole business. That was the job of filling and

shifting the huge casks of oil. Some of these were of enormous size,

containing three hundred and fifty gallons when full, and the work
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of moving them about the greasy deck of a rolling ship was attended

with a terrible amount of risk. For only four men at most could get

fair hold of a cask, and when she took it into her silly old hull to

start rolling, just as we had got one halfway across the deck, with

nothing to grip your feet, and the knowledge that one stumbling man
would mean a sudden slide of the ton and a half weight, and a little

heap of mangled corpses somewhere in the lee scuppers
—

well, one

always wanted to be very thankful when the lashings were safely

passed.

The whale being a small one, as before noted, the whole business

was over within three days, and the decks scrubbed and rescrubbed

until they had quite regained their normal whiteness. The oil was

poured by means of a funnel and long canvas hose into the casks

stowed in the ground tier at the bottom of the ship, and the gear, all

carefully cleaned and neatly
"
stopped up," stowed snugly away below

again.

SKETCH OF MANLY MILES.

TO Dr. Manly Miles belongs the distinction of having been the

first professor of practical agriculture in the United States, as

he was appointed to that then newly instituted position in the Michi-

gan Agricultural College in 1865.

Professor Miles was born in Homer, Cortland County, New
York, July 20, 1826, the son of Manly Miles, a soldier of the Revolu-

tion; while his mother, Mary Cushman, was a lineal descendant of

Miles Standish and Thomas Cushman, whose father, Joshua Cush-

man, joining the Mayflower colony at Plymouth, Massachusetts, in

1621, left him there with Governor Bradford when he returned to

England.
When Manly, the son, was eleven years old, the family re-

moved to Flint, Michigan, where he employed his time in farm work

and the acquisition of knowledge, and later in teaching. He had

a common-school education, and improved all the time he could spare
from his regular occupations in reading and study. It is recorded of

him in those days that he was always successful in whatever he un-

dertook. In illustration of the skill and thoroughness with which he

performed his tasks, his sister relates an incident of his sowing plaster

for the first time, when his father expressed pleasure at his having
distributed the lime so evenly and so well. It appears that he did

not spare himself in doing the work, for so completely was he

covered that he is said to have looked like a plaster cast,
" with only

his bright eyes shining through." A thrashing machine was brought
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on to the farm, and Manly and his brother went round thrashing for

the neighbors. Industrious in study as well as in work, the boy
never neglected his more prosaic duties to gratify his thirst for knowl-

edge. He studied geometry while following the plow, drawing the

problems on a shingle, which he tacked to the plow-beam. When-
ever he was missed and inquiry was made about him, the answer in-

variably was,
" Somewhere with a book." He was most interested

in the natural sciences, particularly in chemistry in its applications

to agriculture, and in comparative physiology and anatomy, and was

a diligent student and collector of mollusks.

Choosing the profession of medicine, Mr. Miles was graduated
M. D. from Rush Medical College, Chicago, in 1850, and practiced

till 1859. In the meantime he became greatly interested in the sub-

ject of a geographical survey of the State, for which an act was

passed and approved in 1858. In the organization of the survey,

in 1859, he was appointed Assistant State Geologist in the depart-

ment of zoology; and in the next year was appointed professor of

zoology and animal physiology in the State Agricultural College

at Lansing.
In his work as zoologist to the State Geological Survey, in 1859,

1860, and 1861, he displayed rare qualities as a naturalist, so that

Mr. Walter R. Barrows, in recording his death in the bulletin of

the Michigan Ornithological Club, expresses regret that many of

the years he afterward devoted to the development of experimental

agriculture
" were not spent in unraveling some of the important

biological problems which the State afforded, which his skill and

perseverance would surely have solved." He was a
" born col-

lector," Mr. Barrows adds,
"
as the phrase is, and his keen eyes,

tireless industry, and mathematical precision led to the accumu-

lation of thousands of valuable specimens and more valuable ob-

servations."

Mr. Bryant Walker, of Detroit, who knew Professor Miles well in

later years, and had opportunity to review his zoological work, regards

the part he took during this service in developing the knowl-

edge of the fauna of the State as having been very promi-

nent.
" The catalogues he published in the report for 1860 have

been the basis for all work since that time." He kept in correspond-

ence with the most eminent American naturalists of the period, in-

cluding Cope, Prime, Lea, W. G. Binney, Baird, and Agassiz, and

supplied them with large quantities of valuable material. From the

many letters written by these naturalists which are in the possession

of his friends, we take, as illustrating the character of the service

he rendered and of the trust they reposed in him, even previous to his

going on the survey, one from Agassiz, of February 4, 1856:
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" Deae Sie : As you have already furnished me with invaluable

materials for the natural history of the fishes of your State, I am
emboldened to ask another favor of you. I am preparing a map of

the Geographical Distribution of the Turtles of North America, and

would be greatly indebted to you for any information respecting the

range of those found in your State, as far as you have noticed them,
even if you should know them only by their common names, my
object being simply to ascertain how far they extend over different

parts of the country. If you could add specimens of them, to iden-

tify them with precision, it would be, of course, so much the better;

but as I am almost ready for the press, I could not for this paper
await the return of spring, but would thank you for what you could

furnish me now. I am particularly interested in ascertaining how
far north the different species inhabiting this continent extend." On
the back of this letter was Dr. Miles's indorsement that a box had

been sent.

A number of letters from Professor Baird, of 1860 and 1861,
relate to the identification of specimens collected by Dr. Miles, and

to the fishes of Michigan, and contain inquiries about gulls and eggs.

Dr. Miles likewise supplied Cope with a considerable amount of ma-

terial concerning Michigan reptiles and fishes.

While mollusks were the favorite object of Dr. Miles's investiga-

tions, he also made studies and valuable collections of birds, mam-

mals, reptiles, and fishes; and he seems, Mr. Barrows asys,
"
to have

possessed, in a high degree, that strong characteristic of a true

naturalist, a full appreciation of the value of good specimens.

Many of his specimens are now preserved at the Agricultural

College, and among his shells are many which are of more than

ordinary value from having served as types of new species, or as

specimens from type localities, or as part or all of the material

which has helped to clear up mistakes and misconceptions about

species and their distribution." Mr. "Walker speaks of his having
done a great work in conchology. His catalogue, which contained

a list of one hundred and sixty-one species, was by far the most

complete published up to that time.
" He described two new

species
—Planorbis truncatus and TJnio leprosus. The former is one

of the few species which are, so far as known, peculiar to Michigan, and
is a very beautiful and distinct form

;
while the latter, although now

considered as synonymous with another species, has peculiarities

which in the then slight knowledge of the variability of the species
was a justification of his position. He was also the discoverer of two
other forms which were named after him by one of our most eminent

conchologists
—

viz., Campeloma Milesii (Lea) and Guiobasis Milesii

(Lea)." Mr. Walker believes that
"
in general, it can be truth-
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fully stated that Dr. Miles did more to develop the general natural

history of that State (Michigan) than any other man either before or

since he completed his work as State Geologist."
As professor of zoology and animal physiology, Dr. Miles is de-

scribed by one of his students, who afterward became a professor in

the college and then its president, as having been thoroughly inter-

ested in the subjects he taught, and shown that interest in his work
and in his treatment of his students. He labored as faithfully and

industriously with the class of five to which President Clute belonged
as if it

" had numbered as many score." He supplemented the

meager equipment of his department from his more extensive private

apparatus and collections, which were freely used for class work;

and, when there was need, he had the skill to prepare new pieces of

apparatus.
" He was on the alert for every chance for illustration

which occasion offered: an animal slaughtered for the tables gave
him an opportunity to lecture on its viscera; a walk over the drift-

covered fields found many specimens of rock which he taught us to

distinguish; the mud and the sand banks along the river showed how
in the periods of the dim past were formed fossil footprints and

ripples; the woods and swamps and lakes gave many useful living

specimens, some of which became the material for the improvised dis-

secting room; the crayon in his hand produced on board or paper
the chart of geologic ages, the table of classification, or the drawing
of the part of an animal under discussion."

Prof. R. C. Kedzie came to the college a little later, in 1863, when
Dr. Miles had been for two years a professor, and found him then

the authority
"
for professors and students alike on beasts, birds, and

reptiles, on the stones of the field, and insects of the air," thorough,

scholarly, and enthusiastic, and therefore very popular with his

classes.

The projection of agricultural colleges under the Agricultural

College Land Grant Act of 1862 stimulated a demand for teachers

of scientific agriculture, and it was found that they were rare. Of
old school students of science there was no lack—able men, as Presi-

dent Clute well says, who were.familiar with their little laboratories

and with the old theories and methods, but who did not possess the

new vision of evolution and the conservation of energy, men of

the study rather than the field, and least of all men of the orchard

and stock farm; and they knew nothing of the practical application
of chemistry to fertilization and the raising of crops and the composi-
tion of feed stuffs, of physiology to stock-breeding, and of geology and

physics to the study of the soils.

With a thorough knowledge of science and familiarity with prac-
tical agriculture Professor Miles had an inclination to enter this field,
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and this inclination was encouraged by President Abbott and some of

the members of the Board of Agriculture. He had filled the profes-

sorship of zoology and animal physiology with complete success, and

had he consulted his most cherished tastes alone he would have

remained there, but he gradually suffered himself to be called to

another field. The duties of
"
acting superintendent of the farm "

were attached to his chair in 1864. In 1865 he became professor

of animal physiology and practical agriculture and superintendent
of the farm; in 1869 he ceased to teach physiology, and gave his

whole time to the agricultural branch of his work; and in 1875 the

work of the superintendent of the farm was consigned to other hands,

and he confined himself to the professorship proper of practical agri-

culture.

The farm and its appurtenances, with fields cumbered with

stumps and undrained, with inadequate and poorly constructed build-

ings, with inferior live stock, and everything primitive, were in poor
condition for the teaching or the successful practice of agriculture.

Professor Miles's first business was to set these things in order. Year

by year something was done to remove evils or improve existing fea-

tures in some of the departments of the life and management of the

premises, till the concern in a certain measure approached the super-

intendent's ideal—as being a laboratory for teaching agriculture, con-

ducting experiments, and training men, rather than a money-making
establishment.

In this new field, Professor Kedzie says, Professor Miles was even

more popular than before with students, and created an enthusiasm

for operations and labors of the farm which had been regarded
before as a disagreeable drudgery. The students

" were never hap-

pier than when detailed for a day's work with Dr. Miles in laying
out some difficult ditch or surveying some field. One reason why he

was so popular was that he was not afraid of soiling his hands. His

favorite uniform for field work was a pair of brown overalls. The
late Judge Tenney came to a gang of students at work on a trouble-

some ditch and inquired where he could find Dr. Miles.
' That man

in overalls down in the quicksands of the ditch is Dr. Miles '

;
the

professor of practical agriculture was in touch with the soil."

Prof. Byron D. Halsted, of the New Jersey Agricultural College

Experiment Station, who was an agricultural pupil of Dr. Miles in

Lansing, characterizes him as having been a full man who knew his

subjects deeply and fondly.
" In those days I am safe in writing

that he represented the forefront of advanced agriculture in America.

He was in close touch with such men as Lawes and Gilbert, Rotham-

stead, England, the famous field-crop experimenters of the world, and

as for his knowledge of breeds of live stock and their origin, Miles's
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Stock-Breeding is a classic work. Dr. Miles, in short, was a close

student, a born investigator, hating an error, but using it as a stepping-
stone toward truth. He did American farming a lasting service, and
his deeds live after him."

While loved by his students, most of whom have been successful

and many have gained eminence as agricultural professors or work-

ers in experiment stations, and while receiving sympathy and sup-

port from President Abbott, Dr. Miles was not appreciated by the

politicians, or by all of the Board of Agriculture, or even by the

public at large. Unkind and captious criticisms were made of his

work, and it was found fault with on economical grounds, as if its

prime purpose had been to make money. He therefore resigned his

position in 1875, and accepted the professorship of agriculture in

the Illinois State University. Thence he removed to the Houghton
Farm of Lawson Valentine, near Mountainville, N. Y., where he

occupied himself with scientific experimental investigation. He was

afterward professor of agriculture in the Massachusetts Agricultural

College, at Amherst. In announcing this appointment to the

students, Dr. Chadbourne, then president of the institution, and him-

self a most successful teacher, stated that he considered Dr. Miles as

the ablest man in the United States for that position. In 1886,

shortly after Dr. Chadbourne's death, Dr. Miles returned to his old

home in Lansing, Michigan, where he spent the rest of his life in

study, research, and the writing of books and articles for scientific

publications.

During these later years of his life he took up again with what
had been his favorite pursuit in earlier days, but with which he had

not occupied himself for thirty years
—the study of mollusks—with

the enthusiasm of a young man, Mr. Walker says, who being inter-

ested in the same study, was in constant correspondence with him at

this time
;

" and as far as his strength permitted labored with all the

acumen and attention to details which were so characteristic of him.

I was particularly struck with his familiarity with the present drift

of scientific investigation and thought, and his thorough appreciation
of modern methods of work. He was greatly interested in the work
I was carrying on with reference to the geographical distribution of

the mollusca, and, as would naturally be supposed from his own work
in heredity in connection with our domestic animals, took great pleas-

ure in discussing the relations of the species as they are now found

and their possible lines of descent. He was a careful and accurate

observer of Nature, and if he had not drifted into other lines of work

would undoubtedly have made his mark as a great naturalist. As
it is, his name will always have an honored place in the scientific

history of Michigan."
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When Professor Miles began to teach in the Michigan Agricul-

tural College, the
" new education

" was new indeed, and the text-

book method still held swaj. But the improved methods were gradu-

ally taking the place of the old ones, and Professor Miles was one of

the first to co-operate in them, and he did it with effect. He used

text-books,
" but his living word," President Clute says,

"
supple-

mented the book
;
and the animal from the farm under his knife and

ours, the shells which he led us to find under the rotten logs and

along the rivers and lakes, the insects he taught us to collect and

classify, the minerals and fossils he had collected on the geological

survey of Michigan, all were used to instruct and inspire his stu-

dents, to cultivate in them the scientific spirit and method."

Among the more important books by Professor Miles are Stock-

Breeding, which had a wide circulation and has been much used as

a class-book; Experiments with Indian Corn, giving the results of

some important work which he did at Houghton Farm; Silos and

Ensilage, which helped much in diffusing knowledge of the silo in

the times when it had to fight for recognition; and Land Drainage.

Of his papers, he published in the Popular Science Monthly articles

on Scientific Farming at Rothamstead; Ensilage and Fermentation;

Lines of Progress in Agriculture; Progress in Agricultural Science;

and How Plants and Animals Grow. To the American Association

for the Advancement of Science he contributed papers on Energy
as a Factor in Rural Economy; Heredity of Acquired Characters

(also to the American Naturalist); Surface Tension of Water and

Evaporation; Energy as a Factor in Nutrition; and Limits of Bio-

logical Experiments (also to the American Naturalist). Other arti-

cles in the American Naturalist were on Animal Mechanics and the

Relative Efficiency of Animals as Machines. In the Proceedings of

the American Educational Association is an address by him on In-

struction in Manual Arts in Connection with Scientific Studies. The

records of the U and I Club, of Lansing, of which he was a valued

member for ten years, contain papers on a variety of scientific sub-

jects which were read before it, and were highly appreciated. This

list does not contain all of Professor Miles's contributions to the litera-

ture of science, for throughout his life he was a frequent contributor

to the agricultural and scientific press, and a frequent speaker before

associations and institutes,
" where his lectures were able and prac-

tical."

No special record is made of the work of Professor Miles in the

American Agriculturist, but the correspondence of Professor Thur-

ber with him furnishes ample proof that he was one of the most

trusted advisers in the editorial conduct of that journal. The fa-

miliar tone of Professor Thurber's letters, and the undoubting assur-
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ance witli which lie asked for information and aid on various sub-

jects, well demonstrate how well the editor knew whom he could

rely upon in an emergency.
In all his work the great desire of Professor Miles was to find and

present the truth. His merits were recognized by many scientific

societies. He was made a corresponding member of the Buffalo

Society of Natural Sciences in 1862; a corresponding member of the

Entomological Society of Philadelphia in January, 1863; a corre-

spondent of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in

1864; a member of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science in 1880, and a Fellow of the same body in 1890; and held

memberships or other relations with other societies; and he received

the degree of D. V. S. from Columbia Veterinary College, New York,
in March, 1880.

His students and friends speak in terms of high admiration of

the genial qualities of Professor Miles as a companion. The resolu-

tions of the U and I Club of Lansing describe him as an easy and

graceful talker, a cheerful dispenser of his learning to others.
" To

spend an hour in his
'

den,' and watch his delicate experiments with
'

films,'
"

says President Clute,
" and see the light in his eyes as he

talked of them, was a delight."
" He was particularly fond of boys,"

says another,
" and never seemed happier than when in the company

of boys or young men who were trying to study and to inform them-

selves, and if he could in any way assist them he was only too glad
to do so"; and he liked pets and children. Incidents are related

showing that he had a wonderful accuracy in noting and recollect-

ing the minutest details that came under his observation—a power
that he was able to bring to bear instantly when its exercise was
called for.

Dr. Miles kept up his habits of reading and study to the last days
of his life

;
but all public work was made difficult to him in later years

by an increasing deafness. He was tireless in investigation, patient,
and always cheerful and looking for the bright side; and when one in-

quired of him concerning his health, his usual answer was that he
was "

all right," or, if he could .not say that, that he would be
"
all

right to-morrow."

ISTo sketch of Dr. Miles is complete without a word of tribute to

his high personal character, his life pure and noble in every relation-

ship, his unswerving devotion to truth, and the unfaltering loyalty to

his friends, which make his memory a benediction and an inspiration
to all who knew him well.

He was married in 1851 to Miss Mary E. Dodge, who remained
his devoted companion until his death, which occurred February 15,
1898.
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SCIENCE AND CULTURE.

"\ \7"E do not know from whom the

VV philosopher Locke quotes the

saying,
" Non vitce sed scholce dis-

cimus" but he translates it well,

"We learn not to live, but to dis-

pute." The adage has reference to

the old systems of education which
had for their aim neither the dis-

covery of truth nor the perfecting of

the human faculties in any broad

sense, but the fitting of the individ-

ual to take his place in a world of

conventional ideas and discuss con-

ventional topics upon conventional

lines. In other words, the prepara-
tion was for school, not for life, the

whole subsequent career of the indi-

vidual being regarded simply as a

prolongation of the intellectual in-

fluences and discipline of the school.

That system, which was ecclesiasti-

cal in its origin, has now, save for

strictly ecclesiastical purposes, passed

away. We consider life as the end

of school and not school as the end

of life.

It may be questioned, however,
whether we have as yet thoroughly

adapted our educational methods to

this change of standpoint. Do we as

yet take a sufficiently broad view of

life ? If we conceive life narrowly as

essentially a business struggle, and

adapt our procedure to that concep-
tion, the results will show very lit-

tle relation to the larger and truer

conception according to which life

means development of faculty, ac-

tivity of function, and a harmonious

adjustment of relations between man
and man. If, again, we make too

much of knowledge that has only a

conventional value, having little or

no bearing on the understanding of

things or the accomplishment of

useful work, we are so far falling
into the old error of ''learning for

school." The address by Sir Archi-

bald Geikie, which we published last

month, gives a useful caution against

undervaluing ''the older learning."
The older learning can certainly be

made an effective instrument for the

cultivation of taste, of sympathy, and
of intellectual accuracy along certain

lraes. It tends further, we believe,

to promote a certain intellectual self-

l'espect, which is a valuable quality.
In the study of language and litera-

ture the human mind surveys, as it

were, its own peculiar possessions,
and thus acquires a sense of propri-

etorship which a study of the exter-

nal world can hardly give. Still, it

is well to cultivate a consciousness of

the essentially limited and arbitrary
nature of such knowledge. It is im-

portant, we may admit, to have a

good text of such an author as

Chaucer; but the minutiae into which
critics of his text enter can not be

said to possess any broad human in-

terest. Whether he wrote this word
or that word, adopted this spelling
or that, can not be a question on
which much depends ;

and could one
know the exact truth on a thousand

such points, he would not really be

much the wiser. Among Chaucer
scholars he could speak with a good
deal of confidence

;
but the knowl-

edge of these details would not really

help to round out any useful system
of knowledge, nor could any single

fact possess the illuminating' power
which sometimes belongs to some

single and, at first sight, unimpor-
tant fact in the realm of natural

knowledge.
This is not said with any inten-

tion of disparaging the culture that
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comes of literary study. It is a cul-

ture that tends to brighten human
intercourse and to sweeten a man's

own thoughts. It is a culture emi-

nently favorable to flexibility of

mind and quick insight into human
character. So far it is a culture " for

life"; but too often it tends to be-

come a culture " for school "—that is

to say, when things are learned sim-

ply to meet conventional demands
and conform to the fashion of the

time.

A true and sufficient culture can

never, as we conceive, be founded on
literature and language alone. No
mind can be truly liberalized with-

out imbibing and assimilating the

fundamental principles of science.

There is darkness in the mind that

believes that anything can come out

of nothing and which has never ob-

tained a glimpse of the exactness

with which Nature solves her equa-
tions. In the region of mechanics

alone there are a thousand beautiful

and varied illustrations of the un-

failing constancy of natural laws.

It is a liberal education to trace the

operation of one law under number-
less disguises, and thus arrive at an
ineradicable conviction that the same
law must be reckoned with always
and everywhere. The persistence of

force, the laws of the composition
and resolution of forces, the laws of

falling bodies and projectiles, the

conservation of energy, the laws of

heat, to mention only a few heads of

elementary scientific study, are capa-

ble, if properly unfolded and illus-

trated, of producing in any mind

open to large thoughts a sense of

harmony and a trust in the underly-

ing reason of things, which are con-

stitutive elements of the very highest
culture. Only, care must be taken

to approach these studies in a right

spirit. There is a way of regarding
the laws of Nature which tends to

vulgarize rather than refine the

mind. If we approach Nature mere-

ly as something to be exploited, we

get no culture from the study of it ;

but if we approach it as the great
men of old did, and feel that in

learning its laws we are grasping
the thoughts which went to the

building of the universe, and, by so

doing, are affirming our own high

calling as intelligent beings, then

every moment given to the study
of Nature means intellectual, moral,
and spiritual gain. When we look

into literature there is much to

charm, much to delight and satisfy ;

and doubtless, in relation to what

any one man can accomplish, the

field is infinite ; but still we know
we are looking into the limited. On
the other hand, when we are face to

face with Nature, we know we are

looking into the infinite, and that,

however many veils we may take

away, there is still "veil after veil

behind."

It is needless to say that there are

thousands of minds in the world

possessed of good native power, but

laboring under serious disability for

the want of that culture which sci-

ence alone can bestow. Some of

these are sick with morbid longings
for unattainable knowledge, and

openly or secretly rebellious at the

limitations of a Nature whose pow-
ers they have never even begun to

explore.' To such persons anything
like an adequate insight into the

harmony amid diversity of Nature's

laws would come with all the force

of a revelation, and would, we may
well believe, clear their minds of the

feverish fancies which have made
them so restless and dissatisfied; but,

alas ! it is rarely that such enlighten-
ment comes to those who have not

in youth imbibed a portion of the

scientific spirit. In this class are to

be found the victims of spiritualism,

of the Keeley motor, and even of

that grotesque satire, the success of
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which we remember almost with

fear and trembling, the "
sym psycho-

graph." Still, to all such we would

say :

" Come forth into tbe li<rht of things ;

Let Nature be your teacher."

The " Nature " which we require to

teach us for the peace and tranquillity

of our souls is the Nature of every-

day phenomena, the Nature that

forms the clouds and rounds the

raindrops, that springs in the grass
and pulses in the tides, that glances
in the sunbeam and breathes in the

flower, that works witchery in the

crystal and breaks into glory in

the sunset. The mind that knows
what can be known of these things
has feasted full of wonder and

beauty, and makes no greedy de-

mand for higher grace or mightier
miracle.

Then again there are those who
for want of a little elementary sci-

entific knowledge, and particularly

for want of an assured conviction that

Nature gives nothing for nothing, are

continually attempting the impos-
sible in the way of projected inven-

tions. They catch at a phrase and

think it must represent a fact
; they

fall victims to a verbal mythology
of their own manufacture. If there

was much hone of their learning

anything of value through disap-

pointment, they might be left to the

teaching of experience, costly as the

lessons of that master are. But

they do not learn : their hopes are

blasted, their fortunes, if they had

any, are wrecked, but their infatua-

tions survive. Where is the invent-

or of a perpetual motion who ever

ceased to have confidence in his pe-

culiar contrivance? The thing may
be as motionless as a tombstone, save

when urged by external force into a

momentary lumbering activity ; but

all the same, it only needs, its mis-

guided author thinks, a little doctor-

ing, a trifling change here or there,

to make it tear round like mad.
And so with other inventors of the

impossible : they take counsel not

with Nature, but with their own
wholly incorrect notions of what the

operations of Nature are. The least

power of truly analyzing a natural

phenomenon, and separating the fac-

tors that produce it, would show them
the falsity of their ideas

;
but that

power they do not possess.

We can not, then, plead too strong-

ly for the teaching of science, not

with a view to results in money, but

with a view to the improvement of

the mind and heart of the learner, or,

in other words, as a source of culture.

Literature introduces us to the world

of human thought and action, to the

kingdom of man
;
and science shows

us how the thought and powers of

man can be indefinitely enlarged by
an ever increasing acquaintance with

the laws of the universe. Literature

alone leaves the mind without any
firm grasp of the reality of things,

and science alone tends to produce
a hard, prosaic, and sometimes anti-

social temper. Each helps to bring
out the best possible results of the

other
;
and it is only by their joint

action that human faculties and hu-

man character can ever be brought
to their perfection.

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST.

It is singular what a propensity
some writers have to misunderstand

and misrepresent the views of Mr.

Herbert Spencer, even upon points in

regard to which he has made every

possible effort to avoid occasion for

misapprehension. The term " sur-

vival of the fittest
"

is one which Mr.

Spencer himself introduced as being,

perhaps, a little less open to misun-

derstanding than the Darwinian ex-

pression ''natural selection.'' The
latter seemed to imply purposive ac-

tion, and Mr. Spencer thought that
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this implication would be less promi-

nent if the phrase were changed to

"survival of the fittest." From the

very first, however, he recognized

that the difference between the two

terms in this respect was, if we may
so express it, purely quantitative ;

and he took care to make it clear

that by
" the fittest

" he did not in

the least intend to signify any form

of ideal or subjective'fitness, but sim-

ply a superior degree of adaptation,

as a matter of actual fact, to environ-

ing conditions. The conditions at

any given moment are as they are,

and the "fitness*' of any particular

organism is such a correspondence
with those conditions as permits and

favors its perpetuation. The condi-

tions do not create fitness
; they

merely eliminate unfitness; nor does

Mr. Spencer conceive any agency
as producing ab extra the fitness

which enables an organism or a

number of organisms to survive.

He differs, however, from what is

perhaps the dominant school of biol-

ogy to-day, in holding that the higher
forms of organic life are, as he ex-

presses it,
"
directly equilibrated

"

with their surroundings through the

inheritance of physical features re-

sulting from effort and habit.

To whatever cause it may be at-

tributed, few writers whose intellec-

tual activity has extended over so

long a term of years as Mr. Spencer's
have been so consistent in their ut-

terances at different stages as he.

The "Synthetic Philosophy
"

is the

realization of a scheme of thought
no less wonderful in its coherence

and solidity than in its compass, the

author having planted himself from

the first at a point of view which

erave him a clear command of his

entire field. To say that no other

system of thought equally compre-
hensive and equally coherent exists

in the world to-day would be to

make a statement which few compe-
tent and dispassionate authorities

would deny. Notwithstanding this,

there are writers not a few, particu-

larly of the class
" who write with

ease," who. as we said at the outset,

have a propensity for misunderstand-

ing Mr. Spencer, and who conse-

quently accuse him of inconsisten-

cies and self-contradictions for which

nothing that he has ever said affords

any warrant. One of these gentle-

men is the Duke of Argyll, who has

lately offered the world another

superfluous book under the title cf

Organic Evolution Cross examined.

The duke particularly concerns him-

self with Mr. Spencer's teaching in

regard to the " survival of the fit-

test," and Mr. Spencer, in the col-

umns of Nature, replies to him in a

brief but sufficient manner. It is

safe to say that Mr. Spencer's philos-

ophy will show Cyclopean remains

generations after the name of his

ducal critic shall have passed forever

into the mists of oblivion; and the
" survival of the fittest

" will thus be

illustrated in a sense in which Mr.

Spencer himself never used the words.

Scientific %iUxntuxz.

SPECIAL BOOKS.

The study of the methods through which the topographical features

and rock forms of particular districts have been worked out, as presented

in numerous popular monographs, is a fascinating one ; and we can hardly

doubt that many persons who would never otherwise have thought of it
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have been made interested in geology by some of these masterly picturesque

descriptions of regions with which they were superficially familiar. Other
treatises on the origin of surface features, dealing with the subject more

fundamentally, but likewise of limited scope, are not wanting. Yet, as

Prof. James Geikie well says, there is no English work to which readers

not skilled in geology can turn for a general account of the whole subject.

Professor Geikie has therefore prepared his elaborate book on Earth Sculp-
ture * to supply this want, to furnish an introductory treatise for those

persons who may be desirous of acquiring some broad knowledge of the re-

sults arrived at by geologists as to the development of land forms gener-

ally. A vast number of geological questions are involved in the exhaustive

treatment of the subject. All the forces with which geologists become

acquainted in the study of the earth, and their operation, come into consid-

eration. The effects of these forces assume aspects that vary according
to the nature of the material on which they operate, and they are again
modified according to the peculiar combinations of forces at work. The
subject is therefore not the easy one it may be supposed at first sight to

be, and the reader who peruses Professor Geikie's work with the inten-

tion of mastering it will find he has some studying to do. Yet Professor

Geikie is clear, and it is only because he has gone deeper than the others

that he may be harder. The first point he insists upon is that in the fash-

ioning of the earth's surface no hard-and-fast line separates past and pres-

ent. The work has been going on for a long time, and is still in progress,

under a law of evolution as true for the crust of the globe as for the plants
and animals. In setting out upon our inquiry we must in the first place
know something about rocks and the mode of their arrangement, of the

structure or architecture of the earth's crust. This leads to the distinction

between the igneous and the subaqueous, the volcanic, plutonic, and meta-

morphic, and the derivative rocks on which epigene agencies have per-

formed their shaping work. These rocks have been modified in various

ways, and the surface appearance of the earth has been affected by forces

operating from the interior, and by external factors, the work of which is

called denudation. The agents of denudation are described—air, water,

heat, frost, chemical action, plants, and animals—often so closely associated

in their operations that their individual shares in the final result can hardly
be determined. The various influences of these factors as exerted upon
different forms of geological structure and different sorts of rocks are then

taken up and described as applied to land forms in regions of horizontal,

or gently inclined, and of highly folded and disturbed strata, and in re-

gions affected by normal faults or vertical displacements. Land forms

due directly or indirectly to igneous action and the influence of rock char-

acter on the determination of land forms are subjects of special chapters.

Glacial action is one of the most important factors in modifying the forms

of northern lands, and is treated with considerable fullness. iEolian action
—of the air and wind—has peculiar and important effects in arid regions,

and underground water in limestone districts, and these receive attention.

Then come basins—those due to crustal deformation, crater lakes, river

lakes, glacial basins, and others, and coast lines. Finally, a classification

is given of these land forms as plains or plateaus of accumulation and of

erosion, original or tectonic and subsequent or relict hills and mountains,

original or tectonic and subsequent or erosion valleys, basins, and coast

* Earth Sculpture, or the Origin of Land Forme. By James Geikie. New York : G. P. Putnam's

Sons. Pp. 397. Price, $2.
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lines, and the conclusions are reached that we do not know, except as a

matter of probability, whether we have still visible any original wrinkles

of the earth's crust ; and that some of the estimates of the time it has taken

to produce the changes of which we witness the results have been very

much exaggerated.

The curious conclusions obtained by Dr. Le Bon in his psychological

investigations,* delivered to us in startling language, are said to be the

fruit of extensive travel and of the personal measurement of thousands

of skulls. His memoir on cervical researches, published in 1879, upholds

the theory that the volume of the skull varies with the intelligence. This

theory has perhaps suffered a permanent adumbration. Facts seem to prove

that the bony structure of the skull, or even its cranial capacity, gives no

positive indication of intellect.

In the present volume the theme of discussion is the soul of races.

Anthropological classification is set aside and mankind is divided into

four groups according to mental characteristics: the primitive, inferior,

average, and superior races—the standard of judgment being the degree

of their aptitude for dominating reflex impulses. It is perhaps worthy

of note that while the Frenchman belongs to a superior race, the Semitic

peoples are placed in the class below, or the average sort. For the primi-

tive varieties it is not necessary to observe a South Sea islander, the

lower strata of Europeans furnishing numerous examples. When greater

differentiation is reached, the word " race
"

is used in a historical sense. It

requires, however, more complete fusion than some nations exhibit to earn

this title ; for, although there are Germans and Americans,
"

it is not

clear as yet that there are Italians." The race having been once evolved,

acquires wondrous potentialities with Dr. Le Bon. He compares it to

the totality of cells constituting a living organism, asserts that its mental

constitution is as unvarying as its anatomical structure, that it is a per-

manent being independent of time and founded alone by its dead. It is

a short step to endow this entity with a soul consisting of common senti-

ments, interests, and beliefs—what in brief, robbed of hyperbole, we should

call national character. He states that the notion of a country is not

possible until a national soul is formed. This, in time, like germ-plasm,

becomes so stable that assimilation with foreign elements is impossible.

Like natural species, it has secondary characteristics that may be modified,

but its fundamental character is like the fin of the fish or the beak of the

bird. The acquisition of this soul marks the apogee of the greatness of

a people. Psychological species, however, are not eternal, but may decay

if the functioning of their organs is troubled profoundly.

The soul of the race is best expressed in its art, not in its history or

institutions, and, as it can not bequeath its soul, so it can not impress its

civilization or art upon an alien race. It was on account of this incom-

patibility of soul that Grecian art failed to be implanted in India. The

unaltering constituent of the soul corresponds to character, while intel-

lectual qualities are variable. By character is meant perseverance, energy,

power of self-control, also morality. The latter is hereditary respect for

the rules on which a society is based. This definition would make polyg-

amy a moral notion for Mormons. The knowledge of character
" can be

acquired neither in laboratories nor in books, but only in the course of

* The Psychology of Peoples. By Gustavo Le Con. New York : The Macmillan Company.

Pp. 230. Price, $1.50.
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long travel." Whence it is learned that different races can not have mutual

comprehension. Luckily for the student who is unable to travel, the same

phenomenon may be observed in the gulf that separates the civilized man
and woman. Although highly educated,

"
they might converse with each

other for centuries without understanding one another." These differ-

ences between races and individuals demonstrate the falsity of the notion

of equality. Indeed, through science " man has learned that to be slaves

is the natural condition of all human beings." Naturally he becomes dis-

pirited, anarchy seizes upon the uneducated and sullen indifference the

more cultivated.
" Like a ship that has lost its compass, the modern

man wanders haphazard through the spaces formerly peopled by the gods
and rendered a desert by science." In France morality is gradually dying
out, while the United States is threatened by a gigantic civil war. What
to do is problematical, since we are informed " that people have never de-

rived much advantage from too great a desire to reason and think," and
what is most harmful to a people is to attain too high a degree of intelli-

gence and culture, the groundwork of the soul beginning to decline when
this level is reached. The remedy suggested to us is

" the organization
of a very severe military service and the permanent menace of disastrous

wars." But if we fail to see the improving tendency of this advice, it is

probably because we are like historians,
"
simple-minded," while Dr. Le

Bon is much too complex for our understanding. According to his own
theory, there is no hope that we may comprehend him, since the outpour-

ings of a soul of the Latin race can not be transferred by a simple bridge
of translation to the apprehension of an Anglo-Saxon mind, separated, as

he would term it, by
" the dead weight of thousands of generations."

GENERAL NOTICES.

In preparing the new edition of his Text-

Book of Mineralogy
* first published in 1877,

Prof. E. 8. Dana has found it necessary to

rewrite the whole as well as to add much

new matter and many new illustrations. The

work being designed chiefly for use in class

or private instruction, the choice of topics

discussed, the order and fullness of treat-

ment, and the method of presentation have

been determined by that object. The differ-

ent types of crystal forms are described

under the thirty-two groups now accepted,

classed according to their symmetry. In the

chapters on physical and chemical mineral-

ogy, the plan of the former edition is retained

of presenting somewhat fully the elementary

principles of the science on which the min-

eral characters depend, and the author has

tried to give the student the means of be-

coming practically familiar with the modern

* A Text-Book of Mineralogy, with an Ex-

tended Treatise on Crystallography and Physical

Mineralogy. By Edmund Salisbury Dana. New
edition, entirely rewritten and enlarged. New
York : John Wiley & Sons. Pp. 593. $4.

means of investigation. Especial attention

is given to the optical qualities of crystals as

revealed by the microscope ;
and frequent

references are introduced to important pa-

pers on the different subjects discussed. The

descriptive part of the volume is essentially

an abridgment of the sixth edition of Dana's

System of Mineralogy, published in 1892,

to which the student is referred for fuller

and supplementary information. A full

topical index is furnished in addition to the

usual index of species.

The title, The Story of the Railroad*

carries with it the suggestion of an eventful

history. The West, in the author's view, be-

gins with the Missouri River. The story of

its railroad is the story of the line, now very

multiple, that leads to the Pacific Ocean.

The beginning of white men's travels in

these routes is traced by the editor to the

Spanish adventurers of the sixteenth century,

* The Story of the Railroad. By Cy Warman.
New York : D. Appleton and Company (Story of

the West Series). Pp. 280. Price, SI 50.
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who made miserable journeys in search of

gold or visionary objects, through regions

now traversed by some of the more southern

hues. Then came trappers ; next costly and

painfully undertaken Government expeditions

into the then regions of the unknown, the

stories of which were the boyhood delight

of men now living. The period of practical

traversing of the continent began with the

raging of the California gold fever, when

the journey of many weeks was tiresomely

made with ox teams, in the face of actual

perils of the desert, starvation, thirst, and

the Indians. After California became im-

portant, stage and express lines were put on
;

but still, at the time Mr. Warman takes up

the story, less than sixty years ago, the idea

of building a railroad to the Pacific was re-

garded as too visionary to be entertained,

and Asa Whitney sacrificed a fortune trying

to induce somebody to take it up. The first

dreams were for a short route to the Orient.

Eventually the idea was developed that the

American West might be worth going after,

and then the idea of a railroad to it began to

assume practical form. Young Engineer

Dodge, afterward Major General, began sur-

veys before the civil war
;
after it General

Sherman gave the scheme a great impulse, and

the Union Pacific Railroad was built—when

and how are graphically and dramatically told

in Mr. Warman's book. Next came the Atchi-

son, Topeka, and Santa Fe, and other transcon-

tinental lines, the histories of all of which are

related in similar style, with stories of ad-

ventures, perils encountered, and lively inci-

dents, including the war between two of the

lines for the possession of the Arkansas

Canon; financial mishaps, and political scan-

dal. Then came the settlement of the

plains, road-making in Mexico, and the open-

ing of Oklahoma, all of which were made

possible by the railroads, and have in turn

contributed to support them. The beginnings

and growth of the express business are de-

scribed, and the later lines that have pene-

trated the plains are mentioned.

Prof. William Benjamin Smith's treatise

on the Infinitesimal Analysis
* has been

written, the author says, on what appeared,

* Infinitesimal Analysis. By William Benja-
min Smith. Vol.1. Elementary; Real Variables.

New York : The Macmillan Company. Pp. 352.

$3.25.

VOL. LIV.— 63

in the light of ten years' experience in teach-

ing the calculus, to be lines of least resist-

ance. The aim has been, within a prescribed

expense of time and energy, to penetrate as

far as possible into the subject, and in as

many directions, so that the student shall at-

tain as wide knowledge of the matter, as full

comprehension of the methods, and as clear

consciousness of the spirit aud power of this

analysis as the nature of the case would ad-

mit. The author has accordingly often fol-

lowed what seemed to be natural suggestions

and impulses toward near-lying extensions

or generalizations, and has even allowed them

to direct the course of the discussion. In

accordance with the plan and purpose of the

book as given,
" Weierstressian rigor

" has

been excluded from many investigations, and

the postponement has been compelled of

some important discussions, which were con-

sidered too subtle for an early age of study.

Real difficulties, however, have not been

knowingly disguised, and pains have been

taken on occasion to warn the reader that

the treatment given is only provisional, and

must await further precision or delimitation.

Where the subject has been found too large

for the compass of the intended work, or too

abstruse or difficult for the contemplated

students, the treatment has been compressed

or curtailed. The book is, in fact, written

for such as feel a genuine interest in the

subject; and the illustrations and exercises

have been chosen with frequent reference to

practical or theoretic importance or to his-

toric interest.

Mr. George Jacob Holyoake has written

with much enthusiasm the Jubilee History

of the Leeds Industrial Co-operative Society.
*

Many schemes have been started on lines

similar to those of this one, but very few

besides it have grown from the very begin-

ning, and, having become to all appearance a

permanent institution, can look back upon
a career of fifty years with complete satisfac-

tion. The society began in times of public

distress. The ground was prepared for it

by the "
Redemption

"
Society, which was

founded at Leeds in 1845, by admirers of

Robert Owen, after the experiment at Queens-

* The Jubilee History of the Leeds Industrial

Co-operative Society from 1817 to 1897. Traced

Year by Year. By George Jacob Holyoake. Leeds

(JSng ) Central Co-operative Oilice. Pp. 200.
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wood had failed. It practiced a kind of

co-operation and had some distinguished

friends to wish it well. Among the speakers

at its meetings was Dr. Frederic Hollick,

still living, now a resident of New York city.

The co-operative society was started as a

means of getting cheaper flour for its mem-

bers. Od February 25, 1847, an appeal

headed "Holbeck Anti-Corn Mill Associ-

ation
" was issued to the working classes of

Leeds and vicinity by the "
working people

of Messrs. Benyon & Co.'s mill," Holbeck,

iuviting combination and subscriptions for

establishing a mill to be the property of the

subscribers and their successors,
"
in order to

supply them with flour and flour only."

Meetings were held, an organization was

effected, and the mill was started. The his-

tory of the society and how it grew, how
"
flour only

" was stricken from its scheme

and other things were added and it branched

out, how co-operative stores were established,

how it gained the confidence of the public

and the respect of rivals in business, its suc-

cesses and its mistakes, its triumphs and

failures, are told by Mr. Holvoake, year by

year, in a detail in which everything is set

down and nothing covered up. In 1897 the

cooperative society had productive depart-

ments of flour, bakery, bespoke clothing,

boot and shoe factory, brush factory, cabinet

making, building, millinery, and dressmaking,

employing 541 hands and turning over £26,-

949
;
80 large stores for the sale of these

and various other kinds of goods in Leeds

and vicinity ; drapery branches and boot and

shoe stores ;
43 butchering branches ;

and

37,000 subscribing purchasers. Its capital

stood at £447,000; and its sales for the

year amounted to £1,042,616.

D. Appleton and Company have added to

their Home Reading Series The Earth and

Ski/, a primer of Astronomy for Young Read-

ers, by Prof. Edward S. Holden. It is intended

to be the first of a series of three or more

volumes, all treating of astronomy in one

form or another, and suited for reading in

the school. The treatment is based on the

principle that "
it is not so simple as it ap-

pears to fix in the child's mind the funda-

mental fact that it is Nature which is true,

and the book or the engraving which is a

true copy of it.
'
It says

'

is the snare of

children as well as of their more sophisticated

elders. The vital point to be insisted on is

a constant reference from words to things."

The volume is written as a conversation with

a young lad. He is first shown how be may
know for himself that the earth is not flat,

though it certainly appears to be so. The

next step is to show him that he may know

that the earth is in fact round, and that it is

a globe of immense size. Its situation in

space is next considered, and the child's

mind is led to some formal conclusions re-

specting space itself. It is then directed to

the sun, to the moon and its changes, to the

stars and their motions, to the revolution of

the earth, etc.

In 1887 E. S. Holden published through

the Regents of the University of California

a list of recorded earthquakes on the Pacific

coast, it being the first systematic publica-

tion of the sort. The purpose of it was to

bring to light all the general facts about the

various shocks, and enable studies to be

made of particular earthquake phenomena.

It was necessary at the Lick Observatory to

keep a register of the times of occurrence of

all shocks on account of their possible effects

on the instruments. With this was associ-

ated in 1888, when the observatory began

its active work, the collection of reports of

shocks felt elsewhere on the Pacific coast.

Mr. Holden now reprints this pamphlet

through the Smithsonian Institution in A
Catalogue of Earthquakes felt on the Faeific

Coast, 1769 to 1897, with many corrections

and additions, including a complete account

of the earthquake observations at Mount

Hamilton from 1887 to 1897, and an abstract

of the great amount of information that has

been collected regarding other Pacific coast

earthquakes during the same interval.

The Psychologie als Erfahrungs-Wissen-

schaft of Hans Cornelius is not intended for

a complete account and review of the facts

of psychical life, but rather to present the

fundamentals of a purely empirical theory,

excluding all metaphysical views. Such an

account should not start from any arbitrary

abstractions or hypotheses, but simply from

actually ascertained, directly perceived psy-

chical experiences. On the other hand, an

empirical definition should be required for

all the terms that are used in a comprehen-
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sive description of the experience ;
and on

term should be used without the psychical

manifestation described by it being pointed

out. After an introduction in which the

method and place of psychology, subjective

and objective, physiological and genetic, are

referred to, the elementary facts of con-

sciousness are discussed. The coherency of

knowledge is treated of in the next chap-

ter, and in the third, Psychical Analysis and

the conception of unobserved consciousness
;

and the succeeding chapters are devoted to

Sensation, Memory, and Fancy; The Objec-

tive World, Truth and Error, and Feeling

and Will. (Published at Leipsic, Germany:
B. G. Teubner.)

An extremely interesting book is given

us in the publications of the Wisconsin Geo-

logical and Natural History Society of studies

by George W. and Elizabeth Peckham, of the

Instincts and Habits of the Solitary Wasps.
These insects are familiar enough to us all,

as we meet them or see their nests of one or

a few cells every day, and then think no

more of them. But Mr. and Mrs. Peckham,

following them to their haunts and keeping

company with them, have found them mani-

festing remarkable instincts and exercising

curious customs, which they describe in the

style of persons who are in love with their

work. The opportunity for the studies was

given in two gardens, one on the top of a hill

and the other lower down, with an island in

a lake close by and acres of woodland all

about, offering a rich variety of nesting places.

There are more than a thousand species of

these solitary wasps in the United States, to

only about fifty of the social ones, and they

live without knowledge of their progenitors

and without relations with others of their

kind.

The eighth volume of the report of the

Iowa Geological Survey comprises the ac-

counts of surveys completed during 1897 in

six counties, making up the whole number

of twenty-six counties in which the areal

work has been completed. This does not,

however, represent the whole extent of the

operations of the survey, for some work has

been done in nearly every county in the

State, and in many counties it will require

but little additional work to make a complete

report. In addition to the areal work, too,

special studies of coal, clay, artesian waters,

gypsum, lead, zinc, etc., have engaged atten-

tion. A growing public appreciation of the

work of the survey as illustrated in the de-

mand for the volumes of the reports and for

special papers, is recognized by the State

Geologist, Mr. Samuel Calvin ; and an in-

creasing use of the reports as works for 1 ef-

erence and for general study in high schools

and other educational institutions is observed.

The survey is now collecting statistics of pro-

duction of various minerals mined in the

State.

One of the features most likely to attract

attention in the Annual Report of the State

Geologist of New Jersey for 1897 is the

paper of Mr. C. C. Vermeule on the Drain-

age of the Hackensack and Newark Tide

Marshes. In it a scheme is unfolded for

the reclamation and diking of the flats, un-

der which an ample navigable waterway
shall be developed, and the cities which now

stop at their edges may be extended and

built up to the very banks of the new har-

bor, made a highway for ocean sailing ves-

sels. An interesting paper is published by
Lewis Woolman on Artesian and Bored and

other Wells, in which many important wells

are described with reference to the geologi-

cal strata they penetrate. Other papers re-

late to iron mining and brick and clay indus-

tries, mineral statistics, and statistics of

clays, bricks, and terra cotta. The field re-

ports describe progress in the surveys of the

surface geology, the Newark system, and the

upper Cretaceous formations.

On the basis of a reconnoissance made by
him for Alexander Agassiz, Mr. Robert T.

Hill has published through the Bulletin of

the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Har-

vard University, a paper on The Geological

History of the Isthmus of Panama and Por-

tions of Costa Rica. He finds that there is

considerable evidence that a land barrier in

the tropical region separated the two oceans

as far back as Jurassic time, and continued

through the Cretaceous period. The geo-

logical structure of the Isthmus and Central

American regions, so far as investigated,

when considered aside from the paleontology,

presents no evidence by which the former ex-

istence of a free communication of oceanic

waters across the present tropical barriers
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can be established. The paleontological evi-

dence indicates the ephemeral existence of

a passage at the close of the Eocene pe-

riod. All lines of inquiry give evidence that

no communication has existed between the

two oceans since the close of the Oligocene.

The Twenty second Annual Report of the

Department of Geology and Natural Re-

sources of Indiana, W. S. Blatchley, State

Geologist, embraces, in part, the results of

the work of the several departments of the

survey during 1897. These appear in the

form of papers of economic importance on

the petroleum, stone, and clay resources of

the State, natural gases and illuminating oils,

a description of the curious geological and

topographical region of Lake and Porter

Counties, and an extended paper on the

Birds of Indiana, with specific descriptions.

A large proportion of the energies of the de-

partment were employed during the year in

gathering data for a detailed report on the

coal area of the State, which is now in course

of preparation.

The Report of the United States Commis-

sioner of Education for 1896-'97 records an

increase in the enrollment of schools and

colleges of 257,586, the whole number of

pupils being 14,712,077 in public institu-

tions and schools, and 1,513,016 in private.

The increase is confined to the public institu-

tions, the private ones having suffered from
" hard times." Among the numerous papers

published in the volume containing the re-

port are those on Education in Great Britain

and Ireland, France, Denmark, Norway, Cen-

tral Europe, and Greece ; Commercial Edu-

cation in Europe ;
the Teaching of Civics in

France, Switzerland, and England ; Sunday

Schools, including accounts of the several de-

nominational systems ;
the Legal Rights of

Children
;
and sketches of Horace Mann and

Henry Barnard and their work in furthering

education.

Mr. David T. Day's report on the Min-

eral Resources of the United States for 189H

appears as Part V of the Eighteenth Annual

Report of the United States Geological Sur-

vey, in two volumes of fourteen hundred

pages in all
;
the first of which is devoted to

Metallic Products and Coal, and the second

to Nonmetallic Products except Coal. The

report covers the calendar year 1896, and

shows only a slight increase in total values

over 1895. Of some substances, however—
gold, copper, aluminum, and petroleum be-

ing the most important ones—the value was

the greatest ever attained. Of other sub-

stances, including lead, bituminous coal,

building stones, mineral waters, salt, and

pyrites, the product was increased in amount,
but the value was less. A paper, by Mr.

George F. Becker, on the Witwatersnand

Banket, records observations made by him

in the Transvaal gold fields.

A Geological Reconnoissance of the Coal

Fields of the Indian Territory, published

in the Contributions to Biology of the Hop-
kins Seaside Laboratory of Leland Stan-

ford Junior University, by Noah Fields

Drake, is based upon a six months' examina-

tion made by the author during the spring,

summer, and fall of 1896, of the larger part of

the coal measures and adjacent formations

of Indian and Oklahoma Territories. The

best maps that could then be had being ex-

ceedingly inaccurate, sketch maps were made

of areas that were especially important. On
account of features of particular geological

interest, nearly all the area south and east of

the Canadian River and the bordering areas

of the Boone chert and limestones were

sketched and studied rather closely.

The American Catholic Historical Society

at Philadelphia publishes in its Quarterly

Records much that, while it must be of

deep interest to historical students holding

the Roman Catholic faith, possesses, per-

haps, a strong though more general interest

to all students of American history ;
for the

men of that faith have had no small part in

the colonization and development of this

country. The number for June, 1898, con-

tains a portrait and a bibliographical sketch

of the Rev. Peter Henry Lemke, 0. S. B., of

Pennsylvania, Kansas, and Elizabeth, N. J.
;

a poem on the Launch of the American

Frigate United States, whose commander

was a Catholic
;
articles on the Sir John

James Fund, and Catholic Chronicles of

Lancaster, Pa., and Extracts from the Diary

of the Rev. Patrick Kenny.

A memoir on A Determination of the

Ratio (x) of the Specific Heats at Constant

Pressure and at Constant Volume for Air,

Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide, and Hydrogen gives
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the result of a series of investigations by Drs.

0. Lummer and E. Prinr/shein, of Charlot-

tenburg, Germany, made with the aid of a

grant from the Hodgkins Fund of the Smith-

sonian Institution. Besides being of excep-

tional importance in thermodynamics, the

specific heat ratio is of interest as affording

a clew to the character of the molecule. In

the present investigation coincident results

on the gases examined appear to have been

reached for the first time. (Published by the

Smithsonian Institution.)

From the greater lightness of the air and

the higher velocity of its currents, it is evi-

dent that the materials it may carry and de-

posit will be somewhat different in composi-

tion and structure from those which are laid

down in water. They are as a rule finer, they

exhibit a different bedding, and are more

capriciously placed. Mr. Johan A ugust Ud-

dtn has made a careful study of the subject,

the results of which he publishes under the

title of The Mechanical Composition 0/ Wind

Deposits, as the first number of the Augus-
tana Library Series, at the Lutheran Augus-
tana Book Concern, Rock Island, 111.

The History Reader for Elementary
Schools (The Macmillan Company, 60 cents),

prepared by L. L. W. Wilson and arranged

with special reference to holidays, contains

readings for each month of the school year,

classified according to different periods and

phases of American history generally, so

chosen that some important topic of the

group shall bear a relation to the month in

which it is to be read. The groups concern

the Indians, the Discovery of America,

Thanksgiving, Other Settlements (than those

of Virginia and the Pilgrims), Dr. Franklin,

Lincoln and Washington, the Revolution,

Arbor Day, and Brave Sea Captains, etc.,

closing with articles in reference to Flag

Day. The insertion of an article on the

War with Spain seems premature. Public

sentiment is not yet at rest on the sub-

ject.
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ffragmeuts of JfctettJCje.

The Ncrnst Electric Lamp.—Prof. Wal-

ter Nernst, of the University of Gottingen,

has recently devised an electric Limp which

promises to be an important addition to our

present methods of lighting. The part of

the lamp which emits the light consists of a

small rod of highly refractory material, said

to be chiefly thoria, which is supported be-

tween two platinum electrodes. The rod is

practically a nonconductor when cold, but by

heating it (in the smaller sizes a match is

sufficient) its conductivity is so raised that a

current will pass through it
;
after the cur-

rent is once started the heat produced by the

resistance of the rod is sufficient to keep up
its conductivity, and the latter is raised to a

state of intense incandescence, and gives out

a brilliant white light. As the preliminary

heating by means of a match or other flame

would in some cases be an inconvenience,

Professor Nernst has devised a lamp which,

by means of a platinum resistance attachment,

can be started by simply turning a switch.

The life of the rods is about five hundred
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hours. The lamps are said to work equally

well with either alternating or direct cur-

rents, and there is no vacuum necessary. If

this lamp proves a success as a commercial

apparatus, it will be but another example of

how slight a matter may make all the differ-

ence between success and failure. There

have been numerous experimenters trying

for the last ten years, and in fact ever since

the appearance of the arc lamp, to utilize in

an electric lamp the great light-giving power

of the refractory earths in a state of incan-

descence; but, owing to their high resistance

at ordinary temperatures, no results were ob-

tained until Professor Nernst thought of heat-

ing his thoria rod, and this simple procedure

seems to have solved the whole difficulty.

It is claimed that the Nernst lamp is a much

more economical transformer of electricity

into light than the present incandescent

electric lamps. An apparatus called a kaolin

candle, which has been suggested as an an-

ticipation of Professor Nernst's lamp, was

constructed by Paul Jablochkoff in 187*7 or

18*78. It consisted of a strip of kaolin,

along which ran a " match "
of some con-

ducting material. The current was passed

through this " match "
until the kaolin strip

became heated sufficiently to become a con-

ductor itself. The lamp did not, however,

prove a commercial success.

Laws of 4' I i malic Evolution.—The prob-

lem of the laws of climatic evolution was

characterized by Dr. Marsden Manson, in a

paper read at the British Association, as one

of the grandest and most far-reaching prob-

lems in geological physics, since it embraces

principles and laws applicable to other plan-

ets than ours. After presenting a formula-

tion of those laws, the author pointed out

that in consequence of their working, a hot

spheroid rotating in space and revolving-

about a central sun, and holding fluids of

similar properties to water and air within the

sphere of its control, must pass through a

series of uniform climates at sea level, grad-

ually decreasing in temperature and terminat-

ing in an ice age, and that this age must be

succeeded by a series of zonal climates grad-

ually increasing in temperature and extent

The conclusions thus reached were that in

the case of the earth zonal distribution of

climates was inaugurated at the culmination

of the ice age, and is gradually increasing in

temperature and extent by the trapping of

the solar energy in the lower atmosphere,
and that the rise has a moderate limit

;
that

the ice age was unique and due to the phys-

ical properties of water and air, and to the

difference in specific heat of land and water
;

and that prior to the ice age local formation

of glaciers could occur at any latitude and

period. Dr. Manson then observed that Ju-

piter was apparently in a condition through

which the earth has already passed, and

Mars was in one toward which the climatic

evolution of the earth was tending.

Poisonous Plants.—Statistics in regard

to poisonous plants are lacking on account

of a general ignorance of the subject, and it

is therefore impossible to form even an ap-

proximate estimate of the damage done by
them. Besides the criminal uses that may be

made of them, there are some other prob-

lems connected with them that are of general

public interest. The common law of Eng-
land holds those who possess and cultivate

such plants responsible for damages accru-

ing from them
;
and a New York court has

awarded damages in a case of injury from

poison ivy growing in a cemetery. In order

to obtain information on the subject, the bo-

tanical division of the Department of Agri-

culture arranged to receive notices through
the clipping bureaus of the cases of poison-

ing recorded in the newspapers. Thus

through the persons named in the articles or

through the local postmaster it was put in

correspondence with the physician in the

case, who furnished the authentic facts. A
large number of correct and valuable data

were thus secured. It is proved by these

facts that all poisonous plants are not

equally injurious to all persons nor to all

forms of life. Thus poison ivy has no ap-

parent external effect upon animals, and a

few of them eat its leaves with impunity ;

and it acts upon the skin of the majority of

persons with varying intensity
— on some

hardly at all, while others are extremely sen-

sitive to it. A similar variability is found in

the effects of poisonous plants taken inter-

nally. In some cases often regarded as of

that kind, death is attributable not to any

poison which the plant contains, but to im-

moderate or incautious eating, or to mechan-
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ical injury such as is produced in horses by
the hairs of crimson clover, or to the effect

of parasitic growths, such as ergot on rye.

Excluding all which operate in these ways,

there are, however, a large number of really

poisonous plants, the properties of which are

comparatively unknown. It is concerning
these that information has been sought by
the botanical division. Its report contains

descriptions of about forty plants, with fig-

ures, belonging to seventeen families.

The I'nltcd States Biological Snrvey.—
The Biological Survey of the United States

Department of Agriculture aims to define

and map the agricultural belts of the coun-

try in order to ascertain what products of

the soil can and what can not be grown suc-

cessfully in each, to guide the farmer in the

intelligent introduction of foreign crops, and

to point "out his friends and his enemies

among the native birds and animals. For

information on these subjects so important

to him the farmer has had to rely on his own

experiments or those of his neighbors, often

carried on at enormous cost to persons little

able to bear it. The- Survey and its prede-

cessor, the division of ornithology and mam-

mology, have had small parties in the field

traversing the public domain for the purpose
of studying the geographic distribution of

our native land animals and plants and map-

ping the boundaries of the areas they in-

habit. It was early learned that North

America is divisible into seven transconti-

nental belts or life zones and a much larger

number of minor areas or faunas, each char-

acterized by particular associations of ani-

mals and plants. The inference was natural

and has been verified that these same zones

and areas, up to the northern limit of profit-

able agriculture, are adapted to the needs of

particular kinds or varieties of cultivated

crops. The Survey is engaged in tracing as

precisely as possible the actual boundaries

of these belts and areas, and in finding out

and designating the varieties of crops best

adapted to each. In this undertaking it

aims to point out such exotic products as,

from their importance in other lands, are

likely to prove of value if introduced on fit

soils and under proper climatic conditions.

The importance of this work will be realized

when it is recollected that all the climatic

life zones of the world, except the hottest

tropical, are represented in our country.

The colored maps prepared by the Survey
furnish the best guide the farmer can have

for judging what crops will be best adapted
for his particular region ;

and in connection

with the work of the entomologist, show the

belts along which noxious insects are likely

to spread. The report of the Survey, pre-

pared under the direction of its chief, C.

Hart Merriam, though full of valuable infor-

mation not before presented consecutively,

is preliminary and only touches the edge of a

subject which is susceptible of copious elab-

oration, and is destined to be worked up with

immenseprofit.

A Neolithie Lake Dwelling.—A crannog,

or lake dwelling, discovered in the summer

of 1898 on the banks of the Clyde, has re-

ceived much attention from English archasol-

ogists because of its unique situation on a

tidal stream, and of its being apparently

neolithic or far more ancient than any other

crannog yet examined, in all others the relics

being of the bronze age. Careful excavations

have been made in it and are still in progress,

and the refuse mound of the former settle-

ment has been sifted, with results that have

made it plain that there were design and

execution in the building, and that it was

occupied and inhabited for a long period.

Positive evidence of fire is afforded in the

shape of numerous firestones and calcined

embers, and indications of the condition of

life at the period are given by the implements,

ornaments, and tools recovered. The cran-

nog is about sixteen hundred yards east of

the Castle Rock of Dumbarton, and about

fifty yards from the river at low tide, but is

submerged when the tide is in to a depth of

from three to twelve feet, and is one hun-

dred and eighty-four feet in circuit. The

piles in the outer circle are of oak, which

below the mud surface is still quite fresh.

The transverse beams and pavement inside

are of wood of the consistence of cheese—
willow, alder, and oak—while the smaller

branches are of fir, birch, and hazel, with

bracken, moss, and chips. The stones in the

outer circle and along the causeway leading

to the dwelling place seem to have been set

in a methodical order, most of the bowlders

being about a lift for a man. The refuse
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mound extends for about twelve feet outside

for the greater pait of the circuit, and here

most of the bone and flint implements have

been discovered. The largest article found in

the site was a very fine canoe, thirty-seven

feet long and forty inches beam, dug out of a

single oak tree, which lay in what has proved

to have been a dock. A curious ladder wa9

also found here, the rungs of which were cut

out of the solid wood, and which has some-

what the general appearance of a post of a

post-and-rail fence. The exploration of the

site is much interfered with by the rising of

the tide, which covers the crannog for a con-

siderable time every day. All the relics

found—consisting chiefly of objects of bone,

staghorn, jet, chert, and cannel coal, with

some querns, the canoe, ladder, etc.—have

been placed in the museum at Glasgow.

Portland Cement.—The following facts

are taken from an address delivered before

the Franklin Institute by Mr. Robert W.

Lesley :

"
It was not until the end of the last

century that the true principles of hydraulic

cement were discovered by Smeaton, who, in

the construction of the Eddystone Light-

house, made a number of experiments with

the English limestones, and laid down, as a

result, the principle that a limestone yielding

from fifteen to twenty-five per cent of resi-

due when dissolved in hydrochloric acid will

set under water. These limestones he de-

nominated hydraulic limestones, and from

the principle so laid down by him come the

two great definitions of what we now know

as cement, namely, the natural and artificial

cements of commerce. The natural variety,

such as the Rosendale, Lehigh, and Cumber-

land cements, was first made by Joseph Par-

ker in 1'796, who discovered what he called

1 Roman cement,' based upon the calcination

at low temperatures of the nodules found in

the septaria geological formation in England.

This was practically the first cement of com-

merce, and gave excellent results. Joseph

Aspdin, a bricklayer or plasterer, took out a

patent in England in 1824 on a high-grade arti-

ficial cement, and, at great personal depriva-

tion, succeeded in manufacturing it on a com-

mercial scale by combining English chalks

with clay from the river beds, drying the

mixed paste, and after calcining at high heat

the material thus produced, grinding it to pow-

der. This cement, which was the first Port-

land cement in the market, obtained its name

from its resemblance when it became stone

to the celebrated Portland stone, one of the

leading building materials in England. The

rocks used in the manufacture of Portland

cement are very similar to those from which

natural cement is made. The various layers

in the natural rock may vary in size or strati-

fication, so that the lime, alumina, and silica

may not be in position to combine under

heat, or there may be too much of one in-

gredient, or not enough of the others in close

proximity to each other. In making Port-

land cement, these rocks, properly propor-

tioned, are accordingly ground to an impal-

pable powder, the natural rock being broken

down and the laminae distributed in many
small grains. This powder is then mixed

with water, and is made into a new stone

in the shape of the brick, or block, in

which all the small grains formerly com-

posing the laminae of the original rock

are distributed and brought into a close

mechanical juxtaposition to each other.

The new rock thus made is put into kilns

with layers of coke, and is then calcined at

temperatures from 1,600° to 1,800°. The

clinker, as it comes from the kiln, is then

crushed and ground to an impalpable pow-

der, which is the Portland cement of com-

merce. Portland cement may be made from

other materials, such as chalk and clay, lime-

stone and clay, cement rock and limestone,

and marls and clays. In every case the prin-

ciple is the same, the breaking down and the

redistributing of the materials so that the fine

particles may be in close mechanical union

when subjected to the heat of the kiln."

The French Nontoxic Matches.—It is

believed, by Frenchmen at least, that the

problem long sought, of finding a composition

for a match head in which all the advantages

of white phosphorus shall be preserved while

its deleterious qualities are eliminated or

greatly reduced, has been solved in the new

matches which the French Government has

placed upon the market. These matches are

marked S. C, by the initials of the inventors,

MM. Sevene and Cahen, are made in the fac-

tories at Trelaze, Begles, and Samtines, and

have been well received by the public. In pre-

paring the composition, the chlorate of pot-
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ash of the old flashing and safety matches

has been retained, and the sesquisulphide

of phosphorus is used iostead of the white

or red phosphorus of the old matches. The

latter substance, besides the indispensable

qualities of fixity and resistance to atmos-

pheric influences, has the two important prop-

erties of inflaming at 95° C, much nearer the

igniting point of white phosphorus (60° C.)

than of red (260° C), and being therefore

easier to light; and of having a low latent

or specific heat. With these properties em-

bodied in the inflammable composition of the

head, the new match is expected to be com-

paratively free from accidental explosions

during manufacture and export, to take fire

by friction, and to burn steadily and regu-

larly. The expectation has so far been ful-

filled. The phosphorus compound has a

special odor, in which the sulphur character-

istic predominates, but, not boiling under

880° C, does not become offensive in the

shops ;
and the match heads made with it

do not emit the phosphorescence which is

often exhibited by matches made with white

phosphorus. It is only feebly toxic by di-

rect absorption, experiments on guinea pigs

indicating that it is only about one tenth as

much so as white phosphorus.

Trees as Land Formers.—John Gifford,

in a paper presented to the Franklin Institute

on Forestry in Relation to Physical Geogra-

phy and Engineering, mentions as illustrating

the way forests counteract certain destruc-

tive forces, the mangrove tree as " the great

land former which, supplementing the work

of the coral polyp, has added to the warm
seashore regions of the globe immense areas

of land." The trees grow in salt water sev-

eral feet deep, where their labyrinth of roots

and branches collect and hold sediment and

flotage. Thus the shore line advances. The

seeds, germinating on the plant, the plantlets

fall into the water, float away till their roots

touch the bottom, and there form the nucleus

of new islands and life. The forest con-

stantly improves the soil, provided the lat-

ter is not removed or allowed to burn. The

roots of trees penetrate to its deeper layers

and absorb great quantities of mineral mat-

ters, a large percentage of which goes to the

leaves, and is ultimately deposited on the

surface.
" The surface soil is both enriched

by these mineral substances and protected

by a mulch of humus in varying stages of

decomposition. As the lower layers rot, new

layers of leaves and twigs are being con-

stantly deposited, so that the forest soil, in

the course of time, fairly reeks with nourish-

ing plant food, which seeps out more or less

to enrich neighboring soils." The forest is

also a soil former. "Even the most tender

rootlet, because of its acidity, is able to dis-

solve its way through certain kinds of rock.

This, together with the acids formed in the

decomposition of humus, is a potent and

speedy agent in the production of soil. The

roots of many species of trees have no diffi-

culty whatever in penetrating limestone and

in disintegrating rocks of the granitic series.

As the rock crumbles, solid inorganic mate-

rials are released, which enrich neighboring

soils, especially those of the valleys in regions

where the forest is relegated to the mountain

sides and top, as should be the case in all

mountainous regions. In view of the destruc-

tion caused by mankind, it is a consoling

fact that Nature, although slowly, is gradu-

ally improving her waste lands. If not in-

terrupted, the barest rock and the fallowest

field, under conditions which may be called

unfavorable, will become, in course of time,

forest-clad and fertile. The most important

function of the forest in relation to the soil,

however, is in holding it in place and pro-

tecting it from the erosive action of wind

and rain."

The Atlantic Slope.—The Atlantic slope

of the United States is described in the New

Jersey State Geological Survey's report on

the Physical Geography of the State as " a

fairly distinct geographical province. Its

eastern boundary is the sea
;

its western

boundary on the north is the divide between

the drainage flowing southeast to the sea and

that flowing northeast to the St. Lawrence.

Farther south its western limit is the divide

between the streams flowing east to the At-

lantic and those flowing west to the Ohio and

Mississippi Rivers." The line between it and

the geographical province next west follows

the watershed of the Appalachian system of

mountains. It is divided, according to ele-

vations, into several subprovinces, all of

which elongate in a direction roughly paral-

lel to the shore. Next to the coast there is
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usually a belt of lowland, few or many miles

wide, called the Coas!al Plain. Inland from

the Coastal Plain is an intermediate height,

between the Coastal Plain to the east and

the mountains to the west, known in the

South as the Piedmont Plateau. The moun-

tainous part of the slope constitutes the

third province, known as the Appalachian

Zone. The Atlantic slope may be divided

into two sections—a northern and a southern

—in which the Coastal Plain is narrow and

wide respectively. These two sections meet

in New Jersey, where the division runs from

the Raritan River, just below New Bruns-

wick, to Trenton. South of this liDe the

Coastal Plain expands, and all considerable

elevations recede correspondingly from the

shore. These three subprovinces are espe-

cially well shown in the southern section of

the Atlantic slope. They are less well de-

veloped in the northern section, and even

where the topography is comparable the un-

derlying rock structure is different. In New

Jersey a fourth belt, the Triassic formation,

is interposed between the Coastal Plain and

the Highlands corresponding to the Pied-

mont Plateau. North of New Jersey the

Coastal Plain has little development, though

Long Island and some small areas farther

east and northeast are to be looked upon as

parts of it.

American Fresh-water Pearls.—The facts

cited by Mr. George F. Kunz in his paper,

published in the Report of the United States

Fish Commission, on the Fresh-water Pearls

and Pearl Fisheries of the United States, give

considerable importance to this feature of

our natural history. The mound explora-

tions attest that fresh-water pearls were

gathered and used by the prehistoric peoples

of the country
"
to an extent that is aston-

ishing On the hearths of some of these

mounds in Ohio the pearls have been found,

not by hundreds, but by thousands and even

by bushels—now, of course, damaged and

half decomposed by centuries of burial and

by the heat of superficial fires." The narra-

tives of the early Spanish explorers make

several mentions of pearls in the possession

of the Indians. For a considerable period

after the first explorations, however, Ameri-

can pearls attracted but little attention, and
"
for some two centuries the Unios [or

'

fresh-

water mussels
']

lived and multiplied in the

rivers and streams, unmolested by either the

native tribes that had used them for food,

or by the pioneers of the new race that had

not yet learned of their hidden treasures."

Within recent years the gathering of Unio

pearls has attained such importance as to

start economical problems warranting and

even demanding careful and detailed inquiry.

The first really important discovery of Unio

pearls was made near Paterson, N. J., in 1857,

in the form of the "
queen pearl

"
of fine

luster, weighing ninety- three grains, which

was sold to Eugenie, wife of Napoleon III,

for twenty-five hundred dollars, and is now

worth four times that amount. As a result

the Unios at Notch Brook, where it was

found, were gathered by the million and de-

stroyed. Within a year fully fifteen thou-

sand dollars' worth of pearls were sent to

the New York market. Then the shipments

gradually fell off. Some of the best Amer-

ican pearls that were next found were at

Waynesville, Ohio, where Mr. Israel H. Har-

ris formed an exceedingly fine collection. It

contained more than two thousand speci-

mens, weighing more than as many grains.

Among them were one button-shaped on the

back and weighing thirty-eight grains, sev-

eral almost transparent pink ones, and one

shoeing where the pearl had grown almost

entirely through the Unio. In 1889 a num-

ber of magnificently colored pearls were

found at different places in the creeks and

rivers of Wisconsin, of which more than ten

thousand dollars' worth were sent to New
York within three months. These discover-

ies led to immense activity in pearl hunting

through all the streams of the region, and in

three or four seasons the shells were nearly

exhausted. The pearl fisheries of this State

have produced at least two hundred and fifty

thousand dollars' worth of pearls since 1889.

Another outbreak of the "
pearl mania "

occurred in Arkansas in 1897, and extended

into the Indian Territory, Missouri, Georgia,

and other States.

Distribution of Cereals in the Inited

States.—To inquiries made preparatory to

drawing up a report on the Distribution of

Cereals in North America (Department of

Agriculture, Biological Survey), Mr. C. S.

Plumb receh cd one thousand and thirty- three
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answers, eight hundred and ninety-seven of

which came from the United States and the

rest from the Canadian provinces. These

reports showed that in many localities, par-

ticularly in the East and South, but little at-

tention is paid to keeping varieties pure, and

many farmers use mixed, unknown, or local

varieties of ordinary merit for seed. In

New England but little grain is grown from

sowing, owing to the cheapness of Western

grain, and wheat is rarely reported. Oats

are now mostly sown from Western seed, and

the resulting crop is mown for hay, while

most of the corn is cut for green fodder or

silage. On certain fine lowlands—as, for ex-

ample, in the Connecticut Valley
—

oats, and

more especially corn, are often grown for

grain. While reports on most of the cereals

were rendered from the lower austral zone,

or the region south of the Appalachians and

the old Missouri Compromise line, this region,

except where it merges with the upper aus-

tral or the one north of it, is apparently out-

side the area of profitable cultivation of

wheat and oats. In Louisiana and most of

the other parts of the lower austral, except

in northern Texas and Oklahoma, wheat is

almost an unknown crop. The warm, moist

climatic conditions here favor the develop-

ment of fungous diseases to such a degree

that the plants are usually ruined or greatly

injured at an early stage of growth. In

Florida, as a rule, cereals are rarely culti-

vated except on the uplands at the northern

end of the State. In a general way, corn

and wheat are most successfully grown in

the upper austral zone, or central States,

while oats are best and most productive in

the transition zone (or northern and Lake

States and the Dakotas), or along the border

of the upper austral and transition. The

gradual acclimation of varieties of cereals,

through years of selection and cultivation,

has gone so far, however, that some varieties

are now much better adapted to one zone

than to another.

Spanish Silkworm Got.—The business

of manufacturing silkworm gut in Spain is

a considerable industry. The method of

preparation is thus described in the Journal

of the Society of Arts : After the silkworm

grub has eaten enough mulberry leaves, and

before it begins to spin, which is during the

months of May and June, it is thrown into

vinegar for several hours. The insect is

killed and the substance which the grub, if

alive, would have spun into a cocoon is

drawn out from the dead worm into a much
thicker and shorter silken thread, in which

operation considerable dexterity and experi-

ence are required. Two thick threads from

each grub are placed for about four hours in

clear cold water, after which they are put
for ten or fifteen minutes in a solution of

some caustic. This loosens a fine outer

skin on the threads, which is removed by
the hands, the workman holding the threads

in his teeth. The silk is then hung up to

dry in a shady place, the sun rendering it

brittle. In some parts of the country these

silk guts are bleached with sulphur vapor,

which makes them beautifully glossy and

snow-white, while those naturally dried have

a yellowish tint. The quality of the gut is

decided according to the healthy condition of

the worm, round indicating a good quality

and flat an inferior one.

The Nests of Burrowing Bees.—Prof.

John B. Smith, having explained to his sec-

tion of the American Association a method

which has been successfully applied, of tak-

ing casts in plaster of Paris of the homes of

burrowing insects, with their branchings, to

the depth of six feet, described some of the

results of its application. Bees, of the genus

Calletes, dig vertically to the depth of eight-

een inches or more, then burrow horizon-

tally from two to five inches farther, and

construct a thin, parchmentlike cell of sa-

liva, in which the egg is deposited, with pol-

len and honey for the food of the larva.

They then start a new horizontal burrow a

little distance from the first, and perhaps a

third, but no more. The vertical tubes are

then filled up, so that when the bees come

to life they must burrow from six to twenty-

four inches before they can reach the sur-

face. Another genus makes a twisted bur-

row
;
another makes a vertical burrow that

may be six feet deep. About a foot below

the surface it sends off a lateral branch,

and in this it excavates a chamber from

one to two and a half inches in diameter.

Tubes are sent down from this chamber, as

many perhaps as from six to twenty togeth-

er, and these are lined with clay to make
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them water-tight. This bee, when it begins

its burrow, makes an oblique gallery from

four to six inches long before it starts in the

vertical direction, and all the dirt is carried

through this oblique gallery. Then the in-

sect continues the tube vertically upward to

just below the surface, and makes a small

concealed opening to it here, taking care to

pile no sand near it. This is the regular en-

trance to the burrow.

MINOR PARAGRAPHS.
In a report of an inspection of three

French match factories, published as a Brit-

ish Parliamentary paper, Dr. T. Oliver re-

cords as his impressions and deductions that

while until recently the match makers suf-

fered severely from phosphorus poisoning,

there is now apparently a reduction in the

severe forms of the illness
;
that this reduc-

tion is attributable to greater care in the se-

lection of the work people, to raising the

age of admission into the factory, to medical

examination on entrance, subsequent close

supervision, and repeated dental examina-

tion
;
to personal cleanliness on the part of

the workers
;

to early suspension on the ap-

pearance of symptoms of ill health
;
and to

improved methods of manufacture. The

French Government is furthering by all pos-

sible means new methods of manufacture in

the hope of finding a safer one
;
and a match

free from white phosphorus and still capa-

ble of striking anywhere is already manu-

factured.

A mechanical and engineering section

is to be organized in the Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, to be devoted to the considera-

tion of subjects bearing upon the mechanic

arts and the engineering problems connected

therewith. The growth of the various de-

partments of this institution—which has

been fitly termed a " democratic learned so-

ciety," from the close affiliation in it of the

men of the professions and the men of the

workshops—by natural accretion, and the

steadily growing demands for the extension

of its educational work during the past dec-

ade, have increased the costs for mainte-

nance and administration and have been the

cause of a deficit in nearly every year. A
movement is now on foot, approved by the

board of managers, and directed by a special

committee, to secure for it an endowment,
toward which a number of subscriptions

ranging from two hundred and fifty to

twenty-five hundred dollars have already

beeu received.

The earthquake which took place in

Assam, June 12, 1897, was described by Mr.

R. D. Oldham in the British Association as

having been the most violent of which there

is any record. The shock was sensible over

an area of 1,750,000 square miles, and if it

had occurred in England, not a house would

have been left standing between Manchester

and London. Landslips on an unprecedented

scale were produced, a number of lakes were

formed, and mountain peaks were moved

vertically and horizontally. Monuments of

solid stone and forest trees were broken

across. Bridges were overthrown, displaced,

and in some places thrust bodily up to a

height of about twenty feet, and the rails on

the railroads were twisted and bent. Earth

fissures were formed over an area larger than

the United Kingdom, and sand rents, from

which sand and water were forced in solid

streams to a height of three or four feet

above the ground, were opened
"
in incalcu-

lable numbers." The loss of life was com-

paratively small, as the earthquake occurred

about five o'clock in the afternoon, and the

damage done was reduced by the fact that

there were no large cities within the area of

greatest violence
;
but in extent and capacity

of destruction, as distinguished from destruc-

tion actually accomplished, this earthquake

surpassed any of which there was historical

mention, not even excepting the great earth-

quake of Lisbon in 1755.

The first section of the electric railway

up the Jungfrau, which is intended to reach

the top of the mountain, was opened about the

first of October, 1898. The line starts from

the Little Scheidegg station of the existing

Wengern Alp Railway, 6,770 feet above the

sea, and ascends the mountain masses from

the north side, passing the Eiger Glacier,

Eiger Wand, Eismeer, and Jungfraujoch sta-

tions, to Lift, 13,430 feet, whence the ascent

is completed by elevator to the summit, 13,-

670 feet. The road starts on a gradient of

ten per cent, which is increased to twenty per
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cent about halfway to the Eiger Glacier sta-

tion, and to twenty-five per cent, the steepest,

after passing that station. There are about 85

yards in tunnel on the section now opened,

but beyond the Eiger Glacier the road will

not touch the surface except at the stations.

About 250 yards of the long tunnel have

been excavated so far. The stations be-

yond Eiger Wand will be built within the

rock, and will be furnished with restaurants

and beds. At the Eiger Wand and Eismeer

stations passengers will contemplate the view

through windows or balconies from the in-

side
;
but at the Jungfraujoch station tour-

ists will be able to go out and take sledges

for the great Aletsch Glacier. The cars will

accommodate forty passengers each, and the

company expects to complete the railroad by

1904.

Alexander A. Lawes, civil engineer, of

Sydney, Australia, suggests a plan of me-

chanical flight on beating wings as present

ing advantages that transcend all other

schemes. He believes that the amount of

power required to operate wings and the

difficulty in applying it are exaggerated be-

yond all measure. The wings or sustainers

of the bird in flight, he urges, are held in the

outstretched position without any exertion on

its part ;
and many birds, like the albatross,

sustain themselves for days at a stretch.

" This constitutes its aerial support, and is

analogous to the support derived by other

animals from land and water." The sole

work done by the bird is propulsion and ele-

vation by the beating action of the wings.

Mr. Adams's machine, which he does not say

he has tried, is built in conformity to this

principle, and its sails are modeled as nearly

as possible in form and as to action with

those of the bird. The aid of an air cylin-

der is further called in, through which a

pressure is exerted balancing the wings. The

wings are moved by treadles, and the author's

picture of the aeronaut looks like a man rid-

ing an aerial bicycle.

Carborundum, a substance highly extolled

by its manufacturers as an abrasive, is com-

posed of carbon and silicon in atomic pro-

portions
—

thirty parts by weight of carbon

and seventy of silicon. It is represented

as being next to the diamond in hardness

and as cutting emery and corundum with

ease, but as not as tough as the diamond.

It is a little more than one and a fifth

times the weight of sand, is infusible at the

highest attainable heat, but is decomposed
in the electric arc, and is insoluble in any of

the ordinary solvents, water, oils, and acids,

even hydrofluoric acid having no effect upon
it. Pure carborundum is white. In the

commercial manufacture the crystals are pro-

duced in many colors and shades, partly as

the result of impurities and partly by surface

oxidation. The prevailing colors are green,

black, and blue. The color has no effect

upon the hardness. Crude carborundum, as

taken from the furnace, usually consists of

large masses or aggregations of crystals,

which are frequently very beautifully colored

and of adamantine luster.

A peculiarity of Old English literary

usage is pointed out by Prof. Dr. L. Kell-

ner, of Vienna, as illustrated in a sentence

like
" the mob is ignorant, and they are often

cruel." This is considered a bad solecism in

modern English, but in Old and Middle Eng-

lish constructions of exactly the same kind

are so often met with that it is impossible to

account for them as slips and mistakes.

They may be brought under several heads,

as, Number (the same collective noun used

as a singular and a plural) ;
Case (the same

verb or adjective governing the genitive and

accusative, the genitive and dative, or the

dative and accusative) ;
Pronoun (" thou

"

and "
ye

" used in addressing the same per-

son) ;
Tense (past and perfect, or past and

historical present used in the same breath) ;

Mood (indicative and subjunctive used in the

same clause). Finite verb and infinitive de-

pendent on the same verb
; simple and prep-

ositional infinitives dependent on the same

verb; infinitive and verbal noun used side by

side
;
different prepositions dependent on the

same verb, like Caxton's " He was eaten by

bears and of lions
"

;
direct and indirect

speech alternating in the same clause. These

facts, which are met with as late as 1611

(Bible, authorized version), point to the

conclusion that what to us appears as a

grammatical inconsistency was once con-

sidered a welcome break in the monotony of

construction.

Mr. Fischer Sigwart is quoted in the

Revue Scientifque as having studied the life
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of frogs for thirty years, and found that they

are night wanderers, keeping comparatively

quiet during the day and seeking their prey

after dark. In the fall they leave their hunt-

ing grounds in the fields and woods and take

refuge near swamps and ponds, passing the

winter in the banks of rivers or the mud in

the bottoms of ponds, whence they come out

in the spring, when the process of reproduc-

tion begins. The frog is not sexually mature

till it is four or five years old. The coupling

process lasts from three to thirty days. Be-

tween its spring wakening and spawning the

frog eats nothing except, perhaps, its own

skin, which it moults periodically. After

spawning, frogs leave the water and go to

the fields and woods. They can be fed, when

kept captive, upon insects and earthworms.

NOTES.

A relation has been discovered by Pro-

fessor Dolbear and Carl A. and Edward A.

Bessey between the chirping of crickets and
the temperature, the chirps increasing as fre-

quently as the temperature rises. The Bes-

seys relate, in The Ameiican Naturalist, that

when, one cool evening, a cricket was caught
and brought into a warm room, it began in

a few minutes to chirp nearly twice as rap-

idly as the out-of-door crickets, and that its

rate very nearly conformed to the observed
rate maintained other evenings out of doors

under the same temperature conditions.

C. Drieberg, of Colombo, Ceylon, records,
in Nature, a rainfall at Nedunkeni, in the

northern province of Ceylon, December 15

and 16, 1697, of 31.76 inches in twenty-four
hours. The highest previous records, as

cited by him, are at Joyeuse, France, 31.17
inches in twenty-two hours

; Genoa, 30
inches in twenty-six hours

;
on the hills

above Bombay, 24 inches in one night ;
and

on the Khasia Hills, India, 30 inches in each
of five successive days. The average annual
rainfall at Nedunkeni has been 64.70 inches,
but in 1897 the total amount was 121.85

inches. The greatest annual rainfall is on
the Khasia Hills, India, with 600 inches.

The wettest station in Ceylon is Padupola,
in the central province, with 230.85 inches

as the mean of twenty-six years, but in 1897
the amount was 243.07 inches.

The Korean postage stamps are printed
in the United States. As explained in the

United States consular reports, they are of
four denominations, and all alike except in

color and denomination. Of the inscrip-
tions, the characters on the top are ancient

Chinese, and those at the bottom, having the
same meaning, are Korean

;
the characters

on the right are Korean and those on the

left are Chinese, both giving the denomina-

tions, with the English translation just below
the center of the stamp. The plum blossom
in each corner is the royal flower of the pres-
ent Ye dynasty, which has been in existence

more than five hundred years, and the fig-

ures at the corners of the center piece repre-
sent the four spirits that stand at the corners

of the earth and support it on their shoulders.

The national emblem in the center is an an-

cient Chinese phallic device.

A paragraph in La Nature calls to mind
that the year 1898 was the "jubilee" of the

sea serpent, the first mention of a sight of

the monster—whether fabulous or not is

still undecided—having been made by the

captain and officers of the British ship Da3-

dalus in 1848. They said they saw it be-

tween the Cape of Good Hope and St. Hele-

na, and that it was about six hundred feet

long. Since then views of sea serpents have
been reported nearly every year, but none
has ever been caught or seen so near or for

so long a time as to be positively identified.

There are several creatures of the deep which,
seen for an instant, might be mistaken with

the aid of an excited imagination for a ma-
rine serpent ;

and it is not wholly impossible
that some descendants of the gigantic sau-

rians of old may still be living in the ocean
undetected by science.

The results of a study of the winter food
of the chickadee by Clarence M. Weed, of

the New Hampshire College Agricultural Ex-

periment Station, shows that more than half

of it consists of insects, a very large propor-
tion of which are taken in the form of eggs.

Vegetation of various sorts made up a little

less than a quarter of the food
;
but two

thirds of this consisted of buds and bud
scales that were accidentally introduced

along with plant-lice eggs. These eggs
made up more than one fifth of the entire

food, and formed the most remarkable ele-

ment of the bill of fare. The destruction

of these eggs of plant lice is probably the

most important service which the chickadee

renders during its winter residence. Insect

eggs of many other kinds were found in the

food, among them those of the tent caterpil-
lar and the fall cankerworm, and the larvm

of several kinds of moths, including those of

the common apple worm.

The Merchants' Association of San Fran-

cisco has been trying the experiment of

sprinkling a street with sea water, and finds

that such water binds the dirt together be-

tween the paving stones, so that when it is

dry no loose dust is formed to be raised by
the wind

;
that sea water does not dry so

quickly as fresh water, so that it has been

claimed when salt water has been used that

one load of it is equal to three loads of fresh

water. The salt water which is deposited on

the street absorbs moisture from the air dur-

ing the night, whereby the street is thor-
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oughly moist during the early morning, and
has the appearance of having been freshly

sprinkled.

The Tarahumare people, who live in the

most inaccessible part of northern Mexico,
were described by Dr. Krauss in the British

Association as ignorant and primitive, and

many still living in caves. What villages

they have are at altitudes of about eight
thousand feet above the sea level. They are

a small and wiry people, with great powers
of endurance. Their only food is pinoli, or

maize, parched and ground. They have a

peculiar drink, called teakuin, also produced
from maize and manufactured with consid-

erable ceremony, which tastes like a mixture
of sour milk and turpentine. Their language
is limited to about three hundred words.

Their imperfect knowledge of numbers ren-

ders them unable to count beyond ten. Their

religion seems to be a distorted and imper-
fect conception of Christian traditions, mixed
with some of their own ideas and supersti-
tions.

The directory of the School of Anthro-

pology of Paris, which consists chiefly of the

professors in the institution, has chosen Dr.

Capitan, professor of pathological anthropol-

ogy, to succeed M. Gabriel de Mortillet, de-

ceased, as professor of prehistoric anthropol-

ogy. Dr. Capitan's former chair is suppressed.

The highest cog-wheel railroad in Europe
and probably in the world is the one from Zer-

matt, Switzerland, to the summit of the Gor-
ner Grat, upward of eleven thousand five hun-

dred feet above the sea. It is between five and
six miles long, and rises nearly fifty-two hun-
dred feet, with a maximum grade of twenty
per cent. There are two intermediate sta-

tions, at the Riffel Alp and the Riffelberg,
and the ascent is made in ninety minutes.
The height of this road will be surpassed by
that of the one now being erected up the

Jungfrau.

Extraordinary advantages are claimed

by Mrs. Theodore R. MacClure, of the State

Board of Health, for Michigan as a summer
and health-resort State. The State has more
than sixteen hundred miles of lake line, the

greater part of which is or can be utilized

for summer-resort purposes ;
there are in its

limits 5,173 inland lakes varying in size and

having a total area of 712,864 square acres

of water. The many rivers running through
the State furnish on their banks delightful

places for camping and for recreation.

An action of bacteria on photographic
plates was described by Prof. P. P. Frank-
land at the last meeting of the British Asso-

ciation. Ordinary bacterial cultures in gela-
tin and agar-agar are found to be capable
of affecting the photographic film even at a

distance of half an inch, while, when they
are placed in contact with the film, definite

pictures of the bacterial growths can be ob-

tained. The action does not take place

through glass, and therefore, as in the case

of Dr. W. J. Russell's observations with
some other substances, it is considered prob-

ably due to the evolution of volatile chemical
materials which react with the sensitive film.

Many varieties of bacteria exert the action,
but to a different degree. Bacterial growths
which are luminous in the dark are much
more active than the non-luminous bacteria

hitherto tried.

Telephonic communication, it is said, has
been established between a number of farms
in Australia by means of wire fences. A
correspondent of the Australian Agricul-
turist from a station near Colmar represents
that it is easy to converse with a station

eight miles distant by means of instruments
connected on the wire fences, and that the
same kind of communication has been estab-

lished over a distance of eight miles. Sev-

eral stations are connected in this way.

We have to record the deaths of F. A.

Obach, electrical engineer, at Gratz, Austria,
December 27th, aged forty-six years. He
was author of numerous papers on subjects
of electrical science in English and German
publications, and of lectures on the chem-

istry of India rubber and gutta percha ; Dr.

Reinhold Ehret, seismologist and author of

books on earthquakes and seismometers, who
died from an Alpine accident in the Susten
Pass ; Dr. Joseph Coats, professor of pa-

thology at the University of Glasgow, and
author of a manual of pathology, a work on

tuberculosis, etc.
;
Thomas Hincks, F. R. S.,

author of books on marine zoology, February
2d; Major J. Hotchkiss, president in 1895 of

the Geological Section of the American Asso-

ciation and author of papers on economic

geology and engineering; Wilbur Wilson Tho-

burn, professor of biomechanics at Leland
Stanford Junior University ;

Dr. Giuseppe
Gibelli, professor of botany in the University
of Turin

;
Dr. G. Wolffhuzel, professor of

hygiene in the University of Gottingen ;
Dr.

Dareste de Chavannes, author of researches

in animal teratology, and formerly president
of the French Society of Anthropology ; Dr.

Rupert Bock, professor of mechanics in

the Technical Institute of Vienna; William

Colenso, F. R. S., of New Zealand, naturalist

and author of investigations of Maori an-

tiquities and myths ;
Dr. Lench, assistant in

the observatory at Zurich, Switzerland
;

Dr.

Franz Lang, rector and teacher of natural

history in the cantonal schools of Soleure,

Switzerland, and one of the presidents of the

Swiss Natural History Society, aged seventy-

eight years ;
Dr. William Rutherford, pro-

fessor of physiology in the University of

Edinburgh, and author of several books in

that science, February 21st, in his sixtieth

year ;
and Sir Douglas Galton, president of

the British Association in 1895 and an au-

thority and author on sanitation, March 10th,
in his seventy seventh year.
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merous photographs taken by the expedition.
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Another of Mr. Torrey's books in which nature,
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the mountain region of Virginia and North Carolina,
where he finds many birds which are old New England
acquaintances. His genius for observation and his art

in description are as fresh and delightful as ever.

\ CENTURY OF INDIAN

EPIGRAMS.
Chiefly from the Sanskrit of Bhartrihari. By Paul
E. More, author of

" The Great Refusal." i6mo,
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A tasteful book containing lyrical translations of a
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By Charles Dickens. Holiday Edition, with
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portrait, and a sympathetic sketch by Mr. Baxter.
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And Other Stories. By Edward Bellamy.

With a Prefatory Sketch by Mr. Howells. i2mo,

$1.50.
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pose of improving social conditions which distinguish
all of Mr. Bellamy's writings.

THE PURITANS.
By Arlo Bates, author of " The Pagans,"

" The Philistines," etc. Second Impression.

Crown 8vo, $1.50.

Mr. Bates reaches a higher level in this novel than
in any he has before written. Two young High
Churchmen are brought into contact with woridliness,
the semi-serious who devise ethical amusements, the
ultra- fashionable who take great interest in the cam-

paign for the election of a bishop,
—and love enters

into the drama. It is a thoughtful story, with no little

comedy and satire.

PRISONERS OF HOPE.
By Mary Johnston. With a Frontispiece.

Illustration. Second Impression. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

A thoroughly interesting story of Colonial Virginia
in 1663. The hero is an innocent convict from Eng-
land, who leads the famous Oliverian conspiracy, and
has thrilling adventures by flood and field with

ruffians, gentlemen, and Indians who stole the young
woman whom he loved.

\ LOVER OF TRUTH.
By Eliza Orne White, author of " Win-

terborough,"
" A Browning Courtship," etc. i6mo,

$1.25.

This charming New England story is named for a

young man who insists on speaking the truth, in sea-

son and out of season. Other characters are a young
man of good sense, a pretty girl, a girl who is much
more than pretty,

—and the story is told with bright-
ness and humor.
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cloth, $2.00.
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SCRIBNER'S NEW FALL BOOKS
COMMERCIAL CUBA.

A BOOK FOR BUSINESS MEN.

By WILLIAM J. CLARK.
With 8 maps, 7 plans, and 40 illustrations

;
and a Commercial Directory of the Island. 8vo, $4.00.

CONTENTS : I. How to Meet the Resident of Cuba. II. The Population: Its Char-

acteristics and Occupations. III. Climate and the Preservation of Health. IV. Descrip-
tive Geography. V. Transportation and Communication. VI. Currency, Banking, and

Government Finance. VII. The Legal and Administrative System of the Past and Future.

VIII. Animal and Vegetable Life. IX. Sugar and Tobacco. X. Some General Statistics.

XI. to XVI. (inclusive). Descriptions of the Various Provinces.

Mr. Clark's book is an exhaustive picture, from personal observation and official reports, of the con-

ditions and possibilities of every industry in Cuba, each town and each industry being critically

examined with a view to the outlook for American capital backed by American energy.

THE WORKERS—THE WEST.
Illus-By Walter A. Wyckoff, Assistant Professor of Political Economy at Princeton University.

trated by W. R. Leigh. i2mo, $1.50.

With this second volume Professor Wyckoff closes his absolutely unique narrative of the experiences of a

scholar in earning: his living; as an unskilled laborer. These Western pictures are full of life and color, for the

author describes his life in the terrible slums of Chicago, the Anarchists, the labor unions, and the starving; un-

employed, as well as the wheat farms, deep mines, and catile plains of the Far West. The Homestead says :

" Mr. Leigh's illustrations are simply perfect. Mr. Wyckoff 's papers get right down to life as no previous study
of the kind has ever done."

Already published THE WORKERS—THE EAST. Illustrated. i2mo, $1.25.
"

It is doubtful if a more interesting contribution to social science has ever been written."— The Interior.

An Illustrated Flora of the Northern United States and Canada,
Virginia to Kansas included. By Prof. Nathaniel L. Britton and Hon. Addison Brown,
with the assistance of Specialists in Various Groups. Every known species illustrated, number-

ing 4162. In three Imperial 8vo volumes of about 620 pages each. The set, $9.00 special net,

transportation extra. (Those already having Volumes I. and II. can secure Volume III. for

$3.00 special net ; postage 36 cents extra.)

Volume I. Pp. xii + 612; figured species, 1425 uncolored. Ferns to Carpet=Weed.

Volume II. Pp. iv -J- 643; figures 1426 to 2892. Portulaca to Gentian.

Volume III. Pp. xvi -f- 588 ; figures 2893 to 4081. Appendix 81 figures. Dogbane to Thistle.

Volume III. contains a general key to the Orders and Families, a Glossary, and I.atin and English
Indexes to the three volumes, including about ic.ooo popular names. 1 he Indexes are also supplied

separately, in a uniform Index Volume of 84 pages, at !f 1.00 net, postage 9 cents extra.

" The praise which the first two volumes received has been fully warranted as shown by the completion of the

work. For comprehensiveness, clearness, accuracy, and excellence of typographical appearance it is unsurpassed.
. . . The work is fully up to date and thoroughly covers the field."—National Nurseryman.

YESTERDAYS IN THE PHILIPPINES.
By Joseph Earle Stevens. Fourth Edition. Illustrated. i2mo, $1.50.

"This volume, written in the racy style of intimate correspondence, gives just that information about the

archipelago which everybody wants to know. ... A more readable and entertaining book of travel would be

hard to find apart from its contemporary importance."—Philadelphia Press.

The Problems of Philosophy.
An Introduction to the Study of Philosophy.

By John Grier Hibben, Ph.D., Professor of

Logic in Princeton University, author of " In-

ductive Logic." i2mo, $1.00.

Theories of the Will.

By Archibald Alexandfr, author of " A
Theory of Conduct," "Some Problems of

Philosophy," etc. i2mo, $1.50.

Social Elements,
lns f

itutions, Character, Progress. By CHARLES
R. Henderson, Ph.D, Professor of Sociology
in the University of Chicago. Svo, $1.50 net.

The Discharge of Electricity through
Gases.

By J. J. Thomson, M. A., F. R. S
,
Cavendish

Professor of Physics in the University of Cam-

bridge. l2mo, $1.00 net.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 153=157 Fifth Ave., New York.



LATEST PUBLICATIONS OF
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The Story of the Railroad.

By Cy WARMAN, author of " The Express Messenger," etc. A new volume in the Story of the

West Series, edited by Ripley Hitchcock. With Maps and many Illustrations by B. West Cline-

dinst and from photographs. Uniform with "The Story of the Cowboy," "The Story of the

Mine," and " The Story of the Indian." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

This book, which follows "The Story of the Cowboy" in this series, pictures the building of the earlier

transcontinental lines across the true West. It tells the story of the engineer who found the way and who was

the pioneer of permanent civilization among- the Indians and buffalo of the plains and in the mountains. His-

torically, the book is valuable because it gives a comprehensive sketch of a great subject in a brief compass, and,

furthermore, the strange and picturesque phases of life which are depicted are full of immediate interest.

The History of the World,
From the Earliest Historical Time to the Year i8g8. By Edgar Sanderson, M. A., sometime

scholar of Clare College, Cambridge, author of " A History of the British Empire,"
" The British

Empire in the Nineteenth Century," "Outlines of the World's History," etc. Uniform with

"Natural History,"
"
Astronomy," and "The Historical Reference-Book." Small 8vo. Half

leather, $2.00.

The thoroughness and compactness of this well-digested and comprehensive work render it invaluable as a

convenient book of reference. The American edition has brought the history of our own cauntry down to the

close of the war with Spain.

Her Memory.
By Maarten Maartens, author of "God's Fool," "The Greater Glory,"

"
Joost Avelingh,"

etc. Uniform edition. With Photogravure Portrait. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

After Maarten Maartens's long silence this new example of his fine literary art will be received with peculiar

interest. He offers in this book a singularly delicate and sympathetic study of character.

"Maarten Maartens took us all by storm some time ago with his fine story christened 'God's Fool.' He
established himself at once in our affections as a unique creature who had something to say and knew how to

say it in the most fascinating way. He is a serious story writer, who sprang into prominence when he first put
his pen to paper, and who has ever since kept his work up to the standard of excellence which he raised in the

beginning."—New York Herald.

The Phantom Army.
By Max Pemberton. Uniform with " Kronstadt." Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

Mr. Pemberton has written a romantic novel, characterized by continued and increasing interest and stirring
adventures. His hero, an English soldier of fortune, is enrolled, through a strange series of incidents, in the
" Phantom Army," which has its stronghold in the mountains of Spain, like certain of the Carlist bands of a

few years since. The picturesqueness and dramatic quality of the tale will find immediate favor with readers.

About the Weather.
By Mark W. Harrington. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. i2mo. Cloth,

50 cents net.

Mr. Harrington for several years had charge of the Weather Bureau in New York city, and is consequently
well qualified to write upon the subject of the weather! This book will be found interesting, practical, authentic,
and within the comprehension of a grammar-school pupil.

Our Country's Flag and the Flags of Foreign Countries.

By Edward S. Holden. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. 121110. Cloth, $1.00.

This book is intended to give the American child a brief history of our national flag and its significance, with
some account of the flags of other countries, and of symbols that have had so much to do with the hopes, aspira-

tions, and loyalty of nations. The first part deals with the history of the American flag, and the second part
with a short history of flags in general and of the flags of European nations in particular. It is a book that will

help the American boy or girl to a higher conception of duty and patriotism.

Historic Boston and its Neighborhood.
By Edward Everett Hale. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. i2mo. Cloth,

50 cents net.

This little book will serve as a key or as an introduction to the more elaborate guides to historic Boston and
its suburbs, and to a general study of the early history of our country, many dramatic events in which occurred
in and around this city. Mr. Hale's charming style, pure diction, and power of description, given here in a

conversational form, can not fail to make this an entertaining and instructive book for older as well as young
readers.
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Playtime and Seedtime.

By Francis W. Parker and Nellie L. Helm. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading
Books. 121110. Cloth, 32 cents net.

This is the first volume of Uncle Robert's Geography, consisting of six books, graded for school use as well

as for the home. Colonel Parker begins his lessons in geography and the phenomena of Nature by relating the

experiences of a family of children upon a farm. He gives them free scope to extend their observations and in-

vestigations, with the aid of their parents and " Uncle Robert," whose visit is described in the third book. Dr.
Harris says,

"
If these books are read by the school children, they will suggest a great variety of ways in which

real mental growth and increase of practical power may be obtained."

Cannon and Camera. {Ready shortly.)

Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the Return of the

Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. HEMMENT. With over one hundred full-page

pictures taken by the author, and an Index. Large I2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

Mr. Hemment is probably the first photographer who has obtained at close range a complete series of pictures

illustrating a war from its inception to its close. He was on the wreck of the Maine while the Commission was
sitting. He saw the volunteers called into service, and visited Camp Black and Chickamauga. He was at

Tampa and with Admiral Sampson's squadron, and he was at Santiago from the beginning to the surrender.

Mr. Hemment was under fire with the regulars and Rough Riders at El Caney, San Juan, and elsewhere, and he
shared in the dramatic scenes preceding the capitulation. He witnessed the bombardments of the fleet, and saw
Cervera's fleet destroyed. Later, Mr. Hemment was present at Camp Wikoff, and saw the return of Colonel
Roosevelt and his Rough Riders, and he also witnessed the return of the Seventy-first. It is probable that no
other writer or artist had so wide a range of experiences, and the fact that Mr. Hemment has had a military

training adds point to his frank accounts of the mismanagement and confusion in the camps, on the transports,
and in the field, which he records from actual observation. His comments upon the conduct of the Santiago
campaign will be read with peculiar interest.

This vivid and comprehensive story of the war is accompanied by over one hundred pictures taken by Mr.

Hemment, which form a realistic pictorial record of the scenes afloat and ashore. Such a record can not be

duplicated, and it is believed that this novel account of a photographer's experiences in war time, illustrated by
his own pictures, will hold a unique place in the literature of the war.

Latitude I9 . {Ready shortly.)

A Romance Of the West Indies in the Year of our Lord 1820. Being a faithful account and

true, of the painful adventures of the Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate, and Cynthia.

By Mrs. Schuyler Ckovvninshield, author of " Where the Trade Winds Blow." Illustrated.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

Mrs. Crowninshield's first novel is a book which will be read and talked about. The local color is fresh and

captivating, and the interest of novelty attaches to the historical background, including as it does the pirates and
voodoo worshipers of the earlier part of the century in Haiti, and the strange figure of King Christophe. The

unflagging interest of the adventures which are encountered is accompanied by a constant vein of delightful
humor.

The House of Hidden Treasure.
A Novel. By Maxwell Gray, author of "The Silence of Dean Maitland," etc. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

This novel is regarded by the author as her most important and significant work since " The Silence of Dean
Maitland." The scene is laid for the most part in England, and the story opens in the '60s. "There is a

strong and pervading charm in this new novel," says the London Chronicle in the course of a long and enthusi-

astic review of the book, which is characterized as a picture of " a woman's ideal," and free from morbid thoughts
and theories. The London Spectator says, "'The Silence of Dean Maitland

' was a very popular novel, and
we can not see why

' The House of Hidden Treasure ' should not rival the success of its forerunner."

"AN IMMEDIATE SUCCESS."
David Harum.

A Story of American Life. By Edward Noyes Westcott. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

"Mr. Westcott has done for central New York what Mr. Cable, Mr. Page, and Mr. Harris have done for

different parts of the South, and what Miss Jewett and Miss Wilkins are doing for New England, and Mr.

Hamlin Garland for the West. . . . David Harum is a masterly delineation of an American type. . . . 1 here

is life, with all its joys and sorrows. . . . David Harum lives in these pages as he will live in the mind of the

reader. . . . He deserves to be known by all good Americans ; he is one of them in boundless energy, in large-

heartedness, in shrewdness, and in humor."— The Critic.

"
Thoroughly a pure, original, and fresh American type. David Harum is a character whose qualities of

mind and heart, eccentricities, and dry humor will win for his creator notable distinction. . . . Buoyancy, life,

and cheerfulness are dominant notes. In its vividness and force, the story is a strong, fresh picture of Ameri-

can life, original and true, which is worth the same distinction which is accorded the genre pictures of peculiar

types and places sketched by Mr. George W. Cable, Mr. Joel Chandler Harris, Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, Miss

Wilkins, Miss Jewett, Mr. Garland, Miss French, Miss Murfree, Mr. Gilbert Parker, Mr. Owen Wister, and

Bret Harte. ... A pretty love' story also adds to the attractiveness of a book that will be appreciated at once

by every one who enjoys real humor, strong character, true pictures of life, and work that is
'

racy of the soil.'
"

—Boston Herald.



2). Hppleton anfc Company's publications.

Spanish Literature.
By James Fitz Maurice-Kelly, Member of the Spanish Academy. A new volume in the

Literatures of the World Series, edited by Edmund Gosse. Uniform with "
Italian Litera-

ture,"
" Ancient Greek Literature,"

" French Literature," and "Modern English Literature."

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"This is an excellent and model handbook. It is treated with perspective and proportion ;
it is comprehen-

sive, clear, concise, yet not dry as dust
;
the judgments are judicial, impartial, and well on the hither side of

exaggeration ;
the style is good, lucid, and interesting. It is a work well done by one who has a thorough grip

of his subject, and has thought out its essentials before he set pen to paper."
—London Academy.

The Scientific Memoirs of Thomas Henry Huxley.
Edited by Prof. Michael Foster, M.A., M. D., F. R. S., and by Prof. E. Ray Lankester, M. A.,

LL. D., F. R. S. In four volumes. Volume I, with 32 plates and a Photogravure Portrait,

$7.50 net. (Edition limited to 100 sets.) Volume II ready immediately.
" It was a true insight which led Professors Foster and Ray Lankester, the editors of these memoirs, to

undertake the work which, begun in this large volume of over six hundred pages, is expected to extend to four

volumes in all. No fitter memorial to Huxley could be imagined, no more appropriate attempt to uncover to

general view the broad foundations upon which his claim to fame and reputation must rest in the future could

be conceived, than to publish in collective form the papers which, for well-nigh half a century of scientific

activity, he contributed to scientific societies and scientific periodicals. . . . These memoirs have left us with a

very decided impression : we have been introduced, as it were, afresh to Huxley the specialist, Fellow of the

Royal Society at twenty-six, its Royal Medallist at twenty-seven, a mind-producing work of the first order, a

figure which looms large and impressive on the imagination."
—London Spectator.

Philip's Experiments; or, Physical Science at Home.
By Prof. John Trowbridge, of Harvard University, author of

" What is Electricity?" Illus-

trated. i2mo. Cloth, $1. 00.

The writer's object in this book is to show that a little of the time that a youth has outside of the schoolroom

may, if devoted to simple investigations under proper guidance, produce important and far-reaching results of

permanent educational value. Interest in Nature and science may be aroused in walks with an interesting

companion.
"

Philip's Experiments" will show how much a parent can accomplish in the formation of a son's

tastes with a little wisely directed effort.

The Earth and Sky.
By Edward S. Holden. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. 121110. Boards,
28 cents net.

This book is the first of a series of three volumes, treating of the leading phases of astronomical knowledge
and designed for use as a reading book in the school as well as in the home. It is written in a simple, conversa-
tional style to show first that the earth is not flat, but that it is an immense glebe, and next its situation in space.
The sun and moon are next treated, and finally the stars in their courses. The young child is shown how he
can learn things for himself, and nothing is presented too difficult for him to comprehend.

A Herald of the West.
A Romance of 1811-1815. By J. A. Altsheler, author of "A Soldier of Manhattan" and
" The Sun of Saratoga." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"A portion of our history that has not before been successfully embodied in fiction. . . . Extremely well writ-
ten, condensed, vivid, picturesque, and there is continual action. ... A rattling good story, and unrivaled in
fiction for its presentation of the American feeling toward England during our second conflict."—Boston Herald.

The Story of the Mind.
By Prof. James Mark Baldwin, of Princeton University. Library of Useful Stories. i6mo.
Illustrated. Cloth, 40 cents.

" A volume that has long been needed, and the subject has here been treated by a master hand. It is one of
the best introductions to the subject of psychology with which we are acquainted. The little volume is not only a
lucid and forcible elementary study, but the practical lessons it tells or implies are of the utmost value. . . . We
strongly recommend the book to serious readers, especially to those who have hitherto avoided books on psy-
chology as being too abstruse and dry."—Boston Saturday Evening Gazette.

The American Revolution, 1763-1783.
Being the Chapters and Passages relating to America from the author's "

History of England in
the Eighteenth Century." By William Edward Hartpole LECKY, M. P., author of " The
History of European Morals,"

"
Democracy and Liberty,"

" Rationalism in Europe," etc. Ar-

ranged and edited, with Historical and Biographical Notes, by James Albert Woodburn, Professor
of American History and Politics in Indiana University. i2mo. Cloth, $1.25.

" This volume relates to the English colonies in America, and the causes and progress of the American
Revolution. The chapter on '

Ametica, 176.^-1776,' which is taken entire, contains Mr. Leckv's notable account
of the colonial controversy with the mother country, which caused the dismemberment of the British Empire,
and made two nations of the English race. To this chapter has been added Mr. Lecky's discussions of the
progress of our Revolutionary War and of the peace negotiations which closed that war—the most important
chapter in the history of American diplomacy. It is believed that this material, gathered from a voluminous
work, constitutes a volume of unity and of logical and historical sequence, and one of great value as a contribu-
tion to American history."—From the Preface.



ID. Bppleton arto Company's publications.

LATEST ISSUES IN

Appletons' Town and Country Library.
Each, l2mo, paper, 50 cents

; cloth, $1.00.

" The beauty of Appletons' Town and Country Library series is that one is always sure of being thoroughly
entertained, no matter how much at random he may make his selection or what season of the year it may
happen to be."—Boston Herald.

No. 252. Concerning Isabel Carnaby.
By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.

" '

Concerning Isabel Carnaby' is beyond doubt a book to be read. It is a book with a great deal of fresh

and interesting observation in it
;
the leading characters are really studied, and the detail is obviously from

life. Miss Fowler has sympathy and understanding, and her range is a wide one. She can describe a Noncon-
formist circle in the provinces, and pass from that to society and politics in London, or house parties in the

country, and seem equally at home in all of them. She writes without malice, yet with shrewdness and humor."
— Westminster Gazette.

No. 25 t. The Scourge of God.

By J. Bloundelle-Burton, author of " The Clash of Arms,"
" In the Day of Adversity,"

"
Denounced," etc.

The author's high rank among the romantic novelists of the day is confirmed by the intense interest of this

spirited and absorbing tale.

" John Bloundelle-Burton is an author who is possessed of an exuberance of imagination that especially fits

him for stories teeming with incident and melodramatic situations. . . . He tells his stories well, and displays
no small amount of skill. . . . There is no falling off in interest, and the action never flags."

—
Chicago Evening

Post.

No. 250. The Widower.
By W. E. Norris, author of " Marietta's Marriage,"

" The Dancer in Yellow," "A Victim of

Good Luck," etc.

This is one of the adroitly execuled pictures of social life which Mr. Norris's practiced hand invests with so

much interest. The experienced novel-reader is always grateful to Mr. Norris for the smooth flow of his narra-

tive and the skillful development of his characters and situations, and this new story will be found to be an ex-

cellent example of the author's agreeable work.

No. 249. The Gospel Writ in Steel.

By Arthur Paterson.
" The tale illustrates vividly and faithfully the tremendous difficulties, natural and artificial, overcome by

Sherman in his advance on Atlanta, and the war scenes and characters, as a whole, are drawn with commend-
able fidelity, as well as force, while the moral and the lessons of the whole are virile, wholesome, and inspiring."—Chicago Chronicle.

No. 248. The Lust of Hate.

By Guy Boothby, author of "A Bid for Fortune,"
" The Marriage of Esther,"

" Dr. Nikola," etc.

"Mr. Guy Boothby never showed himself a more facile inventor of incidents than in ' Dr. Nikola.' His

latest volume, which throws further luster upon the fame of this man-devil, is quite as mysterious and startling.

. . . After a pretty romance, in which every thread of interest is admirably sustained, Mr. Boothby introduces

an unlooked-for climax which culminates in the happiness of the lovers and the first balking of Dr. Nikola in

one of his best-planned schemes. No author balances the scales of life and death with more maddening sus-

pense or nicer adjustment."
—Boston Herald.

No. 247. Dicky Monteith.
A Love Story. By T. Gallon, author of "

Tatterley
"
and " A Prince of Mischance."

" A novel to be valued for its tender sentiment, its gentle humor, its p'easant and invigorating story, and in

particular for the wholesome view it furnishes of life. It should be assured a popularity even greater than that

enjoyed by
'

Tatterley.'
"—St. James Gazette.

No. 246. The Queen's Cup.
A Novel. By G. A. Henty, author of

" The Plenty Books."

"One of the characteristic Henty novels, full of dash and vigor. . . . The interest in the story is kept up
throughout, and the book is an excellent one to include in a summer library."

— Washington Times.

This Bulletin 0/ new publications is issued on the first of each month, and will be regularly mailed

to any address, gratis, upon request. Address D. APPLETON AND Company, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



ACCURATE USE OF ENGLISH MARKS A MAN AS REFINED AND
cultivated far more than DRESS or MANNER can. The most useful tool for acquiring an Accurate

Use of English is the

Students' Standard Dictionary,
an abridgment of the famous Funk & Wagnails' Standard Dictionary. It L, a moderate-sized,

but full, easily handled, low-priced reference book, containing 923 pages, 60,000 Words and Phrases,

1,225 Pictorial Illustrations, Synonyms, Antonyms, Foreign Phrases, Faulty Diction, Disputed Pronun-

ciations, Abbreviations, etc., etc. This book contains the English Language as it is to=day. It is

incomparably the newest and best Dictionary in existence for the everyday use of English-speaking people.
" No one can conceive the wealth of information, the convenience for reference, the elimination of non-essentials which make

this book worth much more than the price to any student, teacher, or writer."—Boston Journal 0/ Education.

8vo, cloth, leather back, $2.50 ; sheep, $4.00. Indexed, 50 cents additional.

For sale by all Book-dealers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of the price, by

THE BAKER & TAYLOR CO., 5 & 7 East 16th St., New York.

Hough's American Woods
A publication on the Trees of the United States, illustrated by
actual specimens of the woods. PREPARATIONS OF WOODS
FOR STEREOPTICON AND MICROSCOPE.

"Exceedingly valuable for study. It is a work where

plant life does the writing, and which no one can read with-

out thinking."—G. A. Pakkek, Hartford, Conn.
"

I know of nothing so well calculated to make young
people fall in love with trees."—I'rin. E. H. Russell,
Worcester, Mass.

Write for circulars, and send 10

American Woods. Address p

"This is a unique and heautiful publication, for which the

lovers of Nature owe a great debt to Mr. Hough."—Dr. A.
E. Winship, Boston, Mass.

" The work is a most valuable one, and the price is rea-

sonable."—Prof. Chas. E. Bessev, Lincoln, Neb.

cents for sample specimens from

B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.

LITTLE MASTERPIECES.
A collection of books of the highest standing- in lit-

erature. The best texts in good readable type, and on

rough-edged paper, with photogravure frontispieces,

tastefully bound in flexible cloth covers, gilt top (4 x 6).

In this series nine independent volumes have been
issued :

Poe (7) Macaulay (9)

Hawthorne (8)
Franklin (7)

Irving (7) Webster (5)

Carlyle (7) Lincoln, including the

Ruskin (9)
" Lost Speech

"
(7)

(The figures in parentheses indicate the number of

selections.)

To new yearly subscribers for

PUBLIC OPINION
we will present a set of any THREE of these volumes.
If you are not familiar with Public Opinion we shall

be glad to send you sample copies. It is an eclectic

weekly that aims to cover briefly every field of human
activity. Its departments are

American Affairs Religion

Foreign Affairs Letters and Art

Sociology Business and Finance

Science Book Reviews
The American Affairs department is especially valu-

able, reflecting as it does the sentiment of the press of

tin' entire country.
Ky reading this one paper you can be as well posted

as though you read 3,000 each week. Our editors do
that for you.

Public Opinion may be just the paper you have
wanted for years. The subscription price is $2.50 per
year, $1.25 for six months.

THE PUBLIC OPINION CO., 13 Astor Place, New York.

ROD^CUN
3

This large illustrated sportsman's

weekly is just the paper for you if you
are a shooter or angler or amateur sailor

or camper or observer of Nature. For-

est and Stream is called the "sports-

man's home journal," because all in the

home read it. To know it is to like it.

The price is 10 cents per copy (of all

newsdealers) ;
but that you may get ac-

quainted with Forest and Stream, send

2s cents (silver or stamps), and we will

send the paper for four weeks as a spe-

cial trial trip. Our catalogue of best

books on outdoor sports will come to

you free. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

346 Broadway, New York.

7



1898.

FIFTY-FOURTH YEAR.

Eclectic Magazine
OF

Foreign Literature, Science, and Art.

"The Literature of the World."

^^HE
ECLECTIC MAGAZINE reproduces from all the leading Foreign Periodicals

those articles of interest or value to American Readers. It will endeavor to consult the

taste of all thoughtful and intelligent people, and to present impartially the most valuable

articles by the ablest writers on both sides of the great questions of the day which are occupying

the attention of the literary and scientific world.

The yearly numbers of the Eclectic comprise 1728 pages
—a carefully selected Library in

itself—containing :

SCIENCE, REVIEWS,
HISTORY, ESSAYS,

POETRY, CRITICISMS,

PHILOSOPHY, TRAVELS,

BIOGRAPHY, SHORT STORIES.

The following list gives the principal periodicals selected from, and the names of some of

the well-known authors whose articles have recently appeared in the Eclectic :

PERIODICALS.
Westminster Review,
Contemporary Review,
Fortnightly Review,
The Nineteenth Century,
Popular Science Review,
Blackwood's Magazine,
Cornhill Magazine,
Macmillan's Magazine,
New Review,
National Review,
Chambers's Journal,
Temple Bar,
The Athenaeum,
Public Opinion,
Saturday Review,
The Spectator, etc., etc.

AUTHORS.
Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
Andrew Lang,
Prof. Max Muller,
J. Norman Lockyer, F. R. S.,

James Bryce, M. P.,
William Black,
W. H. Mallock,
Herbert Spencer,
T. P. Mahaffy,
Sir Robert Ball,
Prince Kropotkin,
Archdeacon Farrar,
St. George Mivart,
Rev. H. R. Haweis,
Frederic Harrison,
Karl Blind, etc., etc.

The aim of the Eclectic is to be instructive and not sensational, and it commends itself

particularly to Teachers, Scholars, Lawyers, Clergymen, and all intelligent readers who desire to

keep informed of the intellectual progress of the age.

With the Eclectic and one good American Monthly, the reader will be fully abreast of the

times.

TERMS : Single copies, 45 cents
;
one copy one year, $5.00. Trial subscription for three

months, $1.00. The Eclectic and any $4.00 Magazine to one address, $8.00. Special rates

made to clubs of two or more periodicals which include the Eclectic.

E. R. PELTON, Publisher, 129 Fifth Ave., New York. 1

J
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It is invaluable for cleansing and preserving the hair, *
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NEW EDITION, REVISED TO MAY i, 1898.

A History of the United States Navy, from 1775 to 1898.

By Edgar Stanton Maclay, A. M. With Technical Revision by Lieutenant Roy C.

Smith, U S. N. New edition, revised and enlarged, with new chapters and several new
illustrations. In two volumes. 8vo. Per vol., cloth, $3.50.

" When this work first appeared it was hailed with delight. . . . There are now important additions. The

splendid material which Mr. Maclay has collected has been treated in admirable tone and temper. This history

of the navy is a standard work." Boston Herald.

" The new edition of this valuable book has rendered the general reader a service."—New York Sun.

" The author writes as one who has digged deep before he began to write at all. He thus appears as a mas-

ter of his material. This book inspires immediate confidence as well as interest."—New York Times.

" Mr. Mac'ay is specially qualified for the work he has undertaken. Nine years has he devoted to the task.

The result of his labors possesses not only readableness but authority. . . . Mr. Maclay's story may be truthfully

characterized as a thrilling romance, which will interest every mind that is fed by tales of heroism, and will be

read with patriotic pride by every true American."— Chicago Evening Post.

"
It fills a place which has almost escaped the attention of historians. Mr. Maclay's work shows on every

page the minute care with which he worked up his theme. His style is precise and clear, and without any pre-

tense of rhetorical embellishment."—New York Tribune.

"
It has been accepted as a standard authority, and its adoption as a textbook at Annapolis is a sufficient

testimony of its technical merit.''— Philadelphia Press.

" The very best history of the United States Navy in existence."—Boston "Journal.

"The best history of the United States Navy is that of Edgar S. Maclay."—Philadelphia Inquirer.
" Taken as a whole, this history of the navy is the best in print."

—New York Nation.

"
Every page thrills and gives fresh impetus to that yet unshaken faith that there is something in the republic

that fashions her sons into invincible defenders of her flag and freedom."—Boston Globe.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.



THE MACMILLAN
COMPANY'S New Scientific Books.

NEW MATHEMATICAL TEXT-BOOKS.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL GRAPHICS.
An Educational Course in the Theory and Practical Applications of Descriptive Geometry and

Mechanical Drawing, prepared for Students in General Science, Engineering, or Architecture. By
Frederick Newton Willson, C. E. (Rensselaer), A. M. (Princeton). 4to. Cloth. Price, $4.00, net.

Introduction to the Theory of

Analytic Functions.

By J. Harkness, Bryn Mawr College, Pennsyl-

vania, and F. Morley, Haverford College,

Pennsylvania. 8vo. Cloth. Pp. xv -f- 336.

Price, $3.00, net.

Infinitesimal Analysis.

By William Benjamin Smith, Professor

Mathematics in Tulane University.

Vol.1. Elementary: Real Variables.

8vo. Cloth. Pp. xv -(-352.

Price, $3-25, net.

of

THE ELEMENTS OF SOCIOLOGY.
By Franklin Henry Giddings, Professor of Sociology in Columbia University ;

Author of
" The Principles of Sociology,"

" The Theory of Socialization," etc.

Crown 8vo. Cloth. Price, $1.10, net.

"The Elements of Sociology" is arranged in accordance with the analysis presented in "The Theory
of Socialization," and contains, with abundant descriptive and illustrative matter, the elements of the subject,

presented in the simplest and most straightforward manner, clearly but concisely.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITIONS.

Guesses at the Riddle of

Existence,
And other Essays on kindred subjects. By GOLD-

win Smith, author of " The United States."

New edition. i2tno. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
" One can not fail to be interested in this plain,

serious, and candid statement of the final conclusions
of a brilliant mind, reflecting on the experience of a

lifetime, as to the ultimate questions of the universe."—Philosophical Review.

Gospel for an Age of Doubt.

The Yale Lectures on Preaching, 1896.

By Henry Van Dyke, D. D., LL. D., Pastor of
" The Brick Church," New York.

Sixth Edition. i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
"

It is all so brilliant, painstaking, and scholarly that

I have been swept along with an enjoyment not often

felt." -Rev. Francis G. Peabody, D. D., 0/ Harvard
Unii'ersity.

NEW BOOKS

A Companion Volume

to
" The Old

Santa Fe Trail."

THE GREAT SALT LAKE TRAIL.
By Col. H. Inman and Hon. W. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill).

Cloth, 8vo. Price, $350.

By COL. INMAN.

Illustrated wltb full-page

plates and drawings

in the text.

The Ranche on the Oxhide.
A story of the ranche life of boys and girls in the

far West before the railroad reached Kansas.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

The Old Santa Fe Trail.

With photogravures from sketches by Frederic

Remington, and drawings in the text, etc.

Large i2mo. Cloth. Price, $3.50.

FOUR-FOOTED AMERICANS AND THEIR KIN.

By Mabel Osgood Wright. Edited by Frank M
Chapman. Illustrations by Ernest Seton Thompson.

Cloth. Price, $1.50 net.

A new book for the young lovers of animal life. An odd, interesting story about American mammals.

In The Heart of

Nature Series

By the author of

"
Citizen Bird," etc.

Send for a specimen copy 0/ Book Reviews for September, containing Fall Announcement List.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.



THE INESTIMABLE BLESSING OF SIGHT. NOTHING ON
EARTH MORE USEFUL OR SUITABLE FOR A PRESENT,

THE IDEAL
SIGHT RESTORER

EDUCATION
i ™7.8

!™:.
f BY MAIL

AVOID HEADACHE OR SURGI-
CAL OPERATION. read"Illus-
trated Treatise on the
Eye. impaired vision, weak,
watery, sore or inflamed
eyes, astigmatism' presby-

opia, myopia, cataract, and the worst disorders
of the eye." mailed free. save your eyes.

THE IDEAL COMPANY, 239 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

Appletons' Guide=Books.

(Revised annually.)

Appletons' General Guide to the

United States.

With numerous Maps and Illustrations. i2mo.

Flexible morocco, with Tuck, $2.50. (Part I,

separately, New England and Middle States

and Canada, cloth, $1.25. Part II, Southern

and Western States, cloth, $1 .25.)

" '

Appletons' General Guide to the United States

and Canada ' has long been regarded as a standard work,

and there can be no doubt that the new and entirely re-

vised edition will be welcomed, not only by foreigners,

but by Americans, who every year show an increasing

desire to know more about their own country. ... In

the manner in which it covers an immense territory

without the omission of any important characteristic,

it is entirely without a rival."—Boston Beacon.

Appletons' Canadian Guide=Book.

A Guide for Tourist and Sportsman, from New-

foundland to the Pacific. With Maps and Illus-

trations. 121110. Flexible cloth, $1.50.

Appletons' Guide=Book to Alaska.

By Miss E. R. Scidmore. New edition, in-

cluding an Account of the Klondike. With

Maps and Illustrations. 121110. Flexible cloth,

$1.00.

Appletons' Dictionary of " Greater
"

New York and Vicinity.

With Maps of New York and Vicinity. Square

i2mo. Paper, 30 cents.

Thousands have beet

helped to better pay
and positions through

our system of

instruction

Buildings erected expressly
tr tills purpose at a cost

of $3'i5,000.
Courses of steam,

Electrical, Mechan-
lical or Civil Engi-
neering ; Chemistry ;

Mining; Mechanical and Architec-
tural Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;

Architecture ; Metal Pattern Drafting ; Prospecting ; Book-

keeping; Shorthand: English Branches.
*• a iiautii pays for a College Education at Home.
$£ A nlUn I n 4O.CO0 Students and Graduates.

Circular FREE. State subject you wish to study.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Box 1163, Scranton, Pa., U.S. A.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES.
Supported by the State of Michigan. Practical work.
Elective system. Special advantages for men of age and
experience. For catalogues, address
Dr. M. E. Wadswobth, President, Houghton, Mich.

^
N. Y.Dr. Hayes, of Buffalo,

Cures ASTHMA
to Stay Civreci.

Correspondence invited. No charge for advice as

to curability. Write for Examination Blanks.
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D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.

LATEST ISSUES IN APPLETONS'

Home=Reading Books.
ABOUT THE WEATHER.

By Mark W. Harrington. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth,

50 cents net.

Mr. Harrington for several years had charge of the Weather
Bureau in New York city, and is consequently well qualified
to write upon the subject of the weather. This book will be
found interesting, practical, authentic, and within the com-

prehension of a grammar-school pupil.

OUR COUNTRY'S FLAG AND THE FLAGS
OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

By Edward S. Holden. Illustrated, nmo. Cloth,
$1.00.

This book is intended to give the American child a brief

history of our national flag and its significance, with some ac-

count of the flags of other countries, and of symbols that have
had so much to do with the hopes, aspirations, and loyalty of

nations. The first part deals with the history of the American

flag, and the second part with a short history of flags in general
and ot the flags of European nations in particular. It is a book
that will help the American boy or girl to a higher conception

ofduty and patriotism.

HISTORIC BOSTON AND ITS

NEIGHBORHOOD.
By Edward Everett Hale. Illustrated. i2mo.

Cloth, 50 cents net.

This little book will serve as a key or as an introduction to

the more elaborate guides to historic Boston and its suburbs,
and to a general study of the early history of our country,

many dramatic events in which occurred in and around this

city. Mr. Hale's charming style, pure diction, and power of

description, given here in a conversational form, can not fail to

make this an entertaining and instructive book for older as well

as young readers.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF

JOHNSON'S
Universal Cyclopaedia
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7%£ Q///r Original and Ideally New American Cyclopaedia

Now on the Market.

CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS, LL. D.,
President of the University of Wisconsin,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.

THE WHOLE WORK IS FRESH, SCHOLARLY,
AUTHORITATIVE, AND UP TO DATE.

THE EDITOR OF BOOK NOTES says:
" No similar book ever published in this country equals the new

JOHNSON'S in method, and none was ever published superior to

it in detail; all those now on the market are infinitely inferior to it."

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN PAGES FREE ON APPLICATION.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Ave., New York.
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Johnson's Universal Cyclopaedia.
COMPLETE IN EIGHT VOLUMES.

Covers the Whole Round of Knowledge, and is Complete
in Every Department.

Editor-in-Chief, CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS, LL. D.,
President of the University of Wisconsin.

Managing Editor, Robert Lilley, M. R. A. S.,
One of the Editors of the Century Dictionary.

Departments anO ^Department JEfcttors.

General Physics.
Prof. EDWARD L. NICHOLS, Cornell University.

Astronomy and Mathematics.
SIMON NEWCOMB, LL. D., Editor Nautical Almanac.

Chemistry.
Prof. IRA REMSEN, M. D., LL. D., Johns Hopkins

University.

Geology, Mineralogy, Palaeontology,

Physical Geography.
GROVE K. GILBERT, U. S. Geological Survey.

Climatology, Meteorology,

Descriptive Geography.
MARK W. HARRINGTON, LL. D., Ex-Chief of the

U. S. Weather Bureau.

Zoology.
President DAVID STARR JORDAN, Leland Stan-

ford Junior University.

Botany.
Prof. CHARLES E. BESSEY, University of Nebraska.

Anthropology.
Major J. W. POWELL, LL. D., Director U. S. Bureau

of Ethnology.

Philology, Linguistics. >

Prof. BENJAMIN IDE WHEELER, Ph. D., Cornell

University.

Greek and Roman Literature.

Prof. BASIL L. GILDERSLEEVE, LL. D., Johns
Hopkins University.

English Literature.

Prof. HENRY A. BEERS, Yale University.

Comparative Literature.

Prof. A. R. MARSH, Harvard University

History, Politics, and Education.
THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.

Economics.
Prof. A. T. HADLEY, Yale University.

Agriculture, Forestry, etc.

Prof. LIBERTY H. BAILEY, M.S., Cornell Unl
versity.

Mining and Metallurgy.
CHARLES KIRCHHOFF, Editor ot The Iron Age.

Mechanical Engineering.
ROBERT H. THURSTON, LL. D., Director of Sibley

College, Cornell University.

Civil Engineering.
Prof. MANSFIELD MERRIMAN. Lehigh University

Navigation.
Rear-Admiral E. B. LUCE.

Military Science.

Col. JAMES MERCUR, West Point Academy.

Medicine and Surgery.
Dr. WILLIAM PEPPER, Ex-Provost of the University

of Pennsylvania.

Archaeology and Art.

RUSSELL STURGIS, LL. D., Ex-President of the Ar-
chitectural League, New York.

Philosophy and Ethics.

Dr. WILLIAM T. HARRIS, U. S. Commissioner ol

Education, and
Prof. J. MARK BALDWIN, College of New Jersey

Theology, Church Polity, and Church History.
Roman Catholic. BISHOP KEANE, Rector of the Cath-

olic University of America.

Episcopal. WILLIAM S. PERRY, Bishop in the Prot-
estant Episcopal Church in the U. S., Davenport, Iowa.

Methodist. J. F. HURST, D. D., Chancellor of the
American University.

Presbyterian. Prof. WILLIS J. BEECHER, D. D.,
Auburn Theological Seminary.

Congregational. Prof. GEORGE P. FISHER, Yale

University.

Lutheran. Prof. HENRY E. JACOBS, D. D., Evan
gelical Lutheran Theological Seminary, Mt. Airy, Pa.

Baptist. Prof. W. H. WHITSITT, Baptist Theologica'
Seminary, Louisville, Ky.

General Church History and Biblical Literature
Rev. SAMUEL MACAULEY JACKSON, D. D.
LL. D.

Law.
Municipal, Civil, and Constitutional. Prof. F. M.

BURDICK, LL.D., Columbia College.

Public or International. Prof. THEODORE S

WOOLSEY, Yale University.

Adapted to the Needs of the Scholar and the Home.

D. APPLETON & COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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THE SANITARIAN

pi^^^?f;7
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

Established in 1873.

" The Sanitarian tor June, 1892, contains a life-sketch of its venerable and
distinguished editor, Dr. A. N. Bell, and several contributions upon

' The
triumphs of preventive medicine,' in the interest of which Dr. Bell ha* labored
so long and so successfully

* * * No one has been so long, so patient and
so persistent in awakening public attention to an interest in this cause. No one
has filled so many positions demanding skill in practical work. No one has
been more successful in practical work under great difficulties. The writer of
the article is Dr. Stephen Smith, the eminent surgeon and author."— Tennessee
State Board of Health Bulletin.

Based at the outset upon medical knowledge and sanitarv service, over an
extensive field of observation in various climates in different quarters of the

world, large experience in dealing with epidemic diseases, and practical sanita-

tion for the maintenance of health under the most trying circumstances:

<< The Sanitarian is

AS OTHERS SEE IT-
" The American authority for everything appertaining to the healthful con-

dition of the people at large. The contributions are from medical men whose
writings are accepted as authority," ( Virginia Chronicle); "The best sanitary
publication in America," (Mississippi Valley Medical Monthly); "Easily main-
tains its superiority over all similar publications," (Medical World); "Has
accomplished more good than all of the other sanitary papers put together,"
(Hydraulic and Sanitary Plumber); "The value of a good sanitary publication
can hardly bo estimated. The superior of The Sanitarian we have never seen,"
(The Free Methodist)

;

" The editor, Dr. A. N. Bell, is well known to the mercantile

community for his co-operation with the merchants in quarantine reform, and to
his profession as a leader in sanitary science," (N. Y. Journal of Commerce).

"The Sanitarian has been the exponent of the most progressive science of

hygiene for more than twenty years," (The Living Church).
Two volumes yearly. The volumes begin January and July ; subscription

at any time.

TERMS : $4.00 a year, in advance ;
35 cents a number. Sample Copies, 20

cents—ten two-cent Postage Stamps.
^~AU correspondence and exchanges with The Sanitarian, and all publi-

cations for review, should be addressed to the Editor,
Dr. A. N. BELL,

337 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.
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INTERESTING STUDIES.

THE PLAY OF ANIMALS.
By Karl Groos, Professor of Philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Basel. Translated, with the Author's

co-operation, by Elizabeth L. Baldwin. With a

Preface and an Appendix by J. Mark Baldwin.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

"The book is a treasure house of the most amusing and
interesting stories about the entire brute creation, from ele-

phants to ants, all adduced as illustrating some mental process.
We feel that we are brought into closer contact with and a
better understanding of those fanhful friends from whom we
learn so much."—Boston Beacon.

THE STUDY OF THE CHILD.
A Brief Treatise on the Psychology of the Child, with

Suggestions for Teachers, Students, and Parents.

By Albert R. Taylor, Ph. D., President of the

State Normal School, Emporia, Kansas. Volume

XLIII, International Education Series. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.25.
" We agree ... in approving it a sound and wholesome

book on child study. . . . For the large and increasing class
of educated women to uhom motherhood is the greatest of

profession';, and teaching next to it in importance for the future
of the race, the study of the book will bring many helpful and
inspiring suggestions.

"—Boston Congregatioualist.

STUDIES OF GOOD AND EVIL.

By Josiah Rovce, Professor of the History of Philoso-

phy in Harvard University. i:mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" Professor Royce is well known as one of the ablest writers

on philosophical and ethical subjects in the country, and what
he says on these themes is always worthy of attention."—
Brooklyn Eagle.

"READS LIKE A ROMANCE."

Outlines of the Earth's History.

By Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harvard University. Illus-

trated. i2tno. Cloth, $1.75.
" We do not recall a book better adapted for its purposes,

or one which presents the facs and conclusions of science in

this field in more attractive form It is admirably ailapied for

the uses of the young reader, and to any one with a taste for
scientific inquiry will be fo md a-- fascinaung as a novel. The
vigor and simplicity of Professor Shaler's style are especially
noteworthy. It is a valuable and helpful book.

"—Brooklyn
Eagle.

" Professor Shaler's bald title does not do him justice. It

is too modest, and gives only the barest id a of the richness of
the contents which lie between the covers of his book. From
the first page onward it reads like a romance, and holds the
attention with engrossing interest." New 1 ork Bookman.

" We can think of no finer . . . school . . . than this vol-
ume introductory to the study of the earth on which we. live
an>l its phenomena, furnished by that foremost of naturalists
and prince of teachers, Professor Shaler, of Harvard Uni-
versity. With its fascinating pages open in his hand, and the
globe under his feet, the studious and thoughtful reader . .

can set forth upon a tour of investigaiion accompanied by pro-
cesses of reflection, as instructive as they will prove fascinat-

ing, and as delightful as they will prove profitable. . . . Ten
half tones occupy as many fill pages, but Professor Shaler's
style needs little illustration His text is luminous and pic-
torial

"—Boston Literary World.

"A better introduction to the study of geological evolution
could not be conceived. It is interesting as a whole, fascinat-
ing in its suggestions, and marked by that unimpeachable sci-
entific accuracy of which the authorship is a guarantee. To
read it is to acquire a broader comprehension of important sci-
entific truths than is now generally disseminated, and to gain
such a definite conception of terrestrial development in its

relation to the solar system as is most desirable among edu-
cate 1 people."— Philadelphia Press.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will
be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Klalmit Lodge
HOSPITAL,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Organized in 1880
for the

special Medical

Treatment of

Alcohol

and

Opium
Inebriates.

ELEGANTLY
situated in the suburbs of the city, with

every appointment and appliance for the treatment
of this class of cases, including Turkish, Russian, Roman,
Saline, and Medicated Baths. Each case comes under the
direct personal care of the physician. Experience shows
that a large proportion of these cases are curable, and
all are benefited from the application of exact hygienic and
scientific measures. This institution is founded on the
well -recognized fact that Inebriety is a disease and curable,
and all these cases require rest, change of thought and
living, etc.

At Murray Hill Hotel, New York city, the second Tues-
day of each month, from 12 to 4 p. m.

Applications and all inquiries should be addressed

T. D. CROTHERS, M.D.,

Sup't Walnut Lodge, Hartford, Conn.

THEYale
Review

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL
For the Scientific Discussion of Economic,

Political, and Social Questions.

Boston Herald.
" A periodical full of vigorous and strong articles."

Episcopal Recorder.
"This substantial Review is conducted with great

ability, and meets a special need in the literary world."

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Henry W. Farnam, Arthur T. Hadley,
W. F. Blackman, E. G. Bourne,
John C. Schwab, and Irving Fisher,

Professors in Yale University.

Yearly subscription
Single number- - -

$3.00
.75

ISSUED on the Fifteenth Days of

February, May, August, November.

Five volumes of The Yale Review are now com-
pleted. They will be sent to new subscribers at the
reduced price of $1.00 per volume, unbound. A speci-
men copy will be sent free.

TUTTLE, MOREHOUSE & TAYLOR, Publishers,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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A NOTABLE AMERICAN NOVEL.

T^itr</4 T-To«*«<rY-i A Story of American Life. By Edward Noyes Westcott. i2mo.
l^aVlO narUm,

Cloth, $1.50. {Second edition.)

SOME REMARKABLE OPINIONi.
" Mr. Westcott has done for central New York what Mr. Caole, Mr. Fage, and Mr. Harris have done for different parts of

the South, and what iViia.s Jewett and Mis; Wilkins are doing tor New England, and Mr. Hamlin Garland for ih. Y\ est. . . .

David Harum is a masterly delineation of an American type. . . . There is life, with all its joys and sorrows. . . . David
Haruin live;, in these pages as he will live in the mind of the reader. . . . He deserves to be known by all good Americans;
he is one of them in boundless energy, in large-heartedness, in shrewdness, and in humor."— The Critic.

'"Thoroughly a pure, original, and fresh American type. David Harum is a character whose qualities of mind and heart,

eccentricities, and dry humor will win for his creator notable distinction. . . Buoyancy, life, and cheerfulness are dominant
notes. In its vividness and force, the s.ory is a strong, fresh picture of American hie, original ar.d true, which is worth the s?me
distinction which is accorded the genre pictures of peculiar types and places sketched by Mr. George W. Cable, Mr. Joel
Chandler Harris, Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, Miss Wilkins, Miss Jewett, Mr. Garland, Miss French, Miss Murfree, Mr. Gil-

bert Parker, Mr. Owen Wister, and Bret Harte. ... A pretty love story also adds to the attractiveness of a book that will be

appreciated at once by every one who enjoys real humor, strong character, true pictures of life, and work that is
'

racy of the

soil.'
"—Boston Herald.

" '

I >avid Harum' must hereafter be remembered, we think, among the most curious and most individual creations of recent

American fiction. . . . No analysis of his peculiar qualities is likely to convey an adequate conception of his engaging person-
ality."

—New York Mail and Express.

The Story of the Railroad.
By Cy Warman, author of

" The Express

Messenger," etc. Anew volume in The Story
of the West Series, edited by Ripley Hitch-

cock. With Maps and mnny Illustrations by
B. West Clinedinst and from photographs.
Uniform edition. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

This book, which follows
" The Story of the Cowboy" in

this series, pictures the building of the earlier transcontinental

lines across the true West. It tells the story of the engineer
who found the way and who was the pioneer of permanent
civilization among the Indians and buffalo of the plains and
in the mountains. Historically, the book is valuable because
it gives a comprehensive sketch of a great subject in a brief

compass, and furhermore, the strange and picturesque phases
of life which are depicted are full of immediate interest.

Other volumes in this series. Uniform edition,
each, i2mo, cloth, $1.50.

The Story of the Cowboy.
By E. Hough, author of " The Singing
Mouse Stories," etc. Illustrated by William
L. Wells and C. M. Russell.

"
Mr, Hough is to be thanked for having written so excel-

lent a book. The cowboy story, as this author has told it,

will be the'eowboy's fitting eulogy. This volume will be con-
sulted in years to come as an authority on past conditions of

the far West. For fine literary work the author is to be highly
complimented. Here, ce tainly, we have a choice piece of

writing."
—New York limes.

The Story of the Mine,
As illustrated by the Great Comstock Lode of
Nevada. By Chari.es Howard Shinn.

" While Mr. Shinn'sbook is written from the popular point
of view, it is correct as to scientific data, and can be trusted

on all points as to accuracy. It is the work of a writer who
knows what he is talking about."—Brooklyn Eagle.

The Story of the Indian.
By George Bird Grinnell, author of " Taw-
nee Hero Stories,"

" Blackfoot Lodge Tales,"
etc.

"
Only an author qualified by personal experience could

offer us a profitable study of a race so alien from our own as is

>'ie Indian in thought, feeling, and culture. Only long asso-

iation with Indians can enable a white man measurably to

imDrehend their thoughts and enter into their feelings. Such
ssociation has been Mr. Grinnell's."—New York Sun.

A NEW VOLUME BY J. A. ALTSHELER.

A Herald of the West.
A Romance of 1811-1815. By J. A. Alt-

SHELER.

"A portion of our history that has not before been suc-

cessfully embodied in fiction. . . . Extremely well written,

condensed, vivid, picturesque, and there is continual action.

... A rattling good story, and unrivaled in fiction for its pres-
entation of the American feeling toward England during our
second conflict."—Boston Herald.

The author's brilliant success in this country and in Fng-
land as a writer of American historical romances will direct

especial attention to his new book, which embodies his most
ambitious work. He opens with some interesting pictures of

social life and political conditions in Washington just before the

War of 1812, and later the reader gains an insight into the

contemporary life of Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.

The passages dealing with the war itself include singularly
vivid and dramatic accounts of the capture of Washington
by the British, and the battle of New Orleans, both noteworthy
contributions to American literature.

Mr. Altsheler's other books. Uniform edition, each,
!2mo, cloth, $1.00 ; paper, 50 cents.

A Soldier of Manhattan, and

his Adventures at Ticonderoga and Quebec.

"'A Soldier of Manhattan' illustrates with candor and

impartiality that brief period during which the British and
Americans were brothers in arms against the French. . . .

Mr. Altsheler sets before us a stirring tale of love and war.

. . . He writes in a brisk, straightforward style eminently
suited to the character of the narrator; the historical person-

ages are boldly sketched and the battle pictures full of life and
movement.

" — London Spectator.

The Sun of Saratoga.
A Romance of Burgoyne's Surrender.
" The incidents leading to the surrender of Burgoyne sup-

ply an excellent background for a sprightly and spirited ro-

mance by Joseph A. Altsheler, entitled
' The Sun of Sara-

toga.' It is gracefully written in a crisp, fresh style that is

simply delightful to read and admirably suited to the develop-
ment of the rapid movement. Of coinse, a love story is

involved. While subservient to the adventurous details, it

supplied the main motive for many of the incidents. ... If

this is the first book, ... we may well expect brilliant work
in the future from an author equipped with a style of such

directness and charm, who can tell an interesting story in such

an engaging way."—Philadelphia Press.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt of price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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BY HALL CAINE.
THE CHRISTIAN. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"A powerful story. . . . The portrait of the pure womanliness of Glory Quayle is beyond praise we can bestow."—New
York Mail and Express.

"Of powerful and absorbing interest. The reader is irresistibly fascinated from the very beginning."- Philadelphia Press.

"
Though the theme is old, Mr. Caine has worked it up with a passion and power that make it new again. . . . Can not

fail to thrill even the most careless reader
" —New I ork Herald.

" None who read it will gainsay its power and effectiveness."—New York Times.

MR. CAINE'S OTHER BOOKS, uniform edition.
" The author exhibits a mastery of the elemental passions of life that places him high among the foremost

of present writers of fiction."—Philadelphia Inquirer.

The Manxman. {Fourteenth edition.) 121110. The Scapegoat. (New edition.) i:mo. Cloih,

Cloth, §1.50. Si. so; paper, so cents.

The Deemster. (Fifteenth edition.) A Romance Capt'n Davy's Honeymoon. (Sixth edition.) A
of the Isle of Man. l2mo. Cloth, $1.50. Manx Yarn. 121110. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50c.

The Bondman. (Fourth edition.) i2mo. Cloth, The Little Manx Nation. (New edition.) 121110.

$i.so. Cloth, §i. 00; paper, 50 cents.

MAARTEN MAARTENS'S NEW NOVEL.
HER MEMORY. With Photogravure Portrait. i2ino. Cloth, $i. so.

After Maarten Maartens's long silence this new example of his fine literary art will be received with peculiar

interest. He offers in this book a singularly delicate and sympathetic study of character.

" Maarten Maartens took us all by storm some time ago with his fine story christened 'God's Fool/ He established him-

self at once in our affections as a unique creature who had something to say and knew how to say it in the most fascinating

way. He is a serious story writer, who sprang into prominence when he first put his pen to paper, and who has ever since kept

his work up to the standard of excellence which he raised in the beginning."—New i ork Herald.

MAARTEN MAARTENS'S OTHER NOVELS.
Uniform edition. Each, 12mo, Cloth, $1.50.

THE GREATER GLORY. GOD'S FOOL.
A Storv of High Life. "Throughout there is an epigrammatic force which would

make palatable a less interesting story of human lives or one
"Until the Appletons discovered the merits of Maarten less deftly told "—London Saturday Review.

Maartens, the foremost of Dutch novelists, it is doubtful if ... , ,, ., ,. , r-„
many American readers knew that there were Dutch novelists.

A remarkable work. -A ew 1 ork Times.

His ' God's Fool
'

and '

Joost Avelingh
' made for him an Amer- " Maarten Maartens has secured a firm footing in the ed-

ican reputation. To our mind this work is his best. ... He dies of current literature. . . . Pathos deepens into tragedy in

is a master of epigram, an artist in description, a prophet in the thiilling story of ' God's Fool.'"—Philadelphia Ledger.

insight.' '-Boston Advertiser. TOOST AVFT TNCH"
It would take several columns to give any adequate idea )VJ\J*J

1 "•' liLdl^lVjn,

of the superb way in which the Dutch novelist has developed
" Aside from the masterly handling of the principal charac-

his theme and wrought out one of the most impressive stories of ters and general interest in the story, the series of pictures of

the period. ... It belongs to the small class of novels which Dutch life give the book a charm peculiarly its own."—New
one can not afford to neglect."— San Francisco Chronicle. York Herald.

MR. PEMBERTON'S NEW ROMANCE.
THE PHANTOM ARMY. By Max Pemberton. Uniform with "Kronstadt."

Illustrated. 121110. Cloth, $1. so.

Mr. Pemberton has written a romantic novel, characterized by continued and increasing interest and stirring
adventures. His hero, an English soldier of fortune, is enrolled, through a strange series of incidents, in the
" Phantom Army," which has its stronghold in the mountains of Spain, like certain of the Carlist bands of a few

years since. The picture::queness and dramatic quality of the tale will find immediate favor with readers.

CONCERNING ISABEL CARNABY. By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler. No.

252, Appletons' Town and Country Library. 121T10. Cloth, $1.00; paper, so cents.

" An excellent novel, clever and witty enough to be very amusing, and serious enough to provide much food for thought.
Isabel Carnab yis wholly delightful ; her very weakness makes her charm. She is so feminine, so capricious, and so noble. . . .

The dialogue is often excellent, and shows no small wit. Very funny are the sayings of Martha, the Methodist serving maid,
and very brilliant those of Isabel, while Paul's have the weight of sound reasoning and much force."—London Daily Telegraph.

LATITUDE 19°. {Ready shortly.) A Romance of the West Indies in the Year
of our Lord 1820. Beine; a faithful account and true, of the painful adventures of the Skipper, the

Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate, and Cynthia. By Mrs. Schuyler Crowninshield, author of
'' Where

the Trade Winds Blow." Illustrated. i:mo. Cloth, $1. so.

Mrs. Crowninshield's first novel is a book which will be read and talked about. The local color is fresh and

captivating, and the interest of novelty attaches to the historical background, including as it does the pirates and
voodoo worshipers of the earlier part of the century in Haiti, and the strange figure of King Christophe. The un-

flagging interest of the adventures which are encountered is accompanied by a constant vein of delightful humor.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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THE LIVING AGE A complete compendium of———^—— CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THOUGHT.
It selects from the whole wide field of

EUROPEAN PERIODICAL LITERATURE

THE ABLEST LIVING WRITERS
the ablest articles by

THE SCOPE OE Its weekly issue enables it to give its readers promptly the views of the

THE LIVING AGE. ablest British and Continental writers upon questions of international

politics, and the latest contributions in every field of literature, science, investigation,

travel, discovery, history, art and biography, and prints short and serial stories of excel-

lent quality. Nearly every number contains TRANSLATIONS from French, German,
Russian, Italian, Spanish, Norwegian, or other Continental source.

A NEW SERIES With the number bearing date Oct. i, 1S98, The Living Age began
AND A NEW DRESS. a New Series, the seventh. It appeared in a New Dress, differing

but little from that which has been familiar to its readers, but with a page slightly

larger than before, and more clear, open and legible; also with a new editorial de-

partment devoted to Notes on Books and Authors.

A NEW Oct. 1, The Living Age began the publication of a new serial story of unusual

SERIAL. quality, ''Constance," by Th. Bentzon (Mine. Blanc). This story has been

translated for The Living Age with the authorization of Mme. Blanc. It deals

with some of the problems of modern life, and is a subtle delineation of character;

of absorbing interest and singular delicacy.

OR^FPVF !
"^ne Living Age is a Weekly Magazine giving Three and a Half Thousand double-

^^_^^^^^^.^^^^ column octavo pages of reading matter yearly, forming four large volumes; repres-

enting a mass of matter Unequalled in Quality and Quantity by any other publication in the country.

Published Weekly at SCOO a year, postpaid. Sample Copy free.

Free for the Remainder of the Year.

To all New Subscribers for year 1899, remit-

ting before .Tan. 1st, the weekly numbers of

1898, issued after receipt of their stibscriptions

will be sent Free.

Choicest Literature at Club Prices.

For $9.00 The Living Age and any $4.00

monthly Magazine, (or Harper's Weekly or

Bazar), sent for a year, or for $8.00 The Liv-

ing Age and any $3.00 Magazine.

THE LIVING AGE CO., p. o. box 5206, boston, mass.
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£iteraturc$
of tfte World.

Edited by EDMUND GOSSE,
Hon. M. A. of Trinity College, Cambridge.

A succession of attractive volumes dealing with

the history of literature in each country. Each

volume will contain about three hundred and fifty

l2mo pages, and will treat an entire literature,

giving a uniform impression of its development,

history, and character, and of its relation to pre-

vious and to contemporary work.

Each, i2mo, cloth, $1.50.

SPANISH LITERATURE.

By James Fitz Maurice-Kelly, Mem-

ber of the Spanish Academy.
" This is an excellent and model handbook.

It is treated with perspective and proportion ;
it is

comprehensive, clear, concise, yet not dry as dust
;

the judgments are judicial, impartial, and well on

the hither side of exaggeration ;
the style is good,

lucid, and interesting. ... It is a work well done

by one who has a thorough grip of his subject, and

has thought out its essentials before he set pen to

paper."
—Academy {London).

ITALIAN LITERATURE.

By Richard Garnett, C. B., LL. D.,

Keeper of Printed Books in the Brit-

ish Museum.
" Dr. Garnett's book is so excellent, in view of

the ground it covers, so critical, so instructive, that,

when one finishes it, it is with regret that there was

not more of it."—New York Mail and Express.

ANCIENT GREEK LITERATURE.

By Gilbert Mu-rray, M. A., Professor of

Greek in the University of Glasgow.
" Mr. Murray has produced a book which fairly

represents the best conclusions of modern scholar-

ship with regard to the Greeks."—London Times.

FRENCH LITERATURE.

By Edward Dowden, D. C. L., LL. D.,

Professor of English Literature at the

University of Dublin.
"
Certainly the best history of French literature

in the English language."
—London Atheiueu?n.

MODERN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

By the Editor.
" Mr. Gosse's most ambitious book, and prob-

ably his best. It bears on every page the traces

of a genuine love for his subject, and of a lively

critical intelligence. Moreover, it is extremely
readable—more readable, in fact, than any other

single volume dealing with this same vast subject
that we can call to mind."—London Times.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will

be sent by mail on receipt 0/price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.

STATEMENT
OF

The Travelers
Life and Accidents

Insurance Company,
of Hartford, Conn.

Chartered 1863. [Stock.] Life and Accident

Insurance.

JAMES G. BATTERSON, Pres't.

Hartford, Conn., January 1, 1898.

PAID-UP CAPITAL . $1,000,000.00

Assets (Accident Premiums in the hands

of Agents not included) . . • $22,868,994. 1 6

Liabilities 19,146,359.04

Excess Security to Policy-holders, $3>722 >
635- 12

July 1, 1898.

Total Assets (Accident Premiums in the

hands of Agents not included) . . $24, 103,986.67

Total Liabilities 19,859,291.43

Excess Security to Policy-holders, $4,244,695.24

Paid to Policy-holders since 1864, $35,660,940.19

PaidtoPolicy-holdersJan.-July,'98, 1,300,493.68

Loaned to Policy-holders on Poli-

cies (Life) 1,161,705.00

Life Insurance in Force .... 94,646,669.00

GAINS.
6 Months—January to July, 1898.

In Assets $i,234>992-5i

In Surplus (to Policy-holders) . . 522,060.12

In Insurance in Force (Life De-

partment only) 2,764,459.00

Increase in Reserves . . . . . 7°5)^4 2 - 1 ^

Premiums Received, 6 Months . 2,937,432.77

John E. Morris, Secretary.

Edward V. Preston, Sup't of Agencies.

J. B. Lewis, M. D., Medical Director and Adjuster.

Sylvester C. Dunham, Counsel.

NEW YORK OFFICE :

3 J Nassau Street.
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AMONG THE AUTHORS.
"

I thank you very much for . . . your re-

view of my
'

History of the United States Navy.'
Your reviewer has a masterful grasp of the sub-

ject which few others have shown. . . ."—
Edgar S. Maclay, Setauket, Long ls=

land, N. Y.
* *
*

"
I have to thank you for your review of my

'

History of Italian Literature
'

which appeared
in The American. I can not but feel highly

gratified to see my book treated with so much
attention. . . ."—Richard Qarnett, British

Museum, London.

* *
*

"
I beg to thank you for . . . the clipping from

The American containing the review of my
book entitled

' The Personal Equation.' I have
read this notice with much pleasure and profit,

and consider it one of the most thorough and

appreciative reviews which the book has re-

ceived."—Prof. Harry Thurston Peck,
Columbia University, New York City.

* *
*

"
I have your excellent notice of ' Citizen

Bird,' and you to thank for your very compli-

mentary words, which can not but promote the

usefulness of the little book."—Dr. Elliott

Coues, Washington, D. C.

* *
*

"
I thank you very heartily for your notice of

my
'

History of the United States.' It is very

refreshing to find a book notice written by one
who understands what he is writing about. I

seldom find a notice . . . which shows a sharper
knowledge of the subject than is shown in this

review of the book. . . . Thanking you for your
appreciative words, and for the errors which you
have helped me to correct, ... I am, etc."—
William A. Mowry, Hyde Park, Mass.

* *
*

" Permit me to thank you for your ... re-

view of my
'

Impressions of South Africa.'

Your reviewer has completely understood what
I desired to convey ; and I am much indebted
to him for the evident pains he has taken to

embody in his notice the points which I chiefly
desired to emphasize. . . ."—Rt. Hon. James
Brycr, House of Commons, London.

WHARTON BARKER,
Editor of The American,

IS THE NOMINEE OF THE PEOPLE'S

PARTY FOR PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES IN 1900.

"
I desire to thank you for so extended a

notice of my little book,
' Game Birds of North

America,' and the very handsome way in which

you have spoken of it. It is gratifying to a natu-

ralist to see in a notice of his work that the re-

viewer understands the subject, which unfor-

tunately is often not the case."—Dr. D. Q. EI=

liot, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
* *
*

"
I have always admired The American

for its outspoken, fearless criticisms of men,
books, and events. The review of '

Magic
'

is

scholarly, and shows scientific appreciation on
the part of the writer."—H. R. Evans, Bu =

reau of Education, Washington, D. C.

* *
*

" Allow me to thank you for the very hand-
some review of my book,

' The State.' ... I

was very glad to adopt the suggestions of your
earlier notice of the book, so far as possible, for

I at once recognized their value and pertinence."—Prof. Woodrow Wilson, Princeton,
N. J.

* *
*

" Please accept my hearty thanks for your
letter inclosing clipping from The American,
with a very sympathetic review of my book,
'Farthest North.' . . . With kindest regards.'—Fridtjof Nansen, Godthaab, Lysaker.

the* American,
A National Weekly Journal,

DEVOTED TO THE DISCUSSION OF

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC QUESTIONS,
CURRENT EVENTS, AND OTHER TOPICS

OF GENERAL INTEREST. £ jt jX Jt

THE AMERICAN was established in

* 1880. It is not local or sectional. It

holds a unique place in American affairs,

and one quite its own. It is a paper of

recognized ability, high repute, and very
wide influence. Its reputation for fairness,

honesty, and logical argument is unsur-

passed. In the field of literature it un-

questionably ranks among the first three

or four literary journals of the country ;

its carefully considered reviews of current

books, and its comments on other topics

in the field of literature being of substan-

tial value as well as interest. It is a

paper that no one desiring to keep thor-

oughly informed on the questions of the

day can afford to be without.

Send $1..00 for a year's subscription, specialprice.

Regular price, $2.00 per year.

Address,

119 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.
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JOSEPH GILLOTT'S NEW PENS.

Extra

Smooth-

ness of

Point.

1008 Diamond-Stub. 1043 Proboscular.

1044 Bank Pbn.

D JOSfPKGIUOTTS

SVfRTlCUUU
PtMBMHWB

1045 Verticular.

1047 MULTISCRIPT.

1046 Vertiohaph.

Special

Ease

of

Action.

1060 Falcon.

These pens hare the extra smoothness of point, also the special ease and firmness of action required

for careful business writing, or for the rapid scribbling of professional and literary men.

For fine and extra-fine writing recourse may be had to the Gillott series of pens so long familiar to

the people :

303, 404, 170, 604 E. F., 332, 601 E. F.

(ififfi.)
The Standard Pens of the World. (8££)

91 John Street, JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS,
HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.NEW YORK.

Give your attention

Soap

To the pores of the skin
; keep them clean and their action

healthy. You can not overestimate the importance of this.

1 r^^v*" anc^ can not c ^ean tne Pores >
m fact, it

VJ-L/C-O llv/L
js more apt to c i g tnan to dean them.

A little thought on this question will show

you the importance of remembering that

Cutelix Cleans the Pores
Throughout their entire length, and keeps

the sebaceous glands in prime working order.

Cutelix also exerts a wonderful healing and curative effect on all injuries or affections of the skin.

If your druggist can not supply you, send thirty cents (five cents

to pay for packing), and a bottle will be sent by express. Address

Cutelix Company, 253 Broadway, New York.



always

make

the
„;,--—; '..:il\lr.,..-.\,,.' Jii'i

emington
Standard Typewriter

and its operator better friends.

NEW MODELS 6, 7 and 8 (Wide Carriage)

WYCKOFP, SEAMANS & BENBDICT,
327 Broadway, New York.

[ Bensolyptus \

(Schieffelm's)

Bensolyptus is an agreeable alkaline
solution of various highly approved anti-

septics, all of which are of recognized
value in

Catarrhal Affections
because of their cleansing, soothing and
healing properties. Bensolyptus is highly
recommended in all inflammations of
mucous membranes, especially in dis-
eases of the

Nose and Throat
and as a

Mouth-Wash and Dentifrice.

It is also of value for internal use in
affections of the alimentary tract attend-
ed with fermentation of food, eructa-
tions, and heart-burn.

Sendfor pamphlet to

\, Schieffelin & Co*, New York* J

^f«i^^feft3^e»€c«WSo/3?«iii5r~v<l [bj

rW-DEVOK®
ESTABLISHED lff52

QFPKC5:CoR.^LTOH13S!LUAM $5
NEWYOR.K*

\

ARTISTS
ttATERTAUS.

SKETCHING OUTFITS
Off ALL.KIND5'

TUBE C°L°RVWftTIftC*£RKRtf6N5
DWW!N0PAPOl-CANW»lf»^nEDIUr\5-
ttATMEfWJCAb INSTRUMENTS

H0U5E PAINTERS' COLORS

PRESCoCoL?RS^flNEWRNI5HES
Corre5|jondence invited •Otfilo^ues.cf our different

departtnents'To responsible biffies;

COFFINPEVOE &C9-176 RANDOLPHS1-ChlCAfiO

I

V

n

'&€&tgHe?if^i«Ki$m

" Always an Exquisite Delight."

The One
Perfect Music Box

Criterion.
An American disc instrument play-

ing an unlimited number of tunes.

Final achievement of the oldest

music-box manufacturer in the United
States—factories in Switzerland and
America.

For brilliancy, sweetness, expres-
sion, and volume of tone unquali-
fiedly first of all instruments of its

kind—$14 to $175.

For catalogue and fur-

ther information [without
which it would be
most unwise to buy
a music-box else-

where] address

M.J.PAILURD.CO.

680 Broadway,

New York.
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HARPER'S MAGAZINE
will publish during 1899 many important articles of vital interest to all Americans. One of

the principal features will be a comprehensive political and narrative history of the Spanish-
American War, by Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge, U. S. Senator. W. D. Howells has con-

tributed a serial story, entitled "Their Silver-Wedding Journey." Serial stories by H. B.

Marriott Watson and John Fox, Jr., will also appear. Short stories by eminent authors

and articles on the war by eye-witnesses will be published.

35 CENTS A COPY SUBSCRIPTION, $4.00 A YEAR

HARPER'S WEEKLY
will publish in 1809 a series of articles on our new possessions which will describe the

strategic and industrial values of these countries. Special correspondents have been sent to

gather material and notes for the series. The pages of the Weekly will faithfully record,
both with pen and pencil, political and current events of interest taking place in the world.

Three remarkably strong serial stories will appear—by H. G. Wells, Robert W.
Chambers, and E. S. Van Zile. Short fiction and matters of contemporary interest will

lend additional attractiveness to this periodical. HARPER'S WEEKLY is the best

Pictorial History of the year.

10 CENTS A COPY SUBSCRIPTION, $4.00 A YEAR

HARPER'S BAZAR
will continue to deserve its name of the Mirror of Fashion by publishing the most exclusive

gowns from Paris, London, and New York. These fashions will be accompanied by descrip-
tions written by experts at these great fashion centres. Cut paper patterns will be furnished

at a nominal cost, thus bringing these exclusive designs within the reach of every one.

Special articles containing inforraatic- of great help to women will be published from week
to week. Serial stories will appear by S. R. Crockett, Maria Louise Pool, and
Brander Matthews.

10 CENTS A COPY SUBSCRIPTION, $4.00 A YEAR

HARPER'S ROUND TABLE
engages a boy's attention from start to finish, and in 1899 it will be more interesting than
ever before. Fiction, Travel, and Sport will form the principal features. Serial stories by
Kirk Munroe and Molly Elliot Seawell, two famous writers of boys' stories, will

appear. Short stories by
" Buffalo Bill," Julian Ralph, Charles F. Lummis, and others,

with articles of travel and sport, all written by men and women thoroughly experienced and
world famous, will be published. Prize competitions will be open to contestants, affording
much amusement and profit to those who participate in them.

10 CENTS A COPY SUBSCRIPTION, $1.00 A YEAR

<* LITERATURE •*

a weekly journal of international criticism, will enable the reading public to keep pace with

the publications of the day by its critical commentaries and descriptions of the books. In a
manner thoroughly free from prejudice and with a characteristic fairness of statement, every
book of merit will receive attention in LITERATURE'S pages. Special supplements of

portraits of distinguished men of letters, of rare and curious books, of noteworthy editions,

etc., will be published from week to week in this periodical, which every lover of books
should have.

10 CENTS A COPY SUBSCRIPTION, 4.00 A YEAR

t

New York HARPER & BROTHERS, Publishers London
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BISMARCK
The Man and the Statesman : Being the Reflections and Reminiscences of Otto, Prince von

Bismarck, written and dictated by himself after his retirement from office. Translated from

the German under the supervision of A. W. Butler, late fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Two volumes. 8vo, Cloth, Uncut Edges and Gilt Tops.

Through Asia. By Sven Hedin. With
Two Maps and Two Plates Printed in Colors,

and about 280 Illustrations by the Author and
from Photographs. About 1300 pages. Two
volumes. Large 8vo, Cloth, Ornamental, Un-
cut Edges and Gilt Tops.

In the Forbidden Land. By A. Henry
Savage Landor. An Account of a Journey
into Tibet, Capture by the Tibetan Lamas and

Soldiers, Imprisonment, Torture, and Ultimate

Release, brought about by Dr. Wilson and the

Political Peshkar Karak Sing-Pal. With the

Government Enquiry and Report and other

Official Documents, by J. Larkin, Esq.,

Deputed by the Government of India. With
One Photogravure, F.ight Colored Plates, Fifty

Full-page and about One Hundred and Fifty
Text Illustrations, and a Map from Surveys by
the Author. 2 vols. 8vo, Cloth, Uncut Edges
and Gilt Tops.

China in Transformation. By Archibald
R. Colquhoun. With Frontispiece, Maps,
and Diagrams. 8vo, Cloth, $3.00.

The Biographical Edition of W. M.
Thackeray's Complete Works. This

new and revised edition comprises additional

material and hitherto unpublished letters,

sketches, and drawings, derived from the

author's original manuscripts and note-books.

Edited by Mrs. Anne Thackeray Ritchie.
Crown 8vo, Cloth, Uncut Edges and Gilt Tops,
13 Volumes, $1.75 per Volume.

Through the Gold-Fields of Alaska
to Bering Straits. By Harry de Windt,
F.R.G.S., Author of "A Ride to India," etc.

With a Map and Illustrations. 8vo, Cloth,

Ornamental, $2.50.

A Study of a Child. By Louise E.

Hogan. With a Colored Frontispiece and

Many Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Cloth, Orna-

mental, $2.50.

Roden's Corner. A Novel. By Henry
Seton Merriman, Author of "The Sowers,''
"With Edged Tools," etc. Illustrated by T.
de Thulstrup. Post 8vo, Cloth, Orna-
mental, $1.75.

How to Get Strong;, and How to Stay So.

By William Blaikie. With Numerous Por-

traits. New and Enlarged Edition from New
Plates. Post 8vo, Cloth, Ornamental, $1.75.

Harper's Round Table. Bound Volume,

1898. 4to, Cloth, Ornamental, $2.50.

The Letters of Robert Browning and
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Illus-

trated with Two Contemporary Portraits of the

Writers, and Two Facsimile Letters. With a
Prefatory Note by R. Barrett Browning, and
Notes, by F. G. Kenyon, Explanatory of the
Greek Words. Two Volumes. Crown 8vo, Un-
cut Edges and Gilt Tops. About 1200 pages.

The Red Axe. A Novel. By S. R. Crockett,
Author of "

Lochinvar," "The Gray Man,"
etc. Illustrated. Post 8vo, Cloth, Orna-
mental, $1.50.

Crooked Trails. Written and Illustrated by
Frederic Remington, Author of "

Pony
Tracks," etc. 8vo, Cloth, Ornamental, $2.00.

Old Chester Tales. By Margaret Deland,
Author of ''John Ward, Preacher," etc.

Illustrated by Howard Pyle, Post Svo,
Cloth, Ornamental, $1.50.

Fables for the Frivolous. (With Apologies
to La Fontaine. ) By Guy Wetmore Carryl.
With Illustrations by Peter Newell. 8vo,
Cloth, Ornamental, Deckel Edges and Gilt

Top, $1.50.

The Copper Princess. A Story. By Kirk
Munroe, Author of "The Painted Desert,"
etc. Illustrated. Post Svo, Cloth, Orna-
mental, $1.25.

The Associate Hermits. By Frank R.
Stockton. Illustrated by A. B. Frost.
Post Svo, Cloth, Ornamental, $1.50.

The Adventurers. A Novel. By H. B.
Marriott Watson. Illustrated. Post 8vo,
Cloth, Ornamental, $1.50.

The Golfer's Alphabet. Pictures by A. B.
Frost. Rhymes by W. G. Van T. Sutphen.
4to, Illuminated Boards, $1.50.

Dumb Foxglove, and Other Stories. By
Annie Trumbull Slosson, Author of " £even
Dreamers,'' "1 he Heresy of Mehetabel Clark."
etc. With One Illustration. Post 8vo, Cloth,
Ornamental, $1.25.

Wild Eelin
;
Her Escapades, Adventures, and

Bitter Sorrows. A Novel. By William
Black. Author of "A Princess of Thule,"
"The Strange Adventures of a Phaeton," etc.

Illustrated by T. de Thulstrup. Post Svo,

Cloth, Ornamental, $r.75-

Social Life in the British Army. By a
British Officer. Illustrated by R. Caton
Woodville. Post Svo, Cloth, Ornamental,
$1.00.

New York HARPER & BROTHERS, Publishers union
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HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.'S
Illustrated Holiday Books.

The Fair God.
A Tale of the Conquest of Mexico. By Lew

Wallace, author of
" Ben Hur," etc. Holiday

Edition. Superbly illustrated with 40 full-page

Photogravures, 76 rubricated initials, and 76 tail-

pieces, by Eric Pape. 2 vols., crown 8vo, $7.00.

The House of the Seven
Gables.

By Nathaniel Hawthorne. Holiday Edi-

tion. With 20 full-page Photogravures, by Maude

A. Cowles and Genevieve Cowles, and many

head-pieces and initials. 2 vols., crown 8vo, $5.00.

The Beginnings of New
England.

By John Fiske. Illustrated Edition. Contain-

ing Portraits, Maps, Facsimiles, Contemporary

Views, Prints, and other Historic Material. 8vo,

$4.00 ; half calf, gilt top, or half-polished morocco,

$6.25.

The Life of Our Lord in Art.

With some account of the Artistic Treatment

of the Life of St. John the Baptist. By EsTELLE

M. Hurll, editor of Mrs. Jameson's "Sacred and

Legendary Art." With about too Illustrations.

Uniform with Miss Hurll's edition of Mrs. Jame-

son's Art Works. 8vo. $3.00.

In this book Miss Hurll gives a descriptive history

of the artistic treatment of every incident in the life of

Christ which has been made the subject of art, and the

account embraces not only the works of the old masters,

but is brought down to the art of our day. The book

is issued in" the same style with Miss Hurll's edition of

Mrs. Jameson's Art Works, and is illustrated in the

same effective manner.

The Tides and Kindred Phe=
nomena in the Solar Sys=
tern.

By George Howard Darwin, Professor in

Trinity College, University of Cambridge. l2mo,

£2.00.

This book is the most authoritative volume yet
written on the tides. Its interest is greatly increased

by its treatment of similar phenomena in the vast sys-

tem of which our earth is so small a part.

A Child's History of England.
By Charles Dickens. Holiday Edition, with

4S full-page Engravings from photographs by

Clifton Johnson. Crown 8vo, handsomely

bound, $2.50.

Caleb West,
Master Diver. By F. Hopkinson Smith, author

of " Tom Grogan," etc. Finely illustrated. i2mo,

$1.50.
" An excellent novel. The great charm of the book

is the picture of the diver and his work." —Saturday
Review, London.

The Boys of Old Monmouth.
A Story of Washington's campaign in New Jer-

sey in 1778. By Everett T. Tomlinson, author

of "Guarding the Border," "Washington's Young

Aids," etc. Illustrated. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

Stories of the Cherokee Hills.

By Maurice Thompson, author of " A Talla-

hassee Girl." With 8 full-page Illustrations by

E. W. Kemble. i2mo, $1.50.

Birds of Village and Field.

A Bird Book for Beginners. By Florenqe A.

Merriam, author of "Birds Through an Opera-

Glass,"
"
A-Birding oh a Bronco," etc. Very fully

illustrated. i2tno, $2.00.

A book of peculiar value to beginners in bird study.

The birds are described plainly, and pictures of many
are given. There are family color-keys, and a field

color-key to all of the rs4 birds described, with minia-

ture heads of the species.

A Wonder=Book, and Tangle=
wood Tales.

By Nathaniel Hawthorne. Holiday Edi-

tion. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, with a

decorative binding. $2.00.

Leather=Stocl£ing Tales.

By James Fenimore Cooper. New River-

side Edition. With a photogravure Frontispiece

in each volume. 5 vols., 121110, $6.25. {Sold only

in sets.)

Sold by all Booksellers. Sent, postpaid, by

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO., Boston,
11 East 17th Street, New York.



JOHN FISKE

HISTORICAL WORKS
ILLUSTRATED EDITIONS

The American Revolution

Noble volumes, containing 22 Photogravures of

portraits and paintings, 15 color maps and

plates, and 280 text cuts and maps. 2 vol-

umes, 8vo, $8.00 ;
half calf, gilt, or half polished

morocco, $12.50.

" To combine profound knowledge of his subject with the

best narrative style in the degree here found is given to few

writers. The author has a wonderful faculty of selecting the

critical and significant events, of ignoring confusing details, of

welding his matetial into a simple and consistent account, and

of illuminating the whole with sound theories of historical phi-

losophy. . . . Great care and much labor have evidently been

expended in finding pictures, maps, and diagrams which illus-

trate in the true sense of the word. In portraits and auto-

graphs the two substantial volumes are especially rich. As a

teacher of sound patriotism, the work should be in the hands

of all young readers. As the most scholarly and at the same

time most readable account of the birth of our nation, it should

be in every library."
— The Outlook (New York).

The Critical Period of Amer=
ican History

With about 170 Illustrations, comprising portraits,

maps, facsimiles, contemporary views, prints,

and other historical materials. Svo, %4.00 ;

half calf, gilt top, or half polished morocco,

$6.25.
" Perfect in everything that means careful bookmaking, the

edition is also rendered fairly beautiful by the abundance and
high quality of the illustrations. These ate reproduced in pho-
togravure or half tone from portraits, paintings, views, maps,
anil other appropriate originals; and since much of the material
is taken from contemporary sources, the panorama resulting is

not only artistic, but wears a convincing air of reality. Edi-
tions like this prove that pictorial art is simply invaluable to

the historian."—New York Tribune.

The Beginnings of New
England

Containing portraits, maps, facsimiles, contempo-

rary views, prints, and other historic material.

8vo, $4.00 ;
half calf, gilt top, or half polished

morocco, $6.25.

LIBRARY EDITIONS

The Discovery of America
Wi'h some account of Ancient America and the

Spanish Conquest With a Steel Portrait of

Mr. Fiske, reproductions of many old maps,
several modern maps, facsimiles, and other

illustrations. 2 volumes, crown Svo, gilt top,

$4.00 ;
half calf, $6.50.

Old Virginia and her Neigh=
hours

2 volumes, crown 8vo, gilt top, $4.00.

These volumes, just published, cover the settle-

ment and growth of Virginia, Maryland, the

Carolinas, and Georgia nearly to the Revolu-
tion.

The Beginnings of New
England ;

Or, The Puritan Theocracy in its Relations to Civil

and Religious Liberty. Crown 8vo, gilt top,

$2.00.

The American Revolution
With a new Portrait of Washington, hitherto un-

published, and maps. 2 volumes, crown 8vo,

gilt top, $4.00 ;
half calf, $6.50.

The Critical Period of Amer=
ican History, 1783=1789

With maps, notes, etc. Crown 8vo, gilt top, $2.00.

These eight volumes form a most valuable and interesting Historical Library.

Price of the set, $16.00.

Sold by Booksellers. Sent, postpaid, by

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN AND COMPANY
4 Park Street, Boston ; J J East Seventeenth Street, New York



READY IMMEDIATELY.

COMMERCIAL CUBA.
A BOOK FOR BUSINESS MEN.

With 8 Maps, 7 Plans of Cities, and 40 FulUpage Illustrations.

By WILLIAM J. CLARK, of the General Electric Company.

With an Introduction by E. SHERMAN GOULD, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

One Volume, Large Octavo, $4.00.

THE
well-nigh limitless field for business enterprises which Cuba offers for United States

capital gives this carefully prepared and authoritative work especial timeliness. Mr.

Clark, who has been for many years at the head of the Railway Department of the

General Electric Company, is recognized as a statistician of exceptional ability, whose word

carries great weight.

The facts which he has packed into this book, the sources of his information being personal

observation supplemented by official reports, give an exhaustive picture of the conditions and

possibilities of every industry on the island, each town and each industry being critically

examined with a view to the outlook for American capital backed by American energy. The

chapters deal with social and hygienic questions, legal procedure, political matters, public

improvements, railways, both steam and electric, turnpikes and roads, harbor and dock

facilities, telegraph, cable, and telephone lines, contract labor, agriculture, mining and man-

ufacturing in all of their branches, and a multitude of other subjects of interest to business

men who are looking to Cuba as a field for investment or as a market for their goods.

The maps, plans, and illustrations, together with the commercial directory of the island,

in the appendix, emphasize the encyclopedic and exhaustive character of the work.

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.

How to Meet the Resident of Cuba.

CHAPTER II.

The Population—Its Characteristics and
Occupations.

CHAPTER III.

Climate and the Preservation of Health.

CHAPTER IV.

Descriptive Geographv.

CHAPTER V.

Transportation and Communication.

CHAPTER VI.

Currency, Banking, and Government Finance.

CHAPTER VII.

The Legal and Administrative Systems of the
Past and the Future.

CHAPTER VIII.

Animal and Vegetable Life.

CHAPTER IX.

Sugar and Tobacco.

CHAPTER X.

Some General Statistics.

CHAPTER XI.

Province of Pinar del Rio.

CHAPTER XII.

The City of Havana.

CHAPTER XIII.

Province of Havana.

(Including the Isle of Pines.)

CHAPTER XIV.

Province of Matanzas.

CHAPTER XV.
Province of Santa Clara.

CHAPTER XVI.

Province of Puerto Principe.

CHAPTER XVII.

Province of Santiago de Cuba.

APPENDIX.
Commercial Directory of the Island

of Cuba.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 153=157 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.



Scribner's New Fall Books
THE STORY OF THE REVOLUTION

apman, T. de Thulstrup,
volumes, 8vo, $6.00.

" Jt is bound to take
its place among the fore-
most of American his-

tot ical treatises, because
of its patriotism as well
as its adherence to the
truth of the original
story. Its portrayal of
the struggles of the
Revolutionists for their

liberty and their rights
is thrilling and life-

like:'—Boston Courier.

"
Writing ofthis sort

needs good illustration,

and Senator Lodge is to

be congratulated on just
about the most b> illtant

pictorial accompani-
ment with which any
such scheme as his has

been blessed of late

years"
—New York Tribune.

By HENRY CABOT LODGE
With nearly 200 illustrations by Howard Pyle, F. C. Yohn, Carlton T. Ch

Walter Appleton Clark, H. W. Ditzler, G. A. Shipley, and others. Two

CENATOR LODGE'S work is at once an ab-

sorbing story and a dignified contribution to

history. That the authors narrative would be

fresh and vigorous, true to life both in proportion

and spirit, modern in its treatment, yet earnest,

exalted, and patriotic
—these qualities might have

been expected from Mr. Lodge's previous work.

But no one could have foreseen what an effect the

multitude of significant points developed by recent

historical research had had upon the familiar story,

and how revitalized the account would become

in the writer's hands.

THE CUBAN AND PORTO RICAN CAMPAIGNS
By RICHARD HARDING DAVIS

With many illustrations from photographs and drawings by eye-witnesses. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

Nothing connected with the literature of the war has attracted as much attention as Mr. Davis's

remarkable articles in Scribner's Magazine, which have given a virtually continuous picture of the

conflict. These articles will form the basis for the history of the war, which Mr. Davis has had in

preparation from the beginning; and, in addition, the book will be rounded out and completed by the

incorporation and addition of a great deal of carefully sifted material which could not be fully presented

at the moment of writing in the field.

THE WORKERS—THE WEST
By Walter A. Wyckoff, Assistant Professor of Political Economy in Princeton University. Illus-

trated by W. R. Leigh. i2mo, $1.50.

With this second volume Professor Wyckoff closes his absolutely unique narrative of the experi-

ences of a scholar in earning his living as an unskilled laborer.

"The merits of Mr. Wyckoff's studies are incontestable ;
the lesson they teach every man in this

great country of ours should take to heart."—New York Times.

YESTERDAYS IN THE PHILIPPINES

By Joseph Eari.e Stevens, an ex-resident of

Manila. Fourth edition. With 32 full-page
illustrations from photographs by the author.

i2mo, $1.50.
"This volume, written in the racy style of intimate corre-

spondence gives just tliat information concerning the archi

pelatro which everybody wants to know. ... A more
readable and entertaining book of travel would be bard to find,

apart from its contemporary importance." -Philadelphia Press.

OUR NAVY IN THE SPANISH WAR
By John R. Spears, author of

" The History of Our
Navy." With many illustrations. i2mo, $2.00.

Mr. Spears showed in his Naval History, pub-
lished a year ago, his pre-eminent ability as a his-

torian of our fighting force afloat. This volume
deals with its achievements in 1898, and sums up
the present naval situation, with the outlook for

the future.

"The History of Our Navy." Illustrated.

4 vols., T2mo. With the above. $10.00.

WAR MEMORIES OF AN ARMY CHAPLAIN

By Henry Clay Trumbull, D. D. With 14 full-

page illustrations by Gilbert Caul, Carlton T.

Chapman, R. F. Zogbaum, T. de Thulstrup, and
others. Crown 8vo, $2.00.

" Dr Trumbull has a keen memory and vivid powers of

description and narration. . . . 1 his is incomparably the

best Chaplain's story which the great war has produced."—
Boston Journal.

THE NAVY IN THE CIVIL WAR
A series of three volumes, giving the whole nar-

rative of naval operations from 1861 to 1S65.
With many maps. New edition. Each volume
with steel engraving. The set, $3.00.

The Blockade and the Cruisers. By Professor

J. Russell Soley, U. S. N.

The Atlantic Coast. By Rear-Admiral Daniel

Ammen, U. S. N.

The Gulf and Inland Waters. By Captain
A. T. Mahan, U. S. N.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 153=157 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
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To Readers of Appletons' Popular Science Monthly :

We make the following proposition to become members of

the Review of Reviews History Club and obtain the three

volumes of"

Our War in Two Hemispheres,
by Albert Shaw, editor of the "American Monthly Review
of Reviews," and author of " Municipal Government in Great

Britain," etc.

Every American citizen possessing a library, and many that

do not possess one, will be interested in the announcement or

the history of the late war with Spain, now published by the

Review of Reviews Co. Much of fhe narrative was written

by Dr. Albert Shaw during the actual fighting of the summer.

This has been revised and amplified by him in the light of the

official reports and documents which have only become available

after hostilities ceased. A free quotation from the critical con-

gressional debates, and other public utterances at crucial periods,

aid in making this work what it is, the standard reference history
of this decisive and successful struggle. But it is much more
than a lively and comprehensive narrative. It goes back to the

years of struggle in Cuba which prepared the way for the war;
it discusses energetically the problems which confronted the

United States after the war as to the Philippines, Cuba, and

Porto Rico; and as a whole it forms a broadly conceived pic-

ture of the year which has seen America brought face to face

with new world duties.

The important special and technical matters of the war

period, generally dismissed by the historian with only slight and

often insufficient discussion, are fully and authentically dealt

with in contributed chapters, written by men who had unusual

opportunities for studving their subjects. Thus, the lessons

which the war has for us as to the relative efficiency of rifles and

machine guns are in a carefully written chapter by Lieutenant

John H. Parker, of the United States Army. The military

movements of the Santiago and Porto Rican campaigns are

analyzed by the editor of the Army and Navy Journal; the

battle with Cervera is described by the novelist, Winston

WAINWRIGHT.
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SPANISH WAR. 1
Churchill, who is a graduate of the United States Naval Acad-

emy ;
the actual condition of* Cuba before the war and the facts

which caused the war are described by eye-witnesses
—Murat

Halstead and Stephen Bonsai.

The illustration of the book is especially valuable in the

hundreds of portraits, pictures of the navies, photographed scenes

of the war, and the entertaining cartoons reproduced from Span-

ish, French, German, and English papers, as well as from the

American. Some of the Spanish cartoons are fascinating, aside

from their intrinsic humor, in their curious perversion of the

actual conditions, and are valuable contributions to history in

their graphic explanation of the fatuity which led to Spain's

overthrow.

The three beautifully
bound large octavo vol-

umes and a year's sub-

How to obtain the Handsome Edition,

by a Payment of only Two Dollars down.

scription to the American Monthly Review or Reviews can be ob-

tained by any of the readers of Appletons' Popular Science Monthly

by joining the Review of Reviews Club and paying two dollars. The
volumes will be sent as soon as ready to those who remit the sum,
and the purchase will be completed by the payment of two dollars

per month for six months. The first volume will be ready early in

December. The subscription to the magazine which goes with the

offer can be dated from any month.

USE THIS COUPON.

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS CLUB,
6 Astor Place, New York City.

I inclose $2.00 for membership in the Review of

Reviews Club, and agree to pay six monthly installments

of $2.00 each, beginning December 1, 1898, for one year's

subscription for the American Monthly Review of Re-

views, to begin with the current number, and OUR WAR
IN TWO HEMISPHERES (three volumes, half morocco),
the same to be sent me as fast as issued.

Name.

Address

The Review of Reviews Company,
New York City.

SAMPSON.

ROOSEVELT.
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TWENTY
SUCCESSFUL

BOOKS
Among DODD, MEAD & COM-
PANY'S publications for the au-

tumn, they would especially draw

the attention of book lovers

to the following books, all of

which have gone into SECOND or

THIRD EDITIONS.

i. John Splendid.

By Neil Munro $i-5°

2. The Uncalled.

By Paul Laurence Dunbar . . 1.25

3.
Trimalchio's Dinner.

By Harry Thurston Peck . . 1.50

4. A Creel of Irish Stories.

By Jane Barlow 125

5. Wagner's Music Dramas.

By Albert Lavignac 2.50

6. Second Thoughts.

By Jerome K. Jerome .... 1.25

7.
The Wonderful Century.

By Alfred R. Wallace. . . . 2.50

8. Scribes and Pharisees.

By William Le Queux .... 1.25

q. The Grenadier.

By James E. Farmer 1.25

10. The Fatal Gift.

By Frankfort Moore . . . . 1.25

1 1. Work and Culture.

By Hamilton W. Mabie . . . 1.25

1 2. Turrets, Towers, and Temples.

By Esther Singleton .... 2.00

13.
A Little Girl in Boston.

By Amanda Douglas 1.50

14. A Lovable Crank.

By Barbara Yechton .... 1.50

15.
Sherburne Girls.

By Amanda Douglas 1.50

16. Afterwards.

By Ian Maclaren 1.50

1 7.
Elsie on the Hudson.

By Martha Finley ..... 1.25

18. Tattle Tales of Cupid.

By Paul Leicester Ford . . . 1.25

19.
The Forest of Arden.

By Hamilton W. Mabie . . . 2.00

20. Miscellaneous Essays.

By Austin Dobson 1.25

AT ALL BOOKSTORES.

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS, 14015' F' fth Ave - New York -
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JUST OUT.

CHRISTIAN
RATIONALISM.

Essays on Matters in Debate
between Faith and Unbelief.

By J. H. RYLANCE, D. D.

J2mo, cloth. Price, $1.25.

Dr. P„ylance discusses in a perfectly frank and

fearless way that is simply delightful a number oi

deeply interesting subjects for our own time :

1. On Free Thought. 2. On Reason and
Faith. 3. On Inspiration and Infallibility.

4. On the Racking Doubt. 5 On Exist-

ing Dissensions between Science and Re-

ligion. 6. An Historic Foothold for Faith.

OTHER NEW BOOKS.
BLESSED ARE YE. Talks on the Beatitudes. By

the Rev. F. B. Meyer, B. A., Author of " The

Shepherd's Psalm," etc. Cloth, 75 cents.

VISIONS. Sunday Morning Sermons at St. Bar*

tliolomew's. New York. By David H. Greer,
D. D. Cloth, gilt top, $1.50.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE BIBLE
A Handbook for Modern Readers of the Bible. Ry
the Rev. Albert Wellman Hitchcock. Cloth,

50 cents.

*^* For sale at all Bookstores.

THOMAS WHITTAKER, Publisher,
2 & 3 Bible House, New York.

LITTLE MASTERPIECES.
A collection of books of the highest standing in lit'

erature. The best texts in good readable type, and on

rough-edged paper, with photogravure frontispieces,

tastefully bound in flexible cloth covers, gilt top (4 x 6).

In this series nine independent volumes have been

issued :

Poe (7) Macaulay (9)

Hawthorne (8)
Franklin (7)

Irving (7) Webster (5)

Carlyle (7) Lincoln, including the

Ruskin (9)
" Lost Speech" (7)

(The figures in parentheses indicate the number of

selections.)

To new yearly subscribers for

PUBLIC OPINION
we will present a set of any three of these volumes.

If you are not familiar with Public Opinion we shall

be glad to send you sample copies. It is an eclectic

weekly that aims to cover briefly every field of human

activity. Its departments are

American Affairs Religion

Foreign Affairs Letters and Art

Sociology Business and Finance

Science Book Reviews
The American Affairs department is especially valu-

able, reflecting as it does the sentiment of the press of

the entire country.

By reading this one paper you can be as well posted
as though you read 3,000 each week. Our editors do

that for you.
Public Opinion may be just the paper you have

wanted for years. The subscription price is $2.50 per

year, $1.25 for six months.

THE PUBLIC OPINION CO., 13 Astor Placs, New York.



McClure's Magazine for 1899

A New Serial by RUDYARD KIPLING
This is a series of stories of schoolboy life that will continue through a

number of months. Each story is complete in itself; and to understand and

enjoy one, it will not be necessary to read those that precede it. At the same
time, they carry the same characters through a succession of adventures, and
readers will find a special entertainment in following the whole series. The
stories show Mr. Kipling in his most joyous mood; it is clear that he has re-

newed his own boyhood in writing them, as he will have renewed the boy-
hood or girlhood of all the people who read them. The first story,
Stalky," appears in the December number, and shows the boys "Stalky,"

Beetle, and McTurk at their fullest fertility of resource.

A GREAT HISTORICAL SERIAL
No series of articles, in any magazine, ever had a greater success than

Miss Tarbell's articles on the Early Life of Lincoln. As soon as these articles

were ended, subscribers began to write asking when they might expect the

series promised by Miss Tarbell on the

LATER LIFE OF LINCOLN
and such inquiries have continued in great numbers ever since. Miss Tarbell

was resolved that no important new material should be overlooked
;
and by

her rare industry and talent and her exceptional connections she secured
such an abundance, that to bring it within the practical limits of magazine publi-
cation has been a long labor. But the articles begin in the December number.

The Personal Side of Lincoln's Life

during the War is what these articles will present. Miss Tarbell has secured

through personal interviews with associates of Lincoln—in the White House,
in the Departments, in Congress, at the headquarters of the several armies;
from surviving members of his bodyguard ;

from unpublished correspondence;
from unpublished documents lately become available at the War Department,
and from various other sources—a wealth of new material exhibiting the

personal traits and qualities of the man.

CAPTAIN A. T. MAHAN
The War on the Sea and its Lessons

Captain Mahan's articles will be an account and interpretation of the
naval movements from one who, in addition to being the foremost authority
on naval science, himself helped to plan the movements which he describes
and explains. War played like a game of chess is the only word for the

recent naval campaign; and Captain Mahan, himself one of the players of the

gnme, explains the cause and purpose of every move, and shows what results

followed. The articles begin in December and will continue through several

months, giving, as it were, the inner history of every naval movement and

operation down to the close of the war.



A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S LIFE
Experiences and Adventures as Operator and Train-Despatcher

Captain Jasper E. Brady, now of the Army, began life as a telegraph

operator. He served in commercial and railway offices in about all parts
of the country and under all possible conditions. He passed through all the

grades up to that of chief train-despatcher ;
and since he entered the Army

he has been detailed to many special services where his experience with the

telegraph and railroads would be particularly useful. These chapters are

a Series of Choice Stories from Captain Brady"s own experience, illustrating
the telegraph operator's life in about all the curious conditions that ever fall

to his lot. .

INVENTION AND SCIENCE
THE TELECTROSCOPE AND ITS INVENTOR
Mr. Cleveland Moffett has lately returned from a visit to the young Polish

inventor, Jan Szczepanik, to examine his wonderful invention that transmits

a whole picture by telegraph so that it comes out to a beholder miles away
complete, and even in the natural colors of the object or scene portrayed; and
in an article soon to appear he gives an interesting account of the inventor

and of his invention. The article will be fully illustrated.

A PLUNGE IN THE DIVING TORPEDO BOAT
An article by Franklin Matthews describes his own strange experience in

going down under the sea in the new submarine torpedo boat, the
"
Holland."

The article also describes the curious construction of the boat. She is, undoubt-

edly, one of the most remarkable products of the mechanical ingenuity of man.

SUBMARINE NAVIGATION
By SIMON LAKE

Mr. Lake, inventor of the Lake Submarine Boat, has prepared an interest-

ing article on his successful cruises on the bottom of the sea. He has traveled

on the bottom of the sea over 1,200 miles all told, and has made the first

practical submarine boat. It has remained submerged for ten hours, and from

it, while at the bottom of Chesapeake Bay, telephone communications were
carried on with Washington, Baltimore, and New York.

TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT WIRES
This continues to be the special goal on which electrical experts are con-

centrating their thoughts and labors. We hope to publish in the coming
months some very interesting matter on the subject, especially from Mr. W.
H. Preece, Engineer-in-Chief of the Telegraph Department of the English
Postal System, on the latest experiments of the British postal authorities.

THE MARVELS OF THE SEA
This is an account of the zoological station at Naples, where all the

animal and vegetable growths of the Mediterranean Sea have been gathered,
still living, and to which advanced students from all parts of the world resort

to study these growths, as it were,
"

in a great and beautiful book of living
Nature." The article will be fully illustrated, and will be one of the most

interesting of the kind that we have ever published.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS OF ASTRONOMY
By SIMON NEWCOMB

This is the title of a remarkable article by one of the most eminent of

living astronomers. Another article by Professor Newcomb, combining the

same popular and readable qualities with the latest and most authoritative

information, is,
" How Planets are Weighed."

10



GREAT ART FEATURES
Its illustrations will continue to be one of the Magazine's special points

of distinction. The best artists, no less than the best writers, will be con-

tributors through the coming year.

C. D. GIBSON'S EXPERIENCES IN EGYPT
Last spring Mr. Gibson visited Egypt in the interest of McClure's

Magazine. He studied the country not only from the point of view of the

artist, but from the point of view of a keen American observer. The recent

fall of Khartoum adds a peculiarly timely interest to Mr. Gibson's work. His

illustrations will be most interesting, and the articles will show him as a

writer of very unusual qualities.

MORE LIFE MASKS OF GREAT AMERICANS
When we published last year the series of Browere's Life Masks with

Mr. Charles Henry Hart's romantic story of how the masks were made, then

lost, and then recovered, it was remarked on every side that we had made a

valuable contribution to the pictorial history of the country. A second

series is in preparation, giving the living images of Dolly Madison, De Witt

Clinton, Gilbert Stuart, Martin Van Buren, Commodore David Porter,

Attorney-General Rush, Charles Francis Adams, and John Quincy Adams.

SPLENDID SHORT STORIES
Our short stories during the coming year will be of unusual distinction.

They will come from such writers as

Rudyard Kipling Robert Barr Sarah Orne Jewctt
William Allen White Stephen Crane Octave Thanet
Hamlin Garland Cutcliffe Hyne Sarah Barnwell Elliott

We shall publish also a number of striking stories by new writers, and

those short, dramatic episodes from real life which our readers have come to

know as a special feature of McClure's will be frequent. In this general

department we may mention

STORIES OF THE EAST AND THE WEST
These stories are by Mr. W. A. Fraser, a civil engineer, whose profession

has taken him into many parts of India and about all parts of Canada. Thus
he has gathered material for no end of good stories. He has had a good
friend and counselor in Mr. Kipling, who greatly admires his work.

POLITICAL SHORT STORIES
We have in hand for early publication three remarkable short stories of

political life:
"

In the Third House, '\" A Woman who Hesitated," and "
In

the Last Ditch." They are by a new writer, Dr. G. W. Barr, of Keokuk. Iowa.

NEW ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN KETTLE
Cutcliffe Hyne's creation,

"
Captain Kettle, "is already a favorite with the

public. The author has written a new series of stories with Kettle as the hero.

NEW "BOYVILLE" STORIES
Mr. William Allen White, the author of the

"
Boyville" stories, those

most refreshing and delightful tales of real boy life, will be a frequent con-

tributor to the magazine during the coming year.

$1.00 A YEAR JO CENTS A COPY

THE S. S. McCLURE CO.,
M'-'5.s East 25th Street

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK
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WEBSTER'S
'WEBSTER'S

INTERNATIONA^

DICTIONARY

In its Various Attractive Bindings it Makes the

Choicest Gift for Christmas.

iSSSSSm

It excels in the ease with which the eye finds the word
sought ;

in accuracy of definition ; in effective methods of in-

dicating pronunciation ; in terse and comprehensive state-
ments of facts and in practical use as a working dictionary.

Specimen pages, etc., sent on application.

"G. & C MERRIAM CO., Publishers, Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY

The Principles ofBiology
By Herbert Spencer. Volume I, new edition, revised and enlarged. Entirely reset.

i2mo, cloth, $2.00,

The rapid progress in biology during the last generation has necessitated a revision of this work. The

principal changes which Mr. Spencer has made are as follows : New chapters on Metabolism
;
The Dynamic

Element of Life; Structure; Cell Life and Cell Multiplication ; Genesis, Heredity and Variation, and Recent

Criticisms and Hypotheses. The chapter, The Arguments from Embryology, has been mainly rewritten, and

there are a number of smaller additions, in the form of new sections incorporated in pre-existing chapters.

The additions mentioned and three new appendices—The General Law of Animal Fertility, The Inadequacy

of Natural Selection, etc., and The Inheritance of Functionally Wrought Modifications—have increased the

size of the volume to 706 pages.

"The Dial is steady-going, re-

Boston sponsible, and reliable ; . . . cer-

Transcript, tainly a well-poised, unprejudiced,

July 18, 1898. and scholarly journal, readable, and

guiltless of twaddle."

Chicago
" The Dial is accorded the high-

Times-Herald, est place among American literary

July 17, 1898. and critical magazines."

The

Independent,

New York,

July 21, 1898.

The Outlook,

New York,

Aug. 13, 1898.

Book News,

Philadelphia,

Sept., 1898.

N. W.
Christian

Advocate,

Chicago,

Aug. 3, 1898.
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"The Dial is practically in pos-

session of its own field of literary

journalism."

"The influence of The Dial has

been steadily in the direction of the

most thorough scholarship and the

best literature. ... Its success is

an indication of the spread of gen-

uine culture."

"The Dial has a stability and

dignity which give its reviews au-

thority, and it is always well written,

and so carefully edited that it has

kept its stately character throughout

its long career."

"The Dial is catholic in taste,

unbiased in criticism, and interest-

ing in matter."

THE HOLIDAY BOOKS
OF 1898

Will be fully reviewed in the two num-

bers of THE DIAL for December ist

and 16th, covering the whole field of

Holiday literature for young and old.

Send 10 cents in stamps and receive

the two numbers, prepaid, together

with a very special offer for a Trial

Subscription for 1899 for

"The Leading Literary Journal

of America."

"The Dial is the best and ablest literary journal in the

country."—John Q. Whittier (Aug. 19, 1892).

"The Dial is a journal of literary criticism, sober, con-

scientious, and scholarly ; from every point of view unsur-

passed by any other literary journal in America or England."

—Sir Walter Besant.

Address THE DIAL CO.,

315 Wabash Avenue, - = CHICAGO.



HENRY HOLT & CO.,
29 W. 23d St., New York,

378 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

HAVE PUBLISHED THE FOLLOWING SCIENCE TEXT-BOOKS IN THE LAST THREE MONTHS:

Adams's Science of Finance.
By Henry C. Adams, Professor in the University of Michigan, xiv + 571 pp. 8vo. $3.50 net.

This authoritative work is divided as follows : Part I discusses (1 ) the leading; general principles
of public expenditure, (2) the legal rules controlling fiscal legislation, and (3) the administrative

principles of a treasury department. Part II treats of the sources of public income (1) from

public lands and industries, (2) from taxation, and (3) from the use of public credit.

The Review 0/ Reviews :
" The first American text-book ot the science of public expenditures and public

revenues; . . . thoroughly systematic; . . . apparently leaves no important topic related to the main sub-

ject untouched; . . . luminous and suggestive."

Atkinson's Elementary Botany.
By George F. Atkinson, Professor in Cornell University, xxxiii + 444 pp. i2mo. $1.25 »rf.

Physiological processes are first traced, one by one, through an ascending series of typical plants ; the

morphology of the same series of plants is then taken up. The treatment of the flowering plants forming an
introduction to plant analysis ; and, finally, the relation of plants to their surroundings is discussed, the whole being
elaborately illustrated from new drawings.

Peabody's Laboratory Exercises in Anatomy and Physiology.
By James Edward Peabody, Instructor in High School for Boys and Girls, New York, x + 79 pp., inter-

leaved. i2mo. 60 cents net.

Full directions (with blank pages for notes) for forty-five laboratory exercises in human anatomy and physi-

ology suitable for high-school classes.

Entirely New Edition of Martin's The Human Body.
American Science Series. Briefer Course. 408 pp. i2mo. $1.20 net.

This edition has been thoroughly revised by Professor G. W. Fitz, of Harvard, who has expanded the treat-

ment of Foods, Digestion, etc., and added matter on Growth and Nutrition, Emergencies, and a full experimen-
tal appendix, and many new illustrations. The following comments are on the old edition :

"The best book of its kind with which I am acquainted."—Warren P. Lombard, University of Michigan.
" Not only as an excellent text-book of elementary physiology, but, on the whole, the best both in tone and treatment."—

William T. Sedgwick, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The Publishers' DESCRIPTIVE EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE, or their LIST OF WORKS IN GENERAL
LITERA TURE, 7vith portraits, including those of Mrs. Voynich, Anthony Hope, Jerome K. Jerome, etc., free.

CHAPPED SKIN.
From Med. Standard.

"
Chapped skin is a win-

ter plague easily avoided

by use of

From Lancet- Clinic.

"An excellent remedy
for chapped skin is found

in the use of

Packer's Tar Soap.
Prof. D. G. Brinton, M. D., LL.D., Philadelphia, says:

" Packer's Tar Soap is remarkably pure,

cleansing and healing ;
contains the balsamic virtues of the pine in a high degree, and is soft and

refreshing to the skin."—Med. and Surg. Reporter.
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Important New Publications

NORTHWARD
Over the "Great Ice"

BY PEARY
. . . THE MOST IMPORTANT BOOK OF 1898 . . .

A complete authentic record of Lieutenant
Peary's Arctic work. His first and only book

The narrative abounds in infinite variety, as it deals
with land and sea, and includes descriptions of the
Arctic Oasis and the Arctic Highlanders, the

latter being the most northerly human beings in their
habitat. The discovery and successful transportation
here of

THE GREATEST KNOWN METEORITE
weighing ninety tons, is another feature of great interest.

" Northward "
is in two volumes of about £00 pages each,

and contains over 8co half-tone engravings made from Peary's
wonderful photographs, together with valuable maps, diagrams,
etc., which make the work of the greatest educational value,
and it is almost a necessary addition to any course of general
reading in connection with the study of geography, ethnology,
or natural history

"NORTHWARD" APPEALS TO THE YOUNG
as well as to the old, and should be as great a favorite with the

boys as Dr. Kane's delightful work has been for years.

Send for Illustrated Circular

2 Vols., 8vo, cloth, gilt tops, boxed, $6.50 net ; Same,
half leather, $12.50 net; Same, full leather, $18.00
net; Same, three=quarters levant, $20.00.

SENT ON APPROVAL
to any address, provided $t.oo is sent to pay the cost of

carriage both ways. I The set weighs 8 pounds.) If the

set is purchased, this will be deducted from the purchase
price. Payments can also be made at the rate of $1.00

per month if desired. On receipt of ten cents, a catalogue
and a calendar will be sent to any address.

. . . SOUTH LONDON . . .

By SIR WALTER BESANT
The third of the series which includes the author's suc-

cessful works on " London
"
and "

Westminster."
'this is not meant to be a formal history, but an account

of the condition, the manners and the customs of the people
dwelling in the borough of South London. In writing this,

Sir Walter found his greatest difficulty in the wealth of

material about this strange spot. A work of unusual in-

terest. Profusely illustrated. Large i2mo, buckram, $3.00.

CARTOONS OF OUR WAR WITH
SPAIN

By CH. NELAN, of the New York Herald

The most interesting and successful cartoons published
during our war with Spain weie those by Ch. Nelan. They
were humorous, but yet dignified, and they won for Mr.
Nelan at once a position as one of the leading cartoonists o

the world.

There are overfifty 0/ these pictures, and they have a
serious value, as they tell practically the history 0/ the

war in a vivid and mostfascinating way. The size 0/ the

page, 9% x 11 inches, the fine paper and the excellent

presswork, bring out all the merit ofMr. A elan's pen-and-
ink sketches.

Large folio, boards, with a humorous design of Uncle
Sam and Columbia laughing at the pictures, $2.00.

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE WAR
WITH SPAIN

By MARRION WILCOX
This is in no wise a hasty compilation. Mr. Wilcox has

been for years a student of and wiiter on Spain and her peo-

ple, and many of his sketches and stories of Spanish life

have appeared in the leading magazines.

During (he entire conflict, Mr. Wilcox contributed a

diary of the war to Harper's Weekly that was adn irable

in every -way. Practically this work is the result of many
years' work and study.

i2mo, cloth, stamped with gold, $1.25.

GOOD FICTION
Among recent novels, these can be recommended

TEKLA. A story of adventure. By Robert Rarr.

i2mo, cluth, $1.25.

THE DESTROYER. By Benjamin Swift " As fine

a piece of literature as has been written in recent years."

i2mo, cloth, $1.25.

ASHES OF EMPIRE. By Robert W. Chambers.
The best work by this leading American writer. i2mo,

cloth, $1.25.

THE LETTER AND THE SPIRIT. By Cora Mav-
nard. American society, marriage aud divorce. i2mo,

cloth, $1.25.

GRACE O'MALLEY.
Irish tale of adventure in

i2tno, cloth, $1.25.

MORE CARGOES. By W W. Jacobs. A collection

of funny sea stories by a most delightful modern humoiist.

i2tno, cloth, $1.00.

THE AMBASSADOR. A play by John Oliver

Hobbes, produced with great success in London. i2mo,

cloth, $1.00.

THE TOWN TRAVELLER. By George Gissing.

A story marked by Dickens-like humor. i2mo, cloth, $1.25.

DOMITIA. By S. Baring-Gould. A worthy successor

to "Quo Vadis." 121110, cloth, $1.50.

THE CHANGELING. By Si i< Walter Besant. The
best of his recent novels. i2mo, cloth, $1.25.

By Robert Machray. An
the time of Queen Elizabeth.

A general catalogue, describing miscellaneous books, novels, artistic juveniles, etc., sent, gratis, on application

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY,
27 & 29, W.Twenty-thlrd St.

NEW YORK
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THE MACMILLAN
COMPANY'S New Scientific Books.

OUTLINES OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY.
A TEXT-BOOK FOR STUDENTS.

By Frank Hall Thorpe, Ph. D., Instructor in Industrial Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

8vo. Cloth. Illustrated.

CONTEXTS.
Price, $350.

Part I.—Inorganic Industries : Introduction. Fuels. Water. Sulphur. Sulphuric Acid. Salt. Hydro-
chloric Acid and Sodium Sulphate. Soda Industry. Chlorine Industry. Nitric Acid. Ammonia.
Potash Industry. Fertilizers. Lime, Cement, and Plaster of Paris. Glass. Ceramic Industries.

Pigments. Bromine. Iodine. Phosphorus. Boric Acid. Arsenic Compounds. Water-Glass. Per-
oxides. Oxygen. Sulphates. Alum. Cyanides. Carbon Disulphide. Carbon Tetrachloride. Man-
ganates and Permanganates.

PART II.—Organic Industries : Destructive Distillation of Wood. Destructive Distillation of Bones. Illu-

minating Gas. Coal Tar. Mineral Oils. Vegetable and Animal Oils, Fat, and Waxes. Soap. Can-
dles. Glycerine. Essential Oils. Resins and Gums. Starch, Dextrin, and Glucose. Cane Sugar.
Fermentation Industries. Explosives. Textile Industries. Paper. Leather. Glue.

NEW MATHEMATICAL TEXT-BOOKS.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL GRAPHICS.
An Educational Course in the Theory and Practical Applications of Descriptive Geometry and

Mechanical Drawing, prepared for Students in General Science, Engineering, or Architecture. By
Frederick Newton Willson, C. E. (Rensselaer), A. M. (Princeton). 4to. Cloth. Price, $4.00, net.

Introduction to the Theory of

Analytic Functions.

By J. Harkness, Bryn Mavvr College, Pennsyl-

vania, and F. Morley, Haverford College,

Pennsylvania. 8vo. Cloth. Pp. xv -\- 336.

Price, $3.00, net.

Infinitesimal Analysis.

By William Benjamin Smith, Professor of

Mathematics in Tulane University.

Vol.1. Elementary: Real Variables.

8vo. Cloth. Pp. xv -f- 352.

Price, $3.25, net.

THE ELEMENTS OF SOCIOLOGY.
By Franklin Henry Giddings, Professor of Sociology in Columbia University;
Author of " The Principles of Sociology,"

" The Theory of Socialization," etc.

Crown 8vo. Cloth. Price, $1.10, net.

"The Elements of Sociology" is arranged in accordance with the analysis presented in "The Theory
of Socialization," and contains, with abundant descriptive and illustrative matter, the elements of the subject,
presented in the simplest and most straightforward manner, clearly but concisely.

NEW BOOKS

A Companion Volume

to
" Tbe Old

Santa Fe Trail."

THE GREAT SALT LAKE TRAIL.
By Col. H. Inman and Hon. W. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill).

8vo. Cloth. Price, $3.50.

By COL. INMAN.

Illustrated with full-page

plates and drawings

in tbe text.

The Ranche on the Oxhide.
A story of the ranche life of boys and girls in the

far West before the railroad reached Kansas.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

The Old Santa Fe Trail.

With photogravures from sketches by Frederic

Remington, and drawings in the text, etc.

Large i2mo. Cloth. Price, $3. 50.

Send for a specimen copy of Book Reviews /<?r September, containing Fall Announcement List,

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.



VIGOR -d

HEALTH
-~ follow the use of

ofomato4€
the Perfect Food, Tonic and Re-

storative, which contains the nour-

ishing elements of meat.

INVALIDS AND DYSPEPTICS,

or anyone in an anaemic state, find

in Somatose the needed nourish-

ment and a restored appetite.

At druggists' in 2-oz., %, Vi, and i lb. tins.

Also the following combinations : Somatose-

Biscuit, Somatose-Cocoa, Somatose=Chocolate—each

containing 10 per cent. Somatose. Very convenient

and palatable preparations.

A full size sample box of Somatose mailed on receipt

of 35 cents by

FARBENFABRIKEN OF ELBERFELD CO.,

The Ideal Sight Restorer.
A MOST VALUABLE AND SUIT-

ABLE PRESENT. THE INESTI-

MABLE BLESSING OF SIGHT.

AVOID SPECTACLES, HEAD-
ACHE AND SURGICAL OPERA-
TIONS. READ ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE ON THE EYE.
PAMPHLET MAILED FREE.

THE IDEAL COMPANY,
239 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

^= =&r= =^=

Selling agents for Farbenfabrilcen
vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld.

40 Stone St.,
New York.

iI^jgl^j^I^MMSME^MMSSMtiMHSSMS

ROADS TO WEALTH
are shortened by the right kind of
education. A Technical Education
pays. The shortest route to mastery
of technical subjects is correspond-
ence instruction. Success ruaranteed.
Best and simplest text books free.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bridge, SKeam, or Electrical Engineering;
Mathematics ; Chemistry ; Mining; Arch-
itectural or Mechanical Drawing; Sur-
veying; Plumbing; Architecture; Metal wcuu^
Pattern Drafting; Prospecting; Book-keeping ; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you wish to study.
Estab. 1891. 45,0u0 students and graduates.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Box 1 1 63 Scrunton, Pa.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES.
Supported by the State of Michigan. Practical work.
Elective system. Special advantages for men of age and
experience. For catalogues, address
Dr. M. E. Wadsworth, President, Houghton, Mich.

All Arithmetical
Problems

solved rapidly and accurately by the
Comptometer. Saves 60 per cent of
time and entirely relieves nervous and
mental strain. Adapted to all com-
mercial and scientilic computation.
Every office should have one.

Write for Pamphlet,

FELT & TARRANT MFG. CO. , Chicago,

m
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Dr. Hayes, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Cures ASTHMA
to Stay Cured.

Correspondence invited. No charge for advice as

to curability. Write for Examination Blanks.

F. H. Giddings, of Columbia University.

A careful reading leaves the reader convinced of the truth of

THE CRIMINOLOGY SERIES.
Edited by W. DOUGLAS MORRISON. Each, i zmo, cloth, $1.50.

Political Crime.
By Louis Proal. With an Introduction by Prof

" With the spirit of his work it is impossible to disagree. . . .

the proposition, that the only successful policy in the art of government is a moral policy."
—Independent.

Our Juvenile Offenders.
By W. Douglas Morrison, author of "Jews under the Romans," etc.

"An admirable work on one of the most vital questions of the day. . . . By scientists, as well as by all others who are in-

terested in the welfare of humanity, it will be welcomed as a most valuable and a most timely contribution to the all important
science of criminology."—New York Herald.

Criminal Sociology.
By Prof. E. Ferri.

" A most valuable book. It is suggestive of reforms and remedies, it is reasonable and temperate, and it contains a world of

information and well-arranged facts for those interested in or merely observant of one of the great questions of the day."—
Philadelphia Public Ledger.

The Female Offender.
By Professor Lombroso. Illustrated.

" ' The Female Offender
' must be considered as a very valuable addition to scientific literature. ... It is not alone to the

scientist that the work will recommend itself. The humanitarian, anxious for the reform of the habitual criminal, will find in its

pages many valuable suggestions."— Philadelphia Itt-tn.

OTHERS IN PREPARATION.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt 0/ price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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mODA^p GUN
The Sportsman's Home Journal

Forest and Streams
natural history

Columns contain so much original observation

of nature and the ways of wild animals that

they are carefully read by naturalists the world
over. Business and professional men of all

classes find in its pages the grateful odor of the

forest and the bright sparkle of the stream. It

is altogether unique in scope and character. No
other one agency in this country has done so

much as the Forest and Stream to develop and
establish among intelligent people a taste for

rational recreation with the rod and gun. horest
and Stream is printed for grown-ups, but it is

also a paper for young folks. No better read-

ing can be given to your boy, if you want to

see him grow up a manly man.

Special Trial Trip.— Price, 10 cents per week All dealers.
For 25 cents we will send the paper for four weeks as a special
trial trip.

Our catalogue of best books on outdoor sports will come to

you free. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

THREE STANDARD BOOKS.

THE PLAY OF ANIMALS.
By Karl Groos, Professor of Philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Basel. Translated, with the Author's

co-operation, by Elizabeth L. Baldwin. With a
Preface and an Appendix by J. Mark Baldwin.
i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

"The book is a treasure house of the most amusing and
interesting stories about the entire brute creation, from ele-

phants to ants, all adduced as illustrating some mental process.
We feel that we are brought into closer contact with and a
better understanding of those faithful lriends from whom we
learn so much."—Boston Beacon.

THE STUDY OF THE CHILD.
A Brief Treatise on the Psychology of the Child, with

Suggestions for Teachers, Students, and Parents.

By Albert R. Taylor, Ph. D., President of the
State Normal School, Emporia. Kansas. Volume
XLIII, International Education Series. i2mo.
Cloth, $1.25.

*' We agree ... in approving it a sound and wholesome
book on child study. . . . Kor the large and increasing class
of educated women to whom motherhood is the greatest of

professions, and teaching next to it in importance for the future
of the race, the study of the book will bring many helpful and
inspiring suggestions."— Boston Congregationalism

STUDIES OF GOOD AND EVIL.
By Josiah Royce, Professor of the History of Philoso-

phy in Harvard University. i2mo. Cloth, $r.so." Professor Royce is well known as one of the ablest writers
on philosophical and ethical subjects in the country, and what
he says on these themes is always worthy of attention."
Brooklyn Eagle.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they will
be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers.

D. appleton and company, new york.

malnut Lodge
HOSPITAL,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Organized in 1880

for the

special Medical

Treatment of

Alcohol

and

Opium
Inebriates,

TT^LEGANTLY
situated in the suburbs of the city, with

Li every appointment and appliance for the treatment
of this class of cases, including Turkish, Russian, Roman,
Saline, and Medicated Baths. Each case comes under the
direct personal care of the physician. Experience shows
that a large proportion of these cases are curable, and
all are benefited from the application of exact hygienic and
scientific measures. This institution is founded on the
well-recognized fact that Inebriety is a disease and curable,
and all these cases require rest, change of thought and
living, etc.

At Murray Hill Hotel, New York city, the second Tues-
day of each month, from 12 to 4 p.m.

Applications and all inquiries should be addressed

T. D. GKOTHERS, M. D.,

Sup't Walnut Lodge, Hartford, Conn.

THEYale
Review

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL
For the Scientific Discussion of Economic,

Political, and Social Questions,

Boston Herald.
" A periodical full of vigorous and strong articles."

Episcopal Recorder.
"This substantial Review is conducted with great

ability, and meets a special need in the literary world."

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Henry W. Farnam, Arthur T. Hadley,
W. F. Blackman, E. G. Bourne,
John C. Schwab, and Irving Fisher,

Professors in Vale University.

Yearly subscription
Single number- - -

$3.00
.75

ISSUED on the Fifteenth Days of

February, May, August, November.

Five volumes of The Yale Review are now com-
pleted. They will be sent to new subscribers at the
reduced price of $1.00 per volume, unbound. A speci-
men copy will be sent free.

TUTTLE, MOREHOUSE & TAYLOR, Publishers,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF*

JOHNSON'S
Universal Cyclopaedia
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77?-g O/z/v Original and %eally New American Cyclopaedia

Now on the Market.

CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS, LL. D.,
President of the University of Wisconsin,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.

THE WHOLE WORK IS FRESH, SCHOLARLY,
AUTHORITATIVE, AND UP TO DATE.

THE EDITOR OF BOOK NOTES says :

"No similar book ever published in this country equals the new

JOHNSON'S in method, and none was ever published superior to

it in detail; all those now on the market are infinitely inferior to it."

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN PAGES FREE ON APPLICATION.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Ave., New York.



Committee of Selection :

THOMAS B. REED.
EDWARD EVERETT HALE.
AINSWORTH R. SPOFFORD.
WILLIAM R. HARPER.
ROSSITER IOHNSON.

Collected

extracts

are not

books ;

Nor are

unbound

Masterpieces
books ;

But well-bound

Masterpieces
are the

best books.

If they are not



1899

FIFTY-FIFTH YEAR.

Eclectic Magazine
OF

Foreign Literature, Science, and Art,

and Monthly Edition of " Living Age."

THE
ECLECTIC MAGAZINE reproduces from all the leading Foreign Periodicals

those articles of interest or value to American Readers. It will endeavor to consult

the taste of all thoughtful and intelligent people, and to present impartially the most valuable

articles by the ablest writers on both sides of the great questions of the day which are occupy-

ing the attention of the literary and scientific world.

The yearly numbers of the Eclectic comprise 1728 pages
—a carefully selected Library

in itself—containing :

SCIENCE, REVIEWS,
HISTORY, ESSAYS,

POETRY, CRITICISMS,

PHILOSOPHY, TRA VELS,

BIOGRAPHY, SHORT STORIES.

The following list gives the principal periodicals selected from, and the names of some

of the well-known authors whose articles have recently appeared in the Eclectic :

PERIODICALS.
Westminster Review,
Contemporary Review,
Fortnightly Review,
The Nineteenth Century,
Popular Science Review,
Blackwood's Magazine,
Cornhill Magazine,
Macmillan's Magazine,
New Review,
National Review,
Chambers's Journal,
Temple Bar,
The Athenaeum,
Public Opinion,
Saturday Review,
The Spectator, etc., etc.

AUTHORS.
Andrew Lang,
Prof. Max Muller,
J. Norman Lockyer, F. R. S.,

James Bryce, M. P.,
William Black,
W. H. Mallock,
Herbert Spencer,
T. P. Mahaffy,
Sir Robert Ball,
Prince Kropotkin,
Archdeacon Farrar,
St. George Mivart,
Rev. H. R. Haweis,
Frederic Harrison,
Karl Blind, etc., etc.

The aim of the ECLECTIC is to be instructive and not sensational, and it commends itself

particularly to Teachers, Scholars, Lawyers, Clergymen, and all intelligent readers who desire

to keep informed of the intellectual progress of the age.

With the Eclectic and one good American Monthly, the reader will be fully abreast of

the times.

TERMS: Single copies, 45 cents ; one copy one year, $5.00. Trial subscription for three

months, $1.00. The Eclectic and any $4.00 Magazine to one address, $8.00. Special rates

made to clubs of two or more periodicals which include the ECLECTIC.

E. R. PELTON, Publisher, 19 East 16th Street, New York.
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World's Leading Reviews

mf%0
*

I *HE foremost writers ^
of the world regularly {

nineteenth gemnry™ oft^rSs f_ ^_ They present each month

Contemporary Re^ew the bestartkks bythebest i—^—^——^—_^_— living authors; and in \

fortnightly Review^ ry^,^ fTL. „~ 4. 4.„ ~£ +U~ V

every sense of the word §
are up with the times.

The current events of the

Westminster Review ^ ** -°^ ^^ $— in culture, in science, in art, £
WWffWWftWWWWWfFW'frff in finance, in economics, •

in literature, in study, in i
travel, in knowledge, is summed up in convenient and acces- j
sible form by the most competent authorities. &&&&!&&&!& c

"These leading English Reviews contain more articles by more t

noted writers on any important subject than any other series. £

No reader who hopes to keep in touch with the best thought
of the day on all current questions of importance can afford

to ignore them/'— The Philadelphia Press. Jt & J, J, j. j, &

. ?
We supply the original English editions at nearly 50 per cent, less £

than they cost in England. 9
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION :—Any one Review, $4.50 ; any two, $8.50 ; any

three, $12.00 ;
all four, $16.00. Postage prepaid in the United States, Canada and 2|

Mexico. *r

********* £

1 Eeonard Scott Publication Company, m wan st„ New York |
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W\f\ \{\& I ll/ICLl to be brought into direct touch with the Ablest Writers
l/U TUt TT loll an(i the Ripest Thinkers? If so then to you The Living

Age is a necessity. It presents, as no other magazine does , the world's move-

ment along every line. No sphere of thought or action is left untouched, but the

reader is kept informed on all subjects that move the mind or stir the imagina-
tion.

It reproduces the latest utterances of the highest British and Continental authori-

ties, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc., upon questions of international

politics, and the freshest contributions in every field of literature, Science, Inves°

tigation, Travel, Discovery, History, Art and Biography; and prints in every number
Short and Serial Stories of high excellence.

A COMPLETE COMPENDIUM OE CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THOUGHT,

FORMING FOUR LARGE VOLUMES annually, aggregating about 3500 double-

column, octavo pages. It alone, among current magazines, has the space to

present with Completeness and Freshness all that is of immediate interest,

or of solid, permanent value in Foreign Periodical Literature.

PRACTICAL AND POPULAR, it appeals toall alert and intelligent readers.

"As The Living Age grows older, it certainly grows fresher, brighter, more youthful and
versatile and more valuable. It has no superior in the field of literature, and we know
of no other publication that approaches anywhere near it."—Christian Work, New York.

ORSFRVF !
The Livin 2 ASe ls a Weekly Magazine giving Three and a Half Thousand double-^^^^^^^^^^^ column octavo pages of reading matter yearly, forming four large volumes ; repre-

senting a mass of matter Unequalled in Quality and Quantity by any other publication in the country.

Published Weekly at S6.00 a year, postpaid. Sample Copy 10c.

Free for the Remainder of the Year.

To all New Subscribers for year 1899, remit-

ting before Jan. 1st, the weekly numbers of

1898, issued after receipt of their subscriptions

will be sent Free.

ChOlCest Literature at Club Prices.

For $9.00 The Living Age and any $4.00

monthly Magazine, (or Harper's Weekly or

Bazar), sent for a year: or for $8.00 The Liv-

ing Age and any $3.00 Magazine.

THE LIVING AGE CO., p. o. box 5206, boston, mass.
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APPLETONS'

GUIDE-BOOKS
(Revised annually.)

Appletons' General Guide to the

United States.

With numerous Maps and Illustra-

tions. i2mo. Flexible morocco,

with tuck, $2.50. (Part I, sepa-

rately, New England and Middle

States and Canada, cloth, $1.25.

Part II, Southern and Western

States, cloth, $1.25.)

" '

Appletons' General Guide to the United States

and Canada
'

has long been regarded as a standard work,

and there can be no doubt that the new and entirely re-

vised edition will be welcomed, not only by foreigners,

but by Americans, who every year show an increasing

desire to know more about their own country. ... In

the manner in which it covers an immense territory

without the omission of any important characteristic,

it is entirely without a rival."—Boston Beacon.

Appletons' Canadian Guide=Book.

A Guide for Tourist and Sports-

man, from Newfoundland to the

Pacific. With Maps and Illustra-

tions. i2mo. Flexible cloth, $ 1. 50.

Appletons' Guide=Book to Alaska.

By Miss E. R. Scidmore. New

edition, including an Account of

the Klondike. With Maps and Illus-

trations. i2rno. Flexible clou\

$1.00.

STATEMENT

Appletons' Dictionary of " Greater
"

New York and Vicinity.

With Maps of New York and Vicin-

ity. Square i2mo. Paper, 30

cents.

OF

The Travelers
Life and Accidents

Insurance Company,
of Hartford, Conn.

Chartered 1863. [Stock.] Life and Accident

Insurance.

JAMES G. BATTERSON, Pres't.

Hartford, Conn., January 1, 1898.

PAID-UP CAPITAL . $1,000,000.00

Assets (Accident Premiums in the hands

of Agents not included)

Liabilities

Excess Security to Policy-holders

July 1, 1898

Total Assets (Accident Premiums inthi

hands of Agents not included) .

Total Liabilities

Excess Security to Policy-holders

$22,868,994.16

19,146,359.04

$3,722,635.12

$24,103,986.67

19,859,291.43

$4,244,695.24

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Paid to Policy-holders since 1864, $35,660,940.19

Paid to Policy-holders Jan. -July, '98, 1,300,493.68

Loaned to Policy-holders on Poli-

cies (Life) 1,161,705.00

Life Insurance in Force .... 94,646,669.00

GAINS.
6 Months—January to July, 1898.

In Assets $i,234»992-5 I

In Surplus (to Policy-holders) . . 522,060.12

In Insurance in Force (Life De-

partment only) 2,764,459.00

Increase in Reserves 7°5>64 2 - I 8

Premiums Received, 6 Months . 2,937,432.77

John E. Morris, Secretary.

Edward V. Preston, Sup't of Agencies.

J. B. Lewis, M. D., Medical Director and Adjuster.

Sylvester C. Dunham, Counsel.

NEW YORK OFFICE :

3 J Nassau Street.
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22nd ANNUAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

1899 Columbia and Hartford Bicycles.
PRICES ON AND AFTER NOV. 1st, 1898.

Columbia Bevel-Gear Chainless, $75.00
Models 50 and 51.

Columbia Chain Wheels, . . 50.00
Models 57 and 58.

Columbia Chain Wheels, . . 40.00
Models 49, 1899 Improvements.

Columbia Tandems, . , . $75.00
Mods. 47 and 48, Diamond and Combination Frame.

Hartford Bicycles, . . . 35,00
Pattern 19 and 20.

Vedette Bicycle S

Pat2,,forMen ' H'H
<
Pat.22, for Women, ZO.UU

We also have a few Columbias, Model 46, and Hartfords Patterns
7 and 8, on which we will quote prices on application.

No need to purchase poorly made bicycles, when Columbias,

Hartfords and Vedettes are offered at such low prices. The

best of the riding season is before you. BUY NOW.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn

1

1

i
i8
1

s

Soap

Give your attention
To the pores of the skin

; keep them clean and their action

healthy. You can not overestimate the importance of this.

J^.^^ n /^fr
an<^ can not c^ean tne Pores ;

m fact, it^ 11WL
js more ap t to c i g t }lan to ciean them.

A little thought on this question will show

you the importance of remembering that

Cutelix Cleans the Pores
Throughout their entire length, and keeps
the sebaceous glands in prime working order.

Cutelix also exerts a wonderful healing and curative effect on all injuries or affections of the skin.

If your druggist can not supply you, send thirty cents (five cents

to pay for packing), and a bottle will be sent by express. Address

Cutelix Company, 253 Broadway, New York.
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MOLIDA Y* GIFT*BOOKS.
NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

Uncle Remus : His Songs and his Sayings,
By Joel Chandler Harris. With One Hundred and Twelve Illustrations by A. B.

Frost. Library Edition, i2mo, cloth, $2.00. Edition de Luxe, printed on handmade

paper, with wide margins, uncut, specially bound in white vellum and gold. Limited to

250 copies, each copy signed by the Author. Price, $10.00 net.

" The old tales of the plantations have never been told as Mr. Harris has told them. Each
narrative is to the point, and so swift in its action upon the risibilities of the reader that one
almost loses consciousness of the printed page, and fancies it is the voice of the lovable old

darkey himself that steals across the senses and brings mirth inextinguishable as it comes."—
New York Tribune.

A History of Dancing,
From the Earliest Ages to our Own Times.

By Gaston Vuillier. Folio. Cloth, uncut,

$12.00.

The Three Musketeers.

By Alexandre Dumas. With a Letter from
Alexandre Dumas, fils, and 250 Illustra-

tions by Maurice Leloir. In two vol-

umes. 8vo. Cloth, $4.00.

Also, a few copies of the Edition de Luxe.
In two volumes, royal Svo. Buckram,
with specially designed cover, in box,

$12.00.

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF

The Music Series.

Consisting of Biographical and Anecdotal
Sketches of the Great German Composers ;

the Great Italian and French Composers ;

Great Singers ;
and Great Violinists and

Pianists. With 28 full-page Portraits. By
George T. Ferris. In five volumes.

1 8 mo. Cloth, $4.00 per set.

In the Track of the Sun.
Readings from the Diary of a Globe Trotter.

By Frederick Diodati Thompson.

Profusely illustrated with Engravings from

Photographs and Drawings by Harry Fenn.

Large 8vo. Cloth, gilt top, $6.00.

The Forgotten Isles.

Impressions of Travel in the Balearic Isles,

Corsica, and Sardinia. By Gaston Vuil-
lier. Rendered into English by Frederic

Breton. With 167 Illustrations by the

Author. 8vo. Cloth, $4.50.

The Outgoing Turk.
Impressions of a Journey through the West-

ern Balkans. By H. C. Thomson, author

of " The Chitral Campaign." With 76
Illustrations from Photographs taken by
the Author and Others, and 3 Maps. 8vo.

Cloth, $4.00.

The United States of America.
A Study of the American Commonwealth,

its Natural Resources, People, Industries,

Manufactures, Commerce, and its Work in

Literature, Science, Education, and Self-

Government. By Prof. N. S. Shai er, of

Harvard University. 2 vols., royal 8vo,
about 700 pages each. With Maps and

many Illustrations. (Subscription.) Cloth,
$10.00.

In Joyful Russia.

By John A. Logan, Jr. With 50 Illustra-

tions in color and black and white. 121110.

Cloth, $3.50.

The Seven Seas.
A volume of Poems by Rudyard Kipling,

author of "
Many Inventions,"

" Barrack-
Room Ballads," etc. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50 ;

half calf, $3.00; morocco, $5.00.

Many Inventions.

By Rudyard Kipling. Containing Four-
teen Stories and Two Poems. i2mo, 427

pages. Cloth, $1.50.

Edition de Luxe.

The Manxman.
By Hall Caine, author of " The Deemster,"

"
Capt'n Davy's Honeymoon,"

" The

Scapegoat," etc. Limited to 250 copies,

signed by the Author. With 40 gelatin

prints. In two volumes. Svo. White vel-

lum, gilt, $15.00 net.

Marriage Customs in

Many Lands.

By the Rev. H. N. Hutchinson, author of
" Creatures of Other Days," etc. With 24
Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth, $4.00.

The Early Correspondence of

Hans von Bulow.
Edited by his Widow. With Two Portraits.

Svo. Cloth, $4.50.



BT CHARLES A. DANA.

Recollections of the Civil War
By CHARLES A. DANA. With Portrait and Index.

Large I 2mo. Gilt top, uncut $2.00.

TkHE late Charles A.

Dana's "Recollec-

tions of the Civil

War" forms one of the

most remarkable volumes

of historical, political, and

personal reminiscences

which have been given
to the public. Mr. Da-

na begins his associa-

tion with Horace Gree-

ley, and his change from

the Tribune to the War

Department, in which he

became Mr. Stanton's as-

sistant and close associ-

ate. Mr. Dana's intimate

relations to the great

events of the war, in the

field and at Washington,
and his connection with

President Lincoln and

with the leading figures

in military, political, and

business circles, have en-

abled him to depict the

inner life of that period

in a manner which has

not been approached.
Mr. Dana was not only

practically a member of

the Cabinet and in the confidence of leaders at Washington, but he was also the chosen

representative of the War Department with General Grant and other military commanders,
and he was present at many of the councils which preceded
movements of the greatest importance. Mr. Dana was se-

lected to sit in judgment upon charges of treason, bribery,

and fraud, and he was familiar with all the inner workings
of the vast machinery which was set iivoperation by the

war. The importance of this unwritten history is obvious.

Furthermore, Mr. Dana's own narrative is re-enforced by
many letters from Grant, Stanton, Sherman, and others,

now published in book form for the first time. It is un-

necessary to add any reference to Mr. Dana's mastery of

English. When these reminiscences were published in

part in McClure's Magazine they were characterized as

"not only the most important piece of historical writing
of the latter end of the century as to fact and material,

but in style and presentation they belong to our enduring
literature." OUX^rvi^.



CANNON AND CAMERA.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the Return

of the Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. Hemment, War artist at the Front.

With over one hundred full-page pictures taken by the author, and an Index. Large
i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

MAKiNQ PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE FIGHTING TOP OF THE MAINE.
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THE STORY ofthe RAILROAD.
By CY WARMAN, author of "The Express Messenger," etc. A

new volume in The Story of the West Series, edited by Ripley

Hitchcock. With Maps and many Illustrations by B. West
Clinedinst and from photographs. Uniform with " The Story of

the Cowboy," "The Story of the Mine," and " The Story ofthe
Indian." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

r
•

_ — —-
\

1 \ \

THE ENGINEER.

(Running the line with a transit on the Plains.)

THIS
book, which follows " The Story of the Cowboy

"
in this series, pictures the buiiding

of the earlier transcontinental lines across the true West. It tells the story of the engi-
neer who found the way, and who was the pioneer of permanent civilization among- the

Indians and buffalo of the Plains and in the mountains. Historically the book is valuable be-
cause it gives a comprehensive sketch of a great subject in a brief compass, and furthermore,
the strange and picturesque phases of life which are depicted are full of immediate interest.

An actual war, now forgotten, for the possession of a canon in Colorado is vividly described

by the author, who has shared in the work of railroad men in the West, and who made a special

journey through the West to gather fresh material for his valuable and entertaining book.

4



THE STORY OF THE WEST SERIES.
Edited by RIPLEY HITCHCOCK.

Each, illustrated, J2mo, cloth, $1.50.

"
It would be difficult to speak in too high praise of the volumes that have thus far appeared

in The Story of the West Series."— Chicago Tributie.

" The purpose of this series is excellent. Already many of the picturesque and stirring
features of Western life have been completely lost, and the attempt to revive them with the

help of the imagination has not been an unqualified success. The editor's work is therefore

highly commendable, and ought to meet with success."—Philadelphia Press.

" The series is telling in enduring form the story of the pioneer period, and of the elements
and personalities which made it the unique thing it was."—Boston Herald.

The Story of the Cowboy. %*

By E. HOUGH, author of " The Singing Mouse Stories," etc.

Illustrated by William L. Wells and C. M. Russell.
" Mr. Hough is to be thanked for having written so excellent a boo!:.

The cowboy story, as this author has told it, will be the cowboy's fitting

eulogy. This volume will be consulted in years to come as an authority
on past conditions of the far West. For fine literary work the author is

to be highly complimented. Here, certainly, we have a choice piece of

writing."
—A'ezv York Times.

" Mr. Hough writes whereof he knows. The sympathetic style in

which he handles his subject arises out of close association and practical experience in the cow-

boy's saddle. His account of the rude and stirring life of other days upon the Western plains
therefore has all the graphic vigor of an eyewitness and expert cow-puncher. Yet to this he

adds a polished and diversified literary style such as one would scarcely expect to find coupled
with his other qualifications. The result is a thoroughly interesting and valuable volume.
There is just enough of the poetic touch in Mr. Hough's treatment to preserve the romantic

pcturesqueness of the vanishing figure he portrays. ... At once history and literature, with the

added merit of being as interesting as the best of fiction."— Chicago Tribune.

The Story of the Mine, *m

As illustrated by the Great Comstock Lode of Nevada.

By CHARLES HOWARD SHINN.
" The author has written a book not alone full of information,

but replete with the true romance of the American mine."—New
York Times.

" Mr. Shinn's volume is a fairly complete picture of the mining
industries of the Pacific States, and should be read by every one
who desires an accurate idea of this phase of Western history.

"— Brooklyn Eagle.
" The book will appeal to readers who have seen something of the regions or the life it so

vividly portrays, as well as to those who seek clear information concerning the most important
factor in the development of the western half of the great American continent."— Chicago Dial.

?/m

The Story of the Indian* <j*

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL, author of "Pawnee
Hero Stories,"

" Blackfoot Lodge Tales," etc.

"Only an author qualified by personal experience could offer us

a profitable study of a race so alien from our own as is the Indian

in thought, feeling, and culture. Only long association with In-

dians can enable, a white man measurably to comprehend their

thoughts and enter into their feelings. Such association has been

Mr. Grinnell's."—New York San.
"

It must not be supposed that the volume is one for scholars and
libraries of reference. It is far more than that. While it is a true

story, yet it is a story none the less abounding in picturesque descrip-

tion and charming anecdote. We regard it as a valuable contribu-

tion to American literature."—New York Mail and Express.
" Full of information, and written in a style which appeals to

the average reader."—New York Herald.

"A valuable study of Indian life and character. ... An attractive book, in large part one

which Indians themselves might have written."—New York Tribune.

"The author is a master of a peculiarly clear and graphic style, and his book has a most

fascinating interest. It gives to its readers an understanding of a much misunderstood race."

—Boston Advertiser. .



LATITUDE
19'

A Romance of the West Indies in the Year of our Lord 1820. Be-

ing a faithful account and true, of the painful adventures of the

Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate, and Cynthia. By Mrs.
Schuyler Crowninshield, author of "Where the Trade Winds
Blow." Illustrated. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

A QUEEN BUT YESTERDAY.

Mrs. Crowninshield's first novel is a book which will be read and talked about. The
local color is fresh and captivating, and the interest of novelty attaches to the historical

background, including as it does the pirates and voodoo worshipers of the earlier part of

the century in Haiti, and the strange figure of King Christophe. The unflagging interest

of the adventures which are encountered is accompanied by a constant vein of delightful

humor.
6



HTHE PHANTOM
1 ARMY.

By MAX PEMBERTON. Uniform with "
Kronstadt."

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

m

THE LIEUTENANT SURVEYED HIM WITH A PITYING AMUSEMENT.

Mr. Pemberton has written a romantic novel, characterized by continued and increas-

ing interest and stirring adventures. His hero, an English soldier oi fortune, is enrolled,

through a strange series of incidents, in the
" Phantom Army," which has its stronghold

in the mountains of Spain, like certain of the Carlist bands of a few years since. The

picturesqueness and dramatic quality of the tale will find immediate favor with readers.



<m Two Successful Novels of American Life. ^

David Harurru
Noyes Westcott.

A Story of American

Life. By Edward
i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

EDWARD NOYES WESTCOTT.

" ' David Harum ' must be hereafter remembered, we
think, among the most curious and most individual crea-

tions of recent American fiction. . . . No analysis of his

peculiar qualities is likely to convey an adequate concep-
tion of his engaging personality."

—New York Mail and
Express.

" Mr. Westcott has created a new and interesting type.

4
We are led into a bright and sunny, although quaint, at-

mosphere. David Harum is a character entirely unlike

those we have had from Dickens, Thackeray, Charles

^4\M Reade, or any of the English school. He is distinctly

American, and yet his portrayal has awaited the hand of

Mr. Westcott, in spite of the activity of Miss Wilkins, Miss

Jewett, and others. . . . The writer has large knowledge
of men and things. It is only when they are presented in

such a bright and original light that we realize some of the

things which are passing around us. A pleasing portrait
of Newport life is incidentally painted for us in words that

flash back the color of the various parts, and Newport
means more (or less) than it did before. . . . The char-

acter sketching and building, so far as ' David Harum '

is concerned, is well-nigh perfect. . . .

The book is wonderfully bright, readable, and graphic. "—Nezu York Titnes.

"
Thoroughly a pure, original, and fresh American type. David Harum is a character

whose qualities of mind and heart, eccentricities, and dry humor will win for his creator notable

distinction. . . . Buoyancy, life, and cheerfulness are dominant notes. In its vividness and

force, the story is a strong, fresh picture of American life, original and true, which is worth the

same distinction which is accorded the genre pictures of peculiar types and places sketched by
Mr. George W. Cable, Mr. Joel Chandler Harris, Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, Miss Wilkins,
Miss Jewett, Mr. Garland, Miss French, Miss Murfree, Mr. Gilbert Parker, Mr. Owen Wister,
and Bret Harte. ... A pretty love story also adds to the attractiveness of a book that will be

appreciated at once by every one who enjoys real humor, strong character, true pictures of life,

and work that is
'

racy of the soil.'
"— Boston Herald.

" Mr. Westcott has done for central New York what Mr. Cable, Mr. Page, and Mr. Harris

have done for different parts of the South, and what Miss Jewett and Miss Wilkins are doing
for New England, and Mr. Hamlin Garland for the West. . . . David Harum is a masterly
delineation of an American type. . . . There is life, with all its joys and sorrows. . . . David

Harum lives in these pages as he will live in the mind of the reader. ... He deserves to be

known by all good Americans
;
he is one of them in boundless energy, in large-heartedness,

in shrewdness, and in humor."— The Critic.

J*

A Herald of the West. 1811-1815. By
" A Soldier of Manhattan

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

J. A. Altsheler, author of

and " The Sun of Saratoga."
" In a style that is strong and broad the author of this timely

novel takes up an ancient period of our national history and founds

upon it a story of absorbing interest. . . . We predict for ' A
Herald of the West' a wide reading and a permanent place."

—
Philadelphia Item.

" A portion of our history that has not before been successfully
embodied in fiction. . . . Extremely well written, condensed, vivid,

picturesque, and there is continual action. . . . A rattling good story,
and unrivaled in fiction for its presentation of the American feeling
toward England during our second conflict."—Boston Herald.

" Mr. Altsheler has suddenly leaped almost to first place among
writers of American historical romance. . . .

' A Herald of the West '

is a romance of our history which has not been surpassed in dramatic force, vivid coloring, and
historical interest. ... In these days when the flush of war has only just passed, thf book

ought to find thousands of readers, for it teaches patriotism without intolerance, and it shows,
what the war with Spain has demonstrated anew, the power of the American people when they
are deeply roused by some great wrong."—San Francisco Chronicle.

" Holds the attention continuously. . . . The book abounds in thrilling attractions. . . .

It is a solid and dignified acquisition to the romantic literature of our own country, built around
facts and real persons."

—Chicago Times-Herald.
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MAARTEN MAARTENS'S NEW NOVEL.

HER MEMORY.
With Photogravure Portrait. I2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

" Maarten Maartens is one of the best novel writers

of this or any day. 'Her Memory' may be recom-

mended as an unaffected story of life, pulsing with real

feeling, and never morbid nor abnormal."— Chicago

Times-Her aid.

MAARTEN MAARTENS'S OTHER NOVELS.

Uniform edition. Each, 12mo, cloth, $1.50.

THE GREATER GLORY.
"It would take several columns to give any ade-

quate idea of the superb way in which the Dutch nov-

elist has developed his theme and wrought out one of

the most impressive stories of the period."— San Fran-
cisco Chronicle.

GOD'S FOOL.
" A remarkable work."—New York Times.

JOOST
AVELINGH.
"Aside from the mas-

terly handling of the

principal characters and
general interest in the

story, the series of pic-
tures of Dutch life give
the book a charm pe-
culiarly its own."—New
i 'ork Herald.

MAARTEN MAARTENS.

NEW NOVELS IN

Appletons' Town and Country Library.
Each, i2mo, paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1 00.

"The beauty of Appletons' Town and Country Library series is that one is always sure of being thor-

oughly entertained, no matter how much at random he may make his selection or what season of the year it

may happen to be."—Boston Herald.

No. 2SS. The Key of the Holy House. A
Romance of Old Antwerp. By Albert
Lee.

This is a stirring romance of Holland's

struggle for liberty against the Spaniards in

the latter part of the sixteenth century, when
Don Luis de Requesens succeeded the Duke of
Alva as Viceroy of the Netherlands. The story
pictures the terrors of the Inquisition and thrill-

ing episodes of the gallant war for liberty waged
by William, Prince of Orange, on the land,
and the ''Water Beggars" on the sea. The
destruction of a Spanish fleet, after a fashion

repeated at Manila, is among the dramatic

chapters of this fascinating romance.

No. 254. Belinda—and Some Others.

This bright and humorous story offers a re-

lief to the problem novel and the didactic tale,
and it is certain to be welcomed by readers who
relish wholesome entertainment.

No. 253. The Impediment. By Dorothea

Gerard, author of "A Forgotten Sin,"
"Miss Providence," etc.
" Dorothea Gerard does not paint us cloudless

skies, but her darkest backgrounds serve to bring
more vividly the bright and piquant figures to the

fore. Her story-building shows grace, symmetry, and

nicely adjusted balances. . . . Brisk and pithy conver-

sation, a sparkling flow of merriment, enhanced be-

times by a sweet seriousness, belong to her people."—
New i'ork Home Journal.

No. 252. Concerning Isabel Carnaby. By
Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.
" '

Concerning Isabel Carnaby
'

is beyond doubt a

book to be read. It is a book with a great deal of fresh

and interesting observation in it ; the leading charac-

ters are re.illv studied, and the detail is obviously from

life. Miss Fowler has sympathy and understanding,
and her range i-; a wide one. She can describe a Non-

conformist circle in the provinces, and pass from that

to society and politics in London, or house parties
in

the country, and seem equally at home in all of

them."— Westminster Gazette.

No. 251. The Scourge of God. By J. Bloundelle-Burton, author of "The Clash ot

Arms,"
"

In the Day of Adversity,"
"
Denounced," etc.

The author's high rank among the romantic novelists of the day is confirmed by the intense

interest of this spirited and absorbing tale.

"John Bloundelle-Burton is an author >vho is possessed of an exuberance of imagination that especially fits

him for stories teeming with incident and melodramatic situations. . . . There is no falling off in interest, and
the action never flags."

— Chicago Evening Post.
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MAXWELL GRAY'S NEW NOVEL.

THE HOUSE OF HIDDEN TREASURE.
A Novel. By Maxwell Gray, author of

" The Silence of Dean Maitland," etc. i2ino.

Cloth, $1.50.

This novel is regarded by the author as her most important
and significant work since "The Silence of Dean Maitland."

The scene is laid for the most part in England, and the storv

opens in the '00s.
"
There is a strong and pervading charm in

this new novel," says the London Chronicle in the course of a

long and enthusiastic review of the book, which is characterized

as a picture of "a woman's ideal," and free from morbid

thoughts and theories.

"
It is a moving drama of vast depth and stirring interest, this new novel by Maxwell

Gray. . . . It is a book to be read and thought about afterward."—Philadelphia Item.

" There is no falling off in this latest novel of the author of
' The Silence of Dean

Maitland
'

;
there are the same firmness of touch, the same insight into character and

motive, the same refined feeling for beauty, the same strength and spiritual significance,

grace, delicacy, and pathos in this latest as in the earlier novel, and to us it stands easily

first among the best, and most satisfactory novel of the year ;
it is a good story and a

good work of art."—Boston Saturday Evening Gazette.

A REMARKABLE SUCCESS.

EVELYN INNES.
A Story. By George Moore, author of "Esther Waters," etc.

i2mo. Cloth, $i.so.

" The book is, indeed, most conscientiously constructed. There is no hasty work to

be detected in it. It is the fruit of three long years of unremitting work. There are

passages in it of remarkable power, and its author's touch is everywhere both firm and

sure. ... It shows no traces of the grossness of phrase and brutality of thought that

have so often jarred upon us."—New York Book/nan.

"
Profoundly interesting. It will highly please musical classicists. It will awaken

reveries on the part of sociologists. It will excite admiration in those who appreciate a

pure, polished, flawless literary style. It is bound to be read with ever wider attention

being drawn to its merits as an elaborate mosaic of literary art, a deep study of human

nature, a noble defense of the antiques of music, and altogether as a praiseworthy con-

tribution to the best works of the modern English realistic school."—Philadelphia Item.

" The book is a remarkable performance throughout, one of which its author may
well be proud. It treats a vast subject in a way that is far more than merely adequate."—Arew York Book Buyer.
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LITERATURES OF THE WORLD
Edited by EDMUND GOSSE, Hon. M. A.

Trinity College, Cambridge.

of

A succession of attractive volumes dealing with the history of literature in each country.
Each volume will contain about three hundred and fifty i2mo pages, and will treat an entire

literature, giving a uniform impression of its development, history, and character, and of its re-

lation to previous and contemporary work.

Each, i2mo, cloth, $i.so.

NOIV READY.

Spanish Literature.

By James Fitz Maurice-Kelly, Member of

the Spanish Academy-
" This is an excellent and model handbook. It is treated with

perspective and proportion ;
it is comprehensive, clear, concise,

yet not dry as dust ;
the judgments are judicial, impartial, and

well on the hither side of exaggeration ;
the style is good, lucid,

and interesting. ... It is a work well done by one who has a

thorough grip of his subject, and has thought out its essentials

before he set pen to paper."
—London Academy.

LL. D., Keeper of Printed Books in

Professor of Greek in the University

Italian Literature.

By Richard Garnett, C. B.

the British Museum.
" Dr. Garnett's book is so excellent, in view of the ground it covers, so critical, so instruct-

ive, that, when one finishes it, it is with regret that there was not more of it."—New York
Mail and Express.

Ancient Greek Literature.

Bv Gilbert Murray, M. A.,

of Glasgow.
" Mr. Murray's style is lucid and spirited, and, besides the fund of information, he imparts to

his subject such fresh and vivid interest that students will find in these pages a new impulse for

more profound and exhaustive study of this greatest and most immortal of all the world's
literatures. "—Philadelphia Public Ledger.

French Literature.

By Edward Dowden, D. C. L., LL. D., Professor of English
Literature at the University of Dublin.

"This is a history of literature as histories of literature should be written. ... A living

voice, speaking to us with gravity and enthusiasm about the writers of many ages, and of being
a human voice always. Hence this book can be read with pleasure even by those for whom a

history has in itself little attraction."—London Saturday Review.

Modern English Literature.

By the Editor.

"The fact that Edmund Gosse is the author of ' Modern English Literature' is a circum-
stance that insures the most delightful qualities for the work, and surely, of all men, Mr. Gosse
is the best fitted for the undertaking. . . . This critic's manner is so easy, his delivery so limpid,
that one forgets it is only by flashes he is reading the message of the centuries."— Chicago Even-

ing Post.
IN PREPARATION.

AMERICAN. By Prof. Moses Coit Tyler, of Cornell University.

GERMAN. By Dr. C. H. Herford, Professor of English Literature in the University of

Wales.

HUNGARIAN. By Dr. Zoltan BeoTHY, Professor of Hungarian Literature at the Univer-

sity of Budapest.
LATIN. By Dr. Arthur Woolgar Verrall, Fellow and Senior Tutor of Trinity College,

Cambridge.

JAPANESE. By W. G. Aston, C. M. G., M. A., late Acting Secretary at the British Lega-
tion at Tokio.

MODERN SCANDINAVIAN. By Dr. Georg Brandes, of Copenhagen.
SANSCRIT. By A. A. Macdonell, M. A., Deputy Boden Professor of Sanscrit at the Uni-

versity of Oxford.
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NEW EDITION OF PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S ESSAYS.

COLLECTED ESSAYS.
By Thomas H. Huxley. New complete edition, with revisions, the

Essays being grouped according to general subject. In nine vol-

umes, a new Introduction accompanying each volume. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.25 per volume.

Volume I.—METHOD AND RESULTS.
II.—DARWINIANA.
III.—SCIENCE AND EDUCATION.
IV.—SCIENCE AND HEBREW TRADITION.
V.—SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN TRADITION.
VI.—HUME.
VII.—MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE.
VIII.—DISCOURSES, BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL.
IX.—EVOLUTION AND ETHICS, AND OTHER ESSAYS.

"
Mr. Huxley has covered a vast variety of topics during

the last quarter of a century. It gives one an agreeable sur-

prise to look over the tables of contents and note the im-

mense territory which he has explored. To read these books

carefully and studiously is to become thoroughly acquainted

with the most advanced thought on a large number of top-

ics."—New York Herald.

"
It was inevitable that his essays should be called for in

a completed form, and they will be a source of delight and

profit to all who read them. He has always commanded a

hearing, and as a master of the literary style in writing scien-

tific essays he is worthy of a place among the great English

essayists of the day. This edition of his essays will be widely

read, and gives his scientific work a permanent form."—Boston Herald.

Note.— The edition 0/ The Scientific Memoirs of Thomas Henry Huxley has bee ft exhausted.

THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY.

THE LIBRARY OF USEFUL STORIES.
Each book complete in itself. By writers of authority in their various spheres.

Illustrated. Cloth, 40 cents per volume.
i6mo.

NOW READY.

The
The
The
The

The

The

The
The
The
The

The
The

The

The
The
The
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Story of the Mind. By Prof. J. Mark Baldwin.

Story of Photography. By Alfred T. Story.

Story of Life in the Seas. By Sydney J. Hickson.

Story of Germ Life. By II. W. Conn, Professor of Biology. Wesleyan University ;

Author of " The Living World," etc.

Story of the Earth's Atmosphere. By Douglas Archibald, Fellow and Sometime
Vice-President of the Royal Meteorological Society, London.

Story of Extinct Civilizations of the East. By Robert Anderson, M. A., F. A. S.,

author of "
Early England," ''The Stuart Period," etc.

Story of Electricity. By John Munro, C. E.

Story of a Piece of Coal. By E. A. Martin, F. G. S.

Story of the Solar System. By G. F. Chambers, F. R. A. S.

Story of the Earth. By II. G. Seeley, F. R. 8., Profpssor of Geography in King's Col-

lege, London.

Story of the Plants. By Grant Allen, author of " Flowers and their Pedigrees," etc.

Story of " Primitive " Man. By Edward Clodd, author of " The Story of Creation,"
etc.

Story of the Stars. By. G. F. Chambers, F. R. A. S., author of "Handbook of De-

scriptive and Practical Astronomy," etc.

IN PREPARATION.
Story of the Cotton Plant. By F. Wilkinson, F. G. S.

Story of Geographical Discovery. By Joseph Jacobs.

Story of the British Race. By John Munro, C. E.



LECKY'S AMERICAN RESOLUTION.

The American Revolution, 1763=1783.

Being the Chapters and Passages relating to America,
from the Author's "

History of England in the

Eighteenth Century." By William Edward
HARTPOLE Lecky, M. P., author of "The His-

tory of European Morals,"
"
Democracy and

Liberty,"
" Rationalism in Europe," etc. Ar-

ranged and edited with Historical and Biograph-
ical Notes by James Albert Woodburn, Pro-

fessor of American History and Politics in

Indiana University. i2mo. Cloth, $ 1.25.

" This volume relates to the English colonies in Amer-
ica, and the causes and progress of the American Revo-
lution. The chapter on 'America, 1763-1776,' which is

taken entire, contains Mr. Lecky's notable account of the

colonial controversy with the mother country which
caused the dismemberment of the British Empire, and
made two nations of the English race. To this chapter
has been added Mr. Lecky "s discussions of the progress of

our Revolutionary War, and of the peace negotiations
which closed that war—the most important chapter in the

history of American diplomacy. It is believed that

this material, gathered from a voluminous work, con-
stitutes a volume of unity and of logical and historical

sequence, and one of great value as a contribution to American history."
—From the Preface.

WILLIAM EDWARD HARTPOLE LECKY, M. P.

A French Volunteer of the War of Independence.
By the Chevalier de Pontgibaud. Translated and edited by Robert B. Douglas.

With Introduction and Frontispiece. i2mo. Cloth, if 1.50.

" A new light is thrown upon the days of 1776 in this delightful book. . . . The Chevalier
tells his story well."—New York Mail and Express.

" From first to last the book is calculated to hold the reader's attention, and the light-hearted,

racy style in which it is written adds to its attractiveness."—San Francisco Bulletin.
"

It could not be possible to overrate the excellence of this book, either as a romance of

French-American history or as the personal memoir of a notable character. Clothed in terms
of the purest diction, dealing with historic facts of the most intense interest, brimful of witty
bon-mots, it carries the reader over an enchanted ground of historical adventures from the famed

valley of Auvergne in the heart of France, to Valley Forge in Pennsylvania, and thence over all

the hallowed pathways trodden by the fathers of American liberation."—Philadelphia Item.

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ROMANCES.

THE GOSPEL WRIT IN STEEL. A Story of the American Civil War. By ARTHUR
Paterson. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.

A COLONIAL FREE=LANCE. By Chauncey C. Hotchkiss. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00;

paper, 50 cents.

IN DEFIANCE OF THE KING. Bf Chauncey C. Hotchkiss. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.00 ; paper, 50 cents.

A SOLDIER OF MANHATTAN. By Joseph A. Altsheler. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00 ;

paper, 50 cents.

THE SUN OF SARATOGA. By Joseph A. Altsheler. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00;

paper, 50 cents.

MASTER ARDICK, BUCCANEER. By F. H. Costello. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00;

paper, 50 cents.

SIR MARK. A Tale of the First Capital. By Anna Robeson Brown. i6mo.

Cloth, 75 cents.

IN OLD ST. STEPHEN'S. By Jeanie Drake. 121110. Cloth, $1.00 ; paper, 50 cts.
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A New Volume in the Concise Knowledge Library.

The History of the World,
From the Earliest Historical Time to the Year 1898.

By Edgar Sanderson, M. A., Sometime Scholar of Clare Col-

lege, Cambridge ;
Author of " A History of the British Em-

pire,"
" The British Empire in the Nineteenth Century,"

" Out-

lines of the World's History," etc. Small 8vo, half leather,

$2.00.

The thoroughness and compactness of this well-digested and comprehensive work
render it invaluable as a convenient book of reference. The American edition has

brought the history of our own country down to the close of the war with Spain.

OTHER VOLUMES IN THIS SERIES.
Uniform edition. Each, small 8vo, half leather, $2.00.

The Historical Reference-Book.

Comprising a Chronological Table of Universal History, a Chrono-

logical Dictionary of Universal History, and a Biographical

Dictionary. With Geographical Notes. For the use of Stu-

dents, Teachers, and Readers. By Louis Heilprin. Fifth

edition, revised to 1898.

"Quite the most convenient, accurate, and authoritative work of the kind in the

language. It is a happy combination of history, biography, and geography, and should

find a place in every family library, as well as at the elbow of every scholar and writer."—New York Evening Post.

Natural History.
By R. Lydekker, B. A.

;
W. F. Kirby, F. L. S.

;
B. B. Wood-

ward, F. L. S.
;
R. Kirkpatrick

;
R. I. POCOCK

;
R. Bowd-

ler Sharpe, LL. D.
;
W. Garstang, M. A.

;
F. A. Bather,

M. A., and H. M. Bernard, M. A. Nearly 800 pages, and

500 Illustrations drawn especially for this work.
" No criticism is necessary of the volume on ' Natural History

'

in The Concise

Knowledge Library. The work is excellently arranged, beautifully printed, neatly illus-

trated, and sensibly and strongly bound. It is a model of how a book of reference

should be produced. Its contributors are the highest authorities in zoological science."
— Pall Mall Gazette.

Astronomy.
Fully illustrated. By AGNES M. CLERKE, A. FOWLER, F.R.A.S.,

Demonstrator of Astronomical Physics of the Royal College of

Science, and J. Ellard Gore, F. R. A. S.

"
Extremely useful, comprehensive, well arranged, and thoroughly up to date. . . .

It is heartilv to be commended as one of the best recent examples of the popularization
of science."—Boston Beacon.

( Others in preparation.)
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FOR READERS AND FOR STUDENTS.
RECENT BOOKS BY DISTINGUISHED SPECIALISTS.

Foot=Notes to Evolution.
A Series of Popular Addresses on the Evolution of Life. By David Starr Jordan,
Ph. D., President of Leland Stanford, Jr., University. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

This book is a popular review of the evolution philosophy of to-day, considered more
especially in its biological aspects. The essential unity of all organisms, both plant and
animal, the fact that progress in life consists solely of adaptation to environment, and the rela-

tion of heredity and degeneration to the evolutional scheme, are among the points of special
interest dealt with in the volume. In a chapter entitled "The Woman of Evolution

"
various

aspects of the woman question are discussed from the standpoint of the evolutionist. A chap-
ter is also devoted to an examination of the essentials of science and the ultimate test of truth.

The inclusion of material of biographical and historic interest, as well as the popular character
of the discussions, gives the volume an especial attractiveness for the general reader.

Outlines of the Earth's History.
A Popular Study in Physiography. By Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harvard University.
Illustrated. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

" Professor Shaler's bald title does not do him justice. It is too modest, and gives only the
barest idea of the richness of the contents which lie between the covers of his book. From the
first page onward it reads like a romance, and holds the attention with engrossing interest."—New York Bookman.

Studies of Good and Evil.

By Josiah Royce, Professor of the History of Philosophy in Harvard University.
121110. Cloth, $1.50.

" Professor Royce is well known as one of the ablest writers on philosophical and ethical

subjects in the country, and what he says on these themes is always worthy of attention."—
Brooklyn Eagle.

Evolutional Ethics and Animal Psychology.
By E. P. Evans, author of

" Animal Symbolism in Ecclesiastical Architecture," etc.

1 2ino. Cloth, $1 .7s.
" This is a highly instructive and entertaining communication out of the author's rich treas-

ure-house of facts and reflections in the province of natural history. The presentation of them
is free from all metaphysical jargon, plain and vivid, and enlivened by a fund of charming in-

cidents and anecdotes touching the life of the lower animals. One feels throughout that the

author has a wealth of humor at his disposal, and that, above all, he is a man with the heart in

the right place ;
and this renders the reading of the book a real delight. . . . Mr. Evans plucks

repeatedly to pieces with keen logic and fine sarcasm the verbal quibblings and hair-splittings

by which theologians and metaphysicians have endeavored, by means of arbitrary definitions, to

maintain an essential difference between mental faculties in man and the lower animals.
Matchless is the manner in which, in the eighth chapter, he makes short work of the somewhat
arrantly pretentious Professor Max Miiller.

"—Miinchener Xeuesten Nachrichten.

Wages and Capital.
An Examination of the Wages Fund Doctrine. By F. W. Taussig, Professor of

Political Economy in Harvard University, author of "Tariff History of the United

States
" and "The Silver Situation in the United States." 121110. Cloth, $i.so.

" There can be no question as to the importance of Dr. Taussig's temperate discussion of a

subject which has long engaged the attention of scholars on both sides of the Atlantic. Our
author offers the conclusions which a brilliant and independent mind has reached after patient
and impartial investigation of an exceedingly difficult question."

— Pkila. Evening Bulletin.

What is Electricity?
By Prof. John Trowbridge, of Harvard University. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

" The book is ... an authority on the subject of which it treats, and bears marks on every

page that Professor Trowbridge has given it the fruits of his best work." —Boston Herald.

The Psychology of Suggestion.
A Research into the Subconscious Nature of Man and Society. By Boris Sidis,

M. A., Ph. D., Associate in Psychology at the Pathological Institute of the New
York State Hospitals. With an Introduction by Prof. William James, of Harvard

University. Illustrated. 121110 Cloth, Si. 7s.

"One of the most complete studies of the subject ever published, and a most meritorious

investigation of the nature of subconsciousness."—Revue Philosophique, Paris.
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STANDARD HISTORICAL WORKS.

The Beginners of a Nation.

EDWARD EGGLESTON.

By Edward Eggleston. A History of the

Source and Rise of the Earliest English Set-

tlements in America, with Special Reference
to the Life and Character of the People. The
first volume in a History of Life in the United
States. Small 8vo. Cloth, with Maps, $1.50.

" Few works of the period which it covers can compare
with this in point of mere literary attractiveness, and we fancy
that many to whom its scholarly value will not appeal will

read the volume with interest and delight."
—New York Even-

ing Post.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

The Household History of the
United States and its People. For Young
Americans. Richly illustrated with 350 Draw-
ings, 75 Maps, etc. Square 8vo. Cloth, $2.50.

"Admirably planned and executed, and will take its place as a standard record of the life,

growth, and development of the nation."—Boston Transcript.

The Rise and Growth of the English Nation.
With Special Reference to Epochs and
Crises. A History of and for the People.

By W. H. S. Aubrey, LL. D. In three

volumes. 121110. Cloth, $4.50.
" A useful and thorough piece of work. One of the

best treatises which the general reader can use."—London

Daily Chronicle.
" Dr. Aubrey has supplied a want. His method is

undoubtedly the right one."—Pall Mall Gazette.

" The merit of this work is intrinsic. It rests on the

broad intelligence and true philosophy of the method em-

ployed, and the coherency and accuracy of the results

reached. The scope of the work is marvelous
;
never was

there more crowded into three small volumes. But the

saving of space is not by the sacrifice of substance or of

style. The broadest view of the facts and forces embraced

by the subject is exhibited with a clearness of arrangement and a definiteness of appli-
cation that render it perceptible to the simplest apprehension."

—N . Y. Maila7id Express.

History of the People of the United States,
From the Revolution to the Civil War. By John Bach McMaster. To
be completed in Six Volumes. Vols. I, II, III, and IV now ready. 8vo.

Cloth, gilt top, $2.50 each.
" Take it all in all, the History promises to be the ideal American history. Not so much

given to dates and battles and great events as in the fact that it is like a great panorama of the

people, revealing their inner life and action. It contains, with all its sober facts, the spice of

personalities and incidents, which relieves every page from dullness."— Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Bancroft's History of the United States,
From the Discovery of the Continent to the Establishment of the Consti-
tution in 1789. (Also Edition de Luxe, on large paper, limited to one hun-
dred sets, numbered.) Complete in six volumes, with a Portrait of the
Author. 8vo. Cloth, uncut, gilt top, $15.00; half calf or half morocco,
$27.00 ;

tree calf, $50.00.
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STANDARD BOOKS ON ART.

UNIFORM EDITION.

THE STORY OF ARCHITECTURE.
An Outline of the Styles in all Countries.

By Charles Thompson Mathews,
Fellow of the American Institute of

Architects; Author of "The Re-

naissance under the Valois," etc. Il-

lustrated. i2ino. Cloth, $3.00.
"
Altogether the book shows good workmanship from

beginning to end, and can be honestly recommended to

all who are interested in this fascinating subject."
—N. Y.

Herald.

" A work at once popular and scientific, compact and

comprehensive. . . . Student and traveler alike will find

this the most useful extant guide to the various phases

of European architecture."—Philadelphia Press.

" Mr. Mathews has given us a very worthy book,

which adequately accomplishes the task which he set before

him at the outset. His work is especially noteworthy for

his clear and lucid descriptions."
—Brooklyn Eagle.

" Mr. Mathews writes in a clear, concise, and graphic

manner, making plain what so many writers on this sub-

ject smother in technicalities and hide in meaningless

phraseology, and he deserves the thanks of every lover of architecture."—Chicago Evening Post.

SCHOOLS AND MASTERS OF SCULPTURE.
By A. G. Radcliffe. With Thirty-five full-page Illustrations. i2mo.

Cloth, $3.00.
" A comprehensive and judicious history of the art of sculpture, each chapter giving a clear

and distinct account of the condition, character, and progress of the art. . . . Gives a very

excellent account of the collections of sculpture in the American galleries and museums."—
Boston Transcript.

" Free of all unnecessary technicalities, and abounds in the interesting facts the intelligent

student of art will like to know and remember."—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

" Invaluable as a history of sculpture that can be understood by the general reader."—Phila-

delphia Press.

SCHOOLS AND MASTERS OF PAINTING.
With an Appendix on the Principal Galleries of Europe. By A. G.

Radcliffe. Illustrated. Entirely new edition, revised, and

partly rewritten. 121110. Cloth, $3.00 ; calf, $s.oo.

"The volume is one of great practical utility, and may be used to advantage as an artistic

guide-book by persons visiting the collections of Italy, France, and Germany for the first time.

The twelve great pictures of the world, which are familiar by copies and engravings to all who
have the slightest tincture of taste for art, are described in a special chapter, which affords a

convenient stepping-stone to a just appreciation of the most celebrated masters of painting.

An important feature of the work, and one which may save the traveler much time and ex-

pense, is the sketch presented in the appendix of the galleries of Florence, Rome, Paris, Venice,

Dresden, and other European collections."—New York Tribune.
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A New Volume in the Young Heroes of our Navy Series.

THE HERO OF ERIE
(COMMODORE PERRY).

By James Barnes, author of "Midshipman Farragut," "Commodore

Bainbridge," etc. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

YOUNG PERRY WITH HI6 FATHER ON BOARD THE GENERAL GREENE.

In this graphic and spirited story Mr. Barnes tells of Perry's adventures as a boy on
the frigate General Greene, and conducts his hero through the exciting scenes which
attended the battle of Lake Erie. It is a story which illustrates the resourcefulness,

energy, and dauntless courage which have characterized our naval heroes from Paul

Jones to Dewey and Hobson. The book is an important addition to a series which is

indispensable for American youth who wish to know the historic deeds of our navy, and
at the present time the Young Heroes of our Navy Series is of peculiar interest to older

readers.
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With the Black Prince.
A Story of Adventure in the Fourteenth Century.

By William O. Stoddard, author of "Success against
Odds

; or, How an American Boy made his Way
"

"Little Smoke," "Crowded Out o' Crofield," "On
the Old Frontier; or, The Last Raid of the Iroquois,"
etc. Illustrated by B. West Clinedinst. i2mo.
Cloth, $1.50.

FIRM AS A ROCK STOOD THE YOUNG WARRIOR.

This is a story of adventure and of battle, but it is also an informing presentation of

life in England and some phases of life in France in the fourteenth century. The hero is

associated with the romantic figure of the Black Prince at Crecy and elsewhere. Mr.

Stoddard has done his best work in this story, and the absorbing interest of his stirring
historical romance will appeal to all young readers.
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THE PILOT OF THE MAYFLOWER.
By Hezekiah Butterworth, author of "True to his Home,"
"In the Boyhood of Lincoln,"

" The Zigzag Books," etc. Illus-

trated by H. Winthrop Peirce and Others. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

THE PILOT TELLING THE STORY OF HUDSON.

Mr. Butterworth pictures the scenes preceding the sailing of the Pilgrims and attending
the voyage, and he describes the early days at Plymouth. All this is done in a story
whose thread is maintained consistently throughout. He has dramatized, as it were,
one of the most important pages of our history, and the vividness of his characterizations

brings the scenes actually before his readers. The book is of great value historically, and
the unflagging interest of the story adds another book of peculiar merit to Mr. Butter-

worth's American historical stories, the Creators of Liberty Series, published by D. Apple-
ton and Company. The illustrations include views of Plymouth Rock and other actual

scenes at Plymouth, together with pictures which aim to reproduce the first settlement.
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Success against Odds;
Or, How an American Boy made his Way.

By William O. Stoddard, author of ''Crowded Out o'

Crofield," "Little Smoke," etc. Illustrated by
B. West Clinedinst. Uniform edition. 121110.

Cloth, $1.50.

HOT REPLIED.

In this spirited and interesting story Mr. Stoddard tells the adventures of a plucky boy
who fought his own battles and made his way upward from poverty in a Long Island

seashore town. It is a tale of pluck and self-reliance capitally told. The seashore life is

vividly described, and there are plenty of exciting incidents.



"Paleface *» "RectjKm

"1

JArSorneK SToRiyfon "Bqyj And QirLj^

Uty struts© fty Q@c^®®iKtf ©^©wiwieu-
f New York
) JD. APPLETON AND COMPANY

i2mo, cloth. Price, $1.50.

Baboo Hurry Bungsho
Jabberjee, B. A.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" In this irresistibly amusing picture of the edu-

cated Baboo in England, Mr. Anstey's delightful
humor finds its happiest expression. The imoissible

language of Jabberjee, his extraordinary adventures
in the streets and shops of London and on the rail-

ways, his ridiculous social mischances, nis debut as

a sportsman, and his exhibition of legal acumen in the

courts, are perfect in their ingenious absurdity, and
make up a chronicle to be laughed over and quoted
by many a reader. The adroit characterizations of
the artist in the humorous illustrations fully bear out
the spirit of the text. "—San Francisco Call.
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BOOKS BY F. ANSTEY.

Vice Versa ; or, A Lesson to

Fathers.

121110. Cloth, $1.25.
"
By all odds the freshest and most unconven-

tional work of fiction recently published. . . . The
author's style is very happy, his descriptions are

graphic, and his narrative is marked by an unstrained,
humorous trick of turning phrases which remind one
of Dickens. "—New York Hetaid.

The Giant's Robe.
A Novel. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.25.



BIBLE STORIES IN

BIBLE LANGUAGE.
By EDWARD TUCKERMAN POTTER. New edition, with an
Introduction by the Right Rev. Henry C. Potter, Bishop of New
York. With new Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

CHRIST BLESSING LITTLE CHILDREN.

In his introduction Bishop Potter says :

"
Since this is a volume which aims to gather

these Bible stories and to set them in their familiar language in clear and consecutive

form, it can not but serve a good use and find a wide welcome. The earlier edition of
this volume has received such a welcome, and now that it is asked for again, I am sure

that many readers and hearers, both old and young, will be glad to possess it."
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Good Books for Young Readers.
BY HEZEKIAH BUTTER WORTH.

Uniform edition. Each, illustrated, i2mo, cloth, $1.50.

The Pilot of the Mayflower,

True to his Home, The Wampum Belt,

The Knight of Liberty, The Patriot Schoolmaster,

In the Boyhood of Lincoln,

The Boys of Qreenway Court,

The Log School=House on the Columbia.

BY WILLIAM O. STODDARD.
Uniform edition. Illustrated, i2mo, cloth, $1.50.

With the Black Prince, Success against Odds,

The Red Patriot, The Windfall,

Chris, the Model=Maker,

On the Old Frontier,

HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.

Little Smoke,

Crowded Out o' Crofield,

The Battle of New York.

WILLIAM O. STODDARD

Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and

Girls, by F. Anstey, author of " Vice Versa," etc.

Christine's Career. By Pauline King.

John Boyd's Adventures. By Thomas W. Knox.

We All. By Octave Thanet.

King Tom and the Runaways.
By Louis Pendleton.

Englishman's Haven. By W. J. Gordon.

Along the Florida Reef. By Charles F. Holder.
Each, illustrated, umo, cloth, $1.50.

The Exploits of Myles Standish. By
Henry Johnson (Muirhead Rob-

ertson). Illustrated. 121110. Cloth,

$1.50.

The Story of Sonny Sahib. By Mrs.

Everard Cotes (Sara Jeannette

Duncan). With 10 full-page Illus-

trations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

Straight On
lette."

Hermine's Triumphs.
COLOMB.

Each, illustrated. i2mo, cloth, $1.50

By the author of " Co-

By Madame

The Golden Fairy Book, with no Illus-

trations. Square i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

Bible Stories in Bible Language. By Edward Tuckerman Potter. With an

Introduction by the Right Rev. Henry C. Potter, Bishop of New York.

Young Heroes of our Navy
Series. Each, illustrated,

i2mo, cloth, $1.00.

BY JAMES BARNES.
The Hero of Erie,

Commodore Bainbridge,

Midshipman Farragut.

JAMES BARNES.

BY MOLLY ELLIOT
SEA WELL.

Decatur and Somers,

Paul Jones,

Little Jarvis,

Midshipman Paulding.

:-

MOLLY ELLIOT SEAWELL.
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oe NOVELS BY HALL CAINE. <£

The Christian.
I21T10.

Cloth, $I.SO.

HALL CAINE.

" A powerful story. . . . The portrait of the" pure wom-
anliness of Glory Quayle is beyond praise we can bestow."—New York Mail and Express.

"Must be regarded as the greatest work that has yet
come from the pen of this strong writer. ... A book of

wonderful power and force."— Brooklyn Eagle.
" Of powerful and absorbing interest. The reader is irre-

sistibly fascinated from the very beginning."—Philadelphia
Press.

" Though the theme is old, Mr. Caine has worked it up
with a passion and power that make it new again. . . .

Can not fail to thrill even the most careless reader."—New
York Herald.

" None who read it will gainsay its power and effective-

ness."—A 7
<?zt) York Times.

MR. CAINE'S OTHER BOOKS. Uniform Edition.

" The author exhibits a mastery of the elemental passions of life that places him high among
the foremost of present writers of fiction."—Philadelphia Inquirer.

THE MANXMAN. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

THE DEEMSTER. A Romance of the Isle of Man. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

THE BONDMAN. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

THE SCAPEGOAT. {New edition.) 121110. Cloth, $1.50 ; paper, 50 cents.

CAPT'N DAVY'S HONEYMOON. A Manx Yarn. 121110. Cloth,

$1.00 ; paper, 50 cents.

THE LITTLE MANX NATION. {New edition.) 121110. Cloth, $1.00 ;

paper, 50 cents.

NOVELS BY MISS MONTRESOR.
Uniform edition. Each, i6mo, cloth.

At the Cross=Roads. $i ^
" Miss Montresor has the skill in writing of Olive Schreiner

and Miss Harraden, added to the fullness of knowledge of life

which is a chief factor in the success of George Eliot and Mrs.

Humphry Ward. . . . There is as much strength in this book
as in a dozen ordinary successful novels."—London Literary
World.

"
I commend it to all my readers who like a strong, cheer-

ful, beautiful story. It is one of the truly notable books of the

season."—Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.

FALSE COIN OR TRUE? $1.25.
" One of the few true novels of the day. ... It is power-

ful, and touched with a delicate insight and strong impressions
of life and character. . . . The author's theme is original, her
treatment artistic, and the book is remarkable for its unflag-

ging interest."—Philadelphia Record. F . F . montresor.

THE ONE WHO LOOKED ON. $1.25.
" A tale quite unusual, entirely unlike any other, full of a strange power and realism, and

touched with a fine humor."—London World.
" The story is an intensely human one, and it is delightfully told. . . . The author shows

a marvelous keenness in character analysis, and a marked ingenuity in the development of her

story."
—Boston Advertiser.

INTO THE HIGHWAYS AND HEDGES. $150.
" The pure idealism of ' Into the Highways and Hedges

' does much to redeem modern fic-

tion from the reproach it has brought upon itself. . . . The story is original, and told with

great refinement."— Philadelphia Public Ledger.
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^ For Readers of Good Fiction. ^

By FELIX QRAS.

Each, i6mo, cloth, $1.50.

The Terror. A Romance of the French Rev-

olution. Translated by Mrs. Catharine A.

Janvier.
" If Felix Gras had never done any other work than this

novel it would at once give him a place in the front rank of the

writers of to day. . . . 'The Terror' is a story that deserves

to be widely read, for, while it is of thrilling interest, holding
the reader's attention closely, there is about it a literary quality

that makes it worthy of something more than a careless peru-

sal."—Brooklyn Eagle.

The Reds of the Midi. An Episode of
the French Revolution. Translated from the

Provencal by Mrs. Catharine A. Janvier, with

an Introduction by Thomas A. Janvier. With

Frontispiece.
"

I have read with great and sustained interest 'The Reds of the

Midi.' As a novel it seems to me to be written with great skill." —
Hon. W. E. Gladstone.

By S. R. CROCKETT.

Each, i2mo, cloth, $1.50.

The Standard Bearer. An Historical Romance.

Lad'S Love. Illustrated.

Cleg Kelly, Arab of the City:
His Progress and Adventures. Illustrated.

Bog=Myrtle and Peat.

Being Tales, chiefly of Galloway.

The Lilac Sunbonnet. a Love story.

FELIX GRAS.

S. R. CROCKETT. By ANTHONY HOPE.

The Chronicles of Count Antonio.
With a Photogravure Frontispiece by S. W. Van Schaick.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" No adventures were ever better worth telling than those of Count An-

tonio."—Boston Herald.
"
Easily ranks with, if not above,

' The Prisoner of Zenda.'
"—Boston

Advertiser.

The God in the Car. A Novel. l2mo. Uniform

edition. Cloth, $1.25.
" A very bright and entertaining story that is clearly and cleverly told,

in crisp and piquant dialogue, and short, forcible, descriptive passages. . . .

Eminently readable."—New York Times.
ANTHONY HOPE.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.
Uniform edition. Each, i2mo, cloth, $1.50.

Uncle Bernac.
A Memory of the Empire. Illustrated.

Rodney Stone.
Illustrated.

The Exploits of Brigadier Gerard.
Illustrated.

The Stark Munro Letters.
Illustrated.

Round the Red Lamp.
a. conan doyle. Being Facts and Fancies of Medical Life.
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For c
I^eaders of Good Fiction.

BY THE LATE HAROLD FREDERIC.

By Harold Frederic,March Hares* thor of " The Damnation of

Theron Ware,"
" In the Valley," etc. 161110. Cloth,

special binding, $1.25.
" One of the most cheerful novels we have chanced upon for

many a day. It has much of the rapidity and vigor of a smartly
written farce, with a pervading freshness a smartly written farce

rarely possesses. ... A book decidedly worth reading."
—Lon-

don Saturday Review.

HAROLD FREDERIC.

SARAH GRAND'S
LATEST NOVEL.

The Beth Book* ^^o^The
Heavenly Twins," etc. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"It is written with a

masterly command of style,
and is so utterly absorb-

ing and so strongly and

connectedly logical that

the author's thought im-

presses you at every line.

You skip nothing."—Bos-
ton Herald.

SARAH GRAND.MR. BELLAMY'S
GREA TEST BOOK.

TJ j»j By Edward Bellamy, author

.EiC[tiailty* of «
Looking Backward,"

" Dr.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.25. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.

EDWARD BELLAMY.

HAMLIN GARLAND'S BOOKS.
Uniform edition. Each, i2mo, cloth, $1.25.

Wayside Courtships.

JaSOn Edwards. An Average Man.

A Member of the Third House.
A Story of Political Warfare.

A Spoil of Office.
A stoiy

%tt
Modern

Also, A Little Norsk; or^Or Paps Flaxen.

161110. Boards, 50 cents. HAMLIN GARLAND.

THE MYSTERY OF CHOICE. By R. W. Chambers, author of
" The

Moon-Maker," "The Red Republic," etc. 161110. Cloth, §1.25.

THE DISASTER. A Romance of the Franco-Prussian War. By PAUL and

Victor Margueritte. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

THE BROOM OF THE WAR-GOD. A Story of the Recent War be-

tween the Greeks and Turks. By Henry Noel Brailsford. 121110. Cloth, $1.25.

LUCKY BARGEE. A Novel. By Harry Lander. 121110. Cloth, $1.25.

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. By Mrs. E. C. Cotes (Sara Jean-
nette Duncan), author of

" A Social Departure," "An American Girl in London,"
"His Honour, and a Lady," etc. Illustrated. 121110. Cloth, §1.50.
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FOR READERS OF GOOD FICTION.

GILBERT PARKER'S BOOKS.
UNIFORM EDITION.

GILBERT PARKER.

The Seats of the Mighty,
Being the Memoirs of Capt Robert Moray,

sometime an Officer in the Virginia

Regiment, and afterwards of Am-
herst's Regiment. Illustrated. $i.so.

" Another historical romance of the vividness and

intensity of
' The Seats of the Mighty

' has never come
from the pen of an American."—Chicago Record.

" One of the most noteworthy examples of historical

fiction that has come to us. . . . Must be reckoned a

masterpiece of its kind."—Chicago Dial.

"The finest novel Mr. Parker has yet written."—
Loudon Atbenceum.

" One of the strongest stories of historical interest

and adventure we have read for many a day."
—Lou-

don Speaker.

The Trail of the Sword. The Trespasser.
:i. 25.

"Mr. Parker here anew demonstrates his

power of pictorial portrayal and of strong
dramatic situation and climax."—Philadel-

phia Bulletin.

TheTranslation of a Savage.
$1.25.

"A book which no one will be satisfied

to put down until the end has been made a

matter of certainty and assurance."— The
Nation.

$1.25.
" We read at times—as we have read the

great masters of romance—breathlessly."
—

The Critic.

Mrs. Falchion.

$1.25.
" A well-knit story developed in a singu-

larly interesting fashion "

STEPHEN CRANE'S BOOKS.
UNIFORM EDITION.

STEPHEN CRANE.

The Red Badge of Courage.
An Episode of the American Civil War. $1.00.

" Never before have we had the seamy side of glorious
war so well depicted. . . . The rank and file has its histo-

rian at last, and we have had nothing finer."—Chicago

Evening Post.
"

In the whole range of literature we can call to mind

nothing so searching in its analysis, so manifestly impressed
with the stamp of truth."—Loudon Daily Chronicle.

The Little Regiment.
$1.00.

"A series of pictures that convey the actu-

ality of war, as seen from the ranks, as dis-

tinguished from the view from headquarters,
with truer appreciation than anything of the

kind that has been done in our language.'*
—

Philadelphia Times.

Maggie : A Girl of the Streets.

75 cents.

place in literature. . . . Zola himself scarcely has surpassed its tremendous portrayal of

throbbing, breathing, moving life."—New York Mail and Express.
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The Third Violet.
$1.00.

" The whole book, from beginning to end,

fairly bristles with fun. ... It is adapted
for pure entertainment, yet it is not easily

put down or forgotten."
—Boston Herald.

"
By writing

'

Maggie
'

Mr. Crane

has made for himself a permanent



THE ROMANCE OF HISTORY.

A French Volunteer of the War of Inde=

pendence.
By the Chevalier de Pontgibaud. Translated and edited by Robert B. Douglas.
With Introduction and Frontispiece. i2mo. Cloth, $i 50.

"It could not be possible to overrate the excellence of this book, either as a romance of

French-American history, or as the personal memoir of a notable character. Clothed interms of

the purest diction, dealing with historic facts of the most intense interest, brimful of witty bon-

mofs, it carries the reader over an enchanted ground of historical adventures from the famed

valley of Auvergne in the heart of France, to Valley Forge in Pennsylvania, and thence over

all the hallowed pathways trodden by the fathers of American liberation."—P/ii/ade//>/iia /tern.

Peter the Great.
By K. Waliszewski. Translated by
Lady Mary Loyd. With Portrait.

Small 8vo. Cloth, $2.00.
" If ever there was a man of genius it was

Peter the Great. He is the one Russian of his

time whose name has come down through the

centuries, and he was almost the only Russian of

his day who won an international reputation.
Russia in those days stood in need of a man like

him, and how well he served her is fully told in

this book. . . . The cardinal merit of this book
is that it increases our knowledge of mediaeval

Russia."—New York Herald.

The Romance of an
CATHARINE II OF

RUSSIA.

By K. Waliszewski. Uniform with

"Peter the Great." With Portrait.

Small 8vo. Cloth, $2.00.

"The book is well called a romance, for,

although no legends are admitted in it, and the

peter the great. author has been at pains to present nothing but

verified facts, the actual career of the subject
was so abnormal and sensational as to seem to belong to fiction."—New York Sun.

New Letters of Napoleon I.

Omitted from the Collection published under the Auspices of Napoleon III.

Edited by M. Leon Lecestre, Curator of the French Archives. Translated by
Lady Mary Loyd. With Portrait. Small 8vo. Cloth, $2.00.

UNIFORM WITH THE "NEW LETTERS:'
the French Academy, 1800-1812. Re-
vised by his Grandson, Count Louis de
Segur. With Portrait. Small 8vo.

Cloth, $2.00.

Empress.

Memoirs illustrating the History of

Napoleon I,

From 1802 to 1815. By Baron Claude
I RANrois de M&fEVAL, Private Secretary
of Napoleon. Edited by his Grandson,
Baron Napoleon Joseph de Meneval.
With Portraits and Autograph Letters.

In three volumes. Small 8vo. Cloth,
$6.00.

Memoirs of Marshal Oudinot,

Due de Reggio. Compiled from the Hitherto

Unpublished Souvenirs of the Duchesse

de Reggio, by Gaston Stiegi.er, and
now first translated into English by Alex-

ander Teixeira de Mattos. With Two Por-

traits. Small 8vo. Cloth, $2.00.

An Aide=de=Camp of Napoleon.
Memoirs of General Count de Segur, of

A Friend of the Queen. (Marie Antoinette—Count de Fersen.) By Paul Gaulot.

With Two Portraits. i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

When William IV was King. By John Ashton, author of
" Social Life in the

Reign of Queen Anne," etc. With 47 Illustrations. Svo. Cloth, $3.50.

Annals of Westminster Abbey. By E. T. Bradley (Mrs. A. Murray Smith).

With 150 Illustrations by H. M. Paget and W. Hatherell, a Preface by Dean

Bradley, and a Chapter on the Abbey Buildings by J. P. Nuclethwaite. Royal

4to. Cloth, $15.00.
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WILLIAM T. HARRIS, A.M., LL. 0.

International education Series

The Standard

Professional Library

for Teachers* *£ *£

Edited by WILLIAM T. HARRIS, A.M., LL. D.,

United States Commissioner of Education.

Vol.

12

13

The Philosophy of Education, by Jo-
hann Friedrich Rosenkranz. Trans-
lated by Anna C. Brackett

2. A History of Education, by Prof. F. V.
N. Painter

3. The Rise and Early Constitution of

Universities, by S. S. Laurie. LL. D.

4. The Ventilation and Warming of
School Buildings, by G. B. Morrison,

5. Froebel's Education of Man. Translated

by W. N. Haihnann, Ph. D
6. Elementary Psychology and Educa

tion, by Dr. Joseph Baldwin . . .

7. The Senses and the Will, by W. Prey-
er. Translated by H. W. Brown . . .

8. Memory, by David Kay, F. R. G. S. . .

9. The Development of the Intellect, by
W. Preyer. Translated by H. W. Brown

10. How to Study Geography, by F. W.
Parker

11. Education in the United States, by
Richard G. Boone

European Schools, bv L. R. Klemm.
Ph. D

Practical Hints for the Teachers of
Public Schools, by George Rowland,

14. Pestalozzi : His Life and Work, by Roger
de Guimps. Authorized Translation by
J. Russell, B. A

15. School Supervision, by J. L. Pickard,
LL. D

1G. Higher Education of Women in Eu-
rope, by Helene Lange. Translated

by L. R. Klemm, Ph. D
17. Essays on Educational Reformers, by

Robert Herbert Quick, M. A. . . .

18. AText=Book in Psychology, by Johann
Friedrich Herbart. Translated by
Margaret K. Smith

19. Psychology applied to the Art of

Teaching, by Joseph Baldwin. A. M.,
LL.D. . .

20. Rousseau's Emile ; or, Treatise on
Education, bv William II. Patnk,
Ph.D., LL.D

21. The Moral Instruction of Children, by
Felix Adler

English Education in the Elementary
and Secondary Schools, by Isaac
Sharpless, Sc. D., LL. D

Education from a National Standpoint,
by Alfred Fouillee

81



Appletons Home-Reading Books.
Edited by W. T. HARRIS, A. VI., LL. I)., United States Commissioner of Education.

S*£~.
'"PHIS comprehensive series of

books presents upon a sym-
metrical plan the best available

literature in the various

fields of human learn-

ing, selected with a

view to the needs of

students of all grades in

-^. supplementing their school

studies and for home reading.

the following arc now ready:

The Story of the Birds. By James N. Baskett . .

The Plant World. By Frank Vincent
The Animal World. By Frank Vincent
The Insect World. By C. M. Weed
The Story of Rob Roy. By E. D. Harris ....
The Story of Oliver Twist. Edited by Eli.a B. Kirk
In Brook and Bayou. By Clara Kern Bayliss . .

Curious Homes and their Tenants. By J. C. Beard
Crusoe's Island. Ry F. A. Ober
Uncle Sam's Secrets. By O. P. Austin

The Hall of Shells. By Mrs. A. S. Hardy
Harold's First Discoveries. By J. W. Troeger . .

(Nature Study Readers, No. i.)

Harold's Rambles. By J. W. Troeger
(Nature Study Readers, No. 2. >

Playtime and Seedtime. By Francis W. Parker
and Nellie L. Helm 32

(Uncle Robert's Geography, Part I.)

On the Farm. By Francis W. Parker and Nellie
L. Helm 42

(Uncle Robert's Geography, Part II

Uncle Robert's Visit. By Francis W. Parker and Nellie L
(Uncle Robert's Geography, Part III.)

News from the Birds. By Leander
S. Keyser 60

The Story of the Fishes. By James
N. Baskett

The Earth and Sky. By Edward S.

HOLDEN
, .28

The Sun and his Family. By Edward
S. HOLDEN 40

Some Great Astronomers. By Ed-
ward S. HOLDEN 50

About the Weather. By Mark W.
Harrington 50

Historic Boston and its Suburbs. By
Edward E. Hale 50

Our Country's Flag and the Flags of

Foreign Countries. E. S. Holden 1.00
Others in preparation.

A descriptive illustratedpamphlet of these hooks will hi sentfree upon application to the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.

fo 65

.60

.60

.60

.60

.60

.60

65

•65

•75

.60

•25

.40
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BOOKS FOR NATURE LOVERS.

Familiar Life in Field and Forest.
By F. Schuyler Mathews. Uniform with " Familiar Flowers,"

" Familiar

Trees," and " Familiar Features of the Roadside." With many Illustrations.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

"The volume imparts to its readers just such solid information as the various subjects re-

quire. ... A perfect guide, and makes us better understand the wonders of creation."—New
York Times.

OTHER BOOKS BY MR. MATHEWS.

Familiar Trees and their Leaves.
Illustrated with over 200 Drawings from Nature by the Author, and giving the

botanical names and habitat of each tree and recording the precise character and

coloring of its leafage. l2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

Familiar Features of the Roadside.
With 130 Illustrations by the Author. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

Familiar Flowers of Field and Garden.
Illustrated with 200 Drawings by the Author.

$1.75 ; Pocket Edition, flexible morocco, $2.25.

i2mo. Library Edition, cloth,

The Art of Taxidermy.
By John Rowley, Chief of the Department of Taxidermy in the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

"A perusal will scarcely fail to convince the reader that the art in question stands on a

higher level and is making more decided progress in America than in England. An excellent

volume."—Dr. R. Lydekker, in Nature.

Insect Life.
Bv John Henry Comstock, Professor of Entomology in Cornell University.
With Illustrations by Anna Botsford Comstock, member of the Society of Ameri-
can Wood Engravers. i2mo. Library Edition, cloth, $2.50 ;

Teachers' and
Students' Edition, $1.50.

"Any one who will go through the work with fidelity will be rewarded by a knowledge of

insect life which will be of pleasure and benefit to him at all seasons, and will give an increased

charm to the days or weeks spent each summer outside of the great cities. It is the best book
of its class which has yet appeared."

—New York Mail and Express.

Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America.
With Keys to the Species ; Description of their Plumages, Nests, etc. ; their Dis-

tribution and Migrations. By Frank M. Chapman, Assistant Curator of Mam-
malogy and Ornithology in the American Museum of Natural History. With

nearly 200 Illustrations. i2mo. Library Edition, cloth, %3.00 ;
Pocket Edition,

flexible morocco, $3.50.

"A book so free from technicalities as to be intelligible to a fourteen-year-old boy, and so

convenient and full of original information as to be indispensable to the working ornithologist.
... As a handbook of the birds of eastern North America it is bound to supersede all other

works."—Science.

B ird = Life . Edition in Colors.

A Study of our Common Birds. By Frank M. Chapman. Illustrated by
Ernest Seton Thompson. With 75 full-page plates in colors. Svo. Cloth, $5.00.

Also, plain edition, i2mo, cloth, $1.75.

"His chronicles are full of the enthusiasm of the born naturalist. He gossips about the

affairs of birds in a delightful strain, making
' Bird Life

' an irresistible invitation to a fuller study
of ornithology. It is not dry details he offers, but pretty stories, biographical sketches of inter-

esting families—all sorts of birdlore, that proves the most enchanting reading. A great advan-

tage in this work will be found in the beautifully colored illustrations, . . . which have received

the greatest care in preparation."
—

Chicago Evening Post.
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THE EBERS VILLA AT TUTZING NEAR MUNICH, FROM STARNBERG LAKE.

BY THE LATE GEORG EBERS.

ARACHNE.
An Egyptian Romance. By Dr. Georg Ebers. Uniform edition. In

two volumes. i6mo. Per vol., cloth, 75 cents
; paper, 40 cents.

"
It is full of warm life as well as knowledge. It is a most artistic and satisfying story, and

the archaeologist is subordinated to the artist. The love romance is prettily conceived and de-

veloped, and the era selected gives ample opportunities for novelty of description and originality
of surprises."

—Boston Saturday Evening Gazette.

DR. EBERS'S OTHER BOOKS.

Each, i6mo, cloth, 75 cents per volume; paper, 40 cents per volume.

BARBARA BLOMBERG. Translated by
Mary J. Safford. 2 volumes.

IN THE BLUE PIKE. Translated by
Mary J. Safford. 1 volume.

IN THE FIRE OF THE FORGE. Trans-
lated by Mary J. Safford. 2 volumes.

CLEOPATRA. Translated by Mary J. Saf-
ford. 2 volumes.

A THORNY PATH. (Per Aspera. ) Trans-
lated by Clara Bell. 2 volumes.

AN EGYPTIAN PRINCESS. Translated

by Eleanor Grove. 2 volumes.

UARDA. Translated by Clara Bell. 2 vol-
umes.

HOMO SUM. Translated by Clara Bell.
1 volume.

THE SISTERS. Translated by Clara Bell.

1 volume.

A QUESTION. Translated by Mary J. Saf-
ford. 1 volume.

THE EMPEROR. Translated by Clara Bell.

2 volumes.

THE BURGOMASTER'S WIFE. Trans-
lated by Mary J. Safford. 1 volume.

A WORD, ONLY A WORD. Translated

by Mary J. Safford. 1 volume.

SERAPIS. Translated by Clara Bell. 1 vol-

ume.

THE BRIDE OF THE NILE. Translated

by Clara Bell. 2 volumes.

MARGERY. (Gred. )
Translated by Clara

Bell. 2 volumes.

JOSHUA. Translated by Mary J. Safford. 1

volume.

THE ELIXIR, AND OTHER TALES.
Translated by Mrs. Edward H. Bell.

With Portrait of the Author. 1 vol-

ume.

LORENZ ALMA TADEMA : His Life
and Works. Translated by Mary J.

Safford. 1 volume.

RICHARD LEPSIUS : A Biography.
Translated by Zoe Dana Underhill. 1

volume.

also,

THE STORY OF MY LIFE. Translated

by Mary J. Safford. With Portraits.

i2mo. Cloth, §1.25.
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QREAT COMMANDERS.
A Series of Brief Biographies

of Illustrious Americans.

Edited by

General JAMES GRANT WILSON.

Each, J2mo, cloth, with Steel Portrait, $1.50. f§jjj %jj$ffi
J

'

. „ ADMIRAL FARRAGUT.NOW READY.

ADMIRAL FARRAGUT By Captain A. T. Mahan, U. S. N.

GENERAL TAYLOR By General O. O. Howard, U. S. A.

GENERAL JACKSON By James Parton.

GENERAL GREENE .... By Captain Francis V. Greene, U. S. A.

GENERAL J. E. JOHNSTON ... By Robert M. Hughes, of Virginia.

GENERAL THOMAS By Henry Coppee, LL. D.

GENERAL SCOTT By General Marcus J. Wright.
GENERAL WASHINGTON .... By General Bradley T. Johnson.
GENERAL LEE By General Fitzhugh Lee.

GENERAL HANCOCK By General Francis A. Walker.

GENERAL SHERIDAN By General Henry E. Davies.

GENERAL GRANT By General James Grant Wilson.

IN PREPARATION.
GENERAL SHERMAN By General Manning F. Force.

GENERAL McCLELLAN By General Peter S. Michie.

COMMODORE PAUL JONES By S. Nicholson Kane.
ADMIRAL PORTER. By James R. Soley, Late Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

EDITION DE LUXE. Limited to One Thousand Copies. Printed on paper manufac-
tured expressly for this edition. Twelve volumes, containing portraits engraved on steel and

printed on the finest India paper, together with maps of the principal battlefields from the birth

of the nation to the close of the civil war. Price, $36.00. Sold only by subscription.

Louisa Mtihlbach's Historical Novels*
New edition, 20 volumes. Illustrated. i2mo. Set, in box, half morocco, $30.00.

THESE
romances are as well known in England and America as in the author's native coun-

try. Germany, and it has been the unanimous verdict that no other romances reproduce so

vividly the spirit and social life of the times which are described. In the vividness of style,
abundance of dramatic incidents, and the distinctness of the characters portrayed, these books
offer exceptional entertainment, while at the same time they familiarize the reader with the

•events and personages of great historical epochs.

THE TITLES ARE AS FOLLOWS :

Napoleon and the Queen of Prussia.
The Empress yosephine.
Napoleon and Bliicher.

Queen Hortense.
Marie Antoinette and her Son.
Prince Eugene and his Times.
The Daughter of an Empress,
yoseph II and his Court.
Frederick the Great and his Court.
Frederick the Great and his Family.

The Reign of the
34

Berlin and Sans-Souci.
Goethe and Schiller.

The Merchant of Berlin and Maria
Theresa and her Fireman.

Louisa of Prussia and her Times.
Old Fritz and the New Era.
Andreas Hofer.
Mohammed Ali and his House.

Henry I'll/ and Catherine Parr.
The I 'outh of the Great Elector.

Great Elector.



A UNIFORM EDITION IN SIX-

TEEN VOLUMES, COMPRISING
FIVE GREAT STANDARD WORKS
COVERING EVERY HISTORICAL
PERIOD AND PICTURING EVERY
PHASE OF OUR NATIONAL LIFE

FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO
THE PRESENT DAY

I. Bancroft's History of the United

St&teS {Six Volumes'), from the Discovery

of the Continent to the

Close of the Revolution.

U.McMaster'sHis-

tory of the Peo-

ple of the United

States {Four Vols.'),

from the Revolution to

the Civil War. GEORGE BANCROFT.

JOHN BACH McMASTER.

III. Maclay's History of the United States

Nal?y {Two Volumes), from 1775 to the Present Day.

IV. The United States of
America {Three Volumes).
Studies of the Commonwealth

by Twenty-five Distinguished

Writers. Edited by Nathaniel

SOUTHGATE ShALER.

NATHANIEL SOUTHGATE SHALER.

EDGAR STANTON MACLAY.
V. The Presidents of the United States

{One Volume). Biographies by Eminent Men of Letters. Edited by Gen-

eral James Grant Wilson.

THE SET SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

Descriptive Circulars mailed on application.
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SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF

Johnson's
Universal

Cyclopaedia

The only Original

and Really New

American Cyclopaedia

Now on the Market.

7,264 pages. Type new and larger than before.

130 Colored Maps, including Plans of the Chief Cities of North

America and Europe. 3,027 Illustrative Engravings.

Thirty-six Departments in charge of Thirty-six Eminent

Scholars as Associate Editors (see opposite page).

Nearly 50,000 Titles.

All Articles written by Specialists.

CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS,
LL D.,

President ofthe

University of Wisconsin,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.

THE WHOLE WORK IS FRESH, SCHOLARLY,
AUTHORITATIVE, AND UP TO DATE.

the editor of Book notes says :

" No similar book ever published in this country equals the new
JOHNSON'S in method, and none was ever published superior to it

in detail ; all those now on the market are infinitely inferior to it."

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN PAGES FREE ON APPLICATION.

TO CLOSE OUT OUR STOCK OF THE NEW

Xibravp atlas ant> <5a3Ctteer of the TOorlt\
WE ARE OFFERING THE BALANCE OF THE EDITION AT A GREATLY REDUCED PRICE.

Copper Engraved, Marginal Reference Maps; Illustrated Descriptive Text of every Country; Latest Cen-
sus ; Maps of all Principal American Cities.
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GET THE GREAT BOOKS FIRST.
There are certain books of certain great authors which one must read, and the

discreet book buyer will therefore select first what Lowell calls the "
supreme books

"—
those which all the world deems essential. These will give what is best and what ought
to be known of each great author.

Great Books should be in Tine Bindings.
When the best books are decided upon they should be bought in bindings that will

last more than a lifetime. In the present offer of "The World's Great Books " a

handsome buckram binding has been provided that will be an ornament to any library.

For a choice of the "supreme books," the publishers have not relied wholly
on the judgment of any one man or set of men. They have carefully taken into account

the lists heretofore prepared by such high authorities as Sir John Lubbock, Kuskin, and

Swinburne, and have also availed themselves of the services of the following

COMMITTEE
EDWARD EVERETT HALE.

OF SELECTION :

WILLIAM R. HARPER.
THOMAS B. REED. AINSWORTH R. SPOFFORD.

ROSSITER JOHNSON, Editor in Chief.

DISTINGUISHED ENGLISH AND AMERICAN CONTRIBUTORS.

Prefatory Articles by great living writers introduce the several authors, giv-

ing the reader an insight into the life of each author represented in the series, his place
in literature, and the character and value of his work. These articles are from the pens
of the scholars or critics best fitted to write on the authors or books of which they
treat. For instance : JOSIAH ROYCE, of Harvard, writes on Plato; EDWARD
EVERETT HALE on De Foh

;
HARRIET PRESCOTT SPOFFORD on Char-

lotte Bronte; THOMAS B. REED on " Great Orators"; and FRANK R
STOCKTON on "Famous Short Stories." A few of the other contributors are :

ANDREW LANG; JOHN P. MAHAFFY, of Trinity College, Dublin; MON-
CURE D. CONWAY; WILLIAM E. H. LECKY, the historian; THOMAS
WENTWORTH HIGGINSON ;

and WILLIAM J. ROLFE, the Shakespearean
scholar.

The World's Great Books will be published in fine library style, printed
from new plates, and will contain numerous illustrations, including full-page portraits of

the authors. In mechanical execution each volume will approximate perfect bookmak-
ing, and the production of the entire series will constitute one of the most extensive and
important literary enterprises ever undertaken.

COMPLETE LIST NOW READY.
On request, we shall be pleased to send you the final list as decided upon by the

Committee of Selection, with full particulars, specimen pages and engravings.
We believe that students of literature will agree that this list does not contain one volume
that ought to have been omitted. Yet we believe that the books indispensable to every
well-selected library are included.

Those who apply promptly for information will place themselves in a

position to participate in the introductory distribution of the first edition. First edition
subscribers will also receive a reduction from the regular subscription price of the com-
pleted work.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
72 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.



{SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.)

THE AUTHORIZED OFFICIAL HISTORY
OF THE

World's Columbian Exposition.
Four Volumes, Royal 8vo.

PUBLISHED FOR THE COMMITTEE ON HISTORY

APPOINTED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

THEDir
[E Board of

Hrectors de-

t e r m i n e d

that when the

buildings that

constituted the

world - famed
"White City"
should disappear

from Jackson Park,

the great spectacle

should not likewise

disappear from his-

tory, and they ap-

pointed three of

their number—
Messrs. Harlow N. Higinbotham, Edwin Walker, and Lyman J. Gage—a committee to

prepare a complete history of its inception, growth, and achievements. This committee

selected Dr. Rossiter Johnson, of New York, as editor, and Messrs. D. Appleton and

Company as publishers, and the work is now completed, some three years having been

occupied in the preparation of its text and illustrations. It is the only history cf the

Exposition that has been authorized by the Directors, and has been prepared under the

constant supervision of the History Committee.

In addition to the story of the Fair told by those who made it, each volume closes

with a critical and descriptive article by an expert. These four articles are entitled

"The Fair as a Spectacle,"
" The Fair as a Work of Art,"

" Science and the Fair," and

" The Moral and Educational Value of the Fair."

The work is issued in four royal octavo volumes of over five hundred pages each.

It is printed on heavily calendered paper, and is handsomely and substantially bound in

various styles.

STREETS AND CANALS IN VENICE,
And in the Islands of the Lagoon.

Containing One Hundred Photo-Mezzotints, with accompanying in-

troduction and notes. Handsomely bound in one volume. Price,

$50.00. Limited Edition.
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COLLECTION OF
W. T. WALTERS.

(~y
riental *

Ceramic Art.
ILLUSTRATED with one hundred and sixteen plates in

COLORS AND FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SEVEN BLACK AND WHITE

CUTS REPRODUCING SPECIMENS IN THE COLLECTION OF W. T.
WALTERS. WITH A COMPLETE HISTORY OF ORIENTAL POR-

CELAIN, INCLUDING PROCESSES, MARKS, ETC., BY Dr. S. W.
BUSHELL, PHYSICIAN TO H. B. M. LEGATION, PEKING, AND

AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES BY WILLIAM M. LAFFAN.

THE WALTERS COLLECTION was begun over forty

ears ago, and is well known to American and European col-

lectors of Oriental ceramics. It is classed by many as the

choicest private collection in the world, and while it is smaller

than the collection at Dresden, it is regarded by many experts as liner in qualitv.

Mr. Walters' s aim was the collection of beautiful and perfect specimens rather

than the merelv curious. It has been possible, therefore, to illustrate the entire

range of Oriental porcelain by the rare examples in this collection.

Pll V»1 ir*a t" inr\ The work is published in ten sections, each containingUUllV/aliUlli eleven or more full-page plates in colors and about forty

pictures in the text. Paper, typography, and all mechanical details are of the
finest. The price of the complete work in ten sections, handsomely bound, and
delivered, is $500. Edition limited to five hundred copies. Size, THE ART OF
THE WORLD, de luxe. Sold only by subscription.

^he Music of the

Modern World.
ILLUSTRATED in the lives and works of the greatest modern

MUSICIANS, AND IN REPRODUCTIONS OF FAMOUS PAINTINGS, ETC. « « «
ANTON SEIDL, editor in chief, assisted by Fanny Morris Smith.

PUBLISHED IN TWENTY-FIVE PARTS, ISSUED SEMIMONTHLY. PRICE, $I.OO
PER PART, ALL ORDERS TO BE FOR THE COMPLETE WORK. « « « « «

SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION. « « fgSf PROSPECTUS SENT ON REQUEST.

The Art of the

World. REPRODUCTIONS of the mas-

terpieces OF PAINTING AND SCULP-

TURE AT THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION,

BY GOUPIL PHOTOGRAVURES, FACSIMILES IN COLOR, AND TYPOGRAV-

URES
; AND VIEWS OF THE BUILDINGS REDRAWN FROM OFFICIAL PHO-

TOGRAPHS. TEXT BY ART COMMISSIONERS AND OFFICERS OF THE

exposition, edited by RIPLEY HITCHCOCK. Two Vols.,

FOLIO. FULL MOROCCO, $55.00. SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION-
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SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

j£&ition fce

(Branfc Xu$e.
j*

Illustrating the finest

Examples of the

Masters of Painting
from the

Fourteenth to the

Nineteenth Century.

|
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
/»>

/»>

ft
ft
ft
ft

at

j* louvre <5aller\>.

HE PUBLISHERS invite the attention of all Bibliophiles, Collectors, Art
Museums, and Lovers or Students ofArt and its History to a unique
and sumptuous work entitled The Great Masters in the Louvre
Gallery.

The plan of the work is to place before the subscriber a complete re-

view of the development of the Art of Painting from its earliest inception
to the nineteenth century, embracing all schools, from the primitive
Italians to the

" men of 1830."
The Gallery of the Louvre has no equal in the world, either from an historical or an

"
aesthetic

"
point of view. Illustrious in its origin and regal in its surroundings, it contains

an incomparable collection of masterpieces ;
and no visitor can ever forget the vivid

impression produced by the splendors of the Gallery of Apollo, the Grand Salon, and the

Grand Gallery, which will be illustrated and described in this work.
There are more masterpieces contained in the Louvre than in any other of the great

galleries of Europe, and a large number of them once formed part of the art treasures of

the French kings, notably of Francis
I, Henry IV, Louis XIV, Louis XV, and Louis XVI.

Attempts were made in 1803 and in 181s to illustrate this matchless collection and
make its riches accessible to those who could not visit the Museum or who wished to

have its treasures always before them
;
but the methods of reproduction then in vogue

were utterly inadequate to meet the just demands of the present generation of art lovers.

The modern processes of photogravure fulfill this demand, and enable us to see each

masterpiece reproduced with absolute faithfulness, and not interpreted by another's hand
or eye. The publishers of The Great Masters in the Louvre Gallery have selected

the processes best adapted to the reproduction of each particular canvas, and the selection

of the representative paintings of the different schools has been intrusted to the highest
authorities on each period of art.

The house of Goupil & Co., of Paris, is responsible for all the reproductions, which
are executed by them in Paris

;
and the perfection to which they have attained in their

various processes of photogravure, both in black and in colors, is so well known to all

lovers of art that it need not be insisted upon here.

After several years of preparation, the publishers take pleasure in announcing that they
are now ready to offer this great work to all who are interested in art and its develop-
ment. The stupendous task they have undertaken and the immense outlay involved can
not well be estimated, and the successful termination of their labors may be justly consid-

ered as one of the crowning artistic achievements of the century now drawing to its close.

This edition will be strictly limited to 2 so copies, of which 200
will be in English and numbered from 1 to 200. The remaining 50,
in French, will be numbered in Roman numerals from I to L.

The work will be issued in twelve divisions or sections, each to

contain twenty-four pages of text, illustrated with twelve photograv-
ures in varied tints

;
six full-page India-proof photogravures, and four full-page typo-

gravures, mounted, all of which will likewise be in tints.

Also two hand-finished water-color facsimiles, mounted and matted for framing.
The completed work will be accompanied by two specially designed Portfolios, made

to contain six sections each.

The price of each section will be $50.00.

Subscriptions will be accepted only for the complete work.
40
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SOME STANDARD BOOKS.
A History of the

United States Navy,
From /77j to iSg8. By Edgar Stan-

ton Maclay, A. M. With Technical

Revision by Lieutenant Roy C. Smith,

U. S. N. Revised to May ist. and en-

larged, with new chapters and several

new illustrations. In two volumes.

8vo. Per vol., cloth, $3 50.

The Presidents of the

United States,

jySg-iSgy. By John Fiske, Carl
Schurz, William E. Russell, Wil-
liam Walter Phelps, George
Bancroft, and Others. Edited by
General James Grant Wilson. With

23 Steel Portraits, facsimile Letters, and
other Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth, $3. 50.

With the Fathers.

With a Chapter on the Monroe Doctrine,

and Other Studies in the History of
the United States. By Prof. J. B. MC-
Master, author of

" A History of the

People of the United States." i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

Some Masters of Lithography.

By Atherton Curtis. With 22 Photo-

gravure Plates after Representative

Lithographs, and Appendices giving
Technical Explanations and Bibliog-

raphy. Small 4to, specially bound.

Large-paper edition, limited to 750

copies. $12.00 net.

The Scientific Aspects of

Christian Evidences.

By G. Frederick Wright, D.D..LL.D.,
F. G. S. A., Professor of the Harmony
of Science and Revelation, Oberlin Col-

lege ; Author of
" The Logic of Chris-

tian Evidences," "The Ice Age ,in

North America," etc. Illustrated.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

Eastern Journeys.
Some Notes of Travel in Russia, in the Cau-

casus, and to Jerusalem. By CHARLES
A.Dana. i6mo. Cloth, $1.00.

Philip's Experiments ; or,

Physical Science at Home.
By Prof. John Trowbridge, of Harvard

University; Author of
" What is Elec-

tricity?" Illustrated. 121110. Cloth,

$1.00.

The Play of Animals.

By Karl Groos, Professor of Philosophy
in the University of Basel. Translated,
with the Author's co-operation, by
Elizabeth L. Baldwin. With a Preface

and an Appendix by J. Mark Baldwin.

121110. Cloth, $1.75.

The Warfare of Science

with Theology.
A History ofthe Warfare of Science with

Theology in Christendom. By AN-
DREW D. White, LL. D., late Presi-

dent and Professor of History at Cor-

nell University. In 2 volumes. 8vo.

Cloth, $5.00.

Various Fragments.
By Herbert Spencer. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.25.

Memory and its Cultivation.

By F. W. Edridge-Green, M. D., F. R.

C. S., author of
" Colour-Blindness and

Colour-Perception," etc. Volume 78,

International Scientific Series. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

Political Crime.

By LOUIS Proal. With an Introduc-

tion by Prof. F. H. Giddings, of Colum-
bia University. A new volume in the

Criminology Series, edited by W. Doug-
las Morrison. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

Industrial Freedom.

By David Macgregor Means. With
an Introduction by the Hon. David A.

Wells. i2ino. Cloth, $1.50.

Bimetallism.
A Summary and Examination of the Argu-

ments for and against a Bimetallic

System of Currency. By Major Le< in-

ard Darwin, nmo. Cloth, $2.50.

Pioneers of Science in America.

Sketches of their Lives and Scientific

Work. Edited and revised by Wil-
liam Jay Youmans, M. I). With
Portraits. 8vo. Cloth, K4.00.

Punctuation.
With Chapters on Hyphenization, Capi-

talization, Spelling, etc. By F. Hor-
ace Teall, author of "

English Com-

pound Words and Phrases," etc. i6mo.

Cloth, $1.00.



FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS.
IN NATURAL COLORS."

BIRD=LIFE.
A Study of our Common Birds. By Frank M. Chapman,
Assistant Curator of Mammalogy and Ornithology in the

American Museum of Natural History ;
Author of

" Hard-
book of Birds of Eastern North America." Illustrated by Ernest Seton Thompson.
With 75 full-page plates in colors. 8vo. Cloth, $5 00.

" The widespread demand for a work containing illustrations of this nature is undoubted, but

publishers have previously hesitated to expend the large sum necessary to produce satisfactorily col-

ored plates, or have employed the cheap color processes with results far from successful. The high

praise which has been accorded the illustrations in the uncolored editions of ' Bird-Life
'

is an assur-

ance that bird lovers will therefore doubly welcome a work in which our birds shall be truthfully

portrayed not only in natural attitudes, but in natural colors as well. Photographic bromide copies

of the original drawings for ' Bird-Life
' have been carefully colored by an expert colorist, under the

author's supervision, and are here reproduced by a lithographic process which insures absolute accu-

racy."
—Author's Preface to New Edition.

"
Unusually beautiful in itself, but it deserves praise because the colored pictures of the birds ap-

proach more nearly the natural appearance than usual. . . . Compared with these, the colored pic-

tures of birds one usually sees are gaudy."—Boston Herald.

THE SEVEN SEAS. A volume of poems by Rudyard
Kipling. 121110. Cloth, $1.50. Also,

Many Inventions, containing fourteen Stories and two Poems. i2mo. Cloth, % 1.50.

" The spirit and method of Kipling's fresh and virile song have taken the English reading world.

. . . When we turn to the larger portion of ' The Seven Seas,' how imaginative it is, how impas-

sioned, how superbly rhythmic and sonorous ! . . . The ring and diction of this verse add new
elements to our song. . . . The true laureate of Greater Britain."—/?. C. Stedman in The Book Buyer.

The Poetical Works of

William Cullen Bryant.
Library Edition. Illustrated with 100 Engravings

on Wood. 8vo, cloth, gilt edge, $3.00; half

calf, $5.00; morocco, antique, $7.50; tree

calf, $8.00.

Adeline's Art Dictionary.
Containing a complete Index of all Terms used

in Art, Architecture, Heraldry, and Archae-

ology. Translated from the French, and en-

larged, with nearly 2,000 Illustrations. 8vo.

Cloth, $2.25.

Holiday Editions of French Classics.

Uniform edition. Each, square 8vo,
illustrated, $1.50.

Paul and Virginia.
By Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. With a Bio-

graphical Sketch, and Illustrations by Maurice
Leloir.

An Attic Philosopher in Paris;
Or, A Peep at the World from a Garret. .Being

the Journal of a Happy iMan. By Emile
Souvestre.

Picciola.

By X. B. Saintine. Illustrated by J. F. Gueldry.

The Story of Colette.
Illustrated by Jean Claude.

Edition de Luxe.

The Manxman.
By

The Story of Columbus.
By Elizabeth Eggleston Seelye. Edited

by Edward Eggleston. Illustrated by Allegra

Eggleston. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

The Story of Washington.
By Elizabeth Eggleston Seelye. Edited

by Edward Eggleston. Illustrated by Allegra

Eggleston. 12010. Cloth, $1.75.

Hall Caine, author of "The Christian,"
"
Capt'n Davy's Honeymoon,"

" The Scape-

goat," etc. Edition de Luxe, limited to 250

copies, signed by the Author. With 40 gela-
tin prints. In two volumes. 8vo. White vel-

lum, gilt, $15.00 net. (Only a few copies left. )

The illustrations in this edition are of actual

scenes in the Isle of Man, and were selected by
the author in illustration of the story.

The Life of an Artist.

An Autobiography. By Jules Breton. Trans-
lated by Mary J. Serrano. Edition de Luxe.
With Portrait, 20 Plates, and facsimile of

Autograph Poem. Royal 8vo. Gilt top, un-

cut edges, vellum cover, stamped in gold with

specially prepared design, $io.co.

The Life and Words of Christ.

By Cunningham Geikie, D. D. Illustrated.

In two volumes. 8vo. Cloth, $6.00 ;
half calf,

$13.00 ;
full morocco, $18.00.

By CLIFTON JOHNSON.

The Farmer's Boy.
With 64 Illustrations by the Author.

8vo. Cloth, $2.50.

Square

The Country School in

New England.
With 60 Illustrations from Photographs and Draw-

ings by the Author. Square 8vo. Cloth,

$2.50.
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Special
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of

Action.

1060 Falcon.

Thesfe pens have the extra smoothness of point, also the special ease and firmness of action required

for careful business writing, or for the rapid scribbling of professional and literary men.

For fine and extra-fine writing recourse may be had to the Gillott series of pens so long familiar to

the people :

303, 404, 170, 604 E. F., 332, 601 E. F.

(£25.) The Standard Pens of the World. (ASST)

91 John Street, JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS,
NEW YORK. HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.
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The Independent prints more contributions from the ablest writers than any other paper in the

United States.
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Sir Walter Besant,
Senator Hoar,
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The late John G. Whittier,
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Maurice Thompson,
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Hon. Simeon E. Baldwin,
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Thomas Dunn English,
Theo. L.

Cuyler,
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A few contributors for the immediate future:
Andrew Lang, Lord Brassey, Gov. Gen. of Victoria, Margaret Deland,
Richard S. Storrs, D. D., LL. D., Harriet Prescott Spofford, Park Benjamin,
Bret Harte, Bliss Carman, Chas. H Parkhurst, D. D.,

Agnes Repplier, Prince Peter Kropotkin, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, etc.

$2.00 a Year. 52 Issues. 5 Cents a Copy.
Send Postal Card for Free Specimen Copy.

THE INDEPENDENT 138 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
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Standard Typewriter
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NEW MODELS 6, 7 and 8 (wide carriage)

WYCKOFP, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
327 Broadway, New York.

I Bensolyptus \

(Schieffelin's)

Bensolyptus is an agreeable alkaline
solution of various highly approved anti-

septics, all of which are of recognized
value in

t Catarrhal Affections
because of their cleansing, soothing and
healing properties. Bensolyptus is highly
recommended in all inflammations of
mucous membranes, especially in dis-
eases of the

Nose and Throat
and as a

Mouth-Wash and Dentifrice.

It is also of value for internal use in
affections of the alimentary tract attend-
ed with fermentation of food, eructa-
tions, and heart-burn.

Sendfor pamphlet to

Schieffelin S Co*, New York. ]
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An American disc instrument play

ing an unlimited number of tunes.

Final achievement of the oldest

music-box manufacturer in the United
States—factories in Switzerland and
America.

For brilliancy, sweetness, expres-
sion, and volume of tone unquali-
fiedly first of all instruments of its

kind—$14 to $175.

For catalogue and fur-

ther information [without
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1 THREE IMPORTANT BOOKS
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i Bismarck's Autobiography
to

| BISMARCK, the Man and the Statesman: Being the Re- $

flections and Reminiscences of Otto, Prince von Bismarck, f
Written and Dictated by Himself after his Retirement from

Office. Translated from the German under the Supervision of

A. J. Butler, late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

The Gedankcn und Crinnerunsen of Prince
Bismarck was written and prepared by himself.

It will be, therefore, the only authoritative

biography of the Iron Chancellor, who stamped
his personality upon the politics of Europe for

more than half a century during the most im-

portant years of Central European history.
These Reminiscences constitute not alone the

autobiography of a great statesman, but the

most important contribution to historical litera-

ture in the last quarter of a century. The publi-
cation of these memoirs is an international event

2 Vols. 8vo, Cloth, Uncut Edges and Gilt Tops, $7 50

« • IN THE « «

to
to

to
to
to

to

1
1
to
to
to

i
to

to

o

Forbidden Land
An Account of a Journey into Tibet,

Capture by the Tibetan Lamas and

Soldiers, Imprisonment, Torture, and

Ultimate Release, brought about by
Dr. Wilson and the Political Peshkar

Karak Sing-Pal. By A. Henry Sav-

age Landor. With the Government

Enquiry and Report and Other Offi-

cial Documents, by J. Larkin, Esq.,

Deputed by the Government of India.

With 1 Photogravure, 8 Colored Plates,

50 Full-page and about 150 Text Il-

lustrations, and a Map from Surveys

by the Author. 2 vols. 8vo, Cloth,

Uncut Edges and Gilt Tops, $9 00.

The purpose of Mr. Landor to explore
Southern Tibet and the course of the upper
Brahmaputra caused him to suffer terrible

hardships. It is needless to say how interest-

ing is this story of heroic endeavor and ac-

complishment.

Through Asia

« * By SVEN HEDIN « «

With 2 Maps and 2 Plates Printed in

Colors, and about 280 Illustrations by

the Author and from Photographs.

About 1300 pages. 2 vols. Large 8vo,

Cloth, Ornamental, Uncut Edges and

Gilt Tops, $10 00.

Dr. Hedin left his native city of Stockholm
in 1893, and from that time unti ', in 1897, his

task was accomplished by entering Peking, he

was engaged constantly in a desperate struggle
with the tremendous difficulties which beset his

way. His successful passage through Pamir,
where progress became a ceaseless battle against
snow and ice and cold, and where often the

only method of advancing was upon hands and

knees, the thrilling ascent of the " Father of all

Ice Mountains," Mus-tagh-ata, his terrible fight

against thirst and exhaustion in the desert of

Takla-makan—all these go to make up an al-

most unparalleled story ofhuman daring, suffer

ing, and endurance.
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POLITICS * <* ART
HARPER'S WEEKLY in 1899 will stand, as it always
has, for purity and disinterested work in state and national

politics. Its editorial pages will state in a direct manner
its approval or disapproval of the work of our legisla-
tors.

In art the pages of the WEEKLY will continue the stand-

ard of artistic excellence, with such artists as W. T. Smed-

ley, T. de Thulstrup, Frederic Remington, Clifford Carle-

ton, and others of equal talent as contributors. the great wes'1

CUBA & THE PHILIPPINES HAWAII & PORTO RICO
will be fully described by Phil. Robinson
and Frank D. Millet, in a series of articles

which deal with the resources, life, and

strategic value of these rich and fertile isl-

ands.

SERIAL STORIES

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES
By H. G. WELLS

WITH SWORD AND CRUCIFIX
By E. S. VAN ZILE

THE CONSPIRATORS
By ROBERT W. CHAMBERS

The descriptions and plots of these stories

have seldom been equalled.

will be described in a like manner by Cas-

par Whitney and William Dinwiddie, who,
like Phil. Robinson and Frank D. Millet,

made special journeys to these places to

study the question.

SHORT STORIES

AMONGST THIEVES
By W. E. NORRIS

A CURIOUS COINCIDENCE
By E. F. BENSON

A SMALL WORLD
By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN

These and other short stories by well-

known authors will appear.

HAWAII

INDUSTRIAL ADVANCE=
MENT

of our country will be recorded by profuse-

ly illustrated articles from week to week,
written by authors who have made a care-

ful study of the developments— political,

social, and industrial—that are taking place

year by year within our borders.

MUSIC, DRAMA, ATH=
LETICS

These three subjects will be treated as their

seasons demand by men eminently fitted

for the task. Like all subjects requiring

special departments in the WEEKLY, only
authors of pronounced talent are selected

to write them.

THE KLONDIKE

IO Cents a Copy

THE LONDON LETTER
THIS BUSY WORLD

These two popular departments of timely and interest-

ing paragraphs will be continued during 1899, written

by Arnold White and E. S. Martin.

ALASKA AND THE KLONDIKE
will be the subject of a series of articles in which the

great mining resources and industrial possibilities of

this comparatively unknown country will be laid before

the reader. These articles will be profusely illustrated.

$4 00 a Year

Address HARPER & BROTHERS, Publishers, New York City, N. Y.



Four Timely Books
RICHARD HARDIXG DAVIS'S NEW BOOK.

THE CUBAN AND PORTO RICAN CAMPAIGNS.
With 117 Illustrations from photographs and drawings by eye-witnesses, and

with 4 Maps. 121110, $1.50.

The remarkable graphic and picturesque quality in Mr. Davis's narrative of the principal
events in the recent war in Cuba and Porto Rico gives this book a unique distinction. The fact

that he was an eye-witness of the battles which he describes so vividly makes his record of the

campaign as valuable historically as it is entertaining in a personal and pictorial way.

"Mr. Davis's articles on the war have been characterized by clearness, directness, and high

intelligence."
—New York Times.

"
If Mr. Davis had never written anything else, his articles in the recent numbers of Scrib-

ner's Magazine would have given him a reputation as one of the most vivid and picturesque of

living writers in English."
—

Literary World.

OUR NAVY IN THE WAR WITH SPAIN.

By JOHN R. SPEARS, Author of "The History of our Navy."

With 125 Illustrations from photographs, and with Charts and Diagrams.

121110, $2.00.

Mr. Spears's book tells the story, in detail and with great spirit, of the naval battles, begin-

ning with Manila Bay and ending with the destruction of Cervera's fleet.

" Mr. Spears's story of the work of our navy in the war with Spain will be read with interest

and profit, not only within the service, but by the American people. The volume is a concise,

accurate, discriminating, and just narrative of the achievements of the naval branch in the war

with Spain. The volume will be an invaluable addition to libraries of contemporaneous war

literature."—Army and Navy Register.

COMMERCIAL CUBA.
By WILLIAM J. CLARK.

A Book for Business Men. With 8 Maps, 7 Plans of Cities, and 40 full-page

Illustrations, and a Commercial Directory of the Island of Cuba. Large

8vo, $4.00.

"'Commercial Cuba,' by William J. Clark, which the Scribners have just published, is a

thoroughly good and useful book. We should not know where to find within another pair of

covers so much and so carefully sifted information bearing on this subject. His painstaking
account of the railway and telegraph systems ;

of highways and harbors
;
of rivers and water

supplies, and lighthouses ;
of sugar and tobacco-growing ;

and his detailed description of each

province and of every city of any size, together with a
' business directory

'

for the whole island

make his book one of great value for reference as well as for practical guidance. In the present
situation of Cuban affairs it should command a wide sale. Its accuracy is certainly of a high
order."—New York Evening Post.

YESTERDAYS IN THE PHILIPPINES.
By JOSEPH EARLE STEVENS.

With 32 full-page Illustrations from photographs. Fourth edition. i2mo, $1.50.
"
Every page abounds in anecdote; and had Mr. Stevens been a trained newspaper corre-

spondent he could hardly have written his record in a livelier or more observant fashion."—
Commercial Advertiser.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 153-157 Fifth Avenne, New York.



LATEST PUBLICATIONS OF

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY.
NEW YORK, JANUARY, 1899-

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN.

Cannon and Camera.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the Return of the

Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. HEMMENT. With over one hundred full-page

pictures taken by the Author, and an Index. Large i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

" The pictures comprise the best set of war views that we have seen.:'—Philadelphia Inquirer.

" The most interesting book about the war so far is
' Cannon and Camera.' It is also the best considered

purely as a narrative. Mr. Hemment was at the right places at the right times. . No series of pictures as

good as this on the scenes and events of the war has been made by any other man. -Boston Herald.

Recollections of the Civil War.
By Charles A. Dana. With Portrait. Large i2mo. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

" Out of his rich material Mr. Dana has woven a marvelous narrative. . . . Written, as the book is, in Mr.

Dana's inimitable English, it is worthy to rank with the autobiography of Grant in the list of
^the really great

works which will bear down to posterity the true story of the great war for freedom and for the Union."—Boston

Journal.
"A most remarkable volume of historical, political, and personal reminiscences. "—Buffalo Commercial.

The History of the World,
From the Farliest Historical Time to the Year iSg8. By Edgar Sanderson, M. A., sometime

scholar of Clare College, Cambridge, author of "A History of the British Empire," "The British

Empire in the Nineteenth Century," "Outlines of the World's History," etc. Uniform with

"Natural History,"
"
Astronomy," and "The Historical Reference-Book." Small 8vo. Half

leather, $2.00.

The thoroughness and compactness of this well-digested and comprehensive work render it invaluable as a

convenient book of reference. The American edition has brought the history of our own country down to the

close of the war with Spain.

The Principles of Biology.
By Herbert Spencer. Volume I. New edition, revised and enlarged. Entirely reset. i2mo.

Cloth, $2.00.

The rapid progress in biology during the last generation has necessitated a revision of this work. The new

chapters, with other additions and three new appendices, have increased the size of the volume to 706 pages.

Our Country's Flag and the Flags of Foreign Countries.

By Edward S. Holden. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. i2mo. Cloth, 80
cents net.

This book is intended to give the American child a brief history of our national flag and its significance, with
some account of the flags of other countries, and of symbols that have had so much to do with the hopes, aspira-
tions, and loyalty of nations. The first part deals with the history of the American flag, and the second part
with a short history of flags in general and of the flags of European nations in particular. It is a book that will

help the American boy or girl to a higher conception of duty and patriotism.

Historic Boston and its Neighborhood.
By Edward Everett Hale. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. i2mo. Cloth,

50 cents net.

This little book will serve as a key or as an introduction to the more elaborate guides to historic Boston and
its suburbs, and to a general study of the early history of our country, many dramatic events in which occurred

in and around this city. Mr. Hale's charming style, pure diction, and power of description, given here in a
conversational form, can not fail to make this an entertaining and instructive book for older as well as young
readers.

Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls.

By F. Anstey, author of " Vice Versa," etc. With many Illustrations 121110. Cloth, $1.50.
" 'Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Hoys and Girls,' is about as delightful a collection of stories

of their own particular kind as one could wish for—stories of the kind that appeal to all healthy, jolly bovs, and
all nice little girls, and that, as a natural consequence, will appeal equally to most of their elders."—N. Y. Sun.

3



D. Bppleton anb Company's publications.

With the Black Prince.
A Story of Adventure in the Fourteenth Century. By William O. Stoddard, author of
"The Battle of New York," "Chris, the Model-Maker," "Little Smoke," "Crowded Out o'

Crofield,''
" On the Old Frontier

; or, The last Raid of the Iroquois," etc. Illustrated by B.

West Clinedinst. 121110. Cloth, $1 50.

"Aside from the good story Mr. Stoddard tells, he is very clever in mixing history and fiction in judicious
proportions, ahd his work has serious value that places it far above the ordinary book written to amuse only."—
Chicago Evening Post.

Success against Odds
; or, How an American Boy made his Way.

By William O. Stoddard. Illustrated by B. West Clinedinst. Uniform edition. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

"The story is written in a lively manner and the adventures, while exciting, are not at all improbable."—
Minneapolis Tribune.

" Not a richer treasure for boys will be opened the coming holidays."
—Los Angeles Herald.

"Just the sort of a book to get hold of a boy and help make a man of him."—New York Evangelist.

The Pilot of the Mayflower.
By Hezekiah Butterworth, author of " True to his Home,"

" In the Boyhood of Lincoln,"
" 1 he Zigzag Books," etc. Illustrated by H. Winthrop Pcirce, and Others. 121110, Cloth, $1.50.

"
It has not been our good fortune to see, among the legion of volumes prepared for the young members of

families at this Christmas season, a single one which, in our belief, will create a greater overflow of pleasure
than will this story. . . . It is a veritable story of heroism. . . . It is written with charming directness and sim-

plicity, and teaches an impressive lesson of inflexible resolution and heroic patriotism— a most important lesson

for the rising generation."
—New York Home Journal.

The Hero of Erie {Commodore Perry).

By James Barnes, author of "
Midshipman Farragut," "Commodore Bainbridge," etc. A new

volume in the Young Heroes of our Navy Series. 121110. Cloth, $1.00.

"There has been no more picturesque and manly figure in the United States navy than that of Commodore
Perry, the hero of the great naval battle on Lake Erie, and there is no American career more likely than his to

enlist the sympathy of the boy reader. The story of his life and gallant deeds is well told by Mr. Barnes in a

style which makes the incidents real. It is a good story, and, besides, it is good history."
— Pliila. Inquirer.

Bible Stories in Bible Language.
By Edward Tuckerman Potter. New edition, with an Introduction by the Right Rev.

Henry C. Potter, Bishop of New York. With new Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

In his introduction Bishop Potter says :
" Since this is a volume which aims to gather these Bible stories and

set them in their familiar language in clear and consecutive form, it can not but serve a good use and find a wide

welcome. The earlier edition of this volume has received such a welcome, and now that it is asked for again, I

am sure that many readers and hearers, both old and young, will be glad to possess it."

Latitude io°.

A Romance of the West Indies in the Year of our Lord 1820. Being a faithful account and

true, of the painful adventures of the Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate, and Cynthia.

By Mrs. Schuyler Crowninshield, author of "Where the Trade Winds Blow." Illustrated.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" ' Latitude 19°

'

is a novel of incident, of the open air, of the sea, the shore, the mountain eyrie, and of

breathing, living entities, who deal with Nature at first hand. . . . The adventures described are peculiarly novel

and interesting. . . . Packed with incidents, infused with humor and wit, and faithful to the types introduced,

this book will surely appeal to the large audience already wen, and beget new friends among those who believe

in fiction that is healthy without being maudlin, and is strong without losing the truth."—New York Herald.

"A BOOK THAT WILL LIVE:'1

David Harum.
A Story of American Life. By Edward Noyes Westcott. I2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"Thoroughly a pure, original, and fresh American type. David Harum is a character whose qualities of

mind and heart, eccentricities, and dry humor will win for his creator notable distinction."—Boston Herald.

A Herald of the West.
An American Story of 1811-1815. By T- A. Altsheler, author of " A Soldier of Manhattan

"

and "The Sun of Saratoga." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" ' A Herald of the West '

is a romance of our history which has not been surpassed in dramatic force, vivid

coloring, and historical interest."—San Francisco Chronicle.



2>. ftpplctou aub Company's publications.

Foot-Notes to Evolution.

A Series of Popular Addresses on the Evolution of Life. By David Starr Jordan, Ph. D.,

President of Leland Stanford Junior University. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

" With great clearness, and with fine selection of illustrative material, Dr. Jordan . . . develops the salient

features of Darwin's theory. In fact, by his method and his style he makes a difficult subject very easy
of comprehension, and he shows better than any other writer of the period the transformation which evolution

has wrought in the mental and moral as well as the physical sciences. . . . Through all the chapters run the

great lessons of sustained effort, self-control, love of truth, and pursuit of high ideals. ... Dr. Jordan is

especially emphatic in his plea for the fullest development of men and women, for the strongest individualism,

for the pursuit of those noble ideals that alone make life worth living. And no one can read these chapters
without feeling the stimulus of that high endeavor which has given them expression."

—San Francisco Chronicle.

Practical Method to Learn Spanish.
With a Vocabulary and Easy Exercises for Translation into English. By A. R. D. de Villegas.
New edition. i6mo. Boards, 50 cents net.

This work begins with a collection of interesting stories (in parallel columns, English and Spanish), which
serve as a preparation, for the translation of the exercises which follow. A prominent teacher of Spanish says,
"

I certainly think it is one of the most practical little books which I have ever seen."

The Story of the Railroad.

By Cy Warman, author of " The Express Messenger," etc. A new volume in the Story of

the West Series, edited by Ripley Hitchcock. With maps and many illustrations by B. West

Clinedinst, and from Photographs. Uniform with "The Story of the Cowboy," "The Story of

the Mine," and "The Story of the Indian." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

" The story of the railroad of the West is here in all its aspects, with all its wondrous wealth of results, the

magnitude of what it achieved
;
and the engineer is here, too, the man who triumphed over insurmountable

difficulties—the keystone of the building of the West. The book is full of the life and anecdote of the construc-
tion camp and the railroad yard, and of life on mountain, stream, and plain. Himself a railroad man for many
years, Mr. Warman has felt and reproduced our common humanity in all these busy workers. . . . He has
succeeded in a most difficult task

;
while giving a clear, economic history of the transcontinental railroads, he

has managed with equal skill to make the human element predominate in his pages."— The Critic.

The Phantom Army.
By Max Pemberton, author of " Kronstadt." Uniform edition. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.50.

" The story is a great one, and delightfully told."— Chicago Titties-Herald.
" Full of cleverly imagined situations and thrilling incidents of military adventure and amorous intrigue."

—
London Daily Mail.

"
Vigorous and picturesque."

—London Academy.

Her Memory.
By Maarten Maartens, author of "God's Fool,"

" The Greater Glory," "Joost Avelingh,"
etc. Uniform edition. With Photogravure Portrait. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

" ' Her Memory
'

may be recommended as an unaffected story of life, pulsing with real feeling, and never
morbid nor abnormal."—Chicago Times-Herald.

Philip's Experiments ; or, Physical Science at Home.
By Prof. John Trowbridge, of Harvard University, author of " What is Electricity?" Illus-

trated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

" An excellent book for studious boys, bring very interesting as well as instructive. . . .
'

Philip's Experi-
ments' is a capital illustration of how much a parent can accomplish in the formation of a son's tastes with a
little wisely directed effort. Drawing, surveying, mathematics, language teaching, gravitation, electricity,

magnetism, boat-sailing, astronomy, geometry, and many other things are treated in an entertaining manner in
this admirable book."—Brooklyn Standard-Union.

Spanish Literature.

By James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Member of the Spanish Academy. A new volume in The
Literatures of the World Series, edited by Edmund Gosse. Uniform with "

Italian Literature,"
" Ancient Greek Literature,"

" French Literature," and " Modern English Literature." i2mo.
Cloth, $1.50.

"This is an excellent and model handbook. It is treated with perspective and proportion ; it is compre-
hensive, clear, concise, yet not dry as dust

; the judgments are judicial, impartial, and well on the hither side of

exaggeration ;
the style is good, lucid, and interesting."—London Academy.
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S>. Bppleton anfc Company's publications.

LATEST ISSUES IN

Appletons' Town and Country Library,
Each, i2mo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

"The beauty of Appletons' Town and Country Library series is that one is always sure of being thoroughly
entertained, no matter how much at random he may make his selection or what season of the year it may
happen to be."—Boston Herald.

No. 254. Belinda—and Some Others.

By Ethel Maude.
"The great charm of the book lies in the fact that most of the troubles and most of the joys shared by this

family are common to us all, and yet they are told in so witty a way that the ordinary actions of life become

subjects of real amusement. We wish there were more books of this sort."—London Literary World.

No. 253. The Impediment.
By Dorothea Gerard, author of "A Forgotten Sin,"

" Miss Providence," "A Spotless Repu-
tation,"

" The Wrong Man," etc.

"A clean, interesting, and wholesome love story. . . . The tale is well wrought."—Boston Globe.

" The author holds our interest as she lays scene after scene before us, and keeps the final issue well hidden
till the end comes."—Manchester Guardian.

No. 252. Concerning Isabel Carnaby.
By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.

"
Rarely does one find such a charming combination of wit and tenderness, of brilliancy and reverence. . . .

Bright without being flippant, tender without heing mawkish, and as joyous and as wholesome as sunshine.
The characters are closely studied and clearly limned, and they are created by one who knows human nature. . . .

As a healthful love story, it would be hard to find its superior for all-round excellence."—Chicago Tribune.

No. 251. The Scourge of God.

By J. Bloundelle-Burton, author of "The Clash of Arms," "In the Day of Adversity,"
"
Denounced," etc.

"The story is a powerful and pathetic description of the sufferings of those who cling to the faith that was
dearer to them than their lives. Their constancy and heroism mark one of the proudest, even as their sorrows
and tribulations mark one of the saddest, chapters in modern history."

—New York Home Journal,

No. 250. The Widower.
By W. E. Norris, author of "Marietta's Marriage," "The Dancer in Yellow,"

" A Victim of

Good Luck," etc.

" The story is very bright and readable."—San Francisco Chronicle.

"Mr. Norris is always good company. His new novel is very characteristic of his literary manner and
standpoint, that of the general satirist of society.. There are many brilliantly entertaining scenes in the book,
which is from first to last an excellent example of this writer's dexterous handling of characters and situations."—London Daily News.

No. 249. The Gospel Writ in Steel.

By Arthur Paterson.

"The tale illustrates vividly and faithfully the tremendous difficulties, natural and artificial, overcome by
Sherman in his advance on Atlanta, and the war scenes and characters, as a whole, are drawn with commend-
able fidelity, as well as force, while the moral and the lessons of the whole are virile, wholesome, and inspiring."—

Chicago Chronicle.

No 248. The Lust of Hate.

By Guy Boothby, author of "A Bid for Fortune,"
" The Marriage of Esther,"

" Dr. Nikola," etc.

" Mr. Guy Boothby never showed himself a more facile inventor of incidents than in ' Dr. Nikola.' His
latest volume, which throws further luster upon the fame of this man-devil, is quite as mysterious and startling.
. . . After a pretty romance, in which every thread of interest is admirably sustained, Mr. Boothby introduces
an unlooked-for climax which culminates in the happiness of the lovers and the first balking of Dr. Nikola in

one of his best-planned schemes. No author balances the scales of life and death with more maddening sus-

pense or nicer adjustment."—Boston Herald.

This Bulletin of new publications is issued on the first of each month, and will be regularly mailed
to any address, gratis, upon request. Address D. Appleton and Company, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



THE MACMILLAN
COMPANY'S New Scientific Books.

PROFESSOR BAILEY'S LATEST BOOK.

THE EVOLUTION OF OUR NATIVE FRUITS.
By L. H. Bailey, Cornell University. In this entertaining volume the origin and development' of fruits

peculiar to North America are inquired into, and the conclusions reached, the information presented,
and the suggestions as to future developments, can not but be valuable to any thoughtful fruit-grower.

485 pages. 125 Illustrations. Price, $2.00.

New Volumes in THE RURAL SCIENCE SERLES, edited by Prof, BAILEY.

By FRED W. CARD, R. I. Agric. College.

BUSH-FRUITS.
A Horticultural Monograph of Raspberries, Black-

berries, Dewberries, Currants, Gooseberries,

and Other Shrub-like Fruits. By Fred W.

Card, Rhode Island Agricultural College.

537 PaSes - IJ 3 Illustrations. Price, $1.50.

The aim of this book is twofold : to give all

necessary instruction on the cultivation of the bush-

fruits, and to provide a cyclopaedia of reference to

varieties, species, insects, and diseases. Every
variety of the various fruits is fully described, and
the book will always be a standard authority.

By ED WARD B. VOORIIEES, Rutgers College.

FERTILIZERS.
The Source, Character, and Composition of Natu-

ral, Home-made and Manufactured Fertilizers
;

and Suggestions as to their Use for Different

Crops and Conditions. By Edward B. Voor-

hees, A. M., Director N. J. Agric. Exp. Station.

i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.00.

It has been the aim of the author to point out

the underlying principles and to discuss some of

the important problems connected with the use of

fertilizer materials. Much is being done in the

experiment stations, and every practical man should

have a clear understanding of what is now known.

OUTLINES OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY.
A TEXT-BOOK FOR STUDENTS.

By Frank Hall Thorp, Ph. D., Instructor in Industrial Chemistry, Mass. Institute of Technology.

8vo. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $3.50.

CONTENTS.
Part I.—Inorganic Industries : Introduction. Fuels. Water. Sulphur. Sulphuric Acid. Salt. Hydro-

chloric Acid and Sodium Sulphate. Soda Industry. Chlorine Industry. Nitric Acid. Ammonia.
Potash Industry. Fertilizers. Lime, Cement, and Plaster of Paris. Glass. Ceramic Industries.

Pigments. Bromine. Iodine. Phosphorus. Boric Acid. Arsenic Compounds. Water-Glass. Per-

oxides. Oxygen. Sulphates. Alum. Cyanides. Carbon Disulphide. Carbon Tetrachloride. Man-

ganates and Permanganates.

Part II.—Organic Industries : Destructive Distillation of Wood. Destructive Distillation of Bones. Illu-

minating Gas. Coal Tar. Mineral Oils. Vegetable and Animal Oils, Fat, and Waxes. Soap. Can-
dles. Glycerine. Essential Oils. Resins and Gums. Starch, Dextrin, and Glucose. Cane Sugar.
Fermentation Industries. Explosives. Textile Industries. Paper. Leather. Glue.

NEW MATHEMATICAL TEXT-BOOK'S.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL GRAPHICS.
An Educational Course in the Theoiy and Practical Applications of Descriptive Geometry and

Mechanical Drawing, prepared for Students in General Science, Engineering, or Architecture. By
Frederick Newton Willson, C. E. (Rensselaer), A. M. (Princeton). 4to. Cloth. Price, $4.00, net.

Introduction to the Theory of

Analytic Functions.

By J. Harkness, Bryn Mawr College, Pennsyl-

vania, and F. Morley, Haverford College,

Pennsylvania. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00, net.

Infinitesimal Analysis.

By William Benjamin Smith, Professor of

Mathematics in Tulane University.

Vol.1. Elementary: Real Variables.

8vo. Cloth, $3.25, net.

Send for a specimen copy of Book Reviews/*?/- September, containing Fall Announcement List.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City,



FIFTY-FIFTH YEAR

ECLECTIC MAGAZINE
AND

MONTHLY EDITION OF

LIVING AGE.
The publisher of The Eclectic Magazine begs to announce that he has made an ar-

rangement with the publishers of The Living Age, by which, beginning with the number
for January, 1899, tms magazine will be issued under the title "The Eclectic Magazine and

Monthly Edition of The Living Age."
The new issue of The Eclectic Magazine will be increased in size to 160 pages monthly,

a change which will give to the subscribers 192 more pages of reading matter annually than

hitherto. While the magazine will contain practically the same kind of material as formerly,
some changes and additions will be made, which it is believed will largely enhance the value

of the publication. To the selection from British periodicals will be added original transla-

tions of some of the most noteworthy articles in French, German, Spanish and Italian

reviews. A monthly supplement will give Readings from New Books, and an editorial

department of Books and Authors will give the latest news in the literary world.

The Eclectic Magazine and The Living Age have covered practically the same field for

more than fifty years. The combination of the two will enable the publishers more fully

to develop this field, and to supply to the lovers of good literature, and to all intelligent

readers who are desirous of keeping informed upon current thought and discussion, the

most important contributions to British and Continental periodicals. Every field of litera-

ture, science, investigation, travel, discovery, history, art, biography and fiction will be

represented in the magazine.

The following list gives the principal periodicals selected from, and the names of some

of the well-known authors whose articles have recently appeared in the Eclectic.

PERIODICALS.
Westminster Review,
Contemporary Review,
Fortnightly Review,
The Nineteenth Century,
Popular Science Review,
Blackwood's Magazine,
Cornhill Magazine,
Macmillan's Magazine,
New Review,
National Review,
Chambers's Journal,
Temple Bar,
The Academy,
The Athenaeum,
Public Opinion,
Saturday Review,
The Spectator,

etc., etc.

AUTHORS.
Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
Andrew Lang,
Professor Max Miiller,
J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.,
James Bryce, M.P.,
William Black,
W. H. Mallock,
Herbert Spencer,
T. P. Mahaffy,
Sir Robert Ball,
Prince Kropotkin,
Archdeacon Farrar,
St. George Mivart,
Rev. H. R. Haweis,
Frederic Harrison,
Mrs. Oliphant,
Karl Blind,

etc., etc.

TTPT O
]\/I

C . Single copies, 45 cents; one copy one year, $5.00. Trial subscription for
1 L^'V ' O » three months, $1.00. The Eclectic and any $4.00 Magazine to one ad-

dress, $8.00. Special rates made to clubs of two or more periodicals which include The
Eclectic.

Address

E. R. PELTON,
New York.

LIVING AGE CO.,
Boston.



CHAPPED SKIN.
From Med. Standard.

"
Chapped skin is a win-

ter plague easily avoided

by use of

From Lancet-Clinic.

"An excellent remedy
for chapped skin is found
in the use of

Packer's Tar Soap.
Prof. D. G. Brinton, M. D., LL. D., Philadelphia, says :

" Packer's Tar Soap is remarkably pure,

cleansing, and healing ;
contains the balsamic virtues of the pine in a high degree, and is soft and

refreshing to the skin."—Med. and Surg. Reporter.

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN.

Cannon and Camera.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba. Camp Life and the Return of the Sol-

diers. Described and illustrated by J. C. Hemment. With over one hundred full-page pictures

taken by the Author, and an Index. Large i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

" Accurate as well as picturesque. . . . Mr. Hemment has done his work well. In point of faithful realism
there has thus far been nothing better in the whole war literature."— Boston Jour?ial.

" The pictures comprise the best set of war views that we have seen."—Philadelphia Inquirer.
" The most interesting book about the war so far is

' Cannon and Camera.' It is also the best considered

purely as a narrative. Mr. Hemment was at the right places at the right times. . . . No series of pictures as

good as this on the scenes and events of the war has been made by any other man."—Boston Herald.

"Clever and picturesque. . . . Over one hundred capital instantaneous photographs illustrate Mr. Hem-
ment's well-written record, and not the least of the book's recommendations is the outspoken simplicity of its

style, and the strong impression it makes upon the reader of being the uninfluenced evidence of an eye-witness
who ' draws the thing as he sees it,' and without exaggeration or prejudice."

—Sunday-School Times.
" He is able to give us consecutive pictures of the war possessing the great value of viewing it from begin-

ning to end."—Baltimore Sun.

Recollections of the Civil War.
By Charles A. Dana. With Portrait. Large i2mo. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

" Out of his rich material Mr. Dana has woven a marvelous narrative. . . . Written as the book is in Mr.
Dana's inimitable English, it is worthy to rank with the autobiography of Grant in the list of the really great
works which will bear down to posterity the true story of the great war for freedom and for the Union."—
Boston Journal.

" The book is one of absorbing interest."—Providence "Journal.
"A most remarkable volume of historical, political, and personal reminiscences."—Buffalo Commercial.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail, on receipt 0/price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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ESTABLISHED BY EDWARD L. YOUMANS.

APPLETONS'

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY
EDITED BY WILLIAM JAY YOUMANS.

Prospectus for 1899.

The scientific method of study and investigation is every year being more

and more widely applied, drawing within its. range, besides the endless succession

of phenomena in physical Nature, many practical questions relating to agricul-

tural and industrial development, civil administration, criminal reform, educa-

tional methods, public and private hygiene, and the ethics of social life. The

results of such study are changing for the better man's operations in every field

of activity, and in proportion as they are made known may they be expected

to still further contribute to the material welfare and intellectual advancement

of society. The contents of the Popular Science Monthly for 1899 will include

an increasing variety of readable popular articles on these and allied subjects

from writers of the foremost rank in their respective departments of science.

EDUCATION.
Special attention will, as heretofore, be given to the role of science in

Education. A few of the topics coming under this head will be : The train-

ing of science teachers
;
the place of science in education

; practical aspects of

mental fatigue; teaching science in the common schools; instruction of the

feeble-minded, etc.

NATURAL HISTORY.
As subjects of scientific study that are of never-failing interest, well calcu-

lated to develop the observing powers and the judgment, and easily accessible

independently of the schools, liberal space will be given to articles on natural

history, including curious forms of plant and animal life, and those varied aspects

of Nature that present themselves in the geological and physiographic features

of the landscape.
10



SOCIOLOGY.
Questions pertaining to social welfare, especially in those cases where the

direct action of the state is concerned, will likewise receive a fair share of atten-

tion. These will embrace, among others, articles on the results of temperance

legislation ;
the restriction of vivisection

;
state versus private philanthropy ;

and politics as an agency in social affairs.

THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES.
Care will be taken to keep up with the more important and later devel-

opments in the physical sciences, when they are susceptible ot popular state-

ment
;
wireless telegraphy, the applications of low temperatures in research, im-

provements in the industrial arts, and the history and later practical applications

of electricity being among the special subjects that will receive attention.

SERIALS.
Several papers yet remain of the series by the late Hon. David A. Wells

on The Principles of Taxation, that will appear early in the year. Professor

Ripley's contributions on The Racial Geography of Europe will run into the

year, and there are two more articles on The Evolution of Colonies, by Mr.

James Collier.

With other illustrations, each number of the Monthly contains a finely

engraved portrait of some eminent man of science, with a biographical sketch.

AMONG ITS RECENT CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

HERBERT SPENCER, ANDREW D. WHITE, ISRAEL C. RUSSELL,

EDWARD ATKINSON, WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY, C. HANFORD HENDERSON,
E. P. EVANS, FREDERICK STARR, CESARE LOMBROSO,

JAMES SULLY, S. N. D. NORTH, ANGELO HEILPRIN,
W. K. BROOKS, GEORGE M. STERNBERG, G. F. WRIGHT,
DAVID STARR JORDAN, WORTHINGTON C. FORD, WILLIAM H. HUDSON,
FELIX L. OSWALD, EDWARD S. MORSE, CHARLES D. WALCOTT,

JOSEPH LE CONTE, H. CARRINGTON BOLTON, T. C. MENDENHALL.

50 cents a number. $5.00 per annum.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,

72 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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VIGOR -a

HEALTH
-^ follow the use of

ofomatode
the Perfect Food, Tonic and Re-

storative, which contains the nour-

ishing elements of meat.

INVALIDS AND DYSPEPTICS,

or anyone in an anaemic state, find

in Somatose the needed nourish-

ment and a restored appetite.

At druggists' in 2-oz., %, %, and I Id. tins.

Also the following combinations : Somatose-

Biscuit, Somatose-Cocoa, Somatose=Chocolate—each

containing i o per cent. Somatose. Very convenient

and palatable preparations.

A full size sample box of Somatose mailed on receipt

of 35 cents by

FARBENFABRIKEN OP ELBERFELD CO.,

Selling- aerents for Farbenfabriken
vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld.

40 Stone St.,
New York.

The Principles of Biology.
By HERBERT SPENCER. Volume I. New

edition, revised and enlarged. Entirely re-

set. i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.
This book is for sale by all booksellers ; or it will be sent by

mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.

I
THE

|

IDEAL
SIGHT

RESTORER

The Inestimable
Blessing of Sight.
AVOID SPECTACLES, HEADACHE
AND SURGICAL OPERATION.

I READ OUR ILLUSTRATED TREATISE
ON THE EYE. MAILED FREE.

THE IDEAL C0MPANY.239 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

«S»- *«*= =?»*= =>«*-

ROADS TO WEALTH
are shortened by the right kind of
education. A Technical Education
pays. The shortest route to mastery
of technical subjects is correspond-
ence instruction. Success ruaranteed.
Best and simplest text books tree.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bridge, Steam, or Electrical Engineering;
Mathematics ; Chemistry ; Mining; Arch-
itectural or Mechanica'l Drawing; Sur-
'veying; Plumbing; Architecture; Metal ,.

Pattern Drafting; Prospecting; Book-keeping; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you wish to study.
Estab. 1891. •Jo.O.fl students and graduates.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Box 1168 Scrunton, l'o.

-*** ~S-

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES.
Supported by the State of Michigan. Practical work.
Elective system. Special advantages for men of age and
experience. For catalogues, address
Dr. M. E. Wadsworth, President, Houghton, Mich.

/ft

Dr. Hayes, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Cures ASTHMA
to Stay Cured.

Correspondence invited. No charge for advice as
to curability. Write for Examination Blanks,

vl/

vl/

\l/

\»/

\»/

\«/

m

THE CRIMINOLOGY SERIES.
Edited by W. DOUGLAS MORRISON. Each, izmo, cloth, $1.50.

Political Crime.
By Louis Proal. With an Introduction by Prof. F. H. Giddings, of Columbia University.

" With the spirit of his work it is impossible to disagree. ... A careful reading leaves the reader convinced of the truth of

the proposition, that the only successful policy in the art of government is a moral policy."
—
Independent.

Our Juvenile Offenders.
By W. Douglas Morrison, author of "Jews under the Romans," etc.

"An admirable work on one of the most vital questions of the day. . . . By scientists, as well as by all others who are in-

terested in the welfare of humanity, it will be welcomed as a most valuable and a most timely contribution to the all-important
science of criminology."—New York Herald.

Criminal Sociology.
By Prof. E. Ferri.

"
A. most valuable book. It is suggestive of reforms and remedies, it is reasonable and temperate, and it contains a world ot

information and well-arranged facts for those interested in or merely observant of one of the great questions of the day."—
Philadelphia Public Ledger.

The Female Offender.
By Professor Lombroso. Illustrated.

" 'The Female Offender' must be considered as a very valuable addition to scientific literature. ... It is not alone to the
scientist that the work will recommend itself. The humanitarian, anxious for the reform of the habitual criminal, will find in its

pages many valuable suggestions."— Philadelphia Item.

OTHERS IN PREPARATION.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or thev will be sent bv mail on receipt of price bv the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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The Sportsman's Home Journal

Forest and Stream's
natural history

Columns contain so much original observation

of nature and the ways of* wild animals that

they are carefully read by naturalists the world
over. Business and professional men of all

classes find in its pages the grateful odor of the

forest and the bright sparkle of the stream. It

is altogether unique in scope and character. No
other one agency in this country has done so

much as the Forest and Stream to develop and
establish among intelligent people a taste for

rational recreation with the rod and gun. Forest

and Stream is printed for grown-ups, but it is

also a paper for young folks. No better read-

ing can be given to your boy, if you want to

see him grow up a manly man.

Special Trial Trip.— Price, 10 cents per week All dealers.

For 25 cents we will send the paper for four weeks as a special
trial trip.

Our catalogue of best books on outdoor sports will come to

you free. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

LITTLE MASTERPIECES.
A collection of books of the highest standing in lit-

erature. The best texts in good readable type, and on

rough-edged paper, with photogravure frontispieces,

tastefully bound in flexible cloth covers, gilt top (4 x 6).
In this series nine independent volumes have been
issued :

Poe (7)

Hawthorne (8)

Irving (7)

Carlyle (7)

Ruskin (9)

Macaulay (9)

Franklin (7)

Webster (5)

Lincoln, including the

Lost Speech" (7]

(The figures in parentheses indicate the number of

selections.)

To new yearly subscribers for

PUBLIC OPINION
we will present a set of any three of these volumes.
If you are not familiar with Public Opinion we shall

be glad to send you sample copies. It is an eclectic

weekly that aims to cover briefly every field of human
activity. Its departments are

American Affairs Religion

Foreign Affairs Letters and Art

Sociology Business and Finance
Science Book Reviews

The American Affairs department is especially valu-

able, reflecting as it does the sentiment of the press of
the entire country.

By reading this one paper you can be as well posted
as though you read 3,000 each week. Our editors do
that for you.

Public Opinion may be just the paper you have
wanted for years. The subscription price is $2.50 per
year, $1.25 for six months.

THE PUBLIC OPINION CO., 13 Astor Place, New York.

malnut Codge
HOSPITAL,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Organized in 1880

for the

special Medical

Treatment of

Alcohol

and

Opium
Inebriates.

THE

ELEGANTLY
situated in the suburbs of the city, with

every appointment and appliance for the treatment
of this class of cases, including Turkish, Russian, Roman,
Saline, and Medicated Baths. Each case comes under the
direct personal care of the physician. Experience shows
that a large proportion of these cases are curable, and
all are benefited from the application of exact hygienic and
scientific measures. This institution is founded on the

well-recognized fact that Inebriety is a disease and curable,
and all these cases require re*t, change of thought and
living, etc.

At Murray Hill Hotel, New York city, the second Tues-

day of each month, from IS to 4 p. m.

Applications and all inquiries should be addressed

T. D. CROTHEES, M.D.,

Sup't Walnut Lodge, Hartford, Conn.

Yale
Review

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL
For the Scientific Discussion of Economic t

Political, and Social Questions.

Boston Herald.
" A periodical full of vigorous and strong articles."

Episcopal Recorder.

"This substantial Review is conducted with great

ability, and meets a special need in the literary world."

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Henry W. Farnam, Arthur T. Hadley,
W. F. Blackman, E. G. Bourne,
John C. Schwab, and Irving Fisher,

Professors in Yale University.

- - - $3.00
- - - .75

Yearly subscription - - -

Single number
ISSUED on the Fifteenth Days of

February, May, August, November.

Five volumes of The Yale Review are now com-

pleted. They will be sent to new subscribers at the

reduced price of $1.00 per volume, unbound. A speci-
men copy will be sent free.

TUTTLE, MOREHOUSE & TAYLOR, Publishers,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Nunez Spanish Readers.
By

J.
ABELARDO NUNEZ.

With Vocabulary, and Questions in English on the Text.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth.

STANDARD Elementary Readers. Progressive.

Carefully Graded on the Most Approved Plan

employed in the Leading American Schools. In-

dorsed by Prominent Spanish and American Schol-

ars. The Outgrowth of Years of Experience on

the Part of the Author, the most Prominent Edu-

cator of Spanish America. Universally adopted for

School Use.

TWO VOLUMES.

Book L Price, 65 cents*

Book II. Price, 85 cents.
J. A NUNEZ.

" Nunez's Series of Readers has had a great educational influence in our schools, and

continues to be unsurpassed. Mr. Nunez has made a notable addition to the Readers since

the first edition, namely, the introduction of standard poetry, with the result that this

SERIES OF readers has NO RIVAL IN Spanish America."—El Educador, Santiago de Chile.

A SPANISH CLASSIC.

PEPITA JIMENEZ.
A SPANISH NOVEL BY

Don JUAN VALERA.

Illustrated, nmo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Don JUAN VALERA is the Addison of Spanish literature, and Pepita Jimenez
has enjoyed a world-wide celebrity. To those seeking a standard Spanish classic,

pre-eminent in language and style, this book is highly commended. Written

in the purest Spanish, of recognized literary merit, it is without a peer for

studying the language.

A complete descriptive catalogue of Spanish text-books and novels will be sent on application
to the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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LEARN SPANISH
Is what the present and the coming generations must do, in order to communicate

advantageously with our new colonies.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY
For over fifty years have had an especially equipped Spanish Department, in charge
of able Spanish scholars and editors, and have published the text-books universally

adopted throughout the Spanish-American republics. The following publications

will be found of particular interest to those contemplating the study of the language :

DE TORNOS'S COHBINED SPANISH HETHOD.
A New Practical and Theoretical System of Learning the Castilian Language, embracing the Most

Advantageous Features of the Best Known Methods. With a Pronouncing Vocabulary containing
all the Words used in the course of the Work, and References to the Lessons in which each one is

explained, thus enabling any one to be his own Instructor. By Alberto De Tornos, A. M.,

formerly Director of Normal Schools in Spain, and Teacher of Spanish in the New York Mer-
cantile Library, New York Evening High School, and the Polytechnic and Packer Institutes,

Brooklyn. i2mo. Cloth, $1.25. Key to Combined Spanish Method, 75 cents.

The author has successfully combined the best in the various popular systems, discarding the theories which,
have failed, and produced a work which is eminently practical, logical, concise, and easily comprehended. The
unprecedented sale which this book has had, and its steadily increasing popularity as a text-book, mark this as
the leading Spanish method book now published.

Practical riethod to Learn Spanish.
With a Vocabulary and Easy Exercises for Trans-

lation into English. By A. Ramos Diaz de
Villegas. i2mo. Cloth, 50 cents.

This work is based upon the natural method of

acquiring a knowledge of a language. The exercises

are progressively arranged in parallel columns, Eng-
lish and Spanish, and present to the student a practical
and simple method of learning the Spanish language.

Ollendorff's Method

of Learning to Rend, Write, and Speak the Spanish
Language. With an Appendix containing a

Brief but Comprehensive Recapitulation of the

Rules, as well as of all the Verbs, both Reg-
ular and Irregular, so as to render their Use

Easy and Familiar to the Most Ordinary Ca-

pacity. Together with Practical Rules for the

Spanish Pronunciation, and Models of Social

and Commercial Correspondence. The whole

designed for Young Learners and Persons who
are their own Instructors. By M. Velazquez
and T. Simonne. Cloth, $1.00. Key to Ex-
ercises in Method, 50 cents.

A Grammar of the Spanish
Language.

By M. Schele de Vere. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

An Easy Introduction to Spanish
Conversation.

By M. Velazquez de la Cadena. i8mo.

Cloth, 35 cents.

The Spanish Phrase=Book ;

Or, Key to Spanish Conversation. By E. M. DE
Belem. i8mo. Cloth, 30 cents.

The Elementary Spanish Reader
and Translator. By Miguel T. Tolon, Professor

of Modern Languages and Spanish Literature.

New edition, revised and enlarged, 1898.
i2mo. Cloth, fi.oo.

A book of progressive exercises for the use of those
who are not so far acquainted with the peculiarities and
construction of the Spanish language as to undertake

successfully the translation of difficult text-books.

Spanish Grammar.
A Practical and Easy Method of Learning the

Spanish Language. After the System of F.

Ahn, Doctor of Philosophy at the College of
Neuss. First American edition, revised and
enlarged. i2mo. Cloth, 75 cents. Key to

Spanish Grammar, 25 cents.

Progressive Spanish Reader.
With an Analytical Study of the Spanish Lan-

guage. By Agustin Jose Morales, LL. D.,
Professor of the Spanish Language and Litera-
ture in the New York Free Academy, and

formerly Professor of St. John's University,

Washington Institute, etc. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.25.

This book contains a carefully graded series of in-

teresting pieces designed to lead the beginner on grad-
ually to the more difficult Spanish prose.

The Spanish Reader.

Consisting of Extracts from the Works of the most

approved Authors, in Prose and Verse, with
Notes and a Copious Vocabulary. By Ma-
riano Velazquez de la Cadena. 121110.

Cloth, $1.25.

A complete descriptive catalogue of Spanish Text-Books and Novels, with introductory prices, will be sent
to any address on application to

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE LEADING

Spanish Dictionaries.
Seoanes Neuman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary.

A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages, with the

addition of more than 8,000 Words, Idioms, and Familiar Phrases. In Two
Parts: Part I, Spanish-English; Part II, English-Spanish. 13 10 pages.

By Mariano Velazquez de la Cadena. Large 8vo. Cloth, $5.00.

Velazquez's Dictionary, composed from the Spanish dictionaries of the Spanish Academy,
Terreros, and Salva, and from the English dictionaries of Webster, Worcester, and Walker,
is universally recognized as the standard dictionary of the Spanish language. A unique
and valuable feature of this dictionary is that it contains many Spanish words used only in

those countries of America which were formerly dependencies of Spain.

*
* *

Seoanes Neu7naii and Baretti Spanisli Dictionary.
Abridged by VELAZQUEZ. A Dictionary of the Spanish and English

Languages, abridged from the author's larger work. 847 pages. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

This abridgment of Velazquez's Spanish Dictionary will be found very serviceable for

younger scholars, travelers, and men of business. It contains a great number of words be-

longing to articles of commerce and the natural productions of the Spanish-American re-

publics, together with many idioms and provincialisms not to be found in any other work of

this kind.

* *

A Dictionary of the Spanish and English
Languages. Containing the latest Scientific, Military, Commercial, Tech-

nical, and Nautical Terms. Based upon Velazquez's unabridged edition.

32mo. Cloth, $1.00.

This Dictionary, which is of a convenient size for the pocket, has proved very popular,
and will be found an excellent lexicon for the traveler's handy reference.

* *

Spanish-and-English Dictionary.
In Two Parts. Part I, Spanish-and-English ;

Part II, English-and-Span-

ish. By T. C. Meadows, M. A., of the University of Paris. i8mo.

Half roan, $2.00.

This Dictionary comprehends all the Spanish words, with their proper accents, and

every noun with its gender.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE SANITARIAN

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
Established in 1873.

" The Sanitarian tor June, 1892, contains a life-sketch of its venerable and
distinguished editor, Dr. A. N. Bell, and several contributions upon

' The
triumphs of preventive medicine,' in the interest of which Dr. Bell has labored
so long and so successfully,

* * * No one has been so long, so patient and
so persistent in awakening public attention to an interest in this cause. No one
has filled so many positions demanding skill in practical work. No one has
been more successful in practical work under great difficulties. The writer of
the article is Dr. Stephen Smith, the eminent surgeon and author."— Tennessee
State Board of Health Bulletin.

Based at the outset upon medical knowledge and sanitary service, over an
extensive field of observation in various climates in different quarters of the
world, large experience in dealing with epidemic diseases, and practical sanita-
tion for the maintenance of health under the most trying circumstances :

"The Sanitarian is"—

AS OTHERS SEE IT-
" The American authority for everything appertaining to the healthful con-

dition of the people at large. The contributions are from medical men whose
writings are accepted as authority," {Virginia Chronicle); "The best sanitary
publication in America," {Mississippi Valley Medical Monthly); "Easily main
tains its superiority over all similar publications," {Medical World); "Has
accomplished more good than all of the^ other sanitary papers put together,"
{Hydraulic and Sanitary Plumber); "The value of a good sanitary publication
can hardly be estimated. The superior of The Sanitarian we have never seen/''
( The Free Methodist);

" The editor. Dr. A. N. Bell, is well known to the mercantile
community for his eo-operation with the merchants in quarantine reform, and to
his profession as a leader in sanitary science," (iV. Y. Journal of Commerce).

"The Sanitarian has been the exponent of the most progressive science of

hygiene for more than twenty years," (The Living Church).
Two volumes yearly. The volumes begin January and July; subscription

at any time.

TERMS: $4.00 a year, in advance; 35 cents a number. Sample Copies, 20
cents—ten two-cent Postage Stamps.

^^~A11 correspondence and exchanges with The Sanitarian, and all publi-
cations for review, should be addressed to the Editor,

Dr. A. N. BELL,
557 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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1 World's Lading Reviews
«

I

I

HE foremost writers ^

jf
* of the world regularly I

| nineteenth gemnry™ of ;i£r£!K5
\

They present each month

every sense of the word •

are up with the times.
*

The current events of the

I Contemporary Review ^^2^^^^^ {

£
^——i————^——. living authors; and in

1 fortnightly Review**

i mestminster Review ^£*^7wi ,
«& — in culture, in science, in art, j

T WWWWWWWWWWWftWWft in finance, in economics, 4

J in literature, in study, in J

V travel, in knowledge, is summed up in convenient and acces-
]

? sible form by the most competent authorities. &&!&&&&&&
I

2

2

2

2

18

44 These leading English Reviews contain more articles by more

noted writers on any important subject than any other series.

No reader who hopes to keep in touch with the best thought
of the day on all current questions of importance can afford

to ignore them/'— The Philadelphia Press. &&£•£•£>£>&

We supply the original English editions at nearly 50 per cent, less

than they cost in England.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION:—Any one Review, $4.50; any two, $8.50; any

three, $12.00; all four, $16.00. Postage prepaid in the United States, Canada and

Mexico.

*********

Cconard Scott Publication Company, m wan st., New York
j



APPLETONS'

GUIDE=BOOKS
(Revised annually.)

Appletons' General

United States.

Guide to the

With numerous Maps and Illustra-

tions. i2mo. Flexible morocco,

with tuck, $2.50. (Part I, sepa-

rately, New England and Middle

States and Canada, cloth, $i.2>

Part II, Southern and Western

States, cloth, $1.25.)
" '

Appletons' General Guide to the United States

and Canada ' has long been regarded as a standard work,
and there can be no doubt that the new and entirely re-

vised edition will be welcomed, not only by foreigners,

but by Americans, who every year show an increasing
desire to know more about their own country. ... In

the manner in which it covers an immense territory

without the omission of any important characteristic,

it is entirely without a rival."—Boston Beacon.

Appletons' Canadian Guide=Book.

A Guide for Tourist and Sports-

man, from Newfoundland to the

Pacific. With Maps and Illustra-

tions. i2mo. Flexible cloth, $1.50.

Appletons' Guide=Book to Alaska.

By Miss E. R. Scidmore. New-

edition, including an Account of

the Klondike. With Maps and Illus-

trations. i2rno. Flexible cloth,

$1.00.

Appletons' Dictionary of " Greater
"

New York and Vicinity.

With Maps of New York and Vicin-

ity. Square i2mo. Paper, 30
cents.

STATEMENT

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.

OF

The Travelers
Life and Accidents
Insurance Company,

of Hartford, Conn.

Chartered 1863. [Stock.] Life and Accident
Insurance.

JAMES G. BATTERSON, Pres't.

Hartford, Conn., January 1, 1898.

PAID-UP CAPITAL . $ i,000,000.00

Assets (Accident Premiums in the hands

of Agents not included) . . $22,868,994.16
Liabilities 19,146,359.04

Excess Security to Policy-holders, $3,722,635.12

July 1, 1898.

Total Assets (Accident Premiums in the

hands of Agents not included) . . $24,103,986.67
Total Liabilities 19,859,291.43

Excess Security to Policy-holders, $4,244,695.24

Paid to Policy-holders since 1864, $35,660,940.19
Paid to Policy-holders Jan. -July, '98, 1,300,493.68
Loaned to Policy-holders on Poli-

cies (Life) 1,161,705.00
Life Insurance in Force .... 94,646,669.00

GAINS.
6 Months—January to July, 1898.

In Assets $1,234,992.51
In Surplus (to Policy-holders) . . 522,060.12
In Insurance in Force (Life De-

partment only) . . . . . 2,764,459.00
Increase in Reserves 705,642.18
Premiums Received, 6 Months . 2,937,432.77

John E. Morris, Secretary.

Edward V. Preston, Sup't of Agencies.

J. B. Lewis, M. D., Medical Director and Adjuster.

Sylvester C. Dunham, Counsel.

NEW YORK OFFICE :

3 J Nassau Street.
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¥\(\ VOQ I W/i^H to be broll£ht ,nto direct touch with the Ablest Writers"" "*-l TT lOll an(j the Ripest Thinkers? If so then to you The Living
Age is a necessity. It presents, as no other magazine does , the world's move-
ment along everv line. No sphere of thought or action is left untouched, but the

reader is kept informed on all subjects that move the mind or stir the imagina-
tion.

It reproduces the latest utterances of the highest British and Continental authori-

ties, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc., upon questions of international

politics, and the freshest contributions in every field of literature, Science, Inves=

tigation, Travel, Discovery, History, Art and Biography; and prints in every number
Short and Serial Stories of high excellence.

A COMPLETE COMPENDIUM OE CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THOUGHT,

FORMING FOUR LARGE VOLUMES annually, aggregating about 3500 double-

column, octavo pages. It alone, among current magazines, has the space to

present with Completeness and Freshness all that is of immediate interest,

or of solid, permanent value in Foreign Periodical Literature.

PRACTICAL AND POPULAR, it appeals toall alert and intelligent readers.

"As The Living Age grows older, it certainly grows fresher, brighter, more youthful and
versatile and more valuable. It has no superior in the field of literature, and we know
of no other publication that approaches anywhere near it."—Christian Work, Neiv York.

OBSERVE !
The Living Age is a Weekl >" Magazine giving Three and a Half Thousand double-

*
column octavo pages of reading matter yearly, forming four large volumes; repre-

senting a mass of matter Unequalled in Quality and Quantity by an}' other publication in the country.

Published Weekly at SG.OO a year, postpaid. Sample Copy 10c.

hfCC for the Remainder of the Year.

To all New Subscribers for year 1899, remit-

ting before Jan. 1st, the weekly numbers of

1898, issued after receipt of their subscriptions
Will be sent Free.

ChOlCest Literature at Club Prices.

For $9.00 The Living Age and any $4.00

monthly Magazine, (or Harper's Weekly or

/?<isar), sent for a year: or for $8.00 The Liv-
ing Age and any $3.00 Magazine.

THE LIVING AGE CO., p. o. box 5206, boston, mass.
20



JOSEPH GILLOTT'S NEW PENS.
DIAMOND-STUB)

fiiiif^i,*ili
,

2.'!jffs^PH
-

Gl[|.o1
,

T
'

Si

$ % PK0B03CULAR

Extra

Smooth-

ness of

Point.

1008 Diamond-Stub. 1043 Proboscular.

1044 Bank Pen.

O JOSEPH GILL01IS
-t» VERTICUUfl PEN

n tt"i- Tin— D
1045 Verticular.

1047 MULTISCRIPT.

;o^joseph ciutotr?"

"^.vertigraph pen

1046 Vertigraph.

Special

Ease

of

Action.

1060 Falcon.

These pens have the extra smoothness of point, also the special ease and firmness of action required

for careful business writing, or for the rapid scribbling of professional and literary men.

For fine and extra-fine writing recourse may be had to the Gillott series of pens so long familiar to

the people :

303, 404, 170, 604 E. F., 332, 601 E. F.

(£25.) The Standard Pens of the World. (SSSt)

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS,
HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

91 John Street,

NEW YORK.

Give your attention
To the pores of the skin ; keep them clean and their action

healthy. You can not overestimate the importance of this.

1
t~% r\i-

anc^ can not c^ean tne Pores 5
m f"actj it

\J.^v»/0 AA^*~
is more apt to clog than to clean them.Soap

A little thought on this question will show

you the importance of remembering that

Clltelix Cleans the Pores
Throughout their entire length, and keeps
the sebaceous glands in prime working order.

Cutelix also exerts a wonderful healing and curative effect on all injuries or affections of the skin.

If your druggist can not supply you, send thirty cents (five cents

to pay for packing), and a bottle will be sent by express. Address

Cutelix Company, 253 Broadway, New York.



always

make

the

emington
Standard Typewriter

and its operator better friends.

NEW MODELS 6, 7 and 8 (wide carriage)

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
327 Broadway, New York.

Bensolyptus \

(Schieffeliri's)

Bensolyptus is an agreeable alkaline
solution of various highly approved anti-

septics, all of which are of recognized ^
value in

|

Catarrhal Affections ]
because of their cleansing, soothing and
healing properties. Bensolyptus is highly
recommended in all inflammations of
mucous membranes, especially in dis-

eases of the

Nose and Throat
and as a

Mouth-Wash and Dentifrice.

It is also of value for internal use in
affections of the alimentary tract attend- Z

ed with fermentation of food, eructa- ^
tions, and heart-burn.

Sendfor pamphlet to

Schieffelinin & Co*, New York. J

1SJ rf^l^«&^^)^«^^l^i&*a&aeaii^^r>CX-!m-

•to

tSTABIsTSriED 1552,

NEW YORK*
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" Always an Exquisite Delight."

The One
Perfect Music Box

Criterion.
An American disc instrument play-

ing an unlimited number of tunes.

Final achievement of the oldest

music-box manufacturer in the United
States—factories in Switzerland and
America.

For brilliancy, sweetness, expre*
sion, and volume of tone unquali-
fiedly first of all instruments of its

kind—$14 to $175.

For catalogue and fur-

ther information [without
which it would be
most unwise to buy
a music-box else-

where] address

M.J.PAILURDACO.

680 Broadway,

New York.
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CONTENTS. PAGE
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II. Mivart's Groundwork of Science. By Prof. Wm, Keith Brooks . . 450
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THE MACMH.LAN
Soma's New Scientific Books.

A TEXT-BOOK OF METALLURGY,
By Volume I. COPPER. LEAD. SILVER. GOLD. Translated by

CARL ScHNABEL, Volume II. ZINC. CADMIUM. MERCURY. BISMUTH. Henry Louis, Professor

of the Royal Academy of TIN. ANTIMONY. ARSENIC. NICKEL. COBaLT. of Mining at the Durham
Mines, Clausthal. PLATINUM. ALUMINIUM.

College of Science.

Two Volumes. Illustrated. Medium 8vo. $10.00 net. Just ready.

A translation of Dr. Carl Schnabel's Hand- Book of Metallurgy. Edited by Henry Louis, Professor
of Mining at the Durham College of Science.

"It is a curious fact that there does not exist in the English language a single complete treatise on
Metallurgy. There are a number of smaller text-books mainly adapted to the use of students, which cover the
entire field, but make no pretense of describing it with any thoroughness of detail

;
and there are a number of

very admirable works dedicated to the metallurgy of individual metals. . . . Such being the position of our
literature on this subject, I venture to think that I am rendering a distinct service in submitting a translation of
the most recent and most exhaustive work on the subject in any language from the pen of that eminent

metallurgical authority, Dr. Carl Schnabel, of Clausthal. The object of his work has been to give a complete
account of the metallurgical treatment of every one of the metals ordinarily employed, together with all the
recent improvements in the art, while at the same time pointing out the scientific principles underlying each

process, and illustrating each by examples drawn from actual practice in various parts of the world."—From the
Author's Preface. ____^_^^_____^^^^___

PROFESSOR BAILEY'S LATEST BOOK.

THE EVOLUTION OF OUR NATIVE FRUITS.

By L. H. Bailey, Cornell University. In this entertaining volume the origin and development of fruits

peculiar to North America are inquired into, and the conclusions reached, the information presented,
and the suggestions as to future developments, can not but be valuable to any thoughtful fruit-grower.

485 pages. 125 Illustrations. Price, $2.00.

New Volumes in THE RURAL SCIENCE SERIES, edited by Prof. BAILEY.

By FRED W. CARD, R. I. Agric. College.

BUSH-FRUITS.
A Horticultural Monograph of Raspberries, Black-

berries, Dewberries, Currants, Gooseberries,

and Other Shrub-like Fruits. By Fred W.

Card, Rhode Island Agricultural College.

537 pages. 113 Illustrations. Price, $1.50.

By EDWARD B. VOORHEES, Rutgers College.

FERTILIZERS.
The Source, Character, and Composition of Natu-

ral, Home-made and Manufactured Fertilizers
;

and Suggestions as to their Use for Different

Crops and Conditions. By Edward B. Voor-

HEES, A. M., Director N. J. Agric. Exp. Station.

i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.00.

OUTLINES OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY.
By Frank Hall Thorp, Ph. D., Instructor in Industrial Chemistry, Mass. Institute of Technology.

A Text-Book for Students. 8vo. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $3.50, net.

CONTENTS.
Part I.—Inorganic Industries: Introduction. Fuels. Water. Sulphur. Sulphuric Acid. Salt. Hydro-

chloric Acid and Sodium Sulphate. Soda Industry. Chlorine Industry. Nitric Acid. Ammonia.
Potash Industry. Fertilizers. Lime, Cement, and Plaster of Paris. Glass. Ceramic Industries.

Pigments. Bromine. Iodine. Phosphorus. Boric Acid. Arsenic Compounds. Water-Glass. Per-

oxides. Oxygen. Sulphates. Alum. Cyanides. Carbon Disulphide. Carbon Tetrachloride. Man-

ganates and Permanganates.

PART II.—Organic Industries : Destructive Distillation of Wood. Destructive Distillation of Bones. Illu-

minating Gas. Coal Tar. Mineral Oils. Vegetable and Animal Oils, Fat, and Waxes. Soap. Can-
dles. Glycerine. Essential Oils. Resins and Gums. Starch, Dextrin, and Glucose. Cane Sugar.
Fermentation Industries. Explosives. Textile Industries. Paper. Leather. Glue.

Send for a copy of BOOK Reviews for January, containing the Spring Announcement List of

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.



"That best of transatlantic periodicals
—The Critic."—London Outlook.

The Critic.
An Illustrated Monthly Review of Literature, Art, and Life.

Joseph B. Gilder, ) c ,.
J ,

~ '
> Editors.

JEANNETTE L. GlLDER, j

Always Good! Always Improving!
The Critic is now printed in an enlarged and improved form, and

appears in an entirely new dress of type throughout. Its editors

promise that its illustrations will continue to be as interesting as they
are unique, and its letterpress will continue the high standard which
has been maintained since it was founded, in January, 1881.

Circulation Increasing! Advertising Increasing!
The alliance between a magazine of the standing of The Critic and a

house with the reputation and literary connections possessed by Messrs.

Putnam can not fail to be in many ways advantageous to the readers of

the magazine.

The February Number
Contains a THACKERAY TREASURE-TROVE.
M. Bontet de Monvel. By Th. Bentzon. Illustrated. (Mine. Blanc.)

The Novels of William Black. By Agnes Repplier.

Sidney Lee's Shakespeare. By Dr. W. J. Rolfe.

The Creator of Wonderland. By j. L. G. Illustrated.

A frontispiece portrait of W. D. Howells and his daughter, Miss Mildred

Howells, never before published, and many other interesting and rare

illustrations, reviews, and special articles. In "The Drama" will be

found portraits of Mr. Anthony Hope, Mr. Clyde Fitch, and the latest

portrait of M. Victorien Sardou, from a photograph presented to Miss

Elizabeth Marbury a few weeks ago.

The March Critic

Will contain more THACKERAY DRAWINGS, and a portrait that no

patriotic American can afford not to own.

Believing that The Critic has only to be known to the Cultivated to make them its

Lifelong Readers, we will send a TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OF THREE
MONTHS ON RECEIPT OF TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

"The December issue rivals in attractiveness and interest the best issue of any magazine dur-

ing the year."
—

Indianapolis Journal.

The December number is now out of print, the supply having been exhausted
a few days after publication.

Twenty Cents a Copy. Two Dollars a Year.

Published for THE CRITIC COMPANY,
By Q. P. PUTNAM'S SONS.

Office, 27.29 W. 23d St., New York. NEW YORK, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y., LONDON.



Look these subjects over e

(i Q and see if they interest you.

They are the topics thus far discussed by President George Gunton

in the Institute Lecture Course for 1898—'99, and are published

monthly in the

Gunton Institute Bulletin.

THEY ARE AS FOLLOW:
Our Country

How Shall our New Possessions be Governed ?

Need of Political Education

Political Parties and Popular Government

Our Municipal Problems

The State's Relation to Labor

Political Duty The State's Relation to Capital

Taking the Philippines

Lessons of the Election

Western View of the East

Eastern View of the West
. The Treaty of Peace

The Open Door in the Philippines

The Path of Progress (H. Hayes Robbins)

The Rights and Wrongs of Trade Unions

America's Opportunity

Of course it is understood that these are merely the subjects for the

first seventeen lectures. There are nineteen more to

follow, making a total of thirty=six lectures in the course

for the year. The Bulletin contains a verbatim report of them

all, and also the questions and answers following. The sub-

scription price is only

A DOLLAR A YEAR,
and the Bulletin reaches subscribers each week as the lectures are delivered. Please send

subscriptions, or requests for samples, direct to the

GUNTON INSTITUTE BULLETIN,
41 Union Square, New York City.

N. B.—When the BULLETIN is subscribed for in connection with GUNTON'S MAGAZINE
the combination price for the two is TWO DOLLARS AND A HALF per year, instead of

Three Dollars, the regular price.



LATEST PUBLICATIONS OF

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY.
NEW YORK, FEBRUARY, 1899.

Fuerto Rico and its Resources.
A book for Travelers, Investors, and others, containing full accounts of Natural Features and

Resources, Products, People, Opportunities for Business, etc. By Frederick A. Oker, author

of "Camps in the Caribbees," "Crusoe's Island," etc. With Map and Illustrations. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

The aim has been to produce a work that will answer all questions likely to arise in connection with the

acquisition and occupation of this new tropical possession of ours, and to this end Mr. Ober has availed himself

of every opportunity of adding to his stock of information acquired during the past eighteen years. His book

is not a sketch for the casual visitor, or impressions of a traveler in search of the picturesque, but it is a com-

prehensive, informing, and interesting account of the people, land, and products, with the full explanations of

the actual conditions and opportunities which are needed by visitors and intending investors.

Nunez's Spanish Readers.
With Vocabulary, and Questions in English on the Text. By J. Abelardo Nunez. Illustrated.

i2mo. Cloth. Two Volumes. Volume I, 65 cents; Volume II, 85 cents.

Standard elementary readers. Progressive. Carefully graded on the most approved plan employed in the

leading American schools. Indorsed by prominent Spanish and American scholars. The outgrowth of years
of experience on the part of the author, the most prominent educator of Spanish America. Universally

adopted for school use.

" Nunez's series of readers has had a great educational influence in our schools, and continues to be unsur-

passed. Mr. Nunez has made a notable addition to the readers since the first edition, namely, the introduction

of standard poetry, with the result that this series of readers has no rival in Spanish America. "—.£7 Educador,

Santiago de Chile.

Correspondence relative to the adoption of these books is solicited by the publishers.

Playtime and Seedtime.

By Francis W. Parker and Nellie L. Helm. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading
Books. i2mo. Cloth, 32 cents net.

This is the first volume of Uncle Robert's Geography, consisting of six books, graded for school use as well

as for the home. Colonel Parker begins his lessons in geography and the phenomena of Nature by relating the

experiences of a family of children upon a farm. He gives them free scope to extend their observations and in-

vestigations with the aid of their parents and " Uncle Robert," whose visit is described in the third book. Dr.

Harris says,
" If these books are read by the school children, they will suggest a great variety of ways in which

real mental growth and increase of practical power may be obtained."

Cannon and Camera.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the Return of the

Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. HEMMENT. With over one hundred full-page

pictures taken by the Author, and an Index. Large 121110. Cloth, $2.00.
" The most interesting book about the war so far is

' Cannon and Camera.' It is also the best considered

purely as a narrative. Air. Hemment was at the right places at the right times. . . . No series of pictures as

good as this on the scenes and events of the war has been made by any other man." —Boston Herald.

Recollections of the Civil War.
By Charles A. Dana. With Portrait. Targe i2mo. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

"Out of his rich material Mr. Dana has woven a marvelous narrative. . . . Written, as the book is, in Mr.

Dana's inimitable English, it is worth}- to rank with the autobiography of Grant in the list of the really great
works which will bear down to posterity the true story of the great war for freedom and for the Union."—Boston

Journal.
"A most remarkable volume of historical, political, and personal reminiscences."—Buffalo Commercial.

The History of the World,
From the Earliest Historical Time to the Year iSgS. By Edgar Sanderson, M. A., sometime
scholar of Clare College, Cambridge, author of "A History of the British Empire," "The British

Empire in the Nineteenth Century," "Outlines of the World's History," etc. Uniform with
"Natural History,"

"
Astronomy," and "The Historical Reference-Book." Small Svo. Half

leather, $2.00.

The thoroughness and compactness of this well-digested and comprehensive work render it invaluable as a

convenient book of reference. The American edition has brought the history of our own country down to the

close of the war with Spain.
" A wonderfully comprehensive work, ably written, and industriously and accurately compiled."—St. James's

Gazette.
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3D. Hppleton anb Company's publications.

The Principles of Biology.
By Herbert Spencer. Volume I. New edition, revised and enlarged. Entirely reset. i2mo.

Cloth, $2.00.

The rapid progress in biology during- the last generation has necessitated a revision of this work. The new
chapters, with other additions and three new appendices, have increased the size of the volume to 706 pages.

Our Country's Flag and the Flags of Foreign Countries.

By Edward S. Holden. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. i2mo. Cloth, 80
cents net.

This book is intended to give the American child a brief history of our national flag and its significance, with
some account of the flags of other countries, and of symbols that have had so much to do with the hopes, aspira-

tions, and loyalty of nations. The first part deals with the history of the American flag, and the second part
with a short history of flags in general and of the flags of European nations iu particular. It is a book that will

help the American boy or girl to a higher conception of duty and patriotism.

Historic Boston and its Neighborhood.
By Edward Everett Hale. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. 121110. Cloth,

50 cents net.

This little book will serve as a key or as an introduction to the more elaborate guides to historic Boston and
its suburbs, and to a general study of the early history of our country, many dramatic events in which occurred

in and around this city. Mr. Hale's charming style, pure diction, and power of description, given here in a

conversational form, can not fail to make this an entertaining and instructive book for older as well as young
readers.

Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls.

By F. Anstey, author of "Vice Versa," etc. With many Illustrations i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" ' Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls,' is about as delightful a collection of stories

of their own particular kind as one could wish for—stories of the kind that appeal to all healthy, jolly boys, and

all nice little girls, and that, as a natural consequence, will appeal equally to most of their elders."—A ezv

York Sun.

With the Black Prince.

A Story of Adventure in the Fourteenth Century. By William O. Stoddard, author of

"The Battle of New York," "Chris, the Model-Maker," "Little Smoke," "Crowded Out o'

Crofield," "On the Old Frontier; or, The last Raid of the Iroquois," etc. Illustrated by B.

West Clinedinst. 121110. Cloth, $1 50.

"Aside from the good story Mr. Stoddard tells, he is very clever in mixing history and fiction in judicious

DFoportions, and his work has serious value that places it far above the ordinary book written to amuse only."
—

Chicago Evening Post.

Success against Odds; or, How an American Boy made his Way.
By William O. Stoddard. Illustrated by B. West Clinedinst. Uniform edition. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

"The story is written in a lively manner, and the adventures, while exciting, are not at all improbable."—

Minneapolis Tribune.
"
Just the sort of a book to get hold of a boy and help make a man of him."—New York Evangelist.

The Pilot of the Mayflower.
By Hezekiah Butterworth, author of " True to his Home,"

"
In the Boyhood of I incoln,"

" The Zigzag Books," etc. Illustrated by II. Winthrop Pcirce, and Others. 121110. Cloth, $1.50

"
It has not been our good fortune to see, among the legion of volumes prepared for the young members of

families, a single one which, in our belief, will create a greater overflow of pleasure than will this story. . . .

It is a veritable story of heroism. ... It is written with charming directness and simplicity, and teaches an

impressive lesson of inflexible resolution and heroic patriotism—a most important lesson for the rising genera-

tion."—j\-etv York Borne Journal.

The Hero of Erie {Commodore Perry).

By Tames Barnes, author of
"
Midshipman Farragut," "Commodore Bainbridge," etc. A new

volume in the Young Heroes of our Navy Series. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

"There has been no more picturesque and manly figure in the United States navy than that of Commodore

Perry the hero of the great naval battle on Lake Erie, and there is no American career more likely than his to

enlist the sympathy of the boy reader. The story of his life and gallant deeds is well told by Mr. Barnes in a

style which makes the incidents real. It is a good story, and, besides, it is good history."—Phila. Inquirer.
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2). Hppleton anb Company's publications.

Bible Stones in Bible Language.
By Edward Tuckerman Potter. New edition, with an Introduction by the Right Rev.

Henry C. Potter, Bishop of New York. With new Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.
" It is lessons such as these, given to innocent childhood, that impart truths that are treasured and shape

destinies. ... It is a little book which will carry with it a blessing into every home it reaches."—Chicago
Inter-Ocean.

Latitude io°.

A Romance of the West Indies in the Year of our Lord 1820. Being a faithful account and

true, of the painful adventures of the Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate, and Cynthia.

By Mrs. Schuyler Crowninshield, author of
" Where the Trade Winds Blow." Illustrated.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"The author has a vivid imagination and a convincing style. We have read her wonderful story with im-

plicit credulity. ... It is crowded with picturesque adventures."—New York Independent.

David Harum.
A Story of American Life. By Edward Noyes Westcott. i2mo. Cloth, % 1.50.

"A notable contribution to those sectional studies of American life by which our literature has been so

greatly enriched in the past generation. ... A work of unusual merit."—Philadelphia Press.

A Herald of the West.
An American Story of 1811-1815. By J. A. Altshei.er, author of "A Soldier of Manhattan"
and "The Sun of Saratoga." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"In a style that is strong and broad, the author of this timely novel takes up a nascent period of our
national history and founds upon it a story of absorbing interest."—Philadelphia Item.

The Story of the Railroad.

By Cy Warman, author of "The Express Messenger," etc. A new volume in the Story of

the West Series, edited by Ripley Hitchcock. With maps and many illustrations by B. West

Clinedinst, and from Photographs. Uniform with " The Story of the Cowboy,"
" The Story of

the Mine," and "The Story of the Indian." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" The story of the railroad of the West is here in all its aspects, with all its wondrous wealth of results, the

magnitude of what it achieved
;
and the engineer is here too, the man who triumphed over insurmountable

difficulties—the keystone of the building of the West. The book is full of the life and anecdote of the construc-

tion camp and the railroad yard, and of life on mountain, stream, and plain. Himself a railroad man for many
years, Mr. Warman has felt and reproduced our common humanity in all these busy workers. . . . He has
succeeded in a most difficult task

;
while giving a clear, economic history of the transcontinental railroads, he

lias managed with equal skill to make the human element predominate in his pages."— The Critic.

Foot-Notes to Evolution.

A Series of Popular Addresses on the Evolution of Life. By David Starr Jordan, Ph. D.,
President of Leland Stanford Junior University. l2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

" With great clearness, and with fine selection of illustrative material, Dr. Jordan . . . develops the salient

features of Darwin's theory. In fact, by his method and his style he makes a difficult subject very easy
of comprehension, and he shows better than any other writer of the period the transformation which evolution

has wrought in the mental and moral as well as the physical sciences. . . . Through all the chapters run the

great lessons of sustained effort, self-control, love of truth, and pursuit of high ideals. . . . Dr. Jordan is

especially emphatic in his plea for the fullest development of men and women, for the strongest individualism,
for the pursuit of those noble ideals that alone make life worth living. And no one can read these chapters
without feeling the stimulus of that high endeavor which has given them expression."

—San Francisco Chronicle.

Practical Method to Learn Spanish.
With a Vocabulary and Easy Exercises for Translation into English. By A. R. D. de Yillegas.
New edition. i6mo. Boards, 50 cents net.

This work begins with a collection of interesting stories (in parallel columns, English and Spanish), which
serve as a preparation for the translation of the exercises which follow. A prominent teacher of Spanish says,
"

I certainly think it is one of the most practical little books which I have ever seen."

The Phantom Army.
By Max Pemberton, author of "

Kronstadt." Uniform edition. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.50.
" The story is a great one, and delightfully told."—Chicago Times-Herald.
" Full of cleverly imagined situations and thrilling incidents of military adventure and amorous intrigue."

—
London Daily Mail.

"
Vigorous and picturesque."

—London Academy.
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H>. Hppleton anfc Company's publications.

LATEST ISSUES IN

Appletons' Town and Country Library.
Each, i2mo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

"The beauty of Appletons' Town and Country Library series is that one is always sure of being thoroughly
entertained, no matter how much at random he may make his selection or what season of the year it may
happen to be."—Boston Herald.

No. 255. The Key of the Holy House.
A Romance of Old Antwerp. By Albert Lee.

This is a stirring romance of Holland's struggle for liberty against the Spaniards in the latter part of the six-

teenth century, when Don Luis de Requesens succeeded the Duke of Alva as Viceroy of the Netherlands. The
story pictures the terrors of the Inquisition and thrilling episodes of the gallant war for liberty waged by
William, Prince of Orange, on the land, and the "Water Beggars" on the sea. The destruction of a Spanish
fleet, after a fashion repeated at Manila, is among the dramatic chapters of this fascinating romance.

No. 254. Belinda—snd Some Others.

By Ethel Maude.
" The great charm of the book lies in the fact that most of the troubles and most of the joys shared by this

family are common to us all, and yet they are told in so witty a way that the ordinary actions of life become
subjects of real amusement. \\ e wish there were more books of this sort."—Londo?i Literary World.

No. 253. The Impediment.
By Dorothea Gerard, author of "A Forgotten Sin,"

" Miss Providence,"
" A Spotless Repu-

tation,"
" The Wrong Man," etc.

" A clean, interesting, and wholesome love story. . . . The tale is well wrought."—Boston Globe.
" The author holds our interest as she lays scene after scene before us, and keeps the final issue well hidden

till the end comes."—Manchester Guardian.

No. 252. Concerning Isabel Carnaby.
By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.

"
Rarely does one find such a charming combination of wit and tenderness, of brilliancy and reverence. . . .

Bright without being flippant, tender without teing mawkish, and as joyous and as wholesome as sunshine.

The characters are closely studied and clearly limned, and they are created by one who knows human nature. . . .

As a healthful love story, it would be hard to find its superior for all-round excellence."—Chicago Tribune.

No. 251. The Scourge of God.

By J. Bloundelle-Burton, author of "The Clash of Arms," "In the Day of Adversity,"
"
Denounced," etc.

" The story is a powerful and pathetic description of the sufferings of those who cling to the faith that was

dearer to them than their lives. Their constancy and heroism mark one of the proudest, even as their sorrows

and tribulations mark one of the saddest, chapters in modern history."
—New York Home 'Journal.

No. 250. The Widower.
By W. E. Norris, author of

" Marietta's Marriage,"
" The Dancer in Yellow,"

" A Victim of

Good Luck," etc.

" The story is very bright and readable."—San Francisco Chronicle.

"Mr. Norris is always good company. His new novel is very characteristic of his literary manner and

standpoint, that of the general satirist of society. There are many brilliantly entertaining scenes in the bonk,

which is from first to last an excellent example of this writer's dexterous handling of characters and situations."

—London Daily News.

No. 249. The Gospel Writ in Steel.

By Arthur Paterson.

"The tale illustrates vividly and faithfully the tremendous difficulties, natural and artificial, overcome by
Sherman in his advance on Atlanta, and the war scenes and characters, as a whole, are drawn with commend-
able fidelity as well as force, while the moral and the lessons of the whole are virile, wholesome, and inspiring."—Chicago Chronicle.

Hgp" This Bulletin 0/ new publications is issued on the first 0/ each month, and will be regularly mailed

to any address, gratis, upon request. Address D. Appleton and Company, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



THE ONLY BOOK ON PUERTO RICO.

Puerto Rico
AND ITS

RESOURCES.

IN THE CANE-FIELD.

A book for Travelers, Investors, and others, containing Full Accounts of Nat-

ural Features and Resources, Products, People, Opportunities for Business,

etc. By FREDERICK A. OBER, author of "
Camps in the Caribbees,"

"Crusoe's Island," etc With Map and Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

THE
aim has been to produce a work that will answer all questions likely to arise

in connection with the acquisition and occupation of this new tropical pos-

session of ours, and to this end Mr. Ober has availed himself of every oppor-

tunity of adding to his stock of information acquired during the past eighteen years.

His book is not a sketch for the casual visitor, or impressions of a traveler in search

of the picturesque, but it is a comprehensive, informing, and interesting account of

the people, land, and products, with the full explanations of the actual conditions

and opportunities which are needed by visitors and intending investors.

Boston Globe :

" The best authoritative and '

eyewitnessing
' book on this subject yet

printed. . . . Mr. Ober describes in a definite, practical way its com-

mercial, strategic, agricultural, financial, political, and geographical

features, and furnishes just the information sought for by intending
settlers."

This book is /or sale by all booksellers; or it will be sent by mail on receipt of price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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recollections of the
Civil War.

By Charles A. Dana. With Portrait. Large 121110. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

" The book will rank among the trustworthy sources of knowledge
of the civil war."—New York Evening Post.

" Mr. Dana's official position as Assistant Secretary of War while the

rebellion was in progress gave him exceptional opportunities of observa-

tion which he was keen to take advantage of, while his rare gift of terse

and vivid expression enabled him to record what he saw in a series of

pen pictures that are little less than instantaneous photographs. The
feature par excellence of these reminiscences is their interesting char-

acter. . . . He tells you briefly but graphically what he saw, heard, or

did himself. One gains a very real and personal knowledge of the war

from these recollections."— Chicago Times-Herald.

"
It is a book filled with vitality and warm with strong life. It tells

history in the strongest and most impressive manner, and the personality

of the writer gives it an additional interest. It is one of the valuable books of the year. ... It is sin-

cere, even in its prejudices ;
the most original and enduring work of a strong thinker. . . . The book

is a most important contribution to the history of our civil war
;

it is readable from first page to last,

and its vitality will outlast that of more elaborate works on the same subject."
—Boston Saturday Even-

ing Gazette.

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN.

Charlfs A. Dana.

CANNON AND CAMERA.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the

Return of the Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. Hemment. With

over one hundred full-page pictures taken by the Author, and an Index. Large
i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

" Accurate as well as picturesque. . . . Mr. Hemment has done his work well. In point of faithful

realism there has thus far been nothing better in the whole war literature."—Bos/on Journal.

" Clever and picturesque. . . . Over one hundred capital instantaneous photographs illustrate Mr.

Hemment's well-written record, and not the least of (he book's recommendations is the outspoken sim-

plicity of its style, and the strong impression it makes upon the reader of being the uninfluenced

evidence of an eyewitness who 'draws the thing as he sees it' and without exaggeration or prejudice."
—

Sunday-School Times.

"
It is a history of the war that will become more valuable as time passes, for it is in its pictures

an unimpeachable record of events."— Cleveland Plain Dealer.

" The pictures comprise the best set of war views that we have seen."— Philadelphia Inquirer.

"Will have a permanent value and a popularity which doubtless the more technical books will

lack."—Army and Navy Register.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent bv mail on receipt

of price by the publishers,

0. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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"A BOOK THAT WILL LIVE/ 9

David Harurru
i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

A Story of American Life. By
Edward Noyes Westcott.

EDWARD NOYES WESTCOTT.

"Mr. Westcott has created a new and interesting type. We are led

into a bright and sunny although quaint atmosphere. David Harum is

a character entirely unlike those we have had from Dickens, Thackeray,
Charles Reade, or any of the English school. He is distinctly American,
and yet his portrayal has awaited the hand of Mr. Westcott, in spite of the

activity of Miss Wilkins, Miss Jewett, and others. . . . The character
s ketching and building, so far as David Harum is concerned, is well-nigh
perfect. . . . The book is wonderfully bright, readable, and graphic."—
New York Times.

"
Thoroughly a pure, original, and fresh American type. David Harum

is a character whose qualities of mind and heart, eccentricities, and dry
humor will win for his creator notable distinction. . . . Buoyancy, life,

and cheerfulness are dominant notes. ... A pretty love story also adds
to the attractiveness of a book that will be appreciated at once by every
one who enjoys real humor, strong character, true pictures of life, and
work that is

'

racy of the sod.'
"—Boston Herald.

" ' David Harum ' must be hereafter remembered, we think, among
the most curious and most individual creations of recent American fiction.

. . . No analysis of his peculiar qualities is likely to convey an adequate
conception of his engaging personality."

—New York Mail and Express.

"One of the few distinct and living types in the American gallery."
—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

A ROMANCE OF THE WEST INDIES.

Latitude 19°.
A Romance of the West In-

dies in the Year of out

Lord Eighteen Hundred and Twenty. Being a

faithful account and true of the painful adventures

of the Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate,

and Cynthia. By Mrs. Schuyler Crownin-

SHIELD. Illustrated, nmo. Cloth, $1.50.
" ' Latitude 19

'

is a novel of incident, of the open air, cf the

sea, the shore, the mountain eyrie, and of breathing, living enti-

ties, who deal with Nature at first hand. . . . The adventures

described are peculiarly novel and interesting. . . . Packed with

incidents, infused with humor and wit, and faithlul to the types

introduced, this book will surely appeal to the large audience

aiready won, and beget new friends among those who believe

in fiction that is healthy without being maudlin, and is strong
without losing the truth."—New York Herald.

" Adventurous and romantic enough to satisfy the most exact-

ing reader. . . . Abounds in situations which make the blood

run cold, and yet, full of surprises as it is, one is continually
amazed by the plausibility of the main incidents of the narrative,

sort of adventures that might have taken place in the West Indies seventy-five or eighty years ago
entertaining with its dry humor."—Boston Herald.

MRS. SCHUYLER CROWNINSHIELD.

A very successful effort to portray the

. Very

A Herald of the West.
A Romance of 1811-1815.

By J. A. Altsheler,
author of " A Soldier of Manhattan " and " The Sun of Saratoga."

l2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" In a style that is strong and broad the author of this timely novel takes up a

nascent period of our national history and founds upon it a story of absorbing in-

terest. . . . We predict for ' A Herald of the West ' a wide reading and a permanent
place."

—Philadelphia Item.
" A portion of our history that has not before been successfully embodied in fic-

tion. . . . Extremely well written, condensed, vivid, picturesque, and there is con-

tinual action ... A rattling good story, and unrivaled in fiction for its presentation
of the American feeling toward England during our second conflict."— Boston

Herald.

'"A Herald of the West '

is a romance of our history which has not l»en sur-

passed in dramatic force, vivid coloring, and historical interest."—San Tranctsco
Chronicle.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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BY THE AUTHOR OF " MONA MACLEAN."

Windyhaugh.
A Novel. By Graham Travers, author of

" Mona Maclean, Medical Student,"
"
Fellow Travellers," etc. nmo. Cloth, $1.50.

This charming story is written with an insight into life and a sympathetic portrayal of character

which show a continued and notable development on the part of the author of " Mona Maclean." It is

the story of a modern woman, but a story which will be read by men and women alike. The heroine

"carved no statue, painted no picture- she did not even write a book
; but when all these things have

been excluded, there remains that little art of living which has been open in all ages alike to the wise

and the simple."

"We congratulate the author very heartily upon her success. The characters are all alive and the

conversation suits them. . . . We cordially recommend '

Windyhaugh.'
"—London Literary World.

"The name of the author of ' Mona Maclean
'

should assure any one of at least pleasant reading, and

'Windyhaugh' has a great deal about it that is pleasant. . . . The story works itself out well, and is the

It, quite evidently, of a great deal of thought and care."—London Saturday Review,

NEW EDITION.

resu

The Scapegoat.
A Romance and a Parable. By Hall Caine, author

of "The Christian," "The Deemster," "The Manx-

man," "The Bondman," etc. New and revised edi-

tion. Uniform with the author's works. 121110-

Cloth, $1.50.

This new edition will present itself as practically a new book. It

will be found to differ materially from the edition heretofore published,
which was issued so:ne years since without the benefit of the author's

revision. This powerful romance and expressive
"
parable

"
will be

certain to obtain a greatly enlarged meed of popularity.

The Cruise of the Cachalot,
Round the World after Sperm Whales. By Frank T. Bullen, First Mate.

Illustrated. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

This is the graphic story of the life and adventures of the crew of a South Sea whaler, which

started from New Bedford and circumnavigated the globe. It is one of the rare books which actually

prove truth stranger than fiction, and the simple eloquence and unstudied picturesqueness of the author's

style clothe his strange experience with a peculiar charm. After reading the proof sheets, Mr. Rudyard

Kipling wrote the author : "It is immense—there is no other word. I've never read anything that

equals it in its deep-sea wonder and mystery, nor do I think that any book before has so completely
covered the whole business of whale-fishing, and at the same time given such real and new sea pictures

I congratulate you most heartily. It's a new world that you've opened the door to."

" Mr. Bullen has given us an epic of whaling, and has presented it with that forcefulness and sim-

plicity with which the epic is associated. . . . The book is of the sea. The author describes some

tremendous scenes. . . . The book is real, authentic, a piece of life."— London Academy.

"This exciting and attractive book. ... A deep-sea wonder and mystery pervades every page, and

this without any straining or self-conscious art. Mr. Bullen has insight, and he has power of presenta-

tion—the power of making things vivid and interesting. In a word, he has seen things worthy the

telling, and he tells them worthily."
—London Spectator.

These books are for sale by all booksellers
;
or they will be sent by mail on receipt

of price by the publishers,

D. APPLFTON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York,



SOME USEFUL BOOKS.

A History of Japanese Literature.

By W. G. Aston, C. M. G., D. Lit., late Japanese Secretary to H. M. Legation, Tokio. A new

volume in The Literatures of the World Series. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The author begins by defining the individual characteristics of the Japanese which have persisted in their
literature in spite of the influences of Chinese civilization and of Buddhism. His historical treatment opens
with the songs and Shinto ritual of the archaic period from the fifth to the eighth century. It has been an essential

part of the author's plan to include a very large number of translations of verse and prose as illustrations of his
discussion of various epochs, tendencies, and genres. While Fitzgerald has made Omar Khayyam universally
known, the Tanka of Otomo in praise of sake, which is included among these translations, will be new to al-

most all readers, and it is safe to say that the book as a whole will introduce the majority of readers to a com-
paratively new and fascinating field. The author's discussion of his theme is informing and discriminating
throughout.

General Sherman.
By General M. F. Force. A new volume in The Great Commanders Series. Edited by General

James Grant Wilson. With Portraits and Maps. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The author of this volume, a practiced writer and one of Sherman's division commanders, accompanied him
in the Atlanta campaign and in the march to the sea. It is no slight compliment to General Force to say that
his biography of Sherman maintains the high level of merit which characterizes the entire series, and indicates
the good jndgment of General Sherman in selecting him, as he did, for his biographer. Several of the con-

cluding chapters of the volume were written by General J. D. Cox at the request of the author, owing to a

temporary loss of health and his desire not to delay its appearance. The book contains a finely engraved steel

portrait of the picture that General Sherman preferred, six well-executed maps of his most important battle-

fields, and a carefully prepared index. This clear, comprehensive, and compact biography of the illustrious

soldier contains, among other features, the most accurate and complete account of the battle of Shiloh, in which
Sherman played such an important part, that has appeared in print.

Earthquakes and Other Earth Movements.
By John Milne, F. R. S., F. G. S., late Professor of Mining and Geology in the Imperial College

of Engineering, Tokio, Japan. International Scientific Series. With thirty-eight figures. New
edition. Entirely reset. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

By reference to the varied and numerous investigations made of late years the author has aimed to bring the

original subject-matter up to date. There are also some new illustrations, a few corrections, and a list of refer-

ence books, features which enhance the value of this valuable and systematic account of earth movements.

TWO NEW VOLUMES IN THE LIBRARY OF USEFUL STORIES.

The Story of Geographical Discovery.
By Joseph Jacobs. With Maps and Illustrations. i6mo. Cloth, 40 cents.

This fascinating epitome of discovery will prove a book of universal interest. With rare tact and knowledge
the author pictures the salient phases of geographical discovery in ancient and modern times. The field which
he covers is a vast one, but his treatment retains the interest of the theme. This book is a remarkable and
accurate summary of the subject, which will be found of general value.

The Story of the Cotton Plant.

By F. Wilkinson, F. G. S., Director of the Textile and Engineer School, Bolton. i6mo. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 40 cents.

In clear and simple language the author tells the story of cotton, tracing its progress from the plant to the
thread. The early history of cotton, the various phases of its growth, and the processes of preparation and
manufacture are lucidly described.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Ave., New York.
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SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF

Johnson's
Universal

Cyclopaedia

The only Original

and Really New

American Cyclopaedia

Now on the Market.

7,264 pages. Type new and larger than before.

130 Colored Maps, including Plans of the Chief Cities of North

America and Europe. 3,027 Illustrative Engravings.

Thirty-six Departments in charge of Thirty-six Eminent

Scholars as Associate Editors (see opposite page).

Nearly 50,000 Titles.

All Articles written by Specialists.

CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS,
LL D.,

President of the

University of Wisconsin,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.

THE WHOLE WORK IS FRESH, SCHOLARLY,
AUTHORITATIVE, AND UP TO DATE.

the editor of Book notes says :

" No similar book ever published in this country equals the new
JOHNSON'S in method, and none was ever published superior to it

in detail; all those now on the market are infinitely inferior to it."

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN PAGES FREE ON APPLICATION.

TO CLOSE OUT OUR STOCK OF THE NEW

Xibranp atlas anfc (5a3Cttecr of tbe Worlfc,
WE ARE OFFERING THE BALANCE OF THE EDITION AT A GREATLY REDUCED PRICE.

Copper Engraved, Marginal Reference Maps; Illustrated Descriptive Text of every Country; Latest Cen-
sus ; Maps of all Principal American Cities.
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CHAPPED SKIN.
From Med. Standard.

"
Chapped skin is a win-

ter plague easily avoided

by use of

From La ncet- Clinic.

"An excellent remedy
for chapped skin is found

in the use of

Packer's Tar Soap.
Prof. D. G. Brinton, M. D., I.L. D., Philadelphia, says:

" Packer's Tar Soap is remarkably pure,

cleansing, and healing ;
contains the balsamic virtues of the pine in a high degree, and is soft and

refreshing to the skin."'—Med. and Surg. Reporter.

When you want to ride first-

class in a railway train you get

the parlor car. When youin

want to ride first-class on a bicy-

cle you select a Columbia Chain-

less, $75. If determined, how-

ever, to stick to the chain, see

our 1899 Columbia Chain Models

57 and 58, $50 ; or our Columbia

Model 49 with 1899 improve-

ments, $40 ; Hartfords, $35, and

Vedettes $25 and $26.

The reputation of our bicycles

for corroborating in actual service

our advertised claims has been

obtained through 22 years of fair

dealing. Our 1899 Models are

offered at prices but little higher

than the price of the poorest.

WHY NOT HAVE THE

BEST?
POPE MFG. COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN.
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ESTABLISHED BY EDWARD L. YOUMANS.

APPLETONS'

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY
EDITED BY WILLIAM JAY YOUMANS.

Prospectus for 1899.

The scientific method of study and investigation is every year being more

and more widely applied, drawing within its range, besides the endless succession

of phenomena in physical Nature, many practical questions relating to agricul-

tural and industrial development, civil administration, criminal reform, educa-

tional methods, public and private hygiene, and the ethics of social life. The

results of such study are changing for the better man's operations in every field

of activity, and in proportion as they are made known may they be expected

to still further contribute to the material welfare and intellectual advancement

of society. The contents of the Popular Science Monthly for 1899 will include

an increasing variety of readable popular articles on these and allied subjects

from writers of the foremost rank in their respective departments of science.

EDUCATION.
Special attention will, as heretofore, be given to the role of science in

Education. A few of the topics coming under this head will be : The train-

ing of science teachers
;
the place of science in education

; practical aspects of

mental fatigue; teaching science in the common schools; instruction of the

feeble-minded, etc.

NATURAL HISTORY.
As subjects of scientific study that are of never-failing interest, well calcu-

lated to develop the observing powers and the judgment, and easily accessible

independently of the schools, liberal space will be given to articles on natural

history, including curious forms of plant and animal life, and those varied aspects

of Nature that present themselves in the geological and physiographic features

of the landscape.
14



SOCIOLOGY.
Questions pertaining to social welfare, especially in those cases where the

direct action of the state is concerned, will likewise receive a fair share of atten-

tion. These will embrace, among others, articles on the results of temperance

legislation ;
the restriction of vivisection

;
state versus private philanthropy ;

and politics as an agency in social affairs.

THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES.
Care will be taken to keep up with the more important and later devel-

opments in the physical sciences, when they are susceptible ol popular state-

ment
;
wireless telegraphy, the applications of low temperatures in research, im-

provements in the industrial arts, and the history and later practical applications

of electricity being among the special subjects that will receive attention.

SERIALS.
Several papers yet remain of the series by the late Hon. David A. Wells

on The Principles of Taxation, that will appear early in the year. Professor

Ripley's contributions on The Racial Geography of Europe will run into the

year, and there are two more articles on The Evolution of Colonies, by Mr.

James Collier.

With other illustrations, each number of the MONTHLY contains a finely

engraved portrait of some eminent man of science, with a biographical sketch.

AMONG ITS RECENT CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

HERBERT SPENCER, ANDREW D. WHITE, ISRAEL C. RUSSELL,
EDWARD ATKINSON, WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY, C. HANFORD HENDERSON,
E. P. EVANS, FREDERICK STARR, CESARE LOMBROSO,
JAMES SULLY, S. N. D. NORTH, ANGELO HEILPRIN,
W. K. BROOKS, GEORGE M. STERNBERG, G. F. WRIGHT,
DAVID STARR JORDAN, WORTHINGTON C. FORD, WILLIAM H. HUDSON,
FELIX L. OSWALD, EDWARD S. MORSE, CHARLES D. WALCOTT,
JOSEPH LE CONTE, H. CARRINGTON BOLTON, T. C. MENDENHALL.

50 cents a number. $5.00 per annum.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,

72 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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VIGOR -a

HEALTH
^- follow the use of

ofomatoae
the Perfect Food, Tonic and Re-

storative, which contains the nour-

ishing elements of meat.

INVALIDS AND DYSPEPTICS,

or anyone in an anaemic state, find

in Somatose the needed nourish-

ment and a restored appetite.

At druggists' in 2-oz., ]{ , M, and i lb. tins.

Also the following combinations : Somatose-

Biscuit, Somatose=Cocoa, Somatose=Chocolate~each

containing 10 per cent. Somatose. Very convenient

and palatable preparations.

A full size sample box of Somatose mailed on receipt

of 35 cents by

FARBENFABRIKEN OP ELBERFELD CO.,

Selling agents for Farbenfnbriken
vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld.

40 Stone St..
New York.
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Computing Figures
mentally is probably the

hardest kind of toil known.
The Comptometer makes it

easy, is twice as quick, in-
sures accuracy and relieves
all mental and nervous strain.

Why don't you get one ?

Write for Pamphlet.

FELT 4 TARRANT MFG CO.
S2-5G Illinois St.. Chicago

No Fire, Smoke, or Heat. Absolutely Safe.

Send five stamps for Catalogue.

TRUSCOTT BOAT MFG. CO., ST. JOSEPH, MICH.

$
(is

%

Dr. Hayes, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Cures ASTHMA.
to Stay Otirecl.

Correspondence invited. No charge for advice as

to curability. Write for Examination Blanks.

v«/

v/
\»/

it)

\»/

\»/

vl>

tDCALCSI
TnE Inestimable

sight1| Blessing of Sight.
RESTORERlS I AVOID> SPECTACLES & EYEGLASSES,

HEADACHE & SURGICAL OPERATION
ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET ON THB
EY£. MAILED fREE,

THE IDEAL C0MPANY.239 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

«&>.What is

Your Work?
If yon are dissatisfied

with your situation, your sal-

ary, your chances of complete
\^*" success, write to The International ^^tv T

Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa., ^?*
and learn how others so situated are getting

An Education by Mail
Students in the courses of Mechanical or Elec-

trical Engineering, Architecture, or any of

the Civil Engineering ('nurses are

soon qualified for salaried draft-

ing room positions. Write
for pamphlets.

The International

Correspondence srliooU,*^^~pj-
Bos llfiS

Bcrunton.
Pa.

THE

MICHIGAN COLLEGE GF MINES.
Supported by the State of Michigan. Practical work.
Elective system. Special advantages for men of age and

experience. For catalogues, address
Dr. M. E. Wadsworth, President, Houghton, Mich.

Yale
Review

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL
For the Scientific Discussion of Economic,

Political, and Social Questions.

Boston Herald.
" A periodical full of vigorous and strong articles."

Episcopal Recorder.

"This substantial Review is conducted with great

ability, and meets a special need in the literary world."

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Henry W. Farnam, Arthur T. Hadley,
W. F. Blackman, E. G. Bourne,
John C. Schwab, and Irving Fisher,

Professors in Yale University.

- - - $3.00
- - - .75

Yearly subscription - -

Single number- - - - -

ISSUED on the Fifteenth Days of

February, May, August, November.

Five volumes of The Yale Review are now com-

pleted. They will be sent to new subscribers at the

reduced price of $1.00 per volume, unbound. A speci-

men copy will be sent free.

TUTTLE, MOREHOUSE & TAYLOR, Publishers,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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*ROD>p GUN
The Sportsman's Home Journal

Forest and Stream's
natural history

Columns contain so much original observation

of nature and the ways of wild animals that

they are carefully read by naturalists the world
over. Business and professional men of all

classes find in its pages the grateful odor of the

forest and the bright sparkle of the stream. It

is altogether unique in scope and character. No
other one agency in this country has done so

much as the Forest and Stream to develop and
establish among intelligent people a taste for

rational recreation with the rod and gun. horest
and Stream is printed for grown-ups, but it is

also a paper for young folks. No better read-

ing can be given to your boy, if you want to

see him grow up a manly man.

Special Trial Trip.— Price, 10 cents per week. All dealers.
Fur 25 cents we will send the paper for four weeks as a special
trial trip.

Our catalogue of best books on outdoor sports will come to

you free. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

LITTLE MASTERPIECES.
A collection of books of the highest standing: in lit-

erature. The best texts in good readable type, and on
rough-edged paper, with photogravure frontispieces,
tastefully bound in flexible cloth covers, gilt top (4 x 6).
In this series nine independent volumes have been
issued :

Poe (7) Macaulay (9)

Hawthorne (8) Franklin (7)

Irving (7) Webster (5)

Carlyle (7) Lincoln, including the

Ruskin (9)
" Lost Speech

"
(7)

(The figures in parentheses indicate the number of

selections.)

To NEW yearly subscribers for

PUBLIC OPINION
we will present a set of any three of these volumes.
If you are not familiar with Public Opinion we shall
be glad to send you sample copies. It is an eclectic

weekly that aims to cover briefly every field of human
activity. Its departments are

American Affairs Religion

Foreign Affairs Letters and Art

Sociology Business and Finance
Science Book Reviews

The American Affairs department is especially valu-

able, reflecting as it does the sentiment of the press of
the entire country.

By reading this one paper you can be as well posted
as though you read 3,000 each week. Our editors do
that for you.

Public Opinion may be just the paper you have
wanted for years. The subscription price is $2.50 per
year, $1.25 for six months.

THE PUBLIC OPINION CO., 13 Astor Place, New York.

iUalnut Lodge
HOSPITAL,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Organized in 1880
for the

special Medical

Treatment of

Alcohol

and

Opium
Inebriates.

ELEGANTLY
situated in the suburbs of the city, with

every appointment and appliance for the treatment
of this class of cases, including Turkish, Russian, Bojnan,
saline, and Medicated Baths. Each case comes under the
direct personal care of the physician. Experience shows
that a large proportion of these cases are curable, and
all are benefited from the application of exact hygienic and
scientific measures. This institution is founded on the

well-recognized fact that Inebriety is a disease and curable,
and all these cases require rest, change of thought and
Vicing, etc.

At Murray Hill Hotel, New York city, the second Tues-
day of each month, from 12 to 4 p.m.

Applications and all inquiries sbould be addressed

T. D. CEOTHERS, M.D.,

Sup't Walnut Lodge, Hartford, Conn.

The Best
Is always at the top. Gregory's Seed
Book contains the best inlormation '

and the best pictures about the best"
seeds that grow. It is full of invalu- /
able Information to everyone who I

plants a seed or rears u liower— I

unU it's free. I

GREGORYS
/

SEEDS
receive the highest praise forvl-

:you stop.
JAMES J. r). GREGORY & SON,

Marblehead. Mass. J
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Nunez Spanish Readers.
By

J.
ABELARDO NUNEZ.

With Vocabulary, and Questions in English on the Text.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth.

CTANDARD Elementary Readers. Progressive.

Carefully Graded on the Most Approved Plan

employed in the Leading American Schools. In-

dorsed by Prominent Spanish and American Schol-

ars. The Outgrowth of Years of Experience on

the Part of the Author, the most Prominent Edu-

cator of Spanish America. Universally adopted for

School Use.

TWO VOLUMES.

Book I. Price, 65 cents.

Book II. Price, 85 cents.

J. A. NUNEZ.

" Nunez's Scri?s of Readers has had a great educational influence in our schools, and

continues to be unsui passed. Mr. Nunez has made a notable addition to the Readers since

the first edition, namely, the introduction of standard poetry, with the result that this

series of readers has NO rival IN Spanish America."—El Editcador, Santiago de Chile.

A SPANISH CLASSIC.

PEPITA JIMENEZ.
A SPANISH NOVEL BY

Don JUAN VALERA.

Illustrated. 121110, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Don Juan Valera is the Addison of Spanish literature, and Pepita Jimenez

has enjoyed a world-wide celebrity. To those seeking a standard Spanish classic,

pre-eminent in language and style, this book is highly commended. Written

in the purest Spanish, of recognized literary merit, it is without a peer for

studying the language.

A complete desctiptive catalogue of Spanish text-books and novels will be sent on application
to the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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LEARN SPANISH
Is what the present and the coming generations must do, in order to communicate

advantageously with our new colonies.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY
For over fifty years have had an especially equipped Spanish Department, in charge
of able Spanish scholars and editors, and have published the text-books universally

adopted throughout the Spanish-American republics. The following publications

will be found of particular interest to those contemplating the study of the language :

DE TORNOS'S COHBINED SPANISH HETHOD.
A New Practical and Theoretical System of Learning the Castilian Language, embracing the Most

Advantageous Features of the Best Known Methods. With a Pronouncing Vocabulary containing
all the Words used in the course of the Work, and References to the Lessons in which each one is

explained, thus enabling any one to be his own Instructor. By Alberto De Tornos, A. M.,

formerly Director of Normal Schools in Spain, and Teacher of Spanish in the New York Mer-
cantile Library, New York Evening High School, and the Polytechnic and Packer Institutes,

Brooklyn. 121110. Cloth, $1.25. Key to Combined Spanish Method, 75 cents.

The author has successfully combined the best in the various popular systems, discarding the theories which
have failed, and produced a work which is eminently practical, logical, concise, and easily comprehended. The
unprecedented sale which this book ha; had, and its steadily increasing popularity as a text-book, mark this as
the leading Spanish method book now published.

Practical rlethod to Learn 5panish.
With a Vocabulary and Easy Exercises for Trans-

lation into English. By A. Ramos Diaz de
Villegas. i2mo. Cloth, 50 cents.

This work is based upon the natural method of

acquiring a knowledge of a language. The exercis:s

are progressively arranged in parallel columns, Eng-
lish and Spanish, and present to the student a practical
and simple method of learning the Spanish language.

Ollendorff's Method

of Learning to Read, Write, and Speak the Spanish
Language. With an Appendix containing a

Brief but Comprehensive Recapitulation of the

Rules, as well as of all the Verbs, both Reg-
ular and Irregular, so as to render their Use

Easy and Familiar to the Most Ordinary Ca-

pacity. Together with Practical Rules for the

Spanish Pronunciation, and Models of Social

and Commercial Correspondence. The whole

designed for Young Learners and Persons who
are their own Instructors. By M. Velazquez
and T. Simonnk. Cloth, $1.00. Key to Ex-
ercises in Method, 50 cents.

A Grammar of the Spanish
Language.

By M. Schele DE Vere. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

An Easy Introduction to Spanish
Conversation.

By M. Velazquez de la Cadena.
Cloth, 35 cents.

l8mo.

The Spanish Phrase=Book ;

Or, Key to Spanish Conversation. By E. M. DE
BELEM. i8mo. Cloth, 30 cents.

The Elementary Spanish Reader
and Translator. By Miguel T. Tolon, Professor

of Modern Languages and Spanish Literature.

New edition, revised and enlarged, 1898.
i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

A book of progressive exercises for the use of those
who are not so far acquainted with the peculiarities and
construction of the Spanish language as to undertake

successfully the translation of difficult text-books.

Spanish Grammar.
A Practical and Easy Method of Learning the

Spanish Language. After the System of F.

Ahn, Doctor ot Philosophy at the College of

Neuss. First American edition, revised and

enlarged. i2mo. Cloth, 75 cents. Key to

Spanish Grammar, 25 cents.

Progressive Spanish Reader.
With an Analytical Study of the Spanish Lan-

guage. By Agustin Jose Morales, LL. D.,
Professor of the Spanish Language and Litera-

ture in the New York Free Academy, and

formerly Professor of St. John's University,

Washington Institute, etc. i2mo. Cloth,

I1.25.

This book contains a carefully graded series of in-

teresting pieces designed to lead the beginner on grad-
ually to the more difficult Spanish prose.

The Spanish Reader.

Consisting of Extracts from the Works of the most

approved Authors, in Prose and Verse, with
Notes and a Copious Vocabulary. By Ma-
riano Velazqii.z de la Cadena. 121110.

Cloth, $ 1.25.

A complete descriptive catalogue of Spanish Text-Books and Novels, with introductory prices, -will be sent
to any address on application to

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE LEADING

Spanish Dictionaries.
Seoanes Newman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary.

A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages, with the

addition of more than 8,000 Words, Idioms, and Familiar Phrases. In Two
Parts: Part I, Spanish-English; Part II, English-Spanish. 1310 pages.

By Mariano Velazquez de la Cadena. Large 8vo. Cloth, $5.00.

Velazquez's Dictionary, composed from the Spanish dictionaries of the Spanish Academy,
Terreros, and Salva, and from the English dictionaries of Webster, Worcester, and Walker,
is universally recognized as the standard dictionary of the Spanish language. A unique
and valuable feature of this dictionary is that it contains many Spanish words used only in

those countries of America which were formerly dependencies of Spain.

*
* *

Seoanes JVeuman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary.
Abridged by Velazquez. A Dictionary of the Spanish and English

Languages, abridged from the author's larger work. 847 pages. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

This abridgment of Velazquez's Spanish Dictionary will be found very serviceable for

younger scholars, travelers, and men of business. It contains a great number of words be-

longing to articles of commerce and the natural productions of the Spanish-American re-

publics, together with many idioms and provincialisms not to be found in any other work of

this kind.
*

A Dictionary of the Spanish and English
Languages. Containing the latest Scientific, Military, Commercial, Tech-

nical, and Nautical Terms. Based upon Velazquez's unabridged edition.

32mo. Cloth, $1.00.

This Dictionary, which is of a convenient size for the pocket, has proved very popular,

and will be found an excellent lexicon for the traveler's handy reference.

*
* *

Spanish-and-English Dictionary.

In Two Parts. Part I, Spanish-and-English ;
Part II, English-and-Span-

ish. By T. C. MEADOWS, M. A., of the University of Paris. i8mo.

Half roan, $2.00.

This Dictionary comprehends all the Spanish words, with their proper accents, and

every noun with its gender.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE SANITARIAN

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
Established in 1873.

" The Sanitarian tor June, 1892, contains a life-sketch of its venerable and
distinguished editor, Dr. A. N. Bell, and several contributions upon 'The
triumphs of preventive medicine,' in the interest of which Dr. Bell has labored
so long and so successfully

* * * No one has been so long, so patient and
so persistent in awakening public attention to an interest in this cause. No one
has filled so many positions demanding skill in practical work. No one ha*
been more successful in practical work under great difficulties. The "writer of
the article is Dr. Stephen Smith, the eminent surgeon and author."— Tennessee
State Board of Health Bulletin.

Based at the outset upon medical knowledge and sanitary service, over an
extensive field of observation in various climates in different quarters of the

world, large experience in dealing with epidemic diseases, and practical sanita-

tion for the maintenance of health under the most trying circumstances:

"The Sanitarian is"—

AS OTHERS SEE IT-
" The American authority for everything appertaining to the healthful con

dition of the people at large. The contributions are from medical men whose
writings are accepted as authority," ( Virginia Chronicle); "The best sanitary
publication in America," (Mississippi Valley Medical Monthly); "Easily main
tains its superiority over all similar publications," {Medical World); "Has
accomplished more good than all of the other sanitary papers put together,"
[Hydraulic ami Sanitary Plumber)', "^The value of a good sanitary publication
can hardly be estimated. The superior of The Sanitarian we have never seen,"
{The Free Methodist); "The editor. Dr. A. N. Bell, is well known to the mercantile

community for his co-operation with the merchants in quarantine reform, and to
his profession as a leader in sanitary science," (N. Y. Journal of Commerce).

"The Sanitarian has been the exponent of the most progressive science of

hygiene for more than twenty years," (The Living Church).
Two volumes yearly. The volumes begin January and July ; subscription

at any time.

TERMS: $4.00 a year, in advance; 35 cents a number. Sample Copies, 20

cents—ten two-cent Postage Stamps.
^^~All correspondence and exchanges with The Sanitarian, and all publi-

cations for review, should be addressed to the Editor,
., Dr. A. N. BELL, *

537 Clinton St., Brooklyn, K Y.
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4© 9s?W ^T^HE foremost writers ^
£ of the world regularly I

' ' '
Grid's Heading Reviews

i

t

?

1 nuittecmi) gciiwry« ^t^STSSs 1
J _ They present each month

1 €0lttCIHP0rary RCWCW the best articles by the best *j
£
—^—^^^—_^_- living authors; and in £

I Tortnigbtly Retiew™ r^Shi^ I
JL ___ «, __ The current events of the
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— in culture, in science, in art, J

<S WWWWWWWWWWWWW** in finance, in economics, «
? in literature, in study, in a
V travel, in knowledge, is summed up in convenient and acces- J

f sible form by the most competent authorities, &&&&:&]&!&!& c

A 144 These leading English Reviews contain more articles by more a

noted writers on any important subject than any other series. c

No reader who hopes to keep in touch with the best thought
of the day on all current questions of importance can afford! !
to ignore them."— The Philadelphia Press. «jfc & J- J- Jt> J- Jt

We supply the original English editions at nearly 50 per cent, less

than they cost in England.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION:—Any one Review, $4.50; any two, $8.50; any

three, $12.00; all four, $16.00. Postage prepaid in the United States, Canada and

Q Mexico.

I Ceonard Scott Publication Company, <» wau st„ Hew York
|



APPLETONS'

GUIDE=BOOKS
{Revised annually.)

Appletons' General Guide to the

United States.

With numerous Maps and Illustra-

tions. 121110. Flexible morocco,

with tuck, $2.50. (Part I, sepa-

rately, New England and Middle

States and Canada, cloth, $1.25.

Part II, Southern and Western

States, cloth, $1.25.)

" '

Appletons' General Guide to the United States

and Canada ' has long been regarded as a standard work,

and there can be no doubt that the new and entirely re-

vised edition will be welcomed, not only by foreigners,

but by Americans, who every year show an increasing

desire to know more about their own country. ... In

the manner in which it covers an immense territory

without the omission of any important characteristic,

it is entirely without a rival."—Boston Beacon.

Appletons' Canadian Guide=Book.

A Guide for Tourist and Sports-

man, from Newfoundland to the

Pacific. With Maps and Illustra-

tions. i2mo. Flexible cloth, $1. 50.

Appletons' Guide=Book to Alaska.

By Miss E. R. Scidmore. New

edition, including an Account of

the Klondike. With Maps and Illus-

trations. i2rno. Flexible cloth,

$1.00.

Appletons' Dictionary of
" Greater

"

New York and Vicinity.

With Maps of New York and Vicin-

ity. Square i2mo. Paper, 30

cents.

STATEMENT
OF

The Travelers
Life and Accidents

Insurance Company,
of Hartford, Conn.

Chartered 1863. [Stock.] Life and Accident

Insurance.

JAMES G. BATTERSON, Pres't.

Hartford, Conn., January 1, 1898.

PAID-UP CAPITAL . $1,000,000.00

Assets (Accident Premiums in the hands

of Agents not included) . • • $22,868,994.16

Liabilities 19,146,359.04

Excess Security to Policy-holders, $3,722,635.12

July 1, 1898.

Total Assets (Accident Premiums in the

hands of Agents not included) . . $24,103,986.67

Total Liabilities 19,859,291.43

Excess Security to Policy-holders, $4,244,695.24

Paid to Policy-holders since 1804, $35,660,940.19

Paid to Policy-holdersJan.-July, 'q8, 1,300,493.68

Loaned to Policy-holders on Poli-

cies (Life) 1,161,705.00

Life Insurance in Force .... 94,646,669.00

GAINS.
6 Months —January to July, 1898.

In Assets $1,234,992-51

In Surplus (to Policy-holders) . . 522,060.12

In Insurance in Force (Life De-

partment only) 2,764,459.00

Increase in Reserves 705,642.18

Premiums Received, 6 Months . 2,937,432.77

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.

John E. Morris, Secretary.

Edward V. Preston, Sup't of Agencies.

J. B. Lewis, M. D., Medical Director and Adjuster.

Sylvester C. Dunham, Counsel.

NEW YORK OFFICE :

3 J Nassau Street.
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W\f\ \{\i I W/1QH *° ^e brought into direct touch with the Ablest Writers"" "*J TT lOll and the Ripest Thinkers? If so then to you The Living

Age is a necessity. It presents, as no other magazine does , the world's move-

ment along every line. No sphere of thought or action is left untouched, but the

reader is kept informed on all subjects that move the mind or stir the imagina-
tion.

It reproduces the latest utterances of the highest British and Continental authori-

ties, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc., upon questions of international

politics, and the freshest contributions in every field of literature, Science, Inves=

titration. Travel, Discovery, History, Art and Biography; and prints in every number
Short and Serial Stories of high excellence.

A COMPLETE COMPENDIUM OF CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THOUGHT,

FORMING FOUR LARGE VOLUMES annually, aggregating about 3500 double-

column, octavo pages. It alone, among current magazines, has the space to

present with Completeness and Freshness all that is of immediate interest,

or of solid, permanent value in Foreign Periodical Literature.

PRACTICAL AND POPULAR, it appeals toall alert and intelligent readers.

"As The Living Age grows older, it certainly grows fresher, brighter, more youthful and
versatile and more valuable. It has no superior in the field of literature, and we know
of no other publication that approaches anywhere near it."—Christian Work, Xeiv York.

OR^FPVF ?
T*10 Living Age is a Weekly Magazine giving Three and a Half Thousai

„„„„„«„„^^_^^^ column octavo pagesof reading matter yearly, forming four large volui

>usand double-

imes; repre-

senting a mass of matter Unequalled in Quality and Quantity by any other publication in the country.

Published Weekly at SG.OO a year, postpaid. Sample Copy 10c.

CHOICEST LITERATURE AT CLUB PRICES.
For $9.00 The Living Age and any $4.00 monthly Magazine (or Harper's Weekly or Bazar), sent

for a year, or for $8.00 The Living Age and any $3.00 .Magazine.

THE LIVING AGE CO., p. o. box 5206, boston, mass.
24



JOSEPH GIUOTT'S NEW PENS.
,iji,..j..Lj,nja... .. u . - mi l

""""UDiEPk «LLl>7rs

DIAMOND-STUB!

Extra

Smooth-

ness of

Point.

1008 Diamond-Stub.

<m,:rt,imUM!L-l«UIUnil,n"J!M-i',,A,>M,
o JOSEPH GILLOTTS
* BANK PEN

BJ1.JJ- JOSEPH GILLOU-sM
-A g PKOBOSCULAR

1043 Probosculak.

1044 Bank Pen.

— O JOSEPH GILLOTTS* VERTICIKJW PEN
in, ... ,.

EN I

1045 Verticular.

1047 Multiscript.

^o joseph gillotts™

*' yE,5I!GRAPAi£fN-"

1046 Vertigraph.

OJOSEPH GILLOTTsN
gTENSim

- FALCON I

Special

Ease

of

Action.

1060 Falcon.

These pens have the extra smoothness of point, also the special ease and firmness of action required

for careful business writing, or for the rapid scribbling of professional and literary men.

For fine and extra-fine writing recourse may be had to the Gillott series of pens so long familiar to

the people :

303, 404, 170, 604 E. F., 332, 601 E. F.

(Me
a
d
r

10 The Standard Pens of the World. (gJSSf)

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS,
HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

91 John Street,

NEW YORK.

Give your attention
To the pores of the skin

; keep them clean and their action

healthy. You can not overestimate the importance of this.

c^«|> Hop<s not and can not clean the Pores; in fact
>

ic

OUd,jJ U-vJCo lltJL -

s more ap t to c|Qg tjian to cjean them>

A little thought on this question will show

you the importance of remembering that

Cutelix Cleans the Pores
Throughout their entire length, and keeps
the sebaceous glands in prime working order.

Cutelix also exerts a wonderful healing and curative effect on all injuries or affections of the skin.

If your druggist can not supply you, send thirty cents (five cents

to pay for packing), and a bottle will be sent by express. Address

Cutelix Company, 253 Broadway, New York.



always

make

the

emington
Standard Typewriter

and its operator better friends.

NEW MODELS 6, 7 and 8 (wide carriage)

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
327 Broadway, New York.
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I Bensolyptus \

(Schieffelin's)

Bensolyptus is an agreeable alkaline l

^ solution of various highly approved anti- "*

». septics, all of which are of recognized <i
value in

Catarrhal Affections
*»- because of their cleansing, soothing and
£ healing properties. Bensolyptus is highly
t recommended in all inflammations of ^
*> mucous membranes, especially in dis- ^
£ eases of the

Nose and Throat
and as a

Mouth=Wash and Dentifrice.

It is also of value for internal use in 4
affections of the alimentary tract attend- j
ed with fermentation of food, eructa- "2

tions, and heart-burn.

Sendfor pamphlet to

\ ScUeffelin & Co., New York. ]

" Always an Exquisite Delight."

The One
Perfect Music Box

Criterion.
An American disc instrument play-

ing an nnlimited number of tunes.

Final achievement of the oldest

music-box manufacturer in the United
States—factories in Switzerland and
America.

For brilliancy, sweetness, expres-
sion, and volume of tone unquali-
fiedly first of all instruments of its

kind—$14 to $175.

For catalogue and fur-

ther information [without
which it would be
most unwise to buy
a music-box else-

where] address

M.J. PAILLARD & CO.

680 Broadway,

New York.
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. APPLETONS'
POPULAR SCIENCE

MONTHLY.
MARCH, 1899.

EDITED BY WILLIAM JAY YOUMANS.

CONTENTS. PA„
I. The Evolution of Colonies. VII. Social Evolution. By J. Collier. 577

II. Politics as a Form of Civil War. By Franklin Smith 588

III. My Pet Scorpion. By Norman Robinson. (Illustrated.) 605

IV. The Peoples of the Balkan Peninsula—The Greek, the Slav, and the

Turk. By Prof. William Z. Ripley. (Illustrated. )
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THE MACMLLAN
COMPANY'S New Scientific Books.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY BIOLOGICAL SERIES.
Edited by Henry F. Osborne and Edmund B. Wilson.

Volume V. THE FOUNDATIONS OF ZOOLOGY. By William Keith Brooks, Ph. D.,
LL. D., Professor of Zoology in the Johns Hopkins University.

8vo. Cloth. Pp. viii + 339. Price, $2.50 net.

Uniform with Osborne's From the Greeks to Darwin ; Willey's Amphioxus ; Dean's Fishes, etc., etc.

Lectures on the Evolution of

Plants.

By Douglas Houghton Campbell, Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Botany in the Leland Stanford

Junior University.

i2mo. Cloth. Pp. viii + 319. Price, $1.25.

Intended not merely for botanists but for stu-

dents of the evolutionary theory in general.

A History of Physics
IN ITS ELEMENTARY BRANCHES, INCLUD

ING THE EVOLUTION OF PHYSI-

CAL LABORATORIES.

By Florian Cajori, Colorado College.

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, $1.60 net.

.

A HANDBOOK OF METALLURGY.
By

Carl Schnabel,
of the Royal Academy of

Mines, Clausthal.

Two Volumes.

Volume I. COPPER. LEAD. SILVER. GOLD.

Volume II. ZINC. CADMIUM. MERCURY. BISMUTH.
TIN. ANTIMONY. ARSENIC. NICKEL. COBALT.
PLATINUM. ALUMINIUM.

Illustrated. Medium 8vo. $10.00 net.

Translated by
Henry Louis, Professor

of Mining at the Durham
College of Science.

Just ready.

A translation of Dr. Carl Schnabel's Hand- Book of Metallurgy. Edited by Henry Louis, Professor

of Mining at the Durham College of Science.

"It is a curious fact that there does not exist in the English language a single complete treatise on
Metallurgy. There are a number of smaller text-books mainly adapted to the use of students, which cover the

entire field, but make no pretense of describing it with any thoroughness of detail
;
and there are a number of

very admirable works dedicated to the metallurgy of individual metals. . . . Such being the position of our
literature on this subject, I venture to think that I am rendering a distinct service in submitting a translation of

the most recent and most exhaustive work on the subject in any language from the pen of that eminent

metallurgical authority, Dr. Carl Schnabel, of Clausthal. The object of his work has been to give a complete
account of the metallurgical treatment of every one of the metals ordinarily employed, together with all the

recent improvements in the art, while, at the same time pointing out the scientific principles underlying each

process, and illustrating each by examples drawn from actual practice in various parts of the world."—From the

Author's Preface.

New Volumes in THE RURAL SCIENCE SERIES, edited by Prof. BAILEY.

By FRED W. CARD, R. I. Agric. College.

BUSH-FRUITS.
A Horticultural Monograph of Raspberries, Black-

berries, Dewberries, Currants, Gooseberries,

and Other Shrub-like Fruits. By Fred W.

Card, Rhode Island Agricultural College.

537 pages. 113 Illustrations. Price, $1.50.

By EDWARD B. VOORHEES, Rutgers College.

FERTILIZERS.
The Source, Character, and Composition of Natu-

ral, Home-made and Manufactured Fertilizers
;

and Suggestions as to their Use for Different

Crops and Conditions. By Edward B. Voor-

hees, A. M., Director N. J. Agric. Exp. Station.

i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.00.

THE
PROFESSOR BAILEY'S LATEST BOOK.

EVOLUTION OF OUR NATIVE FRUITS.
By L. H. Bailey, Cornell University. In this entertaining volume the origin and development of fruits

peculiar to North America are inquired into, and the conclusions reached, the information presented,
and the suggestions as to future developments, can not but be valuable to any thoughtful fruit-grower.

485 pages. 125 Illustrations. Price, $2.00.

Send for the Announcement List, and List of Books issued in 1898 by

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.



Look these subjects over ^

6? $ and see if they interest you.

They are the topics thus far discussed by President George Gunton
in the Institute Lecture Course for 1898—'99, and are published

monthly in the

Gunton Institute Bulletin.

THEY ARE AS FOLLOW:
Our Country-

How Shall our New Possessions be Governed ?

Need of Political Education

Political Parties and Popular Government

Our Municipal Problems

The State's Relation to Labor

Political Duty The State's Relation to Capital

Taking the Philippines

Lessons of the Election

Western View of the East

Eastern View of the West
The Treaty of Peace

The Open Door in the Philippines

The Path of Progress (H. Hayes Robbins)

The Rights and Wrongs of Trade Unions

America's Opportunity

Of course it is understood that these are merely the subjects for the

first seventeen lectures. There are nineteen more to

follow, making a total of thirty=six lectures in the course

for the year. The Bulletin contains a verbatim report of them

all, and also the questions and answers following. The sub-

scription price is only

A DOLLAR A YEAR,
and the Bulletin reaches subscribers each week as the lectures are delivered. Please send

subscriptions, or requests for samples, direct to the

GUNTON INSTITUTE BULLETIN,
41 Union Square, New York City.

N. B.—When the BULLETIN is subscribed for in connection with GUNTON'S MAGAZINE
the combination price for the two is TWO DOLLARS AND A HALF per year, instead of

Three Dollars, the regular price.



THE ONLY BOOK ON PUERTO RICO.

Puerto Rico
AND ITS

RESOURCES.

IN THE CANE-FIELD.

A book for Travelers, Investors, and others, containing Full Accounts of Nat-

ural Features and Resources, Products, People, Opportunities for Business,

etc. By Frederick A. Ober, author of "
Camps in the Caribbees,"

"Crusoe's Island," etc. With Map and Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge writes the author :

"You have brought together in a small space an immense amount of most

valuable information, which it is very important to have within the reach

of the American people at this time."

The New York Evening Post:

"An orderly and intelligent account of the island. Mr. Ober's book is

both timely and trustworthy.

The Boston Globe :

" The best authoritative and '

eyewitnessing
' book on this subject yet

printed. . . . Mr. Ober describes in a definite, practical way its com-

mercial, strategic, agricultural, financial, political, and geographical

features, and furnishes just the information sought for by intending

settlers."

This hook is for sale by all booksellers; or it will be sent by mail on receipt of price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



LATEST PUBLICATIONS OF

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY.
NEW YORK, MARCH, 1S99.

The Cruise of the Cachalot,
Round the World after Sperm Whales. By Frank T. Bullen, First Mate. Illustrated. i2mo.
Cloth, $1.50.

Mr. Rudyard Kipling writes the author as follows :

"
It is immense—there is no other word. I've never

read anything that equals it in its deep sea wonder and mystery, nor do I think that any book before has so

completely covered the whole business of whale-fishing, and at the same time given such real and new sea

pictures. I congratulate you most heartily. It's a new world that you've opened the door to."
" Mr. Bullen has given us an epic of whaling, and has presented it with that forcefulness and simplicity with

which the epic is associated. . . . The book is of the sea. The author describes some tremenduus scenes. . . .

The book is real, authentic, a piece of life."—London Academy.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " MONA MACLEANS
Windyhaugh.

A Novel. By Graham Travers, author of "Mona Maclean, Medical Student," "Fellow
Travellers," etc. i2mo. Cloth, % 1.50.

"The name of the author of 'Mona Maclean' should assure any one of at least pleasant reading, and
'

Windyhaugh
' has a great deal about it that is pleasant. . . . The story works itself out well, and is the result,

quite evidently, of a great deal of thought and care."—London Saturday Revieiv.
" We congratulate the author very heartily upon her success. The characters are all alive and the conversa-

tion suits them. . . . We cordially recommend
'

Windyhaugh.'
"—London Literary World.

The Story of the Cotton Plant.

By F. Wilkinson, F. G. S., Director of the Textile and Engineer School. Bolton. A new vol-

ume in the Library of Useful Stories. i6mo Illustrated. Cloth, 40 cents.

In clear and simple language the author tells the story of cotton, tracing its progress from the plant to the
thread. The early history of cotton, the various phases of its growth, and the processes of preparation and
manufacture, are lucidly described.

Puerto Rico and its Resources.
A book for Travelers, Investors, and others, containing- full accounts of Natural Features and
Resources, Products, People, Opportunities for Business, etc. By Frederick A. Ober, author
of "Camps in the Caribbees," "Crusoe's Island," etc. With Map and Illustrations. i2mo.
Cloth, $1.50.

"The best authoritative and 'eye-witnessing' book on this subject vet printed. . . . Mr. Ober describes in a
definite, practical way its commercial, strategic, agricultural, financial," political, and geographical features, and
furnishes just the information sought for by intending settlers.

"—Boston Globe.

Nunez's Spanish Readers.
With Vocabulary, and Questions in English on the Text. By J. Abelardo NuFfEZ. Illustrated.
i2mo. Cloth. Two Volumes. Volume I, 65 cents

;
Volume II, 85 cents.

Standard elementary readers. Progressive. Carefully graded on the most approved plan employed in the

leading American schools. Indorsed by prominent Spanish and American scholars. The outgrowth of years
of experience on the part of the author, the most prominent educator of Spanish America. Universally
adopted for school use.

" Nunez's series of readers has had a great educational influence in our schools, and continues to be unsur-

passed. Mr. Nunez has made a notable addition to the readers since the first edition, namely, the introduction
of standard poetry, with the result that this series of readers has no rival in Spanish America."—El Educador,
Santiago de Chile.

Correspondence relative to the adoption of these books is solicited by the publishers.

Playtime and Seedtime.
By Francis W. Parker and Nellie L. Helm. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading
Books. 121110. Cloth, 32 cents net.

This is the first volume of Uncle Robert's Geography, consisting of six books, graded for school use as well
as for the home. Colonel Parker begins his lessons in geography and the phenomena of Nature by relating tin-

experiences of a family of children upon a farm. He gives them free scope to extend their observations and in-

vestigations with the aid of their parents and " Uncle Robert," whose visit is described in the third book. Dr.
Harris says,

"
If these books are read by the school children, they will suggest a great variety of ways in which

real mental growth and increase of practical power may be obtained."



2>. Bppleton an& Company's publications.

Cannon and Camera.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the Return of the

Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. HEMMENT. With over one hundred full-page

pictures taken by the Author, and an Index. Large 121110. Cloth, $2.00.

"The most interesting book about the war so far is
' Cannon and Camera.' It is also the best considered

purely as a narrative. Mr. Hemment was at the right places at the right times. . . . No series of pictures as

good as this on the scenes and events of the war has been made by any other man."—Boston Herald.

Recollections of the Civil War.
By Charles A. Dana. With Portrait. Large 121110. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

" Out of his rich material Air. Dana has woven a marvelous narrative. . . . Written, as the book is, in Mr.

Dana's inimitable English, it is worth)' to rank with the autobiography of Grant in the list of the really great
works which will bear down to posterity the true story of the great war for freedom and for the Union."—Boston

Journal.
"A most remarkable volume of historical, political, and personal reminiscences."—Buffalo Commercial.

The History of the World,
From the Earliest Historical Time to the Year jSqS. By Edgar Sanderson, M. A., sometime
scholar of Clare College, Cambridge, author of " A History of the British Empire," "The British

Empire in the Nineteenth Century," "Outlines of the World's History," etc. Uniform with

"Natural History,"
"
Astronomy," and "The Historical Reference-Book." Small 8vo. Half

leather, $2.00.

The thoroughness and compactness of this well-digested and comprehensive work render it invaluable as a

convenient book of reference. The American edition has brought the history of our own country down to the

close of the war with Spain.
" A wonderfully comprehensive work, ably written, and industriously and accurately compiled."—St. James's

Gazette.

The Principles of Biology.
By Herbert Spencer. Volume I. New edition, revised and enlarged. Entirely reset. 121110.

Cloth, $2.00.

The rapid progress in biology during the last generation has necessitated a revision of this work. The new

chapters, with other additions and three new appendices, have increased the size of the volume to 706 pages.

Our Country's Flag and the Flags of Foreign Countries.

By Edward S. Holden. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. 121110. Cloth, 80

cents net.

This book is intended to give the American child a brief history of our national flag and its significance, with

some account of the flags of other countries, and of symbols that have had so much to do with the hopes, aspira-

tions, and loyalty of nations. The first part deals with the history of the American flag, and the second part
with a short history of flags in general and of the flags of European nations in particular. It is a book that will

help the American boy or girl to a higher conception of duty and patriotism.

Historic Boston and its Neighborhood.
By Edward Everett Hale. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. 121110. Cloth,

50 cents net.

This little book will serve as a key or as an introduction to the more elaborate guides to historic Boston and

its suburbs, and to a general study of the early history of our country, many dramatic events in which occurred

in and around this city. Mr. Hale's charming style, pure diction, and power of description, given here in a

conversational form, can not fail to make this an entertaining and instructive book for older as well as young
readers.

Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls.

By F. Anstey, author of "Vice Versa," etc. With many Illustrations 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

" ' Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls,' is about as delightful a collection of stories

of their own particular kind as one could wish for—stories of the kind that appeal to all healthy, jolly boys, and

all nice little girls, and that, as a natural consequence, will appeal equally to most of their elders."—A'ew

York Sun.

With the Black Prince.

A Story of Adventure in the Fourteenth Century. By William O. Stoddard, author of

"The Battle of New York," "Chris, the Model-Maker," "Little Smoke," "Crowded Out o*

Crofield,"
" On the Old Frontier ; or, The last Raid of the Iroquois," etc Illustrated by B.

West Clinedinst. 121110. Cloth, %i 50.

"Aside from the good story Mr. Stoddard tells, he is very clever in mixing history and fiction in judicious

proportions, and his work has serious value that places it far above the ordinary book written to amuse only."—
Chicago Evening Post.
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Success against Odds
; or, How an American Boy made his Way.

By William O. Stoddard. Illustrated by B. West Clinedinst. Uniform edition. iamo.

Cloth, $1.50.
" The story is written in a lively manner, and the adventures, while exciting, are not at all improbable."

—
Minneapolis Tribune.

"Just the sort of a book to get hold of a boy and help make a man of him."—New York Evangelist.

The Pilot of the Mayflower.
By Hezf.kiah Butterworth, author of "True to his Home," "In the Boyhood of Lincoln,"
"The Zigzag Books," etc. Illustrated by H. Winthrop Peirce, and Others. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

"
It has not been our good fortune to see, among the legion of volumes prepared for the young members of

families, a single one which, in our belief, will create a greater overflow of pleasure than will this story. . . .

It is a veritable story of heroism. ... It is written with charming directness and simplicity, and teaches an

impressive lesson of inflexible resolution and heroic patriotism— a most important lesson for the rising genera-
tion."—Neiv York Home Journal.

The Hero of Erie {Commodore Perry).

By James Barnes, author of "
Midshipman Farragut," "Commodore Bainbridgc," etc. A new

volume in the Young Heroes of our Navy Series. 121110. Cloth, $1.00.

"There has been no more picturesque and manly figure in the United States navy than that of Commodore
Perry, the hero of the great naval battle on Lake Erie, and there is no American career more likely than his to

enlist the sympathy of the boy reader. The story of his life and gallant deeds is well told by Mr. Barnes in a

style which makes the incidents real. It is a good story, and, besides, it is good history."— Phila. Inquirer.

Bible Stories in Bible Language.
By Edward Tuckerman Potter. New edition, with an Introduction by the Right Rev.

Henry C. Potter, Bishop of New York. With new Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.
"

It is lessons such as these, given to innocent childhood, that impart truths that are treasured and shape
destinies. ... It is a little book which will carry with it a blessing into every home it reaches."— Chicago
1iiter-Ocean.

Latitude io°.

A Romance of the West Indies in the Year of our Lord 1820. Being a faithful account and

true, of the painful adventures of the Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate, and Cynthia.

By Mrs. Schuyler Crowninshield, author of "Where the Trade Winds Blow." Illustrated.

i2mo. Clodi, $1.50.

"The author has a vivid imagination and a convincing style. We have read her wonderful story with im-

plicit credulity. . . . It is crowded with picturesque adventures."—New York Independent.

David Harum.
A Story of American Life. By Edward Noyf.s Westcott. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

"A notable contribution to those sectional studies of American life by which our literature has been so

greatly enriched in the past generation. . . . A work of unusual merit."— Tliiladclpliia Press.

A Herald of the West.
An American Story of 1811-1815. By J. A. Al.TSHKlER, author of "A Soldier of Manhattan"
and "The Sun of Saratoga." i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

" In a style that is strong and broad, the author of this timely novel takes up a nascent period of our
national history and founds upon it a story of absorbing interest."—Philadelphia Item.

The Story of the Railroad.

By Cy Wakman, author of "The Express Messenger," etc. A new volume in the Story of

the West Series, edited by Ripley Hitchcock. With maps and many illustrations by B. West

Clinedinst, and from Photographs. Uniform with "The Story of the Cowboy," "The Story of

the Mine," and "The Story of the Indian." 121110. Cloth, $1.50.
" The story of the railroad of the West is here in all its aspects, with all its wondrous wealth of results, the

magnitude of what it achieved
;
and the engineer is here too, the man who triumphed over insurmountable

difficulties—the keystone of the building of the West. The book is full of the life and anecdote of the construc-
tion camp and the railroad yard, and of life on mountain, stream, and plain. Himself a railroad man for many
years, Mr. YVarman has felt and reproduced our common humanity in all these busy workers. . . . He has
succeeded in a most difficult task; while giving a clear, economic history of the transcontinental railroads, he
has managed with equal skill to make the human element predominate in his pages."— The Critic.
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LATEST ISSUES IN

Appletons' Town and Country Library.
Each, i2mo, paper, 50 cents

; cloth, $1.00.

" The beauty of Appletons' Town and Country Library series is that one is always sure of being thoroughly
entertained, no matter how much at random he may make his selection or what season of the year it may
happen to be."—Boston Herald.

No. 258. Ricroft of Withens.
A Romance. By Halliwell Sutcliffe, author of " A Man of the Moors."

" A picture of the strong, lusty, hard-living man of the Yorkshire moors
;
and as the author has gone back

to 1745 for a plot, their savage vices and virtues gain in naturalness from their setting in a ruder age. He has
also invented a capital story. Also, he has an eye for character, and his stage is crowded with energetic and in-

dividualized personages. Mr. Sutcliffe has fine insight into character and an independent outlook. He makes a
most dramatic use of the curious superstitions of his dales-folk, and he has the art of narration."—London
Academy.

No. 257. The Knight of the Golden Chain.
An Historical Romance. By R. D. Chetwode, author of "John of Strathbourne."

The success of "John of Strathbourne" represented a promise which is fully sustained in this new romance
of adventure in the England of the twelfth century. Mr. Chetwode is a spirited story-teller, and his pictures of

the curious contrasts and strange conditions of the stormy time which he has chosen invest his tale with an un-
usual interest.

No. 256. A Writer of Books.
By George Paston, author of " The Career of Candida

"
and " A Study in Prejudices."

"This is a witty book. All George Paston's work has been clever, but ' A Writer of Books' is a distinct

advance upon her previous books."—London Academy.
" A thoughtful and interesting book. . . . Brightly written and cleverly constructed. It will more than pay-

perusal.
"—London Literary World.

No. 255. The Key of the Holy House.
A Romance of Old Antwerp. By Albert Lee.

"This is a fascinating specimen of the historical romance at its best, the romance which infuses energetic
life into the dry facts of history. The plot is worked out with rare dramatic effect."—Philadelphia Press.

No. 254. Belinda—and Some Others.

By Ethel Maude.
" The great charm of the book lies in the fact that most of the troubles and most of the joys shared by this

family are common to us all, and yet they are told in so witty a way that the ordinary actions of life become

subjects of real amusement. We wish there were more books of this sort."—London Literary World.

No. 253. The Impediment.
By Dorothea Gerard, author of " A Forgotten Sin," "Miss Providence," "A Spotless Repu-
tation,"

" The Wrong Man," etc.

"A clean, interesting, and wholesome love story. . . . The tale is well wrought."—Boston Globe.

"The author holds our interest as she lays scene after scene before us, and keeps the final issue well hidden

till the end comes."—Manchester Guardian.

No. 252. Concerning Isabel Carnaby.
By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.

"
Rarely does one find such a charming: combination of wit and tenderness, of brilliancy and reverence. ...

Bright without being flippant, tender without being mawkish, and as joyous and as wholesome as sunshine.

The characters are closely studied and rlearlv limned, and they are created by one who knows human nature. . . .

As a healthful love story, it would be hard to find its superior for all-round excellence. '—Chicago Tribune.

U3T- This Bulletin of ne'cV publications is issued on the first of each mouth, and -rill be regularly mailed

to any address, .eralis,' upon request. Address D. Appleton and Company, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF THE
CIVIL WAR.

By Charles A. Dana. With Portrait. Large 121110. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

" The book will rank among the trustworthy sources of knowledge
of the civil war."—New York Evening Post.

" Mr. Dana's official position as Assistant Secretary of War while the

rebellion was in progress gave him exceptional opportunities of observa-

tion which he was keen to take advantage of, while his rare gift of terse

and vivid expression enabled him to record what he saw in a series of

pen pictures that are little less than instantaneous photographs. The
feature par excellence of these reminiscences is their interesting char-

acter. ... He tells you briefly but graphically what he saw, heard, or

did himself. One gains a very real and personal knowledge of the war

from these recollections."—Chicago Times-Herald.

"
It is a book filled with vitality and warm with strong life. It tells

history in the strongest and most impressive manner, and the personality

of the writer gives it an additional interest. It is one of the valuable books of the year. . . . It is sin-

cere, even in its prejudices ; the most original and enduring work of a strong thinker. . . . The book

is a most important contribution to the history of our civil war
;

it is readable from first page to last,

and its vitality will outlast that of more elaborate works on the same subject."
—Boston Saturday Even-

ing Gazette.

Charles A. Dana

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN.

CANNON AND CAMERA.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish- American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the

Return of the Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. Hemment. With

over one hundred full-page pictures taken by the Author, and an Index. Large

121110. Cloth, $2.00.

" Accurate as well as picturesque. . . . Mr. Hemment has done his work well. In point of faithful

realism there has thus far been nothing better in the whole war literature."—Boston Journal.

"Clever and picturesque. . . . Over one hundred capital instantaneous photographs illustrate Mr.

Hemment's well-written record, and not the least of the book's recommendations is the outspoken sim-

plicity of its style, and the strong impression it makes upon the reader of being the uninfluenced

evidence of an eyewitness who ' draws the thing as he sees it
'

and without exaggeration or prejudice."
—

Sunday- School Times.

"It is a history of the war that will become more valuable as time passes, for it is in its pictures

an unimpeachable record of events."— Cleveland Plain Dealer.

" The pictures comprise the best set of war views that we have seen."— Philadelphia Inquirer.

" Will have a permanent value and a popularity which doubtless the more technical books will

lack."—Army and Navy Register.

These books are for sale bv all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt

of price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
1



"IT OPENS A NEW WORLD."

The Cruise of the Cachalot,
BULLEN,Whales. By FRANK T.

Cloth, $1.50.

Ronnd the I Vorld

after Sperm
First Mate. Illustrated.

121110.

"
It is immense—there is no other word. I've never read anything that equals

it in its deep-sea wonder and mystery, nor do I think that any book before lias so

completely covered the whole business of whale fishing, and, at the same time,

given such real and new sea pictures. I congratulate you most heartily. It's a
new world you've opened the door to."—Rudyard Kipling.

"Written with racy freedom of literary expression and luxuriant abundance
of incident, so that ' The Cruise of the Cachalot

' becomes a story of fascinating
vividness which thrills the reader and amuses him. The volume is no less enthrall-

ing than ' Two Years Before the Mast,' and higher praise can not be accorded to

a story of the sea. ... A book of such extraordinary merit as seldom comes to

hand."— The Philadelphia Press.
" Mr. Bullen has given us an epic of whaling, and has presented it with that

forcefulness and simplicity with which the epic is associated. . . . The book is of

the sea. The author describes some tremendous scenes. . . . The book is real, authentic, a piece of life."—
The London Academy.

" This exciting and attractive book. ... A deep-sea wonder and mystery pervades every page, and this

without any straining or self-conscious art. Mr. Bullen has insight, and he has power of presentation
— the

power of making things vivid and interesting. In a word, he has seen things worthy the telling, and he tells

them worthily."
— The London Spectator.

"A BOOK THAT WILL LIVE."

David Harum A Story of American Life - B^
j_yaviu iiaiuiiu Edward Noyes Westcott.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" ' David Harum '

is, first of all, a thoroughly interesting bit of fiction,

with a well-defined plot, a slender but easily followed ' love
'

interest, some
bold and finely sketched character drawing, and a perfect gold mine of

shrewd, dialectic philosophy."
— 1 he San Prancisco Call.

" The chapters are few in which one does not hear the voice of David
Harum. Kis reminiscences, his horse-trading anecdotes, his home brewed

philosophy, have their own charm. Nor does he ever, in his most sus-

tained harangues, 'run to emptins,' though his own experience declares

that while '

trie's a good many fast quarter hosses, them that can keep it

up for a full mile is scurse.' Realism has bored its thousands, but in
' David Harum '

it has joined hands with delight."
— The A'ew York Nation.

" The main character ought to become familiar to thousands of read-

ers, and will probably take his place in time beside Joel Chandler Harris's

and Thomas Nelson Page's and Miss Wilkins's creations."— The Chicago
1 hnes-Herald.

" One of the few distinct and living types in the American gallery."—
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

" Full of wit and sweetness."— The Baltimore Herald.
EDWARD NOYES WESTCOTT.

A Romance of 1811-1815.

By J. A. Altsheler,
and " The Sun of Saratoga."

A \ti

,F THE Sft

WEST
*

j, A . ALTSHELER

A Herald of the West.
author of " A Soldier of Manhattan ;

l2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" In a style that is strong and broad the author of this timely novel takes up a

nascent period of our national history and founds upon it a story of absorbing in-

terest. . . . We predict for ' A Herald of the West ' a wide reading and a permanent
place."

— The Philadelphia Ltem.
" A portion of our history that has not before been successfully embodied in fic-

tion. . . . Extremely well written, condensed, vivid, picturesque, and there is con-
tinual action. ... A rattling good story, and unrivaled in fiction for its presentation
of the American feeling toward England during our second conflict."— The Boston
P/erald.

'"A Herald of the West '

is a romance of our history which has not been sur-

passed in dramatic force, vivid coloring, and historical interest."— The San Fran-
cisco Chronicle.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



NEW EDITION.

The Scapegoat.
A Romance and a Parable. By Hall Caine, author

of "The Christian," "The Deemster," "The Manx-

man,
tion.

Cloth,

The Bondman," etc. New and revised edi

Uniform

$1.50.

with the author's works. 121110.

HALL CAINE.

This new edition will present itself as practically a new book. It

will be found to differ materially from the edition heretofore published,
which was issued some years since without the benefit of the author's

revision. This powerful romance and expressive
"
parable

"
will be

certain to obtain a greatly enlarged meed of popularity.

" This book in its present form is new to American readers, although a book under the same title,

telling practically the same story, was published in America seven years ago. That was just after the

passing of the Copyright Act, and the effort to meet the conditions of the new law seemed to require
that the romance should be published in what I knew was an immature and wholly unsatisfactory form.

This was the form in which it was being published serially in English and American journals, without
the revision usually considered necessary for any piece of writing before its appearance as a book, and

especially desirable in the case of the present work. . . . When health and opportunity allowed I did

my best to make the story worthy of the reception it had received by an effort to lift its literary execu-
tion to the level of its artistic motive.

" W'th these alterations and with amendments made very recently I am now offering 'The Scape-
goat

'

to American readers, practically, I think, as a new book, certainly as a book which is in great

part new."—From the Author's Preface to the New Edition.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " MONA MACLEAN."

Windyhaugh.
A Novel. By Graham Travers, author of

" Mona Mac-

lean, Medical Student," "Fellow Travellers," etc. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.
" The author draws her characters with the clever strokes of the success-

ful artist, and the life of her heroine is, in and of itself, so immensely inter-

esting that the story never for a moment palls. . . . Aside from its moral
and intellectual charm,

'

Windyhaugh
'

is brightly written, and has that keen
sense of enjoyment which belongs to any genuine delineation of life."— The
Boston Herald.

A ROMANCE OF THE WEST INDIES.

Latitude \9°.
A Romance of the West In

dies in the Year of our
Lord Eighteen Hundred and Twenty. Being a

faithful account and true of the painful adventures
of the Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate,
and Cynthia. By Mrs. Schuyler Crownin-
shield. Illustrated. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

" • Latitude 19°
'

is a novel of incident, of the open air, of the
sea. the shore, the mountain eyrie, and of breathing, living enti-
ties, who deal with Nature at first hand. . . . The adventures
described are peculiarly novel and interesting. • • • Packed with
incidents, infused with humor and wit, and faithful to the types
introduced, this book will surely appeal to the large audience
already won, and beget new friends among those who believe
in fiction that is healthy without being maudlin, and is strong
without losing the truth."— The New York Herald

MRS. SCHUYLER CROWNINSHIELD.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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BOOKS PUBLISHED DURING 1898 BY

D. Appleton and Company,
72 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
TITLE.

STANDARD AND MISCELLANEOUS.
Gillespie's Surveying. ( Part II.) (New edition)

Points in Minor Tactics

Bimetallism

Eastern Journeys
A French Volunteer in the War of Independence
Studies of Good and Evil

History of the Columbian Exposition. (4 vols.)

A History of Italian Literature

Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 189~

Political Crime

Financial Management of a War
The Art of Taxidermy
Familiar Life in Field and Forest

The Play of Animals

A History of Spanish Literature.

Philip's Experiments ; or, Physical Science at Home
The Story of the Railroad

Cannon and Camera

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SERIES.

Psychologic Foundations of Education

The Study of the Child

LIBRARY OF USEFUL STORIES.
The Story of Life in the Seas

Ths Story of Photography
The Story of the Mind

APPLETONS' HOME-READING BOOKS.
Crusoe's Island

The Animal World

On the Farm

The Story of Rob Roy
Harold's Rambles

News from the Birds

The Earth and Sky
Our Country's Flag and the Flags of Foreign Countries.

SCIENTIFIC.
Various Fragments

Astronomy
Treatise on Chemistry. (Vol. II.) (New edition).

Outlines of the Earth's History

Scientific Memoirs of T. II. Huxley. (Vol. I.)

Footnotes to Evolution

Principles of Biology. (Vol.1.) (New edition)..

Evolutional Ethics and Animal Psychology
The Psychology of Suggestion
Evolution and Effort. (Second edition)

MEDICAL.
Accident and Injury

Operative Gynecology. (Vol. I.)

A Text-Book of Surgery. (Vol. III)..

Aphasia and Other Speech Defects

Brief Essays on Orthopaedic Surgery. .

Operative Gynecology. (Vol. II.)

AUTHOR.

Cady Staley

Charles A. Smylie
Leonard Darwin
Charles A. Dana
The Chevalier de Pontgibaud
Josiah Royce
Rossiter Johnson

Richard Garnett

Louis Proal

Henry C. Adams
John Rowley
F. Schuyler Mathews
Karl Groos

James Fitzmaurice-Kelly.

John Trowbridge

Cy Warman

J. C. Hemment

William T. Harris.

A. R. Taylor

Sydney J. Hickson.

Alfred T. Story

J. Mark Baldwin. . .

Frederick A. Ober

Frank Vincent

Francis W. Parker and I

Nellie L. Helm f

Edith D. Harris

J. W. Troeger
Leander S. Keyser
Edward S. Holden

Edward S. Holden

Herbert Spencer

Agnes M. Clerke and Others

Roscoe and Schorlemmer

Nathaniel S. Shaler

M. Foster and |

E. R. Lankestcr (

David Starr Jordan

Herbert Spencer
E. P. Evans

Boris Sidis

Edmond Kelly

Pearce Bailey, M. D
Howard A. Kelly. M. D. . . .

Dr. Hermann Tillmanns. . .

H. Charlton Bastian, M. D.

Newton M. Shaffer, M. I). .

Howard A. Kelly, M. D.. . .

SIZE.



Books published during 1898 by D. Appleton and Company.
—

(Continued.)

TITLE.

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
H. R. H. the Prince of Wales
The Historical Reference-Book. (5th edition)

A History of the U. S. Navy. (New edition.) (2 vols.).

The American Revolution

Recollections of the Civil War

History of the World
Historic Boston and its Neighborhood.

FICTION.
The Translation of a Savage. (New edition).
The Broom of the War-God
A Voyage of Consolation
The Disaster
The God in the Car. (New edition i

Mrs. Falchion. (New edition)

The Standard Bearer

AUTHOR.

Louis Heilprin
Edgar S. Maclav
William E. H/Lecky.
Charles A. Dana

Edgar Sanderson
Edward Everett Hale.

Arachne. (2 vols. )

Kronstadt
Evelyn Innes

Lucky Bargee
The Terror
The House of Hidden Treasure.
David Harum
A Herald of the West
Her Memory
The Phantom Armv
Latitude 19°

"

APPLETONS' TOWN AND COUNTRY LIBRARY.
Sunset

A Fiery Ordeal
A Prince of Mischance
A Passionate Pilgrim
This Little World
A Forgotten Sin
The Incidental Bishop
The Lake of Wine
Torn Sails

A Trooper of the Empress. .

Materfamilias
John of Strathbourne
The Millionaires
The Looms of Time
The Queen's Cup
Dicky Monteith
The Lust of Hate
The Gospel Writ in Steel. . .

The Widower
The Scourge of God
Concerning Isabel Carnally.
The Impediment
Belinda—and Some Others..

JUVENILE
Success against Odds
With the Black Prince
The Pilot of the Mayflower
The Hero of Erie
Paleface and Redskin
Bible Stories in Bible Language. . .

BOOKS.

SPANISH BOOKS.
Ollendorff El Ingl6s. (New edition)
Lucia

El Lector Americano. (3 Books).

Spanish Reader. (2 Books).

El Estudio del Nino

GUIDE-BOOKS.
Appletons' Guide Book to Alaska. (New edition)
Appletons' General Guide to the United States. (New edition)!
Appletons' Hand-Book of Summer Resorts. (New edition)...
Appletons

1 Canadian Guide-Book. (New edition)
"

Appletons' Dictionary of New York. (New edition) ....

Gilbert Parker
Henry N. Brailsford
Mrs. Everard Cotes
Paul and Victor Margueritte.
Anthony Hope
Gilbert Parker
S. R. Crockett

Georg Ebers

Max Pemberton
George Moore
Harry Lander ...

Felix Gras
Maxwell Grav
Edward N. Weetcott . .

Joseph A. Altsheler...
Maarten Maartens
Max Pemberton
Mrs. S. Crowninshield.

Beatrice Whitby
Tasma
T. Gallon

Percy White
David Christie Murray.
Dorothea Gerard
Grant Allen
Bernard Capes
Allen Raine
Clinton Ross
Ada Cambridge
R. D. Chetwode
F. Frankfort Moore . . .

Mrs. Hugh Fraser
G. A. Henty
T. Gallon

Guy Boothby
Arthur Pate'rson
W. E. Norris
J. Bloundelle-Burton . .

Ellen T. Fowler
Dorothea Gerard
Ethel Maude

W. O. Stoddard
W. O. Stoddard
Hezekiah Butterworth .

James Barnes
F. Anstey
Edward T. Potter

Palenzuela and Carreno.
M. E. Braddon

J. Abelardo Nufiez.

J. Abelardo Nufiez

A. R. Taylor

Miss E. R. Scidmore..

Charles' 6. D. Roberto.

SIZE.

8vo
12mo
8vo
12m o
Large
12mo
12mo
12mo

12mo
12mo
12mo
12mo
12mo
12mo
12mo

16mo

12mo
12mo
12mo
16mo
12mo
12mo
lxmo
12mo
12mo
12mo

BINDING.

12mo
12mo
12mo
12mo
8vo
12mo

12mo
12mo

12mo

12mo

12mo

12mo
12mo
18mo
12mo
12mo

Cloth
Hf. Lea.
Cloth
Cloth

Cloth

Hf. Lea.
Cloth

Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth

t Paper
l Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth

12mo



SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF

Johnson's
Universal

Cyclopaedia

\

The only Original

and Really New

American Cyclopaedia

Now on the Market.

7,264 pages. Type new and larger than before.

130 Colored Maps, including Plans of tbe Chief Cities of North

America and Europe. 3,027 Illustrative Engravings.

Thirty-six Departments in charge of Thirty-six Eminent

Scholars as Associate Editors (see opposite page).

Nearly 50,000 Titles.

All Articles written by Specialists.

CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS,
LL D. ,

President ofthe

University of Wisconsin,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.

THE WHOLE WORK IS FRESH, SCHOLARLY,
AUTHORITATIVE, AND UP TO DATE.

tbe Editor of Book notes says :

" No similar book ever published in this country equals the new
JOHNSON'S in method, and none was ever published superior to it

in detail; all those now on the market are infinitely inferior to it."

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN PAGES FREE ON APPLICATION.

TO CLOSE OUT OUR STOCK OF THE NEW

library atlas anb 6a3etteer of tbe TOorlb,
WE ARE OFFERING THE BALANCE OF THE EDITION AT A GREATLY REDUCED PRICE.

Copper Engraved, Marginal Reference Maps; Illustrated Descriptive Text of every Country; Latest Cen
sus ; Maps of all Principal American Cities.
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HENRY HOLT & CO.'S BOOKS ON BOTANY,
Published in 1 898.

Atkinson's Elementary Botany.

By Prof. Geo. F. Atkinson, of Cornell Univer-

sity.

$1.25

Profusely illustrated.

net.

XX1U + 444PP. i2mo,

J. Y. Bergen, of the English High School, Boston: "It

is a very interesting book and offers many novelties in the

mode of treatment. The ecological part seems to me particu-

larly valuable, and I should say that no recent elementary

book in this country contained a larger body of original

illustrations."

Prof. IV. Whitman, of Brown University:^
"

It is clear

and charming. I shall be glad to recommend it."

Pro/. Geo. Macloskie, of Princeton University : "It is in

every way a first-class book, the best of its kind known to

me."

PREVIOUSLY
ARTHUR, Barnes, and Coulter's

Plant Dissection $1.20

BESSEY'S Botany.
Advanced Course. 612 pp, 8vo. . . 2.20

Briefer Course. 356 pp , i2mo. En-

tirely New Edition, 1898 . . . . 1. 12

BEAL'S Grasses of North
\ Vol. I. 2.50

America \ "II, 5.00

CROZIER'S Botanical Dictionary . 2.40

Barnes's Plant Life.

By Prof. Cfas. R. Barnes, of the University of

Chicago. With about 4C0 illustrations. 428 pp.
i2mo, £1.12 net.

Prof. B. P. Cotton, of Illinois State Normal University:"
It seems to me to give the best view of the life of plants of

any book I know."

Prof. V. M. Spalding, of the University of Michigan :
"

I am impressed with its comprehensiveness, trustworthiness,
clearness, and simplicity of statement, combined with scientific

accuracy and a common-sense adaptation to the needs of stu-

dents for whom it was prepared. Such a be ok has been greatly
needed, and it has at last been written in such a way as to
leave nothing to be desired except teachers who know how to
use it. It can hardly fail to materially piomote the develop-
ment of the right kind of biological work in the secondary
schools. The author seems to me to have attained his own ideal,
and greater praise it would Le hardly possible to give."

PUBLISHED.
KERNER'S Natural History of Plants.

16 colored plates, 2,oco cuts. 4 parts, $15.00
MACDOUGAL'S Experimental Plant

Physiology 1.00

PRICE'S Fern Collector's Handbook
and Herbarium. 72 plates, mostly
life-size, with a botanical guide. Retail, 2.25

UNDERWOOD'S Our Native Ferns, 1.00

ZIMMERMAN'S Botanical Micro=

technique 2.50

The prices are net, where not otherwise spe:ified. Eight per cent should be added for postage.

Complete descriptive Science Catalogue, or New Cata'ogue of Works in General Literature, free on application to

29 W. 23d Street, New York; or, 378 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

CHAPPED SKIN.
From Med. Standard.

"
Chapped skin is a win-

ter plague easily avoided

by use of

From Lancet-Clinic.

"An excellent remedy
for chapped skin is found

in the use of

Packer's Tar Soap.
Prof. D. G. Brinton, M. P., I.L.D., Philadelphia, says:

" Packer's Tar Soap is remarkably pure

cleansing, and healing; contains the balsamic virtues of the pine in a high degree, and is soft and

refreshing to the skin."—Med. and Surg. Reporter.



ESTABLISHED BY EDWARD L. YOUMANS.

APPLETONS'

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY
EDITED BY WILLIAM JAY YOUMANS.

Prospectus for 1899.

The scientific method of study and investigation is every year being more

and more widely applied, drawing within its range, besides the endless succession

of phenomena in physical Nature, many practical questions relating to agricul-

tural and industrial development, civil administration, criminal reform, educa-

tional methods, public and private hygiene, and the ethics of social life. The

results of such study are changing for the better man's operations in every field

of activity, and in proportion as they are made known may they be expected

to still further contribute to the material welfare and intellectual advancement

of society. The contents of the Popular Science Monthly for 1899 will include

an increasing variety of readable popular articles on these and allied subjects

from writers of the foremost rank in their respective departments of science.

EDUCATION.
Special attention will, as heretofore, be given to the role of science in

Education. A few of the topics coming under this head will be : The train-

ing of science teachers
;
the place of science in education ; practical aspects of

mental fatigue; teaching science in the common schools; instruction of the

feeble-minded, etc.

NATURAL HISTORY.
As subjects of scientific study that are of never-failing interest, well calcu-

lated to develop the observing powers and the judgment, and easily accessible

independently of the schools, liberal space will be given to articles on natural

history, including curious forms of plant and animal life, and those varied aspects

of Nature that present themselves in the geological and physiographic features

of the landscape.
14



SOCIOLOGY.
Questions pertaining to social welfare, especially in those cases where the

direct action of the state is concerned, will likewise receive a fair share of atten-

tion. These will embrace, among others, articles on the results of temperance

legislation ;
the restriction of vivisection

;
state versus private philanthropy ;

and politics as an agency in social affairs.

I THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES.
Care will be taken to keep up with the more important and later devel-

opments in the physical sciences, when they are susceptible ol popular state-

ment
;
wireless telegraphy, the applications of low temperatures in research, im-

provements in the industrial arts, and the history and later practical applications

of electricity being among the special subjects that will receive attention.

SERIALS.
Several papers yet remain of the series by the late Hon. David A. Wells

on The Principles of Taxation, that will appear early in the year. Professor

Ripley's contributions on The Racial Geography of Europe will run into the

year, and there are two more articles on The Evolution of Colonies, by Mr.

James Collier.

With other illustrations, each number of the MONTHLY contains a finely

engraved portrait of some eminent man of science,, with a biographical sketch.

AI.IONG ITS RECENT CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

HERBERT SPENCER, ANDREW D. WHITE, ISRAEL C. RUSSELL,

EDWARD ATKINSON, WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY, C. HANFORD HENDERSON,
E. P. EVANS, FREDERICK STARR, CESARE LOMBROSO,

JAMES SULLY, S. N. D. NORTH, ANGELO HEILPRIN,

W. K. BROOKS, GEORGE M. STERNBERG, G. F. WRIGHT,
DAVID STARR JORDAN, WORTHINGTON C. FORD, WILLIAM H. HUDSON,
FELIX L. OSWALD, EDWARD S. MORSE, CHARLES D. WALCOTT,

JOSEPH LE CONTE, H. CARRINGTON BOLTON, T. C. MENDENHALL.

50 cents a number. $5.00 per annum.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,

72 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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VIGOR and

HEALTH
-^ follow the use of

ofomato4e
the Perfect Food, Tonic and Re-

storative, which contains the nour-

ishing elements of meat.

INVALIDS AND DYSPEPTICS,

or anyone in an anaemic state, find

in Somatose the needed nourish-

ment and a restored appetite.

At druggists' in 2-oz., %, Vi, and i lb. tins.

Also the following combinations : Somatose-

Biscuit, Somatose-Cocoa, Somatose-Chocolate—each

containing 10 per cent. Somatose. Very convenient

and palatable preparations.

A full size sample box of Somatose mailed on receipt

of 35 cents by

FARBENFABRIKEN OP ELBERFELD CO.,

THE
IDEAL

Selling atrentB for Farbetifnbriken
vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld.

40 Stone St.,
New York.

m

$
AS

Dr. Hayes, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Cures ASTHMA
to Stay Cured.

Correspondence invited. No charge for advice as

to curability. Write for Examination Blanks.

\»>

\«>

\»>

sl>

\»>

\»>

vt/

\ St*j» jt.^.^.jr- ^- >*•^^^-^^-^^ ^^>L--£:^: £;•£,• gj-g.-^.'-g.'-g:^.

A NEW VOLUME IN THE
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.

Earthquakes and

Other Earth Movements.
By John Milne, F. R. S., F. G. S., late Professor of

Mining and Geology in the Imperial College of

Engineering, Tokio, Japan. International Scien-

tific Series. With thirty-eight figures. New
edition. Entirely reset. i2mo. Cloth, Si. 75.

By reference to the varied and numerous investigations made of

late years the author has aimed to bring the original subject-matter

up to date. There are also some new illustrations, a few correc-

tions, and a list of reference books, features which enhance the value
of this valuable and systematic account of earth movements.

This book is for sale by all booksellers ; or it will be sent by mail,
on receipt 0/price, by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
72 Fifth Avenue, New York.

1G

The InestiMabl
Blessing of Sic

'RESTOREROMW/fl SPECTACLES & EYEQLAt
"
HEADACHE & SURGICAL OPERA
ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET OH
EYE. MAILED FREE.

'

THE IDEAL COMPANY, 239 BROADWAY, KEWY

EDUCAT10Nonr system of
in st ruction

Thousands hav
been helped t

[

better pay & pc I

sitiona throug '

BY MAIL
Buildings erected ex
pressly for this pur

pose at i

cost of
»225,001 1

Courses
Steam,

Electrical
,

Mechanical or Civil En 1

'

gineering; Chemistry; Mining
Mechanical and Architecture

Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing: Architecture; Meta
Pattern Drafting ; Prospecting ; Bookkeeping ; Short
hand; English Branches.
An 1 UnklTU Fiys for a College Education at Homi

|

)Z A MUM I II 45,rOT> Students and Graduates.
Circular FREE. State subject you wish to study

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Bo*i 163 Scrunton, Pa.

THE

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES.
Supported by the State of Michigan. Practical w
Elective system. Special advantages for men of age
experience. For catalogues, address
Dr. M. E. Wadsworth, President, Houghton, Mi<

Yale
F^eVieV

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL
For the Scientific Discussion of Economic

Political, and Social Questions.

Boston Herald.
" A periodical full of vigorous and strong arLicl

Episcopal Recorder.

"This substantial Review is conducted with g
ability, and meets a special need in the literary wor

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Henry W. Farnam, Arthur T. Hadley,
W. F. Blackman, E. G. Bourne,
John C. Schwab, and Irving Fisher,

Professors in Yale University.

Yearly subscription - - - - $3.<

Single number
ISSUED on the Fiftefnth Days of

February, May, August, November.

Five volumes of The Yale Review are now o

pleted. They will be sent to new subscribers at

reduced price of $1.00 per volume, unbound. A sp

men copy will be sent free.

TUTTLE, MOREHOUSE & TAYLOR, Publishers

NEW HAVEN, CONN.



.R0D>9 GUN';J^
The Sportsman's Home Journal

Forest and Stream's
natural history

Columns contain so much original observation

of nature and the ways of wild animals that

they are carefully read by naturalists the world
over. Business and professional men of all

classes find in its pages the grateful odor of the

forest and the bright sparkle of the stream. It

is altogether unique in scope and character. No
other one agency in this country has done so

much as the Forest and Stream to develop and
establish among intelligent people a taste for

rational recreation with the rod and gun. horest

and Stream is printed for grown-ups, but it is

also a paper for young folks. No better read-

ing can be given to your boy, if you want to

see him grow up a manly man.

Special Trial Trip.—-Price, 10 cents per week. All dealers.
or 25 cents we will send the paper for four weeks as a special
ial trip.

Our catalogue of best books on outdoor sports will come to
>u free. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

LITTLE MASTERPIECES.
A collection of books of the highest standing in lit—

ature. The best texts in good readable type, and on
ugh-edged paper, with photogravure frontispieces,
stefully bound in flexible cloth covers, gilt top (4 x 6).
1 this series nine independent volumes have been
sued :

Poe (7) Macaulay (9)

Hawthorne (8) Franklin (7)

Irving (7) Webster (5)

Carlyle (7) Lincoln, including the

Ruskin (9)
" Lost Speech

"
(7)

(The figures in parentheses indicate the number of

lections.)

To new yearly subscribers for

PUBLIC OPINION
will present a set of any three of these volumes,
you are not familiar with Public Opinion we shall

glad to send you sample copies. It is an eclectic

:ekly that aims to cover briefly every field of human
tivity. Its departments are

American Affairs Religion

Foreign Affairs Letters and Art

Sociology Business and Finance
Science Book Reviews

The American Affairs department is especially valu-

le, reflecting as it does the sentiment of the press of
I entire country.
By reading this one paper you can be as well posted
though you read 3,000 each week. Our editors do
it for you.
Public Opinion may be just the paper you have
nted for years. The subscription price is $2.50 per
it, $ 1.25 for six months.

HE PUBLIC OPINION CO., 13 Astor Place, New York.

malnut Lodge
HOSPITAL,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Organized in 1880
for the

special Medical

Treatment of

Alcohol

and

Opium
Inebriates.

ELEGANTLY
situated in the suburbs of the city, with

every appointment and appliance for the treatment
of this class of cases, including Turkish, Kvssian, Foman,
Saline, and Medicated Baths. Each case comes under the
direct personal care of the physician. Experience shows
that a large proportion of these cases are curable, and
all are benefited from the application of exact hygienic and
scientific measures. This institution is founded on the

well-recognized fact that Inebriety is a disease and curable,
and all these cases require rest, change of thevght and
living, etc.

At Murray Hill Hotel, New York city, the second Tues-
day of each month, from 12 to 4 p.m.

Applications and all inquiries should be addressed

T. D, CEOTHERS, M.D.,

Sup't Walnut Lodge, Hartford, Conn.

A New Volume in The Great Commanders Series

GENERAL SHERMAN.
By General M. F. Force. A new volume in The

Great Commanders Series, Edited by General

James Grant Wilson. With Portraits and

Maps. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The author of this volume, a practiced writer and
one of Sherman's division commanders, accompanied
him in the Atlanta campaign and in the march to the

sea. It is no slight compliment to Geneial Force to

say that his biography of Sherman maintains the high
level of merit which characterizes the entire series, and
indicates the good jndgment of General Sheiman ir.

selecting him, as he did, for his biographer. Several

0/ the concluding chapters of the volume were written

by General J. D. Cox at the request of the author,

owing to a temporary loss of health and his desire not
to delay its appearance. The book contains a finely

engraved steel portrait of the picture that General
Sherman preferred, six well-executed maps of his most

important battlefields, and a carefully prepared index.

This clear, comprehensive, and compact biography of

the illustrious soldier contains, among other features,
the most accurate and complete account of the battle

of Shiloh, in which Sherman p'ayed such an important
part, that has appeared in print.

" No library of military literature that has appeared in re-

cent years has been so instructive to leaders pf all kinds as

The Great Commanders Serirs, which is edited by General

James Grant Wilson."—New York Mail and Express.

This book is for sale by all booksellers ; or it -will be sent

by mail, on receipt of price, by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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Nunez Spanish Readers
By

J.
ABELARDO NUNEZ. I

With Vocabulary, and Questions in English on the Text.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth.

OTANDARD Elementary Readers. Progressive

Carefully Graded on the Most Approved Pla

employed in the Leading American Schools. Ir

dorsed by Prominent Spanish and American Scho

ars. The Outgrowth of Years of Experience o

the Part of the Author, the most Prominent Edt

cator of Spanish America. Universally adopted fc

School Use.

Tiro VOLUMES.

Book L Price, 65 cents*

Book II. Price, 85 cents*

J. A NUNEZ.

" Nunez's Series of Readers has had a great educational influence in our schools, ar

continues to be unsurpassed. Mr. Nunez has made a notable addition to the Readers sin<

the first edition, namely, the introduction of standard poetry, with the result that th

series OF readers has NO rival IN Spanish America."—ElEducador, Santiago de CM

A SPANISH CLASSIC.

PEPITA JIMENEZ.
A SPANISH NOVEL BY

Don JUAN VALERA.
j

Illustrated. i2mo, paper, 50 rents; cloth, $1.25.

Don Juan Valera is the Addison of Spanish literature, and Pepita Jimene
has enjoyed a world-wide celebrity. To those seeking a standard Spanish classic

pre-eminent in language and style, this book is highly commended. Writte

in the purest Spanish, of recognized literary merit, it is without a peer fo

studying the language.

A complete desciiptive catalogue of Spanish text-books and novels will be sent on application
to the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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LEARN SPANISH
Is what the present and the coming generations must do, in order to communicate

advantageously with our new colonies.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY
For over fifty years have had an especially equipped Spanish Department, in charge

of able Spanish scholars and editors, and have published the text-books universally

adopted throughout the Spanish-American republics. The following publications

will be found of particular interest to those contemplating the study of the language :

DE TORNOS'S COHBINED SPANISH HETHOD.
A New Practical and Theoretical System of Learning the Castilian Language, embracing the Most

Advantageous Features of the Best Known Methods. With a Pronouncing Vocabulary containing
all the Words used in the course of the Work, and References to the Lessons in which each one is

explained, thus enabling any one to be his own Instructor. By Alberto De Tornos, A. M.,

formerly Director of Normal Schools in Spain, and Teacher of Spanish in the New York Mer-
cantile Library, New York Evening High School, and the Polytechnic and Packer Institutes,

Brooklyn. 121110. Cloth, $1.25. Key to Combined Spanish Method, 75 cents.

The author has successfully combinsd the best in the various popular systems, discarding; the theories which
have failed, and produced a work which is eminently practical, logical, concise, and easily comprehended. The
unprecedented sale which this book ha; had, and its steadily increasing popularity as a text-book, mark this as
the leading Spanish method book now published.

Practical Jlethod to Learn Spanish.
With a Vocabulary and Easy Exercises for Trans-

lation into English. By A. Ramos Diaz de
Villegas. 121110. Cloth, 50 cents.

This work is based upon the natural method of

acquiring a knowledge of a language. The exercises

are progressively arranged in parallel columns, Eng-
lish and Spanish, and present to the student a practical
and simple method of learning the Spanish language.

Ollendorff's Method

of Learning to Read, Write, and Speak the Spanish
Language. With an Appendix containing a

Brief but Comprehensive Recapitulation of the

Rules, as well as of all the Verbs, both Reg-
ular and Irregular, so as to render their Use

Easy and Familiar to the Most Ordinary Ca-

pacity. Together with Practical Rules for the

Spanish Pronunciation, and Models of Social

and Commercial Correspondence. The whole

designed for Young Learners and Persons who
are their own Instructors. By M. Velazquez
and T. Simonne. Cloth, $i.oo. Key to Ex-
ercises in Method, 50 cents.

A Grammar of the Spanish
Language.

By M. Schele de Vere. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

An Easy Introduction to Spanish
Conversation.

By M. Velazquez de la Cadena. i8mo.

Cloth, 35 cents.

The Spanish Phrase=Book;

Or, Key to Spanish Conversation. By E. M. DE
Belem. i8mo. Cloth, 30 cents.

The Elementary Spanish Reader
and Translator. By Mir.UEL T. Tolon, Professor

of Modern Languages and Spanish Literature.

New edition, revised and enlarged, 1898.
i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

A book of progressive exercises for the use of those
who are not so far acquainted with the peculiarities and
construction of the Spanish language as to undertake

successfully the translation of difficult text-books.

Spanish Grammar.
A Practical and Easy Method of Learning the

Spanish Language. After the System of F.

Ahn, Doctor of Philosophy at the College of

Neuss. First American edition, revised and

enlarged. 121110. Cloth, 75 cents. Key to

Spanish Grammar, 25 cents.

Progressive Spanish Reader.
With an Analytical Study of the Spanish Lan-

guage. By Agustin Jose Morales, LL. D.,
Professor of the Spanish Language and Litera-

ture in the New York Free Academy, and

formerly Professor of St. John's University,

Washington Institute, etc. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.25.

This book contains a carefully graded series of in-

teresting pieces designed to lead the beginner on grad-

ually to the more difficult Spanish prose.

The Spanish Reader.

Consisting of Extracts from the Works of the most

approved Authors, in Prose and Verse, with

Notes and a Copious Vocabulary. By Ma-
riano Velazquez de la Cadena. 121110.

Cloth, $1.25.

A complete descriptive catalogue of Spanish Text-Books and Novels, u<ith introductory prices, will be sent

to any address on application to

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE LEADING

Spanish Dictionaries.
Seoanes Newman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary.

A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages, with the

addition of more than 8,000 Words, Idioms, and Familiar Phrases. In Two
Parts: Part I, Spanish-English; Part II, English-Spanish. 1310 pages.

By Mariano Velazquez de la Cadena. Large 8vo. Cloth, $5.00.

Velazquez's Dictionary, composed from the Spanish dictionaries of the Spanish Academy,
Terreros, and Salva, and from the English dictionaries of Webster, Worcester, and Walker,
is universally recognized as the standard dictionary of the Spanish language. A unique
and valuable feature of this dictionary is that it contains many Spanish words used only in

those countries of America which were formerly dependencies of Spain.

*
* *

Seoanes Nenman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary.
Abridged by Velazquez. A Dictionary of the Spanish and English

Languages, abridged from the author's larger work. 847 pages. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

This abridgment of Velazquez's Spanish Dictionary will be found very serviceable for

younger scholars, travelers, and men of business. It contains a great number of words be-

longing to articles of commerce and the natural productions of the Spanish-American re-

publics, together with many idioms and provincialisms not to be found in any other work of

this kind.

* *

A Dictionary of the Spanish and English
Languages. Containing the latest Scientific, Military, Commercial, Tech-

nical, and Nautical Terms. Based upon Velazquez's unabridged edition.

32mo. Cloth, $1.00.

This Dictionary, which is of a convenient size for the pocket, has proved very popular,
and will be found an excellent lexicon for the traveler's handy reference.

*
* *

Span ish-and-English Dictionary.
In Two Parts. Part I, Spanish-and-English ;

Part II, English-and-Span-

ish. By T. C. Meadows, M. A., of the University of Paris. i8mo.

Half roan, $2.00.

This Dictionary comprehends all the Spanish words, with their proper accents, and

every noun with its gender.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE SANITARIAN

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
Established in 1873.

" The Sanitarian tor June, 1892, contains a life-sketch of its venerable and
distinguished editor, Dr. A. N. Bell, and several contributions upon 'The
triumphs of preventive medicine,' in the interest of which Dr. Bell has labored
so long and so successfully,

* * * No one has been so long, so patient and
so persistent in awakening public attention to an interest in this cause. No one
has filled so many positions demanding skill in practical work. No one has
been more successful in practical work under great difficulties. The writer of
the article is Dr. Stephen Smith, the eminent surgeon and author."— Tennessee
State Board of Health Bulletin.

Based at the outset upon medical knowledge and sanitary service, over an
extensive field of observation in various climates in different quarters of the

world, large experience in dealing with epidemic diseases, and practical sanita-

tion for the maintenance of health under the most trying circumstances :

"The Sanitarian is"—

AS OTHERS SEE IT-
" The American authority for everything appertaining to the healthful con-

dition of the people at large. The contributions are from medical men whose
writings are accepted as authority," (Virginia Chronicle); "The best sanitarj
publication in America," (Mississippi Valley Medical Monthly); "Easily main-
tains its superiority over all similar publications," (Medical World); "Has
accomplished more good than all of the other sanitary papers put together,"
(Hydraulic and Sanitary Plumber); "The value of a good sanitary publication
can hardly be estimated. The superior of The Sanitarian we have never seen,"
(The Free Methodist) ;

" The editor, Dr. A. N. Bell, is well known to the mercantile

community for his co-operation with the merchants in quarantine reform, and to
his profession as a leader in sanitary science," (N. Y. Journal of Commerce).

"The Sanitarian has been the exponent of the most progressive science of

hygiene for more than twenty years," (The Living Church).
Two volumes yearly. The volumes begin January and July ; subscription

at any time.

TERMS: $4.00 a year, in advance; 35 cents a number. Sample Copies, 20
cents—ten two-cent Postage Stamps.

JZ&~A\\ correspondence and exchanges with The Sanitarian, and all publi-
cations for review, should be addressed to the Editor,

Dr. A. N. BELL,
537 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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| World's Ceading Reviews 1

«^t THE foremost writers

of the world regularly

contribute to the pages
nineteenth Century of *?£?$£& I
-. __ They present each month ;

Contemporary Review **^ artides^ *e bes<

°

I-^————i—=^^—^— living authors; and in
jj

Tortnigbtly Review'ti^
every sense of the word $

are up with the times. 9
___ «, __ The current events of the c

Westminster Review **> «•* w°rids p«*"» I
__ in culture, in science, in art, t

WWWWWWWWWWWtrWfftt in finance, in economics, C
in literature, in study, in &

travel, in knowledge, is summed up in convenient and acces-
j

sible form by the most competent authorities. &&&&&&&& c

44 These leading English Reviews contain more articles by more I

noted writers on any important subject than any other series.
£

No reader who hopes to keep in touch with the best thought &

of the day on all current questions of importance can afford
jj

to ignore them/'— The Philadelphia Press, j* «jt £. jk jt jt, jk t

We supply the original English editions at nearly 50 per cent, less f
than they cost in England. 8

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION:—Any one Review, $4.50; any two, $8.50; any
three, $12.00; all four, $16.00. Postage prepaid in the United States, Canada and

Mexico.

i Eeonard Scott Publication Company, 112 wan si., New York



W\f\ \f\i W/IQH ^° ^e brought into direct touch with the Ablest Writers"" "U l*5n an^ the Ripest Thinkers? If so then to you The Living
Age is a necessity. It presents, as no other magazine does , the world's move-
ment along every line. No sphere of thought or action is left untouched, but the

reader is kept informed on all subjects that move the mind or stir the imagina-
tion.

It reproduces the latest utterances of the highest British and Continental authori-

ties, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc., upon questions of international

politics, and the freshest contributions in every field of literature. Science, Inves=

tigation, Travel, Discovery, History, Art and Biography; and prints in every number
Short and Serial Stories of high excellence.

A COMPLETE COMPENDIUM OF CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THOUGHT,

FORMING FOUR LARGE VOLUMES annually, aggregating about 3500 double-

column, octavo pages. It alone, among current magazines, has the space to

present with Completeness and Freshness all that is of immediate interest,

or of solid, permanent value in Foreign Periodical Literature.

PRACTICAL AND POPULAR, it appeals toall alert and intelligent readers.

"As The Living Age grows older, it certainly grows fresher, brighter, more youthful and
versatile and more valuable. It has no superior in the field of literature, and we know
of no other publication that approaches anywhere near it."—Christian Work, New York.

OBSERVE !
The Livin £ Age is a Weekly Magazine giving Three and a Half Thousand double-^—mmmmJ^ column octavo pages of reading matter yearly, forming four large volumes; repre-

senting a mass of matter Unequalled in Quality and Quantity by any other publication in the country.

Published Weekly at Sti.OO a year, postpaid. Sample Copy 10c.

CHOICEST LITERATURE AT CLUB PRICES.
For $1>.00 The Living Age and any $4.00 monthly Magazine (or Harper's Weekly or Bazar), sent

for a year, or for $8.00 The Living Age and any $8.00 Magazine.

THE LIVING AGE CO., p. o. box 5206, boston, mass.
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EVEL-CEAR

The Standard of Chainless Construction. Always ready to ride. Requires no

care from the rider aside from oiling and ordinary cleaning of the outside parts.

COLUMBIA, Models 57 and 58 - - $50
Highest Development of the Chain Type, embodying every possible excellence.

HARTFORDS $35
The new Hartfords show many changes that are of distinct advantage.

VEDETTES - - - $25 and $26
You can't find anything to equal the Vedettes at the same price.

JUVENILE WHEELS in all sizes, from $20 to $25.

Ask any Columbia dealer for Catalogue,
or write us direct, inclosing 2C. stamp. POPE MFG. CO. ^:.FORD

TWO NEW VOLUMES IN THE LIBRARY OF USEFUL STORIES.

The Story of Geographical Discovery.

By JOSEPH JACOBS.

With Maps and Illustrations. l6mo. Cloth, 40 cents.

This fascinating epitome of discovery will prove a book of universal interest. With rare tact

and knowledge the author pictures the salient phases of geographical discovery in ancient and

modern times. The field which he covers is a vast one, but his treatment retains the interest of

the theme. This book is a remarkable and accurate summary of the subject, which will be

found of general value.

The Story of the Cotton Plant.

By F. WILKINSON, F. G. S„

Director of the Textile and Engineer School, Bolton. 16mo. Illustrated. Cloth, 40 cents.

In clear and simple language the author tells the story of cotton, tracing its progress from

the plant to the thread. The early history of cotton, the various phases of its growth, and the

processes of preparation and manufacture are lucidly described.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt of price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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Give your attention
To the pores of the skin

; keep them clean and their action

healthy. You can not overestimate the importance of this.

Soap
1
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an<^ can not c^ean tne Pores > m fact, it

*-*^*~'^ IIWL
js more apt to c } g than to clean them.

A little thought on this question will show

you the importance of remembering that

Clltelix Cleans the Pores
Throughout their entire length, and keeps

the sebaceous glands in prime working order.

Cutelix also exerts a wonderful healing and curative effect on all injuries or affecdons of the skin.

If your druggist can not supply you, send thirty cents (five cents

to pay for packing), and a bottle will be sent by express. Address

Cutelix Company, 253 Broadway, New York.
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because of their cleansing, soothing and
healing properties. Bensolyptus is highly
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THREE STANDARD BOOKS.

THE PLAY OF ANIMALS.
By Karl Groos, Professor of Philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Basel. Translated, with. the Author's

co-operation, by Elizabeth L. Baldwin. With a
Preface and an Appendix by J. Mark Baldwin.
i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

" The book is a treasure house of the most amusing and

interesting stories about the entire brute creation, from ele-

phants to ants, all adduced as illustrating some mental process.
We feel that we are brought into closer contact with and a

better understanding of those faithful friends from whom we
learn so much."—Boston Beacon.

THE STUDY OF THE CHILD.
A Brief Treatise on the Psychology of the Child, with

Suggestions for Teachers, Students, and Parents.

By Albert R. Taylor, Ph. D., President of the

State Normal School, Emporia, Kansas. Volume
XLIII, International Education Series. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.25.
"We agree ... in approving it a sound and wholesome

book on child study. . . . For the large and increasing class

of educated women to whom motherhood is the greatest of

professions, and teaching next to it in importance for the future

of the race, the study of the book will bring many helpful and

inspiring suggestions."
—Boston Congregationaiist.

STUDIES OF GOOD AND EVIL.

By Josiah Royce, Professor of the History of Philoso-

phy in Harvard University. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.
" Professor Royce is well known as one of the ablest writers

on philosophical and ethical subjects in the country, and what
he says on these themes is always worthy of attention."—
Brooklyn Eagle.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they tvill

be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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OUT-DOOR BOOKS
Frank Bolles.
LAND OF THE LINGERING SNOW.
Chronicles of a Stroller in New England from

January to June. i6mo, $1.25.

AT THE NORTH OF BEARCAMP
WATER. Chronicles of a Stroller in New Eng-
land from July to December. i6mo, $1.25.

FROM BLOMIDON TO SMOKY, and
Other Papers. i6mo, $1.25.

CHOCORUA'S TENANTS. Poems. Il-

lustrated. i6mo, $1.00.

He is a good observer and a good describer, and he has

the feeling of the true lover of Nature ; so that those who
have a special liking for animate nature will find his volume

delightful in both their renderings and their sympathies.
—

The Nation (New York).

John Burroughs.
WORKS. Each volume, i6mo, gilt top, $1.25 ;

the set, 10 vols., uniform, $12.50; half calf, $22.50.

RIVERBY.
WAKE-ROBIN.
WINTER SUNSHINE.
LOCUSTS AND WILD HONEY.
FRESH FIELDS.
INDOOR STUDIES.
BIRDS AND POETS.
PEPACTON. A Summer Voyage.
SIGNS AND SEASONS.
WHITMAN: A Study.
A YEAR IN THE FIELDS. Selections
from the Writings of John Burroughs. Illus-

trated. i2tno, gilt top, $1.50.

Pleasanter reading, to those who love the country, with
all its enchanting sights and sounds, can not be imagined.—The Spectator (London).

Alexander Black.
PHOTOGRAPHY INDOORS AND OUT.
A Book for Amateur Photographers. With Illus-

trations. i6mo, $1.25. Riverside Libraryfor
Young People, 75 cents.

One of the most interesting and instructive books we
have yet seen on photography.—Canadian Plwtographic
Journal.

Alice Brown.
BY OAK AND THORN. A Record of

English Days. i6mo, gilt top, $1.25.

Olive Thome Miller.
FOUR-HANDED FOLK.

A book about such home pets as the kinkajou,
"living balls," the lemur, marmosets, chimpanzee,
the ocelot, and various kinds of monkeys.
BIRD-WAYS.
IN NESTING-TIME.
LITTLE BROTHERS OF THE AIR
A BIRD-LOVER IN THE WEST.
UPON THE TREE-TOPS. Illustrated.

Each, i6mo, $1.25.

Among the many agreeable studies of bird life and bird

character, none have been more charming than those from
the pen of Olive Thorne Miller.—Christian Union (New
York).

A FIRST BOOK ABOUT BIRDS.
{Nearly ready.')

Henry D. Thoreau.
A new Riverside Edition of Thoreau's Works.
In 11 volumes. Crown 8vo, $1.50 each

; the set,

$16.50; half calf, $30.25.

A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND
MERRIMACK RIVERS.
WALDEN : OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS.
THE MAINE WOODS.
CAPE COD.
EARLY SPRING: IN MASSACHUSETTS.
SUMMER.
AUTUMN.
WINTER.
EXCURSIONS.
MISCELLANIES. With a Biographical Sketch

by Mr. Emerson, and General Index.
LETTERS. Edited, with Notes, by F. B. San-
born.
CAPE COD. Illustrated in water colors by Miss
Amelia B. Watson. 2 vols., crown 8vo, $5.00.
WALDEN. Illustrated with 30 photogravures of
Concord Scenes and Persons. 2 vols., i2mo,
$5-oo.

There is no such comprehensive observation as his re-

corded in literature, united with a style so racy, so incisive,
so pictorial.—George William Curtis.

Bradford Torrey.
SPRING NOTES FROM TENNESSEE.
A RAMBLER'S LEASE.
BIRDS IN THE BUSH.
THE FOOT-PATH WAY.
A FLORIDA SKETCH-BOOK.
A WORLD OF GREEN HILLS. .

Each, i6mo, $1.25.

He is not merely a philosopher and a sayer of happy
things. He observes Nature keenly as well as sympa-
thetically.

— The Auk.

Charles Dudley Warner.
MY SUMMER IN A GARDEN. Illustrated

by Darley. Square i6mo, $1.50. Riverside
Aldine Edition. i6mo, $1.00.
IN THE WILDERNESS. Adirondack Essays.
i8mo, $1.00.

"Mr. Warner's delight in Nature is not less

than his exquisite faculty in description."

Florence A. Merriam.
BIRDS OF VILLAGE AND FIELD. Over
300 Illustrations. 121110, $2.00.
A-BIRDING ON A BRONCHO. Illustrated.

i6mo, $1.25.
BIRDS THROUGH AN OPERA-GLASS.
Illustrated. i6mo, 75 cents.

Rowland E. Robinson.
IN NEW ENGLAND FIELDS AND
WOODS. i6mo, $1.25.

Julius H. Ward.
THE WHITE MOUNTAINS. With Maps
and Illustrations. i6mo, gilt top, $1.25.

Clarence M. Weed.
TEN NEW ENGLAND BLOSSOMS AND
THEIR INSECT VISITORS. With Illustra-

tions. Square i2mo, $1.25.

Sold by all Booksellers. Sent, postpaid, by

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN AND COMPANY
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Standard Scientific Works.

HARPER'S SCIENTIFIC MEMOIRS. Edited by Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D.,

Professor of Physics in Johns Hopkins University.

THE FREE EXPANSION OF GASES. Memoirs by Gay-Lussac,

Joule, and Joule and Thomson. Illustrated. 8vo, cloth, 75 cents.

PRISMATIC AND DIFFRACTION SPECTRA. Memoirs by
Joseph von Fraunhofer. Illustrated. 8vo, cloth, 60 cents.

Other volumes in preparation.

A MANUAL OF EXPERIMENTS IN PHYSICS. Laboratory Instruc-

tion for College Classes. By Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D., and William J.

A. Bliss. 8vo, cloth, $1.80.

THEORY OF PHYSICS. By Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D. Illustrated. 8vo,

cloth, $1.60.

SKETCHES OF CREATION. A Popular View of some of the Grand
Conclusions of the Science in Reference to the History of Matter and

Life. By Alexander Winchell. Illustrated. i2mo, cloth, $2.00.

COSMOS. A Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. By
Alexander von Humboldt. Translated from the German by E. C.

Otte. 2 volumes. 121110, cloth, $3.00.

SCIENTIFIC MEMOIRS. Experimental Contributions to a Knowledge
of Radiant Energy. By John W. Draper. Illustrated. 8vo, cloth, $3.00.

THE EARTH. A Descriptive History of the. Phenomena of the Life of the

Globe. By Elisee Reclus. Illustrated. Colored Maps. 8vo, cloth, $5.00.

SCIENCE FOR THE YOUNG. By Jacob Abbott. 4 volumes. Illus-

trated. i2mo, cloth, $1.50 each.

FORCE. LIGHT.
HEAT. WATER AND LAND.

WHAT MR. DARWIN SAW in his Voyage round the World in the

Ship Beagle. With Illustrations and Maps. Square 8vo, cloth, $3.00.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Worthington Hooker. (New edition.)

Illustrated. 121110, half leather, 90 cents.

RECREATIONS IN ASTRONOMY, with Directions for Practical Ex-

periments and Telescopic Work. By H. W. Warren. Illustrated.

Colored Plates. i2ino, $1.25.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. By Simon Newcomb. 112 Engravings.

i2mo, cloth, $1.30.

HARPER & BROTHERS,
Publishers, Franklin Square, New York, N. Y.



THE MACMILLAN
COMPANY'S New Scientific Books.

OUTLINES OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY.
By Frank Hall Thorp, Ph. D.,

Instructor in Industrial Chemistry, Mass. Inst, of Technology. Cloth. 8vo. Price, $3.50 net.

" The book is brought thoroughly up to date, and in some cases the lines of probable development are

nicely foreshadowed. The descriptions are particularly lucid and the illustrations well selected. ... I shall

adopt the book for my class, and shall take pleasure in recommending it."—J as. Lewis Howe, Department of
Chemistry, Washington and Lee University.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY BIOLOGICAL SERIES.
Edited by Henry F. Osborne and Edmund B. Wilson.

Volume V. THE FOUNDATIONS OF ZOOLOGY. By William Keith Brooks, Ph. D.,
LL. D., Professor of Zoology in the Johns Hopkins University. 8vo. Cloth. Price, $2.50 net.

Uniform with Osborne's From the Greeks to Darwin ; Willey's Amphioxus ; Dean's Fishes, etc., etc.

A History of Physics
IN ITS ELEMENTARY BRANCHES, INCLUD-

ING THE EVOLUTION OF PHYS-

The Evolution of Plants.

By Douglas Houghton Campbell, Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Botany in the Leland Stanford

Junior University.

i2mo. Cloth. Pp. viii + 319. Price, $1.25.

Intended not merely for botanists but for stu-

dents of the evolutionary theory in general.

ICAL LABORATORIES.

By Florian Cajori, Colorado College.

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, $1.60 net.

A HANDBOOK OF METALLURGY.
By

Carl Schnabel,
of the Royal Academy of

Mines, Clausthal.

Two Volumes.

Translated by
Henry Louis, Professor

of Mining at the Durham
College of Science.

Illustrated. Medium 8vo. Price, $10.00 net. Just ready.

A translation of Dr. Carl Schnabel's Handbook of Metallurgy. Edited by Professor Henry Louis.

Volume I. COPPER. LEAD. SILVER. GOLD.

Volume II. ZINC. CADMIUM. MERCURY. BISMUTH.
TIN. ANTIMONY. ARSENIC. NICKEL. COBALT.
PLATINUM. ALUMINIUM.

Text-Book of the Embryology of

Man and Mammals.

By Dr. Oscar Hertwig. Translated from the

Third German Edition by Prof. Edward L.

Mark, Ph. D., Harvard University. Second

Edition. With 339 Figures and 2 Plates.

8vo. Cloth. Price, $5.25 net.

General Physiology.
AN OUTLINE OF THE SCIENCE OF LIFE.

By Max Verworn. Translated from the Second

German Edition by Frederic S. Lee, Ph. D.,

Columbia University. With 285 Illustrations.

8vo. Cloth. Price, $4.00 net.

New Volumes in THE RURAL SCIENCE SERIES, edited by Prof. BAILEY.

BUSH-FRUITS.
\ Horticultural Monograph of Raspberries, Black-

berries, Dewberries, Currants, Gooseberries,
and Other Shrub-like Fruits. By Fred W.
Card, Rhode Island Agric. College. With
113 Illustrations.

537 Pages. Price, $1.50.

FERTILIZERS.
The Source, Character, and Composition of Natu-

ral, Home-made and Manufactured Fertilizers ;

and Suggestions as to their Use for Different

Crops and Conditions. By Edward B. Voor-

hees, A. M., Director N. J. Agric. Exp. Station.

i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.00.

THE EVOLUTION OF OUR NATIVE FRUITS.
By L. H. Bailey, Cornell University. 485 pages. 125 Illustrations. Price, $2.00.

Send for the Announcement List, and List of Books issued in 1898 by

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.



LATEST PUBLICATIONS OF

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY.
NEW YORK, APRIL, 1899.

General Sherman.
By General M. F. Force. A new volume in The Great Commanders Series. Edited by
General James Grant Wilson. With Portrait and Maps. i2mo. Cloth, fi.50.

The author of this volume, a practiced writer and one of Sherman's division commanders, accompanied him
in the Atlanta campaign and in the march to the sea. It is no slight compliment to General Force to say that

his biography of Sherman maintains the high level of merit which characterizes the entire series, and indicates

the good judgment of General Sherman in selecting him, as he did, for his biographer. Several of the con-

cluding chapters of the volume were written by General J. D. Cox at the request of the author, owing to a tem-

porary loss of health and his desire not to delay its appearance. The book contains a finely engraved steel

portrait of the picture that General Sherman preferred, eight well-executed maps of his most important battle-

fields, and a carefully prepared index. This clear, comprehensive, and compact biography of the illustrious

soldier contains, among other features, the most accurate and complete account of the battle of Shiloh, in which
Sherman played such an important part, that has appeared in print.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.
The Fairy-Land of Science.

By Arabella B. Buckley, author of "A Short History of Natural Science," "Botanical

Tables for Young Students," etc. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The publishers of " The Fairy-Land of Science," with the assistance of the talented authoress, have consider-

ably extended the original volume. Accounts of the latest scientific discoveries in the departments treated have
been added, and such portions have been amplified as have grown in importance and interest since the first

publication of the work more than twenty years ago. A careful revision has, as far as practicable, eliminated
all errors, and also all words which, on account of their almost exclusive use in England, are not likely to be

easily understood by children in the United States. American instead of English examples are given to illus-

trate statements of general scientific truths, and, in fact, the whole letteipress has been carefully and thoroughly
edited, in the endeavor to adapt it to the use and enjoyment of children. The work has also been largely re-

illustrated. It is now offered in belief that the clear and readable style, the untechnical language, and ingenious
fancy of its authoress, that first made "The Fairy-Land of Science" acceptable to its readers, will be no less

worthy of appreciation when extended to embrace recent developments of knowledge and adjusted to meet the

special requirements of the American public.

Letters to a Mother.
By Susan E. Blow, author of "Symbolic Education," "The Mottoes and Commentaries of

Friedrich Froebel's Mother-Play," "The Songs and Music of Friedrich Froebel's Mother-Play,"
etc. The International Education Series. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The object of the present book is to explain in language addressed to the general public the philosophy of

Froebel. Its author finds it necessary for this purpose to take up the most important doctrines one after the
other as they were developed in the Mutter und Kose Lieder, and show their equivalents in the different systems
of thought that prevail. In some cases these systems are in harmony with Froebel. and in other cases there

is profound disagreement. It is well for all students of the kindergarten to deepen their knowledge of his

prin.iples by seeing their ultimate consequences and understanding how they apply to practical questions in the
instruction of the young. The teacher ought to be able to understand things in their causes and reasons, and
not rely too much upon mere authority. The importance of this will be readily understood by those who have
seen in recent years the unprofitable experiments made by kindergartners who have only partially understood

Froebel, and who have been easily caught by some plausible doctrine brought forward as an improvement, but
which is really at variance with the true theory of the kindergarten as well as with that of all sound pedagogy.
The readers of the discussions in this book will readily concede that the exposition of the results of the theory
of the kindergarten, and also the defense of its practice as against systems that conflict with it, are presented
with a clearness and force new in the literature of the subject. In this respect, as well as in many ethers, this

book is most timely.

The Story of Geographical Discovery.
By Joseph Jacobs. A new volume in the Library of Useful Stories. With Maps and Illus-

trations. i6mo. Cloth, 40 cents.

This fascinating epitome of discovery will prove a book of universal interest. With rare tact and knowledge
the author pictures the salient phases of peographical discovery in ancient and modern times. The field which
he covers is a vast one, but his treatment retains the interest of the theme. His book is a remarkable and
accurate summary of the subject, which will be found of general value.

A History of Japanese Literature.
By W. G. Aston, C. M. G., D. Lit., late Japanese Secretary to H. M. Legation, Tokio. A
new volume in The Literatures of the World Series. 121110. Cloth, $ 1.50.

" In this volume justice has been done for the first time to the neglected, or rather never yet comprehend d,

subject of the prose and verse of Japan. . . . Sufficient, perhaps, has been said to prove how large is the sub-

ject, how vast the field, how full of novelty and artistic wealth are the products of the literature of Japan,
which will assuredly owe to Mr. Aston its first formal and adequate introduction to the good opinion and re-

spectful attention of the West."—New York Literature.
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D. Hppleton anfc Company's publications.

NEW EDITION.
The Scapegoat.

A Romance and a Parable. By Hall Caine, author of "The Deemster," "The Bondman,"
" The Manxman,"

" The Christian," etc. New and revised edition. Uniform with the author's
works. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

This new edition will present itself as practically a new book. It will be found to differ materially from the
edition heretofore published, which was issued some years since without the benefit of the author's revision.
This powerful romance and expressive

"
parable

"
will be certain to obtain a greatly enlarged meed of popularity.

The Cruise of the Cachalot,
Round the World after Sperm Whales. By Frank T. Bullen, First Mate. Illustrated. i2mo.
Cloth, $1.50.

Mr. Rudyard Kipling writes the author as follows :
"

It is immense—there is no other word. I've never
read anything that equals it in its deep sea wonder and mystery, nor do I think that any book before has so

completely covered the whole business of whale-fishing, and at the same time given such real and new sea

pictures. I congratulate you most heartily. It's a new world that you've opened the door to."
" Mr. Bullen has given us an epic of whaling, and has presented it with that forcefulness and simplicity with

which the epic is associated. . . . The book is of the sea. The author describes some tremendous scenes. . . .

The book is real, authentic, a piAe of lite."—London Academy.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " MONA MACLEAN."
Windyhaugh.

A Novel. By Graham Travers, author of
" Mona Maclean, Medical Student," "Fellow

Travellers," etc. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

"The name of the author of 'Mona Maclean' should assure anyone of at least pleasant reading, and
'

Windyhaugh
' has a great deal about it that is pleasant. . . . The story works itself out well, and is the result,

quite evidently, of a great deal of thought and care."—London Saturday Revieiv.
" We congratulate the author very heartily upon her success. The characters are all alive and the conversa-

tion suits them. . . . We cordially recommend '

Windyhaugh.'
"—London Literary World.

The Story of the Cotton Plant.

By F. Wilkinson, F. G. S., Director of the Textile and Engineer School. Bolton. A new vol-

ume in the Library of Useful Stories. i6mo. Illustrated. Cloth, 40 cents.

In clear and simple language the author tells the story of cotton, tracing its progress from the plant to the

thread. The early history of cotton, the various phases of its growth, and the prccesses of preparation and

manufacture, are lucidly described.

Puerto Rico and its Resources.
A book for Travelers, Investors, and others, containing full accounts of Natural Features and

Resources, Products, People, Opportunities for Business, etc. By Frederick A. Ober, author

of "Camps in the Caribbees," "Crusoe's Island," etc. With Map and Illustrations. 121110.

Cloth, $1.50.

"The best authoritative and '

eye-witnessing
' book on this subject yet printed. . . . Mr. Ober describes in a

definite, practical way its commercial, strategic, agricultural, financial, political, and geographical features, and

furnishes just the information sought for by intending settlers.
"—Boston Globe.

Nunez's Spanish Readers.
With Vocabulary, and Questions in English on the Text. By J. Abelardo Nunez. Illustrated.

i2mo. Cloth. Two Volumes. Volume I, 65 cents; Volume II, 85 cents.

Standard elementary readers. Progressive. Carefully graded on the most approved plan employed in the

leading American schools. Indorsed by prominent Spanish and American scholars. The outgrowth of years

of experience on the part of the author, the most prominent educator of Spanish America. Universally

adopted for school use.

Playtime and Seedtime.

By Francis W. Parker and Nellie L. Helm. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading
Books. i2mo. Cloth, 32 cents net.

This is the first volume of Uncle Robert's Geography, consisting of six books, graded for school use as well

as for the home. Colonel Parker begins his lessons in geography and the phenomena of Nature by relating the

experiences of a family of children upon a farm. He gives them free scope to extend their observations and in-

vestigations with the aid of their parents and " Uncle Robert," whose visit is described in the third book. Dr.

Harris says,
" If these books are read by the school children, they will suggest a great variety of ways in which

real mental'growth and increase of practical power may be obtained."

The Principles of Biology.

By Herbert Spencer. Volume I. New edition, revised and enlarged. Entirely reset. i2mo.

Cloth, $2.00.

The rapid progress in biology during the last generation has necessitated a revision of this work. The new

chapters, with other additions and three new appendices, have increased the size of the volume to 706 pages.
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3D. Bppleton an& Company's publications.

Cannon and Camera.
Sea and Land Battles of the Spanish-American War in Cuba, Camp Life, and the Return of the

Soldiers. Described and illustrated by J. C. Hemment. With over one hundred full-page

pictures taken by the Author, and an Index. Large i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

"The most interesting book about the war so far is 'Cannon and Camera.' It is also the best considered

purely as a narrative. Mr. Hemment was at the right places at the right times. . . . No series of pictures as

good as this on the scenes and events of the war has been made by any other man."—Boston Herald.

Recollections of the Civil War.
By Charles A. Dana. With Portrait. Large i2mo. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

"Out of his rich material Mr. Dana has woven a marvelous narrative. . . . Written, as the book is, in Mr.
Dana's inimitable English, it is worthy to rank with the autobiography of Grant in the list of the really great
works which will bear down to posterity the true story of the great war for freedom and for the Union."—Boston

Journal.
"A most remarkable volume of historical, political, and personal reminiscences."—Buffalo Commercial.

The History of the World,
From the Earliest Historical Time to the Year i8g8. By Edgar Sanderson, M. A., sometime
scholar of Clare College, Cambridge, author of "A History of the British Empire," "The British

Empire in the Nineteenth Century," "Outlines of the World's History." etc. Uniform with

"Natural History," "Astronomy," and "The Historical Reference-Book." Small 8vo. Half

leather, $2.00.

The thoroughness and compactness of this well-digested and comprehensive work render it invaluable as a
convenient book of reference. The American edition has brought the history of our own country down to the

close of the war with Spain.
" A wonderfully comprehensive work, ably written, and industriously and accurately compiled."—St. James's

Gazette.

Our Country's Flag and the Flags of Foreign Countries.

By Edward S. Holden. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. i2mo. Cloth, 80
cents net.

This book is intended to give the American child a brief history of our national flag and its significance, with
some account of the flags of other countries, and of symbols that have had so much to do with the hopes, aspira-
tions, and loyalty of nations. The first part deals with the history of the American flag, and the second part
with a short history of flags in general and of the flags of European nations in particular. It is a book that will

help the American boy or girl to a higher conception of duty and patriotism.

Historic Boston and its Neighborhood.
By Edward Everett Hale. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading Books. 121110. Cloth,

50 cents net.

This little book will serve as a key or as an introduction to the more elaborate guides to historic Boston and
its suburbs, and to a general study of the early history of our country, many dramatic events in which occurred
in and around this city. Mr. Hale's charming style, pure diction, and power of description, given here in a
conversational form, can not fail to make this an entertaining and instructive book for older as well as young
readers.

Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls.

By F. ANSTEY, author of
" Vice Versa," etc. With many Illustrations. 121110. Cloth, $1.50.

" ' Paleface and Redskin, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls,' is about as delightful a collection of stories

of their own particular kind as one could wish for—stories of the kind that appeal to all healthy, jolly boys, and
all nice little girls, and that, as a natural consequence, will appeal equally to most of their elders."—New
York Sun.

With the Black Prince.
A Story of Adventure in the Fourteenth Century. By William O. Stoddard, author of

"The Battle of New York," "Chris, the Model-Maker," "Little Smoke:' "Crowded Out o'

Crofield," "On the Old Frontier; or, The last Raid of the Iroquois," etc. Illustrated by B.

West Clinedinst. i2ino. Cloth, .$ 1 50.

"Aside from the good story Mr. Stoddard tells, he is very clever in mixing history and fiction in judicious

proportions, and his work has serious value that places it far above the ordinary book written to amuse only."—
Chicago Evening Post.

Success against Odds
; or, How an American Boy made his Way.

By William O. Stoddard. Illustrated by B. West Clinedinst. Uniform edition. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

"The storv is written in a lively manner, and the adventures, while exciting, are not at all improbable."—
Minneapolis Tribune.

"Just the sort of a book to get hold of a boy and help make a man of him."—New York Evangelist.
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2). Bppleton anfc Company's publications.

LATEST ISSUES IN

Appletons' Town and Country Library.
Each, i2mo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

' The beauty of Appletons' Town and Country Library series is that one is always sure of being thoroughly
entertained, no matter how much at random he may make his selection or what season cf tl e year it may
happen to be."—Boston Herald. •

No. 261. Pharos, the Egyptian.
By Guy Boothby, author of " Doctor Nikola,"

" The Lust of Hate,"
" A Bid for Fortune," etc.

Mr. Bo(.thby has proved himself a master of the art of story-telling from the point of view of the readerwho asks for a succession of stirring events, a suspicion of mystery, and an interest not only maintained but
culminating. It would be unfair to explain the extraordinary character of "

Pharos," or to do more than allude
to the series of strange adventures wherein he plays a kading pait. It is enough to assure Mr Boothby's
readers of delightful thrills and an interest which this vivid romancer never permits to flag.

No. 260. By Berwen Banks.
By Allen Raine, author of "

Mifanwy, a Welsh Singer," "Torn Sails," etc.

Allen Raine has revealed a new field to novel readers in his sensitive and vivid sketches of village life in
Wales. He has never made the mistake of subordinating human interest to environment, but his characters al-

ways live and move and their individuality is felt throughout. The sympathetic quality of the author's work has
been abundantly appreciated by the many leaders who have felt the quaint humor and the pathos of his earlier
books. "By Berwen Banks "

will be lound to represent a stiengthening of the author's hold upon readers and
a broadening of his powers.

No. 259. The Procession of Life.

By Horace Annesley Vachell.
This strong story of modern life in California offers a series of vivid pictures of varied social conditions,

ranch life, land speculations, and other aspects of the subject which are presented with singular force and skill.

1 he author has the art of telling an interesting story, and his keen powers of cbservation and ability in charac-
terization will attract attention to his work. Mr. Vachell, who is an Englishman living in California, has earned
an h.morable reputation in England by his novels, and this book, which represents his most important work,
\vi,l be certain to make a strong impression upon readers.

No. 258. Ricroft of Withens.
A Romance. By Halliwell Stjtcliffe, author of " A Man of the Moors."

" A picture of the strong, lusty, hard-living man of the Yorkshire moors
;
and as the author has gone back

to 1745 for a plot, their savage vices and virtues gain in naturalness from their netting in a ruder age. He has
also invented a capital story. Also, he has an eye for character, and his siage is crowded with eneigetic and in-

dividualized personages. Mr. Sutcliffe has fine insight into character and an independent outlook. He makes a
most dramatic use of the curious superstitions of his dales-folk, and he has the art of narration."—London

Academy.

No. 257. The Knight of the Golden Chain.
An Historical Romance. By R. D. Chetwode, author of "John of Strathbourne."

The success of "John of Strathbourne" represented a promise which is fully sustained in this new romance
of adventure in the England of the twe'fth century. Mr. Chetwode is a spirited story-teller, and his pictures of

the curious contrasts and strange conditions of the stormy time which he has chosen invest his tale with an un-

usual interest.

No. 256. A Writer of Books.

By GEORGE Paston, author of " The Career of Candida
" and " A Study in Prejudices."

"This is a witty book. All George Paston's work has been clever, but ' A Writer of Books' is a distinct

advance upon her previous books."—London Academy.
" A thoughtful and interesting book. . . . Brightly written and cleverly constructed. It will more than pay

perusal."
—London Literary World.

No. 255. The Key of the Holy House.
A Romance of Old Antwerp. By Ai.i:ert Lee.

"This is a fascinating specimen of the historical rrmance at its best, the romance which infuses energetic
life into the dry facts of history. The plot is woiked cut with rare dramatic effect."— Philadelphia Press.

K3" This Bulletin of new publications is issued on the first of each month, and will be regularly mailed

to any address, gratis, upon request. Address D. Appleton and Company, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



Look these subjects over ft

& & and see if they interest you.

They are the topics thus far discussed by President George Gunton
in the Institute Lecture Course for 1898—'99, and are published

monthly in the

Gunton Institute Bulletin.

THEY ARE AS FOLLOW:
Our Country-

How Shall our New Possessions be Governed ?

Need of Political Education

Political Parties and Popular Government

Our Municipal Problems

The State's Relation to Labor

Political Duty The State's Relation to Capital

Taking the Philippines

Lessons of the Election

Western View of the East

Eastern View of the West
The Treaty of Peace

The Open Door in the Philippines

The Path of Progress (H. Hayes Robbins)

The Rights and Wrongs of Trade Unions

America's Opportunity

Of course it is understood that these are merely the subjects for the

first seventeen lectures. There are nineteen more to

follow, making a total of thirty=six lectures in the course

for the year. The Bulletin contains a verbatim report of them

all, and also the questions and answers following. The sub-

scription price is only

A DOLLAR A YEAR,
and the Bulletin reaches subscribers each week as the lectures are delivered. Please send

subscriptions, or requests for samples, direct to the

GUNTON INSTITUTE BULLETIN,
41 Union Square, New York City.

N. B.—When the BULLETIN is subscribed for in connection with GUNTON'S MAGAZINE
the combination price for the two is TWO DOLLARS AND A HALF per year, instead of

Three Dollars, the regular price.



SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF

Johnson's
Universal

Cyclopaedia

\

The only Original

and Really New

American Cyclopaedia

Now on the Market.
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7,264 pages. Type new and larger tban before.

130 Colored Maps, including Plans of the Chief Cities of North

America and Europe. 3,027 Illustrative Engravings.

Thirty-six Departments in charge of Thirty-six Eminent

Scholars as Associate Editors (see opposite page).

Nearly 50,000 Titles.

All Articles written by Specialists.

CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS.
LL D. ,

President of the
University of Wisconsin,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.

THE WHOLE WORK IS FRESH, SCHOLARLY,
AUTHORITATIVE, AND UP TO DATE.

Che editor of Book notes says :

" No similar book ever published in this country equals the new
JOHNSON'S in method, and none was ever published superior to it

in detail; all those now on the market are infinitely inferior to it."

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN PAGES FREE ON APPLICATION.

TO CLOSE OUT OUR STOCK OF THE NEW

library atlas anb (5a3ctteer of the Morlb,
WE ARE OFFERING THE BALANCE OF THE EDITION AT A GREATLY REDUCED PRICE.

Copper Engraved, Marginal Reference Maps; Illustrated Descriptive Text of every Country; Latest Cen-
sus ; Maps of all Principal American Cities.
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CHAPPED SKIN.
From Med. Standard.

"
Chapped skin is a win-

ter plague easily avoided

by use of

From Lancet-Clinic.

"An excellent remedy
for chapped skin is found

in the use of

Packer's Tar Soap.
Prof. D. G. Brinton, M. D., L.L. D., Philadelphia, says:

" Packer's Tar Soap is remarkably pure,

cleansing, and healing ;
contains the balsamic virtues of the pine in a high degree, and is soft and

refreshing to the skin."—Med. and Surg. Reporter.

A ROMANCE OF THE WEST INDIES.

j_'j_ J 1 Qo A Romance of the West Indies in the Year of our Lord Eighteen
^ * * + Hundred and Twenty. Being, a faithful account and true, of the

painful adventures of the Skipper, the Bo's'n, the Smith, the Mate, and Cynthia. By
Mrs. Schuyler Crowninshield. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

" ' Latitude 19°
'

is a novel of incident, of the open air, cf the sea. the shore, the mountain eyrie, and of

breathing, living entities, who deal with Nature at first hand. . . . The adventures described are peculiarly
novel and interesting. . . . Packed with incidents, infused with humor and wit, and faithlul to the types intro-

duced, this book will surely appeal to the large audience aiready won, and beget new friends among those
who believe in fiction that is healthy without being maudlin, and is strong without losing the truth."— The
New York Herald.

" Adventurous and romantic enough to satisfy the most exacting reader. . . . Abounds in situations which
make the blood run cold, and yet, full of surprises as it is, one is continually amazed by the plausibility of the
main incidents of the narrative. ... A very successful effort to portray the sort of adventures that might have
taken place in the West Indies seventy-five or eighty years ago. . . . Very entertaining with its dry humor. "—
Boston Herald.

A Herald of the West.
A Romance of 1811-1815. By J. A. Altsheler,
author of " A Soldier of Manhattan" and "The

Sun of Saratoga." nmo. Cloth, $1.50.
" In a style that is strong and broad the author of this timely novel take*; up a nascent period of our

national history and founds upon it a story of absorbing interest. . . . We predict (or ' A Herald of the West '

a wide reading and a permanent place."
— The Philadelphia Item.

" A portion of our history that has not before been successfully embodied in fiction. . . . Extremely well

written, condensed, vivid, picturesque, and there is continual action ... A rattling good story, and unrivaled
in fiction for its presentation of the American feeling toward England during our second conflict."— The Boston
Herald.

"'A Herald of the West '

is a romance of our history which has not been surpassed in dramatic force,
vivid coloring, and historical interest."— 7 he San Francisco Chronicle.

These books arefor sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt 0/price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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ESTABLISHED BY EDWARD L. YOUMANS.

APPLETONS'

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY
EDITED BY WILLIAM JAY YOUMANS.

Prospectus for 1899.

The scientific method of study and investigation is every year being more

and more widely applied, drawing within its range, besides the endless succession

of phenomena in physical Nature, many practical questions relating to agricul-

tural and industrial development, civil administration, criminal reform, educa-

tional methods, public and private hygiene, and the ethics of social life. The

results of such study are changing for the better man's operations in every field

of activity, and in proportion as they are made known may they be expected

to still further contribute to the material welfare and intellectual advancement

of society. The contents of the Popular Science Monthly for 1899 will include

an increasing variety of readable popular articles on these and allied subjects

from writers of the foremost rank in their respective departments of science.

EDUCATION.
Special attention will, as heretofore, be given to the role of science in

Education. A few of the topics coming under this head will be : The train-

ing of science teachers
;
the place of science in education

; practical aspects of

mental fatigue; teaching science in the common schools; instruction of the

feeble-minded, etc.

NATURAL HISTORY.
As subjects of scientific study that are of never-failing interest, well calcu-

lated to develop the observing powers and the judgment, and easily accessible

independently of the schools, liberal space will be given to articles on natural

history, including curious forms of plant and animal life, and those varied aspects

of Nature that present themselves in the geological and physiographic features

of the landscape.



SOCIOLOGY.
Questions pertaining to social welfare, especially in those cases where the

direct action of the state is concerned, will likewise receive a fair share of atten-

tion. These will embrace, among others, articles on the results of temperance
legislation; the restriction of vivisection; state versus private philanthropy;
and politics as an agency in social affairs.

THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES.
Care will be taken to keep up with the more important and later devel-

opments in the physical sciences, when they are susceptible ot popular state-

ment
;
wireless telegraphy, the applications of low temperatures in research, im-

provements in the industrial arts, and the history and later practical applications

of electricity being among the special subjects that will receive attention.

SERIALS.
Several papers yet remain of the series by the late Hon. David A. Wells

on The Principles of Taxation, that will appear early in the year. Professor

Ripley's contributions on The Racial Geography of Europe will run into the

year, and there are two more articles on The Evolution of Colonies, by Mr.

James Collier.

With other illustrations, each number of the Monthly contains a finely

engraved portrait of some eminent man of science, with a biographical sketch.

AMONG ITS RECENT CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

HERBERT SPENCER, ANDREW D. WHITE, ISRAEL C. RUSSELL,
EDWARD ATKINSON, WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY, C. HANFORD HENDERSON,
E. P. EVANS, FREDERICK STARR, CESARE LOMBROSO,
JAMES SULLY, S. N. D. NORTH, ANGELO HEILPRIN,
W. K. BROOKS, GEORGE M. STERNBERG, G. F. WRIGHT,
DAVID STARR JORDAN, WORTHINGTON C. FORD, WILLIAM H. HUDSON,
FELIX L. OSWALD, EDWARD S. MORSE, CHARLES D. WALCOTT,
JOSEPH LE CONTE, H. CARRINGTON BOLTON, T. C. MENDENHALL.

50 cents a number. $5.00 per annum.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,

72 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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VIGOR «*

HEALTH
^* follow the use of

ofomatoae
the Perfect Food, Tonic and Re-

storative, which contains the nour-

ishing elements of meat.

INVALIDS AND DYSPEPTICS,

or anyone in an anaemic state, find

in Somatose the needed nourish-

ment and a restored appetite.

At druggists' in 2-oz., %, %, and i lb, tins.

Also the following combinations : Somatose-

Biscuit, Somatose=Cocoa, Somatose-Chocolate—each

containing 10 per cent. Somatose. Very convenient

and palatable preparations.

A full size sample box of Somatose mailed on receipt

of 35 cents by

FARBENFABRIKEN OP ELBERFELD CO.,

Selling agents for Farbpnfnhriken
vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co., Elberfeld

40 Stone St.,
New York.
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Dr. Hayes, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Cures ASTHMA.
to Stay Cured.

Correspondence invited. No charge for advice as
to curability. Write for Examination Blanks.
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A NEW VOLUME IN THE
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.

Earthquakes and

Other Earth Movements.
By John Milne, F. R. S., F.G. S., late Professor of

Mining and Geology in the Imperial College of

Engineering, Tokio, Japan. International Scien-

tific Series. With thirty-eight figures. New
edition. Entirely reset. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

By reference to the varied and numerous investigations made of
late years the author has aimed to bring the original subject-matter
up to date. There are also some new illustrations, a few correc-

tions, and a list of reference books, features which enhance the value
of this valuable and systematic account of earth movements.

This book is for sate by all booksellers ; or it will be sent by mail,
on receipt ofprice by the publishers.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
72 Fifth Avenue, New York.

What is

Your Work?
If yon are dissatisfied

r
with your situation, your sal- ^kj

ary, your chances of complete^^^S^
success, write to The International ^**j~

Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.,
and learn how others so situated are getting

An Education by Mail
Students in the courses of Mechanical or Elec-
trical Engineering, Architecture, or any of

the Civil Engineering Courses are
soon qualified for salaried draft-
ing room positions. Write

for pamphlets.
Tin- International

Correspondence Srhouls,j
Box lie:;

Scrniiton.
Pa.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES.
Supported by the State of Michigan. Practical worl
Elective system. Special advantages for men of age an
experience. For catalogues, address
Dr. M. E. Wadswoeth, President, Houghton, Mich.

No Fire, Smoke, or Heat. Absolutely Safe.
Send five stamps for Catalogue.

\

TRUSCOTT BOAT MFC. CO., ST. JOSEPH, MIC

™Yale
Review

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL
For the Scientific Discussion of Economic,

Political, and Social Questions.

Boston Herald.
" A periodical full of vigorous and strong articles

Episcopal Recorder.
"This substantial Review is conducted with gre;

ability, and meets a special need in the literary world.

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Henry W. Farnam, Arthur T. Hadley,
W. F. Blackman, E. G. Bourne,
John C. Schwab, and Irving Fisher,

Professors in Yale University.

Yearly subscription
Single number- - -

- $3.0<
.7;
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ISSUED on the Fifteenth Days of

February, May, August, November.

Five volumes of The Yale Review are now con

pleted. They will be sent to new subscribers at tl'

reduced price of $1.00 per volume, unbound. A spec
men copy will be sent free.

TUTTLE, MOREHOUSE & TAYLOR, Publishers,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.



The Sportsman's Home Journal

Forest and Stream's
natural history

Columns contain so much original observation

of nature and the ways of wild animals that

they are carefully read by naturalists the world
over. Business and professional men of all

classes find in its pages the grateful odor of the

forest and the bright sparkle of the stream. It

is altogether unique in scope and character. No
other one agency in this country has done so

much as the Forest and Stream to develop and
establish among intelligent people a taste for

rational recreation with the rod and gun. horest

and Stream is printed for grown-ups, but it is

also a paper for young folks. No better read-

ing can be given to your boy, if you want to

see him grow up a manly man.

Special Trial Trip.— Price, 10 cents per week. All dealers.

For 25 cents we will send the paper for four weeks as a special
rial trip.

Our catalogue of best books on outdoor sports will come lo

low free. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

LITTLE MASTERPIECES.
A collection of books of the highest standing in lit-

;rature. The best texts in good readable type, and on
ough-edged paper, with photogravure frontispieces,

astefully bound in flexible cloth covers, gilt top (4 x 6).
n this series nine independent volumes have been
ssued :

Poe (7)

Hawthorne (8)

Irving (7)

Carlyle (7)

Ruskin (9)

Macaulay (9)

Franklin (7)

Webster (5)

Lincoln, including the
Lost Speech" (7)

(The figures in parentheses indicate the number of

elections.)

To new yearly subscribers for

PUBLIC OPINION
ve will present a set of any three of these volumes,
f you are not familiar with Public Opinion we shall

ie glad to send you sample copies. It is an eclectic

weekly that aims to cover briefly every field of human
ctivity. Its departments are

American Affairs Religion

Foreign Affairs Letters and Art

Sociology Business and Finance

Science Book Reviews
The American Affairs department is especially valu-

ble, reflecting as it does the sentiment of the press of

ie entire country.
By reading this one paper you can be as well posted

s though you read 3,000 each week. Our editors do
tat for you.
Public Opinion may be just the paper you have

anted for years. The subscription price is $2.50 per
sar, $1.25 for six months.

THE PUBLIC OPINION CO., 13 Astor Place, New York.

Walnut Lodge
HOSPITAL,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Organized in 1880

for the

special Medical

Treatment of

Alcohol

and

Opium
Inebriates.

ELEGANTLY
situated in the suburbs of the city, with

every appointment and appliance for the treatment
of this class of cases, including Turkish, Evesian, Foman,
Saline, and Medicated Baths. Each case comes under the
direct personal care of the physician. Experience shows
that a large proportion of these cases are curable, and
all are benefited from the application of exact hygienic and
scientific measures. This institution is founded on the

well-recognized fact that Inebriety is a disease and curable,
and all these cases require rest, change of thovght and
living, etc.

At Murray Hill Hotel, New York city, the second Tues-
day of each month, from 12 to 4 p. m.

Applications and all inquiries should be addressed

T. D. CEOTHERS, M.D.,

Sup't Walnut Lodge, Hartford, Conn.

Recollections of the

Civil War.
By CHARLES A. DANA.

Large 12mo. Cloth, gilt top, uncut, $2.00.

" Mr. Dana's official position as Assistant Secre-

tary of War while the rebellion was in progress gave
him exceptional opportunities of observation which he

was keen to take advantage of, while his rare gift of

terse and vivid expression enabled him to record w hat

he saw in a series of pen pictures that aie little less

than instantaneous photographs. The feature par
^excellence of these reminiscences is their interesting
character. ... He tells you briefly but graphically
what he saw, heard, or did himself. One gains a very
real and personal knowledge of the war from these

recollections.
"— Chicago Times-Herald.

"It is a book filled with vitality and warm with

strong life. It tells history in the strongest and most

impressive manner, and the personality of the wiiter

gives it an additional interest. It is one of the valuable

books of the year. ... It is sincere, even in its preju-

dices
;
the most original and enduring work of a strong

thinker. . . . The book is a most important contribu-

tion to the history of our civil war ;
it is readable from

first page to last, and its vitality will outlast that of

more elaborate works on the same subject."— Boston

Saturday Evening Gazette.

This book is for salf by all booksellers ; or it will be sent

by mail, on receipt of price by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



Nunez Spanish Readers.
By

J.
ABELARDO NUNEZ.

With Vocabulary, ami Questions in English on the Text.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth.

STANDARD Elementary Readers. Progressive.

Carefully Graded on the Most Approved Plan

employed in the Leading American Schools. In-

dorsed by Prominent Spanish and American Schol-

ars. The Outgrowth of Years of Experience on

the Part of the Author, the most Prominent Edu-

cator of Spanish America. Universally adopted for

School Use.

TWO VOLUMES.

Book I. Price, 65 cents.

Book II. Price, 85 cents.

J. A. NUNEZ.

" Nunez's Series of Readers has had a great educational influence in our schools, and

continues to be unsurpassed. Mr. Nunez has made a notable addition to the Readers since

the first edition, namely, the introduction of standard poetry, with the result that this

SERIES OF readers has NO rival IN Spanish America."—ElEducador, Santiago de Chile.

A SPANISH CLASSIC.

PEPITA JIMENEZ.
A SPANISH NOVEL BY

Don JUAN VALERA.

Illustrated, nmo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Don Juan Valera is the Addison of Spanish literature, and Pepita Jimenez
has enjoyed a world-wide celebrity. To those seeking a standard Spanish classic,

pre-eminent in language and style, this book is highly commended. Written

in the purest Spanish, of recognized literary merit, it is without a peer for

studying the language.

A complete desaiptive catalogue of Spanish text-books and novels will be sent on application
to the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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LEARN SPANISH
Is what the present and the coming generations must do, in order to communicate

advantageously with our new colonies.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY
For over fifty years have had an especially equipped Spanish Department, in charge
of able Spanish scholars and editors, and have published the text-books universally

adopted throughout the Spanish-American republics. The following publications

will be found of particular interest to those contemplating the study of the language :

DE TORNOS'5 COHBINED SPANISH HETHOD.
A New Practical and Theoretical System of Learning the Castilian Language, embracing the Most

Advantageous Features of the Best Known Methods. With a Pronouncing Vocabulary containing
all the Words used in the course of the Work, and References to the Lessons in which each one is

explained, thus enabling any one to be his own Instructor. By Alberto De Tornos, A. M.„

formerly Director of Normal Schools in Spain, and Teacher of Spanish in the New York Mer-
cantile Library, New York Evening High School, and the Polytechnic and Packer Institutes,

Brooklyn. 121110. Cloth, $1.25. Key to Combined Spanish Method, 75 cents.

The author has successfully combined the best in the various popular systems, discarding the theories which
have failed, and produced a work which is eminently practical, logical, concise, and easily comprehended. The
unprecedented sale which this book has had, and its steadily increasing popularity as a text-book, mark this as
the leading Spanish method book now published.

Practical riethod to Learn Spanish.
With a Vocabulary and Easy Exercises for Trans-

lation into English. By A. Ramos Diaz de
Villegas. i2mo. Cloth, 50 cents.

This work is based upon the natural method of

acquiring a knowledge of a language. The exercises

are progressively arranged in parallel columns, Eng-
lish and Spanish, and present to the student a practical
and simple method of learning the Spanish language.

Ollendorff's Method

of Learning to Read, Write, and Speak the Spanish
Language. With an Appendix containing a

Brief but Comprehensive Recapitulation of the

Rules, as well as of all the Verbs, both Reg-
ular and Irregular, so as to render their Use

Easy and Familiar to the Most Ordinary Ca-

pacity. Together with Practical Rules for the

Spmish Pronunciation, and Models of Social

and Commercial Correspondence. The whole

designed for Young Learners and Persons who
are their own Instructors. By M. Velazquez
and T. Simonne. Cloth, $i.oo. Key to Ex-
ercises in Method, 50 cents.

A Grammar of the Spanish
Language.

By M. Schele de Vere. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

An Easy Introduction to Spanish
Conversation.

By M. Velazquez de la Cadena. iSmo.

Cloth, 35 cents.

The Spanish Phrase-Book;
Or, Key to Spanish Conversation. By E. M. DE

Belem. i8mo. Cloth, 30 cents.

The Elementary Spanish Reader
and Translator. By Miguel T. Tolon, Professor

of Modern Languages and Spanish Literature.

New edition, revised and enlarged, 1898.
i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

A book of progressive exercises for the use of those
who are not so far acquainted with the peculiarities and
construction of the Spanish language as to undertake

successfully the translation of difficult text-books.

Spanish Grammar.
A Practical and Easy Method of Learning the

Spanish Language. After the System of F.

Ahn, Doctor of Philosophy at the College of

Neuss. First American edition, revised and

enlarged, nrno. Cloth, 75 cents. Key to

Spanish Grammar, 25 cents.

Progressive Spanish Reader.
With an Analytical Study of the Spanish Lan-

guage. By Agustin Jose Morales, LL. D.,
Professor of the Spanish Language and Litera-

ture in the New York Free Academy, and

formerly Professor of St. John's University,

Washington Institute, etc. i2mo. Cloth,

$1.25.

This book contains a carefully graded series of in-

teresting pieces designed to lead the beginner on grad-
ually to the more difficult Spanish prose.

The Spanish Reader.

Consisting of Extracts from the Works of the most

approved Authors, in Prose and Verse, with

Notes and a Copious Vocabulary. By Ma-
riano Velazquez de la Cadena. 121110.

Cloth, $1.25.

A complete descriptive catalogue of Spanish Text-Rooks and Novels, with introductory prices, will be sent

to any address on application to

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE LEADING

Spanish Dictionaries.
Seoanes Neuman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary.

A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages, with the

addition of more than 8,000 Words, Idioms, and Familiar Phrases. In Two
Parts: Part I, Spanish-English; Part II, English-Spanish. 13 10 pages.

By Mariano Velazquez de la Cadena. Large 8vo. Cloth, $5.00.

Velazquez's Dictionary, composed from the Spanish dictionaries of the Spanish Academy,
Terreros, and Salva, and from the English dictionaries of Webster, Worcester, and Walker,
is universally recognized as the standard dictionary of the Spanish language. A unique
and valuable feature of this dictionary is that it contains many Spanish words used only in

those countries of America which were formerly dependencies of Spain.

*
* *

Seoanes Neuman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary.
Abridged by Velazquez. A Dictionary of the Spanish and English

Languages, abridged from the author's larger work. 847 pages. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

This abridgment of Velazquez's Spanish Dictionary will be found very serviceable for

younger scholars, travelers, and men of business. It contains a great number of words be-

longing to articles of commerce and the natural productions of the Spanish-American re-

publics, together with many idioms and provincialisms not to be found in any other work of

this kind.

* *

A Dictionary of the Spanish and English
Languages. Containing the latest Scientific, Military, Commercial, Tech-

nical, and Nautical Terms. Based upon Velazquez's unabridged edition.

32mo. Cloth, $1.00.

This Dictionary, which is of a convenient size for the pocket, has proved very popular,

and will be found an excellent lexicon for the traveler's handy reference.

*
* *

Spanish-and-Englisli Dictionary .

In Two Parts. Part I, Spanish-and-English ;
Part II, English-and-Span-

ish. By T. C. Meadows, M. A., of the University of Paris. i8mo.

Half roan, $2.00.

This Dictionary comprehends all the Spanish words, with their proper accents, and

every noun with its gender.

L>. APPLETON AND COMPANY, Publishers, New York, Boston, Chicago.
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THE SANITARIAN

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
Established in 1873.

" The Sanitarian tor June, 1892, contains a life-sketch of its venerable and
distinguished editor, Dr. A. N. Bell, and several contributions upon 'The
triumphs of preventive medicine,' in the interest of which Dr. Bell has; labored
so long and so successfully.

* * * No one has been so long, so patient and
so persistent in awakening public attention to an interest in this cause. No one
has filled so many positions demanding skill in practical work. No one ha^
been more successful in practical work under great difficulties. The writer of
the article is Dr. Stephen Smith, the eminent surgeon and author."— Tennessee
State Board of Health Bulletin.

Based at the outset upon medical knowledge and sanitary service, over an
extensive field of observation in various climates in different quarters of the

world, large experience in dealing with epidemic diseases, and practical sanita-
tion for the maintenance of health under the most trying circumstances:

< < The Sanitarian is

AS OTHERS SEE IT-
" The American authority for everything appertaining to the healthful con

dition of the people at large. The contributions are from medical men whose
writings are accepted as authority," (Virginia Chronicle); "The best sanitary
publication in America," (Mississippi Valley Medical Monthly)' "Easily main
tains its superiority over all similar publications," (Medical World); "Has
accomplished more good than all of the other sanitary papers put together,"
(Hydraulic and Sanitary Plumber); "The value of a good sanitary publication
can hardly be estimated. The superior of The Sanitarian we have never seen,"
(The Free Methodist) ;

"The editor. Dr. A. N. Bell, is well known to the mercantile

community for his co-operation with the merchants in quarantine reform, and to

his profession as a leader in sanitary science," (N. Y. Journal of Commerce).
"The Sanitarian has been the exponent of the most progressive science of

hygiene for more than twenty years," (The Living ('/tun-In.

Two volumes yearly. The volumes begin January and July; subscription
at any time.

TERMS: $4.00 a year, in advance; 35 cents a number. Sample Copies, 20

cents—ten two-cent Postage Stamps.
^~A11 correspondence and exchanges with The Sanitarian, and all publi«

cations for review, should be addressed to the Editor,
Dr. A. N. BELL,

357 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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World's Heading Reviews
!

& GsyW ^T"*HE foremost writers

if
of the world regularly

1 nitteteemj) Century** d .itStteS
J They present each month

1 Contemporary Review *************
u living authors; and in

1 TortnigMly Review** ZTuntf&SZ
Jt The current events of the

f Westminster Review ^ the w° ids p°^
A __ in culture, in science, in art,

* WWWWJfWWWWffWWWftff in finance, in economics,

5 in literature, in study, in

^ travel, in knowledge, is summed up in convenient and acces-

sible form by the most competent authorities, &&&&&&&&

i

i

* These leading English Reviews contain more articles by more

noted writers on any important subject than any other series.

No reader who hopes to keep in touch with the best thought
of the day on all current questions of importance can afford

to ignore them/'— The Philadelphia Press. J- jt> Jt> J- J> jfi &

We supply the original English editions at nearly 50 per cent* less

than they cost in England.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION:—Any one Review, $4.50; any two, $8.50; any

three, $12,00 ; all four, $16.00. Postage prepaid in the United States, Canada and

Mexico.

1 Eeonard Scott Publication Company, *» wan st, New York
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Military Text=Books

The New Army Drill Regulations.
As approved by the Secretary of War. (Supersed-

ing Upton's Tactics, previously the authorized standard

for the United States Army.) Illustrated.

For Infantry. One volume Bound in leather, with tuck,

75 cents; in stiff paper covers, 30 cents.

The Same, with Appendix containing interpretations (replies
to inquiries), as published in the "Army and Navy Jour-
nal," by Lieutenant John T. French, Recorder of the Tac-
tical Board. Leather, with tuck, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.

For Cavalry. One volume. Leather, with tuck, $1.00.

For Artillery. One volume. Leather, with tuck, $1.00.

For Hospital Corps. One volume. Leather, 75 cents.

Three Roads to a Commission in the
United States Army.

By Lieutenant W. P. Burnham, Sixth U. S. In-

fantry, author of "Manual of Outpost Duty," etc.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

Manual of Physical Drill, U. S. A.

By First Lieutenant Edmund L. Butts, Twenty-
first Infantry, U. S. A. With 193 Illustrations. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.25.

A Manual of Instruction in the Prin=

ciples of Prompt Aid to the
Injured.

Including a chapter on Hygiene and the Drill Regu-
lations for the Hospital Corps, U. S. A. Designed for

Military and Civil use. Ey Alvah H. Doty, M. D.,
Health Officer of the Port of New York

;
late Major

and Surgeon Ninth Regiment, N. G. N. Y.; late At-

tending Surgeon to Bellevue Hospital Dispensary, New
York. Second edition. Revised and enlarged. With
Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

Practical Instruction in Minor Tactics
and Strategy.

For the use of the Regular Army and the Militia.

By John P. Wisser, First Lieutenant, First U. S.

Artillery. With Charts and Maps. Approved and
authorized as a Text-Book in the U. S. Artillery School.

Square 8vo. Cloth, $2.50.

Points in Minor Tactics.

Compiled and arranged in an elementary manner
for the Infantry of the National Guard of the United
States. By Captain Charles A. Smylie, Twelfth

Infantry, N. G. N. Y. With Illustrations. i2mo.

Cloth, $1.00.

Regulations of the Army of the
United States,

and General Orders in Force, all Military Law in Force.

Revised edition, 1895. 8vo. Cloth, $1.50.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or Ihey will be

sent by mail on receipt 0/price by the publishers,

|D. APPLETON AND COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

1899=== 35th. ===1899

Annual Statement
OF THE

TRAVELERS
INSURANCE COMPANY.

Chartered 1863. (Stock.) Life and Accident Insurance.

JAMES Q. BATTERSON, President.

Hartford, Conn., January 1, 1S99.

Paid = up Capital, $1,000,000
ASSETS.

Real Estate $2,009,084 43
Cash on hand ami in Bank .... 1.510,090 17
Loans on bond and mortgage, real estate 5.785,923 99
Interest accrued but not due 261,279 62
Loans on collateral security 1.182,327 64
Loans on this Company's "Policies . . 1,175,489 24
Deferred Life Premiums 324,697 95
Premiums due and unreported on Life

Policies 251,120 97
United States Bonds 14,000 00
State, county, and municipal bonds . . 3,614,032 58
Railroad stocks and bonds 6,658,373 37
Bank stocks 1,066,122 50
Other stocks and bonds 1,462,300 00

Total Assets $25,315,442 46

LIABILITIES.

Reserve, 4 percent, Life Department . $18,007,596 00
Reserve for Re-insurance, Accident De-

partment 1,399,372 SO*

Present value Installment Life Policies 507,044 00
Reserve for Claims resisted for Em-

ployers 430,101 55
Losses in process of adjustment . . . 220,243 33
Life Premiums paid in advance .... 35,267 68

Special Reserve for unpaid taxes, rents,
etc 110,000 00

Special Reserve, Liability Department 100,000 00
Reserve for anticipated change in rate

of interest 400,000 00

Total Liabilities .... $21,209,625 36

Excess Security to Policy-holders $4,105,817 10

Surplus to Stockholders . . . . $3,105,817 10

STATISTICS TO DATE.
Life Department.

Life Insurance in force .... $97,352,821 OO
New Life Insurance written in 1898 16,087,551 OO

Insurance on installment plan at commuted value.

Returned to Policy-holders in 1898 $1,382,008 95
Returned to Policy-holders since

1864 14,532,359 52
Accident Department.

Number Accident Claims paid in

1898 16,260
Whole number Accident Claims

paid 324,250
Returned to Policy-holders in 1898 $1,254,500 81
Returned to Policy-holders tsince

1864 22,464,596 75
Totals.

Returned to Policy holders in 1S9S $2,636,509 76
Returned to Policy-holders since

1864 . . . .' 36,996,956 27

SYLVESTER C. DUNHAM, Vice-President.

JOHN E. MORRIS, Secretary.
H. J. MESSENGER, Actuary.

EDWARD V. PRESTON, Sup't of Agencies.
J. B. LEWIS, M. D., Surgeon and Adjuster.
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I
Hartford and Vedette Bicycles

Have the confidence of the cycling public.

For weeks we have been running our im-

mense factories 22 hours daily to meet the

p demand for our new J899 models,

* The Longest Experience,
* The Greatest Resources,
* The Largest Factories,

The Best Devised Machinery,
The Most Scientific Methods.

J A combination of advantages which produces
5 the standard bicycles of the world.

J Columbia Chainless, Models 59 and 60 - $75

Columbia Chain, Models 57 and 58 - - $50

Hartfords, Patterns 19 and 20 - - - $35

Vedettes, Patterns 21 and 22 - -
$25, $26

ENTIRELY NEW MODELS.
We ate closing out the limited number remaining
of J 898 Columbias and Hartfords (the leaders of

last season) at greatly reduced prices.

Juvenile Bicycles, all sizes, $20 to $25.

POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.

Catalogue free from any Columbia dealer, or by mail for one 2-cent stamp.

20
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A. CONAN DOYLE'S NEW NOVEL.

Duet, with an Occasional Chorus.
J I By A. CONAN DOYLE, author of

" Uncle Bernac,"
"
Brigadier Gerard,"

'•The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes," etc. Uniform with other books by
Dr. Doyle. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

THE
scene opens where the conventional novel ends—with a marriage, and another point of differ-

ence from the usual novel is that the marriage turns out happily, notwithstanding the varied expe-
riences of hero and heroine. Dr. Doyle shows a new phase of his fine talent in this book. As a

story of wedded love it has an idyllic character which will appeal to every reader not devoid of healthy
sentiment. Probably American readers will feel a stronger interest than their English cousins in the vivid

glimpses which the author contrives to introduce of historic scenes in Westminster Abbey, of St. Olaf's

Church, the burial-place of Pepys, and of the home of Thomas Carlyle. In a literary way it will be of

interest to every one to note that the author of
" The White Company

" and the creator of
"
Sherlock

Holmes" shows so light, sympathetic, and assured a touch in this charming picture of wedded life.

It should be noted that the author has sacrificed his serial rights for the sake of presenting his complete

story to the public for the first time in book form.

OTHER BOOKS BY DR. DOYLE. Uniform edition. 12mo, cloth, $1.50 per volume.

UNCLE BERNAC. A Romance of the Empire.

"Simple, clear, and well defined. . . . Spirited in

movement all the way through. ... A fine example
of clear analytical force."—Boston Herald.

RODNEY STONE.
" Dr. Doyle's novel is crowded with an amazing

amount of incident and excitement. . . . He does
not write history, but shows us the human side of his

great men, living and moving in an atmosphere charged
with the spirit of the hard living, hard-fighting Anglo-
Saxon."—New York Critic.

ROUND THE RED LAMP. Being Facts and
Fancies of Medical Life.
" A strikingly realistic and decidedly original contri-

bution to modern literature."—Boston Saturday Even-

ing Gazette.

THE STARK MUNRO LETTERS. Being a

Series of Twelve Letters written by Stark Munro,
M. B., to his friend and former fellow-student,
Herbert Swanborough, of Lowell, Massachusetts,

during the years 1881-1884.
"
Positively magnetic. . . . Written with that com-

bined force and grace for which the author's style is

known."—Boston Budget.

THE EXPLOITS OF BRIGADIER GERARD.
A Romance of the Life of a Typical Napoleonic
Soldier.

"The brigadier is brave, resolute, amorous, loyal,
chivalrous

;
never was a foe more ardent in battle, more

clement in victory, or more ready at need. . . . Gal-

lantry, humor, martial gayety, moving incident, make
up a really delightful book."—London Times.

BY RUDYARD KIPLING.

The Seven Seas.
A volume of poems by Rudyard Kipling, author of

"
Many Inventions," "Barrack-Room Ballads," etc.

i2mo. Cloth, $1.50; half calf, $3.00; morocco, $5.00.
" The spirit and method of Kipling's fresh and virile song have taken the

English-reading world. . . . When we turn to the larger portion of ' The
Seven Seas,' how imaginative it is, how impassioned, how superbly rhythmic
and sonorous ! ... 1 he ring and diction of this verse add new elements to

our song. . . . The true laureate of Greater Britain."—E. C. Stedman, in the
Book Buyer.

"The most original poet who has appeared in his generation. . . . His
is the lustiest voice now lifted in the world, the clearest, the bravest, with the
fewest false notes in it. ... I do not see why, in reading his book, we should
not put ourselves in the presence of a great poet again, and consent to put
off our mourning for the high ones lately dead."— W. D. Howells.I'LING.

By

Many Inventions.
Rudyard Kipling. Containing Fourteen Stories and Two Poems,

pages. Cloth, $i.so.

I21T10, 427

" '

Many Inventions' will confirm Mr. Kipling's reputation. . . . We would cite with pleasure sentences from
almost every page, and extract incidents from almost every story. But to what end ? Here is the completest
book that Mr. Kipling has yet given us in workmanship, the weightiest and most humane in breadth of view."—
Pall Mall Gazette.

"Mr. Kipling's powers as a story-teller are evidently not diminishing. We advise everybody to buy
' Many

Inventions,' and to profit by some of the best entertainment that modern fiction has to offer."—New York Sun.



Hppletons' flfcontbl^ Bulletin,

MESSRS.
D. APPLETON AND

COMPANY'S spring announce-

ments include the following books :

History of the People of the United

States, by Prof. J. B. McMaster, Vol. V,

covering the period from 1821 to 1837.

A History of American Privateers,

by Edgar S. Maclay, uniform with
" A

History of the United States Navy."

The Principles of Taxation, by

David A. Wells.

Outlines of the Comparative Physi-

ology and Morphology of Animals, by

Joseph Le Conte. Illustrated.

The Reminiscences of a Very Old

Man (1 808-1 897), by John Sartain, illus-

trated.

Admiral Porter, by J. R. Soley, a

new volume in the Great Commanders

Series.

A Duet, with an Occasional Chorus,

by A. Conan Doyle.

A Double Thread, by Ellen Thorny-

croft Fowler, author of
"
Concerning

Isabel Carnaby."

The Mormon Prophet, by Lily

Dougall.

Love among the Lions, by F. An-

stey.

Snow on the Headlight, a Story of

the Great Burlington Strike, by Cy War-

man.

Idylls of the Sea, by Frank T. Bullen,

F. R. G. S., First Mate, author of
" The

Cruise of the Cachalot."

The Story of Geographical Discov-

ery, by Joseph Jacobs.

The Procession of Life, by Horace

Annesley Vachell.

By Berwen Banks, by Allen Raine.

Pharos, the Egyptian, by Guy

Boothby.

Paul Carah, Comishman, by

Charles Lee.

Pursued by the Law, by J. Maclaren

Cobban.

Madame Izan, a Tourist Story, by

Mrs. Campbell-Praed.

The Kingdom of Hate, by T. Gallon.

Lady Barbarity, by J. C. Snaith.

A Cosmopolitan Comedy, by Anna

Robeson Brown.

Letters to a Mother, by Susan E.

Blow. International Education Series.

Education by Development, by

Friedrich Froebel. International Edu-

cation Series.

Montaigne s Education of Children.

by Dr. L. R. Rector. International

Education Series.

Spain, by F. A. Ober. History for

Young Readers.

Our Navy in War Time, by Frank-

lin Matthews. Illustrated. Appletons'

Home-Reading Books.

Uncle Sam's Soldiers, by O. P.

Austin. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-

Reading Books.

Harold's Quest, by J. W. Troeger.

Illustrated. Appletons' Home-Reading
Books.

About the Weather, by Mark W.

Harrington. Illustrated. Appletons'

Home-Reading Books.

The Story of the Fishes, by J. N.

Baskett. Illustrated. Appletons' Home-

Reading Books.

The Spanish Method to Learn

French. After the System of Ollen-

dorff. By T. Simonne.

Nervous Diseases, by Dr. Ludwig
Hirt, Professor at the University of

Breslau. Illustrated.

A Text- Book of Ophthalmology, by
Dr. Ernest Fuchs, Professor of Ophthal-

mology in the University of Vienna.

Illustrated.

Elcctro-ha>mostasis, by A. J. C. Skene,

M. D., LL. D., Professor of Gynaecology
in the Long Island College Hospital.

Anatomy and Physiology of the

Nervous System, by L. F. Barker, M. B.,

Associate Professor of Anatomy in the

Johns Hopkins Medical School.
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Prof. John Bach McMaster.

The fifth volume of Prof. J. B. Mc-

Master's History of the People of the

United States will cover the time of the

administrations of John Ouincy Adams
and Andrew Jackson, and will describe

the development of the democratic

spirit, the manifestations of new interest

in social problems, and the various con-

ditions and plans presented between

1825 and 1837. To a large extent the

intimate phases of the subjects which

are treated have received scant attention

heretofore. A peculiar interest attaches

to the various banking and financial ex-

periments proposed and adopted at that

time, to the humanitarian and socialistic

movements, the improvements in the

conditions of city life, to the author's full

presentation of the literary activity of

the country, and his treatment of the re-

lations of the East and West. Many of

these subjects have necessitated years of

first-hand investigation and are now
treated adequately for the first time.

The volume opens with a chapter on

the early settlement of Texas by Austin

and his imitators, and on the origin and

first temporary settlement of the Oregon

dispute by the establishment of the line

54 40'. It was in connection with this

line that Adams announced to Russia

the anti-colonization part of the Monroe

Doctrine.

The second chapter, therefore, under

the caption Growth of the Monroe Doc-

trine, reviews the gradual development
and assertions of the three principles of

that doctrine from Washington's day
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to 1823 ; the Holy Allies and their work
in Europe, their preparation for inter-

ference with the late Spanish-American
colonies, and the final assertion of the

doctrine of Monroe.

After thus reviewing the important

foreign relations of Monroe's second

term, Mr. McMaster returns to domestic

concerns, and in the next chapter treats

of The Breaking Up of the Republican

Party. The economic, industrial, and

political conditions which led to section-

alism, the rise of the rival candidates, and

the long presidential campaign ending
in the failure of the colleges to elect,

are given with great fullness.

The election of Adams marked the

end of the first half century of the re-

public. The next eight chapters are

therefore given up to an examination or

review of certain social, political, literary,

and industrial conditions which arose

during the period and paved the way for

the triumph of Jackson and democracy.
In the chapter on Socialistic and La-

bor Reforms we have the story of the

entrance of the workingman into poli-

tics
;

of that curious socialistic move-

ment of Owen and Fanny Wright ; the

Owenite communities at New Harmony
and elsewhere ; the rise of

"
Workey-

ism
"
and "Free Inquiry"; the begin-

ning of the Antimasonic party, and the

early signs of native Americanism.

The next chapter is a full account

of The State of the Country from 1825

to 1829: the rapid growth of cities;

early problems in city government ; the

introduction of gas and anthracite coal,

the opening of the Erie Canal and the

tremendous struggle for Western trade
;

the early railroad schemes; the great

questions of internal improvements at

Federal expense ; descriptions of life on

the Western frontier ; the long struggle

between the Old Court and and the New
Court parties in Kentucky ;

the rise of

the cotton industry in the South and

Southwest
;
the Indian troubles in Geor-

gia, and the quarrel between that State

and the Executive.
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Following this is a chapter on The

Negro Problem, reviewing the long his-

tory of the status of the free negro ; the

slave ; the work of the Colonization So-

ciety, of the abolition societies, the anti-

slavery societies ; and the troubles in

South Carolina, Georgia, and the Dis-

trict of Columbia growing out of slavery

issues.

The next chapter, under the title

The Industrial Revolution, is an account

of the rise and development of manu-
factures ; of the conditions which led to

the tariffs of 1824 and 1828; their pe-
culiar characters ; the violent opposition
of the South, and assertions of the

State-Rights Doctrine of Calhoun and

his party.

Next comes a chapter on our Early

Literature, treating of our native authors,

the struggle to establish magazines and

periodicals, and the differentiation of the

magazine from the all-around monthly
to the literary, the religious, the legal,

the medical, the scientific ; the appear-
ance of later authors— Bryant, Cooper,

Sparks, Longfellow, Irving, and a host

now forgotten.

There is a chapter on The Common
Schools during the first half century,
and another, quite timely now, on British

Criticism of the United States, setting

forth very fully why our fathers hated

Great Britain so heartily. Then follows

an elaborate review of Political Ideas

during the first half century. Then
comes a chapter on foreign complica-
tions—the Panama Congress ; the pre-
vention of the independence of Cuba by
the United States in the interest of the

slaveholding States; the Maine bound-

ary dispute with Great Britain ; the

Oregon agreement of 1827 ; and, finally,

a chapter on The Triumph of Democ-

racy, detailing the famous struggle end-

ing in the election of Jackson, and his

war on the Bank.

The period covered in the volume is

one of great interest, and has never be-

fore been treated so fully, nor from so

many points of view.

Edgar Stanton Maci ay.

The History of American Priva-

teers, which has engaged the attention

of Mr. Edgar S. Maclay for the last few

years, will be published late in the spring
or in the early autumn. The stirring

tale of the exploits of American priva-

teersmen has never been fully told, and
Mr. Maclay 's work will place before the

public a little - known chapter of our

maritime history. In his preface Mr.

Maclay says :

" The history of the United States Navy
is so intimately connected with that of our

privateers that the story of one would be

incomplete without a full record of the

other. In each of our wars with Great Britain

many of the captains in the navy assumed

command of privateers in which they fre-

quently rendered services of national im-

portance, while the pivateersmen furnished

the navy with a large number of officers,

many of whom became famous. In our

struggl e f° r independence more than sixty

American privateers were commanded l>y

men who had been, or soon became, officers

in the regular service, and in more than one

instance— notably that of the officers and

men of the Ranger, Captain John Paul

Jones's famous ship, then commanded by

Captain William Simpson—almost the en-

tire ship's company of a Continental cruiser

turned to privateering. Many of our most

distinguished navy officers have pointed
with pride to their probationary career in

privateers. The mere mention of such

names as Truxton, Porter, Puddle, Decatur,

Barney, Talbot, Barry, Perry, Murray, Rod-

gers, Cassin, Little, Robinson, Smith, and

Hopkins will show how closely related

3
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were the two arms of our maritime serv-

ice.

"In the War of 1S12 the regular navy
of the United States on the ocean num-

bered only twenty-three vessels, carrying

in all five hundred and fifty-six guns. This

force captured two hundred and fifty-four

of the enemy's craft. In the same period

we had five hundred and seventeen priva-

teers, aggregating two thousand eight hun-

dred and ninety-three guns, which took no

fewer than thirteen hundred prizes.
"
Looking at it from the financial point

of view, we find that the money value of

the prizes and cargoes taken by the Govern-

ment cruisers during the Revolution—al-

lowing an average of thirty thousand dol-

lars for each—to be no less than six million

dollars, and allowing the same average for

the privateers, we have a total of eighteen
million dollars. In the second war with

Great Britain we find, on the same basis of

calculation, the money value of Government

prizes to be six million six hundred thou-

sand dollars, while that of the privateers

was thirty-nine million dollars. Taking
the entire maritime forces of the United

States, both navy and privateers, into con-

sideration, we find that about eight hun-

dred vessels wei'e captured from the Eng-
lish in the War for Independence, valued at

twenty- three million eight hundred and

eighty thousand dollars, while the prisoners

could not have been short of sixteen thou-

sand
;
and in the second war against Great

Britain the value of the prizes was forty-

five million six hundred thousand dollars,

while there were no fewer than thirty thou-

sand prisoners. Against these figures we

have some twenty-two thousand prisoners

taken by our land forces during the Revolu-

tion, and about six thousand taken in the

War of 1812."

* *

The rank which Mr. Maclay's His-

tory of the U?iited States Navy has

earned for itself as the one final and

authoritative work upon the subject is a

sufficient guarantee of the treatment

which the historian will give to the

Spanish-American War. Neither the

author nor publishers would consent to

the making of a "
timely

"
book, hastily
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prepared from newspaper articles. Very

recently the appearance of reports and

other papers in this country and in Spain
has amply justified adherence to true

historical methods. The official docu-

ments relating to the war, the various

monographs, published logs, and special

reports, and the accounts of officers who
took a leading part in the war, have been

carefully collected by Mr. Maclay, and

his history will represent a sifting of

evidence and a free access to revised

and reliable data which no other writer

on the entire subject can equal. Mr.

Maclay is also enjoying the advantage
of the aid afforded by some of the chief

actors in the scenes which he describes.

The publishers announce that the new
edition of the "

History of the Navy," to

appear probably in the autumn, will be

in three volumes. The second volume

will close with the Civil War. The third

volume will include naval experiences
since the Civil War, the building of the

new navy, and the history of the Spanish-
American War in full, including the work

of the navy in the Philippines to date.

There will be a closing chapter upon
the new ships now in progress of con-

struction. The chief feature of this

volume will, of course, be its presenta-

tion of the authoritative naval history of

the war with Spain.

The late David A. Wells left behind

him a last great work which will take

rank as one of the most important of

American contributions to economics.

The larger part of his Principles of
Taxation had already appeared in

Appletons' Popular Science Monthly, so

that the work had the benefit of the

author's revision for the press. The

consequence of this book need not be

emphasized.
*

The reminiscences of the late John
Sartain include his early life in London.

Various distinguished people, interesting

historical happenings, quaint features of
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London schools, phases of artistic life,

and old buildings since destroyed are

pictured in a most entertaining fashion.

When Mr. Sartain came to the United

States his association included meetings

with Irving and others in New York, and

a close intercourse with Edgar Allan

Poe, which has yielded many personal

recollections of a most interesting and

illuminating character. Mr. Sartain was

singularly fortunate in his acquaintances
and associates, and his entertaining

book, with its wealth of personal, liter-

ary, and artistic anecdotes, will be cer-

tain of generous appreciation.

Dr. A. Conan Doyle.

The new novel by Dr. Doyle, which

has been awaited with so much interest,

is entitled A Duet, with an Occasional

Chorus. The story is one in which the

author has felt a peculiar interest. The
scene is laid in London, and the story is

one of the present time. The scene

opens where the conventional novel ends
—with a marriage, and another point of

difference from the usual novel is that

the marriage turns out happily, notwith-

standing the varied experiences of hero

and heroine. Dr. Doyle shows a new
phase of his fine talent in this book. As
a story of wedded love it has an idyllic

character which will appeal to every
reader not devoid of healthy sentiment.

As an adroit interpretation of a true phi-

losophy of wedded life the story contains

illustrations and pithy sayings which will

enlist the interest of women and men
alike. As a story pure and simple the

play of motives, contrast of characters,

unexpected incidents, delightful humor,
and sustained interest will be certain to

increase the large company of the au-

thor's friends. Probably American read-

ers will feel a stronger interest than their

English cousins in the vivid glimpses
which the author contrives to introduce

of historic scenes in Westminster Ab-

bey, of St. Olaf's Church, the burial

place of Pepys, and of the home of

Thomas Carlyle. In a literary way it

will be of interest to every one to note

that the author of "The White Com-

pany
"

and the creator of
"
Sherlock

Holmes
"
shows so light, sympathetic,

and assured a touch in this charming

picture of wedded life. It should be

noted that the author has sacrificed his

serial rights for the sake of presenting
his complete story to the public for the

first time in book form.

Miss Ellen Thornycroft Fowler.

Miss Ellen Thornycroft Fowler is

the eldest daughter of the Right Honor-
able Sir Henry Fowler, G. C. S. I., M. P.,

ex-Secretary of State for India, by Ellen

(Imperial Order of the Crown of India),

daughter of the late G. B. Thornycroft,

Esq., of Chapel House, Wolverhampton
and Hadley Park, Salop. Miss Fowler
has amused herself by writing stories

and verses ever since she can remem-
ber. In 1 891 she published her first

book, "Verses Grave and Gay," which
was followed, in 1895, by

" Verses Wise-

and Otherwise"; in 1897, by
"
Cupid's

5
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Garden
"

; and in 1898, by
"
Concerning

Isabel Carnaby," her first regular novel.

She has one sister and one brother.

Her sister, Edith Henrietta Fowler, is

the author of two very popular children's

books,
" The Young Pretenders

"
and

" The Professor's Children." Miss

Fowler resides with her father at Wood-

thorne, Wolverhampton, his country
seat. He has a London house as well.

*

"
Concerning Isabel Carnaby

"
is to

be followed shortly by Miss Fowler's

second novel, which is entitled A Doi{ble

Thread. The brilliancy of her first

novel is accentuated in the new book,

which, moreover, will be found to repre-

sent even more distinctly the story-tell-

ing purpose. There is a peculiar plot,

with certain most unexpected develop-

ments, and the author's ingenuity in

construction is no less apparent than

the wit, incisiveness, and intense mo-

dernity of her dialogue. The new novel

deals for the most part with English

country-house life.

Mr. Rudyard Kipling, after reading

advance sheets of The Cruise of the

Cachalot, by F. T. Bullen, wrote the

author as follows :

" Dear Mr. Bullen : It is immense
—there is no other word. I've never

read anything that equals it in its deep-

sea wonder and mystery ; nor do I think

that any book before has so completely

covered the whole business of whale-

fishing, and at the same timegiven such

6

real and new sea picttires. You have
throwti away material enough to make

five books, and I congratulate you most

heartily. It's a new world that you've

opened the door to.

"
Very sincerely,

"RUDYARD KIPLING.
"
Rottingdean, November 22, 1898."

Frank T. Bullen.

The success which Mr. Frank T.

Bullen has won by the force and vivid-

ness of his pictures of seafaring life im-

parts a special interest to the announce-

ment of his forthcoming book, Idylls of
the Sea. This book sketches varied

phases of the life and experiences of

those who go down to the sea in ships.

It is not confined to the whaler's ex-

ploits, but includes the things which

are seen and the adventures which are

undergone by all manner of men upon
the sea.

Miss Lily Dougall.

The Mormon Prophet, by Miss Lily

Dougall, the most important of this au-
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thor's books, is a work which will

attract wide attention. This remark-

able historical novel depicts the actual

beginnings of Mormonism, the character

of the first
" revelations

"
and of those

who accepted them, and the extraordi-

nary experiences and persecutions of

the early members of the sect. Merely

as a story of strange happenings and

adventures this novel would enlist the

interest of readers, but it has also as

really its chief reason for being, the

great interest attaching to its portraiture

of the character of Joseph Smith. In

these pages the peculiar temperament
of the "

Prophet," the founder of the

sect, is placed before readers in a man-

ner which will open to them an un-

known chapter in our history. The au-

thor has studied his character in the

light given by modern psychological re-

search, and the results will probably

be accepted as a true interpretation of

an extraordinary character. The story

shows what Mormonism was at the

outset, and traces the changes which

showed themselves clearly at Nauvoo

City, where polygamy, which was no-

where present in the original creed of

the sect, is said to have had its origin.

At the present time an intimate interest

will be felt in this vivid picture of the

Mormon Prophet's origin and career,

the steadfastness of his followers

throughout ignominy and peril, and the

strange modifications introduced in

their beliefs in the days of prosperity

and material temptation.

*
* *

Since Miss Dougall's strong novel

sets forth the original creed of the Mor-
mons and shows the changes in their

beliefs, its appearance at a time when so

much interest is felt in the Roberts
case will be welcomed by thoughtful
readers. In regard to the case of Brig-
ham H. Roberts, recently elected to

Congress in Utah, whose admission to

Congress has been the subject of many
protests, a correspondent of the " New

York Evening Post
"

has written as

follows :

' ' Without attempting to fathom the in-

tentions of the leaders of the Mormon

Church, who have a commendable habit of

keeping their own counsel, the election of

Mr. Roberts certainly demonstrates the fact

that a man can be elected Representative

from Utah who is living in polygamy, in

defiance of the prohibitions of his church

and the laws of his State, and who admits

that the pledges under which statehood was

granted to Utah were meant to be kept only

so far as suited the convenience of the men

who made them. Briefly, it proves that a

majority of the people of Utah see no reason

why a polygamist and a political confidence

man should not represent them in Con-

gress. . . . The leading question discussed

in the campaign was whether it would be

wise, proper, and politic to send Mr. Rob-

erts down to Washington, with his polyg-

amous record. His acceptance or rejec-

tion by the Fifty-sixth Congress will simply

show the Mormons how far they can safely

go. The church is still teaching the es-

sential righteousness of polygamy. Young
men, who do not under the new revelation

contract plural marriages, continue to lead

to the Temple young women who are there

sealed to them for the world to come, a

form of engagement which does not become

effective until death. Polygamy, according
to the revelation, is not to be encouraged
in this world, but it is the regular thing in

the next. The old polygamists continued

to live with their complete families, like

Representative-elect Roberts, and among
the younger generation, who are supposed
to respect the new revelation, there are

many lapses from the rule of monogamous

marriages."

The lack of a comprehensive book

for travelers, investors, and others, de-

voted entirely to Puerto Rico, will

insure a welcome for Puerto Rico and
its Resources, by Frederick A. Ober,

the well-known traveler in the West

Indies, which is published by D. Apple-
ton and Company. The aim has been

to produce a work that will answer all

questions likely to arise in connection

7
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with the acquisition and occupation of

this new tropical possession of ours,

and to this end Mr. Ober has availed

himself of every opportunity of adding
to his stock of information acquired

during the past eighteen years. His

book is not a sketch for the casual

visitor, or impressions of a traveler in

search of the picturesque, but it is a

comprehensive, informing, and inter-

esting account of the people, land, and

products, with the full explanations ot

the actual conditions and opportunities

which are needed by visitors and in-

tending investors. The Hon. Henry
Cabot Lodge has written the author :

" You have brought together in a small

space an immense amount of most valu-

able information, which it is very impor-
tant to have within the reach of the Amer-

ican people at this time."

The new novel, Windykaugh, by

Graham Travers, author of " Mona

Maclean," is attracting much attention

both in this country and in England.

It is the story of a modern woman, but

a story which will be read by men and

women alike. The heroine "carved

no statue, painted no picture
—she

did not even write a book
;
but when

all these things have been excluded,

there remains that little art of living

which has been open in all ages alike

to the wise and the simple." Of this

novel " Blackwood's Magazine
"
has re-

cently said :
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" '

Windyhaugh
'

shows an infinitely

more mature skill and more subtle humor

than ' Mona Maclean ' and a profounder

insight into life. The psychology in Dr.

Todd's remarkable book is all of the right

kind
;
and there is not in English fiction a

more careful and penetrating analysis of the

evolution of a woman's mind than is given

in Wilhelmina Galbraith
;

but '

Windy-

haugh
'

is not a book in which there is only

one '

star' and a crowd of '

supers.' Every
character is limned with a conscientious

care that bespeaks the true artist, and the

analytical interest of the novel is rigorously

kept in its proper place and is only one

element in a delightful story. It is a su-

premely interesting and wholesome book,

and in an age when excellence of technique

has reached a remarkable level,
'

Windy-

haugh
'

compels admiration for its brilliancy

of style. Dr. Todd paints on a large can-

vas, but she has a true sense of propor-

tion."

Hall Caine.

In his preface to the revised edition

of The Scapegoat, recently published

by Messrs. D. Appleton and Company,
Mr. Hall Caine says :

" This book in its

present form is new to American readers,

although a book under the same title,

telling practically the same story, was

published in America seven years ago,

That was just after the passing of the

Copyright Act, and the effort to meet

the conditions of the new law seemed to

require that the romance should be pub-
lished in what I knew was an immature

and wholly unsatisfactory form. This
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was the form in which it was being

published serially in English and Ameri-

can journals, without the revision usually

considered necessary for any piece of

writing before its appearance as a book,

and especially desirable in the case of the

present work. . . . When health and op-

portunity allowed, I did my best to make

the story worthy of the reception it had

received by an effort to lift its literary

execution to the level of its artistic mo-

tive. With these alterations and with

amendments made very recently I am
now offering The Scapegoat to Ameri-

can readers practically, I think, as a new

book, certainly as a book which is in

great part new."

*

Edward Noyes Westcott,

Author of "David Harum."

In response to numerous inquiries

concerning the personality of the late

Edward Noyes Westcott, the author of

" David Harum," Mr. Forbes Heer-

mans, who wrote the preface for the

novel and who was intimately ac-

quainted with the author, was invited

by the editor of " The New York

Times's Saturday Review
"

to prepare
a brief sketch of Mr. Westcott. He re-

sponded as follows :

" The interest which is always felt in

the life and personality of the writer of a

successful hook originates, it would seem,

in the sympathetic and kindly desire of his

readers for a more intimate acquaintance
with him than they can obtain through his

fictitious characters. This is surely not

mere curiosity, but rather an expression of

genuine friendliness, and for that reason

it is one that may be unhesitatingly grati-

fied. Usually the manner of preparing such

a biography as these conditions require may
be left, in some degree, to the approval of

the subject of it, but in the present case

that is not possible, for the author of ' Da-
vid Harum '

died six months before his

book was published. Therefore, what is

here set down concerning him must err

rather on the side of reticence than of

frankness.
" Edward Noyes Westcott was born in

Syracuse, N. Y., September 3, 1847, and

died there of consumption, March 31, i8q8.

His father, Dr. Amos Westcott, was one

of the conspicuous citizens of that city a

generation or more ago, and during part of

the civil war was its mayor. Edward re-

ceived the education that was given to most

youths of that day and locality, which

ended with the high school, and then, in-

stead of going to college, as he greatly de-

sired to do, he found it necessary to enter

upon a business career. Although Nature

had endowed him with the true artistic

temperament, keenly sensitive to all im-

pressions, both subjective and objective, he

nevertheless became a bank clerk, an occu-

pation that was, during the time of the war

and the decade following it, one of deadly

monotony, occasionally varied by days of

terrific storm and stress. But here as else-

where he did his work thoroughly and,

when the chances offered, as brilliantly as

if it had been his true vocation. In this

way he passed the active years of his life ;

first as bank clerk, teller, and cashier
;
then

as head of the firm of Westcott & Abbott,

bankers and brokers, and finally as registrar

and financial expert of the Syracuse Water

Commission.
" In personal appearance Mr. Westcott

was tall and slender, of a graceful figure ;

and his handsome, intellectual face would,

upon occasions, light up with a smile of

cordial friendship that was extremely at-

tractive and magnetic. He was married to

Jane Dows, a niece of the late David I lows,

of New York. Mrs. Westcott died in 1890,

leaving three children, Harold, Violet, and

Philip, the last two being still under age.
"

It was in music, perhaps, that Mr.

Westcott achieved his greatest non-com-

9
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mercial success, for in this art he had re-

ceived most excellent professional instruc-

tion, and his superb barytone voice gave

him a suitable instrument for adequate ex-

pression. In this field, as in that of bank-

ing, the readers of ' David Harum '

benefit

by the author's experiences ;
for in describ-

ing the trials of a church choir director he

has undoubtedly related some of his own.

He possessed, moreover, a considerable

talent for musical composition, and many

songs, of which he wrote not only the words

and air, but the harmony as well, have been

published and sung by those who never

knew the composer's name.
"
Although during many years of his

life Mr. Westcott made frequent use of his

pen for other purposes than figuring, he

seldom wrote for publication, and never

then except upon matters of current finan-

cial and political interest. Some of the

pamphlets which have been issued by the

Reform Club of New York were prepared
either wholly or in part by him, but it was

not until his health entirely broke down,

and he saw the coming of the one Inevita-

ble Thing, that he began
' David Harum.'

At first he wrote to occupy his hands and

mind. At length the story took shape and

distinction, the work grew easier and pleas-

anter, and presently the author found him-

self taking genuine delight in it. 'I'm

enjoying David immensely,' he wrote.
'

I

never have to think what he is going to do

or say next ;
he is always ready, long before

it is his turn.' He had been seeking his

vocation all his life, and now, just as the

clock was about to strike the last hour, he

found it. Surely, this is one of life's little

ironies."

The History of Japanese Litera-

ture, which Mr. W. G. Aston has

written as the sixth volume in the

Literatures of the World Series that

Mr. Gosse is editing for Messrs. D. Ap-

pleton and Company, differs from those

which have preceded it in the fact that

two thirds of it is translation and only-

one third narrative or criticism. This,

it is believed, will greatly add to the

pleasure and amusement of the general

reader. The Japanese have cultivated a

10

voluminous literature for more than

twelve centuries, but forty years ago no

English-speaking man had read one

page of a Japanese book. Even now
no history of Japanese prose and poetry

exists in any European language, and

Mr. Aston, whose life has been given to

this subject, has a free field. It is be-

lieved that the richness and variety of

the ancient prose literature of Japan will

astonish American readers. One point

that is very curious is the commanding

place which women have taken in Japan
since the most ancient times. The

classical writers of the eleventh century

were all women, and Mr. Aston's

analysis of and quotations from their

works will be read with great entertain-

ment. This is certainly one of the most

remote excursions into literary history

which has been made for a long time.

Mr. Aston brings his narrative up to

the very latest writers, who are now tak-

ing advantage of the Japanese copyright

law in Tokio and in Yokohama.

W. G. Aston.

Dr. William Elliot Griffis, of Cornell

University, has very kindly contributed

the following brilliant and informing

sketch of his friend Dr. W. G. Aston,

author of Japanese Literature:

" The wonderful city of Tokio looks

very differently to-day from that morning,

thirty-five years ago, when Mr. Aston first

saw it. In this penultimate year of the

century there are chimneys by the hundreds,

and great tubes of brick and iron vomit out

smoke to offend skies. Modern buildings

abound. The staring freshness of paint,
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the noise of the horsecar, the unaesthetic

telegraph pole and wire, the spectacled po-
liceman, and the noisy newspaper boy all

show contrast to the chimneyless level of

wooden houses in the early '60s. Gone
are the tycoons, daimios, spectacular pro-
cessions, and the oddities—now seeming
antediluvian when they come forth in the

commemorative festival, but then appro-

priate parts of a great whole.
" In that wonderful city, then fenced off

as to its interior by wooden palings into

wards, with guardhouses and appropri-
ate rakes and long-poled balls or hooks
for keeping unruly sword- wearers at bay,
came English-speaking foreigners to live.

Among them were two young men fresh

from the university, who, takifig rooms in

the heart of the daimios' quarter, began the

study of Japanese. No English-speaking
person at the time could read Japanese
books, though some had already made a

beginning. Messrs Aston and Satow (the
latter now British Minister in Tokio) col-

lected native books and manuscripts. En-

gaging the best teachers, they commenced
that pathway into the unknown region of

Japanese literature in which many others

have since followed, though none has gone
far ahead of the pioneers. It is true, how-
ever, that Prof. B. H. Chamberlain may
worthily be added to make a trio. Satow
•excelled as a historian ; Chamberlain is a

master in Japanese belles-lettres
;
but As-

ton is probably first in insight into the lan-

guage and its history, and in being able, by
profound knowledge and easy familiarity
and cool and clear judgment, to show the

whole course of Japanese thought and liter-

ary expression. He is not only the author
of grammars of the written and spoken
languages, but the translator of the older

and probably the more valuable of the two
books which lie at the foundation of Japa-
nese history and literature—the '

Nihongi
'

or 'Chronicles of Japan,' from the earliest

times to A. D. 1697. There may possibly
be those who can write more entertainingly

upon the literature of Japan ;
it is quite

certain that none can appraise it with a

more truly judicial mind than Mr. Aston.
" Let us look at the life of this scholar

and man of letters. He is the kind of man
whom the United States will need in great
numbers during the next few generations,
for with our Pacific and Asiatic possessions
we shall be in want of language-tamers.
Mr. Aston was born in 184.1, near London-

derry, and educated at Queens College,
Belfast, between 1859 and 1863. One of

his professors was the late Dr. James Mr-

Cosh, so well known among us as president
of Princeton University. He was appointed
student-interpreter in Japan in 1864. After

his preliminary work in Tokio he went to

Nagasaki as interpreter to the British con-

sulate. He brought out his first sketch of

Japanese grammar in 1868. Returning to

his native country he was so fortunate as

J
to marry a wife who has been his devoted

helper and guardian during a decade or
more of invalidism. While at home he
issued his 'Grammar of the Japanese
Written Language,' with a chrestomaihy."

Returning to Japan he was successively
acting consul at Kobe, consul at Nagasaki,
and then consul-general for Korea. The
latter appointment delighted all those in-

terested in the (once) Hermit Kingdom, for,

knowing Mr. Aston's historical, literary, and

linguistic tastes and powers, they expected
something of value from him that would
throw light upon Japanese origins and
claims. Nor were they disappointed. Mr.
Aston soon mastered Korean, and showed
how closely the Koreans and Japanese were
associated in mind and history. In the

awful riot of 1S84—one of the almost in-

evitable accompaniments of sudden change
from the ancient to the modern regime

—Mr.
Aston took cold from night exposure, and
from this time his health was shattered.

" He was made secretary of the British

legation in Tokio, but was retired on a

pension, and returning home lived for

several years at Seton, in Devonshire,

where, through the care of his devoted wife,

though
'

dying by inches
'—as one of his old

friends told me—he has been able to trans-

late and publish the 'Nihongi,' a work of

prodigious scholarship and of vast value to

the student of Japanese origin. Queens
University in Ireland gave him the degree
of A. M. in 1863, and subsequently the title

of Doctor of Literature, honoris causa,

*
* *

Messrs. D. Appleton and Company
wish to call special attention to the new

editions of Mr. F. M. Chapman's Bird-

Life which are now ready. This success-

ful book is presented in an octavo edi-

tion with colored plates, a library edi-

tion with black and white plates, a

teachers' edition, and a teachers' manual

containing the regular text, and intend-

ed to accompany portfolios of colored

plates.

* *

It is proper at this time to empha-
size the excellent volume upon Spain

which Mr. Frederick A. Ober has pre-

pared for Appletons' History for Young
Readers Series. The leading events of

Spain's history, with special reference to

her American colonies, the rise and fall

of the empire, the causes and effe< ts of

the loss of her colonial power from the

earliest period to the close of the late

11
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war, are presented in a way to interest

the young reader, and give him a clear

view of the romantic career and inglori-

ous decline of the Spanish empire.

Dr. W. T. Harris,

Editor International Education Series.

The important new volume, Letters

to a Mother, by Miss Susan E. Blow, is

a valuable addition to the International

Education Series, edited by the Hon.

W. T. Harris, U. S. Commissioner of

Education.

The object of this book is to explain
in language addressed to the general

public the philosophy of Froebel. Its au-

thor finds it necessary for this purpose
to take up the most important ^doctrines

one after the other as they were devel-

oped in the " Mutter und Kose Lieder,"

and show their equivalents in the differ-

ent systems of thought that prevailed.

In some cases these systems are in har-

mony with Froebel, and in other cases

there is profound disagreement. It is

well for all students of the kindergarten

to deepen their knowledge of his prin-

ciples by seeing their ultimate conse-

quences and understanding how they

apply to practical questions in the in-

struction of the young. The teacher

ought to be able to understand things

in their causes and reasons, and not rely

too much upon mere authority. The

importance of this will be readily under-

stood by those who have seen in recent

years the unprofitable experiments made J

12

by kindergartners who have only par-

tially understood Froebel, and who have

been easily caught by some plausible

doctrine brought forward as an improve-
ment, but which is really at variance

with the true theory of the kindergarten
as well as with that of all sound peda-

gogy.
The readers of the discussions in this

book will readily concede that the expo-
sition of the results of the theory of the

kindergarten, and also the defense of its

practice as against systems that conflict

with it, are presented with a clearness

and force new in the literature of the

subject. In this respect, as well as in

many others, this book is most timely.

Uncie Sam's Soldiers is the title of

a story for boys just issued by D. Apple-
ton and Company. It is a companion

story to " Uncle Sam's Secrets
"
issued by

this firm in 1897, with later editions in

1898, and is by the same author, Mr.

O. P. Austin, the present Chief of the

Bureau of Statistics, Treasury Depart-
ment. The story, which purports to be

the experience of two boys verging upon
manhood who served with the armies in

Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines,

gives largely in conversational form the

facts regarding modern military methods

in a way which can not fail to interest the

younger generation or those whose ex-

periences in the civil war would lead them

to value some account of the develop-
ments in war methods since that time.

Our Navy in Time of War, the new
volume in Appletons' Home-Reading
Series, by Franklin Matthews, makes its

appearance opportunely. The essential

technical points of our navy's achieve-

ments have been emphasized and ex-

ploited in this book, which is designed
to interest the young reader in historical

research. No more stirring chapters in

our country's history could be selected

than are contained in the story of the

navy from Paul Jones to Dewey. This
book should be in the library of every

boy in the country.



LITERATURES OF THE WORLD.
Edited by Edmund Gosse, Hon. M. A. of Trinity College, Cambridge.

A succession of attractive volumes dealing with the history of literature in each country. Each volume will
contain about three hundred and fifty i2mo pages, and will treat an entire literature, giving a uniform impres-
sion of its development, history, and character, and of its relation to previous and to contemporary work.

Each, i2mo, cloth, $1.50.
NOW READY.

A History of Japanese Literature.

By W. G. Aston, C. M. G., D. Lit., late Japanese Secretary to H. M. Lega-
tion, Tokio

The author begins by defining the individual characteristics of the Japanese which have persisted in their

literature in spite of the influences of Chinese civilization and of Buddhism. His historical treatment opens
with the songs and Shinto ritual of the archaic period from the fifth to the eighth century. It has been an essen-
tial part of the author's plan to include a very large number of translations of verse and prose as illustrations of
his discussion of various epochs, tendencies, and genres. While Fitzgerald has made Omar Khayyam univer-

sally known, the Tanka of Otomo in praise of sake, which is included among these translations, will be new to
almost all readers, and it is safe to say that the book as a whole will introduce the majority of readers to a com-
paratively new and fascinating field. The author's discussion of his theme is informing and discriminating
throughout.

A History of Spanish Literature.

By James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Member of the Spanish Academy.
"Mr. Fitzmaurice-Kelly has done his work well. With his book in hand, no English student need be

ignorant of one of the fountain-heads of modern literature, and it is not too much to say that no one can

properly understand the process by which our own literature has grown until he has mastered at least the ele-

ments of the contributory sources out of which it has been evolved. So far as regards the Spanish well-spring,
no better guide can be found in the English language than the work of Mr. Fitzmaurice-Kelly."

—London
Chronicle.

A History of Italian Literature.

By Richard Garnett, C. B., LL. D., Keeper of Printed Books in the British

Museum.
"This history of Italian literature is a valuable addition to the list of works of its kind. It is written with

insight and appreciation, with enthusiasm, yet without lack of poise, and with a plentiful equipment of sound

scholarship."
—New York Times.

" Dr. Garnett's book is so excellent, in view of the ground it covers, so critical, so instructive, that, when one
finishes it, it is with regret that there was not more of it."—New York Mail and Express.

A History of Ancient Greek Literature.

By Gilbert Murray, M. A., Professor of Greek in the University of Glasgow.
" Mr. Murray has produced a book which fairly represents the best conclusions of modern scholarship with

regard to the Greeks."—London Times.
" A powerful and original study."

—New York Evening Toxt.

A History of French Literature.

By Edward Dowden, D. C. L., LL. D., Professor of English Literature at

the University of Dublin.
"
Certainly the best history of French literature in the English language."

—London Athenaum.

A History of Modern English Literature. By the editor.
" Mr. Gosse's most ambitious book, and probably his best. It bears on every page the traces of a genuine

love for his subject, and of a lively critical intelligence. Moreover, it is extremely readable more readable, in

fact, than any other single volume dealing with this same vast subject that we can call to mind." London Times.

"An excellent piece of work."—Boston Herald.

IN PREPARATION.
A History of American Literature. By Prof. W. P. Trent, of the University of the South.

A History of German Literature.

A History of Hungarian Literature. By Dr. Zoi.tan Beothy, Professor of Hungarian Literature at the

University of Budapest.
A History of Latin Literature. By Dr. Arthur Woolgar Verrall, Fellow and Senior Tutor of Trinity

College, Cambridge.
A History of Modern Scandinavian Literature. By Dr. Georg Brandes, of Copenhagen.

A History of Sanscrit Literature. By A. A. Macdonell, M. A., Deputy Boden Professor of Sanscrit at

the University of Oxford.
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OUTDOOR BOOKS.
Bird=Life.

A Guide to the Study of our Common Birds. By Frank M. Chapman, Assistant Curator of

Mammalogy and Ornithology, American Museum of Natural History ;
Author of " Handbook

of Birds of Eastern North America." With 75 full-page Plates and numerous Text Drawings

by Ernest Seton Thompson. 121110. Cloth, $1.75. The same, with Lithographic Plates in

colors. 8vo. Cloth, $5.00.

Teachers' Edition.

Containing an Appendix with new matter designed for the use of teachers, and including lists of

birds for each month of the year ;
and with additional annotated lists of birds found at Wash-

ington, D. C, Philadelphia, Pa., Portland, Conn., Cambridge, Mass., St. Louis, Mo., Oberlin, O.,

and Milwaukee, Wis. With 75 full-page Uncolored Plates and 25 Drawings in the text, by
Ernest Seton Thompson. 121110. Cloth, $2.00.

Teachers' Manual.
To accompany Portfolios of Colored Plates. Contains the same text as the "Teachers' Edition

of Bird-Life," but is without the 75 Uncolored Plates. Sold only with the Portfolios of the

Colored Plates as follows :

Portfolio No. I.—Permanent Residents and Winter Visitants. 32 Plates.

Portfolio No. 11.—March and April Migrants. 34 Plates.

Portfolio No. III.—May Migrants, Types of Birds' Eggs, and 9 Half-tone Plates showing Types of

Birds' Nests from Photographs from Nature. 34 Plates.

Price of Portfolios, each, $1.25 ;
with the Manual, $2.00 ;

the three Portfolios with the Manual, $4.00.

" His chronicles are full of the enthusiasm of the born naturalist. He gossips about the affairs of birds in a

delightful strain, making
' Bird-Life

' an irresistible invitation to a fuller study of ornithology. It is not dry
details he offers, but pretty stories, biographical sketches of interesting families—all sorts of bird-lore that proves
the most enchanting reading."

—
Chicago Evening Post.

Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America.
With Keys to the Species ; Descriptions of their Tlumages, Nests, etc.

;
their Distribution and

Migrations. By Frank M. Chapman. With nearly 200 Illustrations. i2mo. Library Edi-

tion, cloth, $3 00
;
Pocket Edition, flexible morocco, $3.50.

The Art of Taxidermy.
By John Rowley, Chief of the Department of Taxidermy in the American Museum of Natural

History. Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $2.00.

Insect Life.

By John Henry Comstock, Professor of Entomology in Cornell University. With Illustra-

tions by Anna Botsford Comstock, member of the Society of American Wood Engravers. J2mo.

Library Edition, cloth, $2.50; Teachers' and Students' Edition, $1.50.

Familiar Life in Field and Forest.
By F. Schuyler Mathews. Uniform with "Familiar Flowers," "Familiar Trees," and
" Familiar Features of the Roadside." With many Illustrations. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

Familiar Features of the Roadside.
By F. Schuyler Mathews. With 130 Illustrations by the Author. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

Familiar Trees and their Leaves.
By F. Schuyler Mathews. Illustrated with over 200 Drawings from Nature by the Author,

and giving the botanical names and habitat of each tree and recording the precise character and

coloring of its leafage. i2mo. Cloth, $1.75.

Familiar Flowers of Field and Garden.
By F. Schuyler Mathews. Illustrated with 200 Drawings by the Author. i2mo. Library

Edition, cloth, $1.75; Pocket Edition, flexible morocco, $2.25.
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A New Volume in the Great Commanders Series.

GENERAL SHERMAN.
By General M. F. Force. Edited by General James Grant Wilson. With Por-

traits and Maps. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The author of this volume, a practiced writer and one of Sherman's division commanders, accom-

panied him in the Atlanta campaign and in the march to the sea. It is no slight compliment to General

Force to say that his biography of Sherman maintains the high level of merit which characterizes the

entire series, and indicates the good judgment of General Sherman in selecting him, as he did, for his

biographer. Several of the concluding chapters of the volume were written by General J. D. Cox at

the request of the author, owing to a temporary loss of health and his desire not to delay its appearance.

The book contains a finely engraved steel portrait of the picture that General Sherman preferred, eight

well-executed maps of his most important battlefields, and a carefully prepared index. This clear,

comprehensive, and compact biography of the illustrious soldier contains, among other features, the most

accurate and complete account of the battle of Shiloh, in which Sherman played such an important

part, that has appeared in print.

Other Volumes in the Great Commanders Series.

A Series of Brief Biographies of Illustrious Americans. Edited by General James

Grant Wilson. 121T10. Cloth, gilt top, $1.50 per volume.

ADMIRAL FARRAGUT By Captain A. T. Mahan, U. S. N.

GENERAL TAYLOR By General O. O. Howard, U. S. A.

GENERAL JACKSON By James Parton.

GENERAL GREENE By General Francis V. Greene.

GENERAL J. E. JOHNSTON By Robert M. Hughes, of Virginia.

GENERAL THOMAS By Henry Coppee, LL. D.

GENERAL SCOTT By General Marcus J. Wright.

GENERAL WASHINGTON By General Bradley T. Johnson.

GENERAL LEE By General Fitzhugh Lee.

GENERAL HANCOCK By General Francis A. Walker.

GENERAL SHERIDAN By General Henry E. Davies.

GENERAL GRANT By General James Grant Wilson.

This series forms one of the most notable collections of books that has been published for many

years. The success it has met with since the firsj: volume was issued, and the widespread attention it

has attracted, indicate that it has satisfactorily fulfilled its purpose, viz., to provide in a popular form

and moderate compass the records of the lives of men who have been conspicuously eminent in the

great conflicts that established American independence and maintained our national integrity and unity.

Each biography has been written by an author especially well qualified for the task, and the result is not

only a series of fascinating stories of the lives and deeds of great men, but a rich mine of valuable in-

formation for the student of American history and biography.

" No library of military literature that has appeared in recent years has been so instructive to readers of all

kinds as the Great Commanders Series, which is edited by General James Grant Wilson."—New York Mail
and Express.

The following are in press or in preparation :

ADMIRAL PORTER. By James R. Soley, late Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

GENERAL McCLELLAN By General Peter S. Michie.

COMMODORE PAUL JONES By S. Nicholson Kane.
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T
READY IN MAY—Professor Ripley's Great Work.

HE RACES OF EUROPE.
A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY. (Lowell Institute Lectures, 1896.)

With a Supplementary Bibliography of nearly Two Thousand Titles. By
William Z. Ripley, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Sociology, Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology ;
Lecturer in Anthropology at Columbia Uni-

versity, in the City of New York. Crown 8vo. Cloth. 500 pages, with

95 Maps and 235 Portrait Types.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
I. INTRODUCTORY. XIII. RUSSIA AND THE SLAVS.

II. Language, Nationality, and Race. XIV. The Jews and Semites.

III. The Head Form. XV. The Balkan Peninsula: The Greek;
IV. Blonds and Brunets. the Turk and the Slav

i
Magyars

and Roumanians. The Aryans. Mor-
V. Stature and \v eight. phology versus Philology : (a) Phys-
VI. The Three European Races. ical Origin

; (b) Source of European
VII. France and Belgium

;
The Celt and the Culture.

Teuton
;
The Cro-Magnon Race older XVI. W'estern Asia : Armenia, Persia, and

than either. India.

VIII. The Basques. XVII. European Origins: Race, Language,
IX. The Teutonic Race : Germany and Scan- and Culture.

dinavia. XVIII. Modern Social Problems : Environment
X. The Mediterranean Race : Italy, Spain, versus Race

;
Social Stratification

and Africa and Selection; City Populations.

XL The Alpine Race : Switzerland and Hol- xix - Acclimatization : The Geographical
. ,..„ Future of the European Races.

XII. The British Isles; Iberian Origins (?) Bibliography. Index of Portraits, Maps, etc.

TO LEARN SPANISH.
Seoane's Neuman and Baretti Spanish Dictionary*

A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages, with the addition of more than 8,000

Words, Idioms, and Familiar Phrases. In Two Parts : I, Spanish-English ; II, English-Spanish. 1310

pages. By Mariano Velazquez de la Cadena. Large 8vo. Cloth, $5.00. Abridged edition, i2mo,
cloth, $1.50.

The Combined Spanish Method*
A New Practical and Theoretical System of Learning the Castilian Language, embracing the Most Advan-

tageous Features of the Best Known Methods. With a Pronouncing Vocabulary containing all the Words
used in the course of the Work, and References to the Lessons in which each one is explained, thus enabling

anyone to be his own Instructor. By Alberto de Tornos, A. M., formerly Director of Normal Schools

in Spain, and Teacher of Spanish in the New York Mercantile Library, etc. i2mo. Cloth, §1.25. Key
to Combined Spanish Method, 75 cents.

Practical Method to Learn Spanish*
With a Vocabulary and Easy Exercises for Translation into English. By A. Ramos Diaz de Villegas.
i2mo. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Spanish Teacher and Colloquial Phrase Book,
An Easy and Agreeable Method of Acquiring a Speaking Knowledge of the Spanish Language. By
Francis Butler, Teacher and Translator of Languages. New edition, revised and arranged according
to the latest Rules of La Academia Espanola, by Herman Ritter. iSmo. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Spanish Phrase Book; or. Key to Spanish Conversation,
Containing the Chief Idioms of the Spanish Language, with the Conjugations of the Auxiliary and Regu-
lar Verbs. On the plan of the late Abbe Bossut. By E. M. De Belem, Teacher of Languages. i8mo.

Cloth, 30 cents.

Nunez's Spanish Readers,
With Vocabulary and Questions in English on the Text. By J. Abelardo Nunez. Illustrated, 121110.

Cloth. Two volumes. Volume I, 65 cents
;
Volume II, 85 cents.

The Spanish Reader and Translator,
By Miguel T. Tolon, Professor of Modern Languages and Spanish Literature. New edition, thoroughly
revised and the orthography arranged according to the latest Rules of La Academia Espanola. i2mo.

Cloth, 75 cents.

Send for a copy, free, of Appletons' Catalogue of Spanish Publications.
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"No less enthralling than ' Two Years before the Mast.'1 ''''

The Cruise of the Cachalot.
Round the World after Sperm Whales. By Frank T. Bullen, First Mate.

Illustrated. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

Mr. RUDYARD KIPLING writes the author :
"

It is immense—there is no other word. I've never read

anything that equals it in its deep-sea wonder and mystery, nor do I think that any book before has so com-

pletely covered the whole business of whale-fishing, and at the same time given such real and new sea pictures.

I congratulate you most heartily. It's a new world that you've opened the door to."

"
Occasionally there comes from the press a book so absorbingly interesting, so lucidly written, so graphic in

description, and so rich in information that the reader can not leave it, except for brief intervals of rest, until

he has finished it. Such a book is this fascinating narrative of adventures on the ocean."—New York Home

journal.

"Written with racy freedom of literary expression and luxuriant abundance of incident, so that it becomes a

story of fascinating vividness which thrills the reader and amuses him. The volume is no less enthralling than
' Two Years before the Mast,' and higher praise can not be accorded to a story of the sea. ... A book of such

extraordinary merit as seldom comes to hand."—Philadelphia Press.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " MONA MACLEAN."

Windyhaugh.
A Novel. By Graham Travers, author of

" Mona Maclean, Medical Student,"
" Fellow Travellers," etc. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

"The author draws her characters with the clever strokes of the successful artist, and the life of her heroine

is, in and of itself, so immensely interesting that the story never for a moment palls. . . . Aside from its moral

and intellectual charm,
'

Windyhaugh
'

is brightly written, and has that keen sense of enjoyment which belongs

to any genuine delineation of life."—Boston Herald.

"A novel with a fine and tender earnestness that is essentially cheerful and wholesome. ... It assures its

author a high rank among contemporary novelists."—Chicago Tribune.

Puerto Rico and its Resources.
A book for Travelers, Investors, and others, containing full accounts of Natural

Features and Resources, Products, People, Opportunities for Business, etc.

By Frederick A. Ober, author of "Camps in the Caribbees," "Crusoe's

Island," etc. With Maps and Illustrations. i2ino. Cloth, $i.^o.

The Hon. HENRY CABOT LODGE writes the author : "You have brought together in a small space an

immense amount of most valuable information, which it is very important to have within the reach of the Ameri-

can people at this time."

"No helter-skelter narrative is this, patched together to catch a sudden market in the wake of war, but a

careful, well-proportioned volume by an author who has seen more and written more of Latin-America than

almost any other living American. . . . Undoubtedly the best book on Puerto Rico yet written, and the likeli-

hood is that it will be a long time before we shall get another so good."
—Boston "Journal.

" An orderly and intelligent account of the island. Mr. Ober's book is both timely and trustworthy."—New
York Evening Post.

NEW EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

The Care and Feeding of Children.
A Catechism for the Use of Mothers and Children's Nurses. By L. Emmett

Holt, M. D., Professor of Diseases of Children in the New York Polyclinic,

Attending Physician to the Babies' Hospital, etc. l2mo. Cloth, so cents.

" The physician will find it an excellent work to put into the hands of any mother, for it tells just enough

and tells it so clearly that no one can fail to understand."—Buffalo Medical Journal.



NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

The Scapegoat
A Romance and a Parable. By HALL CAINE, author of "The Deemster,"

" The Bondman," "The Manxman," "The Christian," etc. Uniform

with the author's works. i2mo. Cloth, $1.50.

THIS
new edition will present itself as practically a new book. It will be found to differ ma-

terially from the edition heretofore published, which was issued some years since without the

benefit of the author's revision. This powerful romance and expressive "parable" will be cer-

tain to obtain a greatly enlarged meed of popularity.

OTHER BOOKS BY HALL CAINE.
Uniform edition. Each, i2mo, cloth.

The Manxman. $i so.

"Mr. Caine has written well and nobly."
—

Boston Herald.
" ' The Manxman '

is more than a good story ;

it is a great novel.
"—Philadelphia Press.

Capt'n Davy's Honeymoon.
$1.00.

"It is 'pleasant to meet the author of 'The
Deemster' in a brightly humorous little story like

this. ... It shows the same observation of Manx
character, and much of the same artistic skill."—
Jhiladelphia Times.

The Little Manx Nation.
$1.00.

The Christian. $1 50
" None who read it will gainsay its power and

effectiveness.
" —Neiv York Times.

" Its strength grasps you at the beginning and
holds you to the end. There is in it something of

the fervor of true prophecy."—Chicago Journal.

The Deemster. $1 50
New copyright edition, revised by the author.

" Hall Caine has already given us some very

strong and fine work, and ' The Deemster '

is a

story of unusual power. . . . Certain passages and

chapters have an intensely dramatic grasp, and
hold the fascinated reader with a force rarely ex-

cited nowadays in literature."— The Critic.

The Bondman. $1 50.
New copyright edition, revised by the author.

SIXTIETH THOUSAND. "A book that will live."

David Harum.
A Story of American Life. By Edward NoyesWestcott. i2mo. Cloth, $i. =50.

"True, strong, and thoroughly alive, with a humor like that of Abraham Lincoln and a nature as

sweet at the core. The spirit of the book is genial and wholesome, and the love story is in keeping with it.

. . . The book adds one more to the interesting list of native fiction destined to live, portraying certain

localities and types of American life and manners."—Boston Literary World.
" Full of wit and sweetness."—Baltimore Herald.

LATEST ISSUES IN

flppktons' town and Country Library
Each, i2mo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Pharos, the Egyptian*
By Guy Boothby, author of "Doc-
tor Nikola,"

" The Lust of Hate,"
"A Bid for Fortune," etc.

Paul Carah, Cornishman.
By Charles Lee.

By Berwen Banks.
By Allen Raine, author of " Mi-

fanwy, a Welsh Singer," "Torn
Sails," etc.

Ricroft of Withens.
A Romance. By Halliwell Sut-
cliffe, author of

" A Man of the
Moors."

The Procession of Life.

By Horace Annesley Vachell.

The Knight of the Golden
Chain. An Historical Romance.

By R. D. Chetwode, author of

"John of Strathbourne."



JOSEPH GIUOTT'S NEW PENS.

Extra

Smooth-

ness of

Point.

DlAMOND-STUffi

Lfl'init^»^
iiiJMripct8i5TL;ij|ir

1008 Diamond-Stub

J,illill!IHiJ0S|(,H Gni!MVi!
PROBOSCUl/R

lUOTf*

1044 Bank Pen

o JOSEPH GIUOTT'S '"\
^.....BANK.PEH J

1043 Proboscular

Q JOSEPH GIUOYTSA—miiiwpr

1047 Multiscript.

4.JJI.1H.-1.jhihh-jukiO J0SEPHCIU0T1S
J ^ d^L° *

* VERTICUUK PEN I
" «^^ *• £ V]

merlin. jiiMfwriy —"""MittTim

1045 Verticular.

r<5s~Epfi ciLLOtrs^v

104G Vertigraph.

Special

Ease

of

Action.

10G0 Falcon.

These pens have the extra smoothness of point, also the special ease and firmness of action required
for careful business writing, or for the rapid scribbling of professional and literary men.

For fine and extra-fine writing recourse may be had to the Gillott series of pens so long familiar to

the people :

303, 404, 170, 604 E. F., 332, 601 E. F.

(jKi.) The Standard Pens of the World. (£
h
w.X)

91 John Street, JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS,
new YORK. HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

TWO NEW VOLUMES IN THE LIBRARY OF USEFUL STORIES.

The Story of Geographical Discovery.

By JOSEPH JACOBS.

With Maps and Illustrations. 16mo. Cloth, 40 cents.

This fascinating epitome of discovery will prove a book of universal interest. With rare tact

and knowledge the author pictures the salient phases of geographical discovery in ancient and

modern times. The field which he covers is a vast one, but his treatment retains the interest of

the theme. This book is a remarkable and accurate summary of the subject, which will be

found of general value.

The Story of the Cotton Plant.

By F. WILKINSON, F. Q. S.,

Director of the Textile and Engineer School, Bolton. 16:no. Illustrated. Cloth, 40 cents.

In clear and simple language the author tells the story of cotton, tracing its progress from

the plant to the thread. The early history of cotton, the various phases of its growth, and the

processes of preparation and manufacture are lucidly described.

These books are for sale by all booksellers ; or they will be sent by mail on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York.



always

make

the

emington
Standard Typewriter

and its operator better friends.

NEW MODELS 6, 7 and 8 (Wide Carriage)

WYCKOPF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
327 Broadway, New York.

Bensolyptus \
(Schieffelin's)

Bensolyptus is an agreeable alkaline
solution of various highly approved anti-

septics, all of which are of recognized
value in

Catarrhal Affections
because of their cleansing, soothing and
healing properties. Bensolyptus is highly
recommended in all inflammations of
mucous membranes, especially in dis-
eases of the

Nose and Throat
and as a

Mouth-Wash and Dentifrice.

It is also of value for internal use in
affections of the alimentary tract attend-
ed with fermentation of food, eructa-
tions, and heart burn.

««
T

Sendfor pamphlet to l

Schieffelin & Co., New York* jj
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THREE STANDARD BOOKS.

THE PLAY OF ANIMALS.
By Karl Groos, Professor of Philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Basel. Translated, with the Author's

co-operation, by Elizabeth L. Baldwin. With a
Preface and an Appendix by J. Mark Baldwin.
nmo. Cloth, $1.75.

"The book is a treasure house of the most amusing and

interesting stories about the entire brute creation, from ele-

phants to ants, all adduced as illustrating some mental process.
We feel that we are brought into closer contact with and a
better understanding of those faithful friends from whom -ve

learn so much."—Boston Beacon.

THE STUDY OF THE CHILD.
A Brief Treatise on the Psychology of the Child, with

Suggestions for Teachers, Students, and Parents.

By Albert R. Taylor, Ph. D., President of the

State Normal School, Emporia, Kansas. Volume
XLIII, International Education Series. nmo.
Cloth, $1.25.

"We agree ... in approving it a sound and wholesome
book on child study. . . . For the large and increasing class

of educated womon to whom motherhood is the greatest of

professions, and teaching next to it in importance for the future

of the race, the study of the book will bring many helpful and

inspiring suggestions."
—Boston Congregationatist.

STUDIES OF GOOD AND EVIL.

By Josiah Royce, Professor of the History of Philoso-

phy in Harvard University, nmo. Cloth, $1.50.
" Professor Royce is well known as one of the ablest writers

on philosophical and ethical subjects in the country, and what
lie says on these themes is always worthy of attention."—
Brooklyn Eagle.

Tkest books artfor sale by all booksellers ; or they will

be sent by mail »n receipt ofprice by the publishers.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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